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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR DC
'

AMENDMENT W - PAGE C1fANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

Front Matter

-Listing of Amendments Listing of Amendments
Contents of Report Contents of Report

CIIAI"I'ER 1

TAB 1.0
Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 3 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 3
Table of Contents, i,11 - Table of Contents, i, ii

vii, viii vii, viii

T b '.1

1.1-1,2 1.1-1,2

TAB -1.2

1.2-3 to 1.2-6 1.2-3 to 1,2 6
1.2-11 to 1.2-16 1,2-11 to 1.2-16

'1,2-35,36 1.2-35,36-
Table 1,2-1, Sheets 3 to 7 Table 1.2-1,-Sheets 3 to 7 ;.

Figure 1,2-1 (Foldout) Figure 1.2-1 (Foldout)

TAB 1.3

Table 1.3-1,- Sheets 3,4 Table 1.3-1, Sheets 3,4
Sheets 7 to 12 Sheets 7 to 12

-TAB 1.6
Remove Tab 1.6: Replace with new TAB 1.6:
-Material Incorporated by Reference Reference Material .

1.6-1. 1.6-1
L - Table 1.6-1, Sheets 1 to 6 Table 1.6-1, Sheets 1 to 7

TAB 1.7

l: 1.7-1- 1.7-1
l Table 1.7-3, Sheets 1 to 4 Table 1.7-3, Sheets 1 to 4

Figure 1.7-1 (Foldout) Figure 1.7-1 (Foldout)
9407130134 940620
PDR ADOCK 05200002
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Ah1ENDh1ENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS |
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|
REMOVE ADD :

PAGE NO. PAGE NO.
_

l

TAB 1.8 i

1.8-1 1.8-1
Table 1.8-1, Sheets 1 to 17 Table 1.8-1, Sheets 1 to 17
Table 1,8-4, Sheets 3,4 Table 1.8-4, Sheets 3,4
Table 1.8-6, Sheets 1,2 Table 1.8-6, Sheets 1,2
Table 1.8-8, Sheets 5,6 Table 1.8-8, Sheets 5,6
Table 1.8-9, Sheets 3,4 Table 1.8-9, Sheets 3,4

TAB 1.10

1.10-1 1.10-1
Table 1.10-1, Sheets 1 to 13 Table 1.10-1, Sheets 1 to 7

CIIAFTER 2

TAB 2.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
2.0-1 2.0-1
Table 2.0-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 2.0-1, Sheets 1,2'

TAB 2.1

2.1-1 2.1-1

TAB 2.2

2.2-1 2.2-1

TAB 2.3

2.3-1 to 2.3-4 2.3-1 to 2.3-4
Tables 2.3-2 to 2.3-5 Tables 2.3-2 to 2.3-5

TAB 2.5

2.5-1 to 2.5-16 2.5-1 to 2.5-16

709INSTW wp -2-
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR DC
AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

:

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 2A

Effective Page Listing Effective Page Listing
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents, i,ii

TAB APPENDIX 2B

Effective Page Listing Effective Page Listing

TAB APPENDIX 2C

Effective Page Listing Effective Page Listing

CIIAPTER 3

TAB 3.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 7 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 6
Table of Contents. vii to xvi Table of Contents, vii to xvi

TAB 3.1

3.1-11,12 3.1-11,12
3.1-23,24 3.1-23,24
3.1-35,36 3.1-35,36-

TAB 3.2.

3.2-1 to 3.2-4 3.2-1 to 3.2-4
_

Table 3.2-1, Sheets 1 to 26 Table 3.2-1, Sheets 1 to 26-
.: Table 3.2-2,- Sheets 1 to 32 Table 3.2-2, Sheets 1 to 29

TAB 3.3

-3.3-1,2 3.3-1,2

. TAB 3.4

3.4-1 to 3.4-4 3.4-1 to 3.4-4
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AhfENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS
,

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 3.5

3.5-1 to 3.5-8 3.5-1 to 3.5-8

TAB 3.6

3.6-1 to 3.6-4 3.6-1 to 3.6-4b
3.6-11 to 3.6-18 3.6-11 to 3.6-18
3.6-31,32 3.6-31,32
3,6-41 to 3.6-44 3.6-41 to 3.6-44

TAB 3.7

3.7-1 to 3,7-4 3.7-1 to 3.7-4
3,7-15 to 3,7-18 3.7-15 to 3.7-18
3.7-27 to 3.7-30 3.7-27 to 3.7-30.
3.7-39,40 3.7-39,40
Figures 3.7-1 to 3.7-4 Figures 3.7-1 to 3.7-4

TAB APPENDIX 3.7B

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Overview - Overview
3.7B-5,6 3.7B-5,6

TAB APPENDIX 3.7D

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
3.7D-1,2 3.7D-1,2

. TAB 3.8

3.8-1,2 3.8-1 to 3.8-2
3.8-19,20 3.8-19,20

-3.8-23,24 - 3.8-23 to 3.8-24b
3.8-31 to 3.8-40 3.8-31 to 3.8-40
Table 3.8-3C Table 3.8-3C
Figure 3.8-5, Sheet 11 (Foldout) Figure 3.8-5, Sheet 11 (Foldout) .
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 3.8A

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, xiii, xiv Table of Contents xiii, xiv
3.8 A-1,2 3.8 A-1,2
3.8A-7 to 3.8A-14 3.8A-7 to 3.8A-14
3.8A-25 to 3.8A-36 3.8A-25 to 3.8A-36

_

3.8A-45 to 3.8A-52 3.8A-45 to 3.8A-52
3.8A-57 to 3.8A-59 3.8A-57 to 3.8A-59
Table 3.8A-1, Sheets 3 to 5 Table 3.8A-1, Sheets 3 to 5
Table 3.8A-2 Table 3.8A-2

TAB APPENDIX 3.8B

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
3.8B-1,2 3.8B-1,2

TAB 3.9

3.9-1 to 3.9-4 3.9-1 to 3.9-4
3.9-23 to 3.9-38 3.9-23 to 3.8-38
3.9-45,46 3.9-45,46
3.9-51 to 3.9-54 3.9-51 to 3.9-54
3.9-69 to 3.9-85 3.9-69 to 3.9-85
Table 3.9-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 3.9-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 3.9-4, Sheets 1 to 7 Table 3.9-4, Sheets 1 to 9
Tables 3.9-13,14 Tables 3.9-13,14
Table 3.9-15, Sheets 23,24 Table 3.9-15, Sheets 23,24

Sheets 71,72 Sheets 71,72

TAB APPENDIX 3.9A

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents, i,ii
3.9A-1,2 3.9A-1,2
3.9A-21 to 3.9A-24 3.9A-21 to 3.9A-24
3.9A-27 to 3.9A-30 3.9A-27 to 3.9A-30
3.9A-39 to 3.9A-40 3.9A-39 to 3.9A-40

TAB 3.10

3.10-1,2 3.10-1,2
3.10-13,14 3.10-13,14
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO.- PAGE NO.

TAB 3.11 .

!

3.11-1,2 3.11-1,2

CIIAITER 4
1

TAB 4,0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4
Table of Contents, v,vi Table of Contents, y,vi-

xv to xx xv to xx
<

TAB 4,1

Tables 4.1-1,2 Tables 4.1-1,2

TAB 4.2 i

4.2-7,8 4.2-7,8
4.2-41,42 4.2-41,42
4.2-75,76 4.2-75,76 -

4.2-81 to 4.2-90 4.2-81 to 4.2-90
__

.

- Table 4.2-1, Sheets 5,6 _ Table 4.2-1, Sheets 5,6
Figures 4.2-11,12_ Figures 4.2-11,12

.

TAB 4.3

4.3-3,4 4.3-3,4
4.3-13 to 4.3-16 4.3-13 to 43-16
4.3-39 to 4.3-44 4.3-39 to 4.3-44 '
Figure 4.3-2, Sheets 1,2 Figure 4.3-2, Sheets 1,2
Figures 4.3-25,26 Figures 4.3-25,26
Figures 4.3-31,32 Figures 4.3-31,32

TAB 4.4

4.4-5,6 4.4-5,6
4.4-27 to 4.4-39 4.4-27 to 4.4-39
Table 4.4-1 Sheets 1,2 Table 4.4-1, Sheets 1,2
Tables 4.4-6 to 4.4-9 Tables 4.4-6 to 4.4-9
Figure 4.4-8 Figure 4.4-8
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR-DC -.

AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS ,
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

-.

TAB 4.5

4.5-5,6 4.5-5,6
4.5-11,12 4.5-11,12

CIIAPTER S

TAB 5.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, xi to xv Table of Contents, xi to xv

TAB 5.2

5.2-1 to 5.2-4 5.2-1 to 5.2-4
5.2-9 to 5.2-20 5.2-9 to 5.2-20
Table 5.2-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 5.2-2, Sheets 1,2

Sheet 5 Sheet 5

TAB 5.4

5.4-15,16 5.4-15,16
- 5.4-27b to 32 5.4-27b to 32b
Tables 5.4.13-1,2 Tables 5.4.13-1,2
5.4-47 5.4-47

TAB APPENDIX 5B

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 -
Cover Sheet Cover Sheet
ABSTRACT ABSTRACT
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents,'i
5B-1,2 58-1,2
Tables 5B-1 and 5B-2 N/A

TAB APPENDIX SC

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
Cover Sheet Cover Sheet
NBSTRACT ABSTRACT
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents, i
5C-1,2 SC-1,2
Tables SC-1 and SC-2 N/A
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

- CHAPTER 6 )

TAB 6.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 8 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 8
Table of Contents, iii to xiv Table of Contents, iii to xiv

xix to xxii xix to xxii
xxxv to xxxvii xxxv to xxxvii

TAB 6.1 j

6.1-5,6 6.1-5,6 ,

Tables 6.1-2 to 6.1-4 Table 6.1-2 to 6.1-4

TAB 6.2

6.2-8a to 6.2-12 6.2-9 to 6.2-12
-Table 6.2.1-1 Table 6.2.1-1
Table 6.2.1-6, Sheets 5,6 Table 6.2.1-6, Sheets 5,6
Table 6.2.1-23, Sheets 5,6 Table 6.2.1-23, Sheets 5,6

-

6.2-39,40 6.2-39,40
6.2-66a to 6.2-71 6.2-67 to 6.2-72-

TAB 6.3

6.3-18a to 6.3-22 6.3-19 to 6.3-22
- Figures 6.3.2-1A to 6.3.2-1C (Foldouts) - Figures 6.3.2-1 A to 6.3.2-1C (Foldouts) -
6.3-35,36 6.3 35,36
Figure 6.3.3.4-3 - Figure'6.3.3.4-3
6.3-39,40 6.3-39,40.

- TAB 6.4

6.4-1 to 6.4-5 6.4-1 to 6.4-6
Table 6.4-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 6.4-1, Sheets -1,2

.

TAB 6.5

- 6.5-1 to 6.5-6 6.5-1 to 6.5-6
6.5-11,12 6.5-11,12

- 6.5-23 to 6.5-30 6.5-23 to 6.5-33
Figure 6.5-5 Figures 6.5-5,6

,
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CliANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. - PAGE NO.

TAB 6.7

6.7-15 to 6.7-21 6.7-15 to 6.7 22
Tables 6.7-1,2 Tables 6.7-1,2

TAB 6.8

6.8-1,2 6.8 1,2
Table 6.8-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 6.8-1, Sheets 1,2

'

Figure 6.8-3 (Foldout) Figure 6.8-3 (Foldout)

CIIAIrrER 7

TAB 7.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4
Table of Contents, i to xxix Table of Contents, i to xxvii-

: TAB 7.1

7.1-11,12 7.'l-1'1,12 -- -

7.1-19,20 7.1-19,20

' TAB 7.2

' 7.2-35 to 7.2-40 7.2-35 to 7.2-40

- TAB 7.3 -

7.3-33,34 7.3-33,34
- Figures 7.3-13a,13b Figures 7.3-13a,13b

TAB 7.5

7.5-17 to 7.5-20 7.5-17 to 7.5-20

TAB 7.7

7.7-1,2 7.7-1 to 7.7-2b
~ 7.7-35,36 7.7-35,36
7.7-39,40- 7.7-39,40
7.7-47,48 -7.7-47,48

i
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR-DC
AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

CIIAPTER 8

TAB 8,0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 - Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, i to vi Table of Contents, i to vi

TAB 8.1

8.1-5,6 8.1-5,6

TAB 8.3

8.3-1 to 8.3-18 8.3-1 to 8 3-18
8.3-33 to 8.3-40 8.3-33 to 8.3-40
8.3-41 to 8.3-44 8.3-41 to 8.3-44

CIIAPTER 9

TAB 9.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 6 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 6
Table of Contents, xv,xvi Table of Contents, xv,xvi

xxv,xxvi xxv,xxvi

TAB 9.1

9.1-1 to 9.1-14 9.1-1 to 9.1-14
9.1-35,36- 9.1-35,36
9.1-45,46 9.1-45,46
Table 9.1-1 Table 9.1-1 .

Figure 9.1-3 (Foldout) Figure 9.1-3 (Foldout)

TAB 9.2

9.2-3,4 9.2-3,4
9.2-9 to 9.2-l'2 9.2-9 to 9.2-12
9.2-31,32 9.2-31,32
9.2-65,66 9.2-65,66
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 9.3

9.3-1 to 9.3-2b 9.3-1 to 9.3 2b
Figure 9.3.2-1 (Foldout) Figure 9.3.2-1 (Foldout)
Figure 9.3.4-1, Sheets 1 to 4 (Foldouts) Figure 9.3.4-1, Sheets 1 to 4 (Foldouts)

TAB 9.4

9.4-17,18 9.4-17,18
9.4-39 to 9.4-42 9.4-39 to 9.4-42

TAB 9.5

9.5-3,4 9.5-3,4
9.5-31,32 9.5-31,32
9.5-42a to 9.5-42d 9.5-42a to 9.5-42d
9.5-47 to 9.5-50 9.5-47 to 9.5-50

CIIAITER 10

TAB 10.0 ,

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents, i,ii

TAB 10.1

Table 10.1-1, Sheets 3,4 Table 10.1-1, Sheets 3,4

. TAB 10.2

10.2-1 to 10.2-10 10.2-1 to 10.2-10
Table 10.2.3-1 Table 10.2.3-1

TAB 10.3

.10.3-11,'12 10.3-11,12

' TAB 10.4

10.4-45 to 10.4-56 10.4-45 to 10.4-56
Table 10.4.9-1, Sheets 3,4 Table 10.4.9-1, Sheets 3,4
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

CIIAPTER 11

TAB 11.0>

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 -
Table of Contents, y,vi Table of Contents, v,vi

TAB 11.1

11.1-1 to 11.1-4 11.1-1 to 11.1-4
Tables 11.1.1-3,4 Tables 11.1.1-3,4
11.1-7,8 11.1-7,8

TAB 11.2

11.2-1 to 11.2-4 11.2-1 to 11.2-4
11.2-9 to 11.2-18 11.2-9 to 11.218

TAB 11.3

11.3-1 to 11.3-18 11.3-1 to 11.3-18-

Tables 11.3-1,'2 Tables 11.31,2
Figure 11.3-1 (Foldout) Figure 11.3-1 (Foldout)

TAB 11.4

11.4-1 to 11.4-14 11.41 to 11.4-14
Table 11.4-5 Table 11.4-5

.: TAB 11.5 -

11.5-1 to 11.5-22 11.5-1 to 11.5-22
Tables 11.5-1 to 11.5-4 Tables 11.5-1 to 11.5-4

REMOVE TAB APPENDIX 11A N/A

Remove Appendix 11A in its entirety - N/A

CHAPTER 12

TAB ~ 12.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents,-i to iv Table of Contents, i to iv
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR DC
-- AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO. |

!
'

TAB 12.1

12.1-1 to 12.1-11 12.1-1 to 12.1 12

TAB 12.2

- 12.2-1 to 12.2-8 12.2-1 to 12.2-8
12.2-15,16 12.2-15,16

TAB 12.3

12.3-1 to 12.3 20 12.3-1 to 12.3-22
Table 12.3-5, Sheets 1 to 5 Table 12.3 5, Sheets 1 to 5

C11 APTER 13

TAE 13.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1

TAB 13.1

-13.1-1 13.1-1

TAB 13.2 -

13.2-1- 13.2-1

TAB 13.5

13.5-5 13.5-5

CIIAl"rER 14

TAB 14.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4
Table of Contents, y to xiii Table of Contents, y to xiii

|

|
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 14.2

14.21 to 14.2-14 14.2-1 to 14.2-14
14.2-25,26 14.2-25,26
14.2-31,32 14.2 31,32
14.2 55,56 14.2-55,56
14.2-79 to 14.2-82 14.2-79 to 14.2-82
14.2-89,90 14.2-89,90
14.2-99,100 14.2-99,100
14.2-119,120 14.2-119,120
14.2-133 to 14.2-158 14.2-133 to 14.2-158
14.2-169,170 14.2-169,170
14.2-177,178 14.2-177,178
14.2-187 to 14.2-196 14.2-187 to 14.2-196
14.2-207,208 14.2-207,208
14.2-213,214 14.2-213.214.

14.2-231,232 14.2-231,232
14.2-251,252 14.2-251,252
14.2-259,260 14.2-259,260
14.2-285,286 14.2-285,286
14.2-293 to 14.2-296 - 14.2-293 to 14.2-296
14.2-305 to 14.2-307 14.2-305 to 14.2-307 -
Table 14.2-4, Sheets 1,2 Table 14.2-4, Sheets 1,2
Table 14.2-5, Sheets 1,2 Table 14.2-5, Sheets 1,2

. Table 14.2-7, Sheets 1 to 4 Table 14.2-7, Sheets 1 to 4
Sheet 9 Sheet 9

TAB 14.3

14.3-1 to 14.3-14 14.3-1 to 14.3-15
Table 14.3-1, Sheets 1 to 8 Table 14.3-1, Sheets 1 to 8
Table 14.3-2, Sheets 11,12 Table 14.3-2, Sheets 11,12

Sheets 23,24 . Sheets 23,24
_ _

Sheets 29,30 Sheets 29,30
Table 14.3-3, Sheets 1,2 Table 14.3-3, Sheets 1,2

: Table 14.3-4 Table 14.3-4
Table 14.3-6, Sheets 5,6 Table 14.3-6, Sheets 5,6

: 1
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

CHAPTER 15

TAB 15.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 6 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 6
Table of Contents, vii,viii Table of Contents, vil, vili
15.0 17,18 15.0-17,18
Table 15.0 3 Table 15.0-3

TAB 15,1

15.1-5,6 15.1-5,6
15.1-19b to 15.1-24 15.1-19b to 15.1-24

TAB 15.2

15.2-5,6 15,2-5,6
15.2-13 to 15.217 15.2-13 to 15.2-17
Table 15.2.8-2 to 15.2.8-4 Table 15.2.8-2 to 15.2.8-4
Figures 15.2.8-17,18 Figures 15.2.8-17,18

TAB 15.3

15.3-1,2 15.3-1,2-
15.3--9,10 15.3-9,10
15.3-13,14 15.3-13,14

TAB 15,4

15;4-1,2|
.

15.4-9 to 15.4-12-
15.4-1,2

15.4-9 to 15.4-12
' Tables 15.4.3-1,2 Tables 15 4,3-1,2
_ Figures 15.4.3-3 to 15.4.3-6 Figures 15.4.3-3 to 15.4.3-6
Figures 15.4.3-11,12 Figures 15.4.3-11,12
15.4-21 to 15.4-24 15.4-21 to 15.4-24-

TAB 15.5|;

I 15.5-5,6 15.5-5,6

.
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR-DC ,

AhfENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 15.7

15.7-1,2 15.7-1,2
15.7-5,6 15.7-5,6

TAB APPENDIX ISA

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
15A-1 to 15A-8 15A-1 to 15A-8
15A-13,14 15A-13,14
Tables 15A-9,10 Tables 15A-9,10

TAB APPENDIX 16.0

PREFACE PREFACE
Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 3 N/A
Table of Contents, i to viii Table of Coatents, i to iv

TAB 16.1
Contents, Use and Application

1.1-1 to 1.5-2 1.1-1 to 1.4-4

TAB 16.2
2.0 Safety Limits -

-2.0-1 2.0-1,2

TAB 16.3
3.0 ' Applicability

3.0-1 to 3.0-3 3.0-1 to 3.0-5

TAB 16.4
3.1 Reactivity Control System

3.1-1 to 3.1-28 3.1-1 to 3.1-33
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 16.5
3.2 Power Distribution Limits

3.2-1 to 3.2-10 3.2-1 to 3.2-10

TAB 16.6
3.3 Instrumentation

3.3-1 to 3.3-48 3.3-1 to 3.3-64

TAB 16.7
3.4 Reactor Coolant System

3.4-1 to 3.4-32 3.4-1 to 3.4-47

TAB 16.8
3.5 Emergency Core Cooling System

3.5-1 to 3.5-10 3.5-1 to 3.5-14

TAB 16.9
3.6 Containment Systems

3.6-1 to 3.6-20 3.6-1 to 3.6-27

TAB 16.10
3.7 Plant Systems

3.7-1 to 3.7-33 3.7-1 to 3.7-41

TAB 16.11
3.8 Electrical Power Systems

3.8-1 to 3.8-33 3.8-1 to 3.8-44

TAB 16.12
3.9 Refueling Operations

3.9-1 to 3.9-8 3.9-1 to 3.9-11
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REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

REMOVE TAB 16.13 N/A
3.10 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations

Remove Section 3.10 in its entirety, i.e. N/A
,

3.10-1 to 3.10-13 |
|

TAB 16.14
4.0 Design Features

4.1-1 to 4.3-2 4.0-1 to 4.0-5

TAB 16.15
5.0 Administrative Controls

5.1-1 to 5.11-3 5.0-1 to 5.042 i

|

TAB APPENDIX 16A
Bases j

Effective Page Listing. Sheets 1 to 5 N/A

TAB APPENDIX 16A.1
Contents

Table of Contents, i to iv Table of Contents, i to ill

-TAB APPENDIX 16A.2
B 2.0 Safety Limits

B 2.0-1 to B 2.0-9 - B 2.0-1 to B 2.0-10

TAB APPENDIX 16A.3
B 3.0 Applicability

B 3.0-1 to B 3.0-11 B 3.0-1 to B 3.0-14

TAB APPENDIX 16A.4
B 3.1 Reactivity Control Systems

B 3.1-1 to B 3.1-54 B 3.1-1 to B 3.1-66

TAB APPENDIX 16A.5
B 3.2 Power Distribution Limits

B 3.2-1 to B 3 2-31 B 3.2-1 to B 3.2-40
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CIIANGE INSTRUCTIONS-

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 16A.6
B 3.3 Instrumentation

B 3.31 to B 3.3155 B 3.31 to B 3.3-213 .

TAB APPENDIX 16A.7
B 3.4 Reactor Coolant System -

B 3.4-1 to B 3.4-74 B 3.4-1 to B 3,4-99

TAB APPENDIX 16A.8
B 3.5 Emergency Core Cooling System

B 3.5-1 to B 3.5-28 B 3.5-1 to B 3.5-37

TAB APPENDIX 16A.9
B 3.6 Containment Systems

B 3.6-1 to B 3.6-46 B 3.61 to B 3.6-65

TAB APPENDIX 16A.10
B 3.7 Plant Systems

B 3.7-1 to B 3.7-73 B 3.7-1 to B 3.7-90

TAB APPENDIX 16A.11
B 3.8 Electrical Power Systems --

~ B 3.8-1 to B 3.8-72 - B 3.8-1 to B 3.8-102

TAB APPENDIX 16A.12
B 3.9 Refueling Operations

B 3.9-1 to B 3.9-20 ' B 3.9-1 to B 3.9-26

REMOVE TAB APPENDIX 16A.13
B 3.10 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations N/A-

Remove Section B 3.10 in its entirety, i.e. N/A
B 3.10-1 to B 3.10-21
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SYSTEM 80+ CESSAR-DC ,

AMENDMENT W - PAGE CliANGE INSTRUCTIONS i

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

CIIAITER 17

TAS 17.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents .i ii
17.1-1 17.1-1 to 17.1-3
17.2-1 17.2-1
17.3-7 to 17.3-16 17.3-7 to 17.3-16
Table 17.3-4 Table 17.3-4

CilAliER 18

TAB 18.0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4 - Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4
Table of Contents, i to vi Table of Contents, i to vi

xi,xil xi,xii'
xv,xvi. xy,xvi'

TAB 18.1

18.1-1,2 18.1-1,2

TAB 18.3

18.3-1,2 18.3-1,2

TAB -18.5

Table 18.5.4-1, Sheets 1 to 4 Table 18.5.4-1, Sheets 1 to 5 '
18.5-17 - 18.5-17

TAB 18.6

Figure 18.6.5-1 Figure 18.6.5-1
Figures 18.6.5-4 to 18.6.5-9 Figures 18.6.5-4 to 18.6.5-9
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS

|

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 18.7

18.7-13 to 18.7-16 18.7-13 to 18.7-16
18.7-25 to 18.7-28 18.7-25 to 18.7-28
18.7-49,50 -18.7-49,50
18.7-59,60 18.7-59,60
Table 18.7.1-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 18.7.1-1, Sheets 1,2
Figures 18.7.1-1,2 Figures 18.7.1-1,2 1

18.7-125 to 18.7-138 18.7-125 to 18.7-138
Figures 18.7.4-3 to 18.7.4-6 Figures 18.7.4-3 to 18.7.4-6
Figures-18.7.4 9 to 18.7.4-12 Figures 18.7.4-9 to 18.7.4-12 1

TAB 18.8- ,

18.8-1 to 18.8-3 18.8-1 to 18.8-3

TAB 18.9

18.9-1 to 18.9-4 18.9-1 to 18.9-4 i

TAB 18.10 -

18.10-1,2 18.10-1,2
4

!

CHAPTER 19 -

TAB 19.0 |

!Effective Page Listing, Sheets I to 33- Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 33
Table of Contents, xxxvii,xxxviii Table of Contents, xxxvii,xxxviii

xlvii,xlviii xlvii,xlviii
lxxiii,lxxiv lxxiii,lxxiv
lxxv,lxxvi lxxv,lxxvi

'

.
lxxxix,xc- - lxxxix,xc
xci,xcii xci,xcii j

TAB 19.2

19.2-7,8 19.2-7,8
19.2-13 to 19.2-26 19.2-13 to 19.2-26
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- REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 19.3

19.3-3 to 19.3-8 19.3-3 to 19.3-8
Table 19.3.2-8, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.3.2-8, Sheets 1,2

TAB 19.4

19.4-3,4 19.4-3,4
19.4-9,10 19.4-9,10
19.4-11 to 19.4-20 19.4-11 to 19.4-20
19.4-33 to 19.4-36 19.4-33 to 19.4-36
Figures 19.4.3-1 to 19.4.3-4 Figures 19.4.3-1 to 19.4.3-4
19.4-53 to 19.4-56 19.4-53 to 19.4-56
19.4-75,76 19.4-75,76
19.4-89,90 19,4-89,90
19.4-111 to 19.4-114 19.4-111 to 19.4-114
19.4-141,142 19.4-141,142

,

i 19.4-175 to 19.4-178 19.4-175 to 19.4-178
1

I TAB 19.5

19.5-5,6 19.5-5,6

TAB APPENDIX 19.5A

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
19.5A-3 to 19.5A-20 19.5A-3 to 19.5A-20

|
TAB APPENDIX 19.5E

' Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
19.5E-39,40 19.5E-39,40

,

TAB 19.6,

Figure 19.6.3.1-5, Sheets 1 to 31 Figure 19.6.3.1-5, Sheets 1 to 31
19.6-61,62 _ 19.6-61,62
Table 19.6.3.6-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.6-2, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.6-3 Table 19.6.3.6-3
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F

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB 19.6 (Continued)

Table 19.6.3,6-4, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.6-4, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.6-5, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.6-5, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.6-6, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.6-6, Sheets 1,2
19.6-67,68 19.6-67,68
Table 19.6.3.7-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.7-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.7-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.7-2, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.8-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.8-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.8-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.8-2, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.9-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.9-1, Sheets 1,2
19.6-93,94 19.6-93,94
Table 19.6.3.10-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.10-1, Sheets 1,2
19.6-115,116 19.6-115,116
Table 19.6.3.13-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.13-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.14-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.14-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.14-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.14-2, Sheets 1,2
19.6-129 to 19.6-130b 19.6-129,130
Table 19.6.3.151- Table 19.6.3.15-1
Table 19.6.3.16-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.16-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.3.17-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.3.17-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.4.1-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.4.1-1, Sheets 1,2 -
Table 19.6.4.2-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.4.2-1, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.6.4.4-1, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.6.4.4-1, Sheets 1,2
19.6-179,180 . 19.6-179,180
Table 19.6.4.5-1,_ Sheets _1,2 Table 19.6.4.5-1, Sheets 1,2

TAB 19.7

19.7-19,20 19.7-19,20'

19.7-75,76 19.7-75,76

TAB 19.8

- 19.8-3 to 19.8-4 19.8-3 to 19.8-4-

19.8-25,26 19.8-25,26
19.8-49,50 19.8-49,50

- 19.8-57,58 19.8-57,58

|
o

|
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CilANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 19.8A

19.8A-1 (Cover Sheet) Cover Sheet
ito xxiv Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1 to 4

ABSTRACT
Table of Contents, i to xxiii

1-1 to 2.4-30 (19.8A) 1.1-1 to (19.8A) 2.4-16
Figure 2.4-1

2.5-1 to 2.5-19 (19.8A) 2.5-1 to (19.8A) 2.5-16
Tables 2.5-1 to 2.5-5

2.6-1 to 2.6-4 (19.8A) 2.6-1 to (19.8A) 2.6-4
Tables 2.6-1 and 2.6-2 Tables 2.6-1 and 2.6-2
2.7-1 to 2,7-4 (19.8A) 2.7-1 to (19.8A) 2.7-4
Table 2.7-1 Table 2.7-1
2.8-1 to 2.8-17 '(19.8A) 2.8-1 to (19.8A) 2.8-14

Table 2.8-1, Sheets 1 to 3
2.9-1 to 2.9 5 (19.8A) 2.9-1 to (19.8A) 2.9-5
2.10-1 to 2.10-3 (19.8A) 2.10-1 to (19.8A) 2.10-3
2.11-1 to 2.11-4 (19.8A) 2.11-1 to (19.8A) 2.11-4
2.12-1 to 2.12-11 (19.8A) 2.12-1 to (19.8A) 2.12-11
2.13-1,2 (19.8A) 2.13-1,2
3-1 to 4-3 (19.8A) 3.0-1 to Table 4.0-2 -
4.1-1 to 4.1-7 (19.8A) 4.1-1 to (19.8A) 4.1-7
4.2-1 to 5-11 (19.8A) 4.2-1 to (19.8A) 5.4-1 -
6-1 to 6-10 (19.8A) 6.1-1 to (19.8A) 6.5-1
7-1 to 9-2 (19.8A) 7.1-1 to (19.8A) 9.0-2:

Add new Tab: Appendix A to
Appendix _19.8A, Requests for
Additional Information

Remove Appendix A to Appendix 19.8A Replace with new Appendix A to
in its entirety Appendix 19.8A, i.e.-

Cover Sheet
i Effective Page Listing, Sheets-1,2

- Table of Contents, A-i to A-ix
i A-1 to A-118
;
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AMENDMENT W - PAGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS

REMOVE ADD
PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 19.8A (Continued)

Add new tab: Appendix H to
Appendix 19.8A, Reduced RCS
Inventory Operations

Remove Appendix B to Appendix 19.8A Replace with new Appendix B to _

in its entirety Appendix 19.8A, i.e.
'

Cover Sheet
Effective Page Listing
Table of Contents, B-i
B-1 to B-5

TAB 19.9

19.9-27,28 19.9-27,28
19.9-35b,35c 19.9-35b.35c
19.9-43,44 19.9-43,44
Table 19.9.4-2, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.9.4-2, Sheets 1,2

TAB 19.10

-19.10-1,2 19.10-1,2

. TAB 19.11

19.11-23 to 19.11-26 19.11-23 to 19.11-26
19.11-27 to 19.11-30 19.11-27 to 19.11-30
Figures 19.11.3.6-1,2 Figures 19.11.3.6-1,2
19.11-39,40 19.11-39,40
Figure 19.11.3.8-1 Figure 19_.1.3.8-1
19.11-55,56 19.11-55,56
Tables 19.11.4.1.1-1,2 Tables 19.11.4.1.1-1,2 4

Tables 19.11.4.1.1-3b,4 Tables 19.11.4.1.1-3b,4
Tables 19.11.4.1.2-3 A,3B,4 Tables 19.11.4.1.2-3A,3B,4
19.11-113,114 19.11-113,114
Tables 19.11.4.2.1-1 to 19.11.4.2.1-4 Tables 19.11.4.2.1-1 to 19.11.4.2.1-4
19.11-144a,144b 19.11-144a,144b
19.11-149 to 19.11-160 19.11-149 to 19.11-160
19.11-161 to 19.11-172 19.11-161 to 19.11-172
19.11-177 to 19.11-182t 19.11-177 to 19.11-182t
Table 19.11.4.4-5C, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.11.4.4-5C, Sheets 1,2
Table 19.11.4.4-5F, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.11.4.4-5F, Sheets 1,2
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PAGE NO. PAGE NO.

TAB APPENDIX 19.11G

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Cover Sheet
Cover Sheet Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
Table of Contents, i to iii Table of Contents, i to iii
19.11G-1 to 19.11G-3 19.11G-1 to 19.11G-3
Table 19.11G-1 Table 19.11G-1
Figure 19.11G 1 Figure 19.11G-1

TAB APPENDIX 19.11H

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Cover Sheet
Cover Sheet Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
19.11H-1 to 19.11H-3 19.11H-1 to 19.11H-3

TAB APPENDIX 19.11J

Remove Appendix 19.113 in its entirety Replace with New Appendix 19.11J, i.e.
Cover Sheet
Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
Table of Contents, i,ii
19.11J-1 to 19.11J-15
Tables 19.111-1,2

TAB APPEt, DIX 19.11K

Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1 Effective Page Listing, Sheet 1
Table of Contents, i,ii Table of Contents, i,ii
19.11K-1 to 19.11K-8 19.11K-1 to 19.11K-8
19.11K-23,24 19.11K-23,24

TAB 19.12

19.12-23,24 19.12-23,24
19.12-37 to 19.12-42 19.12-37 to 19.12-42
19.12-107,108 19.12-107,108
Figure 19.12.2.3-1, Sheets 1 to 21 Table 19.12.2.3-21, Sheets 1 to 21
Figure 19.12.2.3-2 (all pages) Table 19.12.2.3-22, Sheets 1 to 12
19.12-113,114 19.12-113,114
19.12-125,126 19.12-125,126
Table 19.12.3-3, Sheet 3 Table 19.12.3-3, Sheet 3
Table 19.12.3-4, Sheets 1,2 Table 19.12.3-4, Sheets 1,2
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REMOVE ADD-
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TAB 19.15

- 19.15-1,2 19.15-1,2
Table 19.15-1, Sheets 1 to 8 Table 19.15-1, Sheets 1 to 8

Sheets 13 to 16 Sheets 13 to 16
19.15-75,76 19.15-75,76

TAB APPENDIX 19A

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
Table of Contents, y,vi Table of Contents, y,vi
19A-9,10 19 A-9,10

TAB 20,0

Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2 Effective Page Listing, Sheets 1,2
20.2-21,22 20.2-21,22
20.2-75,76 20.2-75,76- '

20.2-79,80 20.-2-79,80

4

4
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V 1.0 INTRODUCTION _AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

1.1 J]]IRODUCTION

The Combustion Engineering Standard Safety Analysis Report -

Design Certification (CESSAR-DC) has been prepared in support of
the industry effort to standardize nuclear plant d. signs. This
submittal demonstrates the compliance of the System 80+ Standard |
Design with all current regulations as well as the guidelines
outlined in the Commission's Severe Accident and Safety Goal
Policy Statement.

The starting point for development of the System 80+ Standard
Design was the System 80 design described in CESSAR-FSAR. |
CESSAR-FSAR was referenced (in total or in part) in the safety
analysis reports submitted by Arizona Public Service and
Washington Public Power Supply System. In developing the System
80 design, changes from earlier C-E designs were made to respond
to utility needs and provide increased conservatism. These
improvements included a larger core size, an increased number of
fuel rods and modification in the guidance method for control
element assemblies used for reactivity control and rapid
shutdown. The larger core size and increased number of fuel rods
allowed for higher reactor power levels with a decrease in peak

O linear heat rate and a resultant decrease in fuel rod

(U) temperatures under LOCA conditions. The modified Control Element
Assembly guidance system design provided increased conservatism
and flexibility in the reactivity control and shutdown
capability.

While the System 80+ design contains most of the features of
System 80, a variety of engineering and operational improvements *
are included. The changes to System 80 are designed to provide
additional reliability and safety margin and address Severe
Accident and Safety Goal Policy Statements.

1.1.1 SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

The scope of the System 80+ design covers an essentially complete
nuclear power plant and includes all structures, systems, and
components that can significantly affect safe operation. All
major structures within the scope of the certified design are |
identified with a " cross-hatch" marking on the site arrangement
layout (Figure 1.2-1). Site-specific structures are shown on |
that arrangement layout with " slash" markings. Structures,
systems and components not in or partially within the scope of |
the System 80+ design are listed in Section 1.9.

*Specifically, for the System 80+ Standard Design, the Electricn
! Power Research Institute's Advanced Light Water Reactor( Requirements Document has been used as a guide for utility

requirements regarding plant design.

Amendment W
1.1-1 June 17, 1994
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A summary of the System 80+ Standard Design is presented in
Section 1.2 and detailed information on specific systems is
provided in the appropriate sections of CESSAR-DC.

1.1.2 POWER LEVELS

The System 80+ Standard Design, described herein, includes a
reactor core designed to operate at a maximum core power level of
3914 MWt. While the System 80+ design is independent of power
level, this core power level was selected for the analysis
described herein to provide limiting design and safety analysis
parameters. At this core power level, the total thermal output
is 3931 MWt.

1.1.3 SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY

The requirements to be met by future plants are:

A. Demonstration of compliance with the procedural requirements
and criteria of the current Commission regulations,
including the Three Mile Island requirements for new plants

| as reflected in 10 CFR 50.34(f).

B. Demonstration of technical resolution of all applicable
Unresolved Safety Issues and the medium- and high-priority
Generic Safety Issues, including a special focus on assuring
the reliability of decay heat removal systems and the
reliability of both AC and DC electrical supply systems.

C. Completion of a Probabilistic Risk Assesament (PRA) and
consideration of the severe accident vulnerabilities the PRA
exposes along with the insights that may add to the
assurance of no undue risk to public health and safety.

D. Completion of a staf f review of the design with a conclusion
of safety acceptability using an approach that stresses
deterministic engineering analysis and judgment complemented
by PRA.

In addition, the Severe Accident Policy states:

"The Commission also recognizes the importance of such
potential contributors to severe accident risk as human
performance and sabotage. The issues of both insider and
outsider cabotage threats will be carefully analyzed and, to
the extent practicaole, will be emphasized as special
considerations in the design and in the operating procedures
developed for new plants."

Severe Accidents and unresolved generic issues are addressed in
this Safety Analysis Report. The resolution of these issues

Amendment W
1.1-2 June 17, 1994
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i

B. Provide facilities to search, badge, and permit access to
the Protected Area. '

C.- Provide the secondary Alarm Stations.r

,

D. Provide the required bullet-resistant features to support
security force functions.

.

!

-A typical PAP building is a masonry building with non-combustible '

roofing on a metal deck. The PAP building is located along the
Protected Area fence at the entrance _ to the _ plant, near the
Administration Building. A PAP building ventilation system is

-

'provided to maintain the building within design temperature
.

+

limits.

{1.2.1.4.1.3 warehouse

The licensoo shall provide a warehouse to accommodate the
following:

A. Material access to the Protected Area incorporating the
Vehicle (and cargo) Access Portal (VAP). |

B. Loading docks, nearch areas, QA inspection and - QA Hold
-

Areas, along with systems and fixtures to provide bulk
storage of QA and non QA parts and supplies.* .

C. A material issue area to control dispensing of materials for j
maintenance. i

A typical warehouse is founded at grade on a reinforced concrete !

foundation. The warehouse is typically a metal enclosed building
with a structural steel frame and non-combustible roofing.1 The

-

warehouse ventilation system is designed _to meet the appropriate
requirements of ANSI /ASME NQA-2 Part 2.2.

1.2.2 SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN - SCOPE AND DE6CRIPTION

The scope of the System 80+ Standard Design (see Section 1.1.1) i_
_

covers an essentially complete nuclear power plant and includes :

all structures, systems, and components-that can significantly
affect safe-operation. The primary design characteristics-are
summarized in the subsections below-and improvements based on *

-

operating experience are summarized in Table 1.2-1._ The seismic
category, safety. classification, and quality assurance-
requirement of structures, systems, and components-are listed in '

Tablo.3.2-1.
.

L
,

- --
,
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1.2.3 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM (NSSS)

The HSSS generates approximately 3931 Mwt, producing saturated
steam.

The NSSS contains two primary coolant loops, each of which has
two reactor coolant pumps, a steam generator, a 42-inch ID hot
leg pipe and two 30-inch ID cold leg pipes. In addition, the
safety injection lines are connected directly to the Reactor
Vessel. An electrically heated pressurizer is connected to one
of the loops of the NSSS. The pressurizer has an increased
volume (relative to previous design) to enhance transient
response. Pressurized water is circulated by means of electric- 4

motor-driven, single-stage, centrifugal reactor coolant pumps. |
Reactor coolant flows downward between the reactor vessel shell j
and the core support barrel, upward through the reactor core,
through the hot leg piping, through the tube side of the vertical
U-tube steam generators, and back to the reactor coolant pumps.
The saturated steam produced in the steam generators is passed to j

the turbine. |

1.2.3.1 Reactor Core

The reactor core is fueled with uranium dioxide pellets enclosed
in zircaloy tubes with welded end caps. The tubes are fabricated
into assemblies in which end fittings limit axial motion and i

grids limit lateral motion of the tubes. The control element
assemblies (CEAs) consist of NiCrFo alloy clad boron carbide or
silver-indium-cadmium absorber rods and solid NiCrFe alloy
reduced strength absorber rods, which are guided by tubes located
within the fuel assembly. The core consists of 241 fuel
assemblics which will be typically loaded with three different |
U-235 enrichments. The NSSS full thermal output is 3931 MWt with
a core thermal output of 3914 MWt.

Design critoria are established to ensure the following:

A. The minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio during
normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences
will provide at least a 95% probability with 95% confidence
that departure from nucleate boiling does not occur.

B. The maximum fuel centerline temperature evaluated at the
design overpower condition is below that value which could
lead to centerline fuel melting. The melting point of the
UO is not reached during normal operation and anticipated2
operational occurrences.

O
Amendment Q
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O
U C. Fuel rod clad is designed to maintain cladding integrity

throughout fuel life.

D. The reactor system is designed so that any xenon transients
will be adequately damped.

E. The Reactor Coolant System is designed and constructed to
maintain its integrity throughout the expected plant life.

F. The reactor and Plant Protection System cro designed such
that power excursions that could result from any credible
reactivity addition incident do not cause damage either by
deformation or rupture of the pressure vessel, or impair
operation of the engineered safety features.

G. The reactor is designed such that the combined response of
the fuel temperature coefficient, the moderator temperature
coefficient, the moderator void coefficient, and the
moderator pressure coefficient to an increase in reactor
thermal power is a decrease in reactivity. In addition,
reactor power transients remain bounded and damped in
response to any expected changes in any operating variable.

The reactor core is further discussed in Chapter 4.-

b 1.2.3.2 Reactor Internalg

The internal structures include the core support birrel, the
lower support structure and in-core instrumentatica nozzle
assembly, the core shroud, and the upper guide structure
assembly. The core support barrel is a right circular cylinder
supported by a ring flange from a ledge on the reactor vessel.
It carries the entire weight of the core. The lower support
structure transmits the weight of the core to the core support
barrel by means of a beam structure. The core shroud surrounds
the core and minimizes the amount of bypass flow. The upper
guide structure provides a flow shroud for the CEAs, and limits
upward motion of the fuel assemblics during pressure transients.
Lateral snubbers are provided at the lower end of the core
support barrel assembly.

The principal design bases for the reactor internals are to
provide the vertical supports and horizontal restraints during
all normal operating, upset, and faulted conditions.

The core is supported and restrained during normal operation and
postulated accidents to ensure that coolant can be supplied to
the coolant channels for heat removal.

Reactor internals are further discussed in Sections 3.9 and 4.5.

'Q

Amendment J
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1.2.3.3 Reactor Coolant 0yste_m_(RCal

The RCS is arranged as two closed loops connected in parallel to
the reactor vessel. Each loop consists of one 42-inch ID outlet
hot leg, one r,tcam generator, two 30-inch ID cold leg pipes, and
two pumps. An electrically heated pressurizer is connected to
one of the loops of the RCS.

The RCS operates at a nominal pressure of 2250 pala. The reactor
coolant enters the reactor vessel, then flows downward between
the reactor vessel shell and the core barrel, up through the
core, leaves the reactor vessel, and flows through the tube side
of the two vertical U-tube steam generators (with an integral
economizer) where heat is transferred to the secondary system.
Reactor coolant pumps return the reactor coolant to the reactor
vessel.

Two steam generators, using heat generated by the reactor core
and carried by the primary coolant to each steam generator,
produce steam for driving the plant turbine-generator. Each
stenm generator is a vertical U-tube heat exchanger with an
integral economizer which operates with the reactor coolant on
the tube side and secondary coolant on the shell side. Each unit
is designed to transfer heat from the Reactor Coolant System to
the secondary system to produce saturated steam when provided
with the proper input feedwater. Moisture separators and steam

| dryers on the shell side of the steam generator limit the
moisture content of the steam during normal operation at full
power. An integral flow restrictor has been designed into each
steam generator steam nozzle to restrict flow in the event of a
steam line break.

The System 80+ steam generator incorporates several design
enhancements including better steam dryers, increased overall
heat transfer area and slightly reduced full power steam
pressure.

The System 80+ steam generator also has a larger secondary
feedwater inventory which extends the " boil dry" time, thus
enhancing the NSSS's capability to tolerate upset conditions and
improving operational flexibility. Finally, the System 80+ steam
generator design has a greater tube plugging allowance, thus;
permitting the NSSS to maintain rated output with a significant
number of tubes plugged.

The RCS is further discussed in Chapter 5.

O
Amendment W
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The protection system and associated instrumentation is separated
from the control systems and their associated instrumentation
such that failure, or removal from service, of any control
system, component, or instrument channel will not inhibit the
functioning of the protection system (see Chapter 7 for details) .

1.2.5.1.1 Reactor Protective System

The controllable- reactor parameters are normally maintained ,

'

within acceptable operating limits by the inherent
characteristics of the reactor, the Reactor Regulating System
(RRS), soluble boron concentration, and the plant operating
procedures. :

Four independent channels of the Reactor Protective System (RPS) |
normally monitor each of the selected plant parameters. The RPS
logic is designed to initiato protective action whenever the '

signal of any two channels of a given parameter reach the preset
limit. Should this occur, the power supplied to the control
Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDMs) is interrupted, releasing the
Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) which drop into the core to
shutdown the reactor. The two-out-of-four logic can be converted
to two-out-of-three logic to allow one channel to be bypassed for
testing, maintenance or operation. The protection system. is
maintained independent of and separate from- the manual and ,

,

automatic control systems by the use of optical isolation and
signal validation logic described in Chapter 7.

1.2.5.1.2 Alternate Protection System

The Alternate Protection System (APS) augments plant protection
by generating an Alternato Reactor Trip Signal (ARTS) and
Alternate Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS) that are separate and
diverse from the Plant Protection System. -This system is
provided to address Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) |
and ATWS Hitigating Systems Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) design
requirements. The added equipment provides a simple, yet diverse
mechanism to significantly decrease the possibility of an ATWS.

The ARTS will initiate a reactor trip when Pressurizer Pressure
exceeds a predetermined value. Its -sensors' and circuitry
including the final actuation devices are diverse from that of-
the RPS. The ARTS design uses a two-out-of-two logic to open the
CEDM motor generator output contactors.

The AFAS will initiate emergency feedwater when the level in
either Steam Generator decrease below a predetermined value. Its

.

sensors and circuitry are independent and diverse from_that of '

the PPS Emergency Feedwater- Actuation System-and the Reactor
Protective System.

Amendment W
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1.2.5.1.3 Engineered Dafety Features Actuation System

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) operates
in a manner similar to the RPS to automatically actuate the
Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) systems. Again, it has a
selective two-out-of-four actuation logic that can be converted
to a selective two-out-of-three logic. The ESTAS is independent
of the control systems.

1.2.5.1.4 Reactor Control Systems

The reactor control systems are used for startup and shutdown of
the reactor, and for adjustment of the reactor power in response
to turbine load demand. Reactor control functions are performed
by the Power Control System (PCS) and the Process-Component
Control System (Process-CCS) as described in Section 7.7.1.1.
The PCS performs CEDMCS, MDS, RPCS and RRO functions. The
Process-CCS performs SBCS, FWCS and pressurizer control
functions. Reactor power control is normally accomplished by
automatic movement of CEAs in response to a change in reactor
coolant temperature, with manual centrol capable of overriding
the automatic signal at any time. If the reactor coolant
temperature is different from a programmed value, the CEAs are
adjusted until the difference is within the prescribed control
band. Regulation of the reactor coolant temperature, in
accordance with this program, maintains the secondary steam
pressure within operating limits and matches reactor power to
load demand.

The reactor is controlled by a combination of CEA motion and
dissolved boric acid in the reactor coolant. Boric acid is used
for reactivity changes associated with large but gradual changes

Addition of boric acid also provides an increased shutdown margin |
in water temperature, xenon concentration, and fuel burnup.

during the initial fuel loading and subsequent refuelings. The
boric acid solution is prepared and stored at a temperature
sufficient to prevent precipitation (maximum boric acid
concentration in any storage tank is 2.5 weight percent).

CEA movement provides changes in reactivity for shutdown or power
changes. The CEAs are moved by CEDMs mounted on the reactor
vessel head. The CEDMs are designed to permit rapid insertion of
the CEAs into the reactor core by gravity. CEA motion can be
initiated manually or automatically. In idition to full
strength CEAs, the System 80+ design provides reduced strength
CEAs which can be used for reactivity control during maneuvers,
thus minimizing the need for changes in RCS boron concentration
during intended maneuvers and operational transients.

O
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V The pressure in the Reactor Coolant System is controlled by
regulating the temperature of the coolant in the pressurizer
where steam and water are bald in thermal equilibrium. Steam is
formed by the pressurizer heaters or condensed by the pressurizer
spray to reduce variations caused by expansion and contraction of
the reactor coolant due to system temperature changco.

The Megawatt Demand Setter (MDS) is a Nuplex 80+ system that
automatically controls the response of the station's main turbine
to changes in power demand relayed from the utility's grid by the
automatic dispatch system. A Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS)
is used to dump steam in case of a large mismatch between the
power being produced by the reactor and the power being used by
the turbine. This allows the reactor to remain at power instead
of tripping. The water level in each steam generator is main-
tained by a Feedwater Control System (FWCS). A Reactor Power
Cutback System (RPCS) is used to drop selected CEAs into the core
to reduce reactor power rapidly during a loss of a feed pump or
a large loss of load. This allows the SBCS and FWCS to maintain
the NSSS in a stable condition, without a reactor trip, and
without lifting any safety valves during loss of load transients.

1.2.5.1.5 Huclear Instrumentation

O The nuclear instrumentation includes ex-core and in-core neutron
V flux detectors. Eight channels of ex-core instrumentation

monitor the power. Two channels are provided for startup, two
channels are provided for low power monitoring, and four channels
are provided for the protection channels. The startup and low
power channels are used for monitoring the low neutron flux
levels during plant startup.

The protection channels are used to provide inputs to the
overpower, logarithmic power, Departure from Nucleate Dolling
Ratio (DNBR), and Local Power Density (LPD) trips in the RPS.
The four safety channels are signal validated and used to control
the reactor power during power operations.

The in-core instrumentation consists of self-powered detectors,
distributed throughout the core, which provide information on
flux distribution within the core. Ref er to Sections 7. 2.1.1 and
7.7.1.1 for a description of ex-core and in-core instrumentation.

1.2.5.1.6 Process Monitoring Gystems

Temperature, pressure, flow and liquid level monitoring are
provided as required to keep the operating personnel informed as
to plant operating conditions. Protection channels indicate the

! various parameters used for protective action as well as
providing trip and pre-trip alarms from the RPS.

b
|
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The plant liquid and gaseous effluents are monitored to ansure
that they are maintained within applicable radioactivity limits.
Additional information is provided in Chapter 11.

1.2.6 NUCLEAR PLANT CONTROL CENTER

In addition to the systems described in Section 1.2.5.1, the
System 80+ Standard Design includes the Huplex 80+ Advanced
Control Complex (ACC) to ensure a completely integrated design,
including human factors engineering. The ACC is subdivided into
functional units which compicment but do not interfero with each
other. These functional units include:

A. The Main Control Room - where plant control is performed.

B. The Computer Room - where the Data Processing System (DPS)
plant logs and hard copy results are generated and computer
programming is accomplished. The DPS provides an interface
to the Emergency Operations Facility.

which containsC. The Onsite Technical Support Center -

interfaces to the DPS to support plant emergencies.

D. The Remote Shutdown Room - provides a centralized remote
control location to perform safe plant shutdown and cooldown
after control has been transferred from the Main Control
Room.

E. Vital Instrumentation and Equipment Rooms - four redundant
separated rooms which contain their respective channels (A,
D, C or D) safety-related equipment.

two separatedF. Non-Essential Electrical Equipment Roc,ms -

rooms which contain non-safety related instrumentation,
controls and electrical equipment.

The Advanced Control Complex design includes the following major
interdependent systems:

A. Main Control Panels
B. Remote Shutdown Panel
C. Discrete Indication and Alarm System
D. Data Processing System
E. Component Control System
F. Plant Protection System
G. Power Control System

1.2.6.1 lial_p Control Panels

The main control panels are designed to permit command by a
single individual during nornal power operation. However, the
main control room design accommodates two control room operators
and a supervisor for all normal modes of plant operation and up
to the full operating crew during emergencies.

I
I
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Each main control panel section integrates miniaturized back
lighted component control switches, meters, alarms, indicators !

and Video Display Units (VDUs) (e.g., CRTs, Plasma Displays) such ,

that both safety-related Class lE and non-Class lE
instrumentation are routinely used by the operator. t

Discrete alarms and indicators are provided to allow accident and
technical specification monitoring, safe shutdown and- other -

licencing requirements for which the Data Processing System VDUs-
described in Section 1.2.6.4 cannot be credited. The discrete
alarms and indicators are also designed to permit continued plant !

operation for unlikely instances when the Data Processing System
is unavailable. '

The panol arrangements and layouts for all controls and
indicators on the main control panels are designed, verified and
validated in accordance with human factors design guidelines and

1 requirements specified in NUREG-0700. Refer to Chapter 18, Human
Factors Engineering, for further information.

A Control Room Supervisor's Monitoring Console, including a DPS
driven VDU and sufficient denk space, is provided to support the
plant sonitoring and daily operational needs of the Control Room
Supervisor.

'

1.2.6.2 M Rote Shu_tdown Panels

The Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) design includes a minimum of two
,

isolated redundant channels of the safety-related instrumentation
and controls necessary to - achieve hot standby (mode 3 -plant

.

conditions) if the main control room must be evacuated. ;

A Video Display Unit (VDU) monitor is provided at _ the- Remote
Shutdown Panel to provide operational display pages. This VDU is -
the same as the control room VDUs and is provided for

.

*

convenience.

- Local controls, RSP controls, and instrumentation are provided to
bring-the plant to~' cold shutdown conditions utilizing suitable ,

proceduren.

1.2.6.3 Discrete Indication and Ala_r_m systen |

The alarm and display systems are designed to aid the operator in
*

handling any challenges to critical plant availability or safety
functions.

The design- integrates the information = displayed from alarm
--Windows, meters and VDUs such that the same instruments used for
accident monitoring are used for normal plant operations to
enable operators- to- use instruments with which they are most
familiar during accident situations.

_
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The advanced control panels include displays and alarms which
allow monitoring of the following critical safety functions:

A. Reactivity Control

B. RCS Inventory Control

C. RCS Pressure Control

D. Core lleat Removal

E. RCS Ileat Removal

F. Containment Integrity

G. Plant Radiation Emissions

The set of VDU panel displays include human engineered pictorial
mimic and alarm information that provides the operator with a
continuous real-time high level overview of the entire power
plant's steam and electrical production process.

The alarm and display systems are designed such that no single
f ailure will result in the loss of plant information presented to
the operator. The design includes diverse means of providing the
operator information necessary to keep the plant operating and
for monitoring during accident conditions.

The alarms are designed to identify their priority through the
use of hierarchical physical location and color coding. Alarm
processing techniques (plant mode adaptation and suppression)
based on validated process parameter inputs are used to increase
operator comprehension and reduce nuisance alarms.

1.2.6.4 Data Processina System

The Data Processing System (DPS) is a fault tolerant
multiprocessor computer based system which provides plant data
and status information to the operations staf f. The DPS monitors
the steam and electrical production processes. It provides the
plant operations staff the ability to obtain detailed process
data via CRT information output devices.

The major functions performed by the DPS include plant wide data
acquisition via dedicated data links to other plant systems,
validation of sensed parameters, execution of application
programs and performance calculations, monitoring of general
plant status and plant safety status, generation of logs and
reports, the determination of alarm conditions, sequence of

9
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gaseous waste system which is located in the nuclear annex is
described in Section 11.3.

1.2.16.5 poric Acid Storage, Holdup, and Reactor Makeup
Water Storace Tanks Structures / Dikes

The three tanks are in the Chemical and Volume Control System
(CVCS), and are of vertical, cylindrica?., single-wall stainless
steel construction.

The Boric Acid Storage Tank is a Seismic Category I, Safety Class
3 tank located in the yard. The tank is designed to ASME III,
Class 3 and is protected by a concrete structure designed to
withstand natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes,
hurricanes and floods. The structure also serves as a
containment barrier to preclude the release of water due to leaks
or spills. The tank is equipped with an overflow line which is
of sufficient size to handle a potential storage tank overflow.
The Boric Acid Storage Tank Structure is described in Section
3.8.4.1.6. The location is shown on Figure 1.2-1.

The Holdup and Reactor Makeup Water Tanks are non-seismic and
non-safety related. Both tanks are designed to API-650 and are
located outdoors within a single dike structure of sufficient

O height / size to retain potential leakage, up to the complete
;"/ contents of both tanks in the event of tank ruptures. The dike

for these tanks is described in Section 3.8.1.11. The dike
location is shown on Figure 1.2-1.

A description of the CVCS system is presented 1*n Section 9.3.4. |

1.2.16.6 Condensate Storage Tank / Dike

The Condensate Storage Tank is designed to API-650 and is non-
safety related. It is surrounded by & Seismic Category II
reinforced concrete dike of sufficient height / size to retain the
entire contents of the tank in the event of a tank overflow or
tank failure. The Condensate Storage Tank and dike are described
in Section 3.8.4.11. The location is shown on Figure 1.2-1.

!

The Condensate Storage System is described in Section 9.2.6.

1.2.16.7 Diesel Fuel Storage Structure

; There are two Diesel Fuel Storage Structures, one on each side of
| the Nuclear Annex. The structures are Seismic Category I and are
i designed to withstand fire, sabotage, internally and externally
I generated missiles, floods, tornados, hurricanes and the Safe

Shutdown Earthquake. Each structure contains two, one-half
capacity, steel storage tanks, separated by a 2-hour-rated fire |i ,3

| / ) barrier. An adjacent stcol framed, non-nuclear safety, Seismic
(.,/ Category II equipment room houses auxiliary equipment.

Amendment W
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A description of the Diesel Fuel Storage Structure is given in
Section 3.8.4.1.4. The building arrangement is shown on Figure
1.2-24.

A more detailed description of the Diesel Fuel Tank Structures is
provided in Section 9.5.4.

1.2.16.8 Component Cooling Water Heat Exchancer
Structure (s)

The Component Cooling Water (CCW) heat exchanger structure (s)
houses the four CCW heat exchangers, associated piping, valves,
auxiliaries and sump pumps described in Section 9.2.2. The
structure (s) meets Seismic Category I requirements and is capable
of withstanding the effects of the following events:

1. Natural phenomena, including SSE, floods, tornados and
hurricanes

2. Externally and internally generated missiles

|
3. Fire and sabotage

The structure (s) is of reinforced concrete construction and is
located within the site security boundary and outside the turbine
missile path. Complete separation of the two CCW divisions is
provided by physical barriers for fire, single f ailure, pipe whip I

and seismic interaction effects.

The general arrangement of the CCW heat exchanger structure (s) is i

shown in Figure 1.2-25. ;

O
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TABLLJ 1.2-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 7)
:

SYSTEM 80+ IMIRQY_EMENTS BASED ON ORJRATING EXPERIENCE

5. ALARA considerations affect the selection of materials |and location of piping and equipment that carry
radioactive coolant. For example, specifications for
the reactor coolant system materials have been
tightened to minimize transport of contamination.
Improvements in the steam generator tubing material and 4

access openings greatly reduce radiation exposures for |
maintenance, testing, and ispection. The overall goal
is to maintain personnel exposure to less than 100 man-
rems per year for each reactor (Chapter 12).

6. Plant security (i.e., sabotage protection) and fire
protection concerns have been directly addressed in
determining layouts for plant safety systems (Section
13.6).

D. Increased __RCS DesigrL}{arcins and Improvements

1. Reactor: The core operating margin has been increased
by reducing the normal operating hot leg temperature
and revising core parameter monitoring methods. The
ability to change operating power level (i.e.,
maneuver) using control rods only (without adjusting
boron concentration in the coolant system) has . been
provided, simplifying reactivity control during plant
load changes and reducing liquid waste processing
requirements (Sections 4.3 and 4.4).'

,

2. Reactor Pressure Vessel: The reactor vessel is ring-
forged with material specifications that result in a

sixtyyearend-of-lifeRT[97 well below the current NPJ
screening criteria. Th s results_in a significent
reduction in the number of welds (with resulting
reduction in inservice inspection) and eliminates
concern for pressurized thermal shock (Section 5.3).

3. Pressurizer: The pressurizer. volume is increased to
enhance the transient response of the RCS and to reduce |
unnecessary challenges to safety systems-_(Section
5.4.10).

t
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4. Steam Generators: The steam generators include Inconel
690 tubes, improved steam dryers, a seventeen percent
increase in overall heat transfer area, and a ten
percent margin for potential tube plugging. The steam
generators have a twenty-five percent larger secondary
feedwater inventory to extend the " boil dry" time and
improve response to upset conditions. Steam generator
improvement also have been added to facilitato
maintenance and long term integrity. These include
larger and repositioned manways, a standby
recirculation nozzle, and a redesigned flow
distribution plate (Section 5.4.2).

5. Mechanical improvements based on System 80 startup and
operating experience include strengthened reactor
coolant pump impellers, redesigned reactor coolant
temperature detector thermowells, strengthened reactor
vessel upper guide structure, specification of
antimony-free reactor coolant pump bearings,
strengthened reactor coolant pump shafts, and
redesigned steam generator economizer internals.

C. 2Ldvanced Control Room Desian

1. The Advanced Control Complex (Nuplex 80+) for System
80+ has been designed to meet demanding human factor,
reliability, and licensing requirements, and is
characterized by state-of-the-art advances, such as
distributed digital processing, fiber optic data
communications, and touch sensitive video displays
(Chapter 18).

2. Nuplex 80+ is a total integration of plant-wide

( instrumentation and controls (I&C) systems. The
Advanced Control Complex includes the Main Control,

Room, the Technical Support Center, the Remote Shutdown
Poom, Computer Room; the Vital Instrumentation and
Equipment Rooms, Non-Essential Electrical Equipment
Rooms and their respective control, protection, and
monitoring systems.

,

|

|
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DYSTEM 80+ IMPROVEMENTD D_hDED .ON__ OPURATJFG EXPERLEJJ;LE

3. Redundancy and diversity in all information processing
and display ensures the correctness of information
presentation and allows continued operation with
equipment failures. Sufficient diversity is provided
to ensure that the plant could be brought to a safe
condition even with the loss of all safety-related
digital instrumentation and controls. The integration
of information from the former Safety Parameter Display
System and the Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
(PAMI) into normal operating displays allows the same
displays to be used during all plant conditions.

4. Alarms are based on validated signal inputs with logic
and setpoints that account for plant and equipment
operating modes. Four levels of alarm presentation are
employed. Individual and global alarm acknowledgement
features ensure that all alarms are recognized without
operator task overload. Alarm acknowledgement provides

O direct access to supporting displays.

D. Ri_ghly Reliable Engineered Dafequards Dystemp |

1. Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS): The CVCS
incorporates numerous significant improvements which
include centrifugal charging pumps, a high pressure
letdown heat exchanger, and simplified charging and
auxiliary spray piping. A diverse positive-
displacement charging pump has been added as a third
source of cooling for the reactor coolant pump seals.
Required safety functions previously performed by the
CVCS are now delegated to other dedicated safety
systems (Section 9.3.4).

2. Safety Injection System (SIS): The SIS design has been
improved to provide a simpler and more reliable system
with increased redundancy. It has four mechanical
trains for safety injection, direct-to-vessel injection
connections, and an in-containment refueling water
storage tank. The same size pumps and valves used in
the original System 80 two train design are now used in
all four trains. The trains are not interconnected by
common headers and include provision for full flow, on-
line testing to eliminate the need to extrapolate
bypass-flow test results to demonstrate compliance to

(m) Technical Specifications (Section 6.3.2).
,

'd'
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3. In-Containment Refueling Water-Storage Tank (IRWST):
The IRWST has been located in the containment building, l

in a torus-like configuration around the reactor vessel
cavity. Containment water collection points empty into
the IRWST. This means that the safety injection pumps
always take water from the tank, eliminating the need
to switch from tank to containment sump following a
loss of coolant accident (Section 6.8).

4. Safety Depressurization System (SDS): The SDS is a
dedicated manually-operated system designed to permit
depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
when normal processes are not available. The SDS
provides the capability to rapidly depressurize the RCS
so that an operator can initiate primary system feed
and bleed (using the safety injection pumps) to remove
decay heat following a total loss of foodwater event.
Manual control of motor operated valves enable
discharge from the pressurizer to be directed to the
IRWST, without the reliability concern that is
associated with automatically operating valves (Section
6.7).

5. Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS): The EFWS is a
dedicated safety system intended for emergency use
only. (The Main Feedwater System includes a startup
pump and a full range control system for normal startup
and shutdown operations).

The EFWS has two separate trains. Each consists of one
emergency foodwater storage tank, one full capacity
motor-driven pump, one full capacity non-condensing

| steam-driven pump, and one cavitating venturi. The
cavitating venturi minimizes excessive emergency
feedwater flow to a steam generator with a ruptured
feed or steam line. The EFWS therefore requires no
provision for automatic isolation of emergency
feedwater flow to a steam generator having a ruptured
steam line or feed line (Section 10.4.9).

O
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BYSTEM UJ+ IMPROVEMENTS BASED ON OPERATING EXPERIENCE-

6. Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) : The SCS design pressure
has been increased to 900 psig. This higher pressure
provides greater operational flexibility and eliminates
concern for system over-pressurization. The SCS is
interconnected with the Containment Spray System, which
uses identical pumps. The reliability of both systems
is therefore increased, and each set of pumps can serve
as a backup for the other (Section 5.4.7).

E. Plant Structures and Arrangements

1. The containment for System 80+ is a 200-foot diameter
steel sphere which maximizes space for equipment and
maantenance while minimizing unusable volume in the
upper part of the containment. The operating floor
offers 75% more usable area than a cylindrical
containment of equal volume (Sections 3.8 and 6.2).

2. Features for mitigating the consequences of postulated
severe accidents include a reactor vessel cavity( designed to improve the ability to resolidify, molten
core material- on the cavity floor by cooling and
retaining the molten core debris (Section 6.8).

3. The spherical containment provides a lower annulus
under the sphere which replaces a conventional safety-
grade auxiliary building, and is an ideal location for-
safety systems. - Placing of the safeguards equipment in
the sub-sphere areas is an economically attractive
approach to addressing numerous regulations associated
with this equipment. Separation for internal flood
mitigation, fire protection, security, and sabotage
concerns are easily addressed without adverse affect on
accessibility (Section 3.8).

-
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CIMPARISON OF REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFERENCE
2570 mt 3410 Mwt 2825 Mwt 3817 met 3931 Mut CESSAR SECTION

Nuclear Design Data (Cont'd)

Hydraulic and Thermal Design Parameters 4.4

Total Core Heat Output, Mwt 2560 3390 2815 3800 3914 ,

Total Core Heat Output, Btu /hr. 8737 x 10 1157 x 10 9608 x 10 1297 x 10' 1336 x 10'8 7 8 '

Heat Generated in Fuel, % 97.5 97.4 97.4 97.4 97.4

System Pressure, Nominal, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 4.4
System Pressure, Minimtn Steady State,

psia 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200
Hot Channel Factors, Overall

Heat Flux, F, 3.00 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34
Enthalpy Rise, F n, 1.65 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55

DNB Ratio at Nominal Conditions 2.18 (W-3) 2.07 (CE-1)* 2.06 (CE-1)* 1.98 (CE-1)* 2.00 (CE-1)*
Coolant Flow

Total Flow Rate, ib/hr. 139.5 x 10 148.0 x 10 121.5 x 10 164.0 x 10 165.8 x 10'8 s 8 8

Effective Flow Rate for Heat
Transfer, (b/hr. 134.3 x 10 144.2 x 10 117.9 x 10 159.1 x 10 160.8 x 10'8 8 8 8

Effective Flow Area for Heat
2

transfer, tt 53.5 54.7 44.8 60.8 60.8
Average Velocity Along Fuel

Rods, ft/sec. 15.4 16.5 16.8 16.8 16.7
Average Masa velocity, lb/hr-ft* 2.51 x 10' 2.64 x 10' 2.63 x 10' 2.62 x to' 2.65 x 10'

Reactor Temperatures, *F 4.4
Nominal Intet 548 553 565 565 556
Average Rise in Vessel 48 58 56 56 59

* Minicasn DNBR at nominal conditions.

Note: Tepperatures are given to nearesi degree, f
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COMPARISON OF REACTOR CHARACTERI5TfCS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFERENCE

2570 mt 3410 ht 2825 ht 3817 Nt 3931 Nt CESSAR SECTION

Nuclear Design Data (Cont'd)

Average Rise in Core, *F 50 59 58 58 61

Average Tenperature in Core, 'F 5 73 583 594 594 587

Average Tenperature in Vessel, 'F 572 582 593 593 586

Mot Channel Outlet, 'F 643 642 646 646 644

Average Film Coefficient,
8tu/hr-ft *F 5820 6270 6290 6290 6300

#

Active Heat Transfer Area, ft 48,416 61,860 52,100 68,320 70,960 4.4Heat Transfer at 100% Power #

Average Heat Flux, 8tu/hr-ft 176,000 182,100 179,550 184,800 183,300
2

Maximtsn Heat Flux, Stu/hr-f t 527,900 426,300 420,250 432,700 429,100
#

Average Thermal Output, kW/ft 5.94 5.33 5.26 5.41 5.36

Maximum Thermal Output, kW/ft 17.5 12.5 12.4 12.7 12.6

Maximum Clad Surf ace Terrperature
at Nominal Pressure, *F 657 657 657 657 657

Fuel Centerline Tenperature, *F
MaxifmJm at 100% Pow *r 3,780 3180 3180 3,205 3179

f Engineering Heat Flux Factor 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03

| WOTE: Tenperatures are given to nearest degree.

Amendment W

9 9 June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.3-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 7 of 13)

CDPARISON OF REACTOR CMARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM EK)+ REFERENCE
257D Nt 3410 Nt 2825 ht 3817 sewt 3931 ht CESSAJE SECTION

Principal Design Parameters of the Reactor Vessel (Cont'd)

|
Inside Diameter at Shet t, i' 172 1 72 162 182-1/4 182-1/4
Outside Diameter Across Wozzles, in. 253 1/16 253 1/16 250 3/4 271 2 71
Overal1 Height of Vesset

and Enclosure Head, ft-in. to top 41 11-3/4 43 4-5/8 48 0-1/2 48 7-7/8 48 7-7/8
(including (incitading

bottom bottom
instrumentation inst rtrentat ion
nozzles) nozzles)

Minimtsn Clad Thickness, in. 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8

Princiost Design Parameters of the Reactor Coolant Piping 5.4.3

Material Carbon steel Carbon steel Carbon steel Carbon steel Carbon steel
internally clad internally clad internalty clad internally clad internally cted
with stainless with stainless with stainless with stainless with stainless
steet steel steel steet steet

Hot Leg - !.D., in. 42 42 42 42 42
Cold Leg - I.D., in. 30 30 30 30 30
Between Ptrp and Steam Generator -

1.0., in. 30 30 30 30 30
Design Pressure, psia 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500

Amendment W
June 17, 1994

____ ___-.



TAstt 1.3-1 (Cant 'd)

(Sheet 8 of 13)

CDEPARISOI OF REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SYSILM 80 S1 STEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFtttisa
2570 Mwt 3410 Mwt 2825 Mwt 3817 8ewt 3931 Mwt ESSAR SECTIOel

Principat Desion Parameters of the Reactor Coolant System 5.1, 5.4

Operating Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250
Reactor Intet Tenperature, 'F 548 553 565 565 556
Reactor Outlet Tenperature, 'F 596 611 622 621 615
Ntster of Loops 2 2 2 2 2
Design Pressure, psia 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Design Tenperature, 'F 650 650 650 650 650
Hydrostatic Test Pressure (cold), psia 3125 3125 3125 3125 3125
Total coolant Volume, ft' 11,101 10,300 11,315 13,125 15,943 <

Total Reactor Flow, gal / min.* 370,000 396,000 330,000 445,600 444,650

Principal Desion Parameters of the Reactor Coolant Ptsrs 5.4.1

Nurter of Units 4 4 4 4 4
Type Vertical, Vertica!, Vertical, Vertical, Vertical,

single stage single stage single stage single stage single stage
centrifugal centrifugal centrifugal centrifugal centrifugal

with bottom with bottom with bottom with bottom with bottom
suction and suction and suction and suction and suction and
horizontal horizontal horizontal horizontal horizontal
discharge discharge discharge discharge discharge

Design Pressure, psia 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Design Temperature, 'F 650 650 650 650 650
Operating Pressure, nominal psia 2235 2250 2250 2250 2250

| Suction Tenperature, *F 548 553 565 565 556

* cesign mininun.

| NOTE: Tenperatures are given to nearest degree.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.3-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 9 of 13)

CDEPARISON OF REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFEREMCE

2570 Mwt 3410 Mwt 2825 Mwt 3817 Mwt 3931 Mwt CESSAR SECTION

Principal Design Parameters of the Reactor Coolant Ptros (Cont'd)

Design Capacity, gal / min. 92,500 99,000 82,500 111,400 111,160
Design Head, ft 300 310 340 365 3 74
Hydrostatic Test Pressure, (cold) psia 3125 3125 3125 3125 3125
Motor Type AC Induction AC Induction AC Induction AC Induction AC Induction

Single Speed Single Speed Single Speed Single Speed Single Speed
Motor Rating, hp. (cold) 7,200 9,700 8,500 12,000 12,000

Principal Design Parameters of the Steam Generators 5.4.2

Nmber of Units 2 2 2 2 2
Type Vertical U-ttbe vertical U-tube vertical U-tube vertical U-tube vertical U-ttbe

with integrat with integral with integrat with integral with integral

moisture sep- moisture sep- moisture sep- moisture sep- moisture sep-

arator arator arator arator and arator and
economizer economirer

Tube Material Inconel SB-163 NiCrFe $8-163 NiCrFe $8-163 NiCrFe 58-163 NiCrFe
altoy attoy alloy attoy 690

Shell Material Primary side - Primary side - Primary side - Primary side - Primary side -

tow attoy steel low alloy steet tow attoy steet low attoy steel low attoy steet

clad with aus- clad with aus- clad with aus- clad with aus- clad with aus-

tenitic stain- tenitic stain- tenitic stain- tenitic stain- tenitic stain-

tess steel tess steel tess steel tess steet less steel
Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary
side - carbon side - carbon side - carbon side - carbon side - alloy

steel steet steel steel steet except top
head is carbon
str '

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TAELE 1.3-1 (cont'd)

|(Sheet to of 13) '

CDEPARISON OF REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFEREN G
2570 Mwt 3410 Nt 2825 Nt 3817 Nt 3931 N t CISSAR SECTitm

|

Principal Desion Parameters of the Steam Generators (Cont'd)

TLbe side Design Pressure, psia 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
|Ttbe side Design Tenperature, 'F 650 650 650 650 650 '

Tube Side Design Flow, tb/hr per steam
generator 61 x 10' 74 x 10' 61 x 10' 82 x 10' 82.9 x 10'

Shet t Side Design Piessure, psia 1000 1100 1270 1270 1200
Shell Side Desigr, T* rperature, 'F 550 560 5 75 575 570
Operating Pressure, Tde Side,

| Nomine', psia 2235 2250 2250 2250 2250
OperatirG Pressure, Shell Side,

Mr.xinun, psia 900 1000 1170 1170 1100
Maximtm Moisture at Outlet at Fult

! Ioad, % 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.25
Hydrostatic Test Pressure, Tube

| Side (cotd), psia 3110 3125 3125 3125 3125
l Steam Pressure, psia, at Full Power 850 900 1070 1070 1000

| Steam Temperature, 'F at Futt Power 525 532 553 553 545
|

Steam flow, at Full Power, lb/hr per
steam generator 5.630 x 10' 7.565 x 10' 6.364 x 10' 8.590 x 10 8.82 a 10'e

Containment System Parameters
!

| Type Steel-lined Steel-lined (*) (*) Steel spherical I
| prestressed post prestressed post cont airvnent {

shett, '

| tercional tensional surrounded by
| reinforced

concrete concrete concrete shield
cylinder, curved cylinder, curved building.
dome roof dome roof.

|
I

* See Site-Specific SAR. '

| | NOTE: Teriperatures are given to nearest degree.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994 !
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T Ast E 1.3-1 (Cont *d)

(Sheet 11 of 13)

CDFARISON OF REACTOR CRARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REFERENCE
2570 Mwt 3410 Mwt 2825 Mwt 3817 Nt 3731 Mwt CESSAR SECTrou

Contairrnent System Parameters (Cont'd)

Design Parameters - Contairrnent
Inside Diameter, ft 130 150 (*) (*) 200
Height, ft 1PI-2/3 240 m/A
Free Voltane, f t' 2.000 x 10' 2.335 x 10' 3. 4 x 10'' * *'

Reference Incident
Pressure, psia 65 75

Steel Thickness, in. (approx.)
vertical Walt 1/4 1/4 1-3/4
Hemispherical Head 1/4 1/4

Concrete Thickness, ft
vertical Walt 3-3/4 4-1/3 (*) (*) N/A
Dome 3-1/4 3-3/4 N/A

Contairvnent Leak Prevention and Leak tight Leak tight Leak tight
Mitigation Systems penetration and penetration and penetrations.

continuous steel continuous steel Spherical steel containment with
liner. Automatic liner. concrete shield building.

isolation where Automatic (*) (*) Automatic isolation where required,

required. isolation where Annutus ventilation system

required. Con- maintains negative pressure between
tinuous steet contairrnent and shield builcing.

1iner exhaust
from penetration
room to vent
stack.

* See Site-Specific SAR.
** wominal

Amendment W
June 17, 1994



TA8tE 1.3-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 12 of 13)

CU FARISON OF REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80 SYSTEM 80+ REF E REle
2570 Nt 3410 Mwt 2825 Nt 3817 Nt 3931 Mut CESSAR SECTital

Engineered Safety Feature? 6.3

Safety Injection System
No. of High Head Ptrips 3 3 2 2 4
No. of Low Head Ptrps 2 2 2 2 0
Safety injection Tanks, No. 4 4 4 4 4

Emergency Power
Standby Generator Units 3 total for 4 total for (*) (*) 3** 8.3

2 units 2 units

Instrum ntation and Controt Systems 7.2

Reactor Protective System Sec. 7.2 Sec. 7.2 Sec. 7.2 Sec. 7.2 Sec. 7.2
Initiating Reactor Trip !

Naber of Manual Switches 2 Sets of 2 Sets of 2 Sets of 2 Sets of 2 Sets of
2 each 2 each 2 each 2 each 2 each in both MCR and at RSP

Automatic initiation 2 of 4 Logic 2 of 4 Logic 4 channels 4 channets 4 channets
Parameter Channels / for each trip for each trip provided, provided, provided,

Logic coincidence coincidence coincidmce
of 2 required of 2 required of 2 required
for trip for trip for trip

* See Site-Specific SAR.
** 2 Class 1E and 1 Non-Class 1E

G G Amendment Q
June 30, 1993
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1.6 REFERENCED MATERIAL PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED,,

A list of reference material cited in this application which had
previously been submitted to the NRC is provided in Table 1.6-1.
Additional reference material is also listed in the individual
chapter and section references for information purposes.

_

,/^N,
N_Y

(,3
N.,

Amendment W
1.6-1 June 17, 1994
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CESSAR !!ninema

TABLE 1.6-1

(Sheet I of.7)

REFERENCED MATERIAL PREVIOUSIN SUHMITTED

Topical Report No, Title

CEN-4(B)-P Calvert Cliffs Analysis of Flow induced Stnictural Response - Final
Report, February 1974

CEN 7(O)-P Omaha PVMP, Final Report, May,1974

CEN-8(A)-P Comparison of ANO-2, Maine Yankee and Ft. Calhoun Reactor
Internals Design Parameters and Flow-induced Structural Response,
November 1974

CEN-39(A)-P ANO 2 Protection Algorithm Software Change Procedure, October
1976

CEN-64(A)-P Assessment of Core Flow Stability for C-E PWR's, July 1977

CEN ll4-P Review of Small Break Transients in Combustion Engineering
Nuclear Steam Supply Systems, July 1979

CEN-1IS-P Response to NRC IE Bulletins 79-06C, items 2 and 3, for CE NSSS,
August 1979

CEN-132(B)-P Response to NRC Questions on Calvert Cliffs Part Loop Data, June
1980

CEN-133(B) FIESTA: A One Dimensional, Two Group Space-Time Kinetics
Code for Calculating PWR Scram Reactivities, June 1980

CEN-134-P C-E NSSS Owner's Response to NUREG4460. Volume 4 (March .
~

1980), October,-1980

CEN-147(S)-P SONGS 2 & 3 Functional Design Specification for a Core Protection'
Calculator _- Responses to NRC Questions 221.18 & 221.20, January

-1981--

'
-

CEN-148 (S)-P SONC.' 2 & 3 Functional Design Requirement for a Control Element
Assembly Calculator - Responses to NRC Questions 221.18 &
220.20, January 1981

,

CEN-IS2 Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines, July
'

1981

CEN-160 (S)-P CETOP-D Code Structure and Modeling Methods for SONGS 2 and i
'3, May,1981

i

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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i TABLE 1,6-1

(Sheet 2 of 7)

REFERENCED M AJERIAL PREVIOUSIN SUINITTED

Topical Report No. Title

CEN-161(B)-P Improvements to Fuel Evaluation hiodel, July 19o9

CEN-197(C)-P CPC/CEAC Software Modification for Waterford 3, March 1982

CEN-203-P Response To NRC Action Plan item II.K 3.30 -- Justification of
Small-Break LOCA Methods, March 1982

CEN-214 ( A)-P CETOP-D Code Structure and Modelling Methods for Arkansas
Nuclear One Unit 2. July 1982

CEN-227 Summary Report on the Operability of Pressurizer Safety Relief
Valve in C-E Designed Plants, December 1982

CEN-239 Depressurization and Decay lleat Removal - Response to NRC
Questions, June 1983

CEN-263 (V)-P A Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1 (System 80 Prototype),
Combustion Engineering, Inc., January,1984

CEN-268 Justification of Trip Two/ Leave Two Reactor Coolant Pump Trip
Strategy During Transients, March 1984

CEN-278(V) PVNGS Selection of Trip Setpoint Values for the Plant Protection
System March 1984

CEN-281(S)-P CPC/CEAC Software Modifications for San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Units No. 2 and 3, July 1984

CEN-307 C-E Owners Group Generic Information and Control Characteristics
Review, September 1985

CEN-308-P-A CPC/CEAC Software Modifications for the CPC 1mprovement
Program, April 1986

CEN-312-P Overview Description of the Core Operating Limit Supervisory
System (COLSS), September 1986

CEN 319 Control Rod Group Exchange Technique, November 1985

CEN-323-P-A Reload Data Block Constant Installation Guidelines, November 1986

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABI,E 1.6-1,,

[d\
(Sheet 3 of 7)

REFERENCED MATERIAL PREVIOUSLY SUllMITTED

Topical Report No. Title

CEN-327-A RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation, January 1990

CEN-330-P- A CPC/CEAC Software Modifications for the CPC Improvement
Program Reload Data Block, November 1987

CEN-356(V)-P Modified Statistical Combination of Uncertainties, April 1987

CEN 372-P Fuel Rod Maximum Allowable Gas Pressure, June 1988

CEN-373-P Volume 1, Realistic Small Break LOCA Evaluation Model,
Calculational Models, April 1988

CEN-386-P Verification of the Acceptability of a 1-Pin Burnup Limit of 60
MWD /kgU for Combustion Engineering 16x16 PWR Fuel, June
1989

rx CEN-408 Generic Issue-23, Evaluation of the Reactor Coolant Pump Seal

( ) Integrity Issue, September,1991
v

CEN-420-P Small Break LOCA Realistic Evaluation Model, Calculational Model,
Part i Volume 1, February,1993

CENPD-12-P Additional Thermal-Hydraulic Information on Combustion
Engineering 3390 MWTil Reactor Cores, February,1971

CENPD-42-P Dynamic analysis LOCA 800 Mwe August 1972

CENPD-93-P Maine Yankee PVMP, Final Report, February,1973

CENPD-98 COAST Code Description, May 1973

CENPD-107-P CESEC Digital Simulation of a Combustion Engineering Nuclear
Steam Supply System, April 1974

CENPD-Il5-P Comparison of Calvert Cliffs, Maine Yankee and Ft. Calhoun
Design Parameters and Flow-induced Structural Response, August
1973

CENPD-132-P Calculative Methods for the C-E Large Break LOCA Evaluation
Model, August 1974

p
> 1

k.j

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.6-1

(Sheet 4 of 7)

REFERENCED M ATERIAL PREVIOUSLY SUB511TTED

Topical Report No. Title

CENPD-133-P CEFLASH-4A, A Fortran-IV Digital Computer Program for Reactor
Blowdown Analysis, September 1974

CENPD-134-P COMPERC-II, A Program for Emergency Refill-ReGood of the
Core, September 1974

CENPD-135-P STRIKIN-II, A Cylindrical Geometry Fuel Rod Heat Transfer
Program, September 1974

CENPD-136-P High Temperature Properties of Zircaloy and UO: for use in LOCA
Evaluation Models, August 1974

CENPD-137-P Calculative Methods for the C-E Small Break LOCA Evaluation
Model, September 1974

CENPD-138-P PARCH, A FORTRAN-IV Digital Program to Evaluate Pool
Boiling, Axial Rod and Coolant Heatup, September 1974

l CENPD-139-P C-E Fuel Evaluation Model Topical Report, August 1974
!

CENPD-140-A Description of the CONTRANS Digital Computer Code for
Containment Pressure and Temperature Transient Analysis,
September 1976

CENPD-141 DDIF Code Topical Report, May,1974

CENPD-145-P INCA - A Method of Analyzing In-Core Detector Data in Power
Reactor, April 1975

CENPD-153-P Evaluation of Uncertainty in the Nuclear Power Peaking Measured
,

| by the Self-Powered, Fixed in-Core Detector System, July 1974
1

CENPD-158-P Analyses of Anticipated Transients Without Reactor Scram in
Combustion Engineering NSSSs, November 1974

!

| CENPD-161-P-A TORC Code - A Computer Code for Detennining the Thermal
Margin of a Reactor Core, June 1986

CENPD-162-P- A CE Critical Heat Flux - Critical lleat Flux Correlation for CE Fuel
Assemblies with Standard Space Grids, September 1976

O
|

|
;

| Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1,6-1

(Sheet 5 of 7)

REFERENCED MATERIAL PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED

Tonical Report No. Title

CENPD-169-P Assessment of the Accuracy of PWR Operating Limits As
Determined by the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System,
August 1975

CENPD-170-P Assessment of the Accuracy of PWR Safety System Actuation as
Performed by the Core Protection Calculator (CPC), August 1975

CENPD-178 Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Seismic and Loss of-
Coolant Accident Loading, September 1976

CENPD 180-P Iodine Spiking, Radioiodine Behavior in the RCS During Transient
Operations April 1976

CENPD-182 Seismic Qualification of instrumentation Equipment, May 1977

CENPD-183-A C-E Methods for Loss of Flow Analysis, September 1984

CENPD-187 P-A
d CEPAN, Method of Analyzing Creep Collapse of Oval Cladding,

June 1977

'

CENPD-188-A HERMITE A Multi-Dimensional Space-Time Kinetics Code for-
PWR Transients, March 1976, Reprinted September 1976

CENPD-190-A C-E Method for Control Element Assembly Ejection Analysis.
August 1976

CENPD 198-P Zircaloy Growth-In-Reactor Dimensional Changes in Zircaloy-4 Fuel
Assemblies, Combustion Engineering, Inc..- February 1976

CENPD-201-A Performance of CE System 80+ Reactor Coolant Pump With Loss
of Component Cooling Water, April 1976

CENPD-206-P-A TORC Code- Verification and Simplified Modeling Methods, .
May 1981

CENPD 207-P-A Critical IIcat Flux Correlation for C-E Fuel Assemblies with
Standard Spacer Grids, Part 2, Non Uniform Axial Power
Distribution, February 1985

CENPD-210 ' Description of the C-E Nuclear Steam Supply System Quality
Assurance Program, March 1976

|

!

Amendment W
Jt.'.ne 17, 1994
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TABLE 1,6-1

(Sheet 6 of 7)

REFERENCED MATERI AL PREVIOUSLY SUBNilTTED

Topical Retwr1 No, Title

CENPD-213-P Application of FLECilT Renood lleat Transfer Coefficients to CE
16x16 Fuel Bundles, February 1976

CENPD-225-P-A Fuel and Poison Rod Bowing, July,1983

CENPD-252-P Method for the Analysis of Blowdown Induced Forces in a Reactor
Vessel, December 1977

CENPD-254 P-A Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling Evaluation Model, September 1980

CENPD-255-A Class IE Qualification of Class IE Instrumentation, September 1977

CENPD-263 P ATWS Early Verincation: Response to NRC Letter of February 15,
1979, for Combustion Engineering NSSS's, November,1979

CENPD-266-P-A The ROCS and DIT Computer Codes for Nuclear Design, August
1983

CENPD-269-P Extended Burnup Operation of Combustion Engineering PWR Fuel,
April 1984

CENPD-275-P C-E Methodology for Core Designs Containing Gadolinia-Urania
Burnable Absorbers, April 1987

CENPD-278-P CENTS - Combustion Engineering Nuclear Transient Simulation
Code, February 1988

CENPD-382-P Methodology for Core Designs Containing Erbium Burnable
Absorbers, February 1991

LD-81-105 CE-ECCS Evaluation Model Flow Blockage Analysis, December
1981

LD-92-035 HFE Team Description and Requirement References ABB/CE Letter
to NRC, July 1992

LD-92-102 !!uman Factors Documentation, September 1992

LD-92-105 Evaluation of Defense-In-Depth and Diversity in the ABB-CE
|

| NUPLEX 80+ Advanced Control Room Complex for ;he System
'

80+ Standard Design, September 1992

|

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1,6-1

/n\
b (Sheet 7 of 7)

REFERENCED M ATERI AL PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED

Topical Report No. Title

LD-93-080 Common Mode Failure Evaluation for Limiting Fault Events,
May 1993

NPX80-IC-RR790-01, Operating Experience Review for System 80+ MMI Design,
Rev.I LD 93-090, June 1993

NPX80-IC-VP790-03, iluman Factors Engineering Verification and Validation Plan for
Rev.I NUPLEX 80+, February 1994

NPX80-IC-RR790-01, iluman Factors Program Plan for the System 80+ Standard Plant
Rev. 3 Design, February 1994

LD-94-012, Rev. 02 System 80+ Fire llazards Analysis, August 1993

NPX80-IC-RR790-02, iluman Factors Evaluation and Allocation of System 80+ Functions,
Rev.2 March 1994

V NPX80-IC-DB790-01, NUPLEX 80+ Advanced Control Room Complex Design
Rev. 01 Bases, September 1994

NPX-TE-790-01 NUPLEX 80+ Verification Analysis Report, April 1992

NPX80-IC-DP790-02, System 80+ Function & Task Analysis Report, April 1989
Rev. 01

NPX80-IC-DP790-03, Functional Task Analysis Plan, November 1993
Rev. 01

NPX80-SQP-0101.0, Software Program Manual for NUPLEX 80+, February 1994
Rev. 02

NPX80-lC-QP790-2 NUPLEX 80+ Software Safety Plan Description, January 1993

NPX-IC-QG7904X), Qualification Guidelines for instrumentation and Controls Equipment
Rev. 01 for NUPLEX 80+, February 1994

NPX80-QPS-0401.1 Requirements for the Supply of Commercial Digital liardware and
Software Components to be used in NUPI EX 80+ Safety Systems,
April 1992

\ 1

| % ,/

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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1.7 DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS

1.7.1 ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL DRAWINGS

The systems of' interest are the Reactor Protective System (RPS),
Alternate Protection System (APS), and the Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS). These three systems provide
reactor trips and Engineered Safety Featuro (ESF) systems
actuation for limiting events as determined by the safety
analysis for the plant. Table 1.7-1 provides a-listing of Safety
Related Electrical, Instrumentation and Control Drawings.

The functional block diagrams listed in Table 1.7-1 include the
RPS, ESFAS, and APS as shown in Figures 7.2-12, 7.3-3 and 7.7-12.
The interface logic is shown in Figure 7.2-19. _Other figures at
the end of Sections 7.2 and 7.3 provide more detailed logic on
various portions of these systems.

Functional control logic diagrams for the Shutdown Cooling System
and Safety Injection System are provided in Section 7.6.

Measurement Channel Block Diagrams (MCBDs), Plant Protection4

System (PPS) design drawings and component Functional Logic
Diagrams are identified in the applicable CESSAR-DC sections. | ,

( The McBDs show all channels which are safety-related. The
drawings apply to the RPS, APS, ESFAS, and to-the Post-Accident
Monitoring requirements in CESSAR-DC. |

1.7.2 PIPING AND INSTRUMENTATION DIAGRAMS

Table 1.7-2 provides a list of valve identifiers used- in the
valve lists presented in.CESSAR-DC. Piping and instrumentation |
diagram symbols which are used on the piping and instrumentation
diagrams-listed in Table 1.7-3 are presented in Figures 1.7-l',
1.7-2, and 1.7-3.-

..

- %J

Amendment W
1.7-1 June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.7-3

(Sheet 1 of 6)

CESSAR-DC FLOW DIAGRAM MATRIX

Piping and
Figure Instrumentation
Number Title Flow Diagram No. Section

1.7-1 Piping and Instrumentation Diagram E-ALWR-310-100 1.7
Symbols

1.7-2 Flow Diagram Symbols and Legends F400-02-01 (and 02) 1.7

5.1.2-1 Reactor Coolant System P&ID E-ALWR-310-110 5.1

5.1.2-2 Reactor Coolant Pump P&ID E-ALWR-310-111 5.1

5.1.2-3 Pressurizer and Safety Depressurization E-ALWR-310-112 5.1
System P&ID

5.4.7-3 Shutdown Cooling System Flow Diagram 5.4

6.2.3-1 Annulus Ventilation System F413-06 6.2

6.2.5-1 Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System F405-01 6.2

6.3.2-1A Safety Injection System P&ID E-ALWR-310-130 6.3

6.3.2-1B Safety Injection System P&ID E-ALWR-310-131 6.3

6.3.2-1C Safety Injection System P&ID E-ALWR-310-132 6.3

Amendment J
April 30, 1992



TABLE 1.7-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 6)

CESSAR-DC FLOW DIAGRAM MATRIX

IPiping and
InstrumentationFigure

Number Title Flow Diagram No. Section

6.3
6.3.2-1D Safety Injection System Flow Diagram

(Short-Term)
6.3

6.3.2-1E Safety Injection System Flow Diagram
(Short-Term)

6.3
6.3.2-1F Safety Injection System Flow Diagram

(Long-Term)
6.3

6.3.2-1G Safety Injection System Flow Diagram
(Long-Term)

| 6.8-3 In-Containment Water Storage System P&ID E-ALWR-310-133 6.8

8.3.1-1 Non-Class 1E Auxiliary Power System Main E713-00-01 8.3

One-Line Diagram

8.3.1-2 Class 1E Auxiliary Power System Main One- E713-00-03 8.3

Line Diagram

8.3.2-1 Non-Class 1E 125 VDC and 208/120VAC E713-00 -02 8.3

Instrumentation and Control, and 125VDC
Onsite Alternate AC Source and 250VDC
Power Supply Systems

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.7-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 6)

CESSAR-DC FLOW DIAGRAM MATRIX

Piping and
Figure Instrumentation
Number Title Flow Diagram No. Section

8.3.2-2 Class 1E 125VDC and Vital 120VAC E713-00-04 8.3
Instrumentation and Control Power Supply
System

_

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup P&ID E-ALWR-310-140 9.19.1-3

9.2.1-1 Station Service Water System F412-01 (thru 04) 9.2

9.2.2-1 Component Cooling Water System F411-01 (thru 18) 9.2

9.2.3-1 Demineralized Water Makeup System FSK-9-21 9.2

9.2.6-1 Condensate Storage System F414-01 9.2

9.2.8-1 Turbine Building Cooling Water System FSK-9-7 9.2

9.2.9-1 Chilled Water System F413-07-01 (thru 16) 9.2

9.3.1-1 Instrument Air System F422-01-01 (and 02) 9.3

9.3.1-2 Station Air System F422-03 9.3

9.3.1-3 Breathing Air System F422-02 9.3

9.3.2-1 Process Sampling System P&ID E-ALWR-310-150 9.3 |

9.3.3-1 Containment Building Floor Drain System F410-01 9.3

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.7-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 6)

CESSAR-DC FLOW DIAGRAM MATRIX

Piping and
Figure Instrumentation
Number Title Flow Diagram No. Section

9.3.3-2 Reactor Building Subsphere Floor Drain F410-02-01 (and 02) 9.3
System

9.3.3-3 Nuclear Annex Radioactive Floor Drain F410-03-01 (and 03) 9.3
System

9.3.3-4 Nuclear Annex Nonradioactive Floor Drain F410-03-02 (and 04) 9.3
System

9.3.3-5 CVCS Area Floor Drain System F410-03-05 (and 06) 9.3

9.3.4-1 Chemical and Volume Control System Flow E-ALWR-310-120 9.3
Diagram (thru 123)

9.4-2 Control Complex Ventilation System F413-01-01 (and 02) 9.4

9.4-3 Fuel Building Ventilation System F413-02 9.4

9.4-4 Subsphere Building Cooling F413-03 9.4

9.4-5 Subsphere Building Ventilation System F413-04 9.4

9.4-6 Containment Cooling and Ventilation F413-05 9.4
System

9.4-7 Diesel Building Ventilation System F413-09 (and 11) 9.4

9 O Amendment J
April 30, 1992
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C/ 1.8 }tEGULATORY COMPLIANCE, INDUSTRY CODES AND STANDARDB

System 80+ compliance with U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides, Generic
Letters, Bulletins, and elements of the Standard Review Plan is
documented in this section. Regulatory Guides, the guide date or
revision, and System 80+ compliance with applicable Guides are
summarized in Table 1.8-1.

Operational experience information highlighted in Regulatory
Bulletins and Letters has been incorporated into the System 80+
design. Generic Letters and NRC Bulletins from 1980 through
December, 1993 are identified in Tables 1.8-2 and 1.8-3. The
applicability of each Generic Letter or Bulletin to System 80+ is
assessed, with additional information for applicable issues
provided in the referenced sections of this report.

System 80+ deviations from the U.S. NRC Standard Review Plan,
NUREG-0800 [ LWR Edition, June 1987], are listed in Table 1.8-4.
Specific sections are also identified where further details
relevant to each SRP deviation are discussed. Site-specific
compliance with individual Standard Review Plan sections is
provided in Table 1.8-5.

Table 1.8-6 identifies the industrial Codes and Standards, and
code editions, invoked for certification of the System 80+

,,v) Standard Design. Where a particular structure, system, or
component requires a code edition different from that listed in
Table 1.8-6, an explanation of such difference is provided in the
appropriate text. Other Codes and Standards that are utilized
but not invoked as essential for design certification are
incorporated into the individual chapters of this Safety Analysis
Report. Revisions to accepted industry codes applied to
System 80+ will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The
applicability of code editions will be confirmed by the Combined
Operating License applicant in the site-specific Safety Analysis
Report.

ASME Section III, Division 1 Code Cases applicable to System 80+
are identified in Table 1. 8-7. Except for N-122-1, these Code
Cases are consistent with those identified in Regulatory
Guide 1.84, Revision 29, for design and fabrication, or
Regulatory Guide 1.85, Revision 29, for materials and testing,
that were in effect on July 31, 1993.

Cross-references to subsections of this report discussing
Unresolved and Generic Safety Issues, the Three Mile Island Rule
[10 CFR 50.34 (f)], and new NRC policy issues (SECY-93-087) are
provided in Tables 1.8-8, 1.8-9, and 1.8-10.

(h
\w)

Amendment W
1.8-1 June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.8_1

(Sheet 1 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE APPLICABIllTY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title J1 sue Data Section

Reg. Guide 1.1 - 11/70 6.3, 6.5
Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core
Cooling and Containment Heat Removal System
Pumps

Reg. Guide 1.2 - Withdrawn
Thermal Shock to Reactor Pressure Vessels -
GDC 35

Reg. Guide 1.3 - N/A (BWR)

Reg. Guide 1.4 - Revision 2 6.3.3.6, 12
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the 6/74
Potential Radiological Consequences of a
LOCA for Pressurized Water Reactorsg

IV ) Reg. Guide 1.5 - N/A (BWR)

Reg. Guide 1.6 - 3/71 8.1.4.2
Independence Between Redundant Standby (On-
Site) Power Sources and Between Their
Distribution Systems

Reg. Guide 1.7 - Revision 2 6.2.5, 12 |Supplement - Control of Combustible Gas 11/78
Concentration in Containment Following LOCA

Reg. Guide 1.8 - Revision 2 12
Qualification & Training of Personnel for 4/87
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.9 - Revision 3 8.1.4.2
Selection, Design, Qualification, and 7/93
Testing of Emergency Diesel Generator Units
used as Class IE Onsite Electrical Power
Systems

Reg. Guide 1.10 - Withdrawn
Mechanical (Cadweld) Splices in Reinforcing
Bars of Concrete Containments

,e
L/

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABtE 1.8-1

(Sheet 2 of 17)

NRC REGULA10RY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title Issue Date Sectign

| Reg. Guide 1.11 - 3/71 7.1.2.15, 6.2.4.1.1
Instrument lines Penetrating Primary Reactor
Containment

Reg. Guide 1.12 - Revision 1 3.7
Instrumentation for Earthquakes 4/74

-

Reg. Guide 1.13 - Revision 2 9.1
Spent fuel Storage facility Design Basis 12/81

Reg. Guide 1.14 - Revision 1 5.4.1.1
Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity 8/75

Reg. Guide 1.15 - Withdrawn
Testing of Reinforcing Bars for Concrete
Structures

Reg. Guide 1.16 - Revision 4 Not Applicable
Reporting of Operating Information 8/75

Reg. Guide 1.17 - Withdrawn
Protection Against Industrial Sabotage

Reg. Guide 1.18 - Withdrawn
Structural Acceptance Tests for Concrete
Primary Reactor Containments

Reg. Guide 1.19 - Withdrawn
Nondestructive Examination of Primary
Containment Welds

Reg. Guide 1.20 - Revision 2 3.9.2.4
Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program 5/76
for Reactor Internals During Preoperational
and initial Startup Testing

Reg. Guide 1.21 - Revision 1 11.1, 11.5.1.1,
Measuring, Evaluating, and Reporting 6/74 11.5.2.1
Radioactivity in, and Releases from Nuclear (COL applicant)
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.22 - 2/72 7.1.2.17, 8.1.4.2

Periodic Testing of Protection Systems
Actuation Functions

Amendment W
June 17, 1994

________ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 1.8-1p!(
\> (Sheet 3 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GjllDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title Issue Date Sect Lon
i

Reg. Guide 1.23 - Not Applicable |Onsite Meteorological Programs '

l

Reg. Guide 1.24 - 3/72 15.7
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the
Potential Radiological Consequences of a
Pressurized Water Reactor Radioactive Gas
Storage Tank failure

Reg. Guide 1.25 - 3/72 15.7
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the
Potential Radiological Consequences of a
Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling
and Storage Facility for Boiling and
Pressurized Water Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.26 - Revision 3 3.2.2, 10.4
Quality Group Classifications and Standards 2/76

V Reg. Guide 1.27 - Revision 2 9.2.5
Ultimate Heat Sink 1/76

Reg. Guide 1.28 - Revision 3 17 and report
Quality Assurance Program Requirements April 8/85 CENPD-210-A,
29, 1994(Design and Construction) Revision 7

(Section 111.2.1)

Re.l. Guide 1,29 - Revision 3 3.2.1, 7.1.2.18,
Se smic Design Classification 9/78 10.4.9

Reg. Guide 1.30 - 8/72 RG 1.28 Rev. 3 |Quality Assurance Requirements for the applied instead
Installation, Inspection and Testing of of RG 1.30
Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment

Reg. Guide 1.31 - Revision 3 5.2.3.4.2.1
Control of Ferrite Content in Stainless 4/78
Steel Weld Metal

Reg. Guide 1.32 - Revision 2 8.1.4.2
Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Systems 2/77
for Nuclear Power Plants

o Reg. Guide 1.33 - Revision 2 Not Applicable
( jQualityAssuranceProgramRequirements 2/78
v (Operation)

Amendment V
April 29, 1994

-_ -________-____________
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TABLE 1.8-1

(Sheet 4 of 17)

NRC REGVLATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.34 - 12/72 5.2.3.3.2.2
Control of Electraslag Weld
Properties

Reg. Guide 1.35 - Revision 3 Not Applicable
Inservice Inspection of Ungrouted Tendons in 7/90 (Concrete
Prestressed Concrete Containment containment)

Reg. Guide 1.36 - 2/73 5.2.3.2.3,

Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for 10.3.2.3.4
Austenitic Stainless Steel

Reg. Guide 1.37 - 3/73 5.2.3.4.1.2.1,

Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning 10.3.6.2 (Note A)
of Fluid Systems and Associated Components
of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.38 - Revision 2 17 (Note A)
Quality Assurance Requirements for 5/77
Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage, and
Handling of items for Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants

| Housekeeping Requirements for Water Cooled
Reg. Guide 1.39 - -

Revision 2 6.4 (Note A)
9/77

Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.40 - 3/73 3.11
Qualification Tests of Continuous-Duty
Motors Installed Inside the Containment
of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.41 - 3/73 8.1.4.2, 14

Preoperational Testing of Redundant On-site
Electric Power Systems to Verify Proper Load
Group Assignments

Reg. Guide 1.42 - Withdrawn
Interim Licensing Policy on as low as
Practicable for Gaseous Radioiodine Releases
from Light Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors

Reg. Guide 1,43 - 5/73 5.2.3.3.2.1
Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of
low-Alloy Steel Components

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 5 of 17)

NRC REGVLATORY GUIDE APPLICABJLITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.44 - 5/73 5.2.3.4.1.1.1
Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless
Steel

Reg. Guide 1.45 - 5/73 5.2.5, 7.1.2.20,
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage 11.5.1.1
Detection Systems

Reg. Guide 1.46 - Withdrawn
Protection 'oainst Pipe Whip Inside
Containmer,

Reg. Guide 1.47 - 5/73 7.1.2.21, 8.1.4.2
Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication
for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems

Reg. Guide 1.48 - Withdrawn
Design Limits and Loading Combinations for

O)SeismicCategory1FluidSystemComponents\
' Reg. Guide 1.49 - Revision 1 1.1.2

Power Levels of Nuclear Power Plants 12/73

Reg. Guide 1.50 - 5/73 5.2.3.3.2.1
Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding
of Low-Alloy Steel

Reg. Guide 1.51 - Withdrawn
Inservice Inspection of ASME Code Class 2
Nuclear Power Components

Reg. Guide 1.52 - Revision 2 G.5
Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria 3/78
for Post-Accident Engineered Safety Feature
Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.53 - 6/73 7.1.2.9, 8.1.4.2
Application of the Single-Failure Criterion
to Nuclear Power Plant Protection Systems

Reg. Guide 1.54 - 6/73 6.1.2.1
Quality Assurance Requirements for

g)NuclearPowerPlantsProtective Coatings Applied to Water-Cooled(
v

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE LS-1

(Sheet 6 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+
'

Document Title issue Date Section
'

Reg. Guide 1,55 - Withdrawn
Concrete Placement in Category 1 Structures

|
Reg. Guide 1.56 - Revision 1 N/A (BWR)
Maintenance of Water Purity in Boiling Water 7.78
Reactors

|Reg. Guide 1,57 - 6/73 3.8
Design Limits and Loading Combinations for
Metal Primary Reactor Containment System
Components

| Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant
Reg. Guide 1.58 - Withdrawn

inspection, Examination and Testing
Personnel

Reg. Guide 1.59 - Revision 2 2

Design Basis floods for Nuclear Power Plants 8/77

Reg. Guide 1.60 - Revision 1 2, 3.7

Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design 12/73
of Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.61 - 10/73 3.7.1.3
Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.62 - 10/73 7.1.2.22, 8.1.4.2
Hanual Initiation of Protective Actions

| Reg. ;ulde 1.63 - Revision 3 3.8.2, 8.1.4.2
Electric Penetration Assemblies in 2/87

| Containment Structures for Nuclear Power
Plants

| Quality Assurance Requirements for the
Reg. Guide 1.64 - Withdrawn

|
Design of Nuclear Power Plants

'

Reg. Guide 1.65 - 10/73 5.3.1.7
Materials and Inspections for Reactor Vessel
closure Studs

,

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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(Sheet 7 of 17)

L(PLR[MATORY GVIDE APPLLCADIUTY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM BQA

QKument lith h iue Date SX tion

Reg. Guide 1.66 - Withdrawn
Hondestructive Examination of lubular
Products

Reg. Guide 1.67 - Withdrawn
Installation of Overpressure Protection
Devices -

Reg. Guide 1.68 - Revision 2 14.2.7.1, 7.1.2.24,
Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Power 8/78 8.1.4.2 |
Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.68.1 - N/A (BWR)
Preoperational and initial Startup Testing
of feedwater and Condensate Systems for
Boiling Water Power Plants

[ , Reg. Guide 1.68.2 - Revision 1 14.2.7.3
Initial Startup Test Program to Demonstrate 7/78

'N Remote Shutdown Capability for Water-Cooled*

Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.68.3 - 4/82 14
Preoperational Testing of Instrument and
Control Air Systems |

Reg. Guide 1.69 - 12/73 12
Concrete Radiation Shields for Nuclear Power
Plants

Reg. Guide 1.70 - Revision 3 Vol. 1 |Standard format and Contents of Safety 11/78 Introductory
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants Statement

Reg. Guide 1.71 - 12/73 5.2.3.3.2.3
Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited
Accessibility

Reg. Guide 1.72 - Revision 2 9.2.5
Spray Pond Piping Made from fiberglass- 11/78
Reinforced Thermosetting Resin

Reg. Guide 1.73 - 1/74 3.11, 7.1,2.25

p} Qualification Tests of Electric Valvei 0perators Installed inside the Containment
'u of Nuclear Power Plants

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TABLE 1.8-1

(Sheet 8 of 17)

[LRC REGVLATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO JYSTEM 80+

pocument Title issue Date Section

| Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions
Reg. Guide 1.74 - Withdrawn

Reg. Guide 1.75 - Revision 2 7.1.2.10, 8.1.4.2
Physical Independence of Electric Systems 9/78

Reg. Guide 1.76 - 4/74 2

Design Bases Tornado for Nuclear Power
Plants

Reg. Guide 1.77 - 5/74 15.4.5
Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control
Rod Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water
Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.78 - 6/74 6.4, 9.4

Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability
of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical
Release

Reg. Guide 1.79 - Revision 1 3.1.33, 14.2.7.2

Preoperational Testing of Emergency Core 9/75
Cooling Systems for Pressurized Water
Systems

| Reg. Guide 1.80 - Withdrawn See RG 1.68.3
Preoperational Testing of Instrument Air
Systems

Reg. Guide 1,81 - Revision 1 1.2.1.3
Shared Emergency and Shutdown Electric 1/75
Systems for Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1,82 - Revision 1 1.2, 3.8
Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation 11/85
Cooling following a loss-of-Coolant Accident

Reg. Guide 1.83 - Revision 1 5.2.4.1
Inservice Inspection of Pressurized Water 7/75
Reactor Steam Generator Tubes

Reg. Guide 1.84 - Revision 29 5.2.1.2
Design and Fabrication Code Case 7/93
Acceptability ASME Section 111 Division 1

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TABLE 1.8-1

( (Sheet 9 of 17)

[LR1 REGULA10RY EVIDE APPLICABilllY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document litle issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.85 - Revision 29 5.2.1.2
Materials Code Case Acceptability ASME 7/93
Section 111 Division 1

Reg. Guide 1.86 - 6/74 Not Applicable |Termination of Operating Licenses fcr
Nuclear Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.87 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Guidance for Construction of Class 1 6/75
Components in Elevated Temperature Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.88 - Withdrawn |Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of
Nuclear Power Plant Qualit) Assurance
Records

Reg. Guide 1.89 - Revision 1 3.11, 7.1.2.5,

O Environmental Qualification of Certain 6/84 8.1.4.2
! j Electric Equipment important to Safety for

Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.90 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Inservice Inspection of Prestressed Concrete 8/77 (Concrete
Containment Structures with Grouted Tendons containment)

Reg. Guide 1.91 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Evaluations of Explosions Postulated to 2/78
Occur on Transportation Routes Near Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.92 - Revision 1 3.7.2.7
Combining Modal Responses and Spatial 2/76
Components in Seismic Response Analysis

Reg. Guide 1.93 - 12/74 8.1.4.2
Availability of Electric Power Sources

Reg. Guide 1.94 - Revision 1 3.8 (Note A)
Quality Assurance Requirements for 4/76
Installation, inspection, and Testing of
Structural Concrete and Structural Steel
Dur4' +he Construction Phase of Nuclear.

Po s lants,m

(v)
Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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(Sheet 10 of 17)

HRC REGULATORY G)_lDE APPLICABillTY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM e0

Da m ent Title issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.95 - Revision 1 6.4
Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control 1/77
Room Operators Against an Accidental I

Chlorine Release

Reg. Guide 1.96 - N/A (BWRs)
Design of Main Steam isolation Valve Leakage |

Control Systems for Boiling Water Reactor
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.97 - Revision 3 3.1, 7.1.2.26, 7.5,
,

j Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled 5/83 10.4.9, 11.5.1.1 !

Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and |
Environs Conditions During and following an

'

Accident |

Reg. Guide 1.98 - N/A (BWRs)
Assumptions Used for Evaluating the
Potential Radiological Consequences of a
Radioactive Offgas System failure in a
Boiling Water Reactor

Reg. Guide 1,99 - Revision 2 5.3.1.6.7
Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel 5/88
Materials

Reg. Guide 1.100 - Revision 2 3.10
Seismic Qualification of Electric and 6/88
Mechanical Equipment for Nuclear Power
Plants

Reg. Guide 1.101 - Revision 3 NUREG-0654 applies
Emergency Planning and Preparedness for 8/92 with respect to
Nuclear Pcwer Reactors System 80+ emergency

facilities described
in Sections 13.3.3.1
and 13.3.3.3

Reg. Guide 1.102 - Revision 1 2

Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants 9/76

Reg. Guide 1.103 - Withdrawn
Post lensioned Prestressing Systems for
Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containment

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 11 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE APPLICABill1Y ANALYSIS 10 S151EM PA

DggmCILt Title Issue Dat_q SectioB

Reg. Guide 1.104 - Withdrawn
Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.105 - Revision 2 7.1.2.27
Instrument Setpoints for Safety-Related 2/06
Systems

Reg. Guide 1.106 - Revision 1 7.1.2.28
Thermal Overload Protection for Electric 3/77
Motors on Motor-Operated Valves

Reg. Guide 1.107 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Qualifications for Cement Grouting for 2/77 (Concrete
Prestressing lendons in Containment containment)
Structures

Reg. Guide 1.108 - Withdrawn See RG. 1.9

[V Vsed as Onsite Electric Power Systems at
s

\ Periodic Testing of Olesel Generator Units

Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.109 - Revision I 11.2.6.3, 11.3.6.4,
Calculation of Annual Doses to Man From 10/77 11.3.7.2
Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for
the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10
CFR Part 50, Appendix I

Reg. Guide 1.110 - 3/76 12
Cost-Benefit Analysis for Radwaste Systems
for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.111 - Revision 1 2.3.5 |
Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport 7//7
and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in
Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled
Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.112 - 5/77 Not Applicable
Calculation of Releases of Radioactive
Materials in Gaseous and liquid Effluents
from Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors

OO
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.8-1

(Sheet 12 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANA1YSIS TO SYSTEM _AQi

Qpsument Title issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.113 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of Effluents 4/77
from Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases
for the Purpose of implementing Appendix 1

Reg. Guide 1.114 - Revision 2 Not Applicable
Guidance to Operators at the Controls and to 5/89
Senior Operators in the Control Room of a
Nuc1 car Power Plant

Reg. Guide 1.115 - Revision 1 3.5
Protection Against Low-Trajectory Turbine 7/77
Missiles

Reg. Guide 1.116 - 5/77 3.9 (Note A)
Quality Assurance Requirements for
Installation, inspection, and Testing of
Mechanical Equipment and Systems

Reg. Guide 1.117 - Revision 1 3.1.2
Tornado Design Classification 4/78

Reg. Guide 1.118 - Revision 2 7.1.2.7, 8
Periodic Testing of Electric Power and 6/78
Protection Systems

Reg. Guide 1.119 - Withdrawn
Surveillance Program for New fuel Assembly
Designs

Reg. Guide 1.120 - Revision 1 7.1.2.29
fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power 11/77
Plants

Reg. Guide 1.121 - 8/76 5.4
Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam
Generator Tubes

Reg, Guide 1.122 - Revision 1 3.7.2
Development of Floor Design Response Spectra 2/78
for Seismic Design of Floor-Supported
Equipment or Components

O
Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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V (Sheet 13 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE ApPLI{ ABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Document Title issue DLtg Section

Reg. Guide 1.123 - Withdrawn |
Quality Assurance Requirements for Control
of Procurement of items and Services for
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.124 - Revision 1 5.4.14
Service Limits and Loading Combinations for 1/78
Class 1 Linear Type Component Supports

Reg. Guide 1.125 - Revision 1 3

Physical Models for Design and Operation of 10/78
Hydraulic Structures and Systems for Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.126 - Revision 1 4.2
An Acceptable Model and Related Statistical 3/78
Methods for the Analysis of fuel
Densification

V Reg. Guide 1.127 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
inspection of Water-Control Structures 3/78
Associated with Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.128 - Revision 1 8.1, 8.3.2
Installation Design and Installation of 10/78
Large Lead Storage Batteries for Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.129 - Revision 1 8.1.4.2
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of 2/78
Large lead Storage Batteries for Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.130 - Revision 1 5.4.14
Service Limits and Loading Combinations for 10/78
Class 1 Plate-and-Shell-Type Component
Supports

Reg. Guide 1.131 - Revision 1 8.1.4.2
Qualification Tests of Electric Cables, 8/79
Field Splices, and Connections for Light- (Draft)
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

.

|
(~'x Reg. Guide 1.132 -

.

Revision 1 Not Applicable ;

V)NuclearPowerPlantsSite Investigations for Foundations of3/79 |t
'

|

Amendment V
April 29, 1994

|
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TABLE 1.8-1

(Sheet 14 of 17)

[[PL RIGMLA_10RY GylDE APPLICABilllY ANALYSLS TO SYSTEM 804

Q21ument 1ith listLD.itta .5ection

Reg. Guide 1.133 - Revision 1 7.1.2.30, 7.7.1.6.3

Loose-Part Detection Program for the Primary 5/81
Systems of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.134 - Revision 2 Not Applicable
Medical Evaluation of licensed Personnel for 4/87
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.135 - 9/77 Not Applicable
Normal Water Level and Discharge at Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.136 - Revision 2 Not Applicable
Materials, Construction, and Testing of 6/81 (Concrete
Concrete Containments containment)

Reg. Guide 1.137 - Revision 1 9.5
fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel 10/79'

Generators

Reg. Guide 1.138 - 4/78 Not Applicable
Laboratory Investigations of Soils for
Engineering Analysis and Design of Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.139 - 5/78 5.4.7
Guidance for Residual lleat Removal

| Reg. Guide 1.140 - Revision 1 9.4, 6.2.3, 11.3
Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria 10/79
for Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air
filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.141 - 4/78 6.2.4
Containment isolation Provisions for fluid
Systems

Reg. Guide 1.142 - Revision 1 3.8
Safety-Related Concrete Structures for 10/81
Nuclear Power Plants

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 15 of 17)

llRC RLEULATORY GUIDE APPLI AQJL11Y ANALYSIS 10 SYSTEM 80+

Document TLtic lisue Date Lec tion

Reg. Guide 1.143 - Revision 1 11
Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste 10/79
Management Systems, Structures, and
Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.144 - Withdrawn |Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs for
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.145 - Revision 1 2
Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential 2/83
Accident Consequence Assessment at Nuclear
Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.146 - Withdrawn |
Qualification of Quality Assurance Program
Audit Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants

(,/ Reg. Guide 1.147 - Revision 10 5.2.1.2
In-service Inspection Code Case 7/93
Acceptability, ASME Section XI, Division 1

Reg. Guide 1.148 - 3/81 3,5,6
functional Specification for Active Valve
Assemblies in Systems important to Safety in
Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.149 - Revision 1 Not Applicable
Nuclear Power Plant Simulation f acilities 4/87
for Use in Operator License Examinations

Reg. Guide 1.150 - Revision 1 5.1.4, 5.3.1.3
Ultrasonic Testing of Reactor Vessel Welds 2/83
During Pre-service and in-service
Examinations

Reg. Guide 1.151 - 7/83 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
instrument Sensing Lines 7.1.2.31

Reg. Guide 1.152 - 11/85 7.1.2.32
Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer
System Software in Safety-Related Systems of

( '] Nuclear Power Plants
\v)j

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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JABLE 1.8-1 }
(Sheet 16 of 17)

NRC REGUtATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+

Rocument Title issue Date Section

Reg. Guide 1.153 - 12/85 5.1.4, 7.1.2.13
Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, and
Control Portion of Safety Systems

Reg. Guide 1.154 - 1/87 Not Applicable
Format and Content of Plant-Specific (Plant-Specific)
Pressurized Thermal Shock Safety Analysis
Reports for PWRs

Reg. Guide 1.155 - 8/88 8.1, 10.4.8, 10.4.9,

Station Blackout 14.2.12

Reg. Guide 1.156 - 11/87 7.1.2.33
Environmental Qualification of Connection
Assemblies for Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.157 - 5/89 Not Used
Best-Estimate Calculations of Emergency Core (Appendix K model
Cooling System Performance used)

Reg. Guide 1.158 - 2/89 8.3.2
Qualification of Safety-Related Lead Storage
Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 1.159 - 8/90 Not Applicable
Assuring the Availability of Funds for (Plant-Specific)
Decommissioning Nuclear Reactors

Reg. Guide 1.160 - 6/93 Not Applicable
Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance (Plant-Specific)
at Nuclear Power Plants

Reg. Guide 4.15 Revision 1 11.1, 11.5.1.1,
Quality Assurance for Radiological 2/79 11.5.1.4 (COL
Monitoring Programs (Normal Operations) - applicant)
Effluent 5treams and the Environment

Reg. Guide 5.1 12/72 4.2.4.4
Serial Numbering of Fuel Assemblies for
Light-Water-Cooled Nucleat Power Reactors

Reg. Guide 5.12 - 11/73 13.6
General Use of Locks in the Protection and
Control of Facilities and Special Nuclear
Materials

i Reg. Guide 5.20 - 1/74 13.6
! Training, Equip)ing, and Qualifying of
j Guards and Watc1 men

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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Ox TABLE 1.0_1
( )

(Sheet 17 of 17)

NRC REGULATORY GUIDE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS TO SYSTEM 80+ ,

Dgg_mentlHlc Issue Date Sqcilon

Reg. Guide 5.44 - Revision 2 13.6
Perimeter Intrusion Alarm Systems 5/80

Reg. Guide 5.57 Revision 1 4.2.3.1.5
Shipping and Receiving Control of Strategic 6/80
Special Nuclear Material

Reg. Guide 5.65 - 9/86 9.4, 9.2.2
Vital Area Access Controls, Protection of 13.6
Physical Security Equipment, and Key and
Lock Controls

Reg. Guide 5.66 - 6/91 13.6
Access Authorization Program for Nuclear
Power Plants

Revision 3 11, !? |p) Reg. Guide 8.8-Information Relevant to Ensuring the 6/78
[ U Occupational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear

Power Stations will be ALARA

Reg. Guide 8.10 - Revision 1-R 12
Operating Philosophy for Maintairing 5/77
Occupational Radiation Exposures As low
As is Reasonably Achievable

Reg. Guide 8.12 - Revision 2 7.1.2.3t,
Criticality Accident Alarm Systems 10/88 77 1 '. 10, 11.5.1.1 |

Reg. Guide 8.19 - Revision 1 12
Occupational Radiation Dose Assessment in 6/79
Light-Water Reactor Plants-Design Stage Man-
Rem Estimates

Reg. Guide 8.38 - 6/93 12
Control of Access to High and Very High
Radiation Areas of Nuclear Plants

NOTE A: The QA Program Description for System 80+ (CENPD-210-A) commits to
NQA-2.

/ \
Q,)

i

Amendment W
June 17, 1994

|
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IADJE 1,0-4

(Shoot 3 of 10)

QEVIATIONS FROM THE Q18. NRC STBNDARD. REVIEW PLAN

Comment or CESSAR-DC
SRP Section/ Title Summary Description of Section

Deviation
4.4 Thermal and The effects of fuel 4.4.2.2

Hydraulic Design - densification are not
Rev. 1, July 1981 included in the

calculation of total heat
flux factor and linear
heat generation rate
because it is negligible.

4.5.1 Control Rod Drive The usage of control 4.5.1.2
Structural drive structural material
Materials - Rev. With a yield strength
2, July 1981 greater than 90 Kpsi is

limited to the steel ball
ex in the vont valve on the
( top of the CEDM and
\ bearing inserts in the

motor assembly.

In lieu of the ASTM A262 4.5.1.3
Method E as required in
Regulatory Guide 1.44,
ASTM A708 Strauss Test is
employed in the System
80+ Standards Design for
demonstrating freedom
from sensitization in the
fabricated unstabilized
austenitic stainless
steel.

4.5.2 Reactor Internal ASTM A708 Strauss Test is 4.5.2.3
and Core Support used for sensitization
Materials - Rev. test in fabricated
2, July 1981 unstabilized austenitic

stainless steel.

O
\ l
'O

Amendment J
April 30, 1992
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IADLE 1.8-4

(Sheet 4 of 10)

QEVIhTIONS FROM THE U.S. NRC STANDARD REVIEW PLAN

Comment or CESSAR-DC
SRP Section/ Title Summary Description of Section

Deviation

4.6 Functional Design No isolation between the 4.6.2.2
of Control Rod CEDMs and the CEAs is
Drive System - required because no non-
Rev. 1, July 1981 essential elements are

involved at the interface
between these two
systems.

5.2.1.1 Compliance with Specific codes and 1.8

| the Codes and editions are identified
Standards Rule, 10 in Table 1.8-6 for design
CFR S 50.55a - certification.
Rev. 2, July 1981

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant The electroslag wold 5.2.3.3
Pressure Boundary process is not used in
Materials - Rev. the fabrication of any
2, July 1981 RCPB components.

The specific
recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.71 for
wolder qualification for
areas of limited
accessibility are not
completely followed, by
performance
qualifications for
welders for those areas
are conducted in
accordance with the
requirements of ASME Code
Sections III and IX.

The ASTM A708 Strauss 5.2.3.4
Test or ASTM A262
Practice E (modified
strauss) is used for
sensitization test of
fabricated unstabilized
stainless steel. |

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 1.8 6
i

(Sheet 1 of 2) *

SYSTEM 80+ INDUSTRIAL CODES AND STANDARDS

Code Edition Title

ANSl/American Concrete institute IACl)
318 1989 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete,1991 Printing j

349 1985 Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related Concrete Structures

ANSI /American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
N690 1984 Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Steel Safety Related i

Structures for Nuclear Facilities
1989 Manual of Steel Construction, Allowable Stress Design, Ninth Edition i

ANSI /American Nuclear Society (ANS)

2.8 1992 Determining Design Basis Flooding of Power Reactor Sites
13,1 1993 Guide to Sampling Altborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities |
51.1 1983 Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary PWR Plants
55.4 1993 Gaseous Radioactive Waste Processing Systems for Light Water Reactor

Plants

56.2 1989 Containment isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems after a LOCA
57.2 1976 Design Objectives for LWR Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power

Stations -

58.1 1982 Plant Design Against Missiles
58.2 1988 Design Basis for Protection of LWRs against Effects of Pipe Rupture

58.8 1984 Time Response Design Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Action
58.9 1987 Single Failure Criteria for LWR Safety Related Fluid Systems

s

ANSI /American Petroleum Institute (APil
650 1988 Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage

ANSI /American Society of Civil Engineers
7 1990 Minimum Design Loads for Building and Other Structures (ANSI A58.1]

ANSI /American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
BPVC 1989 Section ll; Materials Specifications
BPVC 1989 Section lil; Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components:

Division I, Division 11 ;

BPVC 1989 Section V, Non-Destructive Examination

BPVC' 1989 Section Vill; Rules for Construction of Pressure Vessels

BPVC- 1989 Section IX; Qualification Standard for Welding and Brazing
BPVC 1989 Section XI; Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant

Components: Editions and Addenda As Applicable
AG 1 1991 Code on Nuclear Air and Gas Treatment'
B31.1 1992 Power Piping

OM S/G 1990 Standards and Guides for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power
Plants; through 1992 Addenda.

Amendment W-
June 17, 1994
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I A ME 1.8;.g

(Sheet 2 of 2)

SYSTEJLA_80 + INDUSTRIAL CODES AND STANDABQS

Code Edition Title

ANSl/American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) (Continued)

NOA 1 1989 Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities, and NOA 1b-
1991 Addenda

NOA 2 1989 Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants, and NOA 2a 1990
Addenda

~

ANSl/ institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

7-4.3.2 1982 Application Critena for Programmable Digital Computer Systems in Safety
Systems af Nuclear Power Generating Stations IANSI/IEEE/ANSl

279 1971 Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations

308 1980 Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for NPGS

317 1983 Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for NPGS

323 1974 Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for NPGS

344 1987 Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations

379 1977 Application of the Single Failure Critenon to NPGS Safety Systems

382 1980 Qualification of Actuators for Power Operated Valve assemblies with Safety-
Related Functions of Nuclear Power Plants

384 1981 Criteria for Independence of Class 1E Equipment and Circuits

387 1984 Criteria for Diesel-Generator Units Applied as Standby Power Supplies for
NPGSs

420 1982 Design and Qualification of Class 1E Control Boards, Panels, and Racks used in
NPGSs

422 1986 Guide for Design and Installation of Cablo Systems in Power Generating
Stations

497 1981 Criteria for Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for NPGSs

603 1980 Criteria for Safety Systems for NPGSs

741 -1990 Criteria for protection of Class 1E Power Systems and Equipment in NPGSs

ANSl/ Instrument Society of America [ISA)

S67.04 1988 Setpoints for Nuclear Safety Related instrumentation

ANSl/ National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

78 1989 Lighting Protection Code

101 1991 Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and Structures

803 1988 Standard for Fire Protection for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants

ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE /NSAC

08 1986 The Reliability of Emergency Diesel Generators at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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O\ /V TJDLE 1.0-8

(Shoot 5 of 13)

CROSS-REFERENCE EOR UNRESOLVED
MND_ GENERIC BAF]lT.Y ISSUES

Ho. Title Doction

135 Integrated Steam Generator 5.4.2 |
Issues 6.7.2

7.3.1
7.5.1
10.3.2
10.4
15.6.3
Ch 20

142 Leakage Through Electrical Ch 20
Isolators in Instrumentation
Circuits

143 Availability of Chilled Water 9.2.9
Systems 9.4

$ ) Ch 20

153 Loss of Essen+'' Service 9.2.1'

Water in LWRs Ch 16
Ch 20

155.1 More Realistic Source Term 3.11
Assumptions 6.5

APP 15A
Ch 20

A-1 Water Hammer 5.4.7
6.3.1
6.5.1
7.7.1.1.4
9.2
10.3.2.2
10.4.7
10.4.9
Ch 20

A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on 3.6.2
RCS 3.6.3

Ch 20

/~'s
I 1

i

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 6 of 13)

CROSS-REFlRENCE FOR UNRE80LVEQ
AND GENERIC BAFETY ISBUES

No. Title Section

A-4 C-E Steam Generator Tube 5.4.2
Integrity 10.3.5

10.3.6
10.4.1
10.4.6
10.4.8

| Ch 20

A-9 Anticipated Transients without 7.1.1
SCRAM (ATWS) 7.3

7.7.1.1.11
19.0

| Ch 20

A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam 5.2
Generator & RCP Supports 5.4.14

| Ch 20

A-13 Snubber Operability Assurance 3.9.3.4

| Ch 20

A-17 Systems Interaction 3.6
19.0

| Ch 20

A-24 Qualification of Class 1E 3.9.2.2
Safety Related Equipment 3.10

3.11

| Ch 20

A-25 Non-Safety Loads on Class 1E 7.1.1
Power Sources B.1.3

8.1.4
8.3.1.2.7

| Ch 20
A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure 5.2.2

Transient Protection APP SA
7.2

| Ch 20

A-29 Plant Design for Reduction of APP 13A
| Vulnerability to Sabotage Ch 20

A-30 Adequacy of Safety Related DC 8.3.2
| Power Supplies Ch 20

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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IADLE 1.0-9

(Sheet 3 of 6)

CROSS-REFERENCE POR THE TMI_ RULE (10 CFR_50.34f)

_No. Title Section

(2) (ix) ( A) Hydrogen Control System for 100% 6.2.5
Clad / Metal-Water Reaction 19.11.4
(II.B.8) - Capability to APP 19.11K
Maintain <10%

_

(2 ) (ix) (B) Hydrogen Control System for 100% 6.2.5
Clad / Metal - Water Reaction APP 19.11K
(II.B.8) - Assure No Local,

Pockets That Could Cause Loss of
Containment orMitigating
Features

(2) (ix) (C) Hydrogen Control System for 100% 19.11.4
Clad / Metal - Water Reaction
(II.B.8) - Equipment Need for
Safe Shutdown Qualified for

{' - Environment
\ (2) (ix) (D) Hydrogen Control Systen for 100% N/A

Clad / Metal - Water Reaction
(II.B.8) - Inadvertent Actuation
of Inerting System

(2) (x) Qualification of RCS Relief, 5.4.13.4.1
Safety and PORV Block Valves 6.7
(II.D.1) 7.7.1.1.11

Ch 20 |

(2) (xi) Indication of Relief and Safety 5.2.5.1.2.1
Valve Position in Control Room 5.4.13
(II.D.3) 7.7.1.6

Ch 20 |
(2) (xii) Actuation and Indication of AFW 7.3

Plow in Control Room (II.E.1.2) 7.7
10.4.9
Ch 20 |

(2) (xiii) Capability to Maintain Natural APP SD
Circulation and Pressurizer 8.3.1.1.2
Heaters with Onsite Power Ch 20 |
(II.E.3.1)

(2 ) (Xiv) ( A) Containment Isolation System 6.2.4
/''N (II.E.4.2) - Automatic Isolation 9.4.6
() on Non-Essential Systems Ch 20 |

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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IhDLE 1.0-9

(Sheet 4 of 6)

CROSS-REFERENCE _FOR THE TMI RULE (10 CFR 50.34f1

No. Title Section
(2) (xiv) (B) Containment Isolation System 6.2.4

(II.E.4.2) - Two Isolation
Barriers in Series for Each Hon-
Essential Penetration

(2 ) (xiv) (C) Containment Isolation System 6.2.4
(II.E.4.2) - Roset of CIAS Does
Not Result in Valves Opening

(2 ) (xiv) (D) Containment Isolation System 6.2.4
(II.E.4.2) - CIAS Sotpoint as
Low as Compatible with Normal
Operation

(2 ) (xiv) (E) Containment Isolation System (II 6.2.4
E.4.2) - Automatic Isolation of
All Paths to The Environs on
High Radiation

(2) (xv) Containment Purging / Venting 6.2.4
Capability with Rollable 9.4.6

| | Isolation During Accident 16.3/3.9
'

(II.E.4.4) Ch 20

(2 ) (xvi) Establish Design Criterion for N/A
Actuations of ECS and RPS (BWRs
Only) (II.E.5.1)

(2 ) (xvii) Provide Instrumentation to 7.5.1.1.5
Measure, Record and Indicate in Ch 20
the Control Room (II.F 1)

(2) (xviii) Control Room Indication of 7.5.1.1.7
Inadequate Core Cooling - Ch 20
Saturation Meter (II.F.2)

| (2) (xix) Provide Post-Accident Monitoring 7.5.1.1.5
| Instrumentation (II.F.3) Ch 20
|

| (2 ) (xx) Power Supplies for RCS Relief 6.7
and Block Valves and Level 7.5.2.5

| Indicators (II.G.1) Ch 20

| (2 ) (xxi) Auxiliary Heat Removal System N/A
Design (BWRs Only) (II.K.1.22)

(2 ) (xxii) FMEA on Integrated Control N/A
System (B&W Only) (II.K.2.9)

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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A, 1.10 FYSTEM 80+ COL INFORMATIONm

The System 80+ Standard Design represents an essentially complete
nuclear plant. Ilowever, certain topics are more appropriately
addressed by a COL / applicant referencing CESSAR-DC.

Table 1.10-1 identifies CESSAR-DC sections where descriptions of
COL information items are presented. Neither the table listings
nor the descriptions within the cited CESSAR-DC sections are
intended to constitute requirements for the COL applicant. This
information is provided only for purposes of facilitating a COL
applicant's preparation of its COL application.

l
(_

|

fs
i ) '

V

Amendment W
1.10-1 June 17, 1994 I
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TAlli,E 1.10-1

(Sheet 1 of 7)

Col 1,1 CENSE INFOIO!ATION

COI.
No. FSER No. Section Subject

1-1 1.8 Applicable editions of industry codes and |
standards

1-2 1.9 Design interfaces |
2-1 2.0-1 2.0 Site Parameters |
2-2 2.1-1 2.1 Geography and Demography Information |
2-3 2.2-1 2.2 Industrial, Transportation and hiilitary llazards |
2-4 2.3 1 2.3 hieteorology Information |
2-5 2.4-1 2.4 Ilydrologic Information |
2-6 2.5-1 2.5 Geology, Seismology and Geotechnical

. Information

31 3.4 1 3.4 Flood Analysis |
32 3.5-1 3.5 hiissile Protection |
3-3 3.6-1 3.6 Final Piping Design Information |
3-4 3.7 1 3.7 Site and Plant Specific Seismic Design

Information

3-5 3.8-1 3.8 Site and Plant-Specific Structural Design
Information

3-6 3.9-1 3.9 Site and Plant-Specific Informa' tion for
hiechanical System and Components Design

3-7 3.10-1 3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification Program
Details

3-8 3.11-1 3.1I Environmental Qualification Program Details |
4-1 4.2.7-1 4.2.3.2.10.K Online fuel failure monitoring and post- |

irradiation surveillance

4-2 4.4.4-1 7.2.1.1.2.5 CPC/CEAC software testing and change control |
5-1 5.2.1.1-1 5.2.1.1 ash 1E Code edition, Addenda and Code cases |

for construction of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary components

5-2 5.2.2.2-1, 5.2.2.10.2.2, Verification of the material properties and end-
5.2.2.3-1, 5.2.3.1, 5.3.2, of-life fluence and resulting P-T limits and LTOPV)(,

5.3.1-1, 5.4.14.3 temperatures|
5.3.2-1:

! Amendment W - 06/17/94
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TAlli fi,,1,10-1

(Sheet 2 of 7)

C01, I.lCENSE INFORM ATION

Col,
-

No, FSER No. Section Subject

| 5-3 5.2.4-1,6.6-1 5.2.4,6.6-1 PSI and ISI program plans for NRC staff review

5-4 5.4 1 5.4.2.5 Steam Generator tube inservice inspection
program

| 5-5 S F- 1 5.6.3 (App. $F) Leakage monitoring program

6-1 6.1.1 1, 6.1.1.1.3, Engineered Safety Feature Systems materials
6.1.1-2, 6.1.1.1.5 selection and fabrication
6.!.1-3,
6.1.1-4

| 62 6.3.7-1 6.3.4 Periodic testing of the safety injection system

6-3 6.4-2 6.4.1.2. 6.4.2.2 Protection against the effects of toxic substance
releases (including TMI Ill.D.3.4)

| 6-4 6.4-3 6.4.1.1 Licensing basis for the control room habitability
system

| 6-5 6.5-1 6.5.4.1 Containment spray system operability

| 6-6 6.2.4-1 6.2.4.2 CIV location and pipe size

| 6-7 6.8.2.2.1 IRWST screen area margin analysis

7-1 7.1.2.7 Integrated response time for protection system

| 7-2 7.4.1.1.8.2 Operating procedures for SCS

7-3 7.3,1,1.10 Procedures for removing ESFAS signals during
plant testing

| 7-4 7,3.2.1 Procedures for ESFAS Reset

| 7-5 7.3.2.3.2 ESFAS setpoint analyses

| 7-6 7.4.2.5.2 Cold shutdown procedures

| 7-7 7.5,2.5.10 Administrative controls associated with PAMI

8-1 8.3.1-1 8.1.4.5 Immediate and alternate modes associated with
offsite power

8-2 8.1.4.5 Electrical power systems testing, calibration and
maintenance

9-1 9.1.2.2.2. Administrative controls and procedures
9.l.4.2.1.2, associated with fuel storage and handling systems

9.1.4.4, 9.1.4.6

Amendment W - 06/17/94
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(Sheet 3 of 7)

COI _1ICENSE INFOlt31A.T10S2

. - . = .

Col,

No, FSElt No. Section Subject

9-2 9.2.1-1 9.2.1.1.4, Organic fouling and inorganic buildup in the
9.2.1.4,9.2.5.4 SSWS (including GSI-51)

9-3 9.2 1-2 9.2.1.2.1.2 Station service water system pump structure |
94 9.2.4-1 9.2.4.2 Potable and sanitary water systems |

__

95 9.3.4.1.4 Structures housing boric acid storage tank, |
reactor makeup water tank, and holdup tank

9-6 9.5.1-1 9.5.1 Safety-grade provisions for the fire-protection |
s) stems

9-7 9 5.1.5 1 9.5.1.11 Administrative controls for llTP CMEll 9.5-1
conformance

O 9-8 9.5.1.12 Fire llazards Analysis |
9-9 4.5.2-1, 9.5.2.2.5, Communications systems

9.5.2-2, 9.5.2.1,
9.5.2-3 9.5.2.2.6

9-10 9.5.3.2.2 Security lighting system |
9-11 9.5.4.1-1 8.3.1.1.4.11 Diesel operator training |
9-12 9.5.4.1-2, 9.5.4.2.1, Diesel generator auxiliary support systems

9.5.4.2 1, 9.5.5.2,9.5.4,
9.5.5-1, 9.5.6.5,
9.5.5-2, 9.5.6,2.2,
9.5.6-1, 9.5.7.2,
9.5.6-2, 9.5.8.2.1,
9.5.7-1, 9.5.9.2,9.5.9.4,
9,5.8-1, 9.5.9.5
9.5.9-1

9 13 9.2.5-1 9.2.5.1.3 Protected area perimeter abutting or crossing a |
body of water

9-14 9.5.1.2.1.2 1 9.5.1.2 Procedures and training for using transfer |
switches

10-1 10.2-1 10.2.1 Turbine valve closing time

10-2 10.3-1 10.3.2.2 Steam hammer prevention/mT
! i 10-3 10.4.4 1 10.4.4.2.4.1 Pressure drops between the steam generator

! nozzles and each system valve
,

Amendment W - 06/17/94
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(Sheet 4 of 7)

COL I,1CliSSE INFORM ATION

col,

No. FSER No. Section Subject
'

10-4 10.4.7 2. 10.4.7.2.5, Avoidance of water hammer in the condensate,

10.4.9-2 10.4.9.1.2 feedwater, and emergency feedwater systems

| 10-5 10.4.9-3 10.4.9.5.2 Steam binding in the emergency feedwater pump

11 1 11.1-1, 11.1,i1.5.1.1 Conformance with Appendix il to 10 CFR 20,
11.5-1 Appendix | to 10 CFR 50. ANSI N13.1, R.G.

1.21 and R.G. 4.15
-

11-2 11.4-1 11.4.1.1 Site specific solid waste management sy":em
operating procedures

| 11-3 11.5-2 11.5.1.4 Procedures in accordance with Position C of
R.G. 4.15

| 11-4 11.2.1 1 11.2.5 Setpoints for radiation monitors

| 11 5 11.5.1 1 11.5.2.6 Operation and maintenance manual for
monitoring and sampling liquid and gaseous
process and effluent streams

12-1 12.1.1 1 12.1.1.2 Operational Al. ARA policy

| 12 2 12,1,2-1 12.2.3 Shielding analysis (including TMI 11.11.2)

12-3 12.1.3-1 12.1.3 New regulatory guides

12-4 12.2.2.1 Radiation protection design acceptance criteria

| 12-5 12.3.1-1 12.3.1.8 List of vital areas

12-6 12.3.4-1 12.3.4 Area radiation monitor location

| 12-7 12.3.4-2 12.3.4 Portable airborne iodine monitor (TMI Ill.D.3.3)

12-8 12.4.5-1 12.4.5 Dose assessment

12-9 12.5-1 12.5 llealth physics organization

13-1 13.1-1 13.1 Organizational structure of the site operator
(including TMI 1.A.1,4,11.J.3.1)

13-2 13.3-1 13.3.2 Site-specific emerger.,;) planning

13-3 13.3.3.1.7 TSC communication equipment

O
Amendment W - 06/17/94
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TABl.E 1,10-1

(Sheet 5 of 7) -

.C.QL LICENSE INFORMATION

COL ,

No, FSER No, Section Suldect

13 4 13.3-2 13.3.3.2 TMI Ill.A.I.2, " Upgrade Licensee Emergency
13.3.3.2.3, Support Facilities" ,

13.3.3.2.6,
13.3.3.4.1,
13.3.3.6.1,
13.3.3.6.5

13 5 13.4 1 13.4 Review and audit |
13-6 13.5 1 13.5 plant procedures (TMI l.C.1, l.C.5, & l.C 9) |
13 7 1.2.13, 13.6 Site security and sabotage protection |
13 8 13.2-1 13.2 Training [TMl I. A.4.2, l. A.4.l(2), ll.K. l(26)] |
13-9 13.5-2 13.5.2 Administrative Control Procedures TMI II.J.4.1, _ | i

ll.K. l(10)--
'

14 1 14.2.2.1 Organization and Staffing |
14 2 14.2.3 1, 14.2.1.1, 14.2.3. Testing program procedures and schedules

14.2.3-2, 14.2.4, 14.2.10, including scoping documents, startup
14.2.3-3, 14.2.11 administrative manual, test conditions, test
14.2.3-4, methodologies data collection and reduction,

' 14.2.4 1, reconciliation methods, and initial fuel load and
14.2.10-1, criticality procedures
14.2.11 1

-14 3 14.2.6-1 14.2.6 Retention of Test Records | t

14-4 _ 14.2.9 1 14.2.9- Trial use of plant operating and emergency --

,
'

procedures

14-5 14.2.12.2-1 14.2.7.1.3 Testing of personnel monitors and radiation I

survey instruments

14 6 14.2.13 1 14.2.7.5. Security system detailed description, tests, and
acceptance criteria

14-7 14.3 ITAAC for site-specific design features |
15 1 15.7.3.4 Liquid tank failure minimum dilution flow | .

15 2 15.A.3.2-1 - 6.1.2.2 Quantity of electrical cable insulation

1,' l 17.1 1,- 17.1, 17.2 Construction and Operation QA (including TMI -
17.2-1

.

1.F.2,ll.J.3.1)'
_

i.

Amendment W -- 06/17/94
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(Sheet 6 of 7)

COi, I.lCENSE INFORM ATION

_

Col,

No. FSER No. Section Suldect

17 2 17.3.1-1, 17.3.1, 17.3.5. D-RAP completion
17.3.5-1 17.3.7

17-3 17.3.9 1, 17.3.7, 17.3.9, 0-RAP development and implementulon
17.7 17.3.10, 17.3.13

18-1 18.9.3.2 Validation of operating ensemble

18-2 18.6.1.3.4-1 13.2 Operator training on " Plant Safety Parameter
Display Console"

19-1 19.1, 19.15 1.3 Vulnerability of the intake structure due to
19.1.2.2.2-1 tornado-generated debris

19-2 19.1.2.2.3-1 19.7.5.3 Elements of the plant affecting the performance
of systems in seismic events

19-3 19.1.2.4-4, 19.15, 20.2.56 Details of the layout of the cri'ical components
19.5, 19.6, for fire and flood, interaction of internal flood

19,7 sources, and effects of fire suppression systems
on other systems

19-4 19.8 19.7.5.3 Development of detailed seismic walkdown
procedures to verify as-built SSC llCLPFs

19 5 19-10, 19-11 19.11.3.8 Calculation of specific flow rate and
consideration of shielding requirements for local
operator actions for the emergency containment
spray backup system

19-6 19.1.2.2.6 1, 19.7.5.3, Update of PRA to include final design detail and
19.1.4-1, 19.15.1, site-specific information including examination of

19.1.2.4-1, Chapter 20 all sternal event hazards and analysis using site-
19.1.2.4-2, : spectra
19.1.2.4-3,

19.12

| 19-7 19.14 19.1 .6 List of risk significant SSCs for D RAP and5

! O-RAP

19-8 19.15, 19-16, 19.15.6 Consideration of risk important operator actions
19.19 in developing procedures, training and human

reliability related programs, and systems to
address in severe accident management and
aligning the alternate AC source (AAC)-
procedures

Amendment W - 06/17/94
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COI, I.ICENSE INFOR31 ATION

._

COL
No. FSER No. Section Subject

19-9 19.3.6-1, 19.8.1.2,19.8A Establichment of administrative controls, outage
19.3.8-1, mmagement, procedures and training for control
19.3.8-2, of fire and flood barriers, containment closure

19.17, 19.18 capability and alternate equipment during
shutdown operations

19-10 19.9 19.7.5.1 Use of seismically rugged electrical equipment |

CN
N,)

i

rs.
k'

,V
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() 2.0 SITE ENVELOPE CHARACTERISTICS

The System 80+ Standard Design is designed on the basis of a set
of assumed site-related parameters. These parameters were
selected to envelope most potential nuclear power plant sites in
the United States. A summary of the assumed parameters is
provided in Table 2.0-1.

Detailed site characteristics will be provided by the COL
applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard Design for any
specific application. These characteristics will be reviewed and
compared to the enveloping assumptions of Table 2.0-1. Should
specific site parameters or characteristics be outside the
envelope of assumptions established by Table 2.0-1, the applicant
will demonstrate that the design satisfies the requirements
imposed by the specific site parameters and conforms to all
design commitments and acceptance criteria described in this
report.

The remainder of this chapter identifies specific assumptions
related to site characteristics that are employed in the
evaluation of the System 80+ Standard Design.

NJ

|
4

l

|

rh

(J) ,

' '

1

Amendment W
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\m/ TABLE 2.0-1

(Sheet 1 of 3)

ENVELOPE OF PLANT SITE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Ground Water

Maximum Level: 2 feet below grade

Flood (or Tsunami) Level ("

Maximum level: I foot below grade

Precipitation |

Maximum rainfall rate: 19.4 in/hr. and 6.2 in/5 min.(2)

Maximum snow design load: 50 lb/sq. ft. |

Desian Temoeratures

Ambient

(m. 1% Exceedance Values

',''v'
Maximum: 100*F dry bulb /77*F coincident

wet bulb

80*F wet bulb (non-coincident)

Minimum: -10*F

0% Exceedance Values (Historical Limit excluding peaks < 2 hours)

Maximum: ll5*F dry bulb /80*F coincident
wet bulb

81*F wet bulb (non-coincident)

Minimum: -40*F

Station Service Water Inlet: 95*F(3)

Condenser Circulating Water Inlet: s;100*F

g\
i /
x.J

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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LABLE 2.0-1 (Con','d)

(Sheet 2 of .')

ENVELOPE OF PLANT SITE OfSIGN PARAMETERS

Extreme Wind

Basic Wind Speed: 110 mph
Importance Factors: 1. 0(')/1.11(S)

Tornado (6)

Maximum tornado wind speed: 330 mph
Rotational Speed: 260 mph
Translational velocity: 70 mph
Radius: 150 ft
Maximum pressure differential: 2.4 psi
Rate of pressure drop: 1.7 psi /sec
Missile spectra: per SRP 3.5.1.4 Spectrum II

Soil Properties

Minimum Bearing Capacity (demand): 12 ksf (static)(')
Best Estimate of Minimum Shear Wave 700 ft/sec(7)
Velocity:
Best Estimate of Liquefaction Potential: None (at site-specific SSE

level)

Seismoloav

ca)
SSE Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA): 0.30 g
SSE Response Spectra: Section 3.7.1
SSE Time History: Section 3.7.1

Aircraft Hazards

Plant to airport distance Smi.< 0 <10mi. with annual
2

| operation less than 5000 or
D>10mi. with an annual operation

2
| less than 10000

(D = distance in miles)

Plant to edge of military D>5mi, with an annual operation
training routes less than 1000 flights

(D = distance in miles)

Plant to edge of Federal airway, D>2mi.
holding pattern, or airport (D = distance in miles)

m

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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2.1 GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

Site-specific information on geography and demography will - be
provided by the COL applicant referencing the System 80+ design.

2.1.1 SITE LOCAMON AND DESCRIPTION 1

No specific assumptisas were employed in the evaluation of the-
System 80+ Standard Design. Site-specific information will
include site-and location description.

2.1.1.1 Site Location

Considerations of site location for the System 80+ plants are
made for the purpose of minimizing the risk significance of
site-dependent characteristics on plant design. Sections 2.2
through 2.5-discuss System 80+ plant siting considerations for
site-dependent design parameters. Chapters 3, 9, and 13 also
discuss System 80+ design features incorporated to mitigate the
consequences of site-dependent and site-independent parameters.

2.1.1.2 Site Area Map

The site area map is site-specific and will be provided with:
other site-dependent information.

2 . 1'. 1 . 3 Boundaries for Establishinct Ef fluent Release Limits

Bound.ary-distances have been selected for an exclusion area and
a low- population zone as defined in 10 CFR 100.11. .These
distances are employed jn Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 to calculate
estimates for- diffusion .of: radiological releases. .A site
specific application will address the combined influences of site
characteristics and local meteorology on diffusion'of releases.

2.1.2 EXCLUSION AREA AUTHORITY AND CONTROL

No specific assumptions were employed-in the evaluation of-the
System 80+- Standard Design. Site-specific information will
include exclusion area authority and control.

2.1.3 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

No specific assumptions were employed in the evaluation'of the
System 80+ Standard Design. Site-specific information will
include population distribution.

,

~ Amendment E
2.1-1 June 17,.1
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2. 2 - HEARBY INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION AND MILITARY
FACILITIES

Industrial, transportation and military hazards are discussed
below. Site-specific information on industrial, transportation,
and military hazards will be provided -by the COL applicant

'

referencing the System 80+ design.

2.2.1 AIRCRAFT HAZARDS

A site is acceptable for the System 80+" without further review
if the distances from the plant meet the following requirements:

A. The plant-to-airport distance D is between 5 and 10 statute
miles, and the projected annual number of operations is less

2than 500 D , or the plant-to-airport distance D is greater
than-10 statute miles, and the projected annual number of

2operations is less than 1000 D ,

B. The plant is at least 5 statute miles from the edge of ,

military training routes, including low-level training
routes, except for those associated with a usage greater
than 1000 flights per year, or where ac.tivities (such. as
practice bombing)- may create an unusual stress situation.-

C. The plant is at least 2 statute miles beyond the nearest'

-edge of a federal airway, holding pattern, or airport. ,

If the above site proximity acceptance criteria are not met, or-
if sufficiently hazardous military activities are identified, a
detailed review of the aircraft hazards - must be performed to
qualify a specific site for the System 80+" plant.

2.2.2 TRANSPORTATION

Site-specific information will include hazards related to
transportation.

The. ultimate heat sink, which is not included in-the System 80+-
scope for design _ certification, provides the source of cooling
water for all safety-related plant systems and components during-
all modes of operation. Interface-- requirements (Section
9.2.5.1.3) are identified to eliminate the potential impacts on
plant operations-from boat or barge accident events.

2.2.3 OTHER INDUSTRIAL HAZARDS ON AND OFF SITE

Site-specific information 'will include onsite and- offsite
industrial hazards.

(
s.

.

Amendment W
2.2-1 June 17,~1994
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'L/ 2.3 liEXE_OBOLOGX

Meteorology parameters are as specified in Table 2.0-1.
Site-specific meteorology information will be provided by the COL
applicant referencing the System 80+ design.

2.3.1 REGIONAL CLIMATOLOGY

Site-specific information will include regional climatology.

2.3.1.1 Low Temperature Effects

The effects on the plant from low temperature events, such as
frost, snow fall, and ice cover, are considered in the design
process. Structures are designed to withstand loadings in excess
of the loads generated from combinations of snow, ice, and rain.

Ventilation paths are designed and reviewed to verify that they
are free from snow blockage.

2.3.2 LOCAL METEOROLOGY

No specific assumpt.ons were employed in the evaluation of the
System 80+ Standard Design other than the assumptions in Sections

( N. 2.3.4 and 2.3.6 that establish the values of relative
( ) concentrations for the of fsite accident analyses and control room

operator dose analysis as presented in Chapter 15 and
Section 6.4, respectively.

As indicated in Table 2.0-1, pressure ef fects and missile spectra
associated with the design tornado are considered to be
controlling. Site-specific information will include an
evaluation to assure that this assumption is not violated for the
specific site selected or will include analysis results for any |
potential hazards that are more limiting than the parameters
given in Table 2.0-1.

2.3.2.1 Tornados

Tornado characteristics are as specified in Table 2.0-1.

Tornado-generated missiles are considered in the System 80+
Standard Design (See Section 3.5).

Structures housing safety-related equipment are designed to
withstand the loadings generated by 330 mph winds.

Tornados that occur at the plant site, causing extensive damage
to the switchyard and a prolonged loss of offsite power, are
quantitatively evaluated.

(n)
%/

Amendment W
2.3-1 June 17, 1994
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Section 3.3 provides additional information regarding design for
tornado loading.i

|

2.3.3 ONSITE METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS PROGRAMS

No specific assumptions were employed in the evaluation of the
i System 80+ Standard Design. Information related to onsite
meteorological measurements programs will be included in the
site-specific meteorology information.

O
|
.

i
|

O
Amendment W

2.3-2 June 17, 1994
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2.3.4 SHORT-TERM (ACCIDENT) DIFFUSION ESTIMATES (x/Q)

Atmospheric relative concentration of radiological releases.ls
expressed as x/Q, where x is the concentration in curies per
cubic meter at the receptor and Q is the rate of release -in
curies per second. Calculation of site-specific values of x/Q
will be provided with a-site-specific application that includes
the meteorological measurements program. In lieu of site
meteorological data, an assumed set of atmospheric conditions is
employed as follows to determine the values of x/Q for the
System 80+ Standard Design accident analyses.

Ground-level 0-2 hour atmospheric dilution factors (x/Q) were
calculated at 0.5 mile Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) using a
ground-level bivariate normal, or Gaussian diffusion model
modified for source configuration (i.e., building wake) and
lateral plume meander under neutral and/or stable atmospheric-
conditions. The methodology used in the development of accident
EAB x/Q's followed the guidance presented in NRC Regulatory Guide
1.145. Input parameters used included meteorological data
representative of an 80-90th percentile U.S. commercial nuclear
power plant site. For time periods greater than 2 hours (i.e.,
0-8 hours, 8-24 hours, 1-4 days, and 4-30 days), x/Q values were
determined for a 2.0 mile Low Population Zone (LPZ) using
logarithmic interpolation techniques-which are also described in
Regulatory Guide 1.145. Table 2.3-1 presents the accident
ground-level x/Q values at both the EAB and LPZ receptors..

The values of x/Q in Table 2.3-1, when combined with plant design
and operational _ limit characteristics, yield acceptable- doses
following postulated accidents. This analytical combination is
discussed - in Section 15.0.4. Details of the dose calculation-

methodology are given in Appendix 15A,

2. 3. 5 - -LONG-TERM (ROUTINE) DIFFUSION ESTIMATES--(x/Q)-

Annual average atmospheric dilution factors (x/Q) 'and relative-
deposition factors _(D/Q) at the worst case locations for various
respective pathways, were calculated using the methodology as
presented in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.111 and stack-releaso point
characteristics provided in Table 2.3-7.1 The annual average x/Q -|
value utilized-for_the residence-which resulted in the highest.t

offsite dose via the plume submersion and inhalation pathways was-

7.~2 x 104 2 _ ith a proportional D/Q-value of 1.3: x 10 m,sec/m w 4 2

The-annual-average x/Q value utilized for the worst-case. food.
pathway, including vegetable, meat, and milk receptors was
1. 5 x 10-5 -sec/m with a proportional D/Q value of 2.3 x 108 m,2 2

A-site-specific application will determine site-specific values-

of long term X/Q for comparison to the values used for the
System 80+ standard design routine doses.

Amendment T
2.3-3 November 15, 1993
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2.3.6 ONSITE (ACCIDENT) DIFFUBION ESTIMATES (x/Q)

Onsite accident 1 hour (i.e., applicable for 0-8 hours)
atmospheric dilution factors (x/Q) were calculated at the north
south fresh air intakes to the control room using a time based
building wake model as described by Reference 1. The north and
south air intakes are located on the northwest and southeast
corners of the nuclear annex, respectively. In addition, x/Qs
were also calculated at the center of the control room and at the
doorway leading to the control room itself. The x/Q values were
calculated using the same meteorological database as that
referenced in Section 2.3.4 along with specific source to
receptor distances and building configurations used for wake
considerations. For all distances, a form of the x/Q wake model
associated with normal atmospheric diffusion was utilized. For
time periods greater than 8 hours (i.e., 8-24 hours, 1-4 days,
and 4-30 days) the 0-8 hour time based building wake x/Q values
were adjusted using appropriate wind and occupancy factors from
Reference 2. A second adjustment was made to the x/Q values so
that the control room doses presented in Table 6.4-1 (calculated
as described in Section 6.4.3) would represent limiting values.
This adjustment consists of factors necessary to raise the
calculated doses to their respective limits. Sets of such
factors were determined for each event, with the minimum factor
then representing the event. Individual x/Q values were then
increased by the minimum factor for any event involving that
particular source and receptor. In this way limiting doses are
reported involving maximum acceptable values for each x/Q.

| Tables 2.3-2 and 2.3-3 present resultant x/Q values for the
various release points to both the north and south air intakes,
respectively. Tables 2.3-4 and 2.3-5 present resultant x/Q
values at the center of the control room and at the doorway to
the control room, respectively.

As a result of the dual air intake / automatic selection feature
design of the System 80+ control room air intake system, the
reduction factors as presented in Table 2.3-6 can be applied for
the north and south air intake X/Q values. It should be noted
that the reduction factors are only applicable for releases
occurring from the unit vent on top of the containment shield
building and the containment shield building wall itself.

Calculation of site-specific X/Q values for the control room will
be provided with a site-specific application for comparison to
the values used for the System 80+ standard design,

a

i

Amendment W
2.3-4 June 17, 1994
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I

3
0RSITE ACCIDENT 1/0 (SEC/M ) VALUES

AT THE CONTROL ROOM NORTH AIR INTAKE

Release Point 0-8 Hour 8-24 Hour 1-4 Day 4-30 Day

Unit Vent - At Top 1. 5 5 E-3(''3) 1.25E-3(3) 6.39E-4(3) 2. 62 E -4(3) |
of Containment Shield
Building |

Center Main Steam Valve 6.87E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1 '

Center Main Steam Valve 1.90E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Edge Main Steam Valve 3.88E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Edge Main Steam Valve 8.43E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

(} Containment Shield 5.65E-3(3) 4.93E-3(3) 2.65E-3(3) 1.28E-3(3) |
i,J Building Wall

N01ES: (1) 1.55E-3 = 1.55 x 10'3 |
(2) Release period not greater than 8 hours.
(3) Can be reduced by the appropriate reduction factor presented in

Table 2.3-6

i

,-

)
i
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\d IAB_1.E 2.3-3

3
.ONSITE AQ11 DENT r/0 (SEC/M ) VALUES

AT THE CONTROL ROOM SOUTH AIB INTAKE

Release Point 0-8 Hour 8-24 Hour 1-4 Day 4-30 Day

0 3) 1.18E-3(3) 5.45E-4(3) 1.66E-4(3)Unit Vent - At Top of 1.42E-3
Containment Shield
Building

Center Main Steam Valve 1.52E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Center Main Steam Valve 6.87E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Edge Main Steam Valve 6,88E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Edge Main Steam Valve 3.88E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Containment Shield 5.65E-3(3) 4.74E-3(3) 2.43E-3(3) 1.02E-3(3) |

(]7 Building Wall*
,

NOTES: (1) 1.42E-3 = 1.42 x 10'3 |
(2) Release period not greater than 8 hours.
(3) Can be reduced by the appropriate reduction factor presented in

Table 2.3-6.

.

U
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IABLE 2.3-4
3ONSITE ACCIDENT r/0 (SEC/M ) VALUES

AT THE CENTER OF THE CONTROL ROOM

Release Point 0-8 Hou_t 8-24 Hour 1-4 Day 4-30 Day

Unit Vent - At Top 3.20E-3(" 2.84E-3 1.42E-3 5.83E-4 |
of Containment Shield
Building

Center Main Steam Valve 6.08E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Center Main Steam Valve 6.72E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Edge Main Steam Valve 2.06E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Edge Main Steam Valve 2.28E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

O Containment Shield 5.88E-2 4.97E-2 2.65E-2 1.33E-2 |

V Building Wall

NOTES: (1) 3.20E-3 - 3.20 x 10'3 |
(2) Release period not greater than 8 hours.

(3
)
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r^x
(. TABLE 2.3-5

3
ONSITE ACCIDENT r/0 (SEC/M ) val.UES
AT THE DOORWAY TO THE CONTROL ROOM

Release Point 0-8 Ho_uI 8-24 Hour 1-4 Day 4-30 Day

Unit Vent - At Top 2.27E-3") 2.02E-3 1.06E-3 4.32E-4 |
of Containment Shield
Building

Center Main Steam Valve 6.08E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Center Main Steam Valve 6.72E-3 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Edge Main Steam Valve 2.06E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 1

Edge Main Steam Valve 2.28E-2 (2) (2) (2) |
House Number 2

Containment Shield 1.92E-2 1.63E-2 8.98E-3 4.39E-3 |(q; Building Wall
v

NOTES: (1) 2.27E-3 - 2.27 x 10'3 |
(2) Release period not greater than 8 hours,

g-~.
\. ]
u,-
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2.5 GEOLOGY, SEISMOLOGY, AND GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

Site-specific geology, seismology, and geotechnical engineering
information and characteristics of the site and' region
surrounding the site, including site acceptance criteria, will be
provided by the COL applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard
Design.

- To cover a range of possible site conditions where System 80+ may
be constructed, a range of generic site conditions was selected
for geologic and seismologic evaluation (Figure 2.5-1). The
System 80+ is a standard-plant design to be built on a suitable .

site. The basis for selecting any particular site is documented
in the site-specific Safety Analysis Report (SAR) . Site geologic
features, seismological features, liquefaction potential, site
instability, ground rupture and man-made conditions are included
in the site-specific SAR. Site-specific investigations,
including borings, are conducted in accordance with 10 CFR 50 and
100 (Reference 2) and Standard Review Plan 2.5 (Reference 3) .
Any deviations from Reference-3 are identified and justified in
the site-specific SAR.

The total depth to bedrock for each site condition and the
dynamic soil properties (in terms of maximum shear wave-
velocities and their variation with depth, and in terms of the
variations of modulus and damping with strain) were established-
to . cover a wide range of sites and to provide- reasonably-

'
conservative - results.. Using these site -conditions and the
variations- of maximum shear wave velocities, 13 cases were
-developed; 12 soil cases and one rock-outcrop case. For analysis
of the superstructure, the rock outcrop case was further_ broken
into,two subcategories. One subcategory covers the case where
the' structure is sitting on rock, with-its embedded portion not
restrained. .The second subcategory covers cases where the
backfill material: has rock- type characteristics. Further
discussions on'the rock outcrop case -is- ~ provided in Appendix
3.7-B. The cases selected are summarized in Section 2.5.2, and
more details for each case are included in Appendix 2A..,

For_the System.80+ seismic desi~gn, three control motions were
developed which,'when combined cover _the majority'of potential

,

sites in the continental _U.S. 'The-twelve generic soil ~ sites-and
one rock site were evaluated for each of the control motions.

To cover sites with deep soil deposits, a= control motion with a
Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectral. shape-is used as the input motion
to the ground surface of each site. To cover shallow soil sites,
two rock motions applied at a hypothetical rock outcrop are used.
The selection of the two rock outcrop motions _was performed using
low frequency content consistent with ' industry-wide accepted
response spectra, and - high frequency content that exceeds the
current industry practice. The enrichment of the rock outcrop,

motions with high frequency content is consistent with recent
-studies on Eastern North America seismicity and is a proactive'

.

!- measure of the System 80+ design in anticipation of future trends
|

Amendment U
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in the industry regarding seismic motions. The control motions
described in this section are intended to provide future owners
of System 80+ design with high confidence that the design is
suitable for most sites in the United States.
To assess whether a site is suitable for construction of the
System 80+ Standard Design, both the following Acceptance
Criteria (Site Conditions and SSE Ground Motions) must be
satisfied.

A. Site Cor ditions
1. The soil profile should have a (low-strain) shear wave

velocity profile within the range shown in Figure
2.5-2. Although the soil response of a specific new
soil profile could differ from the results obtained for
each of the cases included in Reference 1, it would be
covered by the envelope of the soil cases considered in
the soil response analyses of Reference 1.

2. A soil site having a total depth to bedrock greater
than that shown in Figure 2.5-1 is acceptable, because
it would be covered by the soil cases analyzed.

3. All rock sites (with no soil deposits below the
foundation level) are acceptable.

B. (SSE) Ground Motion
The acceptance criteria for the Ground Motion are given in
Figure 2.5-38.

Site-specific free-field response spectra at the ground
j surface will be included in the site-specific information.

These spectra will be compared to the System 80+ envelope of
free-field spectra as outlined by the procedure in Figure
2.5-38. Figures 2.5-39 and 2.5-40 provide the envelope of
the free-field surface spectrum for the horizontal and the
vertical directions respectively. Tables 2.5-1 and 2.5-2
define Figures 2.5-39 and 2.5-40 spectra in digitized
format.

If a limited site-specific confirmatory analysis must be
performed, thc in-structure spectra will be compared at the
following locations:

a. Foundation Basemat Elevation +50 ft.
b. Interior Structure Elevation +91.75 ft.
c. Control Room Elevation +115.5 ft. (Areas 1 and 2)
d. Top of Steel Containment Vessel Elevation +251 ft.
e. Interior Structure Elevation +146 ft.
f. Shield Building Elevation +263.5 ft.

Figures 3.7D-1 through 3.7D-21 of Appendix D of Section 3.7
provide the design basis in-structure spectra for the above
locations. These spectra are provided for N-S, E-W and
vertical directions at 5% damping.

Amendment W I
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2.5.1 BASIC GEOLOGIC AND SEISMIC INFORMATION

The objective of this section is to describe geologic and seismic
features that affect the site under -review. Site-specific
regional and site physiography, geomorphology,- stratigraphy,_
lithology, and tectonics information will be included in the
site-specific information.

2.5.2 VIBRATORY GROUND MOTION

Site-specific geological, seismological, and geotechnical data
will-be included in the site-specific information. _|_

2.5.2.1 Seismicity

The complete historical record of earthquakes in the region will-
be included in the site-specific data. At that time, all
available information pertaining to and concerning epicenter
coordinates, depth of focus, origin time, highest intensity,-
magnitude, seismic moment, source mechanism, source dimensions,
distance from site, strong motion recordings, and earthquake-
induced geologic failures will be provided for each event.

2.5.2.2 Geologic and Tectonic Characteristics of Site and
Recion

'

In the site-specific information, tectonic provinces will be
established based on the development and characteristics of the
current _ tectonic regime of the region-and the pattern and level
.of historic seismicity. This will lead to a determination of the
earthquake-potential of all identified geologic structures within
the regions.4

2.5.2.3 Correlation of Eartjouake Activity with Geolocic
Structure or Tectonic Provinces

The relationship between earthquake activity history and' the
geologic structure or tectonic provinces of a region will be
included in the ~ site-specific _ information. Detailed accounts'
comparing and contrasting the geologic structure (s) involved in
'the earthquake activity with other areas within the tectonic
provinces will-be supplied.

2.5.2.4 Maximum Earthquake Potential

-The free field control motion described in-Section~2.5.2.5 will 3

be shown to envelop.the maximum possible vibratory ground motion
at the. site, by.the site-specific analysis. This determination
will be based on the maximum credible earthquake associated'with-
each site-specific geologic structure, or on the maximum historic
earthquake associated with each tectonic province, and will be*

supplied in the site-specific SAR.

Amendment W
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2.5.2.5 _S_eismic Wave Transmission Characteristics of the
Site

2.5.2.5.1 Control Motion

The Control Motion design response spectra are anchored to a 0.3g
peak ground acceleration. They were developed with the objective
of being in full compliance with the SRP requirements as well as
the EPRI ALWR recommendations report. Again, to cover a maximum
range of possible sites where the System 80+ standard design may
be constructed, three separate control motion spectra were
developed. These are:

Control Motion Spectrum 1 (CMS 1): This spectrum is included7

for application at the free-field ground surface. It is
identical to Regulatory Guide 1.60 (R.G. 1.60) spectrum and
it is considered in order to cover sites with deep soil
deposits. Furthermore, because CMS 1 is a standardized

| response spectrum shape, it is considered as an appropriate
control motion for both rock and soil sites.

B. Control Motion Spectrum 2 (CMS 2): This is a rock outcrop
spectrum and is developed to cover sites typical of Eastern
North America which could be subjected to earthquakes with
high frequency content.

C. Control Motion Spectrum 3 (CMS 3): This is a rock outcrop
spectrum and is developed based on recommendations of the
NUREG/CR-0098 (Reference 4) primarily to cover lower
frequency motions which may not be covered by CMS 2. It is
also greatly enhanced in the high frequency range to cover
earthquakes with high frequency content. The maximum
spectral acceleration range is extended to 15 Hz, as opposed
to 8 Hz which is used in NUREG/CR-0098 motions.

All of the above Control Motion Spectra are shown in
Figure 2.5-5. All three motions (CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3) are used
for application at rock sites. For soil sites, CMS 2 and CMS 3 are
intended for application at the rock outcrop, and CMS 1 is
intended for application at the free-field ground surface. All
three motions are applied to each of the 13 sites to
conservatively cover all combinations.

The logic for selection process of each of these control motion
spectra is described in more detail below:

Selection Process for CMS 1

The spectrum shape corresponding to this control motion is
as per the requirements of R.G. 1.60. This spectrum shape
is chosen in order to be in full compliance with the SRP
Section 2.5 requirements as well as the EPRI ALWR
recommendations, and is intended to cover deep soil sites.

Amendment W
2.5-4 June 17, 1994
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U The control motion is anchored to a peak ground acceleration
of 0.3g for the two horizontal directions and the vertical
direction.

Selection Process for CMS 2

The spectrum shape corresponding to this control motion is
for application at the rock outcrop surface, is an
84 percentile curve, and is developed considering
NUREG/CR-0098 recommendations as well as ground motions
deemed appropriate for the Eastern North American continent.
The intent of this spectral shape is to cover various soil
sites overlaying a competent material as well as having rock
outcrop motion characterist wi typical of Eastern North
America. The construction of this spectrum shape is shown
in Figure 2.5-6. As can be noted from this figure, the
spectral ordinates were kept equal to those obtained using
NUREG/CR-0098 for frequencies lower than 3.3 Hz, with
maximum ground velocity of 24 in/sec/g, which again is
typical of expected earthquakes for the Eastern United
States. For higher frequencies, particularly above 10 Hz,
the selected spectral ordinates are based upon ground motion
estimates appropriate for Eastern North America and, as can
be seen, are significantly higher than those obtained using
the NUREG/CR-0098.

This control motion is anchored to a peak ground
acceleration of 0.3g and peak ground velocity of 7.2 in/sec
for the two horizontal directions. In the vertical
direction, the control motion is anchored to a peak ground
acceleration of 0.2g and peak ground velocity of 4.8 in/sec.
The selection of 0.2g at the rock outcrop for the vertical
direction leads to vertical spectra at the ground surface
that equal or exceed the horizontal spectra at the ground
surface over a significant range of frequencies for most of
the soil cases.

Selection Process for CMS 3

The spectrum shape corresponding to this control motion is
developed for application to rock outcrop surface, is an
84 percentile curve, and is in full compliance with the
recommendations of NUREG/CR-0098 with maximum ground
velocity of 36 in/sec/g representing typical sites in
Western North America. CMS 3 is greatly enriched in the high !
frequency end of the spectrum to cover earthquakes with high
frequency content. The maximum spectral acceleration range
extends from 2.2 Hz to 15 Hz. Again, this control motion is

i

anchored to a peak ground acceleration of 0.3g for the two :

/o horizontal directions and 0.2g for the vertical direction. l

\
h |

|
,
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Synthetic Time Histories

Synthetic time histories were generated for each of the
components, Horizontal-1, Horizontal-2 and Vertical, of each
of the control motions CMS 1, CMS 2 and CMS 3, respectively.
The spectral ordinates calculated for each synthetic time
history and the corresponding smooth spectra are shown in-
Figures 2.5-7 through 2.5-9 for the CMS 2 motion,
Figures 2.5-28 through 2.5-30 for the CMS 1 motion, and
Figures 2.5-31 through 2.5-33 for the CMS 3 motion. The
spectral ordinates of each synthetic time history
conservatively envelop the target smooth spectra at a
sufficient number of frequency points to satisfy the SRP
Section 2.5 criteria for development of synthetic time
histories.

The characteristics of each synthetic time history
(accelerogram, velocity and displacement time histories and
Power Spectral Density (PSD) ) are presented in Appendix 2B.
The average PSD of CMS 1 fully complies to the SRP
Section 3.7.1, Appendix A guidelines for Power Spectral
Densities of motions that are based on a Regulatory
Guide 1. 60 spectral shape. For all three motions CMS 1, CMS 2
and CMS 3, the synthetic time histories in the three
directions are statistically independent with correlation
coefficients less than 0.2.

2.5.2.5.2 Generic Soil Sites

Generic soil sites were selected by first choosing four generic
site categories. These categories were chosen to represent
appropriate total thickness of soil overlying bedrock. The four
categories are shown schematically in Figure 2.5-1. Site
Category A consists of approximately 51 feet of soil overlying
bedrock; 51 feet is the approximate embedment depth selected for
the System 80+. The soils in site Category B extend to a depth
of 100 feet and those in Categories C and D extend to depths of
200 and 300 feet, respectively.

One case was selected for Category A and one case for Category D;
these were designated Case A-1 and Case D-1. Four cases were
initially selected for site Category B; these were designated
Cases B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4. Three cases were initially selected
for site Category C; these were designated Cases C-1, C-2 and
C-3. Upon examination of the results of the response analyses
for these cases, three additional cases were added. The
additional cases were designated Cases B-1.5, B-3.5 and C-1.5.
These latter cases were selected to provide an estimate of the
response at frequencies that were not considered to be adequately
covered by the other cases.

The variations of maximum shear wave velocities with depth
assigned for each case are summarized in Appendix 2A Figures 2A-2
through 2A-13. The shear wave velocity distribution with depth

Amendment V
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was selected to provide a reasonably wide range and also to
provide significant contrast in velocities at certain depths for-
a selected number of cases. The range- of maximum shear wave
velocities used for all_the cases considered in this study- is-
presented in Figure 2.5-2. More details about each case _are
given in Appendix 2B.

The variation of shear modulus with shear strain was based on
using the upper curve from the range published by Seed and Idriss
(Reference 5) as shown in Figure 2.5-3. The variations of
damping with shear strain was based on the lowered curve from the
range published by the same authors, as shown in Figure 2.5-4.
2.5.2.5.3 Site Acceptance Criteria

The CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3 control motions were developed for
application in the seismic design of the System 80+ Standard
Design. As discussed in Section 2.5, for a site to be acceptable
for construction, the acceptance criteria for the SSE control
motion, as outlined in Figure 2.5-38 must be met. Site
evaluations and demonstration that acceptance criteria have been
met will be included in site-specific information. -See also
Section 3.7. According to these acceptance criteria:

1. For a rock site, site-specific response spectra at 5%-
damping for the horizontal and vertical directions, will be

s, developed and compared to the envelope of the CMS 1, CMS 2,
and CMS 3 control motions (all with 5% damping). '

If the site-specific response spectra are enveloped by the "

envelope of the CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3 response spectra, the-
site is acceptable for construction.

If the site-specific spectra exceed the envelope of the
CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3 response spectra at any frequency.
range, a limited site-specific evaluation will be performed.
This evaluation will-consist of a site-specific structural
dynamic analysis and -generation of in-structure response'

spectra at' six critical locations ._ to be compared to the_-
-design response spectra (envelope of all generic rock and
soil cases). If the in-structure spectra from the ' site--
specific evaluation are'within 10% of'the envelope'of the
in-structure design spectra for each of the six--locations,
the System 80+ is certified for the site. -If the in-
structure spectra from the site-specific evaluation exceed.
the envelope of the in-structure-design spectra for any of
the six-locations by more than 10% at any-frequency range,
a confirmatory site-specific evaluation must be performed.

.
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The critical locations are:

a. Foundation Basemat Elevation +50 ft.
b. Interior Structure Elevation +91.75 ft.
c. Control Room Elevation +115.5 ft. (Areas 1 and 2)
d. Top of Steel Containment Vessel Elevation +251 ft,
e. Interior Structure Elevation +146 ft.
f. Shield Building Elevation +263.5 ft.

| 2. For a deep or shallow soil site, site-specific response
spectra at 5% damping for the horizontal and vertical
directions at the free-field ground surface will be
developed. The site-specific free-field surface spectra
will then be compared to the envelope of the CMS 1 spectra
and the surface spectra from CMS 2 and CMS 3 control motions
(all with 5% damping). These envelope ground surface
spectra are shown in Figures 2.5-39 and 2.5-40 for the
horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively.

If the site-specific surface spectra are enveloped by the
envelope of the CMS 1 spectra and the surface spectra from
CMS 2 and CMS 3, the site is acceptable for construction.

If the site-specific spectra exceed the envelope of the CMS 1
spectra and surface spectra from CMS 2 and CMS 3 at any
frequency range, a limited site-specific evaluation will be
performed. This evaluation will consist of a site-specific
soil structure interaction analysis and generation of in-
structure response spectra at six critical locations to be
compared to the in-structure design response spectra
(envelope of all generic rock and soil cases). If the
spectra from the site-specific evaluation are within 10% of
the envelope of the design spectra for each of the six
locations, the System 80+ is certified for the site. If the
spectra from the site-specific evaluation exceed the
envelope of the design spectra for any of the six locations
by more than 10% at any frequency range, a confirmatory
site-specific evaluation must be performed.

The same critical locations as outlined in Item 1 above are
used.

2.5.2.5.4 Site Specific Seismic Spectra

| Site-specific seismic design response spectra for use in the
design and qualification of site-specific structures, systems,
and components not included in the design certification scope for
System 80+ standard plants will be developed and provided with
site-specific information. The following criteria shall be used
in developing the minimum site-specific seismic design
requirements.

O
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'\ ,,- 1. The horizontal and vertical free-field ground surface site-
specific response spectra shall be developed using approved
NRC procedures.

2. The System 80+ certified design horizontal and vertical
Regulatory Guide 1.60 design response spectrum shapes
anchored to 0.30g peak ground acceleration shall be scaled
throughout their entire frequency range such that the
minimum spectral amplitudes of the certified design spectra
are equal to the maximum spectral amplitudes of the
horizontal and vertical site-specific ground motion spectra,
respectively, in the 5 to 10 hertz frequency range.

3. The resulting design response spectra shall be defined as
the minimum seismic design requirement for design and
qualification of site specific structures, systems, and
components for the System 80+ standard plant.

2.5.2.6 Safe Shutdown Earthquake

For the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), the following Peak Ground
Accelerations (PGA) were considered:
CMS 1 motion:

b Horizontal PGA = 0.3g
V Vertical PGA = 0.3g

CMS 2 motion:

Horizontal PGA = 0.3g
Vertical PGA = 0.2g

CMS 3 motion:

Horizontal PGA = 0.3g
Vertical PGA = 0.2g

The associated spectral characteristics of each motion are
presented in Section 2.5.2.5 and Appendix 2B.
2.5.2.7 Site Response

2.5.2.7.1 Method of Analysis

The response of each soil case was obtained using an equivalent
linear response analysis for both the shear wave and compression
wave. The response analysis methodology of the computer code l

SHAKE was used. For the shear wave propagation, synthetic time ihistory H1 of motion CMS 2 was applied as the input rock outcrop
motion. The strain-compatible modulus and damping values were7s

( ) then obtained for that soil case. The computed strain iterated
i

%.s]
|

| |
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soil properties of the twelve soil cases using the H1 time
history of the CMS 2 motion were used in all the soil and SSI
analyses in order to retain these properties as standard for the
soil media. These properties were then used without further
modifications for the analysis involving synthetic time history
H2 of CMS 2 and time histories H1 and H2 of CMS 3 as the input rock
outcrop motions. (The strain-compatible modulus and damping
values thus obtained are listed in the tables included in
Appendix 2C). For analyses involving the vertical componen*, the
strain-compatible shear moduli were converted to constrained
moduli assuming a poisson's ratio of 0.4 for all sublayers. The
strain-compatible damping values were multiplied by 1/3 to

provide an estimate of the damping associated with the

propagation of p-waves.

The same strain iterated soil properties were also used in the
SSI analyses involving the CMS 1 motion. As discussed in Section
3.7.1, in the SSI analyses, the CMS 1 motion was applied at the
free-field ground surface.

2.5.2.7.2 Results

Spectra curves from the CMS 2 analyses are presented in Figures
2.5-10 through 2.5-27. Figures 2.5-10 through 2.5-12 show the
spectral ordinates calculated at the ground surf ace for all cases
considered using synthetic time history (CMS 2) H1 as input
motion. The corresponding spectra calculated at the foundatio'n
level are shown in Figures 2.5-13 through 2.5-15. The spectra
calculated at the free field ground surface using synthetic time
history (CMS 2) H2 are presented in Figures 2.5-16 through 2.5-18
and those at the foundation level in the free field are presented
in Figures 2.5-19 through 2.5-21. The corresponding spectra for
the vertical component are presented in Figures 2.5-22 through
2.5-27.

Spectra curves from the CMS 3 analyses are presented in

Figures 2.5-34 through 2.5-37. Figure 2.5-34 shows the spectral
ordinates calculated at the ground surface for all cases
considered using synthetic time history (CMS 3) H1 as input

motion. The corresponding H1 spectra calculated at the
foundation level are shown in Figure 2.5-35. Figure 2.5-36 shown
the spectral ordinates calculated at the ground surface for all 'cases considered using the CMS 3 vertical synthetic time history
as input motion. The corresponding vertical spectra calculated
at the foundation level are shown in Figure 2.5-37.

The responses for the 12 soil cases were obtained using
conservative approaches for selecting the free field rock outcrop
motion, the range of soil profiles including depths, variation of
shear wave velocities with depth and velocity contrasts together f

) with the dynamic material properties.

O
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The results depicted in Figures 2.5-10 through 2.5-27 are
applicable to a wide range of soil deposits. Thus, a soil
profile for which the distribution of maximum shear wave
velocities with depth is within the range shown in Figure 2.5-2
would have a response well covered by the results although the
results for a specific new case could differ from the results
obtained for each of the cases analyzed. Potential site
instability or ground rupture due to steep topography, soft
soils, liquefaction or fault rupture are treated as site-specific
issues.

The enveloping analyses performed were based on the distribution
of maximum shear wave velocities with depth and thus did not
require specification of a depth to water table at the site.
Therefore, the water table can be at any depth as long as the
variations of maximum shear wave velocities with depth are within
the range discussed above and provided that any local site
instability issues are resolved.

2.5.3 SURFACE FAULTING

System 80+ plants will not be designed to withstand surface
faulting related to earthquakes. Site-specific surface and
subsurface geological and geophysical information to demonstrate
that evidence of a potential for surface faulting has not beenn

V) found will be included in the site-specific information.
|

|

2.5.4 STABILITY OF SUBSURFACE MATERIALS AND FOUNDATIONS

Subsurface material parameters are as specified in Table 2.0-1.
Site-specific information relating to stability of subsurface
materials and foundations resulting from site geotechnical and
geophysical investigations will be included in the site-specific
information. Information for the specific site will include:
geologic features underlying the site; properties of materials
underlying the site and a description of the state of the art
methods used to determine the static and dynamic engineering
properties of foundation soils and rock in the site area; data
pertaining to soil layers (including their thicknesses,
densities, moduli, and Poisson's ratics) between the basemat and
the underlying rock stratum; sensitivity of surface motions due
to the effects of depth on degradation in soil stiffness and
damping fore deep soil siteu, degradation sensitivity to soil type
(i.e., nand or silt), and ef fect of Poisst n's ratio on vertical
soil responne; enginnering classification and description of
naterial.1 supporting tne structural foundations; data concerning
the cxtont of Seismic category I excavations and backfills;
grounawater canditions relative to foundation stability of
lifety-related structures; "nd liquefaction potential including
testing methods used in the evaluation.

/ \
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2.5.4.1 Geologic Features

Site-specific information will include geologic features
underlying the site.

2.5.4.2 Properties of Underll _nq Materialsi

State-of-the-art methods used to determine the static and dynamic
engineering properties of foundation soils and rocks in the site
area will be included in the site-specific information.

2.5.4.3 Relationship of Foundation to Underlying
Materials

Plot plans and profiles of site explorations will be included in
the site-specific information.

t

| 2.5.4.4 Soil and Rock Characteristics

Results for geophysical investigations performed at the site,
including compression and shear wave velocity data from borings,
are included in the site-specific information.

2.5.4.5 Excavation and Backfill

Site-specific information provided will include sources,
quantities and engineering properties of borrow materials;
compaction requirements; results of field compaction tests; and
fill material properties such as moisture content, density,
permeability, compressibility, and gradation.

2.5.4.6 Groundwater Conditions

Site-specific information will include critical cases of
groundwater conditions during plant construction and plant life.
Also, soil properties assumed in design will be confirmed for all
groundwater conditions.

|
|

| 2.5.4.7 Response of Soil and Rock to Dynamic Loading

Site investigations will determine the effects of prior
carthquakes on the soils and rocks in the vicinity of the site
(e.g., field seismic surveys, dynamic tests on samples of

foundation soil and rock). Information provided will show that
design assumptions regarding variation of shear wave velocity and
material damping are applicable to the site.

2.5.4.8 Liquefaction Potential

Proven testing methods (e.g., triaxial shear tests) will be used
to demonstrate the soils under and adjacent to structural
foundations are stable against classical liquefaction.

Amendment P
2.5-12 June 15, 1993
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|

(< ?.5.4.9 Earthquake _DesigrL.Dasix )

Refer to Sections 2.L.2.0, 2.5.2.7 and Appendix 2B for a summary
of the derivation of the Safe Shutdown Earthquakes. Seismic in
con.bination with other hazards in to be evaluated to assess site
materials unlor dynamic conditions.

|
2.5.4.10 Deating._.Qapacity

Static analyses of the underlying material supporting the loads
of fills, embankments and foundations will be performed to
determine stability, deformation and settlement of site
materials. The method used to estab]ich the site-specific soil
bearing capacity will be described in the site-specific
information.

2.5.4.11 Qtitoria_.and_pesitiLHethods

The criteria, analysis techniques, and f actors of safety employed
in evaluating the stability of the foundations of the plant
structures will be included in the site-specific information.

2.5.4.12 10.ghniques__to_ Improve _nubsuriace_Qog itiorg

If it is necessary to improve subsurface conditions, plans,
summarios of specifications, and methods of quality control will

V Le described in the site-specific information for all techniques
employed.

2.5.5 STADILITY OF SLOPES

No specific assumptions were employed in the evaluation of the
System 80+ Standard Design.

The stability of all natural and man-made slopes, including |
embankments and dams, that are vital to the safety of the nuclear
plant will be included in the site-specific information. |

2.5.5.1 _81 ope _QMracierjigtlics

The site-specific information will describe the characteristics
of the slope by including slope profiles, a discussion of
properties of all natural and constructed slopes and embankments,
and a description of groundwater and scopage conditions.

2.5.5.2 posign_Qtitqtla_andJnalysen

The site-specific information will present the design criteria
and the analytical methods and results which demonstrato design
margin for all Seismic Category I slopes.

C(h
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|

2.5.5.3 InYoAt.19AliOAs_9f DoringL_RhaltA, Pitb_.TIenehna

| The site-specific information will present borings and soil tests
performed for slope stability studies and dam and diko analysos.

2.5.5.4 Etop erli.qs_of_Darrow H Ale ti AL._XQmpAglipjLand
EXen.YAtinn_Opac1LLGAtlana

| The site-specific information will describe the excavation,
backfill and borrow material for any dams, dikos and embankment
slopes. It also provides construction procedures and control of
such carthworks.

O

O
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\ Provisions shall be included to minimize the probability of '

losing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a
result of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the
nuclear power unit, the loss of power from the transmission
network or the loss of power from the onsite electric power
supplies.

RESPONSEt

The System 804 Standard Design is provided with an onsite
electric power system and an offsite electric power system to
permit functioning of structures, systems and components
important to safety in full compliance with the requirements of
this criterion as described in Chapter 8.

The onsite electric power system consists of separate, redundant
and independent distribution systems and dedicated power supplies
with sufficient capacity, capability, and testability to perform
their safety functions assuming a single fai.ture.

The offsite electric power system consists of two physically
independent circuits from the station switchyard. Each circuit
is immediately available and has sufficient capacity and
capability to perform its safety function.

Provisions are made to minimize the probability of losing
electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of,
or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear
power unit.

3.1.14 CRITERION 18 - INSPECTION AND TESTING OF
ELECTRICAL POWER BYSTEMS

Electrical power systems important to safety shall be designed to
permit appropriate periodic inspection and testing of important
areas and features, such as wiring, insulation, connections, and
switchboards, to assess the continuity of the systems and the
condition of their components. The systems shall be designed
with a capability to test periodically (1) the operability and
functional performance of the components of the system such as
onsite power sources, relays, switches, and buses, and (2) the
operability of the systems as a whole and, under conditions as
close to design as practical, the full operation sequence that
brings the system into operation, including operation of
applicable portions of the protection system, and the transfer of
power among the nuclear power unit, ths offaite power system and
the onsite power system.

ID
t J

V

Amendment D
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Electrical power systems important t> safatt are designed to
p6rmit approprieta periodic inspection and testing of important
areas and features, such as wiring, insulation, connections, and
switchboards, to assess the continuity of the systems and to
detect deterioration, if any, of their coponents. Capability is
provided to periodically test the operability and functional
performance of the system components. The diesel generator sets ,

'

vill be started and loaded periodically on a routine basis, and
relays, switches, and buses will be inspected and tested for i

operation ud availability on an individual baris,
l

Transf er f rom normal to omergency sources of power will be made
to check the operability of the systams and the full operational I

sequence that brings thn systems into operation.

| Refer to Section 6.3.1, 0.3.2 and 16.3/3.8 for more dntailed |

information. ;

i

3.1.15 CRITERION 19 - CONTRnL ROOM

A control room shall be provided from which actions can be taken i

to operate the nuclear unit cafely under normal conditions and to |
maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions, !

including loss-ot-coolant-accidents. Adequate radiation '

protection shall be provided to permit w cons and occupancy of
the control room under accident conditions without personnel
receiving radiatton exposure in excess of 5 rem whole body, or
its equivalent to any part of the body., for the duration of the
accident.

Equipment ut appropriat.e locations outside the control room shall
be provided (1) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown
of the reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls
to maintain the unit in a safo condition during hot shutdown.
(2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of
the reactor through the 'Ise of suitable proceduros.

RES_PO.N_ ret

All control stations, switches, controllers, and indicators
necessary to operate c ;. shut tho unit down and maintain safs;
control of the facility are located in the control room.

The design of tne control room permits safe occupancy during
abnormal conditions. The employment of non-combustible and fire
retardant materials in the ce>nstruction of the control room, the
limitation of combustible supplies, the location vf fire fighting
equipment, and the continuous presence of a nighly tralned

; O
1
'

Amandment W
3.1-12 June 17, 1994
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O 3.1.28 CRITERION 32 - INSPECTION OF REACTOR COOLANT
PRESSURE DOUNDARY

Components which are pact of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary shall be designed to permit:

A. Periodic inspection an; tnsting of important areas and
> features to assess thvir structural and leak-tight

integrity; and

B. An appropriate material surveill!nce program for the reactor
pressure vessel.

RMEb IE
-

1

Provit tou have been made in the design f o. inspection, testing,
and sut vetllance of the Reactor Coolarc System boundary as

g requirci by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI. C-E
recommes.tn a reactor vessel surveillance program to the owner.
The ror tor vessel surveillance program capability provided to'

the om cerforms with ASTM-E-185-73, " Practice for Conducting
Survei .nce Tests for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Reactor
assola. ' as revised in 1982. Sample pie.a taken from the same

r25ttm lal used in fabrication of the reactoc "essel are installed
between the core and the vessel inside wall cose samples will

Q be removed and tested by the owner at intirti s during vessel
life to provide an indication of the exteni of the neutron
embrittlcment of the vessel wall. Charpy tests vi11 be performed
on tav namples to develop a Charpy transit 1% curve. By
com'arino,' of this curve with the Charpy curve a 9 drop weight-

d tests for accimens taken at the beginning of 'no tesel life,
the c' ange 1 RT will be determined and cperatir," 7tocedures
adjusted at mqu Nd . See Chapter 5 f or f Etther d?%i .e.

)
The survoi.T lance program capability provided to the owner has
provisions which comply with the NRC regulation, " Reactor Vessel
Material Surveillance Trogram Requirements," 10 CFl? 50, Appendix
11 , published in the Federal Register in July 1903. The only
exception between the recommended surveillance program and the
requirenents presented in Appendix 11 is the following:

.

N)

Amendment K
3.1-23 October 30, 1992
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A. Appendix H, Section II.C.2 Attachments to the reactor-

vessel.

In adhering to the requirement of placing the surveillance
specimens as close as possible to the reactor vessel wall,
the capsule holders are attached to the cladding of the
reactor vessel and are not major load-bearing components.
By such placement, temperature, flux spectra, and fluence
differences between the surveillance specimens and the
reactor vessel are minimized, thereby permitting more
accurate assessment of the changes in the reactor vessel
properties.

3.1.29 CRITERION 33 - REACTOR COOLANT MAKEUP

A system to supply reactor coolant makeup for protection against
small breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be
provided. The system safety function ; hall be to assure that
specified acceptabla fuel design limits are not exceeded as a
result of reactor coolant loss due to leakage from the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and rupture of small piping or other
small components which are part of the boundary. The system
shall be designed to assure that for onsite electrical power
system operation (assuming offsite power is not available) and
for offsite electrical power system operation (assuming onsite
power is nc,t available) the system safety function can be
accomplished using the piping, pumps and valves used to maintain
coolant inventory during normal reactor operation.

BESPONSE:

| Reactor coolant makeup during normal operation is provided by the
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). The design
incorporates a high degree of functional reliability by provision
of redundant components and an alternate path for charging. The
charging pumps can be powered from either onsite or offsite power
sources, including the alternate AC generator. The system is
described in Section 9.3.4. The CVCS has the capability of
replacing the flow loss to the containment due to leaks in small
reactor coolant lines such as instrument and sample lines. These
lines have 7/32 inch diameter by 1 inch long flow restricting

I devices to limit loss of RCS coolant due to postulated pipe
| breaks in CVCS piping.

The CVCS is not required to perform any safety related function,
such as accident mitigation, or required to perform a safe
shutdown. This does not, however, compromise the " defense in
depth" provided by the system as the normal means of maintaining
RCS inventory and primary water chemistry. In designing the CVCS
as non-safety grade, the following safety functions are performed
by dedicated safety systems. Boration and makeup for design

Amendment W
3.1-24 June 17, 1994
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The material selected for the containment vessel is SA-537 Class
2. The actual mechanical and chemical properties of the material
are within the limits of minimum ductility defined in the 1989
ASME Code Material Specifications Part A for SA-537/SA-537M. |

The containment vessel is built to Subsection NE of Section III
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

The design of the vessel reflects consideration of all ranges of
temperature and loading conditions which apply to the vessel
during operation, maintenance, testing and postulated accident
conditions.

-

All seam welds in the vessel are 100 percent radiographed, and
the acceptance standards of the radiographs ensure that flaws in
welds do not exceed the maximum allowed by the ASME Code.

Steady state and transient stresses are calculated in accordance
with accepted methods (see Section 3.8).

3.1.45 CRITERION 52 - CAPADILITY FOR CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE
RATE TESTING

0
( The reactor containment and other equipment which may be

subjected to containment test conditions shall be designed so
that periodic integrated leakage rate testing can be conducted at
containment design pressure.

RESPONSE:

The containment vessel is designed so that integrated leak rate
testing can be performed at design pressure after completion and
installation of penetrations and equiplant in accordance with the
requirement of Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 (see Section 6.2.6).

3.1.46 CRITERION 53 - PROVISIONS FOR CONTAINMENT TESTING
AND INSPECTION

The reactor containment shall be designed to permit (1)
appropriate periodic inspection of all important areas, such as
penetrations, (2) an appropriate surveillance program, and (3)
periodic testing at containment design pressure of the leak-
tightness of penetrations which have resilient seals and
expansion bellows.

ID
'

Amendment W
3.1-35 June 17, 1994
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BESPONSE:

The absence of insulation on the containment vessel permits
periodic inspection of the exposed surfaces of the vessel. The
lower portions of the containment vessel are totally encased in
concrete and will not be accessible for inspection. It is
contemplated that there will be no need for any special
in-service surveillance program due to the rigorous design,
fabrication, inspection and pressure testing the containment
vessel receives prior to operation.

Provisions are made to permit periodic testing at containment
design pressure of penetrations which have resilient seals or
expansion bellows to allow leak-tightness to be demonstrated
(refer to Section 6.2.6).
3.1.47 CRITERION 54 - PIPING SYSTEMS PENETRATING

CONTAINMENT

Piping systems penetrating primary reactor containment shall be
provided with leak detection, isolation, and containment
capabilities having redundancy, reliability, and performance
capabilities which reflect the importance to safety of isolating
these piping systems. Such piping systems shall be designed with
a capability to test periodically the operability of the isola-
tion valves and associated apparatus and to determine if valve
leakage is within acceptable limits.

RESPONSE:

Piping systems described in CESSAR which penetrate containment
are designed to provide the required isolation and testing
capabilities. These piping systems are provided with test
connections to allow periodic leak detection tests to be
performed, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation System circuitry
provides the means for testing isolation valve operability.

For a discussion of penetration design, refer to Section 6.2.4,
Containment Isolation System.

For additional related discussion, see the responses to General
Design Criteria 55, 56, and 57 (Sections 3.1.48 through 3.1.50).

O
Amendment D

3.1-36 September 30, 1988
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3.2- CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, AND SYSTEMS

'

3.2.1 SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION

Structures, systems, and components which are important to safety
and designed to remain functional -in the event of a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE) are designated as Seismic Category I. '

Seismic Category-I structures, systems, and components are those
necessary to ensure:

A. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.-

B. The capability to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor and ,

keep it in a safe shutdown condition.

C. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences =of
accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures
in excess of 10 CPR 100 guidelines.

The selection of Category I structures, systems, and components
is in accordance with the definition above . and the guidance
provided by Regulatory Guide 1.29. -Individual components in
. Category I systems are classified- by reference to the safety
classes assigned in accordance with ANSI /ANS-51.1 (see Section-

\g 3.2.2).- All-components in Safety Classes-1, _2, and-3 are Seismic
Category.I.

Structures, systems and components which do not perform a nuclear-
safety related functi.on and ' whose coritinued function - is not
required are classified Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) (see- Section
3.2.2). NNS structures, systems and-components whose structural
f ailure or interaction could degrade the functioning of- a~ Seismic.
Category I structure, system,- or component to-an unacceptable
safetyLlevel or could result in'an incapacitating-injury.to an
occupant-of the controliroom are designated as Seismic Category _
:II- and _. are designed and constructed so that the SSE - Will_ not --

cause such failure _in a. manner that would adversely af fect . a-
safety. system.

Structures, systems, and equipment which have no enhanced seismic -
design requirements in' addition to those imposed by building'
codes are designated Non-Seismic (NS). =- - - - -

,

Amendment K
3.2-1 October 3 0 ,-- 1 9 9 2
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The seismic category and safety and quality classification of
structures, systems, and components within the System 80+
Standard Design are listed in Table 3.2-1 The safety class is
also shown on the P& ids (Chapters 5, 6, ar.d 9). Seismic Category
I includes all mechanical components within the safety class
boundaries and extends to the first seismic restraint beyond the
boundary. All fuel racks are also designated as Seismic Category
I. Structures, systems, or components whose f ailure could reduce
the performance of a safety function by a Seismic Category I
component to an unacceptable safety level are designed to Seismic
Category II requirements for structural integrity only or are
separated to the extent required to eliminate that possibility.
NNS structures, systems or components whose failure could cause
flooding of safety-related structures, systems or components are
designed to Seismic Category I requirements. This ensures that
any structures, systems, or components that could potentially
have a disabling interaction with Seismic Category I structures,
systems, or components are either prevented from doing so or are
designed to meet Seismic Category I or II structural integrity
requirements, depending on the function of the component.

Structural integrity requirements may be demonstrated by dynamic
or equivalent static analyses, testing, or a combination thereof.
Analyses of Seismic Category II structures, systems, and
components are in accordance with the seismic input and
methodology criteria described in Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3.

The listing of major electrical components is found in Section
3.11, which also includes safety and quality classifications.
Electrical structures, systems, and components not classified as
Seismic Category I but whose failure could represent a hazard to
the operator or could interfere with the performance of required
safety functions of electrical structures, systems and
components, are classified as Seismic Category II (Reference 1).
Any electrical system or structure or component not in seismic
Category I or II is considered Non-Seismic (see Section 3.10).
The use of the Seismic Category II designation for elec.rical
components is limited to non-safety control system compcnents
which are designed and documented to maintain structural
integrity during an SSE. Piping supports and component supports
are of the same seismic category as the piping and components to
which they apply.

Instrument sensing lines and their supports are designed in
j accordance with the seismic category criteria of Regulatory Guide

1.151.i

For purposes of this discussion, the motors and solenoids used to,

'

provide motive power to mechanical components are treated as part
of the mechanical component.

f Amendment W
3.2-2 June 17, 1994
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V 3.2.2 SYSTEM QUALITY GROUP CLASSIFICATIONS (SAFETY CLASS)

In general, fluid system components important to safety are
classified in accordance with ANSI /ANS 51.1 (Reference 2). With
the exception of portions of the Chemical and Volume Control
System, safety Class 1, 2, 3 and NNS of ANSI /ANS 51.1 are
equivalent to Quality Groups A, B, C and D of Regulatory Guide
1.26. Portions of the CVCS are designated as Safety Class NNS
but are designed and constructed to Quality Group C standards.
The criteria establish safety classes which are used as a guide
to the selection of codes, standards, and quality assurance
provisions for the design and construction of the components.
The safety class designations are also used as a guide to those
fluid system components to be classified as Seismic Category I
and II (see Section 3.2.1). The Safety Class definitions in
ANSI /ANS 51.1 are summarized as follows:

A. Safety Class 1 (SC-1) applies to pressure-retaining portions
and supports of mechanical equipment that form part of the
RCPB whose failure could cause a loss of reactor coolant in
excess of the reactor coolant normal makeup capability and
whose requirements are within the scope of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

B. Safety Class 2 (SC-2) applies to pressure-retaining portions
y/ and supports of primary containment and other mechanical

equipment, requirements for which are within the scope of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sectica III, that
are not included in SC-1 and are designed and relned upon to
accomplish the nuclear safety functions defined in ANSI /ANS
51.1, Section 3.3.1.2.

C. Safety Class 3 (SC-3) applies to equipment, not included in
SC-1 or -2, that is designed and relied upon to accomplish
the nuclear safety functions defined in ANSI /ANS 51.1,
Section 3.3.1.3.

D. Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) applies to equipment that is not in
Safety Class 1, 2, or 3. This equipment is not relied upon
to perform a nuclear safety function.

The safety classifications of major components which are in the
System 80+ design scope are listed in Table 3.2-1. Seismic
category designations and quality assurance requirements are also
included. Safety classes and safety class changes are shown on
the system P& ids. Safety Class 1, 2, and 3 valves are listed in
Table 3.2-2.

Instrument sensing lines and their supports are designed in

(x accordance with the ASME code class requirements of Regulatory

V) Guide 1.151.(

Amendment W
3.2-3 June 17, 1994
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All pressure containing components in Safety C] asses 1, 2, and 3
are designed, manufactured, and tested in accordance with the
rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.
Components designated NNS are designed and constructed with
appropriate consideration of the intended service using
applicable industry codes and standards. The relationship
between safety class and code class is shown in Table 3.2-3. A
higher code class may be used for a component without changing
the safety class or affecting the balance of the system in which
it is located.

Fracture toughness requirements are imposed on materials for
pressure retaining parts of ASME Class 2 and 3 System 80+
Standard Design components. Test methods, acceptance, and
exemption criteria are in conformance with the ASME Code, Section
III.

The safety classification system is also used to identify those
components to which the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

| are applicable. Components in Safety Classes 1, 2, and 3 are
designed and manufactured under a rigorous quality assurance
program reflecting the requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B and
are designated under the Quality Class Category in Table 3.2-1.
Components which do not scrve a safety- related function are not
subject to the quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B and are designated in Table 3.2-1. The Quality
Assurance Program is described in Chapter 17.

Pipir.: supports and component supports are of the same safety
class and have the same QA requirements as the piping and
components to which they apply.

The use of the above outlined safety and quality classification
systems moots the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.26 and the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a.

I

O
Amendment W

3.2-4 June 17, 1994
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\_/ LABLE 3.2-1

(Sheet 1 of 26)

Et,MilflCAT|ON OF |

}TRtKit*f S. SYSit MS, AND Cfw0N[WJ}

Safety Selsmic
Ccsqxwent IdontifIcallon glasi. EAlf29fY L9CJLilon( helillLCIRH( '

Reactor Coolant System

Reactor Vessel 1 1 RC 1

Steam Generators (primary / secondary) 1/2 (1)* I RC 1

Pressurizer 1 ! RC 1

|Reactor Coolant Pumps (2) (3) (9)* 1 1 RC 1

Piping within Reactor Coolant Pressure 1/2 (4) 1 RC 1

Boundary (5)
Control Element Drive Mechanisms (6) (6) RC 1

Core Support Structures and 3 I RC 1

Internals Structures (7)
Fuel Assentlies (8) 2 i RC 1

Control Element Assenbtles (8) 3 1 RC 1

Closure Head Lift Rig hWS 11 (10) 2

Heated Junction Thermocouple Probe 1/3 (12) ! RC 1

g Assembly

( HJTC Pressure Housing 1 1 RC 1

%_e ICI Cable Tray Support Frame 3 I RC 1

1C1 Holding Frame kNS WS RC 3

ICI Cuide Tubes 1 1 RC 1

ICI Guide Tube Supports 1 I RC 1

101 Seal Housing 1 I RC 1

ICI seat Table 1 1 RC 1

Piping (27) 1/2 I RC 1

Valves (27) /2 i RC 1

In containment Water Storage System

IRWS1 3 I RC 1

Holdup volume Tank 3 1 RC 1

Pressure Relief Dampers 3 I RC 1

Cavity Flooding System
Piping 2 i RC 1

Valves 2 I RC 1

Saf ety Depressurization System

valves 1/2 I RC 1

Piping 1/2/kNS 1/NS RC 1/3
Spargers 2 1 RC 1

- - -

(v/ * Refer to Notes, sheets 23-26

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 2 of 26)

ELAS1[UCA1LON_.QI
STRUCillf<th StSif MS, AND COMPONT W15

Safety Seismir
Cwprni_Ll&nt i f Icet Ion Glass [almorry ioc allon Quality C|ns5

Safety injection System

Safety injection Pumps 2 1 RB 1

Safety Injection Tanks 2 1 RC 1

Piping (24) (?7) 1/2 I RB/RC 1

Valves (27) 1/2 ] RS/RC 1

Shutdown Cooling System

Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchangers 2/3 (1) i RB 1

Shutdown Cooling Punps 2 i RB 1

Shutdown Cooling Mint Flow Heat 2/3 (1) i RB 1

Exchanger

Piping (27) 1/2/3 I RB/RC 1

j valves (27) 1/2/3 ! RS/RC 1

Cont ai rent Spray System

Containment Spray Pisnps 2 i RB 1i

Containment spray Heat Exchangers 2/3 (1) | RB 1

Containment spray Mini Flow Heat 2/3 (1) 1 RB 1

;
Eachanger

| Spray Nortles 2 | RC 1

Piping (27) 2/3 i RB/RC 1

Valves (27) 2 I RB/RC 1

the tical and Voltane Control System

Regenerative Heat Exchanger 2 i RC 1

1.etdown Heat Exchanger 2/NNS (1,34) i RC 1

Seal Injection Heat Exchanger NNS (34) ! NA 2

Purification Ion Exchangers NNS (34) i NA 2

Deterating lon Exchanger NNS (34) 1 NA 2

Volume Control Tank NNS (34) i NA 2

Chemical Ackjltion Package NNS NS NA 3

| Boric Acid Batching Tank NNS NS NA 3

Charg, = Pumps NNS (34) ! NA 2

j Dedicated Seal Injection Ptano NNS (34) ! NA 2

Dedicated Seal injection Pump NNS (34) | NA 2

| Strtion Stabillier/ Pulsation
| Dampener

| Boric Acid Makeup Pumps NNS (34) i NA 2

Reactor Makeup Water Punps NNS NS NA 3

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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T ARL E 3.2d

(Sheet 3 of 26)

Ct ASSIFLCAJ,10Ny
STRUCTURES, SYSTtMS, AND CUMPONENTS

Safety Seismic
Cogrrwmt Identifi gilon (Lag Lategory Location QualitV E gssE

Boric Acid Concentrator NNS NS hA 2

Pre-holdup lon Exchanger kNS (34) ! NA 2
Charging Ptsnp Mini-flow Heat NNS (34) ! NA 2

Exchanger

Boric Acid Condensate Ion Exchanger kNS NS NA 2
Reactor Drain Ptrps kNS (34) I NA 2 |
Holdup Pumps NNS NS NA 3

Reactor Drain Tank NNS NS RC 2

Holdup Tank kNS NS YA 2

Equipnent Drain Tank NNS (34) I NA 2 |
Reactor Makeup Water Tank NNS NS YA 2

Gas Stripper NNS (34) ! NA 2

Purification Filters NNS (34) 1 NA 2

Reactor Drain Filter NNS (34) i NA 2
Seal Injection Filters NNS (34) i NA 2

A Reactor Makeup Water Filter NNS NS NA 2
r Boric Acid filter NNS (34) ! NA 2
Y/ Letdown Strainer Nks (34) ! NA 2

Pre-holdup Strainer NNS (34) i NA 2

Boric Acid Condensate IX Strainer NNS hs NA 3

lon Exchanger Drain Heacer Strainer kNS NS NA 3
Boric Acid Batching Strainer NNS NS NA 3

Chemical Addition Strainer NNS NS NA 3
Boric Acid Storage Tank (33) NNS (34) I YA 2 |
Boric Acid Batching Eductor NNS NS NA 2

Letdown Orifices 2 I RC 1

Piping (27) 1/2/3/NNS (35) I/NS RC/NA/YA 1/2
Valves (27) 1/2/3/NNS (35) 1/NS RC/NA/YA 1/2

Emergency Feedwater Syst

Cavitating Venturt 2 1 RC 1

Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Pumps 3 1 48 1

Steam-Driven Emergency Feedwater Pumps 3 I RB 1

Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbines 3 1 RB 1

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tanks 3 i NA 1

Piping (27) 2/3 I NA/RB/RC 1

valves (27) 2/3 i NA/R8/RC 1

('N
, s

.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 3.2-1

(Sheet 4 of 26)

CLASSIFICATION OF
STRUCTURES. SYSH MS. AND C04PONENTS

Safety Seismic
Cmonnent ldmtification Class Category location Quality Class

Fuel Handling System

Refueling Machine NNS II RC 2
Fuel Transfer System NNS II RC/NA 2

1. Transfer Carriage NWS 11 RC/WA 2
2. Upending Machine NNS 11 RC/NA 2
3. Hydraulic Power Unit NNS 11 RC/NA 2

Fuel Transfer Tube, Valve, Stand NNS 11 RC/WA 2
CEA Change Platform NNS 11 RC 2

| Long and Short Fuel Handling Tools NNS WS RC/NA 3
Upper Guide Structure Lifting Rig NNS 11 (11) RC 2
Core Barrel Lifting Rig NNS II (11) RC 2
Spent fuel Handling Machine WNS 11 NA 2
New Fuel Elevator NNS 11 NA 2

| Underwater Television NNS NS RC/NA 3
Refueling Pool Seal NNS NS RC 2
In-Core Instrunentation and CEA Cutter NNS NS RC 3

| Extension Shaf t Uncoupling Tool kNS NS RC 3
fuel Transfer Tube Quick closure 2 i RC 1

| CEA Handling Tools NNS NS RC 3
ICI Insertion and Removal Tools NNS NS RC 3
Spent Fuel Racks 3 I NA 1

New Fuel Racks 3 I NA 1

Condensate and Feedwater System

Condensate Punps NNS NS TB 2
Feedwater Punps NNS NS TB 2
Feedwater Pump Controllers NNS NS TB 2
Feedwater Booster Punps NNS NS TB 2

Startup Feedwater Punp NNS NS TB 2
Low Pressure feedwater Heaters NNS NS TB 2
High Pressure Feedwater Heaters NNS NS TB 2
Deaerator NNS NS TB 2
Piping (13) 2/NNS 1/NS TB/NA/RC/MS 1/2/3
valves (13) 2/NNS 1/NS TB/NA/RC/MS 1/2/3

Main Condenser System

Main Condenser NNS NS TB 2

Condensate Storage System

Condensate Storage Tanks NNS NS YA 2
Condensate Storage Tank Recycle Pumps NNS NS SB 2

| Piping NNS NS YA/SB/TB 2/3
Valves NNS NS YA/SB/TS 2/3

O
;

l
!

| Amendment U

| December 31, 1993
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TAstC 3.2-1

(Sheet 5 of 26)

CtASSIFICATION_0[
STRUCTURES, SYSit MS. AND CfMPON[NI$

Safety Seismic
Creprmnt Idmtificatim Class Categoy location Quality Class

Condensate Cleanup System

Piping NNS NS TB 2/3
Polishers /Deminerali zers NNS NS TB 2
Resin Traps NNS NS TB 2
Valves hWS NS TB 2/3

Main Condenser Evacuation System

Vacuum Purps NNS NS TB 2
Piping NNS NS TB 2/3
Valves NNS NS TB 2/3

Demineralized Water Makeup System

Demineraliter Makeup Water Pumps hNS NS SB 3
Deminerali zers hNS NS 58 3
Vacuum Degasifier NNS NS SB 3
Demineralized Water Storage Tank kNS NS YA 3
Vacuum Puros kNS NS SB 3
Demineralizer Recycle Pump NNS NS SB 3

[x't Vacuum Degasifier Transfer Pumps hNS NS SB 3('') Demineralized Water Transfer Pumps NNS NS SB 3,

Regenerant Waste Neutralization Tank NNS NS SB 3
Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3
Valves (27) 2/NNS I/NS ALL 1/3

Extraction Steam System

Pipine NNS NS TB 2
Valvet kNS NS TB 2

Heater Vents

Piping NNS NS TB 2
Valvet kNS NS TB 2

,s
I \
\v)

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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(Sheet 6 of 26)

CtAS$1FICATION Of
ETRUCitmts. SYS1[MS. AND COMPONTNTS

Safety Seitunic

Congxrwnt ickmtification Class Category location ountity Class

Turbine Generator System

Turbine Generator
High Pressure Turbine kNS NS TB 2

Low Pressure Turbines NNS NS TB 2 - - -

Generator Nks NS TB 2

Moisture Separators khs NS TB 2

Steam Reheaters kNS ks TB 2

Stop Valves hh5 NS TB 2

Control valves kNS NS TB 2

Reheat Stop Valve. hkS h5 TB 2

Intercept Valves NNS NS TB 2

Valves, other kNS NS TB 2/3

Piping hks NS TB 2/3

Turbine Bypass System

Turbine Bypass Valves NNS h5 TB 2

Valves, cther kNS kS TB 2

Piping hNS NS TB 2

Turbine Clard healing 5ysten

Gland Sea | Condenser NNS NS TB 2

Gland Seal Regulator NNS h5 18 2

Piping kNS NS TB 2

Valves NNS NS TB 2

Turbine Lube Oil System

Pumps NNS NS TB 2

Oil Tank kNS NS TB 2

Oil Turbine kNS NS TB 2

Oil Coolers NNS NS TB 2

Oil Filters NNS NS TB 2

Piping NNS NS TB 2/3

valves NNS h5 TB 2/3

Turbine Control System

EHC Pulvs NNS NS TB 2

EHC Coolers kNS NS TB 2

O
Amendment N
April 1, 1993
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Safety Seismic
,[nngwwmt Idm_tlDration [t a_sjt Catesqry l ocat ion Quality C|ast

EHC Sunps NNS NS 10 2

Piping NNS NS TB 2

valves NNS NS 1B 2

Turbine Generator Cooling System

Hydrogen Coolers NNS NS IB 2

Piping NNS NS TB 2

Valves NNS NS TB 2

Liquid Waste Management System

Waste Collection Tanks NNS NS RW 2

Waste Sample tanks NNS NS RW 2

Process Pumps NNS NS RW 2

[] Process Demineralizers NNS NS RW 2

Process Filters NNS NS RW 2
"

,

Piping (27) 2/NNS I/NS TB/NA/RW 1/2*

RC/RB

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS TB/NA/RW 1/2
RC/RB

Gaseous Waste Management System

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/2
Gas Coolers / Condenser NNS NS NA 2

Guard / Charcoal Beds NNS NS NA 2

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/2

Solid Waste Management System

Spent Resin Transfer Pumps NNS NS NA/RW 2 |
Spent Resin Tanks NNS NS NA/RW 2

HIC Fill / Dewatering Head NNS NS RW 2

|Resin forwarding Pumps NNS NS RW 2

Dry Solids Compactor NNS NS RW 2

Piping NNS NS NA/RW 2

Valves NNS NS NA/RW 2

fs

/ i
( /
x/

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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Safety seismic

Crugxrent Ident i f icat ion Class Category location cuality Class

Heater Drain System

Piping NNS NS TB 2/3

Reheater Drain Tanks NNS NS TB 2

Moisture Separator Drain Tanks NNS WS TB 2 --

Heater Drain Tank NNS NS TB 2

Heater Drain Pumps NNS NS TB 2

Valves NNS NS TB 2/3

Process and Ef fluent Radiation Monitoring

System

Gaseous Process and Effluent Monitors
Unit Vent NNS NS NA 2

Waste Gas NNS NS RW 2

Unit Vent Post-Accident NNS NS NA 2

Centainment Purge Exhaust NNS NS NA 2

Condenser Air Ejector NNS NS TB 2

Liquid Process and Effluent Monitors
Component Cooling Water NNS NS NA 2

Liquid Waste Discharge NNS NS RW 2

Plant Discharge Line NNS NS RW 2

Station Service Water NNS NS CX 2

Reactor Coolant Gross Activity NNS NS NA 2

Turbine Building Drains NNS NS TB 2

Steam Generator Blowdown NNS NS TB 2

Airborne Radiation Monitors
Containment Atmosphere 3 i NA 1

Nuclear Annex NNS NS NA 2

Radwaste Building NNS NS RW 2

fuel Building NNS NS NA 2

Ventilation Systems Multisampler NNS NS NA 2

Control Room Intake (A&B) 3 I NA 1

Reactor Building Annulus NNS NS NA 2

Subsphere Ventilation NNS NS NA 2

Area Radiation Monitors NWS NS RC/NA/RW 2

Special Purpose Area Monitors
Main Steam Line NNS NS NA 2

Purification Filter NNS NS NA 2

Containment Area High Radiation 3 I RC 1

Primary Coolant 3 I RC 1

Amendment N
April 1, 1993
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STRUCTIKES. SYSTEMS. AND COMPONENTS

Safety Scismic
Cgrronrmt Idmtification Liais., Category location ountity Ct.am_

Containment isolation System
Piping 2 I RC/RB 1

valves 2 I RC/RB 1

Component Cooling Water System (14)

Piping (27) 2/3/NNS I/NS CX/YA/hA 1/2/3
RB/RC

Heat Exchangers 3 I CX 1

Pwps 3 i NA 1

Surge Tanks 3 i NA 1
,

Sunp Pumps hWS NS NA 3

Chemical Addition Tank kNS ks NA 3

Heat Exchanger Building Sump Pumps NNS ks Cx 3

Valves 2/3/h45 I/NS CX/VA/NA/ 1/2/3
o

j RS/RCs

Y
\/ Pool Cooling and Purification System

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System
Pwps 3 I NA 1

Exchangers 3 i NA 1

Piping 3/NNS 1/NS NA 1/3
Valves 3/NNS 1/NS NA 1/3

Poot Purification System

Pumps NNS NS NA 2

Strainers NNS NS NA 3

Demineralizcts hNS NS NA 2

Filters NNS NS NA 2

Skimer NNS NS NA 3
Piping (27) 2/3/hNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/2
Valves (27) 2/3/NNS I/NS NA/RC 1/2

Process Sampling System

Primary Sampling System

Purro hNS NS NA 2

Heat Exchangers NNS NS NA 2
Sample Vessels NNS NS NA 2

,e3
/ ,

.--

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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CLASSIFICAflDN OF
STRUCTURFS. SYSifMS. AND CmPONfMTS

Safety Seismic

Congxwwmt ldmtification Class Category Location Quality Class

Piping (27) 2/3/NNS t/NS NA/RC 1/2

Valves (27) 2/3/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/2

Sink NNS NS NA 3

Boronometer NNS kS NA 2

Process Radiation Monitor NNS NS NA 2

Secondary Chemistry Control System
Heat Exchangers kNS NS NA 2/3

Strainers kNS NS NA 2/3

Monitors hNS NS hA 2/3

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/3

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/3

Station Service Water System

Piping 3/NNS 1/NS .3/CX 1/3

f> umps 3 i SP 1

Strainers 3 1 SP 1

Sump Ptrps NNS h5 SF 3

Traveling Screens 3 I YA 1

Valves 3/NNS 1/NS SP/CX 1/3

Turbine Building Service Water System

Piping NNS NS YA 2/3

Valves hNS NS YA 2/3

Purros NNS hS YA 2

Strainers NNS NS YA 2

Turbine Building Cooling Water System

Piping kkS NS TB/YA 2/3

Valves hNS NS TB/YA 2/3
Heat Exchangers NNS NS YA 2/3

Punps NNS kS TB 2/3
Surge Tank NNS NS TB 2/3

Chemical Addition Tank NNS NS 16 3

Chilled Water System

O'

Amendment U
i

i December 31, 1993
|
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Safety Seismic
C e l ldentifI,gtion Cla3s._ [aLenor.Y togation Duatity Q1gn

Essential Chilled Water System
Refrigeration Units 3 i NA 1

Pwps 3 I NA 1

Conpression Tanks 3 i NA 1

Chemical Addition Tanks NNS NS NA 3

Essential / Normal Heat Exchangers 3/NNS (1) i NA 1/2
Piping (27) 2/3/NNS I/NS NA/RC/R8 1/2/3
Valves (27) 2/3/kNS 1/NS NA/RC/RB 1/2/3
Strainers 3/NNS 1/NS NA 1/3

Normal Chilled Water System (15)

Refrigeration Units NNS NS NA 2

Pumps NNS NS NA 2

Compression Tanks NNS NS NA 3

rN Air Separators NNS NS NA 3

f I Chemical Addition Tanks NNS NS NA 3

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS NA/RC 1/3
Valves (27) 2/NNS I/NS NA/RC 1/3
Strainers NNS NS NA 3

Condenser Circulating Water System

Pumps NNS NS VA 2

Cooling towers (mechancial portion) NNS NS YA 2

Piping NNS NS YA/TB 2/3
Valves NNS NS YA/TB 2/3
Strainers NNS NS VA/TB 2

Traveling Screens NNS NS YA 2

Compressed Air Systems

Instrunent Air System

Air Compressors NNS NS NA 2

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3
Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3
Air Receivers NNS NS NA 3

Desiccant Air Dryers / Filters NNS NS NA 2

r%

i 1

N.,_j

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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safety seismic
Comprumt Idmtificatim [lasjs_ palC20E tocation ik M ty Class

Station Air System
Air Conpressors NNS k$ SB 3

Air Dryers / filters NNS kS SB 3

| Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3
Air Receivers NNS NS SB 3

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS All 1/3

Breathing Air System

Air Conpressors NNS NS $8 3

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3
Air Receivers NNS NS SB 3

Air Dryer / filters NWS NS $8 3

Compressed Cas Systems

Piping (26) (27) 2/NNS I/NS ALL 1/3
High Pressure Gas Cylinders NNS NS YA 3

Pressure Regulators NNS NS VA 3

Leak Detection Systems NNS NS ALL 3

Liquid Nitrogen Evaporntors NNS NS YA 3

Valves (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/3

Fire Protection System

Jockey Punp NNS NS FP 2

Backup Storage innk NNS I NA 1

Fire Pumps NNS kS FP 2

Backup fire Punp NNS | NA 1

Storage Tanks NNS NS FB 2

Water Spray Systems (Deluge and 2/NNS 1/!!/NS TB/NA/RC/ 1/2
Sprinkter) Piping, Valves (16)(27) RB/DG/SB

Hose Systems / Standpipes (16) (27) 2/NNS 1/NS ALL 1/2
Portable Fire Extinguishers (16) NNS NS ALL 2

Exterior Distribution System

Piping NNS NS YA 2

Valves NNS NS YA 2

Strainers kNS NS YA 2

O
Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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Al ternate AC Source /Comtmastion NNS NS YA 2
Turbine Generator

Diesel Generator Systems

DG Engine Fuel Oil System (17)
Fuel Olt Storage Tanks 3 1 DF 1

Recirculation Pumps NNS NS DF 3

Booster Pumps 3 1 DG 1

Fuel Oil Day Tanks 3 i DG 1

Fuel Oil Transf er Pumps 3 1 DG 1

Strainers 3/NNS 1/NS DG/YA 1/3
Filters 3/NNS 1/NS DG 1/3
Piping 3/NNS 1/NS DG/DF/YA 1/3
Valves 3/NNS 1/NS DG/DF 1/3

DG Engine Cooling Water System
[~N Circulation Pumps 3 i DG 1

f I Keep Warm Purps 3 1 DG 1

(] Jacket Water Coolers 3 1 DG 1

Jacket Water Stancipipes 3 1 DG 1

Chemical Pot Feeders 3 1 DG 1

Piping 3 1 DG 1

Valves 3 1 DG 1

DG Engine Starting Air System (18)
Compressors NNS NS DG 2

Aftercoolers NNS NS DG 3

Moisture Separators NNS NS DG 3

Filter / Dryer Units NNS NS DG 3

Air Receivers 3 1 DG 1

Strainers 3/NNS I/NS DG 1/3
Traps NNS NS DG 3

Filters 3/kNS I/NS DG 1/3
Piping 3/NNS 1/NS DG 1/3
valves 3/NNS 1/NS DG 1/3

DG Engine Lube oil System (19)
Lube Oil Surrp Tanks 3 1 DG 1

Lube Oil Coolers 3 i DG 1

Oil Transfer Purrps NNS NS DG/YA 3
Prelube Oil Punps 3 I DC 1

Clean and Used Lube Oil Storage
Tanks NNS NS YA 3

Filters 3 1 DG 1

,ey Strainers 3/NNS 1/NS DG 1/3
| ) Piping 3/kNS I/NS DG/YA 1/3

's ,/ valves 3/kWS 1/NS DC/YA 1/3
"

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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CLASSiflCAT10N_01
STRUCitmf s, SYsit MS, AND CrMPOWENTS

Safety Seismic

Cczquent IdeJnfjcation Ctess [a m _ry location Quality Class

DG Engine Air intake and Exhaust System
turbochargers 3 1 DG 1

Afterceolers 3 1 DG 1

Silencers and Air filters 3 1 DG 1

Piping 3 I DG 1

Equipment and Floor Drainage System

Reactor Building Subsphere Sump Pumps 3 I RB 1

Other Surp Punps NNS C 3

Piping (27) 2/3/hNS 1/NS ALL 1/3

valves (27) 2/3/Nks 1/NS ALL 1/3

Dieset Generator Building Sump Pwp

System

Sump Pumps 3 1 DG 1

Piping 3/NNS 1/NS DC/NA/RW 1/3

valves 3/NNS 1/NS DG/NA/RW 1/3

Control Cornplex Ventitation System

Main Control Room Air Handling System
Air Handling Units w/ Filters 3 I NA 1

| fans, Ductwork (31) 3/NNS 1/11 NA 1/2
Water-cooling coils 3 i NA 1

Heating coils 3 i NA 1

Danpers 3 i NA 1

Technical Support Center Air Handling
System
Air Handling Units w/ Fitters NNS !! NA 2

Fans, Ductwork NNS 11 NA 2

Dampers NNS 11 NA 2

Computer Room Air Handling System
Air Handling Units w/ Filters NNS ll NA 2

Fans, Ductwork NNS 11 NA 2

D anper s NNS 11 NA 2

O
Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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Safety Seismic
Conprrumt identification [ tass Cate20R location Quality Classt

Essential Electrical R a w 4
Vital Instrunentation ana Equipment

Rooms (inc. Battery Rooms)
Air Handling Units w/ Filters 3 I NA 1

Fans, Ductwork 3 1 NA 1

Danpe rs 3 I NA 1

Balance of Building Air Handling System
Filters NNS NS kA 3

Water Cooling Coils NNS NS NA 3

Fans, Ductwork NNS NS NA 3

Dampers kNS NS NA 3

Fuel Building Ventitation System

Cooling Coit NNS NS NA 3

[] Heating Coil, Supply NNS NS NA 3

( Air Handling Unit w/ Filter NNS 11 NA 2

V Ductwork, supply NNS II NA 2

Exhaust System Filter frein 3 I NA 1

Exhaust System Fans 3 1 NA 1

Exhaust System Darrpers 3 I NA 1

Ductwork, Exhaust 3 1 NA 1

Dampers, Supply NNS 11 kA 2

Nuclear Annex
Ventitation System (2D)

i
Supply Air Handling Units NNS 11 NA 2

Ductwork, Supply NNS 11 NA 2

Cooling Colts NNS 11 NA 3

Particulate Exhaust Filter Units NNS 11 NA 2

Fans, Ductwork NNS 11 NA 2

Dampers NNS 11 NA 2

I

Radwaste Building Ventilation System

Supply Air Handling Units NNS NS RW 2
,

Cooling Coi|5 NNS NS RW 3

| ,rx
| \
'1 /
%/

Amendment S
September 30, 1993
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Safety Seismic
Casmnmt Idmtificatjon gjl_nss gitI2ory 1ocat icri Quality Classa

Exhaust Filter Units NNS NS RW 2

Fans NNS NS RW 2

| Ductwork Nh3 NS RW/NA 2

Daters hNS NS RW 2

Reactor Building Subsphere Ventilation
System

Individual Cooling Units 3/kNS I/11 RB 1/2
Exhaust Fans 3 i NA 1

Coollr.g Colts and Heating coils 3 i NA 1

Exhaust System Filter Train 3 I NA 1

Ductwork, Exhaust 3 1 MA/R8 1

Supply Fans NNS II NA 2

Supply Air Handling Units k N ', 11 NA 2

Ductwork, Supply !.N S 11 NA/RB 2

Dampers, Exhaust 3 i NA 1

Darapers, Supply NNS ll NA 2

| Diesel Building Ventilation System

Space Heater 3 I DG 1

| Emergency / Normal Fans 3/NNS 1/II DO 1/2
Ductwork 3/NNS 1/11 DG 1/2
Dampers 3/NNS 1/11 DG 1/2
Filter, Normal Supply NNS NS DC 2

Annulus Ventilation System

Filter Trains T 1 NA 1

Fans 3 I NA 1

l Dagers 3 i NA 1
,

Duc twork 3 I NA/RB 1

Containment Purge Ventilation System

Water Cooling Coil NNS NS NA 3

Heating Coll NNS NS NA 3

O
I \

! l

Amendment U |
December 31, 1993 |
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Safety Seismic
Ccigwwwmt ldmtification Class Ecgos tocation otmt ity Class

_

Supply and Exhaust Fans kNS 11 NA 2

Valves (27) 2/hNS 1/11 NA/RC 1/2

Fitter Trains kNS (28) 11 NA 2

Ductwork (27) (30) 2/hNS 1/11 hA/RC 1/2 |
_

Contairvnent Cooling and Ventilation System

Containment Cooling Subsystem kNS 11 RC 2

Control Element Drive Mechanism Cooling
Subsystem kNS !! RC 2

Contairywnt Air Cleanup System kNS 11 RC 2

Cavity Cooling Subsystem ANS 11 RC 2

Ductwork NNS 11 RC 2

Dampers NNS !! RC 2

j] Turbine Building ventilation System/

E
\~/ Fans NNS NS TB 3

Danpers hWS NS TB 3

Exhausters kNS NS TB 3

Duc t work NNS NS TB 3

Station Service Water Pump Structure
Ventilation System

Fans 3 1 SP 1

Dampers 3 1 SP 1

Duc t wor k 3 i SP 1

Component Cooting Water heat Exchanger
Structure (s) Ventitation Systems

Fans NNS 11 CX 3

D anpers NNS !! Cx 3

Space Heaters NNS 11 CX 3

Ductwork NNS 11 CX 3

Main Steam supply System

Piping (21)
Steam Generator to MSIV's 2 i RC/MS 1

Other NNS NS MS/NA/IB 3^
-

\ )m.;

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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CLAS$111 CATION OF
STRUCTURIS. SYSTE MS. AND CCMPONENTS

Safety Seismic

Cor5rswmt Idmtification [ lass Categgry L ocolion Quality Clos 3o

Valves (21)
Safety Valves 2 1 MS 1

MSIV's, MSIV Bypass Valves 2 1 MS 1

Atmospheric Du m Valves 2 ! MS 1

Valves 2/NNS I/NS NA/MS/fB 1/3

Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System

Piping (27) 2 I NA/RC 1

Hydrogen Recombiners 2 i NA 1

Hydrogen Analyiers 2 1 NA 1

Hydrogen Recombiner Control Panel 3 1 NA 1

Valves (27) 2 I NA/RC 1

Steam Generator Blowdown System (22)

Piping (27) 2/NNS I/NS RC/fB/MS 1/2
flash Tank NNS WS TB 2

Heat Exchanger NNS NS IB 2

Filter NNS NS TB 2

Ocmineralizers NNS NS TB 2

valves (27) 2/NSS 1/NS RC/fB/MS 1/2

Steam Generator Wet Layup Recirculation
System (22)

Piping (27) 2/NNS 1/NS RC/TB/MS 1/3
Valves (27) 2/NSS 1/NS RC/1B/MS 1/3

Hydrogen Mitigation System

Hydrogen Igniters NNS I RC 2

Potable and Sanitary Water Systems NNS NS VA 3

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Plant Protection System (PPS)

The PPS includes the electrical and
mechanical devices and circuitry

(from sensors to actuation device
input terminals) involved in
generating ttie signals associated
with the two protective functions

defined below:

Amendment N
April 1, 1993
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safety Selenic
[ivgxwent Identification l ar,s [ ate 29ry location lgyl ie d tess

Reactor Protective System (RPS) 3 i T4/RC 1

that portion of the PPS wtich

generates signals that actuate
reactor trip

Engineered Saf ety Features 3 1 NA/RC 1

Actuation System (ESF)

That portion of the PPS which
generates signals that actuate

engineered safety features

Safe Shutdown Syr.tems 3 I DG/N4/CX 1

SP/MS/

[] RS/RC

( The safe shutdown systems
\s include those systems required

to secure and maintain the
reactor in a safe shutdown
condition

All other systems required for 3 1 kA/DG/cx 1

safety C9/MS/

RS/RC

Equipnent required to comply NNS Z NA/RC 2

with 10CFR50.62

Equipment specified in Section NNt NS All 2/3
3.3.1.4 of ANSI /ANS-$1.1

Control systems not required for N1S NS ALL 2/3
safety

Control Room Panels (safety- 3 i NA 1

related)

Control Room Panels (other) kNS 11 NA 1

(m)
<j'

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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Safety 5ctamic
Qua ity Classj

C(*WrnLl@mt i fiE3t im $1gts. E!1t20TY _ tocat(on

| Instrumer.t valves and piping
downstream of Safet;f Class 2
or 3 root v-alves (For saf ety-

related instrunents)

Piping, tubing, and fittings 2/3 I ALL 1

instrwent valves NNS N$ ALL 3

Electric Systens Lf
b

Class 1E AC Equipment (includes
associated transformers,

protective relays, it1strmen-
tation and control tt$ vices

4.16 kV Buses 3 1 Na, 1

4BOV Load Centers 3 i NA 1
,

480V Motor Control Centers 3 1 1A/CX/DG/ST*

.'Ctess 1E OC Equiprent

125V Station Batteries and accks 3 I LA 1

Battery Chargers 3 1 NA 1

125V switchgear end DistritNtion 3 I NA 1

Panels

120V vital AC System Equipnent

Inverters 3 I NA 1

120V Distritx4 tion Panels 3 I NA 1

Electrical Cables for Class 1E Systetas

125V Oc Cables (including cable 3 1 NA 1
-

splices, connectors, and terminst
blocks)

| ?

Amendment Q
June 30, 1993 ]
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Safety Seismic
Cgtir%'ht i t ic_e t im [ lei!L E31f29CY tocat im Quality class

5 kV Power Cabios (including cable 3 1 NA/DG/Cx/ 1

splices, coni.ectors, and terminal SP

blocks)

a

600V Pom:er tables (including cable 3 1 NA/DG/Cx/ -;

splic n , connectore, and termir.el SP/MF/
blocks) RB/RC

Control and Instrurr9tation Cables 3 I ets/Cx/NA i

(including cable splices, SP/MS/RR
connectres, uid terminal

I blocks)
|

Conduit and cable trays and theit- 3 i DC/rY/NA! I
'support i . mtaining Class 1E SP/MS/RS

O cables an- those whose fatiure RC

during i - elsmic event may damage
othe* sa/ety ratuted items

Miscellaneaus Class 1E Electrical
Synte%

Containment ouilding electrita.l 3 I RC 1

penetrution 6ssemolies

Non CI.ns 1E Electrical Syste s Nds ll/ks ALL 2/3
k.

Instrumencior and Display Systems hNS Ni Alt 2/3 |
not required for safety (32)

5xructures

Accior Buildirr1
Contairwent t Nrl0 Suilding L I RB 1

Steet cor:teinatnt vosml Z ! RB 1

Interm! StrJnture 3 I RC l
Equim ent Natet. 2 i RC 1

Persornet Afrt Nks 2 I RC 1

$ubr#ere I;lnchritrig Cyraircent
Support Dire) 3 I RB 1

O
Amendment m i

November 15, 1993 !
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tafety seismic

D*'ltMill@llllHiallin L!ML Lt1P29ty l oc at im Oaan111y Class

Wuclear Armes
Control Area 3 1 NA 1

(FW 1ank/ Main Steam 3 I hA 1

Valve House Arce
[mergency Diesel 3 I ha 1

Generator Areas
CVC5/ Maintenance Area 3 1 hA i
Fuel Handling Area 3 I WA 1

Unit Vent kNS !! NA/EB 2

Turt>ine But 4 ding hh5 11 18 2

Radweste 6 ullding (287 kNL 11 RW 2

5tation service Water 3 | SP 1

Punp/ intake Structure

Conponent Cooling Water 3 I CX/YD 1

| Heat Eschanger Structures
and Pipe Turnela

Diesel Fuel Storage Structure 3 i DF 1

Station Services Building / Auxiliary hN$ h5 SB 3

Boiler Structure
A$ninistrat ion Building kNS W$ ADB 3

Warehouse NN$ N$ WH 3

Fire Ptsnp House hWS h5 FP 3

Dike (Holdup, Boric Acid Storage kNS 11 YA 2

and Reactor Makeup Vatertanks) (28)
Dike (Corslensate Storage Tank) (28) hht 11 YA 2

Alternate AC Source /Conbustion hk1 hS YA 2

Turbine Generator Structure and
Fuel ?ank

Cranes

Polar Crane NNS 11 RC 2

Cask Fandling Heist NNS 11 NA 2

New fuel Handling Holst hh5 11 hA 2

Cccgx>nent 5ttpor ts (23) 1/2/3/hks I/kt Att 1/2/3

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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Nott$1

(1) two saf ety classes are usM ':+ heat eschangers to distir'guish prilhary and secondary sides where they
are different.

(2) Loss of cooling water and/or seal water service to the reactor coolant p#ps (RCPs) fuy require
s t coping t he ptrps . However, the continuous operation of the pwps is not required during or
fo||owing an $$t. The auxillaries are therefore not necessarily safety Class 3 or seismic
Category !. Provision f or cooling water to the ptrp tearing oil cooler and punp rnoter air cooler
will not cceply with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.29 (see $ection $.4.1.3),

(3) nnty those structural portions of the RCPs which are necessary to assure the integrity of the reactor
coo # pressure boundary are taf ety Class 1.

(4) saf ety class of piping within the reactor coolant pressure boundary (as defined in 10 CFR 50) is
selected in accordance with the h$l/ANS $1.1 criteria identified in section 3.2.2. For purposes of
Cts 5AR, saf ety Class 1, 2, 3, and hWS of ANst/ANS 51.1 are equivalent to Quality Groups A, B, C, and

p D of Regulatory Culde 1.26.
I
\ (5) Flow restricting orifices are provided in the nottles for RCS sanpting lines, pressurizer tevet and

pr essure instrwents, RCP dif f erential pressure instrument lines, $15 pressure instrument lines, RCP
seat pressure instrunent lines, the charging Line dif ferential pressure instrument line, and the $15
hot leg injection pressure instrunent Lines, to limit flow in the event of a break downstream of the
nottle. 1he orifice sire, 7/32 inch diameter and 1 inch long, precludes exceeding fuel design limits
white utilizing minimum tndeup rates. This permits an orderly shutdown in the event of a downstream
break in accordance with General Design Criterion 33 (see section 3.1.29). A reduction may,
theref ore, be made in the saf ety classification of lines downstream of the orifice.

(6) The pressure boundary housing f or this cecponent is a reactor vesset oppurtenance and is Safety Class
1 and seismic Category 1, as described in section 3.9.4.3.

(7) Core support structures and internals structures are designed to the criteria described in Section
3.9.5.4.

(8) CI A and fuel asse-blics are designed to the criteria described in Section 4.2.

(9) Reactor coolant purp auxiliary conponents required for tubric6 tion and cooling of pump seats and
thrust bearings are not subject to the quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50, Aprendin B.

(10) Deept Lif ting f rene Assently, which is NS.

(11) Dud ne normal plant operation only,

f%
>
\
b

Amendment T
November 15, 1993
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NotLS: (Cont'd)

(12) Safety Class i for pressure boundary; $afety Class 3 f or electrical portion of system.

(13) the piping, valves, and associated surports/ restraints of the Main f eedwater system f rom (and
including) the Main feedwater Isolation valves to the steam generator feed nortles are $afety Class

| 2, Seismic Category 1, and Quality Class 1; the remainder is $af ety Class hN$.

| (14) Non safety Cooling Needers are Saf ety Class hW5, leismic Category 11, Quality Class 2.

(1$) the hermal chitted Water System serves no saf ety function. Portions of the system which are located
in non safety related erers are classed as non seismic.

(16) Portions of the Fire Protection System piping, valves, and extinguishera which are not in safety-
related areas of the plant are designed as non seismic.

(17) Fuet Olt Recirculation System and storage tank fill line strainer are Safety Class NNS.

(18) The Starting Air System is saf ety Class hNS f rom the starting air conpressor through the desiccant
drying towers, and Safety Class 3 from the starting air receiver tank intet cherk valve to the
engine connections.

(19) The Clean and Used Oil Transfer System is safety Class kys.

(20) Mechanical Equipment Room cooling conponents are safety Class 3, seismic Category 1, and Quality
Class 1.

(21) The piping, valves, and associated supports / restraints of the Main Stearn Systen f rom each steam
generator to (and including) the Main Steam isolation Valves are safety Class 2, Seismic Category I,

j and Quality Class 1; the remainder is safety Class kNS.

(22) Piping is Safety Class 2 from the Steam Generators through the Con *sinment Isciation Valves.

|
(23) Conponent supports are designed to the criteria described in Section 3.9.3.4

|(24) Safety injection drain and vent piping is Safety Class NWS, Seismic Category ks and Quality Class 3.

O
Amendment N
April 1, 1993
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N0fts- (Cont'd)

(?5) L oc at i ces :

CX e Conponent Cooling Water Neat tachanger $tructure
DG = Emergency Diesel Generator Area
FP e fire Pep House
MS = Main Steam Valve House Area

Radweste Building |RW *

RB = Reactor Building
RC = Steel Contairvrent
$P * Station Service Water hop Structure

Station Services Building |9 =

1B s Turbine Building
hA a huelcar Annex

|YA = Yard

.

$1 = Station Service Water Intake $ttucture
Diesel fuet Storage $tructures |Dr e

\ ALL a Throughout Plant

(26) hydropn lines in safety related areas are either designed to Seismic Category I requirenents, or
sleeved with the outer pipe vented to the outside, or equ! @ ed with excess flow chtek valves so that
in case of a line break, the hydregen concentration in the ef f ected area will not exceed 2%.

(27) Conteirrent isolation valves and containment penetration piping are safety Class 2, Seismic Category
1, and Quality Class 1

?S) The f ourdations/ dikes enclosures of these structures are designed such that if a $4fe $hutdown
[arthquake ($$t) occura, the majority of the liquid inventory expected to be in the building / tank

*. t t be contained. it is asswied that the concrete would develop cracks and sone liquid would be
released, this event is bounded by the analysis in Section 15.7.3.

|
(29) 1he QA program provides a graded approach to the assurance of quality of work perforned by and for

ABB CE by the use of quality class designations to describe the various levels of controls as
follows:

1) 0C 1 is the highest level quality class and embodies att necessary controts for items and/or
servhes which are required to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix B requirenents.

2) QC-2 is an internediate level quality class which is used for items or services which require
a med rate level of control of activities affecting quality, but which are neither kuclear
Saf ety*? elated nor required to meet the requirenents of 10 CFR " Appendix B. Ci rcunst ances
appropriote f or QC 2 designation include non standard, complex items, or those which pust

} perform reliably, in a harsh environnent or with less than normal operator attention or
y/ maintenance.

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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N0il s t (Cont'd)

(29) (Cont'd)

3) QC 3 is toe gaality class which opplies to all items or services which are not assigned to
another quality class. Quality reqairements may be specified in quality plans, procurement
docwents and/or special procedares if doened necessary.

(30) the contairrent low and high purge exhaust ductwork up to the HEFA filters is Seismic Category 1.

(31) Smt.ke frin is safety Class WhS, seismic Category 11, and Quality Class 2.

(32) the ALMS is Quality Class 2. The AL>s pressurizer safety valve discharge sensors and signal
processing equipent are seismic Category 1. All of the remaining WlMS components are quellfled to
remain operable following seismic events which do not require plant shutdown.

(33) The boric acid storage tank is classified Leismic Category I but is not designed for tornado wind and
wind pressures or tornado generated missiles because it is not required for safe shutdown or accident
mitigation.

(34) These tvCs conoonents will be constructed in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel Code,
Sect 6on !!!, Class 3.

(35) Some CVCS piping and volves designated Saf ety Class NNS wlLL be constructed in accordance with A$ME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section 111, Class 3, as shown on Figure 9.3.4-1. Piping and valves
in this category are Seismic Category 1, and Quality Class 2.

!

l

|

|
.

I

1

|

|
|

9
| Amendment W

June 17, 1994
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SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
lhu11LLCation Description Clan Callq9ty Glen

|

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) (1) '

RC-212 Reactor vessel vent 1 I 1 |
RC-214 Refueling level 1 1 1 |

indicator (Hot leg)
RC-215, 216, 232, 332, RCS drains 1 1 1

233, 333, 234, 334,
235, 335, 310, 311,
312, 313, 314, 315,
316, 317

RC-248, 249, 252, 253, Reactor coolant pump (RCP) 2 1 1
256, 257, 260, 261 pressure differential

RC-208, 209, 218, 219, Pressurizer (Pzr) level 2 1 1

gm 220 indicator
( RC-204, 205, 206, 207 Pzr pressure indicator 2 1 1

RC-239 Pressurizer refueling 1 I 1

RC-200, 201, 202, 203 Pressurizer safety 1 1 1

RC-240, 241, 442, 443, Pressurizer spray line 1 1 1

236, 237
RC-100E, 100F Pzr spray line control 1 1 1

RC-244 Pzr spray line check 1 1 1

RC-210, 213, 238 Sample system 2 I 1

RC-211, 403 Reactor vessel closure 2 I 1

head leakoff
RC-217 0-ring leakoff pressure 2 1 1

indicator
RC-265, 266 Mid-loop operating 2 1 1

connection to IRWST
RC-268, 269 Mid-loop operating 1 I 1

connection to pzr
RC-270, 271, 272, 273, Steam generator 2 I 1

274, 275, 276, 277, differential pressure
278, 279, 280, 281,
282, 283, 284, 285

[]/ RC-292, 293,-294, 295, RCS pressure differential 2 1 1

C 296, 297, 298, 299
RC-752, 753, 754, 755 RCP seal housing drain 1 I 1

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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(Sheet 2 of 29) j

SAEIILCLAis 1. 2 & 3 VALYE1

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
identificatiou Description Cla11 f31sg9n Glass

RC-712, 713, 714, 715 RCP vent 2 I 1

!RC-446, 447, 448, 449, RCP HP cooler 1 1 1
450, 451, 452, 453

RC-868, 869, 870, 871, RCP filter drain 1 1 1
700, 701, 702, 703

RC-724, 725, 726, 727, RCP seal cooler pressure 2 I 1
736, 737, 738, 739

RC-430, 431, 432, 433, RCP controlled bleedoff 2 1 1
344, 345, 346, 347

RC-380, 381, 382, 383 RCP vapor seal pressure 2 1 1

indicator
Main Steam & feedwater System (MS&fW) (1)
SG-105, 106, 107, 108 ADV block valve 2 1 1

SG-130, 135, 172, 175 Downcomer isolation 2 1 1

SG-132, 137, 174, 177 Economizer isolation 2 1 1

SG-140, 141, 150, 151 Main steam isolation ? I 1

| SG-168, 182 Main steam isolation 2 1 1

valve bypass valve
SG-169, 183 Main steam isolation valve 2 1 1

bypass valve
SG-178, 179, 184, 185 Atmospheric dump valve 2 1 1

SG-552, 553 SG test connection 2 1 1

SG-554, 555, 556, 557, Main steam safety valve 2 1 1

558, 559, 560, 561,
572, 573, 574, 575,
576, 577, 578, 579,
691, 692, 694, 695

SG-567, 598, 599, 612, Economizer check valve 2 I 1
650, 651

SG-586, 587, 605, 609 Downcomer drain valve 2 1 1

SG-603, 611, 661, 665 SG purge connection 2 I 1

5G-608, 644 Economizer drain valve 2 1 1

O
Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 YAt315

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
14entific!Ltion Dricripliqtl Clgn Cateaory Cini

SG-613, 614, 615, 616, SG level indication 2 1 1
617, 618, 621, 622, |

623, 624, 625, 626,
627, 628, 629, 630, |

631, 632, 635, 636, I

637, 638, 639, 640 l

SG-619, 620, 633, 634, Main steam flow 2 1 1

658, 659, 662, 663 indication
SG-642, 643, 652, 653 Downcomer check valve 2 I 1 1

50-684, 685, 686, 687 Main steam purge 2 1 1 i

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) (1) |
CC-100 CCW HX 1A bypass control 3 1 1 |
CC-101 CCW HX IB bypass control 3 1 1 |

\g CC-102 Non-essential supply 3 I 1

header 1 isolation
CC-103 Non-essential return 3 I 1

header 1 isolation
CC-106 CCW HX 1A inlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-107 CCW HX IB inlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-108 CCW HX 1A outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-109 CCW HX IB outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-110 SCS HX 1 control 3 1 1 |
CC-ll! SCS HX 1 outlet isolation 3 I 1 |
CC-ll2 SFP HX 1 control 3 1 1 |
CC-113 SFP HX 1 outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
C0-114 CS HX 1 outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-122 Non-essential supply header 3 I 1

1 isolation
CC-123 Non-essential return header 3 1 1

1 isolation
CC-130, 131, 1507 CCW supply to RCP 1A, 1B 2 1 1 |
CC-1302 CCW pump 1A discharge 3 I 1 |n

( CC-1303 CCW pump 18 discharge 3 I 1 |

l

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALYLS

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
1#enti fication Description Clan Catecory (La.n

CC-1306 CCW pump 1A surge tank 3 1 1

sparger valve
CC-1307 CCW pump 1B surge tank 3 1 1

sparger valve
CC-1328 Makeup to CCW surge tank 1 3 I 1

from CCWS

| CC-1331 SC HX 1 header relief 3 I 1

CC-1337 Si pump motor cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1344 SC miniflow HX 1 header 3 1 1

relief

CC-1350 SC pump motor cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1356 EFW pump motor cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
| CC-136, 137, 1548 CCW return from RCP 1A, IB 2 I 1

CC-1362 CS pump motor cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1368 CS miniflow HX 1 header 3 1 1

relief

CC-1374 SI pump motor cooler 3 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1380 SFP cooling HX 1 header 3 I 1

relief

CC-1384 SFP cooling pump motor 3 1 1| cooler 1 header relief
|

| CC-1390 CS HX 1 header relief 3 1 1

C0-1591 CCW pump motor cooler lA 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1597 CCW pump motor cooler 1B 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1603 DGE jacket water cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1609 ECW condenser 1 header 3 1 1i

relief

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SAFETY CLASS 1..2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
Meltification Dist.ipitan CIAu Citesoty Clan

CC-1637 CHG pump motor cooler 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1643 Charge pump miniflow HX 1 3 1 1

header relief
CC-1851 DGE start air aftercooler 3 1 1

1A header relief
CC-1857 DGE start air aftercooler 3 1 1

IB header relief
CC-XXXX CCW surge tank 1 vacuum 3 1 1

breaker
CC-200 CCW HX 2A bypass control 3 1 1 |
CC-201 CCW HX 2B bypass control 3 1 1 |

O CC-202 Non-essential supply 3 1 1

V header 2 isolation
CC-203 Non-essential return 3 1 1

header 2 isolation
CC-206 CCW HX 2A inlet isolation 3 I 1 |
CC-207 CCW HX 2B inlet isolation 3 1 1 |

CC-208 CCW HX 2A outlet isolation 3 1 1 |

CC-209 CCW HX 2B outlet isolation 3 1 1 |

CC-210 SCS HX 2 control 3 1 1 |

CC-211 SCS HX 2 outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-212 SFP HX 2 control 3 1 1 |
CC-213 SFP HX 2 outlet isolation 3 I 1 |,

'

CC-214 CS HX 2 outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
CC-222 Non-essential supply 3 1 1

header 2 isolation
| CC-223 Non-essential return 3 I 1

header 2 isolation
! CC--230, 231, 2507 CCW supply to RCP 2A, 28 3 1 1 |

CC-2302 CCW pump 2A discharge 3 I 1 |

<3 CC-2303 CCW pump 28 discharge 3 1 1 |

) CC-2306 CCW pump 2A surge tank 3 1 1

sparger valve

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SAFETY CLAS$_1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
Identification Description Class Cateaory Class

CC-2307 CCW pump 2B surge tank 3 1 1

sparger valve
CC-2328 Makeup to CCW surge tank 3 1 1

from CCWS

| CC-2331 SC HX 2 header relief 3 1 1

CC-2337 SI pump motor cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2344 SC miniflow HX 2 header 3 1 1

relief

CC-2350 SC pump motor cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2356 EFW pump motor cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief
| CC-236, 237, 2548 CCW return from RCP 2A, 28 2 I 1

CC-2362 CS pump motor cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2368 CS miniflow HX 2 header 3 1 1

relief

CC-2374 SI pump motor cooler 4 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2380 SFP cooling HX 2 header 3 I 1

relief

CC-2384 SFP cooling pump motor 3 1 1

cooler 2 header relief
| CC-2390 CS HX 2 header relief 3 I 1

CC-2591 CCW pump motor cooler 2A 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2597 CCW pump motor cooler 2B 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2603 DGE jacket water cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2609 ECW condenser 2 header 3 I 1

l relief

CC-2637 CHG pump motor cooler 2 3 1 1

header relief

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SAFETY CL MS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
Jdantification DescriDtion Clan CateQorY Glan

CC-2643 CHG pump miniflow HX 2 3 1 1

header relief
CC-2851 DGE start air aftercooler 3 1 1

2A header relief
CC-2857 DGE start air aftercooler 3 I 1

2B header relief
CC-XXXX CCW surge tank 2 vacuum 3 1 1

breaker
CC-240, 241, 2622 CCW supply to letdown HX 2 1 1

CC-242, 243, 2628 CCW return from letdown HX 2 1 1

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) (1) |

CH-189 CVCS makeup to IRWST check 2 1 1 |
) CH-199 RCP controlled bleedoff to 2 1 1

Y/ RDT relief
CH-205 Auxiliary spray control 2 I 1 |

CH-208 Charging backpressure 2 I 1 |
CH-241, 242, 243, 244 Seal injection flow control 2 1 1 |

CH-255 Sed injection isolation 2 1 1 |

CH-300 RCP bleedoff pressure 2 1 1

indicator isolation
CH-301 Letdown orifice bypass 2 1 1 |

CH-304 SCS Purification check 2 1 1 |
CH-307 SCS Purification isola *. ion 2 1 1 |

CH-393 Regenerative HX vent 2 I 1

isolation
CH-431 Auxiliary spray check 1 I 1 |

CH-432 Charging line bypass relief 2 1 1 |

CH-433 Charging line check 1 I 1 |

CH-447 Auxiliary spray check 1 1 1 |

CH-448 Charging line check 1 1 1 |

CH-494 RSSH and RDP to RDH Check 2 -1 1 |

l ) CH-505, 506 RCP CB0 containment 2 1 1

L/ isolation

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
identification [LqscriDtion Cl8Ss [_ateQorY [ lass

CH-507 RCP bleedoff relief 2 1 1

isolation
| Cil-509 IRWST makeup isolation 2 1 1

| CH-515 Letdown isolation 1 1 1

| CH-516 Letdown isolation 1 I 1

CH-523 Letdown containment 2 1 1

isolation
| CH-524 Charging line isolation 2 1 1

CH-560 RDT suction containment 2 1 1

isolation
CH-561 RDT suction containment 2 1 1

isolation
| CH-570, 571 Letdown orifice bypass 2 1 1

| CH-572, 573, 574 Letdown orifice isolation 2 1 1

CH-575 Letdown containment 2 I 1

isolation
CH-580 RMWS to RDT containment 2 1 1

isolation
CH-740 Controlled bleedoff test 2 1 1

connection isolation
CH-747 RHX charging inlet line 2 1 1

check

CH-748 Charging line test 2 1 1

connection isolation
| CH-751 Regen. HX charging isolation 2 1 1

| CH-787 Seal injection check 1 1 1

CH-789, 800 Seal injection flow 2 I 1

indicator isolation
| CH-802 Seal injection check 1 I 1

CH-804, 805 Seal injection flow 2 1 1

indicator isolation
| CH-807 Seal injection check 1 1 1

CH-809, 810 Seal injection flow 2 1 1

indicator isolation
| CH-812 Seal injection check l 1 1

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
identi fica 11on DtLc.r_1plign Clan Category Clasi

CH-814, 815 Seal injection flow 2 I 1
indicator isolation

CH-833 Seal injection test 2 1 1

connection isolation
CH-835 Seal injection check 2 1 1 |
CH-848, 849 Seal injection drain test 1 I 1

connection isolation
CH-853 Letdown line test connection 1 1 1

isolation
CH-854 Charging line test 2 1 1

connection isolation
CH-859, 860 Seal injection test 1 1 1

/'] connection isolation
V CH-866, 867, 868, 869 Seal injection check 1 1 1 |

Pool Cooling and Purification System (PCPS) (1)
PC-200, 210 Cooling HX inlet pressure 3 1 1

PC-201, 293 Cooling HX cross-connect 3 1 1

PC-202, 203 Cooling pump suction 3 1 1

isolation
PC-204, 205 Cooling pump discharge 3 1 1

'

pressure
PC-206, 207 Cooling pump discharge check 3 I 1

PC-208, 209 Cooling pump discharge 3 I 1
isolation

PC-211, 212 Coolir.g HX inlet isolation 3 I 1

PC-213, 214 Cooling HX outlet isolation 3 I 1

PC-249 IRWST return line isolation 3 I 1

PC-257, 258 Refueling pool discharge 2 1 1
isolation

PC-291, 292 Refueling pool inlet 2 1 1
isolation

PC-300, 301, 302, 303 Cooling flow indication 3 I 1
t'^N isolation
k._ PC-320, 321 Cooling pump suction 3 I 1

pressure

Amendment W
June 17, 1994 4
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SAEIU_CLMS 1 2 & 3 VALYIS-

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
llentification DescriDtion Cl8ss CateQo[y [1911

Safety Depressurization System (SDS)
RC-406, 407, 408, 409 Rapid depressurization 1 1 1

RC-410, 411, 412, 413 Pressurizer vent 1 i 1

| RC-414, 415, 416, 417 Reactor vessel vent 1 I 1

RC-418 RCGVS vent to RDT 2 I 1

RC-419 RCGVS vent to IRWST 2 1 1

RC-263, 264 RD pressure indication 2 1 1

RC-267 RCGVS pressure indication 2 1 1

RC-XXX SDS/ Safety valve spar 9er 2 1 1

line 1 vacuum breaker
RC-XXX SDS/ Safety valve sparger 2 I 1

line 2 vacuum breaker
Safety injection System (SIS) (1)
SI-100, 101 1RWST return check valve 2 1 1

SI-102, 103 1RWST isolation valve test 2 I 1

| SI-104, 105 CS pump suction isolation 2 1 1

| SI-106, 107 SCS pump suction isolation 2 1 1

SI-108, 109 SCS pump suction pressure 2 I 1

indication isolation
SI-ll3, 123, 133, 143 Safety injection containment 2 I 1

check

SI-115, 125, 135, 145 51 flow indication isolation 2 1 1

SI-ll6, 126, 136, 146 Si flow indication isolation 2 I 1

51-117, 127, 137, 147 SIT pressure indication 2 I 1

isolation
SI-119, 129, 139, 149 SIT pressure indication 2 I 1

isolation
SI-130, 131 Safety injection pump 2 1 1

isolation (Pumps 3 and 4)
SI-157, 158 Containment spray pump check 2 1 1

SI-161, 193 CSS IRWST recirc line relief 2 1 1

SI-164, 165 Containment spray check 2 I 1

| S1-166 S1 HL 2 relief to EDT 2 1 1

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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1S1-168, 178 SCS check valve 2 I 1

SI-169 SCS 2 suction thermal relief 1 1 1

SI-170, 180 SDCHX vent valve 2 1 1

51-172, 182 SDCHX drain valve 2 1 1

51-174, 175, 176, 177 CS pump dischar9e flow 2 I 1 |indication
51-179, 189 SCS suction line relief 2 1 1

valve
51-187, 188 SCS IRWST retirc line relief 2 1 1

SI-191, 194 CS HX relief to EDT 2 1 1 |
SI-196, 197 SCS pump discharge pressure 2 1 1

O indication isolation
51-198, 199 CS pump suction pressure 2 1 1

indication isolation
51-207, 208 1RWST isolation valve test 2 1 1

SI-210, 220, 230, 240 SIT fill and drain isolation 2 I 1

SI-211, 221, 231, 241 SIT relief valve 2 1 1

SI-212, 222, 232, 242 SIT level indication 2 I 1

isolation
SI-213, 223, 233, 243 SIT level indication 2 1 1

isolation
SI-214, 224, 234, 244 SIT local sample isolation 2 1 1

SI-215, 225, 235, 245 SIT check valve 1 1 1

SI-216, 226, 236, 246 Injection line pressure 2 I 1

indication isolation |
S1-217, 227, 237, 247 Safety injection line check 2 1 1

SI-228, 238, 248, 258 S11 level indication 2 I 1

isolation
SI-229, 239, 249, 259 SIT level indication 2 1 1

isolation
SI-250, 251 CS miniflow sample isolation 2 1 1

E'N SI-252, 253 SCS miniflow sample 2 I 1

( ) isolation
'

SI-260, 264 SDCHX vent valve 2 I 1

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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SI-261, 267 CS pump miniflow ieolation 2 1 1

51-262, 266 SDCHX drain valve 2 1 1

S1-265, 269 SCS pump miniflow isolation 2 1 1

| S1-285, 286 S1 IRWST recirc line relief 2 1 1

to EDT

SI-287, 289 SCS IRWST recirculation line 2 1 1

relief

S1-290 SIT fill line isolation 2 1 1

| 51-292 SIT fill line relief to EDT 3 1 1

SI-293 SIT fill line containment 2 1 1

isolation

| 51-294 SIT fill line local sample 3 1 1

S1-300, 301 CS/SCS 1RWST recirculation 2 1 1

isolation
$1-302, 303 SI IRWST recirculation line 2 1 1

isolation
SI-304, 305, 308, 309 IRWST isolation valve 2 I 1

S1-310, 311 SDCHX flow control valve 2 1 1

51-312, 313 SDCHX bypass flow control 2 I 1
,

SI-314, 315 SCS 1RWST recirculation flow 2 1 1

control
S1-321, 331 Hot leg injection loop 2 1 1

[ isolation

| SI-322, 332 Hot leg check valve leak 1 1 1

isolation
S1-340, 342 SCS/CS pump suction 2 1 1

cross-connect
SI-34), 343 SCS/CS pump discharge 2 1 1

cross-connect
SI-390, 391, 392, 393 Holdup volume tank spillway 2 1 1

SI-394, 395 Reactor cavity spillway 2 1 1
i

SI-396, 397 1RWST suction BAMP isolation 2 i 1

SI-402, 470 Safety injection pump 2 1 1

isolation (Pumps 1 and 2)

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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SI-404, 405, 434, 446 Si pump discharge check 2 I 1

51-408, 416, 433, 436 Pressure gauge isolation 2 1 1

51-409, 417, 439, 449 Si pump discharge relief 2 I 1 |
to EDT

SI-410, 411, 412, 413 SI pump miniflow isolation 2 1 1

51-420, 421 Shutdown purification 2 1 1
isolation

SI-422, 423 SDCHX relief to EDT 2 1 1 |
SI-424, 426, 448, 451 SI pump bypass check valve 2 1 1

SI-427, 465 SI effluent sampling valve 2 1 1

51-429, 445 SCS suction sample isolation 2 1 1

(] SI-435, 447, 476, 478 51 pump discharge isolation 2 1 1

(,/ SI-450, 454 1RWST recirculation line 2 1 1 |refueling pool isolation
51-466, 467 SCS relief to EDT 2 1 1 |
S1-468 S1 HL 1 relief to EDT 2 1 1 |
SI-469 SCS 1 suction thermal relief 1 1 1

SI-473 SIT fill line thermal relief 2 I 1

SI-474 SIT drain line thermal 2 I 1 |
relief

51-482, 483 CS pump discharge pressure 2 I 1

indication isolation
SI-484, 485 CS pump discharge check 2 1 1 |
SI-488, 489 CS pump discharge isolation 2 1 1 |
51-490, 491, 492, 493 SCS flow indication 2 1 1

isolation
SI-500, 501, 510, 511 CS header test connection 2 1 1

S1-506, 516 SI HL pressure indication 2 1 1

SI-522, 532 SI hot leg injection check 1 1 1

SI-523, 533 S1 HL containment check 1 1 1

w SI-525, 526 51 HL 1 flow indication 2 1 1,

( ) SI-535, 536 SI HL 2 flow indication 2 I 1 |
'

SI-540, 541, 542, 543 Si line check 1 1 1

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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SI-550, 552, 553, 555 SI pump test isolation valve 2 1 1

S1-558, 559 IRWST fill / CSS fleader Tee 2 1 1 l
isolation

51-560, 561, 562, 563 CS miniflow liX vent valve 2 1 1

SI-564, 565, 566, 567 CS miniflow fiX drain valve 2 1 1

SI-568, 569 SCS pump outlet check valve 2 I 1

SI-570, 571, 572, 573 SCS miniflow IlX vent valve 2 1 1

SI-574, 575, 576, 577 SCS miniflow IlX drain valve 2 1 1

S1-578, 579 SCS pump outlet isolation 2 1 1

SI-580, 581, 582, 583 CS heat exchanger vent valve 2 1 1

SI-584, 585, 586, 587 CS heat exchanger drain 2 1 1

valve
SI-600, 601 SCS train isolation valve 2 1 1

SI-602, 603 Si low flow control valve 2 I 1

SI-604, 609 SI hot leg injection 2 1 1

isolation
SI-605, 606, 607, 608 SIT atmospheric vent 2 1 1

isolation
SI-611, 621, 631, 641 SIT fill and drain 2 1 1

isolation
SI-612, 622, 632, 642 Nitrogen pressure control 2 I 1

SI-613, 623, 633, 643 SIT atmospheric vent 2 1 1

isolation
SI-614, 624, 634, 644 SIT discharge isolation 1 1 1

valve
SI-616, 626, 636, 646 Injection line isolation 2 1 1

SI-618, 628, 638, 648 Check valve leakage 1 I 1

isolation
SI-619, 629, 639, 649 Nitrogen pressure control 2 1 1

| SI-651, 652, 653, 654 SCS suction line isolation 1 1 1

SI-655, 656 SCS suction line isolation 2 1 1

SI-657, 658 CSS IRWST recirculation flow 2 1 1

control

| | SI-661 SIT drain to RDT isolation 2 1 1

l
Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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51-670 SlT drain to IRWST isolation 2 1 1 |
SI-671, 672 Containment spray header 2 1 1

isolation
S1-682 SIT fill line isolation 2 1 1

SI-686, 696 CS HX to IRWST isolation 2 1 1

SI 687, 695 CS header block valve 2 1 1

SI-688. 693 SCS IRWST recirculation 2 1 1
isolation

S1-690, 691 SCS train warm-up flow 2 1 1
control

S1-700, 701, 702, 703 1RWST level indication 2 1 1

SI-705, 707 HVT level indication 2 1 1 |

('-) SI-709, 711 Reactor cavity level 2 1 1
'

indication |
SI-720 IRWST return header ? I 1

isolation
SI-721, 722, 723, 724 Holdup volume tank spillway 2 1 1

isolation
51-725, 726 1RWS1 pressure indication 2 1 1 |
51-727, 728 1RWST level indication 2 1 1

(local)
SI-730, 731 HV1 and RC sump level 2 1 1

indication
Emergency feedwater System (EFW) (1)
EF-100, 101 Steam-Driven Pump Isolation 2 1 1

EF-102, 103 Motor-Driven Pump Isolation 2 1 1

EF-104, 105 Steam-Driven Pump Flow 3 1 1

Control
EF-106, 107 Motor-Driven Pump Flow 3 1 1

Control
EF-108, 109 ffW Pump Turbine 2 1 1 |

Steam Supply isolation

['T EF-110, 111 Steam Supply Drain Isolation 2 1 1

V EF-ll2, 113 EFW Pump Turbine Steam 2 1 1

Supply Bypass i

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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EF-200, 201, 202, 203 SG isolation Check Valve 2 1 1

Ef-204, 205, 206, 207 EfW Pump Discharge Check 3 1 1

EF-208, 209, 210, 211 EFW Pump Suction Isolation 3 1 1

EF-212, 213 EfWST Crossover Isolation 3 1 1

EF-214, 215 Non-Safety Condensate Source 3 1 1

Isolation Check Valve
EF-216, 217 EfWST Drain Isolation Valve 3 1 1

EF-220, 221, 222, 223 EfW Pump Minimum flow 3 1 1

Isolation
EF-224, 225, 226, 227 full flow Test 8ypass 3 1 1

Isolation
EF-228, 229, 230, 231 full flow Test flow Control 3 I 1

EF-232, 233, 234, 235 full flow Test Bypass 3 1 1

Isolation
EF-236, 237 Steam-Driven Pump Turbine 3 1 1

Bearing Oil Cooler Return
Isolation

EF-238, 239 Steam Supply Maintenance 2 I 1

Isolation
EF-240, 241, 244, 245, Steam Supply Drain Isolation 2 1 1

246, 247, 248, 249
EF-250, 251, 252, 253, Steam Exhaust Drain 3 1 1

254, 255 Isolation
EF-256, 257, 258, 259, 3 flow Indicator Isolation 3 1 1

260, 261, 262, 263
EF-264, 265, 266, 267, Pressure Indicator Isolation 3 1 1

268, 269, 270, 271
EF-272, 273, 274, 275, flow Indicator Isolation 3 1 1

276, 277, 278, 279
EF-280, 281, 282, 283 Pressure Test Isolation 3 1 1

EF-284, 285, 286, 287 Level Indication isolation 3 1 1

Ef-288, 289, 290, 291 EfW Pump Discharge Crossover 3 1 1

EF-292, 293 Pressure Indication 2 1 1

nolation
EF-294, 295 Pressure Test Isolation 2 1 1

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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EF-296, 297 Pressure Test Isolation 3 1 1

EF-298, 299 level Switch Isolation 2 1 1

EF-300, 301 Level Switch Isolation 3 1 1

EF-310, 311 EFWST Cleanup Isolation 3 1 1

EF-316, 317, 318, 319, Steam Supply Drain Isolation 2 1 1

320, 321, 322, 323,
324, 325, 326, 327

EF-328, 329 Turbine Case Drain Isolation 3 1 1

EF-330, 331 Steam Supply Bypass 2 1 1

Maintenance
EF-334, 335, 336, 337 Level Indication isolation 3 1 1 |

- EF-338, 339, 340, 341 EFW Pump Discharge 3 1 1

l Maintenance

EF-XXX Steam driven EFW pump 1 2 1 1

turbine trip and throttle
valve

EF-XXX Steam driven EFW pump 2 2 1 1

turbine trip and throttle
valve

EF-XXX Steam driven EFW pump 1 3 1 1

turbine governor valve
EF-XXX Steam driven EFW pump 2 3 1 1

turbine governor valve
Diesel Generator Engine fuel Oil System |
DF-130 F0 day tank 1 level control 3 1 1 |
DF-230 F0 day tank 2 level control 3 1 1 |
Diesel Generator Engine Starting Air System |
DS-110 Start air receiver 1A inlet 3 1 1 |
D5-112 Start air receiver IA outlet 3 I 1 |
DS-ll3, 123 Start air supply to engine 3 1 1

control panel 1
1E-115, 116, 117, 118 DGE 1 start air left bank 3 I 1

O inlet
I DS-120 Start air receiver 1B inlet 3 1 1 |

DS-122 Start air receiver 18 outlet 3 1 1 |

Amendment R '

July 30, 1993
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DS-125, 126, 127, 128 DGE 1 start air right bank 3 1 1

inlet |

| DS-210 Start air receiver 2A inlet 3 1 1

| DS-212 Start air receiver 2A outlet 3 1 1

05-213, 223 Start air supply to engine 3 1 1

control panel 2
D5-215, 216, 217, 218 DGE 2 start air left bank 3 1 1

inlet
| DS-220 Start 4" receiver 2B inlet 3 1 1

| DS-222 Start air receiver 2B outlet 3 1 1

DS-225, 226, 227, 228 DGE 2 start air right bank 3 1 1

inlet
| Secondary Sampling System (SC) (1)

| SC-204, 219 SG 1 cold leg sample 2 1 1

| 50-211, 228 SG 1 hot leg sample 2 1 1

| SC-220, 221 SG 1 downtomer sample 2 1 1

| 50-222, 223 SG 2 cold leg sample 2 1 1

| SC-224, 225 SG 1 hot leg sample 2 1 1

| SC-226, 227 SG 1 downcomer sample 2 1 1

| Primary Sampling System (SS) (1)

| SS-200, 203 Hot leg sample 2 1 1

| SS-201, 204 Pressurizer liquid sample 2 1 1

SS-202, 205 Pressurizer steam space 2 1 1

sample

| SS-208, 210, 211 Holdup volume tank sample 2 1 1

| Station Service Water (SSW)
SW-100, 102, 104 SSW strainer IA backwash 3 1 1

106, 108, 110
SW-101, 103, 105, SSW strainer 1B backwash 3 1 1

107, 109, 111

| SW-120 CCW HX 1A inlet isolation 3 I 1

| SW-121 CCW HX IB inlet isolation 3 1 1

| SW-122 CCW HX 1A outlet isolation 3 1 1

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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SW-123 CCW HX 18 outlet isolation 3 I 1 |
SW-1302 SSW pump 1A discharge 3 1 1 |
SW-1303 SSW pump 1B discharge 3 1 1 |
SW-1350 CCW HX 1A header relief 3 1 1 |
SW-1351 CCW HX IB header relief 3 1 1 |
SW-200, 202, 202, SSW strainer 2A backwash 3 1 1

206, 208, 210
SW-201, 203, 205, SSW strainer 2B backwash 3 1 1

207, 209, 211

SW-220 CCW HX 2A inlet isolation 3 1 1 |
SW-221 CCW HX 2B inlet isolation 3 1 1 |

A SW-222 CCW HX 2A outlet isolation 3 1 1 |
k SW-223 CCW HX 2B outlet isolation 3 1 1 |

SW-2302 SSW pump 2A discharge 3 1 1 |
SW-2303 SSW pump 28 discharge 3 1 1 |
SW-2350 CCW HX 2A header relief 3 1 1 |
SW-2351 CCW HX 2B header relief 3 1 1 |
Other Systems |
XX-001, 002 Breathing air supply 2 1 1 |
XX-003, 004 Station air supply 2 1 1 |
XX-005, 006 Division 1 instrumentation 2 1 1

air supply
XX-007, 008 Division 2 instrumentation 2 1 1

air supply
XX-010, 011 High volume containment 2 1 1

purge supply 1
XX-012, 013 High volume containment 2 1 1

purge supply 2
XX-014, 015 High volume containment 2 1 1

purge exhaust 1
XX-016, 017 High volume containment 2 1 1

('''3 purge exhaust 2
(_,) XX-018, 019- Low volume containment purge 2 I .- 1

supply

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-020, 021 Low volume containment purge 2 1 1

exhaust

| XX-030, 031, 032 SG 1 combined blowdown 2 1 1

| XX-033, 034, 035 SG 2 combined blowdown 2 1 1

] XX-040, 041 fire water supply 1 2 I 1

| XX-042, 043 Fire water supply 2 2 1 1

XX-050, 051 Containment radiation 2 1 1

monitor sample inlet
XX-052, 053 Containment radiation 2 1 1

monitor sample outlet
XX-060, 061 Integrated leak rate testing 2 1 1

pressure sensing
XX-070, 071 Domineralization water 2 1 1

supply

| XX-080, 081 Nitrogen supply 2 1 1

XX-090 Integrated leak rate testing 2 1 1

pressurization line

| XX-100, 101 RCP oil fill line 2 1 1

XX-110, 111 Containment sump pumps' 2 I 1

discharge
XX-120, 121 Reactor drain tank gas 2 1 1

space to GWMS

| XX-130, 131 Decontamination line 2 1 1

| XX-150 SG 1 wet layup recirculation 2 1 1

| XX-151 SG 2 wet layup recirculation 2 1 1

XX-160, 161, 162 Containment vent units drain 2 1 1

header

XX-170, 171 Personnel air lock 1 2 1 1

equalization line
XX-172, 173 Personnel air lock 2 2 1 1

equalization line

| XX-180, 181 ECW tank 1 N supply 3 1 1
2

XX-182, 183 ECW expansion tank 1 SSWS 3 1 1

make-up

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-184, 185 ECW expansion tank 1 DMWS 3 1 1

make-up

XX-186 ECW pump 1A discharge 3 1 1 |

XX-187 ECW pump 18 discharge 3 1 1 ]
XX-188, 189 ECW tank 2 nitrogen supply 3 1 1 |
XX-190, 191 ECW expansion tank 2 SSWS 3 1 1

make-up

XX-192, 193 ECW expansion tank 2 DMWS 3 1 1

make-up

XX-194 ECW pump 2A discharge 3 1 1 |

XX-195 ECW pump 28 discharge 3 1 1 |
XX-196, 197 NCW containment supply 2 1 1

[m Division 1
XX-198, 199 NCW containment return 2 I 1'

Division 1
XX-200, 201 NCW containment return 2 1 1

Division 2
XX-2040 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit lA control valve |

XX-2041 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit IB control valve

XX-2042 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit 1C control valve

~

XX-2043 Channel electricci equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air hanJ1ing
unit ID control valve

XX-2044 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2A control valve

XX-2045 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2B control valve

'J

Av..endment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-2046 Channel electr m 1 equipment 3 i i
retircuht ,oa air handling
unit 2C control valve

XX-2047 Channel electrical equipment 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2D control valve

| XX-2048 Division 1 essential chilled 3 1 1

water room recirculation
air handling unit control
valve

| XX-2049 Division 2 essential chilled 3 1 1

water room recirculation
air handling unit control
valve

XX-2050 Remote shutdown panel room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2051 Division I motor-driven EFW 3 1 1

pump room recirculation
air handling unit control
valve

XX-2052 Division 2 motor-driven EFW 3 1 1

pump room recirculation
air handling unit control
valve

XX-2053 Division I steam-driven EfW 3 1 1

pump room recirculation
air handling unit control
valve

| XX-2054 Division 2 steam-driven EFW 3 1 1
'

pump room recirculation
| air handling unit control

valve
! XX-2055 Division 1 CS HX room 3 1 1
l recirculation air handling
| unit control valve

XX-2056 Division 2 CS HX room 3 I 1
| recirculation air handling

unit control valve

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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XX-2007 Division 1 SCS HX room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
'unit contro) valve

'

XX-2058 Division 2 SCS liX room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2059 SI pump room 1 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve !

XX-2060 51 pump room 2 3 1 1 j
recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2061 SI pump room 3 3 I 1

(N recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2062 SI pump room 4 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2063 Division 1 CS pump room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2064 Division 2 CS pump room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2065 Division 1 SCS pump room 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2066 Division 2 SCS pump room 3 I 1

recirculation air handling

unit control valve
XX-2067 CCW pump 1A rocm 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2068 CCW pump 1B room 5 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valveg

(] XX-2069 CCW pump 2A room 3 1 1
N recirculation air handling

unit control valve

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-2070 CCW pump 2B room 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2071 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel A
recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2072 Vitei electrical and instru- 3 1 1

mentation room Channel A
recirculation air handl>ng
unit 2 control valve

XX-2073 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel B
recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2074 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel B
'

recirculation air handling
unit 2 control valve

XX-2075 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel C
recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2076 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel C
recirculation air handling
unit 2 control valve

! XX-2077 Vital electrical and instru-- 3 I 1

i mentation room Channel 0
recirculation air handling'

unit I control valve
XX-2078 Vital electrical and instru- 3 I 1

mentation room Channel D
recirculation air handling

,

| unit 2 control valve
XX-2079 Penetration Room A 3 I 1

| recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-2080 Penetration Roo.n A 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2 control valve

XX-2081 Penetration Room B 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2032 Penetration Room B 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2 control valve

XX-2083 Penetration room C 3 1 1

recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2084 Penetration Room C 3 I 1p recirculation air handling
'j unit 2 control valve

XX-2085 Penetration Room D 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit I control valve

XX-2086 Penetration Room 0 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit 2 control valve

XX-2087 Division I fuel pool hX room 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2088 Division 2 fuel pool HX room 3 I 1

recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2039 Division 1 mechanical 3 I 1

equipment room
recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2090 Division 2 mechanical 3 I 1

equipment room
recirculation air handling
unit control valve

XX-2091 Division 1 control room 3 1 1

[] recirculation air handling,

( j unit control valve

!

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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XX-2092 Division 2 control room 3 I 1

recirculation air handling

unit control valve
XX-210 CS pump Room 1 backwater 3 I !

valve

| XX-211 CS HX Room I backwater valve 3 I 1

XX-212 SI pump Room I backwater 3 I 1

valve

| XX-213 SC HX Room I backwater valve 3 I 1

1 XX-214 SC pump Room 1 backwater 3 I 1

| valve

XX-215 SI pump Room 3 backwater 3 I 1

valve

XX-216 CS pump Rooo 2 .a.kwater 3 I 1

valve

| XX-217 CS HX Room 2 backwater valve 3 I 1

XX-218 SI pump Room ? backwater 3 I 1

valve

| XX-219 SC HX Room 2 backwater valve 3 I 1

XX-220 SC pump Room 2 backwater 3 I 1

valve

XX-221 SI pump Room 4 backtater 3 I 1

valve
XX-222 Division 1 EFW pump rooms 3 I 1

backwater valve

| XX-223 Division 1 CCW pump rooms 3 I 1

! backwater valve
XX-224 Division 2 EFW pump rooms 3 I 1

backwater valve
|

| XX-225 Division 2 CCW pump rooms 3 I 1

backwater valve
XX-230 RB subsphere Quadrant A 3 I 1

sump pump 1 discharge

XX-231 RB subsphere Quadrant A 3 I 1

sump pump 2 discharge

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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IMLE 3,2-2

(Sheet 27 of 29)

SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
11enti ficatioD Description Class G_a_t e_ggr.Y Class

XX-232 RB subsphere Quadrant B 3 1 1

sump pump 1 discharge
XX-233 RB subsphere Quadrant B 3 1 1

sump pump 2 discharge

XX-234 RB subsphere Quadrant C 3 I 1

sump pump 1 discharge

XX-235 RB subsphere Quadrant C 3 1 1

sump pump 2 discharge

XX-236 RB subsphere Quadrant D 3 1 1

sump pump 1 discharge
XX-237 RB subsphere Quadrant D 3 I 1

sump pump 2 discharge

,O XX-240 DG building sump pump 1A 3 1 1
1 discharge

XX-241 DG building sump pump 1B 3 1 1

discharge
XX-242 DG building sump pump 2A 3 1 1

discharge
XX-243 DG building sump pump 28 3 1 1

discharge
XX-250, 251 Division 1 CHRS suction 2 I 1 |
XX-252, 253 Division 2 CHRS suction 2 1 1 |
XX-254, 255 Division 1 CHRS discharge 2 1 1 |
XX-256, 257 Division 2 CHRS discharge 2 I 1 |
XX-258, 259, 260 Division 1 CHRS individual 2 1 1

suction
XX-261, 262, 263 Division 2 CHRS individual 2 1 1

suction
XX-264, 265 Division I recombiner inlet 2 I 1

isolation
XX-266, 267 Division 2 recombiner inlet 2 I 1

isolation
XX-268, 269 Division I recombiner outlet 2 1 1

('] valve

() XX-270, 271 Division 2 recombiner outlet 2 1 1

valve

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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TABLE 3.2-2

(Sheet 28 of 29)

SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
idsnti fication Rescriptio3 Class Cateaory Class

XX-272 Division 1 hydrogen 2 I 1

calibration supply
XX-273 Division 2 hydrogen 2 I 1

calibration supply

| XX-274 Division 1 nitrogen supply 2 I 1

| XX-275 Division 2 nitrogen supply 2 1 1

XX-276 Division 1 analyzer inlet 2 1 1

recombiner supply from
XX-277 Division 2 analyzer inlet 2 1 1

recombiner supply from
XX-278 Division 1 analyzer inlet 2 1 1

from recombiner discharge

XX-279 Division 2 analyzer inlet 2 1 1

from recombiner discharge

| XX-280 Division 1 analyzer outlet 2 I 1

| XX-281 Division 2 analyzer outlet 2 I 1

XX-282 Division 1 CHRS purge to 2 I 1

annulus

XX-283 Division 2 CHRS purge to 2 I 1

annulus

XX-284 Division 1 CHRS bypass 2 I 1

isolation
XX-285 Division 2 CHRS bypass 2 I 1

isolation
XX-286 Prelube oil pump 1 discharge 3 I 1

relief

| XX-287 Prelube oil pump 2 discharge 3 I 1
' relief

| XX-288 Air receiver 1A relief 3 I 1

| XX-289 Air receiver 1B relief 3 I 1

| | XX-290 Air receiver 2A relief 3 1 1

| | XX-291 Air receiver 2B relief 3 I 1

| XX-292 ECW expansion tank 1 relief 3 I 1

| XX-293 ECW expansion tank 2 relief 3 I 1

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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TABLE 3,2-2

(Sheet 29 of 29)

SAFETY CLASS 1. 2 & 3 VALVES

Component Location / Safety Seismic Quality
Identification DescriDtion class Cate3 qty Clan

XX-294 Engine-driven F0 pump 1 3 I 1

discharge relief
XX-295 Engine driven F0 pump 2 3 1 1

_

discharge relief
XX-296 Motor-driven F0 booster 3 1 1

pump 1 discharge relief
XX-297 Motor-driven F0 booster 3 I 1

pump 2 discharge relief
XX-298 DG engine DF0 relief 1 3 I 1 [
XX-299 DG engine DF0 relief 2 3 I 1 |

NOTE:
0
( j% (1) All containment isolation valves and their operators,'
'

including manual valves, check valves, and relief valves
which also serve as isolation valves, are subject to the
pertinent requirements of the Quality Assurance Program as
given in Chapter 17.

,rs
Y%J

Amendment R
July 30, 1993
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k 3.3 WIND AND TORNADO LOADINGS

All Seismic Category I structures, including accesses, except |
those not exposed to wind, are designed for wind and tornado
loadings.

3.3.1 WIND LOADINGS

The design for wind loading is in accordance with ANSI /ASCE 7,
" Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures"
(Reference 1). Structural geometries not addresset.h in ANSI /ASCE
7 shall be evaluated using ASCE Paper 3269, " Wind Forces on
Structures" (Reference 2), and ASCE Paper 4933, "Wir.4 Loads on
Dome-Cylinder and Dome-Cone Shapes" (Reference 3),

3.3.1.1 Desian Wind Velocity

A design wind velocity of 110 mph, at a height of 33 feet above
nominal ground elevation is used as the maximum wind speed for a
50 year recurrence period.

Velocity profiles and associated effective pressures for winds
with a 100 year recurrence period are calculated in accordance
with Section 6 of Reference 1 utilizing an Importance Factor, I,
of 1.11 and Exposure C.

Gust response factors are dependent on height above grade. level
and are in accordance with Table 8 of Reference 1 for Exposure C.

3.3.1.2 Determination of Acolied Forces

Based on structure geometry and physical configuration, the
affective pressure distribution is transformed into applied
equivalent - static building- forces utilizing . appropriate shape
coefficients given in Reference 3.

Wind pressure distribution curves for the containment shield
building are shown in Figure 3.3-1. The maximum height of the
shield building above grade is approximately 173 feet 3 inches.

3.3.2 TORNADO LOADINGS

All Seismic Category I structures that perform a safe shutdown or-
accident mitigation function, except those structures not exposed
to' wind, are designed for tornado loadings.

3.3.2.1 Applicable Design Parameters

Tornado effects are in accordance with Interim Regulatory Guide
1.76 (Reference 4). The following parameters are applicable to
the design basis tornado.<

\s'

Amendment V |
3.3-1 April 29, 1994 |
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Maximum wind speed: 330 mph

Rotational speed: 260 mph

Translational velocity: 70 mph

Radius: 150 feet

Maximum pressure differential: 2.4 psid

Rate of pressure drop: 1.7 psi /second

Missile Spectra: See Table 3.5-2

3.3.2.2 Determination of Forces on Structures

The forces on Seismic Category I structures due to tornado wind
loadings are obtained using methods outlined in Section 3.3.1.2,
with a wind velocity of 330 mph (vector sum of all component

assumed constant with height) . Velocity profilesvnlocities -

are determined as outlined in Section 3.3.1.1. Effective
pressure distribution loads are transformed into equivalent
static building forces as outlined in Section 3.3.1.2. In
determining tornado wind loadings, both the importance f actor and
gust factors are taken as unity.

Tornado loadings include tornado wind pressure, internal pressure
due to tornado created atmospheric pressure drop, and forces
generated due to the impact of credible tornado missiles. These
loadings are combined with other loads as described in Section
3.8.

3.3.3 EFFECT OF FAILURE OF STRUCTURES OR COMPONENTS NOT
DESIGNED FOR WIND AND TORNADO LOADS

Structures, systems and components that are adjacent to Seismic
Category I structures, systems and components and that are
exposed to wind and tornado loads will not be permitted to affect
or degrade the capability of Seismic Category I structures,
systems and components to perform their intended safety

functions. This is accomplished by one of the following methods:

A. Designing the structure, system'or component adjacent to

| Seismic Category I structures, systems or components to wind
and tornado loadings.

B. Investigating the effect of adjacent structural failure on
seismic Category I structures, systems and components to
determine that no impairment of function results.

C. Designing a structural barrier to protect Seismic Category I
structures, systems and components from adjacent structural
failure.

Amendment W I
3.3-2 June 17, 1994
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k 3.4 WATER LEVEL (FLOOD) DESIGN

All Seismic Category I structures, components and equipment are
designed for applicable loadings caused by postulated floods.
Section 2.4 of the site-specific SAR describes, in detail, the
relationship of the site-specific flood levels to safety-related
buildings and facilities.

-The COL applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard Design will
provide a site-specific flood analysis to demonstrate safe
shutdown of the plant. This analysis vill include a. site
description and elevations of safety-related structures and
equipment; evaluations of penetrations in Seismic Category I
structures; and effects of flooding due to postulated ' pipe
breaks.

3.4.1 FLOOD ELEVATIONS

The elevation level for floods at the reactor site is determined
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods
for Nuclear Power Plants," and ANSI /ANS 2.8, " Determining Design
Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites." The design basis level
for the System 80+ Standard Design is 1 foot below plant finished
yard grade. Flood level values in excess of this 1-foot level
are' site-specific and protection measures for that flood level
are described in Section 2.4 of the site-specific SAR.

3.4.2 PHENOMENA CONSIDERED IN DESIGN LODU CALCULATION
'

All Seismic Category I structures are designed to withstand the
static and dynamic forces of the design basis flood level.

Site-specific information will include a s%ecific description of |
the site and elevation for all safe *,y-related structures,
exterior accesses, equipment and systems.

3.4.3 FLOOD FORCE APPLICATION

The design flood is used in determining the applicable water.
level for design- of- all Seismic Category I structures in
accordance with the load combinations discussed in Section 3.8.4.
The forces acting on those structures are-determined on the basis
of full external hydrostatic pressure corresponding to that flood
level. All Seismic Category I structures will be in'a stable
condition due to both moment and uplift forces resulting from the
proper-load combinations, including design basis flood levels.

3.4.4 FLOOD PROTECTION

-3.4.4.1 Flood Protection Measures for Beismic' Category I
Structures

The flood protection measures for Seismic Category I structures,
systems and components are designed in accordance -with Regulatory
Guide 1.102, " Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants."

! / Seismic Category I structures- identified in Table 3.2-1 are:( designed for flood protection.

Amendment W
3.4-1 June 17, 1994
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These Seismic Category I structures are designed to protect
safety-related equipment from floods by incorporating the
following safeguards into their construction:

A. No exterior access openings will be lower than 1 foot above
plant grade (yard grade) elevation.

B. The finished yard grade adjacent to the safety-related
structures will be maintained at least i foot below the
ground floor elevation, except where ramps or steps are
provided for access.

C. Waterstops are used in all horizontal and vertical
construction joints in all exterior walls up to flood level
elevation.

D. Water seals are provided for all penetrations in exterior
walls up to flood level elevation. The water seals are
designed for the static pressure of water at the flood
elevation. Water seals at the interface with safety related
structures are designed to maintain integrity in the event
of a safe Shutdown Earthquake. In the event of seal
failure, any credible leakage is limited to the capacity of
the sump pumps, or associated flood effects are shown to be
acceptable.

For other Seismic Category I structures where flood protection
measures are required (e.g. pumping systems, stoplogs, watertight
doors, dikes, retaining walls and drainage systems) the design of
means for providing such protection will be described in Section
2.4 of the site-specific SAR. Penetrations located below the
external flood level in the external walls of the Nuclear Annex

| include Component Cooling Water, Radwaste, and Diesel Fuel Oil
System piping and cable penetrations. Additional penetrations
may be identified once layouts are finalized for systems such as
sewage, domineralized water, station air, and security. All
penetrations cre sealed on the inside of the penetration to
eliminate the potential of flooding through the penetration.

Non-safety related piping that penetrates an exterior wall flood
barrier of a Seismic Category I structure is designed to Seismic
Category I criteria from the wall through an interior isolation
valve. For piping in which flow is exiting the structure, the
interior valve is a reverse flow check valve. For piping in
which flow is entering the structure, the valve is an isolation
valve which can be manually isolated to terminate a break in the
non-seismic portion of the interior piping to prevent flooding.

| A site-specific evaluation will be performed to ensure that all
penetrations in Seismic Category I structures are properly sealed
to protect safety related equipment from flooding.

Amendment W I
3.4-2 June 17, 1994
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External flooding as a _ result of ' secondary flooding _ sources
located in the Turbine Building are addressed in
Section 10.4.1.3. Entrances to the Nuclear Annex from the
Turbine Building are elevated above plant grade to prevent flood
propagation.

Internal flood protection in the System 80+ design - minimizes- |
possible flood sources. The station service water system is
located outside the Nuclear Annex to eliminate a significant-
source of water. The component cooling water . and emergency' i

feedwater systems are fully separated by division, thus 1
'eliminating the possibility of a single flood source within these

systems impacting both divisions.

Lengths of _ high energy and moderate energy piping have been
minimized by equipment location. Equipment, in the Reactor
' Building (RB) . Subsphere- is located in quadrants to minimize the-
lengths of piping runs. The RB Subsphere also provides for.close
proximity of equipment to reduce piping runs from containment.

Flood barriers have been integrated into the design to provide
further flood protection while minimizing the_ impact- on
maintenance accessibility. The primary means of floo_d control in
the Nuclear Annex and RB Subsphere is provided by the divisional
wall.which serves as-a barrier between redundant trains of' safe

~

-

shutdown' systems and components. Each half of the Subsphere is
further divided into - two - quadrants to separate redundant. safe--

shutdown components to the ' extent practical. Flood- barriers
provide separation between Subsphere quadrants, while maintaining
equipment removal - ' capability. - Emergency Feedwater pumps are
-located in separate compartments within the quadrants with-each
compartment protected by flood barriers,1

: Penetrations are sealed and.no doors are provided up to EL. '70+0,
the maximum internal flood in the divisional wall that separates'

the Nuclear Annex and the Reactor Building Subsphere. . -Where
flood doors are provided, _open and close - sensors are also
provided with status indication provided:at a. central-fire alarm
station. -Flood barriers also . provide separation between
electrical equipment and fluid mechanical systems.at the-lowest

I elevation within the Nuclear Annex.: At higher elevations,
safety-related electrical components are elevated above the-floor-
so that flooding-events will not affect components. Additional-
-barriers (e.g.,. curbs, sealed penetrations)' are provided - or -
safety-related electrical components are elevated, as necessary,
to mitigate the effects of postulated pipe rupture addressed in
Section 3.6.

Flood doors will be specified to~ withstand the staticLpressure.

from the maximum flood elevation . as determined in the flood
analysis.

Amendment W
3.4-3 June 17, 1994
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Flood protection is also integrated into the floor drainage
system. The floor drainage systems are separated by division and
Safety Class 3 valves are provided to prevent backflow of water
to areas containing safety-related equipment. Each subsphere
quadrant is provided with redundant Safety Class 3 sump pumps and
associated instrumentation, which are powered from the diesel
generators in the event of loss of offsite power.

The Nuclear Annex floor drainage system is divisionally
separated, with no common drain lines between divisions. Floors
are gently sloped to allow good drainage to the divisional sumps.

No water lines are routed above or through the control room or
the computer room. HVAC water lines contained in rooms around
the control room are located in rooms with raised curbs to
prevent leakage from entering the control room.

Flood protection is incorporated into the component Cooling Water
Heat Exchanger Structure. This structure is divisionally
separated by a wall such that a flood in one division can not
flood the other division.

The Diesel Generator Building floor drain sump pumps and
associated instrumentation are Safety Class 3 to prevent flooding
of the diesel generators. These pumps are also powered from the
diesel generator in the event of loss of offsite power.

3.4.5 ANALYTICAL AND TEST PROCEDURES

A description of the methods and test procedures by which static
and dynamic effects of the design basis flood conditions or
design basis groundwater conditions are applied is detailed in
Section 2.4 of the site-specific SAR.

A site-specific flood analysis that ensures safe shutdown of the
plant shall be performed. This analysis shall include the
effects of flooding due to high and moderate energy pipe breaks

| as described in Section 3.6.1.

A

Amendment W
3.4-4 June 17, 1994
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1 4(_) 3.5 MISSILE PROTECTION

The missile protection design for Seismic Category I structures,
systems and components is described in this section.

Missile protection or redundancy is provided for Seismic Category
I equipment and components such that internal and external
missiles will not cause the release of significant amounts of
radioactivity or prevent the safe and orderly shutdown of the
reactor.

The protection of essential structures, systems and components
will be accomplished by one or more of the following:

A. Reducing the potential for sources of missiles by equipment
design features that prevent missile generation.

B. Orientation or physical separation of potential missile
sources away from safety-related equi, ment and components.

C. Containment of potential missiles through the use of
protective shields and barriers near the source.

D. Hardening of safety-related equipment and components to

( ]/[ withstand missile impact, where such impacts cannot be
reasonably avoided by the methods above.

v

Site and plant specific missile protection information regarding
potential missiles and protection thereof will be ptovided by the
COL applicant referencing the System 80+ design. Information
will include site proxirrity missiles, probabilistic evaluations
for turbine missiles, and as-built conditions and evaluations.

3.5.1 MISSILE SEI?OTIOU AND DESCRIPTION

Potential missiles are identified and characterized by type and
source and their probability of occurrence, retention and impact.
For equipment with energy sources capable of creating a missile,
the selection is based on the application of a single-failure
criterion to the retention features of the component. Where
sufficient retention redundancy is provided in the event of a
failure, no missile is postulated.

Internally generated missiles can be generated potentially from
two types of equipment: rotating components and pressurized
components. Rotating components include turbine wheels, fans,
auxiliary pumps and their associated motors. Pressurized
components include valves, heat exchangers, vessels and their
associated components.

,/~3
( )
L ,/

Amendment W
3.5-1 June 17, 1994
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The types of missiles considered and/or not censidered in the
design of Seismic Category I structuros, systems, and components
are discussed in the following sections:

A. Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment),
described in Section 3.5.1.1.

B. Containment Internal Missiles, defined in Table 3.5-1 and
Section 3.5.1.2.

C. Turbine Missiles, described in Section 3.5.1.3.

D. Natural Phenomena (Tornado) Missiles, described in Section
3.5.1.4.

E. Site Proximity Missiles (Except Aircraft), described in
Section 3.5.1.5.

F. Aircraft Hazards, described in Section 3.5.1.6.

3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)

Internally generated missiles (outside containment) from rotating
and pressurized components are not considered credible for the
reasons discussed below.

The redundant safety systems outside of containment are
physically separated such that no single gravitational or other
type missile can impact both systems.

3.5.1.1.1 Auxiliary Pumps and Motors

There are no postulated missiles originating from auxiliary pumps
and associated motors outside containment for the following
reasons:

A. The pump motors are induction type which have relatively
slow running speeds and are not prone to overspeed. The
motors are all pretested at full running speed by the motor
vendor prior to installation.

B. In addition to the low likelihood of missiles due to motor
overspeed as discussed in A. above, the motor stator would
tend to serve as a natural container of rotor missiles if
there were to be any.

C. All pumps normally have relatively low suction pressures
and, therefore, would not tend to be driven to overspeed due
to a pipe break in the discharge line. In addition, the
induction motor would tend to act as a brake to prevent pump
overspeed.

Amendment I
3.5-2 December 21, 1990
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D. Industry pump designs are such (and service history recordss

confirm)- that there have been no occurrences of impeller
pieces penetrating pump casings.

3.5.1.1.2 Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbines

There are no postulated missiles from the Emergency Feedwater
(EFW) pump turbines for the following reasons:

A. Turbine overspeed protection; electrical trip _at 115% of
rated speed, and mechanical trip at.125% of rated speed.

B. Assurance of turbine disk integrity by design and
inspection.

-

C. Enclosure of the EFW pumps and turbine drivers in a
reinforced concrete room.

3.5.1.1.3 Valves

There are no missiles postulated from valves for the following
reasons:

A. All valve stems are provided with a backseat or shoulder
larger than the valve bonnet opening.

i

B. Motor operated and manual valve stems are restrained by stem
threads.

C. Operators on motor,_ hydraulic _and pneumatic operated valves
prevent stem ejection.

.D. Pneumatic operated diaphragms and; safety valve stems are-
restrained by spring force.

E. All valve bonnets are either pressure-sealed, _ threaded or
bolted such that there is redundant retention for prevention-
of missile generation.

3.5.1.1.4 Pressure Vessels

All pressurized-vessels outside containment are moder_ ate energy
_(275 psig) or less and are designed and constructed _to the

__

standards of the ASME Code. In addition to the ' ASME Code-
examination and testing requirements, all vessels will receive
periodic in-service inspections.- Where appropriate,- these
components are provided with pressure relief-devices ___to ensure
that-no pressure buildup will exceed material design limits.-

On this basis,- moderate energy pressure vessels - are- not
considered credible missile sources.

s

Amendment W
3.5-3 June 17, 1994-
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3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

Table 3. 5- 1 lists postulated missiles from equipment inside
containment, and summarizes their characteristics. Included are
major pretensioned studs and nuts, instruments, and the CEDM
missile. Other items which were considered and specifically
excluded because of redundant retention features are valve stems,
valve bonnets and pressurized cover plates.

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles

The probability of turbine missile generation and adverse impact
effects on seismic Category I systems and components is assured
to be less than 1.0E-4 events per turbine-year by a combination
of the following measures:

A. Reliable turbine overspeed protection provisions (see
Section 10.2.2 for details).

B. Adequate assurance of turbine disc integrity by design and
inspection (see Sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.4 for details).

C. Placement and orientation of the turbine generator
(described below).

D. The protection provided by plant structures, not explicitly
, designed as barriers, that may reduce missile energy to less
( than that required to penetrate Seismic Category I

structures.

E. Adequate turbine maintenance and inspection program (see
Section 10.2.4 for details).

The turbine generator placement and orientation for the System
80+ Standard Design, and the corresponding low-trajectory missile
strike zones, are illustrated in Figure 1.2-1. The placement and
orientation of the turbine generator provides adequate protection
against low trajectory turbine missiles by excluding
safety-related structures, systems, and components from the low
trajectory turbine missile strike zones in accordance with the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.115.

Critical structures (i.e., those housing safety-related
equipment) and exterior equipment are located in line with, or
within close proximity to, the longitudinal axis of the turbines.
This makes the potential for turbine-generated missiles to strike
these targets negligibly small.

O
Amendment N

3.5-4 April 1, 1993
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O The System 80+ design follows the guidelines of Regulatory Guide
1.115 by placing and orienting the turbine such -that all
safety-related structures, systems, and components are-excluded
from the low trajectory turbine missile s':rike zones or if_ site

-

characteristics make this impossible, safety-related targets will
be placed and shielded such that the combined strike and damage
probability for the safety-related targets in these zones is less-
than 10E-3-per turbine failure.

Site-specific evaluations will verify that the turbine -|
maintenance and inspection program will ensure that the failure-
and missile generation probability will be less than 1.0E-4
events per_ turbine-year. A summary _of the turbine maintenance |
and inspection program and the results of the probabilistic
evaluation will be submitted for review. |

3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena

Tornado-generated missiles are the limiting natural hazard and,
as such, are a part of the design basis for Seismic Category I
structures and components. Tornado-generated missiles considered
in the design are given in Table 3.5-2.

3.5.1.5 Missiles Generated by Events Near the Gite

Justification will be provided in the site-specific SAR.

3.5.1.6 Aircraft Hazards

Justification will be provided in the site-specific SAR. Also
refer to Section 2.2.1.

3.5.2 STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS TO BE PROTECTED
FROM EXTERNALLY GENERATED MISSILES

Tornado missiles ' are the design basis missiles from external
sources. All safety related systems, equipment and components
required to safely shut'the reactor down and maintain it-in_a
safe condition are housed in Seismic Category I- structures -|
designed as tornado resistant (see Section.3.5.1.4) and as such
are considered to be adequately protected.

3.5.3 BARRIER DESIGN PROCEDURES

Missile barriers,.whether steel or concrete, are designed'with-
sufficient strength and thickness to stop postulated missiles and
to prevent overall damage to Seismic Category I structures. The
procedures by which structures -and barriers are designed to
perform this function are presented in this section.

\

Amendment W
3.5-5 June 17, 1994
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3.5.3.1 Local Dama_ge Prediction

The prediction of local damage in the immediate vicinity of an
impacted area depends on the basic material of construction of
the barrier itself (i.e. either concrete or steel).
Corresponding procedures are discussed separately below.

3.5.3.1.1 Concrete Structures and Darriors

Local damage prediction for concrete structures includes the
estimation of the depth of missile penetration and an assessment
of whether secondary missiles might be generated by spalling.
Generally, the Modified Petry Formula or the Modified NDRC
Formula (References 2 and 3) is used to estimate missile
penetration with appropriate constants taken from available test
data. To insure that no secondary missiles (due to spalling) are
generated, a minimum barrier thickness of 3 times the penetration
depth is provided. In addition, the minimum barrier thickness
requirements for local damage due to tornado generated missiles
shall be as indicated in Table 3.5-3. Depending on certain
missile characteristics, additional penetration formulas may be
employed as justified by full scale impact tests (References 3
and 4).

3.5.3.1.2 Steel Structures and Darriers

The Stanford equation (Reference 5) is used as the basis for the
design and analysis of steel structures and barriers.

3.5.3.2 Overall Damage Prediction

The overall response of a structure or barrier to missile impact
depends largely on the location of impact (e.g. near mid-span or
near a support), the dynamic and deformation properties of the
barrier and the missile, and the kinetic energy of the missile
itself.

Depending on the deformation characteristics of both the barrier
and the missile, an impact force time history can be developed
using either work-kinetic energy principles or conservation of
momentum. The structural response to this impulse loading, in
conjunction with other appropriate design loads, is evaluated by
the procedures given in References 3 and 6.

O
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'V' 3.5.4 GENERAL DESIGN BADES

Protection for all Seismic Category I structures, systems and
components are provided by the following:

A. For systems and parts of systems located inside the
containment (RCS and connected systems, Engineered Safety
Feature systems), appropriate missile barrier design
procedures are used to ensure that the impact of credible
potential missiles will not lead to a loss-of-coolant-
accident or preclude the systems from carrying out their
specified safety functions.

B. For systems and equipment outside containment, appropriate
design procedures (e.g. , proper turbine orientation, natural
separation, or missile barriers) are used to ensure that the
impact of credible potential missiles does not prevent the
system or equipment from carrying out its specified safety
function.

C. For all systems and equipment, appropriate design procedures
are used to ensure that the impact of credible potential
missiles does not prevent the conduct of a safe plant
shutdown, or prevent the plant from remaining in a safe

O shutdown condition./
I;O

D. Safety-related instrumentation and control equipment are
protected from potential missile sources. The 1E and
associated cabling and sensing lines are also protected from
potential missile sources.

Site-specific evaluations will ensure that as-built conditions |
provide Seismic Category I structures, systems and components
protection from credible potential missiles.

f)
6 4

..
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3.6 PROTECTION AGAINST. DYNAMIC EFEECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING

The COL applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard Design will
provide final designs of high and moderate energy fluid systems.
Information provided will include documentation of radiographic
examination of welds, verification of leak-before-break (LBB)
analyses, a pipe break analysis report, and a LBB evaluation
report.

High-energy piping systems not approved for LBB are subject to |
postulated pressure boundary failures. The resultant
consequences of these postulated breaks are assessed for their
offect on maintenance of plant safe shutdown capability,
containment integrity and offsite dose consequence.
Consideration is given to the effects of pipe whip, jet
impingement and the environmental impact of release of system
contents. Provisions of physical separation, system redundancy,
component strength, and, as necessary, mitigating hardware, are
utilized to protect against the effects associated with
postulated pipe breaks.

Protection of vital equipment is achieved primarily by separation
of redundant safe shutdown systems and by separation ofcs

) high-energy pipe lines from safe shutdown systems, which are(V required to be functional following specific pipe rupture events.
This redundancy and separation results in a design which requires
very few special protective features (such as whip restraints and
jet deflectors) to ensure safe shutdown capability following a
postulated high-energy line break.

Separation is maintained by barriers such as the containment
secondary shield wall, refueling cavity wall and certain Nuclear
Annex Walls and tunnels or by physical distance. Loadings and
jet zones of influence are calculated using methodology described
in Section 3.6.2.

Supplemental information on design for protection against dynamic
effects of postulated pipe breaks is given in Appendix 3.6A.

3.6.1 POSTULATED PIPING FAILURES IN FLUID SYSTEMS

3.6.1.1 Desi_gn Basis

Most systems and components outside Containment required for safe
plant shutdown are located in the Reactor Building Subsphere.
The Reactor Building Subsphere and Nuclear Annex are divided by
a structural wall which serves as a barrier between redundant
trains of safe shutdown systems and components. Each half of the

(T Reactor Building Subsphere is compartmentalized to separate

'} redundant safe shutdown components to the extent practical.(
High-energy piping systems located in the Nuclear Annex, which'

Amendment W
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are not required to be functional for safe shutdown, are routed
primarily in designated pipe tunnels or in the Main Steam Valve
Houses to provide separation from safe shutdown systems and
components. The Reactor Building Subsphere and Nuclear Annex are
separated by structural walls that provide physical barriers.

Systems and components inside containment, which are required to
be functional for safe plant shutdown, are protected from
postulated pipe failure dynamic effects primarily by separation
and barriers. The secondary shield wall serves as a barrier
between the reactor coolant loops and the containment liner. The
refueling cavity walls, the operating floor, and the secondary
shield wall provide separation between the reactor coolant loops.
The steam generators and pressurizer are enclosed in cavities
which also provide separation.

Main steam, steam generator blowdown, and main feedwater

(downcomer and economizer) lines outside containment are
separated from essential systems and components by virtue of the
plant arrangement that places these lines along the roof of the
Nuclear Annex. The floors and walls adjacent to the main steam,
steam generator blowdown, and main feedwater lines are Seismic
Category I concrete walls. The essential portions of these
systems (main steam and main feedwater isolation valves) are
located in the Main Steam Valve Houses. These rooms are
separated from all other essential systems and components by
Seismic Category I concrete slabs and walls. (Refer to Figures
1.2-2, 7, 8 and 9.)

The steam supply line to the turbine driven feedwater pump is
routed from upstream of the main steam isolation valves in the
Main Steam Valve House through a pipe chase into the turbine
driven feedwater pump room. The pipe chase and feedwater pump
room walls provide protection for other safety related equipment
in the event of a rupture in the steam supply line. The pipe
chase is open ended in the Main Steam Valve House to provide a
vent path for the turbine driven feedwater pump room.

The Chemical and Volume Control System high-energy lines are
located inside the primary containment and extend through the
annulus into the Nuclear Annex. The high-energy lines in the
Nuclear Annex are 2-inch lines. The postulated dynamic effects
of the chemical and Volume Control System high-energy lines are
separated from safe shutdown systems and components by distance
and configuration as much as practical. Otherwise, protection is
provided for by shields and barriers. The safe shutdown
components are divisionally separated and divided by a Seismic
Category I concrete divisional wall in the Nuclear Annex. In the
unlikely event that a postulated dynamic event were to effect a
safe shutdown component, the redundant equipment associated with
the other division would still be available for safe shutdown.

Amendment U
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\b) Any high-energy line routed through the annulus between the

primary containment and its shield building is provided with a
guard pipe so that rupture of high-energy lines in the annulus
need not be analyzed.

The NSSS design includes two steam generators per unit, which
f acilitates separation of redundant systems and components inside
containment. Other than for the safety injection system
components, which must circulate cooling water to the vessel, the
engineered safety features are generally located outside the
secondary shield wall. The safety injection system pipes and
cables, which terminate inside the secondary shield wall, are
routed outside the secondary shield wall to the extent practical
to avoid postulated hazards. Most of the main steam, steam
generator blowdown, and feedwater piping inside containment is
located at higher elevations, and the postulated dynamic effects
are separated from safe shutdown systems and components by
distance and configuration. Table 3.6-1 provides a list of plant
fluid systems that contain high- and moderate-energy piping in
the Nuclear Annex and Reactor Building.

Table 3.6-2 provides a list of the systems that are required for
safe shutdown or to support safe shutdown. High- and moderate-
energy pipe failure locations are postulated as described in

t'_) Section 3. 6. 2. Each postulated rupture location is evaluated for

V its effect on safe shutdown systems and components required
following the specific pipe failure event.

3.6.1.1.1 High-Energy Piping Systems

A high-energy pipe failure is postulated in branches or piping
runs larger than one inch nominal diameter and which operate
during normal plant conditions with high energy fluid.

Included in this category are fluid systems or portions of fluid
systems which are pressurized during normal plant conditions or
are maintained pressurized under conditions where either or both
of the following are met:

A. Maximum operating temperature exceeds 200 F, or

B. Maximum operating pressure exceeds 275 psig.

Fluid piping systems that qualify as high-energy for only short
portions of their operational period are considered moderate-
energy systems if the portion of their operational period within
the pressure and/or temperature specified above for high energy
fluid systems is less than two percent of the time period
required to accomplish its system design function.

pq
!

1
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In analyzing the effects of a high-energy pipe failure, the
consequences of pipe whip, water spray, jet impingement,
flooding, compartment pressurization, and environmental
conditions are considered.

See Appendix 3.9A, Section 1.1.8.1.1 for a further discussion.

3.6.1.1.2 Moderate-Energy Piping Systems

A moderate-energy pipe failure is postulated in branches or
piping runs larger than one inch nominal diameter and which
operate during normal plant conditions with moderate-energy
fluid.

Included in this category are fluid systems or portions of fluid
systems which are pressurized above atmospheric pressure during
normal plant conditions or are maintained pressurized under
conditions where both of the following are met:

A. Maximum operating temperature is 200*F or less, and

B. Maximum operating pressure is 275 psig or less.

In analyzing the effects of a moderate-energy pipe failure, the
consequences of water spray, jet impingement, flooding,
compartment pressurization, and environmental conditions are
considered.

See Appendix 3.9A, Section 1.1.0.1.2 for a further discussion.

3.6.1.2 Description

A listing of the high-energy lines inside the containment is
given in Table 3.6-3. A listing of high-energy lines outside the
containment is given in Table 3.6-4. Since the Turbine and
Radwaste Buildings contain no safety-related equipment, high-
energy line breaks in those buildings are generally excluded from
this table.

Essential systems are those systems that are needed to safely
shut down the reactor or mitigate the consequences of a pipe
break for a given postulated piping failure. However, depending
upon the type and location of a postulated pipe break, certain
safety equipment may not be classified as essential for that
particular event.

The essential systems which are to be protected from the effects
of postulated piping failures are identified below. These

| essential systems were selected for each postulated break to
satisfy the protection criteria given in the introduction to
Section 3.6.

|
|

Amendment V
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C/ A. The following systems, or portions of these systems, are

required to mitigate the consequences of postulated breaks
of high-energy reactor coolant pressure boundary piping that
result in a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) assuming a loss
of offsite power.

1. Reactor Protective System.
2. Engineered Safety Features Actuation System.
3. Safety Injection System.
4. Containment Spray System.
5. Class 1E Electrical Systems, AC and DC (including

switchgear, batteries, and distribution systems), 1E
cabling and sensing lines.

6. Diesel Generator Systems, including Diesel Generator
-

Starting, Lubrication, and Combustion Air Intake and
Exhaust Systems.

7. Diesel Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System.
8. Ilydrogen Recombiner System.
9. Control Building IIVAC System.

N

U

,
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V of a postulated piping failure. In judging the
availability of such systems and components, account is
taken of the postulated failure and its direct
consequences, such as unit trip and loss of offsito
power, and of the assumed single active compone*it
failure and its direct consequences. The feasibility
of carrying out operator actions is based on a minimum
of 30 minutes delay responding to alarm indication and
adequate access to equipment being available for the
proposed actions. ( Access to the containment post-LOCA
is not assumed.)

6. Piping systems containing high-energy fluids are
designed so that the offects of a single postulated I
pipe break can%ot, 16 tu n, cause failures of other |

pipes or componente with u. Acceptable consequences.

'/ . For a postulated pipe S _ lure, the escape of steam,
'

water, and heat from structures enclosing the high-
energy f'.uld containing piping does not preclude:

3

a. Access.bility to surrounding areas important to
the safe control of reactor operations.

~s
| i b. Hr.bitability of the control room.
\ J
v

c. Ability of instrumentation, electric power
supplies, and components and controls to initiate,
actuate, and complete a safety ection. (A loss of
redundancy is permissible, but not the loss of
function.)

The design criteria define acceptable types of isolation for
safety-related elements and for high-energy lines from similar
elements of the redundant train. Separ?1 tion is accomplished by:

A. Routing the two groups through separate compartments, or

B. Physically separoting the two groups by a specified minimum
distance, or

C. Separating the two groups by structural barriern.

The design criteria assure that a postulated failure of a
high-energy line or a safety-related element cannot take more
than one safety-related train out of service. The failura of a
component or subsystem of one train may cause failure of .lother
portion of the came train; for example, a Division 2 high energy
pipe may cause fallure cf a Division 2 electrical tray, but not

,q failure of any Division 1 component. The capability to s)ut the

(V) plant down safely under such a failure will therefore semain
intact.

Amendment J
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Given the separation criteria above, and the pipe break criteria
in Section 3.6.2.1.2, the effects of high-energy pipe breaks are
not analyzed where it is determined that all essential systems,
components, and structures are sufficiently physically remote
from a postulated break in that piping run.

3.6.2 DETERMINATION OF BREAK LOCATIONS AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE POSTULATED EUPTURE OF PIPING

Described herein are the design buses for locating breaks and
cracks in piping inside and outside containment, the procedure
used to define the thrust at the break location, the jet "

impingement loading criteria, and the dynamic response models.

| Site-specific inf ormation will include final designs of high- and
moderate-energy fluid systems. The final designs and results of
high- and moderate-energy piping analyses will be documented in
a pipe break analysis report. The Pipe Break Analysis Report
will provide the results of the pipe break analyses. These
analyses will be baned on criteria used to postulate cracks and
breako in high- and moderate-energy piping systems as defined in

| Sectior. '.6.2 and will employ the analytical methods described in
Section 3.6.2 and Appendix 3.6A.

| For postulated pipe breaks, the Pipe Break Analysis Report will
confirm that:

(1) piping stresses in the containment penetration area are

| within their allowable stress limits,
,

I

(2) pipe whip restraints and jet shield designs are capable
of mitigating pipe break loads, and

(3) loads on safety-related systems, structures and
components are within their design load limits.

| The Pipe Break Analysis Report will also confirm that structures,
systems and components required for safe shutdown can withstand

| the environmental effects of postulated cracks and breaks.
!

An inspection of the as-built high-energy piping systems will be
performed. The inspection of the as-built high energy pipe break

| features will be performed to verify:

- The location of pipe break mitigation devices
| (restraints, jet shields)
!

- Clearances / gaps between restraints and piping
-

! - The location of nearby safety-related targets to be
| protected from high-energy line breaks.

Amendment W
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V Any differencen between the as-built information and the an-
designed information will be reconciled and documented in a pipe |
break analysin report.

9 rlie.r. i aA c d_19_P 9 flno_D L9 a K_a nLC ta g)Llag.a t i o n s3.6.2.1 e
and E fillqurations

3.6.2.1.1 Ger. oral Requirements

pontulated pipo rupturen are considered in all plant piping
nyutems and the associated potential for damage to required
cyatema and components is evaluated on tne bacia of the energy in
the nystem. System piping is clancified an high-energy or
moderate-energy, and postulated ruptures are classified as

~

circumferential breaks, longitudinal breaks, leakage cracks, or
through-wall cracks. 1:ach pontulated rupture is conaldered
neparately an a single postulated initiating event.

For each postulated circumferential and longitudinal break, an
g evaluation is made of the of f acts of pipe whip, jac impingement,

compartment prencurization, environmental conditions, and<

flooding. For piping systems whern Icok-before-break in approved
(Sections 3.6.2.1.3 and 3.6.3), dynamic effects of pipe breaks
are not considered. If required to demonstrate safe plant

f)'N
chutdown, an internal fluid system load evaluation 10 performed

( on the effects of fluid forces on components within or bounding
the fluid syntem. For each pontulated leakage crack, an
evaluation in made of the effects of compartment pressurization,

( environmental conditions and flooding. For each postulated
through-wall crack, an evaluation is made of the effects of
env i ronment a.'. conditions and flooding. The offects of pipe
ruptures and/or leakage cracks are included in the environmental
qualification of safety-related electrical and mechanical
equipment. Environmental qualification of safety related
equipment is discussed in Section 3.11. The evaluation of the
required nyatema and compen-nts demonstrate tha*. the protection
requirements of Section 3.6.1 are met.

V

Amendment U
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Irrespective of the fact that the criteria in Section 3.6.2 may
not require un cific breaks, if a structure outsido containment
separatec a high-energy line from an essential component, that
separating structure lo designed to withstand the consequences of
the pipe break in the high-energy line that produces the greatest
of f oct on the structure. Structures insido containment which are
used to separate high-energy lines from essential components are
designed to withstand the dynamic load of facts of postulated pipe
breaks not 011minated by leak-boforo-break. In addition, those
structures insido containment are adequately designed to
withstand the greatest offect from (1) pipo breaks not climinated
by leak-before-break, (2) the largest through-wall leakago crack
in the high-energy lino (minimum 10 gpm) whether or not
consideration of dynamic effects is climinated by LDB for that
line, or (3) the largest leak from another leak source, such as
a valve or pump scal.

3.6.2.1.2 Postulated Rua&uro Descriptions

A. Circumferential Break

A circumferential break is assumed to result in pipo
soverancc with full separation of the two severed pipo ends
unless the extent of separation is limited by consideration
of physical means. The break plane area (A,) is assumed
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pipe, and is
assumed to be the cross-sectional flow area of the pipe at
the break location. The break flow area (A ) from each ofg
the broken pipo segments for a circumferential break, with
ful? wparation of the two broken pipe segments, is equal to
the e oak plano area (A,). The break flow area, discharge
coefficient and dischargo correlation are substantiated
analytically or experimentally.

B. Longitudinal Break

A longitudinal break is assumed to result in a split of the
pipe wall along the pipo longitudinal axis, but withouc

The break plane area ( A,ipeis assumed parallel to)soverance.
the longitudinal axis of the p and equal to the
cross-acctional flow area of the pipe at the break location.
The break flow area (A ) is equal to the break plane areag

(A ). The break is assumed to be circular in shape oro
elliptical (2D x D/2) with its long axis parallel to the
axis. The discharge coefficient and any other values used
for the area or shape associated with a longitudinal break
are substantiated analytically or experimentally.

C. Leakage Crack

A leakage crack is assumed to be a crack through the pipe
wall whero the size of the crack and corresponding flow rato

Amendment U
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are datormined by analysis and a loak detection system, as
described in Section 3.6.3.

D. Through-Wall Crack

A through-wal1 crack is assumed to be a circular orifice i

through the pipo wall of cross-sectional flow area equal to '

the product of one-half the pipe inside diameter and one-
half the pipe wall thickness.

3.6.2.1.3 Piping Approved for Leak-Before-Break |

A leak-bofore-broak ovaluation is performed for the reactor
coolant system (RCS) main loop piping, surge line, shutdown
cooling and safety injection lines and for the main steam lino
insido containment which climinates the dynamic effects of pipe '

break from the design basis. The evaluation meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion
(GDC) 4. The evaluation is performed using the guidelines of
NUREG-1061, Vol. 3 (Reference 1) as-described in Section 3.6.3.

;

3.6.2.1.4 Piping Other than Piping Approved for Leak-
Before-Draak

This section applies to all high- and moderate-onorgy piping-

other than that whose dynamic effects due to pipe breaks are
eliminated from the design basis by leak-before-break evaluation,-
as identified in Section 3.6.2.1.3.

3.6.2.1.4.1 Postulated Rupture Locations

A. Class 1 piping

Ruptures, as specified in Item D below, are postulated to
occur at the - following locations in each piping network
designed in accordance with the rules of the ASME Boller and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III (Reference 2) for Class 1
pipingt

1. The terminal ends of the pressurized portions of the,

run.

2. At intermediato locations selected by either one of the
-following methods:

a. At each location of potential high stress and
fatigue such as pipe fittings- (elbows, toes,
reducers, etc.), valves, flanges, and welded
attachments, or

b. At cach location where either of the following
-- conditions is exceeded.

Amendment R
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Where the maximum stress range * between any-

two load sets (including the zero load set)
calculated by Eq. (10) in Paragraph NB-3653,
ASME Code, Section III, exceeds 2.4 S andg
the stress range calculated by either

,!Eq. (12) or Eq. (13) in Paragraph NB-3653
exceeds 2.4 S. 1m

Where the cumulative usage factor (U) exceeds-

0.1.

Where, as defined in Subarticle NB-3650.

allowable stress-intensity value.S, =

the cumulative usage factor.U =

As a result of piping reanalysis due to differences between
the design configuration and the as-built configuration, the
highest stress or cumulative usage factor locations may be
shifted; however, the initially determined intermediate
break locations need not be changed unless one of the
following conditions exists:

(i) The dynamic effects from the new (as-built)
intermediate break locations are not mitigated by the
original pipe whip restraints and jet shields.

(ii) A change is required in pipe parameters such as major
differences in pipe size, wall thickness, and routing.

Leakage crack locations for Class a piping are specified in
| Item F below.

B. Class 2, Class 3, or Seismically Analyzed ANSI B31.1 Piping

Ruptures, as specified in Item D below, are postulated to
occur at the following locations in each piping network
designed in accordance with the rules of the ASME Doller and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, (Reference 2) for Class
2 and Class 3 piping, or with the rules of the ASME Code for

*
For those loads and conditions in which Level A and Level B
stress limits have been specified in the design
specification (excluding earthquake loads).

Amendment S
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p
\'s) Pressure Piping, B31, Power Piping, AliSI/ AS!4E B31.1

(Reference 3) for seismically analyzed A!JSI B31.1 piping:
1. the terminal ends of the pressurized portion of the

network, and

2. oither

a. intermediato locations of potential high stress or
f atigue such as pipe fittings, valves, flanges and
welded-on attachments, or

b. where the piping contains no fittings, weld
attachments, or valves, at one location at each
extremo of the piping run adjacent to the

.

protective structure, or

c. intermediate locations where the stress, S,
exceeds 0.8(X + Y).

where, an defined in Subarticle NC-3650,

stresses under the combination ofS =

loadings for which either Level A org) Level B service limits have been(Q specified, as calculated * from the sum
of equations (9) and (10).

equation (9) Service Level B allowableX =

stress.

equation (10) allowable stress.Y =

As a result of piping reanalysis due to differences between
the design configuration and the as-built configuration, the
highest stress locations may be shifted; however, the
initially determined intermediate break locations may be
used unless a redesign of the piping resulting in a change
in pipe parameters (diameter, wall thickness, routing) is
required, or the dynamic effects from the new (as-built)
intermediate break locations are not mitigated by the
original pipe whip restraints and jet shields.

Leakage crack locations for Class 2 and Class 3 piping are
specified in Item F below. |

f'%
I(O

*
For those loads and conditions in which Level A and Level B
stress limits have been specified in the design
specification (excluding carthquake loads).

Amendment S
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C. Ilon-Safety Related AllSI B31.1 Piping

System 80+ piping is designed so as to isolate seismically
analyzed piping from non-seismically analyzed piping. In
cases where it is not possible or practical to isolate the
seismic piping, adjacent non-ceismic piping is analyzed
according to Seismic Category II criteria. For non-seismic
piping attached to seinmic piping, the dynamic offects of
the non-seismic piping are simulated in the modeling of the
coismic piping. The attached non-seismic piping up to the
analyzed /unanalyzed boundary is designed not to cause a
failure of the seismic piping during a seismic event.

For non-safety class piping which is not seismically
analyzed, leakage cracks are postulated at axial locations
such that they produce the most severe environmental
effects.

D. Break Locations in Piping Runs with Multiple ASME Code
Piping classes

Breaks, in accordance with Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.E, are
postulated to occur at the following locations:

1. The terminal ends of the pressurized portions of the
run.

2. At intermediate locations selected by either one of the
following methods:

a. At each location of potential high stress or
fatigue, such as pipe fittings, valves, flanges,
and welded attachments; or

b. At all intermediate locations between terminal
ends where the stress and fatigue limits of

| Sections 3.6.2.1.4.1.A.2.b or 3.6.2.1.4.1.B.2.c
are exceeded,

l E. Break Locations

Both circumferential and longitudinal breaks are postulated
to occur, but not concurrently, in all high-energy piping
systems at the locations specified in Items A, B, C, or D,
except as follows:

1. Circumferential breaks are not postulated in piping
runs of a nominal diameter equal to or less than 1
inch.

2. Longitudinal breaks are not postulated in piping runs
of a nominal diameter less than 4 inches.

Amendment V
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-The greatest loads on building structures occur shortly af ter the
pipe rupture. The structures are designed to maintain

,

theirintegrity if such loads were to be imposed on them. The
;

- following paragraphs describe the break postulation criteria and
calculational techniques used for compartment pressurization and
environmental analysis outside containment. I

!

3.6.2.5.1 Break Postulation Criteria

Break Postulation Criteria for high energy piping is presented in
Section 3. 6. 2.1. For compartment analysis a minimum of one- break
in each compartment is postulated, and breaks are postulated so ;

as to maximize the adverse effects from pressurization and
temperature. When necessary to assure worst conditions, the
accident (e.g., the Main Steam System pipe break) is analyzed for
a spectrum of pipe break sizes and various plant power
conditions.

3.6.2.5.2 Determination of Mass and Energy Release Rates

Piping system onergy release transients for the postulated pipe
rupture are determined by either a hand - calculation or by
computer analysis.- The plant operating mode which results in the
greatest energy release rate is used. For hand calculation the
break mass flow rate is obtained from a critical flow correlation
which predicts an upper bound flow rate for the rupture geometry i

and fluid state under consideration. Examples are the Moody
'

correlation (two-phase and saturated steam conditions), the
llomogeneous Equilibrium Model (single phase steam), and the

1

llenry-Fauske correlation (subcooled liquid). Blowdown flow rate
is obtained from the following equation per ANSI /ANS-56.10: |

W = C AG where: W = mass flow rateo e
Co = discharge coefficient,

'

A = break area
Ge = critical mass flux

The break fluid enthalpy is set equal to the stagnation enthalpy_
of the fluid in the ruptured pipe. A flow discharge coefficient'
of 1.0 is used unless a lower value is-justified as required by
ANSI /ANS-56.10. |

- For complex systems and where less conservative release rates are
needed, computer analysis is employed. Initial' conditions ~ (e.g. ,
. fluid pressure, fluid temperature) are chosen within normal
operating- limits- such that- the set .which will result in the

i
largest release rates are used.- A system model of appropriate
complexity is generated and computer programs of-the RELAP4-type
are used. To calculate the pipe break. response, the. fluid system
is divided -into discrete volumes (control volumes or nodes) which -. ;

re connected to other volumes by a' junction. The equa.tions of
conservation of mass and energy are-solved in the nodes, and'the -
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one-dimensional momentum equation is solved in the flow patns.
A time history of system conditions is output by the code.

| CEFLASil-4A (Section 3.9.1.2.1.21), RELAP4/ MOD 5, and RELAP5/ MOD 3
(Reference 15) are computer codes applicable to the generation of
mass and energy releason. Also, SG11III (Section 6.2.1.4.4) may |
be used in the case of main steam line breaks. |

3.G.2.5.3 Compartment Pressurization Analysis and
Environmental Pressure and Temperature Analysis

|Compartment pressurization analysis is performed to determine
pressure loadings on building structures. Environmental pressure
and temperature response analysis defines pressure and
temperature conditions for qualification of mechanical and
electrical equipment.

Computer codes are generally used in some phase of this analysis.
Typically the model includes a network of volumes and junctions.
Volumes represent rooms, corridors, pipe chases, and other
portions of buildings outside containment. When appropriate,
volumes also are used to simulate the HVAC system and outside
atmosphere. Junctions represent flow paths between the volumes.
Multinode analysis may be required within a compartment. The
computer codes addressed below provide acceptable results for
both compartment pressurization and environmental pressure and
temperature analyses, with appropriate assumptions and models
changed to obtain conservative results.

The DDIFF-1 computer code (Reference 19) is used to predict
subcompartment conditions following incident initiation during
which the maximum pressure differentials on structures or
components would occur. The transient calculations include
determination of mass flow rates, mass and energy inventories,
absolute and differential pressures, and temperatures in the
subcompartmant system. The subcompartment system is a control
volume-flow path spatial network created based upon the geometry
of the plant regions being analyzed.

RELAP4/ MODS, RELAP5/ MOD 3, and COMPARE may be used for these
analyses. Another computer code which may be applied here is the
multicompartment containment system analysis code CO!1 TEMPT 4/ MOD 4
(Reference 17). It is used to predict the long-term thermal-
hydraulic behavior of a series of standard compartments. The
code calculates the time variation of compartment thermodynamic
propetties, temperature distributions in heat conducting
structures, mass and energy inventories in compartments, and mass
and energy transfer due to intercompartment junction flow by
solving the mass and energy balance equations.

The GOTilIC computer code (Reference 18) is a state-of-the-art
program for modeling multiphase flow. It solves the conservation
equations for mass, momentum and energy for multicomponent, two-
phase flow. The code contains a flexible noding scheme that

Amendment V
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( The leakage rate required to be detectable is 1.0 gpm or less.

The licensing guidelines (NUREG-1061, Volume 3) recommend a
factor of 10 on that leakage rate for conservatism unless
otherwise justified. The LBB evaluations of System 80+ primary
side piping systems listed in Section 3.6.3 are based on a leak
detection capability of 1.0 gpm, with a saf ety margin of 10. The
LBB ovaluation of the System 80+ main steam line inside
containment is based on a leak detection capability of 1.0 gpm |and a safety margin of 10.

|
|

See Appendix 3.9A for further discussion of flow rate
correlation.

3.6.3.4 liatorial Eropertieso

For the main coolant loop, the hot and cold leg piping material
is SA516 Gr70 or SA508 CLIA. All hot- and cold-leg pipe-to-pipe
welds and the pipe-to-reactor vessel, steam generator and reactor
coolant pump welds are carbon steel. All main loop component
nozzles are SA508 CL 1A, 2 or 3 or SAS41 CL 1, 2 or 3. The surge
line is SA312 Type 347 or Type 316 stainless steel, resulting in
bimetallic safe end welds. The shutdown cooling line and the
direct vessel safety injection line are Type 304 or 316 stainless
steel. The main steam line is SA516 Gr70.

I \

V The stainless steel piping fabricated for the surgo, shutdown
cooling and direct vessel injection lines are seamless pipes.
The detailed analysis of cracks in pipe welds requires
consideration of the proporties of the pipe and the weld
materials. Previous work by C-E has shown that a conservative
bounding analysis results when the material stress-strain
proporties of the base metal (lower yield) and the fracture
properties of the weld (lower toughness) are used for the entire
structure, (Reference 11). This material representation is
applicable to all LBB analyses discussed in Section 1.9 of
Appendix 3.9A. For both the final design and as-built
configurations, material properties for piping systems subject to
LBB which are listed in Section 3.6.3 will be reviewed. If
either the base metal or the weld is found to have lower fracture
toughness proporties than those given in Appendix 3.9A, a LBB |
reanalysis using the material with the lower fracture toughness
properties as the basis for the J-R curve will be performed. The |
tensile (stress-strain) curves and the J vs. Aa curves arep
required for each material type. Additional commitments with |
respect to review of final design and as-built configurations for
piping systems subject to LBB are given in Section 1.9 of
Appendix 3.9A.

.G.
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3.6.3.5 Leakage Crack Length Determination

It is necessary that hypothesized through-wall cracks open
significantly to allow detection by normal leakage monitoring
under normal full power loadings.

The method for determining the appropriate leakage crack length
is described in Section 1.9.6.2 of Appendix 3.9A.

3.6.3.6 gomputation of J-Integral Values

3.6.3.6.1 Range of Crack Sizes

The range of crack lengths are calculated using a detailed
stability analysis of the through-wall cracks in the piping
evaluated. The finite-element analysis is performed for the
leakage crack size and twice that length. This procedure,
therefore, considers the stability of a range of crack lengths
for all locations selected for the analysis.

3.6.3.6.2 J-Integral

The stability of through-wall cracks is evaluated using the
J-integral technique. The J-integral is determined in the
finite-element analysis for pressure, normal operation, and
maximum design load, which is the largest of the dynamic loads
(due to safe shutdown earthquake, thermal stratified flow, rapid

| valve closure, or other load) included in the crack stability
analysis. The J-integral is determined for two different crack
lengths for each geometric model. For the margin on loads
evaluation, the J-integral for the leakage crack size is

evaluated for [J x (Pressuro+NOP+ Maximum Design) loads. For the
margin on crack length evaluation, the J-integral for 2 times the
leakage crack size is evaluated for Pressure +NOP+ Maximum Design
loads.

3.6.3.7 S_tability Evaluation

The stability of the cracked pipes is assessed by comparing the
J-integral value due to the applied loads on the pipe to the
material crack resistance. The stability criterion for ductile
crack extension employed is:

if J-applied < J material, and
IC

h applied < hmaterial
then crack stability is assured.

O
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/V The change in J-integral with crack length "a" is determined by

analyzing several crack lengths in the region of interest. For
a leakage crack of length "a", crack lengths "a", a-6, and a+6
are analyzed. Similarly, the change in J-integral with crack
length in the region of length "2a" is determined by analyzing
cracks with lengths 2a, 2a-6, and 2a+6. This method provides the
derivative information in the two regions of interest. The
variation of J with crack length in the region of "a" and "2a" is
plotted along with the material curve. Evaluation of the plots
allows for direct verification of the stability criteria.

The evaluations are performed for the locations chosen to envelop
all limiting cases. The pipes with the leakage crack length
subject to loads of G x (P+NOP+ Maximum Design Load) and the$

pipes with crack length twice the leakage crack length with loads
of (P+NOP+ Maximum Design Load) are demonstrated to have
significant margin between the material curve and the loading
curve, indicating that all pipe locations satisfy the LBB crack
stability criteria.

Sue Appendix 3.9A, Sections 1.1.9.5.4 and 1.1.9.6 for a
discussion of LBB design criteria development and a further
discussion of analytical methods.

/9 3.6.3.8 Results
V

The piping listed in Section 3.6.3 and evaluated by the methods
described above are shown to meet all the criteria for
application of the leak-before-break according to NUREG 1061,
Volume 3. Specifically, these criteria require that:

A. Cracks which are assumed to grow through the pipe wall leak
significantly while remaining stable. The amount of leakage
is detectable with a safety margin of at least a factor of
10 unless otherwise justified.

D. Cracks of the length that leak at the rate in A. can
withstand normal operation plus maximum design load loads
with a safety factor of at least G.S

C. Cracks twice as long as those addressed in B. will remain
stable when subjected to normal operation plus maximum
design load.

Site specific evaluations will confirm that the bases for the LBB |
acceptance criteria are satisfied by the final as-built design
and materials of the piping systems listed in Section 3.6.3 and
will be documented in a LDB cvaluation report.

O
I

b
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3.7 DEIBMIC_ DESIGN

The COL applicant referencing the Cyetem 80+ Standard Design will
provide site and plant-specific seismic design information which
will include evaluation of interactions between Seismic Category
I and non-Scismic Category I structures, systems, and components;
procedures for pre-earthquake planning and post-earthquake
actions; and site-specific confirmatory analyses, as required.

3.7.1 BEIBMIC INPUT

This section discusses the seismic design parameters and
methodologies bel g used for the design of those systems and
subsystems important to safety and classified as seismic Category
I in Section 3.2.

Deslgn_ Response Spectrai3.7.1.1

The System 80+ Standard Design as defined by CESSAR-DC is not
based on a specific site. The design response spectra which
define the free field design ground motion or control motion
specified either at the site soil surface or on a hypothetical
rock outcrop are shown in Figure 2.5-5. Generic site conditions

^ ^ possible conditions for thewere selected to cover a range
System 80+ sites. For the Nuclea. land, sets of representative
cases from each of four generic r,ite categories were evaluated.
Ground surface and foundation level spectra which correspcnd to
the design response spectra of control motions CMS 1, CMS 2 and
CMS 3 for rock and soil cases are shown in Section 2.5. Out of 12
soil cases analyzed in Section 2.5.2, ten are used in the soil
structure interaction (SSI) analyses. The two cases climinated
in the SSI analysis (B3 and D1) were non-governing cases whose
soil response levels were enveloped by other cases. See Section
2.5.2 for details of this analysis phase. Two rock cases were
analyzed, one with no backfill (fixed base at bottom of basemat)
and one with concrete backfill (fixed base at all subsurface
elevations). The ten soil cases and the two rock cases were
analyzed for all three control motions (CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3).

A sensitivity study was performed to demonstrate that the
selected motions and the soll profiles provide a conservative
design envelope for the System 804 structures. In this study, a
simplified analytical model of the 3D HI structure was developed
and analyzed with five soil profiles and the CMS 2 control motion.
Three of the soil profiles were part of the 12 profiles selected
for the System 804 3D SSI analyses (B-1, B-1.5, B-2). The

,

remaining two soil profiles were developed to serve as " test"'

profiles. The two new profiles were chosen such that they have
: low strain soll properties that are in-between the soil

properties of cases B-1, B-1.5 and B-2. llence, they were namedp) B-1.25 and B-1.75. Response parameters such as maximum;

V in-structure acceleration, maximum base shear and maximum base
|

|
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overturning moment were used as the key parameters that determine
the adequacy of the soll profile selection. The sensitivity
analyses showed that structural response corresponding to the
" test" soil cases B-1.25 and B-1.75 was under the envelope of
structural response from the three generic cases B-1, B-1.5 and
B-2. Therefore, it is concluded that the 12 generic soil
profiles provide a conservative envelope of structural response
and they cover a broad range of sites.

The effect of differential seismic displacement on the equipment
and supports is included in the analysis as described in Section
3.7.3.1.

3.7.1.2 Resign _ Time 111 story

Since the System 80+ Standard Design is designed for generic site
conditions, for the time history method of analysis, the generic
free-field ground surface time histories are used as control
motions in the analysen. In the soil-structure interaction
analyses, f or each generic site, the corresponding two horizontal
and one vertical time histories at the free-field ground surface
are used with the SSI model of that site. For the fixed-base
analyses, the rock outcrop time histories are directly used as
the control time histories.

The response spectra at 2, 5 and 7% damping of control motion
CMS 1, and 1, 2, 5 and 7% damping of control motions CMS 2 and CMS 3
and the corresponding spectral ordinates of the matching time
histories are shown in Figures 3.7-1 to 3.7-12. The Power
Spectral Densities of all time histories are included in Section
2.5.

Each time history that is used in the SSI and rock analyses
contains 20.48 seconds. For the SSI analyses, a time step of
0.005 sec is used. For the liuclear Island rock analyses, a time
stcp M 0.0025 sec is used.

For Category I structures not en the 11uclear Island a time step
of 0.005 sec. is used for both SSI and rock analyses.

3.7.1.3 Critical Dampinct Values

Damping values used for various nuclear safety-related structures
systems and components are based upon Regulatory Guide 1.61 or
ASME Code Case 11-411-1 (See Figure 3.7-32). These values are
expressed in percent of critical damping and are given in Table
3.7-1. When the response spectra method of analysis is used for
piping, damping values are based on Code case 11-411-1.

O
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o
O 3.7.1.4 8_upporting_Hedia for Beismic_ Category I Structures

Category I structures are founded directly on rock or competent
soil. For the Nuclear Island the foundation embedment depth for

| System 80+ standard plant is approximately 51 foot (Reference 7).
The rock properties and the layering characteristics, including
shear wave velocity, shear modulus, and density, are given in
Section 2.5. The System 80+ Nuclear Island is designed for the
range of soil conditions discussed in Section 2.5 and shown in
Appendix 3.7B.

3.7.1.4.1 Soil Structure Interaction (flBI)

Two different types of analysis methodologies are used for the
seismic analyses for the Nuclear Island. For the fixed-base
cases, modal superposition time 1.istory analyses are performed

O

,O
k )
\J
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2 using the three control motions (CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3)s-

corresponding to rock site conditions. When a structure is
supported on soil, the SSI is taken into account by coupling the
structural model with the soil medium. To accomplish this, the
methodology of the computer program SASSI (System for Analysis of
Soil Structure Interaction, Reference 6) is used. Detailed
methodology and results of the SSI analysis for the Nuclear ;

Island are presented in Appendix 3.7B. !

The methodology for the soil structure interaction for the non-
Nuclear Island structures is presented in Appendix 3.7C.

I
3.7.2 BEIBMIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS j

i

3.7.2.1 Reism.isLAnalypip_MelhpA j

3.7.2.1.1 Seismic Category I Structures, Systems, and
Components Other Than NSSS

Seismic Category I structures, systems and components are
identified in Table 3.2-1. The Nuclear Island (NI) structures
are modeled as lumped mass stick models for the seismic analysis.
Figures 3.7-13 through 3.7-17 show typical sketches of all NI
structures. Figures 3.7-19 and 3.7-20 are schematic
representations of the combined structural model of the NI.-~

U
Further details of dynamic modeling of building structures for
seismic analysis are described in Section 3.7.2.3. The
horizontal model is analyzed for the plant E-W direction and N-S
direction excitations and the vertical model for vertical
excitation. The results are then combined as described in
Section 3.7.2.6. The seismic analysis of the above systems is
performed by one of the following methods:

3.7.2.1.1.1 Responso Spectrum Method of Analysis

The response of a multi-degree-of-freedom system subjected to
seismic excitation is represented by the following differential
equation of motion:

|
[M] {{M) + { 0 1) + [C] <x) + [K) {x) =og

where:

(M) = mass matrix (n x n)

[C] = damping matrix (n x n)

C) [K) = stiffness matrix (n x n)(
x_/

(X) = column vector of relative displacements (n x 1)
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O
{X} = column vector of relative velocities (n x 1)
{R} = column vector of relative accelerations (n x 1)
n = number of dynamic degrees of freedom

{0 } = column vector of ground accelerations (n x 1)g

In the response spectrum method of analysis, the equations of
motion are decoupled using the transformation:

[c) {Y}(X} =

where:

($) = modo shape matrix
{Y} = vector of normal, or generalized coordinates (m x 1)
m = number of modes considered

The decoupled equation of motion for each mode is transformed to
a single degree of freedom system:

93*2hujj+whYj ygt = -r 0j

where:

th
$

generalized coordinate of j modeY =

th
A) damping ratio for the j modo expressed as=

fraction of critical damping

th
u) circular frequency of j mode of the system=

th
r) modal participation factor of the j mode=

{ }T [M] {1}-j-

{c } [M] {c }
$ $

The generalized maximum response of each modo is determined from:

',irj(max) =ry
"i

where S,3 is the spectral acceleration corresponding to frequency
w).
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Figure 3.7-13 shows a schematic of the stick model of the IS for *

the horizontal analysis.

3.7.2.3.4.1.2 Development of FEM and Stick Models of the
Shield Building r

Since the SB is symmetric about the vertical axis of the RB, the
FEM of the SB is developed using an assembly of axisymmetric
shell olomonts. Fixed-base modal analyses are performed for the |horizontal and vertical directions and, based on those analyses,
mass and stiffness properties are selected for the SB stick
model. The mass of the SB is lumped at eleven nodal points along
the height of the stick.

3.7.2.3.4.1.3 FEM of Steel Containment Vessel

The SCV is modeled with shell elements as shown in Figure 3.7-18.
The bottom nodes, corresponding to clovation +91 ft., are
connected with rigid links to the stick model of the IS.

3.7.2.3.4.1.4 Development of FEM and Stick Models for Fuel
Building, CVCS/ Maintenance Area, EFW Areas,
Diesel Generator Areas and Control Room Areas

The FB, CVCS, DG, EFW and CA stick models are developed following
the procedure used in the; development of the IS stick model.
Each floor of - cach area is modeled with finite elements
representing the main structural load-resisting clements of that
floor. Subsequently, based on these models, equivalent stiffness
properties are computed for each floor which are assigned to an
equivalent beam element representing that floor in the stick
model of that area.

3.7.2.3.4.1.5 Combined Model of Nuclear Island and Nuclear
Annex Structures

The combined model of the RB and NA structures is generated.by
linking the individual stick models of all the areas in.the NI
and NA complex.- In addition, the dynamic model of the-NSSS-is |
coupled to the IS stic% model at the appropriate elevations. 3

Because of the in-plane rigidity of the slabs, all sticks are
connected with rigid links at each major elevation, as shown in

| Figures 3.7-13 to 3.7-17. The rigid links provide in-plano
'

rigidity only.

All RB and NA structures are founded on a common basemat, the
dimensions of which are given in Appendix 3.7B.

3.7.2.3.'4.2 Model for Vertical Excitation

The previous discussion of the models developed for horizontal
excitation applies to vertical excitation model development, with
minor changes in the case of the IS, FB, EFW, DG, CVCS and CA;

models. The only difference between the horizontal and vertical
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analysis stick models in the eccentricity of the center of mass
to the conter of rigidity at each major clovation.

3.7.2.3.5 Modeling for Three component Input Motions

As discussed in Section 3.7.2.3.4, two independent models of the
liuclear Island, one in the horizontal and the other in the
vertical direction, are used. The horizontal and vertical models
are decoupled, since the response in the vertical direction due
to horizontal excitation will be negligible and vice versa. In
the horizontal analysis of all structures, the seismic model is
analyzed along both the plant E-W and li-S directions.

For other Category I structures a single coupled model is
-

developed for simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitations.

3.7.2.4 Doll Structure Interaction _(SS_Il
The soil model and SSI analysis methodologies are described in
Appendix 3.7B.

3.7.2.5 D_eyeJopment of Floor Responso Spe_ctra

The time history method of analysis is used to generate the floor
response spectra. The spectra are generated according to the
procedure given in Regulatory Guide 1.122. As discussed in
Section 3.7.2.3.4, the horizontal and vertical models of the
11uclear Island are decoupled and the floor response in horizontal
and vertical directions are obtained by three separate analyses.
For horizontal analysis, the response spectra are generated for
each floor along the two axes of the structure. In vertical
analysis, the response spectra are generated for the walls. The
vertical response spectra included in Appendix 3.7B do not
include the effects of vertical floor flexibility. In order to
account for the effects of vertical floor flexibility on the
vertical floor spectra, the following is performed:

A. Out-of-plane floor frequencies are calculated for various
slab configurations (based on dimensions and end
conditions.)

| B. Floors having a vertical frequency less than 40 Hz are
modeled by single-degree-of-freedom oscillators in the
vertical SSI models.

C. Vertical spectra are generated for the oscillators, thus,
including the effects of vertical floor flexibility. The
latter vertical spectra are used in subsystem design.

For all other Category I structures, all three orthogonal
components of motion are applied simultaneously and spectra are
generated in accordance with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.122.

Amendment W
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The spectra are generated for appropriate critical damping for
SSE. The peaks of the response spectra are broadened as
described in Section 3.7.2.9.

3.7.2.6 7_hree Components of Earthquake _RoliE)t

3.7.2.6.1 Seismic Category I Structures, Systems, and
Components Other Than NSSS

For the Nuclear Island the three statistically independent
orthogonal components of earthquake motion (2 horizontal and 1
vertical) are applied to the structural models as separate
loading cases. The models are analyzed using either the
time-history or response spectrum method of dynamic analysis as
appropriate. For time-history analysis, the total response is
obtained by algebraically summing the response paramotors in the
time domain. For response spectrum analysis, the total response
of the structure due to the three input seismic motions is
obtained by combining the directional responses using the square
root sum of the squares (SRSS) method.

I
For other Category I structures all three components of input
excitation are applied simultaneously.

O 3.7.2.6.2 Nuclear Steam Supply System

The procedures for considering the effects of three components of
earthquake motion in determining the seismic response of NSSS
systems, components and supports are in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.92. They are discussed in Section
3.7.2.1.2.3.

3.7.2.7 Combination of_ Modal Responses

3.7.2.7.1 Seismic Category I Structures, Systems, and
Components Other Than NSSS

The total seismic response of a structure to an input response
spectrum loading is obtained by combining the response of each

! individual mode of the structure in accordance with the
| requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.92. If the modes are not
l closely spaced (i.e. no two consecutive modes have frequencies

which differ from each other by 10 percent or less) then the
significant modes are combined using the square root sum of the
squares (SRSS) of the corresponding maximum values of the
response of each element of the structure. This is expressed
mathematically as:

"
)1/22R= ( E Rg

kulV),

Amendment Q
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Where R is the maximum response of a given element, Rg is the peakhresponse of the element due to the K mode, and N is the number
of significant modes.

If some of the modes are closely spaced the response of the
individual modes is combined using the Ten Percent Method from
Regulatory Guide 1.92. This can be expressed as:

R= ( R + 2E |R R \) ifjg$
k=1

Where R,R and H are as previously defined. The second summationg
is performed on all i and j modes whose frequencies are closely
spaced to one another. Alternative summation methods given in
Regulatory Guide 1.92, such as the Double Sum Method, are
acceptable substitutes for the method described above.
3.7.2.7.2 Nuclear Steam Supply Bystem

The SRSS method is the procedure normally used to combine the
modal responses when the modal analysis response spectrum method
of analysis is employed. The procedure, in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.92, is modified in two cases:

A. In the analysis of simple systems where three or less
dynamic degrees of freedom are involved, the modal responses
are combined by the summation of the absolute values method;

B. In the analysis of complex systems where closely spaced
modal frequencies are encountered, the responses of the
closely spaced modes are combined by the summation of the
absolute values method and, in turn, combined with the
responses of the remaining significant modes by the SRSS
method. Modal frequencies are considered closely spaced
when their difforence is less than 110 percent of the lower
frequency.

3.7.2.8 InteLaction of Non-Seirmic Category I Structures 2
Sys_tems and Components with Seismic CategoJJ_1
ptructures, Systems and compop_ents

The interfaces between seismic Category I and non-Seismic
Category I structures, systems and components are designed for
the dynamic loads and displacements produced by both the Seismic
Category I and non-Seismic Category I structures, systems and
components.

To ensure that the f ailure of a non-Seismic Category I structure,
system or component under the effect of a seismic event does not
impair the integrity of an adjacent Seismic Category I structure,
system or component, the following procedures are used:

A. Sufficient separation betwoon non-Seismic Category I

structures, system and components and Seismic Category I
structures, system and components is maintained, or

Amendment V
3.7-16b April 29, 1994
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B. The non-Seismic Category I structures, systems and- | ;components are analyzed and designed to prevent their "

failure under SSE conditions in a manner such that the
margin of safety of these structures, systems and components
is equivalent to that of Seismic Category I structures,
systems and components.

.

C. The Seismic Category I structure, system or component is
designed to withstand loads due to collapse of the adjacent
non-Seismic category I structure, system or component should
sufficient spatial separation not be achieved.

,

Plant specific information will describe the process for the |design of plant specific and non-Seismic Category I structures,
systems and components to reduce the potential for non-Seismic !

Category I to Seismic Category I (II/I) interactions and propose *

procedures for an evaluation of the as-built plant for II/I
interactions.

3.7.2.9 Rffectp_ of Palaaeter Variatiorip_gn Floor Respo_nse .
Epectra

_

To account for the expected variation in structural properties,
dampings and other parameter variations, the peaks of floor
response spectrum curves are broadened by 115% and smoothed in >

nccordance with Regulatory Guide 1.122.

Soil property related spectrum peaks are further broadened, where
required, to conservatively account for all potential variations
of soil proporties within the envelope of site conditions.

3.7.2.10 Use_of Constan_t_VeA ical_ Static Factors
A constant seismic- vertical load factor is not used for the
sciamic design of Seismic Category I structures, systems,
components and equipment.

The safety-related structures, systems, -and ; components are-
analyzed in the vertical direction using the methods described-in i

Section 3.7.2.1. Based on the vertical seismic analysis, a
vertical static factor is determine.d to design columns and shear

~

walls. The vertical floor flexibilities are accounted 'for in the.
response spectra at each individual floor- clovation of the
building structures. The floor beams are designed statically for'

the acceleration value obtained por Reference 1.

3.7.2.11 liethods Used To_ Account for Torsiopal Effects-

The mathematical models used in analysis of Seismic-Category I ,

systems, components, and piping' systems include sufficient' mass
:points and corresponding dynamic degrees-of-freedom to provide a '

three-dimensional representation of the dynamic characteristics
- of--the system. The -distribution- of mass and the selected'
- location of mass points account for torsional offects of valves

,

and other eccentric masses. |

Amendment W
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The structural models used for Seismic Category 1 systems are
constructed with elemento containing 6 degrees of freedom por
node, incorporating torsional ef f ects into the models. Torsional
effects are also accounted for in the building models used to
generate floor response spectra. An additional eccentricity of
51 of the maximum building dimension, which results in an
accidental torque, is applied to the static finite element
structural model to calculate element forces due to accidental
torsion. Accidental torsion is considered in both the E-W and
11-S directions.

3.7.2.12 CQmparison_of_Responsop

With the exception of the surge line, the time-history method is
used for structural analysis of the MSSS and the associated
building structures. Therefore, responses obtained from the
response spectrum and time-history methods are not compared.

3.7.2.13 }ie.thods_f oI_Seijsinic Analy_ sis oLDams

If applicable for the site, analyses of safety-related dams will
be performed. The methods to be employed for seismic analysis of
safety related dams will be detailed in the site specific SAR.

3.7.2.14 poterminaMon of Date_ty-Rela _ted_Rtructure
overturning _Noments

The overturning moments and base shears due to seismic forces for
Category 1 structures are determined using the time history
method of analysis. The seismic motion is input to the

| structural models in three independent orthogonal directions.
The overturning moments for shell structures are automatically
included in the analysis of this type of structure.

3.7.2.15 An a ly.s_i s_E r o c e d u r e_f o r D a_mpin t

For modal superposition method, composite modal damping values
are used for structures with components of different damping

,

characteristics. The composite modal damping values are based on
weighting the damping factors according to the mass or the

! stiffness of each element. For the mass proportional damping,
formulation is as follows:

N

| E {c ) d {My}{c )j i 3U"1g, m

3 (c )T[M) {c )
3 3

| where:

total number of components,N =

Amendment O
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+ 0.751( ) + 1( ) + s (Sh*UA)S =
TE n p

where, F in the range of axial forces on straight runs ofat
buried pipe caused by the frictional forces between the
soil and the pipe during thermal expansion and
contraction.

3.7.3.12.1.5 Non-Repeating Differential Settlement Effects

The effects of existing permanent, unidirectional and non-
repeating differential settlement, including building acttlement
and the offects due to loss of support, must meet the |requirements of Code Equation 10a of NC/ND-3653.2(b):

O IM
s 3SZ c

3.7.3.12.2 Above Ground Piping

Seismic design criteria and methods of accounting for the effects
of differential movement of buildings on piping and penetrations
are described in Sectionu 3.7.2.1.2 and 3.7.2.7.
3.7.3.13 Ipteract_ ion of OtAcr Pipine with Category I Piplag

The protection of Category I piping from possible adverse ef fects
of other piping during an earthquake is accomplished by several
methods. Specifically, these methods are:

A. Non-Category I piping systems are designed to be isolated
from any Category I piping system by either a constraint or
barrier, or are remotely located with regard to the seismic
Category I piping system. If it is not feasible or
practical to isolate the Category I piping system, adjacent
non-Category I piping is analyzed according to the same
seismic criteria as applicable to the Category I piping
system. For Non-Category I piping systems attached to
Category I piping systems, the dynamic effects of the
Non-Category I piping is simulated in the modeling of the

O Category I piping. The attached Non-Category I piping, up

'd'

Amendment U
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to the first anchor beyond the interface, is also designed
in such a manner that during an earthquake of SSE intensity
it will not cause a failure of the Category I piping.

B. All Category I boundary valves.are designed to meet seismic
criteria. A valvo always serves as a pressure boundary and
constitutes the seismic to non-neismic boundary. If f ailure
in the non-ceismic portion of the system could cause loss of
function of the safety system, then an appropriate automatic
or remote manual operator would be used if the valve is open
during normal reactor operation.

C. The pressure boundary valve is protected by restraining or
anchoring the non-seismic portion of the system as discussed
in Section 3.7.3.,13.A.

3.7.3.14 Seinmi_c Analypijt_qf_Rc_a_gtor_Internt h ,9ere and
-

CEDMs

3.7.3.14.1 Reactor Internals and Core

The seismic analyses of the reactor internals and core consist of
separate analyses performed in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

In the horizontal direction, because the relative displacements
between the core and core shroud and between the core support
barrel and pressure vessel snubbers are sufficiently large to
close the gaps that exist between these components, a nonlinear
horizontal time history analysis is performed. The horizontal
nonlinear analysis is divided into two parts. In the first part,
the internals and core are analyzed to obtain the internals'
response and the proper dynamic input for the reactor core model.
In the second part, the core plate motion from the first part is
applied to a more detailed nonlinear model of the reactor core.
The input excitation to the internals model ,is the response time-
history of the reactor vessel at the internals support determined
from the RCS analysis. Coupling effects between the internals
and reactor vessel are accounted for by including a simplified
representation of the internals with the RCS model. This is

- discussed in Section 3.7.2.

| In the vertical direction, both linear response spectrum modal
analysis and non-linear time history analysis methods are used.
For linear analysis cases where the responso of the core is
sufficiently large to cause it to lift off the core plate non~r
linear methods are used. The response accelerations of the
reactor vessel flange provide the input for both the linear and
non-linear internals vertical analyses.

O
| Amendment W
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In tnese analyses, two horizontal components and the vertical
component of the seismic excitation are considered and the
maximum responses for the three components are combined by the
method of square root of the sum of the squares.

Closely spaced modes are considered in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.92.

3.7.3.14.1.1 Mathematical Models

Equivalent multimass mathematical models are developed to
represent the reactor internals and core. The mathematical
models of the internals are constructed in terms of lumped masses
and clastic-beam elements. At appropriate locations within the
internals and core, points (nodes) are chosen to lump the weights
of the structure. A sketch of the internals and core showing the
relative node locations for the horizontal model is presented in
Figure 3.7-26. The criterion for choosing the number and
location of mass concentration is to provide for accurate
representation of the dynamically significant modin of vibration
of each of the internals components. Between the nodes
proporties are calculated for moments of inertia, cross-section
areas, effective shear areas, and lengths. Separate horizontalO and vertical models of the internals and core are formulated to

Q more efficiently account for structural differences in these
directions. In the horizontal nonlinear lumped mass
representation of the internals and core, shown in Figure 3.7-27,
gap and r>pring elements are used to represent contact between the
fuel and core shroud. Lumped-mass nodes in the core are
positioned to coincide with fuel-spacer grid locations. To
simulate the nonlinear motion of the fuel, nonlinear spring
couplings are used to connect corresponding nodes to the fuel
assemblies and core shroud. Incorporatod into those nonlinear
springs is the spacer grid impact stiffness derived from test
results. The core is modeled by subdividing it into fuel
assembly groupings and choosing stiffness values to adequately
characterize its beam response and contacting under dynamic
loading.

The horizontal nonlinear reactor core model consisting of one row
of 17 individual fuel assemblics is depicted in Figure 3.7-28.
In this model each fuel assembly is represented with masa points
located at spacer grid locations. To simulate the gaps in the
core, nonlinear spring couplings are used to connect
corroeponding nodes on adjacent fuel assemblies and core shroud.

- D)
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The impact stiffness and impact damping (coefficient of
restitution) parameters f or the gap elements are derived f rom the
impact tests which are described in Section 4.2. The spacer grid
impact reprocentation used for the analysis is capable of
representing two types of fuel assembly impact situations. In
the first type, only one side of the spacer grid is loaded. This
type of impact occurs when the peripheral fuel assembly hits the
core shroud, or when two fuel assemblies strike one another. The
second type of impact loading occurs typically when the fuel
assemblies pile up on one side of the core. In this case, the
spacer grids are subjected to a through-grid compressive loading.

The fuel assemblics in the coupled core / internals model and the
detailed core model are modeled with beam elements to represent
the horizontal stiffness between mass points and rotational
springs at each end to simulate the end fixity existing at the
top and bottom of the core. The valve used for fuel horizontal
stiffness and end fixity is based upon a parametric study in
which analytic predictions are correlated with fuel assembly
static and dynamic test data. Puol assembly structural damping
as a function of vibrational amplitude was derived from fuel
assembly forced vibration and pluck tests defined in Section 4.2.
The damping values used in the seismic analysis of the reactor
internals are in accordance with the values in Table 3.7-1.
Figure 3.7-29 shows the idealized linear vertical model. The
vertical nonlinear model is shown in Figure 3.7-30.

Additional salient details of the internals and core models are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

A. [lyR o_dyn n ig_Eflecig

It has been shown both analytically and experimentally
(Reference 2) that immersion of a body in a dense-fluid
medium lowers its natural f requency and significantly alters
its vibratory response as compared to that in air. The
effect is more pronounced where the confining boundaries of
the fluid are in close proximity to the vibrating body as in
the case for the reactor internals. The method of
accounting for the effects of a surrounding fluid on a
vibrating system has been to ascribe the system additional
or " hydrodynamic mass".

The hydrodynamic mass of an immersed system is a function of
the dimensions of the real mass and the space between the
real mass and confining boundary.

O
Amendment O
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k 3.7.4.6 Pre-Earthqur}ke Pla_nning_ and Po;L -Earthquako Actionst

Site specific information subnitted to the NRC as part of we
application will include procedures for pre-esrthquake planning
and post-earthquake actions. The procedures shall implement the
seismic instrumentation program specified in Section 3.7.4 and
follow the guirlelines recommended in EPRI report NP-6695, with
the following exceptions:

(1) Section 3.1. Short-Term Actions

(a) Item 3. " Evaluation of Ground Motion Records" - ,

There is a time limitation of four hours within
,

#which the licensee shall determine if the shutdown
criterion has been exceeded. After an earthquake
has been recorded at the site, the licenseo shall
provide a response spectrum calibration record and
CAV calibration record to demonstrate that the
system was tunctioning properly.

(b) Item 4. " Decision on Shutdown" Exceedance of-

the EPRI criterion ar amended in Subsection
3.7.4.4 of the SSAR ,- observed evidence of
significant damage as defined by EPRI NP-6695

( shall constitute a condition for mandatory
\,j shutdown unless conditions prevent the licensee

from accomplishing an orderly shutdown without
jeopardizing the health and safety of tne public.

(c) Add item 7. " Documentation" - The licensee shall
record the chronology of evo"*n and control room
problems while the earthqu' s evaluation is in j
progress.

{
(2) Secti on 4. 3.1. Immediate Operator Actior.s. Add t ' the

cnocks listed in this section a prompt check of the
neutron flux monitoring instruments for stability of
the. reactor.

(3) Section 4.3.4. Pre-Shutdown Inspection. Exceeding the
EPRI criterion or evidence of significant damage should
constitute a condition for mandatory plant shutdown.

(4) Sect-lon 4. 3. 4.1. Safe Shutdown Equipment. In addition
to the safe shutdown systems on the list, c ainment
integrity must be maintained following an earthquake.
Since the containment isolation valves may have
malfunctioned during the earthquake, inspection of the
containment isolation system is necesrary to assure

[m continued containment integrity.

V).

.

Amendment W
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3.7.5 SEISMIC CATEGORY I TANKS

Seismic Category I atmospheric storage tanks are generally large,
flat bottomed single shell, free standing cylindrical tanks

s

anchored to reinforced concrete pads or directly on building
structure. Basic tank dimensions range up to approximately 70
feet in diameter and a 40 foot height of contained unpressurized, .

non-viscous fluid (on the order of 1 million gallon maximum
capacity). The tanks are typically fabricated of steel (carbon
or stainless) or aluminum, and are of welded construction with a
minimum wall thickness of 3/16 inches. Desiqn procedures address
the issues described in NUREG/CR-1161 (Refu ence 15), pages 28-
30, based primarily on the rethods of Saroun and Housner
(Reference 16).

Due to the symmetry of these vertical tanks, only one of the two
horizontal earthquake components (the larger, if they are not
equal in magnitude) is combined by the SRSS method with the
vertical earthquake component.

The qualification of Seismic Category I storage tanks addresses
four fundamental issues beyond basic pressure boundary sizing,
meeting the design requirements and acceptance criteria for ASME
III, Class 2/3 components.

3.7.hi Tank Wall Stability

The assessment of dynamic loading on storage tanks verifies
stability of the tank wall against buckling behavior, accounting
for hydrodynamic loads (impulsive and convective) and shell
flexibility.

In the generation of dynamic loads, tanks are evaluated as
filled, with consideration of convective (sloshing), impulsive
(fluid-shell interaction) and rigid modes of behavior. For the
convective mode, fluid damping is taken as 1/2% of critical

| damping in accordance with Reference 15. For the impulsive mode.
structural (tank wall) damping is taken as 4% for the SSE, in
accordance with Reference 17. The effective mass, its location i

and natural frequency for each mode of behavior are obtained from
the equations and graphs of Reference 16.

Using the plant spectra applicable at the base of the tank
(either floor response spectra or ground response spectra),
spectral accelerations obtained for each mode at the appropriate
damping and frequency are applied to the appropriate effective
mass. Zero period acceleration (ZPA) is used for the rigid mode.
Development of the input spectra account for SSI considerations
on the tank foundation.

The overturning moment at the base of the tank due to the
combined response of the three response modes determines the
compressive loads in the tank wall. Elephant foot buckling is

Amendment U
3.7-40 December 31, 1993
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3.7B-36 0 3.78-91 S
3.7B-37 Q 3.78-92 S
3.7B-38 Q 3.7B-93 S
3.7B-39 Q 3.78-94 S
3.7B-40 Q 3.7B-95 S
3.78-41 Q 3.7B-96 S
3.7B-42 Q 3.7B-97 S
3.7B-43 Q 3.78-98 S
3.7B-44 Q 3.78-99 5
3.7B-45 R 3.78-100 S
3.7B-46 R 3.7B-101 S
3.7B-47 R 3.7B-102 S
3.7B-48 R 3.7B-103 S
3.7B-49 R 3.78-104 S
3.7B-50 R 3.7B-105 S
3.78-51 R 3.78-106 S
3.7B-52 R 3.7B-107 S
3.7B-53 R 3.7B-108 S
3.78-54 R 3.78-109 S
3.7B-55 R

1
'

Amendment S
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APPENDIX 3.7B

SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION (SSI) ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
FOR-THE NUCLEAR ISLAND

QY_ERVIEW

This Appendix describes the SSI methodology and presents analysis
results used to establish seismic' design loads for the Nuclear
Island (NI) -structures and Reactor Coolant _ System (RCS) of the_-
System 80+ Standard Design. Three dimensional SSI analyses were
performed based on a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) excitation of
0.30g horizontal peak ground acceleration. _Three different' _

control motions (CMS 1, CMS 2, CMS 3) were used as the input
excitation. The spectral characteristics of the motions are
described in Section 2.5. A set of ten soil profiles developed
in Section 2.5 to represent generic site conditions were used as
the soil medium in the SSI analysis. The SSI analysis results
are provided in the form of in-structure response spectra
corresponding to major elevations, and internal resisting forces
at each floor of the NI structures.

Two sets of fixed-base analyses with no SSI effects were also
performed using the three control motions (CMS 1, CMS 2, and CMS 3)[ the rock outcrop motion as direct - input excitation to the-NI

* foundation. For the first set of fixed-base analyses, the.
superstructure is fixed-at the basemat elevation only. For the
second set of fixed-aase analyses, concrete backfill is assumed,
which also fixes-.the sidewalls in addition to'the basemat.
The SS1 analyses for the NI are performed _with a common-basemat-
that founds all - Reactor Building (RB) and Nuclear Annex -(NA)
. structures. ' A number of parametric studies were also - prepared
_using the 3-D SSI model. These studies and conclusions are also -|
described in this appendix.

_3_

In- addition to - the 3-D SSI analyses, 2-D . SSI' analyses w e r e .--

performed for-the NI to determine the effects-of: 1) Structure-
Soil-Structure Interaction effects between the NI and adjacent
structures; 2)-- the - maximum ' dynamic lateral- pressures on the
embedded walls of the- NI;-' and 3) the- bearing pressure-
distribution along the -soil / mat interface. -These: 2-D SSI
analyses and-results are also discussed in this appendix.- 1

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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1.3 COMPUTATION OF SCATTERING

While RIMP computes the impedance matrix, it does not compute the
scattering matrices required to compute the foundation response
due to input motions-at the ground - surf ace. For significant
embedmont, such as that for the System 80+ structures, which have
embedmonts as deep as 50.75 ft., the surface - and foundation |
motions are not similar. The motion at the foundation level is

"

in general less than that at the surface.
-

To account for the proper foundation response, the scattering
matrices for this analysis are computed externally in a separate-
step. These scattering matrices, together with the impedances
computed above, are then read by the-SASSI module ANALYS for --

further processing to determine-structure responses. - To compute
the scattering matrices, advantage is taken of the . following
characteristics of the foundation:

A. The foundation is symmetrical (for input in a particular
direction, some-cross-terms in the scattering matrix are
zero, e.g. translation and rocking in the perpendicular
direction, and torsion) .

j

B. The foundation is rectangular (two perpendicular cross-
sections are sufficient to define the geometry).

' Both the above characteristics are used to simplify the
scattering computation. Referring -to Fi_gure 3.7B-2, the
scattering matrix has the following characteristics:

For X-direction input:

i # 0, u#0, u =u3=u =u6:0-(due to symmetry)u s 2 4

For Y-directbn input:

uy # 0, u4# 0, u1=u:u=u=0 (due to symmetry)3 S 6

For Z-direction input:

u3 # 0, u1=u2=u3=u4=u =u6=0 - (due ' to symmetry)s

From the above derivations, the. complete 3-D- foundation
characteristics can be approximated adequately by two-dimensional
models representing the foundation geometry in.two perpendicular
cross-sections. For the System 80+ standard plant, since the
foundation is rectangular with a. uniform cross section, the 3-D
response can be approximated adequately by two 2D models in the
XZ and YZ planes respectively, as illustrated in Figure-3.7B-4.

.The two-dimensional- model in the X-Z plane is used to compute the
scattering matrix for the X-direction and Z-direction ~1nput

s

Amendment W
3.7B-5 June-17, 1994
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motions. The two-dimensional model in the Y-Z plane is used to
compute the scattering matrix for input motion in the

Y-direction. The vertical response is obtained by applying
vertical input motion to the XZ two-dimensional model.

Using the general SASSI approach, the scattering matrices related
to the foundation response due to a control motion applied at the
soil surface are computed by using the two 2-D models of the
foundation. The results from the two-dimensional models are
later combined to derive a 6x3 scattering matrix, which is
frequency-dependent, at the point where the superstructure is
attached to the foundat in, for each discrete frequency of
interest, for the 3-D foundation.

The foundation is modeled as rigid. Plane-strain elements with
rigid properties and rigid beam elements are used to model the
side walls and the foundation base in order to provide
translational and rotational degrees of freedom at the walls and
the foundation base for subsequent computation of scattering
matrices in six degrees of freedom. The model discretization
varies with the soil profile used and is controlled by the
thicknesses of the soil layers. Typical schematics of the two-
dimensional meshes of the foundation model are shown in Figure
3.7B-5.

O

O
Amendment O

3.7B-6 May 1, 1993
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SAMPLE IN-STRUCTURE RESPONSE SPECTRA

OVERVI_EW

This appendix provides samples of the in-structure response spectra
for the System 80+ structures. In-structure spectra are used for
analysis of subsystems. As described in Section 1.4.3.2.1.2 of
Appendix 3.9A, four options are available to the analyst in
performing dynamic analysis of the subsystems. Option 4 is to use
site-specific in-structure spectra. The other three options trade
degree of conservatism in the analytical approach versus the level of
the analytical effort. These three options are described below.

_

The in-structure response spectra used in option 1, are an envelope
of all the raw spectra (at any one location), broadened by 15%, for
all soil cases and the three control motions. Figures 3.7D-1 through
3.7D-21 provide a sample of such apectra for 7 locations in the
Nuclear Island (NI) (3 directions each) for 5% damping. These
spectra are provided for locations which are also specified in
Section 2.5 as the comparison locations in the event a limited site-
specific confirmatory analysis is required. Figures 3.7D-42 through
3.7D-47 provide a sample of such spectra for locations in the
Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Building (CCWHEB) and the
Diesel Fuel Storage Structure (DFSS).,

I \

(/ Option 2 uses site grouping for developing in-structure spectra.
Analysis of the subsystem is performed to the broadened spectra
corresponding to each site category. The results of the subsystem
analysis are subsequently enveloped for all the site categories and
used for design. In this option the level of analytical effort is
tripled, however the results will be more accurate than Option 1.
For the purposes of site categorization, three site categories of
soft, medium, and stiff are developed. Upon review of the in-

- structure raw spectra for each of the soil cases, the following
grouping of soil sites into various categories is chosen in orcer to
develop the broadened in-structure spectra corresponding to each site
category:

SOFT SITES MEDIUM SITES STIFF BITES

B-3.5 B-1.5 A-1
C-2 B-2 B-1
C-3 C-1.5 B-4

C-1
Fixed Base (Rock)
Fixed Base (Rock) with
concrete backfill

Figures 3.7D-22 through 3.7D-30 show a sample of in-structure spectra
developed in this manner for the Interior Structure, Elevation
91.75', at 5% damping for N-S, E-W, and vertical directions. For

(w) each direction, 3 sets of spectra corresponding to soft, medium, andt

V stiff soil sites are provided.

Amendment W
3.7D-1 June 17, 1994
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In Option 3, each raw spectrum corresponding to one of the soil cases
and one of the control motions is individually peak broadened by 115%
(or peak shifted by d15%) and used for analysis of the subsystem.
Analysis is performed for all soil cases and the 3 control motions
individually. The results are enveloped and used in design. In this
option, the analytical effort is significantly increased in exchange
for more accurate results when compared to Options 1 and 2. Figures
3.7D-31 through 3.7D-41 show a sample of raw in-structure spectra for
the interior structure at elevation 91.75', for the E-W direction,

for each of the individual soil cases for CMS 2 motion. In this
sample, each spectrum is peak shifted by 15%.

_

O

O
|
1

Amendment S
3.7D-2 September 30, 1993
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'u/ 3.8 DESIGN OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES_

The COL applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard Design will
provide site and plant-specific structural design information.
Information provided will include:

Site related design parameters,*

Foundation mat construction procedures,o

Allowable loads for designated laydown areas,*

Final electrical layout drawings,*

Procedures for quality control inspections,o

Documentation of radiographic examination of welds,o

Site-specific design specifications, includinge

expansion anchors,
_

A steel containment vessel as-built structural analysis*

report, and
A Seismic Category I structural analysis report.e

3.8.1 CONCRETE CONTAINMENT

This section is not applicable to the System 80+ Standard Design.
For a description of the containment, see Section 3.8.2. For a
description of the containment shield building, see Section
3.8.4.

rN

3.8.2 STEEL CONTAINMENT

3.8.2.1 Description of the Conta_i_nment

3.8.2.1.1 General

The containment is a spherical welded steel structure supported
by embedding a lower segment between the containment internal
structures concrete and the reactor building subsphere concrete.
There is no structural connection betwoon the free standing
portion of containment and the adjacent structures other than
penetrations and their supports. The lateral loads due to
seismic and other forces are transferred to the foundation
concrete by chear bars, friction and bearing. The diameter of
containment is 200 ft. The plate nominal thickness is 1.75
inches. The transition region, where the free standing portion
of the steel containment vessel enters the concrete, has n pl4te
thickness of 2 inches. The containment is shown on the plans
and elevations of Figures 1,2-2, 1.2-3, 1.2-5, 1.2-6, 1.2-7 and
1.2-9.

The arrangement of the Nuclear Island structures, which includes
containment and defines critical dimensions, flood barriers, and
fire barriers, is shown in Figure 3.8-5.

[ The spherical shell plate segments will be shop fabricated and
(_/ field welded. These plates will be approximately 25 feet long

and 13 feet wide and can weigh as much as ten tons each; however,

Amendment W
3.8-1 June 17, 1994
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\ :
L' these dimensions will vary depending upon the plate location.

Two or more plates may be assembled and field welded on the
ground and then erected. A vast majority of penetration
assemblies will be shop welded to the vessel plates, while others
will be attached to the vessel in the field. Vessel plate will
be thickened around the penetration to compensate for the
openings. Where there is a cluster of penetrations in the same
plate segment, the entire segment may be fabricated out of the
thicker plate, tapered to 1.75 inches at the edges. The
additional thickness will depend upon the nominal size, thickness
and location of the penetration sleeve and shall be in accordance
with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code)
requirements (Reference 1).

_

/
'

</

O
l '!
% /
s._/

Amendment S
3.8-lb September 30, 1993
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The 2 inch thick portion of the steel containment vessel in the
transition region will be shop fabricated and welded. The
longitude plate welds will be 2 inch welds and will be postweld
heat treated. The top and bottom edges of these 2 inch plates
will be tapered to 1.75 inches.

3.0.2.1.2 Anchorage Region

| The containment behaves as an independent, free-standing
structure above elevation 91+9. Below elevation 91+9, the vessel
is encased between the base slab of the internal structures and
the shield building foundation. Radially extending shear bars
are welded to the interior and exterior faces of the containment
vecuel in the embedded region to provide restraint against
sliding.

In the transition region, a compressible material is provided as
shown in Figure 3.8-1 to climinato excessive bearing loads on the
concrete as well as to reduce the secondary stresses in the
vessel at this location. This compressible material extends an
arc length of 2 feet into the concrete region, from elevation
90+3 to elevation 91+9. The range of stiffness for the
compressible material is determined by modeling the system 80+
stool containment vessel as an axisymmetric finite element model
using linearly clastic thin shell elements and the compressible
material as a uniaxial tension-compression spring element.
Design basis accident pressure and dead weight loads are applied
and the spring stiffness varied such that the stress intensities
at extreme fibers do not vary by more than 5%. Since the seismic
forces are not included in the axisymmetric model, and the
maximum stress intensity is nearly doubled when the seismic
forces are included in the 3-D model in the ASME Service Load
analysis, this is approximately equal to a variation of 10% for
stress intensities at extreme fibers when seismic forces are
considered. The compressible material has an average stif f ness in
the range of 67.5 psi /in. to 360 psi /in. The stiffness of the
compressible material is verified to be in this range at each
containment inservice inspection interval. If material
degradation has occurred, it is replaced, or an evaluation is
performed to determine the ef fect on the steel containment vessel

| stress analyses.

The containment shell plate has a thickness of 2 inches in the
transition region for corrosion allowance. The 2 inch thicki

| plate extends an additional 2 inches along the shell above and
below the comoressible material. The vessel plate thickness in
the embedded zone is the same as in the free standing region.

3.8.2.1.3 Containment Penetrations
| Containment penetrations are designed for the Severe Accident

| assumptions identifled in Section 19.11.3 in addition to the
requirements given in this section.

Amendment U
3.8-2 December 31, 1993
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\ C. Construction Loads

Maximum stress results from construction load combinations
are required to be less than 0.9 times the yield stress (S )y
established in the ASME Code. Construction load stress
results are compared to the allowable stress in Table
3.8-3E.

D. Ultimate Capacity

The ultimate capacity is defined as the pressure which when
combined with dead load results in stresses equal to the
ASME Service Level C stress intensity limit. Ultimate

~

capacity analyses results are summarized and compared to the
allowable stress intensities in Table 3.8-3D.

E. Combustible Gas Loads

Maximum stress results from the combustible gas load
combination are required to satisfy the ASME Service Level
C stress intensity limits. Combustible gas load analyses
results are compared to the allowable stress intensities in
Table 3.8-3E.

[)) F. Overturning and Sliding
\
~'

A safety factor of 1.1 must be demonstrated in analyses
which considers the sliding of the interior structure
against the steel containment vessel and the sliding of the
interior structure and steel containment vessel against the
containment support structure. Analyses results are
included in Section 3.8.2.4.3.H. A safety factor of at
least 1.1 is demonstrated in all analyses.

G. Structural Analysis Report

A structural analysis report will be prepared for
Containment as required by ASME Section III. This report
will document that the containment structure meets the
requirements specified in Section 3.8.2 and that design
changes and identified construction deviations which could
potentially affect the structural capability of ther

containment structure, have been incorporated into the
0 '

structural analysis.

The following records will be reviewed, as applicable:

1. Construction records stating material properties for
containment materials;

. /] 2. As-built structure dimensions and arrangements;

b/ 3. Design documents for the structure.

Amendment U ,
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Deviations from the design are acceptable provided the
following acceptance criteria are met:

1. An evaluation is performed (depending on the extent of
the deviations, the evaluation may range from the
documenting of an engineering judgement to performance
of a revised analysis and design), and

2. The structural design meets the requirements specified
in Section 3.8.2.

| Site-specific information will include an as-built structural
analysis report for the steel containment vessel.

3.8.2.5.1 Wolding and Weld Acceptance Criteria

Welding activities shall be in accordance with the requirements
of Section III, Subsection NE of the ASME Code.

| Radiographic examinations will be accepted by a nondestructive
examination (NDE) Level III examiner prior to final acceptance.

| See also Section 3.8.
Confirmation that facility welding activities are in compliance
with the certified design commitments shall include verifications
of the following by individuals other than those who performed
the activity:

1. Facility welding specifications and procedures meet the
applicable ASME Code requirements.

2. Facility welding activities are performed in accordance with
the applicable ASME Code requirements.

3. Welding activities related records are prepared, evaluated
and maintained in accordance with the ASME requirements.

4. Welding processes used to weld dissimilar base metal and
welding filler metal combinations are compatible for the
intended applications.

5. The facility has established procedures for qualifications
of welders and welding operators in accordance with the
applicable ASME Code requirements.

6. Approved procedures are available and are used for
pre-heating and post-heating of welds, and those procedures
meet the applicable requirements of the ASME Code.

7. Completed welds are examined in accordance with the
applicable examination method required by the ASME Code.

Amendment W
3.8-20 June 17, 1994
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description of var'ious structures that constitute the internal-
structure is given in the following paragraphs. The details of
the internal structure are shown in Figures 1.2-2, 1.2-3,'1.2-6,
1.2-7 and 1.2-9.

The internal structures are Seismic Category I structures with
the exception of platforms that do not support Seismic Category
I equipment and miscellaneous steel.

These structures will be Seismic Category II structures. Seismic
Category II structures are designed for the SSE using Seismic
Category I criteria to prevent adverse interaction with other
Seismic Category I structures, systems, and components.-

_

The arrangement of the Nuclear Island structures, which includes
the internal structure and - defines critical dimensions, flood
barriers, and fire barriers, is shown in Figure 3.8-5.

The primary shield wall encloses the reactor vessel and provides
protection for the vessel from internal missiles. The primary
shield wall provides biological shielding and is designed to
withstand the temperatures and pressures following ' LOCA. In-
addition, the primary shield wall provides structural support for
the reactor vessel. The primary shield wall is a minimum of six

'

feet thick.

- The secondary shield = wall-(crane _ wall) provides supports for the
polar crane and protects. the steel- containment vessel from-
internal missiles. In addition to providing biological shielding
for the coolant loop and equipment, the crane wall also provides
structural support for-pipe supports / restraints and platforms at
various_ levels. The crane wall is a right cylinder with an-
inside diameter of'130 feet and a height of-118 feet from its
base. The crane wall-is a minimum of four-feet thick.

The refueling cavity, when filled with borated water, -f acia ..tates--

the' fuel handling operation without exceeding the acceptable
1evel of radiation inside the containment. The refueling cavity*

has the following sub-compartments:-

A. Storage area for upper guide structure.

B. Storage area.for core support-_ barrel.
'

- .

.C. Refueling cavity.

-The refueling cavity, when filled - with borated water, forms a-
pool _above the reactor vessel. The _ reactor _ _ vessel: flange is
scaled to-the bottom of the refueling cavity to prevent leakage
of refueling water into the reactor cavity as described in
Section 9.1.4.2.2.13. The fuel transfer tube connects the
refueling cavity to the refueling canal. The refueling cavity is
filled with borated water to a depth that limits the radiation at

Amendment U
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\ Othe surface of the water to acceptable levels during the period'

when a fuel assembly is being transferred to the Spent Fuel Pool.
The shield walls that form the refueling cavity are a minimum of
six feet thick.

The In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) provides
storage of refueling water, a single source of water for the
safety injection and containment spray pumps and a heat sink for
the Safety Depressurization System. The IRWST is dishlike in
shape and utilizes the lower section of the Internal Structure as
its outer boundary. The IRWST is provided with a stainless steel
liner to prevent leakage. Design of the IRWST considers
pressurization as a result of the containment systems Design
Basis Accident. A full description of the IRWST is provided in
Section 6.8.

The holdup volume tank (llVT) is a rectangular shaped structural
tank located between the primary shield wall and the IRWST inner
wall. The !!VT provides a collection point for leakage from
components and piping not routed to the reactor drain tank or
spills inside containment. A screen is provided at the top of
the !!VT to prevent debris from getting into the tank. The HVT
has a sump with pumps to measure the leakage rate and route the ;

liquid to the liquid waste management system. During an
accident, the water from breaks and containment spray collect in
the HVT and overflow into the IRWST. A description of the HVT is
provided in Section 6.8.

The operating floor provides access for operating personnel
functions and provides biological shiciding. Inside the crane
wall, the operating floor is a reinforced concrete slab with a
covered hatch that is aligned with hatches in the two lower
floors. Outside the crane wall, the operating floor consists of
steel grating. There are also reinforced concrete floor slabs at
elevation 115+6 and elevation 91+9 that connect the crane wall
and the primary shield wall.

The support systems for the reactor vessel, steam generators,
reactor coolant pumps and primary loop piping are completely
described in Section 5.4.14.

The locations of the missile shield, hatch covers, and other
removable structures are shown in Figures 1.2-2, 1.2-3, 1.2-6,
1.2-7 and 1.2-9. The removable slabs and hatch covers are
provided with suitable tiedown devices to eliminate any
possibility of these items becoming missiles in case of a seismic
event or other loading conditions.

3.8.3.2 hpp_ligable Codes, Standards 2 a nd Sp_eci f ic_a_t_io_ng

Category I structures are designed as described in Appendix 3.8A
using the codes and criteria listed in Table 3.8-4.

Amendment W
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N 3.8.3.3 Lo_a dla nd_ko_aAJAG Combln_ationsu

The loads and loading combinations used for the internal
structures are shown in Section 5.0 of Appendix 3.8A.

The internal structures are designed for the following loads:
A. Dead load

B. Equipment operating loads and other live loads

C. Pipe reactions

_

/
5 /
NJ

Ch
'%
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C. Design Basis Accident Loads-

The Design Basis Accident Loads are those associated.With.-
the pressure increase in the reactor building annulus due:to
a temperature rise as a result'of the' energy release inside
the containment vessel due to a loss-of-coolant accident or
secondary side pipe break inside containment. Additionally,
they include any jet impingement load, missile impact load,
and pipe reaction loads due to the postulated pipe break.

D. Wind Loads

The wind load is based upon ANSI /ASME 7-88 (Reference 5) and
ASCE Papers 3269 and 4933 (References 6 and 7) .as defined in
Section 3.3.1.

_

The normal.and tornado wind loads considered in the design
~

of the containment shield building- are nonaxisymmetric
loads. The _ wind Icads' are analyzed by epproximating the
wind distribution on' the containment shiali building as
defined in ASCE Paper 4933 by a Fourier _ Series. The wind
distribution curves ~used in the design are given_in Section
3.3.1. Individual harmonics-are analyzed and combined to
produce the force and moment' resultants for the total
series.

The_ wind loads on-the-Seismic Category-I structures other |
_

than the ' shield building are -analyzed- using _the methods
defined in ASCE Paper _3269.

'E. Tornado' Loadings

The tornado loadings-are described-in Section 3.3.2.

F. -Rain, Snow and Ice Loads-

The Seismic Category I-_ structures areidesigned for rain, |
snow and' ice-loads.__

'G. Soil and Water Pressure

The Seismic-Category:I structures are designed for the earth
pressure and-groundwater pressure defined in-Section 2.4.
Dynamic carth pressure loads are described in Appendix 3.7.B
for the Nuclear Island.-

H. Seismic Loads

See Section 3.7, " Seismic Design," for the seismic inertia
loadings.,

\
f
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I. Pressure and Temperature Loads

The Seismic Category I structures are designed for global
effects of pressure, if any, and temperature gradiente, in
addition to accident temperature gradicnts as a result of
postulated pipe ruptures described in Section 3.6.1.
Exterior walls and roofs above plant finished yard grade are
designed for the 1 percent exceedance ambient temperature
values in Table 2.0-1.

The potential for global temperature and pressure loads in
the 11uclear Annex is minimized by the selected routing of
high pressure lines as described in Section 3.6.1.1.

11uclear Annex subcompartments susceptible to potential
global pressure and temperature and the design basis for s
these effects are as follows:

a. The Main Steam Valve House (MSVH) is designed for a 10
psi differential pressure across the walls as a result
of a Main Steam line break. The MSVH temperature is
300'F. The short duration of this temperature results
in a negligible thermal load across the MSVH wall.

b. The pipe chase containing the Chemical and Volume
Control System (CVCS) 2 inch letdown line is designed -

for compartmental pressure and temperature resulting
from a postulated rupture of this line.

The Shield Building annulus global temperature and pressure
loads from postulated events are described in Section

i
6.2.1.8. The values identified are 9.3 inches of water and
212*F which are applied for an extended period of time. The
Shield Building annulus wall pressure design is governed by
a tornado event which results in a differential pressure
across the Shield Building wall of approximately 2.4 psi.

| Access doors and penetrations, including seals, are designed
for the subcompartment pressures when there is a potential
to affect safety-related equipment if the door or

penetration fails to retain the pressure boundary.

Loading combinations used for the design of Seismic Category I
structures are shown in Section 5.0 of Appendix 3.8A.

3.8.4.4 Des _i_gn_and_ Analysis Procedures
Seismic Category I and II concrete and steel structures, with
exception of the steel containment vessel, are designed in
accordance with the criteria in Appendix 3.8A.

The Seismic Category I structures are designed to prevent
possible overturning, sliding and flotation. The forces and
moments acting on the building which could cause these events are
determined for the different loads and load combinations and are
then compared to the corresponding forces and moments which
resist overturning, sliding or flotation. Safety f actors for the
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possible events are determined for comparison with the allowable
safety factors listed in Section 5.0 of Appendix 3.8A. |

All Seismic Category I removable walls and hatch plugs are
positively anchored to withstand the design pressures and inertiai

loads.

Design and analysis results for selected areas of the Nuclear
Annex are presented in Appendix 3.88.

3.8.4.5 8_tructural Acceptance Criteria

3.8.4.5.1 Concrete Structures
_

Analysis and design of Seismic Category I concrete structures use
the ultimate strength design method in accordance with ACI 349
when supplemented by the following provisions:

1. Special consideration is given to anchorage pull-out
capacity (i.e. - reduced concrete failure cone) especially

i when;

a) the anchor is near the free edge of the concrete,
and/or,

b) the anchors are closely spaced, and/orO c) the anchor (s) are placed in the tension zone of the
slab

2. Baseplate flexibility is accounted for when calculating
ar.chor bolt loads.

3. The failure cono angle used is consistent with recent test '

data for the specific application.
g

4. The embedmont length of ductile anchors is chosen such that
the ratio of the anchor pull-out capacity (concrete) to the ,

anchor minimum tensile capacity (steel) is greater than or
equal to 1.50.

5. Expansion alichor bolts are designed to have the following
minimum factor of safety between the bolt design load and

; the bolt ultimate capacity determined from static tests.

a) Four (4.0) for wedge and sleeve anchor bolts.
4

b) Three (3.0) for undercut anchors.
The ultimate capacity of the anchor bolt accounts for shear-
tension interaction, minimum edge distance, and proper bolt
spacing,

s. The energy abnorption capability (deformation capability
after yield) is considered for the anchor matarial.
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7 The effects of cyclic loading are considered in the anchor
bolt design.

ACI 349 is used to determine the required quantity of shear,
tension, and compression reinforcing in Seismic Category I
structures. In addition ACI 318, Chapter 21 is used to determine
the required anchorage and splicing of reinforcing to assure
ductility at the structural connections. ACI 318, Chapter 21 is
also used to determine the configuration of reinforcing in the
structural joints, and regions where reinforcing is spliced, and
required placement of stirrups and hoop steel. Typical connection
details are provided in Appendix 3.8B, Section 6.0.

Masonry block walls are not used in Seismic Category I or II
structures.

3.8.4.5.2 S t e .e - Structures

Seismic Category I structural steel analysis and design are in
accordance with ANSI /AISC N690 when supplemented by the following
provisions:

1. In Section Q1.0.2, the definition of secondary stress
applies to stresses developed by temperature loading only.

2. The following notes are added to Section Q1.3:

"When any load reduces the offects of other loads, the
corresponding coefficient for that load shall be taken as
0.9, if it can be demonstrated that the load is always
present or occurs simultaneously with other loads.
Otherwise, the coefficient for that load shall be taken as
aero."

"Where the structural ef fects of differential settlement are
present, they should be included with the dead load 'D'."

"For structures or structural components subjected to
hydrodynamic loads resulting from LOCA and/or SRV actuation,
the consideration of such loads should be as indicated in
the Appendix to the SRP Section 3.8.1. Any fluid-structure
interaction associated with those hydrodynamic loads and
those from postulated earthquake (s) should be taken into
account."

3. The stress limit coef ficients (SLC) for compression in Table

| Q1.5.7.1 are as follows:

1.3 instead of 1.5 [ stated in footnote (c)) in load
combinations 2, 5, and 6.

1.4 instead of 1.6 in load combinations 7, 8, and 9,

1.6 instead of 1.7 in load combination 11.

Amendment U
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1. The fo} lowing note is added to Sec 1 Q1.5.8:

"For constrained (rotation and/or displacement) members
supporting safety related structures, systems, or
conpt, sents, the stresses under load combination 1 9, 10, and
11 should be limited to those allowed .in Table Q1.5.7.1 ai
modified by provision 3 above. Ductility factors of Table
Q1.5.8.1 (or provision 5 below) should not be used in these
cases."

5. For ductility factors 'p' in Sections Q1.5.7.2 and Q1.5.8,
are substituted provisions of Appendix A, II.2 of SRP
Section 3.5.3 in lieu of Table Q1.5.8.1.

'. In load combination 9 r' Section Q2.1, the Joad factori

applied to load P is 1.7 .A = 1.37, instead of 1.25.

7. Sections Q1.24 and Q2 40 is supplemented with the'

following requirements regarding painting of structural
steel:

a) Shop painting shall be in accordance with Section M3 of
Reference 17.

[] b) All exposed areas after installation shall be field
C/ painted (or coated) in accordance with the applicable

portion of bection M3 of Reference 17.

c) The quality assurance requirements for painting (or
coating) of structural steel shall be in accordance
with Reference 18 as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.54,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings
Applied to Wat'.r Cooled Nuclear Power Plants".

Welding activities asecciated with Seismic Category I structural
steol components and their connections shall be accomplished in
accordanca with written procedures and shall meet the
requirements of AWS D1.1 (Reference 25). The visual acceptance |
critoria shall be as defined in NCIG-01 (Reference 24).
3.8.4.5.3 Concrete and Steel Structures

In addition to satisfying the load combinations for structural
adequacy against the design Joadings, the load combinations to
ensure safety f actors against overturning, sliding, and flotation
are checked to ensure overall stability of Seismic Category I
structures. The following events are checked as a minimum:

A. The overturning about the toe of the foundation supported on
p soil.

]
|

|
'
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B. ThL founda n's sliding on soil. l

C. Floating of the foundation base mat.

D. The containment vessel slipping in the lower concrete I

support dish.

E. The containment vessel overturning about the edge of the
lower concre'c support dish.

F. She interlot structure concrete slipping inside the
containment vessel.

The safety factors which must be satisfied durirg any of these
| ovents are shown in Appendix 3.8A, Section 5.2.4. Safety factors

which meet or exceed these criteria have been demonstrated in all
anal /scs.

No increase in allowable stresses under service load conditions
due to normal or severe load combinations is permitted due to
wind loadings as identified in NUREG-0800, NRC Standard Review
Plan, Section 3.8.4, Part II.S.

Welding activities associated with the Holdup Volume Tank, In-
Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), Emergency
Feedwater Tank, Refueling Cavity and Spent Fuel Pool liners shall
be accomplished in accordance with the requirements of the
American Wolding Society (AWS) Structural Welding Code, Dl.1
(Reference 25). The welded seams of the liner plates shall be
spot radiographed where accessible, liquid penetrant and vac'aum
box examined after fabrication to ensure the liners do not leak.
The acceptance criteria shall meet the acceptance criteria stated
in Articic NE-5200, Section III, Division I of the ASME Code.

3.8.4.5.4 Structural Analysis Report

A structural analysis report will be prepared for Seismic
Category I structures. This report will document that the
structures meet the acceptance criteria specified in Section 3.8
and design changes and identified construction deviations, which
could potentially affect the structural capability of the
structure, have boon incorporated into the structural analysis,
consistent with the methods and procedures of Section 3.8.

The following records will be reviewed, as applicable:

1. Construction records stating material properties for
concrete, reinforcing steel, and structural steel;

2. As-built structure dimensicns and arrcngements, including
spatial crparation of buildings;

3. As-built load requirements including those for
subcompartment global pressure / temperature effects aad for
anchor and pipe whip restraints; and
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G 4. Design documents for the structure.

Deviations ' rom the design are acceptable provided the following
acceptance c.iteria are met:

1. An evaluation consistent with the methods and procedures of
Sections 3.7 and 3.8 is performed (depending on the extent
of the deviations, tha evaluation may range from the
documenting of an engineering judgement to performance of a
revised analysis and design), and

2. The structural design meets the acceptance criteria |
specified in Section 3.8, and

3. The coismic floor response spectra of the as-built structure
aoes not exceed the design basis floor response spectra by
more than 10%.

The structural analysis report will summarize the results of the l
reviews, evaluations, and corrective actions, as applicable, and
conclude that the as-built structure is in accordance with the '

design.

3.8.4.6 Matorjal d uality Contto_1 nand Special ConstructioA
Tec_hnLque s

The Category I structures are poured-in > place reinforced concrete

[_h structures. The major materials that will be used in the
\ construction are concrete, reinforcing bars and structural steel.
'

A brief description of these materials is given below.

3.8.4.6.1 MatorJal

3.8.4.6.1.1 Concreto

The basic ingredients of concrete a2a coment, fine aggregates,
coarse aggregates, and mixing water. Admixtures will be used if
needed.

Coment will be Type I or Type II conforming to " Standard
Specificatic7 for Portland Coment," ASTM C150. For special
circumstances, other approved cements will be used.

Aggregates will conform to " Standard Specification for Concrete
Aggregate," ASTM C33.

Water used in mixing concrete will be clean and free from
injurious amounts of oils, acids, alkalis, salts, organic
materials or other nubstances that mcy be deleterious to concrete
or steel. A comparison of the proposed mixing water properties
will be made with distilled water by perf 01 ning the following
tests:

A. Soundness, in accordance with " Standard Test Method for
Autoclave Expansion of Portland Coment," ASTM C151. Thep) results obtained for the proposed mixing water will not:V exceed those obtained for distilled water by more than ten
percent.
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B. Tirne of setting, in accordance with " Standard Test Method
for Time of Setting of flydraulic Coment by Vicat Needle,"
ASTM C191. The resulte obtained for the proposed mixing
water will be within ten minutes for initial setting time
and one hour for final setting time of those obtained for
distilled water.

C. Compressive strength, in accordance with " Standard Test
Method for Compressive Strength of flydraulic Coment Mortars
(using 2 in. cube specimens)," ASTM C109. The results
obtained for the proposed mixing water will not be lower by
more than five percent of those obtained for distilled
water.

The water used to make ice for concreto pours in hot weather will
conform to the requirements for mixing water described above.

Admixtures, if used and as determined by detailed mix design,
will conform with the applicable ASTM standard:

A. Air-entraining admixtures. " Standard Specification for
Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete," ASTM C260.

B. Water reducing, retarding, and accelerating admixtures.
" Standard Specification for Chemical Admixtures for
Concrete," ASTM C494.

C. Pozzolanic admixtures. " Standard Specification for Fly Ash
and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for use as a Mineral
Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete," ASTM C618.

D. Slag cement. " Standard Specification for Blended Hydraulic
Cements," ASTM C593.

E. Plasticizing admixtures. " Standard Specification for
Chemical Admixtures for Use in Producing Flowing Concrete,"
ASTM C1017.

The combined chloride content of the admixtures and mixing water
will not exceed 250 ppm.

The ingredient materials will be stored in accordance with the
detailed recommendations presented in ACI 304 (Reference 10).

Concrete mixo; will be designed in accordance with ACI 301
(Reference 9). The batching, mixing and transporting of concrete
will conform to ACI 301. The placement of concrete, consisting
of preparation before placing, conveying, depositing, protection
and bonding will be in accordance with ACI 301.

O
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(( 3.8.4.6.1.2 Reinforcing Steel

Reinforcing steel will consist of deformed reinforcing bars
conforming to " Standard Specification for Deformed and Plain
Billet - Steel Bars for Concreto Reinforcement," ASTM A615, Grade
60 or " Specifications for Low-alloy Stool Deformed Bars for
Concrete Reinforcing," ASTM A706, Grade 60. The fabrication of
reinforcing bars, including fabrication tolerances, will be in
accordance with CHSI " Manual of Standard Practico" MSP-1. The
placing of reinforcing bars, including spacing of bars, concrete
protection of reinforcement, splicing of bars and field
tolerances will be in accordance with ACI 349. Epoxy coated
reinforcing steel is used for areas where a corrosive environment
is encountered.

3.8.4.6.1.3 Structural Steel

The structural stcol will essentially consist of low carbon steel
shapes, plates and bars conforming to " Standard Specification for
Structural Steel," ASTM A36. Other structural steels listed in
AllSI/AISC !!690 may also be used.

Fabrication and erection of stractural steel in Seismic
Category I structures will be in accordance with the requirements

(9 of AllSI / AISC N690. The structural connections will be either(j welded or bolted. Welding activition associated with Seismic
'

Category I structural steel components and their connections
shall meet the requirements in Section 3.8.4.5.2.

All bolted connections will be made with high strength bolts
conforming to one of the following specifications:

A. " Specification for liigh-Strength Dolts for Structural Steel
Joints," ASTM A325.

B. " Specification for Heat-Treated Steel Structural Bolts, 150
KSI Tensile Strength," ASTM A490.

Other bolts listed in ANSI /AISC N690 may also be used.

3.8.4.6.2 Quality Control

The quality of materials will be controlled by requiring the
suppliers to furnish appropriate mill test reports as required
under relevant ASTM Specifications as described in Subsection
3.8.4.6.1. These mill test reports will be reviewed and approved
in accordance with the general provisions of the overall Quality
Assurance Program outlined in Chapter 17 and supplemented by the
special provisions of the appropriate codes and spec.ifications
for design listed in Table 3.8-4.

O
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Erection tolerances, in general, will be in accordance with the
referenced design code. Where special tolerances that influence
the crection of equipment, etc., are required, they will be
indicated on the drawings by the Engineer.

3.8.4.6.3 Special Construction Techniques

No unique or untried construction techniques are contemplated.
Both the cylindrical and the dome portions of the shield building
will be constructed using standard construction techniques.

3.0.4.7 Testing and In-service Surveillance Requjrements

There will be no testing or in-service surveillance beyond those
quality control tents performed during construction, which will
be in accordance with ACI 349, ACI 301, A!!SI/AISC 11690 or AllSI
N45.2.5 (Reference 8) as applicable.

3.D.5 FOUNDATIONS

3.8.5.1 De_scription _ of tile Foundations

The foundations of the Category I structures are reinforced
concrete mats. The foundation of the Nuclear Island is
approximately 10 feet thick, has a flat bottom and rests on soil
or rock. The top of the N*1 clear Island basemat is located 40.75
feet i 1 foot below the finished grade elevation. The minimum
foundation mat thicknesses for the Diesel Generator Fuel Oil
structure and Component Cooling Water Heat Ex7 hanger structure
are approximately 2 feet and 4 feet, respectively.

Site-specific foundation mat construction procedures will be
submitted in accordance with SRP 3.8.5.

3.0.5.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and S.pecificatioqs

Reinforced concrete foundations and supports of Category I

structures are designed as described in Appendix 3.8A using the
codes and criteria shown in Table 3.8-4.

3.8.5.3 Loads and Loading Combinations

!
The design loads and loading combinations are described in

,

Section 3.8.4.3 and Appendix 3.8A.
I

Desi D_and Analysis Proceduresi 3.8.5.4 3
i

The reinforced concrete foundations of Category I structures are
analyzed and designed for the reactions due to static, seismic
and all other significant loads at the base of the
superstructures supported by the foundation in accordance with

| the criteria in Appendix 3.8A. The foundation mat is modeled as
a three dimensional finite element structure as an integral part'
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This appendix provides the criteria for the analysis and design of structures that comprise the System
80+ Standard Plant.

;

The information presented in this appendix shall be used in the analysis and design of Seismic
Category I and 11 structural components comprising the System 80+ Standard Plant structures
included in the cenified design. Design requirements for individual structures are based upon their
seismic category and safety classifications listed in Tabic 3.21. The criteria for the Steel
Containment Vessel are provided in Section 3.8.2 and are excluded from this appendix. The dike
surrounding the Station Service Water Pond is site specific and is not addressed within this appendix.

All structures required to shut down and maintain the reactor in a safe and orderly condition or
prevent the uncontrolled release of excessive amounts of radioactivity following a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake have a classification of Seismic Category 1. These structures shall be designed to
withstand, without lost of function, the most severe postulated plant accident or natural phenomena
for the site.

Safety classifications are defined in Section 3.2.2. Structural components required as part of the
primary containment pressure boundary or for its support and under the scope of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code are Safety Class 2. All other structural components required to perform
safety related functions are Safety Class 3. Safety Class I applies to the NSSS primary system

; components. Safety Classes 1 & 2 are not applicable within this appendix.
\

Those non-Seismic Category I structures capable of impairmg the functioning of any Seismic
Category I structures or component in the event of failure are classified as Seismic Category 11.
Seismic Category 11 structures are designed to prevent failure in the direction of a Seismic Category I
structure or component under extreme environmental or accident conditions. The seismic design
requirements for Category 11 structures under these conditions is equivalent to that of Seismic
Category I structures.

Seismic Category I and 11, Non-Nuclear Island structures covered by this appendix include the |
Turbine Building, Diesel Fuel Storage Structure, Component Cooling Water (CCW)lleat Exchanger
Structure, CCW Pipe Tunnel Radwaste Facility, Service Water Pumpho"se & Intake Strucure end
buried cabla amnels and conduit banks. Also included is the concrete dike surrounerg the outside

iCVCS Bori: Ac d Storage Tank, lloldup Tank, and Reactor Makeup Tank.

Primary stractun.1 components consist of concrete Doors, roof slabs, foundation basemats, walls,
beams, anJ column . Steel beams and columns will be included within this appendix if their primary
fursoon is to provide support to walls, Doors, or roof slabs. Component support building structures
will meet the code requirements of this appendix. Specific load and functional requirements are
addressed in Section 3.9.3.4 and Appendix 3.9A and under specific design criteria / specifications.

Information presented in this appendix is sufficiently comprehensive in nature to:

a. provide the criteria necessary to perform an analysis and translate that analysis into a final(A* design, and
L.)
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b. provide a correlation of analysis, design, and construction requirements with those in Sections
3.8.3, 3.8.4, and 3.8.5.

Miscellaneous components, while not primary structural components, must be considered in the
design of primary components as to their loads v.d method of attachment. Design of these
components is based upon the allowable loads and design requirements found in the ACl, ANSI, ,

'

ASME and/or other specialized codes.

Design parameters or information indicated "(by COL)" are delegated to the Combined Operating
License Applicant for completion as part of the site specific final design. Design parameters in
Table 3.8A-1 marked "(TilD)" ere also delegated to the COL applicant for completion. See also
Section 3.8.

2,0 DEFINITIONS MltAllilREVI ATIONS

2,1 DEDNil10Nfi

Combined Operating License Combined Construction Permit and Operating License with
conditions for a nuclear power facility issued in accordance
10CI R part 52 Subpart C.

Design Engineer For this criteria, the person given responsibility by the Plant
Designer to provide final approval for any structural design
activity.

Ihceedance Value A value for a design parameter based upon a selected
probability that the identified value will not bc exceeded.

Plant Designer A team of Architect Engineers and NSSS vendors who have
the responsibility to develop and complete the System 80+
Standard Plant design.

Quabry Class QA program classifications as identified by ABB-CE and
included in CESSAR-DC Table 3.2-h Safety related
Category I & 11 structures will be Quality Class 1.

,

Safety " ass Relative importance of fluid system components and related
! equipment as classified in ANSI ANS 51.1 (reference

CESSAR-DC Section 3.2.2) Safety Classes 1, 2, 3, and
NNS.

Seismic Category Classification of structures (Category 1,11, or NS) with
iespect to requirement to withstand effects of SSE without
loss of functional icquirements. (Reg Guide 1.29).

O
| Amendment W
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4.0 Ol!AI.lTY 4ES1'lldNCE |(EOt.*llH3]ENTS

4.1 GENERAL3

The requirements for a QA program are established m 10CFR50, Appendix D. These requirements
are identined in Reg Guides 1.28, and 1.94 by reference to ANSI Standard N45.2.5. The ANSI
Standard has been replaced by the ASME QA Program NQA 1. The QA Program is based upon
three quality designations as identified in Table 3.21 and the two seismic classifications, Category
I and 11, identified in Section 3.2. The QA Program fulnlis the requirements of ACl 349 Section
1.5.

4.2 Q1MI lTY ASSUlt ANCE Cl, ASS [FICATIONS

The following Quality Class (QC) designatiom are applicable to the QA program;

QC-1 is the highest level quality class and embodies all necessary controls for items and/or*

services which are required to meet 10 CHI 50 Appendix requirements.

QC-2 is an intermediate level quality class which is used for items or services which require*

a nulerate level of control of activities affecting quality, but which are neither Nuclear Safety-
Related not required to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. Circumstances
appropriate for QC-2 designation include non standard complex items, or those which must

[ perform reliably, in a harsh environment or with less than normal operator attention or |C maintenance.

QC-3 is the quality class which applies to all items or services which are not assigned to*

another quality class. Quality requirements may be specified in quality plans, procurement
documents anJ/or special procedures if deemed necessary.

4.3 !)OCUMENTAI![)3

All structures and components addressed by this appendix are subject to the documentation
requirements defined il an approved Quality Assurance Program.

4.4 ilAlgIUALS

QA requirements for materials assure that those materials, specified, received, and used meet the
requirements in Section 9.0 of this appendix or the applicable design document. The quality of
materials is assured by requiring suppliers to furnish cerdfication as required by applicable codes or
specifications. For fabricated materials, design / procurement specincations shall include acceptance
criteria that assure, with the proper QA inspections, meterials received match the requirements
considered in the design qualification as well as those shown on design drawings.

(D
NY
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4,5 CONEGOCTJON

4.5.1 INSPECTIONS

Quality Controlimpectiom for Seismic Category I structures are addressed in the ACI 349 concrete
and the ANSI N690 steel codes. Procedures shall be prepared to assure that the inspections are
conducted. See also Section 3.8. The Plant Designer shall be respomible for having procedures
prepared to assure that the requirements of ACI 349, Section 1.3 are met. Inspections procedures
should include the more detailed provisions of ACI 318 Section 1.3.

Impectiom of structural steel shall be conducted to assure compliance with Sections Ql.23 thru
Ql.27 of ANSI N690 and AWS Dl.1 Chapters 3 & 4.

5.0 EGUCTURAIMSIGN I OADS AND 1.OAD CON 1111 NATIONS

Design loads on Category I structural components for System 80+ are identified in this section. The
loads used for the System 80+ Standard Plant envelop expected loads over a broad range of site
conditions. These loads are separated into four (4) categories: normal loads, severe environmental
loads, extreme environmental loads, and abnormal loads. For each site location, specific loads must
be shown to lie within the standard envelope or additional analyses must be performed to verify
structural adequacy.

The loads identified below are apt,licable to all structures. The specific loads for which each
structure, or part thereof, should be designed shall depend on the conditions to which that particular
structure could be subjected.

5.1 pi'. SIGN 1.OADS

General design loads applicable to all structures are identified beiow. Design loads applicable to
individual Seismic Category I and 11 structures are identified in sections 10.0 and 11.0 of this
appendix. Design loads may be either local or global in application.

5.1.1 NORNI AI, LOADS

Normal loads are those l< .s encountered during normal plant operation and shutdown. They
include: Dead loads (D). Live loads (L), Ilydrostatic fluid pressure loads (F), Soil pressure loads
(11), Thermal loads (TO), and Pipe reactions (Ro).

5.1.1.1 D - Dead Load

|
Dead load refers to loads which are constant in magnitude and point of application. Dead loads are

| the mass of the structure plus any permanent equipment loads. Equipment designated as a permanent
dead load need not be physically attached provided its sire and location are expected to remain
constant. "D" may also refer to the internal forces and momen's due to dead loads. The effects of,

| differential settlement shall be considered with dead loads. Ilydrostatic loads from constant fluid
j levels shall be considered with dead loads.

Amendment W
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Uniform dead loads represent the structural mass, miscellaneous equipment, and distribution system
(electrical cable trays and mechanical piping or ilVAC) loads. Specific loads for designated
equipment ate represented by concentrated loads at the point of application.

5.1.1.2 L Live Loads

Live load, also referred to as operating load, refers to any normal load that may vary with intensity
and/or location of occurrence. Variable loads include movable equipment or equipment that is likely

,

to be moved. "L" may also refer to the internal forces and moments due to live loads. |
1

Live loads are applied to the structure as either concentrated or uniform loads. For equipment !
|supports, live loads should also consider contributory loads due to the effects of vibration and any

support movement.

|
Design drawings should show allowable loads for the designated laydown areas. See also
Section 3.8.

5.1.1.2.1 Precipitation

The minimum design live load due to precipitation (rain, snow, or ice) for Seismic Category I
buildings shall be taken as 50 psf. This live load, equivalent to approximately 9%" of water, will
be sufficient for the design peak rainfall of 19.4 in/hr or 6.2 in/5 min given in Table 2.0-1. The
design load for rain shall also include the additional load that may result from ponding due to the

V deflection of the supporting roof or the blockage of the primary roof drains.

5.1.1.2.2 Compartmental Pressure leads

Compartments shall be evaluated for the potential for internal pressuritation. Pressure loaos
associated with tornadoes, LOCAs, or other explosive type leads shall be classified as extreme
enviromnental or abnormal loads. See Sections $.l.3.2.1 and 5.1.4.1.

5.1.1.2.3 Truck Loads

Loads due to vehicular traffic in designated truck bays is in accordance with standard AASilO truck
loading or identified r.pecial loads. Special loads may consist of construction or maintenance loads
or routine shipments of fuel casks or other high level radioactive waste.

5.1.1.2.4 Rail Loads

Design of the rail / truck bays is controlled by anticipated shipping weights.

5.1.1.2.5 Cranes, Elevators, and Other lloists

This criteria is applicable to structural members and components required for the support of
permanently installed cranes and hoists required for station operation and maintenance as well as
structural members and components required for the support of temporary construction cranes andp} hoists. The structural design shall consider the placement of construction hoists on floors, walls, and(

-

%.

Amendment W
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columnt Design loads shall include the full rated capacity of the hoists plus impact loads as well
as test load requirernents.

Test loads shall be evaluated as 125% of the crane rated capacity. The test loads shall be increased
by an additional 25% to account for impact. Test loads shall be checked in Service Load
combinations with a factor of 1.1 applied instead of the 1.7 factor normally applied to live loads.
The fr iduced because the test loads are known and the tests are performed under controlled
conditi I

|

For comtruction cranes located adjacent to the structure, the structural design shall include soil
surcharge loads produced by the full load of the crane. Cranes permanently mounted to structures ,

'
shall be identified on general arrangement drawings.

Pendant operated traveling cranes and trolley hoists shall be designed for 110% of the rated load
capacity, to account for impact as required by ANSI N690 Section Q1.3.2. Design loads for motor
operated trolleys and cab operated traveling cranes shall be increased by 25% of the rated load
capacity to account for impact in Service and Factored load combinations.

Minimum lateral design loads on crane runways shall be 20% of the sum of the rated hoist capacity
plus the weight of the crane trolley to accoum for the effects of the moving trolley, l.oad shall be
applied at the top of the rail in either direction and distributed according to the relative stiffnesses
of the end supports.

Minimum longitudinal load on each crane tail shall be 10% of the maximum crane wheel loads.

j I!!evators live loads shall be increased by 1009 for design of supports.
1

l 4.1.1.2.6 I.oad Allowances for Cable Trays

Loads to be applied in areas where multiple cable tray runs are identified include:

7 Lips at mid span on steel beams and columns,*

7 kips at a spacing of 8 ft on center for slabs.*

Acceptability of these design loads will be determined through review of the final electrical layout
| drawings. See also Section 3.8.

5.1.1.2.7 Miscellaneous Equipment and Large llore Piping

The following load allowances shall be considered where multiple large bore piping runs are locatedi

I or where large temporary loads are identified.

O
Amendment W
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In addition to major equipment located on general 9*

arrangement drawings, a point load of 20 kips v

{*should be applied at the midpoint of each concrete Q ,

floor slab and concrete beams (Case A). 3y cne c

e

A point load of 40 kips shall be applied at the t * Crg D2 y*

midpoint of steel collector beams providing primary y ec3, c 9g
framing (Case 11). o * cw r4

e
A point load of 30 kips shall be applied to the W Cc'e Di*

midpoint of other steel collector beams or beams
provided for support framing (Case C). @.

..

*
,,

A point load of 30 kips at midspan on primary steel*

filler beams framing into steel collector beams (Case Dl) and 20 kips on other steel filler
beams or stringers (Case D2). (Note: These loads are for added design margin on the beams
and slabs and are not to be carried beyond the beam support connection to the supporting beam
or column.)

A contingency load of 80 kips should be applied to the top of each steel column.*

Acceptability of these design loads will be verified through review of the final plant configuration. |O \
f /V 5,1.1.2.8 Miscellaneous Equipment, Small llore Piping, Cable Tray, and IIVAC

Ductwork

The following load allowances should be included for areas with multiple runs of small bore piping,
cable tray, or llVAC ducts.

A load of 15 kips on steel collector beams*

A load of 5 Lips on other steel beams*

A load of 50 kips on steel columns*

Acceptability of these design loads will be verified through review of the final plant configuration. |

5.1.1.2.9 Alternate Load Allowances for Piping, Cable Trays, Conduit, llVAC
Ductwork and Miscellaneous Equipment

The following alternate load criteria may be used in lieu of Sections 5.1.1.2.6, 5.1.1.2.7 and
5.1.1.2.8.

For piping, cable trays, conduits and IIVAC ducts, conservative estimated loads shall be used|
-

with a minimum value of 50 psf.

(3 For major equipment, actual loads shall be used. |-

Amendment V
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- In addition to the above loads,5 kips concentrated load on beams, girders and slabs shall be

used to maximite moment and shear. This load is not carried beyond the beam support
connection to the supporting beam girder or columr;.

Actual loads shall be tracked during the design process, reconciled with the load allowances
established and documented in the structural analysis report described in the structural acceptance
criteria, Section 3.8.4.5.4.

5.1.1.3 11 Soll Load

Lateral soil pressure shall be based upon the soil density and shall include the effects of ground water
in accordance with Section 5.1.1.4 of this appendix. Normal soil loads shall consider a ground water
level up to El. 88*-9", 2'-0" below plant Dnished yard grade elevation (El. 90'-9").

Soil Density ( y): Saturated Soil 145 pcf (pounds / cubic foot)* =

Moist Soil 125 pcf=

Dry Soil 80 pcf=

| Angle of Internal Friction: 6 = 30'*

Coefficient of friction: p = tan 6 (i.e.,0.57) assuming the concrete is poured directly on*

competent structural backfill without any intervening material, such as waterproofing;
p = % tan 6 if concrete is not poured directly onto the soil.

The friction coefficient shall be further reduced when intervening materials are used.

At-rest lateral soil pressure coefficient: Ko = 0.5*

(Used in Service Load Combinations)

Active lateral soil pressure coefficient: K3 = tan: (45* - 6/2)*

2Passive lateral soil pressure coefficient: K,, = tan (45' + c/2)*

Active lateral carthquake soil pressure coefficient: K r.*
A

|

sin ($+ p-0)
Ku=

cos (0) sin (p) s n (D-O'-6) [l+ sin ($+6) sin (4-0'-a) ja
) sin (p-6-0) sin (a +p)

|
,

|
|

| O
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Passive lateral earthquake soil pressure coefficient: Kpt*

" * ~
K,., =

cos (0) sin (p) cos (6 +p 40' 90) [1- s n (4 + 6) sin ($ + a 4 )22

S sin (p +6 +0) sin (a-p)

,

where:

*0' - tan ~1
(1 - k)

ntrace horirontal carthquake atgleration compontnt=

acceleration due to gravity, g

pverage vertial earth _qvake acceleration comoonentk, =

acceleration due to graviq, g

the slope or angle of the backfill surface as measured from the horizontala =

\

(1) The angle formed by the exterior face of the wall and the horizontal. (2) The# =

angle shall be measured as 180' minus the angle formed by the exterior wall
surface and the horizontal direction extending out under the backfill. (3) 't his
value will be 90' for vertical walls,

the angle of wall friction is a quantitative value, expressed in degrees, used to5 =

define the level of friction between soil baci fill and the retaining structure

The total lateral earth pressure is calculated as:

2
% Ko311At-rest lateral soil pressure: Po* <

%K33112Active lateral soil pressure: P* =
4

% Kp3112Passive lateral soil pressure: Pp* ==

2% Kat311 (1 ik,)Active lateral earthquake soil pressure: Pr* =
3

%K ryll (lik,)Passive lateral earthquake soil pressure: Prt:* "
t

where: y= soil density (pc0
,m

11 = height of soil wall interface (ft) |

Amendment V
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'The effects of buildings, vehicles, cranes, material stockpiles, etc. acting as surcharge loads on the
soil adjacent to exterior building walls shall also be considered.

1
For factored load combinations, the lateral soil load shall be based upon saturated soil associated with
Dooding and a ground water level l'-0" below the finished plant yard.

I

I

Iteference: Das, ILM., Principles of Foundation Engineering, second ed., PWS Kent Publishing
Co., Boston,1990.

F il drostatic 1.oads5,1.1.4
3

llydrostatic loads are due to ground water, exterior Good waters, or Guid with fluctuating levels in
internal compartments, including internal Gooding.

Maximum Dood level is specified to be l'-0" below finished plant grade. Site specific Cood
| clevations greater than this will be addressed in site-specific SAR. See also Section 2.0.

5.1.1.5 To - Thermal 1.oads

Thermal effects consist of thermally induced forces and moments resulting from plant operation or
envitonmental conditions. Thermal loads and their effects are based on the critical transient or steady
state condition. Thermal expansion loads due to axial restraint as well as loads resulting from
thermal gradients shall be considered.

The following ambient temperature values during normal conditions shall be used as a basis for
design Site specific provisions may be taken to minimize the effects of the structural temperature
gradients produced by these conditions.

O
I
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\v) Concrete joints in Seismic Category I structures shall be detailed for ductility in accordance with

Chapter 21 of ACI 318,1989 edition,1991 printing. Supplemental reinforcing requirements based
upon ACI 318 are:

Mechanical or welded splices are permitted subject to a 50% limit at a given location with*

splices on remaining bars staFFered at least 24" between centerline of adjacent splices,
Paragraph 21.3.2.4

Lap splices in beam and columns shall have hoop reinforcernent over the length of the splice.*

Iloop reinforcement will be sized per Paragraphs 21.3.2.3 and 7.10.5.1

Iloop reinforcing for beams and columns shall be installed as required by*

Paragraphs 21.3.3,1(1) and 21.3.3.2 and Section 7.10.5

Spacing (<4" or <d/4) of hoop reinforcing will be according to Paragraph 21.4.4.2 with*

crossties or legs spaced no more 14" per Paragraph 21.4.4.3 distributed over a length specified
in Paragraph 21.4.4.4

Reinforcing at terminating ends of beam, walls and columns shall be in accordance with*

Paragraphs 21.4.4.5 and 21.5.3.5, as appropriate

Transverse reinforcing at the edges of wall panels shall be anchored in accordance with*

Paragraphs 21.5.3.5 and 21.'.3.6

\s
Longitudinal reinforcing for beams shall be anchored according to Paragraph 21.6.1.3 with*

hoop reinforcement per Paragraph 21.6.2,1

Development lengths for reinforcing will be according to Paragraph 21.6.4.*

Unless the ground water level is below the foundation level, due to either natural site conditions or
provision of a permanent dewatering system to accommodate site-specific conditions, epoxy coated |
reinforcing shall be used for exterior walls and slabs when the existing groundwater is determined
to be sufficiently corrosive so as to adversely affect the long term durability of the concrete structure.
When epoxy coated reinforcing is used, the required splice length given in ACI 349 Section 12.2.2
shall be increased using fa: tors provided in ACI 318 Section 12.2.4.3.

When feasible, uniform reinforcement patterns should be used for sections with similar requirements,
thickness and loading.

6.2.1.1.2 Concrete Expansion Anchors

Concrete expansion anchors shall meet the requirements of Section 3.8.4.5.1.

A specification for the design, installation, and use of expansion anchors should be developed and |
include:

O

V)[ cxpansion anchor allowable loads,*

expansion anchor minimum spacing,*

Amendment W
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spacing requirements for expansion anchors.*

procedures for addressing baseplate Desibility's in calculating design loads on expansion*

anchors,

procedures for addressing shear tension interaction, and*

required load reductions for cyclic loadings.*

| See aho Section 3 8.

When high capacity concrete anchors are specified, they should be of the direct bearing or " undercut"
type. l.oad transfer for these anchors is achieved by bearing of the expanded embedded tip against
the undercut concrete hole produced by a special Caring tool. Undercutting of the concrete is
required for the anchor to provide the concrete shear capacity to match the high strength bolts.

For smaller safety related or non-safety related applications expansion anchors referred to as
* Sleeves" or " Wedges" may be used, subject to the safety factors given in Section 3.8.4.5.1.

6.2.1.2 Steel

The design of Category I steel structures and/or components shall use Allowable Strength Design
methods in accordance with ANSI /AISC N690 as amended by Section 3.8.4.5.2.

Uniform depths of steel beams and connections should be raintained.

hohed connections should be used for field erection of structural steel beams and columns. Load
indicator bolts are recommended. The design of bolted connections shall be in accordance with ANSI
Nb90 Section Ql.16 and the * Specification foi Structural Joints Using ASTM A325 or A490 llolts"
Dolted connections shall be designed to be " slip critical" unless justified otherwise.

The requirements for welded connections are defined in Section 7.2.3 of thh appendix

Masimum utilization of shop fabricated connections should be considered to avoid welding in
hanudous environments.

Transverse welds across the Ganges of rolled Sections of Seismic Category I or 11 steel members are
prohibited without approval of the design engineer. All transverse welds on Category I or 11
members shall be shown on approved drawings.

Structural members with restrained end conditions and thermal loads shall be evaluated for potential
buckling.

6,2.1.3 Minue Protection

lhterior walls and roof slabs of Seismic Category I structures are required to function as missile
barriers for tornado generated missiles. Design of missile barriers shall assure that the structure will
not collapse under the missile load nor will there be penetration through the barrier. Safety related
structures, systems and components shall be protected from secondary missiles as a result of backface
scabbing. Where it is evaluated to be necessary, interior walls and floors shall be designed to
function as missile barriers.

Amendment W
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6.2.1.4 Fire Protection

Fire protection is provided in the form of fire rated walls and barriers as identified in Figure 3.8-5. I

in addition to passive fire protection offered by Orc rated structural barriers the structural design |

shall offer protection to the active fire suppression system to assure that they will not be made j

inoperable due to the failure of any structural member. |

6.2.1.5 Flooding j

Flooding is addressed in Section 3.4.4 Flood barriers are identified in Figure 3.8-5.

Protection of the Seismic Category I structures against Gooding shall be insured by; |

allowing no access openings in the exterior walls lower than i foot above plant grade*

having no unsealed exterior wall or floor penetrations below plant Dood level (El. 89'-9".*

I foot below finished yard grade)
having water stops in all below grade exterior constructionjoints*

providing Door drainage*

6.2.1.6 Construction Sup;mi

Cost saving may be achieved by reducing the duration of the construction schedule. Durations may

O be reduced by standardizing details and using modular designs that will allow offsite fabrication and

G/ assembly. Modular designs must consider transportability to the point of installation.
Connections / fit-ups with previously erected components must be considered.

6.2.1.7 Security

10CFil Chapter ! Part 73 provides the regulatory requirements for physical protection of the plant
against sabotage as a result of unauthorized access. Plant designs shall prevent use of unauthorized
access routes. In accordance with Part 73 Section 45(f)(1)(i), barriers shall be provided to channel
access through protected area entry control points or delay any unauthorized penetration attempt
sufficiently to allow detection by security personnel.

6.2.2 SPECIAI, DESIGN CitiTEltlA

6.2.2.1 Radiation / Contamination Control

The design of structural elements shall provide surface features to prevent the spread of contamination
and facilitate plant cleanup. Sumps for drain lines that may collect potentially contaminated liquids
will be lined with stainless steel over the potentially wetted surface. Concrete surfaces should be
protected by a smooth surface epoxy coating where the potential exists for contamination.

Walls or curbs shall be included around locations of potential leaks of contaminated Duids.
Penetrations in walls or doors shall be fitted with appropriate seals to prevent the spread of
contaminated Guids.s

I
%.)
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6.2.2.2 Grout

Grout shall be selected based upon required bearing strength and exposure conditions. A field
specification should be prepared to provide instructions in selecting site approved grouts. The grout
specification should also include instructions for concrete repairs. See also Section 3.8.

6.2.2.3 Roof Drains

Primary and secondary roof drains shall be provided on all structures with parapets to assure that the
load resulting from rainfall will be less than the design load of 50 psf. Roof drains shall be located
to eliminate ponding where the potential for excessive roof deflections may exist. A minimum roof
slope of W per foot is recommended to further reduce the potential for ponding. Scuppers may be
used as secondary roof drains.

6.2.2.4 Adjacent Structures

Non Scismic Category 1 Structures shall be designed or located to prevent any adverse interaction
with Seismic Category I Structures.

6.2.2.5 Wall /I'loor Penetrations Requirements

All openings in walls and slabs of Seisac Category I and 11 structures shall be shown on construction
drawings. Openings shall be acceptable without analysis if they meet the criteria identified in
ACI 349 Section 13.5.2. Penetrations shall not be added to an erected safety related Seismic
Category I or 11 concrete wall or slab without prior evaluation by mc hign Engineer.

Round pipe sleeves shall be used in lieu of rectangular penetrations except where required by other
design criteria.

liach corner of rectangular openings in walls or slabs should be provided with diagonal reinforcing
to reduce cracking due to stress concentration at these locations in accordance with ACI 349
Section 14.3.4.

6.2.2.6 Siiscellaneous Components

6.2.2.6.1 Platforms, Ladders, and Stanways

Seismic Category I safety related platforms shall be designed and installed in accordance with
Sections 6 2.1.2 and 7.2.1 of this appendix.

Access structures not supporting Safety Class equipment shall be designed as Seismic Category 11.

6.2.2.6.2 Electrical Cable Tray and ilVAC Ductwork

Design of building structures for support of cable trays and ilVAL 'uctwork shall meet the
requirements of Appendix 3.9A.

Amendment W
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6.2.2.6.3 Support / Restraints for l'iping and its Components

Design of building structures for support of piping and its components shall meet the requirernents
of Appendix 3.9A.

6.2.2.6.4 l'abricated Embedments

'ihe walls and floors of Seismic Category i Structures shall be provided with ernbedments for the
mounting or attachment of structures and components. Additional typical embedments should be
provided for welding structural attachments which will reduce the number of attachments utilizing
expansion anchors. Tolerances for fabrication and installation of embedments shall be provided on
design drawings or in specifications. See also Section 3.8. {

The anchorage for structural embedments shall be designed based upon ACI 349. Appendix 11 with
the following exception. The assumed concrete failure cone projects out at an angle of 35" instead
of 45' The angle shall be measured from the plane normal to the axis of the embedment. This
exception applies to structural embedments and headed anchors, such as " NELSON Studs", and
expansion anchors. The exception is to prevent an overlapping of the concrete shear cones when
anchors are spaced M a "2d" spacing (reference Section 3.8.4.5) and to avoid a less than required
minimum edge distance.

A reduction in load capacity for embedments shall be applied for placement of anchors in the tension
/,. /one of concrete members.(

7.0 CONElJtUCTLOS: l'ORMINGmlMIL11LCATION. AND EitECTION

7.1 CONCitETI;

Concrete work for Seismic Category I structures shall conform to all requirements of ACI 349 and
ACI 301 except as modified by this appendix.

7.1.1 CONCitETE MIX DESIGN

Concrete Inis design for Seismic Category I structures, see Section 9.2 of this appendix, shall be
determined based upon field testing of trial mixtures with the materials to be used. Testing shall
evaluate;

ultimate concrete strength as well as early strength in support of an aggressive construction*

schedule,

concrete workability and consistency,e

required concrete admixtures.*

heat of hydration and required temperature control for large or thick concrete pours, and*

special exposure requirements when identified on design drawings.a

O
t
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7.1.2 CONCitETE PLACESIENT ,

i
|

lRequirements and/or limitations on concrete placement will be deterrnined in conjunction with the
construction schedule. A site specific construction specification should be prepared to address j

requirements and procedures for concrete pbc. ment. See also Section 3.8. j

l

The concrete specification should address;

desired volume of concrete pours and rate of deposition.*

special forming requirements.*

maximum height of pours,*

temperatua limitations; weather conditions and concrete mix, including approved methods for*

temperature ccotrol, and
curing requirements and prot.edures.*

7.1,3 REINFOHCING

Fabrication and placing of reirsforcing bars for concrete in Seismic Category I structures shall
conform to the requirements and tolerances specified in ACI 34, dect!on 7.5 and in ACI 301 Sections
5.5, 5.6, and 5.7

Consideration shall be given for modular assemblies of reinforcing. Such assemblies shall be
designed to be moved without chaging their alignment.

Lap splices shall be prohibbed for locations with tension stresses normal to the plane for the splice
and for bar sizes greater than #11, except as provide by ACI 349 Section 1.'.14.2.1.

Welding of reinforcing shall be prohibited except as provided for inapproved splice details. Welding
shall conform to the requirements of AWS DI.4, " Structural Welding Code - Reinforcing Steel."
Welded reinforcing shall be shown on reinforcing diawing details.

7.1.4 CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING

Construction sequ(nee will be included in site-specific information. Additional design requirements
due to the con truction scouence will b3 detenained during the final design. See also Section 3.8.

Advanced cmstruction methods, such as modular tonstruction or forming concrete slabs using metal

| deck, steel beams and columns which may be used to facilitate the construction sequence, which will
'

affect design details must be justified by as-built analyses and results documented in the structural
analysis report described in the structural acceptance criteria, Section 3.8.4.5.4.

7.2 STRUCTUR31, STEEL2

7.2.1 STRUCTURAL STEELt FAllRICATION AND ERECTION
|

| Fabrication and erection of safety related steel members shall be in accordance with AISC N690,
l Sections Ql.23 and Ql.25. Additional requirements are applicable as provided for in this appendix.

Amendment W
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U(3 7.2.2 IllGli STRENGTil llOLTED CONNECTIONS

Holts shall be imtalled and tightened in accordance with Section 8(d) of "Speci0 cation for Structural
Joints Usmg ASTM A325 or A490 Solts." The use of " load indicator" bolts or washers should be
used where possible. " Snug tight" installation of bolts in " slip critical" connections shall not be
permitted.

7.2.3 WELDED CONNECTIONS

Welding activities associated with Seismic Category I structural steel and their connections shall be
accomplished in accordance with written procedures and shall meet the requirements of the
AWS DI.! Structural Welding Code. The visual acceptance criteria shall be as defined in NCIG-01.
" Visual Acceptance Criteria for Structural Welding of Nuclear Power Plants,* Revision 2, EPRI
NP 5380.

8.0 EU{L'C1. URAL ACCEL'TANCI(CLtilJiRIA

Structural Acceptance Criteria are specified in Section 3 8 4.5.

Separation Criteria for Seismic Category I and non Seismic Category structures and components shall
be verified.

[] 9.0 MATI;JJIALS
v

9.1 E12Ehlia

Material shall confonn to requirements for Section 3.8.4.6.1 and this appendix.

Materials used should be selectiJ based upon a proven record of service in other nuclear facilities.
Mater als shall be specified lased upon approved codes and standards. Additional material
restrktions or requirements m ay be added by the design engineer to meet anticipated design or field
conditions.

With suitable qualification and no applicable material restrictions, substitut, rnaterials may be used.

Materials used shall be qualified to withstand environmental conditions for normal and accident
condiuons. Site specific design specifications should identify required qualifying environmental
conditions. See also Section 3.8.

9.2 EPliCIEICATIONS

The materials identiDed below and in Section 3.8.4.6. I shall be considered acceptable for the analysis
and design of System 80+ Standard Plant structures.

Additional materials may be added to this criteria when qualified by appropriate codes and standards.

C\
8

(J
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9.2.1 CONCRETE

Normal weight with a density of 135 to 160 pcf.

Compressive strength = 400() psi

- Nuclear Island basemat
- Non-Nuchar Island structures

Compressive strength = 5000 psi

- Nuclear Island superstructure ._

.
(A concrete strength of 4000 psi may be used when justified by as-built analyses and design
details with results documented in the structural analysis report described in the structural

[
3cceptance criteria, Section 3.8.4.5.4.)

Cement - material shall conform to ASTM C 150 per ACI 349 par. 3.2. Cement shall conform to
Type I or Type 11 designations except where additional qualifications are conducted for special
applications.

Aggregates - material shall conform a ASTM C 33 per ACI 349 par 3.3. ASTM specification C
637 may apply where deemed necessary for radiation shielding. Limestone based aggregates should
be considered for use in the floor of the reactor cavity for core concrete 'nteraction concerns.

Adinixtures - Admixtures conforming to applicable ASTM standards are stable when qualified
by testing to verifv required ma design.

Wa :r shall conform ta requirements of ACI 349 *c.ection 3.4 ard Section 3.8.4.6.1.1. Use of
non-potable water shall be restrictri in accordance with ACI 349 Section 3.4.3.

P.cinforcing Steel - ASTM 515 Grade 60, Fy = 60,000 psi
or - ASTM A706 Fy = 60,000 psi

The use of weldci splices and mechanical connections is addresseci under Paragrajh 12.14.3 of
aCl 349. Mechanical reinforcing coupler devices may be used.

- Epoxy coating of reinfarcing shall be in accordance with ASTM A775 (ACI 318 paragraph 3.5.3.7).

9.2.2 STEEL

,
9.2.2.1 Structural Stcel

,

Structural Shapes - ASTM.A36 Fy = 36,000 psi
additional material per ANSI /AISC N690 Section Ql.4.1
(excluding round & tubular shapes)

Structural Tuning - ASTM-A500 Grade B. Fy =- 42,000 psi

Amendment V
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Steel Plates - ASTM A240 Type 304L Staimess Steel :

ASTM A36 I

9.2.2.2 Structural Bolts

Structural ik.its shall comply with ASTM material specifications identified in S~ction Ql.4.3 of the
ANSI /AISC Standard N690 or other materials identified in the " Specification for Structural Bolting
Using ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts" Bolts shall have nuts and washers as identified below:

Bolts -- A193, A320, A325, A490, A354, or A449*

Nuts, for A325 and A449 -- A194 Grade 2 or 211 nuts or A563 Grade C, C3, D, Dil, or Dil3*

Nuts for A193, A320, A354, and A490 -- A194 Grade 24 or A563 Grade Dil or Dil3*

* Washers -- F436 hardened steel washers.

liigh strength threaded rods such as A193 Grade B7 or A320 Grade L43 moy be used in lieu of A325
bolts with qualifying documentation identifying the installation.

9.2.2.3 Welding

Welding materials shall conform to the requirements of the Structural Welding Code (AWS DI.1).
AWS DI.1 Table 4.1.1 shows the compatibility of 'ler metal with base metal. ANSI /AISC N690
provides supplemental information on weld materials for staial s steel.c,

(d\
9.3 RESTRICTED M Alh. I ALJ

The use of the restricted materials should be base; upon a proven need and avoided where possible.
Materials that a restricte:I include;

Use of teflon based h,w friction sliding hea;.rg plates such as "Flurogold" or neoprene based*

gaskets, seals, or bearings shall be kept to a mmimum due to presence of fluoride or chloride
ions and the mereased potential for stress corrosion cracking.

Low melting point metals (lead, zinc, etc.) have been identified for their deleterious effect on*

corrosion resistance and ductility of metallic components. Restrictions on zine will also mean
a restriction an galvanized materials. This restriction is particularly applicable inside
Containment where the zine in the galvanized coating can result in chemical reactions
producing additional hydrogen,

10.0 SUPPLEMENTAL DESIGN CRITERI A FOR NUCLEAR ISLAND, CATEGORY I AND
11 STRUCTURES

All structures located on the Nuclear Island are Seismic Category ?, Safety Class 3, and Quality
Class 1. Refer to Figure 3.8A-1 of this appendix for location of struccares addressed in this .ection.

m
' v
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10.1 STRUCTUR Al, FOUNDATION /BASEM AT

10.1.1 DESCRIPTION

The Basemat is a 10 foot thick reinforced concrete slab the upports the Nuclear Island structures.
The Basemat measures 334 feet by 442 feet, which inclu' ; an extension of four feet beyond the
Nuclear Island perimeter along all four sides to allow for one method for detailing of reinforcing at
the edge of the basemat.

The four foot extension of the basemat is not credited in any analyses. Aliernate design details that
meet the ACI Code requirements may be used provided that the as-built design details are
documented in the structural analysis report described in the structural acceptance criteria, _

Section 3.8.4.5.4.

Typical reinforcing details for alternate designs are shown in Appendix 3.8B, Figures 3.8B-3 and
3.8I M .

10.1.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The basemat is designed for the envelope of reactions considering all soil cases. The basemat
analysis provides support reactions assuming a homogeneous foundation subgrade. These reactions
ne used to determine an effective sci! bearing pressure under the basemat. Reactions are represented
by vertical soil springs. Spring constants are calculated based upon contributory areas and the
underlying soil stiffness.

The basemat shall use a symmetrical reinforcing configuration based on the maximum required
reinforcing, either top or bottom of the basemat to account for differential settlement.

Design of the basemat shall consider stresses due to pouring sequence of the mat as well as the
erection sequence for components located above the mat. Pour lap. ts should minimize skewed
intersection of construction joints with walls due to conflicts in placement of wall dowels.

Concrete pours shall require engineered ccnstruction joints detailed on concrete and reinforcing
design drawings. Details shall allow for proper spacing and stagger of individual rebar splices and
shear reinforcing required by ACI 349 Sections 12.14 through 12.17 Design of the construction
joint shall consider the requirements for add!:ional shear reinforcing identified in ACI 349
Section 11.7.

Shrinkage cracks in the exposed vertical faces of concrete pours shall be controlled by minimw.:
reinforcing as specified in ACI 349 Section 7.12. This reinforcing shall apply to temporarily expossc
faces of interior construction joints.

Des'3n of the basemat includes blockouts needed for equipment sumps. At these sump locations,
basemat thickness is reduced. Additional horizontal reinforcing shall be added in the sump sidewalls
to acconunodate basemat design moments.

O
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The basemat shall be founded on competent structural backfill. The backfill material shall meet the
requirements of the Unified Soil Classification System for SP. SM, GP, or GW soils, except that the
maximum percentage of soil passing through No. 200 sieve shall be no greater than 12 percent._ The
soil shall be compacted to be a minimum of 95 percent as determined by ASTM D1557. |

10.1.3 DESIGN LOADS

Refer to Table 3 8A-1 of this appendix for additionai Basemat design loads. '

10.2 CONTAIN51ENT SillEl,D Bull, DING

10.2.1 DESCRII"rION

The Containment Shield Building is the concrete structure that surrounds the steel Containment Vessel
and; Containment Subsphere and provides protection from postulated external missiles and
environmental effects. The Containment Shield Building provides an additional barrier against the
release of fission products.

The Shield Duilding consists of a cylindrical 4 feet thick reinforced concrete shell wall with a 105'
inside radius extending from the foundation basemat at El. 50'-0" to El.146'-0"_. The cylindrical

. wall extends upward from El 146'-0" with a 3 ft thickness to the spring line at Ei.157'-0". - The
Shield Building is topped by a 3 ft thick reinforced concrete hemispherical roof.- The outside apex
of the dome is at levation 265'-0*

- The Unit Vent is a Seismic Category 11 structure attached to the exterior of the Containment Shield'
Building. The Unit Vent is designed for the SSE using Seismic Category I criteria.

-10.2.2 DESIGN REQUIRESIENTS

The Containment St'. 'd Building penetrations shall be sealed to maintain the annulus ventilation
boundary.

10.2.3 Design 1/ 1 (Reference Section 3.8.4.3) -

ASCE Paper 4933 applies to wind loads on the Containment Shield Building. For tornado winds,
-the external pressure shape coefficient (C ) used in the formula in Section 5.1.3.2.2 of this appendixp

is taken from the tables in ASCE 7-88. The wino had distribution curves for the Containment Shield
Building are on in Section 3.3,

Refer to Table 3.8A-1 for additional design loads applicable to the Containment Shield Building.

10.3 REACTOR BUILDING SUBSPilERE
;

The Reactor Building Subsphere, located inside the Shield Building and external to the Containment
'.

Vessel, consists of reinforced concrete walls and slabs and the Containment Support Pedestal.- The
purpose of the subsphere structures is to support the Containment Vessel and the Internal Structures

/ and isolate safety related equipment;
%.

L
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Refer to Table 3.8A 1 for Reactor Building Subsphere general design loads.

10.3.1 CONTAINMENT SUPPORT PEDESTAL

10.3.1.1 Description

The Containment Support Pedestal is the intermediate concrete support between the Containment
Vessel and the Nuclear Island Foundation Basemat. The containment support pedestal has no
pressure retaining function and therefore is not designed per ASME Code.

The pedestal is comprised of a circular columnar support 66 feet in diameter, with an additional area
extending out 8'-7" under the Upper Guide Structure Laydown Area, and a 3 ft thick curved dish
pedestal. The center column extends from El. 50'-0" to the Contairment Vessel invert at El. 57'-0"
The Dish Pedestal extends around the containment vessel from the center column upward to
El. 91'-9"

10.3.1.2 Design Requirements

Resistance for the Containnent Vessel against sliding and overturning on the Containment support
pedestal is provided by shear connectors welded to the Containment Vessel.

Compressible material is provided around the upper edge of the a a pedestal dish to reduce bearing
stresses between the dish and the Containment Vessel at El. 91'-9" Design details shall allow for
insertion of the compressible material and containment inspectability.

Preventive measures are required in this bearing area to reduce or prevent containment corrosion.
These measures include;

Sealing of the concrete to keep out moisture*

Use of sloped floors and drains to prevent collection of surface water in the transition areaa

Containment penetrations that pass through the support pedestal concrete must allow for inspection
and testing at the Containment Vessel in compliance with General Design Criterion 53. Provisions
for inspection and testing must be included in the design.

10.3.1.3 Design 1 oads (Reference Section 3.8.4.3) ,

Refer to Table 3.8A-1 for additional design loads applicable to the Containment Support Pedestal.

10.4 CONTAINMENT INTERNAL STRUCTURES

The Containment Internal Structures are hicWd inside the spherical steel containment vessel. The
purpose of these internal structures is to pm!Je grac: ural support, radiation and missile shieldin;.;,
and space Sr the IRWST. These strumucs are constructed of reinforced concrete and structural
steel. These structures are described in Ection 3 9.3.1.

Refer to Tabk 3.8A-1 for general design loads for the Cortainment internal Structures.
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11.1.7 OTIIER REQUIRESIENTS

The building is to be founded on competent structural backfill as defined in Section 10.1 of this
appendix. The bearing pressure shall not exceed the allowable value given in Table 2.0-1.

11.2 COS1PONENT COOLING WATER IIEAT EXCIIANGER STRUCTURE

11.2.1 IlUILDING Cl ASSIFICATION

Quality Class 1*

Safety Class 3*

Seismic Category I=

11.2.2 DESCRilTION

There are two Component Cooling Water (CCW) lleat Exchanger Structures, each structure houses
two heat exchangers. The CCW system is a redundant system with only two heat exchangers
required for plant operation. The first Door houses the heat exchanger, while the basemat levels
contains piping and equipment.

Each structure is a two story reinforced concrete structure approximately 34 ft high, from the top of
the mat. I10 ft long, and 44 ft wide f.;unded on a four foot thick reinforced concrete mat located7,
17' - 0" below grade. The walls are 2' - 3' thick and the roof is two feet thick. The first floor of |'v');

the structure is three floor thick and is supported by three rows columns approximately twenty two
feet on center with the two outer rows located directly under the two heat exchangers. The center
row of these columns is continued through the first floor to provide additional support for the roof.

The roof supports two fan rooms on one end of the building and two air inlet rooms on the opposite
end of the building. Both of these rooms extend the width of the building and are approximately 23
feet wide with a partially open face covered with a bird screen. A concrete overhang is provided and
serves as a missile barrier for the open face.

The outside doors are protected against tornado missiles by concrete missile barriers.

CCW heat exchanger maintenance sumps are located in the basemat at one end of the structure. The
sump has a capacity equai to the fluid contents of the shell inside of one heat exchanger. There are
Door drain sumps located at the opposite end of the structure.

The CCW lleat Exchanger Structures shall be located a minimum of 50 feet away from any hydrogen
storage area to preclude loading to the structure from a potential hydrogen burn.

i An underground tunnel is connected to each CCW lleat Exchanger Structure from the Nuclear Annex
l for the CCW piping. The top of the tunnels basemat is at the same elevation as the top of the CCW

lleat Exchanger Structure basemat

(
| ( !

'xj'
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11.2.3 ELEVATIONS

El.121'-9' Top of roof of fanlair filter room*

El.111'-9" Top of Roofa

El. 91'-9" Top of the first floor (1 foot above grade)*

El. 73'-9" Bottom of basemat*

11.2.4 CODES AND STANDARDS

The codes and standards applicable to Seismic Category I buildings shall be met.

11.2.5 LOADS

in addition to the minimum design loads requirements of Section 5.1 of this appendix, the following
additional specific load requirements shall be met. Should conDicting values occur between this
section and Section 5.1 of this appendix, the values specified in this section apply.

I1.2.5.1 Dead Load (D)

The weight of each heat exchanger when full of water is approximately 250 Kips excluding the heat
exchanger saddle and leg supports. The heat exchanger support is not covered by this criteria and
shall be designed in accordance with the rules of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
111. Division 1. Subsection NF.

I1.2.5.2 Live Load (L)

The CCW lleat Exchanger Structure shall be designed for the following live loads.

Item 1 ive 1.oad

Fan and Air inlet Room 150 psfa

Roof 100 psf*

First floor 150 psfa

Basemat 250 psfa

i1.2.5.3 Temperature Loads (T,)

The normal concrete surface operating temperature within the building ranges from 60"F to 90"F.
The ambient temperature range outside of the building shall be assumed to range from -10 F to
100*F (See Section 5.1.1.5 of this appendix). Site specific provisions may be taken to minimize the
effects of the structural temperature gradient produced by these conditions.

11.2.5.4 Seismic Loads (E')

The seismic accelerations shall be as specified i:. the Table 3.8A 3.

O
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11.2.5.5 Internal Flooding

The structure sump is designed to collect watet due to flooding resulting from a potential rupture of |
the CCW or Station Service Water (SSW) piping.

11.2.5.6 Other Loads

All abnormal loads (i.e., P, T, R , Y,, Y, and Y,) are zero.

11.2.6 LOADING CO.51111 NATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

11.2.6.1 Concrete

The requirements of Section 5.2.2 and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met,

11.2.6.2 Structural Steel

The requirements of Section 5.2.3 and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met.

I1.2.6.3 Stability

The requirements of Section 5.2.4 of this appendix shall be met.
/ \

'h 11.2.7 OTIIER REQUIRE.\lENTS

The building is to be founded on competent structural backfill as defined in Section 10.1 of this
appendix. The bearing pressure shall not exceed the allowable value given in Table 2.01.

11.3 RADWASTE FACll.lTY

11.3.1 IlUILDING CLASSIFICATION

Qaality Class 2*

Safety Class NNS*

Seismic Category 11*

11.3.2 DESCRil' TION

The Radwaste Facility is a non-safety related reinforced concrete building located adjacent to and on
the west side of the Nuclear Annex. The building houses the liquid and solid radioactive waste
management systems.

The build:ng is a four story L shaped reinforced concrete structure with a thick stepped mat
foundation with the major dimensions of the L beir.g approximately 167 ft long and 153 ft wide. The
major Doors are at elevations 115'-6", 91'-9", 70'-0" and 50'-0" 't he elevations at the top of the
supped mat are 50'-0" and 34'-0"

'd'
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The basement and the Orst two floors are a labyrinth of walls that create numerous compartments
utilized for radwaste management system components. There is a truck bay located at elevation
91 '-9" A bridge crane, supported just below the roof, on the west end of the building traverses the
entire width of the building in the north-south direction. The area serviced by the crane is open to
elevation 91'-9"

11.3.3 ELEVATIONS

El.135'-6" Top of roof*

El. I15'-6" Top of the third Door=

El. 91'-9" Top of the second floor (Grade is at El. 90'-9")a

El . 70'-0" Top of the first floor*

El. 50'-0" Top of the basemat on the North side*

* El. 34'-0" Top of the basemat on the South side

11.3.4 CODES AND STANDARDS

The codes and standards applicable to Seismic Category 11 buildings shall be met,

11.3.5 LOADS

In addition to t'y v aum desig.. ' is rcquirements of Section 5.1 of this appendix, the following
additional specs..,; taan requirement 3 shall be met. Should conflicting values occur between this
section and Section 5.i uf this appendix, the values specified in this section apply.

I1.3 5.1 Dead Load (D) .

The weights for major equipment are listed in Table 3.8A-4.

11.3.5.2 Live Load (L)

The live loads are listed in Table 3.8A-5.

I1.3.5.3 Temperature Loads (T )

The normal concrete surface operating temperature within the building ranges from 60*F to 90*F.
The ambient temperature range outside of the building shall be -10 F to 100'F (Section 5.1.1.5 of
this appendix). Site specific provisions may be taken to m.inimize the effects of the structural
temperature gradient produced by these conditions.

I t.3.5.4 Seismic Loads (E')
i

ihe seismic accelerations shall be as specified in the Table 3.8A-6.

11.3.5.5 Internal Flooding

The foundation and walls shall be designed to include the containment of the maximum inventory cf
the solid and liquid waste management systems.

,

i
1
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11.3.5.6 Crane imads

The main bridge crane at grade shall be designed for 15 tons. A bridge crane above the lilC storage
resin dewatering area shall be designed for 5 tons. All monorails shall be designed for 5 tons. The
crane haunches shall be designed in accordance with Section 5.1.1.2.5 of this appendix.

11.3.5.7 Other Loads

All abnormal loads (i.e., P., T , R., Y,, Y, and YJ are zero.

11.3.6 LOADING COMBINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

11.3.6.1 Concrete

The building shall be designed for the SSE using Seismic Category I criteria. The requirements of
Section 5 2.2 and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met.

I1.3.6.2 Structural Steel

The building shall be designed for the SSE using Seismic Category I criteria. The requirements of
Section 5.2.3 and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met.

I1.3.6.3 Stability
v

The requirements of Section 5.2.4 of this appendix shall be met.

11.3.7 OTilER REQUIREMENTS

There shall be a minimum space of six inches between the Radwaste facility and the Nuclear Island |
to prevent seismic interaction.

The building is to be founded on competent structural backfill as defined in Section 10.1 of this
appendix. The bearing pressure shall not exceed the allowable value given in Table 2.0-1.

11.4 SERVICli._ WATER PUMPilOUSE AND INTAKE STRUCTURE

11.4.1 BUILDING CLASSIFICATION

Quality Class 1*

Safety Class 3*

Seismic Category 1*

11.4.2 DESCRIPTION

The Service Water Pump Strt:cture is classified Category I and is not included in the scope of design
certification due to its specific site design requirements. The building includes a mat type foundation

n)( and a reinforced concrete superstructure with rigid walls. The service water pump room and its
supporting elements will be protected against flooding.''
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I1.4.3 ELEVATIONS

| Service water pump structure elevations are site specific.
_

11.4.4 CODES AND STANDARDS

The codes and standards applicable to Seismic Category I buildings shall be met,

11.4.5 LOADS

in addition to the minimum design loads requirements of Section 5.1 of this appendix the following
specific additional load requirements shall be met. Should conflicting values occur between this --

section and Section 5.1 of this appendix the values specified in this section apply,

11.4.5.1 Dead I oad (D)

The weight of each Station Service Water (SSW) pump is dependent on site specific considerations,

11.4.5.2 Live Load (L)

The SSW pump supports are designed for thrust loads per vendor drawings.

hym I ive Load
Concrete Floors (by COL) psf
Roof (by COL) psf

Operating Conditions:
Normal water level El. (Note 1)*

* Extreme low water level El. (Note 1)
Maximum water level (flood) El. (Note 1)*

Note 1: These elevations will be established based on site specific data.

11.4.5.3 Temperature Loads (T)

The normal concrete surface operating temperature within the building is site specific. The ambient
temperature range outside of the building shall be -10*F to + 100*F (Section 5.1.1.5 of this
appendix). Site specific provisions may be taken to minimize the effects of the structural temperature
gradient produced by these conditions.

I1.4.5.4 Seismic Loads (E')

The seismic response of the structure is site specific.

O
Amendment U
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(' ') 11.4.5.5 Ilooding

Flood loads on the Service Water Pump Structure shall include internal Gooding and hurricane
induced wave forces.

|
11.4.5,6 Other 1,oads

All abnormal loads (i.e., P,, T,, R,, Y,, Y, and Y,) are zero.

11,4.6 1,OADING COMillNATIONS AND ACCElvrANCE CRITERIA

11.4.6.1 Concrete

The requirements of Section 5.2.2 and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met.

11.4.6.2 Stability

The requirements of Section 5.2.4 of this appendix shall be met.

11,4,7 OTilER REQUIREMENTS

Site Specific

!

\m 11.5 HLRillNE llUll. DING

11.5.1 IlUII. DING CLASSIFICATION

Quality Class 2*

Safet' Class NNS*
,

Seismic Category 11*

11.5.2 DESCRIPTION

The Turbine Building is 'ocated adjacent to and on the east side of the Nuclear Annex. The Turbine
Building is approximately 200 ft by 370 ft, has a ground Door, a mezzanine Door, an operating Door
and a roof that has several different elevations.

The ground Door is a reinforced concrete slab. In the area of the condensers the foundation is
comprised of a stepped mat. The three turbines are founded on a reinforced concrete slab that is
supported by pedestals that extend down to the basemat.

The outside wall above grade is a steel framed superstructure with metal sidMg. The major portion
of the roof spans approximately 135' and is comprised of prefabricated trusses with built-up roofing
consisting of metal decking.

gg There is a !25 ton main crane and a 25 ton auxiliary crane : hat traverses the length of the building.

( )) The cranes are supported by the outside steel columns.
%

Amendment W
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Railroad service is J.mvided at the east end of the building with the track running through the inside
of the building in the north-south direction.

11.5.3 El.EVATIONS

| Turbine Building elevations are reference elevations only.

11.5.4 CODES AND STANDARDS

The codes and standards applicable to Seismic Category II buildings shall be met,

11.5.5 LOADS

In addition to the minimum design loads requirements of Section 5.1 of this appendix. the following
additional specific load requirements shall be met. Should conflicting values occur between this
section and Seaion 5.1 of this appendix. the values specif.ed in this section apply,

11.5.5.1 Dead Load (D)

Th estimated weights for major equipment are listed in Table 3.8A-7.

11.5.5.2 Live Load (L)

The live loads are specified in Table 3.8n Q

11.5.5.3 Temperature Loads (T ,

The normal operating temperature withb. the building ranges from 40 F to 100*F. The ambient
temperature range outside of the buildir.g shall be -10*F to 100*F (Section 5.1.1.5 of this appendix).

I1.5.5.4 Seismie Loads (E')

The seismic accelerations shall be as specified in the Table 3.8A-9.

11.5.5.5 Pipe Loads

Where the piping loads are not known at the time of design, beams and girders are designed for a
concentrated load applied at midspan as indicated below.

1. In areas where the main steam and steam generator feedwater lines are located. use the weight
of the lines full of water.

2. In areas where large bore piping is heavily concentrated:

Girders (column to column) 55 kips
Primary beams (column to column) 45 kips
Secondary beams 30 e ps

Amendment V
3.8A-52 April 29,1994
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rnovement shall be considered. Friction between the tunnel and the surrounding soil shall be
considered using conservative estimates of the associated frictional forces.

11.7.5.4 OTilER 1,OADS

All abnormal loads (i.e., P, T,, R , Y . Y,n and Y,) are zero,
3

11.7.6 LOADING CONiillNATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

11.7.6.1 CONCRETE

The tunnel shall be designed using Seismic Category I criteria. The requirements of Sections 5.2.2
and 8.0 of this appendix shall be met.

11.7.6.2 STAlllLITY

The requirements of Section 5.2.4 of this appendix shall be met,

11.7.7 OTilER REQUIREN1ENTS

The building is to be founded on competent structural backfill as defined in Section 10.1 of this
appendix. The bearing pressure shall not exceed the value given in Table 2.0-1.

m
( The Component Cooling Water lleat Exchanger Piping tunnel shall be scaled against the introduction

'

N of exterior water sources into the tunnel and shall be scaled at the interface with safety related
structures to prevent floxling effects. The water seals are designed for the static pressure of waa
at the flood elevation. Water seals to preclude flooding of the Nuclear Annex caused by Service
Water piping failure in the Component Cooling Water lleat Exchanger Structure and those at the
interface to the Nuclear Island Structure are designed to maintain integrity in the event of a Safe
Shutdown Earthquake. In the event of seal failure, any credible leakage is limited to the capacity of
the sump pumps in the safety related structure.

!!.8 IlURIED Calli,E TUNNEL,S. AND CONDUIT IIANKS

11.8.1 CONDUIT CLASSIFICATION

Quality Class i*

Safety Class 3*

Seismic Category 1*

11.8.2 DESCRIPTION

lluried cable tunnels and conduit banks are remforced concrete box type structures, generally
rectangular in cross-section that house cowtuit for electrical distribution.

I1.8.3 CODES AND STANDARDS

j The codes ,nd standards applicable to Seismic Category I buildings shall be met.
% ,/

Amendment W
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11.8.4 1,OADS

In addition to the minimum design loads requirements of Section 5.1 of this appendix, the following
specific additional load reqsements shall be met. Should conflicting values occur between this
Section and Section 5.1 of this appendix. the values specified in this Section apply.

11.8.4.1 DEAD 1,OAD (D)

|
The weight of the contents of the cable tunnel and/or conduit bank.

I1.8.4.2 1.IVE 1.OAD (1 )

The structure shall be designed for soil overieurden pressure. AASilO 1120-44 truck loading and
construction equipment loading as applicable to the specific site.

11.8.4.3 SEISMIC 1 OADS (E')

The reinforced concrete buried cable tunnels and/or conduit banks shall be seismically designed to
sustain soil movement during earthquake ground mctions. The structural integrity of the cable tunnel
and/or conduit bank is evaluated by accounting for the two primary effects of earthquake motion,
namely;

1. Strains and associated stresses induced in the tunnel by the free-field vibration resulting from
motions of the surrounding soil mass (seismic wave passage). and

2. Seismically induced differential movements of the ends of the tunnel (i.e., the Nuclear Island
and the CCW lleat Exchanger Structure).

Equivalent static analysis shall be performed considering the conduit tunnel as a beam on an elastic
foundation. Axial stress caused by seismic waves, soil friction, thermal expansion and differential
movement shall be considered. Friction between the tunnel and the surrounding soil shall be
considered using conservative estimates of the associated frictional forces.

O
Amendment W
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LJ
11.8.4.4 OTilER I.OADS

All abnormal loads (i.e., P , T, R,. Y , Y, and Y,) are rcro.j

11.8.5 1.OADING COMillNATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

11.8.5.1 CONCilETE

The cable tunnels and conduit banks shall be designed using Seismic Category I criteria.
_.

11.8.5.2 STAllll lTY

The requirements of Section 5.2.4 of this appendix shall be met.

11.8.6 OTilER REQUIREMENTS

The cable tunnels and conduit banks are to be founded on competent structural backfill as defined in
Section 10.1 of this appendix. The bearing pressure shall not exceed the value given in Table 2.0-1.

(AU) Cable tunnels and conduit banks shall be sealed against the introduction of exterior water sources into +

the tunnel or bank and shall be sealed at the interface with safety related structures to prevent
nooding effects. The water seals are designed for the static pressure of water at the flood elevation.
Water seals at the interface with safety related structures are designed to maintain integrity in the
event of a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. In the event of sec.1 failure, any credible leakage is limited
to the capacity of the sump pumps in the safety related structure, or the associated flooding effects
are shown to be acceptable.

k

,
,

%J
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IAlli.E 3.8 A-2

!!1ESEl,J31111, STORAGE STRt*CTERJE

SSE ACCELER ATIONS IN Gs

===.

Eles ation lang Direction Short Direction Vertical

Roof 0.855 0.661 0.686 |

Ilasemat 0.648 0.542 0.680 |

|

|

9
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1.0 OltJECTIVE ANI)_ SCOPE

This Appendix presents analysis results and typical main reinforcing design fm thirteen selected areas
of the System 80+ Seismic Category 1 Nuclear Island structure, the Diesel Fuel Storage Structure,
Component Cooling Water lleat Exchanger Structure, and Component Cooling Water Tunnel using
the criteria in Appendix 3.8A. Based on the general arrangement of major structural elements and
components, the thirteen Nuclear Island areas are selected to provide representative design details for
structural elements having both typical and unique design requirements. Design details for the steel
containment are included in Section 3.8.2.

In addition to the evaluation of the thirteen areas, shear requirements have been calculated and
capacities demonstrated for all major shear walls of the Nuclear Island. -

The resulting design forces and moments presented in this Appendix are from use of a conservative
envelope of design loads. Reinforcing details presented are typical details to develop the capacity
required to envelope these forces and moments. Ductility reinforcing requirements for concrete
sections are provided in Section 6.0 of this appendix. The design review demonstrates that it is
feasible to design and construct the structures as configured in the general arrangements presented
in Chapter 1. The structural analysis report, Section 3.8.4.5.4, will document that the final design |
details for the Nuclear Island structure meet the analysis and design criteria of Section 3.8.

Design and analysis details of the Diesel Fuel Storage Structure, Component Cooling Water lleatn

(V)
Exchanger Structure and Component Cooling Water Timnel are provided in Section 7.0 of this
appendix.

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF TIIE NUCl. EAR ISI,ANI) CRITICAL, AREAS

The location and description of the thirteen areas are identified in Table 3.8B-1. The areas are shown
in Figure 3.8B-1, Sheets 1-5.

3,0 ANAIXSIS SIETilODS

The Nuclear Island is analyzed to account for both global and local effects of design basis loads
described in Appendix 3.8A.

The complete Nuclear Island is founded on a common basemat and is analyzed as a monolithic
structure. A three dimensional finite element model of the Nuclear Island is developed and equivalent
static global loading conditions are applied to the structure. These results are combined using the
loading combinations identified in Section 5.2 of Appendix 3.8A. The global results from the three
dimensional finite element model are combined with local analysis results to determine forces and
moments for the design of the walls, columns and slabs.

The analysis methods are described in further detail in Appendix 3.8A, Section 6.1.

4,0 1 OADS AND 1.OAD COSIBINATIONS

The loads evaluated for the Nuclear Island are addressed in Appendix 3%A, Section 5.1.

v

1
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O
The following loading combinations from Table 3.8-5 and Appendix 3.8A are used for analysis and I
design of Category I structures and their components. See Appendix 3.8A, Section 5.0 for i
definitions.

4.1 LOARIXG C05fil|NKilOJS FOR SEISS11C CATEGORY I CONCRETE
b"[RUCTURES

4.1.1 SERVICE I.OAD CO.51111 NATIONS

a) U = 1.4 I) + 1.7L
b) U = 1,2 D + 1.7 W

c) U = 1.4D + 1.7F + 1.7L + 1.711 + 1.7W
d) U = (.75)(1.4D + 1.7F + 1.7L + 1.711 + 1.7T + 1.7R )o n

e) U = (.75)(I 4D + 1.7F + 1.7L + 1.711 + 1.7W + 1.7T 1.7R )o n

4.1.2 FACTORED LOAD CON 1111 NATIONS

a) U = D + F + L + 11 + T + R + E'o n

b) U=D4 F + L + 11 + T t R + W,o n

c) Uu D+F4 L + 11 + T, + R, + 1.5 P,
d) U=D+f4 L + 11 + T, + R, + 1.0P, + 1.0( Y, + Y, + Y ) + E'm

4.2 1,OADING CO31It! NATIONS FOR SEIS3flC CATEGORY I STEElJTRUCTURES

4.2.1 SERVICE LOAD CONDITIONS

4.2.1.1 Elastic Allowable Strength Design

a) S = D + F + L + 11
b) S = D + F + L + 11 + W
c) 1.3 S = D + F + 1. + 11 + R + Tn o

d) 1.3 S = D + F + L + 11 + W + R + Tn n

4.2.1.2 Plastic Design

a) Y = 1.7 (D + F + L + 11)
b) Y = 1.7 (D + F + L + 11 + W)
c) Y = 1.3 (D + F + L + 11 + T + R )n n

d) Y = 1.3 (D + F + L + 11 + W + T + R )n n

4.2.2 FACTORED I.OAD CONDITIONS

4.2.2.1 Elastic Allowable Strength Design

a) 1.4 S = D + F + L + 11 + R + T + Li'n o

b) 1.4 S = D + F + L + 11 + R + T + W,n o

c) 1.4 S = D + F + L + 11 + R, 4 T, - + P.
d) 1.6 S = D + F + L + 11 + R, + T, + ( Y, + Y, + Y ) + E' + P.m

3.88-2 Amendment U - 12/31/93
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J 3.9 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

The COL applicant referencing the System 80+ Standard Design will
develop and/or provide site and plant-specific information on
mechanical systems and components design. Information will
include:

* Verification of computer codes that are not
precertified,

* Reconciliation of as-built with as-designed piping
configurations,
Documentation of pressurizer safety valve adjustments,*

Documentation of radiographic exanination of welds,*

Identification of safety-related components which*

utilize snubbers,
Description of energy absorbing and/or non-linear*

piping restraints, if used, and
Qualification and preoperational testing of safety-*

related pumps and valves and a detailed pump and valve
inservice testing (IST) program.

3.9.1 SPECIAL TOPICS FOR MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

3.9.1.1 Desian Transients

'') The following information identifies the transients used in thes

design and fatigue analysis of ASME Code Class 1 components,
reactor internals and component supports. Cyclic data for the
design of ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components, as applicable, are
discussed in Section 3.9.3. All transients are classified with
respect to the component operating condition categories
identified as Level A (Normal), B (Upset), C (Emergency) and D
(Faulted) and testing as defined in the ASME Code, Section III.
The transients specified below represent conservative estimates
for design purposes only and do not purport to be accurate
representations of actual transients, or necessarily reflect
actual operating procedures; nevertheless, all envisaged actual
transients are accounted for, and the number and severity of the
design transients exceeds those which may be anticipated during
the life of the plant.

Pressure and temperature fluctuations resulting from the normal,
test, upset, emergency and faulted transients are computed by
means of computer simulations of the reactor coolant system,
pressurizer, and steam generators. Design transients are
detailed in the equipnent specifications. The component designer
then uses the specification curves as the basis for design and
fatigue analysis,

'm In support of the design of each Code Class 1 and CS component,
a fatigue analysis of the combined effects of mechanical andj
thermal loads is performed in accordance with the requirements ofv
Section III of the ASME Code. The purpose of the analysis is to
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demonstrate that fatigue failure will not occur when the
components are subjected to typical dynamic events which may
occur at the power plant.

The rules of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 1, Subsection NB: Class 1 Components, are used for |
performing fatigue evaluations of system 80+ components. The
fatigue curves (S-N Curves) contained in Appendix I to Section
III are used as the basis for performing all of the fatigue
analyses of System 80+ components. |

|

Observations of significant environmental degradation of the i

cyclic behavior of materials in LWR environments are primarily
related to high strain ranges, slow strain rates, high oxygen
contents of LWR primary water environments, high sulfur contents
of carbon and low alloy steels, and low flow rate conditions.
The absence of any one of these conditions is sufficient to |
preclude any significant environmental degradation of the fatigue
behavior of materials exposed to typical PWR primary coolant

0
i
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environment. Since System 80+ components are not exposed to high
oxygen content environments at elevated temperatures, and no
carbon or low alloy steel is directly exposed to the primary
coolant, no significant environmental degradation of the cyclic
behavior of System 80+ components will occur.

The existing S-N Curves are applicable to the 60 year design life
of System 80+ components because:

1) the RCS, including all primary components, core support
and internal structures, and the pressurizer surge line

| are either stainless steel clad materials, inconel or
wrought stainless steel construction,

2) the primary system water chemistry controls require
control of dissolved oxygen content in the primary
system prior to operation above 150*F, and

3) no carbon or low alloy steel materials are exposed to
the primary coolant environment.

The fatigue analysis is based upon a series of dynamic events
depicted in the respective component specifications. Associated
with each dynamic event is a mechanical, thermal-hydraulic
transient presentation along with an assumed number of
occurrences for the event. The presentation is generally simpla
and straightforward, since it is meant to envelope the actual
plant response. The intent is to present material for purposes
of design.

Similarly, the characterization of a given dynamic event with a
specific name is unimportant. Any plant dynamic occurrence with
consequences which fall within the envelopes associated with one
of these dynamic events is by definition represented by that
dynamic event. The fundamental concept ensures that the
consequences of the normal and upset conditions which are
expected to occur in the power plant are enveloped by one or more
of the dynamic event portrayals in the component specifications.
Tha number of occurrences selected for each dynamic event is
conservative, so that in the aggregate, a 60-year useful life is
provided by this design process.

Design load combinations for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
components are given in Section 3.9.3. Design loading
combinations for Code Class CS internals structures are presented
in Section 3.9.5.2.

The principal design bases of the reactor coolant system (RCS)
and reactor internals structures are given in Sections 5.2 and
3.9.5, respectively.

The System 80+ design basis initiating events and frequencies
used in the stress analysis of primary system Code Class 1 and

i

|
'
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V Class CS components are shown in Table 3.9-1. The System 80+
design basis events are nearly identical to System 80. The
format has been revised to detail the individual transients
considered in the design basis. A small number of events (e.g.,
frequency control) have been added in response to the EPRI
Utilities Requirement Document (URD). The 60-year frequency of
occurrence for all events was re-computed based on the latest
industry databases (References 48 and 49). particular emphasis
was placed on severe transients (i.e., feeding cold feedwater to
a hot steam generator) and/or transients with a high design
frequency of occurrence (i.e., frequency control). Where
appropriate, excessive conservatism has been removed from the
System 80 values. The resulting System 80+ events and _

frequencies conservatively represent the 60-year design basis.
The design basis events are classified as normal, upset,
emergency, faulted and test. The normal and test events are
planned operations that will occur during the life of the plant.
Upset events are occurrences that may occur during the life of
the plant (i.e. , anticipated operational occurrences) . Emergency
and faulted events are not expected to occur (i.e., accidents)
but are included in the design basis for additional design
margin. The normal and test events are selected by reviewing the
expected plant operations. The upset, emergency and faulted

/~T events are determined by reviewing industry databases (References
k ) 48 and 49) for events that have occurred, or that may be

postulated to occur, based on observed plant behavior.

Normal and test event frequencies are determined by summing the
number of expected plant operations over the 60-year design life.
The frequencies for upset, emergency and faulted events are
determined on a probabilistic basis utilizing industry databases
(see References 48 and 49). The stated 60-year design frequency
of occurrence (see Table 3.9-1) is always greater than the
expected frequency of occurrence.

Conservative mathematical models and methodology are used to
determine the thermal-hydraulic consequences of the design basis
events on individual plant components. The design margin is
further enhanced by enveloping similar events and using the most
conservative thermal-hydraulic consequences to represent a
composite group. The group frequency is then determined by
algebraically summing the individual design frequencies.

Pressure and thermal stress variations associated with the design
transients are considered in the design of supports, valves, and
piping within the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).
In addition to the design transients listed above and included in
the fatigue analysis, the loadings produced by the SSE are also

(m) applied in the design of components and support structures of the
%d

I
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RCS. For the number of cycles pertaining to fatigue effects of
cyclic motion associated with the SSE, refer to Section 3.7.3.2.
Design load combinations for ASME Class 1, 2 and 3 components are

given in Section 3.9.3.

3.9.1.2 Computer Procrams Used in Stress Analyses

3.9.1.2.1 Code Class Systems, Components, and Supports
The following paragraphs provide a summary of the applicable
computer programs used in the stress and structural analyses for
ASME Code Class systems, components, and supports in the CESSAR-
DC scope. The summaries include individual descriptions and
applicability data. The computer codes employed in these
analyses have been verified in conformance with design control
methods, consistent with the quality assurance program described
in Chapter 17.

If computer codes that are not listed below are used, they will
be compared to NRC-benchmarked or approved codes. Computer codes

used for piping dynamic analysis will be benchmarked in

| accordance with NUREG/CR-6128. See also Section 3.9.

3.9.1.2.1.1 MDC BTRUDL

The MDC STRUDL computer program provides the ability to specify
characteristics of framed structure and three-dimensional solid
structure problems, perform static and dynamic analyses, and
reduce and combine results.
Analytic procedures in the pertinent portions of MDC STRUDL apply
to framed structures. Framed structures are two- or three-
dimensional structures composed of slender, linear members that
can be represented by properties along a centroidal axis. Such
a structure is modeled with joints, including support joints, and
members connecting the joints. A variety of force conditions on
members or joints can be specified. The member stiffness matrix
is computed from beam theory. The total stiffness matrix of the
modeled structures is obtained by appropriately combining the
individual member stiffness.
The stiffneca analysis method of solution treats the joint
displacements as unknowns. The solution procedure provides
results for joints and members. Joint results include
displacements and reactions and joint loads as calculated from
member end forces. Member results are member end forces and
distortions. The assumptions governing the beam element
representation of the structure are as follows: linear, elastic,

homogeneous, and isotopic behavior, small deformation, plane
sections remain plane, and no coupling of axial, torque, and
bending.

The program is used to define the dynamic characteristics of the
structural models used in the dynamic seismic analyses of the
reactor coolant system components. The natural frequencies and
mode shapes of the structural models and the influence
coefficients which relate member end forces and moments and
support reactions to unit displacements are calculated. The

1
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-along with operating modes expected to result in the *.aost severe
vibration. The piping is visually inspected a r.d vibration
movements will - be measured using portable inst *.uaentation at |
locations where the vibration is judged to be tne most severe.
When necessary, the piping will be instrumented and monitored
remotely.

The measured piping displacements are coq ed with allowable
i

displacement limits that are based on the allowable stress ;
amplitudes, S 11 S is calculated in accordance with ANSI /ASME j1tOM-S/G Part 3 Stand,ard

S*2S is limited toalt a

s
et 0.8 times the alternating stress (Sa) at loWhere: S =

11cycles from Figure I-9.1 or at -10 cycles from
Fig. I-9.2.2 of the ASME section III Code.

a = allowable stress reduction factor:
1.3 for materials covered by Fig. I-9.1; or
1.0 for material covered by Fig. I-9.2.1 or
I-9.2.2 of the ASME Section III Code.

The stress reduction factor ensures that the allowable stress-
amplitude s 1t is based on an allowable Section III Code
alternating , stress intensity at a number of cycles consistent
with a 60 year design life. Adequate design margin-is ensured bys -

employing 80% of the minimum allowable Section III Code
alternating stress.

If the measured piping displacements exceed allowable limits, one
or more of the following actions are taken so that the vibration
can be qualified.

A. An& lyses are performed to .show that. the measured
displacements are acceptable.

B. Additional testing is performed - to show that the peak
stresses due to the vibration are acceptable.

C. The source of the excessive vibrations is-eliminated.-

D. The pipe supporting arrangement is modifled.to reduce the:
vibration to acceptable levels.

3.9.2.1.2 Transient Vibration

Vibration monitoring is performed for systems expected to
experience significant transients. The piping is instrumented to
measure the system response during the transient events.-

The measured response is compared with analytically predicted
values from-the piping stress report. If the predicted values
are exceeded, the measured response is shown to be acceptable-by
additional analyses or testing; or the source of the transient is
eliminated or modified to reduce the transient loadings or
modifications to-the pipe supporting arrangement will be made to
reduce the system response to acceptable levels.
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3.9.2.1.3 Thermal Expansion

Safety-related systems that are expected to experience
significant thermal movements are monitored for thermal
expansion. A preheatup walkdown is performed so that locations
of potential thermal interferences can be identified and
appropriate corrective action taken prior to heatup. One
complete thermal cycle, i.e., cold position to hot position to
cold position, is monitored. The piping and components are
visually inspected and piping displacements are monitored at
predetermined locations. The meas'!roment locations are based on
the locations of snnobers, hcogers, and expected large
displacements. When necessary, tha piping is instrumented and
monitored remotely.

Acceptable limits of pipe displacement, based on analytically
predicted movements from the piping stress reports, are
determined prior to testing. The measured displacements are
compared to the acceptance limits to determine whether the piping
systems are free to expand as expected. If the measured
displacements are not within the acceptance limits, then analyses
are performed or corrective action is taken, as appropriate, to
ensure that neither pipe stress nor support and equipment
allowables are exceeded.

3.9.2.2 Seismic Oualification of Mechanical Ecruipment

This section describes the seismic qualification methods and
procedures for NSSS and non-NSSS mechanical equipment which is
safety related (Seismic Category I) or non-safety related
mechanical equipment whose failure can prevent the satisfactory
accomplishment of safety function (Seismic Category II). The
procedures described herein are consistent with U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Guide 1.100, Rev. 02. Mechanical equipment which is
designed to ASME Code requirements satisfy the procedures of RG
1.100.

3.9.2.2.1 Nuclear Steam Supply System

The operability of all active and passive safety-related
mechanical equipment (Scismic Category I) related to the NSSS is

| demonstrated by analysis and/or testing. The structural
integrity of non-safety related mechanical equipment (Seismic'

Category II) is demonstrated by analysis and/or testing. The

,
methods and procedures used and the results of tests and analyses

I that confirm implementation of the design criteria for
safety-related mechanical equipment, including supports, are
provided in Section 3.9.3, 3.9.4 and 3.9.5.

3.9.2.2.2 Non-NSSS Items

The following dynamic analysis and testing procedures are used
for Seismic Category I and II mechanical equipment and equipment
supports.
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3.9.2.2.2.1 seismic Testing and Analysis

The ability of Seismic Category I equipment to perform its
functions during and af ter an earthquake is demonstrated by-tests
and/or analysis. Loadings due to plant normal operation, soismic j
and non-seismic vibrations shall be considered. Prior to SSE j
qualification, it is demonstrated that the equipment -can ;

withstand the 1/2 SSE excitation without loss of function. |
Damping values for equipment being qualified are taken - from
Regulatory Guide 1.61 and IEEE Std. 344-1987 or from other
documented test data. The selection of testing and/or analysis
for a particular piece of equipment is based on practical
considerations. When practical, the - Seismic Category 1

ioperations are activated and tested during the vibratory testing. ;

When this is not practical, these operations are simulated by a !
combination of tests and analysis. '

The structural integrity- of Seismic Category. II mechanical
equipment is demonstrated during and after an earthquake by
analysis and/or tests. Loadings due to plant ntrmal operation,
seismic and non-seismic vibrations shall be considsred. Prior to
SSE qualification, it is demonstrated that the aquipment- can
withstand the 1/2 SSE excitation without loss of structural
integrity.

,

Dynamic coupling between the equipment and related systems is
considered. Damping values for equipment being qualified are
taken from Regulatory Guide 1.61 and IEEE Std. 344-1987 or from
other documented test data.

3.9.2.2.2.2 Seismic Analysis-

Seismic category I equipment that is large, simple (e.g. , panels,
pumps and valves), and/or consumes large amounts of power and
whose functional operability is assured by its structural
integrity is qualified by an-analysis to show that the' loads,-

.

stresses, and def1cetions are less than the values which give
assurance of prcper operation. Analysis'is also used to show
that there are no natural frequencies of tested equipment _below
the frequency raage capability of the test-facility.

3.9.2.2.2.3 Basis for Test Input Motion

When equipment is qualified by test, the response spectrum or the
time history at the point of attachment to the supporting
structure is the basis for determining the test input motion.

3.9.2.2.2.4 Random Vibration Input

When random vibration input is used, the actual input motion
envelopes the appropriate floor input motion at the individual
modes. However, single frequency input, such as sine beats, is
used provided one of the following conditions are met:

\ A. The characteristics of the required input motion are
dominated by one frequency.
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B. The anticipated response of the equipment is adequately
represented by one mode.

C. The input has sufficient intensity and duration to excite
all modes to the required magnitude, such that the testing |

'response spectra will envelope the corresponding response
spectra of the individual modes. ]

3.9.2.2.2 Input Motion

The input motion is applied to the vertical and one horizontal
axis simultaneously. However, if the equipment response along
the vertical direction is not sensitive to the vibratory motion
along the horizontal direction, and vice versa, then the input
motion is applied to one direction at a time. In case of single
frequency input, the time phasing of the inputs in the vertical
and horizontal directions is such that a purely rectilinear
resultant input is avoided.

3.9.2.2.2.6 Fixture Design

The fixture design simulates the actual service mounting and
causes no extraneous dynamic coupling to the equipment.

3.9.2.2.2.7 Equipment Testing

Equipment testing is on the prototype basis. Similarity between
the equipment being teated and the installed equipment is

assured. This is usually done by the vendor who supplies the
equipment.

3.9.2.3 p_ynamic Syste.1 Analysis Methods for Reactor
Vessel Core Buoport and Internal Structures

3.9.2.3.1 Introduction

The flow-induced vibration of the reactor internals components
during normal operation can be characterized as a forced response
to both deterministic (periodic and transient) and random
pressure fluctuations in the coolant. Methods have been
developed to predict the various components of the hydraulic
forcing function and the response of the reactor internals to
such excitation.

This analytical methodology is summarized in Figure 3.9-2. The
method separates the response calculations into two groups in
accordance with the physical nature of the loading i.e.,

deterministic or random. Methods for developing the
deterministic component of the hydraulic forcing function are
discussed in Section 3.9.2.3.2, while those relating to the
random component are discussed in Section 3.9.2.3.3. Where
complex flow path configurations or wide variations in pressure
distribution are involved, the hydraulic forcing functions are
formulated using a test-analysis combination method utilizing
data obtained from plant tests and/or scaled model tests.
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The response of the reactor vessel core support and internal
structures (to include Core Support Barrel Assembly, Upper Guide
Structure Assembly and Lower Support Structure Assembly) to-the
normal operating hydraulic loads are calculated by finite element
techniques. The mathematical models used in these response
analyses are described in Section 3.9.2.3.4. The methods used in
calculating the structural responses are discussed in Section
3.9.2.3.5.

3.9.2.3.2 Periodic Forcing Function

3.9.2.3.2.1 Core Support Barrel Assembly

An analysis based on an idealized hydrodynamic model is employed
to obtain the relationship between reactor coolant pump
pulsations in the inlet ducts and the periodic pressure
fluctuations on the core support barrel. A detailed description
of this model and subsequent solution are given in References 21
through 27. The model represents the annulus of coolant between
the core support barrel and the reactor vessel. In deriving the
governing hydrodynamic dif ferential equation for the above model,
the fluid is taken to be compressible and inviscid. Linearized
versions-of the equations of motion and continuity are used. The
excitation on the hydraulic model is harmonic with the
frequencies of excitation corresponding to pump rotational speeds
and blade passing frequencies. The result of the hydraulic-
analysis is a system of equations which define the forced
response, natural frequencies and natural modes of the
hydrodynamic model. The forced response. equations define the
spatial distributions of pressure on the core support barrel
system as a function _of time.

3.9.2.3.2.2 Upper Guide Structure

The dynamic force on the upper guide structure assembly is due to
flow induced forces on the tube bank. The periodic components of
these forces are caused by pressure pulsations at harmonics of
the pump rotor and blade passing frequencies, and vortex shedding -
-due to crossflow over the tubes.

A series of tests on full size tubes : at reactor pressure.and
temperature indicated no evidence of periodic vortex shedding at
the Reynolds Number _and turbulence levels expected in'the tube
bank (Reference-28). Thus, the only significant periodic force
is that due to pump pulsations. Data from-this.same test series
was utilized to determine the magnitude of these pulsations'at-
the pump rotor, twice the rotor, blade passing, and twice blade
passing frequencies.

3.9.2.3.2.3 Lower Support Structure Assembly

-The-ICI nozzles and the skewed beam supports-for-the ICI support
p plate are excited by periodic and/or random, flow induced forces.

'The periodic component of this loading is due to pump related
pressure fluctuations and vortex shedding due to crossflow. High
turbulence intensity caused by jetting through the flow skirt-

3.9-27
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makes it unlikely that regular vortex shedding will occur

(References 29 and 30). If it were assumed to occur, the maximum
shedding frequency would be well below the lowest structural
frequency for both the ICI support nozzles and skewed beams. The
magnitude and frequency of this periodic force are accounted for
based on data in the literature for crossflow over both vertical
(References 31 and 32) and skewed (Reference 33) isolated tubes.
Derivation of pump frequency related loads is accomplished by
assuming that these periodic pressure variations are propagated
undiminished through the flow skirt from the lower portion of the

reactor vessel annulus. The magnitude of thesecore barrel -

pulsations is based on a combination of analytical predictions,
based on Reference 21, and data from previous precritical
programs (References 23 and 24).

3.9.2.3.3 Random Forcing Function

3.9.2.3.3.1 Core Support Barrel Assembly

The random hydraulic forcing function is developed by analytical
and experimental methods. An analytical expression is developed
to define the turbulent pressure fluctuation for fully developed
flow (Reference 34). This expression is modified, based upon the
result of scale model testing (References 35 and 36), to account
for the fact that flow in the downcomer is not fully developed.
Based upon tests results, an expression is developed to define
the spatial dependency of the turbulent pressure fluctuations.
In addition, experimentally adjusted analytical expressions are
developed to define the peak value of the pressure spectral
density associated with the turbulence and the maximum area of
coherence, in terms of the boundary layer displacement, across
which the random pressure fluctuations are in phase (References
25, 26 and 27). The transient behavior of the random
fluctuations during loop startup and shutdown is assumed to be
identical to that of the periodic excitations.

3.9.2.3.3.2 Upper Guide Structure

Results of the full size tube tests (Reference 28) showed that at
normal operating conditions the shroud tubes are excited by
upstream and wake produced turbulent buffeting (References 28, 37
and 38). The forcing function for this type of loading can be
represented as a band limited white noise power spectrum

(Reference 28). The magnitude of this spectrum is computed based
on data from these tests. The resultant velocity dependent force
is combined with static drag loads to compute the amplitude
response and stress levels.

3.9.2.3.3.3 Lower Support Structure Assembly

The ICI nozzles and ICI support plate support beams are both
subject to turbulent buffeting by the flow skirt jets. The ,
outermost ICI nozzles and beams receive full impact of the jets
before the jets decay due to fluid entrainment and the presence
of inner tube rows. The force spectrum of these jets is assumed
to be represented as wide band white noise. The' magnitude of

3.9-28
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this spectrum is based on data in the literature for impingement
of turbulent jets (Reference 39 and 40) . This velocity dependent
magnitude is applied to each tube, assuming no change in jet
characteristics, between the outermost and inner tubes. The
approach velocity for each tube is calculated from an analytical
exprecaion based on experimental data on the velocity
distributic n in the lower portion of the reactor vessel-core
barrel annulus and the flow skirt.

'.9.2.3.4 Mathematical Modelss

A finite element analysis is performed on each of the reactor
internals components using mathematical models. These models are
designed to provide the most efficient analysis under the most
significant loading condition to which each structure is exposed.
The core support barrel assembly is modeled as a shell using the
ASHSD computer code (Reference 6) (Figure 3.9-3). The structure
is fixed at the upper flange to determine the beam modes and
frequencies. The shell modes and frequencies are found by
considering the upper flange fixed and the lower flange pinned.
These analyses include hydrodynamic mass effects. All
significant mode shapes and frequencies are used in combination
to perform the normal operating deterministic response analysis.
A simplified finite element model of the barrel assembly is
generated on the STARDYNE computer code (Reference 4), ANSYS
(Reference 5), or COSMOS (Section 3.9.1.2.2.9) for use in thep; random response analysis.;

The control element shroud tubes in the upper guide structure
assembly are modeled as beams supported at the ends by plate
elements. The end plates are in turn supported by spring
elements which represent the stiffness of additional surrounding
structure. A typical model of this configuration is shown in
Figure 3.9-4. The STARDYNE computer code (Reference 4), ANSYS
(Reference 5), or COSMOS is employed to allow the same models to
be utilized for modal analysis as well as deterministic and
random response analysis.

The lower support structure assembly is modeled in several ways.
Beam and plate elements are assembled in a comparatively coarse
mesh to model the entire Instrument Nozzle Assembly (Figure
3.9-5). This representation of the structure is used in the |
STARDYNE computer code (Reference 4), ANSYS (Reference 5), or
COSMOS to determine the modes, frequencies and response actions
of the assembly as a system.

The reaction points in this model are taken at the bottom plate
level of the LSS Assembly. Typical ICI nozzles (Figure 3.9-6)
and Skewed Beams (Figure 3.9-7) are modeled as fine mesh beam
elements reacted at the support points by spring elements
representing the surrounding structure flexibility. These
component models are used on the STARDYNE computer code
(Reference 4), ANSYS (Reference 5), or COSMOS to provide the

's) individual structural modes, frequencies and responses within the
s

system. The results of both individual and system analysis are
combined to provide the total response.
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3.9.2.3.5 Response Analysis

3.9.2.3.5.1 Deterministic Response

The normal mode method (Reference 41) is used to obtain the
structural response of the reactor internals to the deterministic
forcing functions developed in Section 3.9.2.3.2. The method is
applied to the appropriate finite element models described in
Section 3.9.2.3.4. Generalized masses based on mode shapes and
the mass matrices from the finite element computer programs are
calculated for each component's modes of vibration. Modal force
participation factors are based on the mode shapes and the
predicted periodic forcing functions are calculated for each mode
and forcing function. The generalized coordinate response for
each mode is then obtained through solution of the corresponding
set of independent second order single-degree of freedom
equations. Utilizing displacement and stress modo shapes from
the finite element computer programs, the modal responses of the
reactor internals are obtained by means of the appropriate
coordinate transformations. Response to any specific forcing
function is obtained through summation of the component modes for
that forcing function.

3.9.2.3.5.2 Random Response

The normal mode method (Reference 41) is used to obtain the
structural response of the reactor internals subjected to random
forcing functions. The random forcing functions are assumed to
be of both the band limited and wide band white noise varieties
as described in Section 3.9.2.3.3. Experimental and analytical
expressions are used to define the force power spectral density
associated with flow related turbulence and jet impact. The
appropriate mathematical models described in Section 3.9.2.3.4
are used in the STARDYNE computer code (Reference 4), ANSYS
(Reference 5), or COSMOS. These codes compute the response RMS
displacements, loads and stresses in a multi-degree-of-freedom
linear elastic structural model subjected to stationary random
dynamic loadings, such as those described in Section 3.9.2.3.3.

A value of 3 x RMS is used for considering peak responses to
random loading. These peak values are then combined with results
from other analyses (e.g., deterministic, thermal, etc.) and
utilized in design verification analyses. Tne use of the value
3 x RMS is common design practice based upor the assumptions of
Random Gaussian loading of structures made o;' ductile materials,
as discussed in References 46 and 47.

|

O
|
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The largest response of the Core Support Barrel is expected to be
in the " beam". mode. The simplified finite element model of this
structure, described in Section 3.9.2.3.4, is used to compute
these displacements. -

The Upper Guide Structure and Lower Support Structure do not
respond to random excitation as comp 1ste assemblies but rather
experience local disturbances of individual components within-the -
assemblies. The modal analyses from the finite element models of
these components, (Figures 3.9-4, 3.9-5 and 3.9-7) already used
for deterministic analysis, are once again utilized to determine
the random responses via the normal mode procedure.

3.9.2.4 Romorehensive Vibration Assessment Procram (CVAEl

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.20 (Reference 43), a CVAP
is developed for System 80+. -System 80+ is designated as
non-prototype Category I, per Regulatory Guide 1.20, with Palo
Verde Unit 1, a Combustion Engineering System 80 Reactor as the
valid prototype (Reference 44) . Palo Verde Unit 1 and System 80+
design are substantially the same with regard to arrangement
design, size and operating conditions. A comparison of the
design arrangement is provided in Table 3.9-17. The reactor
vessel internals nominal dimensional comparison is shown in
Table 3.9-18.

The CVAP for System 80+ design consists of an Analysis and
Inspection Program. The Analysis Program consists of dynamic
analyses which will be documented in an ASME Design _ Stress
Report. In addition, flow loads and structural responses for
System 80+ are compared with System 80 to confirm System 80+
design is a non-prototype Category 1 reactor.

The Inspection Program consists of a pre-hot functional and a
post-hot functional inspection ' of :the reactor internals. The
duration of the hot functional testing are established to ensure |
that 10E+6 cycles of vibration will have occurred before the
post-hot functional inspection. A detailed inspection of major
load bearing surfaces, contact surfaces, welds, and maximum

, stress locations identified in the Analysis Program are
| performed. Photographic documentation is taken of all
i observations made during the pre- -and- post-hot functional

inspections. A comparison is made of the structures to-verify
that no loss in structural integrity due to flow induced
vibration has occurred.

The Analysis Program and Inspection Program together confirm the
adequacy of the analysis prediction techniques and the structural
integrity of System 80+ design according to the guidance of

- Regulatory Guide 1.20.

O'!
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3.9.2.5 DJna_m_ic Sys_ tem Analysis of the Reactor and CEDMs
Under Faulted Conditions

Dynamic analyses are performed to determine blowdown loads and
structural responses of the reactor core support, internals
structures and fuel to postulated pipe break and SSE loadings and
to verify the adequacy of their design.

Because of Leak-Before-Break arguments, all main RCS loop pipe
breaks and all major primary branch line pipe breaks have been
eliminated from consideration of dynamic effects. Internal
blowdown loads due to breaks in small primary side pipes (6 inch
diameter and less are considered in the design of the reactor
internals. The loads due to these small pipe breaks are combined
with the SSE loads by the SRSS method, and are found to represent
less than a 10% increase in the SSE loads. Stress intensities
for faulted conditions are governed by reactor vessel response
motions from SSE and major secondary side branch line pipe
breaks. Dynamic analyses are performed to determine the
structural response of the Class CS and internal structures to
assure that the criteria of Table 3.9-14 is achieved for the
appropriate combination of pipe break and SSE loads.

3.9.3 ASME CODE CLASS 1, 2 AND 3 COMPONENTS, COMPONENT
SUPPORTS AND CLASS CS CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURES

ASME B&PV Code Section III Class 1, 2 and 3 Piping and Components
are designed and constructed in accordance with Section III of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Code Case (s).

In accordance with ASME Code, a specification is provided for
piping supports which defines the jurisdictional boundary for the
NF portion of the piping support.

For equipment component supports, such as those for pumps and
vessels, the supports are generally furnished by the manufacturer
along with the equipment. The supports are designed and
classified and meet ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF.

Welding activities shall be performed in accordance with the
requirements of Section III of the ASME Code. Component supports
shall be fabricated in accordance with the requirements of

| Subsection NF of Section III of the AE'ME Code. Welding
activities for AS00 Grade B tube steel shall be performed in
accordance with the requirements of AWS D1.1, " Structural Welding
Code," (Reference 52). Visual weld acceptance criteria shall be
per the Nuclear Construction Issue Group (NCIG) standard NCIG-01
(Reference 51).

O
)

|
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b Reactor coolant loop piping and associated components and
component supports are designed and analyzed by Combustion
Engineering. Loading conditions, stress limits, design
transients, and methods of analysis for ASME Code Class 1 reactor
coolant loop piping and associated components and component
supports are discussed in Section 3.9.3.1.

The site-specific SAR will provide information on the specific
edition of the ASME Code used in the site-specific design. See
also Section 1.8.

3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations, Design Transients and Stress
Limits I

l

The loading combinations specified for the design ASME B&PV |
Section III Code Class 1 components, supports, and piping are
categorized as normal, upset, emergency and faulted. The
following specific loading combinations are specified for design:

A. The concurrent loadings associated with the Level-A (normal)
plant conditions of dead weight, pressure and the thermal
and expansion effects during startup, hot standby, power
operation and normal shutdown to cold shutdown conditions.

/G. B. The concurrent loadings associated with either the normal
('~j plant condition or the Level-B (upset) plant condition. The

vibratory motion of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) is
included in the fatigue evaluation in accordance with
Section 3.7.3.2.

C. The concurrent loadings associated with the Level-C
(emergency) condition.

D. The concurrent loadings associated with the Level-A (normal)
plant condition, the vibratory motion of the SSE, and the
dynamic system loadings associated with the Level-D
(faulted) system condition (postulated pipe rupture for
branch line breaks not eliminated by leak before break
analysis). The SSE and pipe rupture loadings are combined
by the SRSS method in accordance with the guidelines of
NUREG-0484, Rev. 1, 1980 or by a more conservative method.

('
\
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The specific design transients specified for design are discussed
in Section 3.9.1.1. The loading combinations of the section and
the stress limits associated with them, as defined in the Code,
also apply to the internals parts which are essential to the
component in performing its safety function.

ASME B&PV Code Class 1, 2 and 3 piping and components of fluid
systems are designed and constructed in accordance with Section
III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Hydrostatic
testing is performed per Section III.

Design pressure, temperature, and other loading conditions that
provide the bases for design of fluid systems are presented in
the sections which describe the systems.

Stress analysis is performed to determine structural adequacy of
pressure components under the operating conditions of normal,
upset, emergency or faulted, as applicable.

Significant structural discontinuities such as nozzles and
flanges are considered. In addition to the design calculation
required by Section III of the ASME B&PV Code, stress analysis is
also performed by methods outlined in the Code appendices or by
other methods by reference to analogous codes or other published
literature.

3.9.3.1.1 ASME Code Class 1 Components and Supports

Design transients for core support structures and ASME Code Class
1 components, supports and piping are discussed in Section
3.9.1.1. Loading combinations for ASME Code Class 1 components
are described in Table 3.9-2. Stress limits for ASME Code Class
1 components, supports and piping are described in Table 3.9-3.
The operating pressures of Code Class 1 active valves are limited
to the pressures taken from the applicable primary pressure class
pressure-temperature rating of the ASME Code, Section III, Er
the maximum temperature for the applicable condition.

3.9.3.1.2 Core Support Structures (Class CS) and Internal
Structures (Class IS)

Design transients for core support structures and reactor
internals structures are discussed in Section 3.9.1.1. Loading
combinations and stress limits are presented in Section 3.9.5.

i

|

L e
|

|
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3.9.3.1.3 ASME Code-Class 2 and 3 Components and Supports '

,

Loading combinations applicable to Code Class 2 and 3 components
and supports are described in Table 3.9-2. System . operating ,

conditions due to the design. transients defined in Table 3.9-1,
as well as any o+.her auxiliary system specific conditions, are
reviewed to determlne the appropriate operating parameters to be
used in the design of Code Class 2-and 3-components.

The design stress limits for each of the loading conditions of
the components are presented in Tables 3. 9-5 - through 3.9-9.
Inelastic methods, as permitted by ASME Section III for Class 1
components, are not used for these components. Class 2/3
components are reviewed for thermal fatigue effects using the
ASME Code Section III NC-3219.2, for guidance. Fatigue analysis
is performed in accordance with NC-3200 for these components
which do not meet the NC-3219.2 criteria.

3.9.3.1.3.1 Tanks, Heat Exchangers, and Filters

Pressure vessels supplied for the auxiliary systems are:

Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger
Safety Injection Tanks

O Containment Spray Heat Exchanger
Containment Spray Mini-Flow Heat Exchanger
Shutdown Cooling Mini-Flow Heat-Exchanger
Component Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers
Component Cooling Water System Surge Tanks
Essential Chilled Water Compression Tanks
Essential' Chilled Water-Refrigeration Units
Diesel Generator-Fuel Oil-Storage-Tank
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Day-Tank
Diesel Generator Cooling Water Surge Tank
Diesel-Generator Starting Air Aftercoolers-
Diesel Generator Starting Air Filter / Dryer Units
Diesel Generator Starting Air System Air Receivers
. Diesel Generator Lube Oil Cooler
Diesel Generator Lube. Oil Sump. Tank Heaters
Diesel Generator. Intake Turbocharger
Diesel Generator Exhaust Aftercooler
Diesel Generator Intake and Exhaust Silencers and Air

Filters
Main Control Room Air Handling Units w/ Filters
Main Control Room Water-cooling Coils
Main Control Room-Heating-Coils -

Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust Filter Train
Reactor Building Subsphere Ventilation System Cooling Coils
Reactor Building Subsphere Ventilation System Filters ,

- Annulus Ventilation System Filters |
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling-System Heat Exchangers
Station Service Water Strainers j

! 1

l
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Vessel assemblies, including supports, support attachment wolds,
and anchor bolts, are capable of withstanding specified
horizontal and vertical seismic accelerations. The seismic
accelerations are applied separately at the conter of gravity
acting in each of two orthogonal horizontal directions and either
vertical direction. The stresses or reaction loads at a given
point, due to the three separate analyses, are combined by the
SRSS method to define a total seismic design condition. The
design allowable nozzle forces and moments act in directions that
yield the highest stress which combined with the seismic loads,

| as determined above, and other concurrent loads,

Vessel components not subject to fluid pressure, such as
supports, attachment welds, and anchor bolts, are designed to the
stress criteria of ASME B&PV Code, Section III for the loading
conditions defined above.

In cases where the natural frequency could not be increased to
avoid amplification of the floor responsr of the postulated
seismic input for a specific plant, the components are modeled as
multi-mass systems, and their modal frequencies and maximum
reactions are determined from the floor response spectra for the

| plant. The maximum damping value used is 3% for SSE. The design
point reactions due to each modal loading are combined as the sum
of the absolute values or by root sum square of the modal
reactions, as appropriate per recommendation of Regulatory
Guide 1.92.

3.9.3.1.3.2 Valves

For Class 1 valves, loading combinations are in accordance with
Table 3.9-2. Stress limits are in accordance with Note (a) of
Table 3.9-3 for active valves and Table 3.9-3 for inactive
valves.

ASME Class 2 and 3 valves are designed by analysis to standard
rules. Stress limits are shown in Table 3.9-9 for active valves
and in Table 3.9-8 for inactive valves.

3.9.3.1.3.3 Pumps

Pumps supplied for the Auxiliary Systems are:

Safety Injection (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2
Shutdown Cooling (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2
Containment Spray (active) (Safeguard) Code Class 2
Component Cooling Water System Pumps (active) Code Class 3
Station Service Water System Pumps (active) Code Class 3
Essential Chilled Water Circulation Pumps (active) Code

Class 3
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Recirculation Pump (active) Code

Class 3

Amendment N |
3.9-36 April 1, 1993
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(/ Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Booster Pump (active) Code Class 3

Diesel Generator Cooling Water Circulation Pump (active)
Code Class 3

Diosol Generator Cooling Water Keep Warm Pump (active) Code
Class 3

Diesel Generator Starting Air System Air Compressors
(active) Code Class 3

Diesel Generator Lube Oil Transfer Pumps (active) Code
Class 3

Diesel Generator Prelube Oil Pump (active) Code Class 3
Reactor Building Subsphere Sump Pumps (active) Code Class 3
Diesel Generator Building Sump Pumps (active) Code Class 3
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System Pumps (active) Code Class 3
Emergency Feedwater Pumps (active) Code Class 3

The design rules and associated design stress limits applied in
the design of ASME Code Class 2 and 3 pumps are in accordance
with the ASME Code, Section III, Subsections NC and ND ,
respectively. The results are as described herein.

Stress limits for active pumps are shown in Table 3.9-7 and
stress limits for non-active pumps are shown in Table 3.9-6.
Loading combinations are in accordance with Table 3.9-2.

(Q)
Pump assemblies, including supports, support attachment welds,
and bolts, are capable of withstanding specified horizontal and

'' vertical seismic accelerations. The seismic accelerations are
applied separately at the center of gravity acting in each of two
orthogonal horizontal directions and either vertical direction.

The stresses or reaction loads at a given point, due to the three
separate analyses, are combined by the SRSS method to define a
total seismic design condition. The design allowable nozzle
forces and moments act in directions that yield the highest
stress when combined with the seismic loads, as determined above,
and other concurrent loads.

The stress criteria of the ASME Code, Section III are applied in
the design of component supports to the same Code Class as the
pressure boundary involved within the jurisdictional boundaries
defined in the code for the loading conditions defined above.
Those steel support structures which are considered to be an
extension of the building structure, but supplied with the pump
assembly (i.e. , bedplates), are designed to the stress criteria
of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction.

In addition, the Safeguard Pump assemblies are required to be
capable of withstanding the design thermal transients of Section
3.9.1.

/ \

( s)x
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3.9.3.1.4 Piping and Piping Supports

Piping systems classified as ASME Code Section III Class 1, 2 or
3 are designed to maintain dimensional stability and functional
integrity under design loadings expected to be experienced during

|a 60-year design life. The as-built piping will be reconciled
with the as-designed piping configurations.

| An as-built inspection of the pipe routing, location and
orientation, the location, size, clearances and orientation of
piping supports, and the location and weight of pipe mounted

| equipment will be performed. The inspection will be performed by
reviewing the as-built drawings containing verification stamps,
and by performing a visual inspection of the installed piping
system. The piping configuration and component location, size,

j and orientation will be confirmed to be within the tolerances
specified in the certified as-built piping stress report. The
tolerances to be used for reconciliation of the as-built piping
system with the as-designed piping system are provided in

Reference 53. A reconciliation analysis using the as-built and
as-designed information will be performed. The certified as-built
stress report will document the results of the as-built
reconciliation analysis.

3.9.3.1.4.1 ASME Code Class 1

A. Piping

For ASME Code Class 1 piping, the combinations of design
loadings are categorized with respect to service levels,
identified as Level A, Level B, Level C, or Level D, as
shown in Table 3.9-10. The design stress limits for each of
the loading combinations are found in ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, NB-3600.

B. Piping Supports

For pipe supports, the design loading combinations are
presented in Tables 3.8-5 and 3.9-12. Pipe support members
are designed to meet the requirements defined by ASME Code,
Section III, Subsection NF. See Appendix 3.9A, Section
1.7.4, for a further discussion.

3.9.3.1.4.2 ASME Code Class 2 and 3

A. Piping

For ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping the combinations of
design and service loadings are categorized with respect to
system service levels identificd as Design, Level A, B, C
and D as shown in Tables 3.9-11. The design stress limits
for each of the loading combinations are found in ASME B&PV
Code, Section III, NC/ND-3600.

B. Piping Supports

For pipe supports, the design and service loading
combinations are presented in Tables 3.9-12. Pipe support
members are designed to meet the requirements defined by
ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF. See Appendix 3.9A,
Section 1.7.4, for a further discussion.

Amendment W
3.9-38 June 17, 1994
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d same materials with components designed to equivalent stress
'evels, and to the same clearances and tolerances with the only
difference being in physical size which varies corresponding to
the differences in unit rating.

All the qualifications are conducted per IEEE Standard 382-1972
and meet the requirements of IEEE Standard 323-1974 and IEEE
Standard 344-1987 as they apply to valve motor actuators.
Further, since the actuators perform satisfactorily without
maintenance throughout the various qualifications, the valve
actuators are fully qualified for use in CE Nuclear Power
Generating Plants.

3.9.3.2.1.3.3 Pressurizer Safety Valves

Pressurizer Safety valves are 6 x 8 valves. Operability has been
successfully demonstrated by a combination of dynamic testing and
analysis or by static testing. Operability was successfully
demonstrated with a 6g seismic load by one vendor or with a 7.1g
seismic load by another vendor. Dynamic testing of System 80+
valves is performed to demonstrate that the natural frequency of
both valves is greater than the frequency at ZPA. A summary of
the previous programs follows:

O A. Vendor A Safety Valves
* 1

1. Natural Frequency Demonstration

Vibration input was in a single, horizontal direction.
It was established by previous experience that the
horizontal direction was more significant than the
vertical direction, and that there was no material
difference between the various horizontal directions.
The frequency of vibration was increased from 5 to 75
Hz at a rate of 1 octave per minute. Accelerometers
were mounted on the valve assembly. The actual natural
frequency under test conditions was 38 Hz.

2. Operability Demonstration

A series of tests demonstrated that the valve would
fully open and reseat during and after a seismic
acceleration. Vibration input ranged from 3 to 6g and
10 to 33 Hz. The tests were performed using saturated
steam. In addition, analysis was used to establish the
significance of nozzle loading. The results indicated
that deformation was significantly less than the inter-

,

nal clearances. This loading was, therefore, neglected I

in the seismic operability tests.
,

O

Amendment N
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B. Vendor B Safety Valves

1. Natural Frequency Demonstration

A resonance survey was performed along three orthogonal
axes with one axis being the centerline of the outlet
port. (Valve mounted on inlet port.) No resonant
frequencies were detected in the range of 1-50 Hz on
any axis.

2. Operability Demonstration

A series of tests demonstrated that the valve would
fully open and reseat during and after applying the
following loading combinations: Static seismic loads
up to 7.lg were applied to the valve in the direction
of least bending stiffness. In addition the maximum
permissible piping loads were applied concurrently.
The tests were performed using saturated steam. Valve
operation was satisfactory.

C. EPRI Testing of Safety Valves

Pressurizer safety valves were tested in the EPRI Test
Program under full pressure and full flow conditions. This
testing demonstrated that stable valve operation under these
conditions is dependent upon the inlet pipe configuration,
built up back pressure range and blowdown setting. Prior to
valve shipment, the inlet pipe configuration and built up
back pressure range for the specific plant are examined by
CE and the applicable valvc vendor. If necessary, the
valves are adjusted to provide blowdown settings which will
result in stable valve operation. These blowdown settings
are recommended by the vendor and approved by CE. These
adjustments are based on the results obtained in the EPRI
Test Program.

Required adjustments to the valve to assure operability will

| be documented in plant-specific information.

3.9.3.2.1.3.4 Check Valves

The check valves are characteristically simple in design and
their operation is not affected by seismic accelerations or the
maximum applied nozzle loads. The check valve design is compact
and there are no extended structures or masses whose motion could
cause distortions which could restrict operation of the valve.
The nozzle loads due to maximum seismic excitation do not affect
the functional ability of the valve since the valve disc is
designed to be isolated from the casing wall. The

Amendment W
3.9-46 June 17, 1994
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Due to the simple characteristics of check valves and other
compact valves, they are qualified by the following tests and
analysis:

A. Stress analysis of the attached piping for SSE loads.

B. In-shop hydrostatic tesc.

C. In-shop seat leakage test.

D. Periodic valve exercise and inspection to assure the
functional ability of the valve.

Using the methods described, safety-related active valves in the
system are qualified for operability during a seismic event.

3.9.3.3 Design and Installation Details for Mounting of
Pressure Relief Devices

Safety valves and relief valves are analyzed in accordance with
the ASME Section III Code.

The method of analysis for safety valves and relief valves
suitably accounts for the time-history of loads acting

t, ]i,T immediately following a valve opening (i.e., first few
milliseconds). The fluid-induced forcing functions are'#' calculated for each safety valve and relief valve using
one-dimensional equations for the conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy. The calculated forcing functions are applied at
locations along the associated piping where a change in fluid
flow direction occurs. Application of these forcing functions to
the associated piping model constitutes the dynamic time-history
analysis. The dynamic response of the piping system is
determined from the input forcing functions. Therefore, a
dynamic amplification factor is inherer.tly accounted for in the
analysis. Alternately, an equivalent static analysis may be used
following the criteria of Appendix 0 of the ASME Code Section III
as supplemented by the additional criteria of SRP3.9.3, Section
II.2.

Snubbers or strut-type restraints are used as required. The
stresses resulting from the loads produced by the sudden opening
of a relief or safety valve are combined with stresses due to
other pertinent loads and are shown to be within allowable limits
of the ASME Section III Code. Also, the analyses show that the
loads applied to the nozzles of the safety and relief valves do
not exceed the maximum loads specified by the manufacturer.
Jurisdictional boundaries between ASME Section III Class 1, 2 and
3 component supports and the building structure are established

,w in accordance with ASME Section III, Subsection NF.

)v

Amendment N
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3.9.3.4 Component Supports

Jurisdictional boundaries between ASME Section III Class 1, 2 and
3 component supports and the building structure are established
in accordance with ASME Section III, Subsection NF.

j

ASME B&PV Code Section III Class 1, 2 and 3 component supports
are designed and constructed in accordance with Section III of
the ASME B&PV Code and Code Case (s).

Seismic Category I component supports are designed to meet the
requirements of Subsection NF, Section III of the ASME Code.

! Welding f abrication and installation, nondestructive examination
i (NDE) and acceptance standards shall be in accordance with

Subsection NF, Section III of the ASME Code. In addition, visual
weld acceptance criteria shall be per the Nuclear Construction
Issuc Group (NCIG) standard NCIG-01 (Reference 51).

| Radiographic examinations will be accepted by a nondestructive
examination (NDE) Level III examiner prior to final acceptance.

,

| | See also Section 3.9.
!

Confirmation that facility welding activities are in compliancer
'

with the certified design commitments shall include verifications
of the following by individuals other than those who performed
the activity:

1. Facility welding specifications and procedures meet the
applicable ASME Code requirements.

2. Facility welding activities are performed in accordance with
the applicable ASME Code requirements.

!. 3. Welding activities related records are prepared, evaluated

| and maintained in accordance with the ASME requirements.
|

4. Welding processes used to weld dissimilar base metal and
I

welding filler metal combinations are compatible for the
| intended applications.
|

| 5. The facility has established procedures for qualifications
| of welders and welding operators in accordance with the

applicable ASME Code requirements.I

| 6. Approved procedures are available and are used for pre-
heating and post-heating of welds, and those procedures meet
the applicable requirements of the ASME Code.

7. Completed welds are examined in accordance with the
applicable examination method required by the ASME Code.

Amendment W
3.9-52 June 17, 1994
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'd Supports for ASME Section III Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components
are specifiea for design in accordance with the loads and loading
combinations discussed in Section 3.9.3.1 and presented in
Table 3.9-2.

Component support building structures are designed to meet the
criteria in Appendix 3.8A.

Component supports which are loaded during normal operation,
seismic and following a pipe break (branch line breaks not
eliminated by leak-before-break) are specified for design for
loading combinations (A) through (D) of Section 3.9.3.1. Design
stress limits applied in evaluating loading combinations (A),
(B), and (C) of Section 3.9.3.1 are consistent with the ASME
Code, Section III. The design stress limits applied in
evaluating loading combination (D) of Section 3.9.3.1 are in
accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section III. Loads in
compression members are limited to 2/3 of the critical buckling
load.

Concrete expansion anchors meet the requirements of ACI-349,
" Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related Concrete
Structures" and IE Bulletin 79-02, Rev. 02, " Pipe Support Base
Plate Design Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts", November 8,

|O.g 1979, with the provisions identified in Section 3.8.4.5 and
(/ further discussed in Appendix 3.9A.

See Appendix 3.9A, Section 1.7.4, for a discussion of concrete
expansion anchors.

Where required, snubber supports are used as shock arrestors for
safety-related systems and components. Snubbers are used as
structural surports during a dynamic event such as an earthquake
or a pipe break, but during normal operation act as passive
devices which accommodate normal expansions and contractions of
the systems without resistance. For System 80+, snubbers are
minimized, to the extent practical, through the use of design
optimization procedures.

Assurance of snubber operability is provided by incorporating
analytical, design, installation, in-service, and verification
criteria. The elements of snubber operability assurance for
System 80+ include:

A. Consideration of load cycles and travel that each snubber
will experience during normal plant operating conditions.

B. Verification that the thermal growth rates of the system do
not exceed the required lock-up velocity of the snubber.

C. Accurate characterization of snubber mechanica1 properties
[O) in the structural analysis of the snubber-supported system. ;

O

Amendment V
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D. For engineered, large bore snubbers, issuance of a design

specification to the snubber supplier, describing the
required structural and mechanical performance of the
snubber; verification that the specified design and
fabrication requirements are met.

E. Verification that snubbers are properly installed and
operable prior to plant operation, through visual inspection
and through measurement of thermal movements of
snubber-supported systems during start-up tests.

P. A snubber in-service inspection and testing program, which
includes periodic maintenance and visual inspection,
inspection following a faulted event, a functional testing
program, and repair or replacement of snubbers failing
inspection or test acceptance critoria.

Site-specific information will include a listing of all safety- |
related components which utilize snubbers, in accordance with
SRP 3.9.3.

Energy absorbing and/or non-linear piping restraints may be used
on System 80+. If used, a description of the methodology used to |
analyze and design the piping systems incorporating these

[_N elements will be provided with site-specific information. |
k

3.9.4 CONTROL ELEMENT DRIVE HECHANISMB

3.9.4.1 Descriplive Information of CEDM

The control element drive mechanism (CEDMs) are magnetic jack
type drives used to vertically position and indicate the position
of the control element assemblies (CEAs). Each CEDM is capable
of withdrawing, inserting, holding, or tripping the CEA from any
point within its 153-inch stroke in response to operation
signals.

The CEDM in designed to function during and after all normal
plant transients. The CEA drop time for 90% insertion is 4.0
seconds maximum. The drop time is defined as the interval
between the time power is removed fro:a the CEDM coils to the time
the CEA has reached 90% of its fully inserted position. The CEDM
pressure boundary components have a design life of 60 years.
The CEDM is designed to operate without maintenance for a minimum
of 1-1/2 years and without replacing components for a minimum of
3 years. The CEDM is designed to function normally during and
after being subjected to seismic loads. The vibratory motion of
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake is included in the fatiguo
evaluation in accordance with Section 3.7.3.2. The CEDM will

p allow for tripping of the CEA during and after a Safe Shutdown
( ) Earthquake.
G/
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The design and construction of the CEDM pressure housing fulfill
the requirements of the ASME boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
nection III, for Class 1 vessels. The CEDM pressure housings are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and they are
designed to meet stress requirements consistent with those of the
vessel. The pressure housings are capable of withstanding,
throughout the design life, all normal operating loads, which
include the steady-state and transient operating conditions
specified for the vessel. Mechanical excitations are also
defiled and included as a normal operating load. The CEDM
pressure housings are service rated at 2500 psi at 650*F. The
loading combinations and stress limit categories are presented in
Table 3.9-14 and are consistent with those defined in the ASME
code.

The design duty requirements for the CEDM is a total cumulative
CEA travel of 100,000 feet operation without loss of function.

The test programs performed in support of the CEDM design are
described in Section 3.9.4.4.

3.9.4.1.1 Control Element Drive Mechanism Design
Description

The CEDMs are mounted on nozzles on top of the reactor vessel
closure head. The CEDMs consist of the upper and lower CEDM
pressure housings, motor assembly, coil stack assembly, reed
switch assemblics, and extension shaft assembly. The CEDM is
shown in Figure 3.9-8. The drive power is supplied by the coil
stack assembly, which is positioned around the CEDM housing. Two
position indicating reed switch assemblies are opported by the
upper pressure housing shroud, which encloses t. upper pressure
housing assembly.

The lifting ope. ration consists of L series of magnetically
operated step movements. Two sets of mechanical latches are
utilized engaging a notched extension shaft. To prevent
excessive latch wear, a means has been provided to unload the
latches during the engaging operations. The magnetic force is
obtained from largo de magnet coils mounted on the outside of the
lower pressure housing.

Power for the electromagnets is obtained from two separate
supplies. A control programmer actuates the stepping cycle and
moves the CEA by a forward or reverse stepping sequence. Control
element drive mechanism hold is obtained by energizing one coil
at a reduced current, while all other coils are deenergized. The
CEAs are tripped upon interruption of electrical power to all
coils. Each CEDM is connected to the CEAs by an extension shaft.

O
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</ To properly perform their functions, the reactor internal
structures are designed to meet the deformation limits listed
below:

A. Under Level A, Level B and Level C service loadings, the
core will be held in place and deflections will be limited
no that the CEAs can be innerted under their own weight as
the only driving force.

B. Under service loading combinations other than Level A, B,
and C service loadings that require CEA insertability,
deflections are limited so that the core will be held in
place, adequate core cooling is preserved, and all CEAs can _

be inserted. Those deflections that would influence CEA
movement are limited to lena than 80% of the deflections
required to prevent CEA insertion.

The allowable deformation limits are established as 80% of
the lons-of-function deflection limits.

The significant component deflection limits are designed an
follows:

1. Fuel lower end fitting interf ace with the lower support

[) structure is deflection limited to avoid dinengagement.
U

2. Fuel upper end fitting interface with the upper guido
structure relative displacement precludes
disengagement.

3. The CEA shroud lateral deflection allows CEA insertion.

In the design of critical reactor vessel internals components
which are subject to fatigue, the stress analysis in performed
utilizing the design fatigue curve of Figure I-9-2 of Section III
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vensel code. A cumulative usage
factor of less than one is used as the limiting criterlots.

As indicated in the preceding sections, the strens and fatigue
limits for reactor internals components are obtained from the
ASME Code. Allowable deformation limits are established as 80%
of the loss-of-function deflection limita. These limita provide
adequate safety factors assuring that so long as calculated
stresses, usage factors, or deformations do not exceed these
limits, the design in conservative.

(~'N
( )v
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3.9.6 TESTING OF PUMPB AND VALVEB

Qualification, preoperational, and inservice testing (IST) of
safety-related pumps and valves will be addressed in plant-
specific information. See also Section 3.9.

Inservice testing for safety-related pumps and valves is
developed in accordance with the requirements of ASME/AllSI OMa-
1988 Addenda to AGME/A!1SI OM-1987, Parts 1, 6 and 10. Table
3.9-15 lists the inservice testing parameters and frequencies for
the safety-related pumps and valves. Safety-related pumps and
valves include those necessary to ensure:

A. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

D. The capability to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor and
keep it in a safe shutdown condition.

C. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures
in excess of 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

Table 3.9-15 also provides explanatory notes / justifications for
any code defined testing exceptions.

| Plant-specific information will include safety-related pump and
valve inservice testing details, including test schedules and
frequencies, in the inspection and testing program. This program
will include baseline pre-service testing to support the periodic
innervice testing of the safety-related pumps and valves.
Depending on the test results, the plan will provide commitment
to disassemble and inspect the safety-related pumps and valves,
as described in the following paragraphs. The primary elements
of this plan, including the requirements of Generic Letter 89-10
for motor operated valves, are promulgated in the subsections of
Section 3.9.6.

Inservice Inspection (ISI) is discussed in Sections 5.2.4 and
6.6.

3.9.6.1 Testing _of Safety-Related Pump _s

For each safety-related pump, the design basis and required
| operating conditions (including tests) under which the pump will

be required to function will be established. These design'

(design basis and required operating) conditions include flow
rate and corresponding pump head for each system mode of pump

| operation and the required operating time for each modo,
acceptable bearing vibration levels, seismic / dynamic loads, fluid
temperature, ambient temperature, and pump motor minimum voltage.

Plant-specific information will include the following design and
qualification requirements and acceptance criteria for these
requirements. For each size, type, and model testing which
encompasses design conditions will be performed to demonstrate
acceptable flow rate and corresponding pump head, bearing

Amendment W
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\ vibration levels, and pump internals wear rates for the operating

time specified for each system mode of pump operation. From
these tests baseline (reference) hydraulic and vibration data for
evaluating the acceptability of the pump after installation will
also be developed. Test data will be used to ensure that the
pump specified for each application is not susceptible to
inadequate minimum flow rate and inadequate thrust bearing
capacity. With respect to minimum pump flow operation, the
sizing of each minimum recirculation flow path is evaluated to
assure that its use under all analyzed conditions will not result
in degradation of the pump. The flow rate through minimum
recirculation flow paths can also be periodically measured to
Perify that flow is in accordance with the design specification.

The safety-related pumps and piping configurations accommodate
inservice testing at a flow rate at least as large as the maximum
design flow for the pump application. The safety-related pumps
are provided with instrumentation to verify that the not positive
suction head (NPSil) is greater than or qual to the llPsil required
during all modes of pump operation. These pumps can be
disassembled for evaluation when Part 6 testing results in a
deviation which falls within the " required action range." The
Code provides criteria limits for the test parameters identified
in Table 3.9-15. The detailed IST program will establish the |O frequency and the extent of disassembly and inspection based on

h suspected degradation of all nafety-related pumps, including the
basis for the frequency a r.d the extent of each disassembly.
Factors to be considered in the disassembly frequency and extent
of disassembly include, but are not limited to:

A. !!istorical performance of the pump to identify pumps which
are prone to degradation / wear.

B. Analysis of trends of pump test parameters and service
conditions.

C. Analysis of pump components which are subject to aging and
require a maintenance replacement approach (e.g., "O-
Rings").

D. Results of non-intrusive pump testing. The non-intrusive
technologies employed may obviate the need for
inspection / disassembly of safety-related pumps altogether,
provided the technologies demonstrate an equivalent ability
to detect pump degradation as inspection / disassembly would.

The program may be revised throughout the plant life to minimize
disassembly based upon past disassembly experience.

o If OM-6 pump tests cannot be performed on the CCW or SSW pumps,

l due to inability to repeat pump test single point flowI (V
Amendment W
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conditions, pump curve testing will be used to assess pump
degradation. The following provisions shall be complied with in
the use of pump curve testing for the CCW/SSW pumps:

A. Pump curves are developed, or manuf acturer's pump curves are
validated, when the pumps are known to be operating
acceptably.

11 . The reference points used to develop or validate the curve
are measured using instruments at least as accurate as
required by the code.

C. Pump curves are based on an adequato number of points, with
a minimum of five.

D. Points are beyond the " flat" portion (low flow rates) of the
curves in a range which includes or is as close as
practicable to design basis flow rates.

E. Acceptance criteria based on the curves does not conflict
with Technical Specifications or CESSAR-DC design bases.

F. If vibration levels vary significantly over the range of
pump conditions, a method for assigning appropriate
vibration acceptance criteria should be developed for
regions of the pumps curve.

G. When the reference pump curve may have been affected by
repair, replacement, or routine service, a new reference
curve shall be determined or the previous curve revalidated
by an inservice test.

3.9.6.2 Testino of Safetv-Related Valves

.S . 9 . 6 . 2 .1 Motor-operated Valves

For each motor-operated valve assembly (MOV) with an active
safety-related function, the design basis and required operating
conditions (including testing) under which the MOV will be
required to perform are established for the development and
implementation of the design, qualification, and preoperational
testing.

3.9.6.2.1.1 Design and Qualification Requirements for
j Motor-Operated Valves
|

| Plant-specific information will include the following design and
| qualification requirements and acceptance criteria for these
| requirements. By testing each size, type, and model the torque

and thrust (as applicable to the type of MOV) requirements to
| operate the MOV will be determined to ensure the adequacy of the
torque and thrust that the motor-operator can deliver under
design (design basis and required operating) conditions. Each

| size, type, and model will be tested under a range of
differential pressure and flow conditions up to the design

Amendment W
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conditions. These design conditions include fluid flow,
differential pressure (including pipe break), system pressure
fluid temperature, ambient temperature, minimum voltage, ar.d
minimum and maximum stroke time requirements. This testino of
each size, type and model shall include test data from the
manufacturer, field test data for plant-specific dedication, |
empirical data supported by test, or test (such as a prototype)
of similar valves which support qualification of the required I

'valve where similarity must be justified by technical data. This
preoperational testing will demonstrate that the results of the
testing under in-situ or installed conditions can be used to
ensure the capability of the MOV to operate under design
conditions. Test data will be used to ensure that the structural |
capability limits of the individual parts of the MOV will not be
exceeded under design conditions. Additional guidelines to

.

'justify prototype qualification testing are contained in Generic
Letter 89-10, Supplement 1, Questions 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28.
Test data will be used to ensure that the valve specified for |
each application is not susceptible to pressure locking and _j

thermal binding.
.

The concerns and issues identified in Generic Letter 89-10 for
MOVs will be addressed prior to plant startup. The following
testing requirements and acceptance criteria are applicable to
each motor-operated valve assembly -(MOV with an active safety-
related function).
3.9.6.2.1.2 Pre-Operational Testing of Safety-Related

'
,

Motor-operated Valves

Each MOV will be tested in the open and closed directions under |
static and maximum achievable preoperational conditions using
diagnostic equipment which measures torque and _ thrust (as

'

applicable to the type of MOV), and motor parameters. The MOV
will be tested under various _ differential pressure and_ flow ,

conditions up to maximum achievable conditions and perform a
sufficient number of tests to determine the torque and thrust
requirements at design conditions. The torque' and thrust ]
requirements to close the valve to the position at which there is >

diagnostic indication of hard seat contact will be determined. | ;

The determination of design torque and thrust requirements will
'

-

be made for such parameters as differential pressure, fluid flow,
undervoltage,- temperature and seismic dynamic ef fects for-MOVs
which must operate during these transients. The design torque

-

and thrust requirements will be adjusted for diagnostic equipment- '

inaccuracles. For the point of control switch trip, any loss in |
torque produced by the actuator and thrust delivered to the stem

.

for increasing differential pressure and flow _ conditions :

(referred to as load sensitive behavior) will-be determined. The
? design torque and thrust requirements-will be compared to the ;

control switch trip torque and thrust by subtracting margin for
load sensitive- behavior, control switch repeatability, and

t
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| degradation. The total thrust and torque delivered by the MOV
under static and dynamic conditions (including diagnostic
equipment inaccuracies and control switch repeatability) will be
measured and compared to the allowable structural capability
limits for the individual parts of the MOV. Tests will be
conducted for proper control room position indication of the MOV.

The parameters and acceptance criteria for demonstrating that the
above functional performance requirements have been fulfilled are
as follows:

A. As required by the safety function, the valve must fully
open, or the valve must fully close with diagnostic
indication of hard seat contact.

B. The control switch settings must provide adequate margin to
achieve design requirements including consideration of
diagnostic equipment inaccuracies, control switch
repeatability, load sensitive behavior, and margin for
degradation.

C. The motor output capability at degraded voltage must equal
or exceed the control switch setting including consideration
of diagnostic equipment inaccuracies, control switch
repeatability, load sensitive behavior and margin for
degradation.

D. The maximum torque and thrust (as applicable for the type of
MOV) achieved by the MOV including diagnostic equipment
inaccuracies and control switch repeatability must not
exceed the allowable structural capability limits for the
individual parts of the MOV.

E. The remote position indication testing must verify that
proper disk position is indicated in the control room.

F. Stroke time measurements taken during valve opening and
closing must meet minimum and maximum stroke time
requirements.

3.9.6.2.1.3 Inserv.4.ce Testing of Safety-Related Motor-
operatat valves

The inservice testing of McVs will rely on diagnostic techniques
which are consistent with ;he state of the art and which will
permit an assessment of the performance of the valve under actual
loading. Periodic testing per Generic Letter 89-10 Paragraphs D
and J will be conducted under adequate differential pressure and
flow conditions which allow a justifiable demonstration of|

continuing MOV capability for design basis conditions. The
detailed IST program will include the optimal frequency of this
periodic verification. The frequency and test conditions will be
sufficient to demonstrate continuing design basis and required

Amendment W
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operating capability. The Code provides criteria limits for the
test parameters identified in Table 3.9-15 for Code inservice
testing.

.

The detailed IST program will establish the frequency and the |
extent of disassembly and inspection based on suspecteo j
degradation of all safety-related MOVs, including the basis for
the frequency and the extent of each disassembly. Factors to be '

considered in the disassembly frequency and extent of disassembly- '

include, but are not limited to: '

A. Historical performance of the safety-related valves to
identify valves which are prone to degradation /$ ear.

D. Analysis of trends of valve test parameters und service
,

condition. '

C. Analysis of valve components which are subject to aging and
require a maintenance replacement approach (e.g.,
"O-Rings").

.
'

D. Results of non-intrusive valve testing. Use of non-
intrusive technologies may obviate the need for-
inspection / disassembly of safety-related valves altogether, -

,

provided the technologies demonstrate an equivalent ability
to detect valve degradation as inspection / disassembly would.

The program may be revised throughout plant life to . minimize
disassembly based on past disassembly experience.

,

3.9.6.2.2 Power-Operated Valves

For each power-operated (includes pneumatic , hydraulic ,
piston , and solenoid-operated) valve assembly (POV) with an ;

active safety-related function, the design basis and required- ;
operating conditions (including testing).under.which-the POV will '

be required to perform will be. established.

I3.9.6.2.2.1 Design and-QualificationLRequirements for
Power-Operated-Valves--

Plant-specific informstion will include the follcwing design and
qualification requirements- and acceptance criteria for these
requirements. By testing each size, type, and model-the force
(as applicable to the type of POV) requirements to operate the:
POV will'be determined to ensure the adequacy of the force that |the operator can deliver under design (design-basis and' required-
operating) conditions. Each size, type, and model will be' tested [under a range of differential pressure and flow conditions =up to-
the design conditions. These design-conditions include fluid
flow, differential pressure (including pipe break),- system :

pressure, fluid - temperature, ambient temperature, minimum air
supply system: (or accumulator) pressure, spring force,- and

p

p"
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minimum and maximum stroke time requirements. This testing of
each size, type and model nhall include test data from the

| manufacturer, field test data for plant-specific dedication,
empirical data supported by test, or test (such as a prototype)
of similar valves which support qualification of the required
valve where similarity must be justified by technical data. This
preoperational testing will demonstrate that the results of the
testing under in-situ or installed conditions can be used to
ensure the capability of the POV to operate under design

| conditions. Test data will be used to ensure that the structural
capability limits of the individual parts of the POV will not be

| exceeded under design conditions and that packing adjustment
limits are specified for the valve for each application such that
it is not susceptible to stem binding.

3.9.6.2.2.2 Pre-Operational Testing of Safety-Related
Power-Operated Valves

| Each POV will be tested in the open and closed directions under
static and maximum achievable preoperational conditions using
diagnostic equipment which measures or provides information to
determine total friction, stroke time, seat load, spring rate,
travel under rormal pneumatic or hydraulic pressure (as
applicable to the type of POV), and minimum pneumatic or

| hydraulic pressure. The POV will be tested under various
differential pressure and flow conditions up to maximum
achievable conditions and perform a suf ficient number of tests to

| determine the force requirements at design conditions. The force
requirements to close the valve to the position at which there is
diagnostic indication of full valve closure (as required for the

| safety function of the applicable valves) will be determined.
The determination of design force requirements will be made for
auch parameters an differential pressure, fluid flow, minimum
pneumatic or hydraulic pressure, power supply, temperature, and
seismic / dynamic effects for POVs which must operate during these
transients. The design force requirements will be adjusted for
diagnostic equipment inaccuracies.

Total force delivered by the POV under static and dynamic
conditions (including diagnostic equipment inaccuracies) will be
measured to compare to the allowable structural capability limits
for the assembly and individual parts of the POV. Tests will be

, conducted for proper control room position indication of the POV.

The parameters and acceptance criteria for demonstrating that the
above functional performance requirements have been fulfilled are
as follows:

A. As required by the safety function, the valve must fully
open, or the valve must fully close with diagnostic
indication of hard seat contact.

Amendment W
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B. The assembly must demonstrate adequate margin to achieve
design requirements including consideration of diagnostic
equipment inaccuracies and margin for degradation.

C. The assembly must demonstrate adequate output capability of
the power-operator at minimum pneumatte or hydraulic
pressure or electrical supply (or loss of motive force for
fail-safe positioning) with consideration of diagnostic
equipment inaccuracies and margin for degradation.

D. The maximum force (as applicable for the type of POV)
achieved by the POV including diagnostic equipment
inaccuracies must not exceed the allowable structural
capability limits for the assembly and individual parts of
the POV.

E. The remote position indication testing must verify that
proper disk position is indicated in the control room and
other remote locations relied upon by operators in any
emergency situation.

F. Stroke time measurements taken during valve opening and
closing must meet minimum and maximum stroke time
requirements.

G. For solenoid-operated valves (SOVs), the Class 1E electrical
requirements are to be verified. The SOV should be verified
to be capable of performing for design requirements for
energized or deenergized and rate appropriately for the
electrical power supply amperage and voltage.

H. Provide Icak-tight seating which must meet a specified
maximum leakage rate, or meet a leakage rate to ensure an
overall containment maximum leakage.

3.9.6.2.2.3 Inservice Testing of Safety-Related Power-
Operated Valves

All- safety-related . piping systems incorporate provisions for
testing'to demonstrate the operability of the POVs under design
conditions. The inservice testing of POVs will incorporate-the
use of advanced non-intrusive techniques-to periodically assess
degradation and the performance characteristics of the POVs. The-
Part 10 tests will be performed, and valves which f ail to exhibit
the required performance can- be disassembled for evaluation. The
Code provides criteria limits for the test-parameters identified
in Table 3.9-15.

The detailed IST program will-establish the frequency and the |extent of disassembly and inspection based on suspected
degradation of all safety-related POVs, including the basis for
the frequency and the extent _of each disassembly. Factors to-be
considered in the disassembly frequency and extent of disassembly
-include,'but are not limited to:

A. Historical _ performance of the safety-related; valves to
identify valves'which are_ prone to degradation / wear.

_
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B. Analysis of trends of valve test parameters and service
conditions.

C. Analysis of valve components which are subject to aging and
require a maintenance replacement approach (e.g., "O-
Rings").

D. Results of non-intrusive valve testing. Use of non-
intrusive technologies may obviate the need for
inspection / disassembly of safety-related valves altogether,
provided the technologies demonstrate an equivalent ability
to detect valve degradation as inspection / disassembly would.

The program may be revised throughout plant life to minimize
disassembly based on past disassembly experience.

3.9.6.2.3 Check valves

For each .: heck valve with an active safety related function, the
design basis and required operating conditions (including
testing) under which the check valve will be required to perform
will be established.

3.9.6.2.3.1 Design and Qualification Requirements for check
Valves

Plant-specific information will include the following design and
qualification requirements and acceptance criteria for these
requirements. By testing each size, type, and meael the design
adequacy of the check valve under design (design basis and

| required operating) conditions will be ensured. These design
conditions include all the required system operating cycles to be
experienced by the valve (numbers of each type of cycle and
duration of each type cycle), environmental conditions under
which the valve will be required to function, severe transient
loadings expected during the life of the valve such as
waterhammer or pipe break, lifetime expectation between major
refurbishments, sealing and leakage requirements, corrosion
requirements, operating medium with flow and velocity definition,
operating medium temperature and gradients, maintenance
requirements, vibratory loading, planned testing and methods,
test frequency and periods of idle operation. The design
conditions may include other requirements as identified during
detailed design of the plant systems. This testing of each size,
type and model shall include test data from the manufacturer,

| field test data for plant-specific dedication, empirical data
supported by test, or test (such as prototype) of similar valves
which support qualification of the required valve where
similarity must be justified by technical data. Test data will
be used to ensure proper check valve application, including
selection of the valve size and type based on the system flow
conditions, installed location of the valve with respect to
sources of turbulence, and correct orientation of the valve in
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V the piping (i.e., vertical vs horizontal) as recommended by the
manufacturer. Valve design features, waterial, and surface
finish will ensure that non-intrusive diagnostic testing methods
available in the industry or as specified can be accommodated.
Flow through the valve will be determinable from installed
instrumentation, and valve disk positions will be determinable
without disassembly, such as by the use of non-intrusive
diagnostic methods. Valve internal parts are designed with self-
aligning features for the purpose of assured correct
installation. The maximum loading on the check valve under
design basis and required operating conditions will be compared
to the allowable structural capability limits for the individual
parts of the check valve. The qualification acceptance criteria

_

noted above will include baseline data developed during
qualification testing and will be used for verifying the
acceptability of the check valves after installation.

3.9.6.2.3.2 Prooperational Testing of Check Valvon

Each check valve will be tested in the open and/or closed |
direction, as required by the safety function, under normal
operating system conditions. To the extent practical, testing of
the valves as described in this section will be performed under
fluid temperature and flow conditions which would exist during a

O cold shutdown, as well as under fluid temperature conditions
( which would be experienced by the valve during other modes of

operation. The testing will identify the flow required to open
the valve to the full-open position. The testing will include
the offects of rapid pump starts and stops as required by
expected system operating conditions. The testing will include
any other reverse flow conditions which may be required by
expected system operating conditions. Disk movement during valve
testing will be examined to verify the leak-tightness of the
valve when fully closed. By using methods such as non-intrusive
diagnostic equipment, the open valve disk stability will be
examined under the flow conditions during normal and other
required system operating conditions.

The parameters and acceptance criteria for demonstrating that the
above functional performance requirements have been fulfilled are
as follows:

A. During all tests modes which simulate expected system
operating conditions, the valve disk fully opens or fully
closes as expected based on the direction of the
differential pressure across the valvo.

B. Leak-tightness of valve when fully closed is within
established limits, as applicable.

A
\ C.(d Valve disk positions are determinable without disassembly.

Amendment W
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D. Valve testing must verify free disk movement whenever moving
to and from the seat.

E. The disk is stable in the open position under normal and
other required system operating fluid flow conditions.

F. The valve is correctly sized for the flow conditions
specified, i.e. , the disk is in full open position at normal
full flow operating condition.

G. Valve design features, material, and surfaces accommodate
non-intrusive diagnostic testing methods available in the
industry or as specified.

11 . Piping system design features accommodato all the applicable
check valve testing requirements as described in Table
3.9-15.

3.9.6.2.3.3 Inservice Testing of Safety-Related Check
Valves

All safety-related piping systems incorporate provisions for
testing to demonstrate the operability of check valves under
design conditions. The inservice testing of check valves will
incorporate the use of advanced non-intrusive techniques to
periodically assess degradation and the performance
characteristics of the check valves. The Part 10 tests will be
performed, and check valves which fail to exhibit the required
performance can be disassembled for evaluation. The Code

i provides criteria limits for the test parameters identified in
Table 3.9-15.

| The detailed IST program will include the frequency and the
extent of disassembly and inspection based on suspected
degradation of all safety-related check valves, including the
basis for the frequency and the extent of each disassembly.
Factors to be considered in the disassembly frequency and extent
of disassembly include, but are not limited to:

I

l A. Historical performance of the safety-related check valves to
identify valves which are prone to degradation / wear.

B. Analysis of trends of valve test parameters and service
conditions.

| C. Analysis of valve components which are subject to aging and
| require a maintenance replacement approach.

D. Results of non-intrusive valve testing. Use of non-
intrusive technologies may obviate the need for
inspection / disassembly of safety-related check valves
altogether, provided the technologies demonstrate an

Amendment W
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(O
equivalent ability to detect check valvo degradation as
inspection / disassembly would.

The program may be revised throughout plant life to minimize
disancembly based on past disassembly experience.

3.9.6.2.4 Isolation Valve Leak Tests

The leak-tight integrity will be verified for each valve relied
upon to provide a leak-tight function. These valves include:

A. Pressure Isolation Valves (PIVs) that provide isolation of
a pressure dif ferential from one part of a system to another
part or between systems. Pressure Isolation Valves
associated with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) are defined
in Generic Letter 89-04, Attachment 1, Section 4a. The RCS
Pressure Isolation Valves are listed in Table 3.9-16, and
they will be tested in accordance with Table 3.9-15 and
Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 3.4.13.1.

B. Temperature Isolation Valves (TIVs) whose leakage may cause
unacceptable thermal stress, fatigue, or stratification in
the piping and thermal loading on supports or whose leakage
may cause steam binding of pumps. Safety related valves

O performing this duty are listed in Table 3.9-15, along with

Q a description of specific Icakage test requirements.

C. Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs) that provide isolation
capability for the piping systems penetrating containment.
CIVs are listed along with their required testing in Table
6.2.4-1. Those CIVs for which a Type-C leakage rate test is
specified in Table 6.2.4-1 will also be tested in accordance
with OM-10, Subsections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3(e) and (f).
These CIVs are designated in Table 3.9-15 by the valve
function CIC. Those CIVs for which a Type-C leakage rate
test is not specified in Table 6.2.4-1 are designated in
Table 3.9-15 by the valve function CIN. The CIN valve
function designation indicates that these valves are listed
in Table 6.2.4-1, but are not leakage rate tested in Tables
6.2.4-1 and 3.9-15.

f%

kv)
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v TABLE 3 ?-1t

(Sheet 1 of 8)

T_RANSIEMB USED IN_STBE_SA_AUALYALDE
_ Cop _E CLED.81AND CD C_QMEQ.NENTO

Formal CoDdJtions o c c u r rJ a p_e_a_

(See Note 1) (See Note 2)

1. Power operation with normal i
4

parameter variations 1,000,000.* !

l

[ Primary and secondary changes |
enveloped by variations of
i 100 pai and i 10'r at normal
operating conditions)

2. Daily load cycle of 100-50-100%
power 22,000.

[ Power ramp from 100% to 50% over
2 hours, stays at 50% for 2 to 10

['} hours, ramp to 100% over 2 hours,
( / stays at 100% for the remainder

of the 24 hour cycle) |

3. Frequency control 800,000.

[ Peak to peak turbine power
changes of 10% at 2%/ min)

4. Turbine power steps of i 10 percent
(15-100% power) 2,000.*

[ Power demands to stabilize grid
disturbances)

5. Turbine power steps of i 1 percent
(5-15% power) 2,000.*

6. Turbine power ramps of 1 1%/ min
(5-15% power) 2,000.*

7. Turbine load rejection up to 50%
(50-100% power) 40.

[ Power demands to stabilize grid
f~w disturbances)y

! \

LJ
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IADIE 3.9-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 0)

TRANBlINTS__UDED_IH_01 REED _hNALYSID E
CODE CLAS_0_J_hND CS__CO}iP_QNIMIR

M9IMl_Q931dition ac3uf10D9eR
(See Note 1) (Sco Note 2)

8. Turbine generator runback to house
load (15-100% power) 40.

,

I
9. Loss of a main feedwater pump I

without causing a reactor trip
(50-100% power) 40.

10. Uncomplicated reactor trips
(5-100% power) (See Note 3) 60.

11. NSSS operations with the control
systems in the manual modo
(0-5% power) 2,000.

12. NSSS operations with the control
systems in the manual mode
(5-100% power) 2,000.

13. Opening of the FW economizer valve
during power increasing operations 400.

(Feeding the steam generators with
a slug of cold feedwater)

14. Startup and coastdown of a Reactor
Coolant Pump at hot standby
conditions 4,000.

15. Operation of the auxiliary spray
system 300.

(Operation of the auxiliary spray
system during plant cooldown)

16. Tie line thermal backup 6 0. *

[ Turbine load demand of 1 20% over
10 minutes, capability to correct
overloads of lines tying grids
together and prevent grid breakup)
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(V) IABLE 3.9-4

(Sheet 1 of 9)

SELSM1C !_ A.GillE VALVE _5

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

SI 100 IRWST RECIRCULAT10N
ISOLATION (Operate) CHECK 2 NONE

SI 101 IRWST RECIRCULAT10N
ISOLATION (Operate) CHECK 2 NONE

Si 113 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(0perate)

SI 123 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 133 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(0perate)

SI 143 SAFETY INJECTION SYS, CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

V SI 157 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 158 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 164 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 165 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 168 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS, CHECK 2 NONE

(0 pet; ate)

SI 178 SHulDOWN COOLING SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 179 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS. REllEF 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 189 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS, REllEF 2 NONE
(0perate)

SI 215 SAFETY INJEclI0N TANK CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 217 SAFETY INJECTION SYS, CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

O Si 225 SAFETY INJECTION TANK CHECK 1 NONE

V (0p' rate)
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TABLE 3.9-4

(Sheet 2 of 9)

SEISMIC I ACTIVE VALVES

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE
__

Si 227 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

Si 235 SAFETY INJECTION TANK CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

51 237 SAFETY INJECTION SYS, CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

51 245 SAFETY INJECTION TANK CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 247 SAFETY INJECTION SYS, CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

SI 300 CS/SCS 1RWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

SI 301 CS/SCS 1RWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

S1 302 S1 IRWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

S1 303 SI 1RWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

| S1 304 IRWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR

| Sl 305 1RWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR

| SI 308 1RWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR

| S1 309 IRWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR

S1 310 SCS 1 FLOW CONTROL GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

51 311 SCS 2 FLOW CONTROL GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(0perate)

S1 312 SDCHX BYPASS GLOBE e MOTOR
(Operate)

SI 313 SDCHX BYPASS GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

S1 314 SCS 1 1RWST RECIRCULATION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
LINE FLOW CONTROL

l
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LABLE 3.9-4

(Sheet 3 of 9)

$11SMC_! ACLLYE M ES

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

SI 315 SCS 2 IRWST RECIRCUL A110f4 GLOBE 2 MOTOR
LINE FLOW CONTROL

S1 321 HOT LEG INJECTION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

SI 322 HOT LEG INJEC110N LEAKAGE GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC
RETURN (Close)

51 331 HOT LEG INJECTION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

51 332 HOT LEG INJECTION LEAKAGE GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC
RETURN (Close)

SI 390 CAVITY FLOODING SYS. GATE 2 MOTOR

Q (0 pen)

) SI 391 CAVITY FLOODING SYS. GATE 2 MOTOR
(0 pen)

S1 392 CAVITY FLOODING SYS, GATE 2 MOTOR
(0 pen)

SI 393 CAVITY FLOODING SYS, GATE 2 MOTOR
(0 pen)

Sl 394 CAVITY FLOODING SYS. GATE 2 MOTOR
(0 pen)

SI 395 CAVITY FLOODING SYS. GATE 2 MOTOR
(0 pen)

51 396 IRWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR
(Close)

SI 397 IRWST ISOLATION GATE 2 MOTOR
(Close)

S1 404 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

S1 405 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 424 S1 PUMP MINIMUM FLOW IRWST CHECK 2 NONE
RETURN (Operate)

/ SI 426 S1 PUMP MINIMUM FLOW IRWST CHECK 2 NONEb) RETURN (Operate)

Amendment W
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LABLL1d-A

(Sheet 4 of 9)

SELS31Li AClllLJA M S
_ _ _ _

ASME

VALVE SYSTEM HAMC VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR
NO. (Safety function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

SI 434 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 446 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHEC! 2 NONE
(Operate)

S1 448 51 PUMP MINIMUM FLOW IRWST CHECK 2 NONE
RETURN (Operate)

S1 451 S1 PUMP Mll11 MUM FLOW IRWST CHECK 2 fl0NE
RETURN (Operate)

SI 484 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

S1 485 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

S1 522 l101 LEG INJECTION CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 523 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

51 532 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK 1 fl0NE
(Operate)

S1 533 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 540 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 1 NONE

(Operate)

SI 541 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 542 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. CHECK 1 NONE,

I (Opera _t e)

SI 543 SAFE 1Y INJECTION SYS. CHECK 1 NONE
(Operate)

S1 568 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

S1 569 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS. CHECK 2 NONE
(Operate)

SI 600 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS. GLO8E 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

Amendment W
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TABLE 3 9-42

(Sheet 5 of 9)

SEISMIC I ACT!YJ VALVE.S

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION !!! ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CL_ ASS TYPE

S1 601 SHUTDOWN COOLING SYS. GLOBE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operato)

S1 602 SAFETY INJECT 10t1 'YS. GLOBE 2 MOTOR
THROTTLE (Operate)

SI 603 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. GLOBE 2 MOTOR
THROTTLE (Operate)

S! 604 H0T LEG INJECTION GATE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

S1 605 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 SOLEN 0ID
VENT _(Operate)

SI 606 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 SOLEN 0ID

p VENT (Operate)

( SI 607 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 SOLEN 0ID
VENT (Operate)

SI 608 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 S0LEN0ID
VENT (Operate)

~

51 609 HOT LEG INJECTION GA1E 2 MOT 0ll
(Operate)

SI 611 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC
FILL / DRAIN (Operate)

SI 613 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 S0LEN01D
VENT (Close)

SI 614 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GATE 1 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

SI615 SAFETY INJECTION SYS. GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

51 618 LEAKAGE RETURN TO GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC
1RWST/RDT (CLOSE)

SI 621 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC
FILL / DRAIN (Close)

SI 623 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 SOLEN 0ID
VENT (Operate)

[j SI 624 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GATE 1 MOTOR( ISOLATION (Operate)
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IAB1E 3.9-4

(Sheet 6 of 9)

SELSELLA_CTIVE _YALES

ASME

VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

S1 626 SAFE 1Y INJECTION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

51 628 LEAKAGE RETURN TO GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC

1RWST/RDT (CLOSE)

S1 631 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

FILL / DRAIN (Close)

51 633 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 SOLEN 01D
VENT (Operate)

SI 634 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GATE 1 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

51 636 SAFETY INJECTION SYS, GLOBE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

SI 638 LEAKAGE RETURN TO GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC

1RWST/RDT (Close)

S1 64) SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

fill / DRAIN (Close)
S1 643 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GLOBE 2 S0LEN010

VENT (0perate)

S1 644 SAFETY INJECTION TANK GATE 1 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

51 646 SAFETY INJECTION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

S1 648 LEAKAGE RETURN TO GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC

1RWST/RDT (Close)

51 651 SHUTDOWN COOLING SUCTION GATE 1 MOTOR
(0perate)

_

SI 652 SHUlDOWN COOLING SUCT10N GATE 1 MOTOR
(Operate)

S1 653 SHUTDOWN COOLING SUCTION GATE 1 MOTOR
(Operate)

SI 654 SHUTDOWN COOLING SUC110N GATE 1 MOTOR
.

(Operate)

SI 655 SHUTDOWN COOLING SUCTION GATE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

Amendment W
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TA_B1E 3,9-4

(Sheet 7 of 9)

SEISMIC I ACTIVE VALVES

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

SI 656 SHUTDOWN COOLING SUCT10f4 GATE 2 MOTOR
(Operate)

SI 657 CSS 1 1RWST RECIRCULATION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
FLOW CONTROL (Operate)

51 658 CSS 2 1RWST REclRCULATION GLOBE 2 MOTOR
FLOW CONTROL (Operate)

SI 671 CONTAINMENT SPRAY GA1E 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

S1 672 CONTAINMENT SPRAY GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION (Operate)

SI 682 SIT FILL / DRAIN (Close) GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC |

f} S1 686 CSS 1 IRWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR

\v ISOLATION

S1 687 CONTAINMENT SPRAY GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

S1 688 SCS 1 1RWST REClRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

SI 693 SCS 2 IRWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

SI 695 CONTAINMENT SPRAY GATE 2 M010R
ISOLATION

SI 696 CSS 2 IRWST RECIRCULATION GATE 2 MOTOR
ISOLATION

CH 189 CVCS MAKEUP TO IRWST CHECK 2 NONE

(Close)
CH 255 SEAL INJ. ISOLATION GLOBE 2 MOTOR

(Closg)
,

CH 304 SCS PURIFICATION (Close) CHECK 2 NONE |
CH 494 RMW SUPPLY TO RDT (CLOSE) CHECK 2 NONE |
CH 505 RCP CONTROLLED BLEED-0FF GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

ISOLATION (Close)

73 CH 506 RCP CONTROLLED BLEED-0FF GLOBE 2 PNEUMATICi

ISOLATION (Close)

Amendment W
June 17, 1994 )
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TABLE 3.9-4

(Sheet 8 of 9)

SEISMIC I ACTIVE VALVES

ASME

VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS TYPE

CH 509 CVCS MAKEUP T0 IRWST GATE 2 MOTOR

ISOLATION (Close)

CH 515 LETDOWN LINE ISOLATION GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 516 LETDOWN LINE ISOLATION GLOBE 1 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 523 LETDOWN LINE ISOLATION GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 524 CHARGING LINE ISOLATION GLOBE 2 MOTOR

(Close)
CH 560 RDT SUCTION ISOLATION GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 561 RDT SUCTION ISOLATION GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 575 LETDOWN LINE ISOLATION GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

(Close)
CH 580 RMW SUPPLY LINE TO RDT GLOBE 2 PNEUMATIC

ISOLATION (Close)

| CH 747 CHARGING LINE (Close) CHECK 2 NONE

| CH 835 SEAL INJECTION (Close) CHECK 2 NONE

! RC 200 RCS (Operate) SAFETY l NONE

| RC 201 RCS (Operate) SAFETY l NONE

| RC 202 RCS (Operate) SAFETY l NONE

| RC 203 RCS (Operate) SAFETY l NONE

| RC 244 RCS (Operate) CHECK 1 NONE

RC 406 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 MOTOR
SYSTEM

RC 407 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE I MOTOR
SYSTEM

RC 408 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GATE I MOTOR
SYSTEM

RC 409 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GATE 1 MOTOR
SYSTEM

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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SEISMIC I ACTIVE VALVES

ASME
VALVE SYSTEM NAME VALVE SECTION III ACTUATOR

NO. (Safety Function) TYPE CODE CLASS- TYPE

RC 410 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 SOLEN 010
SYSTEM

1

RC 411 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 SOLEN 0ID-
SYSTEM

RC 412 SAFETY-DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 S0LEN0ID-
SYSTEM

RC 413 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 SOLEN 0ID
SYSTEM

RC 414 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 S0LEN0ID
SYSTEM

RC 415 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 SOLEN 0ID

O SYSTEM

RC 416 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 1 S0LEN0ID
SYSTEM

RC 417 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE I S0LEN0ID
SYSTEM

RC 418 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE- 2- S0LEN0ID
SYSTEM

RC 419 SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION GLOBE 2 SOLEN 0ID
' SYSTEM

_

-NOTES: 1. (Operate) is defined as valve being capable-of both opening
and closing. '

2. (Close) is defined as valve being capable;of moving _to or-
maintaining-a closed position.

'

.

3. (0 pen) is defined as valve being capable of moving to or
maintaining an open position.

b
.Q

Amendment W
June'17, 1994.
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TABLE 3.9-11

STRESS LIMITS FOR CEDM PRESSURE HOUSINGS
G

Service Level Etress Categories and Limits of
Stress Intensities (a)(b)

1. Desian: Design Pressure, NB-3221 and Figure NB-3221-1,
Weight, Other Sustained including notes.
Mechanical Loads.

2. Level A: Normal Operating NB-3222 and Figure NB-3222-1,
Loading plus Normal Operating including notes.
Transients.

3. Level B: Normal Operating NB-3223 and Figures NB-3221-1 and NB-
Loading plus Normal Operating & 3222-1, including notes.
Upset Transients plus low Cycle -

FatigueLoadingduetoSa{e)Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
Forces.

4. Level D: Normal Operating Article F-1000, Appendix F, Rules for
Loadings plus Faulted Plant Evaluation of Service Conditions
Transients plus Safe Shutdown Loading with Level D Service Limits.
Earthquake Forces plus loads
due to Design Basis Pipe Breaks
and/or pipe breaks not
eliminated by LBB,

f)N
5. Testina: Testing Plant Paragraph NB-3226

( Transients

for the above listed operating conditions, the following limits regarding
function apply:

1. Level A and level B: The CEDMs are designed to function normally during
and after exposure to these conditions.

2. Level D: For SSE plus Design Basis Pipe Breaks and/or pipe breaks not
eliminated by LBB, the deflections of the CEDM pressure housing are
limited to the elastic design limits of Article F-1330, Appendix F
(defined above) so that the CEAs can be inserted after exposure to these
conditions.

NOTE: a. References listed are taken from Section III of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code,

b. Dynamic loads including SSE, pipe breaks not eliminated by LBB
and Design Basis Pipe Breaks are combined by the SRSS method in
accordance with the guidelines of NUREG-0484.

c. Alternatively, a lower level of SSE motion may be used in
accordance with Section 3.7.3.2.

,

U

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TABLE 3.9-14

STRESS LIMITS FOR CORE SUPPORT AND INTERNAL STRUCTURES DESIGE
hED SERVICE LO_ADR

Desian Limits

The core support and internal structures shall be designed to
meet the Design Limits defined in NG-3221 of ASME Boiler and

,

Pressure Vessel Code Section III Subsection NG for Design !

Loadings. Both structures are Safety Class 3, Seismic Category i

1 and Quality Class 1 in accordance with ANSI /ANS-51.1-1983.

Core Support Structures shall be constructed to the rules in
accordance with the ASME Code Section III, Subscction NG-1100.
Reactor internals other than core support structures shall meet
the guidelines of NG-3000 and be constructed so as not to
adversely affect the integrity of the core support structures.

Under Level D Loadings, the maximum stress intensity will be
obtained from principal stresses resulting from an SRSS
combination of LOCA and SSE plus Normal Operating Dynamic and |
Static loading in accordance with NUREG-0484 Rev. 01. For
other than Level D loading conditions maximum stress intensity
will be derived from an SRSS combination of dynamic loads in
accordance with NUREG-0484 Rev. 01 or a more conservative
summation of stress intensities.

Level A Service Limits

The core support and internal structures shall be designed to
meet the Level A Service Limits defined in NG-3222 of lbid for
Level A Service Loadings.

Level B Service Limits

The core support and internal structures shall be designed to
meet the Level B Service Limits defined in NG-3223 of ibid for
Level B Service Loadings.

Level C Service Limits

The core support and internal structures shall be designed to
meet the Level C Service Limits defined in NG-3224 of ibid for
Level C Service Loadings.

Level D Service Limits

The core support structures shall be designed to meet the Level
D Service Limits o; fined in NG-3225 of ibid for elastic system
analysis of Appendix F of Reference 3.1.2 using Level D Service

,

! Loadings. Maximum stress intensity will be obtained from
| principal stresses resulting from an SRSS combination of pipe

break and SSE loadings plus normal operation loads in
accordance with NUREG-0484 Rev. 01.

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 3.9-15 (Sheet 23 of 82)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

<ai (to (c) (di ve t (t) (g) m

\ahe Vahe Vahe Vahe Safety Code Vahe 'l es: Test f est CILNS A R-DC

Na Descritstion Tsrv Act Class Car l unct Rnal Im ( onte . 11c. No.

5G 107 NG 2 ADV ISOLATION val VI G1 i:1. 2 11 CIN S 3 nu, 10.1-2

MI 3 nui.
I .PV 2 yr.
I1 2 yr (45)

SG 108 SG 2 ADV ISOLATION VALVE GI EL 2 11 CIN N 3 no. - 10.1-2

MT 3 nw.
I PV 2 yr.
1T 2 yr.(45)

SG 110 $G 1 MAIN FW DOWNCOMER ISOLATION G1 P 2 11 CIN S CS(15) 10.1-2

MT CNIS)
I'S CS(15)
1.PV 2 y r.
1.1 2 yrd45) M

SG 132 5G 1 MAIN l'W ECONOMIZLR ISOLATION G1 P 2 H CIN S rN15) 10.1-2

MT CS(15)
IS CN15)
1.PV 2 3r
LT 2 yr145) 8

SG 135 NG 2 MAIN ITV DOWNCOMER ISOLATION GT P 2 Il CIN S CS(15) - 10.1-2

MT CS(15) -

13 CS(15) -

LPV 2 yr.
LT 2 yr.(45) 8

SG 137 SG 2 MAIN IW DOWNCOMER ISOLATION GT P 2 11 CIN 5 CS(15) - 10.1-2

MT CS(151 -

FS CS(15) -

1.PV 2 yr. -

LT 2 yr (45) 8

SG-140 SG I MAIN STEAM ISOLATION GL P 2 Il CIN S CS(16) - 10.1-2 |,
MT CS(16) -

I:S CS(16) -

LPV 2 yr. -

LT 2 yr.(45) -

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 3.9-15 (Sheet 24 of 82)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

42) eb) ic) td> m eti 4p in

Yahe Vahe Safety cme Vahr t est Test t est Cl3S AR-DC
Valve Vabe I Contic I m N *.RdTec At t Claw Cat 1 -una gg32
No Dewr mtion

Gl. P 2 11 CIN N CS( 1(o 10.1 2

| SG141 sG 2 S1 AIN STEANI 1501. AIlON MI CS416)

1S CS416)

1.PV 2 3 r.
1T 2 yr145)

|

| SG 19) sG 1 STAIN STEAM ISO!.ATION Gl. P 2 14 CIN S CSf166 10 1-2

Mr CS(16)

|-S CS(16)
I PV 2 yr.
1. I 2 3re45)

| SG 151 SG 2 MAIN STEAM isol.AlION Gl. P 2 11 CIN S CS(tto 10.1-2

MT CS(16)
IS cst!6,

lPV 2 yr
I.T 2 yr 445)

SG 108 sG 1 MAIN STEAM 1501 A F10N VAI.VE !!YPASS GT AD 2 Il ClN S T nu. 10.1-2

Mi ins

1-S \ nm.
l.PV 2 yr.
I.T 2 > r (- 5 t

SG If,9 NG 1 MAIN STliAM ISOLATION VALVE I)YPASS GT AD 2 11 CIN S 3 nm. 10.1-2

MT 3 nm.
1:S 3nm
1.PV 2 3 r.

-

1.T 2 y r 145)

SG 172 NG 1 M AIN I W DOWNCOMER ISOLATION GT P 2 11 CIN S C5415) 10.1-2

MT ( S(15)
1S CS(15)
1 PV 2 yr.
1.T 2 3r345) J

SG i ?4 sG I MAIN I:W ECONOMIZER ISOLAllON GT P 2 11 CIN S CS(15) - 10 1-2

MT CS(15)
IS CS(15)
LPV 2 yr. -

LT 2 )i145) 8

G G Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 3.9-15 (Sheet 71 of 82)

HA.ERVICE TESTING S_AEETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALYIR

Reverse flow for reverse flow tssting of valves EF-200, EF-201, EF-202,
and EF-203 is obtained by opening :"FW Pump to Steam Generator Isolation
Valves EF-100, EF-101, EF-102, and Er 193, respectively.

(13) Valvest RC-406, RC-407, RC-408, RC-40S

The saf ety-related function of these valves is ' to remain closed in order
to maintain the integrity of the Reactor Coolan Pressure Boundary _(RCPB).
These valves are open only for a beyond design aasis event of a Total Loss
of Feedwater (TLOFW). These valves are clav. 1 valves and the RCPB class
break is downstream of the second valve !n each SDS line in accordance r

with the 10CFR50.2 and the ANSI /ANS 51.1 definitions of RCPB. The
definition of RCPB in these two documents require two valves . to be
normally closed during normal reactor operation.

ANSI /ANS 51.1 identifies numerous combinations of valve arrangements that
may be used to comply with these criteria. The Rapid Depressurization
(RD) valves' design complies with these requirements.

If one of the RD valves was opened, for example during testing, the RCPB
is not maintained according to the 10CFR50.2 and the ANSI /ANS 51.1
definitions during the testing of the valves. Since these valves are
opened only for low probability events (TLOFW and severe accidents) and it
is essential to maintain the integrity of the RCPB, these valves are
stroke tested during a shutdown period when it would be more acceptable to i

compromise the RCPB. Therefore, these valves should be-tested during
plant shutdown periods and not during reactor operation.

~

In addition, the Rapid Depressurization valve configuration is similar to
the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) suction line valvo configuration (i.e. ,
there are two normally closed motor-operated valves between-the RCS-and
the connecting system). ABB-CE has specified only cold shutdown testing
of the SCS suction line valves-(SI-651, SI-6$2, SI-653 and SI-654), to
prevent placing the operating plant within one valve of an intersystem
LOCA challenge. Similar logic applied .to the RD valves suggests these
valves should be tested only at cold. shutdown to prevent a LOCA challenge.

.These valves will be tested as Cold Shutdown valves.

(14) Valves: RC-410, RC-411, RC-412, RC-413, RC-414, RC-415, RC-416, . RC-417

_These valves are closed during normal plant. operating to maintain f the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB).- These valves are active: valves
and are designed to be used during a safety grade.cooldown of the'RCS.
Opening these valves during normal operation leaves only one class 1
valve, which does not maintain the RCPB according to the 10CFR50.2 and -
ANSI /ANS 51'.1 definitions. While there is a third valve downstream of the
two Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System (RCCVS)- valves, the piping and the
third valve are Cisao 2. In order to maintain the integrity of the RCPB,
these valves should be tested during plant shutdown periods only and not
during reactor operation.

'These valves will be terted as cold Shutdown valves.

s

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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TABLE 3.9-15 (Sheet 72 of 82)

J_MERVICE TESTING BAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

(15) Valves: SG-130, SG-132, SG-135, SG-137, SG-172, SG-174, SG-175, SG-177

These valves isolate main feedwater to the SG's upon receipt of a Main
Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS). Closure of these valves during normal
operations would isolate feedwater to the SG's which may result in a
severe transient in the SG and a unit trip. Therefore, these valves will
be tested during cold shutdown.

(16) Valves: SG-140, 50-141, SG-150, SG-151

These valves are Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs), which isolate the
main steam lines upon receipt of a MSIS. Performance of either a full
stroke or partial stroke test during normal operations may cause severe
transients in the main steam lines and result in a unit trip. The valves
will therefore be full stroke tested on a cold shutdown f requency basis,
but with the unit in MODE 3 and at operating temperature and pressure, so
as to replicate design conditions under which valve closure must be
achieved.

(17) Valves: SI-484, SI-485, SI-568, SI-569

These valves must close to prevent reverse flow when either the SC pumps
are use to provide containment spray or the CS pumps are used to provide
shutdown cooling flow. These valves are tested by operating either the SC
or CS pump in a division, opening the discharge crossover isolation valve
between the two systems, and isolating the suction of the off-line pump.
Closure of the check valve on reverse flow in the discharge of the off-
line pump is verified by monitoring pressure increase upstream of the
valve.

(18) Valves: Sl-113, SI-133, SI-404, SI-405, SI-434, SI-446, SI-522,
SI-523, SI-532, SI-533, SI-540, SI-542

Check valves SI-113, SI-133, SI-404, SI-405, SI-434, SI-446, SI-540, and
SI-542 must be provided with sufficient flow from the Safety Injection
Pumps to stroke to their full open position. The flow for stroke testing
these valves passes through the Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) nozzles and
into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The Safety Injection Pump's
discharge pressare is not sufficient to overcome normal RCS operating
pressure. In addition, any flow from Safety Injection through these
valves and into the RCS during power operations would produce an
undesirable temperature transient at the DVI nozzles. The valves are also
not full or partial stroked during Cold Shutdown, since this may result in
low temperature overpressurization of the RCS. Since it is impractical to
full stroke test these check valves during plant operation or to perform
full / partial stroke test during Cold shutdown conditions, these valves are
full stroke tested each refueling outage.

Check valves SI-522, SI-523, SI-532, and SI-533 must be provided with
sufficient flow from the Safety Injection Pumps to stroke to their full
open position. The flow for stroke testing these valves passes through
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Lege (Hot Leg Injection) . The Safety
Injection Pump's discharge pressure is not sufficient to overcome normal
RCS operating pressure. in addition, any flow from Safety Injection
through these valves and into the RCS during power operations would
produce an undesirable temperature transient at the Shutdown Cooling line
connections to the Hot Lege. The valves are also not full or partial
stroked during Cold Shutdown, since this may result in low temperature
overpressurization of the RCS, Since it is impractical to full stroke
test these check valves during plant operation or to perform full / partial
stroke test during Cold Shutdown conditions, these valves are full stroke
tested each refueling outage.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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1.0 PIPING DESIGN

1.1 GENERAL

Seismic Category I small and large bore piping, as defined in
Section 3.2.1, is designed to meet the analysis requirements of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code, Section III,
Subarticles NB-3650, NC-3650, or ND-3650.

Seismic Category II small and large bore piping, as defined in
Section 3.2.1, is analyzed to ensure that the SSE does not
adversely impact safety-related equipment or components.
Category II requirements are normally satisfied by analyzing the
piping to the same criteria as Seismic Category I, or ASME B
31.1.

The analysis requirements described in this appendix apply only
to scismic Category I and II large and small bore piping.

1.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

1.2.1 PRESSURE

The pipe wall thickness is sized to accommodate the specified
internal pressures and meet the requirements of the ASME B&PV
Code, Section III, Subarticles NB-3640, NC-3640 or ND-3640. |O Stresses due to the system design pressures and maximum peak

'xj pressures are included in the acceptance criteria (see Section
1.6 of this appendix).

1.2.1.1 Intersystem LOCH

Low-pressure piping systems that interface with the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) are sized for Intersystem LOCA
criteria, as discussed in Section 3.3 of Appendix SE.

1.2.2 GRAVITY

The weight of the pipe, in-line components, contents of the pipe
and insulation are included. The weight of water during
hydrostatic testing is considered for steam or air-fi11ad 1ines.

1.2.3 THERMAL

The offcct of thermal expansion of the system due to the design
temperature is included. Possible operating modes of the system
that result in more severe thermal expansion stresses than the
entire system at design temperature are considered.

The effects of anchor movement due to thermal expansion of
equipment or other piping are considered.

1.2.4 SEISMIC

The effects of earthquake loading are considered. The inertiam
'

[Vi loads and movements, including earthquake anchor movements, and
the effects of fatigue are included in the analysis.

Amendment W
3.9A-1 June 17, 1994
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1.2.4.1 8_els_pic Arichor Movement _s_

Seismic anchor motion is included for piping supported by more
than one structure by applying; 1) the building seismic
movements, and/or 2) equipment seismic movements, as support
movements on the pipe.

The support movements are included in the most conservative
combination f or adjacent structures to give the maximum stress in
the pipe, unless the relative time phasing of the motions of the
supporting structures or equipment is determined by simultaneous
time history analyses. The effects of seismic anchor motion on
the piping are included for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). -

Seismic anchor movements of headers are also considered in the
analysis of decoupled branch lines.

1.2.5 WIND / TORNADO

Exposed piping is designed to withstand wind and tornado loads.
Simultaneous wind and tornado loads are not considered.

1.2.6 FLUID TRANSIENT LOADINGS

1.2.6.1 Relief / Safety Valve Thrust

Relief valve thrust loads are considered for both open and closed
valve discharge cases. The relief valve thrust load is a
function of the valve opening time, flow rate, fluid properties,
and flow area. Loads are input as static loads in the piping
analysis with appropriate dynamic load factors applied.
Alternatively, a dynamic analysis is performed where the static
analysis results in an overly conservative design. The analysis
methods are discussed in Section 1.4.5 of this appendix. Where
conditions exist which result in water or steam hammer effects,
they are evaluated and identified for inclusion in the piping
analysis.

1.2.6.2 Water and Steam Hammer

Water and steam hammer are dynamic loadings on piping that are
caused by a sudden change in momentum of the flow medium due to
a rapid system transient and are considered in the analysis.
Typically, transients are caused by pump start or pump trip,
filling a voided line, check valve actuation, relief valve
operation, steam turbine trip, and rapid control valve operation.
1.2.6.3 Other Loadings

Other fluid transient loadings such as pump start, check valve
slam, pressure forces on unbalanced expansion joints, and filling
empty lines are considered.

Amendment P
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1.6.2 ASME CLASS 2 AND 3 PIPING

The allowable stress limits for the specified loading
combinations for ASME Class 2 and 3 piping are shown in Table
3.9-11 and Reference 4.12.

1.6.3 ALLOWABLE NOZ2LE LOADS

Equipment nozzle loads are minimized to be within equipment
vendor specifications. The design nozzle load values are
provided to equipment vendors as part of the procurement
specification. L

1.6.4 ALLOWABLE PENETRATION LOADS

Piping systems are designed such that loads and displacements on (
containment penetration assemblics, as shown in Figure 3.8-2,
meet manufacturer's allowables.

1.6.5 WELDED ATTACHMENTS

Per ASME Section III, Subarticle NC/ND 3645, external and
internal attachments to piping are designed so as not to cause

fi flattening of the pipe, excessive localized bending stresses, or
( / harmful thermal gradients in the pipe wall. Such attachments are

designed to minimize stress concentrations in applications where
the number of stress cycles, due either to pressure or thermal
effects, are relatively large for the expected life of the
equipment.

Local stresses due to all support loads acting on a welded
attachment are evaluated and added directly to the nominal pipe
stresses at the point of the attachment. The sum of the stresses
are compared against the allowable stresses given in Tables
3.9-10 and 3.9-11. Methods for c'/aluating local stresses due to
welded attachments are provided in ASME Code Cases N-318 and
N-392. Methods and criteria are supplemented by NRC-approved
PVRC and EPRI testing and research.

1.6.6 FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS

See Section 3.9.3.1.4.3.
|

1.6.7 VALVE REQUIREMENTS

Piping systems are designed such that valve accelerations meet
the allowable manufacturer's requirements for seismic
acceleration. In lieu of specific values, reasonable generic

-m seismic valve acceleration limits for SSE conditions and waterl hammer type loads are established. The design values are(V included in the procurement specification. The loads on supports
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attached to valve operators are also evaluated. The valve
operator support does not support the pipe.

1.6.8 EXPANSION JOINT REQUIREMENTS

Expansion joints are evaluated to ensure compliance with vendor
allowables based on the stress report provided by the vendor.

1.6.9 WELDING AND WELD ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Welding fabrication and installation, nondestructive examination
(NDE) and acceptance standards for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
piping shall be in accordance with Articles 4000 and 5000 of
Subsections NB, NC, and ND in Section III of the ASME Code.

| Radiographic examinations will be accepted by a nondestructive
examination (NDE) Level III examiner prior to final acceptance.

| See also Sections 3.9 and 3.9.3.4.
Confirmation that facility welding activities are in compliance
with the certified design commitments shall include verifications
of the following by individuals other than those who performed
the activity:

1. Facility welding specifications and procedures meet the
applicable ASME Code requirements.

2. Facility welding activities are performed in accordance with
the applicable ASME Code requirements.

3. Welding activities related records are prepared, evaluated
and maintained in accordance with the ASME requirements.

4. Welding processes used to weld dissimilar base metal and
welding filler metal combinations are compatible for the
intended applications.

5. The facility has established procedures for qualifications
of welders and welding operators in accordance with the
applicable ASME Code requirements.

6. Approved procedures are available and are used for
pre-heating and post-heating of welds, and those procedures
meet the applicable requirements of the ASME Code.

7. Completed welds are examined in accordance with the
applicable examination method required by the ASME Code.

| Welding activities involving non-ASME pressure retaining piping
| shall be accomplished in accordance with written procedures and

shall meet the requirements of the ANSI B31.1 Code. The weld
acceptance criteria shall be as defined for the applicable
nondestructive examination method described in ANSI B31.1.
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1.7 PIPE SUPPORT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

1.7.1 GENERAL

pipe supports are designed to meet the intended functional
requirements of the stress analysis as well as the specified
stress limits for the support components. Support components
include' typical structural steel members as well as manufactured
catalog items for typical support components.

Component support building structures are designed to meet the
criteria in Section 3.8.4. | _

Supports are idealized in the piping analysis as providing
restraint in the analyzed direction while providing unrestricted
movement in the unrestrained direction. Since the design of
supports cannot completely duplicate the idealized condition,
supports are designed to minimize their effects on the piping
analysis. Additionally, it is confirmed that the support design- idoes not invalidate any assumptions used in the analysis of the
piping system.

In addition to loads defined by the stress analysis, any
additional forces the support are subjected to are considered in
the support qualification.

1.7.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

1.7.2.1 Deadweicht Loads

Gravity loads of the pipe are typically restrained by two types--

of supports. The piping analysis defines whether the support is
designed as a rigid or flexible support. Flexible supports are
specified when the pipe -must - be restrained for- its gravity
weight, however must remain free to move. during thermal
expansion. Vendor supplied spring components with specified
cpring constants are typically provided in this application.+

In addition to gravity loads f rom- the- piping analysis, , the
deadweight of the support itself is considered in the support
design.

1.7.2.2 Thermal Loads

Temperature changes within the piping system, including thermal-
-stratification, cause the pipe to thermally expand. Thermal
loads are induced into supports which restrain the piping system
from being able to -freely expand. Additional thermal loads'could
be a result of_ '' anchor'' displacements. Movements--at the terminal_ -

end _ points of _ the piping system, such as branch . lines and
vessels, induce loads into supports which resist these movements.
These forces are usually referred to as thermal anchor movements
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(TAM). All possible thermal conditions, including ambient
thermal, are be evaluated when combining thermal loads with other
load cases to obtain the worst loading on the supports. The pipe
also experiences radial expansion due to temperature increases.
To minimize local stresses within the pipe, supports are designed
to allow for this expansion. See Section 1.7.2.10 of this
appendix concerning support gaps.

Pipe supports are also evaluated for environmental thermal

conditions. Temperature increases in the area around the support
cause the support itself to tend to thermally expand. In
addition, local high temperatures can exist close to the pipe
wall. Support elements which are subjected to these elevated
temperatures are evaluated for thermal effects. Material
property values consistent with the associated temperature are
used.

Thermal expansion of the pipe support and/or the building
structure from which the support is attached is evaluated for its
effects on the piping analysis.

1.7.2.3 Seismic Loa _d_s

The building response to earthquake motion causes seismic
acceleration of the piping system. Earthquake inertia forces are
applied to supports that restrain the seismic movement of the
piping system. Additional seismic movements can be caused by
seismic acceleration of terminal end points of the piping system
such as branch lines and vessels. These forces are referred to
as seismic anchor movements (SAM).

The response of the support itself due to seismic acceleration is
also evaluated. Typically, the inertia response of the support
mass is evaluated using a response spectrum analysis similar to
the piping analysis as described in Section 1.4.3.2.1 of this
appendix. Damping values for welded and bolted structures are
provided in Table 3.7-1.

1.7.2.4 Dynamic Fluid Loads

Dynamic fluid loads are a result of fluid transients due to
safety / relief valve thrust, water hammer, and steam hammer.
These evento are evaluated in the piping analysis. Supports are
designed to meet the requirements of the piping analysis.

1.7.2.5 Wind / Tornado Loads

Exposed piping and support structures are designed to withstand
forces generated by wind and tornados. Wind and tornado loading
on the piping are evaluated in the piping analysis. The effects
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1.7.2.13 Minimum Desi_gn Loads

In order to provide some uniformity in load carrying ability, all
supports are designed to minimum loads.

All supports are designed for the largest of the following three
loads:

* 100% of the Level A condition load from the piping
stress analysis

* The weight of a standard ANSI B31.1 span of water
filled, schedule 80 pipe

Minimum value of 350 pounds*

1.7.3 LOAD COMBINATIONS

Load combinations are in accordance with Section 3.9.3.1 and are
detailed in Table 3.9-12. For common supports, the SRSS method
for comuination of dynamic loads is used.

1.7.4 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Pipe supports are either linear or plate and shell type devices.
A linear type component support is defined as acting under
essentially a single component of direct stress. Such devices

[_) may also be subjected to shear stresses. Plate and shell type of
( ,/ supports are fabricated from plate and shell elements and are

normally subjected to a biaxial stress.

Seismic Category I pipe support members are designed to meet the
requirements defined in ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF.
For A500 Grade B tube steel, NF requirements are supplemented by
the weld requirements of AWS D1.1, " Structural Welding Code"
(Reference 4.26). Welding activities of Seismic Category I pipe
supports shall be as defined in Section 3.9.3.4.

Category II pipe support members are designed to meet the
requirements of ANSI /AISC N690 - " Nuclear Facilities - Steel
Safety-Related Structures for Design Fabrication and Execution,"
as amended by Section 3.8.4.5.

Standard support manufactured catalog items are designed to meet
the requirements of MSS-SP-58, " Pipe Hangers and Supports-
Materials, Design and Manufacture." The application of catalog
components is consistent with the manufacturer's requirements and
are designed to meet the manufacturer's load rated capacities for
the items. The piping design is consistent with the
manufacturers' requirements for pipe deflection limits at pipe
supports, such as requirements for travel in snubbers and
hangers, or with industry practice, such as requirements for the

gx sway angle in rod or strut supports. These deflection limits are
( l considered at the stage in the piping design at which the piping

'

| N_/ supports are spotted, oriented and specified.
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Materials used for support devices are structural elements -- or .
standard components. Standard components include:

snubbers, mechanical or hydraulic; .
,

-

constant or variable spring support hangers;
'

-

rigid supports consisting of anchors,- guides,- restraints,-

rolling or sliding supports, and rod type-hangers;
sway braces and vibration dampeners;-

structural attachments such as ears, shoes, lugs, rings,-

clamps slings, straps and clevises;
any other NRC approved devices.-

Concrete expansion anchors are designed to meet the requirements
of ACI-349, " Code- Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related
Concrete Structures," as amended by Section 3.8.4.5.1.

This assures that the design strength of concrete for-a given
expansion anchor or group of anchors is greater than the strength
of the anchor steel, accounts for the effect of shear-tension
interaction, and considers minimum edge distance and bolt. spacing

-

on expansion anchor capacity. Base plate , flexibility is-
accounted for.in the calculation of expansion anchor bolt loads.

. Stress limits for steel structural members of-pipe supports shall,

1 meet-the requirements defined in ANSI /AISC N690, as amended by
Section 3.8.4.5.

1.7.5 JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES

The jurisdictional boundaries are defined ~in ASME Section-III,
Subsection NF.

1.8 POSTULATED PIPE BREAKS

1.8.1 CLASSIFICATION-

1.8.1.1 Hich Enercy

High energy piping ' systems - are those _ systems or portions of
systems that are maintained pressurized at either temperatures in

.
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excess of 200'F or at pressures exceeding 275 psig during any of
the following normal plant operating modes. For systems
containing process fluids other than water, the atmospheric
boiling temperature is applied in place of the 200'F criterion.
* Reactor Startup

Hot Standby*

Operation at any Power Level*

Reactor Cooldown to Cold Shutdown*

Exceptions:

A. Non-liquid piping systems (air, gas, steam) with a maximum
pressure less than or equal to 275 psig are not considered
high energy regardless of the temperature.

B. Piping which operates at pressures and/or temperatures
meeting high energy requirements is not considered high
energy if the total time spent in operation at high energy
conditions is less than two percent of the time period
required to accomplish its system design function.

C. Piping of one-inch nominal pipe size and less is not
considered "high energy."

1.8.1.2 Moderate Enercy

Moderate energy piping systems are those systems or portions of
systems, that during any of the normal plant operating modes are
maintained pressurized at a maximum temperature of 200 F or less
and a maximum pressure of 275 psig or less including all piping
excluded from high energy.

Exceptions:

A. Open-ended vents and drains are not considered moderate
energy.

B. Piping of one-inch nominal pipe size and less is not
considered moderate energy.

1.8.2 POSTULATED RUPTURE LOCATIONS

1.8.2.1 Break Locations in ASME Class 1 Piping Runs

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.A.

O
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1.8.2.2 Break Locations in ASME Class 2 and 3 Pipinc-Runs

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.B.

1.8.2.3 Break Locations in Non-safety Related Pipinc Runs

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.C.

1.8.2.4 Break Locations In PiD3nc Runs With Multiple _ASME
Code Pipine Classes

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.D.

1.8.2.5 Break Locations

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.E.

1.8.2.6 Crack Locations

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.F.

1.8.2.7 Pipinc Near Containment Isolation Valves

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.1.G.

1.8.3 POSTULATED RUPTURE CONFIGURATIONS'-

1.8.3.1 Break configurations

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.2.A.

1.8.3.2 Crack Configurations

See Section 3.6.2.1.4.2.B.

1.8.4 PIPE RUPTURE LOADS

See Section 3.6.2.2.2.1.

1.8.5 PIPE RUPTURE ANALYSIS

1.8.5.1 Dynamic Analysis of Pipe Whip

See Section 3.6.2.2.2.2.

1.8.5.2 Dynamic Analysis of Unrestricted Pipes

See Section 3.6.2.2.2.3.

O
i
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1.9 LEAK-BEFORE-BREAK (LBB)

1.9.1 DESIGN OF PIPING EVALUATED FOR LEAK-BEFORE-DREAK

The approach taken in the System 80+ design is to include LBB
considerations in the piping design. One aspect of the LBB
evaluation pursued for each selected piping system is the
performance of a preliminary LBB evaluation prior to and
independent of pipe roating. This evaluation is used to
establish LBB acceptance criteria in terms of a range of NOP and
maximum design loads for each piping system designed for LBB. An
LBB piping evaluation diagram is established which is used to
route, design and support the piping system within a range of

| design parameters. Site-specific evaluations will confirm that
the bases for the acceptance criteria are satisfied by the final
as-built design and materials. See also Sections 3.6 and
3.6.3.8.

System 80+ piping systems designed for LBB mer.t the requirements
defined by the LBB Piping Evaluation Diagrams, which constitute
the crack stability acceptance criteria The LBB Piping
Evaluation Diagrams are based on a defined set of piping design
parameters for each piping system. The five System 80+ piping
systems designed for LBB are listed in Section 3.6.3.

1.9.2 PIPING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Piping design parameters, including pipe size, base metal and
weld material, and minimum detectable leakage crack length, form
the basis for developing LBB acceptance criteria curves (i.e.,
the LBB Piping Evaluation Diagrams, PEDS). To demonstrate that
LBB acceptance criteria are met, the piping system is designed
such that the load at the highest stressed point for each
material in the pipeline falls within the acceptance area on the
evaluation diagram. Methodology for developing LBB Piping
Evaluation Diagrams is discussed in Sections 1.9.6.4 and 1.9.6.5
of this appendix.

Piping design parameters used for developing the PEDS constitute
piping design requirements for LBB for a specific pipeline. In
addition to the criteria defined by the pipe specific PED, the
five piping systems listed in Section 3.6.3 meet the LBB
applicability criteria discussed in Section 3.6.3.1. NOP and
maximum design loads are defined in Section 1.9.4.4 of this
appendix.

1.9.3 PIPING DESIGN PROCEDURE

The piping is routed, designed, and analyzed in accordance with
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and is evaluated for
LBB using the criteria discussed in Section 1.9.2 of this
appendix. As-calculated piping loads at the location of highest
stress for each material type throughout the run of piping are

Amendment W
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_(4) (a) M, = gG SF (at Analysis)1

=bSF
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- AND -

(b) M = SF (2a3 Analysis)c 1

SF = Mc1

As in the case for SSE, Step (4) is repeated to determine SF for2

the a3 and 2a3 analyses, and SF is plotted vs. NOP.

1.9.6.5.2 Using an LBB Piping Evaluation Diagram

once the lines marking the acceptable areas of allowable piping
loads are plotted as described in the previous section, normal
operating piping loads and corresponding maximum design loads for
the critical piping locations are plotted on the evaluation
diagram. The critical locations are selected as the highest-
stressed point for each different type of material in the line.
Figure 3.9A-29 shows how the plot is used for a hypotheticalE
line. In this example, three points failed LBB and one point
passed LBB. The reasons -for each failure are given in the
figure. The piping design can then be revised using_the results.
(eg.,_ lowering the SSE response load by rerouting or by adding a
snubber). _Further review may result in other options for
reducing the loads.

1.9.6.6 Results

Piping Evaluation Diagrams (PEDS) for piping systems; listed 1 in
Section 3.6.3 are shown in Figures 3.9A-30 to 3.9A-36 and provide
LBB acceptance criteria for these piping systems.. These criteria
are based on piping design parameters _ given in; Table 3.9A-2.~
Analyses of preliminary design of these piping systems have
demonstrated that the LBB' criteria are met.

Site-specific information will ' demonstrate _that the final |
detailed design parameters of each piping system are consistent
with; those given in Table 3.9A-2 and that the final: detailed
design meets the LBB criteria of Figures 3.9A-30 to 3.9A-36. . _ If
design parameters for a piping system are_not enveloped by those-
in Table 3.9A-2, a new PED for that piping system will be
constructed using the methodology given in-this appendix and the
piping : design will be revised, as necessary,.to meet - the LBB
criteria of.the new PED. If a PED given in Figures 3.9A-30 to
3.9A-36 is applicable to the detailed design of a piping system
'but the detailed design does not meet the LBB criteria of the
PED, the design will be revised to meet the LBB criteria of the

- PED.
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Reconciliation of the as-built piping systems with the final
design will be documented in a LBB Evaluation Report. The LEB |Evaluation Report shall contain results of the LBB evaluations
for as-built piping. The LBB evaluations shall employ methods
described in Section 1.9 of this appendix. Reconciliation of
each as-built piping system qualified for LBB will be made by |demonstrating that:

1 the as-built piping system meets the screening criteria of
Section 3.6.3,

2 the dimensional and material properties of the as-built
piping system are consistent with the parameters used in the
development of the final LBB PED (s) for that piping system, -

3 the as-built pipir.g responses meet the ASME Code allowables
and the final LBB PED criteria.

See also Sections 3.6 and 3.6.3.8. |
1.10 TUBING

1.10.1 GENERAL

Design, analysis and loading considerations that are used for
piping and supports are used for tubing. Due to the amount of
tubing, bounding analyses are performed. This analysis method is
also used for small-bore piping. These criteria apply to safety-

[pV; related tubing.

Non-safety related manifold valves, solenoid valves, and
instruments located over or near safety-related equipment or
components are supported using the same criteria, except where
justified by analysis. This prevents damage, degradation, or
interference with the performance of equipment' required for
safety functions.

1.10.2 SUPPORT AND MOUNTING REQUIREMENTS

Two support mechanisms are used, free tube spans and tube track
supports. Criteria for each tube support mechanism are
determined as described above. The following are additional
support and mounting considerations:

A. Tubing that is routed in two or more Seismic Category I
structures (i.e., Reactor Building, Containment, Main Steam
Valve House, Nuclear Annex, Diesel Generator Building) are
verified to have sufficient flexibility to allow for
differential building displacements.

B. Span lengths are chosen and supports and tube details are
designed to accommodate heat tracing and/or insulation
requirements.

C. All reservoirs, valves, and other in-line components are
independently supported,

D. Movements of the root valve (SAM and TAM) between the pipe
[mV] and the tubing are considered.

Amendment W
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2.0 HVAC DUCTWORK AND SUPPORT / RESTRAINTS

2.1 GENERAL

HVAC ductwork is designed and supported to withstand the loading
combinations presented in this section, as applicable. The
design and analysis guidelines herein apply to Seismic Category
I and II HVAC ductwork and HVAC ductwork supports / restraints
(S/Rs) to maintain ductwork stresses within allowables, to limit
ductwork displacements to maximum deflection ( Am) criteria, and
to maintain S/R stresses within allowables.
Seismic Category II HVAC ductwork and HVAC ductwork S/R systems,
as defined in Section 3.2.1, are analyzed to ensure that their
failure doe 9 not adversely impact safety-related equipment or
components Seismic Category II requirements are conservatively
satisfied by analyzing the HVAC ductwork and HVAC ductwork S/R
systems to the same criteria as Seismic Category I.

Non-seismic HVAC ductwork and non-seismic HVAC ductwork S/R
systems are designed to meet Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning
Contractors' National Association (SMACNA) standards.

Ductwork constructed of piping is designed to meet the analysis
requirements of Section 1.0 of this appendix, as applicable.

2.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.2.1 PRESSURE

Internal pressure loads (P) are considered in the design of
ductwork. The duct skin thickness and stiffener requirements are
based on the design pressure. SMACNA guidelines (References 22
and 23) are used in the determination of skin thickness and
stiffener requirements.

Internal pressures generally have no impact on HVAC ductwork S/R
design, but supports adjacent to flexible expansion joints are
evaluated for associated pressure thrusts.

2.2.2 GRAVITY

Dead weight (DW) loads include the weight of the ductwork itself,
in-line components (e.g. , dampers) , externally mounted components
and insulation. Dead weight loads are typically increased by 10%
for design to account for the weight of bolts, conduit,
fireproofing, etc.

In addition to the dead weight loads from the HVAC ductwork
analysis, the dead weight of the S/R itself is considered in the
S/R qualification.

Amendment S
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3.10 MHELQ_ARpjYEhMIC QUALTF10hTION OF ME_QMANICAL
PD_ ELECTRICAL _EQUIPXEET

This section describes the tests, analysos, procedures, and
acceptance critoria applied to two categories of mechanical and
electrical equipment to assure operability and structural
integrity under the full range of normal, transient, seismic and
accident loadings.

The two categories are safety related (Seismic Category I)
equipment and non-safety related equipment whose failure can
prevent the satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions
(Seismic Category II). The safety related equipment are those
necessary to ensure (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition, or (3) the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could
result in potential offsito exposures in excess of 10 CFP 100
quidelines. lion-safety related equipment whose failure could
reduce the performance of safety related equipment is designated
as Soismic Category II.

Examples of mechanical and electrical equipment included in those
two categories are pumps, valves, fans, valve operators, valve
operator motors, solenoid valves, pump and fan motors,
compressors, chillors, air handlers, blowers, fuel rod
assemblies, control rod drive mechanisms, battery and instrument
racks, control consoles, cabinets, panels, pressure switches,
icvol transmitters, and electrical penetrations.

The licensee at the time of col,will make the specific details of
the plant-specific seismic and dynamic qualification program
available for liRC evaluation. This includes a description of
administrative control procedures; equipment qualification
reports and records; results of in-plant tests; and, if used,
documentation on qualification by experience.

3.10.1 SEIBMIC QUALIFICATION CRITERIA.
3.10.1.1 Bequirements

Tmr soismic - and _ dynamic - qualification program ensuren that
equipment classified as Seismic Category-I can meet functional
performance requirements, as defined in the. equipment's design
specification, during- and after the dynamic loadings due to
normal operating, transient, seismic and accident conditions.
For. Seismic Category II equipment it is demonstrated that
structural integrity is maintained under normal operating,
transient, seismic and accident loads and therefore this
equipment will-not be a missile hazard or-in-some other manner
damage nearby safety-related equipment. ,

The seismic and dynamic qualification program conforms to the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.100, Rev.-2 and IEEE Std.
-344-1987. The seismic and dynamic testing portion of the
qualification program'is performed in a sequence consistent with
the requirements of Section 6 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.

Amendment W
3.10-1 June 17, 1994
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3.10.1.2 pelopMoltoLQualiM eatiorLHothod

Seismic and dynamic qualification of mechanical and electrical
equipment is accomplished by test, analysis, a combination of
test and analysis, or experience.

In general, Seismic Category I equipment, for which functional
operability must be demonstrated, in qualified by tests.

Under certain conditions functional operability may be qualified
by analysis or a combination of analysis and test. Analysiu
alone, without testing, may be used for qualification only if the
necessary functional operability of the equipment is assured by
structural integrity alone. An example of this type of equipment
is the reactor internals core support structures. For equipment i

whose functional operability cannot be demonstrated by structural i
integrity alone and because of its size, complexity, or l
limitations of test facilities cannot be fully tested, a I

combination of test and analysis may be used. An example of this
would be the qualification of a main control panel by analysis
with local modal surveys to verify the analysis. The equipment
in the main control panel would be tested.

I

An example of mechanical equipment qualified by a combination of
test and analysis in the control element drive mechanisms. The
pressure boundary is qualified by design analysis, while
operability is demonstrated by tests.

Seismic Category 11 equipment, for which only structural
integrity must be demonstrated, is generally qualified by
analysis.

Qualification of equipment by experience shall be used only on a
case-by-case basis. If used, site-specific documentation will be
submitted describing the class of equipment and the methodology
to be used to qualify the equipment.

3.10.1.3 Input Motion

The input motions for the seismic qualification of equipment and
supports are generated from the building dynamic analysis, as
described in Section 3.7. The buildings dynamic analyses
envelope all sites forming the design basis for the standard
design. The buildings dynamic analyses provide response spectra
or time histories for elevations in each building. Envelopes of
these seismic input motions are used directly for qualification
or to perform dynamic analyses to generate input motions at other
equipment mounting locations. The equipment input motion due to
normal, transient and accident loads are considered in addition
to the seismic input motion.

Amendment W
3.10-2 June 17, 1994
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V 3.10.4 HECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPHENT QUALIFICATION
RECORD 8

Complete and auditable records including reports, are avai4able
and maintained plant specific, for the life of the plant, at a
central location. The reports describe the qualification method
used for all equipment in sufficient detail to document the
degree of compliance with the specified criteria. These records
will be updated and maintained current as equipment is replaced,
further tested, or otherwise further qualified.

The equipment qualification file contains a list of all systems
equipment and the equipment support structures. The equipment
list identifies which equipment is NSSS-supplied and which
equipment is BOP-supplied. The equipment qualification file
includes qualification summary data sheets for each picco of
equipment, i.e. , each mechanical and electrical component of each
system, which summarize the component's qualification. These
data sheets include the following information:

A. Identification of equipment, including vendor, model number
and location within each building. Valves that are part of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary are so identified.

C'N B. Physical description, including uimensions, weight and field
( mounting condition. Identification of whether the equipment

is pipe, floor, or wall supported.

C. A description of the equipment's f unction within the system.

D. Identification of all design (functional) specifications and
qualification reports, and their locations. Functional
specifications for active valve assemblies conform to the
Regulatory Position of Regulatory Guide 1.148.

E. Description of the required loads and their intensities for
which the equipment is qualified.

F. If qualified by test, identification of the test methods and
procedures, important test parameters and a summary of the
test results.

G. If qualified by analysis, identification of the analysis
methods and assumptions and comparisons between the
calculated and allowable stresses and deflections for
critical elements.

H. The natural frequency (or frequencies) of the equipment.

I. Identification of whether the equipment is affected by(p) vibration fatigue cycle ef fects and a description of the
V

Amendment W
3.10-13 June 17, 1994
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methods and critoria used to qualify the equipment for such
loading conditions.

J. Indication whether the equipment has met the qualification
requirements.

K. Availability for inspection, i.e. , identification of whether
the equipment is already installed.

L. A compilation of the required response spectra (or time
history) and corresponding damping for each seismic and
dynamic load specified for the equipment together with all
other loads considered in the qualification and the method
of combining all loads.

3.10.5 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF COMPONENT QUALIFICATION

A plant-specific program for administrative control of component
qualification, will be established to include a description of
the equipment qualification file, the handling of documentation,
internal acceptance 'eview procedures, identification of the_

scope of NSSS and A/E suppliers, and the procedures of the
interchange of information between NSSS, A/E, equipment vendors
and testing laboratories.

A list of all systems required to perform the functions defined
in Section 3.10 will be included in the Seismic Qualification
Report (SQR).

| Plant-specific information will include a description of the
results of in-plant tests, such as in situ impedance tests, any
plans for operational tests which will be used to confirm the
qualification of any item of equipment.

| A SQR shall be provided containing the following information:

A. The list of systems required to perform the functions
defined in Section 3.10.

| B. The list of equipment, and their supports, associated with
| each system, and any other equipment required in accordance
| with Section 3.10.

C. The summary data sheets for each piece of equipment, i.e.,

! each component, listed.

|
The documents described above shall be maintained by the licensee
for the life of the plant and shall be available for audit.

1

O
i Amendment W
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C/ 3.11 ENVIRONRETAL _ DESIGN OP HECHANICJ1AND ELECTRICE-

EM_I]B_ENT

The design critoria with respect to environmental effects on the
cicctrical and mechanical equipment of the Reactor Protective
System and the Engineered Safety Feature systems to ensure
acceptable performance in all environments (normal and accident)
depend upon equipment location and function. Such equipment is
qualified to meet its performance requirements under the
enviror. mental and operating conditions in which it will be
required to function and for the length of time for which its
function is required. As far as practical, equipment for these
systems is located outside the containment building in a mild
environment. If this is not practical, the equipment is
qualified for the environment in which it is required to operate.

A. For operation under normal conditions the systems are
designed and qualified to remain functional after exposures
to the following ranges of environmental conditions:

1. Temperature ranges given in Appendix 3.11A.

2. Relative humidity ranges given in Appendix 3.11A.

O 3. Pressure ranges given in Appendix 3.11A.

4. Expected integrated radiation exposures for 60 years
given in Appendix 3.11A.

B. In addition to the normal environment, the nechanical and
electrical components required to mitigate t le consequences

design basis accident (DBA) or to attain a safeof u
shutdo.n of the reactor are designed to remain functional
after exposure to the environment anticipated following the
specific DBA which they are intended to mitigate.
Anticipated e.nvironmental conditions and requirements are
listed below.

1. The temperature, pressure, and humidity ranges
following the design basis accidents such as the loss
of coolant accident (LOCA), the main steam line break
(MSLB) or " worst case" combined (LOCA & MSLB) are
indicated in Appendix 3.11A.

2. The time integrated " worst case" post-accident
radiation doses are indicated in Appendix 3.11A.
Equipment will be designed for the types and levels of
external radiation associated with normal operation
plus the external radiation associated with the
limiting design basis accident (DBA) for which itg$ provides a safety function and for the length of time;j\ both during and after the accident for which it is |i

1
I

Amendment V
3.11-1 April 29, 1994
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required to be functional. If more than one type of
radiation is significant, each type may be considered
separately.

The COL applicant will make the specific details of the plant
specific environment qualification program available for NRC
evaluation. This includes a detailed maintenance / surveillance
program and documentation of test reports and analyses.

3.11.1 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

Appendix 3.11B lists the equipment required to mitigate a DBA or
to attain a safe shutdown. Specific equipment for each system is
discussed in the appropriate section of the Safety Analysis
Report as referenced in Appendix 3.11B. The major component
categories, such as motor-operated valves, pump motors,
instrumentation and pressure boundary equipment and their
location by area are also provided.

3.11.2 QUALIFICATION TESTS AND ANALYSED

Qualification of electrical equipment for System 80+ will comply
with 10 CFR 50.49 as described below:

A. Environmental qualification of electrical equipment located
in harsh environments within Combustion Engineering's scope
of supply will be in accordance with the methodologies
outlined in CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3 (Reference 1). Reference 1
has been reviewed and approved by the NRC staff as an
acceptable methodology for environmental qualification of
nuclear steam supply system safety-related electrical
equipment. The NRC's approval of Reference 1 includes
references to Amendment 9 of CESSAR-F. The development of
CESSAR-DC necessitated a review of Reference 1 which
resulted in a review of Section 3.11 of CESSAR-F, Section
3.11 and appendix J of supplement No. 3 to NUREG-0852
(Safety Evaluation Report for CESSAR System 80), and the
NRC's approval letter (the NRC approval letter is included
as an integral part of Reference 1). As a result of these

| reviews, ABB-CE has determined that there is no basis for
including references to Amendment 9 of CESSAR-F in the
review of CESSAR-DC. Therefore, the intent of CESSAR-DC is

| to utilize CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3, independent of reference to
Amendment 9 of CESSAR-F. In instances where CESSAR-DC and
CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3 differ, CESSAR-DC takes precedence.

B. Environmental qualification of electrical equipment located
in mild environments within Combustion Engineering's scope
of supply will be in accordance with the methodologies
outlined in NPX80-IC-QG790-00, Qualification Guidelines for
Instrum entation and Controls Equipment for Nuplex 80+
(Reference 2).,

1

Amendment W
3.11-2 June 17, 1994
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\_ TABLE 4.1-1

plSJGN FEATURES AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA |
FOR FUEL AND__ INITIAL CORE _ DESIGN I

Desi n Feature Acceptance Criteria * |S

Fuel Design

Maximum Fuel Rod Burnup 560,000 mwd /MTU

Fuel Rod U-235 Enrichment $3.7 wt%

Er;O, Burnable Absorber $2.0 wt%
Concentration

Number of Integral Er;O 51243

Burnable Absorber Pins Per Fuel
Assembly

Natural or Low Enrichment Uranium $7.5 inches |
Axial Blanket Length (Top and Bottom
of Fuel and Er20 Burnable Absorber |3

O Rods)

Er;O Burnable Absorber Rod Cutback s15.0 inches3

Length (Top and Bottom)

Initial Core Design

Core Power Level 53914 MWt

cycle Length $16,000 mwd /MTU

(3
h * Acceptance Criteria are nominal values. j
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TADLE 4.1-2

EVALUATED DEDIGN PARAMETE_RS AND ACCEPTANCE CRILEJLIA
LOR FUEL AND IFITIAL COBE DESIGN

| Evaluated _Desian Parameter he_gentaAce Criter$3*

Core Average U-235 Enrichment $2.6 wt%

Maximum Unrodded 3-Dimensional $2.28
Peaking Factor (F;)

Maximum Unrodded Integrated Radial $1.55
~

Peaking Factor (F,)

Minimum DNBR 21.24

Not CEA Shutdown Worth (HFP) 28.86%Ap

Moderator Temperature Coefficient s-0.1 x 10-* Ap/'F,

(HFP, ARO) 2-3.5 x 10'' Ap/*F

Power Coefficient <0.0 Ap/(kW/ft)

Critical Boron Concentration (HFP, $1056 ppm
BOC, ARO, Equilibrium Xenon)

{ * Acceptance criteria are nominal values.

Amendment W
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'ss/ A. Chemical Properties

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon.

B. Mechanical Proporties

Minimum values are specified for the tensile strength, yield
strength and total elongation at room temperature and high
temperature.

C. Dimensional Requirements

Permissible Tolerance
111monsion (in.J

OD 0.003
ID do.005

4.2.1.1.4 Zircaloy-4 Dar Stock

Zircaloy-4 bar stock is fabricated in accordance with Grado
R60804, ASTM B351, Hot-Rolled and Cold-Finished Zirconium and
Zirconium Alloy Bars, Rod and Wire for Nuclear Application, with

_
the following exceptions and/or additions:

( A. Chemical Properties

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon
content.

B. Metallurgical Properties

The maximum average grain size is restricted.

4.2.1.1.5 Zircaloy-4 Strip Stock

All Zircaloy-4 strip stock is f abricated in accordance with Grade
R60804, ASTM B352, Zirconium and Zirconiam Alloy Sheet, Strip and
Plate for Nuclear Application, with the following exceptions
and/or additions:
A. Chemical Properties

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon
content.

B. Metallurgical Properties

The maximum average grain size is restricted.

( ~\
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C. Mechanical Properties

Each sample shall be tested for hardness in accordance with
the procedure described in ASTM E18 (Standard Test Method
for Rockwell Superficial Hardness of Metallic Materials).
The Rockwell hardness is limited to a value to ensure
adequate material ductility.

D. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Axial direction - see Reference 2

E. Irradiation Properties

The yield and tensile strengths are enhanced by irradiation.
The stress relaxation with irradiation at operating
temperatures proceeds at a rapid rate until nearly complete.
The irradiation induced growth is documented in References
3 and 4.

4.2.1.1.6 Stainless Steel Castings

All stainless steel castings are fabricated in accordance with
Grade CF-8, ASTM A744, with the following addition:

Heat treatment is specified to meet designated cooling rate
and the acceptable level delta ferrito.

4.2.1.1.7 Stainless Steel Tubing

All stainless steel tubing is fabricated in accordance with ASTM
A269, with the following addition:

Carbon content is limited on tubing to be welded.

4.2.1.1.8 Inconel X-750 Compression Springs

All Inconel springs are fabricated in accordance with AMS 5699C.

4.2.1.1.9 Inconel 625 Bottom Spacer Grid Strip Material

Inconel spacer grid strip material is procured in accordance with
the specification for nickel-chromium-molybdenum-columbium alloy

| plate, sheet, and strip, Specification ASTM B443, with the
following additions:

A. Check analysis is required, and

B. Material is required to pass a specified bend test and
hardness requirement.

l

Amendment W
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OV During the manufacturing process, the lower end cap of each rod
is marked to provide a means of identifying the pellet
enrichment, pellet lot and fuel stack weight. In addition, a
quality control program specification requires that measures be
established for the identification and control of materia.ls,
components, and partially fabricated subassemblies. These means
provide assurance that only acceptable items are used and also
provide a method of relating an item or assembly from initial
receipt through fabrication, installation, repair, or
modification to an applicable drawing, specification or other
pertinent technical document.

4.2.2.2 Fuel Rod

The f uel rods consist of slightly-enriched UO cylindrical ceramic2

pellets, a round wire Type 302 stainless steel compression
spring, and an alumina spacer disc located at each end of the
fuel column, all encapsulated within a Zircaloy-4 tube seal
wel6ed with Zircaloy-4 end caps. The fuel rods are internally
pressurized with helium during assembly. Figure 4.2-8 depicts
the fuel rod design.

Each fuel rod assembly includes both a serial number and a visual
identification mark. The serial number ensures traceability of
the fabrication history of each fuel rod component. The
identification mark provides a visual check on pellet enrichment
batch during fuel assembly fabrication.

The fuel cladding is cold worked and stress relief annealed
Zircaloy-4 tubing with a wall thickness no less than 0.023
inches. The actual tube forming process consists of a series of
cold working and annealing operations, the details of which are
selected to provide the combination of properties discussed in
Section 4.2.1.2.2.

The UO pellets are dished at both ends in order to better2

accommodate thermal expansion and fuel swelling. The nominal
density of the UO in the pellets is 10.47 g/cm', which2

corresponds to 95.5% of the 10.96 g/cm' theoretical density (TD)
of UO . However, because the pellet dishes and chamfers2

constitute about 3% of the volume of the pellet stack, the
average density of the pellet stack is reduced to 10.315 g/cm 3

(nominal). This number is referred to as the " stack density".

The compression spring located at the top of the fuel pellet
column maintains the column in its proper position during
handling and shipping. The alumina spacer disc at the lower end
of the fuel rod reduces the lower end cap temperature, while the
upper spacer disc prevents Uo, chips, if present, from entering

n the plenum region. The fuel rod plenum, which is located above
( )
V

Amendment Q
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the pellet column, provides space for axial thermal differential
expansion of the fuel column and accommodates the initial helium
loading and evolved fission gases. (See Sections 4. 2.1. 2. 5.1 and
4.2.1.2.5.2.) The specific manner in which these factors are
taken into account, including the calculation of temperatures for
the gas contained within the various types of rod internal void
volume, is discussed in References 15-17.

4.2.2.3 Burnable Absorber Rod

Fixed burnable neutron absorber rods are included in selected
fuel assemblics to reduce the beginning-of-life moderator
coefficient. They replace fuel rods at selected locations. The
three alternative burnable absorber rod designs are described
below.

A. Al;O, - B,C Burnable Absorber Rod

The burnable absorber rods shown in Figure 4.2-9 are
mechanically similar to fuel rods, but contain a column of
burnable absorber pellets instead of fuel pellets. The
burnable absorber material is alumina with uniformly-
dispersed boron carbide particles. The balance of the
column consists of Zircaloy-4 spacers, with the total column
length the same as the column length in fuel rods. The
burnable absorber rod plenum spring is designed to produce
a smaller preload on the pellet column than that in a fuel
rod because of the lighter material in the burnable absorber
pellets.

B. Gd;O - UO; Burnable Absorber Rod3

The burnable absorber rods shown in Figure 4.2-10 are
mechanically similar to fuel rods, but consist of Gd;0 3

admixed in natural UO; in the contral rod portion (axially)
and natural UO; at the top and bottom. The total column
length is the same as the column length in fuel rods.

C. Er;O -UO Burnable Absorber Rod3 2

The burnable absorber rods shown in Figure 4.2-12 are
I mechanically similar to fuel rods, but consist of Er;O,

admixed in enriched UO; in the central rod portion (axially)
| and natural or low enrichment UO; at the top and bottom. The

total column length is the same as the column length in
fuel rods.

Each burnable absorber rod assembly includes a serial number and
visual identification mark. The serial number is used to record
fabrication information for each component in the rod assembly.

| The identification mark is unique to burnable absorber rods and
'

provides a visual check on the pellet burnable absorber content
during fuel bundle fabrication.

Amendment W
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p
b Each completed fuel assembly is inspected for cleanliness,

wrapped to preserve its cleanliness and loaded in shipping
containers which are later purged and filled with dry air.

Visual inspection of the conveyance vehicle, shipping container,
and fuel assembly are performed at the reactor site. Approved
procedures are provided for unloading tne fuel assemblics.
Following unloading, exterior portionc of the fuel assembly
components are inspected for shipping damage and cleanliness. If
damage is detected, the assembly may be repaired onsite or
returned to the manufacturing facility for repair. In the event
the repair process is other than one normally used by the
manufacturing facility, or that the repaired assembly does not
meet the standard requirements for new fuel, the specific process
or assembly is reviewed before it is accepted. Each spacer grid
is checked to verify compliance with outside dimension, grid cell
pitch, and spring tab preset requirements.

4.2.4.2 Diel_ Bod

4.2.4.2.1 Fuel Pellets

During the conversion of U F,. to ceramic grade uranium dioxide
powder, the UO powder is divided into lots blended to form2

(Oj containers are selected from the total number of containers in
uniform isotopic, chemical, and physical characteristics. Two

each lot for certification sampling. Samples are removed from
each of the two selected containers and subdivided to verify
specification limits (Section 4.2.1.2.4).

Pellets are divided into lots during f abrication with all pellets
within the lot being processed under the same conditions.
Representative samples are obtained from each lot for product
acceptance tests. Total hydrogen content of finished ground
pellets is restricted (Section 4.2.1.2.4.1).

The pellet diameters are 100% inspected; all other pellet
dimensions meet a 90/90 confidence level. Density requirements
of the sintered pellet (section 4.2.1.2.4.3) must meet a 95/95
confidence level. Longitudinal cections of two sample pellets
from each pellet lot are prepared for metallographic examination
to ensure conformance to microstructure requirements (Section
4.2.1.2.4.2). Pellet surfaces are inspected for chips, cracks,
and fissures in accordance with approved standards.

CT
i s
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4.2.4.2.2 Cladding

Lots are formed from tubing produced from the same ingot,
annealed in the same final vacuum annealing charge and f abricated
using the same procedures. Samples randomly selected from each
lot of finished tubing are chemically analyzed to ensure
conformance to specified chemical requirements, and to verify
tensile properties and hydride orientation. Samples from each
lot are also used for metallographic and burst tests. Each
finished tube is ultrasonically tested over its entire length for
internal soundness; visually inspected for cleanliness and the
absence of acid stains, surface defects, and deformation; and,
inspected for insido dimension and wall thickness. The following
summarizes the test requirements (refer to Section 4.2.1.2.2):

|
1. Chemical Analysis

| Ingot analysis is required for each ingot. Finished
product is tested for hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, and

| oxygen per ASTM B350.

| 2 Tensile Test at Room Temperature (ASTM E8)

| 3. Corrosion Resistance Test (ASTM G2)

| 4. Grain Size (ASTM E112)

5. liydrostatic Burst Test (Section 4.2.1.2.2.1)

6 Surface Roughness

7. Visual Examination

8. Ultrasonic Test

9. Wall Thickness

10. Straightness

11. Inside Diameter

4.2.4.2.3 Fuel Rod Assembly

Immediately prior to loading, pellets must be capable of passing
approved visual standards. Each fuel pellet stack is weighed to
within 0.1% accuracy. The loading process is such that
cleanliness and dryness of all internal fuel rod components are
maintained until after the final end cap weld is completed.

O
Amendment W
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4.2.5 REACTOR INTERFACES

The reactor interfaces are listed below.

A. Protection from Natural Phenomena

1. High winds, tornado, tornado missile and flooding
requirements reir4 ting to the reactor are in accordance
with Criterion '. of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A.

2. The spent fuel pool shall be a seismic Category I
structure.

3. The load bearing members of the spent fuel storage
racks shall withstand the forces induced by the SSE
vertical and horizontal seismic loadings. These forces
shall be assumed as acting simultaneously in
conjunction with the combined deadweight and live loads
without exceeding minimum material yield stresses as
specified by ASME Section III Subsection NF.

4. The spent fuel storage racks shall be seismic
Category I.

[A D. Protection from Pipe Failure
'v

1. The fuel shall be protected from the effects of pipe
whip while in storage.

2. Refer to Section 5.1.4 for protective measure
requirements for the reactor,

p
h\

'O
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3. Spent fuel shall be protected from the effects of pipe
rupture.

C. Missiles

1. A removable structure shall be located above the
reactor vessel to block any missile that could be
generated by a control element drive mechanism.

2. The fuel shall be protected from the effects of
missiles while in storage.

D. Separation

1. New Fuel Storage Racks

a. The new fuel storage racks shall be designed such
that fuel assemblies will not be inserted in other
than prescribed locations.

b. Adequate margin to criticality shall be provided
for full rack loadings of fuel assemblies having
a mechanical design similar to that described in
this Chapter and enrichments up to 5.0 w/o U-235.

c. The degree of subcriticality provided shall be
consistent with the requirements of Sections
5.1.12.1 and 5.1.12.2 of ANSI /ANS-57.2.

i
E. Thermal Limitations'

1. Cooling air shall be provided to the CEDMs at a minimum
flow rate of 700 SCFM per CEDM at a temperature in the
range of 80-120'F.

2. Drains, permanently connected systems, and other
features of the spent fuel pool shall be designed so

, that neither maloperation nor failure can result in
l loss of coolant that would uncover the stored fuel.

3. Spent fuel pool cooling city shall be consistent-

with the design basis in . ion 9.1.3.1.

P. Monitoring

1. Low water level alarms shall be provided for the
refueling pool and the spent fuel pool.

O
Amendment W
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U 2. A system chall be provided to monitor the Reactor
Coolant System for internal loose parts. The syste.
shall have the ability to detect a loose part striking
the internal surface of Reactor Coolant System
components with an energy level of one-half foot pound
or more. The system shall have alarm and recording
capability. The system design shall be suitable for
the temperature and humidity environment experienced in
the area where the equipment normally operates.

G. Inspection and Testing

1. In-Service Inspection (ISI) shall be performed in
accordance with Section XI of the ASME Code.

-

H. Materials

1. See Section 5.1.4.L.3.

I. Related Services

1. For refueling operations, the containment building
crane shall nave a minimum capacity of 225 tons.

[] a. A hoisting speed of 6 inches per minute or less

Q shall be utilized during refueling operations,

b. A load measuring device shall be provided for use
during heavy lifts.

,

c. A low inching speed is required during those
portions of the lif t when close tolerance surf aces
are engaging each other.

2. An overhead crane shall be provided in the new fuel
storage area to facilitate handling of new fuel,

a. The crane capacity shall be at least 1 ton to
accommodate the weight of a fuel assembly,

b. A vertical hoisting speed of 6 feet / minute or less
tsndll be provided.

c. The crane load shall be capable of being limited
to prevent the hoist load from exceeding 5000
pounds when handling fuel assemblies.

* 3. See Section 5.1.4.P.3.

d(~\
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'~ TABLE 4.2-1

(Sheet 5 of 7)

MECHANICAL DESIGN PJRAMETERS

Burnable Absorber Rod |

Alumina - Boron Carbide Burnable Absorber Rod Desian |

Absorber material Al 0 -B C -23 4

Pellet diameter, inches 0.307

Pellet length, inches, min 1.000

Pellet density (% theoretical), min 93

3Theoretical density, Al 0 , g/cm 3.9423

3Theoretical density, B,C, g/cm 2.52

(m) Clad material Zircaloy-4
,

\v
Clad ID, inches 0.332

Clad OD, inches 0.382

Clad thickness, (nominal), inches 0.025

Diametral gap, (cold, nominal), inches 0.025

Active length, inches 136

Plenum length, inches 10.750

";x

k )v
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TABLE 4,2-1

(Sheet 6 of 7)

MECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

| Burnable Absorber Rod (Cont'd)

Gadolinia - Urania Burnable Absorber Rod Desian

Absorber material U0 -Gd 0 _-.

2 23

Pellet diameter, inches 0.3255

Pellet length, inches, min 0.390

Pellet density (% theoretical), min 94.5

3Theoretical density, U0 , g/cm 10.96
2

3Theoretical density, Gd 0 , g/cm 7.41
23

Clad material Zircaloy-4

Clad ID, inches 0.332

Clad 00, inches 0.382

Clad thickness, (nominal), inches 0.025

Diametral gap, (cold, nominal), inches 0.0065

Active length, inches 135

Plenum length, inches 7.938

9
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4.3.1.9 Excess CEA Worth with Stuck Rod Criteria

The amount of reactivity available from insertion of withdrawn
CEAs under all power operating conditions, even when the highest >

worth CEA fails to insert, Will provide for-at least 2% excess
CEA worth after cooldown to hot zero power, plus any additional
shutdown reactivity requirements assumed in the safety-analyses.
This design basis, along with Paragraph 4.3.1.10, satisfies
General Design Criteria 26 and 27.

4.3.1.10 Chemical Reactivity Control | i

The chemical and volume control system (CVCS) (Subsection 9.3.4)-
is used- to adjust the dissolved boron concentration in the
moderator. After a reactor shutdown, this ' system is able to
compensate for the reactivity changes associated with xenon decay
and reactor coolant temperature decreases to ambient temperature,
and it provides adequate shutdown margin during the refueling.
This system also has the capability of controlling, independent |
of the CEAs, long-term reactivity changes due to fuel burnup and
reactivity changes during xenon transients resulting from changes
in reactor load. This design basis, along with Paragraph
4.3.1.9, satisfies General Design Criteria 26 and 27.

4.3.1.11 Maximum CEA-Speeds

Maximum CEA speeds are consistent with the maximum controlled-
reactivity insertion rate design basis discussed in Paragraph
4.3.1.7. Maximum CEA speeds are also discussed in Section 4.2.

4.3.2 DESCRIPTION

4.3.2.1 Nuclear Desian Description

This section summarizes the nuclear characteristics of the core
and discusses the important design parameters that af fect' the
performance of the core in steady-state and normal transient -
operation. Summaries of nuclear design parameters are presented
in Table 4.3-1, Table |4.3-2, and Figure 4.3-1. These data are
intended to be representative of the first cycle' design. -Design
limit values for these and other parameters are discussed.in the
-appropriate sections.

The first cycle design presented features a three-batch loading
-scheme in which the type B and C fuel assemblies contain rods of
erbia. burnable absorber. Additionally, all rods contain a. top
and- bottom natural uranium blanket to improve fuel . cycle
economics.

If
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9l| The fuel loading pattern, fuel enrichment and burnable absorber l
distributions are shown in Figures 4.3-1 and 4.3-2. The other !
three quadrants of the core are symmetric to the displayed )
quadrant. Physical features of the lattice, fuel assemblies, and I
CEAs are described in Section 4.2.

Core average enrichment, core burnup, critical soluble boron
concentrations and worths, plutonium buildup, and delayed neutron
fractions and neutron lifetime are shown in Table 4.3-1. The
soluble boron insertion rates available, as discussed in Section
9.3.4, are sufficient to compensate for the maximum reactivity
addition due to xenon burnout and normal plant cooldown. This
maximum reactivity addition rate for which the CVCS will be
required to compensate is given in Table 4.3-1. The maximum
reactivity addition rate coefficient occurs for an end-of-cycle
cooldown, where the moderator temperature coefficient is most
negative.

Km reactivity, and reactivity defect data associated with the
cold zero power, hot standby, hot full power without xenon or
samarium, and hot full power with equilibrium xenon and samarium
conditions are shown in Table 4.3-2.

4.3.2.2 Power Distribution

4.3.2.2.1 General

Power distribution and coolant conditions are controlled so that
the peak linear heat rate and the minimum departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR) are maintained within operating limits
supported by the safety analyses (Chapters 6 and 15) with due
regard for the correlations between measured quantities, the
power distribution and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include: the use
of full- or part-strength CEAs to alter the axial power
distribution; decreasing CEA insertic n by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and, correcting
of f-optimum conditions which cause margin degradations (e.g. , CEA
misoperation).

The Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS) indicates to
the operator how far the core is from the operating limits and
provides an audible alarm should an operating limit be exceeded.
Such a condition signifies a reduction in the capability of the
plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not
necessarily imply a viW ation of fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the Reactor
Protective System (RPS) assures that the SAFDLs are not exceeded
by initiating a trip.

Amendment V
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( )) The core average linear heat rate is also linear with power. The
i

average ef fective fuel temperature dependence on the core average
linear heat rate is calculated from the following semi-empirical
relation:

2 3

T ,o + ([ B 'M ) * P + ([ C *M ) *P (1)i 2T7= g j y
20 y.a

T is the average moderator temperature (*F), M is the exposurew
in mwd /MTU, P is the linear heat generation rate in the fuel in
kW/ft, and Tr is the average ef fective fuel temperature (*F) . The
coefficients B and C, are determined from least squares fitting |1

of the fuel temperature generated by FATES (References 4,5) . For
the fuel pins in System 80+, the following values apply:

B, +137.248 C = -1.86062=
o

+0.829149 * 10-3 C = -0.4G8091 * 10 ' 'B =
1 1

-0.192215 * 10'6 C = +0.460960 * 10"B =
22

C = -0.979452 * 1 0 -123

h
(/ The basis for this relation is discussed in Reference 3.

The total power coefficient at a given core power can be
determined by evaluation, for the conditions associated with the
given power level, of the following expression:

d_g , bp b T, . bp b T,
dp b T, bp b T, bp

The first term of the equation (2) provides the fuel temperature
contribution to the power coefficient, which is shown as a
function of power in Figure 4.3-45.

The first factor of the first term is the fuel temperature
coefficient of reactivity discusse:d in Section 4.3.2.3.1 and
shown in Figure 4.3-41. The second factor of the first term is
obtained by calculating the derivative of Equation ;l).

2 3bT# = ([ B aM ) +2 ([ C +M ) *P (3)i S
j j

1*U ]*O

1

"
|

( )
'

* ,

sv
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The second term in Equation (2) provides the moderator
contribution to the power coefficient. The first factor, the
moderator temperature coefficient, is discussed in Section
4.3.2.3.2 and shown in Figures 4.3-42 and 4.3-43. The second
factor is a constant since the moderator temperature is
controlled to be a linear function of power.

Since the f actors 6p/ 6T, and 6p/6T, are functions of one or more
independent variables (e.g., burnup, temperature, soluble boron
content, xenon worth and CEA insertion), the total power
coefficient, dp/dp, also depends on these variables.

The power coefficient tends to become more negative with burnup
because the fuel and moderator temperature coefficients become
more negative (see Figure 4.3-41 through 4.3-43). The insertion
of the CEAs, while maintaining constant power, results in a more
negative power coefficient, because the soluble boron level is

;

reduced and because of the spectral effects of the CEAs
themselves.

The full power values of the overall power coefficient for the j
unrodded core at BOC and EOC are shown in Table 4.3-4.

4.3.2.4 Control Requirements

There are three basic types of control requirements that
influence the design of this reactor:

A. Reactivity control so that the reactor can be operated in
the unrodded critical, full power mode for the design cycle
length.

B. Power level and power distribution control so that the
reactor power may be safely varied from full-rated power to
cold shutdown, and so that the power distribution at any
given power level is controlled within acceptable limits.

C. Shutdown reactivity control sufficient to mitigate the
effects of postulated accidents.

Reactivity control is provided by several different means. The
| amount and enrichment of the fuel and burnable absorber rods are
design variables that determine the initial and end-of-cycle
reactivity for an unrodded, unborated condition. Soluble boron

| and CEA absorbers are flexible means of controlling long-term and
short-term reactivity changes, respectively.

O
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The following paragraphs discuss the reactivity balances
associated with each type of control requirement.

4.3.2.4.1 Reactivity Control at BOC and EOC

The reactivities of the unrodded core with no soluble boron are
shown in Table 4.3-2. This table includes the reactivity worth
of equilibrium xenon and samarium, and shows the reactivity
available to compensate for burnup- and. fission product
absorption. Soluble boron concentrations required- for
criticality at various core conditions are shown in Table 4.3-1.
Soluble boron is used to compensate for slow reactivity changes
such as those due to burnup, changes in xenon content, etc. The
reactivity controlled by burnable absorber rods is also given in -

Table 4.3-1. At EOC, the residual reactivity worth of the
burnable absorber is less than 1%, and- the soluble boron
concentration is near zero. The reactor is to be operated in
essentially an unrodded condition at power. The CEA insertion at
power is limited by the power dependent insertion limit (PDIL)
for short-term reactivity changes.

4.3.2.4.2 Power Level and Power Distribution Control

The full-strength regulating CEA groups may be used to compensate |
@ for changes in reactivity associated with routine power level
t changes. In addition, they may be used to compensate for minor

variations in moderator temperature and - boron concentration
during operation at power, and to dampen axial xenon
oscillations. The reactivity worth of the regulating CEA groups |
is shown in Table 4.3-5. Soluble boron is used to maintain
shutdown reactivity at cold zero power conditions. Soluble boron
can also be used to compensate for changes in reactivity due to
power level changes and minor changes in reactivity which might
occur during normal reactor operation.

Twenty-five part-strength CEAs are - provided in the design. A
major function of the part-strength CEAs is to' assist in the-

control of core power distribution, including the suppression of'
xenon induced axial power oscillations during-power operations,.
and the control of axial power shape during load following-
transients. The part-strength CEAs can also provide reactivity
control to compensate for minor variations in moderator
temperature and boren concentration during power operations, and
to. assist in compensating for changes in reactivity due to power
level and xenon during load following transients. The reactivity-
worth of.the part-strength CEA groups is shown in Table 4.3-5.
The combined worth of the part-strength CEA groups is sufficient-

~

to enable control strategies for load following which can remove-
the'need for changes in boron concentration during load following
transients.
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4.3.2.4.3 Shutdown Reactivity Control

The reactivity worth requirements of the full complement of CEAs !

is primarily determined by the power defect, the excess CEA worth
with the stuck rod criteria discussed in Section 4.3.1.92, and
the total CEA reactivity allowance for the cycle. Table 4.3.6
shows the reactivity component allowances that define the total
reactivity allowance. These data are based on the end-of-cycle
conditions when the fuel and moderator temperature coefficients
are the most negative and thus when the shutdown reactivity
requirement is a maximum. Each allowance component is further
discussed below, No CEA allowance is provided for xenon
reactivity effects, e.g., undershoot, since these effects are
controlled with soluble boron rather than with CEAs.

The worth of all CEAs except the most reactive, which is assumed
stuck in the fully withdrawn position, provides more shutdown
capability than required by the total reactivity allowance shown
in Table 4.3-6. This margin is shown in Table 4.3-7 for the end

| of the equilibrium cycle. The margin is more than sufficient to
compensate for calculated uncertainties in the nominal design
allowances and in the CEA reactivity worth. Thus, the shutdown
reactivity control provided in this design is sufficient at all
times in the cycle.

4.3.2.4.3.1 Fuel Temperature Variation

The increase in reactivity that occurs when the fuel temperature
decreases from the full power value to the zero power value is
due primarily to the Doppler effect in U-238. The CEA reactivity
allowance for fuel temperature variation shown in Table 4.3-6 is
a conservative allowance for the end-of-cycle conditions.

4.3.2.4.3.2 Moderator Temperature Variation

The moderator temperature variation allowance is large enough to
compensate for any reactivity increase that may occur when the
moderator temperature decreases from the full power value to the
zero power (hot standby) value. This reactivity increase, which
is primarily due to the negative moderator temperature
coefficient, is largest at the end-of-cycle when the soluble
boron concentration is near zero and the moderator coefficient is
strongly negative. At beginning-of-cycle, when the moderator
temperature coefficient is less negative, the reactivity change
is smaller.

O
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Q 4.3.3.1.2.2.2 Depletion Data

The two quantities which are monitored on a continuing basis
during nominal full power operation are the reactivity depletion
rate and the power distribution. The constant monitoring of
these quantities establishes the validity of the nuclear design.
The reactivity depletion rate is monitored by comparing measured
critical steady state conditions with corresponding calculated
conditions. These conditions are characterized by exposure,
power level, boron concentration, inlet temperature and control
rod insertion.

The reactivity bias and 95/95 probability / confidence tolerance
~

band at BOC and EOC, obtained from comparisons between
measurements and calculations (Reference 32) are as follows:

B (F, BOC) = +0.515 - 0.145 x P - X 0.24 (%Ap)y

B,(L,BOC) = +0.139 - 0.198 x P - 0.0875 x c - X 0.20(%dp)

B,(EOC) -0.083 - 0.086 xc -X 0.37 (%Ap)=

where
t
i / P is the fraction of full powera

c is the reactor enrichment (wt% U-235 as if all fuel is |fresh)
X is the differential grid worth (0.04 %dp per Reference

32)

P and L refer to first and later cycles, respectively

The power dependence of the reactivity bias is measured by the
power ascension test performed during startup testing described
in Section 4.3,3.1.2.2.1. The adjustment for grid worth is
required, since the DIT/ ROCS system does not account for the grid
effect on the calculated reactivity.

4.3.3.1.2.2.3 Assembly Power Distributions

The uncertainty to be attributed to calculated fuel assembly
power distributions is obtained by comparing detailed
three-dimensional calculations of the assembly powers with those
inferred from in-core measurements with the CECOR (Reference 20)
system using fixed in-core rhodium detectors. The resulting
differences are a reflection of both measurement and calculative
errors. In order to determine the uncertainty to be attributedp

( h
L.)
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to the calculation, the measurement uncertainty is subtracted out
f rom these dif ference distributions. The measurement uncertainty
is from an evaluation of the uncertainty associated with the
CECOR system (Reference 19).

Table 4.3-18 summarizes the calculational uncertainties.

4.3.3.2 Spatial Stabil_ity

4.3.3.2.1 Methods of Analysis

An analysis of xenon-induced spatial power oscillations may be
done by two classes of methods: time-dependent spatial
calcu]-tions and linear modal analysis. The first method is
base, on computer simulation of the space, energy, and the time
'spendence of neutron flux and power density distributions. The
second method calculates the damping f actor based on steady-state
calculations of flux, importance (adjoint flux), xenon and iodine
concentrations, and other relevant variables.

The time-dependent calculations are indispensable for studies of
the effects of CEA, core margin, ex-core and in-core detector
responses, and other factors, and are performed in one, two, and
three dimensions with few-group diffusion theory, using tested
computer codes and realistic modeling of the reactor core.

The linear modal analysis methods are used to calculate the
effect on the damping factors of changes in fuel zoning,
enrichment, CEA patterns, operating temperature, and power
levels. These methods, using information at a single point in
time, are particularly suited to survey-type calculations.
Methods are based on the work of Randall and St. John (Reference
21) as extended by Stacey (Reference 22). These methods are
verified by comparison with time-dependent calculations.

4.3.3.2.2 Radial Xenon Oscillations

To confirm that the radial oscillation mode is extremely stable,
a space-time calculation was run for a reflected, zoned core
representative of System 80 without including the damping ef fects
of the negative power coef ficient. The initial perturbation was

| an absorber worth of 0.4% in reactivity placed in the central 20%
of the core for 1 hour. Following removal of the perturbation,
the resulting oscillation was followed in 4-hour time steps for
a period of 80 hours. The resulting oscillation died out very
rapidly with a damping factor of about -0.06 per hour. When this
damping factor is corrected for a finite time step size by the
formula in Reference 23, a more negative damping factor is
obtained, indicating an even more strongly convergent
oscillation. On this basis, it is concluded that a radial
oscillation instability will not occur. This conclusion is also
applicable to System 80+.
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d 4.3.3.2.3 Azimuthal Xenon Oscillations

The azimuthal xenon stability was analyzed by using the ROCS code
to perform explicit simulation of the core behavior following an
azimuthal - perturbation. The perturbation consisted of a 30*F
asymmetry in the core inlet temperature distribution and included
the effects of power and moderator feedback.- The effect of-the
finite time step length used in the ROCS simulation was corrected
as described in Reference 23.

4.3.3.2.4 Axial Xenon Oscillations

To check and confirm the predictions of the linear modal analysis
_

approach, numerical space-time calnulations were performed for 1
both beginning and end-of-cycle. The fuel and absorber burnup |
distributions were obtained by depletion with soluble boron
control, so that the power distribution was strongly flattened.
Spatial Doppler feedback was included in these calculations. In
Figure 4. 3-62, the time variation of the power distribution along
the core axis is shown near end-of-cycle with reduced Doppler
feedback.

The initial perturbation used to excite the oscillations was a
50% insertion into the top of the core of a 1.5% reactivity CEA
bank for 1 hour. The damping factor for this case was calculated
to be about 0.02 per hour; however, when corrected for
finite-time-step-intervals by the methods of Reference 23, the

- --

damping factor is increased to approximately +0.04. When this
damping f actor _ is plotted on Figure 4.3-63-at the appropriate
eigenvalue' separation for this -mode at end-of-cycle,-- it is
apparent that good agreement is obtained with. the modified
Randall-St, John distribution of the moderator coefficient about
the core midplane, and its-consequent-flux and adjoint weighted
integrals of approximately zero.

Axial xenon oscillation experiments performed at Omaha at-a core
exposure of 7000 mwd /MTU and at Stade at beginning of cycle and
at 12000 mwd /MTU_(Reference 24) were analyzed with a space-time-
one-dimensi'onal axial model. The results are given in Table
4~.3-19 and show no systematic error between the experimental and
analytical results.

--
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4.3.3.3 Reactor Vessel Fluence Calculation Model

The method for calculation of the maximum expected neutron
fluence (E21 MeV) to the reactor vessel over its design lifetime
uses results obtained from two-dimensional transport theory
calculations with the DOT code (Reference 16). The DOT code
version used in the calculations has been benchmarked using
standard benchmark cases.

The DOT model uses the R-O coordinate system to represent the
geometry of the core, surrounding water, internals, and vessel,
a P-3 expansion for the scattering cross section and S-8
quadrature. The material cross sections used in DOT are based on
the DLC-23 library (Reference 28).

The transport theory calculation of maximu n local fluence to the
vessel is based upon expected power history over the plant life.
A two-dimensional pin power distribution is used for the source
term. The source term is based on cross sections from the
ENDF/B-IV library. The cross sections for the outer assemblies
used for the source term are based on burned fuel with plutonium
built in at equilibrium cycle burnup conditions.

The calculated vessel fluence includes an adjustment for observed
dif ferences between calculation and measurement based on analysis
of surveillance capsule data for operating C-E plants (References
25-27), and additionally includes a +30% uncertainty factor.
Axial variations are accounted for by applying an axial peaking
factor multiplier to the two-dimensional (R-0) DOT results.

!

|
|

|

{
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NO.OF
FUEL NO. 0F FUEL BURNABLE

ASSEMBLY NUMBER OF ENRICHMENT RODS PER ABSORBER RODS WT% ERBlUM
TYPE ASSEMBLIES Wi% U 235 ASSEMBLY PER ASSEMBLY

A0 81 1.8 236 0 -

B0 4 2.9 236 0 .

85 20 2.9 176 60 1.5

B6 40 2.9 152 84 1.5

88 16 2.9 112 124 1.5

CO 20 3.7 236 0 -

_.

C1 16 3.7 220 16 1.5

C7 24 3.7 136 100 1.5

C8 20 3.7 112 124 1.5

NOTES:
1. ALL FUEL RODS AND BURNABLE / BSORBER RODS HAVE A NATURAL URANIUM

(0.711 WT% U 235) BLANKET REGION AT THE UPPER AND LOWER 71/8 INCHES (4.75%).

j 2. ERBIA IS ONLY PRESENT IN THE CENTRAL 80% OF THE BURNABLE ABSORBER RODS.
THE TOP AND BOTTOM 15 INCHES OF THE BURNABLE ABSORBER RODS DO NOT'
CONTAIN ERBIA.

?

_
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NO. OF
FUEL NO. 0F FUEL BURNABLE

O ASSEMBLY NUMBER OF ENRICHMENT RODS PER ABSORBER RODS WT% ERBlUM
TYPE ASSEMBLIES WT% U 235 ASSEMBLY PER ASSEMBLY

DO 4 5.0 236 0

D3 8 5.0 204 32 1.5

D4 8 5.0 188 48 1.5

05 8 4.4 176 60 1.5

D6 8 4.4 152 84 1.5

D9 44 4.6 104 32 1.5
4.1 48 52

,

NOTES:

1. ALL FUEL RODS AND BURNABLE ABSORBER RODS HAVE A NATURAL URANIUM
(0.711 WT% U 235) BLANKET REGION AT THE UPPER AND LOWER 71/8 INCHES (4.75%).

2. ERBIA IS ONLY PRESENT IN THE CENTRAL 80% OF THE BURNABLE ABSORBER RODS.
THE TOP AND BOTTOM 151NCHES OF THE BURNABLE ABSORBER RODS DO NOT
CONTAIN ERBIA.
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LEGEND:

xxx ASSEMBLY AVERAGE BURNUP (mwd /MTU)

BS C8 CO DO

18100 20000 9600 0

88 C0' D4 C7 ~DS B6

18600 9900 0 13300 0 18500

80 U$ C7 C8 D9 B6 D9

12300 0 16300 20600 0 17200 0

C0 B6 D9 B8 D9 B5

10900 17400 0 18200 0 18600

ti9 B8 D9 BS C1

0 18300 0 18600 13500

D9 B8 C7 B6

0 18200 17000 18500

D6 C1 D6

0 13100 0

C8 C1

20500 13500

A0

15300
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I NO.OF
FUEL NO. OF FUEL BURNADLE

ASSEMBLY NUMDER OF ENRICHMENT RODS PER ADSORDER RODS WT% ERDIUM
TYPE ASSEMBLIES WT% U 235 ASSEMBLY PER ASSEMBLY

E0 12 4.5 236 0

E1 B 4.5 220 16 1.5

E2 36 4.5 176 60 1.5

E3 24 4.5 152 64 1.5

NOTES:
1. ALL FUEL RODS AN's BURNABLE ADSORDER RODS HAVE A NATURAL URANIUM

(0.711 WT% U 235) BLANKET REGION AT THE UPPER AND LOWER 71/0 INCHES (4.75%).

2. ERDIA IS ONLY PRESENT INT THE CENTRAL 80% OF THE DURNADLE ADSORDER RODS.
THE TOP AND DOTTOM 15 INCHES OF THE DURNABLE ABSORBER RODS DO NOT
CONTAIN ERDIA.
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LEGEND:

xn ASSEMBLY AVERAGE DURNUP (mwd /MTU)

CB D5 D4 EO

35800 19400 16900 0

C0' DD ITI DO ES C6

20200 20900 0 21000 0 20800

C8 E0 Da D9 E6 C7 E6

35700 0 16400 20700 0 32500 0

D3 CB E6 C1 E6 C1

20700 27800 0 30300 0 29100

E5 C7 E6 C7 DO

O 28500 0 30400 14300

E5 CD DO CO

O 27100 20800 20800

E6 DB E6

0 20300 0

_ _ . _ - g g-

21100 21400

AD

15300
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(v rod with the minimum D!1BR. Diversion crossilow and turbulent
interchannel mixing are not input as factors on subchannel
enthalpy rise but are explicitly treated in the TORC and CETOP
analytical models.

Uncertainties in the power distribution factors are discussed in
Section 4.4.2.9.4.

Statistical cambination of uncertainties (SCU) methods, as
described in T<cforence 8, were used to statistically combine the
uncertainties of the thermal hydraulic code input parameters
(system parameters) . This SCU methodology with plant-specific
data is statistically combined with CE-1 CHF correlation
statistics at the 95/95 confidence / probability IcVel to yield an
increased D11BR limit. This limit is approximately 1.24 when the
following uncertainties are combined:

a) uncertainty in the inlet flow distribution;
b) systematic variation on fuel rod pitch;
c) systematic variation on fuel clad OD;
d) engineering enthalpy rise factor;
e) engineering heat flux factor;
f) penalty on Dt1BR (minimum) due to fuel rod bowing; and,
g) statistics associated with the 11RC-approved 1.19 D11BR

limit (Reference 2).
')\

Also included in the MD11BR limit is the penalty due to the CHF
correlation uncertainty and a 0.01 penalty for the high impact
design (HID) grids, as well as penalties imposed by 11RC to
account for CHF correlation " prediction uncertainty" and TORC
code uncertainty. The 1.24 D11BR limit is used in safety
analysis, CPC trip setpoints and COLSS power operating limit
calculations in conjunction with a CETOP model based on a nominal
geometry.

4.4.2.2.2.1 Power Distribution Factors

A. Rod Radial Power Factor

The rod radial power factor is the ratio of the average
power per unit length produced by a particular fuel rod to
the average power per unit length produced by the average
powered fuel rod in the core. The maximum rod radial power
factor is the ratio of the average power por unit length
produced by the highest powered rod in the core to the
average power per unit length produced by the average
powered fuel rod in the core. Radial power distributions
are dependent upon a variety of parameters (e.g., control
rod insertion, power level, fuel exposure). The core wide
and hot assembly radial power distributions used for ag
typical D11B analysis are shown in Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2.

(\.s}
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The maximum rod radial power factor for those figures is
selected as 1.55 for better comparloon with System 80 and
the Waterford Station Unit 3. The actual maximum rod radial
power factor in the core will normally be lower; but, it is
not limited to a maximum value of 1.55. The only limits are
those specified in Section 4.4.1. The protective system in
conjunction with the reactor operator utilizing the core
Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS) ensures that
those design limits are not violated.

B. Axial Power Factor

The axial power factor is the ratio of the local power per
unit length produced by a fuel rod to the average power por
unit length produced by the same fuel rod. The maximum
axial power factor is the ratio of the maximum local power
per unit length produced by a rod to the average power per
unit length produced by the same fuel rod. The axial power
distribution directly affects DNBR.

Typically, the f arther the location of the peak heat flux is
from the core inlet, the lower the value of the peak heat
flux needed to reach the DNBR limit. On the other hand,
fuel temperature is almost independent of the location of
the peak heat flux and is principally dependent on the value
of the peak heat flux or linear heat rate. The axial power
distribution and the maximum rod radial power factor are
continuously determined and processed through the COLSS and
the RPS such that the design basis limits are not exceeded.
Section 4.3 describes the power distribution and its
control. Figure 4.4-3 shows several axial power
distributions used for this analysis. The minimum DNBR in
Tabic 4.4-1 is determined using the 1.26 peaked axial power
distribution, whereas the maximum heat fluxos are determined
using the 1.47 peaked axial power distribution.

C. Nuclear Power Factor

The nuclear power factor is the ratio of the maximum local
power por unit length produced in the core to the average
power per unit length produced by the average poworod fuel
rod in the core. It is conservatively calculated as the
product of the maximum axial and radial power factors. For
better comparisons with System 80 and Waterford Station Unit
3, a value of 2.28 is selected for computing maximum heat,

! fluxes. The actual value of the nuclear power factor will
normally be lower throughout the cycle; but, it is not
limited to a maximum value of 2.28. The design limits are
those specifled in Section 4.4.1. The protective and
supervisory systems assure that those design limits are not
violated.
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\V) Pressure measurements are also mado during the component test to

verify the accuracy of the calculated loss coefficients for
various fuel assembly components. Direct reduction of the
pressure drop data yields the loss coef ficients for the lower and
upper end fitting regions, while the spacer grid loss coef ficient
is evaluated by subtracting a calculated fuel rod friction loss
from the measured pressure drop across the fuel rod region.

Experience has shown that the experimental end fitting loss
coefficients are essentially independent of Reynolds llumber and,
with their sample standard deviations, are in reasonable
agreement with the predicted values used in the calculation of
core pressure drop (Section 4.4.2.6). The design value for the
16 x 16 fuel assembly HID spacer grid is based upon experimental |
results from the 16 x 16 fuel assembly design component test
program.

As described in Section 4.2, a component test was performed on
the System 80 reactor design. The test hardware consists of five
fuel assemblies, core support structure, CEA shroud, control rod
assembly and drive mechanism. Component pressure drop
measurements for the fuel assemblies were taken during the tests
to verify pressure loss and fuel assembly uplift design values.

[\
4.4.4.2.3 Core Prossure Drop Correlations

The total pressure drop along the fuel rod region of the core is
computed as the sum of the individual losses resulting from
friction, acceleration of the fluid, the change in elevation of
the fluid, and spacer grids. The individual losses are computed
using the momentum equation and the consistent set of empirical
correlations presented in the TORC code (6).

In the following paragraphs, the correlations used are summarized
and the validity of the scheme is demonstrated with a comparison
of measured and predicted pressure drops for single-phase and
two-phase flow in rod bundles with CEA-type geometry.

For isothermal, single phase flow, the pressure drop due to
friction for flow along the bare rods is based on the equivalent
diameter of the bare rod assembly and the Blasius friction
factor:

f = 0.184 11
R

The pressure drop associated with the spacer grids is computed
using a grid loss coefficient (Ksc) given by a correlation which
has the following form:m

[ )hL
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Di + D (Np)h 1 Standard Error of EstimateKn =
y

The constants, D,. , are determined from pressure drop data
obtained for a wide range of Reynolds Numbers for isothermal flow
through a CEA-type rod bundle fitted with the high impact design
spacer grids. The data come from a component test program on a
16 x 16 fuel assembly design (Section 4.4.4.2.2). The standard
error of estimate associated with the loss coefficient relation
includes replication and instrument error.

i

To compute pressure drop either for heating without boiling or !
for subcooled boiling, the friction factor given above for
isothermal flow is modified through the use of the multipliers
given by Pyle (Reference 14). It is important to recognize that
the multipliers were developed in such a way as to incorporate
the effects of subcooled voids on the acceleration and elevation
components of the pressure drop as well as the effect on the
friction losses. Consequently, it is not necessary to compute
specifically either a void fraction for subcooled boiling or the
individual effects cf subcooled boiling on the friction,
acceleration, or elevation components of the total pressure drop.

The effect of bulk boiling on the friction pressure drop is
computed using a curve fit to the Martinelli-Nelson data
(Reference 15) above 2000 lb/in.2 or the Martinelli-Nelson
correlation (Reference 15) with the modification given by Pyle
(Reference 14) below 2000 psia. The acceleration component of
the pressure drop for bulk boiling conditions is computed in the
usual manner for the case of two-phase flow where there may be a
non-unity slip ratio (Reference 16). The elevation and spacer
grid pressure drops for bulk boiling are computed as for single-
phase flow except that the bulk coolant density (p) is used,
where:

p ap, + (1 - a)prc

and

a = bulk boiling void fraction.

p = density of saturated vapor, lb/ft).y

Pt = density of saturated liquid, lb/ft'.

The bulk boiling void fraction used in computing the elevation,
acceleration, and spacer grid losses is calculated by assuming a
clip ratio of unity if the pressure is greater than 1850 psia

O
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or by using the Martinelli-Nelson void fraction correlation
(Reference 15) with the modifications presented by Pyle
(Reference 14) if the pressure is below 1850 psia.

To verify that the scheme described accurately predicts pressure
drop for single-phase and two-phase flow through the 16 x 16
assembly geometry, comparisons have been made of measured
pressure drop and the pressure drop predicted by TORC, (Reference
6) for the rod bundles used in the DNB test program at Columbia
University (refer to Section 4.4.4.1). Figure 6.7 of CENPD-161
(Reference 6) shows some typical results for a 21-rod bundle of
the 16 x 16 fuel assembly geometry (5 x 5 array with four rods
replaced by a control rod guide tube). The excellent agreement
demonstrates the validity of the methods.

4.4.4.3 Intluence of Power pis_tr_ibutions

The reactor operator, utilizing the COLSS, will restrict
operation of the plant such that power distributions which are
permitted to occur will have adequate margin to satisfy the
design bases during anticipated operational occurrences. A
discussion of the methods of controlling the power distribution
is given in Section 4.3.2.4.2. A discussion of the expected
power distributions is given in Section 4.3.2.2.3, and typical

O planar rod radial power factors and axial shapes are given in
(j Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-23. The full-power maximum rod radial

power factor is taken as 1.55 and is used in the calculations of
the core thermal margin which are given here. Comparison with
expected power distributions, discussed in Section 4.3, shows
that this integrated rod radial power factor is at least 5%
higher than all the calculated values and, 'herefore, is a.

meaningful value for thermal margin analyses.

If CEAs or PSCEAs are inserted in the core, the same planar
radial power distribution does not exist at each axial elevation
of the core, nor does the same axial power distribution exist at
each radial location in the core. From the analysis of many
three-dimensional power distributions, the important parameters
which establish the thermal margin in the core are the maximum
rod power and its axial power distribution (Reference 13).
Examination of many axial power distributions shows the 1.26
peaked axial power distribution in Figure 4.4-3 to be among those
giving the lowest DNBRs. The combination of that axial shape and
the maximum rod radial power factor of 1.55 is therefore a
meaningful combination for DNB analyses. The maximum linear heat
rate at a given power is determined directly from the core
average fuel rod linear heat rate and the nuclear power factor.
The value of 2.28 for the nuclear power factor is selected and
corresponds to the 1.55 rod radial power factor combined with the
1.47 peaked axial shape shown in Figure 4.4.3. As stated, the

1
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9|supervisory and protective systems measure the maximum rod radial
power factor and the axial power distribution in the core and
ensure that the design limits specified in Section 4.4.1 are not
violated.

4.4.4.4 coro ThermaLRosP9Bac

Steady-state core parameters are summarized in Table 4.4-1 for
normal four-pump operation. Figure 4.4-7 shows the sensitivity
of the minimum DNDR to small changes in pressure, inlet
temperature and flow from the conditions specified in Table
4.4-1. The same 1.26 peaked axial power distribution and 1.55
maximum rod radial power factor are used.

The response of the core to anticipated operational occurrences
is discussed in Chapter 15. The response of the core at the
design overpower cannot be presentM with any meaning. The
concept of a design overpower is not app 31 cable for System 80
since the RPS prevents the design basis limits from being
exceeded.

The supervisory and protective systems will ensure that the
design bases in Section 4.4.1 are not violated for any
steady-state operating condition of inlet temperature, pressure,
flow, power, and core power distribution and for the anticipated
operational occurrences discussed in Chapter 15.

4.4.4.5 Analytical Methods

4.4.4.5.1 Reactor Coolant System Flow Determination

The design minimum flow to be provided by the reactor coolant
pumps is established by the required mass flow to result in no
violation of the design limits in Section 4.4.1 during
steady-state operation and anticipated operational occurrences.
This design minimum flow is specifled in Table 4.4-1.

The reactor coolant pumps are sized to produce a flow greater
than or equal to the design minimum flow for the maximum expected

| system flow resistance. The maximum system flow resistance is
| determined by adding an allowance for uncertainty to the best

estimate system flow resistance. From this maximum system flow
resistance, the required minimum reactor coolant pump head is
determined.

Upon completion of the manufacturing and testing of the pumps,
the characteristic pump head or performance curve is established.

! The expected maximum, best estimate, and minimum reactor coolant
system flow rates are determined as follows:

O
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A. Best Estimate Expected Flow

The best estimate expected RCS flow is determined by
equating the head loss around the reactor coolant flow path
to the head rise supplied by the reactor coolant pumps
(Section 5.4.1 has a description of the pumps).

B. Maximum Expected Flow

The maximum expected Ilow is determined in a manner
analogous to the best estimate expected flow except that
statistical techniques are employed. A pump performance
curve probability distribution for each pump is calculated
by statistically combining measurement uncertainties in flow
and head. The uncertainties are based on performance and
acceptance testing done at the pump vendor's facility. The
system head loss uncertainty distributions are evaluated by

,

statistically combining the uncertainties in the '

correlations for loss coefficients and normal manufacturing
tolerances about nominal dimensions. The expected flow rate
probability distribution is determined from the statistical
combination of the respective pump curve probability
distributions and the probability distributions for the
system resistances. This probability distribution for the

Q)
/ expected flow rate is used in turn to define the maximum and

minimum expected flow rates. The maximum expected flow rate
is defined by the upper flow rate limit on the expected flow
rate probability distribution above which the actual flow
rate has only a 5 percent probability of existing. This |
maximum expected flow rate will be equal to or less than the
design maximum flow.

C. Minimum Expected Flow

The minimum expected flow is also determined by using the
expected flow rate probability distribution. The minimum
expected flow rate is defined as the lower flow rate limit
on the expected flow rate probability distribution below
which the actual flow rate has only a 5 percent chance of |
existing. This minimum expected flow rate will be equal to
or greater than the design minimum flow.

Upon installation of the pumps in the reactor coolant system, the
operating flow is determined by one or more of the following flow
measurement techniques:

A. The pump casing differential pressure method, using a
correlation between pump casing dif ferential pressure and
flow rate;

O
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B. Calorimetric methods (may be a heat balance performed on
either the primary or secondary coolant); and,

C. Other non-intrusive flow measurement methods such as
.

ultrasonic flow meters.
'

The uncertainties included in the calculation of the operating
flow are those uncertainties associated with the measurement
technique or techniques used above. These uncertainties are .

statistically combined to give the overall uncertainty in primary |

coolant flow as determined from onsite tests. The best estimate
flow, reduced for uncertainties, shall be greater than the design
minimum flow.

Any significant crud buildup is detected by continuous monitoring
of the reactor coolant system flow. A significant buildup of
crud is not anticipated, however, due to the design of the water
chemistry.

4.4.4.5.2 Thermal Margin Analysis

Thermal margin analysis of the reactor core is performed using
the TORC code, which is an open channel analytical method based
on the CODRA-IIIC code (Reference 17). A complete description of
the TORC code and application of the code for detailed core

| thermal margin analyses is contained in Reference 6. The CETOP
code, derived from the same theoretical bases as TORC, is
streamlined for use in thermal margin analysis. A complete
description of CETOP is provided in Reference 7. A brief
description of these codes and their use is given here.

The COBRA-IIIC code solves the conservation equations for mass,
axial and lateral momentum, and energy for a collection of
parallel flow channels that are hydraulically open to each other.
Since the size of a channel in design varies from the size of a
fuel assembly or more to the size of a subchannel within a fuel
assembly, certain modifications were necessary to enable a
realistic analysis of thermal-hydraulic conditions in all
geometries. The principal revisions to arrive at the TORC code,
which leave the basic structure of COBRA-IIIC unaltered, are in
the following areas

A. Modification of the lateral momentum equation for core wide
calculations where the smallest channel size is typically
that of a fuel assembly.

|

1
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L B. Addition of the capability for handling non-zero lateral

boundary conditions on the periphery of a collection of
parallel flow channels. This capability is particularly |
important when analyzing a group of subchannels within the j
hot fuel assembly.

C. Addition of the capability to handle non-uniform core exit
pressure distributions.

D. Insertion of standard C-E empirical correlations and the I
ASME fluid property relationships. !

Details of the lateral momentum equations and the empirical
correlations used in the TORC code are given in CENPD-161
(Reference 6).

The application of the TORC code for detailed core thermal margin
calculations typically involves two or three stages. The first
stage consists of calculating coolant conditions throughout the
core on a coarse mesh basis. The core is modelled such that the
smallest unit represented by a flow channel is a single fuel
assembly. The three-dimensional power distribution in the core
is superimposed on the core coolant inlet flow and temperature
distributions.

/ The core inlet flow and core exit static pressure distributionss

are obtained from flow model tests discussed in Section 4.4.4.2,
and the inlet temperature for normal four-loop operation is
assumed uniform. The axial distributions of flow and enthalpy in
each fuel assembly are then calculated on the basis that the fuel
assemblies are hydraulically open to each other. Also determined
during this stage are the transport quantities of mass, momentum
and energy which cross the lateral boundaries of each flow
channel.

In the second stage, typically the hot assembly and adjoining
fuel assemblies are modelled with a coarse mesh. The hot
assembly is typically divided into four to five partial assembly
regions. One of these regions is centered on the subchannels
adjacent to the rod having the minimum DNBR. The
three-dimensional power distribution is superimposed on the core
coolant inlet flow and temperature distributions. The lateral
transport of mass, momentum, and energy from the stage one
calculations is imposed on the peripheral boundary enclosing the
hot assembly and its neighbors. The axial distributions of flow
and enthalpy in each channel are calculated as well as the
transport quantities of mass, momentum, and energy which cross
the lateral boundary of each flow channel. In some cases, the
hot assembly detail normally included in the second stage is
included in the first stage, thereby eliminating the need for the[m\ intermediate stage. In these cases, the second stage is the
subchannel model discussed below.
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The third stage involves a fine mesh modelling of the
partial-assembly region which centers on the subchannels adjacent
to the rod having the minimum D!1BR. All of the flow channels
used in this stage are hydraulically open to their neighbors.
The output from the stage two calculations, in terms of the
lateral transport of mass, momentum, and energy is imposed on the
lateral boundaries of the stage three partial assembly region.
Engineering factors are applied to the minimum D11BR rod and
subchannel to account for uncertainties on the enthalpy rise and
heat flux due to manufacturing tolerances. The local coolant
conditions are calculated for each flow channel. These coolant
conditions are then input to the Dl1B correlation and the minimum
value of D11BR in the core is determined.

A more detailed description of this procedure with example is
contained in CEllPD-161 (Reference 6). This procedure is used to
analyze in detail any specific three-dimensional power
distribution superimposed on an explicit core inlet flow
distribution. The detailed core thermal margin calculations are
used primarily to support the simplified design core thermal
margin calculational code, CETOP, discussed below.

Verification of the TORC code is reported in CE!1PD-206 (Reference
13).

The CETOP code (Reference 7), a variant of the TORC code, is used
as a design code for System 80 thermal margin analyses. CETOP
has the same theoretical bases as TORC, but has been improved to
reduce execution time. The CETOP code uses the transport
coefficients to obtain accurato determination of diversion
crossflow and turbulent mixing between adjoining channels with a
less detailed calculational model. Furthermore, a predictor-
corrector method is used to solve the conservation equations,
replacing the iterative method used in the TORC code, and thereby
reduce execution time. The conservatism of CETOP relative to
TORC is assured by benchmarking analyses which demonstrate that
CETOP yields accurate or conservative D!iBR results relative to
TORC.

O
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4.4.4.5.3 flydraulic Instability Analysis

Flow instabilities leading to flow excursions or oscillations
have been obcerved in some boiling flow systems containing one or
more closed, heated channels. Flow instability phenomena are a
concern primarily because they may lead to a reduction in the DHD
heat flux relative to that observed during a steady flow
condition. Flow instabilities are not, however, expected to
reduce thermal margin in C-E PWRs during normal operation or
anticipated operational occurrences. This conclusion is based
upon available literature, experimental evidence and the results
of core flow stability analyses.

Review of the available information on boiling systems has
resulted in the following qualitative observations. Flow
instabilities which have been observed have occurred almost
exclusively in closed channel systems operating at pressures that
are low relative to PWR operating pressures. Increasing pressure
has been found to have a stabilizing influence in many cases
where flow instabilities have been observed (Reference 18), and
the high operating pressure characteristics of PWRs minimize the
potential for flow instability. For PWR operating pressures,
experimental results (Reference 19) have shown that, even with
closed channel systems, operating limits due to the occurrence of

Q Critical lleat Flux (CilF) are encountered before the flow
(g stability threshold is reached. It would be expected that the

low resistance to coolant crossflow among subchannels of C-E PWR
fuel assemblies would have a stabilizing effect, and is confirmed
by experimental results (References 20, 21, and 22), which show
that flow stability in parallel heated channels is enhanced by
cross connections between the channels.

Experimental evidence that flow instabilities will not adversely
affect thermal margin is provided by the data from the rod bundle
DNB tests conducted by C-E (References 1 and 2); many rod bundles
have been tested over wide ranges of operating conditions with no
evidence of premature DNB or of inconsistent data which might be
indicative of flow instabilities in the rod bundle.

Analytical support for the conclusion that flow instabilities
will rot reduce the thermal margin of C-E PWRs is provided in
Reference 23. That document presents an assessment of core flow
stability for a typical C-E PWR. The assessment was made using
the CE-HYDNA code, the C-E version of the ifYDNA flow stability
code presented in Reference 24. In addition to the C-E PWR flow
stability assessment, Reference 23 contains:

i 1. A description of the CE-l!YDNA flow stability code.
t

2. A user's manual and Fortran listing of the CE-liYDNA code.Ic\
U
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3. Results of sensitivity studies and of code verification
through comparison with experimental data.

CE-liYDNA code provides the fundamental analytical tool for the
assessment flow stability in C-E PWRs. The code has the
capability of analyzing transient one-dimensional flow phenomena
in several groups of laterally closed channels with common
entrance and exit plena. The use of CE-IlYDNA for analysis of
open-array C-E PWR cores is conservative because the stabilizing <

ef fects of interchannel communication (References 20, 21, 22) are
neglected. j

The renults presented in Reference 23 are for a C-E 3450 MWt
class reactor, but those results are representative of all C-E
PWRs. It was found that, for nominal coolant conditions, the
flow is stable throughout the range of reactor power levels
examined (100% - 250% rated power). Additional calculations were
performed covering a wide range of operating conditions. These
calculationn showed that, even under severely adverse operating
conditions, the flow is stable at greater than 100% of rated
power. The results provide additional evidence that flow
instabilities will not adversely affect core thermal margin
during normal operation or anticipated operational occurrences.

4.4.5 TESTING AND VERIFICATION

Data descriptive of thermal and hydraulic conditions within the
reactor vessel will be obtained as part of the startup program
described in Section 14.2.

4.4.6 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

| The in-core instrumentation system is used to confirm core power
distributions and assist in the calibration of the ex-core flux
measurement system. Further descriptions are contained in
Section 7.7.
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LABLE 4.4-1

(Sheet 1 of 2)

IEEILMAL AND HYDRA |)LIC PARAMELEB1

Reactor Par _am.eters . System 801 System 80 WJterford-3

Core Average Characteristics at full Power:
,

Total core heat output, MWt 3,914 3,800 3,390 1

Total core heat output, million Stu/h 13,360 12,970 11,570

Average fuel rod energy deposition 0.974 0.974 0.974
fraction

Hot fuel rod energy deposition fraction 0.971 0.971 0.971

Primary system pressure, psia 2,250 2,250 2,250

Reactor inlet coolant temperature, 'f 556 565 553

Reactor outlet coolant temperature, 'F 615 621 611

Core exit average coolant temperature, 'F 617 623 612

( Average core enthalpy rise, Btu /lbm 83 82 80

Design minimum primary coolant flow 444,650 445,600 396,000
rate, gpm

Design maximum core bypass flow, % of 3.0 3.0 2.6
primary

Design minimum core flow rate, gpm 431,300 432,200 385,700

Hydraulic diameter of nominal subchannel, 0.471 0.471 0.471
in.

2Core flow area, ft 60.8 60.8 54.7

Coreavgmpssvelocity,million 2.65 2.62 2.64
lbm/h-ft

Core avg coolant velocity, ft/s 16.7 16.8 16.5
2Core avg fuel rod heat flux, Blu/h-f t 183,300 184,800*) 182,100

lotal heat transfer area, ft 70,960 68,320*) 61,8602

g '' Corrected values for System 80 design

Note: Temperatures are given to the nearest degree. |
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IAE E 4.4-1

(Sheet 2 of 2)
i

]_HERMAL AND HYDRAVLIC PARAMETERS-

Reactor Pa.r_ameters System 8Q System 80 Waterford-3

Average fuel rod linear heat rate kW/ft 5.36 5.41 5.33

Power density, kW/ liter 98.4 95.5 94.9

No. of active fuel rods 56,876 54,764 49,580

Power Distribution factors:
Rod radial power factor 1,55 1.55 1.55

Nuclear power factor 2.28 2.28 2.28

Total heat flux factor 2.34 2.34 2.34

Engineering factors:

Engineering heat flux f actor 1.03 1.03 1.03

Engineering enthalpy rise factor 1.03 1.03 1.03

Pitch, Bowing, and Clad Diameter Enthalpy 1.05 1.05 1.05
Rise

Engineering factor on linear heat rate 1.03 1.03 1.03

Characteristics of Rod and Channel with
Minimum DNBR:

2Maximum fuel rod heat flux, Btu /h-f t 429,100 432,700') 426,300

Maximum fuel rod linear heat rate, kW/ft 12.6 12.7 12.5

00 maximum steady state temperature, *F 3,179 3,205') 3,180
2

| Outlet temperature, "f 644 646*) 642

| Outlet enthalpy, Btu /lbm 684 687') 680

Minimum DNBR at nominal conditions 2.00 1. 98*) 2.07
(CE-1 correlation)

"' Based on updated System 80 flow distribution

| Note: Temperatures are given to the nearest degree.
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- Pressure Boundary Valves -

Valve _ Valve _No. Size (in.) Quantity

Pressurizer Safety Valves RC-200, RC-201 6X8 4

RC-202, RC-203

Pressurizer Spray Control Valves RC-100f, RC-100f 3 2

Spray Bypass Needle Valves RC-236, RC-237 3/4 2

Refueling Level Indicator RC-214 3/4 1

Connection 1 solation Valve

Reactor Vessel Head Vent Isolation RC-212 3/4 1

Valve

Safety Depressurization System RC-406, RC-407 6 4

lsolation Valves RC-408, RC-4097q
0

..... ..... . .... ....

All other RCS valves are identified in Section 5.4. The Safety Depressurization
System valves are identified in Section 6.7.

- RCS Pipe Fittings -

Elbowji Slge (in.) Radiu1_1101) Quanjity

35* 42 63 2

45" 30 45 4

90* 30 45 8

44*10' 30 45 4 |

/h

('a)
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RCLESIGHllNJMUMlLOWS
i

Upwlath Elqw_(lbm/Jlf)

6
| Total minimum RCS flow 165.8 x 10

6Core bypass flow (design maximum) 5.0 x 10
6

| Core flow 160.8 x 10

6| Hot leg flow 82,9 x 10

6| Cold leg flow 41.5 x 10

O
t

|
!

!
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TABLE 4.4-8

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM GEOMETRY

Flow Path Top Elevation"' Bottom Elevation"' Minimum Flow Volume
# 3Component Lencth fft1 (ft1 (ft1 Area fft 1 (ft 1

Hot Leg (ea) 14.10 2.38 - 1.75 9.62 135.6
Suction Leg (ea) 24.22 0.58 - 9.97 4.91 118.9
Discharge Leg (ea) 19.31 1.25 - 1.25 4.91 94.8
Pressurizer 24001

Liquid Level (full power) (e) 50.07('' 1200
Surge Line 105.0 1.75 0.56 58.8 |

Steam Generator
Inlet Nozzle- 3.07 3.90 - 0.48 9.62 26.8
Outlet Nozzle (ea) 2.79 2.41 - 1.19 4.91 13.5Inlet Plenum 4. 74 *) 6.48 - 0.10 19.07 423.4
Outlet Plenum 4. 74 *' 6.48 - 0.10 9.74 423.4
Tubes (Active & Inactive) 63.9 40.94 6.48 0.002"' 2072.8

. Reactor Vessel
Inlet Nozzle (ea) 3.7 1.4 - 1.5 4.9 21.7
Downcomer 21.4 11.7 -22.6 33.8 1157.1
Lower Plenum 3.2 -20.5 -25.9 32.5 430.2Lower Support Structure & 2.8 -17.7 -20.5 44.4 250.0

Inactive Core
Active Core 12.5 - 5.1 -17.6 60.8 817.2Upper Inactive Core 2.6 - 2.5 - 5.1 46.3 251.1
Outlet Plenum 5.7 2.1 - 2.4 26.6 459.4
Core Shroud Bypass 15.9 - 2.7 -19.6 0.1 240.6
CEA Shroud Assembly & Tie 17.9 15.6 -3.5 0.4 1352.5

Tubes
UGS, CEA Shroud Annulus 10.6 12.7 2.1 1.6 226.0
Top Head 3.2 19.9 12.7 7.8 422.6
Outlet Nozzle (ea) 4.0 1.7 - 1.8 9.6 32.2

(*)For the cylinder. "' Reactor Vessel nozzle centerline is the reference*' Represents a geometrical rather than an "' elevation. It has an elevation of 0.0 ft.
") actual flow path length. See Section 5.4.1

Flow path area per tube.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994,
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(Sheet 1 of 2)
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IMRMAL ANQJiLDRAVLIC _ DATA

CpmAoDpnt Data * |

Reactor Vessel

Rated core thermal power, MWt 3,914
Design pressure, psia 2,500
Operating pressure, psia 2,250
Coolant outlet temperature, 'F 615
Coolant inlet temperature, 'F 556
Coolant outlet state Subcooled

6Total coolant flow,10 lb/h 165.8
Average coolant enthalpy

Inlet, Btu /lb 554
Outlet, Btu /lb 635

Averagecoolan} density
Inlet, lb/ft 46.5

3
Outlet, lb/ft 41.8

Steam Generators

Number of units 2
Primary Side (or tube side)

Design pressure / temperature, psia /*F 2,500/650
Operating pressure, psia 2,250
Inlet temperature, *F 615
Outlet temperature, 'F 556

Secondary Side (or shell side)
Design pressure / temperature, psia /*F 1,200/570
full load steam pressure / temperature, psia /*F 1,000/545
Zero load steam pressure, psia 1,100

6Total steam flow per gen., lb/h 8.82 x 10
full load steam quality, X (minimum) 99.75
feedwater temperature, full power, *F 450

Pressurizer

Design pressure, psia 2,500
Design temperature. *F 700
Operating pressure, psia 2,250

653 |Operating temperatu{)e, 'FInternal volume (ft 2,400
Heaters

Type and rating of heaters, kW Immersion /50
[] Installed heater capacity, kW 2,400

~~ * Note: Temperatures are given to the nearest degree. |

Amendment W |

June 17, 1994 i
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TABLE 4.4-9

(Sheet 2 of 2)
REAQ1Q_R_CQ0LANT SYSIIM COMPONENT

IliLRMAL ANORMtLLIC_DAIA

| Componelt Dat.a*

Reactor Coolant Pumps

Number of units 4

Type Vert.-Centrifugal
Rated flow, (gpm) 115,447
Design pressure / temperature, psia /*f 2,500/650
Operating pressure, psia 2,250
Type drive Squirrel cage

induction motor

Total dynamic head, f t 374
Rating and power requirements, hp, hot 9,000
Pump speed, rpm 1,190
RCP heat input to RCS, MWt 31.05

Reactor Coolant Piping

6
flow per loop (10 lb/h)

Hot leg 82.9
Cold leg 41.5

Pipe size (inside dia.), in.
Hot leg 42
Cold leg

Suction leg 30
Discharge leg 30

Pipe design press./ temp., psia /*F 2,500/650
Pipe operating press./ temp., psia /"f

Hot leg 2,250/615
Cold leg 2,250/556

| * Note: Temperatures are given to the nearest degree.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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Wald heat affected zone sensitized austenitic stainless steel
which would fall either the ASTM A708 Strauss Test or the ASTM
A262 Practice E Test is avoided in control element drive
mechanism structural components by careful control of:

A. Weld heat input to less than 60 kJ/in

B. Interpass temperature to 350*F maximum

C. Carbon content to 5 0.065%

4.5.1.4 Control of_Qelta Ferrite in Austonitic Stainless
Steel ___ Welds

The austenitic stainless steel, primary pressure retaining welds
in the control element drive nochanism structural components are
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.31 as
follows:

The delta ferrite content of A-No.8 (Table QW -4 4 2 of the ASME |
Code, Section IX) austenitic stainless steel welding materials is
controlled to 5FN-15Ft1.

The delta ferrito determination is carried out using methods
p specified in the ASME Code, Section III, for each heat, lot or
('j heat / lot combination of weld filler material. For the submerged

arc process, the delta ferrite determination for each wire / flux
combination may be made on a production or simulated
(qualification) production weld.

4.5.1.5 Cleaning and Cort amJnation Protection _ Proceduregt

The procedure and practices followed for cleaning and
contamination protection of the control element drive mechanism
structural components are in compliance with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.37 (including ANSI /ASME HQA-2-1983) and are
described below:

Specific requirements for cleanliness and contamination
protection are included in the equipment specifications for
components fabricated with austenitic stainless steel. The
provisions described below indicate the type of procedures
utilized for components to provide contamination control during
fabrication, shipment, and storage.

Contamination of austenitic stainless steels of the Type 300
series by compounds that can alter the physical or metallurgical ,

structure and/or properties of the material is avoided during all
stages of fabrication. Painting of Type.300 series stainless
steels is prohibited. Grjnding is accomplished with resin or

\/

Amendment W
4.5-5 June 17, 1994
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rubber-bonded alumic.um oxide or silicon carbide wheels that have
not previously been used on materials other tra3 Type 300 sert?s
stainleas stool alloys.

Internal surfaces of completed components are cleaned to the
extent that grit, scale, corrosion prcducts, grease, oil, wax
qum, adhered or embedded dirt, or extranwus material are not
visible to the unaided eye.

Cleaning is effected by either solvents (acetone or isopropyl
alechol) o t' inhibited water (300-200 ppm hydrazine). Water will
conform to the following requirements:

!!alides

Chloride, ppm < 0.60
Fluoride, ppm < 0.40

Conductivity, umhos/cm < 5.0

pli 6 0 - 8.0

Visual clarity No turbidity, oil or sediment

To prevent ha 1ide-ir;duced intergranular corrosion that could
occur in an aqueous environment with significant quantities of
dissolved oxygen, flushing water is inhibAted via additions of
hydrazine. Experiments have proven these inhibitors to be
effective. Operational chemistry specifications preclude halides
and oxygen (both prerequisites for inter granular attacks) and are
shown in Section 9.3.4.

4.5.2 REACTOR INTERNALS MATERIALS

4.5.2.1 Material Specificali_ons

For reactor internals, the material specificacions satisfy the
requirements of Article NG 2000 in Section III of the ASME Code.
The materials used in fabrication of the reactor interr.al
structures are primarily Type 304 stainless steel. The flow
skirt le fabricated from therraally-treated Inconel Alloy 690-
Welded connections are used where feasible; however, in locations
where mechanical connections are required, structural fasteners
are used which are designed to remain captured in the event of a
single failure. Structural fastener materiel is typically

| | Type 316 austenitic stainless steel. Hardfacing of Stellite
material is used at wear points. The effect of irradiation on
the properties of the materials is considered in ti e design of
the reactor internal structures. Werk hardening properties of
austenitic stainless steels are not used.

t Amendnent U
| 4.5-6 December 31,-1993
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A wold heat input of less than 60 kJ/in is used during most
fabrication stages of the Type 304 stainless steel core support
structure. liigher heat inputs are used in some heavy section
weld joints. Freedom from wuld heat affected zone sensitization
in those higher heat input veldments is demonstrated with veld
runoff samples produced at the time of component welding in
material having a carbon cor. tout equal to or greater than the
highest carbon content of those neats of steel being fabricated.
Specimens so provided are subjected to either the ASTM A708
Strauss Test or the ASTM A262 Practice F Test.

4.5.2.3.1 5 Retesting Unstabilizeth Austenitic Stainless
,

Stools Exposed to Sons.%cizing Temperature j

|
Sens'tiv4 tion, which may be suscept j b?.c to intergranular

'

corrosact, is avoided during welding an dc6cribed in Section
4.5.2.3.e n. Ilomogeneous or localized neat treatment of
unstabilia'd stainless steels in the temperature range 800 to
1500*F is avoided. Complex substructures may be thermally
stabilized efter fabrication and prior to final machining. Such
treatmen*. rodtcos only minor, discontinuous precipitates. In
eddition thurmocouple records during this heat treatment, a

<ple of fpe 304 stainless steel, having a 'arbon content equal
to or arcator than the highest carbon heat of t.sterial present in
the utructure, is included as a monitor sa9 9 .;. After heat
treatment, the monitor sample is subjected to oither the ASTM
A708 Strauss Test or the ASTM A262 Practice E Wrt , as well as a |
metallo"raphic examination to verify freedom fron,s.nsitization.

4.5.2.1.2 Non-Metallic Thermal Insulation

non-meteclic .hermal insulation is not used on tw reactor
internals.

4.S.2.3.3 Control of Delta Ferrite in Wolds

The recommer dationc of Regulatory Cuide 1.31 are followed, as
described in Section 4.5.1.4.

4.5.2.3.4 Control of Electroslag Weld Properties

,:roslag process, por Regulatory Guide 1.34, is notTh; a

utili nt 7 fabricate reactor internal components.

4.5.2.3.5 Wolder Qualification for Areas of Limited
Access!bility

The specific r6ece t'.idations of Regulatory Guide 1.71 are not
followed. However, performance qualifications for personnel

OQ,

Amendment W
4.5-11 June 17, 1994
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welding under conditions of limited accessibility are conducted
and maintained in accordance with the requirements of the ASME
Code, Sections III and IX. A requalification is required when:

A. Any of the essential variables of Section IX is changed.

B. Authorized personnel have reason to question the ability of
the welder to satisfactorily perform to the applicable
requirements.

Production welding is monitored for compliance with the procedure
parameters, and welding qualification requirements are certified
in accordance with ASME Sections III and IX. Further assurance
of acceptable welds of limited accessibility is afforded by the

-

welding supervisor assigning only the most highly skilled
personnel to these tasks. Finally, weld quality, regardless of
accessibility, is verified by the p.rformance of the required
non-destructive examination.

-.

4.5.2.4 Contamination Protection and Cleaninc of Austenitic
Stainless Steel

Compliance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.37,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," is
discussed in Section 4.5.1.5.

9
4.5-12
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5.2 INLEG_RITY OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARJ

This section discusses the measures employed to provide and
maintain the integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
(RCPB) throughout the facility's design lifetime. The RCPB is
defined in accordance with ANSI /ANS 51.1-1983. Included are all
pressure containing components such as pressure vessels, piping,
pumps, and valves which are:

A. Part of the Reactor Coolant System, or

B. Connected to the Reactor Coolant System, up to and including
the following:

_

1. The outermost containment isolation valve in piping
which penetrates the containment;

2. The second of two valves normally closed during reactor
operation in piping which does not penetrate the
containment.

5.2.1 COMPLIANCE WITH CODES AND CODE CASES

5.2.1.1 C_ompliance with 10 CFR 50.55a

! ) The codes and component classifications are listed in Table 5.2-1
~' and are in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a. The

ASME Code Edition and Addenda used in the design and construction
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary components are specified
in Table 1.8-6 and discussed in Section 1.8. If ASME Code
Editions and Addenda other than those specified in Table 1.8-6
and Section 1.8 are used they will be identified to the
Commission by the COL applicant and shall have been endorsed by
10 CFR S0.55a.

5.2.1.2 AppM cable __ Code Cases

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary components are fabricated in
accordance with the ASME Code, Section III.

The applicable ASME Code cases listed in Table 1.8-7 are utilized |
in the plant design and manufacturing.

'

If code cases other than those specified in Table 1.8-7 are used
' hey will be identified to the Commission by the COL applicant
and shall have been endorsed by Regulatory Guides 1.84, 1.85 or
1.147 as applicable. Code cases not endorsed by the above
Regulatory Guides may be used with specific authorization from
the Commission under 10 CFR 50.55a.

/ b

Amendment U
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5.2.2 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

5.2.2.1 Desian Bases

Appendix SA presents the design bases for sizing the
overpressurization protection system. The loss of load transient
which is used to size the primary safety valves is not intended
to be used as a design transient for any other NSSS equipment.

5.2.2.2 Design Evaluation

Section 15.2 of Chapter 15 provides the functional design
evaluation of the overpressurization protection system. In this
analysis, the adequacy of the overpressure protection system to
maintain secondary and primary operating pressures within 110% of
design is clearly demonstrated for the loss of load analysis.
The analytical model used in the analysis is discussed in Chapter
15.

Chapter 15 lists the assumptions used in the turbine trip
analysis. These assumptions are chosen so that they tend to
maximize the required pressure relieving capacity of the primary
and secondary valves. The analysis demonstrates that sufficient
relieving capacity has been provided so that when acting in
conjunction with the reactor protective system the safety valves
will prevent the pressure from exceeding 110% of the design
pressure.

5.2.2.3 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams

The piping and instrumentation diagram showing the primary safety
valves and their discharge lines is given in Figure 5.1.2-3. The
piping and instrumentation diagram showing the IRWST is given in
Figure 6.8-3. The main steam safety valves are discussed in
Section 10.3.

5.2.2.4 Equi _pment and Component Description

The primary safety valves are direct acting, spring loaded,
stainless steel valves with enclosed bonnets. These valves are

j mounted on the top of the pressurizer. For further description
i of these valves, refer to Section 5.4.13. A schematic drawing of

the primary safety valve is given in Figure 5.4.13-1. Valve
| parameters are given in Table 5.4.13-1.

| Primary safety valve operation is characterized by a sharp pop at
the set pressure. This sharp opening is produced by two stagesi

! of reaction working together to produce a continuous action. The
initial lift is produced when the steam pressure under the disc
exceeds the spring force. The escaping steam reacts against the
upper guide ring and pushes the disc up to a high lift. The

( reaction of the deflected steam against the underside of the disc
|

|

Amendment N
5.2-2 April 1, 1993
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k lifts it higher on an accumulation of pressure. The valve
reaches a lif t in excess of full bore lif t within an accumulation
of 3 percent above the set pressure.

As the system pressure drops, the valve disc settles to a.
moderate lift,. and' closes sharply with a _ blowdown of
approximately 18.5 percent of the set pressure.

-|Each primary safety valve inlet nozzle is designed to pass a
maximum steam flow of 630,000 lbm/hr with a maximum pressure drop
of 50 psi from the pressurizer to the safety valve. This
pressure drop of 50 psi is for nozzle losses. .|

Each primary safety valve discharge line is designed to pass a:
-

maximum steam flow of 630,000 lbm/hr from the safety valve to one-
of the main header lines in the Safety Depressurization System
(SDS) (Section 6.7). The safety valve discharge flow analysis
includes the effects of steam flow and rapid depressurization
flow which result in two-phase flow in the SDS. The safety valve
discharge lines connect into two headers which are routed from
the pressurizer cubicle to the In-containment Refueling Water-
Storage Tank (IRWST). See Section 6.8 for a description of the
IRWST. Each SDS discharge line will pass the. maximum steam flow
from two safety valves.

5.2.2.4.1 Transients

The primary safety valves are designed to withstand the
consequences of the design thermal transients of Table -3. 9-1

without-failure-or: malfunction.

5.2.2.4.2 Environment
The primary safety valves are designed to operate in the
following environmental conditions.

5.2.2.4.2.1 Normal Environment
See environmental category B in Table 3.11A-1. |

5.2.2.4.2.2 Main Steam Line_ Break (One Occurrence)

See environmental.categ'ory A-2 in. Table 3.11A-1. -|

5.2.2.4.3 ' Main Steam Safety Valves
The main steam safety valves-are direct acting, spring ' loaded-,

-carbon steel valves. The valves are mounted on each of the main
steam lines upstream of ' the steam line isolation valves, and-
outside containment. A schematic drawing of the main steam
safety _ valves is given in Figure 5.4.13-2. The valve parameters
are given in Table 5.4.13-2. For a description of overpressure
protection equipment -and components for the main steam' system
refer-to-Section 10.3.2.

Amendment Q
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5.2.2.4.3.1 Main steam Safety Valve Operation

The operation of these valves is similar to the primary safety
valves, Section 5.2.2.4.

5.2.2.4.3.2 Transients

The main steam safety valves are designed to withstand the
consequences of the design thermal transients of Table 3.9-1

without failure or malfunction.

5.2.2.4.3.3 Environment

The main steam safety valves are designed to operate in the
environmental conditions outlined below.

5.2.2.4.3.3.1 Normal Environment

| See environmental category L in Table 3.11A-1.

5.2.2.4.3.3.2 Main Steam Line Break (One Occurrence)

| See environmental category M in Table 3.11A-1.

5.2.2.4.4 Shutdown Cooling System Relief Valves BI-169 and
BI-469

These relief valves are direct acting, spring loaded, stainless
steel valves with enclosed bonnets. The design parameters of
these valves are:

set pressure 2485 psig
rated flow 15 gpm
water chemistry 0 - 4 weight percent boric

acid
design temperature 650'F

5.2.2.4.4.1 Valve Operation

As the set pressure is reached, the disc raises off the nozzle
seat. This lift continues until the valve is fully open at 10
percent accumulation. The lif t decreases as pressure drops until
the seat and disc contacts and seals closed. The valve is fully
closed at a maximum of 10% below set pressure (10% blowdown).

5.2.2.4.4.2 Transients

These relief valves are designed to withstand the consequences of
the design thermal transients of Table 3.9-1 without failure or jgg
malfunction.

t

1
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C 5.2.2.10.1 Design Criteria

A discussion follows of the criteria considered in the design of
the overpressure mitigating system to provide low temperature
overpressure protection (LTOP) for the RCS.

5.2.2.10.1.1 Credit for Operator Action

No credit is taken for operator action in the analysis of
limiting transients described in Section 5.2.2.10.2.1. In the
analysis overpressure protection is provided only by the SCS
relief valves.

5.2.2.10.1.2 Single Failure
~

In the LTOP mode, each SCS relief valve is designed to protect
the reactor vessel given a single failure in addition to the
failure that initiated the pressure transient. The event
initiating the pressure transient is considered to result from
either an operator error or equipment malfunction. The SCS
relief valve system is independent of a loss of offsite power.
Each SCS relief valve is a self actuating spring-loaded liquid

*

relief valve which does not require control circuitry. The valve
opens when the RCS pressure exceeds its setpoint.

The redundant SCS suction line trains between the RCS and SCS
relief valves meet the single failure criteria as described in
Section 5.4.7.1.2 and Table 5.4.7-2. No single failure of an
isolation valve or its associated interlock will prevent one
relief valve from performing its intended function.

5.2.2.10.1.3 Testability

Periodic testing of the SCS isolation valves is defined in the
Technical Specification, Sections 16.3/3.4.13 and 16.3/3.0.5. |

5.2.2.10.1.4 Seissio Design and IEEE Standard 279 Criteria

The SCS suction line relief valves, isolation valves, associated
interlocks, and instrumentation are designed to Seismic Category
I-requirements as discussed in Sections 3.2.1, 5.4.7.2.4 and
Table 3.2-1. The interlocks and instrumentation associated with
the SCS suction isolation valves are discussed in Sections 5.4.7,
7.6.1, 7.6.1.1.1 and Table 7.6.-l. The interlocks satisfy the
appropriate portions of IEEE Standards 279, 308 and 603 criteria
as discussed in Sections 7.6.2.1.1 and 7.6.2.2.1.

Amendment W
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5.2.2.10.2 Design and Analysis

In demonstrating that the SCS relief valves meet the criteria
listed in Section 5.2.2.10.1, the following additional
information is provided.

5.2.2.10.2.1 Limiting Transients

Transients during the low temperature operating mode are more
severe when the RCS is operated in the water-solid. condition.
Addition of mass or energy to an isolated water-solid system
produces increased system pressure. The severity of the pressure
transients depends upon the rate and total quantity of mass or
energy addition. The choice of the limiting LTOP transients is
based on evaluations of potential transients for System 80 plants
and their applicability to the System 80+ plant. The most
limiting transients initiated by a single operator error or
equipment failure are:

A. An inadvertent safety injection actuation (mass addition).

B. A reactor coolant pump start when a positive steam generator
secondary-side water to reactor coolant AT exists (energy
addition).

The most limiting transients are determined by conservative
analyses which maximize mass and energy additions to the RCS. In
addition, the RCS is assumed to be in a water-solid condition at
the time of the transient; such a condition has been noticed to
exist infrequently during plant operation since the operator is
instructed to avoid water-solid conditions whenever possible,

s

The analyses assume an initial reactor vessel beltline fluid
pressure of 400 psia. The SCS and LTOP relief valves may be
aligned at RCS pressures up to 450 psia. However, sensitivity
studies have shown that the assumed initial pressure does not
significantly impact the peak transient pressure. Peak transient
pressures vary by less than 5 psi for initial pressures in the
400 to 500 psia range.

Figure 5.2-1 shows the results of the inadvertent safety
injection actuation transient analysis for a water-solid RCS,
when the RCS is in the LTOP mode. The mass addition due to the
simultaneous operation of four safety injection pumps and one
charging pump was considered, along with the simultaneous
addition of energy from decay heat and the pressurizer heaters.

Figure 5.2-2 shows the result of the transient analysis of
reactor coolant pump start when steam generator secondary side
water temperature exceeds the reactor coolant temperature by a AT
of 100 F. This AT is the maximum allowed by technical
specification during the LTOP mode. In addition to considering
the energy addition to the RCS from the steam generator secondary

Amendment U
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side, energy addition from decay heat, the reactor coolant pump'

and all pressurizer heaters were also included. In this analysis
the steam generators were assumed to be filled to the zero power,
normal water level. For conservatism, the secondary water, both
around and above the U-tubes, was assumed to be thermally mixed
in order to maximize the energy input to the primary side. This
assumption is conservative since as a result of the temperature
distribution within the steam generator during the transient, the
water inventory above the tubes is practically isolated thermally
from the heat transfer region. Therefore the heat transfer rate,
and thus the primary side pressure, is not sensitive to the
secondary side water level as long as the tubes are covered.

The AT value of 100*F used in the analysis is the maximum allowed
-

during plant operation. This maximum allowable AT of 100*F will
prevent pressurizer pressure from exceeding the minimum P-T limit
allowed for the lowest system temperature during the LTOP mode of
operation. (See Figures 5. 3-Sa and 5. 3-5b) . During RCS cooldown
using the Shutdown Cooling System, coolant circulation due to
reactor coolant pumps operating serves to cool the steam
generator to keep the temperature difforence between the reactor
vessel and the steam generator minimal. Procedures for System
80+ have directed the operator to maintain the AT below
approximately 20*F.

,') LTOP transients have not been analyzed for the simultaneous
startup of more than one reactor coolant pump (RCP). Such
operation is procedurally precluded since the operator starts
only one RCP at a time and a second RCP is not started until
system pressure is stabilized. Additionally, there is an LTOP
transient alarm that should indicate that a pressure transient is
occurring. Accordingly, the second RCP would not be started.

Technical Specifications Sections 16.3/3.4.6 (Note 2) and
16.3/3.4.7 (Note 3) require that the operator not start a RCP if
the AT exceeds 100*F. However, as mentioned above,
administrative procedures for System 80 have ensured that the AT
is maintained below approximately 20*F. With similar
administrative controls on System 80+, AT margins will be even
greater than for System 80.

The results of the analyses provided in Figure 5.2-1 and Figure
5.2-2 show that the use of either SCS relief valve will provide
suf ficient pressure relief capacity to mitigate the most limiting
LTOP events identified above.

5.2.2.10.2.2 Provision for Overpressure Protection

The LTOP pressure is defined to be the SCS suction line (LTOP)
relief valve setpoint pressure adjusted to provide a margin top\ avoid lifting and to compensate for pressure measuring(d inaccuracies during plant normal operation. During heatup, the
RCS pressure is maintained below the LTOP pressure until the RCS

Amendment W
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cold-leg temperature exceeds the LTOP disable temperature.
During cooldown, the RCS pressure is maintained below the LTOP
pressure once the RCS cold-leg temperature reaches the LTOP
enable temperature.

An LTOP enable temperature is defined in Branch Technical
Position RSB 5-2, "Overpressurization Protection of Pressurized
Water Reactors While Operating at Low Temperatures," to Standard
Review Plan Section 5.2.2, " Overpressure Protection," issued
November 1988 as Revision 2. The definition is based on
measuring the degree of protection provided by the low
temperature overpressure protection system (LTOP System) against
violations of the P-T Limits in terms of the RTc7 of the reactor
vessel beltline material at either the 1/4t or 3/4t location,
depending upon which PT Limit curve is most limiting. The LTOP
enable temperature in Branch Technical Position RSB 5-2 is
defined as "the water temperature corresponding to a metal
temperature of at least RTm + 90*F at the reactor vessel beltline
location (either 1/4t or 3/4t) that is controlling in the
Appendix G (to Section III of the ASME Code) limit calculations." 9

Given the implicit assumptions in the P-T Limit analysis
described in Section 5.3.2.1.1.D.1, the 3/4t location is the
controlling beltline P-r Limit for heatup, and the 1/4t location
is controlling for cooldown. Figures 5.3-Sa and 5. 3-5b represent
the P-T Limits at the end-of-(plant) life of 60 years. At this
time in plant life, the calculated LTOP enable temperatures as
defined by Branch Technical Position (BTP) RSB 5-2 for
representative heatups at the 3 /4t location are 263 *F (100*F/hr) ,
246 F (80*F/hr) and 214*F (40*F/hr). The BTP-defined LTOP enable
temperature for the controlling cooldown (isothermal) at the 1/4t
location is 187*F.

The RCS is protected at elevated temperatures by the pressurizer
safety valves which have a set pressure of 2500 psia (Section
5.4.13). Figure 5.3-5a shows that, for heatup, a temperature of
345 F (100*F/hr), 327*F (80*F/hr) or 290*F (40*F/hr) is required
before the pressurizer safety valves can be used for overpressure

| protection without violating the appropriate P-T Limits. Figure
5.3-5b shows that, for the controlling cooldown the safety valves
cannot be used for LTOP below a temperature of 259"F.

| For heatup, the temperature intervals are 82*F (100 F/hr), 81*F
and 76*F (40*F/hr) above Tom as defined by BTP RSB 5-2,

| a(80*F/hr)nd 72 F above T w for the controlling cooldown.t

O
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If the LTOP enable and disable' temperatures defined by BTP RSB
5-2 were used, administrative controls would be required to
protect some P-T limits. Rather than relying on administrative-
controls during these temperature intervals, the LTOP enable and
dishble temperatures for System 80+ are conservatively _ defined-by
the intersection of the controlling P-T curve and the pressurizer
safety valve setpoint. For the three specified heatup rates,-_the
LTOP disable temperatures are 345'F, 327'F, and 290'F and for the
controlling cooldown, the LTOP enable temperature is 259'F.

Whenever the SCS relief valves are aligned to the RCS to provide-
low temperature overpressure protection, an increase in RCS
pressure above the maximum SCS alignment pressure of 450 psia
will cause an LTOP transient alarm in the control room to alert "

the operator that a pressurization transient is occurring.-
Operator actions taken in response to an LTOP transient alarm are
described in Section 5.4.7.2.6.E. Either SCS relief valve will
terminate inadvertent pressure transients occurring while RCS
temperature is below the LTOP disable temperature. For
temperatures above the LTOP disable temperature, that
corresponding to the intersection of the design P-T-limit curve
for. heatup with the pressurizer safety _ valve setpoint,
overpressure protection is provided by the pressurizer safety
valves.

During cooldown, whenever the RCS cold leg temperature is below
the LTOP enable temperature, that corresponding to the
intersection of the design -P-T Limit curve _ for cooldown with -
pressurizer safety valve setpoint, the SCS relief valves provide;
the necessary overpressure protection. If the SCS is not_ aligned
to the RCS before the cold-leg temperature is decreased _below the-
LTOP enable temperature, an alarm-will notify _the operator to
open the SCS suction isolation valves. However, the SCS cannot

~

be aligned to the RCS until the RCS pressure is below the LTOP
enable. pressure.

.The LTOP conditions described above are within the SCS-operating
range._-Technical-Specification Section 16,3/3.4.11. requires the- |
SCS suction line isolation valves to be open when operating in

..the LTOP mode. Also,-this. Technical Specification. ensures that
appropriate action is taken if one or more SCS relief valves are
out of service during the LTOP mode of. operation.-

Either SCS relief. valve will provide sufficient relief capacity
to prevent any pressure transient-from exceeding the controlling
P-T-limit (see= Figure 5.2-1 and Figure 5.-2-2).

It is recognized that the Combined . Operating License . applicant
may decide to modify the conservative approach'in determining.
LTOP enable _and disable temperatures in order to take advantage
of the wider operating margins allowed in the adoption of the
Branch Technical Position RSB 5-2 definition. -This modified'-

approach would -necessitate the imposition of administrative
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controls to require that the technical specification P-T Limits
not be exceeded above the BTP defined LTOP enable and disable
temperatures.

The Combined Operating License applicant must verify that the
site-specific material properties used in the reactor vessel
beltline and the as-deposited welds are consistent with the
material specifications set forth in Section 5.2.3.1. If not,
new plant-specific pressure-temperature limit curves must be
derived and used in a reevaluation of the LTOP enable and disable
temperatures.

5.2.2.10.2.3 Equipment Parameters

The SCS relief valves (SI-179, SI-189), used to provide LTOP, are
spring-loaded liquid relief valves with sufficient capacity to
mitigate the most limiting overpressurization event. Pertinent
valve parameters are as follows:

Parameter value

Nominal Setpoint 545 psia *
Accumulation 10%
Capacity 5000 gpm (@l0% acc)

Since each SCS relief valve is a self actuating spring-loaded
liquid relief valve, control circuitry is not required. The
valve will open when RCS pressure exceeds its setpoint.

The SCS relief valves are sized, based on an inadvertent safety
injection actuation signal (SIAS) with full pressurizer heaters
operating from a water-solid condition. The analysis assumes
simultaneous operation of four SIS pumps and one charging pump
with letdown isolated. The resulting flow capacity requirement
for water is 5000 gpm. The analysis in Section 5.2.2.10.2.1
assumed that either SCS relief valve relieved water at this rate.

The design relief capacity of each of two SCS relief valves
(shown in P&ID Figure 6.3.2-1C) as supplied by the valve
manufacturer meets the minimum required relief capacity of 5000
gpm which contains sufficient margin in relieving capacity for
even the worst transient. The SCS relief valves SI-179 and
SI-189 are Safety Class 2, designed to Section III of the ASME
Code. Testing of valve relieving capacity and set pressure are
discussed in Section 5.4.7.4.

* Pressure measured at the valve inlet.

O
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d 5.2.2.10.2.4 Administrative Controls

Administrative controls necessary to implement the LTOP
provisions are limited to those controls necessary to open the
SCS isolation valves.

During cooldown, when the temperature of the RCS is above that
corresponding to the intersection of the controlling P T Limit
and the pressurizer safety valve setpoint, overpressure
protection is provided by the pressurizer safety valves, and no
administrative procedural controls are necessary. Before
entering the low temperature region for which LTOP is necessary,
RCS pressure is decreased to below the LTOP pressure. The LTOP
pressure is equal to the maximum pressure allowable for SCS -

operation. Once the SCS is aligned, no further specific
administrative procedural controls are needed to ensure proper
overpressure protection. The SCS will remain aligned whenever
the RCS is at low temperatures and the reactor vessel head is
secured or until an adequate vent has been established. As
designated in Table 7.5-2, indication of SCS isolation valve
position is provided.

During heatup, the SCS isolation valves remain open at least
until the LTOP disable temperature. Once the RCS temperature has
reached that temperature corresponding to the intersection of the

g controlling P-T Limit and the pressurizer safety valve setpoint,
overpressure protection is provided by the pressurizer safety
valves. The SCS can be isolated and no further administrative
procedural controls are necessary.

5.2.2.11 Pressurized Thermal Shock

The System 80+ reactor vessel meets the requirements of 10 CPR
50.61, " Fracture Toughness Requirements For Protection Against
Pressurized Thermal Shock Events." The calculated RTm is 89*F
which satisfies the screening criteria in 10 CFR 50.61(b) (2) .

This number has boon calculated with the following assumptions:

A. The maximum initial RTwr for the vessel beltline will be
+10*F. It will, however, be a goal to achieve -20"F initial
RT for the reactor vessel beltline materials.m

B. The adjustment in the reference temperature caused by
irradiation (ARTrrs) is +29 * F. This calculated value assumes
a maximum copper content of 0.03% by weight, and a maximum
nickel content of 1.00% by weight in the forgings.

C. The margin required to be added for uncertainties by 10 CPR
Ch 50.61 is +34*F. For system 80+, a margin of +50*F is used

for additional conservatism.

Amendment W
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5.2.3 REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY MATERIALS

5.2.3.1 Material Specification

A list of specifications for the principal ferritic materials,
austenitic stainless steels, bolting and weld materials, which
are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is given in
Table 5.2-2.

All carbon and low alloy steel materials including weld materials
used within the reactor coolant pressure boundary will be limited
to a maximum sulfur (S) content of s 0.010% by weight.

Studies, as referenced by Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 02,
have shown that the irradiation induced mechanical property
changes of SA-533B and SA-508 materials can depend significantly
upon the amount of residual elements present in the compositions,
namely; copper, nickel, phosphorous, and vanadium. It has also
been found that residual sulfur affects the initial toughness of
SA-533B and SA-508 materials. Specific controls are placed on
the residual chemistry of reactor vessel materials and the
as-deposited welds used to join these materials to limit the
maximum predicted increase in the reference temperature (RT gy,

which is discussed in Sections 5.3.1.6 and 5.3.2.1.1) and to
limit the extent of the reactor vessel beltline. The beltline is
defined by Appendix G of 10 CFR 50.

Materials used in the reactor vessel beltline and the
| as-deposited welds contain no greater than the following weight
percentages of residual elements:

Copper (in welds) 0.03
Copper (in forgings) 0.03 Phosphorous 0.012

| Nickel (in forgings) 1.00 Sulfur 0.010
Nickel (in welds) 0.10 Vanadium 0.030

The COL applicant will verify that the plant-specific material
properties are within the limits assumed in the CESSAR-DC and the
information will be provided in the site-specific SAR.

5.2.3.2 Compatibility with Reactor Coolant

5.2.3.2.1 Reactor Coolant Chemistry

Controlled water chemistry is maintained within the RCS. Control
of the reactor coolant chemistry is the function of the CVCS
which is described in Section 9.3.4. Water chemistry limits
applicable to the RCS are given in Section 9.3.4.

|

O1
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5.2.3.2.2 Materials of Construction Compatibility with
Reactor Coolant

The materials of construction used in the RCPD which are in
contact with reactor coolant are designated by an "a" in Table-
S.2-2. These materials have been selected to minimize corrosion
and have previously demonstrated satisfactory performance in

.

other existing operating reactor plants.

Metallic materials in contact with reactor coolant _shall be
.

restricted in cobalt content to as low a level as practical for
all stainless steel or nickel base alloy components with a large
wetted surface area. Cobalt based alloys shall be avoided except
in cases where no proven alternative exists.

5.2.3.2.3 Compatibility with External Insulation and
Envircnmental Atmosphere

All metallic insulation used in te ple.nt is of the stainless
steel reflective type, which minimizes insulation contamination
in the event of chemical solution spillage. All non-metallic
insulation used in the plant is designed to meet the requirements
of Regulatory Guide 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for
Austenitic Stainless Steel." Complying with this Regulatory
Guide assures that the nonmetallic insulation is designed in a

f manner which minimizes- the potential for stress corrosion of
stainless steel due to leaching of chloride or fluoride ions onto
the stainless steel surfaces.

5.2.3.3 Fabrication and Processinct of Ferritic Materials

5.2.3.3.1 Fracture Toughness

5.2.3.3.1.1 N888 Components

Fracture toughness requirements for Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary components are established in accordance with the-ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,. Section III. Fracture toughness
testing of base, weld and heat affected zone materials willibe
conducted in accordance' with the ASME Code. Data from these
tests will be available after the required - testing has been-
performed and may be examined upon request at the appropriate
manufacturing facility.

The reactor coolant pressure boundary also complies with 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix G, " Fracture Toughness Requirements" as enacted
May 1983.

Consideration is given to the effects of irradiation on material
toughness _ properties in the core beltline region of the reactor
vessel -to assure adequate fracture - toughness for the service

|_
,

lifetime of the vessel. Refer to Section 5.3.1.6 for a
%
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discussion concerning prediction of irradiation effects and the
material surveillance program.

Testing and measuring equipment for fracture toughness tests for
the reactor vessel, steam generators, pressurizer, piping and
reactor coolant pumps are calibrated in accordance with
Subarticle NB2360 of the ASME Code, Section III.

5.2.3.3.2 Control of Welding

5.2.3.3.2.1 Avoidance of Cold Cracking

C-E complies with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.50,
Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding of Low Alloy Steel,

-

May 1973, as discussed below.

Paragraph C.1.b implies that the qualification materials are an
infinite heat sink that would instantaneously dissipate the heat
input from the welding process. The qualification procedure
consists of starting the welding at the minimum preheat
temperature. Welding is continued until the maximum interpass
temperature is reached. At this time, the test material is
permitted to cool to the minimum preheat temperature and the
welding is restarted. Preheat temperatures utilized for low
alloy steel are in accordance with Section III of the ASME Code.
The maximum interpass temperature utilized is 500*F.

The paragraph C.2 recommendation is considered an unnecessary
extension of_ procedures which apply to low-alloy steel welds,
meeting ASME Code Sections III and IX requirements. The
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.50 are met by complying
with paragraph C.4. The soundness of all welds is verified by
ASME Code acceptable examination procedures.

With regard to Regulatory Guide 1.43, major components are
f abricated with corrosion resistaet cladding on internal surf aces
exposed to reactor coolant. The major portion of the material
protected by cladding from exposure to reactor coolant is SA-533B
Class 1 or SA-508, Class 2 or 3. Cladding of SA-508, Class 2
forging material is performed using low-heat-input welding
processes controlled to minimize heating of the base metal.
Low-heat-input welding processes are not known to induce
underclad cracking.

5.2.3.3.2.2 Regulatory Guide 1.34

Regulatory Guide 1.34 recommends controls to be applied during
welding using the electroslag process. The electroslag process
is not used in the fabrication of any RCPB components.
Therefore, the recommendations of this guide are not applicable.

O
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5.2.3.3.2.3 Regulatory Guide 1.71

C-E complies with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.71
except for the differences indicated below.

Performance qualifications for personnel welding under conditions
of limited accessibility are conducted and maintained in
accordance with the requirements-of ASME B&PV Code Sections III
and IX. A - requalification is required when (1) any of the
essential variables of Section IX is changed, or (2) when
authorized personnel have reason to question the ability of:the
welder to satisf actorily comply with the applicable requirements.
Production welding is monitored for compliance with the procedure
parameters, and welding qualifications are certified in
accordance with Sections III and IX. Further ~ assurance of
acceptable welds of limited accessibility is afforded ; by the
welding supervisor assigning only the most highly skilled
personnel to these tasks. Finally, weld quality, regardless of
accessibility, is verified - by the. performance of the required
non-destructive examinations.

5.2.3.3.3 Non-Destructive Examination of Tubular Products

The non-destructive examination requirements imposed by C-E for

O code.
tubular products are those specified by Section III of the ASME

5.2.3.4 Fabrication and Processina of Austenitic Stainless
Steel

5.2.3.4.1 Avoidance of Stress-Corrosion Cracking

5.2.3.4.1.1 Avoidance of Sensitization

5.2.3.4.1.1.1 NSSS Components

Fabrication of RCPB' components is consistent with the;
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.44 as described in-items A

~

through D, below, except for the criterion used to demonstrate
freedom' from sensitization. Either the ASTM'A 708 Strauss
Test or the ASTM A 262 Practice E Modified Strauss Test.is used
to demonstrate freedom from sensitization in fabricated,.
unstabilized, stainless steel.

A. Solution Heat Treatment Requirements

All-raw austenitic stainless-steel material, both wrought
- and --cast, used in the fabrication of the major NSSS

components in the RCPB, is supplied in the annealed
condition as specified by the pertinent ASTM or ASME Code. |-

:(,,
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Solution heat treatment is not performed on completed or
,

partially-fabricated components. Rather, the extent of
chromium carbide precipitation is controlled during all
stages of fabrication as described below.

B. Material Inspection Program

Extensive testing on stainless steel mockups, fabricated
using production techniques, has been conducted to determine
the effect of various welding procedures on the

susceptibility of unstabilized 300 series stainless steels
to sensitization induced intergranular corrosion. Only

those procedures and/or practices demonstrated not to

produce a sensitized structure are used in the fabrication --

of RCPB components. The ASTM standard A 708 (Strauss Test)
or ASTM A 262 Practice E is the criterion used to determine
susceptibility to intergranular corrosion. These tests have
shown excellent correlation with a form of localized
corrosion peculiar to sensitized stainless steels. As such,

| cither ASTM A 708 or ASTM A 26 Practico E is utilized as a
go/no-go standard for acceptability.

As a result of the above tests, a relationship was
established betwoon the carbon content of 304 stainless
steel and weld heat input. This relationship is used to
avoid wold heat-affected-zone sensitization as described
below.

C. Unstabilized Austenitic Stainless Steel
The unstabilized grados of austenitic stainless stocle with
carbon content of more than 0.03% used for components of the
RCPB are 304 and 316. These materials are furnished in the
solution annealed condition. Exposure of completed or
partially-f abricated components to temperatures ranging f rom
800*F to 1500*F is prohibited.

Duplex, auntonitic stainless steels containing more than SFN
delta ferrite (weld metal, cast- metal, weld deposit
overlay), are not considered unstabilized since these alloys
do not sensitize, that is form a continuous network of
chromium-iron carbides. Specifically, alloys in this

category are:

CF8M, CF8 Cast stainless steel (delta ferrite
5FN to 30FN, 8FN to 20FN for normal
operating temperature above 500'F)

308, 309 Singly and combined stainless stcol
312, 316 weld filler metals (delta ferrite

controlled to SFN-15FN depos1ted) e
Amendment V
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(Sheet 1 of 5)

BEACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM MATERIALS

Component Material Specification

Reactor Vessel

Forgings SA-508 Class 2 and 3

Cladding (*) Weld deposited austenitic stainless steel
with 5FN-18FN delta ferrite or NiCrFe
alloy (equivalent to SB-166) --

DVI Nozzle Safe Ends SA-182 F316 |

Reactor vessel head ('"*) NiCrfe Alloy 690 (SB-166)
CEDM Nozzles

Vessel internals (*) Austenitic Stainless Steel and CrNIFe alloy

Flow skirt ('"*) NitrFe Alloy 690 (SB-168)

Fuel cladding (*) Zircaloy-4

(m ) Instrument nozzles (*"') NiCrFe Alloy 690 (SB-166)

Control element drive
mechanism housings

Lower (*) Type 403 stainless steel according to Code

CaseN-4-llwith'gndfittingstobe
SB-166 Alloy 690 and SA-182 Type 348
stainless steel

Upper (*) SA-479 and SA-213 Type 316 stainless steel
with end fitting of SA 479 Type 316 and
vent valve seal of Type 316 and vent
valve seal of Type 440 stainless steel seat

Closure head bolts SA-540 B24 or B23

Pressurizer

Shell SA-533 Grade A or B Class 1 or SA-508 Class 3
Cladding (*) Weld deposited austenitic stainless steel

with 5 FN-18FN delta ferrite or NiCrFe
alloy (equivalent to SB-166)

(3
( )
x_/

Amendment V
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LA_B1E 5,2_2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 5)

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM MATERIALS

Component Materia 1jipeci fication_

forged nozzles SA-541, Class 3 or SA-LJ8 Class 3

heater sleeves [,1,gs, and
NiCrFe Alloy 690 (SB-166)Instrument noz

Nozzle safe ends (*) SA-182, F316 or F347

Safety valve nozzle flange (*) SA-182

Studs and nuts SB-637

Steam generator

Primary Head SA-533 Grade B, Class,1 or SA-508
Class 3

Primary Nozzles SA-508 Class 2 or 3

Primaryge Instrument NiCrFe Alloy 690 (SB-166)
Nozzles

Primary head cladding (*) Weld deposited austenitic stainless steel
with 5FN-18FN delta ferrite

Tubesheet SA-508 Class 2 or 3

Tubesheet stay SA-508 riass 2 or 3

Tubesheet cladding (*) Weld deposited NiCrFe

Tube (""") NiCrFe Alloy 690 (50-163)

lube supports ASIM A-176, lype 409

| Secondary shell(d) SA-533 Grade A or B, Class 1, or -
SA-508, Class 3

| Secondary head (d) SA-516 Grade 70 or SA-508, Class lA

| Secondary nozzles (d) SA-508 Class 1, 2 or 3

| Secondary nozzle safe ends (d) SA-508 Class JA

| Secondary instrument nozzles (d) SA-106 Grade B

Secondary studs and nuts SA-540 Grade B24, or SA-193 Grade 87

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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G IABJ.L5.._2-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5 of 5)

{t_IACTOR_ COOLANT SYSTEM MATERIALS
''

WELD MATERIALS FOR REACTOR C00LAHf PRESSUkE BOUNDARY COMPONENTS
2

Base Material Base
Typ3 Materjf1 1.ype Tyge of Wel*i Material,

_

14. SA-182 58-167 a. NiCrfe Filler Metal

15. SA-516 SA-508 a. SFA 5.5,'b' E-8018-C3 -

Gr. 70 Cf.2

16. Austenitic a. SFA 5,9, ER-308e

stainless SFA 5.9, ER-309,

steel SFA 5.4, E-309, E--308
cladding,

17. Inconel a. NiCrFe Filler Metal
cladding

i

SF A 5. 5,"'' E-8018-C3, E-8018-G18. SA-508 SA 508 a. *

g\ Cl 3 C1. 3 5. MIL-E-18193, B-4/
( ,) c. SF A-5. 23 EA3''' '

'

19. SA-508 SA-533 a. SFA 5.5, E-80lS-C3, E-80 8-G
Cl. 3 Gr. B Cl.1 b. MIL-E-18193, B-4

c. SFA-5. 23, EA3( ''')

20. SA-508 SA-508 a. SFA 5.5, E-8018-C3, E-8018-G k<

C1. 3 Cl. 2

21. SA-508 SA-516 a. SFA 5.5,'b) E- 8018-C.3
Cl. 3 Gr. 70

,

p 22. SB-166,167, SB-166,167, a. Nitrfe Filler Metal
168 168 |

NOTES: a. Materials exposed to reactor coclant.

b. Special weld wire with low re:idual elements of ccpper, nickel ami
phosphorous as specified for the reactor vessel core beltline
region.

.]

c. Material to ba provided in the thermally treated condition.

('T d. Steam generator secondary side pressure botindary materialst

t ) including weld materials contain no greater than 0.010% by weight'' sulfur (S). }

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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5.4.2.5
_

Test _rLM _I_nspectiom

7 T'r .c to, > luring and aftet fabrication of the steam generator,
nonfer.'.ruc' ive tests based upon Sect Lon III of the ASME Code are
portormed.

- cultid hydrostat'ic tests of the primary and secondary sides of
the steam generator are conducted in accordance with ASME Code,
Section 131. Lcak tests are also performed. Following g
satisfactory performance of the h/drostatic tests, magnetic-
particle inspections are made on all accoTsible welds.

( Inservice inspection of the steam generator will be performed in
f.

accordance with ASME Code, Section XI.

The COL applicant will establion and submit for NRC staf f review, t

- a survei]1ance program for inservice inspection of stcam
generator tubes._

_
h

u

8
-

-

cm-
_

_

_

_

_
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L
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_
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k
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e
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.
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O
damage. Vendor data for pumps having a mechanical seal
design that is similar to that of the SCS pumps indicates
that the SCS pumps are capable of operating at runout
conditions for a minimum of 12,000 continuous hours.

In the shutdown cooling configuration, each SCS pump takes
suction from an RCS hot leg and returns flow to the RCS
through a DVI nozzle. In this closed recirculation loop,
RCS pressure does not affect the pump flow rate. The SCS
pumps are not repired to operate at a reduced flow such ase

that which may occur in a safety injection application
following a small break LOCA. For post-accident long term
cooling, shutdown cooling is initiated after the RCS fluid
level has stabilized and RCS pressure and temperature have
been reduced to shutdown cooling entry conditions. SCS pump
flow is manually controlled by the operator from the control
room. SCS pump flow through each SCS heat exchanger is
adjusted to control the RCS cooldown rate, and flow
bypassing each heat exchanger is adjusted to maintain total
SCd pump flow in the rango from the design point to the
runout ti* nit. The ability to maintain a constant total pump
flow during shutdown cooling precludes low flow operations,
described in the NRC Bulletin 88-04, which may cause pump
damage resulting from flow instability phenomena.

O
5.4.7.2.3 Overpressure Provention

A. Overpressurization of the SCS by the RCS is prevented in the
following ways:

1. The shutdown cooling suction isolation valves (SI-651,
652, 653, 654) are powered by four independent power
supplies such that a f ault in one power supply or valve
will neither line up the RCS to either of the two SCS
trains inadvertently nor prevent the initiation of
shutdown clxling with at least one SCS train.

2. Relief valves SI-179 and SI-189, located on the SCS
suction lines are sized to provide low-temperature
overpressure protection (LTOP) of the RCS (see Section
5.2.2.10). Since the LTOP relief valve setpoint
pressure is much lower than the design pressure of the
SCS, these valves also provide overpressure protection
of the SCS. An interlock associated with the shutdown
cooling suction isolation valves prevents the isolation
valves from being opened at RCS pressures above 450
psia. The interlock setpoint is calculated considering
tolerances necessary to assure that the pressure at the
valves will not exceed the LTOP valve setpoint when the
SCS is aligned to the RCS. The instrumentation and
controls which implement the interlock are discussed in

\,_ / Section 7.6.

Amendment V
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3. The redundant SCS nuction valves inside the containment
are designed for full RCS pressure with the second
valve forming the pressure boundary and safety class
change. The valve operators are sized to ensure they
can be opened even if a pressure buildup of fluid
trapped between the valves occurs. The motor operators
for SI-651, 652, 653, and 654 are sized to open or
close against a differential pressure of 2250 psig.
This is consistent with NRC Generic Letter 89-10 which
requires that safety-related MOVs function when
subjected to design basis conditions (both normal _and
abnormal events).

4. Alarms on SI-651, 652, 653 and 654 annunciate when the
SCS suction isolation valves are not fully open (with
concurrent low RCS temperature). Also, if SI-651 and
653 or SI-652 and 654 valves are open, and RCS pressure
increases to the maximum pressure for SCS operation, an
alarm will notify the operator that a pressurization
transient is occurring during low temperature-

conditions.

5. Relief valves are provided as discussed in Section
5.4.7.2.2.

6. System piping is conservatively designed and maximum
utilization of welded connections is made.

7. The response of the SCS to Interfacing System LOCA
challenges is presented in Appendix SE.

5.4.7.2.4 Applicable Codes and Classifications

A. The piping and valves from the RCS, up to end including
SI-653 and 654, are designed to ASME B&PVC Section Ill.
Class 1.

B. The remainder of the piping, valves, and components of the
SCS, with the exception of those in Section 5.e 7.2.4 (A) are
designed to ASME B&PVC Section III, Class 2.

C. The component cooling water side of the SCS heat exchanger
is designed to ASME B&PVC Section III, Class 3.

D. The power operated valves are designed to applicable IEEE
Standards.

| E. The SCS is a Seismic Category I System.

O
| Amendment W
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V 5.4.7.2.5 System Reliability Considerations

The SCS is designed to perform its design function assuming a
single failure, an described in Section 5.4.7.1.2. To assure
availability of the SCS when required, redundant components and
power supplies are utilized. The RCS can be brought to refueling
temperature utilizing one of the two redundant SCS trains.
Ilowever, with the design heat lead, the cooldown would be
considerably longer than the specifled 96 hour time period.
Since the SCS is essential for a safe (cold) chutdown of the
reactor, it is a Seismic Category I system and designed to remain
functional in the event of a safe shutdown earthquake.

The SCS does not utilize any pneumatically operated valves. The
instrumentation, controls, and electric equipment pertaining to
the SCS is designed to applicabic portions of IEEE Standards 279,
308 and 603. In addition to normal offsite power sources,
physically and electrically independent and redundant emergency
power supply systems are provided to power safety-related
components. See Chapter 8 for further information.

For long-term performance of the SCS without degradation due to
corrosion, only materials compatible with the pumped fluid are
rood. Environmental envelopes are specified for system
ccmponents to ensure acceptable performance in normal and

V applicabic accident environments (see Section 3.11).

A limited leakage passive failure is defined as the failure of a
pump seal or valve packing, whichever is greater. The maximum
leakage is expected to be from a failed SCS pump seal. This
Icakage to the pump compartment will drain to the room sump.
From there it is pumped to the waste management system. The sump
pumps in each room will handle expected amounts of Icakage. If
leakages are greater than the sump pump capacity, the room will
be isolated. In the event of a limited leakage passive failure
in one train of the SCS, continued core cooling is provided by
the unaffected independent SCS train. The limited leakage
passive f ailixe will be identified via appropriate leak detection
provisions. Makeup of the leakage is provided by manually
aligning the SIS to the IRWST, or by opening the safety injection
tank isolation valves. The affected SCS train can then be
isolated and core cooling continued with the other train.

5.4.7.2.6 Manual Actions

A. Plant Cooldown

Plant cooldown is the series of manual operations which
bring the reactor from hot shutdown to cold shutdown.

p)'

V

|
Amendment I
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Cooldown to approximately 350*F is accomplished by releasing
steam from the seconiary side of the steam generators. An
inadvertent SIAS oc Safety injection tank discharge is
precluded during a controlled cooldown by manually
decreasing the SIAS setpoint, and depressurizing and
isolating the safety injection tanks.

When RCS temperature and pressure decrease to 350*F and the
maximum pressure for SCS operation (450 psia (approx)), the
SCS is used. Operator action requires that the RCS be
depressurized to below the maximum pressure for SCS *

operation in order to clear the permissive SCS interlock
(see paragraph 5.4.7.2.3, item A.2).
If the SCS suction relief valves are not aligned to the RCS
before cold leg temperature is reduced to below the maximum
RCS cold leg temperature requiring LTOP, an alarm will
notif y the operator to open the SCS cuction isolation valves
(SI-651, 652, 653, 654). The maximum temperature requiring
LTOP is based upon the evaluation of applicable RCS
pressure / temperature curves (see Section 5.2.2.10.2.2).

Shutdown cooling is initiated using the SCS pumps. The SCS
is warmed up and placed in operation as follows (refer to
Figures 6.3.2-1A, 6.3-2-1B, 6.3.2-1C, and 5.4.7-3):
1. The SCS suction line isolation valves (SI-651*, 652,

653*, 654, 655*, and 656) are opened.

2. The SCS heat exchanger flow control valves (SI-310*,
311) are cracked open.

3. The SCS warmup line isolation valves (SI-690, 691*) are
opened and the SCS pumps are started to induce
recirculation flow through the SCS.

4. Once flow has been established in the SCS, the SCS
discharge isolation valves (SI-600, 601*) are cracked
open to allow a small amount of flow from the RCS to

j heat up SCS valves and piping.

O
Amendment W
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k 5. The SCS discharge isolation valves (SI-600, 601*) are

then gradually opened, while the warmup line isolation
valves (SI-690, 691*) are gradually closed to maintain
a constant flow. When complete, the system is in its
normal operational mode.

6. The SCS heat exchanger flow control valves (SI-310*,
311) and the SCS bypass flow control valves (SI-312*,
313) are adjusted as necessary, to maintain an RCS
cooldown rate of 75'F/ht s or less, until the refueling
temperature of 120*F is attained.

A maximum rate of cooldown (not to exceed 75'F/ hour) is
maintained by adjusting the flow rate of reactor coolant -

through the SCS heat exchangers, utilizing the SCS heat
exchanger flow control valves (SI-310*, 311) in conjunction
with the SCS bypass flow control valves (SI-312*, 313).
With the shutdown cooling flow indicators, the operator
maintains a t1xal shutdown cooling flow rate by adjusting
the amount of coolant which bypasses the SCS heat
exchangers.

When the system is first put into operation, the temperature
difference for heat transfer across the SCS heat exchanger

Q is large, and only a portion of the total flow from the SCS

Q pumps is diverted through the heat exchangers. As the
cooldown proceeds, the temperature differential across the
heat exchanger decreases, and the flow rate through the heat
exchangers is increased to maintain the maximum permissible
cooldown rate. The flow to the SCS heat exchangers is
increased periodically until full SCS pump flow through the
heat exchangers is attained. A graph of RCS temperature vs.
time after shutdown for a typical normal design basis |
cooldown is presented in Figure 5.4.7-1.

Shutdown cooling is continued throughout the entire period
of plant shutdown to maintain a refueling water temperature
of 120*F or less. Whenever shutdown cooling is in
operation, shutdown purification flow may be initiated
through the CVCS.

* Valves with asterisk are located in SCS Train 1. Valves not
designated with an asterisk are located in SCS Train 2.

/%

\
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B. Plant Heatup

Plant heatup is a ceries of manual operations which bring
the RCS from cold shutdown to hot standby. The SCS heat
exchangers are bypassed to maintain flow through the core
without the heat removal effect of the heat exchangers.
Flow can be initiated to the heat exchangers if necessary to
control the heatup rate. When the reactor coolant pumps can
be run, and the pressure-temperature requirements f or Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) is no longer
required (see Section 5.2.2.10), the SCS pumps are stopped
and the system is isolated for the standby mode.

C. Abnormal Operation

1. Initiation of shutdown cooling with the most limiting
single f ailure (loss of one shutdown cooling train) can
be accomplished via plant procedures using equipment in
the operable train (i.e. , operating the valves with (*)
for SCS train number 1 or the valves without (*) for
SCS train number 2).

2. The SCS pumps can be used alternatively as containment
spray pumps.

3. The SCS pumps, in conjunction with the SCS heat
exchangers, can be used for IRWST cooling.

D. Design Bases Event Operations

Following certain DDEs (foodwater line break, small break
LOCA, steam line break, or loss of offsite power), shutdown
cooling can be initiated with RCS hot leg conditions which
exceed the normal shutdown cooling initiation temperature of
350*F. However, shutdown cooling will never be initiated at
conditions which exceed the design temperature of the SCS
components.

| E. Operator Response to an LTOP Transient Alarm

During SCS operation, if suction line isolation valves SI-
651 and 653 or SI-652 and 654 are open, and RCS pressure
exceeds the maximum pressure for SCS operation, a low
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) transient alarm
will occur in the control room. The LTOP relief valves SI-
179 and SI-189, located downstream of SI-653 and SI-654
respectively, will open if pressure at the valve increases
to the relief valve set pressure of 545 psia. The limiting
events that cause a pressurization transient during low
temperature conditions are evaluated in Section 5.2.2.10.
During . plant startup, the LTOP transient alarm will also

,

' occur if the SCS suction valves f ail to isolate the SCS from
the RCS as pressure is increased.

| Amendment W
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(/ The principal operator actions taken any time the LTOP transient

alarm occurs are to identify and terminate the cause of the
pressurization. LTOP relief valve availability is maintained
throughout the transient, as long as overpressure protection is
required.

During RCS heatup, LTOP relief valve availability is required up
to an RCS temperature equal to the LTOP disable temperature
described in Section 5.2.2.10.2.2. The operator will isolate the
SCS and LTOP relief valves from the RCS prior to exceeding an RCS
temperature of 350*F. If, during RCS heatup between the LTOP
disable temperature and 350'F, an LTOP transient alarm occurs,
the operator will close the SCS isolation valves to prevent a
depletion of RCS inventory. At temperatures above the LTOP
disable temperature, overpressure protection of the RCS is
provided by the pressurizer safety valves. The operator assesses
SCS status and overall plant status prior to proceeding with RCS
heatup.

If the operator determines that the LTOP transient alarm is due
to an event at RCS temperature conditions requiring LTOP relief
protection, the operator clo.es downstream SCS suction line
isolation valves SI-655, 656 to minimize the impact of the
transient on the rest of the SCS. After RCS pressure is reduced

/~ below the pressure that corresponds to the relief valve blowdown

( ]] pressure, the operator confirms that the LTOP relief valves have
' rescated by monitoring RCS pressure and level and holdup volume

tank level. If an LTOP relief valve is stuck open, the operator
takes actions to ensure that adequate RCS makeup inventory and
core cooling are provided.

5.4.7.3 F_erformance Evaluatiori

The design point of the SCS is taken at 96 hours after plant
shutdown. At this point, the design basis is to maintain a 120*P
refueling temperature with a component cooling water temperature
of 100'F. Two SCS heat exchangers and two SCS pumps are assumed
to be in operation at the design flow. The SCS heat exchanger
size is determined at this point, since it requires the greatest
heat transfer area due to the relatively small AT betwcon primary
fluid and component cooling water. The design input heat load at
96 hours is based on decay heat at 96 hours, assuming an average
reactor core burnup of two years. Additional energy input to the

,.

|
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During pre-operational testing of the Reactor Coolant System, the
support displacements will be monitored for concurrence with
calculated displacements and/or clearances. Subsequent
inspections of supports which are integral with Reactor Coolant
System components will be in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Code.

The COL applicant will verify that the as-built support materials
properties and 60 year neutron fluence are consistent with the
following:

Maximum phosphorous, 0.012 percent per heat and 0.018*

percent per product analysis

Maximum copper, 0.15 percent per heat and per product*

analysis

* Other chemical compositions consistent with SA508
chemistry

18* 60 year neutron fluence of 3.0 x 10 neutrons per
square centimeter (E > 1.0 MeV)

If not, revised fracture mechanics analysis shall be performed.

V("h

x,
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( ,/ IABLE 5.4.13-1

PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVE PARAMETERS

Property Parameter

Design pressure, psia 2500

Design temperature, 'F 700

Fluid Saturated Steam,
4400 ppm boron,
pH - 4.5 to 10.6

Set pressure, psia 2500 i 1%

Min. capacity, lb/hr at, accumulation 525,000 |
pressure, each

Type Spring loaded safety
balanced bellows,
enclosed bonnet

(3 Orifice area, in.2 4.34

Accumulation, % 3

Backpressure

Max. buildup / max superimposed, psig 700*/340

Blowdown, % 18.5

Min. blowdown pressure, psia 2040

Typical materials

Body ASME SA 182, GR. F316

Disc ASTM B637, UNS N07750

Nozzle ASME SA 182, GR. 347

*
Maximum allowable back pressure.

|

| ,O

U'
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IABLE_5 4.13-2

MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVE PARAMETERS

|

ProDerty Parameter

Design pressure, psia 1320

Design temperature, *f 570

Fluid Saturated Steam

Set pressure, psig 1185, 1220, 1245

6Min, capacity, lb/h at 110% of steam 19x10 Total (20 Valves)
generator design pressure

Type Spring loaded

Orifice area, in.2 16

Accumulation, % 3

Backpressure

Max. buildup / max superimposed, Ib/in.2g 125/0

Approx. dry weight, lbs. 1545

Blowdown, % 5

Typical materials

Body ASME SA 105

Disc ASTM A565, GR. 616

Nozzle ASME SA 182, GR. F316

|

|
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8_TRUCTURAL__ EVALUATION OF BTEAM GENERATOR INTERNALS |

FOR _ BTEAM LINE DREAK OUJ_ SIDE __CONTAINMER |
I
IADSTRACI

This report documents the structural adequacy of Combustion
Engineering's (C-E's) System 80+ ALWR steam generator internals
to withstand a postulated steam line rupture outside containment.
The dynamic effects associated with postulated breaks inside
containment have been excluded from the design basis by
satisfying leak-before-break design criteria (Section 3.6.3).

The steam generator separator deck, shroud and tubes are
subjected to a hypothetical steam line break accident. The
resulting stresses in the structures are compared to ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III allowables to determine the
adequacy of the structure.
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1.0 INTRODUCTIO_H

The hydraulic loadings on the steam generator internals resulting
from the rupture of one 28.0 inch I.D. main steam line nozzle are
calculated using the CEFLASli conputer code to perform the
hydrodynamic analysis of the steam generator blowdown during the
accident. The structural analysis of the System 80+ ALWR steam
generator internal parts which a e significantly loaded by the
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) ac:ident, as established by the
above CEFLASH analysis, is accomplished by adjusting the stresses
calculated for the System 80 steam gennrator by the differences
in pressure loadings and size of the parts. The results of these
adjustments show the expected marginn of safety for the System
80+ ALWR steam generator to be smaller than the margins for the
System 80 steam generator. However, the expected stress levels
are still less than the allowed stress levels defined by the ASME |
Code, Section III.

2.O ANALY_8_I_S

2.1 PISCUSSION

2.1.1 HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

fi The hydrodynamic analysis to establish hydraulic pressure loads

Q on the steam generator internals was performed using the CEFLASH
computer code. Details of this analysis are given in Reference
1. The analysis was done for the 15% and 0% power conditions. |
The basic assumptions for the MSLB hydrodynamic analysis are:

A. Rupture of one 28.0 inch steam outlet nozzle.

B. A break opening time of .0094 seconds for the rupture of
the steam line.

C. A Moody critical flow correlation with a discharge
coefficient of 1.0.

2.1.2 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

The structural evaluation of the System 80+ ALWR steam generator
internals is based on the structural analysis of the System 80

|steam generator internals. The following internal parts are
considered to be significantly loaded by the MSLB accident and
are evaluated.

1. Separator Deck
2. Shroud
3. Tubes

\
U
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The basis of evaluation and comparison is the margin of allowable
stress for the System 80 and System 80+ ALWR steam generators.
The margin is calculated as the percentage of remaining allowabic
stress, or:

W 1 wable_ Stress - Q_alculated Strgan1Margin (%) - X 100=

Allowable Stress

The allowable stress is the clastic allowable stress as defined
in the ASME Code, Section III. The margins for the System 80+
ALWR steam generator are based on adjustments of the calculated
System 80 stresses by the ration of hydraulic pressure loading

| and part size. Materials for the parts of the System 80+ ALWR
generator are the same as materials for the System 80 generator,
except for the tubing. The tubo differential pressure is
conservatively considered to be 2250 pai during the MSLB cvent.
This is based on the operating pressure with the assumption that
the secondary pressure has decayed to zero.

2.2 CONC WSJONS

| The results of the evaluation show that the anticipated margins
of the parts for the System 80+ ALWR steam generator are smaller
than the calculated margins for the System 80 steam generator.
Ilowever, positive margins are calculated for each component
evaluated for the System 80+ ALWR generator. Therefore, the
separator deck, tubes, and shroud are considered to be adequately
designed to withstand a hypothetical Main Steam Line Break
accident.

3.0 REEERENCES

1. Combustion Engineering Calculation, ST-801, Loads for Steam
Line Break, Juy 1988.

1
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QTBEclUEAL_EJALIMTJ_ONJF TEEDWATER LINE DJLEh5Q

FOR DTEAM GENERJTOR _ IETIEB_N_hkB

ADSTRACT

This report documents the structural adequacy of Combustion
Engineering's (C-E's) System 80+ ALWR steam generator internals
to withstand a feedwater line break.

The economizer divider plate, support cylinder, cold log flow
distribution plate and feedwater box are subjected to a
hypothetical feedwater line break during 100% power operation.
The resulting stresses in the structures are compared to ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III allowables to
determine their acceptance.
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1.0 INT _ ROD _UCTIOl!

The hydraulic loadings on the steam generator internals resulting
from the rupture of one 14.0 inch I.D. feedwater nozzle are
calculated using the CEFLASil computer code to perform the
thermohydrodynamic analysis of the accident. The structural
analysis of the System 80+ ALWR steam generator internal parts
which are significantly loaded by the Feedwater Line Break (FLB)
accident, an established by the above CEFLASil analysis, is
accomplished by adjusting the stresses calculated for the System
80 steam generator by the differences in pressure loadings and
size of the parts. The results of these adjustments show that
the expected margins of cafety for the System 80+ ALWR steam
generator are greater than the margins for the System 80 steam

_

generator.

2.O hl{hLXD18_

2.1 DI_DCUS_DION

2.1.1 HYDRODYNAMIC h hLYSIS

The hydrodynamic analysis to establish hydraulic pressure loads
on the steam generator internals was performed using the CEFLASil

(O computer code. Details of this analysis are given in Reference
'j 1. The analysis was done for the 100% power conditions. The |basic assumptions for the FLB hydrodynamic analysis are:

A. Rupture of one 14.0 inch feedwater inlet nozzle.

B. A break opening time of .001 seconds based on a mechanistic
analysis of slot ruptures.

C. A Moody critical flow correlation with a discharge
coefficient of 1.0.

2.1.2 STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

The structural evaluation of the System 80+ ALWR steam generator
internals is based on the structural analysis of the System 80

|steam generator internals. The following internal parts are
considered to be significantly loaded and are evaluated.

1. Feedwater Box
2. Economizer Divider Plate
3. Flow Distribution Plate
4. Support cylinder

(Gl

'd'
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The basis of evaluation and comparison is the margin of allowable
stress for the System 80 and System 80+ ALWR steam generators.
The margin is calculated as the percentage of remaining allowable
stress, or:

owa o ress - Calcula M F34cssi X 100Margin (%) =
Allowable Stress

The allowable stress is the clastic allowable stress as defined
in the ASME Code, Section III. The margins for the System 80+
ALWR steam generator are based on adjustments of the calculated
System 80 stresses by the ratios of hydraulic pressure loading

|and part size. Materials for the parts of the System 80+ ALWR
generator are the same as materials for the System 80 generator.

2.2 CONCL_U_DI_O]48

| The results of the evaluation show that the anticipated margins
of the parts for the System 80+ ALWR steam generator are larger
than the calculated margins for the System 80 steam generator.

| Positive margins are calculated for each component evaluated for
the System 80+ ALWR generator. Thus, the feedwater box,
economizer divider plate, flow distribution plate, and support
cylinder are considered to be adequately designed to withstand a
hypothetical Feedwater Line Break.

3.0 REFERENCRS

1. Combustion Engineering Calculation, ST-801, Loads for
Feedwater Line Break, July 1988.

O
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6.1.1.1.4 Weld Fabrication and Assembly of Stainless Steel
ESF Components I

!

The recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.31 for the ESP
components of the NSSS are followed as discussed below.

The delta ferrite content of A-No. 8 (Table-QW-442 of the ASME
Code, Section IX) austenitic stainless steel welding materials,
except SFA-5.4 Type 16-8-2 and welding materials for weld metal
overlay cladding, used in the fabrication of components of the

-

engineered safety features system, is controlled to 5FN-20FN.
The delta ferrite content of each lot and/or heat of weld filler
metal used for welding of austenitic stainless steel code
components shall be determined for each process to be used in
production. Delta ferrite determinations for consumable inserts,
electrodes, rod or wire filler metal used with the gas tungsten
arc welding process, and deposits made with the plasma arc
welding process may be determined by either of the alternative
methods of magnetic measurement or chemical analysis described in
Section III of the ASME Code. Delta ferrite verification should
be made for all other processes by tests using the magnetic
measurement method on undiluted weld deposits described by
Section III of the ASME Code. The average ferrite content shall
meet the acceptance limits of SFN to 15FN for veld rod or filler
metal.

For submerged arc welding processes, the delta ferrite
determination for each wire / flux combination may be made on a
production or simulated (qualification) -production weld.

6.1.1.1.5 Ferritic Steel Welding

The recommendations of' Regulatory Guide 1.50, _ ' Control of Preheat
Temperature for Welding. of Low-Alloy- Steel' and . Article' D,
Section'III of the ASME Code are followed.

Moisture control on low hydrogen materials shall conform to the-
requirements of the ASME Code and/or ; AWS D1.1, ' Structural
Welding Code'.

6.1.2 ORGANIC MATERIALS

6.1.2.1 Protective Coatings

'Many_ coatings which are in common industrial use'may deteriorate
in- the post-accident - environment and- contribute substantial
quantities of foreign solids and residue to the containment sump.
_ Consequently, protective coatings used inside the containment are
demonstrated-to withstand the design basis conditions-and meet
the- intent of ANSI N101.2 (1972), - " Protective Coatings

t

|
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(Paints) for Light Water 11uclear Reactor Containment Facilities,"
and recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance
Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied to Water-Cooled
fluclear Power Plants." In addition, the selection of coatings
are based on ASTM Standards D3842-86, " Standard Guide for
Selection of Test Methods for Coatings for use in Light Water
liuclear Power Plants", ASTM D3911-89, " Standard Test Method for
Evaluating Coatings used in Light Water 11uclear Power Plants at
Simulated Design Basis Accident (DBA) Conditions", and ASTM
D3843-89, " Standard Practice for Quality Assurance for Protective
Coatings Applied to 11uclear Facilities". Any particulate debris
of appreciable size that does occur will either settle to the
bottom of the Holdup Volume Tank or will be trapped by the filter
screen at the bottom of the in-containment refueling water
storage tank (IRWST). The screen size is smaller than the line
piping diameter, the shutdown cooling heat exchanger tube
diameter, the containment spray heat exchanger tube diameter, and
the spray nozzle openings so that particles that could
potentially block the system are filtered out. A list of surface
coatings used inside containment and their applicable conditions
is given in Table 6.1-3.

6.1.2.2 Other Materials

A listing of other materials in the containment is included in
Table 6.1-4. The materials listed are not protective coatings
applied to surfaces of nuclear facilities.

The COL applicant will ensure that the total amount of cable
insulation is less than or equal to the amount listed in Table
6.1-4.

O
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'v)i TABLE 6.1-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURF, STRUCTURAL FATERI ALS
THAT COULD BE EXPOSED TO CORE. COOLING WATEK
OR CONTAINMENT SPRAY IN THE EVIlf1' OF A LOCA

Pyoduct Fo rm ASME Specification

Plate SA 516 GR 70 (painted)
SA 36 (painted)
SA 533 GR B CL 2 (painted)

Forgings ASTM A 105 GR 2 (painted)
SA 182 F316L
SA 182 F316

Castings SA 351 CF8M, CF8, SA 508 CL.2,
SA 320 L43
SA 487 CA 6 M, ASTM A 148 GR 90-50

Pipe SA 312 TP 316
SA 53 (painted)
SA 358 TP 3Ci Class 1
SA 312 TP 304
SA 376 TP 304, TP 316

Bar SB-166

Bolting SA 193 B7
,s SA 193 BBM
l ) SA 453 GR 660
\ ) SA 307

Nuts SA 194 2H
SA 194 8F

,

e

\ _.)

Alaendment D
September 30, 1988

I
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TABLE 6,1-3

COATING MATERIAL 8__USED IN CONTAlhTENT

Surface to be Coated Type of Coati's

Steel surfaces at temperature <200*F Epoxy

Inorganic Zinc

Uninsulated steel surfaces at temperature Inorganic Zinc
more than 200'F __

Decontaminable concrete wa.ll Gurf ace. Epoxy

Concrete floorn Epoxy

Cement plaster Epoxy

O

O

-
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TADLE 6.1-4

OTHER ORGANIC MATERIALS IN CONTAINMEMI
_.

Approximate
Item Material Amqunt '

Reactor coolant pump Petroleum base oil 620 gal
lubricant

Cable insulation EP/Hypalon 39,f00 lbs
XLPE/ Neoprene _

XLPE/Hypalon
FR-EP/CPE

D

_

O

,

Amendment V
April 29, 1994 j
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V)\
The most restrictive f ailure in the CSS has been determined to be
the loss of one dier,el or one containment spray purt.p. FMFAs of
the CSS and SIS are discussed in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.3,
respectively.

6.2.1.1.3.4 Analyses of Pressure and Temperature Response
of Containment to Decondary Dystem Postulated
Pipe Dreaks

In addition to the reactor coolant pipe ruptures, an analysis of
secondary system pipe rupture has been perf ormed. For a main
steam line break (MSLB), following isolation and blowdown of the
ruptured steam generator unit, the decay heat is transferred to _

the intact unit which will vent to the atmosphere when its or fety
valves open. Bollof f of emergency feedwater af ter ruptured steam
generator dryout was included.

For the main feedwater line breaks (MFLB), there are no
significant effects on containment pressurizat bn since the
off9ctive break areas are limited by the steam generator
internals design and the fluid enthalpy of MFLB is less than the
enthalpy of the fluid in the MSLB. Onsequently, breaks in the
main feedwater piping would result in blowdown that is less
limiting than the MSLB. Therefore MFLBs were not analyzed.

i )
V A detailed mass and energy release analysis is presented in

Section 6.2.1.4 and the blowdown data used to evaluate the
containrent response to the main steam line breaks is given in
Tables 6.2.1-9 through 6.2.1-16.

The met!was and assumptions used to analyze the pressure and
temperature of the containment from the postulated MSLB are
described in Section 6.2.1.1.3.2. The most limiting single
active failure considered is a loss of one CSS train or an MSIV
failure.

The most restrictive secondary system alpe break with respect to
pressure is a double-ended rupture of Lain steam line at 0% power
concurrent with a loss of one CSS train. The peak pressure of
this break is 48.34 psig based on a nominal core power of |
3800 MWt.

The maximum peak atmospheric temperature which occurs r or the
case of MSLB at 102% power with a single failure of MSIV is
405.71'F based on a nominal core power of 3800 MWt.

Based on a nominal core power of 3800 MWt, the results of MSLBs
are nummarized in Part B of Table 6.2.1-17 and Figures 6.2.1-6
through 6.2.1-13 show the containment pressure and temperature

(N response to them accidents.

b)\
Since the MSLB cases are limiting relative to containment peak
pressure, a reanalysis has been performed based on the new RCS

Amendment N
6.2-9 April 1, 1993
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and steam generatur parameters associated with a nominal core
power of 39)' MWt. The reanalysis considers the increase in
steam conorator secondary flows. The contairment design has not
changed. All other assumptions are the same as above. The
renults of the reanalysis are presented in Part C of Table
6.2.1-17. The limiting case remains the O percent power case
with the failure of containment spray train. The neak pressure
in 48.11 psig. This provides a margin to the design pressure of I

53 psig of 30 percent.

6.2.1.1.3.5 Containment Passive Heat Sinks

Containment heat sink data, provided in Table 6.2.1-21, consista j
of the component heat sink data, simplified heat sink modeling
data and thermophysical property data of passive heat sink
materials used in pressure and temperature analysis.

A simplified model is used fe the CONTRANS computer code input.
The nodo spacing used for hoc sinks is fine enough to ensure an
accurate representation of the thermal gradient in each slab.
The nodal spacing selection is consistent with Reference 1.

All containment floors or other larger horizontal surf aces inside
the containment above the containment floor are designed to be
self-draining and allow all water released into the building to
accumulate in the Holdup Volume TanP, and then return to the

| IRWST.

Tho spherical steel containment vessel is free-standing above
elevatism 91.75 feet. Below this elevation, the steel
contain%,t is sandwiched between reinforced concrete with a 3
foot thicx wall both inside and outside containment. The 3 foot
thick concrete wall inside containment serves as the outer wall
of the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The
concrete wall outside of containment forms the boundary of the
subsphere region of the Reactor Building Complex. Ileat transfer
to the subsphere region is conservatively assumed to be zero.

| Above clovation 91.75 feet, the steel containment vessel is
shicided from the outside environment by a 3 foot thick
reinforced concrete wall and dome. There is an annulus with a
minimum of 5 feet clearance between the steel containment vessel
and the inside of the Shield Building concrete dome or wall.
Heat transfer from the containment to the annulus region is
conservatively assumed to be zero.

The initial temperature distribution in these heat sinks is
establishgd by assuming a heat-transfer coefficient of 0.0
Btu /hr-ft *F exists at outside surfaces. Following the LOCA or
main steamline break (MSLB), Tagami or Uchida condensing
heat-transfer coefficients are applied to the inside surfaces

2while a value of 0.0 Btu /hr-ft 'F is used on the outside
surfaces.

Amendment Q
6.2-10 June 30, 199?
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All other heat sinks are entirely within the containment. The
initial containment temperature j a the design maximum for reactor
power operation (110*F). The initial relative humidity is
conservatively assumed as 101,.

The thermophysical data used in the analysis are given in Table
6.2.1-21. The thermal properties of metal, concrete,
and protective coating materials are typical values for
temperature observed.

Figure 6.2.1-14 shows the condensing heat transfer coef ficient as
a function of time for the double-ended pump discharge leg slot
break with maximum SIS. During the blowdown phase, the Tagami
heat transfer coefficient was used and thereaf ter Uchida heat
transfer coefficient was used to minimize heat removal to
containment heat sink. Detailed description of the heat transfer
correlations are discussed and justified in Reference 1.

6.2.1.1.3.6 Inadvertent Operation of the Containment Heat
Removal Systems

The containment systems which have the capability of developing
a negative pressure within the containment are the spray system,
the purge system, and the fan cooler system. The DBA for the
minimum containment pressure design has been determined to be thes
inadvertent actuation of the CSS. Consideration was also given
to misoperation of the containment normal purging system, i.e.,
operation of the exhaust train with the supply train isolated,
but the maximum feasible internal vacuum for this case is limited
to a few inches of water (gauge) based on the exhaust fan
operating curve.

An inadvertent actuation of the CSS can result in a reduction in
the containment internal pressure. During normal operation, or
during shutdown, the containment is purged using either the low-
volume containment purge or the high-volume containment purge.
An inadvertent actuation of the spray system with the containment
purge valves open will result in a negligible decrease in the
containment internal pressure. When the containment happens to
be sealed and all purge valves are closed, at the time of the
spray actuation, a significant pressure reduction can occur. The
main parameters af fecting the resultant negative pressure are the
pressure, initial containment temperature, relative humidity, and
the spray water temperature.

The analysis of minimum containment pressure, as a result of
inadvertent spray actuation, is basqd upon a conservative
calculation that assumes no heat transfer from the containment
structure, no containment volume reduction due to the addition of
spray water and disregard of the source of heat within the

O containment. Initial containment parameters are specified in

(dI Table 6.2.1-22 and final containment temperature is taken as the
spray water temperature. Dalton's law is applied to determine
the final containment pressure.

Amendment G
6.2-11 April 30, 1990
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In the analysis of this incident, the containment is assumed to
be initially at the maximum normal design conditions as 110*F.
The temperature of the IRWST, tl.% source of the spray water, was

| conservatively assumed to be equaa to 81 * F, the lowest allowable
temperature for a containment atmosphere temperature of 110*F.
The CSS flow rate has a small impact on the minimum pressure.

| The minimum calculated pressure is -1.82 psig. A nominal
pressure of -2.0 psig has been used for the containment design.

6.2.1.1.3.7 Boquence of Accident Events

The accident chronologies of the postulated LOCA and MSLB are
tabulated in Part C of Table 6.2.1-4 through Table 6.2.1-16.

6.2.1.1.3.0 Energy Inventories and Distribution

The energy inventories and distribution in the containment for
the most severe LOCA and secondary system pipe ruptures are
tabulated in Table 6.2.1-24.

6.2.1.1.3.9 Long-Term Containment Pressure and Temperature

The principal mechanisms that provide reduction in the
post-accident pressure are (1) the heat absorbed by heat
containment sinks inside the containment (2) the cooling provided
by the containment sprays, and (3) the effectiveness of the
containment spray heat exchangers (CSHX). The analytical
modeling of these containment heat-absorbing systems is described
in Reference 1.

The parameters describing the heat sinks credited with heat
absorption in the containment analysis are shown in Table
6.2.1-21. The heat sinks act as a temporary repository for a
part of the accident energy release, absorbing energy so long as
the containment atmosphere is at a temperature greater than that
of the exposed heat sink surfaces. Once other heat removal
systems, i.e., CSSs and CSHXs lower the containment atmosphere
temperature below that of the heat sinks, energy stored in the
heat sinks flows back into the containment atmosphere and IRWST
regions where it is rejected to the outside environment through
the action of the active heat removal systems mentioned above.

The CSS is described in Section 6.2.2. The spray system
transfers energy from the containment atmosphere to the
IRWST (liquid water region) through heat transfer to finely
divided water droplets originating at spray nozzles inside and at
the top of the containment building. The IRWST serves as c
source of spray water.

O
|

Amendment V
| 6.2-12 April 29, 1994
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\ 6.2.3 ANNULUB VENTILATION DYSTEM

The Annulus Ventilation System (AVS) serves the space between the
primary containment and the secondary containment. The system does
not perform any normal ventilation function, llowever, it does
provide additional assurance against the release of radioactivity
to the environment; therefore, it is designed as an engineered
safety feature and should be capable of operating and performing
its function during startup, power operation, hot standby and hot
shutdown. The AVS has no effect on reactor criticality and is
designed for public and station personnel radiation protection
only.

6.2.3.1 pen.ign Danes

The purpose of this system is to produce and maintain a negative
pressure zone in the annulus. This mitigates the consequences of
airborne products of radiation that might otherwise becomo an
environmental hazard during and following an accident.

The annulus ventilation system is designed and sized to meet the
following criteria:

A. Produce and maintain a negative pressure within the total
^
/\ annuluc space in order to preclude the unacceptable release of

Q radioisotopes following an accident.

B. Provide fission product removal capability by decay and
filtration.

C. Provide for the mixing of any in-leakage into the annulus
space.

D. The design annulus in-leakage rate thru the reactor shield
wall and from the exterior atmosphere is 1000 SCFM at 0.5 in,
water ditierential pressure.

6.2.3.1.1 Codes and Standards

A. ASME NSO9 Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units and
Components, 1989.

B. ASME N510, Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems, 1989.

C. Fan ratings conform to the Air Moving and Conditioning
Association (AMCA) Standards.

D. Fan motors conform to National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standards.g

Amendment I
6.2-39 December 21, 1990
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E. Essential equipment, fans, dampers and ductwork will be
manufactured in accordance with the AS!4E/A!1SI AG-1-1988
Standards.

F. Ductwork conf orms to !!VAC Duct Construction Standards - lietal
and Flexible ( S!4AC11A ) , 1905.

G. liigh officiency particulate air (llEPA) filters conform to
ERDA-76-21 "!!uclear Air Cleaning llandbook."

11 . Carbon filter media,11uclear Grade as defined by The Institute
for Environmental Sciences.

1. RG 1.52, Design, Testing and Maintenance for Post Accident
Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled 11uclear
Power Plants.

J. RG 1.140, Design,14aintenance and Testing Critoria for flormal
Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption. " nits
of Light-Water-Cooled 11uclear Power Plants.

6.2.3.2 Gys_ tem _ Description

Two redundant ventilation systems are provided as shown in Figure
6.2.3-1. Each system consists of a f an, a filter train, associated
ductwork, dampers, and controls as neconsary to accomplish the
design function. Each filter train consists of a moisture
eliminator, electrical heater, profilter, an absolute filter, a
carbon filter, and a post filter.

The two annulus ventilation systems share one duct in the upper
portion of the annulus and one duct in the lower portion of the
annulus. Therefore, there is one common duct in the upper annulus

| and one common duct in the lower annulus for both systems.

These distribution ducts contain grilles for annulus air intake and
exhaust. The grilles of the upper distribution ducts draw air in
from the annulus. This air passes through the moisture eliminator
and the filter train before reaching the suction of the ventilation
fao. The fan directs air either to the unit vent or both the unit
vent and the lower annulus distribution duct. The grilles of the
lower distribution ring expel air into the annulus.

The system is required to achieve a negative pressure in the
annulus greater than or equal to 0.25 inches of water gauge. The
system will discharge sufficient air from the annulus to the unit
vont to create a negative pressure of approximately -0.5 in, water
gauge with respect to the outside atmosphere after a LOCA. The
annulus ventilation distribution ducts permit the mixing of
in-leakage in as large a volume as possibic.

Amendment W
6.2-40 June 17, 1994
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6.2.5.3 Qg sign _E_yAluali_on

6.2.5.3.1 Containment Ilydrogen Recombiner System

Since only one of the two completely separate recombiner loops is
required, a single active failure will not prevent the
recombiners from fulfilling their design function. The CliRS is
in operation only during specified emergency conditions and not
during normal plant operation. This system is, therefore,
considered not subject to postulated passive failures. The
system, as designed, can be periodically pressure tested to
verify leak tightness. The effluent from this test can be vented
to containment. IEEE Std. 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection
Systems for lluclear Power Plants" is applicable to automatically
actuated protective systems. Since the hydrogen recombiner
system is manually actuated and need only be placed in operation
within 84 hours f ollowing a LOCA, the requirements of IEEE Std.
279-1971 are not applicable. 110 wever , the guidance of Section 4
was used in the system design as follows:

" 4, 2 S i ng l e l'.itilu re Cr_Lt e r i on"

Any single activo f ailure within the system will not prevent
proper action at the system level when required.

r
/

"4.3 Quality of comnonents and Modules"

Quality levels shall be achieved through the specification
of requirements known to promote high quality, such as
requirements for design, rating of components,
manuf acturing, quality control, inspection, calibration, and
testing.

"L_4Jquipment Qual _ificat ions"
_

Tests shall be conducted to verify the performance
requirements determined to be necessary for achieving the
system requirements. See Section 6.2.5.4.1.

"id_Channe LJntog r i tv"

Both loops have been designed to maintain necessary
functional capability under appropriate extreme conditions.

"4.6 Ctlannel Independ_ enc _c"

Each recombiner loop is completely independent and
physically separate.

"4.10 Capabjllt_y for Test and Calibration"

Capability has been provided for testing and calibrating
both loops during power operation. See Section 6.2.5.4.1.

Amendment Q
6.2-67 June 30, 1993
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The Containment liydrogen Recombiner System is supplied power by
a Class 1E electrical system which meets the requirements of
IEEE 308-1972. Failure of one emergency diesel generator will
not preclude the function of the other redundant CHRS train.

As stated in Regulatory Guide 1.7, the lower flammability limit
for hydrogen in air saturated with water vapor at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure is approximately four
percent by volume. For these conditions, detonation does not
occur until a much higher concentration is attained; the CllRS
design limit of 4% by volume is far below the detonation point.

The portable recombiner skid and control panel skid will be
situated in a shielded area such that the radiation level

,

associated with post-LOCA conditions does not prevent personnel '

from manually operating the system, performing periodic
inspection of the control panel skid, or sampling.

The CliRS f ailure modes and ef fects analysis is contained in Table
6.2.5-7.

Figures 6.2.5-2 and 6.2.5-3 indicate post-LOCA hydrogen
concentration versus time both with and without a single
recombiner in operation for containment and the IRWST. These
figures show that a single 100 cfm recombiner, initiated 84 hours
following a LOCA is capable of maintaining hydrogen concentration
below the 4 percent by volume limit.

The conservatism of the hydrogen production and accumulation
analysis is assured by the following:

A. Limiting the amount of zinc and aluminum inside containment
such that the resulting hydrogen generated is less than
predicted.

B. Using conservative values for aluminum and zinc corrosion
rates.

C. Using maximum value of fuel cladding zirconium-water
reaction.

D. Using maximum hydrogen yield rates for radiolytic decay of
fission products.

Forced mixinq of the containment atmosphere to prevent hydrogen
pockets is not required since all potential stagnant air pockets
are climinated by venting them upward through open grating and
vents as required. If any potential pockets are identified which
cannot be vented upward they will be provided with suction lines
to the recombiners.

Redundant hydrogen analyzers are provided for monitoring of the
post-LOCA containment atmosphere. Each hydrogen analyzer is
functionally independent of its associated hydrogen recombiner.

Amendment Q
6.2-68 June 30, 1993
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G The portable portions of the CHRS are the hydrogen recombiner and
control panel skids. piping connections between portable and
permanent portions of the system are equipped with flanges as
shown in Figure 6.2.5-1. Blank flanges can be used when the
recombiners are not in use to provido added isolation capability.

Electrical connections between portable and permanent portions of
the system are equipped with quick disconnects. The portable
skids are anticipated to be stored in place at each site with
appropriate access to facilitate portability.

Suction points for the CllRS are provided in the upper portion of
containment end the IRWST. Each recombiner's associated suction
piping will be routed downward on opposite cides of containment.
Suction piping is protected from dynamic ef fects such as missiles
and pipe whip by maintaining physical separation. An analysis of
postulated pipe breaks will be performed as doccribed in Section
3.6 to further assure the adequacy of the routing.

The CHRs also provides the capability of hydrogen purging to
allow cleanup of the post-accident containment atmosphere via the
annulus ventilation filter trains.

6.2.5.3.2 Hydrogen Hitigation System
/ T

V The HMS is non-safety related, but has the capability of being
powered from the alternate AC source combustion turbine or

Class IE emergency diesel generators. Thirty-four of the
igniters can also be powered from the divisional Class IE
batteries via inverters for reliability. HMS components in
containment are designed to meet seismic Category I requirements.

The requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f) are highly conservative in
both the hydrogen concentration limit and the amount of fuel clad
metal-water reaction postulated. Steam present in containment
and the open containment design provido additional design margin.

The ignitors are positioned in areas of potential high hydrogen
concentration, and each of these areas has at least two ignitors
with separate power supplies.

6.2.5.4 Test _ing and Inspections

6.2.5.4.1 Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System

Components of the CHRS can be inspected and, with the exception
of the isolation valves inside containment, are accessible for
maintenance during normal plant operation.p)(

v

Amendment U
6.2-69 December 31, 1993
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Instrumentation accuracy will be provided by instrumentation
calibration as required under the facility maintenance
procedures. Hydrogen analyzers will be calibrated against samples
of known hydrogen concentrations to verify their accuracy.

The recombiner vendor will perform a full scale demonstration
test as part of the process of obtaining NRC certification for
the recombiner and control panel skid packages. The CllRS will
incorporate recombiner and control panel skid packages which are
equivalent to the one certified by the NRC.

Each recombiner unit will be functionally tested at the vendor's
site prior to shipment. The operating conditions will be the _

maximum values f rom Table 6.2.5-1 of inlet temperature, pressure,
external pressure drop, and hydrogen concentration. The test will
include normal startup, operating steady state, and normal
shutdown. The recombiner will meet the flow rate specified in
Table 6.2.5-1 f or a minimum time interval of 15 minutes of steady
state operation.

Upon delivery of the recombiner and control panel skid packages
and afterwards periodically, the following tests will be
performed:

A. Safety valves will be tested in the context of a plantwide
program for safety and relief valve testing.

B. At each scheduled refueling, but not less than once overy
two years, the following tests will be performed:

1. All valves with remote position indicators, which
during power operation are inaccessible for direct
observation shall be visually observed to confirm that
remote valve indication accurately reflects valve
operation.

2. The CilRS will be pressurized to test system integrity.

3. The CilRS will be brought into a recycle, preoperational
heatup mode by the procedures given in Section
6.2.5.2.1.1 to check recombiner operation.

4. When the CilRS reaches operating conditions, hydrogen at
a known rate and concentration will be added at the
hydrogen test connection to verify recombiner
operability with the hydrogen analyzer.

C. At least once every three months all valves will be
exercised. The necessary valve stem or disk movement shall
be established by exercising the valve while observing an
appropriate indicator which signals the required change in
position. The startup air and containment isolation check
valves will be tested by connecting a pressurized air source

Amendment K
6.2-70 October 30, 1992
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with a flow indicator to the startup air line. The valves
between the pressure source and the return line to
containment will then be opened. A positive flow indicates
that the check valves are opening properly.

6.2.5.4.2 Hydrogen Mitigation System

preoperational testing, to be performed before startup, will
verify that the temperature of each igniter is at least 1700*F. |

The igniter system will be subjected to surveillance testing
prior to Mode 3 after each refueling outage. Each hydrogen

- igniter will be energized, and its temperature will be measured
{ to verify a minimum temperature of 1700*F.

6.2.5.5 Instrumenta_ tion Requitemen_ts

6.2.5.5.1 Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System

The recombiner c: tid package is capable of operating under varying
containment atmosphere conditions. The unit gas flow is
monitored and gas temperature is monitored at various points on
the unit control panel.

s The recombiner fan and heater are protected against high

[b\ temperature by flow and temperature control instrumentation,

Instrumentation and control are provided for isolation of the
CHRS through closure of the influent piping motor operated valves
inside and outside of containment upon receipt of a Containment
Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS).

Hydrogen concentration is monitored in the Control Room from the
hydrogen analyzers. An alarm is actuated in the Control Room if
hydrogen concentration exceeds 3.5%.

6.2.5.5.2 Hydrogen Mitigation System

Indication and control for the HMS igniters are located in the
Control Room. |

6.2.5.6 Malerials
Materials used in the CHRS and HMS are compatible with the
containment atmosphere and the nuclear environment by the
following means:

A. Components will be fabricated from austenitic stainless
steel, type 316, 304, or equivalent.

B. None of the materials except elastomers and lubricants used
/~T are subject to decomposition by the radiation or thermal,

( l environment. The specifications require that the materials
'L ' be unaffected when exposed to the equipment design

temperature and the total integrated radiation dose.

| Amendment W
L 6.2-71 June 17, 1994
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C. Materials such as elastomers and lubricants that may reach
their damage threshold by exposure to the specified
environment will be replaced during routine maintenance.

D. Materials of the CIIRS are compatible with the containment
atmosphere composition and chemistry during normal
operations and during design basis accident conditions.

E. The HMS igniters are compatible with the containment
atmosphere composition and chemistry during normal
operations and during severe accident conditions.

9

O
Amendment K
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Milj.E 6.2.1 1

ECTRUM OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

Loss of Coolant Accident SIS Condition Ilreak Area, ft 2 *

Double-Ended Suction Maximum SIS Flow 9.8175
'

Leg Slot [DESLS]

fMinimum S15 Flow 9.8175

Double-Ended Discharge Maximum SIS Flow 9.8175-
'

Leg Slot PEDLS] |Minimum SIS Flow 9.8175

Double Ended flot Leg Slot [DEllLS) N/A 19.2423

.

Main Steam Line Ilreak Condition Ilreak Area, ft:

MSLII @ 102% Power Loss of One CSS Train 8.72
,

MSIV Failure 8.72

MSLil @ $0% Power iss of One CSS Train .8.72

MSIV Failure 8.72

MSLB @ 20% Power Loss of One CSS Train 8.72

MSIV Failure 8.72
L

MSLfl @ 0% Power Loss of One CSS Train 4.5'

MSIV Failure 4.5'

Subcompartment Pipe Rupture No Subcompartment
Pipe Ruptures Considered

Minimum Containment Pressure . Inadvertent Operation of
Containment Spray System ,

_

' Break Area = 4.0 fi for 3914 MWt nominal core power.t

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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DJQ.LE 6 311-6 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5 of 14)

DQVRLE-EFAED DLSSHAEGLLEO slot .RBEAK - MAXIMUM SIS Flow-

2(9.8175 ft Total Area)

PART At Mass /Enorgy Release Data !

Break Mass Break Energy
Time Flow Rate Flow Rate

LaAcJ _ L1bm Ls.sc L _ ._(At_u] s e e ) ;

70.61 4.51449E402 5.82627E+05.
71.11 4.51078E+02 5.82100E+05
71.71 4.50631E+02 5.81467E+05
72.31 4.50184E+02 5.80835E+05

'
72.83 4.49813E+02 5.80307E+05
73.41 4.49367E+02 5.79675E+05
74.01 4.48920E+02 5.79043E+05
74.51 4.48549E+02 5.78515E+05
75.11 4.48096E+02 5.77883E+05
75.60 4.47725E+02 5.77355E+05
75.61 7.71940E+02 9.95440E+05
79.61 7.45540E+02 9.61080E+05--

83.51 7.21020E+02 9.29210E+05
87.41 6.98280E+02 8.99660E+05
91.31 6.76770E+02 8.71740E+05
95.21 6.56150E+02 8.44970E+05

^

99.11 6.37300E+02 8.20520E+05
103.01 6.20120E+02 7.98210E+05
106.91 -6.04490E+02 7.77900E+05
110.81 5.90270E+02 7.59420E+05'
114.71 5.77360E+02 7.42620E+05
118.61 5.65650E+02 7.27370E+05
122.51 5.55040E+02 7.13540E+05

=326.41 5.45460E+02 7.01020E+05
130.31 5.36800E+02 6.89700E+05
134.21 5.29000E+02 6.79490E+05
138.11 5.21990E+02' '6 70280E+05
142.01 5.15690E+02- 6.61990E+05
145.91 5.10040E+02 6.54530E+05
149.81 5.04980E+02 6.47830E+05
153.71 5.00460E+02 6.41820E+05
157.61- 4.96420E+02 6.36430E+05
161.51. 4.92840E+02. 6.31620E+05
165.41 4.89650E+02 6.27310E+05
169.~31 4.86810E+02 6.23450E+05 .

L .

|

I
Amendment 1W
June 17, 1994,
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TADLE 6,2.1-( (Cont'd)

(Sheet 6 of 14)

DOUDLJ-ENDED DISCHARGE LEG SLOT DREbK - MALIMUM SIS PLOli
2(9.8175 ft Total Area)

PART A: Mass / Energy Release Data

Dreak Mass Dreak Energy
Time Flow Rate Flow Rate |

(sec) _11bm/sec) (Dtu/sec)

173.21 4.84310E+02 6.20010E+05
177.21 4.82030E+02 6.16860E+05
181.11 4.80070E+02 6.14110E+05
185.01 4.78340E+02 6.11650E+05
188.91 4.76800E+02 6.09450E+05
192.81 4.75450E+02 6.07470E+05
196.71 4.74250E+02 6.05690E+05
200.61 4.73200E:02 6.04090E+05
204.51 4.72270E+02 6.02650E+05
208.41 4.71460E+02 6.01350E+05
212.31 4.70740E+02 6.00180E+05
216.21 4.70110E+02 5.99110E+05
220.11 4.69560E+02 5.98150E+05
224.01 4.69070E+02 5.97260E+05
227.91 4.68650E+02 5.96460E+05
231.81 4.68280E+02 5.95710E+05
235.71 4.67960E+02 5.95030E+05
239.61 4.67680E+02 5.94400E+05
243.51 4.67430E402 5.93810E+05
247.41 4.67230E+02 5.93270E+05

l 251.31 4.67060E+02 5.92770E+05
255.21 4.66920E+02 5.92290E+05
259.11 4.66790E+02 5.91840E+05
263.01 4.66690E+02 5.91420E+05
263.41 4.66550E+02 5.91260E+05
266.91 4.66460E+02 5.90880E+05
270.81 4.66410E+02 5.90520E+05
270.91 4.73590E+02 5.89995E+05
271.01 4.56650E+02 5.90552E+05
271.11 4.83350E+02 5.90599E+05
271.21 4.62295E+02 6.09401E+05
271.41 4.77705E+02 5.82139E+05

| 271.71 4.66418E402 6.11194E+05
272.01 4.73582E+02 5.89820E+05
272.41 4.72774E+02 6.10180E+05

O
Amendment G
April 30, 1990
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TABLE 6.2.1-23 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5 of 12)

LONG-TERM __ MASS AND ENERGY RELEASJ

PART At Blowdown, Reflood, Post Reflood Release Data

Break Mass Break Energy
", Time Flow Rate Flow Rate

(sec) ,_Oba/sec) _Elt3:Isoc)

70.61 4.51449E+02 5.82627E+05
71.11 4.51078E+02 5.82100E+05
71.71 4.50631E+02 5.81467E+05
72.31 4.50184E+02 5.80835E+05
72.81 4.49813E+02 5.80307E+05
73.41 4.49367E+02 5.79675E+05
74.01 4.48920E+02 5.79043E+05
74.51 4.48549E+02 5.78515E+05 *

75.11 4.48096E+02 5.77883E+05
75.60 4.47725E+02 -5.77355E+05-
75.61 7.71940E+02 9.95440E+05.
79.61 7.45540E+02 9.61080E+05

'
83.51 7.21020E+02 9.29210E+05
87.41 6.98280E+02 8.99660E+05
91.31 6.76770E+02 8.71740E+05
95.21 6.56150E+02 8.44970E+05
99.11 6.37300E+02 8.20520E+05 ,

103.01- 6.20120E+02 7.98210E405
106.91 6.04490E+02- -7.77900E+05'

110.81 5.90270E+02 7.59420E+05
~114.71 5.77360E+02- 7.42620E+05 >

118.61 5.65650E+02- 7.27370E+05-
122.51 5.55040E+02 :7.13540E+05 -

126.41 5.45460E+02 7.01020E+05-
130.31 5.36800E+02 6.89700E+05- ;

134.21 .5.29000E+02 6.79490E+05 t

138.11 5.21990E+02 6.70280E+05
142.01 5.15690E+02 6.61990E+05
145.91 5.10040E+02 6.54530E+05
149.81 5.04980E+02- 6.47830E+05
153.71 5.00460E+02 6.41820E+05-
157.61 4.96420E+02 6.36430E+05 -

_

161.51 4.92840E+02- 6.31620E+05
165.41 4.89650E+02 6.27310E+05-

"

169.31 4.86810E+021 6_. 2 3 4 5 0E+ 05 -
.

_

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 6.2.1-23 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 6 of 12)

LONG-TERM MASB AND ENERGY RELEASE

PART At Blowdown, Reflood, Post Reflood Releaco Data

Dreak Mass Dreak Energy
Time Flow Rate Flow Rate

Ls_o c) (Ibm /sec) (Dtu/sec)

173.21 4.84310E+02 6.20010E+05
177.21 4.82030E+02 6.16860E+05
181.11 4.80070E+02 6.14110E+05
185.01 4.78340E+02 6.11650E+05
188.91 4.76800E+02 6.09450E+05
192.81 4.75450E+02 6.07470E+05
196.71 4.74250E+02 6.05690E+05
200,61 4.73200E+02 6.04090E+05
204.51 4.72270E+02 6.02650E+05
208.41 4.71460E+02 6.01350E+05
212.31 4.70740E+02 6.00180E+05
216.21 4.70110E+02 5.99110E+05
220.11 4.69560E+02 5.98150E+05
224.01 4.69070E+02 5.97260E+05
227.91 4.68650E+02 5.96460E+05
231.81 4.68280E+02 5.95710E+05
235.71 4.67960E+02 5.95030E+05
239.61 4.67680E+02 5.94400E+05
243.51 4.67430E+02 5.93810E+05
247.41 4.67230E+02 5.93270E+05
251.31 4.67060E+02 5.92770E+05
255.21 4.66920E+02 5.92290E+05
259.11 4.66790E+02 5.91840E+05
263.01 4.66690E+02 5.91420E+05
263.41 4.66550E+02 5.91260E+05
266.91 4.66460E+02 5.90880E+05
270.81 4.66410E+02 5.90520E+05
270.91 4.73590E+02 5.89995E+05
271.01 4.56650E+02 5.90552E+05
271.11 4.83350E+02 5.90599E+05
271.21 4.62295E+02 6.09401E+05
271.41 4.77705E+02 5.82139E+05
271.71 4.66418E+02 6.11194E+05
272.01 4.73582E+u2 5.89820E+05
272.41 4.72774E+02 6.10180E+05

|
,

! Amendment G
April 30, 1990
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Q\s_/ feed pump operational requirements are equal to, or more
demanding than those of the SI pumps. An evaluation of plant
data indicates that numerous boiler feed pumps have operated,
meeting boiler feed demands, for periods of five years or more
without requiring a complete overhaul. The reliability of the
System 80+ SI pumps for extended operation is expected to be ao
good or better than boiler feed pump reliability. <

6.3.2.5.3 Power Sources

Independent electrical divisions supply power to the SlS
equipment. Each division may receive power from:

A. Onsite power -

B. Offsite power
C. Emergency power

The safeguards initiation sensors, electrical controls, and
electrical indication equipment normally receive power from four
120-volt AC buses. Four 125-volt station batteries with
inverters are provided as a backup upon loss of all outer sources
of power.

System reliability is achieved with the following:
,_

A. Two electrical divisions, with each division supplying power
to two buses. Each bus powers the pump, valves, and
associated support systems of an individual SI train.

B. Two sources of power, normal and standby to both divisions,
with automatic backup from the emergency generators.

C. Two emergency generators, each capable of supplying power
for the minimum safeguards loads.

D. The system in designed such that a single electrical failure
can neither spuriously initiate unnecessary injection flow,
nor prevent initiation of required injection flow.

E. Alternate AC Source of Power.

Each remotely actuated valve in the SI hot leg injection lines
(SI-321, 604 in line 1 and SI-331, 609 in line 2) is powered from
a separate bus in each electrical division. This prevents an
inadvertent opening of a hot leg injection path in the event of
a fault in a single bus.

6.3.2.5.4 Capacity to Maintain Cooling Following a Single
Failure

es
# \ The SIS is designed to meet its functional requirements even with
(ms/ the failure of a single active component during the short-term

mode of operation or with the single active or limited leakage

Amendment V
6.3-19 April 29, 1994
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passive failure of a component during the long-term cooling mode
of operation. By providing proper redundancy of equipment, even
with the single failure noted above, the minimum required SIS
equipment is available.

The SIS is designed utilizing a philosophy of total physical
separation of redundant trains such that the system can carry out
its safety function assuming a single active failure both during
normal and short-term post-accident modes and a single active or
limited leakage passive failure during long-term, post-accident
modes (i.e., time periods >24 hr) after event initiation. Total
separation of mechanical trains assures that a single failure in
one train cannot preclude the other trains from accomplishing
their safety functions. A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) for the SIS is presented in Table 6.3.2-2.

Minimum operability requirements for components of the SIS are as
| delineated in Section 16.3/3.5. Consistent with these

operability requirements and system failure moden, the minimum
SIS equipment that will operate during postulated accidents is as
discussed in Section 6.3.3. This complement of equipment is
required to mitigate the consequences of a LOCA initiated when
the reactor is anywhere from hot shutdown to full power
operation, and this complement will result in conservative
results for other incidents where the SIS is required.

The following design features are provided in the system in order
to meet the single failure criterion.

A. Redundant safety injection subsystems with each subsystem
consisting of two safety injection pumps.

B. Separate suction piping and valves from the IRWST to each SI
pump.

C. Separate discharge piping and valves from each SI pump to
its respective DVI nozzle into the reactor vessel downcomer.

D. Redundant SI pump injection paths from one SI pump in each
subsystem to the RCS hot legs.

E. Separation of the redundant subsystems of the SIS. No '

limited leakage passive failure, as defined in Section
3.1.31, or the effects thereof (such as floodinq, spray
impingement, steam, temperature, pressure, radiation,
loss of NPSH), will preclude the SIS from accomplishing its
safety functions.

6.3.2.6 Protecti_on_Pr_ovisions-

The SIS is provided with protection from damage that could result
from a LOCA by: (a) designing components to withstand the Design
Bases Event environment including coolant chemistry, radiation,

i Amendment W
6.3-20 June 17, 1994
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temperature and pressure resulting from the accident, (b) a
seismic design that will withstand the stress imposed by a Safe
Shutdown Earthquake occurring simultaneously with a LOCA, and (c)
protection from missiles in accordance with Section 3.5.

6.3.2.6.1 Capability to Withstand Design Dases Environment |

Components located in the containment, such as remoto-operated
valves and instrumentation and control equipment, required for
initiation of safety injection are designed to withstand the LOCA
conditions of temperaturo, pressure, humidity, chemistry and
radiation for the extended period of time required as detailed in |

Section 3.11. The valves include those associated with fill,
drain, and pressure control of the safety Injection Tanks which
receive an SIAS or are required to operate following an accident.
The instrumentation includes the wide range level and pressure
instrumentation associated with the Safety Injection Tanks.

Insofar as practical, SIS components required to maintain a
functional status have been located outside containment to
eliminate exposure of this equipment to the post-LOCA conditions.
The equipment outside containment is designed in consideration of
the chemical and radiation offects associated with operation

\ following a LOCA. (Figures 6.3.2-1A, 6.3.2-1B and 6.3.2-1C

(Q indicate location of equipment inside or outsido of containment) .

The design life of the SI pumps is 60 years, corresponding to the
life of the plant. Design pressures and temperatures are in
excess of the maximum pressures and temperatures seen by the
respective component during the worst of normal operating and
design bases conditions. Materials of construction for the pumps
are compatible with the expected water chemistry under normal and
LOCA conditions. A radiation resistance requirement has been
placed on the pumps consistent with Section 3.11.

6.3.2.6.2 Hissile Protection

Protection from possible RCS generated missiles is afforded by
locating all components outsido the containment except for the
IRWST and SIT. The SITS are located outside the biological
shield such that protection from possible Reactor Coolant System
generated missiles is provided.

6.3.2.6.3 Boismic Design

The SIS is designed to Seismic Category I requirements. The
general design basis for Category I equipment is that it must be
able to withstand the appropriate seismic loads plus other

p applicable loads without loss of design functions which are

(v) required to protect the public.

Amendment Q
6.3-21 June 30, 1993
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For the SIS, this means that the components must be able to
withstand the stresses resulting from emergency operation
following a LOCA, simultaneous with the stresses resulting from
the Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) without loss of function.

Refer to Sections 3.2.1 and 3.7 for details on seismic
classification and design.

6.3.2.6.4 Water Hammer

The Sls design addresses system dynamic loads such as those that
may result from water hammer. Plant operating and maintenance
procedures are prepared in accordance with guidelines established
by ABB/CE to minimize the potential for water hammer. Specific
design features, such as vents and drains, are provided in SIS
piping and are used in conjunction with these procedures to
assure that these lines are maintained (restored in the case of
maintenance or repair) in a water filled condition. Maintaining
the SIS in a water filled condition will minimize the potential
for the occurrence of water hammer conditions during system
start-up.

6.3.2.7 Requi_ red Manual betions

The short-term injection mode of operation is automatically
initiated by a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS).

Long-term core cooling is manually initiated at approximately 2
hours post-LOCA at which time the hot leg injection valves in the
discharge piping of SI pumps 3 and 4 are opened, and the
corresponding DVI flow path cold side valves are closed. The DVI
nozzle flow paths of SI pumps 1 and 2 remain open. This
configuration with SI pumps 3 and 4 injecting into the hot legs,
and SI pumps 1 and 2 injecting into their respective DVI nozzles
provides circulation flow through the core. For small pipe
breaks, the SI pumps provide makeup for spillage, while the RCS
is cooled down and depressurized to shutdown cooling initiation
conditions utilizing the steam generator Atmospheric Dump Valves
and Emergency Foodwater System. For small LOCAs, the SITS must
be vented to allow RCS depressurization. This is followed by
manual shutdown cooling operation.

O
Amendment Q

6.3-22 June 30, 1993
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O
P. The pressurizer is cooled down in establishing shutdown

cooling conditions for the small break LTC procedure.
G. RCS cooldown in terminated when the hot leg temperature is

below the maximum shutdown cooling entry temperature
including instrument uncertainty.

11 . Pump flow rates and initial water source inventories used in
the large break LOCA boric acid precipitation analysis are
selected to maximize the boric acid concentration in the
core.

1. A boric acid precipitation limit of 27.6 wt 1, is used in the
_

large break LOCA boric acid precipitation analysis. This
limit is based on a conservative containment pressure of
14.7 psia.

6.3.3.4.3 Paramotors Used in the Post-LOCA Long Term
Cooling Analysis

Significant core and system parameters used in the post-LOCA long
term cooling analysis are procented in Table 6.3.3.4-1.

6.3.3.4.4 Results of the LTC Performanco Evaluation
2

The double-ended (9.8 ft) cold leg break is the limiting break
for long term boric acid accumulation in the inner vessel region,
for a cold leg break, the core flushing flow is the difference |
between the hot leg injection flow rate and the core boiloff
rate. The initiation of simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel
SI pump injection flow at three hours post-LOCA provides a
substantial and time increasing core flushing flow as shown in
Figure 6.3.3.4-2. Figure 6.3.3.4-3 shows that with no core
flushing flow, boric acid would begin to precipitate about 3.4 |hours post-LOCA. The margin provided for the prevention of boric
acid precipitation by a core flushing flow of 30 gpm is also
shown in Figere 6.3.3.4-3. The analyses also show that all hot
leg steam entrainment of injection water is terminated in less
than three hours post-LOCA. Therefore, when the operator
initiates hot log and direct vessel injection by three hours,
there is no potential for hot leg entrainment and boric acid has
not begun to precipitate.

The left branch of the LTC plan applies to those break sizes for
which the RCS refills. The LTC analysis predicts the RCS to
refill at various times depending on break size as shown in
Figure 6.3.3.4-4. As shown, for a break size as large as 0.030

I

Y

Amendment W
6.3-35 June 17, 1994
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2ft the RCS refills within 8 hours. In addition, the LTC analysis
determined that more than 50 hours is required to exhaust all of
the emergency feedwater during cooldown of the RCS. Therefore,
to allow a substantial time margin to avoid exhausting the
emergency feedwater, a time span of 8 to 9 hours was selected for
the operator to decide if the small break LTC procedure is
approprigte. These results demonstrate that breaks as large as
0.030 ft will be able to use the SCS for the long term cooling
and flushing of the core. The LTC analysis determined that the
LTC large br ak procedure can flush the core for break sizes down

2
to 0.004 ft This overlap in break sizes for which either the.

large or small break procedure can be used is illustrated in
[_Figure 6.3.3.4-5.

The operator chooses the appropriate procedure on the basis of
indicated RCS pressure between 8 and 9 hours. Figure 6.3.3.4-5
lists the RCS pressure at a hours for a wide range of break
sizes, and Figure 6.3.3.4-6 presents this information
graphically. The decision pressure is selected as 450 psia, such
that, for a pressurizer pressure instrumentation uncertainty of
up to 1 300 psi, the operator is assured of selecting the proper
procedure for any break size.

The natural circulation cooldown analysis that was performed as
part of the LTC analysis determined that the SCS entry
temperature of 360*F is reached at approximately 6 hours after
the start of the LOCA. The analysis simulated a conservatively
slow cooldown rate and, consequently, a maximum value for the

time that the SCS entry tem is reached. Forearliest
the analysis assumed a 0.0 f t'peraturebreak size, one operatingexample,

atmospheric dump valve per steam generator and steam generator
cooldown beginning at 2 hours after the start of the LOCA. The
analysis took credit for only safety grade systems, namely, the
safety injection system, the emergency feedwater system and the
atmospheric dump valves. Reaching the SCS entry temperature at
6 hours leaves ample time for the operator to depressurize the
RCS to the SCS entry pressure and initiate ahutdown cooling.

O
Amendment S

6.3-36 September 30, 1993
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6.4 !!ADITADikI_T_y_DYSTEMS

liabitability systems are the IIVAC systems for the Control Room | |which are safety-related systems that must fulfill the following i

requirements during all normal and postulated accident conditions )
to ensure that continuous occupancy can be maintained.
The Control Room and the associated habitability nystems are
designed to ensure that the requirements specified in the
Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4, Regulatory Guide 1.70, and 1

Regulatory Guide 1.95 are met.

A. Maintain ct.ciitions comfortable to personnel and ensure the
continuous functioning of the contr41 room equipment.

B. Protect personnel from exposure to potential airborno
radioactivity present in the outside atmosphere surrounding
the control building.

C. Protect personnel from exposure to potentially toxic
chemicals that are postulated to be releaned in areas
surrounding the control building.

D. Protect personnel from the effects of high-energy line
\ ruptures in surrounding plant areas.!

O
E. Protect personnel from products of combustion that are

postulated from fires on the site.

6.4.1 DESIGN DABES

6.4.1.1 Safety Desi n_DasesJ

A. The Control Complex Ventilation System is capable of |
maintaining out-icakage of control room air when using
outside air. The system is also capable of isolation from
the outside air intake. Internal temperatures are
maintained at a habitable level by internal recirculation
cooling only.

B. The radiation exposure of control room personnel for
accident conditions described in Chapter 15 does not exceed
the limits set by General Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A.

C. The shiciding design is based on the mest limiting design
basis accident which is the Losr. of Coolt.nt Accident. |

D. The emergency air purification and cooling systems for the

(Q)
Control Room are designed to Seism * Category I requirements,

as in the control complex structura,
w

Amendment Q
6.4-1 June 30, 1993 ,
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E. Fire protection ior the control room is provided by alarm

systems and portable fire extinguishers. The Fire
Protection System is discussed in Section 9.5.1.

F. The intent of " housekeeping requirements" set out by
Regulatory Guido 1.39 are met.

G. The quantities and uses of onsite and offsite hazardous
chemicals will be controlled by administrative procedures.

11 . The control room boundary pressurization system will be
periodically tested (overy 18 months) to verify that the
make up air required to maintain a minimum of 1/8" w.g.

pressure inside the cont.rol room boundary with respect to
the adjacent areas does not exceed 10% of the design value.

The COL applicant will verify that the control room habitability
system is consistent with the licensing basis documentation.

6.4.1.2 Interfago lequiremen_t.s

The COL applicant shall verify that the following interface
requirements are met to ensure adequacy with the System 80+
Standard Design:

Ac The toxic chemical release analysis will be performed on a
site specific bases since location of toxic chemicals in
site dependent.

II . The COL applicant shall develop a procedure for management
of the maximum amount of seal leakage that could occur, for
the specific pumps procured, during a design basis accident
(It is expected that the maximum leakage would be that from
one safety injection pump and one containment spray pump
during the long-term cooling portions of a loss of coolant
accident).

6.4.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

6.4,2.1 General

The Control Complex Ventilation System descripti^n is provided in
Section 9.4.1. Component descriptions are also provided in
Section 9.4.1.

Climatic conditions in the control room are maintained by cooling
and heating units that automatically control the temperhture and
limit the humidity within the comfort zone for operating
perncnnel. In doing so, the climatic conditions required for the
equipment located in the control room are also satisfied.

Amendment W
6.4-2 June 17, 1994
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The control room emergency zone consists of he following areas:

* Control Room
Reactor Operator Office*

Control Room Supervisor Office*

Emergency Supplies Room*

Integrated Plant Status Overview Room*

* Document Room

The emergency zone volume is 67,300 cubic feet, as shown in Table
15A-10. The maximum unfiltered rate into the control room
emergency zone under accident conditions is 10 cfm, as identified

i

in Tables 9.4-3 and 15A-10. |

6.4.2.2 dystem Operation

The Control Complex Ventilation System will be furnished uit!.
dual air inlet structures, structures 'A' and 'B' which meet the
intent of paragraph C of Regulatory Guide 1.78. Each air inlet
structure will be furnished with redundant Seismic Category I,
Class 1E radiation monitoring deo 'e s . Upon detection of
radiation levels greater than the a A .;able limits of 10 CFR 20
at the intake or upon receipt of a Safety Injection Actuation
Signal (SIAS), component control logic will automatically divert
the control room intake and the recirculation flow via the
designated control room filtration unit. Upon failure of the
designated filtration unit to start, the redundant filtration
unit will start automatically. Additionally, automatic selection
and control logic is provided which compares radiation levels at
both intakes and automatically isolatr "he more contaminated
intake. Section 9.4.1.5 presents a deste ,, tion of this automatic
selection and control logic. This logic is active throughout the
duration of the event, ensuring that the dose for control room
operator, evaluated for an accident duration of 30 days, .s both

*

within the guidelines of GDC 19 and AS LOW AS REASONABLY
ACHIEVABLE (ALARA).

In order te safe-guard the control room from hazardous chemical
release in the air, Seismic Category 1, Class 1E chemical
instrumentation will also be provided. If structure 'A' detects
a certain level of chemical pollution in the air, the instrunents
signal the dampers at structures 'A' to automatically close. As
the chemica: pollution in the air diminishes to a safc level, the
instruments then provide a signal in the contrc room which
permits the operator to re-open the dampers. The same procedure
would hold true for structure 'B'. If the air at both intake
structures becomes chemically polluted, the instruments at the
intake structures would signal dampers at both locations to
close.

.

Amendment T
6.4-3 November 15, 1993
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The following passive saf ety f eatures are available in System 80+
design to cope with the closure of both intakes due to high,

| concentration of toxic gas at both intakes..- 1

In case of closure of both intakes due to high level of
| concentration of toxic gas at both intakes, the operator T

will shut down the control room air conditioning and
filtration systems. This will eliminate leakage caused by
the pressure dif ferentials created by the f ans. The control

g room temperature will be allowed to rise to pressurize the
control room. The operators will dor themselves with face
masks connected to a storage reservoir before the control

~

room temperature rise exceeds 10*F. The air released from
the face masks will travel away from the occupants as it
mixes with the control room environment and create slight
pressurization to minimize inleakage to the habitability
zone. The face masks are at locations accessible to the~~j
operators. The storage reservoir provides six hour supply~

of breathing air. After the operators start using the
breathing air, the air conditioning units will be started to'"

keep the control room temperature from rising. Detailed

| operating procedure to cope with the toxic gas accident will
be prepared by the COL applicant. The exact location and
1 tailed design of the storage reservoir will be provided by4

the COL applicant.

The COL applicant will develop an operating procedure to cope
with closure of both intakes due to high concentration of smoke
at both intakes.

6.4.3 SAFETY EVALUATION

Analytical evaluations have been performed of the systems
required to be operational to ensure control room habitability
following a postulated design basis accident. The Control Roo'a
data used for these evaluations is provided in Table 15A-10. The
parameters associated with the accident releases are provided in
the corresponding sections of Chapter 15. Control room shielding
design, based on the most limiting design basis loss of coolant
accident fission product release, is discussed in Chapter 12. As
shown in the Table 6.4-1 radiation exposures to control room
personnel resulting f rom design basis accidents do not exceed the
dose limits specified in General Design Criterion 19 and
clarified in SRP 6.4; i.e., 30 Rem thyroid, 5 Rem whole body
gamma and 30 Rem beta skin (or 75 Rom beta skin if the applicant
commits to the use of protective clothing).

The Control Complex Vantilation System is evaluated in detail in
Section 9.4.1. Control Complex Ventilation System design
prohibits unfiltered intake of air at radioactivity levels above
those allowed in 10 CFR 20.

Amendment T
_
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The control room air cooling function is provided by two sources
of chilled water from the two air handlers. The two cooling
coils and associated piping for each air handler are seismic
Category I.

The capability of the systems described above to perform their
functions reliably during emergency conditions and conditions of
operating interruption is assured by the conservativo design
features of the systems. The filtration and cooling systems cr.n
perform their required function even when degraded by a single
active component failure within the system of their supporting
auxiliary systems. A single failure analysis is presented in -

Section 9.4.1. The charcoal tray and screen will be all welded
construction to preclude the potential loss of charcoal from
adsorber cells per IE Bulletin 80-03.

Protection against loss of system function due to a design basis
seismic event is provided by the Seismic Category I

classification of the systems and the surrounding structure.

Automatic isolation of the control room air intake occurs on a
high chemical signal. The system may also be isolated manually
from the e:ontrol room. Automatic switchover to filtered intakem

[V} and recirculation occurs on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal
or a high radiation signal from the control room intake radiation
monitors. Component control logic is provided so that the more
contaminated intake is automatically isolated. This intake
selection capability is provided for the duration of the
accident.

There are no noxious gases, steam, or radioactive materials piped
or stored near the control room. Radioactive material is
prevented from entering the control room by pressurization as
discussed in Section 9.4.1, Control Room Ventilation System,

6.4.4 INSPECTION AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS

A program of testing requirements necessary to assure system
capability is developed prior to unit operation. Emphasis is
placed on tests and inspections essential to a determination that
performance criteria and operations capability are achieved and
maintained. Test and inspection requirements are given in
Section 9.4.1.

The Control Complex Ventilation System functions under normal
operating conditions and therefore demonstrates its operability
on a continuing basis.

The control room isolation capability and ability to process
(O) outside air through the high efficiency filter train is
V periodically verified.

Amendment T |
'

6.4-5 November 15, 1993
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6.4.5 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTB

Instrumentation requirements for the Control Complex Ventilation
System are discussed in Section 9.4.1.

Actuation to the recirculation mode may be accomplished manually
from the control room. Actuatjen of filtered air intake and
recirculation is automatic on receipt of a Safety Injection
Actuation Signal or a high radiation signal from the radiation
monitors in either of the Control Room intakes.

In the recirculation mode, all outside air dampers are actuated
closed with other system dampers remotely positioned to allow
internal air to be recirculated through the air handler.

The following instrumentation is displayed in the control room:

A. Fan status.
B. System air flow.
C. Room temperature.
D. Position indication of required dampers.
E. Radiation level at each inlet.
F. Chemical concentration at each inlet,

j G. Minimum instrumentation as identified in Table 9.4-3A.

O
Amendment T

6.4-6 November 15, 1993
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TABLE 6.4-1

(Sheet 1 of 2)

CONTROL ROOM DOSES FROM DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT

Accident- Integrated Dose (Rem)
Scenario

Control Room

Whole
Body Beta

Thyroid Gamma Skin
-

SRP 6.4 Limits 30 5 30

1. Locked Rotor
* GIS 0.30 0.002 0.11
* Failed fuel 0.75 0.021 0.60

2. Control Element
Assembly E ' '' iond

(failed fu
* Via SG-Rt as 5.37 0.21 3.83

O Via conta.. .ent 24.0 0.025 0.37*

U
3. Letdown'Line Break

Outside Cont.
-*-GIS <2.27 <0.015 -<1.03 |

4. SGTR w/o LOOP-
* PIS 10.51 0.043 3.81
'* GIS 1.95 0.043- 3.79

b JR with LOOP
* PIS 9.52 0.043 3.47
* GIS 1.80 0'043 3.45.

SGTR with Loop &
Single Failure
* PIS 26.75 0.32 25.3
* GIS 30 0.32 25.3

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 6.4-1

(Dheet 2 of 2)

CONTROL _ ROOM _ DOSES FROM DESIGN BASIS ___ ACCIDENT

Accident Integrated Dose (Rem)
Scenario

Control Room

Whole
Body Beta

Thyroid Gamma skin

SRP 6.4 Limits 30 5 30

5. Fuel Handling
Accident

In Containment 1.68 0.051 0.71*

In Fuel Bldg. 1.68 0.051 0.71*

6. Steam Line Break
* SLBFPD-Failed <22.61 <0.0436 <0.80

Fuel
* SLBZPLOPD

* PIS <13.52 <0.007 <0.22
* GIS <30 <0.022 <0.44

| 7. Loss of Coolant 30 3.88(1) 27.05

8. Feed Water Line
Break
* MDNBR-Failed <7.81 <0.015 <0.28

Fuel
* Over Pressure

Case (2)
- PIS <3.98 <0.0021 <0.064
- GIS <8.90 <0.0064 <0.13

1

(1) The gamma contribution due to shine through the control room
walls and penetrations, from external sources such as
containment shine, cloud shine, skyshine, control room

j filters etc. is estimated to be 2.0 Rem and is included.

(2) The control room doses resulting from the over pressure feed
line break accident are bounded by the Steam Line Break
(SLBZPLOPD) accident.

Amendment W
I June 17, 1994
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6.5 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

6.5.1 DESIGN DASES

6.5.1.1 Summary Descr_iption

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is a safety grade system
designed to reduce containment pressure and temperature from a
main steam line break or loss-of-coolant-accident and to remove
fission products from the containment atmosphere following a loss
of coolant accident. Fission product removal is required so that
in the event of containment leakage, activity at the site
boundary due to radioactive iodine will be reduced. No spray

-

additives are required.

The CSS uses the In-Cor.tainment Refueling Water Storage Tank
(IRWST) and has two independent trains (two containment spray
pumps, two containment spray heat exchangers, two independent
spray headers, and associated piping valves and instrumentation) .
The system is shown in Figures 6.3.2-1A, 6.3.2-1B and 6.3.2-1C.
Post-accident pH control of the sprayed fluid is provided using
trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate that is stored in the Holdup
Volume Tank (HVT).

/ i
y1 The CSS provides sprays of borated water to the containment

atmocphere from the upper regions of the containment. The spray
flow is provided by the containment spray pumps which tcke
suction from the IRWST. The containment spray pumps starts upon
the receipt of a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) or a
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS). The pumps discharge
through the containment spray heat exchangers and the spray
header isolation valves to their respective spray nozzle headers,
then into the containment atmosphere. Spray flow to the
containment spray headers is not provided until a CSAS
automatically opens the containment spray header isolation
valves. The spray headers are located in the upper part of the
containment building to allow the falling spray droplets time to
approach thermal equilibrium with the steam-air atmosphere.
Condensation of the steam by the falling spray results in a
reduction in containment pressure and temperature.

The CS pumps are designed to be functionally interchangeable with
the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps. The CS pumps and CS |
heat exchangers can be used as a backup to the SCS pumps and heat
exchangers to provide residual heat removal or to provide cooling |
of the IRWST.

kA)v

Amendment W
6.5-1 June 17, 1994
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6.5.1.2 Eunctional Design _Bajie_s

The following functional design bases apply to the CSS:

A. The CSS is designed to remove heat from the containment
atmosphere following either a loss of coolant accident,
control element assembly ejection, or a main steam or
feedwater line break inside containment to aid in the
reduction of containment pressure and temperature.

B. The heat removal capacity of the system in conjunction with
other acceptably defined active or passive heat sinks will
be sufficient to prevent exceeding containment design --

pressure and temperature and to reduce containment pressure
to at leau* one-half the calculated peak pressure in
twenty-four houce for the above mentioned events.

C. The CSS is designed to perform its heat removal function
without undue penalty on SIS performance.

D. The CSS in designed to aid in the removal of fission
products from the contrinment atmosphere.

E. The CSS, by reducing the containment pressure, diminishes
the pressure dif ferential between the containment atmosphere
and the external environment atmosphere thus reducing the
leakage of fission products to the external environment.

F. The spray nozzles are selected on the basis of drop size to
provide adequate absorption of heat and fission products
Irom the containment atmosphere.

G. The spray solution is distributed within the containment to
provide uniformity of the spray solution mass flux, and to
provide adequate spray drop fall distance.

H. Performance requirements are set to comply with 10 CFR 100,
Reactor Site Criteria and site-based parameters such as
exclusion area and meteorology.

I. The effects of the spray solution are evaluated for all
materials of ;oastruction of safety-related components and
structures including paints and coatings at time of
procurement. No loss of safety function will result from
these effects.

J. The CSS is designed such that the containment spray pumps
and the shutdown cooling pumps are functionally
interchangeable. The shutdown cooling pumps can be aligned
from the control room to provide containment spray. When
used in a containment spray configuration, the shutdown
cooling pumps are capable of being automatically started by
a SIAS or CSAS; see section 5.4.7.1.2.

Amendment U
6.5-2 December 31, 1993
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K. The CSS is designed to provide a backup to the SCS for
residual heat removal and for cooling of the IRWST during
post-accident feed and bleed operations utilizing the Safety
Injection System and Safety Depressurization System; see
Sections 6.3 and 6.7.

L. The CSS is designed with provisions to allow control of
component and system testing to ensure that plant safety is
not jeopardized and that undesirable transiente do not
occur.

6.5.1.3 Capability to Meet Functional Requirements

In addition to the requirements defined above, the following
additional functional requirements are used for the design of the
CSS.

A. Power

1. The CSS pumps, valves, and instrumentation are capable
of being powered from the plant turbine generator
(onsite power source), plant startup power source
(offsite power), and the emergency generators
(emergency power).

") 2. Power connections are through two independentt

electrical divisions so that in the event of a LOCA in
coniunction with a single failure in the electrical
supply, the flow from at least one containment spray
train is available for containment heat and fission
product removal.

3. Each electrical division provides power to two buses.
An independent bus f rom each division supplies power to
one containment spray pump and the associated valves
and instrumentation.

4. Each emergency generator and the automatic sequencers
necessary for generator loading are designed such that
flow to the containment atmosphere is attained within
a maximum of 68 seconds after a CSAS.

5. Instrument power supplies are described in Chapter 8.

B. Protection from Natural Phenomena

Design provisions are incorporated such that CSS components
are capable of functioning in the event of the maximum
probable flood or other natural phenomenon defined in GDC 2
of Appendix A of 10 CFR 50.

C. 1. The maximum expected leakage from a moderate energy
[,/} pipe rupture postulated during normal plant conditions
y in the CSS is defined by the methods of Section 3.6.1.

i

Amendment W
6.5-3 June 17, 1994
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2. Isolation valves used to contain leakage are protected

from the adverse effects of a high or moderate energy
pipe rupture which might preclude their operation when
required.

3. The CSS is designed such that no limited leakage
passive failure or the effects thereof (such as
flooding, spray impingement, steam, temperature,
pressure, radiation, or loss of NPSH in the CSS during
long term post accident operations precludes the
availability of minimum acceptable containment spray
capability (minimum acceptable capability is defined as
that which is provided by the operation of one
subsystem).

4. The CSS is protected from the effects of pipe rupture.

5. The CSS is protected from the effects of pipe whip.

D. Missiles

The CSS is protected from missiles.

E. Separation

1. Adequate physical separation is maintained between the
redundant piping paths and containment penetrations of
the CSS such that the CSS will meet its functional
requirements even with the failure of a single active
component during short-term post-accident operation or
with a single active failure or a limited leakage
passive failure during long term post-accident
operations.

2. The cabling which is associated with redundant channels
of vital Class 1E circuits for the CSS is physically
separated to preserve redundancy and prevent a single
event from causing multiple channel malfunctions or
interactions between channels. Associated circuit
cabling from redundant channels is either separated,
provided with isolation devices, or analyzed and/or
tested to demonstrate that no credible single failure
could adversely affect redundant channels of Class 1E
circuits.

3. In the routing of CSS Class 1E circuits and location of
equipment served by these Class 1E circuits,
consideration is given to their exposure to potential
hazards such as postulated ruptures of piping,

O
Amendment I

6.5-4 December 21, 1990
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flammable material, flooding, and non-flame retardant
wiring. Adequate separation or protective measures
shall be provided.

4. Failures of nonsafety grade systems will not compromise
the redundancy of the CSS.

F. Independence

1. The environmental control system provided for each
independen* CSS train is powered by the same emergency
power associated with that train.

s -

2. Power connections for CSS components are from two
independent electrical buses. See A.3. above.

3. Four independent vital instrument power sources are
provided for the CSS instrumentation. See A.S. above.

G. Monitoring

1. Provisions are made for the detection, containment, and
isolation of the maximum expected leakage from a
moderate energy pipe rupture in one train, as discussed[q in C.1. above.V,

2. Process instrumentation is available to the operator in
the control room to assist in assessing post-LOCA
conditions. Instrumentation is listed in Table 6.5-2.

H. Inspection and Testing

Inspection and Testing requirements for the CSS are
contained in Chapter 16. Prior to initial plant startup, |
CSS flow- tests which comply with Section 6.5.4 are
performed.

I. Chemistry and Sampling

1. The CSS is designed for the following fluid conditions:

Basic Fluid Water
with H B0 2.5 w/o3 3

Long-Term pH >7.0.

2. The Sampling System provides a means of obtaining
remote liquid samples from the CSS for chemical and
radiochemical laboratory analysis.

,- m
/ 't
\ i
Q ,/

Amendment W
6.5-5 June 17, 1994
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J. Materials

1. CSS piping and fittings are Seismic Category I.

- 2. Design and fabrication of the CSS piping and fittings
conform to ASME Boiler and pressure Vessel Code (B&PV)
Section III, Class 2.

3. Pipes and all parts in contact with the system fluid
are austenitic stainless steel.

4. Valve packings, gaskets, and valve diaphragm materials
are compatible with the chemistry of the fluid and the -

radioactive dose at that location.

K. System / Component Arrangement

1. Flow measurement devices are provided on the
containment spray pump discharge lines. The piping

_ _ _

runs upstream and downstream of the orifices meet the
recommendations of "ASME Fluid Meters: Their Theory
and Application, Parts 1 and 2".

2. The CSS pumps are located in the subsphere portion of
the reactor building as close as practicable to the
contamment structure.

3. The elevation of the CS pumps is low enough such that
adequate NPSH is available when the pumps take suction
from the IRWST during long term post accident
operations. The calculation of available NPSH
considers concurrent containment spray and safety
injection pump operation.

4. In calculating available NPSH, credit is not taken for
water that could be trapped in volumes which do not
drain to the IRWST.

5. In the event of a limited leakage passive failure in
one CSS train during long-term mode cooling, personnel
access to active components in the intact train located
outside containment is not affected.

6. The CSS check valve in each of the spray header lines
is located as close as practicable to the containment

'

penetration:

a. Allowances are made for valve accessibility and
maintenance.

O
Amendment N

6.5-6 April 1, 1993
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The pressure containing portions of the pumps are stainless
steel, meeting ASME B&PV Code Section III, Class 2 requirements.
The material for all other parts is reviewed with respect to its
compatibility to its intended service and approved prior to
release for manufacture.

.

6.5.2.2.2 Containment Spray Heat Exchangers

The CSS heat exchangers are used to remove heat from the
containment atmosphere during and following an accident. The
units are designed to reduce the containment atmosphere pressure
24 hours after an accident to a value that is one-half of the

"

calculated peak pressure.

The CSS heat exchanger parameters are given in Table 6.5-1. The
design temperature of the heat exchanger, 400*F provides margin
over the maximum expected fluiu temperature of 350 F. The shell
and tube side fouling resistances specified in Table 6.5-1
provide a conservative fouling margin.

The CSS heat exchangers are used as a backup to the SCS heat
exchangers for residual heat removal and for IRWST cooling during |
post-accident operations when the Safety Injection System and

A Safety Depressurization System are used for feed and bleed
( I cooling of the RCS; see Sections 6.3 and 6.7.
LJ

6.5.2.2.3 Valves

The location of valves, along with their type, type of operator,
position (during the normal operating mode of the plant) , type of
position indication, and failure position is shown on Figures
6.3.2-1A, 6.3.2-1B, and 6.3.2-1C.

6.5.2.2.3.1 Actuator - Operated Valves

The spray header isolation valves SI-671 and SI-672 are motor-
operated valves which open fully upon receipt of a containment
spray actuation signal. These valves can be used for spray
header isolation. The f ailure position of each valve is selected
to ensure safe operation upon loss of actuating signal or power
supply. Valve position indication is provided in the control
room to ensure efficient and safe operation of the plant. Large
valves have stem leakage controlled by leakoff connections as
shown on the piping and instrumentation diagrams.

Motor-operated valves SI-687 and SI-695 are normally open gate
valves located upstream of the CS header isolation valves. The
valves are closed to provide double valves isolation of the CS
headers whenever the CS pumps are used in test, shutdown cooling,

c or IRWST cooling modes of operation.
( )

N)

Amendment W
6.5-11 June 17, 1994
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Motor-operated valves, SI-657 and SI-658 are normally closed
globe valves located in the CS pump recirculation line back to
the IRWST. The valves are used during CS pump testing to
throttle CS pump flow to the design flow rate. When the CS pumps
are used for shutdown cooling, the valves are used in conjunction
with isolation valves SI-686 and SI-696 to provide double valve
isolation of the RCS pressure bourdary. The valves can be opened
from the control room to align the CSS for IRWST cooling.

Motor-operated valves SI-686 and SI-696 are normally closed gate
valves located in the CS pump recirculation line to the IRWST.
The valves are used in conjunction with SI-657 and SI-658 to
provide double valve isolation of the RCS pressure boundary when
the CS pumps are used for shutdown cooling. The valves can be
opened from the control room to align the CSS for IRWST cooling.

Motor-operated valves SI-300 and SI-301 are located in the CS
pump return line to the IRWST. The valves are normally closed to
isolate the CS/SCS pump IRWST piping from the SIS pump IRWST
return 1ine piping.

Motor-operated valves SI-340 and SI-342 are located in the
cross-connect piping between the CS pump and shutdown cooling
pump suction. The valves are opened to either align the CS
pump (s) for shutdown cooling or to align the shutdown cooling

| pumps for containment spray or IRWST cooling.

Motor-operated valves SI-341 and SI-343 are located in the
cross-connect piping between the CS pump and shutdown cooling
pump discharge. The valves are opened to either align the CS
pump (s) to the shutdown cooling heat exchangers for shutdown
cooling, or to align the shutdown cooling pumps to the CS heat
exchangers for containment spray operation.

6.5.2.2.3.2 Manually Operated Valves

Locally operated manual valves are either located in accessible
areas or, if located in inaccessible areas due to high radiation,
are provided with stem extension handwheel operators in
accessible areas. Manually operated valves are provided with
locking provisions if unauthorized operation of the valves is
considered a potential hazard to plant operation or personnel
safety. Stem extension handwheels, and locking provisions are
shown on the piping and instrumentation diagrams, Figures
6.3.2-1A, 6.3.2-1B, and 6.3.2-1C.

Valves SI-104 and SI-105 are local-manual valves located in the
CS pump suction piping from the IRWST. The valves are closed to

| provide double valve isolation of the RCS pressure boundary in
| the event that the CS pumps are to be used for shutdown cooling.

O
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of ignoring these forces the mixing values used in these
calculations are conservatively low.

6.5.3.2 Containment Spray DH Control

The borated containment spray solution contains no additive for
pH control during the initial stage of a LOCA. The effectiveness
of the CSS in removing elemental iodine from the containment
atmosphere during a LOCA is discussed in Section 15.6.5.

For post-accident iodine control and to minimize corrosion of the
stainless steel in the containment, the pH of the water in the -

IRWST and thus of the recirculated containment spray solution, is
maintained at a minimum of 7.0, based on a reference temperature
of 298'K (25*C). Trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate stored in
baskets in the IRWST holdup volume becomes immersed in water
during a LOCA and the resulting solution overflows into the
IRWST. The stainless steel baskets, which are attached to the
walls of the holdup volume tank, have a solid top and bottom with
mesh sides to permit submergence of the trisodium phosphate
dodecahydrate. The elevation of the baskets is above the normal
operating water level in the holdup volume and below the IRWST
spillway. Access is provided to the baskets for inspection and,, s

) sampling.(O
The volume of trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate required to
establish a minimum Ph of 7.0 in the recirculated containment
spray solution is 926 cubic feet based on the following |
assumptions:

A. The recirculated containment spray solution is at a maximum
allowable boron concentration of 4400 ppm B. The required
amount of trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate for pH control
of containment spray is based on the volume of chemical
required to neutralize the maximum expected volume of
containment spray water.

B. Materials introduced into containment as a result of the
LOCA (i.e. fission products, thermally produced products,
compounds produced by radiation) are not considered.* |

*G
f A sensitivity study is provided in Section 6.5.3.3 which
( demonstrates that the reduction in pH due to the addition of

acids generated from fission products and decomposition of'

electrical insulation is not significant.

Amendment V
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C. Following a LOCA the following sources of water combine to

form the maximum expected recirculated containment spray
solution:

1. IRWST (Normal Operating Volume)
2. Reactor Coolant System, including the Pressurizer
3. Safety Injection Tanks (SITS)
4. Safety Injection System Piping
5. Containment Spray System Piping

D. The configuration of the IRWST spillway piping promotes
mixing of the containment spray solution. The time required

__

to achieve a pH of 7.0 in the containment spray solution is
equivalent to the time required to pump the maximum expected
solution volume through the containment spray system.
Assuming one containment spray pump running with a flow rate
of 5000 gpm, this time was estimated to be 2.5 hours.

The addition of trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate to the
containment spray solution results in the following composition
in the IRWST:

4400 ppm boron as boric acid*

2000 ppm PO4*

6.5.3.3 Airborne Fission Product Removal Coefficient

The removal of airborne fission products in particulate form is
considered to a first order with respect to particulate
concentration and is mathematically described as follows:

hC = -hC (6.5-1)

which integrates to

-AtC=Ce (6.5-2)g

where

particulate concentration in the containmentC =

atmosphere

particulate removal coefficientX =

initial particulate concentration in theC =
o containment atmosphere

time after the spray operationt =

Amendment V
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The particulate removal coefficient is related to the spray
parameter as follows:

3hA=c (6.5-3)
2

where

removal efficiencyc =

average spray drop fall heighth =

spray flow rate
-

F =

containment sprayed volumeV =

drop diameterd =

This particulate removal is augmented by diffusiophoretic
deposition due to steam condensation on the dispersed spray
droplets which is predicted by:

8 8 8- PK -ph = ( ) (6.5-4)p d VYa k )i] Ps(Ts /M +s

where ,

mole fraction of steam (s) and air (a)y =

molecular weight of steam (s) or air (a)M =

steam densityp =
g

in _gpy = mass condensation rate of steam due to sprays
g

The mathematical model described in Equations (6.5-1) through
(6.5-4) is evaluated numerically to yield conservative estimates
of particulate removal coefficients for the sprayed volumes. |

This numerical analysis is done using the SWNAUA computer code
(Reference 2). This code is based on NAUA-4 (Reference 3) which
inc.1 des the following aerosol processes:

Removal:

Gravitational settling*

Diffusional plate out*

Amendment R
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Interaction:

Brownian coagulation*

Gravitational coagulation*

Steam condensation on particles*

Transport:

* Aerosol sources

Leakages*

These aerosol processes are explained further in Appendix A to
Reference 1.

SWNAUA is a further modification of NAUA-4 to include the effects
of diffusiophoresis and sprays as additional removal processes.
For conservatism, the effect of hygroscopicity on particle steam
condensation has not been included in the present analysis,
although the impact of having included this effect would have
been significant as discussed in Section 15.6.5.5.

One of the inputs to SWNAUA is the particle size distribution of
the aerosol source. For the System 80+ DBA LOCA analysis these
distributions are lognormal with the following geometric radii
(r ) and standard deviation (o):g

0.075 gm, o =-1.56 for the early release of* r =
g

gap activity, and

0.4 gm, ou 1.46 for the release of activity* r =
g

associated with fuel melt.

These distributions are based on RAFT predictions for STEP-1 (see
Reference 4).

Another of the inputs to SWNAUA are the particle densities. For
the System 80+ DBA LOCA the particle densities are based on
SASCHA experimental results from Reference 5. The values used
are 3.7 gm/cc for the gap release and 4.6 gm/cc for the melted
fuel release. In applying these densities and size distributions
to the SWNAUA model for System 80+, no credit has been taken for
condensation of water on the particles; this is in addition to
having neglected C,OH hygroscopicity as discussed above and
further below.

O
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In order to calculate the effect of steam condensation on the
spray droplets, the total amount of water removed from the
containment atmosphere as a function of time in the thermal-
hydraulic analysis is apportioned according to heat removal by
the structures and the sprays. Only condensation on the sprays
is included in the fission product aerosol removal calculation of
SWNAUA. The conservatism of having made this assumption is
discussed further below.

In determining the effectiveness of the spray (i.e., in defining
the spray "lamtdas") only the effects of the spray have been
considered. Diffusiophoretic deposition of aerosols on the
containment structural heat sinks and sedimentation in the -

sprayed region have been neglected. There is considerable
conservatism in having done so, particularly in the immediate
post-blowdown and core quench phases in which steam condensation
rates are the highest. Another important phenomenon which has
neglected, as discussed above, is the hygroscopic treatment of
certain fission product acrosols; e.g., CsOH. CsOH is extremely
hygroscopic, and the effect of having neglected the
hygroscopicity of CsOH (which makes up about 25% of the aerosol
mass released to containment) is to underestimate the particulate
size distribution which, in turn, leads to a low estimate of

p spray offectiveness.
\Q Not all of the airborne fission products are in particulate form;

iodine will also appear as I HI, and organic iodidos in the2,
containment atmosphere. 12 and HI are reactive and will tenc* to
plate out on surfaces. The major fraction of available surface
is the suspended aerosol; therefore, the same spray lambda is
applied to non-organic gaseous iodine in the sprayed volume as to
particulates. This is a conservative assumption because the non-
organic gaseous iodine spray removal lambdas would otherwise tend
to be somewhat greater.

Consistent with the assumption that non-organic gaseous iodine is
removed as deposited upon particulate, there has been no maximum
DF applied to its removal. In fact, since organic iodine is
assumed to be 0.25% of the iodine released to containment (see
Table 15.6.5-2), and since no credit is taken for spray removal
of organic iodine in containment, a residual quantity of
elemental iodine airborne equal to or less than 0.025% of the
total iodine released would be negligible (i.e., <10 percent of
the organic iodine contribution) in terms of impact on dose.
With an assumed initial percentage of 4.75%, a DF of at least 190
would be needed to achieve the " negligible" percentage of 0.025%
for elemental iodine.

With a containment free volume of 3.34 X 106 3ft and approximately
s7 X lo gallons of primary coolant and IRWST inventory available,

o the partition coef ficient necessary to obtain the DF of 190 would

(di be approximately 6800. Such a partition coefficient would be

Amendment W
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readily obtainable with a spray pH of 7, or even slightly less.
In Reference 6, for example, a pH of 7 limited conversion of I-
to 1 to only 0.03% oven after 24 hours exposure to 0.35 Mrad /hr2
of radiation (about 40% greater than that for System 80+ IRWST).
To get a partition coefficient less than 6800, the conversion of
I~ to 1 would have to be much greater than 0.03%; e.g., 0.08% at

2
a temperature of 212*F. Therefore, a DF of 190 is conservative
for a pH of 7.

The pH of 7 is expected to be reached in approximately 2.5 hours
after the LOCA (see Section 6.5.3.2). Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to consider (1) what the impact on the dose assessment _

would be if the rate of pH increase were significantly slower
than that yielding a pH of 7 at 2.5 hours, and (2) what the long-
term impact would be of lowering pH due to acid formation. These
tv, concerns are addressed in the following sensitivity study.

6.5.3.3.1 Iodine Removal Sensitivity Study

In the event that IRWST pH increases more slowly than that
assumed in the DBA analysis, it is possible that the spray water
could become an 1 source once the airborno concentration falls2
below that corresponding to the equilibrium value for the
instantaneous spray pH. To investigate this behavior, it was
assumed that the TSP in the hold-up volume dissolves at a
constant rate over 7.5 hours, three times the expected time
period for completo dissolution. As shown in Figure 6.5-5 (which
shows gram-atoms of iodine airborne and the spray pH as a
function of time), the elemental iodine airborne in this
sensitivity study does decrease less rapidly than for the base
case where depletion is assumed to be on particulate, but the
organic iodine is in any case bounding.

Regarding the formation of acids in the long-term, the acids
produced by irradiation in the containment atmosphere from all
sources at the end of one month converted less than 25% of the
TSP present initially to di-sodium phosphate. Even if all of the
TSP were to be converted, the resultant pH would be slightly
greater than 6.5. At a pH of 6.5 and a temperature of 192*F,
(conservative in the long term based on Figure 6.2.1-16), the
long-term airborne elemental concentration is calculated to be
less than 20 percent of the organic. Thus, depression of the
sump pH due to the long-term production of hcl by the irradiation
of the electrical insulation and the radiation-induced nitric
acid formation would not impact the dose assessment.

The transient spray removal lambdas for the 10CFR100 LOCA
| analysis are shown on Figure 6.5-6.

e
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6.5.3.4 Available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)

The 1RWST is the suction source for the SI pumps and CS pumps
during short term injection and long term cooling modes of post-
accident operation. As described in Section 6.8, the Holdup
Volume Tank (HVT) performs water collection services after an
accident. Spillways allow accumulated water in the HVT to spill
back into the IRWST, thereby replenishing IRWST water volume
during accident operations. The minimum available NPSil for the
SI and CS pumps was determined based on the minimum water level '

in the IRWST during accident conditions. In addition, the
following conservative assumptions are made:

_

A. Fluid conditions in the IRWST are saturated; no credit is
taken for an increase in containment pressure.

B. The contribution of the volume of water spillage from the
RCS and safety injection tanks is conservatively neglected.

C. With the CS system actuated, the reactor cavity is assumed
flooded and the HVT full to a level that is just below the
level at which water begins to retura to the IRWST through
the spillways.

[ h
V D. Spray water is being held up on surfaces throughout the

containment. Locations for the accumulation of water inside
the containment include water held up on horizontal
surf aces, clogged floor drains, water held up in containment
spray piping, water in the containment atmosphere, water
film on vertical surfaces, puddles trapped on equipment,
water soaked into insulation, and the containment free
volume filled with steam.

The SI and CS pumps are located in the reactor building subsphere
and are placed low enough below the minimum IRWST fluid avel to
assure adequate available NPSH. The minimum IRWST fluia volume
after an accident has been determined to be 161,000 gallons.
This corresponds to a water level elevation of 75.5 feet.

The calculated available NPSH for the CS pumps ranges from 24
feet at the design flow rate of 5000 gpm to 21.2 feet at a pump
runout flow of 6500 gpm. This exceeds the CS pump required NPSH
of 20 feet at runout flow.

The calculated available NPSH for the SI pumps is 26.9 feet 9t a
pump runout flow of 1235 gpm. This exceeds the SI pump required
NPSH of 20 feet at runout flow.

I
h
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During a LOCA, the reactor cavity will not be flooded as was

_ assumed in determining the minimum water level of 75.5 feet.
Because of this, an additional volume of water will be available
to raise the minimum water level in the IRWST by approximately 2
feet, thereby increasing the available NPSH.

Prevention of the entrance of debris into the IRWST and SI and CS
pump suction lines is described in Section 6.8.

6.5.4 TESTING AND INSPECTION

6.5.4.1 Pre-operational Testing

Pre-operational tests are conducted to verify proper operation of
the CSS. The operational tests include calibration of
instrumentation, verification of adequate pump performance,
verification of the operability of all associated valves, and

_

verification that the spray headers and spray nozzles are free of
obstructions. In addition, a pre-operational hot functional
performance test is made on the installed CSS heat exchangers as
part of the precore hot functional test program.

The CSS also undergoes a series of pre-operational hydrostatic
tests conducted in accordance with Section III of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code.

Tests of individual components or the complete containment Spray
System will be controlled to ensure that plant safety is not
icopardized and that undesirable transients do not occur.

Pre-operational test results will be used to perform analyses
that confirm the as-built CSS fulfills operability requirements
and provides a level of performance that satisfies safety
analyses.

6.5.4.1.1 Flow Testing

Each installed CS train will be tested to measure CS pump
developed differential pressure at a flow rate equal to or
greater than the pump design flow rate. An analysis will be
performed to convert the test results to determine pump
performance at design conditions after an accident. The
calculated performance shall be within the limits used to perform
safety analyses.

An inspection of the as-built spray header will be performed.
The results will be combined with the tested performance
characteristics of each CSS pump to perform an analysis to
determine the maximum expected CS pump flow rate. The calculated
maximum flow rate shall be less than or equal to the maximum
allowable flow rate specified by the pump vendor.

Amendment Q
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Testing will be performed to confirm that the CS pump miniflow
rate in the installed system meets or exceeds pump vendor's
minimum flow requirements.

Testing will be performed to confirm that the CS pump return line
to the IRWST allows each CS pump to be operated at a flow rate
equal to or greater than design flow during inservice testing.

The available NPSH to the CS pumps will be determined based on
as-built elevations, piping arrangements and system performance
parameters measured during testing. Measured pump suction
pressures and flow rates will be used in an analysis to

-

demonstrate that adequate available NPSH is provided to each CS
pump assuming the following post-accident conditions:

minimum IRWST level during an accident;-

- saturated IRWST fluid conditions;

- as-built pressure losses for pump inlet piping and
components.

The calculated minimum available NPSH shall exceed the NPSH
h required by the pump vendor.

LJ
Testing will be performed to demonstrate that a Shutdown Coolir.g
System (SCS) pump in a division can perform the pumping function
of the CS pump in the division. The SCS pump will be tested by
aligning its suction to the CS pump suction and its discharge to
the CS pump discharge. The SCS pump shall provide a flow rate
through the CSS heat exchanger that is greater than or equal to
the CS pump design flow rate.

6.5.4.1.2 Heat Removal Capacity

A test will be performed on each CS heat exchanger during precore
hot functional testing. Containment spray pump and component
cooling water flow rates to each heat exchanger will be measured
in addition to inlet and outlet temperatures. Test results and
vendor supplied as-built information will be used to perform an
analysis to determine the heat removal capability of each CS heat
exchanger at design conditions af ter an accident. The calculated
performance shall demonstrate a heat removal capacity to cool and
depressurize the containment atmosphere in accordance with safety
analyses requirements.

6.5.4.2 Inservice Inspection a_nd Testinq

The CSS is designed and installed to permit inservice inspection
(n) and testing in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
V Code, Section XI. The complete schedule for CSS tests and

inspections is described in Chapter 16.

Amendment O
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6.5.5 EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT DPRAY BACKUP BYSTEM

The Emergency Containment Spray Backup System (ECSBS) is used as
an alternate means of providing containment spray in the event of
a beyond design basis accident in which both CS pumps, both SCS
pumps, and/or the IRWST are unavailable. The ECSBS pumping
device operates independently of the site normal and emergency AC
power sources and is capable of being aligned to the spray header
of either CSS division; see Figures 6.3.2-1A and 6.3.2-1B.

The ECSBS design includes the following features:

1) an eight inch diameter tee connection to the IRWST
recirculation line of each CS pump;

2) an extension of the eight inch diameter Safety Class 2
piping from the tee to the exterior of the Nuclear
Annex;

3) external connections, at or near grade level, for the
temporary hookup of an external source of water;

4) a portable pumping device (e.g., fire truck) that has
a minimum rated flow of 750 gpm;

5) all necessary hoses, fittings, and spool pieces, which
would be stored with the pumping device or in the
proximity of the piping connection to the IRWST
recirculation line.

The ECSBS is assumed to be placed in service 24 hours after a
severe accident to prevent a catastrophic failure of the
containment. The ECSBS flow rate provides sufficient heat
removal to prevent containment pressure from exceeding ASME Code
Section III Service Level C limits. The design takes into
account expected radiation levels and shielding requirements for
any required local operator actions. The ECSBS pumping device is
beyond the scope of Design Certification and shall be discussed
in the site-specific SAR.

The ECSBS pumping device and the connection to IRWST
recirculation line tee will also provide an alternate means of
introducing water into the containment, via the IRWST, after a
severe accident. By repositioning remote-manual valves in the
IRWST recirculation line of either CS pump, the ECSBS equipment
and external water source can be used to refill the IRWST to
provide long term flooding capability in the event of a severe
accident.

O
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B. Reactor Coolant Gas Vent Function

The failure of any one RCGV valve or of both normal AC power
sources does not prevent the RCGV function from venting the
pressurizer or the reactor vessel upper head. Parallel
valves assure a vent flow path to either the Reactor Drain
Tank (RDT) or the IRWST in the event of a single active
failure.

C. Rapid Depressurization (RD) Function or Bleed Function

The failure of any one bleed valve, of both normal AC power -

sources, of both emergency power sources or of any one of
the battery backed inverters does not prevent the RD
function from venting and rapidly depressurizing the RCS.
Parallel valves assure a vent flow path to the IRWST in the
event of a single active failure.

D. Transport, Distribution and Discharge Function

The SDS discharge piping does not provide a safety function.
It is only for Investment Protection. Failure of this
piping will not affect any plant safety features.

(c)N_s C.7.2.5 Protection Provisions
'

A. Seismic Design

Guidance for the selection of seismic category is given in
Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification." All :

components that are Safety Classes 1, 2, or 3 are Seismic )
Category I. Structures or supports essential 'co the safety U
function of the component, or capable of disabling
interaction with it, are also Saismic Category I.

*

B. Post-Accident Design

The RCGV function may be utilized during post-accident
situations to remove non-condensible gases from the RCS. To
assure opernbility under those conditions, the RCGV
components requited to perform venting operations have been/

designed to cperate under post-accident environments. They
are provided with emergency power sources. Parallel valves
assure a vent flow path to the RDT or the IRWST in the event
of a ningle active fcilure.

G
.

i
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6.7.2.6 Required Manual Actions

A. Reactor Coolant Gas Vent Function

The RCGV function is manually operated. Administrative
procedures control the use of the RCGV function.

B. Rapid Depressurization Function

The RD function is designed to be manually initiated and to
be able to accomplish the RCS depressurization and core
decay heat removal functions. Operability of the rapid
depressurization valves is maintained during a total loss of
normal AC or e ergency electrical power.

6.7.3 DESIGN E NLUATION

6.7.3.1 Rapid Depressurization (RD) Evaluation

The rapid depressurization function of the SDS serves an
important role in severe accident mitigation. In the event a
high pressure meltdown scenario develops and the feed portion of
feed and bleed cannot be established due to unavailability of the
SI pumps, the RD valves can be used to depressurize the RCS. Low
pressure f ailure of the reactor vessel will enhance the retention
of corium debris in the reactor cavity and eliminate a high
pressure melt ejection induced containment threat cuch as direct
containment heating (DCH), or rocket failure.

The severe core damage depressurization goal is to ensure that
the RD function can depressurize the RCS from 2500 to 250 psia,

,I prior to a reactor vessel melt-through.

The RD valve size selected meets the severe accident criteria to
depressurize the RCS from 2500 to 250 psia pri>r to reactor
vessel melt-through. The following RD valve sizing criteria were
established for the worse case event, which is a Total Loss of
Feedwater (TLOFW):

Criterion 1. The primary system shall maintain a mixture level
two feet above the top of the core when a single
feed and bleed valve is opened simult aneously with
the primary safety valves and two SI pumps are
operational.

Criterion 2. The primary system shall maintain a nixture level
of two feet above the core when two aqually sized
feed and bleed valves are opened af ter the primary
safety valves lift and four SI pumps are
operational.

|

Amandment W |

6.7-16 June 17, 1994
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A best estimate analysis was performou to show compliance with
the above critoria. The analysis indicated that criteria 1 and
2 are satisfled, if the feed and biced valves are opened 30
minutes after the safety valves opened.

6.7.3.2 Ir_a_q.spp rL_p i s t r i buli_o_rta n dli s c h a r c o P ipitig

The routing of the transport piping and the number and location.

of the spargers influences the loads on both the transport piping
and the walls of the IRWST. The piping and spargers are
subjected to dynamic loads related to the changes in mass flow
2cte with time during design basis discharge events. -

The loads on the IRWST related to the vclume of air. +

discharged from the trans; piping into the IRW.T during ther

early stage of the disch' rm and the stability of the steam
cendensation following exp ' mon of the air. An analysis of
these loads is presented in Section 6.7.6.2.

6.7.4 TEST AND INSPECTION

6.7.4.1 Ere-Service Testy and Inspections
/m
/ A pre-core test to deter mine the RCS depressurization rato using( the pressurizer vent portion of the RCGV function shall be

performed at normal operating pressure. The measured
depressurization rate shall equal or exceed the rates assumed in
the natural circulation cooldown analysis in Appendix SD.

A pre-core low pressure water test shall be performed which
moauures system flow rate, pressure drop, and temperature through
the reactor vessel uppe - head vent portion of the RCGV function.
The as-built system resistance coefficient shall be calculated
frcm the measured data using standard engineering practice for
incompressible water flow, similar to the method used to design
the system for water flow. The resulting steam flow capacity
shall be determined using the calculated as-built system
resistance coefficient and standard engineering practico for
compressible steam flow in a long pipe, similar to the method
used to determine its design capacity. The calculated steam flow
methodology shall be compared with a proper steam blowdown test
(such as the pressurizer vent test described above) to show that
the methodology conservatively underpredicts the resulting steam
flow. This methodology is then used to calculate the reactor
vessel upper head steam flow capacity. The calculated steam flow

3 shall be used in the Appendix SD analysis to determine the
resulting RCS depressurization rate. The resulting RCS
depressurization rate shall be equal to or greater than the RCS

( depressurization rate required by the Appendix SD analysin, but
i no greater than 200% of this rate.
G

Amendment U
6.7-17 December 31, 1993
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The CEFLAsil-4AS (REM) computer code is used to model the

performance of the Rapid Depressurization system (RDS) of the
SDS. The computer code model of the valves is initialized to
give the same steam flow rate as the vendor data from shop
testing of the RD valves. The code is used in simulating the
blowdown transient performance of the entire SDS using the
CEFLASil-4 AS (RlM) code. In order to demonstrate the adequacy of
the RDS design during a total loss of feedwater event, the
depressurization model of CEFLASil-4AS (REM) using the simulated
SDS model is shown to demonstrate the total loss of feedwater
acceptance criterion of vessel mixture level remaining two feet
above the top of the core. .

Tne CEFLAsil-4 AS (REM) code is a realistic evaluation model for
small break LOCA analysis. CEFLASil-4AS (REM) has been developed
f rom the CEFLASit-4 AS code which is the evaluation model for small
break LOCA analysis. References for the CEFLASii-4AS code are
provided in Section 6.3.3. The CEFLASil-4 AS (REM) code is

documented in CE11-420P, Volume 1, Februcry, 1993. Information
with respect to verification of this code against small break
LOCA test data is contained in an additional vo?ume to CEN-420P.
The code was verified against experimental data for loss of
feedwater events. The analytical results agree within il5% of
the experimental results in the analysis of a total loss of
feedwater event with primary side feed and bleed. The CEFLASii-
4AS (REM) code was used in specifying the minimum flow capacity
of the SDS valves to achieve total loss of feedwater recovery.

ti . 7 . 4 . 2 In-Service Tests and I_nspections

The RCGV valves and RD valves shall be checked for proper
operation and indication during each shutdown.

The valves and piping are to be inspected in accordance with the
In-Service Inspection Plan identified in the ASME Code, Section
XI, Appendix IWV.

6.7.5 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

6.7.5.1 RCGV Function Instrumenta_t_ ion Requirements *

Temperature instrumentation is provided downstream of the RCGV
valves to detect RCS leakage during normal operation. ''h i s_

instrumentation is not required for post-accident operation.
Temperature readout is provided at the Main Control Board.

A pressure instrument is provided downstream of the dual RCGV
valves, but oefore the isolation valves to the RDT or the IRWST
to detect pressure buildup in this region. Pressure readout is
provided at the Main Control Board.

Amendment U
6.7-18 December 31 1993
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Handswitrbes for all RCGV valves arc located on the Main control
Room Boart ind the Remote Shutdown Panel. s

6.7.5.2 BD Function Instrumentation Requirements
i.

Temperature instrumentation is provided downstream of the RD
'

valves to de_tect RCS leakage during normal operation.
Temperature readout is provided at the Main control Board. ,

Pressure instrumentation is provided between each oual RD valve
in each valve train to indicate leakage and pressurization of the
pipa between the gate valve and the globe valve. Pressure
readout is provided at the Main Control Board.

Handswitches for the RD valves are provided at the Main Control
iBoard and the homote Shutdown Panel,

.6.7.6 HYDRODYNAMIC LOADS ON THE BAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION |
SYSTEM (SDS)

6.7.6.1 Hydrodynam_ic Loads on the BDS and IPWST

Hydrodynamic loads on both the SDS piping and IRWST walls result
from mass discharge from the RCS through the SDS piping:into the -

IRWST. Automatic actuation of the Pressurizer Safety Valves
(PSVs) or manual actuation of the Rapid'Depressurization Valves .

(RDVs) causes the RCS coolant to disenarge from the-pressurizer ;

through the SDS piping resulting in a time varying flow of air,
steam, two-phase, and liquid in the piping and valves connecting '

the pressurizer to the IRWST.

. Hydrodynamic loads on'the SDS piping are a function of the time
rate of change of momentum of flow within the SDS' piping caused
by the passage of gas dynamic shocks, sudden changes in density
and the time rate of change of mass flow.

.

The maximum pressure load on the IRWST results from the expulsion
of air-in the SDS piping. Of lessor importance are potential'-
loads related to intermittent condensation as the IRWST water
. nears saturation. The hydrodynamic forces on :the boundaries of
the IRWST due to the pressure variations act on the containment
structures and create dynamic loads on the NSSS components, j

c

An evaluation of the dynamic loads on the .SDS and IRWST for
. System 80+ during large releases of Trs .oolant has been
completed in a joint program with . ABB-Atom, based on their >

cxperience_ as a BWR'NSSS vendor. The scope of'this program
included. evaluation of SDS performance and hydrodynamic loads on-
the SDS and the IRWST...

Amendment H
6.7-19 April 1, 1993
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6.7.6.1.1 Design Functions of the BDS and IRWST

The RCS depressurization is similar to overpressure protection
of a DWR primary system where steam, released from the primary
system, in discharged through the main steam safety / relief
valves, discharge piping and quenchers into the suppression pool.
BWRs depend on the pressure suppression to meet containment
design limits.

The System 80+ containment is designed to withstand the energy
release for design basis events, i.e. LOCA and MSLB. The IRWST
is the source of water for flooding the refueling pool during
refueling operations. In addition, the IRWST provides the
investment protection function of containing the limited
dincharges from the PSVs, RDVs and RCGV valves expected during
normal operation, design basis events, and TLOFW event.

However, the IRWST has the one safety related function of
providing the source of borated water for the Safety Injection
System (SIS) and Containment Spray System (CSS). The cases which
might result in large release of RCS coolant into the IRWST are
beyond design basis events such as the assumed total loss of main
and emergency feedwater to both steam generators (TLOFW).

6.7.6.1.2 Dasis for the Evaluation of Hydrodynamic Loads

The beyond design basis event of a Total Loss of Feedwater
(TLOFW) event provides a very conservative set of conditions for
purposes of evaluating the hydrodynamic loads on the SDS tnd
IRWST, and energy discharge into the IRWST.

For the TLOFW, all steam generator heat removal is assumed to be
lost and the RCS pressurizes to the PSV set point (2500 psia).
Automatic openit:g of the PSVs would result in a gas dynamic shock
in the piping followed by choked steam flow through the SDS. The
enthalpy results in the maximum energy release into the IRWST and
the maximum increase in water temperature.

Following a delay of less than 30 minutes after the steam;
'

generators have boiled dry, discharge from the RDVs would be
actuated. Steam followed by two phase, then liquid phase would
be released through the discharge piping, headers and spargers
into the IRWST. RCS refill is initiated when the RCS pressure
decreases to the value below which the SIS pumps can begin to
deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS.

O
Amendment N

6.7-20 April 1, 1993
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6.7.6.1.3 Conclusions
1

Based on this evaluations t

!

1. Dynamic excitation of the IRWST due to PSV operation and SDS I
actuation will not compromise the safety functions of the
SDS and IRWST nor the safe operation of NSSS and containment
systems and equipment (see Section 6.8.4). |

2. The confirmatory design analyses, including the effect of i

hydrodynamic loads on the SDS and IRWST, can be based on !
proven methods developed for BWRs. '

Evaluation of the SDS is summarized in Section 6.7.6.2. I

Evaluation of the IRWST is summarized in Section 6.8.4.

6.7.6.2 Hydrodyftamic Loads on the SDS _PiplDg :

The Safety Depressurization System (SDS) includes the Reactor
Coolant Gas Vent (RCGV) valves, the Pressurizer Safety Valves

(PSVs) and the Rapid ' Depressurization Valves (RDvs), Figure !

6.7-1. The piping, Figure 6.7 2, for the SDS begins at the ,

pressurizer nozzles, including the inlet and discharge piping for
the PSV and RDVs, and ends - with a series of spargers-in the,

IRWST. The SDS piping runs vertically down, through the +

pressurizer cubicle, to a horizontal header below the containment
floor that forms the cover of the IRWST. This header distributes
the-flow to a series of vertically oriented spargers located in _i

both halves of the IRWST. ;

The routing used in the loads evaluation, Figure 6.7-3, consisted
of two lines from the PSVs and RDVs--connected to two, unequal
length, headers each of which has six spargers. .

Hydrodynamic loads on the SDS and ;IRWST are caused by the
unsteady discharge of RCS coolant through the SDS valves and
-piping,-Figure 6.7-3, and into the IRWST. The highest loads-are ,

associated primarily with the initial water and air clearing
phases of the RCS discharge.

i ,

System 80+ uses spargers of the -same de' sign developed by ABB-Atom - ,

for.the Forsmark class of BWRs. This5 design has been optimized
to ensure smooth condensation of. the steam, promote mixing of the-
discharge with the IRWST water and minimize hydrodynamic loads >

during the water and air cicaring phases.

_.

Amendment N-
6.7-21 April 1, 1993
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Figure 6.7-4 shows an ABB-Atom sparger. The spargers consist of
a load reduction ring whose function is to reduce the discharge
pressure by releasing a portion of the line flow before the
discharge head. The discharge head, closed at the bottom,
consists of rows of orifice holes placed around the
circumference. The spargers are cylindrical in shape, about six
inches in diameter and range in length from fourtoon foot to
sixteen feet from the junction with the horizontal header.
Because of the asymmetry of the IRWST, the spargers on the side
with the ICI chase are submerged about ten feet and about twelve
feet on the opposite side.

_

The evaluation of the hydrodynamic loads was performed with
methods and codes developed by ABB-Atom and verified through
single cell and in-plant measurements. Analyses were completed
based on the maximum mass rate of flow for four PSVs during rapid
depressurization following the TLOFW ovent.

Figure 6.7-5 shows typical results (in this case for the header
section) of the influence on the loads due to the gas dynamic
shock, the water and air clearing phases and finally steam
discharge.

The loads on the SDS piping are within the design capability of
| piping and supports for SRV piping. Thus, design of the SDS
piping supports can utilize standard methods for piping analyses
and support design.

O
Amendment O

6.7-22 May 1, 1993
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TADL E __ 6 . 7 - 1

DhP_ETY DEPRE8_SJfRIJATI.Oli_0JETEM ACIIVE VALVE LISIS-

Power Bource
y_aJyo_Humber Typ.e kl.no Dize 125 VDC Dus_ Zetua. tor

Reactor Coolant _Gao Vent Valv_es

RC-410 Globe 1.5 inch A Solenoid
RC-411 Globe 1.5 inch B Solcroid
RC-412 Globe 1.5 inch C Solenoid
RC-413 Globe 1.5 inch D Solenoid
RC-414 Globe 1 inch B Solcroid
RC-415 Globe 1 inch A Solcroid
RC-416 Globe 1 inch D Solcroid
RC-417 Globo 1 inch C Solcroid

RC-418 Globo 1.5 inch A Solenoid
RC-419 Globe 1.5 inch B Solcroid

Rapid Depressurization Vajyos

RC-408 Gate 6 inch B Motor (l)
RC-406 Globo 6 inch D Motor (l)
RC-409 Gate 6 inch A Motor (1)
RC-407 Globe 6 inch C Motor (l)

(1) 480 VAC motor operator supplied from Class 1E 125VDC through
inverter and step-up transformer.

rs

Amendment W I
June 17, 1994
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TABLE _( el-2.

DAE_ElY_pI EB E B OW11Z ATJ Ol!._alBUli BlFITY C.LADD-

yalyo_Humber Type satety Class

Reactor coolant Gas vont valy_es

RC-410 Globe 1

RC-411 Globe 1

RC-412 Globe 1

RC-413 Globe 1
RC-414 Globe 1
HC-415 Globe 1

BC-416 Globe 1
RC-417 Globe 1

RC-418 Globe 2
RC-419 Globe 2

Itapid_Dopro gsutigation_yalves

RC-406 Globe 1

RC-400 Gate 1

RC-407 Globe 1

RC-409 Gate 1

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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6. 8 IJ-CO]iTAIN}]ENT WEER STOJ1 AGE SYSTEli

6.8.1 DESIGN DASED

6.8.1.1 D_u m m a r y D e s_c ti.p t i o n

The In-containment Water Storage System performs water
collection, delivery, storage and heat sink functions inside
containment during normal <geration and accident :onditions.
It is comprised of the I r. -conta inment Refueling Water Storage
Tank (IRWST), the !!oldup Volume Tank (HVT), and the cavity
Flooding System (CFS).

The IRWST and IIVT are integral parts of the containment building
internal structure; see SCtion 3.8.3. Each is a reinforced
concrete structure with a stainicas steel liner used on surfaces
expected to be in direct contact with borated water. Elevation
views of the IRWST and llVT are shown in Figures 1.2-2 and
1.2-3. A plan view is shown in Figure 6.8-1. The CFS is
shown in greater detail as an elevation section in Figure 6.8-2.

A piping and instrumentation diagram of the In-containment Water
Storage System is shown in Figure 6.8-3.

/n\
6.8.1.2 DLnctional DesigILyayes

The IRWST is designed to perform the following functions:

A. The IRWST in the source of borated water for the Safety
Injection System (SIS) when the SIS is in a standby mode
during normal operating conditions.

B. The IRWST is the collection point for any Pressurizer Safety
Valve (PSV) or Rapid Depressurization Valve (RDV) leakage.

C. The IRWST is the source of borated water for filling the
refueling pool during refueling operations.

D. The IRWST is the safety-grade source of borated water for
the SIS.

E. The IRWST is the safety-grade source of borated water for
the Containment Spray System (CSS).

F. The IRWST is the primary heat sink for PSV discharges.

G. The IRWST is the primary heat sink for rapid RDV discharges.

p 11 . The IRWST is the source of water for the Cavity Flooding
( System (CFS).
v

Amendment W
6.8-1 June 17, 1994
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The lloldup Volume Tank (HVT) performs water collection and
storage iunctions during normal and accident conditions. The HVT
is designed to perform the following functions:

A. The HVT collects leakage from components and piping or
inadvertent spills inside containment that are not routed to
the reactor drain tank (RDT).

B. The liVT prevents any leakage from any of the Cavity Flooding
System's !!vT spillway valves * from reaching the reactor
cavity.

C. The llVT is a low collection point in containment and
receives water from pipe breaks and containment sprays
during accident conditions.

D. The llVT receives water discharged from the IRWST by the
Cavity Flooding System (CFS).

The function of the Cavity Flooding System (CFS) is to flood the
reactor cavity in the event of a severe accident. The flooding
covers core debris in the reactor cavity with water to facilitate
debris cooling and stabilization.

6.8.2 DYDTEM DFaTC*

6.8.2.1 Dystem Description

A. Normal Operation

The IRWST provides storage of borated water for refueling,
for injection into the RCS by the SIS, for the CSS, and as
a supply for cavity flooding and for quenching SDS
discharges.

As necessary, during normal operation, the IRWST water is
maintained (purified and borated) and replenished by the
Chemical and Volume Control Sys>>m (CVCS), as described in
Section 9.3.4.

* The four HVT spillways provide a Cavity Flooding System
flowpath from the IRWST to the HVT. When a HVT spillway
valve is opened, water flows, by gravity, from the IRWST to
the HVT.

O
Amendment N

6.8-2 April 1, 1993
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TABLE 6.8-1

(Sheet 1 of 2)

IN-CONTAINMENT WATER STORAGE SYSTEM
COMPONENT PARAMETERS

In-containment Refueline Water Storace Tank

Quantity 1
Safety Classification 3
Code See Section 3.8.3
Seismic Category I

Design Temperature 290*F
Normal Operating Level Elevation 82 + 6
Normal Operating Water Volume 545,800 gallons
Minimum Water Volume Above SIS / CSS 495,000 gallons
. Pump Suction Line Penetrations

Normal Operating Freeboard Volume 57,100 cu.-ft.

Fluid Borated Water,
4,000 - 4,400 ppm

Material Austenitic stainless
steel lined

lloldup Volume Tank

Quantity
.

1
Safety Classification 3
Code -See Section 3.8.3
Seismic Category I
Design Temperature 290*F
Volume

Normal Operation Empty
Accident 59,100_ gallons prior to

spillover-to IRWST
,

Fluid Leakage water and
containment spray

Material Austenitic stainless
steel lined

,

Amendment W.
^

June 17, 1994
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TABLE 6 8-12

(shoot 2 of 2)

LN-CJNTAINMENT WELERJ.IORAGE SYSTEJ
COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Hold _up Volume Tank Spillway Valves

Quantity 4

Safety Classification 2

Code ASME III, Class 2
Size 12 in, diameter

Type Gate
| Operator Electric Motor - 480 VAC'
Design Pressure 60 psig
Normal Operating Pressure 7 psig
Design Temperature Cntmt. Design Temp.

Fluid Borated water
4,000 - 4,400 ppm

Body Material Austenitic stainless
steel

Valve Numbers Sl-390 SI-391
SI-392 SI-393

Beactor Cavity spillway Valves

Quantity 2
Safety Classification 2

Code ASME III, Class 2
Size 10 in. diameter

. Type Gala
| Operator Electr ir- i cor - 4 80 VAC*

Desiq n I rossure Cntmt. ; sign Pressurem

Desicn Temperature 550 'F

F]uld Borated water
4,000 - 4,400 ppm

Body Material Austenitic stainless
steel

Valve Numbers SI-394 SI-395

* 480 VAC stepped up from Class 1E 120 VAC vital I&C Power
System.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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7.1-11 W 7.2-23 0 7.2-60 N
7.1-12 N 7.2-24 N 7.2-61 R
7.1-13 N 7.2-25 I 7.2-62 V
7.1-14 N 7.2-26 Q 7.3-1 N
7.1-15 N 7.2-27 N 7.3-2 N
7.1-16 N 7.2-28 N 7.3-3 Q
7.1-17 T 7.2-29 N 7.3-4 N
7.1 18 D 7.2-30 U 7.3-5 Q
7.1*49 W 7.2-31 N 7.3-6 N
7.1-20 N 7.2-32 N 7.3-7 N
7.1-21 N 7.2-33 N 7.3-8 N
7.1-22 N 7.2-34 N 7.3-9 N
7.1-2? U 7.2-35 W 7.3-10 N
7.1-2 U 7.2-36 E 7.3-11 N
7.1-25 U 7.2-37 U 7.3-12 N
7.2-1 N 7.2-38 E 7.3-13 N
7.2-2 Q 7.2-39 W 7.3-14 N
7.2-3 I 7.2-40 E 7.3-15 Q
7.2-4 V 7.2-41 U 7.3-16 Q
7.2-5 E 7.2-42 N 7.3-17 Q
7.2-6 N 7.2-43 I 7.3-18 Q
7.2-7 N 7.2-44 N 7.3-18a I

7.2-8 N 7.2-45 I 7.3-1Bb Q
7.2-9 N 7.2-46 I 7.3-19 Q

/'''N 7.2-10 N 7.2-47 7.3-20 N
i ) 7.2-11 V 7.2-48 Q 7.3-21 N
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,
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RSP - Remote Shutdown Panel
RTSG - Reactor Trip Switchgear
SBCS - Steam Bypans Control System T
SCL - Subgroup Control Logic
SCS - Shutdown Cooling System
SDS - Safety Deprescurization System
SGT - Selective Group Test Logic
SIAS - Safety Injection Actuation Signal
SIS - Safety Injection System
SIT - Safety Injection Tank
SMM - Saturation Margin Monitoring
SPDS - Safety Parameter Display System
SPS - Supplementary Protection System

. SSWS - Station Service Water System[sh TCS - Turbine Control System
(_) TD - Time Delay |

TSC - Technical Support Center
UEL - Upper Electrical Limit

C
\. )T
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O credible f ailures on the non-1E side of the isolation device will
affect the PPS side and that independence of the PPS is not
jeopardized.

7.1.2.11 Conform _ance to IEEE 387-1984

Conformance to IEEE 387-1984 "IEEE Standard Criteria for-,

Diesel-Generator Units Applied as Standby Power Supplies for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as criteria in the design of
these systems is discussed in Sections 8.3.1, and 9.5.4 through
9.5.8.

7.1.2.12 Conformance to IEEE 450-1980
_.

Conformance to IEEE 450-1980, "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Substations," as criteria in the design of these systems is
discussed in Chapter 8.

7.1.2.13 Conformance to IEEJ_6(<-3.CRO, as Augmented by
Reculatory Guide 1.153

The safety systems such as PPS, ESF-CC5~and RTSS conform to the
requirements of IEEE 603-1980, 4tondard Criteria for Safety
Systems'for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as augmented by
Regulatory Guide 1.153, " Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, ' and

k Control. Portion of Safety Systems." For descriptions of
conformances, refer 'to Sections 7 .1.'2.2 , 7.1.2.3, 7.1.2.5,
7.1.2.7, 7.1.2.9 and 7.1.2.10.

7.1.2.14 Comparison of_Desi p with Regulatory Guide 1.6S

See Chapter 8.

7.1.2.15 Conformance to Regulatory _ Guide.1.11

Guidelines for instrument lines which penetrate _ primary reactor-
- containment, and which are part of the reactor-coolant-pressure
boundary or-are connected _directly.to the containment: atmosphere-

_ do not ' apply, since there are no lines- which fall into this--
category. -Containment pressure.is_ monitored by--four redundant
-pressure : transmitters located outside_ of containment which
-monitor containment _ atmosphere. The lines both 'inside and I
outside_ containment are kept as short as possible. These lines-
and the: transmitter diaphragm are considered an extension of the-

-

containment building and are seismically qualified'and designed-
for higher pressure than containment design pressure. No~other:
instrument lines penetrate reactor containment.

.

O
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7.1.2.16 Conformar1ce to Regulatory Guide 1.17

The following design features address the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.17, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plants
Against Industrial Sabotage":

A. Separate Geographic Locations for Equipment

1. Redundant channels of safety-related instrumentation
and control cabinets are designed to be located in
separate plant locations. These equipment locations
are designed consistent with the intent of NUREG-0908
(Reference 4) and are described in Chapter 13, Appendix

" ---13A, Section 7.

B. Limited Ability to Change System Hardware and Software
Configurations

1. Portions of systems are designed to limit the ability
of operating and maintenance personnel to change basic
system functions (e.g., setpoints can be changed, but .

the trip function calculation cannot be altered).
Further details on the protection features of the I&C
system, relative to setpoint security, are contained in
Chapter 13, Appendix 13A, Section 8,

2. The transfer of control between the Main Control Room
and Remote Shutdown Panel is under key lock
administrative control with built-in alarms. Further
details of the protection features of the I&C system,
relative to impeding unauthorized transfer from the
Main Control Room to the Remote Shutdown Panel, are
contained in Chcpter 13, Appendix 13A, Section 8.

3. The PPS det.ign does n it permit bypassing either the RPS
or ESFAS signals at M e system level. Bypasses can be
initiated in only our. of the four redundant protection
channels at a time. Attempts to bypass additional
channels will be rejected and be annunciated, as
discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.3.1.

4. Vital instrumentation cabinet doors are locked and
equipped with " door open" alarms.

C. Fail-Safe Design Philosophy

1. Systems are generally designed to fail safely upon de-
energization, removal of printed circuit boards and
disconnection of cables and data links.

O
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N'v remote operator's modules located in the control room. In

addition, the status of each bypass in provided to the plant Data
Processing System.

7.1.2.21.3 ESF Components Inoperable

The bypassed and/or inoperable condition of ESF components is
monitored by the ESF-CCS, as described in Section 7.3. ESF-CCS
status outputs are provided to the Data Processing System (DPS)
which processes logic tc. Indicate at the system level, the
bypassing, inoperability or deliberate inducing of inoperability
of an ESF system. The DPS also provides status information at
the component level. The operator has the ability tc activate
each ESF system level bypass indicator manually in the control
room. Inoperable indication is shown on the DPS CRTs, Integrated
Process Status Overview (IPSO) panel and Discrete Indication and
Alarm System (DIAS) alarm tiles as further described in Sections
7.7.1.4 and 7.7.1.5.

7.1.2.22 Conf ormance to Regulatory _ Guide __1. 62

Manual initiation of the RPS is described in Sections
7.2.1.1.1.11 and 7.2.2.3.2, Manual initiation of the ESFAS is
described in Section 7.3.2.3.2. Conformance to Regulatory Guide

/mT 1.62, " Manual Initiation of Protective Actions," is as follows:
b

A. Each of the above systems can be manually actuated.

3. Manual initiation of a protective action is provided at the
system level and causes the same actions to be performed by
the protection system as would be performed if the
protection system had been initiated by automatic action.

C. Manual switches are located in the control room, ESF-CCS and
at the RTSS for use by the operators. Some ESF functions
also have manual actuation at the Remote Shutdown Panel.

D. The amount of equipment common to the manual and automatic
initiation paths is kept to a minimum, usually just the
actuation devices. No single credible failure in the
manual, automatic, or common portions of the protective
system will prevent initiation of a prvtective action by
manual or automatic means.

E. Manual initiation requires a minimum of equipment consistent
with the needs of A, B, C, and D above.

F. Once initiated, manual protective action will go to
completion.

p$
(
\
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7.1 'S conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.63

Cle; .rical penetrations and their conformance to Regulatory Guide
1.63, " Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures
for Water-Cooled !Juclear Power Plants," are discussed in Section
3.8.2 and the site-specific SAR.

7.1.2.24 ConfoJ_mance to Regulatory Guide 1.68

Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.68, "Preoperational and
Initial Start-Up Test Program for Water-Cooled Power Reactors,"
is discussed in Chapter 14,

7.1.2.25 Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1,73

The fluclear Power Module licensing secpe electric valve operators
intended to be installed inside the containment are qualified in
compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.73, " Qualification Tests of
Electric Valve Operators Installed Inside the Containment of
11uclear Power Plants," (see Section 3.11) . The Class 1 electric
valve operators inside the containment are qualified according to
the requirements of Section II of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. The
qualification tests of the electric valve operators follow the
applicable requirements of IEEE 382-1980, 344-1987 and 323-1974.
The qualification tests demonstrate the design adequacy of the
operators for service inside containment. These tests simulate
those conditions that would be imposed during and after a Design
Basic Event (e.g., LOCA) and those occurring during normal
operating conditions. The qualification tests verify the
adequacy of design for service under DBE conditions subject to
the following:

A. Subcomponents (e.g. , limit switches) are not integrated with
the valve operator mechanism but are, instead, part of the
installed operator assembly.

B. The test sequence described in IEEE 382-1980 or the actual
service sequence, whichever has the most severe operating
conditions, is used during operator qualification tests.

C. The valve operator is tested under the severest
environmental conditions (T, P, RH, Radiation) that simulate
the conditions to which the valve operator is expected to be
exposed during and following a DBA.

D. The radiological source term for qualification tests is
based on the same source term used in Regulatory Guide 1.7
taking into consideration the containment size, beta and
gamma radiation.

O
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\'v] B. Bistable Trip Channel Bypass Testing

A description of testing bistable trip channel bypasses is
included as part of the local coincidence logic testing
described in Section 7.2.1.1.9.4.

7.2.1.1.9.8 Response Time Tests

Response time testing of the complete Reactor Protect 1"e System,
is accomplished by the combined use of portable field installed
test equipment and test f eatures provided as part of the PPS test
function.

Measurement Channel Response Time Tests, which include portions
of the system (such as cables and sensors) may be conducted on a
system basis or an overlapping subsystem basis.

Methods which may be used to conduct these tests include: |

A. Porturbation and monitoring of plant parameters - either
during operation or while shutdown. This method is
applicable to RTDs (monitored following a plant trip),
reactor coolant pump speed sensors (monitored following
turn-of f of pump) , and CEA position reed switches (monitored
during CEA motion).

/ i
(/ B. On-line power spectral density analysis. This method would

be applicable to analog sensors as defined in ANSI /ISA-
S67.06-1984, " Response Time Testing of Nuclear
Safety-Related Instrument Channels in Nuclear Power Plants."

C. Off-line injection of step or ramp changes for RPS inputs.
This method would be applicable to sensors (via special
pressure test rigs, hot oil baths or hot sand boxes) or
electronics and logic (via special electrical test boxes).

D. The test function in the course of its normal testing
implicitly verifies that the response time of the PPS is
less than a known upper limit. The upper limit is bounded
by the bistable logic processor execution time (fixed) plus
the coincidence processor execution time (fixed) plus the
worst case skew time due to the asychronous operation of the
processor. An independent timer monitors the fixed
execution time and provides overrun status. The test
function reads this status and will annunciute a failure.

E. Operation and monitoring of actuated devices. This method
would be applicable to the CEDMs, including their control
logic and switchgear.

\ /
%J
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F. System test - from sensor to actuated device - utilizing a
combination of the above techniques. This method might
incorporate, for example, a step input from a test rig to a
sensor, measuring total time until CEDMs drop.

) G. Factory or laboratory tests of removed components. This
method would be applicable to all components.

The trip delay times used in the Chapter 15 Safety Analysis for
various trips are verified by using the above methods.
Specifically, the methods applicable to each trip are:

(1) High Logarithmic and Variable overpower Levels use method B,
*

C, D, F or G.

(2) Low DNBR and liigh Local Power Density use method A, B, C, D,
E, F or G.

(3) liigh Pressurizer Pressure, Low Pressurizer Pressure, Low
Steam Generator Water Level, Low Steam Generator Pressure
and High Steam Generator Water Level use method B, C, D, E,
F or G.

The design of the Reactor Protective System is such that
connections may conveniently be made for the appropriate test
equipment. The hardware design includes test connections on the
instrument lines going to preseare and differential pressure
transmitters, and test points wired out to convenient connectors
or terminal strips. C-E supplies to the site operator the data
obtained during f actory or laboratory testing so that this may be
correlated with this field data.

7.2.1.1.10 Vital Instrument Power Supply

The vital instrument power supply requirements are discussed in
Chapter 8.

7.2.1.1.11 System Arrangement

RPS components are arranged so as to conform to the separation,
independence, and other criteria specified in this chapter. The
safety-related components are located to provide access for
maintenance, testing and operation as required.

The redundant channels and divisions of the PPS, RPS and RTSS
instrumentation and control cabinets are designed to be located
in separate plant control complex locations. These locations
conform to Regulatory Guides 1.17 and 1.120 for safety system
security and fire protection as described in Sections 7.1.2.16
and 7.1.2.29.

O
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The control complex and RPS arrangements are designed to maintain'-

independence between the Main Control Room and Remote Shutdown
Panel such that transfer of control can be achieved as described
in Sections 7.4.1.1.10 and 7.7.1.3.

7.2.1.2 Resign Bases

The RPS in designed to assure adequate protection of the fuel,
fuel cladding, and RCS boundary during Anticipated Operational
occurrences, In addition, the system is designed to assist the
ESF Systems in mitigating the consequences of accidents. To
ensure that these design bases are achieved, the reactor must be
maintained within the limiting conditions of operation and the
limiting safety system settings implemented consistent with the
Technical Specifications. |

The system is designed on the following bases to assure adequate
performance of its protective function:

A. The system is designed in compliance with the applicable
criteria of the " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," Appendix A of 10 CFR 50.

B. Instrumentation, function, and operation of the system
conforms to the requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971,

) " Criteria for Protective Systems for Nuclear Power,

( ,/ Generating Stations."

C. System testing conf orms to the requirements of IEEE Standard
338-1977, " Standard Criteria for Periodic Testing of Nuclear
Power Generating Station Protection Systems."

D. The system is designed in consistence with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.53, " Application of
the Single-Failure- Critc-ion to Nuclear Power Plant
Protective Systems," and Regulatory Guide 1.22, " Periodic
Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions."

E. The system is designed to determine the following generating
station conditions in order to provide adequate protection
during Anticipated Operational Occurrences:

1. Core power (neutron flux).

2. Reactor coolant system pressure.

3. DNBR in the limiting coolant channel in the core,

q
I 1
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4. Peak local power density in the limiting fuel pin in
the core.

5. Steam generator wate level.

6. Reactor coolant flow.

F. The system is designed to determine the following generating
station conditions in order to provide mitigation assistance
to the ESP during accidents:

1. Core power.

2. RCS pressure.
- - -

3. Steam generator pressure.

4. Containment pressure.

5. Reactor coolant flow.

6. Steam Generator Water Level.

7. DtJBR in the limiting coolant channel in the core.

G. The system is designed to monitor all generating station
variables that are needed to assure adequate determination*

of the conditions given in listings E and F above, over the
entire range of normal operation and transient conditions.
The full power nominal values and the maximum and minimum
values that can be sensed for each monitored plant variable
are given in Table 7.2-2. The type, number, and location of
the sensors provided to monitor these variables are given in
Table 7.2-3.

H. The system is designed to alert the operator when any
monitored plant condition is approaching a condition that
would initiate protective action.

I. The system is designed so that protective action will not be
initiated due to normal operation of the generating station.

Nominal full power values of monitored conditions and their
corresponding protective action (trip) setpoints are given
in Table 7.2-4.

The selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time
delays and inaccuracies are taken into account. Reactor
trip delay times and analysis setpoints are given in the
Chapter 15 safety analyses.

O
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\v] The reactor protective system sensor response times, reactor

trip delay times, and analysis setpoints used in Chapter 15
are representative of the manner in which the RPS and
associated instrumentation will operate. These quantities
are used in the transient analysis documented in Chapter 15.
Note that the reactor trip delay times shown in Chapter 15
do not include the sensor response times. Actual RPS
equipment uncertainties, response times and reactor trip
delay times are obtained from calculations and tests
performed on the RPS and associated instrumentation. The
verified system uncertainties are factored into all RPS
settings and/or setpoints to assure that the system i

adequately performs its intended function when the errors )
and uncertainties combine in an adverse manner.

J. All system components are qualified for environmental and
seismic conditions in accordance with IEEE Standard
323-1983, and IEEE Standard 344-1987. Compliance is
addressed in Sections 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. In
addition, the system is capable of performing its intended
function under the most degraded conditions of the energy
supply, as addressed in Section 8.3.

K. System components are qualified according to an established |
plan for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) that requires

['T the equipment to function properly when subjected to
( ) electrical surges, electromagnetic interference (EMI),

electrostatic discharge (ESD) and radio frequency
interference (RFI). Qualification is applied for equipment
based on operating environment and/or inherent design
characteristics. EMI qualification is performed in
accordance with applicable requirements of MIL-STD-461C,
1986 (Sections RS03, RS02, CS01, CS02 and CS06),
" Electromagnetic Emission and Susceptibility Requirements
for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference." Radiated
and conducted EMI envelopes are established for
qualification. A site-specific EMI survey is then performed ~
to ensure that system exposure to EMI is within
qualification envelope limits.

L. The RPS is considered a vital system. Vital instrumentation
cabinet doors are locked and equipped with " door open"
alarms. Refer to Chapter 13, A}Oendix 13A for additional
details.

7.2.1.3 System Drawings

The RPS MCBDs, signal logics, block diagrams, and test circuit
block diagrams are shown in Figures 7.2-1 through 7.2-30.

7.2.2 ANALYSIB

,] 7.2.2.1 Introduction

() The RPS is designed to provide the following protective
functions:

Amendment W
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A. Initiate automatic protective action to assure that
acceptable RCS and fuel design limits are not exceeded
during specified Anticipcted Operational Occurrences.

B. Initiate automatic protective action during accidents to aid
the ESF Systems in limiting the consequences of the
accidents.

A description of the reactor trips provided in the RPS is given
in Section 7. 2.1.1.1. Section 7.2.2.2 provides the bases for all
the RPS trips and Table 7.2-4 gives the applicable nominal trip
setpoints.

Some of the trips in the RPS are single parameter trips (i.e., a
trip signal is generated by comparing a single measured variable
with a fixed setpoint). The RPS trips that do not f all into this
category are as follows:

A. Low Pressurizer Pressure Trip

This trip employs a setpoint that is determined as a
function of the measured pressurizer pressure or that is
varied by the operator.

B. Low Steam Generator Pressure Trip

This trip employs a setpoint that is determined as a
f unction of the measured steam generator pressure or that is
varied by the operator.

C. Low Steam Generator Water Level Trip

This trip employs a variable setpoint that is a function of
reactor power. The setpoint will track automatically in an
increasing or decreasing direction. A fixed minimum low
setpoint is also incorporated,

D. liigh Local Power Density Trip

This trip is calculated as a function of several measured
variables.

E. Low DilBR Trip

This trip is calculated as a function of several measured
variables.

O
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7.'3.1.2 Desian Bases

The design bases of the ESP Systems are discussed in Chapter 6.
The ESFAS is ' designed to provide initiating signals for ESP
components which requi're automatic actuation following the design
bases events shown on Table 7.3-2.

.

The ' systems are designed in compliance with the applicable
-criteria of the NRC, !' General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," Appendix A, 10 CFR 50. System testing conforms to the
requirements of IEEE Std. 338-1977, " Standard Criteria for
Periodic Testing of Nuclear Power Generating Station Protection
Systems," and the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.22, " Periodic
~ Testing of Protection-System Actuation Functions."

Specific design criteria for the ESFAS are detailed in IEEE Std.
279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations," Section 3. The following is a discussion
of the- specific items in IEEE Std. 279-1971 and their
implementation.

The generating station conditions requiring actuation of the
ESFAS are listed on Table 7.3-2, which also shows which system
will. actuate for each event. The monitored variables required
for- ESF System protective action are listed on Table 7.3-3, which

j also: shows which signals are generated by the variable. The
number .and location of the sensors required to monitor the
variables . 'are listed in Table 7. 3-4. The normal operating
ranges, actuation setpoints, the nominal full power value, and,

the margin between the-last two are listed on Table 7.3-5. The
-ranges:of the ESFAS variables are listed on Table 7.3-6.

,

The ESFAS is designed with consideration given to_ unusual events
which'could degrade system performance. . System components =are
. qualified for the environmental _ conditions discussed-in Section
-- 3 .11 - and -the' seismic conditions -discussed- in Section 3.10.
System components are qualified for electromagnetic interference
;(EMI)_by methods defined in Section 7.2.1.2.K.- Qualification is

_

applied J for equipment based on operating. environment- and/or
inherent ~ design characteristics. A single f ailure .within . the
system will not prevent' proper-protective _ action.at the system
level._ The single - failure criterion is discussed in Section-

7.3.2.3.2.

TheLESFAS minimum. response times are specified in the Technical
. Specifications. The accuracies of the ESFAS measurement channels
~are.given:as ALLOWED-VARIATION in the-Technical Specifications.
The total-ranges of ESPAS variables are provided in Table 7.3-6.

*
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7.3.1.3 System Drawings

The typical MCBDs, functional logics and typical control circuits
are shown in the figures following this section.

7.3.1.4 ESFAS Supporting Systems

The systems required to support the ESPAS are discussed in
Section 7.4. The electrical power distribution is discussed in
Section 8.3.

7.3.2 ANALYSIS

7.3.2.1 Introduction

The ESFAS is designed to provide protection against the Design
Basis Events listed on Table 7.3-2. The ESF Systems that are
actuated are discussed in Chapter 6, along with their design
bases and evaluations. The ESFAS is addressed in the Chapter 15
Safety Analysis.

The sensor signals which will cause each ESF actuation signal are
listed on Table 7.3-3. The bases are discussed in Section
7.3.1.2. The trip setpoints are given on Table 7.3-5. Most
ESF actuation signals are based on fixed setpoint trips. The
trip setpoints that do not fall into this category are:

| A. Low pressurizer pressure - can be decreased to 400 psi below
the existing pressurizer pressure by the operator.

B. Low steam generator pressure - can be decreased to 200 psi|

below the existing steam generator pressure by the operator.

These resets are controlled by administrative procedures provided
by the site operator.

| Additionally, several ESF actuation signals can be actuated by
| more than one parameter. That is, different parameters can cause
I the same ESF actuation signal. The ESF signals which fall into

this category are:

A. SIAS by ei! er low pressurizer pressure or high containment
| pressure.
1

B. CIAS by receiving the SIAS for that channel so that it
actuates on low pressurizer pressure or high containment
pressure.

|

O
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The following design criteria were used in providing the CEA
position indication function:

A. Position readouts of all CEAs may be obtained.

B. Continuous position indication of all CEAs is provided.

C. A means is provided to alert the operator of CEA deviations
within a group.

D. A permanent record may be made of the position of any or all
CEAs.

E. The " full-in" and " full-out" indications are provided for
each CFA.

F. Redundant and diverse means of monitoring and indicating CEA
position are provided.

7.5.2.5 Analysis of Post-Accident Monitorinc
Instrumentation

The Post-Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI) that is

Q identified in Table 7.5-3 is provided for remote monitoring of
post-accident conditions. Post-accident conditions are defined
as those conditions which exist during and following an accident.

The extensive instrumentation identified in Table 7.5-3 provides
the plant operator with long-term monitoring and surveillance |
capabilities of post-accident conditions within the primary
containment. Table 7.5-3 identifies Category 1, 2, and 3
variables from Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident."

PAMI shall function with precision and reliability to display the
appropriate monitored variables. Each instrument's performance
characteristics, response time and accuracy are compatible with
the design goal of providing the operator with reliable
information.

The guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.97 is applicable to the design
of the PAMI and are applied to the design of this instrumentation
by appropriate category for each variable as follows.

7.5.2.5.1 Equipment Qualification

Category 1: Available displays for Category 1 variables are

( ]/
[ the DPS and DIAS channels P and N. Class 1E

l / qualification includes the entire instrument
1 w
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channel up to the channel isolation device. Class
IE signals are isolated either prior to
transmissioa to or within qualified I/O sections
of the DIAS and DPS. The DIAS displays and
processing units are non-Class 1E, but are
considered important to safety; therefore, they
are seismically qualified to enhance channel
availability. The DPS also displays all Category
i variables, though it is designed as a non-safety
system with no functional seismic qualification.

Temperature and humidity qualification exceeds the
most severe equipment environment by a design
margin for DPS and DIAS display equipment
including equipment used for PAMI display. DIAS
and DPS cabinet temperature alarms are provided to
alert the operator if the cabinet temperature
exceeds the limit specified for that location.

Category 2: Available displays for Category 2 variables are
provided by the DIAS channel N and/or the DPS.
All Category 2 variables are available on the DPS.
Qualification for Category 2 variables is the same
as for Category 1, except that there is no
specific seismic qualification of the display
devices.

Category 3: No specific qualification requirements apply for
sensors or displays. These variables are
presented by DIAS channel N and/or the DPS, as
appropriate for each variable.

A more detailed discussion of the environmental
qualification is provided in Section 3.11.

7.5.2.5.2 Redundancy

Category 1: Redundancy with respect to Category 1 variables is
provided for both the instrument channels
cupplying the signal and for the displays in the
control room. Instrument channels are
electrically independent and physically separated
from each other and from non-safety equipment by
qualified isolation devices. Credited redundancy
for the display of Category 1 variables is
2prov.tded by the channel P and channel N DIAS
displays. These displays are electrically
independent and physically separated. To minimize
technical specification limitations for conditions
when a DIAS channel is out of service, each
Category 1 variable is also presented on the DPS.
The DPS is physically separated and independent
from both DIAS channels. Channel availability is
further discussed in Section 7.5.2.5.4.

j
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Category 2: Although there are no specific provisions
recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.97, the
implementation of DIAS channel N and the DPS
display methods do provide a degree of redundancy
such that no single failure will result in a loss
of this information displayed to the control room
operator.

Category 3: Although there are no specific provisions requ!. red
by Regulatory Guide 1.97, the implementatien of
DIAS channel N and/or the DPS display methods may
provide a degree of redundancy.

To prevent ambiguity in the information presented to the operator
(as required by Regulatory Guide 1.97) the information system
employs a number of features to ensure that the information
presented to the operator is correct. These are displayed in
Figures 7.5-1 and 7.7-15.

A. DIAS channel P monitors two redundant PAMI instruments for
each Category 1 process parameter. Both channels are |
displayed to allow the operator to select the correct

[%] instrument based on his evaluation of data from DIAS channel
'v' N, the DPS and/or other related process measurements.'

B. DIAS channel N monitors the same redundant PAMI instruments
as DIAS channel P as well as other instruments measuring the
same process parameters. All measurements are compared,
deviating sensors are eliminated and an average of the good
sensors is displayed. [The average is considered validated
data.) This process is conducted first with only narrow
range sensors to display the most accurate data available to
the operator. If valid data cannot be determined based on
narrow range sensors (due to failures or out-of-range
conditions) the validation and display process is then
conducted for wide range sensors. In either case, wide or
narrow range validation, all sensors are checked against the
valid data and unacceptable deviations are alarmed. In
addition, when the valid data shows an acceptable deviation
f rom the PAMI sensors, a PAMI symbol is displayed indicating
that the display may be used for post-accident monitoring.
This technique ensures that the operator uses the most
accurate unambiguous information at all times. It also
allows him to use the same instruments during accident
conditions as he uses during the normal operation of the
plant because DIAS channel N displays are located on control
panels where that parameter is most frequently monitored.

A
/ \

N.]
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C. The DPS msnitors the same measurement channels and processes

the data for display in the same manner as DIAS channel N.
Both systems conduct the validation sequence described in B
above. However, the systems employ diverse hardware and
software to enhance the reliability of the overall Nuplex
80+ information display system. The DPS continuously
colapat cs its validation results to that of DIAS channel N
and DIAS channel P and alarms unacceptable deviations. The
DPS displays normal and accident monitoring information in
the context of color graphic plant mimics and function
achievement displays selectable at any CRT in the Nuplex 80+
ACC. As with DIAS channel N, the signal validation and
cross system comparison technique provides the most accurate
unambiguous displays to operating and technical support
personnel allowing the same display media to be used for
normal and accident monitoring.

7.5.2.5.3 Power Source

The PAMI displays are capable of operating independent of of fsite
power as follows:

Category 1: Independent Class lE power busses are provided for
each redundant sensor instrument channel up to and
including the channel isolation devices. The DIAS
channel P processing units and displays are
powered from isolated Class 1E power busses. The
DIAS channel N processors and displays are powered

| from isolated Class 1E, battery backed, A and B
instrument busses. The DPS is powered from
non-safety, battery backed computer busses.

Category 2: These variables are displayed on DIAS channel N
and DPS with power supplies from the non-safety
instrument busses and computer bus, respectively.
Both are battery backed. Instrument channels are
powered from the X or Y instrumentation bus.

Category 3: Although no specific provisions are recommended by
Regulatory Guide 1.97, these variables may be
displayed on DIAS channel N and/or DPS with power
supplies from the non-safety instrument busses and
computer bus, respectively. Instrument channels
are powered frov. X or Y instrumentation busses.

7.5.2.5.4 Channel Availability

The system is designed to permit any one channel or method of
display to be maintained when required during normal power
operation. During such operations the active parts of the system

Amendment W
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7.7 CONTROL SYSTEMS NOT REOUIRED FOR SAFETY

7.7.1 DESCRIPTION
,

,

The control, ir strumentation and monitoring systems whose
functions are nct essential for the safety of the plant include

,

instrumentation and control equipment not addressed in Sections |
7.2 through 7.6.

Each of the Nuplex 80+ system functions have been analyzed to
determina the characteristics it must have to meet the required
sections of regulatory guides and standards that apply to that
system (Reg. Guide 1.97, NUREG-0696, NUREG-0737, IEEE-497, etc.)
as well as desired reliability and performance characteristics.
The following chart provides a definition of the key
characteristics associated with the Nuplex 80+ indication and
control systems:

Non-lE/ Category I (PCS, Process-CCS, DPS)

- No Credited Redundancy
- Non-seismic (with exception of MCP/RSP mounted equipment)

[
- Joint Verification

Joint Validation-

's-- Multi-task CPUs
'

-

- Interrupt Driven (Process-CCS, DPS)
- Minimum Interrupts (PCS)
- Not Completely Deterministic
- On-line Changeability
- Non-restrictive Data Communications (Process-CCS, DPS)
- Limited Restrictive Data Communications with Isolation (PCS)
Non-1E/ Category II (DIAS-P, DIAS-N)

- Redundancy thru Systems
- Seismic Design

Independent Verification-

- Independent Validation
- Independent QA
- Complete Configuration Control
- Corrective Actions Program
- Multi-task CPUs
- Minimum Interrupts
- Deterministic Performance
- Off-line Changes Only
- Restricted Data Communications with Isolation

,
,

| N,
i
l
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Class 1E/ Safety (PPS, ESF-CCS)

- Channelized Redundancy
- Seismic
- Independent Verification

Independent QA-

- Complete Configuration Control
Single Task CPUs-

- No Interrupts
Deterministic Design-

- Off-line Changes Only
Read-only Data Communications with Isolation |-

These systems are provided as an integral part of the Nuplex 80+
Advanced Control C,mplex (ACC). As such, they provide the
operating staff tne ability to monitor the plant's operating
status, change its operating mode and take those actions
necessary to maintain the plant within its design basis for all
normal modes of plant operation. The ACC systems and equipment
described below include tha control systems, main control panels
and monitoring systems.

Non-1E Category 1 and Category 2 control and monitoring systems
which interface with Class 1E Safety systems are designed such
that credible failures in the control and monitoring systems will
not impact the operation of 1E safety systems.

,

Interfaces between these systems employ isolation devices to|
! maintain electrical independence bctween channels. Isolation

devices are qualified for design base events including seismic,
environmental, electromagnetic interference (EMI) and electrical
fault isolation.

Where 1E safety related transmitters and signal conditioning
i devices provide parameters for control and/or monitoring, signal
| isolation is applied between the safety systems and the control

and monitoring systems. Signal validation is performed within
the control systems as described in Section 7.7.1.1.13.

The DIAS and DPS monitoring systems receive data from both Class
1E and non-Class 1E systems via qualified fiber-optic network
interfaces to maintain isolation.

Main Control Panels and the Remote Shutdown Panel are designed to
support human-machine interface devices for each Class 1E safety
channel as well as non-Class 1E control channels. Low energy
circuits are used and all panel mounted control and monitoring
devices are isolated such that credible electrical faults
originating in one channel will not affect other channels.
Control panels are designed to maintain structural integrity,
such that no control room missile hazard will occur as a result
of a seismic event.

Amendment W
7.7-2 June 17, 1994
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7.7.1.1 Control Systems

The general description given below permits an understanding of
the reactor and important subsystem control methodology.

The design reactivity feedback properties of the NSSS will
inherently cause reactor power to match the total NSSS load. The
resulting reactor coolant temperature at which this occurs is a
controlled parameter and is adjusted by changes in total
reactivity as implemented through CEA position changes or through
boric acid concentration changes in the primary coolant.

The ability of the NSSS to follow turbine load changes is
dependent on the ability of the control systems or operator to
adjust reactivity, feedwater flow, bypass steam flow, reactor
coolant inventory, and energy content of the pressurizer such
that NSSS conditions remain within normal operating limits.

Except as limited by Xenon conditions, the major control systems
described below provide the capability to automatically follow
design load changes. Additionally, these automatic systems
provide the capability to accommodate load rejections of any
magnitude or the loss of one of two operating feedwater pumps.

'w)

|

\w) 1
1
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As shown on Figures 7.5-1 and 7.7-17, each segment utilizes
redundant networks and CPUs such that fail-over to the back-up
CPU may be accomplished without interrupting the information

i

being displayed on the control panel devices. 1

Fiber-optic cables are used to provide isolation between the
redundant safety related channel I/O and DIAS CPU processors. If I

a communication error occurs, an appropriate message is !

generated. Diagnostic tests are then applied to isolate the
cause of the communication error.

Fiber-optic cables are also used to provide isolation between the
DIAS CPU processors, the main control room panel and the remote
shutdown panel.

The DIAS receives analog and digital signals from both safety and
non-safety channels. These signals are continuously scanned and
transmitted at rates consistent with the requirements for alarm
checking, signal conversion and signal validation.

Input signals are transmitted to DIAS from the following
equipment and systems:

A. Boronometer
,7 s) B. Radiation Monitoring
'\_ / C. Process Component Control System, which includes:

1. Pressurizer Pressure and Level Control System
2. Steam Bypass Control System
3. Feedwater Control System
4. Alternate Protection System

D. Power Control System, which includes:

1. Control Element Drive Mechanism Control System
2. Reactor Regulating System
3. Reactor Power Cutback System
4. Megawatt Demand Setter

E. Reactor Trip Switchgear System
F. Ex-core and In-core Nuclear Instrumentation
G. Core Protection Calculator System

1. Trip Logic Calculators
2. Control Element Assembly Calculators

H. NSSS Integrity Monitoring System
I. Plant Protection System
J. Process Instrumentation
K. Diesel Generator Uninterruptible Power Suppliesgs

( ) L. Electrical Distribution System
(/ M. Reactor Coolant Pump Speed Sensing System

Amendment T
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N. In-Core Instrumentation (HJTC and CET)
O. Motor Generator Sets

Input data, calculated values or parameters associated with
another DIAS segment are available through a data network that
interconnects each of the DIAS-N segments. This permits the
sharing of all available plant data needed for the signal
validation and individual alarm logic algorithms. The DIAS-P
segments remain independent.

The DIAS network communicates data from the data acquisition
processors to the display devices at a constant rate. All of the
data from the data acquisition nodes is communicated all of the
time and always at the same frequency. A change in plant state
will change the values communicated for some parameters, but will
not change the number of parameter values communicated in a
communication cycle. Information related to the arrangement of
information on a display screen is stored in the display device,
and therefore does not need to be communicated over the network
when the display selection is changed. Therefore, a change in
plant state or operator activity at the display devices does not
change the data communication load on the DIAS network.

The DIAS is designed such that the desired data communication
uses only 50% of the actual throughput capacity of the network.
The actual throughput capacity is determined by analysis and
confirmed by test. Since the communication load is constant, and

,

| well within the network capacity, adequate response time
performance can be assured. Performance testing will be!

performed to assure that actual communication loads are within
bounds, such that actual response time performance satisfies the
design criteria.

Redundant CPUs and networks are provided to permit on-line
maintenance, testing and repair with minimum impact on the amount
and quality of information displayed to the operator. If the
segments' redundant CPUs and networks fail, the DPS will utilize
its own data to drive its alarms and displays.

The DIAS CPUs utilize dynamic random access memory such that all
tasks are memory resident.

Power distribution to each segment is assigned, as shown in
Figures 7.5-1 and 7.7-17, such that the loss of a single vital

| instrument power bus will not result in the loss of more than one
set of cor.Lrci panel display devices. Loss of electrical power
to a display device results in a blank screen. Loss of

| electrical power to a segment processor results in an inactive
running indicator on the affected display devices.

O
Amendment U
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Alarms are categorized into 3 priorities (Priority 1, Pricrity 2,
and Priority 3) to help establish a hierarchy for respor. ding to i

abnormal conditions. All Priority 1 and Priority 2 alarms and
Priority 3 a] arms which degrade to Priority 2 and 1 conditions
are processed by DIAS.

Refer to Chapter 18 for more information regarding the alarm
logic algorithms, prioritization, mode dependencies, first out
alarms, other dynamic features and HFE design aspects.

Individual DIAS segments are designed such that a failure of one
segment's processor or a communications link will not affect any
segment's alarms. Additional failures may result in the
degradation of one (or more) segment's displays. If this occurs,
alarms and alarm discrepancies are still provided independently
by the DPS CRT displays and printer logs.

Since message displays are driven by the DIAS segments as
previously described, their failure modes are the same as
described above for the alarms. If they should f ail, descriptive
alarm information will be available independently via the DPS CRT
displays and printer logs.

The f ailure of an individual alarm indication and message display,_

/s has no adverse impact on that segment's CPU. The CPU still
( functions to generate alarms that are transmitted to the DPS for
'

display and acknowledgement.

7.7.1.4.4 DIAS Environmental Qualification
Class 1E instrument channels are seismically and environmentally
qualified up to and including the channel isolation device (fiber
optic modems) such that the instrument channel is not degraded.

The DIAS displays and central processing units are non-Class 1E
designed to meet control room and electronic equipment room
ambient temperature, pressure and humidity requirements. Each
cabinet containing DIAS computer equipment is provided with a
temperature switch and associated alarm in the main control room,
to alert the operator if the temperature within the cabinet
reaches the upper limit specified for the environment in that
location.

All DIAS displays and CPUs are seismically qualified for physical
and functional integrity to enhance control room information
availability.

DIAS equipment is qualified according to an established plan for |
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) that requires the equipment
to function properly when subjected to electrical surges,
electromagnetic interference (EMI), electrostatic discharge (ESD)p) and radio frequency interference (RFI). Qualification is applied(

%> for equipment based on operating environment and/or inherent
design characteristics.

Amendment W
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7.7.1.4.5 DIAS Quality Classification

The DIAS performs no direct plant safety function since it
strictly monitors and displays data. However, due to its
importance, DIAS is designed in accordance with a quality program
to assure product quality commensurate with the intended use of
the equipment.

Although the DIAS is a non-safety system, it receives both Class
1E and non-Class 1E input signals. All DIAS input / output
equipment is qualified to not generate faults that would degrade
the channel A, B, C and D Class 1E inputs. As shown in Figures
7.5-1 and 7.7-17, the Class 1E signal interface equipment uses
qualified fiber-optic network interfaces to maintain isolation.

7.7.1.4.6 DIAS Verification and Validation Requirements

The DIAS is subject to a thorough and systematic verification and
validation program to assure that the system is correctly
implemented and satisfies all its functional requirements. The
program is implemented in accordance with Reference 3.

7.7.1.5 _ Integrated Process Status Overview (IPSO)

The IPSO provides a single location to allow quick assessment of
key information indicative of critical plant power production and
safety functions. The IPSO displays information that both the
operators and supervisory personnel require for quickly assessing
overall plant status. It indicates existence of Priority 1
alarms, deviations from control setpoints, key parameter values,
and system operational status and non-operational availability in
a schematic representation. The IPSO is implemented as a big
board mimic display located above the Master Control Console
(MCC) in the Nuplex 80+ control room (see Chapter 18) and as a
top level DPS CRT display page.

The plant systems represented on the IPSO will be the major heat
transport path systems and systems that are required to support
the major heat transport process, either power or safety related.
These systems include those that require availability monitoring
per Regulatory Guide 1.47.

The following systems have dynamic representations on IPSO:

Component Cooling WaterCCW -

CondensateCD -

Containment Isolation. CI -

L CS Containment Spray-

| CW Circulating Water-

| EP Emergency Feedwater-

FW Feedwater-

Instrument AirIA -

| SDC Shutdown Cooling-

i RCS Reactor Coolant-

Safety InjectionSI -

Service WaterSW -

Turbine BypassTB -

Amendment W
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A. Acquires plant I/O data from the other plant systems via

data networks.

B. Performs applications processing on the acquired data via
NSSS, BOP and general plant monitoring program tasks.

C. Provides detailed plant process data to the operating staff
via a CRT display system.

D. Provides for data archive and retrieval.

E. Provides safety parameter displays to assist the operations
staff during abnormal or accident conditions and provides
these data to the control room, technical support center and
emergency operations facility.

F. Generates alarm information, including flood and fire door
status, and integrates alarm processing with the DIAS
system.

G. Generates log reports.

H. Provides the man-machine interface to the DPS.

O I. Provides plant status and alarm data to the Integrated
i i Process Status Overview (IPSO) system.
O

J. Provides on-line diagnostics for continuous self health
monitoring.

K. Performs signal validation on input signals such that a
single value is determined that best represents a given
parameter being sensed by multiple sensors.

L. Performs a cross-check of validated parameters independently
calculated by the DIAS and DPS.

M. Accommodates the failure of any single hardware element so
that no single failure within the DPS will disable any of
the aforementioned functions. Hardware redundancy coupled
with continuous on-line diagnostics provides high
availability.

The following types of DPS displays are provided at each CRT
workstation:

o Plant system mimics
o Directories
o Alpha-numeric text
o Video trends
o Bar charts

,

( )v
!
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These displays are accessed via touch screen menu selections from
within the display page hierarchy _ illustrated on Figure 7.7-21
and further described in Chapter 18.

Intelligent alarm processing is built into the DPS so that the
total number of alarms presented to the operator is minimized and
spurious alarm (nuisance alarm) generation is minimizee. Alarm i

priority categories are established to inform the operator of the |

relative importance of any alarm.

Behavior attributes such as blink, color change, and inverse
video are utilized to convey the appropriate alarm stato
information to the operating staff.

The DPS alarm system works it conjunction with the DIAS so that
alarms acknowledged via DIAS are also automatically acknowledged
on the DPS and, similarly, alarms acknowledged on DPS are
automatically acknowledged on DIAS. (The DIAS /DPS alarm
coordination is further discussed in Chapter 18).

The DPS is designed with sufficient alarm buffer capacity in
place so that no alarms are " lost" during high DPS loading
conditions and/or during conditions of a high influx of alarms.

7.7.1.7.2 DPS Configuration

Figure 7.7-22 provides a high level overview of the
interrelationships between the DPS components. The Data
Processing System architecture is based on a distributed fault
tolerant design. DPS data networks acquire plant process data
from other plant systems and transmit it to the host processors.

The system configuration is based upon high speed distributed
hcst processors and redundant peripherals. The hosts communicate
information to and from a number of plant instrumentation and
cc n' rol systems, process the- received data, and supply
information to the operations staff via CRTs and line printers.
Communications between the hosts and plant instrumentation and
control systems are accomplished via fiber-optic data networks to
maintain isolation. If a communication error occurs, an
appropriate message is generated. Diagnostic tests are then
applied to isolate the cause of the communication error.

Host processors independently receive the requisite plant data
and information for its applications from the plant systems shown
on Figure 7.7-22 and actively processes the received data. Host
processors output required data to the plant systems, the CRTs
and the printers. A backup host processor is in a watchdog state
and assumes the function of the failed processor only when a
failure is detected in the primary processor,

l
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8.3.1-1 (Sheet 4) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 13) U
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 5) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 14) V
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 6) J 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 15) U
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 7) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 16) U
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 8) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 17) U
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 9) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 18) U
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 10) Q 8.3.1-3 (Sheet 19) V
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 11) Q 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 1) V
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 12) Q 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 2) V
8.3.1-1 (Sheet 13) Q 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 3) V
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 1) U 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 4) V
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 2) U 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 5) V
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 3) V 8.3.1-4 (Sheet 6) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 4) V B.3.1-4 (Sheet 7) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 5) U 8.3.2-1 (Sheet 1) T
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 6) V 8.3.2-1 (Sheet 2) T
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 7) U 8.3.2-2 E
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 8) V 8.3.2-3 (Sheet 1) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 9) U 8.3.2-3 (Sheet 2) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 10) U 8.3.2-4 (Sheet 1) V
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 11) U 8.3.2-4 (Sheet 2) V
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 12) U 8.3.2-4 (Sheet 3) S
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 13) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 14) V

8.3.1-2 (Sheet 15) U

8.3.1-2 (Sheet 16) U

8.3.1-2 (Sheet 17) U
8.3.1-2 (Sheet 18) U

8.3.1-2 (Sheet 19) V

8.3.1-3 (Sheet 1) U

8.3.1-3 (Sheet 2) U
8.3.1-3 (Sheet 3) V
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\- / non-interference in accordance with the same
qualification standards as is the Class 1E equipment.

14. In order to limit potential ignition sources within the
main control room, all 120 VAC power circuits entering
the main control room will be routed to individual
power distribution panels associated with that power
source (e.g., vital instrument power A, B, C, D, X, Y,
Lighting, etc.). The maximum power to a given
distribution panel shall not exceed 60 amps.
Individual branch circuits off of a power distribution
panel shall be limited to a maximum of 20 amps.

8.1.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria, including the General Design Criteria, NRC
Regulatory Guides, and IEEE Standards that are considered in the
design of the Class 1E AC and DC Power Systems, are presented and
discussed below.

8.1.4.1 General Design Criteria

The Geno.ral Design Criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A are
discussed in Chapter 3. Additionally, compliance with General
Design Criteria 17 and 18 is discussed in Sections 8.2.1.4,
8.3.1.2, and 8.3.2.2.

A

( 8.1.4.2 NRC Regulatorv Guides
''

A. Regulatory Guide 1.6

The design of the Class 1E onsite power systems, both AC and
DC, meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.6 as discussed in
Sections 8.3.1.2.3 and 8.3.2.2.

B. Regulatory Guide 1.9

The selection criteria for the diesel generators used as
standby power sources meets the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.9 as discussed in Section 8.3.1.2.4.

C. Regulatory Guide 1.17

The following design features address the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.17 " Protection of Nuclear Power Plants
Against Industrial Sabotage":

1. Separate Physical Locations for Equipment -

Redundant divisions and channels of safety-related
electrical sources and power distribution equipment are
located in separate plant locations.

2. Limited Ability to Change System Hardware
Configurations -

Systems are designed to limit the ability of operating,s

/ and maintenance personnel to change basic system
(~ functions (e.g., Key lock administrative control with

| built-in alarms).
I
!

Amendment W
|
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3. On-Line Testing Philosophy -

Test modes and methods are designed to minimize
disturbing the power distribution system loads. The
test methods and equipment are designed to preclude
loss of independence between redundant electrical
divisions and channels of equipment, such that
tampering with one system will not disable the
redundant system. Testing is assisted through an
application program in the Data Processing System (DPS)
which monitors pre- and post-test conditions and
verifies that equipment is properly returned to
service.

4. Power Distribution System Status Monitoring -

The status of all safety related power distribution
system equipment is monitored by the success path
monitoring application program in the DPS for alarm and
display in the main control room, such that
unauthorized changes in systems can be detected.

The above features are designed to impede sabotage. See
Section 7.1.2.16 and Chapter 13 ( Appendix 13 A) for a more
cumprehensive discussion on protection against sabotage.

D. Regulatory Guide 1.22

Periodic testing of the Class 1E power systems meets the
intent of Regulatory. Guide 1.22 as discussed in Sections
8.3.1.1.3.2 and 8.3.2.1.2.2.2.

E. Regulatory Guide 1.26

The quality group classifications of the Class 1E portions
of the Onsite Power systems major equipment are identified
in Section 3.2.2.

F. Regulatory Guide 1.29
|

| Class 1E power system equipment is classified as Seismic
| Category I in accordance with the intent of Regulatory Guide
| 1.29. Qualification of Seismic Category I electrical

| equipment is discussed in Section 3.10.
|
i G. Regulatory Guide 1.30
|

The quality assurance requirements for the installation,
inspection, and testing of Class 1E electrical equipment are
addressed in the quality assurance program referenced in
Chapter 17.

O
Amendment I
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8.3 ONSITE POWER SYSTE]ig

8.3.1 AC POWER SYSTEMS

8.3.1.1 System Descriptiou <

8.3.1.1.1 Non-Class 1E AC Power Systems
1

8.3.1.1.1.1 Unit Main Power System ;

The Unit Main Power System, as shown on Figure 8.3.1-1, consists
of the . unit main turbine generator, associated isolated phase e

bus, generator circuit breaker, a unit main transformer ;.

consisting of three single-phase transformers with one installed '

spare transformer and two three-phase, three winding 50% capacity
unit auxiliary transformers with one installed spare transformer.
The primary function of this system is to generate and transmit
power to the transmission system while simultaneously supplying
power to the unit auxiliaries. In the event that the main

'
generator is not in service, this system is used to supply power
from the transmission system to the unit auxiliaries. The design

.

bases for the Unit Main Power System are discussed in !

Section 8.1.3.

'
8.3.1.1.1.2 12,800 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System

The 13,800V Normal Auxiliary Power System consists of four
non-safety switchgears. Two unit auxiliary transformers, each
with dual low voltage 13,800/4160V windings, supplies the four
13.8KV switchgears. With this arrangement, one low voltage
winding of each transformer normally supplies two of the 13.8KV
switchgears through their normal source breakers.

The 13,800 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System furnishes power to
large motors such as the reactor coolant pump motors, condensate
pump motors and FW Booster /FW Pump motors.

>

Preliminary fault studies under bounding. conditions will be
-performed using IEEE 141-1986 and/oriother acceptable industry i

standards or practices to determine the f ault-levels to which the
-electrical diutribution equipment must be specified. Final fault
studies will be performed using actual-systems data. -

switchgear' feeders andThe protective relaying .for the 13,800V -

buses can be classified as follows:

A.. Protection of large motors. ;

B. Protection of buses and bus feeders.

The protective schemes are designed to isolate the faulted
equipment from'the rest of the system, to min!mize the effect of
the fault and to maximize availability of- the remaining
equipment. The scheme also limits the damage and the time out' of
service of the faulty equipment. Each -scheme la designed. to best ,

Amendment U
8.-3-1- December 31,-_1993
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achieve this for the specific equipment protected. The basic
schemes consist of ground fault protection, instantaneous
overcurrent and timed overcurrent protection. Other forms of

| protection are provided where applicable and consist of
undervoltage, differential, and reverse power flow protection.
Each breaker in this auxiliary power system in provided with
timed overcurrent protection and an anti-pump device.

Each switchgear assembly has a short circuit capability which is
verified by manufacturers prototype tests and exceeds the short
circuit requirements of the 13,800V Normal Auxiliary Power
System.

R.3.1.1.1.3 4,160 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System

The 4,160V Normal Auxiliary Power System consists of four
switchgear groups and a non-Class 1E Alternate AC source. The
firnt switchgear group designated "X" is connected to the X-Unit
Auxiliary Transf ormer to power large nor.-safety loads such as
containment purge fans, turbine building cooling water pumps,
etc. The second switchgear group "Y" is connected to the other
Y-Unit Auxiliary Transformer to power the similar non-safety
loads.

The third switchgear group designated X-Permanent Non-safety
provides power to auxiliary and service loads which must
typically remain operational independent of the plant operating
conditions or during plant outages (such as CVCS charging pump
and building supply fans). Its normal source is preferred power
from the X-4,160V Unit Auxiliary Transformer. In the event that
its normal source is lost, this switchgear may be connected
either to the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer "X" or to the
Alternato AC source. An interlock is provided between the normal
(preferred-1) and alternate (preferred-2) power source breakers
to preclude them from both being closed simultaneously.

In case of failure of the normal power source, (i.e., the Unit
Auxiliary Transformers) without loss of offsite power; the
Permanent Non-Safety buses are automatically transferred to the
2nd preferred source of offsite power, i.e., the Reserve
Auxiliary Transformers. The transfer will be delayed until the
residual voltage is 25% or less.

The Reserve Auxiliary Transformer also provides power to the
station's Auxiliary Boiler and Cooling Tower forced cooling
motors, if these components are site specific required.

The fourth switchgear group designated Y-Permanent Non-safety is
normally connected to the Y-4,160V Unit Auxiliary Transformer.
It also has the same ability to be connected to either the
Y-Reserve Auxiliary Transformer or Alternate AC source as
previously described for the X-Permanent Non-safety switchgear.

Amendment U
8.3-2 December 31, 1993
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O The Permanent Non-safety "X" and "Y" switchgears also are the
normal supply of preferred power to their respective 4,160 volt
Class 1E Auxiliary Power System Safety Load Divisions I and II as
described in Section 8.3.1.1.2. Figures 8.3.1-1 and 8.3.1-2
illustrate the safety buses being powered normally from Preferred
Switchyard Interface I. However, Preferred Switchyard Interface
II may provide normal power to the safety buses, based on
site-specific reliability analysis.

These four non-Class 1E switchgear groups, with the four sources
of power (preferred-1, preferred-2, main generator and AAC) and
their ability to energize the Division I or II safety loads
reduce the likelihood of Station Blackout.

Preliminary fault studies under bounding conditions will be
performed using IEEE 141-1986 and/or other acceptable industry
standards or practices to determine the f ault levels to which the
electrical distribution equipment must be specified. Final fault
studies will be performed using actual systems data.

The protective relaying for the 4,160 volt switchgear feeders and
buses can be classified into four separate protection
configurations. The type, size, and function of the protected
equipment determines which of the schemes below will be employed.

A. P. otection of large (5MVA or above) motors and transf ormers.

B. Protection of small motors and small transformers.

C. Protection of AC sources.

D. Protection of buses and bus feeders.

The protective schemes are designed to isolate the faulted
equipment from the rest of the system, to minimize the effect of
the fault, and to maximize availability of the remaining
equipment. The schemes also limit the damage and the time out of
service of the f aulty equipment. Each scheme is designed to best
achieve this for the specific equipment protected. The basic
schemes consist of ground fault protection, instantaneous
overcurrent and timed overcurrent protection. Other forms of
protection, such as undervoltage and reverse power flow, are
provided where applicable. Each breaker in this auxiliary power
system is provided with timed overcurrent protection and an
anti-pump device.

8.3.1.1.1.4 480 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System

The 480 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System is energized by the
4,160 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power System switchgear through 4160V
to 480V transformers.

b The secondary of a typical transformer is connected to a 480V
load conter bus through a 480V load center circuit breaker.

Amendment U
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Connected to the load centers are large motors, large heaters and '

480 volt motor control centers located throughout the plant in
areas of concentrated 480V loads.

The 480V load center main and feeder breakers are selectively
coordinated such that the breaker closest to a fault trips.
Their interrupting capacity exceeds their required fault duty.

The main breakers are equipped with overcurrent trip devices
having long-time and short-time delay functions, and the feeder
breakers are equipped with overcurrent trip devices having
long-time and instantaneous functions. Each breaker in the
auxiliary power system is provided with an anti-pump device.

| 8.3.1.1.1.5 Preferred Offsite I, Preferred Offsite II and
AAC Circuit Separation

The normal and a. ternate of f site circuits are separated such that
a single failure event to one circuit will not effect the other
circuit. This results in two physically and electrically

| reliable independent lines. The Preferred I and Preferred II
offsite circuits are routed overhead from the grid to their
respective switchyards. From the switchyards those lines are
again routed overhead to their respective transformers. The Unit
Auxiliary Transformers are separated from each other and from the
Reserve Auxiliary Transformers and main transformer by a minimum
distance of 50 ft. Each switchyard has redundant 125 VDC power
and controls which are physically separated by routing cables in
redundant raceways, ductlines or trenches, from the device in the
switchyard to the relay house and from the relay house to the
plant.

The isolated phase bus, non-segregated phase bus and/or cables
located outside the Turbine Building and the Nuclear Island
associated with the Unit Auxiliary Transformers, will. be
separated by a minimum of 50 ft, from the Reserve Auxiliary
Transformers. Likewise, the non-segregated phase bus or cables
located outside the Turbine Building and the Nuclear Island that
are routed from the Unit Auxiliary Transformers to switchgear in
the Turbine Building will be separated by a minimum of 50 ft.

| from other Unit Auxiliary and Unit Main Transformers.

| Once cables enter the plant, separation ir muntained such that
a single failure will not effect both circuits. The separation

j of Preferred I and Preferred II of fsite pov er circuits within the
Turbine Building and the Nuclear Island sill be maintained by
fire-rated floor 3 and fire-rated wa'.ls, except within the

I switchgear room where they will La reated on opposite sides of
'

the room and will be connected to the switchgear lineup on the
opposite ends. The circuits associated with the AAC and the
offsite power circuits will be routed on different floors within
the Turbine Building to the Permanent Non-Safety Switchgear with

Amendment V
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the "X" anc " '" cb ca tte %parated by routing in dif ferent areas
or on oppositf ;aus to maintain separation. The non-Class 1E
Permanent hon-Safety Switchgears ("X" and "Y") are located in the
Turbine Building which contains only non-Class 1E cables, thus
ensuring they are physically isolated from Class-1E circuits.

The AAC is located in a separate area inside the plant protected
area in a self-contained metal enclowre and surrounded by a
security fence. This AAC area contains no Class 1E cables. The
"X" and "Y" circuits are routed to the Turbine Building in a
dedicated scaled, buried raceway to protect them f rom anticipated
environments. Physical separation is maintained such that a
single failure will not affect both circuits. Once in the
Turbine Building, the AAC circuits are routed directly to the two
Permanent lion-Safety Switchgear ("X" and "Y") within thn non-
Class 1E Turbine Building. IEEE Std. 384-1981 does not apply
because there are no Class 1E cables in this area. Physical and
electrical separation of "X" and "Y" circuits is maintained
between the combustion turbine generator and the offaite
circuits. There are no electrical interconnections between the
Pref erred I of f site circuit and the Pref erred II of fsite circuit, |
Instrument and control circuits except where the power circuits
connect to common Class 1E and non-Class 1E switchgear lineups.
At the common switchgear, one open and one closed circuit breaker
maintain electrical independence. These circuit breakers are

O interlocked so that the closed breaker must be opened before the

Q open breaker can be closed. Similarly, the power, instrument and
control circuits of the AAC source are electrically independent
from that of the Preferred I and Preferred II offsite power j
circuits.

Cables from the Reserve Auxiliary TransfMmer to the Class 1E
Switchgear are routed with the cablm from the same Reserve
Auxiliary Transformer to the Perma".ent lion-Safety Switchgear to
the point where the cables terminate at the lion-Sa f ety

Switchgear. From this point to the Class 1E Switchgear, the
Preferred II of fsite circuit shall maintain separation from Class |
1E circuits and its redundant Preferred I non-safety circuit
routed between the Permanent lion-Safety Switchgear and the Class
lE Switchgear. After the cable enters the liuclear Island, IEEE
Std. 384-1981 are met.

The instrumentation and control cables that are affiliated with
the Preferred I offsite power circuits are routed in dedicated |
metal raceways. Similarly, the instrumentation and control
cables that are affiliated with the Preferred I offsite circuit
are routed in dedicated raceways. The Preferred 1 offsite
instrumentation and control cables do not share raceway with any
other cables.

The separation between Preferred I and Preferred II offsite |
instrumentation and control cables is the same as the separation

(c) between Preferred I and Preferred II offsite power cables (i.e.,

() fire-rated floors, fire-rated walls, or 50 ft. of physical
separation).

Amendment W
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8.3.1.1.2 Class 1E AC Power Systems

8.3.1.1.2.1 4,160 Volt Class 1E Auxiliary Power System

Each unit has two redundant and independent 4,160 volt Class 1E
Auxiliary Power Systems, identified as Safety Divisions I and II,
which normally receive power from the 4,160 volt Normal Auxiliary
Power System. The incoming source breakers trip upon loss of
normal power, and emergency power is provided to each of the
redundant 4,160 volt Class 1E Auxiliary Power System Divisions by
two (one por division) separate and completely independent
emergency diesel generators (EDGs). In the event of a diesel
generator out-of-service or failure condition, the Alternate AC
source can be aligned to provide emergency power to either Class
1E Safety Load Division.

Each of the redundant 4,160V safety power systems is provided
with undervoltage protection to monitor bus voltage.

Preliminary fault studies under bounding conditions will be
performed using IEEE 141-1986 and/or other acceptable industry
standards or practices to determine the f ault levels to which the
electrical distribution equipment must be specified. Final fault
studies will be performed using actual systems data.

The 4160V switchgear are selectively coordinated such that the
breaker closest to a fault trips. Their interrupting capacity
exceeds their required fault duty.

Class 1E equipment is not prevented from performing its safety
functions by harmonic distortion waveforms.

The under-voltage setprint is selected such that relay operation
will not be initiated during normal motor starting; however,
these relays will detect loss of voltage and initiate action in
a time frame consistent with the accident analysis.

,

All safety-related equipment in the plant requiring electrical
power during a Loss of offsite Power, Loss of Coolant Accident,
or major secondary system break condition is fed from the 4,160V
Class 1E Auxiliary Power System, either directly if at 4,160V or
through transformers if at a lower voltage. All Engineered
Safety System loads are assigned to the two 4,160V Class 1E
Auxiliary Power Systems with capacities and quantities such that
the f ailure of any component in one of the two Class 1E Auxiliary
Power Systems does not affect the other system's ability to
mitigate the accident / event. Refer to Tables 8. 3.1-2 and 8. 3.1-3
for listing of Class 1E equipment, loads and design ratinga.

With such an arrangement of emergency diesel generators,
electrical distribution system and loads, complete redundancy of
the entire Class IE Auxiliary Power System is provided.

Amendment U
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] In addition, the non-Class 1E onsite Alternate AC Source is also
provided to help cope with effects of Loss of offsite Power and
Stacion Blackout scenarios.

F.3.1.1.2.2 400 Volt Class 1E Auxiliary Power System

Each of the redundant 4,160 volt Class 1E Auxiliary Power
Systems, Divisions I and II, includes two load centers (one per
bus), each normally fed from a separate 4,160/480V load conter
transformer connected to the 4,160 volt Class 1E Auxiliary Power
System buses. Circuit breakers are provided on both the
primaryand secondary sides of the transformer. As shown on
Figure 8.3.1-2, this results in four redundant load centers
designated A, C for Division I and B, D for Division II.

The load centers furnish power to large heater loads, large 480
volt motors, and 480V motor control centers which are located in
concentrated load areas in the station. Connected to the motor
control centers are all of the 480V loads which require power
during LOOP or accident conditions. A list of Class IE
equipment, loads and design ratings are provided in Tables
8.3.1-2 and 8.3.1-3. Redundancy is provided in order to assure
proper operation of Engineered Safety Feature Systems in the
event of the f ailure of any single component in the 480V AC Class
1E Auxiliary Poper Systems.g

Preliminary f r.u lt studies under bounding conditions will be,,

performed uslag IEEE 141-1986 and/or other acceptable industry
standards or practices to determine the f ault levcis to which the
electrical aistribution equipment must be specified. Final f ault
studies will be performed using actual systems data.

The 480V load center main and feeder breakers are selectedly
coordinated such that the breaker closest to a fault trips.
Their interrupting capacity exceeds their required fault duty.

The main source breakers are equipped with overcurrent trip
devices having long time and short time delay functions, and the
feeder breakers are equipped with overcurrent trip devices having
long time and instantaneous functions.

Although the Backup Pressurizer Heaters, Emergency Lighting, RCP
Seal Injection Pump, and RCP Seal Injection Pump Room Ventilation
Fan are classified as non-Class 1E, they are directly connectable
to the Class 1E buses via double isolation breakers in series.
The cabling downstream of these breakers is treated as Associated
Cabling in accordance with IEEE Standard 384-1981.

Class 1E equipment is not prevented from performing its safety
functions by harmonic distortion waveforms.

) All Class IE motor-operated valve starters are equipped with
1

U thermal overload devices which are connected to alarm only.

|
Amendment U i
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8.3.1.1.3 Tests

8.3.1.1.3.1 Preoperational Tests

Preoperational tests are performed on the Onsite AC Power System
equipment to assure proper installation and operation as
described in Chapter 14 and in accordance with IEEE 415-1986.

0.3.1.1.3.2 Periodic Tests

Inspection, maintenance and testing is performed in accordance
with a periodic testing program. The periodic testing program is
conducted so as not to interfere with unit operation. Where
tests do not interfere with unit operation, system and equipment
tests are scheduled with the nuclear unit in operation. The
means to accomplish this testing is described below.

The 13,800V and 4,160V circuit breakers and associated equipment
can be tested in service where testing does not interfere with
the operation of the Unit. Those circuit breakers can be " racked
out" to a test position and operated without energizing the
circuits. A separate feed (whose breakers are normally open)
from the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer to each Class 1E Safety
Load Division is provided to facilitate maintenance and testing
of the normal source breakers feeding each Division.

The 480V circuit breakers, motor contactors and associated
equipment can be tested in service by opening and closing the
circuit breakers or contactors. Transfers to the various
emergency power sources can be tested on a routine basis to prove

| the operational ability of these systems.

In compliance with General Design Criterion 18 and the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1. 22, the Class 1E Auxiliary Power System design
is such that inspection, maintenance and periodic testing can be
carried out with a minimum of interference with operation of the
nuclear unit. Because unit design includes two completely
redundant safety divisions, testing during reactor operation can
be accomplished by allowing one safety divisjon's system to be
taken out of service for testing. Breakers can be racked out to
the test position while the system is undergoing test.
Continuous indication of unavailable systems is provided in the
control room.

The generator power circuit breaker (PCB) periodic test program
' includes open/close measurements, and dielectric tests.

Testing of protective relays is performed on a periodic basis.
Testing facilities are provided to meet the capability for
testing in compliance with General Design Criterion 18 and the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.22. Relay sensors such as current

j transformers are tested before initial installation and unit
'

operation and periodically thereafter. These protective devices
are in service during normal operation. The preoperational tests

Amendment Q
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O' for the protective relaying system verify the continuity of the
system and the condition of all the components. The methods
used t accomplish this are as follows:

A. All relays and other momentary duty type operating devices
associated with the protective relaying of the onsite power
system are tested to determine individual performance
characteristics, and assure repeatability of design
settings, under various simulated conditions. This ensures
device integrity.

B. All relay sensors such as current and potential transformers
are tested for correct and reliable outputs.

C. All interconnecting wiring and cabling is inspected for
proper installation and connections.

D. All protective relaying systems are tested under necessary
simulated conditions to verify correct operation in
preferred, alternate and abnormal modes.

The 120V AC Vital Power System is normally powereo from inverters
which are in use during normal operation. The continuous
operation of the inverters is indicative of their operability and
functional performance since accident conditions will not

,A substantially change their load.

8.3.1.1.4 Class 1E Emergency Diosol Generators

Each Division of the 4,160V AC Class 1E Auxiliary Power System is
supplied with emergency standby power from an independent
emergency diesel generator. The emergency diesel generator is
designed and sized with sufficient capacity to operate all the
needed engineered safety feature and emergency shutdown loads
powered from its respective Class 1E Safety Division buses. A
capacity margin of 10 percent, based on the continuous rating of
the Class 1E emergency diesel generator (EDG), will be applied in
the EDG procuremer.t specification co accommodate any load growth
over the life of the plant.

Each emerger.ey diesel generator is designed to attain rated
voltage and frequency within 20 seconds after receipt of a start
signal and to then begin to accept sequenced loads to meet the
response times assumed in Chapter 15 analyses. Refer to Table
8.3.1-2 for loading sequence and bases. The characteristics of
the generator exciter and voltage regulator provide satisfactory
starting and acceleration of sequenced loads and ensure rapid
voltage recovery when starting large motors. The generator
voltage and frequency excursions between sequencing steps are in
compliance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.9. At no time
during sequencing does the generator voltage dip below 80 percent
of nominal.

Amendment U
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Each emergency diesel generator and its associated auxiliaries
are installed in physically separated individual Category I
structures and are protected against tornadoes, external
missiles, and seismic phenomena. The diesel rooms are protected
with firewalls which are designed to prevent the spread of fire.
Refer to Section 9.5.9 for a description of the diesel room sump
pump.

Each emergency diesel generator room is provided with its own
independent ventilation system which is designed to automatically
maintain a suitable environment in each diesel room for equipment
operation and personnel access.

The emergency diesel generator controls and monitoring
instrumentation, with the exception of the sensors and other
equipment that must necessarily be mounted on the diesel

generator or its associated piping, are installed in free

standing floor mounted panels. These panels are designed for
their normal vibration environment and qualified to Seismic
Category I requirements.

The emergency diesel generator engine-mounted components and
piping are seismic Category I, seismically qualified in

accordance with IEEE Standard 344-1987.
The dicsol generators will have a maintenance program in
accordance with the Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) and guidance
provided in Regulatory Guide 1.160 to achieve the goals for the
diesel generators.

8.3.1.1.4.1 Starting Circuits

Each emergency diesel generator is automatically started and
loaded by the ESF-Component Control System Emergency Diesel
Loading Sequencer as discussed in Section 7.3.1.1.2.3.

In addition to the above automatic start, each diesel generator
can also be manually started for test and maintenance purposes

| from the control room or from its respective local diesel control
panel.

8.3.1.1.4.2 Starting System

Each emergency diesel generator has an independent air starting
| system with storage to provide at least five starts. The Diesel
Generator Starting Air System is further described in

Section 9.5.6.

8.3.1.1.4.3 Combustion Air System

Refer to Section 9.5.8 for a description of the Diesel Air Intake
and Exhaust System.

O
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8.3.1.1.4.4 Emergency Diesel Generator Protection Systems

The emergency diesel generator protection systems initiate
automatic and immediate protective actions to prevent or limit
damage to the emergency diesel generator. The following
protective trips are provided to protect each diesel generator at
all times and are not bypassed when the emergency diesel
generator is started as a result of an ESF-CCS automatic or
manual start signal. These are the only trips that will lock out
the diesel generator breaker.

A. Engine Overspeed.
B. Generator Differential Protection.

C. Low-low Lube 011 Pressure.
D. Generator Voltage-Controlled Overcurrent (Protection From

External Faults).
The diesel generator circuit breaker will t'ip during an accident
condition or during periodic testing upon activation of the
voltage controlled overcurrent relay (51VC). During an accident
condition, the relay will activato a lockout relay which will
trip the diesel generator breaker. This lockout relay must be
manually re-set. During testing, the relay will trip the breaker[o) via a test lockout relay. This lockout relay will be

(_/ electrically re-settable by an ESP signal, therefore the diesel
generator will continue to be available if needed for an accident
condition.

The implementation of these protective trips is in accordance
with RG 1.9 (encompasses this BTP). Overspeed protection is |provided by an overspeed trip, the set-point is above the maximum
engine speed on a full-load rejection. Therefore, in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.9, the engine speed resulting from a step
increase or decrease in load will not exceed nominal speed plus
75% of the difference between nominal speed and the overspeed
trip setpoint.

The following mechanical trips are provided to protect the diesel
generators during test periods and while running with offsite
power available:

A. Low Pressure Turbo Oil.

B. Low Pressure Lube Oil.

C. liigh Pressure Crankcaso.

D. High Temperature Eearings.

E. liigh Temperature Lube Oil Out.

( ) F. Iligh-liigh Temperature Jacket Water.
"/s

G. liigh Vibration.

Amendment S
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These mechanical trips are bypassed in the event of an ESF
actuation condition. The design of the bypass circuitry meets the

| intent of IEEE Standard 603-1980 and RG 1.9.
In addition, the following electrical trips are provided to
protect the emergency diesel generators during testing periods:

A. Generator Instantaneous Overcurrent Protection.
B. Generator Loss of Field Protection.

|
C. Generator Reverse Power Protection.
D. Generator Ground Protection.

These electrical trips are bypassed in the event of an ESF I
actuation condition, concurrent with a Loss of Offsjte Power.

| The bypass circuitry meets the intent of IEEE Standard 603-1980
and RG 1.9.

8.3.1.1.4.5 Control Room Indication of Emergency Diesel ,

'

Generator Operational Status

Various monitoring devices are provided in the diesel room and
the control room to give the operator the complete status of
operability for the diesels. The following is a listing of the
typical parameters monitored:

A. Lube Oil Temperature and Pressures.

B. Bearing Temperatures.

C. Cooling Water Temperatures and Pressures.

D. Generator Parameters.

E. Speed.
F. Starting Air Pressure.

In order to meet the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.47 and Branch
Technical Position PSB-2, the following conditions are monitored
to determine the operable status of the emergency diesel
generator:

A. Cooling water not available.

B. Diesel generator breaker racked out.

C. Diesel generator overspeed.

D. Loss of control power.

E. Generator fault.

F. Low air and oil pressure.

G. Maintenance mode.

O
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U conditions that render the emergency diesel generators incapable
of responding to an ESF-CCS automatic start signal will
activate bypassed / inoperable status indication in the control
room, in accordance with Sections 7.1.2.21 (conformance to
Regulatory cuide 1.47) and 7.1.2.21.3 (ESF components
inoperabic). Unambiguous indications are provided that
separately specify the disabling conditions and the resulting
unavailability of emergency diesel generators: 1) for each
diesel generator and 2) both in the control room and at the
diesel generator unit in accordance with Branch Technical
Position PSB-2.
8.3.1.1.4.6 Load Shedding and Sequencing
All Class lE switchgear and load center breakers that are
required to automatically close following an accident, LOOP
and/or station blackout condition are controlled by the ESF-CCS
load sequencer associated with each emergency diesel generator.

Each ESF-CCS has redundant internal processors and also redundant
data highways which connect to the individual processors that
control the loads. One of the ESF-CCS's two internal processors
runs the sequencing program while the other remains in a standby
condition. If the one processor fails, the other takes over
control of the load sequencing from the point where the first

/9 left off.

Load shedding of all loads at the 4,160V level (except the
4,160/480V load center transformers) occurs whenever a sustained
bus under voltage condition is detected by the ESF-CCS logic.

Following the load shedding operation, the emergency diesel
generator load sequencer automatically sequences the required
loads per Tabler 8.3.1-2 and 8.3.1-3, as described in
Section 7.3.1.1. A time delay will be provided between load
shedding and sequencing to allow motor residual voltages to decay
to less than 25% of rated voltage.

A load sequencer is used when offsite power is available to
prevent a large voltage dip on the bus which results from
multiple large 1E pump motors being started simultaneously by ESF
actuation signals. The load sequence logic to be used when
offsite power is available is essentially the same as used for
sequencing the loads on the dicsol, however, when offsite power
is available power, the load sequence used is an accelerated
sequence which allows the voltago to return to 95 percent before
sequencing the next load group. The key difference between the
two sequences is that when offsite power is available, there is
no load shed. A ninimum time delay is utilized after sequencing
a load onto a bus to insure bus stabilization. This is combined
with bus frequency and voltage signals to insure bus conditions

[,)T have been adequately restored prior to sequencing the next load
( group. |

Amendment V
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8.3.1.1.4.7 Lube Oil System

Reference Section 9.5.7 for a description of the Diesel Generator
Engine Lube Oil system.

8.3.1.1.4.8 Fuel Oil System

Reference Section 9.5.4 f or a description of the Diesel Generator
Engine Tuel Oil System.

8.3.1.1.4.9 Cooling System

Reference Section 9.5.5 for a description of the Diesel Generator
Engine Cooling System.
8.3.1.1.4.10 Emergency Diesel Generator Proven Technology

The emergency diesel generators are of proven technology that has
been applied successfully for several years in existing LWRs.

8.3.1.1.4.11 Preoperational and Periodic Testing

In addition to the factory tests, the following preoperational
onsite acceptance tests and periodic tests are conducted on each
diesel generator and its associated auxiliary systems.

A. Prooperational Testing

Preoperational acceptance tests meet the intent of the
following:

1. 1EIE Standard 387-1984, Sections 6.4 and 6.5.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Section C.3 and C.4.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.41, Section C.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Appendix A, Section 1.g.3.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.108, Sections C.2.a and C.2.b.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Section C.1.c.

7. ANSI N195, 1976, Section 6.1.

These preoperational tests conform with the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.108, C.2.a and C.2.b regarding tests to
be performed on emergency diesel generators.

B. Periodic Testing

Periodic testing of the emergency diesel generator meets the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.108 and NRC Generic Letter
84-15. Testing is performed by manually synchronizing the
diesel generators with the offsite power system. This
synchronization is supervised by a synchronism check relay.

The emergency diesel generator (EDG) is removed from service in
accordance with approved procedures. Any maintenance work on the

,

diesels is performed and inspected by qualified personnel in
accordance with approved procedures. The COL Applicant will'

| provide diesel operator training to operations and maintenance

| personnel,
l

l Amendment Q
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V A root-cause ar..slysis maintenance program shall be implemented to

track and to resolve repetitive failures of EDG components,
including replacement of components with acceptable substitutes,
if warranted. Upon completion of maintenance work, appropriate
tests are completed to assure operability of the diesel
generator. Upon completion of testing, appropriate operating
procedures restore the diesels to standby readiness. After
periods of operating the EDG in unloaded condition, the EDO will
be run loaded per manufacturer's recommendation to clean any
deposits from cylinders, etc.

8.3.1.1.4.12 125V DC Emergency Diesel Control Power

125V DC control power for each emergency diesel generatc.r is
provided by the Class IE 125V DC Power System batteries as
described in Section 8.3.2.1.2.

0.3.1.1.4.13 Operational Requirements

The COL applicant shall provide a complete training program for
all mechanical and electrical maintenance, quality control, and
operating personnel, including supervisors who are responsible
for maintenance and availability of the diesel generators. The
depth and quality of training shall be at least equivalent to
that provided by the diesel generator manufacturer.

The COL applicant shall establish a preventative maintenance
sd program which encompasses investigative testing of components

which have a history of repeated repair and replacement of those
components with other products of proven reliability.

0.3.1.1.5 Non-Class 1E Alternato AC Bource Standby Power
supply

The Alternate AC Source (AAC) is a non-Class 1E combustion j
turbine power source provided to cope with Loss of Offsite Power
(LOOP) and Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios. This standby unit
is independent and diverse from the Class IE standby emergency
diesel generetors.

The combustion turbine-generator and supporting auxiliaries are
non-safety related, and are provided as a packaged unit, mounted
in a self contained metal enclosure. The AAC f acility is located
within the plant protected area, outside of the turbine missile
impact zone, and is surrounded by a perimeter security fence and
intrusion alarm system. The security fence is locked, and
monitored in the site security office. The combustion turbine |
fuel tank is surrounded by a dike, sized to retain the entire
contents of the tank. Additional details of the combustion
turbine-generator and fuel storage structures are provided in
Section 1.2.16.2. The location and arrangement of the AAC |
components / structures is shown on Figure 1.2-1. The AAC is sized
with sufficient capacity to accommodate either of the following

(GO) load configurations:

Amendment W
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A. Both sets of X and Y Permanent Non-safoty loads for a worst
caso unit shutdown to cold shutdown; or

B. One set of Permanent Non-Safety loads and one set of a
Safety Division's loads for a worst caso unit shutdown to
cold shutdown and/or Design Basis Accident as indicated
below:

1. Permanent Non-Safety X with Division I only, or,

2. Permanent Non-Safety Y with Division II only.

The AAC is not normally nor automatically directly connected to
any Class 1E Safety Lead Division. However, it can be manually
aligned to power one Safety Load Division via one Permanent
Non-Safety Bus, to accommodate an emergency diesel generator
failure or out-of-service condition. The AAC is provided with a
continuous rating capacity margin of at least 10 percent to
compensate for load growth.

Those security loads which require an uninterrupted source will
be on a UPS in a secure protected area of the plant.

8.3.1.1.5.1 AAC Starting and Loading

The AAC is designed to start automatically within two minutos
from the onset of a LOOP cVent. It is then availab]c for loading
if either of the 4,160V Permanent Non-Safety Load Buses X and Y
becomo de-energized. Automatic connection and sequential loading
of the X and/or Y permanent non-safety loads will occur utilizing
a sequencer design similar to that described in 7.3.1.1.2.3.

B.3.1.1.5.2 AAC Instrumentation and Controls
The instrumentation and controls necessary to start and run the
AAC are powered from a dedicated local 125V DC battery.

Various monitoring and control devices are provided locally and
in the control room to give the operator control and operational
status information. The following typical parameters are
monitored and/or alarmed:

A. Lube oil temperatures and pressures

B. Bearing temperatures

C. Cooling temperatures and pressures

D. Generator parameters and status (output voltage, amperes,
watts, frequency)

E. Speed

F. Starting air pressure

G. Control modo status (standby, starting, running, local).

Amendment T
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8.3.1.1.5.3 AAC Auxiliary support Systems

A. Fuol System and Supply

The AAC is provided with redundancy in the fuel systems.
Sufficient fuel is stored on site to support 24 hours
operation of the gas turbine generator at rated load. The
fuel oil temperature is maintained above the cloud point.

B. Starting System

The AAC is provided with redundancy in the starting systems
and controls. The system is designed with sufficient
capacity for five starts.

C. Cooling System

The AAC is equipped wit!. a self-contained cooling system.

|
D. Lubrication System j

|

The AAC design includes a pre / post lubrication system that
'

utilizes redundant components. I

8.3.1.1.5.4 AAC Periodic Testing
[y)
f-

(/ The AAC is designed to be routinely inspected and maintained
while the plant is at power.

Instrumentation and controls are provided to permit its
synchronization and loading during refueling periods to
periodically demonstrate its operability.

Appropriate plant operating procedures shall include periodic
testing and/or analysis to verify the adequacy of the AAC to meet
the requirements for station blackout and to support its use in
Section 3.8 of the Technical Specifications. As a minimum, such
procedures shall verify the following:

A. For each Class 1E Division (on an 18 month staggered testing
frequency), verify by operating the AAC from the main
control room, that the AAC starts within 2 minutes and is
capable of energizing the Division's Class 1E buses and
supplying all required loads (as defined in the DBA/ LOOP
LOADS of Tables 8. 3.1-2 and 8. 3.1-3 ) within 10 minutes. The
steady-state AAC voltage and frequency shall be 23744 V and
$4576 V, and 258.8 IIz and 561.2 Hz. All AAC starts may be
preceded by an engine prelube period.

B. Demonstrate the functionahility of all breakers required for

('s the AAC to energize the Class 1E Divisions. This may be

( ) performed as part of the above outlined testing, or by
separate breaker testing."

,

Amendment V
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OQ
C. Each 92 days, verify the AAC starts and achieves steady

state voltage (23744 V and 54576 V), and frequency (258.8 }|z
and $61.2 liz) within 2 minutes. Load the AAC to 290% and
$100% of its continuous rating and operate it with this load
for at least 60 minutes. All AAC starts may be preceded by
an engine prelube period.

D. The reliability of the AAC is at least 0.95 as calculated by !

methods defined in IJSAC 108, "The Reliability of Emergency
Diesel Generators at US liuclear Power Plant."

|

0.3.1.1.5.5 AAC Quality Assurance

The intent of the quality assurance guidelines to incorporate a
lessor degree of stringency as identified in Regulatory Guide
1.155 Section 3.5 vill be implemented. The QA program as
described in Chapter 17 contains all the necessary elements to
address the guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.155 Appendix A.
Selected features of this program will be used to address all
applicable AAC Q/A requirements.

8.3.1.1.6 Protective Relaying System

O The basic criterion for the Protective Relaying System is that it

\' shall, with precision and reliability, promptly initiate the
operation of isolation devices that serve to remove from service
any element of the Onsite Power System when that element is
subjected to an abnormal condition that may prove detrimental to
the offective operation or integrity of the unit.

Protective device coordination studies will be performed using
IEEE 141-1986, IEEE 242-1986 and/or other acceptabic industry
standards or practices to verify that breakers closest to a f ault
open before upstream breakers.

The basic protective relaying for the unit main power system has
zone-over-lapping differential relaying with redundant circuits.
Each circuit has independent current sources, separate DC
sources, independent lockout relays and independent trip coils.

Each redundant circuit is composed of independent channels of
relaying. Each channel is also comprised of diverse relaying.
Tripping of the independent lockout relays is achieved through a
coincidence of like trip signals.

, ~ ,

'v
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This requirement prevents a falso trip of the lockout relays due
to a malfunction of one relay. The scheme also allows for
testing and maintenance of each channel without causing a false
trip and without removing the protection from the system. The
inherent quality of this scheme in that each primary channel
provides the redundancy needed for proper operation in case one
relay falls and assurance of not tripping due to falso operation
of one relay.

Overcurrent protection for motors will be set to pickup at
between 5 and 25% above the motor continuous service rating.
This allows the relay to be set such that the trip curve lies
between the motor starting curve and the motor thermal damage
curve. The overload protection for transformers will be set to

__

pickup at a value greater than 125% of the maximum (forced
cooled) rating of the transformer. The relay time dial will be
set to coordinate between the inrush characteristic of the load
and the transf ormer thermal damage curve. There will be a margin
of 15% or greater between the relay setting and the transformer
thermal damage curve to assure operation of the relay prior to
transformer damage.

Class 1E Division buses and permanent non-safety buses are
provided with separate bus voltage monitoring and protection
schemes for degraded voltage and loss of voltage conditions,
respectively. These schemes are designed according to the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 741-1986 "IEEE Standard Criteria
for the Protection of Class 1E Power Systems and Equipment in
Nuclear Power Generating Systems" and NRC Branch Technical
Position PSB-1, " Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System
Voltages." Two separate time delays are celected for degraded
voltage protection as recommended in IEEE Standard 741-1986,
Appendix A.

There are a total of 3 first level undervoltage relays (to detect
loss of voltage) and 3 second level undervoltage relays (to
detect degraded voltage) on each of the four safety buses.
Undervoltage relays are normally energized such that they assume
the tripped condition on detection of an undervoltage condition.
The first level of undervoltage protection are definite time
undervoltage relays with built-in time delays of approximately 10
cycles to ride out power system transients. The initiation of
any two of the first level undervoltage relays within a single
switchgear will start the diesel and, if voltage has not returned

| by the time the diesel is up to required speed and voltage, (1)
the main breakers for both IE switchgear in the division are
tripped, (2) load shed occurs, (3) diesel breakers close on both
of the division's switchgear and (4) sequencing begins. This
takes place approximately twenty seconds after the undervoltage.
(Note: Each of the division's Class 1E switchgear groups has a
diesel generator breaker. A third breaker at the generator
itself is normally closed and used for maintenance purposes.)

The initiation of any two of the second level instantaneous
undervoltage relays within a single switchgear starts a timer

Amendment W
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Cable routing documentation is prepared to establish a permanent
record of the cable numbers (Class 1E cables have a unique
identifier in the number), cable types, origin, terminations,
routing, restriction code, and color code. Where safety-related
cabinets contain only circuits and components of one channel or
one electrical division, component wires of a color coded field
cable are not themselves color coded following entry into a
aafety-related cabinet. However, all such wires are
appropriately labeled, and permanent documentation is maintained.
In safety-related cabinets where more than one channel or
electrical division enter a panel section, appropriate color
coding identification will be maintained for that cabling.

All cable trays, conduits, and wireways containing Class lE
cables are also color coded for case of identification and to
assure that separation is maintained. These raceways are marked
at each end, at all entrances and exits to rooms, and at
intervals not to exceed 15 feet. Raceways are marked prior to
the installation of their cables.

A program for maintaining markings and labeling of safety-related
components and cabling will be provided by the owner / operator.

8.3.1.4 IndependeILce of Redundant Bystems

\j The physical layout of Class lE systems is designed to minimize
the vulnerability of redundant equipment and cabling to damage.
Special consideration is given to potential hazards in the
various areas of the plant where Class 1E systems are located.
In particular, these areas are analyzed for potential pipe whips,
missiles, and other hazards. Separation and/or barriers are
provided such that damage from potential hazards does not
preclude the performance of a required safety function. The
routing of power circuits from the reserve auxiliary transformers
and unit auxiliary transformers to the input terminals of the
Class 1E buses along with associated instrumentation and control
circuits, shall minimize to the extent practicable the likelihood
of simultaneous failure of both normal and alternate offsite
power circuits under operating and postulated accident and
environmental conditions.

In the electrical Power Distribution System, physical separation
or electrical isolation exists between Class 1E Divisions.
Physical separation or electrical isolation exists between Class
IE Channels. Physical separation or electrical isolation exists
between these Class IE Divisions / Channels and non-Class 1E
equipment. Raceways containing Class 1E cables do not contain
non-Class IE cables,

p The critoria established to assure the preservation of the
f independence of Class 1E systems is discussed below:'

(J
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8.3.1.4.1 Emergency Diesel Generators

Two mutually redundant emergency diesel generators are provided
and are physically separated in individual Category 1 structures
to preserve their independence and integrity and to assure their
maximum availability. No common failure modo exists which may
jeopardize independence for any design basis event.

8.3.1.4.2 Switchgear and Load Centers

Redundant divisions of Class 1E switchgear and associated load
centers are provided and are located in physically separated
individual Category I structures, thereby establishing maximum
availability through their separation and independence. No I

common failure mode exists which may jeopardize independence )
betwecn the redundant groups for any design basis event. !

i

8.3.1.4.3 Motor Control Centers

Redundant groups of Class 1E motor control centers are provided.
Physical separation is employed to provide the required
independence of the groups. No common failure mode exists which
may jeopardize independence between the redundant groups for any
design basis event.

8.3.1.4.4 Datteries, Chargers, Inverters and Panelboards

Each of the four channels of the 125V DC and 120V AC Vital
Instrumentation and Control Power System is located in a separate
compartment in a Category I structure to preserve its
independence. No common f ailure modo exists which may jeopardize
independence between the redundant groups.

8.3.1.4.5 Cable Installation and Separation

Cables of redundant systems are routed separately to preserve
their independence. Separation criteria are established based on
location of the cables within the station to preclude any single
credible event from preventing the safe shutdown of the unit.

8.3.1.4.5.1 Cable and Conduit Installation and Support

cables are installed in open ventilated ladder type trays, open
ventilated electray channels, conduit, or wireways. A
seismically qualified cable nupport system is provided for all
raceways containing Class 1E cables. Additionally, all raceways
are of non-combustible construction.

O
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'd Cables are routed in separate racaway systems according to'

voltage level and function. Where practical, a vertical stack of
trays is arranged such that the highest voltage level is on top
with the lower trays in descending order of voltage levels and
finally control and instrumentation trays at tne lowest level.
The voltage levels in descending order are as follows:

IA. 15 KV power cables;

B. 5 KV power cabics; |

C. Low voltage power ac and de cables;

D. High level signal and control cables (120 VAC, 125 VDC);

E. Cables for low level analog and digital signal.

The 125V DC and 120V AC vital instrument buses and cabling are
designed and installed such that their maximum voltage fault will
not exceed 480V AC +10% or 125V DC + 10% values assumed for the
qualification of Class 1E isolation devices used in various
instrumentation and control systems. The separation of the
wiring at the input and output terminals of the isolation device
may be less than 6 in. provided it is not less than the distance
between input and output terminals.

/] Minimum separation requirements do not apply for wiring and
( components within the isolation device; however, separation shall

be provided wherever practicable.

The capability of the device to perform its isolation function
shall be demonstrated by qualification test. The qualification
shall consider the levels and duration of the fault current on
the non-Class 1E side.

Circuit breakers used as isolation devices will be automatically
tripped by an accident signal generated within the same division.

Cable splicing is not allowed in raceways.

A raceway designated for o single class of cables shall contain
only cables of the same class.

Cable trays and conduit are located a safe distance from the high
temperature piping to preclude the necessity of reducing the
cable ampacity as a result of increased ambient temperature.

Power cables shall be routed away from control and
instrumentation cables to prevent faulty operation which is
caused by the electromagnetic interference by the power cables.

Multi-level cable tray systems provide, as a minimum, one-foot,
four-inch vertical spaces between the bottom of the upper trayp)( and the top of the lower tray, and two feet of horizontal space
between adjacent trays. Any reduction of these distances will'-

require a barrier.

Amendment U
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Tray penetrations through security barriers and all other
security considerations are designed as stated in Appendix 13.A,
Section 2.2, Item F, Industrial Security.

|Drip loops are provided in conduit runs at the inlet to
clectrical devices where conduit enters from the top and when
required to maintain device qualification as an alternative to
device-sealing type hardware.

Watertight sealing of all electrical conduit-to-junction boxes
and conduit-to-terminal box connection points for safety-related
equipment located in areas of the reactor bui.'. ding and areas that
are potentially subject to high temperature steam or water
impingement shall be provided. Box drain holar, and equipment
interfaces shall be in conformance with test setup established
during the equipment qualification testing and with the vendor's
recommendations.

|
In cable tunnels, in lieu of ceiling supports, large scismic
cable tray sapport structures are mounted on floors.

Precast concrete trenches, ductbanks, and manholes are used
whenever technically acceptable.

Planning of cable pulls is included in the design of equipment
locations, cable tray routings, and conduit routings to maximize
group pulling of cables.

Color-coded jacketing for multi-paired conductors is specified
where possible.

Exothermic cadwelded con:.cctions are used in the installation of
the ground grid system in lieu of wedge pressure cable connectors
where possible.

8.3.1.4.5.2 Cable Separation

The minimum separation between redundant Class 1E cables and
between Class 1E and !!on-Class 1E cables moots the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.75.

Physical and electrical separation of "X" and "Y" circuits shall
be maintained between the combustion turbine generator and the
offsite circuits. Cables shall not be routed together and shall
be separated such that a failure in one system does not impact
the other.

Where the control switchboard materials are flame retardant and
analysis is not performed, the minimum separation distance shall

| be 6 in. In the event the above separation distances are not
i maintained, barriors shall be installed between redundant Class

1E equipment and wiring.

Amendment T
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D For Nonhazard areas, the minimum separation distances used to

separate associated and Class lE circuits from non-Class 1E and
other redundant circuits is based on hazards being limited to
failures or faults internal to the electrical cabling. Criteria
for determining if an area is a Nonhazard area are:

A. The area shall not contain high energy equipment such as
switchgear, transformers, rotating equipment, or potential
sources of missiles or pipe f ailure hazards, or fire hazards.

B. Circuits in the area shall be limited to control and
instrument functions and those power supply circuit cables
and equipment serving the equipment located within the area.

C. Power circuit cables in this area shall be installed in
enclosed raceways.

D. Administrative control of operations and maintenance
activities shall control and limit introduction of potential
hazards into the area.

For Nonhazard areas, the minimum separation distance between
associated circuits and non-Class 1E and other redundant circuits
shall be 1 ft horizontally between trays separated horizontally
and 3 ft between trays separated vertically, where horizontal
separation is measured from the side rail of one tray to the side
rail of the adjacent tray, and vertical separation is measured,b from the bottom of the top tray to the top of the side rail of
the bottom tray.

For Limited hazard areas, the same area definitions apply as for
Nonhazard areas, except that power circuits not serving equipment
in the area and high energy equipment are restricted to Nonhazard
dreas.

For Limited hazard areas, the minimum separation distance between
associated circuits and non-Class 1E and other redundant circuits
shall be 3 ft betwoon trays separated horizontally and 5 ft
bet. ween trays separated vertically. When the plant arrangements
preclude maintaining the minimum separation distance, between
nssociated circuits and non-Class 1E and other redundant

|.
circuits, these circuits shall be run in enclosed raceways, or
barriers shall be provided between circuits. The minimum

; distance between these enclosed raceways shall be 1 inch.
For hazard areas, those areas of the plant subject to pipe
f ailure hazards, missile hazards, or fire hazards, no Class 1E or

| associated circuit cables or raceways shall be routed through the
area, except those cables which terminate at devices or loads
within the area. For those cables which must enter the area, the

I minimum distance between non-Class 1E circuit cable trays and
p) Class 1E or associated circuit cable trays shall be 3 ft between

trays separated horizontally and 5 ft between trays separated4V' vertically. The minimum distances of 3 and 5 feet could be
increased based on the results of the cables proximity to hot

i Amendment Q'
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pipe analysis. Where plant arrangements preclude maintaining
this minimum distance, the circuits requiring separation shall be
run in enclosed raceways or barriors shall be provided between
these circuits. The minimum distance between those enclosed
raceways shall be 1 inch.

8.3.1.4.6 Containment Electrical Penetration Assemblies

Redundant Class 1E containment electrical penetration assemblies
are physically separated and electrically isolated to maintain
the independence of Class 1E circuits (including both Divisions
and Channels) and equipment so that safety functions required
during and following any design basis event can be accomplished. ..

The redundant containment electrical penetration assemblics are
located in four quadrants of the containment, each enclosed in a
penetration room. The minimum separation between containment
electrical penetration assemblics containing non-Class lE

circuits and containment electrical penetration assemblics
containing Class 1E or associated cables is 3 foot horizontally
and 5 feet vertically.

Containment electrical penetration assemblies are classified
Seismic Category I and are qualified for a harsh environment.

Containment electrical penetration assemblies are protected
against overcurrent either by use of independent overcurrent
protection devices in series or by analyses which conclude that
the maximum overcurrent of the penetration assembly circuits does
not exceed the continuous rating of the penetration assembly.
When independent overcurrent protection devices in series are
used, they shall employ the following features:

A. The two independent devices will be independent such that
failure of one device will not adversely affect the other.

B. The two independent devices will be located on separate
panels or will be separated by barriers.

C. The two independent devices will not depend on the same power
j supply to provide overcurrent protection of the containment

electrical penetration assembly.

D. Fault current clearing time curves for the containment
electrical penetration assembly's primary and secondary
current interrupting devices plotted against the thermal
capability curve of the containment electrical penetration
assembly will show proper coordination.

E. The devices will be capable of being functionally tested and
calibrated.

Amendment V
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'''' 8.3.1.5 gable DeratiDo and Cable Tray Fill

8.3.1.5.1 Cable Derating

The cable ampacities for both AC and DC power cables are derated
por IEEE Standard S-135 and IPCEA P-46-426 to assure minimum
degradation of cable insulation caused by high temperatures,
should the cables be loaded to their maximum ampacity rating.

The maximum ampacities for all power cables are determined by
multiplying the appropriate cable manufacturer's IPCEA cable
ampacity rating by 0.7. This provides a 30% margin between each
power cable's rated full load capacity and its actual full load
application.

8.3.1.5.2 Cable Tray Fill Criteria

The cable tray fill criterion for those trays containing power
cables allows only one single layer of power cables to be routed
in any tray, and, in general, separation of one-quarter the
diameter of the larger cable is maintained between adjacent power
cables within a tray. The cable spacing may vary between tiedown
points due to cable snaking or cable entering / exiting a tray;
however, if cables touch, the contact is limited to approximately

/ two feet.

k'
The cable tray fill criterion for those trays containing
instrumentation and control cables is that the cross-sectional
area of these cables will not exceed 50% of the cross-sectional
area of the tray.

8.3.1.5.3 Insulation

cable insulations are applied very conservatively. The following
guidelines are to be used in applying cable insulation ratings to
various station applications.

Cpble Insulation Ratina Application Ratina

15,000 Volt 13,800 volt power cable
5,000 Volt 4,160 volt power cable
1,000 Volt 600 volt power cable
1,000 Volt Low volt power and control cable

600 Volt 208/120 volt lighting cable
300 Volt 120 volt ac and 125 volt do

instrumentation cable

8.3.1.6 Fire Protection aRd Detection
The fire protection system provided in the unit is discussed in
Section 9.5.1.

/''N:

\')
I ( All openings for cable and cable tray runs in fire rated walls

and floors are protected consistent with the rating of the wall
,

or floor. The barrier openings are protected with approved

Amendment U
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devices such as fire dampers and fire stopping material of Class
C (3/4 hour) for openings in one hour fire barriers and Class B
(1-1/2 hours) for openings in two hour fire barriers and Class A
(3 hours) for openings in three hour fire barriers.

The type of fire stop and seal used at each fire barrier opening
for cable or cable tray depends on the cable or cable tray
configuration penetrating the barrier. The primary types used
are multiple cable transit assemblies (a metal frame with fire-
proof clastomer building blocks which form a compression fit
around each cable), mineral wool fiber packing (voids around
cable and cable tray filled with mineral wool fiber and then
sprayed with a fire retardant spray), and foam (two fire
retardant plates placed on each side of the barrier and any void
filled with fire retardant foam).

Specifications for fire stops and seals require the manufacturer
to supply material and/or components that will remain functional
throughout the life of the plant.

Proper installation of the fire stops and seals is assured by
following approved manufacturer's installation procedures and
techniques. Each installation is visually inspected periodically
to verify that its integrity is maintained. When it becomes
necessary to breach a completed fire stop or seal to add or
remove cables, a documented inspection is performed to ensure
that the fire stop or seal is reinstalled to the specifications
of the original installation.

There are no cable fire stops installed at locations other than
fire barrier penetrations on vertical or horizontal cable tray
runs. Fire retardant cables are used throughout the unit. These
cables have passed the flame test of IEEE Standard 383-1974.

Fire detectors and water sprinkler systems are provided in the
areas identified in the hazard analysis.

The fire protection system cannot prevent a fire from damaging
equipment and materials necessary to nuclear safety, but it is
intended to aid in preventing a fire from damaging redundant
safety equipment as well as preventing the spread of fire or
flammable materials due to fire.

Mutually redundant Class 1E cables are separated in accordance
W.i th the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.75. The separation
criteria utilized is based on the location of the cables within
the station so as to preclude any single credible event
applicable to that location from rendering inoperative a
sufficient number of mutually redundant cables to prevent the
fulfillment of the required safety function.

.
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8.3.2 DC POWER SYSTEMS

8.3.2.1 System Descriptions '

8.3.2.1.1 Non-Class 1E DC Power Systems

8.3.2.1.1.1 125V DC Auxiliary Control Power System

The 125V DC Control Power System consists of two 125 volt
batteries, two battery chargars, and two 125 volt DC
distribution centers. The system is divided into two channels
which supply DC power to the Non-Class 1E instrumentation,
controls, Data Processing System (DPS) and the 125V DC 120V-

AC auxiliary control power inverters. The 125V DC Control
Power System is shown on Figure 8.3.2-1. Battery installations
are designed to meet the intent of IEEE Standard 484-1987.

Battery sizing meets the intent of IEEE Standard 485-1983. |

8.3.2.1.1.2 208/120V AC Control Power System

The 208/120V AC control Power System consists of 125V DC -

208/120V AC inverters, static and manual bypass transfer
switches, distribution centers, and panelboards as indicated in
Figure 8.3.2-1.

The system is divided into two channels, each supplying _ | -
non-interruptable 120 volt AC power to Non-Class 1E
instrumentation and controls; 208/120 volt AC power to the DPS-
and security lighting = systems.-

Two 125V DC - 120V AC inverters supply power - from_ the 125V DC
Control Power System to separate non-interruptable 208/120 volt
AC panelboards. Backup power is available for each inverter
from an associated Permanent Non-Safety 480/208 volt AC
regulated power transformer.-

Two 120V AC power feeds are provided to each Process-Component-
Control System to enhance their availability. -one feed is from-

-the Non-Class 1E inverter distribution panel as shown on Figure-
8.3.2-1. The other feed is from the same channel permanent
non-safety 480V/120V AC regulated transformer.

8.3.2.1.1.3 -250V DC Auxiliary Power System

The 250V DC Power System consists of two 250 volt batteries,
two battery chargers and two distribution centers. This: system
is shown on Figure 8'.3.2-1.

p- The 250V DC Power System supplies power to high inrush DC loads
a that- generally serve as backups. to AC loads. The current

i
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limiting battery chargers are normally connected to their
respective 250 volt DC distribution centers to maintain the
charge on the batteries. The chargers are sized to recharge
the battery or to carry the largest single DC load for testing
purposes. Power to the battery chargers is from their
respective permanent non-safety buses. Battery installations
are designed to meet the intent of IEEE Standard 484-1987.

8.3.2.1.1.4 Alternate AC Source 125V DC Power System

The 125V power system for the onsite AAC consists of a local
125V battery, battery charger and distribution panel as shown
on Figure 8.3.2-1. This system is designed to supply the DC
power necessary to start and operate the AAC. The battery
charger is powered from a non-safety 480V AC MCC. The battery
installation is designed to meet the intent of IEEE Standard
484-1987.

8.3.2.1.2 Class 1E DC Power Systems

8.3.2.1.2.1 125V DC Vital Power System and 120V AC Vital
Instrumentation and control Power System

The 125V DC Vital Power System and 120V AC Vital
Instrumentation and Control Power System provide a reliable,
continuous source of power to Class 1E instrumentation and con-
trols. Although the 125 V DC Vital Power System and the 120 V
AC Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System are treated
separately, together they form an integrated system which
consists of four independent and physically separated load
groups that supply instrumentation and control channels A, B,
C, and D. The 4 channels are separated in accordance with RG
1.75 such that a single failure cannot cause multiple channel
malfunctions or interactions between channels. Each load group
includes a battery, a battery charger, a DC distribution center
and associated DC panelboard, an inverter, and an AC

panelboard. Each instrumentation bus is powered from a
separate battery to provide stable and noise free power to its
respective control channel. These integrated systems are shown
on Figure 8.3.2-2.

The Divisions I and II each also include an additional battery,
battery charger, DC distribution center, and associated DC
panelboard, inverter and AC panel board for their respective
Divisions and switchgear controls and indication.

The 125V DC Vital Power System and 120V AC Vital
Instrumentation and Control Power System are Seismic Category I
systems and are located in the Nuclear Annex. The 125 volt
batteries are located in their separate respective channelized
rooms within the Nuclear Annex. These vital power systems are

ungrounded systems. Refer to Tables 8.3.2-3 and 8.3.2-4 for

| AC and DC vital buses loads.
Amendment U
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O Although the Containment Equipment Hatch Trolley, the Reactor
Cavity Flood Valves, the Holdup Volume Flood Valves, and the
Hydrogen Ignitors are non-Class 1E, they are directly' ,

connectable to the Class 1E buses via double isolation breakers
'

in series. The cabling downstream of the breakers is treated
as Associated Cabling in accordance with IEEE Standard
384-1981.

8.3.2.1.2.1.1 125V DC Vital Power Battery Chargers

Each load group of the 125V DC Vital Power System.is provided'
with a separate and independent 125 volt battery-charger. The
battery chargers of load group channels A and C-are powered
from Division I of the Class 1E Safety Auxiliary Power System.
The chargers of-load group channels B and D are powered -from
Division II. Each battery charger is capable of supplying the
largest combined demand of the various steady-state loads and
the charging capacity to restore the battery from the design
minimum charge state to the fully charged state, irrespective
of the status of the plant during which these demands occur.

Each battery ' charger normally supplies the loads of- its -
ascociated distribution center while maintaining a-float charge
on its associated battery. The battery chargers are designed
to prevent a battery from discharging back into any internal
charger load in the event of a charger malfunction or AC power
supply failure.

Should a battery be removed from service, either the normal
# charger associated _ with the isolated battery or a bus tie to

one of the other DC buses in the same Division can be closed
such ! that the two inter-tied channels would have one- battery
and two chargers in_ operation.

Each charger can recharge its associated battery,_ assuming the
battery _was discharged for one hour, in'approximately 8 hours
while also supplying worst case steady-state loads.

Each battery charger is provided with . an overvoltage ' sensing
circuit.

The Class 1E DC loads have an operating voltage range of 105 to
140 volts. The minimum battery discharge voltage is 105V DC.

8.3.2.1.2.1.2 125V DC Vital Power Batteries

Each -of the_ independent load group channels and divisions of
125 Volt DC- Vital Power is provided with a separate and-
independent 125 volt battery.

-Each battery is ' sized to supply onc division battery's loads
and one channel of loads for a period of 2 hours. In addition,.
each battery provides a SBO coping capability which, assuming
manual load shedding or the use of load management programs,

I
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exceeds 2 hours and, as a minimum, permits operating the
instrumentation and control loads associated with the
turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps for 8 hours. Battery
installations are designed to meet the intent of IEEE Standard
484-1987 and are qualified using methodologies described in
IEEE Standard 535-1986.

8.3.2.1.2.1.3 125V DC Vital Power Distributinn cantern
and Panolboards

A 125V DC distribution center is provided for each of the
125V DC Vital Power System load groups. Each distrjbution
center supplies an independent channel of vital power, and
is powered directly from an independent 125 volt battery and
battery charger. Each of the distribution centers supplies one
DC panelboard and one 125V DC - 120V AC static inverter. Each
Division I and II distribution center also powers its
respective emergency diesel generator.

8.3.2.1.2.1.4 120V AC Vital Instrumentation and Control
Power System

The 120V AC Vital Instrumentation and Control Power System
consists of four separate and independent 120 volt AC power
panelboards, each powered from a 125 volt DC load group
distribution center via a 125V DC - 120V AC static inverter.
This power supply system is designed to provide an output
frequency of 60 i0.5 Hz and voltage regulation to within 12% at
full rated load for a load power factor greater than 0.8
(towards unity). Each 120 volt AC power panelboard supplies
one channel of AC vital instrumentation and controls. A manual
make-before-break bypass switch is provided to bypass the
inverter for maintenance. An autostatic transfer switch is
used to instantly transfer the load from the output of the
inverter to the regulating transformer which is fed from a
Class 1E 480V MCC. The 120V AC Vital Instrumentation and
Control Power System is shown in Figure 8.3.2-2.

The inverters are sized to supply their maximum loads plus a
margin of 15%.

The channelized portion of the AC vital instrumentation and
control power system is an ungrounded system.

The 120V AC power feeds are provided to each redundant
ESF-Component Control System to enhance their availability.
One feed is from the Class 1E inverter via the vital I&C
channel power panel as shown on Figure 8.3.2-2. The other feed
is from the same Class 1E channel 480/120V AC regulated
transformer. These power feeds are interlocked to prevent,

paralleling.
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9.1 FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING

9.1.1 NEW FUEL STORAGE

9.1.1.1 Design Bases

The f ollowing design bases are imposed on the storage of new fuel
assemblies:

A. Accidental criticality shall be prevented for the mcst
reactive arrangement of new fuel stored. For normal
operation and postulated accident conditions identified in
Section 9 .1.1. 3 .1.1 A , C and D, Kar shall be maintained less
than 0.95. For the postulated accident condition identified
in Section 9.1.1.3.1.1B, Kg , shall be maintained less than
0.98.

B. All requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.13 are met excluding
those regarding the spent fuel pool water supply, since new
fuel storage is dry. The new fuel storage area is designed
to ensure that any light load, as described in Section
9.1.4.2.1, when handled over the fuel racks, will not exceed
the design impact energy capacity of the rack if the load iss

( ) postulated to fall from its operating height. In addition,
\, / all heavy loads, as described in Section 9.1.4.2.1, are '

prevented from travel over the new fuel racks by the use of
mechanical and electrical interlocks on the cask handling
hoist. The new fuel handling hoist incorporates load
limiting devices to preclude fuel damage during handling.

C. The storage racks and f acilities are (See Section 9.1.1.3.3)
qualified as Seismic Category I per Regulatory Guide 1.29.

D. The new fuel storage racks provide on-site storage for at
least 121 new fuel assemblies. This capacity, which
represents 50% of the fuel assemblies in the core, envelops
any reload batch size that would occur for refueling cycle
lengths up to and including 24 months.

E. The fuel handling equipment located in the new fuel storage
area meets the requirements of ANS 57.1. The new fuel racks
meet the requirements of ANS 57.3.

F. The New Fuel Storage Racks are designed to meet the
requirements of SRP 3.8.4 Appendix D which addresses
appropriate combinations of seismic and dropped loads with
allowable stress / deformation limits.

O
I )
\d
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9.1.1.2 Eacilities Description

The new fuel racks are typically made up of two 11x11 individual
rack modules (see Figures 9.1-1 and 9.1-21), each module
containing 121 storage cells. A module is an array of fuel
storage cells similar to that shown in Figure 9.1-1. The storage
racks are stainless steel honeycomb structures with rectangular
fuel storage cells. Cell blockers are installed in alternate
cells to limit new fuel storage to 121 fuel assemblies total.

The L-insert slots are provided in the wall of the fuel rack
cavity (box) to permit the L-insert to be locked to the fuel
cavity by its locking tab after it has been installed. The
design of the locking tab and slot is such that the L-inserts can
be remotely removed from the fuel racks, if required.

L-inserts are utilized to provide additional metal thickness for
neutron absorption and to limit the displacement allowed between
the fuel assemblies and the rack wall to minimize loads due to
seismic acceleration.

The cell blockers are installed in the fuel racks before the fuel
assemblies are placed in the fuel rack. The design is basically
two concentric tubes with end restraints that limit the
engagement of the tubes in the rack cavity wall (to avoid
protrusion into an adjacent fuel rack cavity) . The tubes are
collapsed, installed into the fuel rack cavity, expanded into the
holes in the fuel rack cavity wall, then locked together with a
captured pin. In this manner the cell blockers are positively
locked to the fuel racks but can be remotely recoved should

i poison inserts be installed.

The stainless steel construction of the storage racks is
compatible with fuel assembly materials and the fuel storage
environment.

The clearance between the fuel rack module and the walls of the
storage cavity is less than the width of a fuel assembly to
preclude the inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly outside of
the rack module. The racks are bolted to embedments at the
bottom of the rack storage cavity to preclude tipping.

j

!
l The new fuel inspection area is provided for the inspection of

new fuel assemblies after they have been removed from their
shipping container and before they have been placed in the new or

( spent fuel racks. It will contain a Seismic Category II
inspection device to ascertain if the fuel assemblies meet the
dimensional requirements for installation into the reactor

! vessel. Visual inspections will also be performed to check for
| shipping damage and to ensure that all protective wrapping

material has been removed.

1
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9.1.1.3 Safety Evaluation

The new-fuel storage rack design,-discussed in Section 9.1.1.2,
,

ensures that the design bases of Section 9.1.1.1 are met. The |

capability of new fuel storage is described below.

9.1.1.3.1 Criticality Safety

9.1.1.3.1.1 Postulated Accidents

The following postulated-accidents are considered in the design
of the new fuel storage racks:

'A. Flooding; complete immersion of the entire storage array in
pure, unborated water.

B, Envelopment of the entire array in a uniform density aqueous
foam or mist of optimum density that maximizes the
reactivity of the finite array as described .in Section
9.1.1.3.1.2.D of the criticality safety assumptions. It is-
postulated that these conditions could be present as a
result of fire fighting.

C. Dropping a load on the loaded fuel racks whose impact- __
energy, if dropped from the operating elevation, will not |
exceed the- impact energy of the _ postulated dropped -fuel

[N handling tool or the combination of the dropped fuel
handling _ tool, fuel assembly, and any other handling
component supported by the hoist cabling associated with the
lifting of a fuel assembly.

D. Tensile load on the new fuel rack of 5000 pounds (limited by
.

adjustment of the motor stall torque'or load-limiting device |
of the hoist used to remove fuel- from the racks). (See
Section 9.1.4.2.1.7.B)

.Although the above accident conditions have been postulated, the
fuel handling equipment, new fuel racks, and the building:
arrangement are designed to' minimize the possibility of there
accidents or the effects resulting from these accidents-by:

l-
A. Maintaining _K less than-0.95-in the event the fuel area-err

becomes flooded with pure, unborated water.

B. Maintaining Kre less than 0.98 in the. event of envelopmente

of the entire array in a uniform density aqueous foam or|

|- mist of optimum density that maximizes the reactivity of the
finite array as-described in Section_ 9.1.1.3.1.2.D of the-
criticality safety assumptions.

i

o
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C. Providing positive hoist travel limits and interlocks to
ensure proper equipment operation and sequencing.

D. Limiting the insertion loads when installing fuel into the
new fuel racks by load measuring devices or hoist underload
interlocks.

E. Designing the new fuel racks for Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE) conditions and dropped fuel assembly conditions,

Iconsidered separately.

F. Designing the new fuel handling hoist to preclude the hoist,
or any part thereof, from falling into the new fuel handling
area.

G. Providing a drain line at the bottom of the storage cavity
to direct any fluid to the floor drain sump. The drain
incorporates a non-return check valve.

H. Designing the building with no water source in the immediate
area of the new fuel storage racks. The fixed fire fighting
water supply standpipes are seismically designed (SSE).

I. Restricting the lifting capacity of the new fuel handling
hoist that is used to remove new fuel assemblies from the
new fuel rack by either adjusting the motor stall torque or
using load limiting devices. (See Paragraphs 9.1.1.3.1.1.D
and 9.1.4.2.1.7.B). Therefore excessive uplifting force
cannot be applied.

J. Locating the new fuel storage racks at the opposite end of
the fuel building from the spent fuel pool to eliminate the
possibility of moving heavy loads near the new fuel storage
area. Movement of heavy loads over the fuel racks is
restricted by the use of electrical interlocks on the cask
handling hoist.

K. Locating the new fuel storage racks in a concrete vault at
the opposite end of the fuel area of the nuclear annex from
the spent fuel pool area to preclude passage of the cask
handling hoist over the new fuel racks during the handling
operations associated with spent fuel inspection, handling,
and shipping. This location minimizes the number of systems
or structures located in the vicinity of the new fuel
storage facility. All systems or structures in the vicinity
will be designated as Seismic Category II to preclude their
failure and entry into the new fuel storage area.

O
Amendment S
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.L. Permitting-no load to be carried over the loaded fuel racks
whose impact energy, if dropped from the operating
elevation, will exceed the impact energy of the postulated

.

dropped fuel handling tool or'the combination of the dropped :

fuel handling tool, fuel assembly, and any other handling
component supported by the hoist cabling when lifting fuel *

assemblies. The Technical Specification incorporates the
requirement that the impact energy of all loads carried over
the loaded-fuel racks will not exceed this condition-.

M. Designing the refueling machine and spent fuel handling
machine to hold their loads during a safe shutdown
earthquake or a loss of power condition (See Section 9.1.4) .

9.1.1.3.1.2 Criticality Safety Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in evaluating criticality-
.

safety:

A. Under postulated conditions of complete flooding by
unborated water, the storage array is treated as a finite
array of assemblies having an infinite fuel length.

~

B. Under postulated conditions of envelopment by aqueous foam
or mist, a range of foam or mist densities is examined to
ensure that the maximum reactivity of the array is .

established. The foam or mist is assumed to be pure-water. '

C. The poisoning. effects of rack structure are neglected.
Prior calculations have _shown this to be a conservative
assumption, where the degree-of conservatism depends on the
exact rack structure. design. It is also assumed-that.no
supplemental fixed poisons are utilized in , the - storage -
array.

D. A concrete _ storage cavity is-utilized-for new-fuel storage.
Two 11x11 rack-modules'are located'in'the cavity-with_ cell
blockers installed in alternate , cells ' to limit new fuel
storage to 121 fuel assemblies.

The criticality analyses for the new fuel racks assume a_
close-fitting, 2-foot. thick concrete reflector on all six:-

sides of the new fuel rack array. In: actuality, _the
_ concrete walls surrounding the new fuel racks are separated
-from the racks- by: several -inches, with: the floor and-
material'above the fuel also several inches away from the-
racks. A close fitting, thick cencrete wall provides better
neutron reflection than both.the reflector consisting of a
concrete -wall separated from the array by'several inches and
tLe reflector consisting of the actual materials above the
active-fuel. Therefore, the configuration assumed for the
criticality analyses -is conservative with respect to the

; actual configuration of_the new fuel rack array.

E. The. rack is assumed to be filled to design capacity with
fuel assemblies.-

Amendment V
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F. No burnable poison shims or other supplemental neutron
poisons (e.g., CEAs) are assumed to be present in the fuel
assemblies.

9.1.1.3.1.3 Criticality Safety Margins

I criticality safety margins for initial on-site storage are
maintained by:

A. Limiting the capacity tc 121 fuel assemblies.

B. Defining an overall array configuration.

C. Providing adequate mechanical separation of fuel assemblies
in the array, even under postulated accident conditions.

The mechanical separation provided is discussed in Section
9.1.1.2. In evaluating criticality saf ety, the three-dimensional
Monte Carlo computer code KENO-IV (Reference 2) is used to
perform the criticality calculations for the new fuel storage
racks for the postulated accident condition of flooding with
pure, unborated water for the full range of water densities. The
calculations are performed for a typical repeating lattice unit
of the new fuel storage racks and a fuel enrichment of 5.0 wt.%
U-235, which envelops the design requirements for any fuel
management scheme. The calculations include an allowance in K,rg
for uncertainties due to deviations from nominal conditions
(e.g., variations in water temperature) and calculational
uncertainties. Including uncertainties, the maximum K rr is lesse

than 0.95 for flooding with pure, unborated water and less than
0.98 for immersion in a foam or mist of the optimum moderation
density.

The rack structure provides a separation of at least 10 inches,
which is greater than the separation between fuel assemblies
within the rack, between the top of the active fuel and the top
of the rack to preclude criticality in the event a fuel assembly
is dropped into a horizontal pocition on the top of the rack.

The new fuel storage area is protected from the effects of
missiles or natural phenomena as discussed in Section 3.5.

9.1.1.3.2 Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.13

All requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.13 are met excluding those
regarding the spent fuel pool water supply, since new fuel
storage is dry. The new fuel storage area is designed to ensure
that any light load, when handled over the fuel racks, will not
exceed the design impact energy of the rack if the load is
postulated to fall from its operating height. In addition, all
heavy loads are prevented from travel over the new fuel racks by
the use of mechanical and electrical interlocks on the cask
handling hoist and the new fuel handling hoist incorporates load
limiting devices to preclude fuel damage during handling.

Amendment W
9.1-6 June 17, 1994
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f)
) 9.1.1.3.3 Seismic Classificationi,,s_/

The New Fuel Storage Racks, Storage Vault, and the Rack Restraint
System are qualified as Seismic Category I. The seismic category
of other building components associated with handling fuel
assemblies is noted in Table 3.2-1. Those items in the immediate
vicinity of the new fuel storage area that are not qualified as
Seismic Category I are designed such that their failure will not
result in damage to the fuel racks or fuel (See Section
9.1.1.3.1.1.J).

9.1.1.3.4 Storage Capacity

Storage is typically provided for a total of 121 new fuel
assemblies in two 50% density 11x11 racks.

9.1.2 SPENT FUEL STORAGE

9.1.2.1 Design Bases

The following design bases are imposed on the storage of fuel
within the spent fuel pool:

A. Accidental criticality shall be prevented for the most

7-s reactive arrangement of stored spent fuel by avoiding a K ne
greater than 0.95. This design basis shall be met under any

\s))(
normal operation and postulated accident conditions
identified in Section 9.1.2.3.1.1.

B. The requirements of Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.29, 1.115, and
1.117 shall be met. The spent fuel pool area is designed to
prevent a loss of water in the fuel pool from uncovering the
fuel, prevent heavy loads from traversing over the fuel
racks when the racks contain fuel assemblies, withstana the
impact of a fuel assembly or a handling tool or a
combination of both falling from the maximum handling
elevation, incorporate components meeting the seismic
classification designated in Table 3.2-1,and incorporate
water level and radiation monitoring instrumentation.

C. The storage racks and facilities shall be Seismic
Category I.

D. The spent fuel storage racks provide on-site storage for at
least 907 spent fuel assemblies. All components within the
area of the fuel racks meet the requirements of Table 3.2-1
to preclude rack damage.

E. The racks shall not be anchored to the pool floor or wall.
Clearances shall be allowed for rack tipping but the rack

(''}
design and loading shall preclude rack overturning.

N~ I

Amendment W
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9.1.2.2 Facility Description

9.1.2.2.1 Spent Fuel Pool

The spent fuel pool consists of three separate water filled fuel
storage and handling areas; the spent fuel cask laydown area, the
spent fuel storage rack area, and the fuel transfer system canal
area (See Figure 9.1-21). Each area can be sealed from its
adjacent area by a hinged gate equipped with elastomer seals.
The gates allow the spent fuel cask laydown area and the fuel
transfer system canal area to be drained without affecting the
water level within the spent fuel storage rack area. These gates
are designed so that water pressure in the spent fuel storage
area will maintain them closed when the adjacent areas are
dowatered.

The fuel transfer system canal area contains the fuel transfer
system that is used for transporting fuel assemblies to and from
the containment building. The spent fuel cask laydown area
contains the spent fuel cask that is used for the transport of
spent fuel assemblies from the nuclear annex.

All of the above areas are stainless steel lined, concrete walled
pools that are an integral part of the nuclear annex.

.(
The depth of the spent fuel pool is such that when the irradiated
fuel assembly is being carried over the spent fuel racks by the
spent fuel handling machine at its maximum lift height, there is
sufficient water coverage to ensure that personnel on the spent
fuel handling machine or on the operating floor around the pool
are not exposed to radiation levels exceeding 2.5 MREM per hour.

Piping penetrations to the spent fuel pool are at least 10 feet
above the top of the fuel assemblies when the assemblies are
seated in the spent fuel racks. The bottom of the gates that
lead from the spent fuel pool to the fuel transfer system canal
and the spent fuel shipping cask laydown area are above the top
of the stored fuel assemblies. The spent fuel racks and the pool
floor are designed to withstand the maximum impact energy of a
dropped fuel handling tool or a dropped fuel assembly with its
handling tool from the maximum lift height. Redundant low and
high level water alarm and temperature measurement systems, as
described in Section 9.1.3.5, in conjunction with the pool
skimmer system, minimizes the potential for overfilling the pool.
The ventilation system for the spent fuel pool area is described
in Section 9.1.3.1.6.

9.1.2.2.2 Spent Fuel Pool Storage Racks

The spent fuel pool storage racks are typically made up of twelve
11x11 individual modules containing 121 storage cells each (see
Figures 9.1-21 and 9.1-22) . A module is an array of fuel storage
cells similar to that shown in Figure 9.1-1. The storage racks
are stainless steel honeycomb structures with rectangular fuel
storage cells. The stainless steel construction of the racks is

Amendment U l
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o)i
( / compatible with fuel assembly materials and the spent fuel
'' borated water environment.

The spent fuel is stored in two regions of the pool. Region I
provides core off-load capability for approximately 363 spent
fuel assemblies (equivalent to one and one-half cores). This is
achieved with 50% density storage in a checkerboard array using
"L" inserts in the usable cells (Figure 9.1-2). The "L" insert
is a non-poisoned stainless steel insert which provides the
needed flux trap water gap. Region II provides 75% density
storage for approximately 544 spent fuel assemblies. The cells
that are not used are blocked to prevent improper storage. A
total of approximately 907 usable spaces for spent fuel storage
is thus provided.

If new fuel assemblies are placed in the spent fuel pool in
preparation for a refueling outage, they are located in Region I.
Space in Region I is also provided for the storage of failed fuel
assemblies.

The two regions permit increased spent fuel storage by the use of
a denser fuel storage array for full burnup fuel assemblies.
This allows increased storage capacity within the pool without
the use of neutron poison inserts.

p
t 1 Both Region I and II storage areas are designed to accommodate
V fuel assemb]ies with initial enrichment up to 5 weight percent

U-235. Region I has no restriction on burnup history of stored
fuel assemblies. Region II is restricted for storage of fuel
having a minimum cumulative burnup which is dependent on the
initial enrichment for each fuel assembly. This restriction on
fuel storage in Region II will be imposed by administrative
controls developed and implemented by the COL Applicant. |

The division of the spent fuel storage area into two regions
provides an increased storage capacity (75% density vs. 50%
density) without the use of poison inserts while at the same time
providing a large storage capability for spent fuel assemblies
with no restrictions on their burnup history.

Total Spent Fuel storage capacity represents approximately 376%
of a full core. Region II represents approximately 226% of a
full core.

New fuel assemblies placed in the spent fuel pool in preparation
for a refueling outage are located in Region I. Region I also
includes space for storage of failed fuel assemblies.

The structural design of the spent fuel rack and pool includes
provisions for accepting loads associated with 100% storage with

/7 neutron poison inserts in order to meet future expansion
l., ) potential.
v

Amendment U
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9.1.2.3 Saf e ty __ Evaluation

The spent fuel pool storage rack design and location, discussed
in Section 9.1.2.2, provides assurance that design bases of
Section 9.1.2.1 are met as noted in the following sections.

9.1.2.3.1 Criticality Safety

9.1.2.3.1.1 Postulated Accidents

The following postulated accidents are considered in the design
of the spent fuel pool storage racks:

A. A load dropped on the loaded fuel racks whose impact energy,
if dropped from the operating elevation, will not exceed the
impact energy of the postulated dropped fuel handling tool
or the combination of the dropped fuel handling tool, fuel
assembly, and any other f uel handling component supported by
the hoist cabling. Storage locations for tools and equipment
are designed to preclude damage to safety related equipment
as described in Section 9.1.4.2.3.3.

B. Tensile load on the rack of 5000 pounds (limited by
adjustment of the motor stall torque or load-limiting device
of the crane used to load fuel into the racks). (See
Section 9.1.4.2.1.3)

C. A fuel assembly accidentally located in either a blocked off
fuel storage cavity or adjacent to the outside of the fuel
rack.

Although the above accident conditions have been postulated, the
fuel handling equipment, fuel racks, and the building arrangement
are designed to minimize the possibility of these accidents or
the effects resulting from these accidents by:

A. Providing positive mechanical travel hoist limits and
interlock 3 to ensure proper equipment operation and
sequence.

B. Limiting the handling of loads when installing fuel into or
removing fuel from the fuel rack.

C. Designing the fuel racks for (1) SSE conditions and (2) a
dropped fuel assembly handling tool or the combination of
the dropped fuel handling tool, fuel assembly, and any other
component supported by the hoist cable (conditions (1) and
(2) considered separately).

D. Designing the fuel handling machine as a Seismic Category II
I to preclude the fuel handling machine, or any part thereof,
I from falling into the spent fuel pool.

|
.

| Amendment U
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E. - Meeting regulatory positions C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide
1. 29 and regulatory positions C.1 and C.6 of Regulatory-
Guide 1.13, as these positions relate.to the ability of the=
components to withstand the effects of earthquakes.

Examples of compliance are demonstrated by the assignment of
,

the-various Seismic Categories to the building structures,
fuel handling equipment,__and other components as noted-in
Table 3.2-1 and the design of the equipment and components
meeting these: requirements. Fuel handling equipment that
moves over the reactor core and' spent fuel racks is also .

provided with seismic restraints to ensure that -the-
components do not become disengaged from their operating-
rails and fall into the pool during a seismic event.

F. Meeting regulatory positions C.1, C.2 and C.3 of Regulatory
Guide 1.13, ANS 57.1/ ANSI-N2 08, ANS 57.2/ ANSI-N210, and
NUREG-0612 as they relate to radioactive release as a ' result
of fuel damage.

Examples of compliance are demonstrated by the design of the
fuel building which precludes movement of the spent-fuel
cask handling hoist over the new and - spent fuel storage
racks when they contain-fuel assemblies, designation of load
paths for_ all heavy: lifts, limiting the weight and lift
height of any load that is moved over the fuel racks such
that its impact energy, if dropped, will not exceed the
design impact energy of the fuel racks (See Section-
9.1. 2. 3.1.1.G) ' or f uel pool, and ' ensuring that the _ lif t,

'

height of the spent ~ fuel shipping cask does not exceed 30
feet which limits the cask from being raised above 'the
operating floor elevation.

G. Permitting no load to be-carried over the-loaded fuel racks
whose impact energy, _:if dropped .from. the operating
-elevation, will exceed the impact-energy of the-postulated
dropped fuel handling tool,.Suel assembly, and any : other -
handling component. supported by the " hoist cabling when
lifting fuel assemblies. The -Technical Specification
incorporates the requirement that the impact energy of all

~

loads carried over the loaded fuel racks will not_ exceed
this condition.

H.- 'Providing mechanical and- electrical ' interlocks on the
nuclear annex overhead hoists _to preclude movement of fuel

~

shipping containers or casks - and - other heavy loads from
-beingotransported over the spent fuel pool. (See Section-
9.1.4.2.1.7)-

I. Designing ;the refueling machine and 1 spent fuel handling-
-machine to h o l d-- .t h e i r- loads' 'during a safe shutdown
earthquake or a loss of power condition -(See Section 9.1.4) .

9.1.2.3.1.2- Criticality Safety Assumptions

. The _ following assumptions are made in evaluating criticality
safety:

I A. S No control = element assemblies (CEAs) are assumed- to - be,

present in the fuel assemblies.
|

Amendment V
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B. The rack is assumed to be filled to the initial on-site
storage capacity with fuel assemblies of the type whose
criticality safety is evaluated with the spent fuel pool
filled with water.

C. For normal operation, no credit is assumed for the boron
normally found in the spent fuel pool water. For the
flooded spent fuel pool criticality analysis, an optimum
temperature is assumed for the water moderator. In
evaluating the criticality limits of a dropped fuel assembly
and tool accident, it is assumed that boron concentration in
the spent fuel pool water is less than one-half of normal
(see Section 9.1.3.1.4A) and well below the minimum defined
by Technical Specifications.

D. An infinite fuel assembly array is assumed for the flooded
spent fuel pool analysis.

E. Only one fuel assembly is assumed to be dropped in a fuel
handling accident.

F. It is conservatively assumed that four rows of fuel rods are
damaged during a fuel assembly handling accident.

G. Eighty-five percent (85%) of the actual burnup for a given
initial enrichment is used for each fuel assembly in the
spent fuel rack criticality analysis.

9.1.2.3.1.3 Criticality Safety Margins

| Criticality safety margins for initial on-site storage are
assured by:

A. Neglecting the neutron absorption effects associated with
the boron normally in the spent fuel pool water during
normal operations and assuming that spent fuel pool boron
concentration during a fuel assembly drop accident is less
than one-half of normal (see Section 9.1.3.1.4A) and well
below the minimum defined by Technical Specifications.

B. When fuel is stored in the borated or mixed modes (freshly
burned fuel assembly is inadvertently placed in Region II),
the minimum boron concentration in the spent fuel pool water
is that defined by Technical Specifications that apply
whenever fuel is to be moved in the storage pool.

| C. Limiting the capacity to 907 fuel assemblies.

In evaluating criticality safety, the two-dimensional transport
code DOT-4 (Reference 1) is used to calculate the K te in the spent
fuel storage racks for Region I and Region II for normal design
conditions. The calculations are performed for a typical
repeating lattice unit for Region I and Region II of the spent
fuel storage racks. No credit is assumed for the boron normally
found in the spent fuel pool water. For Region I, K ism
calculated for fresh fuel with an enrichment of 5.0 wt.% U-235,
with allowance for uncertainties due to deviation from nominal
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p
conditions (e.g., variations in fuel rack pitch, rack steel(V uncertainties. Including all uncertainties, the maximum K rr fore

Region I is less than 0.95.

For Region II, K,rr is calculated for various combinations of fuel
enrichments and fuel burnups, with allowance for uncertainties
due to deviations from nominal conditions and calculational
uncertainties. The initial enrichments range up to and including
5 wt.% U-235. These results conservatively establish the minimum
cumulative burnup as a function of initial enrichment for Region
II fuel necessary to maintain K,r r less than 0.95. (For
conservatism, the minimum cumulative burnup represents 0.85 of
the actual fuel burnup.)

_

The three-dimensional Monte Carlo Computer code KENO-IV
(Reference 2) is used to calculate K rt for the postulated accidente

condition of a dropped fuel assembly in T'aion II. The dropped
fuel assembly is conservatively assume to be a fresh fuel
assembly with 5.0 wt.% U-235 initial enrichment. The assumed
boron concentrations are significantly conservative (less than
one half of the minimum boron concentration required by the
Technical Specifications) with respect to the actual boron
concentrations that could occur during the postulated dropped
fuel assembly accident. With these assumed boron concentrations,
the maximum K,r r (including uncertainties) for the postulatedgg

i i dropped fuel assembly accident condition is substantially less
V than 0.95.

Thus, for normal operation and postulated accident conditions, K,1.tr
is shown to be less than 0.95. The K rr values are substantiallye

below the limiting values allowed by ANS/ ANSI 51.1-1983 and
provide adequate margin for calculation uncertainty.

The spent fuel storage area is protected from the effects of
missiles or natural phenomena by a seismic Category I structure,
as discussed in Section 3.5.

9.1.2.3.2 Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.13

The spent fuel storage facility conforms with the guidelines of |
Regulatory Guide 1.13.

9.1.2.3.3 Seismic Classification

The spent fuel storage racks, the spent fuel pool concrete
structure, the spent fuel rack support system, and the pool liner
are Seismic Category I. Refer to Table 3.2-1 for a tabulation of
the designated seismic categories for the fuel handling and
nuclear annex components related to fuel handling.

A
[ )
U
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9.1.2.3.4 Storage Capacity

| Storage is provided for at least 907 spent fuel assemblies. This
provides storage for approximately 10 years of unit operation.

9.1.2.3.5 Fuel Assembly Cooling

The spent fuel pool storage racks are designed to prevent
extensive bulk boiling in the racks as well as maintain
fuel cladding temperatures well below 650*F for the following
collective conditions:

A. Natural convection water circulation within the spent fuel
pool,

B. Maximum pool water temperature of 150*F at the fuel rack
inlet flow passages, and

C. Maximum fuel pool heat load as described in Section 9.1.3.

9.1.2.3.6 Compliance with ANS 57.2

The design of the Spent Fuel Storage facility conforms with the
guidelines of paragraph 5.4 of ANS 57.2. As an example, the
facility incorporates monitoring systems to verify pool water
temperature to insure adequate fuel assembly cooling, radiation
detectors to determine if radiation levels exceed predetermined
setpoints and alarms to notify plant personnel of abnormal
conditions.

The features include:

A. A radiation monitor with audible alarm on the spent fuel
handling machine adjacent to the operator control console.

B. Radiation monitors, including a continuous air monitor,
within the spent fuel pool area. At least one monitor
indicates and alarms in the control room.

C. Uninterruptible communications by the use of sound powered
phones or a separate communication system.

D. Redundant alarm and actuation system for the pool
ventilation system during those periods it is not in use.

E. Ventilation sampling provisions.

To facilitate use, all monitoring systems are capable of being
calibrated.

O
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P)s been raised, and lights on the control consolo indicate
V whether they are withdrawn or extended.

G. Refueling Machine Mast Anti-collision Interlock

This interlock stops translation of the bridge and/or
trolley when the collision ring on the mast is contacted and
deflected.

Redundant switches are provided to minimizo the possibility
of this interlock becoming inoperative. Slow bridge speeds
are provided for movement of the refueling machine in areas
other than its normal travel route which might contain
obstructions. Travel limits are also provided to prevent -

machine contact with obstructions within the pool area.

11 . Refueling Machine Holst Speed Interlock

This interlock provides restriction on maximum hoisting
speed when the fuel is within the core. During insertion
and withdrawal the change in hoist speed can be monitored by
observation of the hoist vertical position indicator. A
change in the sound of the hoist will accompany the change
in hoist speed.

9.1.4.2.1.2 Transfer System

The following identifies and describes the functions of the
interlocks which will be contained in the transfer system.

A. Transfer System Winch Overload Interlock

Terminates movement of the fuel carriage through the
transfer tube if the load increases above the overload
setpoint.

The transfer system winch overload interlock (9.1.4. 2.1. 2. A)
will terminate movement of the fuel carriage through the
transfer tube in the event the fuel carriage contacts d

a partially closed transfer tube valvo. Testing has shown
that there is no damage to the fuel carrier or the fuel
assembly under this condition. Administrative controls
restrict operation of the fuel transfer tube valvo during
normal fuel handling operations.

The winching load is visually displayed so that the operator
can manually terminate the transfer operation if an overload
occurs and the interlock fails. The motor stall torque is
also controlled to preclude equipment damage during normal
transfer operations should the overload setpoint fail. Anp) overload is indicated by a light on the control panel and by

( an audible alarm.
v
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B. Transfer System Fuel Carrier Interlock

Prevents the winch from attempting to pull the fuel carriage |
through the transfer tube with an upender in a vertical
position. If this interlock fails and a transfer signal is
initiated, winching will be terminated when the load
increases above the overload setpoint.

C. Transfer System Uponder Rotation Interlock

This interlock prevents rotation of the upender while the
refueling machine and spent fuel handling machine (SFHM) are
at their upender stations.

Failure of this interlock while the machines are at the
upending station will allow the transfer equipment operator
to initiate rotation of the fuel carrier. In the event that
this signal is erroneously initiated while the fuel assembly
is being lowered from or raised into the refueling machine,
a bending load would be applied to the fuel bundle. This
load would stall equipment operation and not result in fuel
assembly failure in excess of the conditions described in
Chapter 15.

D. Transfer System Upender Interlock

This interlock prevents rotation of the upender unless the
fuel carrier is correctly located for upending.

Failure of this interlock will:

1. With the fuel carrier in the transfer tube allow the
upender to rotate with no offect on the carrier or fuel
bundle.

2. With the fuel carrier partially in the upender, attempt
to but not be successful in, rotating the carrier since
a mechanical lock prevents premature carrier rotation.

E. Fuel Carrier Rotational Interlock
.

! This interlock prevents rotation of the fuel carrier unless
'

the fuel carrier is correctly located in the upender.

Failure of this interlock may cause contact between the fuel,

carrier and the transfer tube assembly which will result in'

an overload signal and termination of motion of the transfer

|
carriage. No damage to the fuel assembly will result since

| the fuel assembly is enclosed in the carrier.

@
,
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( 9.1.4.2.2.11 CEA Elevator
L

A CEA elevator as shown on Figure 9.1-7 is utilized to assemble
new CEAs and to disassemble irradiated CEAs. The elevator is
oowered by a cabic winch and the CEAs are contained in a simple
Eupport structure whose wheels are captured at the two rails.
Tooling used to handle CEAs within the elevator is supported from
the CEA change platform.

9.1.4.2.2.12 Transport Container

The transport container is used to store and move cut up pieces
of spent CEAs and in-core instruments (ICls). The container has
the same outsido dimensions as a fuel assembly and is provided _

with a top fitting to mate with the fuel grapple enabling it to
be moved by the fuel handling equipment.

9.1.4.2.2.13 Refueling Pool Seal

The refueling pool seal is designed to connect the reactor
pressure vessel upper flange to the floor of the refueling cavity
to permit filling of the refueling cavity for fuel 'andling.

activities.

The pool seal is designed to function when subjected to the
normally occurring loading conditions as well as the loads

( resulting from credible refueling errors or equipment
malfunctions. During normal plant operation, the pool seal is
subjected to heatup and cooldown of the reactor pressure vessel.
These loads result from the thermal growth of the reactor
pressure vessel relative to the surrounding building structures
and translation of the vessel relative to the building structure.
The pool seal is designed to meet the requirements for Seismic
category I equipment during plant operation.

During normal refueling operations, the pool seal is designed to
withstand the pressure resulting from a water head that is the
full depth of the refueling cavity from the elevation of the
operating floor. This represents the maximum possible water head
and it is two (2) feet greater than the normal water level.

I
During refueling operations with the refueling cavity flooded,
the heavy lift components that pass over the pool seal are the
reactor vessel closure head, the upper guide structure assembly
with its lift rig, and the upper guide structure lift rig with

/\
l *

d
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the CEA extension shafts. Administrative controls will be
prepared by the COL applicant that require the fuel transfer tube
valve or the gate between the spent fuel pool and the transfer
canal to be closed prior to the transfer of heavy loads over the
pool seal. This is done to preclude any change to the spent fuel
pool water level during a postulated heavy load drop on the pool
seal which could result in refueling cavity drain down. In
addition, administrative controls preclude the movement of heavy
loads over the pool seal if the refueling machine contains a fuel
assembly. The refueling machine is designed as a Seismic
Category II structure so that it will not fall on the pool seal
during seismic events.

Pool seal welds required for structural integrity or scaling
integrity are inspectable. The access ports, for ex-core
detector servicing and inspection, and the openings required for
cavity ventilation are designed to permit pressure testing to
verify their integrity before filling the refueling cavity.

A fuel assembly in transit may be lowered into either the reactor ;

pressure vessel or the end of the refueling cavity containing the |
transfer system upender and core support barrel (CSB) storage '

stand if the pool seal developed a leak. Both of these locations
provide sufficient water depth below the pool seal elevation to
maintain water coverage over the fuel assembly. The time
required to position the fuel over one of these areas and lower
the fuel assembly is less than four (4) minutes. The normal

,

refueling cavity makeup capacity is sufficient to maintain the !
fuel refueling cavity water height for the maximum postulated |
leak size. In the event that no makeup water is available, the
time to drain down to the reactor pressure vessel flange is four
(4) hours. There is sufficient time to safely secure a fuel
assembly being transferred in the event of the maximum credible
pool seal leak rate. The max.imum postulated pool seal leak rate
resulting from damage due to a dr:ppea tuel ar-ambly or
def ormation resulting from an SSE is approximately 93,500 gallons
per hour.

With the water level at the reactor flange level, the radiation
dose rate in reactor building from the spent fuel assemblies in
the reactor core will not be significantly higher than when the
refueling cavity is flooded.

The pool seal is designed to function during seismic events when
the refueling cavity is full. The pool seal is designed for the
impact of a fuel assembly dropped from the maximum height that it
is raised above the pool seal by the refueling machine during
transit. This is the maximum credible load resulting from
refueling errors or malfunctions. Transfer of heavy loads over
the reactor pressure vessel are prohibited during fuel handling
operations. Therefore, the drop of such loads are not considered
credible in the design of the pool seal.

Amendment V
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(w ,) TADkE 9.1-1

MAJOR _ TOOLS AND SERVICING EQUIPMENT
FOR_ REFUELING FUNCTIONS

Item
Ro. Item Quantity

1 4-Finger CEA Handling Tool 1

2 12-Finger CEA Handling Tool 1

3 CEA Cutting Tool 1

4 Transport Container Handling Tool 1

5 Spent-Fuel Handling Tool 1

6 Solveillance Capsule Retrieval Tool 1

7 Neutron Source Handling Tool 1

8 CEA/ICI Transport Container 1

9 Gripper Operating Tool 1

_
10 CEA Assembly / Disassembly Tool Set 1

( ) 11 New Fuel Handling Tool 1
v

12 Dummy Fuel Assembly 1

13 Cutter for Incore Instrumentation 1 |

N]
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kv 9.2.1.1.4 Interface Requirements

The Station Service Water System (SSWS) Pump Structure is an out
of scope item which shall be provided by the applicant. The
licensee shall verify that the following interface requirements
are met to ensure adequacy with the System 80+ Standard Design:

A. The SSWS Pump Structure shall meet Scismic Category I
requirements.

B. The SSWS Pump Structure shall provido physical and fire |
barriers to maintain divisional separation of SSWS
components. The divisional wall will be designed /
constructed with no penetrations below the maximum probabic
flood elevation.

C. The SSWS Pump Structure shall withstand the effects of the
following events:

1. Natural phenomena, including SSE, floods, tornados, and
hurricanes.

2. Externally and internally generated missiles.

3. Fire and sabotage,

bQ D. The SSWS Pump Structure shall be located outside the turbine
missile path.

E. Trash racks shall be provided upstream of station service
water pumps susceptible to damage due to large debris. A
safety grade traveling scrcen shall be installed downstream
of trash racks and upstream of station service water pumps.
The screens shall be equipped for periodic cleaning and
designed to limit ingestion of biofouling, organics, and
debris, consistent with the fouling design limits of the
piping system and CCWS heat exchanger and the need to limit
any blockage of the pump inlets. Provisions for physical
access to the trash racks and the traveling screens shall be
consistent with the design of securicy barriers and
intrusion detection systems. Provisions for physical access
and for debris removal shall not provide a potential path
for covert penetration into the protected area.

F. Design of the SSWS Pump Structure shall provide adequate
accessibility for maintenance, inspection, and testing of
components located within the structure including suf ficient
equipment lay down space, lif ting equipment, and pathway for
removal and replacement of major components.

G. The SSWS Pump Structure pump well shall be designed top'
; ( j prevent the formation of air vortices over the complete

\d range of anticipated operating water levels in the pumpl

well,

i
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!! . The SSWS is designated as a vital aystem. The SSWS pump
structure and all SSNS piping and cabling shall be located
within the protected area that is common to the main plant.

The COL applicant will take appropriate measures to prevent
organic fouling and inorganic buildup, and will provide site-
specific aspects regarding the resolution of GSI 51 (See
Sections 9.2.1.4 and 9.2.5.4).

9.2.1.2 System DescripM oD

The SSWS consists of two separate, redundant, open loop, safety-
related divisions. Each division cools one of two divisions of
the CCWS, which in turn cools 100% of the safety-related loads.

a lower pressure than the CCWS to preventThe SSWS operates at
contamination of the CCWS with raw water.

Each division of the SSWS consists of two pumps, two strainers,
two cump pumps, and associated piping, valves, controls and
instrumentation. The station service water pumps circulate
cooling water to the component cooling water heat exchanger and
back to the ultimate heat sink. Provisions are made to ensure a
continuous flow of cooling water under normal and accident
conditions. Valves SW-120, SW-121, SW-122, SW-123, SW-220,
SW-221, SW-222, and SW-223 provide station service water flow
isolation / initiation for the component cooling water heat
exchangers. These valves are provided with electric motor
operators and can be remotely operated from the control room.

9.2.1.2.1 Components Description

Table 9.2.1-2 lists component design parameters. Each component
is also described in the following sections. Table 9. 2.1-3 lists
the active valves for the SSWS. These valves are described in
Section 9.2.1.2.1.8.

9.2.1.2.1.1 SSWS Pumps

Four identical station service water pumps are provided, two
pumps per division. Manual start and stop actuation of the
station service water pumps is provided from the control room to
override automatic actuation. Each pump provides 100% of the
required flow for post-LOCA conditions. Typically, during normal
operation only one pump per division is operating. The second
pump in the respective division will automatically start on a low
pump discharge pressure signal. This is indicative of a failure
of the operating pump.

The pumps are of the vertical centrifugal type and are installed
in the station service water pump structure. The station service
water pump motor coolers receive cooling water from their
respective station service water pump discharge at all times
while the pump is in operation. The pump motors and all other

,
' electrical equipment in the pump structure are located aoove the

maximum flood elevation.

|
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(V3 9.2.1.2.2.2 Normal Operation

Typically, during normal operation one station service water pump |
and one component cooling water heat exchanger per division is in
service. Station service water is supplied to the component
cooling water heat exchangers that are in service and receiving
heat loads from the CCWS.

9.2.1.2.2.3 Unit Shutdown

Both divisions of the SSWS (four station service water pumps and
four component cooling water heat exchangers) are required to
accomplish a normal reactor shutdown, that is, a reactor coolant
temperature of 140*F in 24 hours. Although a normal reactor
shutdown is accomplished by operation of both SSWS divisions, a

shutdown over 24 hours is possible with use of asafety grade _
single division.

9.2.1.2.2.4 Rofnoling Operations

Both divisions of the SSWS (four station service water pumps and
four component cooling water heat exchangers) are required to be
in service during refueling. The RCS will be at a refueling
temperature of 120'F at 96 hours after reactor shutdown.

9.2.1.2.2.5 Emergency Operation

One station service water pump and corresponding component
cooling water heat exchanger is required to operate during
post-LOCA. The SSWS will operate for the required nominal 30
days following a postulated LOCA without requiring any makeup
water to the UHS and without requiring any blowdown (that is,
from non-open heat sinks such as a cooling pond) for salinity
control. Provisions for non-essential makeup water and blowdown
are discussed in Section 9.2.5.

9.2.1.2.2.6 Loss of Offsite Power

A loss of of fsite power results in the shutdown and restarting of
the station service water pumps in accordance with the diesel
generator load sequencing.

9.2.1.3 Safet_y_ Evaluation

Safety evaluations, numbered to conform to the safety design
bases, are as follows:

b
| O
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A. The SSWS has the capability to dissipate the heat loads for
safe reactor shutdown.

Loss of of fsite power results in the shutdown and restarting
of the SSWS pumps in accordance with the diesel generator
load sequencing. The diesel generator load capacity and
sequencing times are commensurate with SSWS requirements.
Thus, safe reactor shutdown is supported by the SSWS.

B. The SSWS maintains the component cooling water supply
temperature at or below 120*P for the design basis accident.

C. The SSWS is comprised of two physically separate,
independent, full capacity divisions, each of which is
powered from separate emergency channels and a separate
diesel generator. This ensures that a single failure does
not impair system effectiveness. Refer to Table 9. 2.1-1 for
the single failure analysis.

D. The SSW pumps are located in Seismic Category I pump
structures to protect the pumps against adverse
environmental occurrences. Other required portions of the
SSWS are either installed underground or are located in
buildings that also protect against adverse environmental
conditions.

E. Control room flow indication and alarms are provided to
alert the operator of system leakage. Since the SSWS
operates at a lower pressure than the CCWS, leakage of raw
water from the SSWS into the CCWS is precluded.

F. Wetted surf aces in the SSWS are of materials compatible with
the UHS water chemistry. Organic fouling and inorganic
buildups are controlled by proper water treatment (Refer to
Section 9.2.5). The capability to clean all SSWS surfaces
is provided.

| G. The essential portions of the SSWS are designed as Seismic
Category I.

| H. During normal plant operation, the SSWS in operating. The
redundant features of the SSWS allow testing without
violation of technical specifications.

| I. Components of the SSWS are located such that flooding, fire,
tornado missile damage, internal missiles, pipe breaks and
whip, jet impingement and interaction with non-seismic
systems from any source will not prevent the system from
performing its design function.

O
Amendment W
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J. To prevent damage to components and piping, the system is
designed to minimize the potential for water hammer by
providing adequate filling and high point venting.

9.2.1.4 Inspection and Testilla Reguirements

The COL applicant will provide site-specific aspects regarding
the resolution of Generic Safety Issue 51, including maintenance
and inspection programs.

During fabrication of the SSW components, tests and inspections
are performed and documented in accordance with code requirements
to assure high quality construction. As necessary, performance
tests of components are performed at the vendor's facility. The
SSWS is designed and installed to permit inservice inspection and
tests in accordance with ASME Code Section XI. Duried SSWS
piping is inspected by means of a leakage test that determines
the rate of pressure loss or a test of differential flow between
the ends of buried piping.

9.2.1.4.1 BSWS Performance Tests

Prior to initial plant startup, a comprehensive performance test
as detailed in Section 14.2 will be performed to verify that the
design performance of the system and individual components is

O attained.
|

9.2.1.4.2 Reliability Tests and Inspections

A. System Level Tests

Af te:r the plant is brought into operation, periodic tests
and inspections of the SSW components and subsystems are
performed to ensure proper operation. Scheduled tests and
inspections are necessary to verify system operability. A
complete schedule of tests and inspections of the SSWS is
detailed in Chapter 16, Technical Specifications.

B. Component Testing

In addition to the system level tests, tests to verify
proper operation of the SSW components are also conducted.
These tests supplement the system level tests by verifying
acceptable performance of each active component in the SSWS.

Pumps and valves are tested in accordance with ASME Section
XI. Various flow rate testing up to and including tuo
design point of the SSW pumps can be performed using the
system loop.

The station service water intake will be visually inspected, once
per refueling cycle, for macroscopic biological fouling

p' organisms, sediment, and corrosion. Inspections should be
t performed either by scuba divers or by dewatering the intake
\ structure or by comparable methods. Any fouling accumulations

should be removed.

Amendment W
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!.2.1.5 InstrumentaJion Requirements

' lie SSW strumentation facilitates automatic operation, remote
ct.itrol and continuous indication of system parameters (Ulls
watet memperature, station service water pump flow, Ulls water
level) both locally and in the control room.

Process indications and alarms are provided to enable the
operator to evaluate the SSWS performance and to detect
malfunctions. Station service water pump discharge pressure is
monitored and actuates alarms upon detecting an abnormally low
pressure (pump failure, pipe break) or abnormally high pressure
(pipe blockage, closed valves). UllS water levels and
temperatures are monitored to detect a low or high level, or a
high temperature condition (see Section 9.2.5). The station
service water discharge temperature from the component cooling
water heat exchangers is monitored. A high temperature condition
alarms to indicate either a reduced water flow to the heat
exchanger or an abnormal heat input into the heat exchanger from
the CCWS.

The following test connections are provided at each component
cooling water heat exchanger. These are used for determining the
overall heat transfer coef ficient with temporary instrumentation.

A. Component cooling water heat exchanger inlet and outlet
temperature test connections on the SSWS side.

B. Component cooling water heat exchanger inlet and outlet
pressure test connections on the SSWS side.

C. Component cooling water heat exchanger flow test connection
on the SSWS side.

9.2.1.5.1 Pressure

A. Local Indication

Local indication is provided for the following process
pressure parameters.

1. Station service water pumps 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B
discharge pressures.

| 2. Station service water sump pumps 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B
! discharge pressures.

3. Station service water pump strainers 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B
differential pressures.

O
Amendment J
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V C. Shutdown Cooling licat Exchangers 1 and 2 Control Valves

Valves CC-110 and CC-210 provide a constant component
cooling water flow of 11,000 gpm to their respective heat
exchangers. The valves are pneumatically controlled and
fail open on loss of instrument air. These valves are
provided with travel stops to restrict maximum flow.

D. Shutdown Cooling 11 cat Exchangers 1 and 2 Isolation Valves

Valves CC-Ill and CC-211 provide component cooling water
flow isolation for the shutdown cooling heat exchangers.
These valves are provided with electric motor operators and
can be manually opened and closed from the control room.

E. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling licat Exchangers 1 and 2 Isolation
Valves

Valves CC-113 and CC-213 close to terminate component
cooling water flow to the spent fuel pool cooling heat
exchangers in the event of an accident. These valves are
provided with electric motor operators and automatically
close on an SIAS. These valves can be manually opened and
closed from the control room. A manual override is provided
in the control room so that flow can be reestablished, heat

\ load permitting, to the heat exchangers during a design,h basis accident.

F. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling IIcat Exchangers 1 and 2 Control
Valves

Valves CC-112 and CC-212 provide constant flow to their
respective heat exchangers. These valves are pneumatically
controlled and fail open on loss of instrument air. Travel
stops are provided to restrict the maximum flow.

G. Containment Spray lleat Exchangers 1 and 2 Isolation Valves

Valves CC-114 and CC-214 provido component cooling water
flow isolation for the containment spray heat exchangers.
These valves are provided with electric motor operators.
These valves open automatically on a high component cooling
water pump dif ferential pressure signal or on a CSAS. These
valves can be manually opened and closed from the control
room.

11 . Component Cooling Water licat Exchangers 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B
Bypass Control Valves

Valves CC-100, CC-101, CC-200, and CC-201 regulate the
component cooling water heat exchanger bypass flow. These

/ ) valves modulate the component cooling water bypass flow to
(/ maintain a relatively constant component cooling water

outlet temperature. The service water flow remains constant.

Amendment R
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These valves are pneumatically operated and are required to
fall closed. These valves automatically close on an SIAS.

I. Component Cooling Water Pump Discharge Check Valves

Valves CC-1302, CC-1303, CC-2302, and CC-2303 are required
to function during a safe plant shutdown. In the event that
one of the pumps ceases to produce flow and pressure head,
these valves prevent flow reversal through the non-operating
pump.

J. Component Cooling Water Surge Tank Vacuum Breakers

The CCWS surge tank vacuum breakers are required to function
during a safe plant shutdown.

K. Containment Isolation Valves

The following containment isolation valves close upon
receipt of a Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS):

Supply to the letdown heat exchanger: CC-240, CC-241

| Return from the letdown heat exchanger: CC-242, CC-243

The following containment isolation valves are automatically
closed on a low-low CCW surge tank level:

CC-130, CC-131 - Supply to reactor coolant pumps 1A and
IB

CC-230, CC-231 - Supply to reactor coolant pumps 2A and
2B

CC-136, CC-137 - Return from reactor coolant pumps 1A
and 1B

CC-236, CC-237 - Return from reactor coolant pumps 2A
and 2B

These valves can be manually opened or closed from the
control room.

L. Containment Penetration Piping Bypass Check Valves

Valves CC-1507, CC-1548, CC-2507, CC-2548, CC-2622 and
CC-2628 provide overpressure protection for containment
penetration piping to prevent damage when the piping is
isolated.

9
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9.2.5.3 Sale t.y_Eya lua tioJ)
The Ultimate !! eat Sink meets the intent of Regulatory Guido 1.27.
The cooling water pond is Seismic Category I and of sufficient
volume to provide the required nominal 30-day cooling capacity
without makeup and under worst case meteorological conditions.

Ultimate lleat Sink temperature will not exceed the maximum
allowable temperature required for cooling any safety-grade
component through the component cooling water heat exchangers
during a design basis accident concurrent with a loss of offsite
power.

The function of the Ultimate lleat Sink is not lost during or
after any of the following events:

A. flatural phenomena, including SSE, tornado, flood, and
drought.

B. lion-concurrent site-related events, including transportation
accidents, oil spills, and fires.

C. Credibic single failures of man-made structures.

D. Sabotage.

9.2.5.4 Inspectio Land Testing _ Requirements
,

The COL applicant will provide site-specific aspects regarding
the resolution of Generic Safety Issue 51, including maintenance
and inspection programs.

Samples of water and substrate will be collected annually to
determine if biological fouling organisms have populated the
water source. Upon the detection of biological fouling
organisms, appropriate corrective action, such as the
modification of the chemical treatment program, should be taken.
Iloweve r , consideration must be given to environmental
regulations.

9.2.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements

The level of each cooling water pond is monitored and controlled.
Alarms are provided in the main control room which actuate if the
level of the pond approaches minimum allowabic value, or the
temperature approaches the maximum allowable value.

9.2.6 CONDENSATE STORAGE SYSTEM

9.2.6.1 Des _ign Dases

9.2.6.1.1 Overall Design Dases

,][ A. The Condensate Storage System provides domineralized water

G for initial fill of the condensate and feedwater systems. Asi

Amendment W
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dictated by the llotwell Level Control System, the Condensato
Storage System provides makeup or receives excess condensate
as necessary.

B. The Condensate Storage System, along with other condensate
| volumes such as the condenser hotwell and the deaerator

storage tank, is designed to enable the RCS to be maintained
at hot standby for four hours and then to be cooled down and
depressurized to shutdown cooling system entry conditions in
the next twenty hours.

C. The Condensate Storage System is designed to maintain water
purity and exclude oxygen.

| 9.2.6.1.2 Condensato Storage Tank / Structure

The Condensate Storage Tank structure in located in the yard
(Refer to Figure 1,2-1). The design of the Condensate Storage
Tank itself is discussed in Section 9.2.6.2.

| The Condensate Storage Tank Structure is designed to the
requirements of HRC Regulatory Guide 1.143, .[Legign Guidance for
Emlicactive waste Management Systems. Str_u ctu re s , and Comp.pnenta
Innt;111ed in Liglit-water-Coojed Itgelear P_ower Plants. The

| Condensate Storage Tank is located within a seismically-designed
structure capable of preventing runoff in the event of tank
overflow / rupture.

| The Condensate Storage Tank / Structure is designed to accommodate
tank overflow, drain, and sample lines which are routed to the

| Turbine Building Sump System. The structure design complies with
applicable state and local regulations.

9.2.6.2 B_y_s_t em _De s c r ip t i_on

The Condensate Storage System (shown in Figure 9. 2. 6-1) provides
a readily availabic source of donerated condensate for makeup to
the condenser and is one of the condensate sources of startup
foodwater for makeup to the steam generators. It also serves to
collect and store miscellaneous system drains. The Condensate

.
Storage System provides condensate to or roccives drains from,

I the following equipment:

A. Condenser Hotwell

B. Startup Feedwater Pump Suction

9
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\ 9.3 P A O_C E S S E U L I A II I E S

9.3.1 COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS

9.3.1.1 posigp Danes

The Compressed Air Systems are r.on-safety related systems
consisting of the Instrument Air, Station Air, and Breathing Air
Systems. The Instrument Air System supplies clean, oil free,
dried air to all air operated instrumentation and valves. The
Station Air System supplies compress 3d air for air operated
tools, miscellaneous equipment, and va' ious maintenance purposes.
The Breathing Air System supplies cloan, oil free, low pressure
air to various locations in the plan' , as required for breathing
protection against airborno contamination while performing
certain maintenance and cleaning operations.

9.3.1.1.1 Codes and Standards

The compressed air systems and associated components are designed
in accordance with applicable codes and standards. The design
conforms to General Design Criteria 1, 2 and 5 and meets the
intent of the Standard Review plan.

9.3.1.2 Sls t om_De s_c r_ip_t_i_o_n

9.3.1.2.1 Instrument Air System

A flow diagram of the Instrument Air System is shown in Figuro
9.3.1-1.

The Instrument Air System consists of four parallel trains of
instrument air compressors and associated equipment. Each train
of equipment is capable of supplying the plant's instrument air
needs. The Instrument Air System equipment is located in the
Nuclear Annex with two instrument air trains located in each
divisiori. Each instrument air train consists of an instrument
air compressor, an air receiver, and an instrument air dryer
connected in series.

Each compressor is of oil-free, water-cooled design and is
capable of providing 100% of the instrument air requirements for
the generating unit. Cooling water is supplied to the
compressors from the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS). The
compressors are designed to cool the hot compressed air and
remove water condensed in the cooling process. Each compressor
is furnished with an intake filter / silencer rated to remove all
particles greater than 5 microns (pm). The compressor intakes
are located in an area free of corrosive contaminants and
hazardous gases.

V[m
\
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During normal plant operating conditions, one of the compressors
is selected for continuous operation while the other compressors
serve as standbys and start automatically if the continuously
operating compressor cannot meet system demand. The compressor
controls are designed to allow continuous operation of any number
of the compressor motors with the compressors automatically
loaded and unloaded in response to system pressure. The controls
also permit automatic start and stop operation of any number of
the compressor motors in response to system pressure as evidenced
by a pressure drop in the instrument air distribution piping.
The compressor controls are designed such that failure of an
operating compressor will not cause system pressure to decrease
below the minimum required system operating pressure. A
compressor switching arrangement allows any one of the
compressors to be chosen as the base compressor while the others
serve as standbys. This capability enables the compressors to
have equal wear. Startup of a standby compressor is annunciated
in the control room.

Downstream of each air compressor, the compressed air flows into
an instrument air receiver. The air receivers dampen pressure
fluctuations and serve as a pressure reservoir for sudden demands
on the system. The air receivers are designed with adequate
reserve capacity to allow time for standby compressors to start
and recharge the air receivers to operating pressure following a
compressor trip. Control room indicators are provided for
individual air receiver temperature and pressure to allow remote
monitoring of system operation status for each supply train on an
on-demand basis.

Downstream of the air receivers the instrument air passes through
an instrument air dryer before being distributed to the
instrument air piping system. Each air dryer is equipped with a
coalescing profilter, an air dryer assembly, and an afterfilter
connected in series which are capable of drying the compressed
air to a dowpoint of -40*F at line pressure and filtering the air
of hydrocarbons, water acrosolo, and particulates greater than
one micron in size. These specifications meet the manuf acturer's
air supply requirements for all pneumatic equipment that is
either safety related or relied upon to perform a safety
function.

Downstream of the air dryers, the four instrument air trains are
headored together and connecting distribution piping supplies
instrument air throughout the plant. The instrument air lines
penetrating the containment have an electrically operated
isolation valve located outsido containment which is installed in
series with a check valve located inside the containment.

The instrument air system piping material is stainless steel and
of welded construction to prevent air leakage.

Amendment W
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(( 9.3.1.2.2 Station Air Dystem

The Station Air System is shown in Figuro 9.3.1-2. Station air
is supplied by two, oil-free, 100% capacity station air
compressors. Each compressor package contains an intercooler,
aftercooler, and moisture separators. The compressors use
cooling water from the TBCW nystem to cool the hot compressed air
and any water condensed in the cooling process is removed by the
compressor moisture separators and automatic drain valves.
Downstream of the compressors the air flows to air receivers
which serve to smooth out pressure surges. The air is then dried
by one of two redundant station air dryers prior to being
distributed throughout the plant via station air headers.

The station air system piping material is either galvanized
carbon steel or stainless steel.

9.3.1.2.3 Dreathing Air System

The Breathing Air System is shown in Figure 9.3.1-3. Breathing
Air is supplied by two, oil-free, 100% capacity breathing air
compressors. Each compressor package contains an intercooler,
aftercooler, and moisture separators. The compressors use
cooling water f rom the TBCW system to cool the hot compressed air
and any water condensed in the cooling process is removed by the

n compressor moisture separators and automatic drain valves.
Downstream of the compressors the air flows to air receivers toV)(
smooth out pressure surges. Dreathing air purifiers are provided
downstream of the receivers to purify the air to meet ANSI /CGA
G-7.1 requirements. The purifier discharge lines join and supply
breathing air to various locations in the Nuclear Annex and
inside Containment.

The breathing air system piping material is stainless steel and
of welded construction to prevent air leakage.

9.3.1.3 B_afety Evalu_atior)

The Compressed Air Systems are designed to provido dependable
sources of compressed air for all plant uses. Sufficient
redundancy is provided to give a high degree of reliability to
the air supply at all times. Suf ficient air receiver capacity is
provided to meet system high air demand transients.

The Instrument Air System, Station Air System, and Breathing Air
Systems are non-safety related systems with the exception of the
containment isolation portion of the systems. The containment
isolation valves and associated piping are designated Safety
Class 2, Seismic Category I.

Failure of the Compressed Air Systems will not render any safety
system equipment or its function inoperable. A loss of
instruthent air during an accident or plant blackout would cause
all pneumatically operated valves in the station which are

O essential for safe shutdown to fail in the safe position.
(j Therefore, the Compressed Air Systems are not relied upon for any
' safe shutdown or accident mitigation function.

Amendment W
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Inadvertent actuation of safety-related valves due to failure of
the Instrument Air System will not cause any unsafe conditions
that preclude achieving and maintaining safe shutdown.

The active safety-related valves having an instrument air supply
are listed in Table 9.3.1-1, " Active Safety-Related Components
Serviced by Instrument Air". These valves are designed to fail
in the safe position on a loss of instrument air to the valve
actuator. The fail safe position of these valves takes into
account any inadvertent actuations which may occur from loss of
instrument air, to insure the ability to achieve and maintain
safe shutdown. This is evident from the following review of the
safety function of the valves listed in Table 9.3.1-1 and the
systems containing these valves.

As listed in Table 9.3.1-1, the majority of the pneumatically
operated valves with an active safety function are containment
isolation valves. By design, the containment isolation valves
are required to close following a design basis event. These
valves have been determined to be nonessential for achieving safe
shutdown and are designed to fail in the closed position.
Inadvertent closure of the air operated containment isolation
valves due to a loss of instrument air would have no impact on
the plant's ability to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown.

|
The EFWS contains pneumatically operated valves with an active
safety-related function. The EFW pump turbine steam supply
isolation valves and steam supply bypass valves permit steam flow
to the steam driven emergency feedwater pump turbines. A loss of

| instrument air will cause these normally closed valves to fail
| safe in the open position allowing steam flow to the EFW pump
turbines. Inadvertent opening of the valves due to a loss of
instrument air will start the turbine driven pumps and thus does
not render the EFWS inoperable. With the valves in a failed open
position, initiation of the EFWS is possible. Therefore, a loss
of instrument air to these valves will not result in an unsafe
condition or impede safe shutdown,

t

(

|
|

|
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The Radwaste Building Ventilation System is designed to:

A. Maintain a suitable environment for the operation,
maintenance, and testing of equipment.

B. Maintain a suitable access and working environment for
personnel.

The radwaste building is maintained at a slight negative pressure
with respect to the environment to assure that all potentially
radioactive releases are monitored prior to discharge. The
design temperature range for the radwaste building is 40*F to
100*F.

9.4.3.1.1 Codes and Standards

Equipment, work, and materials utilized conform to the
requirements and recommendations of the codes and standards
listed below:

A. Fan ratings conform to the Air Moving and Conditioning
Association (AMCA) Standards.

B. Fan motors conform to applicable standards of the National
f Electrical Manufacturers Asstciation (NEMA) and tne

Institute of Electrical and Elect.ronic Engineers (IEEE),i

C. The non-safety related equipment, fans, dampers, coils, and
ductwork are designed and tested as outlined in Table 9.4-6.

D. Ventilation ductwork conforms to applicable standards of the
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National
Association (SMACNA).

E. Water-cooling and heating coil ratings conform to standards
of the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI).
Cooling coils in the safety-related cooling units are
designed in accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section III,
Class 3.

F. High-ef ficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters conform to
ERDA-76-21, " Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook."

G. Applicable components and controls conform to the
requirements of IEEE, Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) and
NEMA.

H. RG 1.140 " Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for
Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and

o Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nt.;1 ear Power Plants.

( j\\. I. Carbon filter media Nuclear Grade as defined by the
Institute for Environmental Sciences.

Amendment U
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9.4.3.2 System Descriptior)

The radwaste building ventilation system (Air Flow Diagram,
rigure 9.4-9) consists of cupply air handling units, cooling
coils, heating coils, particulate exhaust filter units, fans,
ductwork, and accessories to provide normal ventilation and
building temperature control. Air is generally supplied to
corridors, and is exhausted from the individual equipment
compartments. More air is exhausted than supplied to maintain
the building at a slight negative pressure. The system utilizes
a once-through cycle for the ventilation air. The ventilation
system is not safety-related and performs no function essential
to safe shutdown or post-accident operation.

The radwaste building ventilation system is located within the
radwaste building, except for the portion which connects with the
unit vent at the juncture of the shield building and the nuclear
annox.

9.4.3.2.1 Component Description

The radwaste building ventilation supply system consists of two
50% capacity supply units. Supply units contain filters, heating
coils, and chilled water cooling coils. Cooling coils are served

| f rom the Normal Chilled Water System. The supply fans are large,
direct-drive contrifugal type with inlet isolation dampers.

The radwaste building ventilation exhaust system consists of two
50% capacity particulate filtration exhaust units and exhaust
fans. Each of the two filter units consists of; a moisture
eliminator, prefilter, electric heater, absolute filter, carbon
filter, and post filter, and is equipped with a bypass section.

Details of the ventilation system filtration components
associated with the effluent model are provided in Section 11.3,
and in Tables 11.3-1 and 11.3-2.

The normal mode of operation is with the filter units in standby
with all flow directed through the bypass. In order to monitor
radioactivity, radiation detection is provided in ductwork which
serve potentially occupied areas where the potential for the
release of radiation exists, and in the duct system header,
upstream of the inlets to the filter units.

Variable inlet vanes in the exhaust f ans are provided to maintain
constant design flow through the system, and to maintain the
building at a slight negative pressure during normal modes of
operation.

The exhaust fans are large centrifugal type with variable inlet
vanes and outlet isolation dampers. Exhaust fans discharge
through the nuclear annex to the unit vent. j

Amendment W
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D. Ventilation ductwork conforms to applicable standards of the

Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National
Association (SMACNA).

E. Applicable components and controls conform to the
requirements of IEEE, Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) and
NEMA.

9.4.8.1.2 Interface Requirements

The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System is an
out of scope item which shall be provided by the applicant. The
licensee shall verify that the following interface requirements
are met to ensure adequacy with the System 80+" Standard Design:

A. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
shall be designed as Safety Class 3, Seismic Category I,

with Class 1E power supplied to safety-related components. |

B. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
shall remain functional during or af ter any of the following
events:

1. Natural phenomena, including SSE, floods, tornados, and
hurricanes.

Y\
2. Externally and internally generated missiles.

3. Failure of any single safety-related active component. |

4. Failure of non-safety related portion of the system. |

C. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
design shall permit inservice testing and inspection of
components important to safety.

D. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
fresh air intakes shall be located a minimum of 20 feet
above grade and away from plant discharges to minimize
contaminants entering the system.

E. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
shall provide a suitable environment ensuring the safety and
comfort of plant personnel and operability of plant
equipment during normal operating and postulated design
basis accident conditions.

F. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
shall be divisionally separated with physical barriers.

/3
| ( )v
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G. The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
shall be controlled from the main control room.
Instrumentation and controls shall be provided in accordance
with ANSI /ANS 59.2 and be designed such that the following
operational criteria are met:

1. Fans shall be automatically started whenever a pump
associated with that particular division is started.

2. Fans shall always be stopped manually.

3. A manual start shall be provided for fans for use
during testing and maintenance.

H. If required by the historical site weather conditions, non-
safety heating shall be provided to maintain the temperature
within the station service water pump structure greater than
40*F.

9.4.8.2 System _ Description

The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
consists of two 100% capacity essential vane-axial supply fans
with associated dampers, ductwork, supports and control systems
per pump compartment. A non-safety related vano-axial fan is
provided to supply ventilation air to the pool area below the
pumps when maintenance or inspection is performed in this area.

The ventilation fans are automatically activated in response to
temperature. A low temperature control will deactivate the fans
when the temperature is below 40*F.

Each safety-related fan is provided with a check damper on the
fan discharge to prevent backflow through the fan on standby.

9.4.8.3 Bafety Evaluation

The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System is an
i engineered safety feature. The two 100% capacity fans in each
| pump compartment are powered from separate trains of the onsite

power system. This assures the integrity and availability of the
ventilation system in the event of a loss of of fsite power or any
single active failure.

9.4.8.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

The Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System
operates as required to limit temperature in the pump structure
and is accessible for periodic inspection. Safety-related
electrical components, switchcovers, and starting controls are

| tested during preoperational tests.

Amendment W
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V) 9.4.8.5 Instrumentation Application

Instrumentation is provided to provide automatic or manual
operation of the system, both from local and/or remote locations
and permit verification that the system is operating
satisfactorily.

Indication of the f an operating status is provided in the control
room. Failure of a running fan is alarmed in the control room.

Space temperature indication for the pump structure is provided
in the control room along with alarm indication of high and low
temperatures.

9.4.9 NUCLEAR ANNEX VENTILATION SYSTEM

9.4.9.1 De_s_igp Basis

The fluclear Annex Ventilation System consists of a general supply
and exhaust ventilation system that performs heat removal and air
exchange functions. The ventilation system is supplemented by
individual cooling units and ventilation fans of the Normal
Chilled Water System (NCWS) and Essential Chilled Water System
(ECWS) discussed in Section 9.2.9 that serve essential and non-
essential mechanical equipment areas. The Nuclear Annex
Ventilation System serves all areas of the Nuclear Annex

[mG) Building. The Nuclear Annex structure is designed to Seismic
Category I standards as noted in Table 3.2-1.

The safety-related mechanical equipment room ECWS cooling systems | 3

are designed to maintain the space temperatures below 100*F at
times when the served equipment must operate. At least one train
of essential mechanical equipment rooms is maintained below 100'F
assuming a single failure of an active component concurrent with
a loss of offsite power.

The safety-related mechanical equipment room ECWS cooling systems |
perform the required safety function following a safe shutdown
earthquake, and are able to withstand the effects of appropriate
natural phenomena such as tornadoes, floods, and hurricanes
(GDC 2).
The safety-related mechanical equipment room ECWS cooling systems |
are protected from the effects of internally generated missiles,
pipe break effects, and water spray (GDC 4).

The Nuclear Annex Ventilation System is designed to provide
ventilation and heat removal for personnel access to non-
essential areas of the building. The design temperature range
for the non-essential building areas is 60*F to 100'F.

The Nuclear Annex building is maintairied at a slight negative
pressure with respect to the environment to assure that all
potentially radioactive releases are monitored prior to(q) atmospheric discharge. As an ALARA consideration, design air

\m) flow patterns within the building are generally from clean areas
to potentially contaminated areas.

Amendment T
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9.4.9.1.1 Codes and Standards

Equipment, work, and materials utilized conform to the
requirements and recommendations of the codes and standards
listed below:

A. Fan ratings conform to the Air Moving and Conditioning
Association (AMCA) Standards.

B. Fan motors conform to applicable standards of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE).

C. The non-safety-related equipment, fans, dampers, coils and I

ductwork will be designed and tested as outlined in )Table 9.4-6. '

D. Ventilation ductwork conforms to applicable standards of the
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National
Association (SMACHA).

E. Cooling coils in the safety-related ECWS cooling units are
designed in accordance with the ASME B&PV Code, Section III,
Class 3.

F. High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters conform to
ERDA-76-21, " Nuclear Air Cleaning liandbook."

G. Carbon filter media, Nuclear Grade as defined by the
Institute for Environmental Sciences.

H. Applicable components and controls conform to the
requirements of IEEE, Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) and
NEMA.

9.4.9.2 System Descrip_t._ ion

The Nuclear Annex Ventilation System, shown in Figure 9.4-8,
consists of a supply air unit with two supply fans, prefilter,
cooling and heating coils and dampers for each division. An
exhaust air unit with larger capacity, a full filter train and
two exhaust fans with dampers for Division I, and two filter
trains with two exhaust fans per train for Division II. Each
filter train consists of a moisture eliminator, prefilter,
electric heater, absolute (HEPA) filter, carbon adsorber, post
filter (HEPA) along with ducts and valves and related
instrumentation. The activated carbon depth of the carbon
adsorber is 2 inches minimum.

O
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L. Sufficiont fire area compartmentation to preclude the
presence of Category 1 risks. A Category 1 risk is defined
in the Fire Hazards Assessment as an area where equipment or

,

component damage and electrical faulting are unacceptable. !
An example would be a location where redundant equipment and
components required for safe shutdown are susceptible to
damage by a single fire.

M. A fire protection program that complies with NUREG 0800
Standard P0 View Plan and CMEB 9.5-1, Rev. 2, July 1981:
" Guidelines for Fire Protection of Nuclear Power Plants" and
SECY Letter 90-16, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR)
Certification Issues and Their Relationships to Current
Regulatory Requirements." Specific deviations and technical
justification are included in the fire hazards analysis.

The Design Basis Goals and Objectives ar stated above will
mitigate the potential of fire, provide 1or prompt detection
should fire occur, provide automatic suppression and/or manual
fire suppression capabilities as determined by the Fire Hazards
Analysis, provide fire resistant barriers to mitigate fire
propagation, protect redundant safety related trains of equipment
from damage due to a common fire exposure, and preclude thep; j\ potential release of radioactivity to the environment.

\,

9.5.1.2 General Desig:1 Guidelines

A. Outside containment redundant divisions of safety related
electrical equipment are separated from each other by three-
hour fire rated fire barriers. Exceptions are control room
and remote shutdown panel room which are physically
separated, electrically isolated, and provide redundant
shutdown capability. Transfer switches which transfer
control from the Control Room to the Remote Shutdown Panel,
are located in the control room. Section 7.4.1.1.10
contains a discussion of the transfer of control from the
Control Room to the Remote Shutdown Panel. The COL
Applicant shall provide procedures and training for
transferring control from the Control Room to the Remote
Shutdown Panel from either the transfer switches located in
the Control Room or from the Maintenance and Test Panels in
the ESF-CCS and Process-CCS channelized equipment rooms.

B. Inside containment: The Fire Protection Safe Shutdown |
Analysis (which will be maintained as part of the System 80&
design basis) will assure that fire at any specific location
insido containment will not af fect redundant safe shutdown
components. It will also assure that redundant safe

[] shutdown components such as instruments and valves will be
,

!,G separated to the extent practicable as stipulated in1

i
|
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SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR)
Certification Issues and Their Relationship to Current
Regulatory Requirements".

As stated in Section 9.5.1.1.2.C, cables used for safe
shutdown functions inside containment will be three hour
fire rated cable protective systems (i.e. , mineral insulated
cables or equivalent). An exception to the three hour fire
resistance rating may be containment penetrations which are
currently commercially available with one hour fire
resistance rating. Three hour fire rated containment
penetrations will be purchased if available.

__

Separation of redundant safe shutdown components such as
instruments and valves is discussed in Section 9.5.1.3.8.

C. A fire protection water supply is installed, with redundancy
and reliability to meet provisions of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

D. Fixed automatic suppression systems are installed,
engineered for the specific hazard to be protected in
accordance with the design objectives as determined by the

| Fire Hazards Analysis. Mercury-wetted switches are not
employed.

E. Portable fire extinguisher, fire hydrants, fire hose
stations and supporting equipment are provided to f acilitate
manual fire fighting.

F. Ventilation systems are installed, including provisions for
controlling spread of fire and smoke beyond the area of
origin. HVAC systems are division specific; therefore,
there are no dampers in barriers which separate redundant
divisions of safety-related equipment. There are two
exceptions to this divisional separation. One exception is
that there is a single opening in the divisional fire wall
which separates the redundant control room air handling
units. An air intake duct which supplies make-up air to the
redundant Control Room Systems passes through this single
opening. This arrangement enables make-up air to be drawn
from either side of the facility and is necessary for
nuclear safety reasons. This opening is protected with a
combination fire and smoke damper. The other exception is
that there is a single opening in the divisional fire wall
for the division 2 fuel pool building exhaust. This fuel
pool exhaust penetration is from the common fuel pool area,
which is located on the division 1 side.

O
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Spot type detectors are " addressable." The central control panel
is a microprocessor based " intelligent" system. This arrangement
allows detector sensitivity and function to be determined at the
control panel.

Manual pull stations are addressable and are located as
determined by the Fire Hazards Analysis. Either manual pull
stations or individual fire-detectors can activate the central
control panel which initiates alarm and annunciation in the
control room, Central Alarm Station (CAS) and locally in the j
vicinity of the activated device.

The control panel is located in the control room for operator
convenience.

The fire detection and alarm system is powered from the station
auxiliary, safety grade, power distribution system. The control
panel contains back-up batteries capable of supplying power to
detection system for 24 hours consistent with requirements of |

NFPA 72, " Fire Detectors and Alarm Systems."

Failure of the fire detection and alarm system would not affect
operation of other plant systems.

Fire detectors, control panels, and manual- pull stations are
Underwriter's Laboratories Listed or Factory Mutual Approved for
fire protection service.

9.5.1.8 System Interfaces

9.5.1.8.1 Emergency Lighting

Scaled beam, battery powered lights are located, as determined by- ,

the Fire Hazards Analysis, for personnel egress in accordance
with NFPA 101, " Life Safety . Code," as well as in the control
room,- Technical Support Center, operations Support-Center,-the
: Remote Shutdown Panel Room,. and the stairway ' which - provides
access from the control Room on elevation 11546 and-to elevation
70' where-the Romote-Shutdown Panel Room is located.

Batteries of these emergency lights are designed-for eight hours
continuous operation following loss-of station _ auxiliary power.
Bulbs are located and directed so that_ adequate illumination-is- -

provided and is not obstructed by plant equipment and components.

Battery powered, emergency - lighting units- are Underwriter's
' Laboratory Listed.

The pathways from the control room to the Maintenance and Test
Panels in the ESF-CCS and Process-CSS channelized equipment rooms '

( are providedEwith battery powered lights which are designed to
provide illumination for a minimum of 1.5 hours.

_- |
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9.5.1.8.2 Ventilation Systems

Fire and smoke control are recognized as important elements of
the overall fire protection program. The ventilation systems are
designed in accordance with NFPA 90A, " Air Conditioning and
Ventilation Systems" and NFPA 92B, " Guide for Smoke Management
Systems in Malls, Atria, and Large Areas."

Ventilation Systems are division-specific so that fire or smoke
in an area containing a safety related division of equipment
cannot migrate through the ventilation ducts to an area
containing the redundant division of safety related equipment.
Fire dampers are installed in fire rated barriors and have the
same fire resistance rating as the burier. Exceptions are the
Containment Purge and Pressure Centrol Systems and Annulus
Ventilation System which must function following some plant
design basis accidents to provont releast of radioactivity. Fire
dampers are not installed in these syM -2ms because failure or
spurious actuation would interfere with syttc* safety function.
The Nuclear Annex Control Complex Smoke aarge System has
motor-operated combination three hour fire rated and smoke
control dampers inste. d in lieu of thermally operated,
automatic closing fire ..( 2rs as described below. The smoke
control design philose y to allow for smoke venting from any
plant area without sp. , ding o adjacent areas, to maintain plant
habitability for opera ;r M: .ection and to ensure protection of
the public. The contaiimeric subsphere, fuel pool, nuclear annex
and two diesel buildings ar> 2ach served by 100% outside air and
100% exhaust ventilation stems.

Smoke control and exhaus,c is accomplished br aligning the
ventilation to supply 100% outside air and to exhaust directly to
the outside. Smoke and gases containing radioactive materials
are routed through a filter train to the unit ver.t if a radio-
active signal is received. The control complex has smoke exhaust
f ans to remove smoke from specific areas as determined by control
operators utilizing signals from smoke detectors located in
exhaust and return air ducts. The control operator aligns
dampers to exhaust an area where fire occurs while isolating
exhaust and return air in adjacent areas while supply dampers
remain open to create a slight positive pressure in adjacent
areas.

During the smoke purge mode of operation, the filter unita are
isolated and the smoke is bypassed around the filter units to the
atmosphere. The smoke purge is manually activated by the control
room after the fire is extinguished completely. Recirculation
cooling units in the smoke filled areas will need a maintenance
check to see if the prefilters need replacing and the cooling
coils need to be cleaned after the smoke purge is completed.

Amendment U l
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9.5.1.10 Rontrol of Combustible Materials
| A program is established to control the storage, use and disposal
of combustible material. Combustible materials are defined as
those materials which will ignite, burn, support combustion, or
release combustible vapors when exposed to fire or heat in the
installed configuration.

The System 80+ is designed to comply with BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and SECY
90-016. These documents stipulate that fire barriers must be
rated for three hour fire endurance. The NFPA Fire Protection
Handbook Table 6-6A, " Estimated Fire Severity For Offices and
Light Commercial Occupancies" states that for a fire severity
approximately equivalent to that of (ASTM E-119) test under
standard curve, 30 pounds per square foot of ordinary combustible
material is approximately equivalent to a 3 hour fire rating.

9.5.1.10.1 Structures, Equipment, and Components

A. Structures

Structures are comprised of noncombustible material. Some
interior finish materials are of limited combustibles[ \ construction with the following fire resistive

() characteristics:

1. Maximum flame spread of 25
2. Maximum smoke development of 450
3. Minimum critical radiant flux of .45W/cm2
Notes 1 and 2 are acceptance criteria of ASTM E-84, " Test
for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials"
Note 3 is obtained from ASTM E-648, " Test for Critical
Radiant Flux of Floor Covering Systems Using a Radiant Heat
Energy Source."

B. Equipment

Some plant equipment contains synthetic materials such as
neoprene plastic and nylon parts. These quantities are not
present in concentrations which would create a significant
fire hazard. Locations containing significant quantities of
plastic material such as cable insulation are evaluated in
the Fire Hazards Analysis to consider the potential affects
of combustion such as heavy smoke production and generation
of corrosive and toxic gases.

,

[ t

V
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Bulk hydrogen storago cylinders are located outside of the
Nuclear Annex within the protected area. The hydrogen
compressed gas system is designed to be isolable. This
system also includes a leak detection system. To further
limit hydrogen accumulation to less than 2 percent
concentration in safety related areas of the plant, the
hydrogen compressed gas system piping within those areas
will either be sleeved with an outer pipe, or will include
excess flow shutoff valves, or will be designed to Seismic
Category I requirements. This hydrogen piping will bo
installed in accordance with the guidance given in SRP
Section 9.5.1 (BTP CMEB 9.5-1) for limiting hydrogen
accumulation.

Reactor coolant pump motors each contain about 250 gallons
of oil for cooling and lubrication. Potential leak points
are enclosed in a seismically designed oil collection shroud
which drains to a full capacity, seismically designed tank
in the basement of the Reactor Building. Thus, oil escaping
from the reactor coolant pump motor would not create a
potential fire hazard. (An option under consideration is
use of fire retardant oil similar to that commonly used in
turbine governor systems, which would reduce the potential
for ignition and severity of a fire. An oil collection and
drain system would be provided but would not be seismically
qualified),

some safety related pumps contain small quantities of
lubricating oil or grease. These pumps are reviewed on an
individual basis in :he Fire Hazards Analysis. Fire
protection features are provided as determined appropriate.

C. Components

The majority of in situ combustible materials in safety
related areas of the plant consists of plastic insulation of
power, control, and instrumentation cables. Use of fiber
optic cables from the control room and individual
multiplexer panels in designated train-3pecific areas,
reduces the quantity of combustible cable insulation by an
estimated order of magnitude. Further, locations containing
significant quantities of combustible materials are
investigated in the Fire Hazards Analysis to consider the
potential af fects of burning, such as heavy smoke production
and generation of corrosive and toxic gases.

Some piping and HVAC insulation consists of synthetic rubber
type products, where moisture control is a significant
ConCorn.

O
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9.5.1.10.2 Flammable and Combustible Liquids

Two above ground diesel fuel oil storage tanks (typically 45,000
gallons each) are located on each side of the Nuclear Annex
Diesel Generator Rooms. The tanks are located within structures
which act as fire barriers and dikes. Storage complies with NFPA
30, " Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code."

There is a diesel fuel oil day tank (typically 900 gallons) in
each diesel generator room. Each tank is surrounded by a full
height (of the tank) concrete dike sized to contain 110% of the
tank capacity. Penetrations in the dike are sealed. Drains are
provided within the dike to remove spillage to a safe location.
Tank vents are routed outside of the room.

The Alternate AC Source - Corbustion Turbine (CT) is located
remote from the Nuclear Annex such that fire involving the CT
will not affect nuclear safety related equipment. Fire
protection features are provided for the Combustion Turbine,
consistent with the Fire Protection Design objectives as
determined appropriate by the Fire Hazards Analysis.

Storage of flammable and combustible liquids complies with NFPA
O 30, " Flammable and Combustible Liquids." Cleaning fluids and
Q solvents are normally used in quantities of one gallon or less.

9.5.1.10.3 Combustible Contents

9.5.1.10.3.1 Combustible Furnishings

In areas designated as personnel work stations, change rooms,
break rooms and combustible material storage areas, combustible
furnishings, and work related material are present. In these
areas, the Fire Hazards Analysis assesses the potential for fire
ignition, growth, and consequences.

Based on this assessment, fire protection features are provided
to assure that the Fire Protection Design Basis Goals and
Objectives are met.

9.5.1.10.3.2 Transient Combustible Material

An administrative control program assures the amount of transient
combustible material in safety related areas are properly managed
and that additional fire protection features provided as
appropriate. When specific tasks are completed or at the end of
each shift, combustible material is collected and moved to the
designated collection area,

n Portable cylinders of flammable and combustible gases are used in

(dt the Nuclear Annex and Reactor Building. An administrative
'

control program implements a permit system to assure control of
use and storage of these cylinders.

Amendment Q
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Storage and disposal of anticontamination clothing at radiation
control Zone (RCZ) step- of f pads is recognized as a potentially
significant transient combustible fire hazard. Therefore,
anticontamination clothing is stored in enclosed storage
cabinets. Cabinet doors are normally closed as required by
station directives. Used anticontaminated clothing is placed in
metal drums which have fusible link actuated or otherwise Listed
or Approved covers. Fire protection and detection features are
provided for step-off pad areas based on conclusions of the Fire
Hazards Analysis.

9.5.1.11 Fire Protection Program

A Fire Protection Program which includes administrative controls
shall be provided by the COL applicant. Items of interest under
the administrative controls review will include:

A. control of combustible materials such as combustible /
flammable liquids and gasses, fire-retardant-treated wood,
plastic materials, and dry lon-exchange resins.

B. transient combustible materials and general housekeeping,
including health physics materials.

C. open-flame and hot-work permits and cutting and welding
operations,

l D. quality assurance with respect to fire protection system (s)
components, installation, maintenance, and operation.

E, qualification of fire-protection engineering personnel,
,

| fire-brigade members, and fire-protection system (s)
maintenance and testing personnel.

F. instruction, training, and drills provided to fire-brigade
members.

9.5.1.11.1 Fire Prevention

A. Control of Hot Work

Cutting, welding, and grinding operations are governed by a
permit system as required by station administrative

I controls. Each task is reviewed and an adequate number of
trained and qualified fire watch patrols established to
assure that hot slag or sparks do not ignite nearby in situ
combustible material and that transient combustible
materials are relocated outside the vicinity. Fire watch is
maintained for at least 30 minutes after completion of hot
work to assure that residual hot material does not ignite
nearby combustible material.

Amendment W
9.5-42d June 17, 1994
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9.5.3 LIGHTING SYSTEM

9.5.3.1 Design Bases

The lighting system is designed to provide adequar.e and ef fective
illumination throughout the plant and plant si*e including all
vital areas of the plant.

The luminaries are of a proven design with long life and low
maintenance requirements, such as fluorescent, metal-halide, and
high pressure sodium lamps. Incandescent luminaries are
generally only used in cases of infrequent operation. Mercury
vapor lamps are not used in fuel handling areas. Fluorescent
luminaries are normally used in the following cases:

A. In plant stairs and stair wells.

B. Around switchgear, motor control centers and instrumentation
racks.

C. To supplement high intensity discharge (HID) luminaries. |

O The system design is based on the use of standard materials. The
( ) use of "special" or " custom" made fixtures or materials is

restricted to cases where the use of standard materials is
demonstrated impractical.

Personnel discomfort from lighting, e.g., glare, is minimized by
coordinating the design features of the lighting system with the
characteristics of illuminated objects.

The lighting system components are selected to minimize the
potential for danger to personnel or damage to equipment. |

Each lighting panel is provided with a main circuit breaker with
spare switching capability of at least 20% to support the |
possible expansion of the panel's loads.

The lighting panels are located in areas that are easily
accessible for installation, maintenance, testing, and operation.

Similarly, the lighting fixtures are designed and located so that
maintenance and relamping can be accomplished efficiently and
safely.

Provisions are made to allow the removal and reinstallation of
lighting equipment in order to support room, space, or area
modifications.n

! )
'

/
u./
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The design of the plant lighting systems is in accordance with
applicable industry standards for illumination fixtures, cables,
grounding, penetrations, conduit, and controls.

All lighting fixtures and other components of the lighting system
located in normally occupied areas or in areas containing safety
equipment are supported so as to enhance the earthquake
survivability of these components and to ensure, in particular,
that they do not present a personnel or equipment hazard when
subjected to a seismic loading of a design basis earthquake.

The normal lighting system is used to provide normal illumination
under all plant operation, maintenance and test conditions.
Table 9.5.3-1 summarizes typical illuminance ranges for normal
lighting.

The security lighting system provides the illumination required
to monitor isolation zones and all outdoor areas within the plant
protected perimeter. The security lighting system complies with
the intent of NUREG CR-1327.

The emergency lighting system is used to provide acceptable
levels of illumination throughout the station and particularly in
areas where emergency operations are performed, such as control
rooms, battery rooms, containment, etc., upon loss of the normal
lighting system.

Lighting circuits which are connected to a Class 1E power source
| are treated as associated circuits.
Independence is maintained between Class 1E divisions and between
Class 1E divisions and non-Class 1E equipment.

The critoria for the physical identification and separation of
lighting cables and circuits are in accordance with the criteria
for physical identification and separation of Class 1E and non-
Class 1E cables and circuits as discussed in Chapter 8, Electric
Power. The criteria meet the intent of IEEE Standard 384 and
Regulatory Guide 1.75.

| Class 1E or associated lighting distribution system equipment is
identified according to its Class 1E division. Class 1E or

| associated lighting distribution system equipment is located in
Seismic Category I structures and in its respective divisional
areas.

| Class 1E or associated lighting system cables and raceways are
identified according to their Class 1E division. Class 1E or

| associated lighting system cables are routed in seismic Category
( I structures and in their respective divisional raceways.
|

|

Amendment W
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9.5.3.2 System Description
,

9.5.3.2.1 Normal Lighting System

The Normal Lighting System provides general illumination in the
main control room and throughout the plant in accordance with
illumination levels recommended by the Illuminating Engineering
Society. Incandescent lighting is used in the Containment
Building while incandescent, fluorescent and high intensity
discharge lighting is provided in the remainder of the plant and
on the plant site. Power for the Normal Lighting System is
provided independently from the Normal Auxiliary Power System via
dry-type transformers and lighting panelboards.

Indoor lighting is designed for continuous operation. Switching
is by individual plant circuit breakers except in office areas.
Outdoor lighting is controlled by photocells.

The normal lighting system is considered part of the plant
permanent non-safety systems. As such, the normal lighting
system is energized as long as power from an offsite powe source
or a standby non-safety source (Combustion Turbine) is available.

/ \

/m.
/ \

,Y
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Normal system operation is not affected by the failure or
unavailability of a single lighting transformer.

The circuits to the individual lighting fixtures are staggered as
much as possible, with the staggered circuits fed from separate
electrical divisions, to ensure some lighting is retained in a
room in the event of a circuit failure.

9.5.3.2.2 Security Lighting System

The security lighting system is considered part of the permanent
non-safety systems and is fed from the Alternate AC (AAC) Source
(Combustion Turbine), which is located in a secure vital area for
protection. Selected portions of the security lighting system
essential to maintaining adequate plant protection are powered
from a non-Class 1E battery power source.

The COL Applicant shall provide a security lighting system that
will meet CCTV illumination requirements within camera viewing
areas to permit prompt assessment of intrusion alarms.

The security lighting system is designed to provide a minimum
illumination of 0.2 foot-candles when measured horizontally at

j ground level.

YM 9.5.3.2.3 Emergency Lighting

Emergency lighting is located in vital areas throughout the plant
as identified in Emergency Procedures and Hazards Analysis for
safe-shutdown of the plant following an accident or hazard.
Included in the vital areas will be the Control Room, Technical
Support Center, Operations Support Center, the Remote Shutdown
Panel Room, the stairway which provides access from the Control
Room to the Remote Shutdown Panel room, Sample Room, Hydrogen
Recombiner Rooms, Electrical System Areas, Main Steam Valve
Houses, the Chemistry Labs, routes for personnel passage and
egress, and other areas where operator access is required
post-accident or hazard.

The emergency lighting system in the main control room is
integrated with the normal lighting system. Emergency lighting
in the main control room is provided such that at least two
circuits of lighting fixtures are powered from dif ferent Class 1E
divisions. The emergency lighting system in the main control
room maintains minimum illumination levels in the main control
room during emergency conditions, including station blackout.

The emergency lighting installations which serve the main control
room and other areas of the plant where safe shutdown operations
may be performed are designed to remain functional during and

(m) after a design basis earthquake.
v

Amendment V
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The emergency lighting system achieves illumination units of at
least 10 foot-candles in those areas of the plant where emergency
operations are performed which could require reading of printed
or written material or the reading of scales and legends. These
areas are typically control rooms or local control stations. In
other areas of the plant, the emergency lighting achieves a
minimum illumination level of 2 foot-candles.

The emergency lighting is accomplished by two systems:

A. Conventional AC fixtures fed from Class 1E AC power sources,
and -

B. Class 1E DC self contained, battery-operated lighting units.

For all emergency conditions both systems are considered
operational except in emergencies involving some loss of Class 1E
power. Adequate illumination in those areas which could be
involved in recovery, e.g., electrical distribution control
panels and the emergency generators and their controls, depend
only on the DC self-contained battery operated lights upon a loss
of offsite power.

Class 1E DC self contained battery operated lighting units are
provided with rechargeable batteries. Class 1E DC self contained
battery operated lighting units are supplied AC power from the
same power source as the normal lighting system in the area in

| which they are located. The Class 1E DC self contained, battery-
operated light units meet the following requirements:

A. The battery life is at least 8 hours at rated load.

B. The loading is not greater than 80% of the rated capacity
with additional dorating for temperature variations, where
appropriate.

C. A time delay is provided so that the lights turn off on the
resumption of power only after there is adequate time for
the normal lighting to restart.

D. Provision is made to lock the power supply breakers which
supply the units in the " energized" position.

Additional non-Class 1E DC self-contained battery-operated
lighting units are installed throughout the plant to provide
emergency lighting for personnel safety in accordance with the
applicable sections of the National Electric Code and the Life
Safety Code of the National Fire Protection Association.

9.5.3.3 Inspection and Testing Requirements

All lighting systems are inspected, checked, and tested for
operability after installation to assure proper operation and

Amendment V
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Y~ / TABLE 10.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 4)

STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

System / Component Performance _ Characteristics

Condensate and Main Feedwater
System (Section 10.4.7)

Feedwater pumps 3-50% motor-driven

Feedwater booster pumps 3-50% motor-driven; common shaft
feedwater pumps

Condensate pumps 3-50% motor-driven; 1 in standby

Startup Feedwater Pump motor-driven

Low pressure feedwater 4 stages of low pressure
heaters feedwater heating (one

string per condenser shell). 1/3

[')T
total condensate flow per string.

\, The low pressure heaters are
located in the condenser neck.

Deaerator 100% of total feed flow

High pressure heaters 2 stages, 1/2 total feed flow per
string

Condensate and Main Piping in main steam valve house
Feedwater System piping to downstream feedwater isolation

valves - ASME III, Code Class 2;
From downstream and including
feedwater isolation valves to
steam generators - ASME III, Code
Class 2, Seismic Category I. All
other piping ANSI /ASME B31.1

Balance of system piping:
ANSI /ASME B31.1

,~,

| [ \

| '% )
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TAD _LE 1_p.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 4)

STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

System / Component Performance Characteristics

Emergency Feedwater System Two Seismic Category I
(Section 10.4.9) motor-driven emergency feedwater

pumps and two Seismic Category I
steam-driven emergency feedwater
pumps, each providing a uinimum
of 500 gpm to the steam
generators. Two 100% capacity
Seismic Category I emergency
feedwater storage tanks storing

| a minimum usable volume of 350,000
gallons feedwater each.

All piping from the emergency
feedwater storage tanks to the
seismic Category I emergency
feedwater pumps and containment
isolation valves is ASME III,
Code Class 3; piping from and
including the isolation valves to
the steam generators is ASME III,
Code Class 2, Seismic Category I.

Secondary Chemistry Control Full flow condensate
System (Section 10.4.6, domineralization. Continuous
10.4.8) hydrazine additions for oxygen

scavenging and continuous ammonia
additions for pH control.
Continuous monitoring of
significant chemical parameters.

| Continuous steam generator
blowdown at a rate up to 1% of
the main steam flow rate.

,

i
i

Amendment W
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10.2 TURDINE GENERATOR

10.2.1 DESIGN BASES

The turbine generator converts the energy of the steam produced
in the steam generators into mechanical shaft power and then into
electrical energy. The turbine generator is capable of a 30%
step load change with a following 2%/ min. load gradient in the
loading mode of operation and a 15% step load change with a
following 1%/ min. load gradient in the unloading mode of
operation.

Turbine generator functions under normal, upset, emergency, and
faulted conditions are monitored and controlled automatically by
the turbine control system described in Section 10.2.2. The
control system includes redundant mechanical and electrical trip
devices to prevent excessive overspeed of the turbine generator.
Additional external trips are provided to prevent damage to the
turbine generator.

The turbine generator is designed and manufactured in accordance
with the manufacturer's design criteria and manufacturing
practices, procedures, and processes as well as its Quality
Assurance Program. National codes are not included since

O existing national codes do not apply to nuclear turbine

(v) generators.

The moisture separators, steam rehaaters and drain tanks are
designed and constructed to ASME Section VIII.

The orientation of the turbine and the design of safety-related
structures provide protection against turbine missiles as
discussed in Section 3.5.

The Megawatt Demand Setter interfaces with the turbine control
system to control the loading of the generator as described in
Section 7.7.

The COL applicant will ensure that the selection of the turbine
valve operation time meets the turbine valves closing / trip
criteria.

10.2.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The turbine generator consists of a double-flow, high-pressure
turbine and three double-flow low pressure turbines driving a
direct-coupled generator.

The flow of main steam is directed from the steam generators to
the high-pressure turbine through main stop valves and control |,m

|U)
valves.

Amendment V
10.2-1 April 29, 1994
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After expanding through the high-pressure turbine, exhaust steam
passes through in-line high velocity moisture separators and
in-line two stage steam reheaters. Extraction from the high-
pressure turbine and main steam from the equalization header is
supplied to the first and second stage reheater tube bundle in
each reheater. Reheated steam is admitted to the low pressure
turbines through intercept stop and control valves and expands
through the low-pressure turbines to the main condensers.

Bleed steam for the feedwater heating is provided from the
turbine casing or turbine piping. Extraction steam piping is
constructed of low alloy chromium-molybdenum steel or equivalent
for erosion / corrosion resistance.
The source of extraction steam for each e ,dge of feedwater
heating is presented below:

Heater Stage i"
Heater # Condensate /Feedwater Stream Extraction Source

1st Point 7 H-P turbine
2nd Point 6 H-P turbine
3rd Point Deaerator H-P turbine exhaust
4th Point 4 L-P turbine
5th Point 3 L-P turbine
6th Point 2 L-P turbine
7th Point 1 L-P turbine

Provided in the higher pressure extraction lines are
power-assisted, spring-closed check valves and extraction line
block valves. The power-assisted, spring-closed actuators are
designed to overcome friction and allow the valves to close
rapidly on turbine trip. These non-return check valves are
capable of closing within a time period to maintain stable
turbine speeds in the event of a turbine generator system trip.
The four low pressure heaters and their associated extraction
lines are located in the condenser neck. Because of this, the
installation of valves in the extraction lines would be
impractical. Therefore, the extraction lines to the 4th ana 5th
point heaters are routed outside the condenser neck in order to

| locate power-assisted check valves and extraction line block
valves similar to the high pressure heaters. Because of the low
energy levels of the entrained fluid in the two lowest pressure
heaters (6th and 7th point heaters) non return and block valves
are not required to prevent overspeed and water induction.
However, the low-pressure heaters are provided with anti-flash
baffle plates located inside the heaters.

The LP turbines are provided with condensate spray cooling to
protect the turbine against excessive temperature rise during

| run-up, low-load and shutdown. It consists of a number of spray
jets mounted inside the LP casing in the neighborhood of the
exhaust blades. The jets are arranged to spray uniformly over

I
Amendment W i
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(3
the internal walls and to form a film of water on the vertical
surfaces. Spraying is started automatically when the steam flow
rate drops below about 10% of the full load flow rate.

Generator rating, temperature rise, and class of insulation are
in accordance with IEEE standards. Excitation is provided by a
shaft-driven alternator with its output rectified.

A conventional oil-scaled hydrogen cooling system provides rotor
cooling. The stator conductors are water cooled by a stator
water cooling system. Differential relays protect the generator
against electrical faults.

The hydrogen bulk storage f acility is located outdoors. Hydrogen
is supplied from high-pressure storage tanks and an electrolysis
hydrogen / oxygen generator.

In order to prevent explosions or fires, the hydrogen piping and
the main generator are checked for leaks and then purged with CO2

to remove all air and oxygen before the introduction of hydrogea.
The hydrogen purged from the generator is vented through the
Turbine Building roof and dissipates in the outside air.
Provisions are included at various points in the distribution
system to allow for CO purging and safe venting of the hydrogen2

CN in the generator and piping prior to maintenance.

N"Y
Turbine generator bearings are lubricated by a conventional lube
oil system of proven components. The main oil pump, which
supplies oil to the bearings of the turbine generator shaft
during normal mode of operation is a gear type pump and is driven
by the turbine shaft at the front end. This pump is self priming
and therefore needs no booster pumps. It supplies oil at speeds
above 1000 rpm during startup and during shutdown nearly down to
turbine standstill. The oil discharging from the main oil pump
is fed into the lube oil system. The oil flows through the lube
oil cooler (2 x 100%) and the lube oil filter (2 x 100%). The
temperature of the lube oil is controlled on the fluid side by
mixing of warm and cooled oil. The coolers use turbine plant
component cooling water for cooling.

| One AC motor-driven auxiliary lube oil pump (centrifugal type)
supplies lube oil into the lube oil system upstream of the lube
oil coolers during turning gear operation, startup, and shutdown
of the turbine generator.

One DC motor-driven emergency lube oil pump (centrifugal type)
supplies lube oil into the lube oil system downstream of the lube
oil filters in case of loss of AC power for the auxiliary oil
pump.

g
l !v)-

!

Amendment N
. 10.2-3 April 1, 1993
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The Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) System incorporates the
circuitry and equipment required to provide the following basic
turbine control functions:

A. Automatic control of turbine speed and acceleration through
the entire speed range.

B. Automatic control of load and loading rate from auxiliary to
full load, with continuous load adjustment and discrete
loading rates.

C. The turbine speed controller (basic controller) is redundant
and operates in a 1-out-of-2 mode. When one controller
fails, there is an automatic switchover (bumpless) to the
other controller.

D. Limiting of load in response to preset limits on operating
parameters.

E. Detection of dangerous or undesirable operating conditions,
annunciation of detected conditions, and initiation of
proper control response to such conditions.

F. Monitoring the status of the control system, including the
power supplies and redundant control circuits.

G. Testing of valves and controls.

The EHC system provides fluid at 580 psig (40 bar) for turbine
controls. The mechanical overspeed trip device is fed from the
lube oil system. The interface between this system and the
turbine safety system is made via a separating relay.

The hydraulic fluid is supplied to all components at the correct
temperature and required cleanliness, and the unit is equipped
with special chemically active filters to maintain the properties
of the fluid over very long service times. The unit offers two
independent pumps and associated valves, allowing the turbine to
operate while maintenance work is taking place on either pump.
The unit incorporates various alarms and pressure switches which
will auto-start the standby pump or trip the turbine, should a
malfunction occur in the system which is operating. The unit is

i designed to maximize reliability.

The electrical power required by the EHC equipment is supplied
from two batteries (2 x 24 Vdc) for redundancy. The power to
charge each of these batteries comes from independent AC power
sources.

Each EHC central processing unit (CPU) or function group is
powered by both of the 24 Vdc batteries via isolation diodes.

|

|

Amendment N
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V The turbine speed is measured by three independent speed modules
including sensors and conditioning devices.

For overspeed protection, each module provides a binary output
signal, that is normally energized, to the 2-out-of-3 tripping
device.

For speed control, the analog output signal from two of the speed
modules provides input to each of the redundant speed
controllers. The active speed governor closes fully all main
control valves and intercept control valves at 105% of the
turbine normal operating speed. Built into the microprocessor-
based controller (software) is an acceleration limiter that is
activated during a high load rejection. For this case, the
valves are fully closed below 105%.

The turbine overspeed protection is divided into two categories
of operation.

The mechanical overspeed protection provides one mechanical
overspeed trip device which depressurizes both the hydraulic
emergency system and, via an interface relay, the common
hydraulic safety system, closing all stop and control valves.
The setpoint is 110% of rated speed.

(A) The electronic overspeed protection uses the three binary signalsx" from the speed conditioning units to the 2-out-of-3 tripping
device in the common safety system (and not in the EHC). The
setpoint is 112% of rated speed.

Closing times for full load rejection or turbine trip shall be
such that the ma cimum expected overspeed of the turbine shall not
exceed 110% of rated speed. Overspeed es u col systems and
turbine inertia shall be considered when astablishing this
criteria.

The turbine overspeed trips close all stop and control valves |
within a time period after a trip signal that precludes an unsafe
turbine overspeed condition. These closure times account for the
residual steam in the piping between the valves and the turbine.

To further decrease the possibility of an overspeed condition
there are two redundant reverse power relays. Each relay has two
different trip strategies for tripping the generator breaker
(unit disconnect). The tripping strategies to prevent overspeed
after a turbine trip and to prevent overheating of the last
stages of LP turbine blades are:

A. Reverse power and depressurize turbine safety system for
more than 1 second.,m

B. Reverse power for more than 15 seconds.

Amendment W
10.2-5 June 17, 1994
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The turbine speed control system protection devices are listed in
Table 10.2.2-1.

The basic purpose of the load control unit is to provide the
following functions:

A. Two redundant speed controllers (basic controllers).

B. One automatic controllnr (load, frequency, pressure,
limiters, etc.) provides a set value to a basic controller

| which provides all contr*>l valves with positioning signals.

C. Interface with the unit master is made via the automatic
controller.

The load control unit functions may be grouped as follows:

A. Sensing functions are provided to detect and generate
signals proportional to parameters that affect loading of
the unit.

B. Limiting functions are provided to electrically constrain
the flow reference signals in response to signals from the
sensing circuits, from the speed control unit, or from
devices detecting the state of plant components.

C. Computing functions are provided to generate flow reference
signals for the valve sets, considering the desired load
signal, the limiting functions, and the speed error signal
from the speed control unit.

D. Logic functions are provided to ensure that necessary
permissives have been satisfied prior to changes in mode of
operation, to communicate status information between the
load control unit and other elements of the EHC system, and
to provide switching signals to devices in the EHC system.

The EHC is a micro-processor based controller. The increase and
decrease inputs are determined by operation of push buttons or
the video operating keyboard located on the control panel in the,

| control room. Runbacks are determined by the logic from:

A. Speed control logic unless rated speed is selected.

B. Indication that the load reference signal exceeds a preset
load limit.

C. Loss of generator stator coolant.

D. Signal from the Process Control System.
t

E. Partial loss of load.

|

|
| Amendment W
' 10.2-6 June 17, 1994
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If the flow reference signal exceeds the limit set by the
operator, the output flow reference signal is limited to the
limit value and a load set runback is initiated to drop the load
setpoint to slightly above the level of the limit. To prevent
excessive decrease of the main steam (throttle) pressure, a main
steam (throttle) pressure limiter circuit is provided to close
the controlling valve set when the main steam (throttle) pressure
falls below a preset level. The regulation of this circuit is
fixed at 10%. When the main steam (throttle) pressure falls
below an adjustable setpoint, the flow reference signal to the
controlling valve set is limited to the value permitted by the
level of the main steam (throttle) pressure. The pressure set
point is adjustable from zero to rated pressure by using the _

increase or decrease pushbuttons or from the video operating
keyboard located on the control panel in the control room.
Meters indicate the pressure setpoint selected, as well as the
actual main steam (throttle) pressure. An acceleration limiter
operates when the field breakers open and the turbine
acceleration is too high.

The first stage controller only operates during valve testing or
in place of the MW controller (switchover from one to the other
controller in the automatic controller).

(O The turbine and its control valves must be designed to pass the
) rated flow at throttle pressure existing at the main stop valves

at rated output of the NSSS, i.e., at the lowest point of the
pressure range. The load controller and the maximum load limiter
is protected against overload. The feedback of live steam
pressure is only provided for having a constant control gain.

All stop valves are hydraulically operated from the common j
hydraulic safety system equipped with limit switches for stroke
testing. The closing time of all stop valves during testing is j
short and corresponds to the time at turbine trip.

The main control valves position loop consists of electronic |
circuitry, an electrohydraulic servo-valve, a hydraulic actuator
and a linear position transducer. By use of valve position
feedback control, the control valve flow control unit positions
the control valves according to the flow demand signal from the
load control unit, or directly from the control panel. Valve
position control is performed by using a feedback path that
transmits the actual valve position back to a point where it is
compared algebraically with the reference input. The error
signal, when different from zero, positions the hydraulic
actuator via the servo-valve in order to make it zero. Control
valve testing is designed to allow regular testing of each valve
with the effects to on-line turbine operation minimized. The

n turbine main control valves have only slow valve testing to

(v) prevent load disturbances. This testing is performed by the
position controller via the integrated servo-valve. There are no

Amendment W
10.2-7 June 17, 1994 I
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additional solenoid valves on the control valves. The position
controller and the servo-valve are f ail safe to close the control
valve.

| Also, each intercept control valve is equipped with a position
controller and a servo-valve.

During normal operation, the intercept valves can be f ast partial
stroke tested without creating a load disturbance.

The turbine speed controller (basic controller) including valve
position controllers use a 1-out-of-2 scheme of redundancy.
There is automatic switchover (bumpless) from one controller to
the other in case of a disturbance on one controller.

| There are four lines of defense against overspeed during all
| modes of operation as follows:

A. Turbine speed controller 1.

| B. Turbine speed controller 2.
I
| C. One mechanical overspeed trip at 110%.
l

I D. Electronic overspeed protection in 2-out-of-3 logic scheme
| at 112%.

If the unit is running at load and suddenly the load on the
generator is lost, the following events will take place in rapid
succession:

| A. An acceleration limiter operates on high acceleration.

| B. The main control valves and intercept control valves will
I close at the maximum rate.

C. The entrained steam between the valves and the turbine, in
the turbine casing and in crossover and extraction lines
will expand in less than 2 seconds.

D. The expected overspeed will be less than 10% (at full load).

E. The intercept control valves will reopen when the actual
speed is below the set value.

| In case of malfunction of any portion of the first and second
line of defense against c~ eed (speed control on main control
and intercept control va #- load is lost, the turbine will
accelerate to the trip ? aere the overspeed trip will
activate. This will dir .ip the main and intercept stop
valves (3rd and 4th lin- '- fense) , and the main control and
intercept control vals ators will also be tripped.
Subsequently, the turbint .. coast down to zero speed.

Amendment W
10.2-8 June 17, 1994
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N' The turbine will include instrumentation for a trip on excess
vibration.

The Trip end Monitoring System will initiate appropriate action
on abnormal operating conditions and indicate the existence of
these conditions to the operator.

When the 2-out-of-3 tripping device is actuated, the pressure in
the common safety system is depressurized and therefore all main
and intercept stop and control valves will close very rapidly.

The turbine safety system is independent of the turbine control
system. Any of the following generated trip inputs will result
in a trip of the EHC system:

A. Low Condenser Vacuum

B. Thrust Bearing Failure

C. Low Bearing Oil Pressure

D. Internal Fault in Generator

E. Generator Breaker Failure
C\

) F. Reactor Trip,

G. Loss of Generator Stator Coolant Without EHC Runback

H. Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level

I. Safety Injection

J. All Main Feedwater Pumps Tripped

K. Manual Turbine Trip

L. Turbine Oil Fire Trip
|

| M. Moisture Separator Reheater Drain Tank Hi Level

| N. Excess Vibration '

Circuitry is provided to test the turbine safety systen during
operation. The turbine safety systen is divided into four safety |
categories. The categories are distingriuhed between different
modes of sensing of process values as follows:

CATEGORY 1: 3 channel sensing, normally energized, will ce
rw tested during normal operation ence ever7 4 weeks,

w_s

Amendment W
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CATEGORY 2: 2 channel sensing, normally deenergized, will be
tested once per year during overhaul or during a
standstill.

CATEGORY 3: 1 channel sensing, normally deenergized, will be
tested once per year during overhaul or during a
standstill.

CATEGORY 4: 1 channel sensing, only for alarm.

A turbine trip will occur if at least 2-out-of-3 trip solenoids
are deenergized.

Each electronic portion of the turbine safety system is also
powered from the redundant 24 Vdc batteries via isolation diodes.

The trip solenoid valves are powered from the same supply as the
emergency lube oil pump.

The electronic safety system operates and is isolated from the
trip solenoids by interposing relays. |

The normally deenergized tripping signals from the Category 2 and
Category 3 circuits will be converted to normally energized
tripping signals just prior to operating the trip solenoid to
improve availability.

O
Amendment N
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TABLE 10.2.3-1

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION FOR Cr-Ni-Mo-V ALLOY |

ABB MATERIAL DESIGNATION ST5653

Element Value'(wt%)

C 0.18 to 0. 2 5 m
Si 0.4 max
Mn 0.25 to 0.80
P 0.010 max
S 0.015 max
Cr 1.5 tor 2.0
-Ni 0.9 to 1.3
Mo 0.5 to 0.8
V 0.05 max
P+Sn 0.02 max

Mechanical Properties Value

Tensile Strength =105 KSI' min
-Yield Strength 290 to 105 KSI*
Elongation

~

-

g

Tangential 15% min

i

NOTES:

m -Specimens taken from the center- of a piece:may--- have a : carbon -

content from 0.18 to.0.28-(wt%).
* For_ asymmetric disc-shaped parts, the-yield _ strength of the-

test material located adjacent to the centerline may exceed
the' maximum value of =105 KSI.'

!~
!

Amendment W-
June 17,.1994
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OC' 11 . Safety valve set pressure is calculated in accordance with
Article NC-7000 of ASME Section III. The following is
included:

)
1. A maximum allowable pressure of 110% of steam generator 1

design pressure (1200 psia) which equals 1320 psia. 1

2. A valve accumulation of 3%. The valve reset pressure
shall be no less than 1140 pala.

3. A valve set pressure tolerance of 11%.

4. Incorporation of the AP between the steam generator
nozzles and the safety valves.

I. The total main steam safety valve capacity is sufficient to
pass 19 x 10' lb/hr at 110% of steam generator design
pressure.

J. The maximum steam flow per main steam safety valve is no
greater than 1.9 x 10' lb/hr at 1000 psia.

K. The Main Steam Safety Valves are designed, fabricated and
installed such that the requirements for In-service Testing

[sQ}
and Inspection of ASME Section XI, subsection IWV can be
met.

L. The Main Steam Safety Valves are classified " active" and
shall conform to design requirements meeting the intent of
NUREG-0800.

10.3.2.3.2.3 Hain Steam Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

A. Each main steam line is provided with one modulating
atmospheric dump valve to allow cooldown of the steam
generators when the main steam line isolation valves are
closed, or when the main condenser is not available as a
heat sink. The ADVs are designed to maintain the steam
pressure below the lowest setting of the main steam safety
valves during emergency shutdowns or plant hot standby
conditions. Each valve is capable of holding the plant at
hot standby, dissipating core decay and Reactor Coolant Pump
heat, and allowing controlled cooldown from hot standby to
Shutdown Cooling System initiation conditions. Each valve
is sized to allow a controlled plant cooldown in the event
of a line break or tube rupture, which renders one steam
generator unavailable for heat removal, concarrent with a
loss of normal AC power and single active failure of one of
the remaining two ADVs. For the preceding conditions, site
boundary radiation dose limits are not exceeded. Too)L

V

Amendment W
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accomplish the above, each ADV (considering all line losses)
has aufficient capacity to meet the saturated steam flow
requirements. An ADV with a saturated steam capacity of not
less than 950,000 lb/hr at 1000 psia (critical flow assumed)
satisfles the steam flow requ;.rements over the range of
design inlet pressures. Also, no single valve has a maximum
capacity greater than 1.9 x 10' lb/hr at 1000 psia.

The ADVs are electrically operated and iciclude internal
solenoid operated pilot valves and einctronic valve
positioners. The ADVn are manually operated from the main
control room or shutdown panel. They are designed with a
return spring which causes the valve to fall closed on loss
of motive power (125 Vdc supply from the station batteries),
or loss of control signal. Spurious opening of any one
valvo does not compromise reactor safety requirements.

The ADVs are capable of being modulated in the event of loss
of offsite power or station blackout (i.e. complete loss of

.

all AC power). Motive power and control power to the ADVs I

are provided from separate sources in order to meet single
failure criteria.

,

i

B. During pre-core hot functional testing, the plant must be
maintained at standby conditions. To accomplish this, each '

Atmospheric Dump Valve is capable of controlling flow at
63,000 lb/hr at 1100 psia.

C. The valves are mounted on separate headers connected to the
seismically designed portions of the main steam piping. The
valves vent directly to the atmosphere, with a separate
vertical vont stack provided for each valve.

D. The piping and valve arrangenent minimizes the loads on the
attachment, and analysis is 9erformed to confirm the design
using ASME Boiler and presouro Vessel Code, Section III,
Appendix 0.

The ADVs and their supports are designed to withstand loads
arising from the various operating and design bases events
as specified in Section 3.9.3.

E. The ADVs are of a design providing for quick change trim,
i.e., the valve internals on which wear is expected are
designed for removal for maintenance without removing the
valve from the line.

F. Isolation valves are provided in the steam line upstream of
each Atmospheric Dump Valve. The isolation valves are
status controlled to the open position in the control room
and are capable of being remotely and manually positioned
from the Main Control Room or from the Remote Shutdown Panel
to isolate the Atmospheric Dump Valves.

Amendment U
10.3-12 December 31, 1993
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O\ 10.4.9 LHERGENCY FEEDWATER DYSTEM

10.4.9.1 Qo s_igrLJia s_i s

10.4.9.1.1 Functional Requirements

The Emergency Feodwater (EFW) System provides an independent
safety-related means of supplying secondary-side, quality
feedwater to the steam generator (s) for removal of heat and
prevention of reactor core uncovery during emergency phases of
plant operation. The EFW System is a dedicated safety system
which has no operating functions for normal plant operation.

The EFW System is designed to be automatically or manually
initiated, supplying feedwater to the steam generators for any
event that results in the loss of normal feedwater and requires
heat removal through the steam generators, including the loss of
normal onsite and normal offaite AC power.

Following the event, the EFW System maintains adequate feedwater
inventory in the steam generator (s) for residual heat removal and
it in capable of maintaining hot standby and facilitating a plant
cooldown (at the maximum administrative 1y controlled rate of 75
*F/hr) from hot standby to Shutdown Cooling System initiation.

/3 The Shutdown Cooling System becomes available for plant cooldown

V when the RCS temperature and pressure are reduced to the entry
conditions given in Section 5.4.7.

The EFW System is designed to be initiated with operator action
following a major loss of coolant accident to keep the steam
generator tubes covered for the long term to enhance the closed
system containment boundary. Covering the steam generator tubes |
post-LOCA minimizes potential containment bypass leakage, should
pre-existing primary-to-secondary leakage be present.

10.4.9.1.2 Design Critoria

A. The EFW System and its supporting auxiliaries are provided
with emergency power and adequate redundancy, diversity and
separation to perform its design basis function in the event
of a loss of offsite and normal onsite power, coincident
with:

1. A single active mechanical component failure, or

2. A single active electrical component failure, or

3. The effects of a high or moderate energy pipe rupture.

A

lV)i
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| D. All mechanical components and piping up to the containment
isolation valves and essential to the emergency function are !

| Safety Class 3 and are designed to the ASME Boiler and !

pressure Vessel Code Section III, Class 3 requirements. All
components and piping from and including the containment

| isolation valves to the steam generators are Safety Class 2
and are designed to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section III, Class 2 requirements. The line classifications
are consistent with the requirements specified in A11SI/ Alls
51.1. All components and piping essential to the emergency
function are designed to Seismic Category I requirements as
described in Section 3.7. The seinmic category and safety
and quality classification of the EFW System components are
listed in Table 3.2-1.

C. The EFW System is equipped with diverse pump drive
mechanisms. This is accomplished by providing one
full-capacity motor-driven pump and one full-capacity
steam-driven pump in each EFW mechanical division. All
controls, instrumentation, and valves, which are essential
to the omorgency operation of the steam-driven pumps
subdivisiens, are powered by battery-backed Class 1E power.
The batteries are capable of powering the EFW steam-driven
pump subdivisions for a station blackout (station loss of
all AC power) up to eight hours with appropriate load
shedding, in addition to the batteries, an alternate AC
source of standby power is provided for an extended station
blackout period.

D. The EFW System compone1ts are located in Seismic Category I
structures which also protect the components from external
environmental hazards such as tornados, hurricanos, floods,
and external missiles. Each redundant and diverse
subdivision of the EFW System is physically separated from
the others within those structures.

E. All essential components are designed to account for,
located to protect against, or protected from internal
flooding, internal missiles, interactions from earthquakes,
or tho effects of high or moderate energy line breaks as
described in Chapter 3.

F. The EFW System is designed so that it can be either manually
initiated or automatically initiated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS), described in
Section 7.3.1, or the Alternate Protection System (APS)
described in Section 7.7.1.1.11. The EFW System is designed
to deliver flow to the steam generator (s) within 60 seconds
upon receipt of an Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal
(EFAS).

1
i Amendment W
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(d G. Each EFW pump is capable of providing 100% of the required'

minimum flow of 500 gpm, to meet the design basis heat
removal requirements. Each pump is capable of delivering
this flow under the following coincident paramotors:

1. The maximum steam generator downcomer nozzle pressure
in 1217 psia which accounts for the stean generator
design pressure, safety valve uncertainty and feed
nozzle losses from the downcomer nozzle to the steam
generator steam space.

2. Food line losses are those existing when full EFW flow
is diverted to one steam generator.

3. Pump suction is at the minimum suction pressure.

4. A margin of 7% is added to the required head. This
includes a 2% margin for wear and a 5% margin for
uncertainties.

11 . The maximum EFW flow to each steam generator is restdcted
by a cavitating venturi to protect the EFW pumps from dauage
due to excessive runout flow, and to allow the operator 30
minutes to regulate or terminate EFW flow to prevent RCS

[ overcooling, steam generator overfill or containment
\ overpressurization.

I. The EFW System is designed to maintain an emergency
feodwater temperature of at least 40'F and no greater than
120'F.

J. The EFW System contains two 100% capacity Emergency
Feedwater Storage Tanks (EFWSTs). Each tank has a minimum
usable safety-related condensate storage volume of 350,000
gallons to achieve safe cold shutdown, based on:

1. A main feedline break without isolation of EFW flow to
the affected steam generator for 30 minutes.

2. Refill of the intact steam generator.

3. Eight hours of operation at hot standby conditions.

4. Subsequent cooldown of RCS within six hours to
conditions which permit operation of the Shutdown
Cooling System.

5. Continuous operation of one reactor coolant pump.

This safety-related condensate storage volume is sufficient(3f ) to permit cooldown with the reactor in natural circulation.|
' v

Amendment W
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K. A non-safety grade source of condensate can be aligned
should the safety related source of condensate be exceeded
before Shutdown Cooling System entry conditions are reached.

L. The EFW System is controllable in a post-accident
environment from either the control room or the remote
shutdown station.

M. The EFW System piping in the vicinity of the steam
generators is arranged to minimize the potential for
destructive water hammer during startup. The EFW piping
continuoucly rises as it penetrates the containment to
connect with the downcomer feedwater pipe which enters the
steam generator. After the two lines connect, the downcomer
foodwater pipe continues to rise to prevent draining into
the steam generator with the feedwater flow shut off. It
then connects to a 90 degree elbow facing downward, which is
attached to the steam generator downcomer nozzle.

11 . The EFW System is designed to have an unavailability in the
4 4range of 10 to 10 per demand based on analysis using

methods and data presented .in NUREG-0611 and NUREG-0635.
Analysis to cupport this criterion is presented in Appendix
10A.

O. The emergency foodwater supplied to the steam generators is
of the same or better quality than the secondary system
makeup water, except that the requirement on oxygen is
excluded.

P. Each steam-driven pump shall be supplied with steam from a
si.sgle steam generator, i.e., the one to which it supplies
fcedwater.

Q. Means are pcovided to permit periodic surveillance testing
of the EFW p'imra and valves, and functional testing of the
integrated operation of the system.

R. Emergency feedwater is delivered to the downcomer nozzles of
the steam generators.

S. The EFW System provides doubic isolation from the Main
Foodwater System during normal plant conditions when the EFW
System is not required.

O
Amendment C
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V T. A four-channel control scheme is provided to preclude

inadvertent actuation in the event of a single failure. A
four-channel design is provided for the initiation logic,
actuation logic, and power.

U. The Equipment and Floor Drainage System (Section 9.3.3)
provides for collection and detection of EFW system Icakage
which may originate in each EFW pump room, in each Emergency
Teodwater Storage Tank, and areas containing ETW system |
piping where a moderate- or high-energy pipe rupture is
postulated, as defined in Section 3.8. The control room is
alerted on detection of excessive leakage.

V. The emergency feedwater system piping and associated
supports and restraints shall be designed so that a single
adverse event, such as a ruptured emergency feedwater line
or a closed isolation valve can occur without:

1. Initiating a Loss-of-Coolant incident.

2. Causing failure of the other steam generator's safety |

class steam and feedwater lines, Main Steam Isolation
Valves (MSIVs), safety valves, Main Feedwater Isolation
Valves (MFIVs), Steam Generator Blowdown Isolation
Valves, or Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs).

C 3. Reducing the capability of any of the Engineered Safety
Features Actuation Systems or the Plant Protection
System.

4. Transmitting excessive loads to the containment
pressure boundary.

5. Compromising the function of the plant control room.

6. Precluding an orderly cooldown of the RCS.

W. The EFW System is designated as a vital system and
components of the system are located within the plant's
vital protection area.

The COL applicant will make information on the provisions for
avoidance of water hammer in the emergency feedwater piping
available for NRC staff review.

10.4.9.2 BJatem__ Description

10.4.9.2.1 General Description

The EFW System is shown in Figure 10.4.9-1, Sheets 1 and 2.

The EFW System is configured into two separate mechanical

h divisions. Each division is aligned to feed its respective steam
G/ generator. Each division consists of one Emergency Feedwater

Storage Tank (EFWST), one 100% capacity motor-driven pump

Amendment W
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subdivision, one 100% capacity steam-driven pump subdivision,
valves, one cavitating venturi, and specified instrumentation.
Each pump subdivision takes suction from its respective EFWST and
has its respectivo discharge header. Each subdivision discharge
header contains a pump discharge check valve, flow regulating
valve, steam generator isolation valve and steam generator
isolation check valve. The motor-driven subdivision and
steam-driven subdivision are joined together insido containment
to feed their respective steam generator through a common EFW
header which connects to the steam generator downcomer feedwater
line. Each conton EFW header contains a cavitating venturi to
restrict the maximum EFW flow rate to each steam generator. The
cavitating venturi restricts the magnitude of the two pump flow
as well as the magnitude of individual pump runout flow to the
steam generator.

A cross-connection is provided between each EFWST so that either
tank can supply either division of EFW. Each of the Safety Class
3, Seismic Category I EFWSTs contains 100% of the total volume
specified in Section 10.4.9.1.2.J. A normally locked closed,
local manually operated isolation valve is provided for each
EFWST to provide separation. A line connected to a non-safety
source of condensate is also provided with local manual isolation
so that it can be manually aligned for gravity feed to either of
the EFWSTs, should the EFWSTs reach low level before Shutdown
cooling System entry conditions are reached.

Pump discharge crossover piping is provided to enhance system
versatility during long-term emergency modes, such that a single
pump can feed both steam generators. Two normally locked closed,
local manually operated isolation valves are provided for
subdivision separation.

A flow recirculation line is provided downstream of each pump
discharge, which allows:

A. A continuous flow back to the EFWST for pump minimum flow
protection; and

B. Full or partial flow testing of the pumps.

A multi-stage flow restrictive orifice restricts the flow to the
minimum required for pump protection. Each pump has adequate
flow capacity to continuously recirculate this flow plus provide
the required design basis flow to the steam generators. . The
recirculation lines are adequately sized so that full pump flow
can be recirculated through the bypass provided around the flow
restrictive orifice for full flow pump testing during power
operations. The bypass line contains a manual flow regulating
valve in order to vary the pump flow for performance testing.

O
Amendment W
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Each steam-driven pump is provided with an atmospheric-discharge,
non-condensing turbine. Driving steam is supplied from the Main
Steam System upstream of the main steam isolation valves. Each
turbine is supplied with steam from the steam generator to which
the pump feeds. Each supply line contains a normally closed
fail-open air operated steam isolation valve. A bypass is
provided around each of these isolation valves with a flow
restricting orifice and e normally closed fail-open air operating ,

bypass isolation valve. The bypass provides a small controlled I

rate of steam flow to the turbine. This allows the hydraulic
control portion of the governor to pressurize at turbine idle
speed before the steam isolation valve is opened for full rated
speed operation.

The turbines exhaust to atmosphere through a missile protected
Seismic Category I vent line routed through the roof. Low point
drains are provided for collection and return to the condensate
system of any liquid that may condense in the supply and exhaust
lines. A low point drain, located upstream of the steam supply
isolation valve, provides a continuous blowdown through a flow
restricting orifice in order to keep the supply line warm and
prevent water slugs from entering the turbine on an automatic
emergency start. A power-operated valve is provided in this line
so that it can be remotely isolated from the control room shouldp high activity be present. A bypass is provided around each drain
orifice should additional drain capacity be required.

Cooling water to the Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbine Bearing Oil
Coolers is supplied from the first stage of the steam-driven
pumps and returned to the pump suctions.

10.4.9.2 2 Component Description

A suraary of design parameters and codes for the major EFW System
components is given in Table 10.4.9-1,

10.4.9.2.2.1 Emergency Feedwater Pumps

The EFW pumps are horizontal multi-stage centrifugal pumps. Each
pump is capable of delivering the system design flow of 500 Opm
to the steam generator (s) over the entire range of steam
generator pressures (0 to 1217 psia) while recirculating the
required flow for pump protection back to the EFWSTs.

The first stage of the steam-driven pumps is capable of producing
the above flow requirements while providing the required cooling
flow to the turbine bearing oil coolers.

O
O
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Flanges are provided on each pump suction and dischargo, and each
pump is provided with casing vents and drains to facilitato
maintenance.

The motors for the motor-driven pumps are cooled by the component
Cooling Water System (Section 9.2.2).

10.4.9.2.2.2 Steam-Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbines

Each steam-driven EFW pump is provided with a safety grade
atmospheric discharge non-condensing turbine.

Each turbine is supplied with a hydraulic governor control valvo,
and a trip and throttle (stop) valve with motor reset capability.
The turbino is brought up to speed by governor control upon being
supplied with steam by opening of the steam isolation valve
EF-108 or EF-109. The governor then controls the turbine speed
at the pump rated speed by modulating the governor control valve.
The governor controlled turbine speed can be adjusted from the
main control room, the remote shutdown panel, or manually at the
governor.

The turbine is stopped by remotely tripping the trip and throttle
(stop) valve from the main control room or remote shutdown panel.
The trip and thcottle (stop) valve is automatically tripped for
turbine overspeed protection by an electrical trip at 115% of
rated speed and by a mechanical trip at 125% of rated speed. The
electronic overspeed trip is "non-fatal" (i.e., the valvo can be
reset from the control room or remote shutdown station). The
mechanical overspeed trip is " fatal" (i.e., in that reset can
only be accomplished at the turbine trip and throttle (stop)

valve).

10.4.9.2.2.3 Emergency Feedwater Storage Tanks

An assured source of emergency feedwater is provided by the two
emergency feedwater storage tanks (one tank in division 1 and one
tank in division 2). Each tank contains 100% of the required
water volume given in Section 10.4.9.1.2.J.

Each tank, which consists of a stainless steel lined reinforced
concrete enclosure, is an integral part of the safety grade,
Seismic Category I nuclear annex structure, and protected against
environmental hazards. Adequate provisions are provided such
that a failure or leak of the tank will not adversely affect
other essential components.

The condensate stored in each tank is of the same quality for
secondary makeup except there is no restriction on oxygen.

1 O
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\ /v The tanks are vented to atmosphere and are protected from

overpressure by adequately sized vents and overfill lines.

The tanks are provided with makeup, drain, and condensate cleanup
supply and return connections.

The minimum and maximum temperatures of the condensate supplied
or stored in each tank are 40*F and 120*F, respectively.

10.4.9.2.2.4 Emergency Feodwater Cavitating Venturis

A cavitating venturi is located in the common EFW supply line to
each steam generator. Each cavitating venturi limits the maximum
EFW flow that can be fed to a steam generator. The cavitating
venturis prevent pump cavitation due to pump runout, and minimize
other potentially adverse effects of having excessive emergency
feedwater flow, such as overfill of the steam generators,
excessive reactor coolant system cooldown rates, excessive
mass / energy input into containment following a main steam line
break, and excessive draw down of the EFWST.

Each cavitating venturi is sized to cavitate at 650 gpm, thus
limiting the maximum emergency feedwater flow to each steam
generator. Cavitation occurs when one pump feeding one steam
generator runs out to 650 gpm and the EFWST is at minimum water
level (isolation valve and control valve full open).

Each cavitating venturi will limit the maximum emergency
feedwater flow to each steam generator to 800 gpm. This occurs
when both the motor- and steam-driven pumps are feeding a steam
generator, the EFWST is at maximum water level, the control
valves are fully open and the steam generator is at atmospheric
pressure. This maximum flow has been set to ensure that the
steam line break post-trip (DNBR) response remains above the
minimum value, that the containment is not overpressurized
following a main steam line break, and that the steam generator
is not overfilled without operator action to modulate or
terminate EFW flow for 30 minutes after EFW system actuation.

10.4.9.2.2.5 Active Valves

The following valves are required to maintain their functional
capability during a safe plant shutdown. An active valve list is
given in Table 10.4.9-2.

(
V

i
l
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A. Steam Generator Isolation Valves

Valves EF-100, EF-101, EF-102 and EF-103 are normally closed
during normal plant operations. These valves, in series
with check valven EF-200, EF-201, EF-202 and EF-203
respectively, provide double isolation between the emergency
feedwater system and the main feedwater system (steam
generator). These valves are automatically opened by the
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) on low
steam generator level, or the Alternate Protection System
(APS), and are automatically closed by the ESFAS at a steam
generator level higher than the normal operating water
level. These valves can also be individually opened or
closed remotely from the main control room and at the remote
shutdown panel. The valves are provided with electric motor
operators and with local manual handwheels.

B. Emergency Feedwater Control Valves

Valves EF-104, EF-105, EF-106 and EF-107 are normally open
when the system is in standby. Upon activation of the
system these valves can be manually positioned from the
Control Room or Remote Shutdown Panel to control flow and
maintain steam generator water level. These valves are
automatically closed by the ESPAS at a steam generator water
level higher than normal operating water level and are
reopened on low steam generator water level by the ESFAS or
APS. The valves are provided with electric motor operators
and with local manual handwheels.

C. Steam Generator Isolation Check Valves

Valves EF-200, EF-201, EF-202 and EF-203 are provided for
separation of the motor-driven and steam-driven subdivisions
and for double isolation from the steam generator during
normal plant conditions. These valves are tilted disk check
valves designed to seat with a low-pressure differential.

D. Emergency Feedwater Pump Check Valves

Valves EF-204, EF-205, EF-206, and EF-207 are providea to
prevent back flow through each EFW pump. These valves are
tilted disk check valves designed to seat with a low-
pressure differential.

O
I Amendment J
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V E. Steam Supply Bypass Valves

Valves EF-112 and EF-113 open automatically on the EFAS or
ApS signal to supply a small controlled rate of steam flow
to the turbines. This allows the hydraulic control portion
of the governor to pressurize at a controlled turbine idle

.

speed, before the steam supply isolation valve EF-108 or !
EF-109 opens. These valves are provided with a safety grade I

fail open air operator, a safety grade solenoid and local
manual handwheel. These valves can be remotely opened and 1

closed from the main control room and at the remote shutdown I
panel. i

!

F. Steam Supply Isolation Valves

Valves EF-108 and EF-109 isolate the steam supply to the EFW
steam-driven pump turbines. Opening of these valves
supplies steam to the turbines and starts governor control
of the steam flow to the turbines. These valves are double
disk gate valves provided with a safety grade fail-open air
actuator and a local manual handwheel. These valves open
automatically on an EFAS or Alternate Feedwater Actuation
signal (AFAS) after a delay allows full opening of the steam
supply bypass valve and the turbine is at idle speed. These,O valves can be remotely opened and closed from the main

V control room and at the remote shutdown panel.

G. Tur;31ne Trip-and-Throttle (Stop) Valves

These valves are part of the turbine package. The valves
are latched open at all times. A motor operator is supplied
to power the valve to the open-latched position. An
overspeed signal generated by the turbine protection system
trips the valve and immediately stops steam flow to the
turbine. Remote manual open/ trip control is provided in the
main control room and at the remote shutdown panel. If the
valve is closed by a mechanical overspeed trip, the trip
must be reset locally at the trip and throttle (stop) valve.

H. Turbine Governor Valves (control valves)
These valves are part of the turbine package and they
control steam flow to provide the required turbine speed.
These valves are controlled by the turbine governor.

V
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I. Steam Supply Continuous Drain Isolation Valves

Motor operated valven EF-110 and EF-111 are provided for
remote isolation of the steam supply continuous drain line
for prevention of release of high activity to the atmosphere
due to a steam generator tube rupture. These valves can be
individually opened or closed from the main control room.

10.4.9.2.3 Electrical Power Dupply

Each subdivision of the EFW System roccivos power from its
associated Class 1E Emergency Power System. In the event of loss
of normal onsite and offsite power, power is supplied by the
emergency diesel generators. All instrumentation, controls and
valves that are essential to the operation of the steam-driven I

pump subdivisions are supplied from battery-backed vital Class 1E
power supplies. Battery-backed power is available to the

,

steam-driven pump turbine governor speed control and steam !

generator water level indication in order to provide steam
generator level indication for at least 8 hours considering
appropriato load shedding following a station blackout. In
addition to the batteries, an alternato AC source of standby
power is provided for an extended station blackout period. Each
motor-driven pump subdivision is supplied by a Class 1E Emergency
Power division that in totally independent and separated from the
other motor-driven pump subdivision. Each steam-driven pump
subdivision in supplied by a Class 1E Emergency Power division
that is totally independent a.nd separated from the other
steam-driven pump subdivision and totally independent and
separated from the associated motor-driven pump subdivision that
feeds the same steam generator. The emergency bus designation
for the EFW System motor-driven pumps and motor operated valves,
and the emergency bus and channel designation for the EFW System
instrumentation and control is given in Table 10.4.9-5. A more
detailed description of the onsite power systems is provided in
Section 8.3.

10.4.9.2.4 Emergency Feedwater System Operation and Control

The EFW System can be either manually actuated or automatically
actuated by an Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS) from

| the Engineered Safety Features Actuation Signal (ESFAS) described
in Section 7.3.1, or an Alternate Foodwater Actuation Signal
(APAS) from the Alternate Protection System (APS) described in
Section 7.7.1.1.11. At the low steam generator water level
setpoint, the EFAS associated with that steam generator or the
AFAS will actuate the AFAS System as follows:

A. Starts the associated motor-driven pump.

O
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TABLE 10.4.9-1 (cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 4)

EMER91HCY FEEDWATER. SYSTEM
COMPONENT.. PARAMETERS

Engrgency Feedwater Storage Tanks ;

Quantity 2

Design Code See Section 3.8.4

Seismic Category I

Minimum Usable Volume per Tank, 350,000
gallons

Design Pressure, Internal / External, 1.0/0.5
psig

Design Temperature. *F 140

.

f

%
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IAME 10.4.9_~1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 4)

EMER9EUCYlEED1hTE1LAXHTEM
.

RQMP9EENT PARAMETEBE l

|
The above component parameters are based on an Emergency
Feedwater System with the following arrangement requirements

1. The minimum elevation difference between the minimum
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank water level and the
Emergency Feedwater pump datums is not less than 20 ft.

I
2. The maximum elevation difference between the maximum

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank water level and the center
line of the Emergency Feedwater pump suctions does not
exceed 90 ft.

3. The Emergency Feedwater pump suction piping and component
pressure losses does not exceed 14 ft at a flow rate of 670
gpm.

4. The maximum elevation difference between the conter line of
the Emergency Feedwater pump discharges and the center line
of the Steam Generator Downcomer nozzle does not exceed 100
ft.

5. The Emergency Feedwater pump discharge piping and component
pressure losses does not exceed 62 ft from the pump
discharge to the inlet of the cavitating venturi and the
piping and component pressure loss from the pump discharge
to the steam generator downcomer nozzle (including the
cavitating venturi) does not exceed 481 ft at a flow rate of
500 gpm to either one of the steam generators and a 170 gpm
recirculation flow with one pump operating.

*
|
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11.1-1 W 11.3-9 U 11.5-14 U
11.1-2 W 11.3-10 W 11.5-15 W
11.1-3 R 11.3-11 W 11.5-16 U
11.1-4 W 11.3-12 W 11.5-17 W

f- s 11.1-5 Q 11.3-13 V 11.5-18 W
/ ) 11.1-6 Q 11.3-14 W 11.5-19 U

(' ,/ 11.1-7 W 11.3-15 W 11.5-20 U
11.1-8 5 11.3-16 V 11.5-21 V
11.2-1 U 11.3-17 W 11.5-22 W
11.2-2 W 11.3-18 I 11.5-23 0
11.2-3 R 11.4-1 W
11.2-4 Q 11.4-2 W
11.2-5 R 11.4-3 W
11.2-6 U 11.4-4 R
11.2-7 U 11.4-5 R
11.2-8 U 11.4-6 W
11.2-9 U 11.4-7 Q
11.2-10 W 11.4-8 W
11.2-11 W 11.4-9 Q
11.2-12 W 11.4-10 0
11.2-13 U 11.4-11 W
11.2-14 W 11.4-12 U
11.2-15 W 11.4-13 V
11.2-16 W 11.4-14 W
11.2-17 W 11.4-15 U
11.2-18 U 11.5-1 W
11.2-19 0 11.5-2 W
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11.O RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
i

11.1 ApURCE TIElig

The average quantity of radioactive material released to the
environment during normal operation including anticipated
operational occurrences is calculated using PWR-GALE Code
(Reference 1) and is based on guidance provided in NUREG-0017
(Reference 2). The adequacy of radioac+ive waste management-

systems is demonstrated by verifying compliance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I offsite radiological release objectives using the i

NUREG-0017 " expected" source term basis.
Design basis " maximum" source terms are used in plant radiation
shiolding design and accidental of fsite release evaluations. The
use of design basis " maximum" source terms in shielding and
accident calculations allows for short-term increases in reactor- ;

coolant concentration above the NUREG-0017 "expectod" averago
.ancontrations. Design basis " maximum" source terms are
\ddressed in Chapter 12.

The adequacy of radioactive waste management systems is also
demonstrated by verifying compliance with the of f site - release
rato and concentration limits of 10 CFR 20. Source terms based
on a it failed fuel rate assumption are used to demonstrate
compliance with 10 CFR 20 radiological protection criteria.

-The COL applicant will ensure it complies with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, ANSI N13.1 and RGs 1.21 and 4.15.

11.1.1 ANTICIPATED PRIMARY COOLANT CONCENTRATIONS

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) radionuclide activity concentration
source terms for normal reactor operating conditions, including
anticipated operational occurrences, are developed as a basis for
a) calculating routino radioactive releases in station effluents, ,

b) calculating radionuclide concentrations in radioactive waste
management and other plant systems during normal operation,.and
c) ensuring that occupational radiation exposures are as low as

~

reasonably achievable (ALARA). . A description:of-reactor coolant
.

and plant system radiation sources used_as the basis for_ shield
design calculations is provided in Section 12.2'.

11.1.1.1 Fission Product Activitig.s

The concentrations- of _ radioactive fission product isotopes in
primary coolant under normal reactor. operating conditions .are
calculated by methods developed in NUREG-0017. The parameters:
used in the coolant fission product source term calculations are
summarized in Table 11.1.1-1. The calculated RCS fission product- ;

activity concentrations are summarized in Table 11.1.1-2.

For the purposes of demonstrating compliance with 10 CFR 20, 1

Appendix B,' Table 2 limiting concentrations for radioactive. |-

. Amendment W
11.1-1 June 17, 1994
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materials in unrestricted areas, concentrations of radioactive
fission product isotopes in the primary coolant under " limiting"
1% fuel failure rate conditions are calculated by the Combustion
Engineering DAMSAM computer code. The calculated RCS fission
product activity concentrations for 1% fuel failure rate
operation are summarized in Table 11.1.1-9.

11.1.1.2 Corrosion and Activation Productg
-

The concentrations of radioactive corrosion and activation
products in primary coolant under normal, maximum, and 1% fuel
failure rate reactor operating conditions (i.e., Na-24, Cr-51,
Mn-54, Fe-55, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65, W-187 and Np-239) are
included in Table 11.1.1-2. Corrosion and activation product
concentrations are calculated by methods developed in NUREG-0017.

11.1.1.3 TIllLum Production in Reactor CoolaAti

The principal sources of tritium production in a pressurized
water reactor (PWR) are from tornary fission and neutron induced
reactions in boron, lithium and deuterium that are present in the
coolant, borated chim rods and Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) .
The tritium produced in the coolant contributes immediately to
the overall tritium activity while the tritium produced by
fission and neutron capture in the CEAs and borated shim rods
contributes to the overall tritium activity via release through
the cladding.

11.1.1.3.1 Activation Sources of Tritium

The activation reactions producing tritium are as shown in Table
11.1.1-3. The tritium production from reactions 5 and 6 (B-11
and N-14 sources) is insignificant due to low cross section
and/or abundance and can be neglected. Reactions 1-4 (from B-10,
lithium, and deuterium) are the major sources of tritium in the
coolant, CEAs and borated chim rods.

The tritium production from the above sources is determined by
the following expressions:

Tritium Formation Rate = Production Rate - Decay

=E$- Na

" 3N= (1 - e ), atoms /cm at time (t)

activity (curies) = VAN x 2.7 x 10-11
| = E $ (1 - c-At) V x 2.7 x 10-11

|

Amendment W
11.1-2 June 17, 1994
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/~N
Where: E. is the production rate (atoms /cc-sec)

t is the reactor operating period of interest

V is the effective core volume, borated shim rod
3volume or CEA volume (cm )

A is the decay constant (sec~l) , and

2.7 x 10-11 converts disintegrations /sec to
curies.

The appropriate parameters used in the calculation are as shown
in Table 11.1.1-4. Based on these parameters, the tritium
produced from activation sources in the reactor coolant for one
equilibrium fuel cycle are included in Table 11.1.1-5.

11.1.1.3.2 Tritium From Fission

The ternary fission production of tritium in the core is
expressed simply by:

db = YF - ANdt~~

N=fE(1 -At), atoms at time (t)'' -e

activity (curies) = AN x 2.7 x 10-11

= YF (1 - e~At) x 2.7 x 10-11
Where Y is the tritium fission yield

F is the fission rate (f/sec)
t is the reactor operating period of interest

A is the decay constant (sec~l) , and

2.7 x 10~11 converts disintegrations /sec to
curies.

Tritium as a product of fission (References 3, 4) has a yield of
8.0 x 10-5 atoms / fission for U-235 and a yield of 2.6 x 10-4
atoms / fission for U-238, Pu-239 and Pu-241.

The amount of tritium that is released from the fuel is a
function of core temperature (Reference 5). Tritium not retained

('"N, by the fuel can pass through the fuel cladding, contributing to
(' ~ ,/ measured tritium levels. The amount of tritium released from the

fuel elements, through the cladding, to the reactor coolant is
strongly dependent on the cladding material. Values of 1% to 80%

Amendment R
11.1-3 July 30, 1993
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Ohave been reported for tritium releases from UO cores with2
stainless-steel cladding; whereas, values of only 0.013% to 1.0%
have been reported for releases from fuel elements clad with
Zircaloy (Reference 6). Based on this data, an average expected
tritium release from the fuel of 1%, and a maximum design value
of 2% are conservatively used to estimate the annual tritium
production in Table 11.1.1-5.

11.1.1.3.3 Tritium Concentration

In-plant airborne tritium is contro/med by limiting tritium
concentration in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). RCS tritium
concentration is limited by minimizing tritium production during
power operation (e.g. , use of high quality, low clad f ailure rate
fuel elements and enriched lithium for reactor coolant chemistry
control) and by discharge from the plant. Surface water and
atmospheric discharge of tritium are the most practical
alternatives available for controlling reactor coolant tritium
levels (i.e., ALARA) since isotopic separation is not currently
economical and offsite radiological impacts associated with
tritium releases are small.

RCS tritium concentration is limited below the 2.5 pCi/gm maximum
value to permit short-term access to the Reactor Building (RB)
during power operation. This value is established to allow at
least 2 hours of occupational exposure per week without the use
of protective breathing apparatus under most RB temperature and
humidity conditions.

A tritium concentration of 1 pC1/gm in the reactor coolant is
assumed as an average value over the life of the plant, although
the instantaneous value may vary considerably due to feed and
bleed operations or reactor coolant leakage. A maximum value of
2.5 pCi/gm is maintained to limit in-plant airborne
concentrations of tritium to within acceptable level . If
concentrations increase above 2.5 pCi/ga, reactor coolant may be
processed and released through the Chemical and Volume Control
System _(see Section 9.3.4) for tritium control.

The ability to maintain in-plant tritiated water concentrations
less than the design basis maximum and average concentrations is
demonstrated by comparing the sum of tritium losses from the
plant (annual average tritium activity accounted for as releases
to surface waters and the atmosphere calculated using NUREG-0017
methodology plus the annual decay of tritium in tritiated water
sources) to the maximum and average tritium activity production
rates provided in Table 11.1.1-5. For both the maximum and
average tritium production cases, total tritium production (1599
and 1169 Ci/yr, respectively) does not exceed the total liquid
and airborne releases accounted for in the Section 11.2 and 11.3

| offsite radiological impact evaluations (1610 Ci/yr) plus decay

Amendment W
11.1-4 June 17, 1994
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'N J IARE 11,1.1-3

IBlILUJ ACTIVATION REACTIONS

Rgaction Threshold Eneray IMeyl Cro_is_SectioD,2

10 W1) 0 (n, 2a)T 1.0 4.20(41)mb

7
2) Li (n, na)T 3.9 3.85(42)mb

6
3) Li (n, a)T Thermal 9.45(+2) barns

4) D (n, y)T Thermal 5.50(-1)mb

II
5) B (n, T)9Be 10.4 1.50(+1)mb

I4
6) N (n,T)I2C 4.3 3.00(-1)mb |

A
( I

%)

9

NOTES: (a) Threshold cross sections are from References 7 and 8. These are
spectrum - averaged for neutrons of energy greater than indicated
threshold energy.

(h
( ) (b) Number in parentheses denotes power of ten.
L/

;

Amendment W l
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 142 21-4 -

1

PMtMETERS WHICH I] ire.UENCE_,TRI_TIlfH_gop_U_CT_I_0N_DETERMINATIOH
i

|

| Elfective Core Volume, em' 2. 31 ( +7 )
!*'

Average Thermal Fission Rate, f/Mw-sec 3.10(+16)

lLithium Concentration, ppm
I

,

| For Average Calculation 1.1

For Maximum Calculation 2.3

Lithium-6 Abundance, % 0.1

| Boron Concentration, ppm 109

Core Powo?c, Mwt

For Average Calculation (200% Power) 3914

For Maximum Calculation (100% Power) 3992

Fuel Release, %

Tor Average Calculation 1

,

For Maximum Calculation 2

|

I

|

NOTE: (a) Number in parenthenes denotes power of ten.

l

|

@
Amendment S
September 30, 1993
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11.1.2 DECONDARY COOLANT CONCENTRATIONS

Primary-to-secondary leakage will result in the build-up of
radioactive isotope activity in the U-tube steam generators. Thu
al'iticipated concentrations in Table 11.1.1-2 are calculated usi"g
the methods developed in NUREG-0017. Values of parameteis
utilized in the model are presented in Table 11.1.1-1.

11.1.3 SOURCES OF RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT

Potent ial sources . . cadio vtive materials in liquid and gaseous
oftlients are cidre.sced in Sectioi 31 2 an1 11.3, respectively.

11.1.4 11EL EXPERIENCE

Puol experience in discunsed in Section 4. '.3. 2.10. On the basis
of experience accumulated to date, it is ex, ected that the f ailed
iuel f raction during norutal operation will Se less than 0.12%.

' 11.1.5 LEAKAGE COUNCES

systems containing radioactiw , W ds ar >otential sources of
leakage to the environment. Lea >u p. to tbt containment from the
HCS is expected to be at a rate thht will allow 3%/ day of the

O-
primary coolant noble gas inventory and 0.0011/ day of the primary
cool.'nt i'idine activity to enter the building atmosphere.
Leakage f rom all systems located in the nuclear annex is expected
to be less than 160 pounds per day. Thi( ' ankage is made up f rom,

such potential nourcer as pump gland neau and valve packing.
Primary-to-seconaTry rit aam generator 3Jakage is expected to be
less taar' 75 pouads per day unTor nors il c aditions. Table
11.1.1-8 prevides a li r.ti ng of leakage ualueo from valves and |
pumps.

Releases inside the plant are hL)ndled by the appropriate
ventilation system.

[ Means of controlling leakage are discussed in Section 5.2.

13.1.6 SPENT FUEL POOL FISSION PRr.' DUCT AND CORROSION
PROD'1CT ACTIVITIES

Speat fuel pool normal and maximum fission s'd corrosion product
source terms .re addressed in Section 12.2.1. .2.,

4

i

G
)

x

.b

Amendmer W,
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" 11.2 LIOUID WhBTE MANAGEEENT SYSTE}ig

The design objectives of the Liquid Waste Management System
(LWMS) is to protect the plant personnel, the general public, and
the environment by providing a meant to collect, segregate,
store, process, sample, and monitor radioactive liquid waste.
Each type of liquid waste is segregated to minimize the potential
for mixing and contamination of non-radioactive flow streams.
The processed liquid radioactive waste is sampled prior to
release from Waste Monitor Tanks and radiation monitors are
provided in the discharge line to provide for a controlled
monitored release. The concentration of the liquid effluent at
the site discharge point released during normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences, is below
concentrations specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of Sections
20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Column 2, and meet the As Low As
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.

11.2.1 DESIGN BASES

11.2.1.1 .QJiteria and EvaJuation

The Liquid Waste Management System (LWMS) is designed in
accordance with the acceptance criteria defined in the Standard(n\ Review Plan, Section 11.2. The design criteria are theIV following:

A. Effluents normally released to unrestricted areas must meet
the limitiag requirements of 10 CFR 20 and meet the ALARA
objectives of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.

The LWMS intermittently discharges liquid effluent in
batches to the environment. Table 11.2-1 provides an
estimate of the annual liquid effluent releases (Ci/yr)
based on results from PWR-GALE using NUREG-0017 methodology.
Assumptions used to calculate the annual release rate are
discussed in Section 11.2.6. This estimated annual release
rate is used to calculate the estimated annual dose to the
maximum individual. These results are listed in Table
11.2-4. This analysis assures that effluents during normal
operation and anticipated operational occurrences meet 10
CFR 50, Appendix I objectives.

The LWMS is designed to ensure that normal releases to
unrestricted areas are within 10 CPR 20, Appendix B,
Sections 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Column 2 effluent |
concentrations based on the design basis source term.
Section 11.2.7 provides a detailed discussion regarding the
methodology used to calculate the concentration of the

[] cffluent at the site discharge point. The results of this

(v/ analysis assure that the maximum concentrations of the

Amendment U
11.2-1 December 31, 1993
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e!liquid effluent in the unrestricted area are within 10 CFR
20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2 permissible
concentrations.

B. The system must contribute to meeting the performance design
objectives in that it should not interfere with the normal
station operation including anticipated operational
occurrences.

The LWMS is a non-nuclear safety related system. It has no
accident mitigation functions. The LWMS is designed in
accordance with requirements in ANSI /ANS 55.2 and Regulatory
Guide 1.143. This includes the following features:

1. The LWMS is designed with sufficient redundancy to
tolerate a single major component failure and process
radioactive liquid waate during normal operation,
including anticipated occurrences.

2. The LWMS is designed with sufficient storage capacity
and redundancy to accommodate an increase in demand
during normal operation of the plant.

C. Releases of radioactive materials to the environment must be
controlled and monitored in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (General Design Criteria 60, 61 and 64).

. The release of liquid waste requires an operator action.
I Prior to release through the plant discharge, radioactive

liquid waste is sampled. The LWMS is also provided with a
radiation monitor which monitors in the discharge line
downstream from the Waste Monitor Tanks. In the event that

| the instantaneous concentration of the discharge may exceed
10 times the 10 CFR 20 limits, the radiation monitor would
terminate the discharge. Section 11.5, Radiation Monitoring

| System, provides a detailed discussion regarding the

! radiation monitoring for the LWMS,

D. Accidental releases of radioactive materials from a single
component of the LWMS must not result in instantaneous
concentrations at the nearest potable water sources that
exceed 10 times the 10 CFR 20 limits.

The LWMS and the Radwaste Building are designed so there is
no liquid release to the environment due to a LWMS failure
or leak. In addition, the LWMS is designed so that there is
no possibility of gravity or syphon flow from the LWMS to
the environment. This precludes an inadvertent release of
radioactive liquid to the environment by this mechanism.

O
Amendment W

11.2-2 June 17, 1994
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(I E. The system must also contribute to meeting the occupational
exposure design objective by keeping operation and
maintenance exposure ALARA.

The LWMS is designed in accordance with guidance provided in
Regulatory Guide 8.8, ANSI /ANS-55.2, and Regulatory Guide
1.143. This ensures that the LWMS will meet ALARA
objectives.

11.2.1.2 Codes and Standards

The LWMS is designed in accordance with the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.14 3 f rom applicable regulatory positions (C.1,
C.4, C.5 and C.6). These include:

A. The LWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.143 which
includes:

1. The LWMS is designed and tested to the codes and
standards listed in Table 1 supplemented by regulatory
positions 1.1.2 and 4 of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

2. Materials used for pressure retaining portions of the
LWMS are designed in accordance with requirements
specified in Section II of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
vessel Code, except malleable, wrought, or cast iron
and plastics are not used in the LWMS. Exceptions to-s

((y} these material restrictions may be allowed on selected
components when other steel material is justified by
documented and approved engineering evaluations.
Materials used in the LWMS are compatible with the
chemical, physical, and radioactive environment of
specific applications during normal conditions and
anticipated operational occurrences.

3. The LWMS is housed in the Radwaste Building. The
foundations and walls of structures housing the LWMS
are designed to meet the requirements specified in
regulatory position C.5 to a height sufficient to
contain the maximum liquid inventory expected to be in
the building. An analysis will be performed which
compares the maximum amount of free liquid inventory
expected to exist in the as-built piping, tanks, heat
exchangers, and material handling equipment of the
liquid and solid radioactive waste management systems,
with the volume-carrying capacity of the portion of the
building which is designed to the required seismic
criteria in order to contain that total. The
requirement shall be considered met if the as-built
liquid inventory total is less than the as-built
Radwaste Building volume-carrying capacity.

4. All tanks located outside reactor containment and
containing radioactive liquids are designed to prevent

. /'3 uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials due to
| i'') spillage in buildings or from outdoor tanks. Tanks
l that may contain radioactive liquids are designed as

Amendment R
! 11.2-3 July 30, 1993
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|
|

follows to prevent an uncontrolled and unmonitored
releasc of radioactive liquids to the environment due
to spillage in the buildings in accordance with
regulatory position C.1.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.143:

i. All tanks inside and outside are provided with '

level indications.

ii. All tank overflows, drains, and sample lines are
routed to the LWMS for collection and processing.

iii. All indoor tanks have curbs or elevated thresholds
with floor drains routed to the LWMS for
collection and processing,

iv. Systems with the potential for containing
-radioactive liquids are segregated from

nonradioactive systems to minimize the potential
for the spread of contamination into unmonitored
and nonradioactive systems and ductwork in the
area. All potential release pathways are
monitored as discussed in Section 11.5 of the
CESSAR-DC,

v. Outdoor tanks, such as the Boric Acid Storage
Tank, are provided with a seismic retention pond
or dike to prevent an uncontrolled release of
radioactive liquid to the environment due to
overflow or f ailure of the tanks. These tanks are
also provided with sampling capability which is
routed to the LWMS for collection and processing.

B. The LWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.4 of the Regulatory Guide 1.143.

1. The LWMS is designed to control leakage by the
provision of the following features:

The LWMS is designed to permit the contents of the
waste monitor tanks to be sampled prior to release. In
addition, a radiation monitor is provided upstream of
the plant discharge to automatically terminate the
discharge of liquid effluent if 10 CFR 20 Appendix B
limits may be exceeded.

The LWMS is designed to facilitate access, operation,
inspection, testing, and maintenance to maintain
personnel exposures ALARA by the provision of the
following features:

Adequate space is provided in the Radwaste Building to
collect, store, and process radioactive liquid waste,
as well as perform maintenance and inspection
activities.

2. A quality assurance (QA) program will be applied with
the provisions as specified in regulatory position C.6
of Regulatory Guide 1.143,

3. The LWMS is constructed in accordance with regulatory
position C.4.3 by the provision of the following
features:

Amendment Q l
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V settled sludge removal. The tanks are all located in lined rooms
in which the walls constitute appropriate shielding as well as
the seismic containment required by Regulatory Guide 1.143.

Waste collection tanks are all made of stainless steel and are
designed for atmospheric pressure plus maximum overflow line
back-pressure.

As shown in Figure 11.2-1, oil separators are provided for
gravity separation of oil which may contaminate the equipment or
floor drain wastes collected. This oil layer is collected in
drums and is stored as required in the Radwaste Building for
offsite treatment and disposal by a licensed contractor. Oil
treatment and disposal are not included in the certified design
scope.

11.2.2.2.2 Waste Monitor Tanks

The LWMS subsystem associated with each of the waste monitor
tanks are listed below:

Tank (sl Subsystem

Waste Monitor Tanks (WMT) 1 and 2 High level waste

(T Waste Monitor Tanks (WMT) 3 and 4 Low level waste

(j Detergent Sample Tanks (DST) 1 and 2 Laundry and hot shower
Chemical Sample Tanks (CST) I and 2 Laundry and hot shower'

The WMT, DST, and CWT are each sized for the anticipated peak
daily input taking into account anticipated operational
occurrences but not considering events which might occur less
often than once per fuel cycle. The waste collection tank vents
are sized adequately to preclude buckling of the tank during
drain down, or vacuum breakers will be provided, as necessary.

The waste monitor tanks are equipped with fluid-driven mixers and
provisions for recirculation to assure uniform contents for
sampling and manways accessed from the top of the tanks.

Waste monitor tanks are all made of stainless stee) and are
designed for atmospheric pressure plus maximum overflow line
back-pressure.

The waste water collected in the neutralization tank from
regeneration of the condensate cleanup system polishers is
sampled in this tank also. There is no process capability
provided in the condensate cleanup system located in the Turbine
Building; however, flow can be manually diverted to the Floor
Drain Tank in the low level subsystem of the LWMS, as necessary,
based on sampling results. The neutralization tank is a processn

/ i tank and not a waste monitor tank per se.
\vt
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11.2.2.2.3 Process Pumps

Each waste strenm is provided with a centrifugal pump which can
be cross connected with another in case of failure. Pumps can be
flushed and drained prior to maintenance activity and can be
readily replaced with on-site spares if necessary. The wetted
parts of the pumps are corrosion resistant in order to minimize
the buildup of contamination and prolong their service life.

Table 11.2-6 lists the design parameters for the process pump
provided. The regenerant waste stream is provided with these
centrifugal pumps.

11.2.2.2.4 Process Filters -

The waste process f11ters use bag type polyethylene filters. The
filters are contained in top loading, vertical stainless steel
pressure vessels. Inlet flow is forced into the bag filter media
f rom the top, directed down into the bag to minimize process flow
bypass. Top loading bag filters provide process flexibility by
tailoring filter media micron exclusion characteristics to the
specific waste stream and are effective in maintaining
occupational exposures as low as reasonably achievable due to
their inf requent and simple changeout requirements. Occupational
exposure associated with filter changeout is further reduced
through the use of remote handling tools.

Bag filter process vessels are skid mounted in groups of 2 or 4
with each skid being individually shielded and movable.
Connections, valves and flow paths are provided to allow the
filters to be used individually or in series.

Expended bag filters are generally dewatered and placed directly
in shielded disposal containers placed in close proximity to the
filter skid to minimize radiation exposure associated with manual
filter changeout. Dewatering is accomplished in the filter
process vessel by purging the filter housing and filter media
with process air prior to filter changeout,

,

11.2.2.2.5 Media Ded Process Vessels

The media bed process vessels are stainless steel pressure
vessels with inlet distributors, screened outlets and sluice
outlets. The narmal use of the process vessels is as an
ion-exchange bed or a carbon bed.

Three domineralizar trains are provided. Each train has five
vessels and is sized to process the total subsystem flow based on
the sources and voiumes specified in Table 11.2-2 and Figure
11.2-2 plus allowances for increases in influent flow during
selected off-normal operation. Each train is dedicated to a
subsystem; i.e., low level waste subsystem, high level waste
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! 1() subsystem, or laundry, hot shower and chemical waste subsystem.

The containment cooler subsystem (refer to Section 11.2.2.2.8) is
low activity and is, theref ore, normally routed to the Industrial
Waste Discharge. There is automatic diversion to the collection
tank, however, subsequent processing by the Low Level Waste
subsystem is manually initiated by the operator. Capability is
provided to process this stream as liquid waste through any of
the other subsystem demineralizer trains.

Access is provided to manually load vessels if appropriate. The
normal disposition of a fully expended (high differential
pressure, high radiation or loss of desired isotopic removal
capability) media is sluicing to the Low Activity Spent Resin
Tank in the Solid Waste Management System (SWMS) or directly to
a disposal container for processing and shipment offsite.

11.2.2.2.6 Provisions for Mobile Equipment

It is anticipated that it may be advantageous to use additional
mobile treatment or direct solidification equipment at times.
This may be true because of changing waste streams or changing
economics of processing, shipping and burial. Adequate space has
been allocated for solid waste shipment vehicles, process
dowatering, and a permanent solidification system. Piping

[] provisions are made to permit connection of mobile process
equipment while using the installed Waste Collection Tanks,
process pumps, and Waste Monitor Tanks. Rapid re-alignment of a
process flow path can be accomplished using remote operated
valves (outside of skid shielding), quick-connect fittings and
flexible high pressure industrial hoses.

11.2.2.2.7 Dilution Pumps

A dedicated source of dilution water is necessary to maintair.
liquid waste effluent concentrations in the environment below 10
CFR 20 concentration limits and 10 CFR 50 Appendix I as low as
reasonably achievable of f site dose objectives. The dilution flow
is provided by four centrifugal pumps. The pumps are sized such
that any two pumps can provide a minimum of 100 CFS dilution flow
to facilitate LWMS discharges.

11.2.2.2.8 Containment Cooler Condensate Tank

Two containment cooler condensate tanks are provided. The
containment cooler condensate tank discharge will normally be
routed to Industrial Waste Discharge since typically this stream
has low activity. The capability to process this stream for
processing as liquid waste will be provided.

The CCCTs are fabricated of stainless steel. |,,

I )
\ /
%d
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11.2.2.2.9 Condensate Cleanup System Waste

The radioactive liquid waste water generated during regeneration
of the condensate cleanup system polishers is collected in the
neutralization tanks located in the Turbine Building. The
contents of the neutralization tanks typically require no further
processing and are discharged directly to the environment through
a single designated discharge point. The neutralization tanks
will be sampled prior to release.

Separate piping is provided from the neutralization tanks, which
are located in the Turbine Building, to a common plant discharge
header. A radiation monitor is provided downstream of the
neutralization tank. Upon a receipt of radiation signal above
the monitor setpoint, the discharge from the neutralization tanks
will be terminated automatically. The operator would then sample
the contents of the neutralization tanks and manually divert
flow, as necessary based on the sampling results, to the Floor
Drain Tank for processing in the low level waste subsystem of the
LWMS prior to release to the environment.

A dike is provided around the neutralization tanks designed to be
of suf ficient height to contain maximum expected liquid inventory
in these tanks. A dry sump is also provided to collect any
spillage from the neutralization and route it to the LWMS for
processing. Curbing and floor drains are provided in the
regeneration area. This is discussed in Section 10.4.6.

11.2.2.2.10 Laundry and Hot Shower Tank

| The laundry, hot shower and chemical waste subsystem is designed
to provide the capability to terminate the discharge and divert
flow to the collection tanks upon dctection of high radiation in
the discharge. After sampling the detergent waste sample tank
contents, the operator would eithec recirculate liquid waste to
the subsystem collection tank for reprocessing, or manually
divert flow to the low level radwaste subsystem for processing,
as necessary, based on sampling results. Similarly, the
condensate cooler tank discharge would be automatically
terminated upon receipt of a high radiation signal.
Subsequently, the operator could manually divert flow, as
necessary based on sampling results of the subject tank, for
further processing in the low level waste subsystem.

11.2.2.3 System Operation

During normal operation, each pair of Waste Collection Tanks will
have one available to accept waste inputs and the other will be
available for processing if necessary. Since the LWMS operators
will have level indication on waste volumes, they will anticipate
system collection and processing requirements.

Amendment W
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Liquid waste processing and release are separate batched
processes. After a Waste Collection Tank has received as much
vaste as the operators deem appropriate, its inlet valve is
closed to permit sampling. Generally, the Collection Tank
contents are recirculated and mixed when waste liquids are
entering the tank and the tank level exceeds a minimum level.
This expedites the batch sampling process and assures the final
sample will be representative. Based on the results obtained
from the initial collection tank sample, appropriate pre-process
chemical addition and processing is performed in the Collection
Tank, as necessary. Based on final sample results, the decision
will be made to process the tank using the existing process
vessel or to provide a more appropriate process. Normally, the
affluent for the Chemical Waste Tanks and the Laundry and Hot
Shower Tanks are not processed and directly discharged. Because
of segregation of inputs, the size of the collection tanks, and
the flexibility of the normal ion-exchange process, a revised
process should not be necessary. However, if a change is
considered necessary, it will be implemented based on status of
individual process vessels inferred from previous influent and
effluent sampling. Re-alignment of the flow path can be rapidly
accomplished using remote operated valves.

The LWMS subsystems collection tanks are sampled prior to

A processing. Each respective process stream is processed, as
appropriate, based on the sampling results. The contents of thei 5

O neutralization tank and each of the respective LWMS collection
tanks, waste monitor or sample tanks are processed, as necessary,
to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of Sections
20.1001 through 20. 24 02, Table 2, Column 2 ef fluent concentration
limits. After processing, the waste water is collected in waste
monitor or sample tanks where it is sampled prior to discharge to
the environment. A radiation monitor is provided downstream of
the last possible input of radioactive liquid waste. Upon
detection of a radiation signal above the monitor setpoint, the
discharge would be automatically terminated. The setpoint is
determined by the COL Applicunt and provided in the Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual. Section 11.5 provides a more detailed
discussion regarding the determination of this r.atpoint. The
operator would then sample the appropriate tanks in the LWMS
subsystem (s) and the neutralization tank that were being
discharged. Based on the sampling results, the operator would
manually divert flow, as necessary, for further processing as
illustrated in Figures 11.2-1, sheets 1 through 4, and
Figure 10.4.6-1.

It is not expected that re-alignment of the process vessels will
normally coincide with changes in collection tanks being
processed. This is because, as indicated above, the variation in
constituents f rom tank to tank is not likely to be great, but the

/ \ process beds will routinely become expended. A bed may be

() removed from service because of high differential pressure, high
radiation or lack of specific removal capacity. Ideally, a bed

.

|
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considered expended for one of these reasons will also be nearing
limits for the others as well. Normally, the first bed in the
process flow will become expended. When it does, it will be
isolated in preparation for transferring the contents to the
SWMS, and a new bed will be added at the end of the process flow
path. In this way, each bed will first be the final step of a
series of processes and will advance to the first position over
its life. The number of beds in a particular series will be
expected to change with circumstances and is left for the
operators to determine.

Each pair of Waste Monitor Tanks will also alternate as the
receiver of the process stream. The one that is filling will
have the fluid driven mixing started above the low level

__

permissive so that when the tank is full, a representative sample
will be immediately available. The details of the effluent
release are provided in Section 11.2.6.

11.2.3 BAFETY EVALUATION

The LWMS has no safe shutdown or accident mitigation function.
Accidental releases will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 20.
Accidental releases due to a major component failure or LWMS
leak, will be contained in the Radwaste Building.

11.2.4 INSPECTION AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS

A program of testing requirements appropriate to assure that the
LWMS is operating as intended is developed prior to fuel loading.
Emphasis is placed on verifying remote function, and
instrumentation important to the design objectives. Testing of
the waste process streams for the most effective and economical
process is required periodically during normal operation.

11.2.5 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Instrumentation and indication important to the design basis of
the LWMS are as follows:

A. Level Indicators

All Waste Collection and Waste Monitor Tanks are equipped
with continuous level indicators. In addition, redundant
means of detecting high level are provided along with
non-redundant low level indicators. High level is alarmed

| both locally and in the Radwaste Building control room.
Levels in the area sumps and tanks which feed the LWMS

| Collection Tanks are also indicated in the Radwaste Building
control room.

Local instrumentation and alarms will be provided in the
Condensate Polishing Control Room, e.g. , neutralization tank
level and high alarm, with a common system trouble alarm in
the Main Control Room.
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B. Radioactive Liquid Effluent Monitor

Prior to release, waste liquid is held in a monitor tank
from which a representative sample is taken. Inlet valves
on tanks being prepared for release are closed, providing
for a batch release. However, all releases are made through
an effluent monitor. The effluent monitor set point is
adjusted so that it will only alarm on unexpected high
activity (relative to batch release sample information).
The alarm also automatically terminates the release.

The setpoint for the liquid waste management system
discharge radiation monitor is determined by the COL
Applicant and provided in the Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of
Sections 20.1001 through 20.2402 effluent concentrations.
The radioactive liquid effluent monitor is located
downstream of the last possible point of input of
radioactive liquid waste.

High activity is alarmed in the Radwaste Building control |
room and in the Main Control Room via the Data Processing
System (DPS) and the Discrete Indication and ALARM System
(DIAS).

( ])[ The COL Applicant will provide the operational setpoint for
the termination of the liquid waste management system

V containment cooler condensate tank, turbine building drain,
steam generator blowdown, and neutralization tank discharges
to the environment in the plant-specific offsite dose
calculation manual (ODCM). This setpoint ensures that the
ratio of instantaneous concentrations of radionuclides in
the liquid effluent in unrestricted areas to the
corresponding values given in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of
Section 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Column 2 summed over the
radionuclides in the liquid effluent does not exceed 10.

Prior to release, the regenerant waste water is held in one
of the neutralization tanks from which a representative
sample is taken. Releases from the neutralization tanks
will be batch releases. All releases are made through a
process radiation monitor. Upon detection of a radiation
signal above the radiation monitor setpoint, the release is
terminated automatically. The contents of the
neutralization tank would then be sampled by the operator
and the flow manually diverted to the Floor Drain Tank in
the low level waste subsystem of the LWMS for further
processing,

p|\v
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C. Differential Pressure

Both Filter and Media Bed Process Vessels are equipped with
dif ferential pressure measurement instrumentation to monitor
the loading of the filter or bed media. Differential

| pressure indication is provided in the Radwaste Building
control room.

D. Flow

Each Process Pump is equipped with flow measurement to
assist the operators in regulating the process within the
appropriate operating range. Flow rate information, in
conjunction with differential pressure information, is also
important for the operator to assess filter media condition.

| Flow indication is provided in the Radwaste Building control
room.

E. Area Radiation

Area radiation monitors are discussed in Section 11.5.1.2.5.
Area monitors will have local visual and audible alarms.

11.2.6 ESTIMATED LIQUID RELEASES

The estimated quantity of radioactivity released in liquid
effluents during norma) operation, including operational
occurrences, is shown in Table 11.2-1.

The methodology of NUREG-0017 (Reference 1) is used in;

determining liquid radioactive releases. The sources, estimated
volumes, and activity levels of LWMS waste input streams as well
as other NUREG-0017 model input parameters and assumptions are
summarized in Tables 11.2-2 and 11.2-3. A simplified liquid
pathway release assessment process model is provided in Figure
11.2-2.

,

I

11.2.6.1 Release Points

All discharges from the LWMS subsystems of detectable
radioactivity are made through a common discharge header. The
LWMS is designed with the capability to simultaneously discharge
any or all of the radioactive liquid waste water from the LWMS
subsystems' collection and/or waste monitor tanks and the
condensate cleanup system neutralization tanks, as appropriate,
through a single dedicated discharge point. The setpoints on
each of the discharge lines will be determined and coordinated by
the COL Applicant, as discussed in Section 11.5. The
determination of the setpoints of the LWMS discharge radiation
monitor, located downstream of the last possible point of input

| of radioactive liquid effluent from the respective LWMS
collection or waste monitor tanks and radiation monitor located
downstream of the condensate cleanup system neutralization tanks
discharge, will be provided by the COL Applicant. The COL

Amendment W
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\ Applicant will develop the setpoints for radiation monitors on
each of the discharge lines at the common plant discharge header
for radioactive liquid effluents. Development of these setpoints
is discussed in Section 11.5. All. releases are monitored prior
to dilution and discharge. Complete mixing of liquid waste with
the dilution flow prior to discharge is assured by combining the
two flows well upstream of the respective discharge point.

11.2.6'.2 Dilution Factors

The dedicated liquid waste dilution flow.can vary depending.on
the number of Liquid Waste Dilution Pumps that are operat: ng.
For the purpose of dose evaluations, an average dilution of 100
CFS is assumed for all release points for potentially radioactive =

liquid effluent. The 10 CFR 50, Appendix I analysis'for the
liquid pathways is based'on a dilution-flow of 100 cfs. This
dilution flow may be comprised of dilution flow provided by-the

'

following sources as determined by the COL Applicant:
,

a. dilution pumps,
b, cooling tower blowdown, and/or
c. site specific dilution flow parameters (e.g., site specific

hydrology).

The discharge point is assumed to be located on a receiving water |such that no significant recirculation occurs between the( dilution flow intake and discharge.

The rate of radioactive 11guld discharges will be based on the
available dilution and concentrations- of 10 CFR 20, . Sections-- '

20.1001-20.2402, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2.

11.2.6.3 Estimated Doses-

The offsite-doses estimated to be received by individuals-as a
result of radioactive liquid releases are presented in Table.
11.2-4.and compared with the corresponding limits of 10 CFR 50
Appendix I. The equations in Regulatory Guide- 1.109 were
implemented in the offsite dose calculations. In addition,.it
has-been assumed that: j

A. Fishing and shoreline activities for ' the -- maximum - exposed
individual occur in the immediate vicinity of the discharge
point.

B. Drinking water for the maximum exposed individual is taken-
in the immediate vicinity of the discharge point.

Population doses resulting from radioactive liquid releases are
strongly related to site characteristics such as populations
served by downstream municipal water intakes and sport and
commercial fish harvest rates related to the receiving waters.

Amendment W
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Therefore, it is necessary to defer population dose projections
to site-specific environmental reports.

11.2.6.4 Cost-Bonefit Analy_ sis

The cost-bonefit analysis approach stipulated by 10 CFR 50,

Appendix 1, Paragraph II.D requires that a population dose
analysis be performed to demonstrate that the LWMS is designed
consistent with the as low as reasonably achievable criterion.

Due to the extremo site-specific nature of population dose
analyses, the cost-benefit analysis is deferred to site-specific
environmental reports.

Although the cost-benefit analysis is deferred to site-specific
environmental reports, it is fully expected that the LWMS, as
described in this design certification, will pass the as low as
reasonably achievable test for most proposed sites without
modification. In any case, LWMS modifications resulting from
site-specific cost-benefit analyses will reduce the maximum
individual doses presented in Table 11.2-4.

11.2.7 CONCENTRATION OF NORMAL EFFLUENTS

The Liquid Waste Management System (LWMS) processes liquid waste
priot to release to the environment. Each type of liquid waste
is segregated to minimize the potential for mixing and
contamination of non-radioactive flow streams. The processed
liquid radioactive waste is sampled prior to release from Waste
Monitor Tanks and radiation monitors are provided in the
discharge line to provide for a controlled monitored release.
The concentration at the plant discharge, resulting from releases
during normal operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences, wac analyzed to verify that it is less than
10 CFR 20, Appendix B of Sections 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2,

Column 2 Effluent Concentrations for the specified source term
(14 f ailed fuel) .
11.2.7.1 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

A. Bases

The concentration of the liquid effluent at the plant
discharge is compared to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of Sections
20.1001-20.2402 Table 2, Column 2 Effluent Concentrations

| (EC) to verify the Effluent Concentrations are within
10 CFR 20 limits. The bases for estimating the plant liquid
offluent discharge concentration are as follows:

1. The LWMS releases effluent periodically in batches
after processing waste liquids with radionuclide
concentrations based on the specified 1% failed fuel
rate reactor coolant source term.
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' 11.3 GASEOUS _ WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

11.3.1 DESIGN BASES

11.3.1.1 Criteria and Evaluatio_n
The GWMS is designed in accordance with the acceptance criteria
defined in the Standard Review Plan, Section 11.3. The design
criteria are the following:

A. Effluents normally released to unrestricted areas must meet
the limiting requirements of 10 CFR 20 and meet the ALARA
objectives of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.

The GWMS continuously discharges effluent. Table 11.3-4
provides an estimate of the annual airborne effluent'
releases (Ci/yr) based on results from PWR-GALE.
Assumptions used to calculate the annual release rate are

_

discussed in Section 11.3.6. This estimated annual release '

rate is used to calculate the estimated annual dose-to.the
maximum exposed individual. These results are listed in |
Table 11.3-5. This analysis assures that effluents during
normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences
meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix I objectives.

The GWMS . is designed to ensure that normal releases to
" unrestricted areas are within 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of

Sections 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Column 1 effluent
concentrations based on the design basis- source term.
Section 11.3.8 provides a detailed discussion regarding the
methodology used- to calculate the concentration of _ the -
offluent at-the Exclusion Area Boundary. The results of
this analysis assure that the concentration of the effluent
are within 10-CFR 20, Appendix-B, Sections'20.1001-20.2402
Table 2, Column 1 limits. |

'

B. The system must contribute to meeting the performance design
objectives in that it should not interfere with normal
station operation including' anticipated operational:
occurrences.

The GWMS'is a non-nuclear safety related system. It has no
accident mitigation functions. The GWMS -is designed ~ in
accordance with the guidance'in ANSI /ANS 55. 4, ' Regulatory - |
Guide 1.143 a.nd 1.140. 'This includes the - following_
features:

1. The GWMS is designed to preclude a buildup of an
' explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen which could
impact the operation of the plant.

2. The GWMS is designed with sufficient capacity and
redundancy to accommodate an increase in demand during
normal operation of the plant.
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C. Releases of radioactive materials to the environment must be
controlled and monitored in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (General Design Criteria 60, 61 and 64).

The GWMS is provided with radiation monitors which monitor
the discharge from the charcoal adsorber beds upstream of
the discharge to the Nuclear Annex Ventilation System. The
GWMS discharge is automatically isolated if the discharge
limit (10 CFR 20, Section 20.1302) will be exceeded.
Section 11.5, Radiation Monitoring System, provides a
detailed discussion regarding the radiation monitoring for
the GWMS.

The COL Applicant will provide the operational setpoint for
the termination of the gaseous waste management system, high
and low purge, and fuel building ventilation system
discharges to the environment in the plant-specific offsite
dose calculation manual (ODCM). This setpoint is based on
the instantaneous dose rates in unrestricted areas due to
the release of radioactive materials released via gaseous
effluent. This setpoint ensures that the instantaneous dose
rates offsite are less than the following:

Nobles Gases 500 mrem /yr total body;
3000 mrem /yr skin

Others 1500 mrem /yr to any organ

D. Accidental releases of radioactive materials from a single
component of the GWMS must not result in offsite doses which
exceed the guidelines of Branch Technical Position
ESTB-11-5.

Section 11.3.7 provides a discussion of the analysis of a
single component failure of the GWMS. The methodology used
in this analysis is in accordance with Branch Technical

| Position (BTP) ESTB-11-5 for the design basis source term.
The results of this analysis confirm that the dose
consequence of a single failure of a GWMS component is
within the dose limits of the Branch Technical Position
(500 mrem total body).

E. The system must also coritribute to meeting the occupational
exposure design objective by keeping operation and
maintenance exposure ALARA.

The GWMS is designed in 'accordance with guidance provided in
Regulatory Guide 8.8, ANSI /ANS-55.4, and Regulatory Guide
1.143 and 1.140. This ensures that the GWMS will meet ALARA
objectives.

F. Protection will be provided to gaseous waste handling and
treatment systems from the effects of an explosive mixture
of hydrogen and oxygen in accordance with 10 CFR 50,

Appendix A (General Design Criteria 3).
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)(V The GWMS is designed to preclude the buildup of an explosive

mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in accordance with the
Standard Review Plan, Section 11.3. The charcoal vessels,
condenser cooler, piping, analyzer pressure boundary and
valves within the GWMS will be designed to withstand a
hydrogen explosion (i.e., twenty times normal operating
pressure) in accordance with ANSI Standard 55.4. One
hydrogen and one oxygen gas analyzer is utilized to monitor
H and O gas concentrations in the GWMS. Alarms are2 2

provided locally in the Nuclear Annex and in the Main
Control Room to alarm on high oxygen concentration.

11.3.1.2 Codos and Standards

The GWMS is designed in accordance with the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.14 3 f rom applicable regulatory positions (C. 2,
C.4, C.5 and C.6). These include:

A. The GWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

1. The GWMS is designed and tested to the codes and
standards listed in Table 1 supplemented by regulatory
positions C.2.1.2 and C.4.

|A
/ \(") 2. Materials used for pressure retaining portions of the

GWMS are designed in accordance with requirements
specified in Section II of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. Materials used in the GWMS are compatible
with the chemical, physical, and radioactive
environment during normal and anticipated operating
conditions. Malleable, wrought, or cast iron and
plastics are not used in the GWMS.

The GWMS is designed to preclude the buildup of an
explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. Gas
analyzers are provided to monitor the concentration of
hydrogen and oxygen in the GWMS. Alarms are provided
locally in the Nuclear Annex and in the Main Control
Room to high alarm on 1% oxygen concentration.

3. The Nuclear Annex houses the charcoal adsorber beds,
which delay the release of radioactive gaseous waste
from GWMS. The foundations and walls of structures
housing the GWMS are designed to meet the requirements
specified in regulatory position C.S. The Nuclear
Annex is designed as a seismic Category I building and
is designed to withstand a plant Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE) .

/p
1

,
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B. The GWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.4 of the Regulatory Guide 1.143.

1. The GWMS is housed in the Nuclear Annex. The GWMS is
designed to control leakage. In addition, sufficient
space is provided to facilitate access, operation,
inspection, testing, and maintenance to maintain
personnel exposures ALARA in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 8.8 guidelines.

2. A quality assurance (QA) program will be applied with
the provisions as specified in regulatory position C.6

| of Regulatory Guide 1.143.
_

3. The GWMS is constructed in accordance with regulatory
position C.4.3 by the provision of the following
features:

Pressure-retaining components of process systems should
use welded construction to the maximum practicable
extent. Process systems include the first root valve
on sample and instrument lines. Flanged joints or
suitable rapid-disconnect fitting should be used only
where maintenance or operational requirements clearly
indicate that such construction is preferable. Screwed
connections in which threads provide the only seal
should not be used except for instrumentation and cast
pump body drain vent connections. Process lines should
not be less than 3/4 inches (nominal). Screwed
connections backed up by seal welding, mechanical
joints, or socket welding may be used on lines 3/4
inches or larger but less than 2-1/2 inches. For lines
2-1/2 inches and above, pipe welds should be of the
butt-joint type. Nonconsumable backing rings should
not be used in lines carrying resins or other
particulate material. All welding constituting the
pressure boundary or pressure-retaining components
should be performed in accordance with ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section IX.

4. The GWMS will be hydrostatically and pressure tested in
accordance with regulatory-position C.4.4. Testing of
piping systems during the Operation phase should be
performed in accordance with applicable ASME or ANSI
codes or system piping specifications. For System 80+"
repairs, replacements, and modifications less than 1
inch NPS are exempt from pressure testing provided the
original system was pressure tested.

S. The GWMS is designed to permit periodic testing of
active components to evaluate the operability of the
GWMS in accordance with regulatory position C.4.5.

Amendment T
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V C. The Nuclear Annex housing the GWMS is designed to meet the

requirements of regulatory position C.5 of Regulatory Guide
1.143. The Nuclear Annex is designed to withstand a Safe |
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). Supports for the charcoal
adsorbers beds are designed to withstand a SSE to meet
requirements specified in regulatory positions C.S.1.1
through C.5.1.3. The Nuclear Annex structural design is
discussed in Section 3.8.4. The Nuclear Annex is designed
for control motions described in Section 3.7. The Operating
Basis Earthquake (OBE) is not in the design bases for the
System 80+.

Although the likelihood of the OBE is greater than the SSE,
the loads associated with the SSE are higher and govern the
design of the plant. The structural design of the Nuclear
Annex meets Regulatory Guide 1.143 requirements.

D. The Nuclear Annex is designed as a seismic Category I
building and is designed to withstand a plant Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE) and meets the seismic requirements
specified in regulatory position C.S.

E. The Quality Assurance (QA) program for the design,
installation, procurement, and fabrication of GWMS

(7 components complies with regulatory position C.6 of

( Regulatory Guide 1.143. Table 3.2-1 of the CESSAR-DC
' identifies seismic category, quality and safety class for

each of the respective components in the GWMS in accordance
with a constructors QA program in compliance with federal
regulations. The COL Applicant will develop a construction
and operations QA program.

11.3.1.3 Features

The following features assist in meeting the Design Criteria:

A. High activity hydrogenated gaseous waste streams are
processed through carbon adsorbers to retain and delay
radioactive fission gases prior to release. Decay of
fission product gases (xenon and krypton) prior to release
significantly reduces offsite exposure levels.
Additionally, filtration of process ventilation systems
significantly reduces offsite exposure from radioactive
particulates and iodine in plant effluents.

B. The carbon adsorber delay process used is simple with
minimal active components. Features to facilitate cleaning
and/or otherwise improve radwaste operations are provided.
Additionally, a spare carbon bed is provided in the event an
operating bed becomes inoperable and provisions for nitrogenn

( ) drying of moisture contaminated beds are provided.
V

Amendment U
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C. Contained sources of gaseous radioactive waste discharges to
the environment are monitored and provided with auten.atic
isolation if the discharge limit is exceeded. (see Section
11.5, Radiation Monitoring System)

D. The GWMS is designed to preclude accidental releases of
gaseous activity which would result in offsite exposures in

| excess of 500 mrom total body dose.

E. Instrumentation and alarms are provided to preclude the
buildup of explosive mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen.

11.3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The GWMS consists of two sub-ystems; the process gas subsystem
and the process vent subsystem. However, since airborne ef fluent
releases from plant ventilation systems are also addressed in h
this section, a brief description of these systems is also /
provided. Plant ventilation systems are described in detail in
Chapter 9.

11.3.2.1 General Description

A simplified process flow diagram of the GWMS process gas and
process vent subsystems is provided in Figure 11.3-1 and an
equipment list is provided in Table 11.3-7. The system is
designed to collect, process, and monitor releases from all
system input streams.

A. Process Gas Portion of the GWMS

Process gases contain radioactive xenon and krypton fission
products from fuel and tramp uranium on fuel surfaces. The
process gas portion of the GWMS receives fission gases from
the Process Gas Header (PGH) and uses charcoal adsorber beds
to retain and delay the process gases for decay prior to
release. The primary input source to the PGH are gases
stripped from reactor coolant by the CVCS Gas Stripper and
Volume Control Tank. The Reactor Drain Tank and Equipment
Drain Tank process vent surge volumes comprise the balance
of the hydrogenated gaseous inputs to the PGH. The flow in
the PGH primarily consists of hydrogen and noble gases with
some trace quantities of other fission gases and water
vapor. The removal of fission gases by the gas stripper
maintains the fission gas concentration in the reactor
coolant at a low residual level. This minimizes the escape
of radioactive gases during maintenance on the reactor
coolant system and releases resulting from leakage of
reactor coolant. Table 11.3-1 summarizes the sources,
volumes and flow rates to the process gas header.

!
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b/ The GWMS uses charcoal at ambient temperature to delay the
passage of radioactive gases through the system. When
operating at design conditions the mass of charcoal provided
in the adsorber beds is sufficient to provide a minimum of
30 days delay for xenon and a minimum of 3 days delay for |
krypton. The cooler condenser conditions process gases to
provide the moisture and temperature necessary for the
desired performance of the charcoal adsorbers.

The cooler condenser cools the stripped gases a:ia condenses
and removes water vapor to a dew point below 45'F before the
gas enters the charcoal adsorber beds. A humidity analyzer
downstream of the cooler condenser is provided to detect
inadequate moisture removal.

The charcoal guard bed is provided upstream of the charcoal
process adsorber beds. The guard bed is normally not in
service but provides additional capacity in the event of
excess moisture. Nitrogen purge is available to dry
charcoal beds in the event of excessive moisture
contamination. A guard bed and six charcoal absorbers
containing a total of 15,300 pounds of charcoal are employed
for xenon and krypton delay. The tanks are located in a
shielded vault.

g~g
( ) The GWMS operates at pressures slightly above atmospheric
''' thus limiting the potential for oxygen in-leakage. Leakage

from the GWMS is further limited through the use of welded
connections wherever not restricted due to maintenance
requirements. All control valves are provided with bellows
seals to minimize leakage through the valve topworks.

The total charcoal mass requirements for the adsorber beds
is determined using the following equation:

M = 8.98E4 FT /K,1

Where: M = Charcoal mass, lbs
F = Flow rate of carrier gas, SCFM

T = Average delay time for the i-th isotope, days
1

K = Dynamic adsorption coefficient for the i-thi

isotope, cc/gm
8.98E4 = Conversion factor (lbs-cc-min) / (gm-f t'-day)

For the GWMS these parameters are as follows:

M= 15,300 lbs.
F= 1.0 SCFM

K(Kr) = 18 cc/gm at 104 F
K(Xe) 178 cc/gm at 104 F=

[m] T(Kr)
,

'

3 days=

| L ,/ T(Xe) 30 days=
t-

Amendment W
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Where the potential for explosive mixtures of hydrogen and
oxygen exists, the GWMS is designed to maintain system
integrity by first, preventing the formation or buildup of
explosive mixtures and secondly, monitoring and purging any
concentrations above 1% oxygen in the atmosphere.

Gas analyzers are used to detect the formation of gas
mixtures. The system is designed to alarm both locally and
in the Main Control Room for remedial action. The gas
analyzers take continuous samples from the GWMS and in
addition, from sources to the system, i.e., the gas
stripper, volume control tank, equipment drain tank, and
reactor drain tank.

_

The gas analyzer is set for a high alarm at 1% oxygen.
Alarms allow ample time for remedial actions to lower
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. For example,
remedial actions may include determining and eliminating or
isolating the source of oxygen intake to the system, and/or
adding nitrogen diluent as needed to stabilize and reduce
gas concentrations within the system to pre-alarm levels.
Although GWMS design f eatures reduce or eliminate sources of
oxygen intake, and emphasis remains on comedial action to
isolate intake sources, monitoring and purging is providcd
to limit buildup of explosive mixtures where necessary.

B. Process Vent Portion of the GWMS

The process vent portion of the GWMS is designed to collect
the low activity aerated gas streams from the potentially
contaminated vents headers in the Nuclear Annex and Radwaste
Building. See Table 11.3-1 for sources, volumes and flow
rates to each process vent header. The process vents,
except from the condenser evacuation system, are moricored

| filtered (if required) through the Nuclear Annex ventilation
system, and released through the unit vent. The condenser
evacuation system is monitored and then discharged through
the unit vent.

C. Plant Ventilation Systems

Plant ventilation systems are described in Chapter 9. See
Table 11.3-2 for system details associated with the ef fluent
model and Figure 11.3-2 for a simplified process flow
diagram. Additional information necessary for the effluent
analysis concerning plant ventilation systems is included in
Section 11.3.6.

For non-safety plant ventilation systems, initial
performance tests are performed to verify the operability of
the components, instrumentation, and control equipment.
During reactor operation the system is used at all times and
requires no additional periodic testing. Periodic visual

Amendment U
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inspections and preventative maintenance are conducted
according to normal industrial practices. Safety-related
ventilation systems are tested as per Technical
Specifications of Chapter 16 in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.52. Table 9.4-5 identifies any exceptions to
regulatory positions specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52.
Table 9.4-6 identifies any exceptions to regulatory
positions specified in Regulatory Guide 1.140.

11.3.2.2 Component Description

11.3.2.2.1 Charcoal Beds

The holdup of radioactive gases for decay is accomplished by
retention in charcoal beds. The vessels are designed to prevent
any charcoal carryover even for conditions when there is some
upward flow of the gas stream. The vessel is sized such that the
superficial velocity through the bed is approximately .1 cm/sec
unless adjustment in the adsorbent volume is made to account for
the loss in the bed efficiency. The charcoal beds are designed
to allow the loading and unloading of adsorption media.
Operation is at ambient temperature. Suitable piping connections
make it possible to bypass any charcoal bed. In addition,
nitrogen can be introduced to each charcoal bed in order to flush

['% or dry the charcoal. A charcoal guard bed is provided upstream

('~') of the adsorber beds to protect the beds from contamination and
excessive moisture. The guard bed can be bypassed or purged and
dried with nitrogen or reloaded if contaminated.

11.3.2.2.2 Cooler Condenser

A cooler condenser provides reduced temperature and reduces the
moisture content of the gases. The cooling water supply comes
from the chilled water system. The condenser is designed to take
inlet gas flow of 8 SCFM of saturated water vapor at the maximum
design temperature and discharge gases at 45'F.

11.3.2.2.3 Piping and Valves

Drain lines and valves are sized and continuously sloped to
minimize the potential for plugging. Valves are of the packless
metal diaphragm type and have bellows sealed stems to minimize
leakage. All loop seals vent to a controlled vent system and
equipment drains are closed or provided with loop seals to limit
the escape of radioactive gases. The GWMS consists of welded
piping to the greatest extent practicable. Flanged joints are
kept to a minimum.

O
i 1
\ /
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11.3.3 BAFETY EVALUATION

The GWMS has no plant safe shutdown or accident mitigation
| function. It is demonstrated in Section 11.3.7 that accidental
releases, when evaluated on a conservative basis, are not
expected to result in offsite total body dose in excess of
500 mrem.

11.3.4 INSPECTION AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS

The GWMS is tested to leak rate limits specified in ANSI /ANS
55.4. The sum of the leak rates from all individual components
located within a zone does not exceed the zone totals in ANSI /ANS
55.4.

11.3.5 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS |

Table 11.3-3 provides a list of instrumentation for the GWMS.
Additionally hydrogen detectors are provided in compartments
containing off-gas systems under pressure and where hydrogen |

leakage may occur. Detection of hydrogen causes the GWMS to |
automatically shutdown. Normally, upon reaching a high level I
setpoint, an alarm annunciates. Instrumentation in contact with
process streams is designed to minimize the potential. for
explosion. Manual override capability of automatic controls is
provided where necessary to maintain system operability. For the
equipment operated manually, remote manual hand switches with
status lights are provided for all frequently operated valves and
components. See Section 11.5.1.2.2 for description of Radiation
Monitoring Systems interfaces with the Main Control Room.

11.3.6 ESTIMATED GASEOUS RELEASES

11.3.6.1 Beleases

The estimated gaseous releases from plant sources during normal
operation, including anticipated operational occurrences are
shown in Table 11.3-4. A simplified airborne pathway release
assessment process model is provided in Figure 11.3-2.

The bases for the estimated plant releases are as follows:

A. All assumptions used are consistent with those of
NUREG-0017.

B. Source terms are based on primary and secondary system
activity during normal operation and are in Table 11.1.1-2.
The parameters used for calculating these source terms are
in Table 11.1.1-1.

C. The containment free volume is 3.34E6 cubic feet, which
represents the maximum free volume.

Amendment W
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th
!(j) D. The containment internal cleanup system flow rate is 60,000

SCFM.

E. There are two containment purges per year at shutdown.

F. The continuous low purge exhaust rate is 12.5 SCFM (1250
SCFM release rate system operating 1% of the time).

G. Steam generator blowdown is discharged to the condenser.

H. The Main Condenser Evacuation System exhaust is not assumed
to be filtered.

11.3.6.2 Gaseous Release Points

Gaseous effluents are released through the common unit vent with
the exception of relatively small quantities released through the
turbine building vents.

11.3.6.3 Dilution Factors

Atmospheric dilution and relative deposition f actors at the worst
case locations for the respective pathways are assumed in this
analysis and will become minimum design criteria to be verified
during the site selection process and documented in thep) Environmental Report.(

%/
The following dispersion data is employed:

A. The residence which results in the highest offsite dose via
the plume submersion and inhalation pathways is assumed to
be located 0.5 miles from the unit vent. The atmospheric I

2dilution expected for routine effluent is 7.2E-5 sec/m .

The proportional deposition factor at this location is
21.3E-7/m .

B. The location of the worst case food pathway, including
vegetable, meat, and milk receptors is located 1.0 mile from
the station. The atmospheric dilution expected for routine -

3

releases at this location is 1.5E-5 sec/m .

The proportional deposition expected at this location is
22.3E-8/m.

11.3.6.4 Estimated Offsite Doses

The offsite doses associated with the above annual releases
assuming the above dilution and deposition factors result in
postulated maximum individual doses shown in Table 11.3-5. These

/ % doses are calculated using the methods and assumptions of
) Regulatory Guide 1.109.

'
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Population doses resulting from radioactive gaseous releases are
strongly related to site characteristics such as population
distribution and wind rose data for each quadrant. Therefore, it
is nececsary to dator population dose projections to site
specific environmental reports.

11.3.6.5 Cost _ Be_n,efit Analysis

The discussion in Section 11.2.6.4 is also applicable for the
GUMS ALARA evaluation.

11.3.7 GASEOUB WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LEAK OR FAI.'aURE

11.3.7.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Deset iption
__

The Gaseous Waste Management System (GWMS), as discussed in
Section 11.3 is designed to collect, monitor, and store
radioactive waste gases which originate in the reactor coolant
system and require processing by holdup for decay prior to
release. The GWMS utilizes ambient temperature charcoal
adsorption beds to provide sufficient decay of noble gases.

The accident ic described as an unexpected and uncontrtiled
release of radioactive Xenon and Krypton gases from the GWMS

. resulting from an inadvertent bypass of the main decay portion of
the charcoal adsorber beds. It is assumed to take as long as 2
hours to isolate or terminate the release.

)

11.3.7.2 Anal _ysis of Effects h_n_d Consequences

A. Bases

The bases for the estimated maximum of fsite concentration of
<

the gaseoue of fluent resulting from a leak or f ailure of the
GWMS are as follows: I

1. The design basis airborne ef fluent source term is based
on design basis RCS equilibrium concentration resulting
from fission product leakage into the RCS based on
failure of 1% of power producing fuel in accordance
with the Standard Review Plan Branch Technical Position

.

(BIP) ESTB 11-5. The BTP ESTB 11-5 method adds the
accident induced charcoal unit bypass leakage to the
source term for normal operation; both accident source
contributions are calculated based on the design basis
RCS equilibrium concentration assumption.

2. In the absence of site specific meteorological data and
site Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) information, the
short-term 2-hour accident atmospheric dispercion
factor, corresponding to a distance of approximately

| 0. 5 miles from _ the unit vent, is assumed to be 1. 00x.1.0"

s/m'. This is consistent with the dilution factors
provided in Section 2.3.

Amendment W
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V 3. The sum of total estinated annual ai-borne affluent

releases and the orpected , . g?J r ne . fluent r' leases
associated with the r-, mii.. '.e decay cast aru
calculated by PWR-GL c ono * re mul; inlied by an icotope
specifie multiplir .ic.n f.ctor, v is multiplication
factor is calcu? *.ed by the divL 2n of the dealgn
basis RCS equiliDI i.tvh concer,t. ation, ca'Lculated using

ing n acting DMS\M compi.ter code andithe Combustion
presented in Tab 2' 13.1.1-9, by the RCS equilibriuta
cancentration calcul ated using PNR-GALE presented in
Table 11.1.1-2, for each isotope.

4. For isotopes with the design basis RCS equilibrium
concentration, calculated by the Combustion Engineering
computer code DAMSAM, which is less than PWR-GhLE
results, the PWR-GALE con-entration is used for
conscrvatism. It is a!;sumed that differences in the
methodology used to calculate che reactor coolant

,

concentrations are responsible for any differences
Iobservid in isotopic concentrations.

i. Particula'es and radiciodines are assumed to be removed
by pretre.Ttment, gas scoarction, and intermedinte
radwasta treatment equipment. Therefore, only the
whole bocy dose is calculated in this analysis.

B. Meth:3dology -

To calculate the release of noble gaces from the GWMS, the
source term is based on the cutput froni the computer code
DAMSAM con.puter ccdc. This codi is usid to calculate the
reactor coclanc equilibrium concentration with continnors
degassing based on the 'esign basis RCS equilibrium
concentration in accccdance with Standhrd Review P1 an
Section 11.3. 't he resulting reactor coolant ecJu llibricm
concentration is divided ':, / the reactor coolant
concentration determinod by pER-GALE, using NUREG-0017,
Revision 1 methodology, to yinld a multiplicat3on factor for
each isotcpe. The total n lease ci gc.seous ef fluent for the
zero minute decay case is salculated using PWR-GALE with BTP
ESTB 11-5 alte ations. The zero~inute c2ecay case releasesm
are added to the norpal operation source *erm and tite sum.

for each radionuclide is multiplied by the multiplica. tion
factor, the 2-hour accident atmoci beric d L;pe.rsion f actor,
the total body dosts factoc, and a conversion fnctor to
calculate whole body doso,

(G3
i

i
i

!
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The methodology used to calculate the dose consequences for
a GWMS failure, which is consistent with BTP ESTB 11-5, is

ac fvllows:

'
D={ K(i) xO(i) x1 x7.25O

whole body dose (mrem)Where: D e

a the total-body 40so factor givenK(i)
in Table h1 of Regulatory Guide
13399 for thu l'h isotope Wem-
m'/pci/yr)

e the rot t s gas nuclido accident- O(i)
rele;se rate 07r tbo ith isotope
(C1, b for 2 hours).u

O(i) = (R (i) m,. r ' A . '. xhF L ,
.

r

t

: annual est matert al nrne release
_

R ( i) m,n
rate for om mal optration (Ci,' i 1 g,

(Tabla j i . 3 - <. Q-g,

e annual estimate airborne eadeR(i)c "

' rate fer zero minute decay c se
: (Ci/yr)

MultipAleation Factor for the 1JMF(i) n

isotoge

yp,RCS(i)om.,
RCS( i) c3a

,

s short-term 2-hour accidentx/Q
atmospheric dispersion factor at 3;

EAB (sec/m ) ,(i

= 1.00x1G'3 (Section 2.3)
_

7.25 a conversion factor for 2 hour
release (pCi-yF / Ci-event-sec)

C. Results and Conclusions

The calculated whole body dose at the exclusion area
boundary is 49.4 mrom which is withic the 500 mrem
acceptance criterion specified in Standard Review Plan
Section 11.3.

Amendment W
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!V) 11.3.8 CONCENTRATION OF NORMAL EFFLUENTS

The Gaseous Waste Management System (GWMS) processes gaseous
waste through a charcoal delay system which holds up noble gases
and allows them to deca) prior to release. The annual average |
concentration at the exclusion area boundary during normal
operation, including anticipated operating occurrences, was
analyzed to verify it is less than 10 CFR 20, Sections
20.1001-20.2402, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 1.

11.3.8.1 hD a lyAlp_oLpfle_cis_a n d C o n s e gRe iLc,e1

A. Bases

The bases f.or the estimated concentration of of fluont are as
follows:

1. The GWMS continuously discharges at a uniform rate at
the design basis source term.

2. The design basis airborne ef fluent "urce term is based
on design basis RCS equilibrium concentrution resulting
from fission product leakage into the RCS based on
failure of 1% of poJer producing fuel in accordance
with the Standard Review Plan Section 11.3. It is

,

| O assumed that the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is
\ contincously dogassed by the CVCS during normal
' operating conditions. The reactor coolant equilibrium

concentration is calculated using the combustion
Engineering DAMSAM computer code and is presented in
Table 11.1.1-9.

3. ln the absence of site specific meteorological data and
site Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) information, the
long-term annual average atmospheric dispersion f actor,

corresponding to a distance of approximataly 0.5 milgsfrom the station vent, is assumed to be 7.2x10-5 s/m .
This is consistent with the dilution f actors assumed in
Section 11.3.6.3.

4. The total estimated annual airborne effluent releascs
! are multiplied by an isotope specific multiplication

| factor. This multiplication factor is calculated by
the division of the design basis RCS equilibrium
concentration, calculated by the Combustion Engineering
DAMSAM computer code, by the RCS equilibrium

j concentration, calculated using PWR-GALE, presented in
Table 11.1.1-2, for each isotopo.i

! For isotopes with a design basis RCS equilibrium
concentration which is less than PWR-GALE results, the

,o PWR-GALE concentration is used for conservatism. It is
assumed that differences in the methodology used to

|
|
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calculate the reactor coolant concentrations are i

responsibic for any differences observed in isotopic |
concentrations.

5. Since DAMSAM does not calculate the concentration of
tritium, the maximum calculated concentration of 1.00
pCi/gm is assumed for the 1% failed fuel source term
for conservatism. ,

!

6. Since DAMSAM does not calculate the concentration of |

corrosion products, the PWR-GALE numbers are used. The
concentration of these radionuclides should not be
affected by the fraction of fuel defects.

B. Methodology

To calculate the concentration at the exclusion area
boundary, the source term is based on the output from the
computer code DAMSAM computer code. This code is used to
calculate the reactor coolant equilibrium concentration with
continuous dogassing based on design basis RCS equilibrium
concentration in accordance with Standard Review Plan
Section 11.3. The resulting reactor coolant equilibrium
concentration is divided by the reactor coolant
concentration determined by PWR-GALE, using NUREG-0017,
Revision 1 methodology, to yield a multiplication f actor for
each isotope. The total annual release rate of gaseous
effluent is multiplied by the multiplication factor and the
average atmospheric dispersion factor to calculate the
annual average concentration of the gaseous offluent at the
exclusion area boundary. This concentration is then
compared to the Effluent Concentration (EC(i)) for each
isotope to verify compliance with 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Sections 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Column 1 limits.

The methodology used to calculate the concentration of the
offluent, averaged over a period of one year at the EAB, is
as follows:

C(i), = R(i) x MF(i) x 3 x CF
0

e Concentration of ith isdop at theWhere: C(i) m
EAB (pCi/ml)

Average atmospheric dispersionx/Q n

f actor at EAB(sec/m')
47.2x10 (Section 11.3.6.3)=

O
Amendment V
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R(1) e Release Rate (C1/yr) (Table
11.3-4)

MF(i) Multiplication Factor for the 1 ''n

isotope

gy, RCS(l) nway
RCS(i)a,tg

CF m Conversion Factor

CF=3.17E-8 N h 'N '#
C1-Dec-m1

The fraction of the EC for each icotope is calculated as
follows:

C (1)
O

F '(i)(O
Fraction of EC for the 1"' isotopeWhere: FEC(1) e

EC(i) e Effluent Concentration of the ith
isotope (pCi/ml) (10 CFR 20,
Appendix B of Sections 20.1001-
20.2402, Table 2, Column 1)

C. Resuits and Conclusions

The concentration of the gaseous effluents at the EAD is
shown in Mblo 11.3-5. The resultant concentration at the
EAD in within the Maximum Permissible Concentration
specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B of Sections 20.1001-
20.2402, Table 2, Column 1.

,O
| ! )

'% J
.

|
'

Amendment W
( 11.3-17 June 17, 1994
|
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1. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Calculation of Releas v.,
of Radioactive Materials in Gascous and Liquid Effluenta
from Pressurized Water Reactors," NUREG-0017, April, 1985.

1

O

|

O
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IhBLE 11.3-1

pouRCES, VOLUMES _.hMD FLOW RATE 8__0F
pTRIPPED GASES FROM THE PRIMARY _COOLAMI

Flow Rate (a) Annual Volume (b)
Waste Gas _ Soutco (SCFM) (SCF/vr)

PROCESS GAS HEADER
(HYDROGENATED)

CVCS Gas Stripper .32 145,000
volume Centrol Tank .004 1,624

'

-

Equipment Drain Tank -

Reactor Drain Tank (3) .02 7,759

llOCLLAR AN!!EX (NA) PROCESS VENT
HEADER (AERATED) (Discharge to
NA Ventilation System)

Purification IX (2) 32 112 |
Deborating IX 16 56
Pre-Holdup IX 16 56 |
Boric Acid Condensate IX 16 56
Boric Acid Concentrator 1 2,626
Reactor Makeup Water Tank 22 _127,480
Holdup Tank 22 127,480
Misc. Vents and Drains 4P 168 |
Boric Acid Tank

RADWASTE BUILDING (RWB)
PROCESS VENT HEADER (AERATED)
(Discharge to RWB Ventilation System)

Liquid Waste-Process IX-(6) 96 336
Laundry & Hot Shower Tank (2) 7 17,567
Floor Drain Waste Tank _(2)
Equipment Waste Tank (2)_
Waste Monitor Tank - (4) 7 53,325
Spent' Resin Tank (3) 22 1,337

~

NOTES: (a) Flow rates are estimated maximums, not-
continuous.

-(b) Volumes include anticipated operational
occurrenceD.

f~
&

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 113-2 |

VENTILATION AND EXII AUST SYSTEM EITLUENT TREATMENT
ASSUMED IN ROUTINE AIRBORNE EFTLUENT ANALYSIS

Cartmo
Ilumidity Adwelwr Ikignt Dersmtaminatkva

Control (Il llEPA Thicknes Ibien Testing Factor
Ventitatkm Sverm win) grN) (Inches) Service C1 Standards (% Part.IIRemovat)

|Contatnment Clean up N Y 2 Normal Op. RG 1.140 [6] M vJ

Low INrge Y Y 2 Normal Op RG 1.140161 90/70 |

liigh INrge Y Y 2 NormalOp RG 1.5215] WN5
& AccMcut

Reactor Subsphere Y Y 2 NarmalOp. RG 1.52151 WS5
A Acc Jent

|Fuel Building Y Y 2 Normal op RG 1.52 (51 W95
& AccWent

,

Nuclear Annex {3] Y Y 4 Normal Op. RG 1.140 (61 99NO |

|Radwaste Building Y Y 4 Norrnal Op. RG l.140 |61 99!H)

Condenser Evacuation [4] NA NA NA NA NA O.V

NOTES: (1) Relative humidtty controllett
[2] RG 1.52 fiher systems with accident service requirements are not normally aligned to receive flow. These vectdarkm systems are

aligned to the fiher mode on high radiation monitor signals or other accident md catsms. Excepkms: 1) the Containment Ifigh INrge
is always aligned for fihrution when in operatkm, and 2) the Fuel Budding Ventilati.m System is in filtered rnode during all fact handImg
eperathms.

[31 Also release pathwiy for Process Gas and Process Vent IIcader flows.
[4] No filtration capabihty provided for Main Condenser Evacuatkm Exhaust System.

[5] Design testing standards to RG 1.52 will be utilized for performance testing for the llEPA and carbon adsorbers. Ilowever. beunuse tbc
carbon absort>ers have not been considered in the Chaper 15 accident analysis. Technical Specificatkm requirements are m* apphed.
Compliance with RG 1.52 regulatory posithms are addressed in Table 9 4 5.

[6] Design testing standards to RG 1.140 will be utilized for performance testing for the llEPA and cashn absorbers. Compliance wah
RG 1.52 reguhtory positims are addressed in Table 9.44.

O O Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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11.4 D_QLID_HAGIK_ MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Solid Waste Management System (SWMS) is designed to protect
the plant personnel, the general public, and the environment by
providing a meann to collect, segregate, store, process, sample,
and monitor solid waste. The SWMS processes both wet solid
active waste and dry active waste for shipment to a licensed
burial site.

11.4.1 DESIGN DASES

11.4.1.1 cIlteria_an_d Evaluation
The SWMS is designed in accordance with the following Standard
Review Plan Section 11.4 acceptance criteria:

A. Releases of radioactive materials to the environment must be
controlled and monitored in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (General Design Criteria 60 and 64).

The SWMS is designed so that liquids removed during the
dewatering process of wet solid waste are routed back to the
Liquid Waste Management System (LWMS) to be processed prior'

to release to the environment. Non-clogging wire screens,
such as Johnson screens, are provided on the Resin Storage[s] Tanks and shipping containers to prevent an inadvertent

() discharge of resin beads to environment via the LWMS.

The gases collected in the dry active waste processing area
are discharged via the Radwaste Building Ventilation System
to the unit vent. The dry solids compactor is provided with
an air filtration system which includes a HEPA filter. A
fan draws air through the HEPA filter and exhausts gases,
generated by compaction, through the Radwaste Building
Ventilation System where the exhaust is filtared prior to
release to the environment. This filtration system prevents
a possible unfiltered release of airborne contamination to
the environment.

Both of the above discharge paths are provided with monitors
discussed in detail in Section 11.E.

B. Liquid and gaseous effluents arising from the operation of
the SWMS must meet the limiting requirements of 10 CFR 20,
Appendix B of Sections 20.1001-20.2401, Table 2, Columns 2
and 1, respectively.

The liquid and gaseous offluents released during normal
operation and anticipated operational occurrences to
unrestricted areas are released through the LWMS and the
Radwaste Building Ventilation System, respectively. Liquid
and gaseous ef fluents arising from the operation of the SNMS

6 ' must meet the limiting requirements of 10CFR20, Appendix B
of Sect,lons 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Columns 2 and 1, |
respectively.

Amendment W
11.4-1 June 17, 1994
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In addition, Section 11.3 provides an estimate of the
releases from the Gaseous Waste Management System, based on
NUREG-0017 methodology, which includes the contribution from
the Radwaste Building Ventilation System.

C. The system must contribute to meeting the performance design
objectives in that it should not interfere with the normal
station operation including anticipated abnormal operation.

The SWMS is designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.143. Refer to Section 1.2.16.4. Curbing is provided
around major components such as the Resin Storage Tanks to
contain their contents in the event of a failure.

The SWMS is designed with sufficient storage and surge
capacity to accommodate the maximum anticipated input.
Additional space is also reserved for placement of leased
temporary equipment to accommodate modifications to the SWMS
as new processes and configurations become available.

D. The system must also contribute to meeting occu?ational
exposure design objectives by keeping operatnon and
maintenance exposure as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA).

Adequate spacing, cranes and monorail hoists facilitate
| maintenance of SWMS components which reduces time required

to perform maintenance activities. Normal system operations
are remotely controlled from a centralized control panel.
This allows operators to perform operations tasks in a lower
radiation area. Video monitors will also be used in SWMS,

processing and packaging areas which will reduce personnel
exposure. Shielding of shipping containers will be
ovaluated and provided as necessary.

E. The system must produce a packaged waste which is suitable
for shipment to and acceptance at a licensed burial
facility.

Samples, taken from the spent resin storage tanks, will be
used to classify the waste prior to disposal. All solid
waste material which is shipped from the plant site to a
licenned burial site is packaged in accordance with 10 CFR
71 and the N partment of Transportation Regulations.

F. The packagsd waste produced by the SWMS shall be classified
and processed in accordance with 10 CFR 61 requirements.

[

| The solid waste shall be disposed and processed in
accordance with 10 CFR 61 requirements. Operating
procedures will be developed by the owner Operator. These
procedures will provide boundary conditions for a set of

|

| Amendment V
11.4-2 April 29, 1994
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D
process parameters (such as settling times, drain time,
drying time, etc.) to assure that 10 CFR 61 requirements are
act. In addition, resin storage tanks and shipping
containers will be sampled and surveyed to verify that the
solidification or dewatering process is complete in
accordance with guidance from Branch Technical Position ETSB
11-3.

G. The SWMS is designed to ensure that the consequences of an-
accidental release are within 10 CFR 20, Sections 20.1001
through 20.2402 of Appendix B, Table 2, Column 1 and 2 |
limits.

In the event of a major component failure of the SWMS, the
contents would be contained within the Radwaste Building
Structure. Refer to Sections 1.2.16.4 and 3.8.4.1.7 for a
description of the Radwaste Building. The Radwaste Building
will provide a seismic retention basin. Liquids released
from the component will be collected and routed to the LWMS
for processing. Any gaseous releases would be released to
the Radwaste Building and discharged through filters to the
environment via the Radwaste Building Ventilation System.
Therefore, there will be no uncontrolled liquid or gaseous
release to the environment.

H. An analysis shall be -performed which evaluates the
collection, processing and storage capacity of the Solid
Waste Management System (SWMS) based upon as-built plant
component characteristics as well as representative industry
data such as:

1. frequency, volume and number of ion exchanger spent
< resin beds to be processed in the SWMS prior to
disposal.

2. frequency, volume and number of filter assemblies to'be
processed in the SWMS for disposal.

3. - plant operating procedures that minimize the production
of solid waste-in the as-built plant.

The_ sizing of the spent resin subsystem components shall.
permit at-least a 30-day decay of short-lived radionuclides-
prior to processing in system equipment. Spent resin-
collection tanks shall have the capacity to hold.-at_least--
two batches of spent resin from -the source of greatest
input.

.I. Processed radioactive- solid waste will- be - packaged ~ and
shipped to a licensed burial site in accordance with
regulatory requirements specified in 10 CFR 71, and by U.S.

O Department _of Transportation-(DOT) 49 CFR 170 through 189.
The _ COL Applicant will develop procedures to meet - these
requirements.

Amendment W
11.4-3 June 17, 1994
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11.4.1.2 Codes _and Standards

The SWMS is designed in accordance with the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.143 from applicable regulatory positions (C.3,
C.4, C.5 and C.6). These include:

A. The SWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.143.

1. The SWMS in designed and tested to the codes and
standards listed in Table 1 supplemented by regulatory
position 3.1.2 and 4.

2. Materials used for pressure retaining portions of the
SWMS are designed in accordance with requirements
specified in Section II of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. Materials used in the SWMS are compatible
with the chemical, physical, and radioactive
environment during normal and anticipated operating
conditions. Malleable, wrought, or cast iron and
plastics are not used in the SWMS.

3. The Radwaste Building houses SUMS. The foundations and
adjacent walls of structures housing the SWMS are
designed to meet the requirements specified in
regulatory position C.5 to a height sufficient to
contain the naximum liquid inventory expected to be in
the building. An analysis will be performed which
compares the maximum amount of free liquid inventory
expected to exist in the as-built piping, tanks, heat
exchangers, and material handling equipment of the
liquid and solid radioactive waste management systems,
with the volume-carrying capacity of the portion of the
building which is designed to the required seismic
criteria in order to contain that total. The
requirement shall be considered met if the as-built
liquid inventory total is less than the as-built
Radwaste Building volume-carrying capacity.

4. The SWMS equipment and components used to store,
collect, and process wet solid waste and dry active
waste are not designed to meet the seismic criteria
specified in regulatory position C.S.

B. The SWMS is designed and tested in accordance with
regulatory position C.4 of the Regulatory Guide 1.143.

1. The SWMS, which is housed in the Radwaste Building, is
designed to control leakage. The SWMS is designed to
route liquids removed during the dowatering process of
wet solid waste are routed back to the LWMS for
processing. Gases collected in the dry active waste
processing area are discharged via the Radwaste

Amendment R
11.4-4 July 30, 1993
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(Q
d Building Ventilation System to the unit vent, a

monitored release path, after filtration. Section
11.4.1.A provides a detailed discussion regarding the
provision for leakage control in the SWMS design.

In addition, space is provided in the Radwaste Building
to facilitate access, operation, inspection, testing,
and maintenance of the SWMS to maintain personnel
exposures ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8
guidelines.

2. A Quality Assurance (QA) program will be applied with
the provisions as specified in regulatory position C.6
cf Regulatory Guide 1.143. -

3. The pressure-retaining components in the SWMS are
constructed in accordance with regulatory position
C.4.3.

Pressure-retaining components of process systems should
use welded construction to the maximum practicable
extent. Process systems include the first root valve
on sample and instrument lines. Flanged joints or
suitable rapid-disconnect fitting should be used only
where maintenance or operational requirements clearly

[sV}
indicate that such construction is preferable. Screwed
connections in which threads provide the only seal
should not be used except for instrumentation and cast
pump body drain vent connections. Process lines should
not be less than 3/4 inches (nominal). Screwed
connections backed up by seal welding, me :hanical
joints, or socket welding may be used on 1: nes 3/4
inches or larger but less than 2-1/2 inches. For 2ines
2-1/2 inches and above, pipe wolds should be of the
butt joint type. 11onconsumable backing rings should
not be used in lines carrying resins or other
particulate material. All welding constituting the
pressure boundary or pressure-retaining components
should be performed in accordance with ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section IX. ;

4. All piping in the SWMS will be hydrostatically and
pressure tested in accordance with regulatory position
C.4.4. Testing of piping systems during the Operation
phase should be perf ormed in accordance with applicable
ASME or ANSI codes or system piping specifications.
For System 80+" repairs, replacements, and
modifications less than 1 inch NPS are exempt from
pressure testing provided the original system was
pressure tested.

(^ 5. The SWMS is designed to permit periodic testing to
( evaluate the operability of the SWMS in accordance with

regulatory position C.4.5.'

Amendment R
11.4-5 July 30, 1993
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C. The Radwaste Building housing the SWMS is designed to meet |
the requirements specified in regulatory positions C.5 and I

C,1.1. 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.14 3. The Radwaste Building is
designed as a Seismic Category II building; however, it is
designed for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) using
Seismic Category I criteria. The Radwaste Building
structural design features are discussed in Section
3.8.4.1.7. The Radwaste Building is designed for control
motions described in Section 3.7. The Operating Basis
Earthquake is not in the design basis for the System 80+".
Although the likelihood of the OBE is greater than the SSE,
the loads associated with the SSE are higher and govern the
design of the plant. The structural design of the Radwaste
Building meets Regulatory Guide 1.143 requirements.

D. The Quality Assurance (QA) program for the design,
installation, procurement, and fabrication of SWMS
components complies with regulatory position C.6 of
Regulatory Guide 1.143. Table 3.2-1 of the CESSAR-DC
identifies seismic category, quality and safety class for
each of the respective components in the SWMS in accordance
with a constructors QA program in compliance with federal
regulations. The COL Applicant will develop a construction
and operations QA program.

11.4.1.3 Features

The following features assist in meeting the design criteria.

A. The system has provisions to accommodate leased equipment
which may provide the most economical choice at particular
times or for particular waste.

B. Normal system operations are remotely controlled from the
Radwaste Building Contro] room which permits operators to
most effectively coordinate activities.

C. Active and replaceable components have crane or monorail
hoist access to facilitate removal and repair.

1
i 11.4.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

11.4.2.1 General Description
|

| Primary functions of the SWMS include providing means by which
spent resin, filters, etc. from the LWMS and primary letdown
systems are processed to ensure economical packaging within
regulatory guidelines, as well as handling dry, low activity
wastes for shipment to a licensed burial facility.

O
Amendment W
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The spent resin transfer system is designed to transfer expended
radioactive domineralizer and ion exchanger resins from their
vessels to the spent resin tank. The system also provides holdup
of the resin and transfer of the resin to the solidification
system. The major components of this system are spent resin
tanks, spent resin surge tanks, spent resin transfer pumps, and
filters. The spent resin transfer system is shown on Figure
11.4-1 (Sheet 1 and 2).
The spent resin tanks provide settling capacity for radioactive
bead resins transferred f rom various domineralizers. Capability
is provided for solidification of dewatered resins or sluicing to
containers approved for shipping and disposal of dewatered ion
exchange resins. Also, connections are provided for use of
vendor supplied services such as rapid dowatering or waste drying

_

systems when it is determined that the use of these methods
represents a savings over the permanently installed alternatives.

A shielded onsite storage area is provided to allow for interim
storage of higher activity packaged wastes. The facility is
sized such that it is capable of storing the maximum number of
full shipping containers generated in any one year period |
containing the greatest expected waste generation. The process
and storage areis include a dedicated overhead crane with direct
access to adjacent truck bays with sufficient overhead clearance

O to facilitato direct trailer loading of waste packages. Crane

(" operation may be performed remotely with the aid of crane-mounted
video cameras or locally to provide additional flexibility.

Building space is also provided to sort miscellaneous
contaminated dry solids from uncontaminated solids for
appropriate and cost effective packaging and disposal.
Miscellaneous solid waste consisting of contaminated or
potentially contaminated rags, paper, clothing, glass, and other
small items is received by the Solid Radwaste System when it
arrives at the low-level handling and packaging area. Although
waste forms are segregated and baggcd at generation points
throughout the plant, this area provides space wneve the waste is
further segregated (e.g., compactible versus non-compactible,
radioactive versus non-radioactive) on sorting tables. When a
sufficient quantity of contaminated waste has been accumulated,
the compactor is operated. Radioactivity of filled containers is
monitored so that proper handling, storage, and disposal are
assured. Filled containers may be stored in the low-level
package storage area until shipped.

11.4.2.2 Components Des _cription

Design parameters for the equipment in the SWMS are provided in
Table 11.4-1. Component arrangement is shown on the system flow
diagrams provided in Figure 11.4-1 (Sheet 1 and 2).

OV
Amendment Q
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11.4.2.2.1 Spont Resin Tank

Three stainless steel spent resin tanks with conical bottoms hold
resins from radioactive or potentially radioactive plant
domineralizers. Non-clogging screens prevent the flow of resins
out of the tank through the spent resin tank pump suction lines
and the service air injection and vent lines. Instrumentation
which monitors resin and water levels in the tank and resin water
content is read from the remote panel located in the Radwaste

| Building control room.

The Spent Rosin Tanks provide several functions in the resin
transfer and disposal process. They provide a source of water
which is used to flush the domineralizer resin beds. They
perform a phase separator function in accumulating resin while
providing water for the flushing process. Separation is
accomplished by an underdrain system within the tank that retains
resin but allows the spent resin waste transfer pump to draw
water for continued resin flushing.

Resin slurry is removed via a drain nozzle located in the tank
bottom and the resin waste forwarding pump. The resin slurries
can be transferred to the dewatered waste processing area located
in the radwaste building.

Normally, the tank is vented to the room exhaust duct which is
handled by the Radwaste Building Ventilation system. During
resin transfers, the vont line is closed to allow tank
pressurization by either water or air. A relief valve on each
tank prevents overpressurization. Resin transfers may bo

| terminated from the Radwaste Building control room or the
dowatered waste processing area using an emergency cutoff to
actuate valve closure in the resin transfer line and service air
supply to the spent resin tank.

11.4.2.2.2 Spent Rosin Burgo Tanks

The two Spent Resin Surge Tanks are stainless steel tanks with
dished heads, one Spent Resin Surgo Tank services the Low
Activity Spent Resin Tanks. The other Spent Rosin Surge Tank
services the High Activity Spent Resin Tank.

The Spent Resin Surgo Tank is required to provide a surge space
in the otherwise closed loop resin transfer system. It also
serves the purpose of keeping the domineralizers and resin hold
tanks full of water during resin transfer operations. It is
arranged at the highest elevation in the system above the
domineralizers and spent resin tanks. It accommodates surges in
system water inventory that occur during operation thus
minimizing the amount of makeup water required by the system and
the amount of radioactive liquid that must be processed by the
liquid waste system.

Amendment W
11.4-8 June 17, 1994
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11.4.2.2.3 Spent Rosin Transfer Pumps

Each Spent Rosin Tank is provided with a Spent Rosin Transfer
Pump. The three Spent Resin Transfer Pumps are stainless steel
pumps.

The Spent Rosin Transfer Pump takes suction from its respective
spent resin tank and is used during the resin transfer from the
various ion exchangers, domineralizers and storage vessels to the
spent resin tank. The piping arrangement allows the discharge of
the Spent Rosin Transfer Pump to be directed to the domineralizer
process outlet line to fluidize and flush out the bed or to
backflush the resin discharge line in the event it becomes
plugged with resin.

11.4.2.2.4 Spent Rosin Forwarding Pump

Each Spent Rosin Tank is provided with a Resin Forwarding Pump.
The three transfer pumps are stainless steel positive
displacement pumps. These pumps forward resin slurries to either
the solidification binding area or to the dowatered waste
processing area located in the radwaste building.

1\.4.2.2.5 Spent Resin Filters

Spent Rosin Filters are provided on each of the Spent Rosin
d Transfer Pumps dischargo lines.

The filter in the pump discharge line prevents the distribution
of resin fines and crud throughout the system thus minimizing
system contamination and hot spot radiation levels. In the event
the filter becomes clogged during a resin transfer operation, the
filter bypass may be used to complete the resin transfer to
prevent resin from settling in the piping.

11.4.2.2.6 Piping and Valves

Piping and valves are designed and selected to provide minimum
restriction to flow and to minimize areas or line segments within
which resin solids could settle, accumulate, or compact. Piping
design and plant arrangements are important for reliable resin
transfer. Resin slurry piping lengths are minimized to lessen
the risk and consequences of line plugging. Equipment is
arranged to minimize changes in elevation or vertical runs of
resin slurry piping.

Valves are either ball valves or plug valves, of top entry
designs in either case. These valves are selected for minimum
flow resistance, minimum pockets for trapping solids, and
flushability.

O
b

Amendment Q
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G|!11.4.2.2.7 Dry Bolids Compactor
l

The Dry Solids Compactor is used to reduce the volume of such
material as cloth, paper, and plastic that is contaminated.
Sorting and staging space is available in the low level waste
handling and packaging area to separate non-contaminated
materials for ordinary landfill disposal.

11.4.2.2.8 RadWaste Duilding Equipment Moving racilities

The Radwaste Building Crane, Monorail lloists, and Forklift
provide service to the areas occupied by the:

| A. LWMS Domineralizers (monorails, crane)

| B. LWMS Process Pumps (crane)

| C. Shielded Storage Area (crane)

| D. Container rilling Platform (crane)

| E. Shipping Truck Bay (crane)

| P. Vendor Solidification Bay (forklift)

| G. Miscellaneous Contractor ' apace (forklift)

| !!. Low-level llandling and Packaging Area (crane, forklift)

| I. Low-level Waste Storage Area (crano, forklift)

| J. Solid Waste Boxes (crane)
The crane is equipped with remote controls and surveillance
cameras to minimize operational exposure.

11.4.2.3 Systerq_ Operation

11.4.2.3.1 Spent Rosin Storage and Handling

The various plant domineralizers or ion exchangers spent resin is
sluiced to spent resin tanks in the Radwaste Building where it is
allowed to settle prior to processing. Spent resin is segregated

| based on level of activity and service. High activity spent
resin from demineralizers used to process primary coolant, such
as the purification and pre-holdup ion exchangers in the Chemical
Volume and Control System, are sluiced to the high activity spent

| resin tank. Low activity spent resin from the LWMS
demineralizers are sluiced to the low activity spent resin
storage tank.

|

Service air or water injected through the resin outlet line at
the bottom of each tank is used to agitate the resins prior to

Amendment Q
| 11.4-10 June 30, 1993
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h transfer to the processing area. The basic process for

transferring resin from a demineralizer is to draw water from the
spent resin tank with the transfer pump, pump the water up
through the domineralizer resin retention screens, and return the
water and resin slurry from the domineralizer resin discharge

'

nozzle to the hold tank. The resin is trapped in the hold tank,
and water is recirculated through this circuit until the resin is
completely discharged from the domineralizer vessel.

If necessary, low activity resin is sluiced to the low activity
spent resin tank to allow for settling and holdup prior to
processing. Otherwise, they are batched directly to disposal
containers for vendor-service processing and direct shipment to
a licensed burial facility.

liigh activity spent resin is sluiced to the high activity spent
resin tank to allow settling and decay of short-lived isotopes.
Rosin is then transferred to the dowatered waste processing High
Integrity Containers (HICs) located in the RadWaste Building. In
some cases, high activity resins may be blended with low activity
resins. Blending may be accomplished by utilizing a cross
connection which allows transfer of low activity spent resins to
the high activity spent resin storage tank.

For the purpose of the radioactive liquid waste dischargeg
T analysis, discussed in Section 11.2, it has been assumed that all

[Q resins from the condensate cleanup system polishers will be
regenerated. The condensato cleanup system is discussed in
Section 10.4.6 of the CESSAR-DC. As necessary, the resins from
these polishers will be processed and packaged for disposal if
the resins become physically broken or the decontamination
efficiency is reduced. At this time, the resins will be
collected in the spent resin decanting tank located in the
Turbine Building. This tank is a process tank, not a storage
tank. The spent resin decanting tank will be sampled and if the
resins are radioactive, they will be sluiced into the shipping |
container and dowatered in the Turbine Building. A high
integrity container, HIC, will be used only as necessary to
ensure compliance with state, federal, and Department of
Transportation regulations. After the spent resins are

| dewatered, the shipping container (e.g., HIC or drum) will bc
| transported to the Radwaste Building for interim storage until

shipment to a licensed burial facility.'

l

If the spent resins are non-radioactive, the resins will be
disposed of in accordance with state and federal regulations.

,

The resins may be categorized as chemical or industrial wastes.'

The COL Applicant will address categorization and disposal of
this waste.

O
hV
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The blowdown domineralizer resins will also be processed in the
Turbine Building similar to the condensato cleanup system resins,
llowever, the blowdown domineralizer resins will not be
regenerated.

Decant from the llICs, removed during the dowatering process, is
directed back to the LWMS for processing prior to release to the
environment. lion-clogging screens on the spent resin tank and
filters in the process line are provided to prevent the carryover
of spent resin beads or fines to the LWMS during the transfer of
decanted water.

When solidification of spent resins is desired, instrumentation
on the spent resin storage tank is used to assure that the
appropriate water-to-resin ratio is present. Adjustments to the
ratio may be made using availabic water supplies or the spent
resin forwarding pump as necessary. Following mixing, valve
alignments are made to the binding area. Filled containers (such
as llI C , or drums) may be stored in the shielded storage area
until shipped.

11.4.2.3.2 Spent Filter Storage and llandling

An area is provided in the Radwaste Building for storage of the
process and ilVAC filters used throughout the station. The
services are summarized as follows.

A. liigh Activity Cartridge Filters

When a cartridge filter needs to be replaced, it is first
valved out of service. If the fluid in the housing
potentially contains dissolved fission product gases, the
contents are flushed to the equipment drain tank. The
filter housing is then vented and permitted to drain. An
overhead hoist is used to remove the shielding hatch above
the filter. The filter cartridge is remotely removed from
its housing and brought up into a shielded container if
necessary. After its removal, th9 cartridge is transported
to a filter bunker near the location where the filter is
removed. An overhead crane removes a shield hatch, and the
cartridge in then lowered into a disposal container (such as
llICs or drums) which rests in the bunker, rollowing decay,
full containers are removed from the bunker and transported
to the Radwaste Building. If necessary, the container can
be placed in the chielded storage area prior to final
proccasing and shipment to an offsite disposal facility.

B. Low Activity LWMS Bag Filters

Bag filters will be replaced on differential pressure or on
a radiation level which is determined ALARA for manual
change out. When replacement is necessary, water is purged
from the filter housing and filter media dewate ed using

Amendment U
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compressed pro 70ss air. The bags are lifted from the
housing and placed into an adjacont shielded container (such
as llICs, or drums) using remote handling tools. When this
container is filled, it is moved by crano to the shielded
storage area to await shipment for disposal.

C. IIVAC Filters

The filters are placed directly into the storage / shipping
containers without disassembly to reduce personnel exposure.
Filtered hoods are also provided for handling filters where
airborno contamination may be a concern.

11.4.2.3.3 Miscellaneous Solid Wastes

Sorting and staging spaco is provided in the SWMS area to
separate the contaminated material from the non-contaminated
material prior to processing. Filtored hoods are also provided
for segregating materials where airborno contamination may be a
Concern.

Miscellaneous solid wastos such as rags, contaminated clothing,
sweepings, and other equipment are compressed into containers
(such as drums and boxes) with a mechanical compactor. During

-compactor operation, a fan is used to pull air through a !! EPA
filter and to a filtered exhaust system. When the containers are
full they are manually sealed and moved to the low-level waste
storago area to await shipment. Survoys of the containers are
made prior to shipment.

Space _ is provided in .the shielded storage area to accommodate
large volumes of waste such as irradiated hardware or other off
normal volumes of waste which may result from plant modification
work. These _ wastes are . generally not compacted, but placed
directly into shielded, disposal containers.

11.4.3 EXPECTED WASTE VOLUMES

System 80+ _ annual solid waste generation _ source terms ~are-
developed by averaging recent disposal volume and activity data
for several actual . operating nuclear power units with similar
waste processing systems. The operational data-used to develop
the SWMS volume and activity source term estimates-is presented
in' Tables 11.4-2 and 11. 4-3, respectively. Table 11. 4-4 - lists
tho' estimated burial volume and activity estimates for the
various solid wasto types that will-be-shipped for disposal from-
:the System 80+. Radionuclide specific activities for each waste
type are provided in Table 11=.4-5.

11.4.4 SAFETY-EVALUATION

.The SWMS-has no safe shutdown or accident' mitigation function.
Liquid and gaseous effluents arising from the operation of the
sbms must moot the limiting requirements of 10CFR20,_ Appendix B

Amendment.V
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| of Sections 20.1001-20.2402, Table 2, Columns 2 and 1,

respectively. Accidental liquid waste releases arising from the
operation of the SWMS will also not result in instantaneous
concentrations at the nearest potable water source that exceed 10
times the 10 CFR 20 limits. Accidental releases due to a major
component failure or SWMS leak will be contained in the Radwaste
Building.

11.4.5 INDPECTION AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS

A Process Control Program appropriate to assure that the SWMS is
operating as intended in developed prior to fuel loading.
Procedures for each phase of system operation including resin
transfer and batching help ensure that design objectives are met.
Emphasis is placed on verifying instrumentation and remote
functions important to these design objectives.

11.4.6 INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Instrumentation and indications important to the Design Basis of
the SWMS are as follows:

A. Level Indicators

High level indication will be provided to prevent overflow
of tanks during fill and resin transfer / sluice operations.

| These indications will be read in the Radwaste Building
control room. Also, video observation of all fill processes
is included.

Densitometers are provided on the spent resin storage tanks
and used to verif y correct resin-to-water ratio when a batch
of bead resin is to be solidified.

B. Flow and Pressure Indicators

Punp discharge flow and suction metering as well as pump
discharge pressure indication will be provided to properly
control the bed transfer process.

C. Radiation Monitoring

Area radiation monitors will be provided as discussed in
Section 11.5.

11.4.7 STORAGE CAPACITY
|

System 80+ will provide a Radwaste Building to provide adequate
| shielded storage space for solid waste (i.e., wet, dry,

solidified waste). The Radwaste Building is designed in
accordance with Standard Review Plan, Section 11.4, EPRI Electric
Utility Document, Chapter 12, and Regulatory Guide 1.143
requirements. Refer to Sections 1.2.16.4, 3.8.4.1.7, and
11.4.1.2 for additional details. These include:

Amendment W
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CESSAR_SYST_EM_B_0+ SOLIp_ WASTE SOURCE TERM FOR NORMAL OPERATION
E S T I MA_T_E D_hV_E R AG E_RhDlO NU C L I D E_ CMC E NT R AT I ON S (ILCi_f_gm) fil

High Activity Low Activity Mechanical Dry Active
Nuclide R_e sJ p_ _ _ Re_s_in Filters Waste

H-3 8.4E-0> 8.7E-04 1.0E-02 1.BE-03
C-14 5.8E-02 3.3E-05 7.8E-02 9.1E-04
Cr-51 1.8E-01 1.4E-05 1.4E+00 6.2E-03
Mn-54 2.1E+00 4.8E-05 4.4E-01 3.1E-02
Fe-55 6.3E+00 7.9E-04 7.9E+00 8.2E-01
Co-57 1.8E-02 4.7E-07 6.0E-02 8.9E-04 -

Co-58 9.2E+00 8.3E-05 1.4E+01 8.7E-02
Fe-59 4.7E-02 1.8E-06 1.0E-01 1.6E-03
111-59 2.5E-02 4.4E-05 5.7E-02 1.5E-03
Co-60 7.3E+00 5.0E-05 3.2E+00 1.6E-01
Ni-63 5.7E+00 2.8E-03 9.4E+00 1.2E-01
Zn-65 3.5E-02 1.6E-06 5.3E-02 1.7E-03
Sr-89 1.7E-02 4.2E-06 2.1E-01 4.0E-04
Sr-90 9.4E-02 4.5E-04 5.2E-02 1.0E-03
Nb-94 7.7E-03 2.4E-05 2.0E-02 2.4E-03
Hb-95 4.0E-02 1.4E-05 1.7E+00 2.9E-03
Zr-95 3.5E-02 6.3E-06 5.1E-01 1.3E-03
Tc-99 1.1E-02 7.3E-05 9.4E-05 8.1E-04

[ V Ru-103 3.1E-02 2.3E-06 2.6E-01 7.1E-04
Ru/Rh-106 4.4E-01 4.0E-05 4.2E+00 3.2E-03
Ag-108m 1.7E-02 1.2E-06 2.7E-02 4.0E-04
Ag-110m 6.6E-02 8.5E-07 4.5E+00 9.7E-04
Sb-124 2.2E-02 1.8E-06 5.9E-02 4.2E-04
Sb-125 1.7E-01 3.6E-05 4.3E-01 3.4E-03
I-129 1.7E-03 5.3E-06 4.9E-04 6.0E-05
I-131 2.6E-01 9.7E-05 3.0E+00 1.5E-03
Cc-134 1.7E+01 8.6E-04 2.1E-01 1.7E-02
Cs-137 1.9E+01 1.7E-03 2.6E-01 4.9E-02
Ba/La-140 2.2E-01 2.4E-05 5.3E-01 1.3E-03
Co-141 5.7E-04 3.0E-06 1.8E-01 1.0E-04
Ce/Pr-144 1.2E-01 1.8E-05 1.4E+00 1.1E-03
Np-237/Pu-242 1.6E-05 1.2E-07 1.5E-05 6.2E-06
Pu-238 1.7E-04 1.8E-05 1.6E-02 4.1E-05
Pu-239/240 1.0E-04 4.6E-06 6.1E-03 3.6E-05
Pu-241 8.1E-02 1.9E-04 8.6E-01 2.6E-03
Am-241 4.8E-05 5.0E-07 2.3E-03 1.5E-05
Cm-242 1.7E-04 8.5E-07 1.6E-02 1.6E-05
Am-243 1.3E-06 8.4E-08 0.0 7.8E-07
Cm-243/244 6.1E-05 5.0E-07 5.1E-03 9.4E-06

!OTES: []) Based on Duke Power facility averages for January '89

(] through June '92.
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'V 11.5 PFOCESS AND EFFLUENT _EADIOLOGICAL MONITORING AND

SAMPLING SYSLEMS

The process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling
systems are used to measure, record, and control releases of
radioactive materials in plant process systems and effluent
streams. The monitoring and sampling systems consist of
permanently installed sampling and monitoring equipment designed
to indicate routine operational radiation releases, equipment or
component failure, system malfunction or misoperation, or
potential radiological hazards to plant personnel or to the
general public. The area radiation monitoring system which is
also described in this section, supplements the area radiation
survey provisions of Chapter 12 to ensure proper personnel
radiation protection.

Collectively, the monitoring systems are referred 'o as the
Radiation Monitoring System (RMS). For some systems, the RMS in
also used for radiological sampling purposes, while for ott's
systems, other sampling equipment is utilized. These system
include both nuclear safety-related and non-sa f ety-re i ned
equipment which interface with both nuclear safety-related and
non-safety-related process, control, and information systems
consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.97.

11.5.1 PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS,,,
v

Continuous monitoring equipment is located in selected airborne,
gaseous, and liquid process and effluent streams to detect
activity generated during normal operations, including
anticipated transients, and during and after postulated
accidents. The area radiation monitoring system provides
radiation level indication and alarms for selected areas of the
plant to alert plant operators and other personnel of increasing |
or abnormally high radiation levels.

The Radiation Monitoring System assists plant operators in
evaluating and controlling the radiological consequences of a
potential equipment failure, system malfunction, or system
misoperation. Tables 11. 5-1, 11.5-2, and 11. 5-3 list the gaseous
and liquid process and ef fluent, and airborne radiation monitors.
Table 11.5-4 lists the area radiation monitors for the plant,
while Table 11.5-5 lists special purpose area monitors which are
also used for special monitoring functions.

11.5.1.1 Design Dasis

The Radiation Monitoring System is designed to perform the
following basic functions:

[mV)
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A. Provide early warning to station personnel of equipment,
component, or system malfunction or misoperation, or
potential radiological hazards within the station consistent
with 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix I.

B. Provide continuous monitoring of radioactive liquid and
airborne releases consistent with the requirements of
10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 50 GDCs 60, 63, 64, and Regulatory
Guide 1.21.

C. Provide monitoring of liquid and airborno activity in
selected locations and effluent paths for postulated
accidents in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
NUREG-0737, and Regulatory Guides 1.45, 1.97, and 8.12. --

D. The System 80+ design of the Process and Effluent
Radiological Monitoring and Sampling Systems provides
instrumentation to measure, record, and readout in the Main
Control room, as well as control releases of radioactive
materials in plant process systems and effluent streams.
This system is designed to provide for continuous sampling
and monitoring of radioactive iodine and particulate, as
well as the capability to take grab samples in gaseous
process and/or effluent streams in all potential accident
release points.

A particulate / iodine fixed filter cartridge is provided for
all plant ventilation systems, with the exception of the
nuclear annex and radwaste building ventilation system,
which have their own particulate and iodine monitoring
systems. Except for the turbine building exhaust, con-
tainment purge, the main condenser evacuation system, the
Nuclear Island ventilation systems, and the Gaseous Waste
Management System, exhausts discharge through the unit vent.
Provisions for taking grab samples are provided as specified
in Table 11.5-6. Additional discussion regarding sampling
capabilities for gaseous process and offluent streams is
addressed in Section 11.5.2.2.

A fixud iodine absorption filter and detector assembly, as
well as a moving filter and detector assembly are provided
for the unit vent monitor as discussed in Section f

11.5.1.2.3.1.B. The ventilation systems are provided with
a fixed iodine absorption filter and detector assembly only,
with the exception of the Nuclear Annex and Radwaste
Building ventilation systems which are provided with its own
particulate and iodine detection systems discussed in
Section 11.5.1.2.4.B and E.

The capability for taking grab samples from the unit vent
and ventilation system exhausts are provided, as specified
in Table 11.5-6 at the respective radiation monitor
locations. These grab samples are taken for analysis, at a

Amendment W
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frequency established by the COL Applicant, onsite to the
primary chemistry lab and counting room during normal
operating and post-accident conditions.

Continuous sampling of all potential post-accident release
pointo is provided by the continuous unit vent sampler.
This sampler contains a fixed filter particulate and iodine
cartridge which roccives continuous flow of sample air from
the unit vent duct. This sample cartridge is routinely
replaced and taken for detailed onsite laboratory analysis
in the primary chemistry laboratory and counting room, where
precise assessment of releases is performed for the period
during which the cartridge collected the sample. The
frequency at which the cartridge is replaced and analyzed is -

determined by the COL Applicant and specified in the
operations and maintenance manual. The sampler is designed
to be used during normal operation and post-accident
conditions to meet the sampling requirements specified in 10
CFR 50.34 (f) (2) (xvii) and NUREG-0737, Attachment 2, |
Section II.F.1.

The Process and Effluont Monitoring and Sampling System is
designed with a continuous control room interface via the
DPS and DIAS systems. Primary indication of radiation

( ])
/ levels and status of alarms for post-accident and non-post-

accident radiation monitors are processed through the DPS
' and DIAS systems.

The COL applicant will demonstrate conformance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix I, ANSI N13.1, RG 1.21 and RG 4.15.

The RMS monitors normal and potential paths for release of
radioactive materials to provide continuous indication and
recording of gaseous and liquid radioactivity levels leaving the
plant. As a minimum, continuous representative sampling is
provided for airborno particulate and iodine radioactivity in
discharge paths. These systems are designed in accordance with
ANSI 13.1. The RMS also initiates control actions on certain
systems to control or reduce continuous offluent releases or to
terminate batch releases.

Station ventilation systems are monitored for airborne
radioactivity resulting from equipment or system malfunction or
misoperation, or from maintenance activities which could cause
radioactivity levels to reach unacceptable levels. A portable
airborne monitor is also available for use in areas where work
activities or surveillance pose an unusual risk to plant
personnel of exposure to airborne activity.

Radiation monitoring equipment is provided to detect primary to,s

/ \ secondary system leakage and leakage from the primary system to
V the containment atmosphere. These monitoring systems are

designed to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.45 for

Amendment V
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detection of primary system leakage. Other systems which
interface via heat exchanger's with the primary system or other
normally radioactive systems are also monitored to detect leakage
between the systems so that appropriate actions can be taken to
mitigate any potential consequences. The reactor coolant gross
activity levels are also monitored during normal operation to
help maintain RCS actjvity within acceptable levels. This
ensures that activity levels in other normally radioactive
auxiliary systems are also maintained at acceptable levels.
Under accident conditions, the RMS provides indication to plant
operators if a breach of a fission product barrier has occurred
and provides information to evaluate the magnitude of actual or
potential releases of radioactive materials in order that
appropriate actions can be taken to protect plant personnel and
the public. The Reactor Coolant System is monitored for gross
radioactivity to detect and evaluate a breach of the fuel
claddir.g or potential core melt conditions. 7he containment
atmosphere is monitored for particulate, iodine, and gaseous
activity resulting from a breach of the Reactor Coolant Pressure
Bourdary, a fuel handling accident, or other equipment failures
which could release significant activity. Indication of high
containrL7t activity will automatically initiate containment
purge inclation. The Reactor Building Annulus and Subsphere
atmospherea, and the Unit Vent are monitored to detect a breach
of the cont.ainment pressure boundary following an accident. The
Subsphere Ventilation System is switched to a filtering mode on
high activity indication.

In order to maintain control room habitability, outside supply,

air to the control complex is monitored to automatically isolate
either or both intakes if radioactivity is introduced into the'

control building intake plenums. The fuel building exhaust air
| 1s monitored in the unlikely event of a radiological release in
order to divert the exhaust through a filter train before being
released through the Unit Vent. As reported in Section 9.4.2.1,
the filter bypass damper is administratively locked closed during
fuel handling operations.

Area radiation monitoring equipment is used to alert operators
and station personnel of changing or abnormally high radiation
conditions in the plant to prevent possible overexposure. The
location of area radiation monitors is based on the potential for
significant radiation levels in an area and the expected

i occupancy of that area. Areas of the plant with high occupancy
i but little or no radiation potential (e.g. , turbine building) and
| areas with high radiation potential but no routine occupancy
1 (e.g., pipe chases) do not meet this criteria and are not
| continuously monitored. Area monitors are also located in areas
'

f or which post-accident access to safety-related equipment may be
required and around new fuel handling and storage areas for
criticality accident detection to meet the requirements of
10 CFR 70.24.

| Amendment V
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C Area radiation monitors are also used in special process

applications. Area radiation mon 1 tors located next to the main !

steam lines are used for monitoring a steam generator tube leak I

or rupture and high range area detectors are used to cotimate
post-accident containment airborne activity and primary coolant
activity. A high range area detector is also located near the
reactor coolant purification filters to monitor the accumulation
of activity on the filters to prevent the radiation level fror
exceeding the shielding capacity of the spent filter transfer
cask and to support solid waste disposal.

The ranget and sensitivities of the monitors are based upon the
maximum and minimum expected concentrations for normal plant
operation, including anticipated transients, and |

postulated accidents in accordance with 10 CFR 20 limits and
'

regulatory guidance. The range and sensitivity values listed in
Tables 11.5-1 through 11.5-5 represent design values which meet
or exceed the *egulatory guidance and are generally commercially
available.

11.5.1.2 gyntem Descrip_t_i_or)

11.5.1.2.1 Monitor Design and Configuration

Process and offluent, and airborne radiation monitors typically

h consist of components such as a microprocessor, one or more
V detectors, a shielded detection chamber, a sample pump, flow

instrumentation, and associated tubing and cabling. Three basic
types of process and ef fluent monitoring configurations are used:
off-line, on-line, and in-line.

,

in the off-line type system, a representative sample is taken
from the fluid and routed through a filter or chamber for
detection of activity. Off-line type systems allow optimized
design of detector geometry and shielding, and for detection
chambers to be located away from areas of high background
radiation. Movt off-line monitors are designed as factory-built.

package skido; however, some applications have a microprocessor
which is mounted remotely from the detector / shield assembly.
While most off-line monitors utilize a sample pump to draw a
sample, some off-line monitors use system pressure to create
sample flow.

The on-line system configuration has the detector located next to
or on the pipe, duct, or tubing carrying the process or effluent
fluid. This type system has the advantage of being simpler
(fewer active components) and having a quicker response time.
These type monitors generally have less shielding than off-line
monitors and have remote mounted microprocessors.

In-line type systems are very similar to the on-line type systems
,) except that the detector is located in the actual process stream.

' [Q The detector is generally mounted inside a well which allows the
t

detector to be surrounded by the process or effluent fluid.

! Amendment 1
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Each proces6 and effluent, anc airborne monitor is located in an
easAly accessiole arta and is provided with sufficient shielding

.

to ensure that the r aquired sensitivity is achieved at the design
background radirtion level for the area. A checksource is used
to periodically check the operability of each detector. The
checksource is automatically activated by the monitor
micrcpracessor at pre-set intervals in addition, manual

| actuatten of tl,e checksource is available in the Main Control
Room and at the microprocessor location. Instrumentation and
censoro are provided on monitors to detect component failures
cuch as 4ons of sample flow, clogged or torn filter paper (if
applicable), and loss of detector counts.

Monitor sample chambers and sample tubing are designed to prevent
or minimize the bui] dup of contamination on all surfaces in
contact with the sample fluid. All sar.ple chamber inner surfaces
and sample tubing hre mado of stainless steel. Off .ine monitors
are typically provided with a purge function to draw clean fluid
through the monitor to minimize or remove contarnination buildup.
Sample chambers are also designed for removal from the system to
facilitate cleaning and decontamination of inner surfaces. These
provisions serve to reduce background counts on the monitor and
reduce maintenance occupational exposure. Automatic monitor
purge is prohibited during an alarm indication.

Area radiation monitors consist of microprocessors and
Geiger-Mueller (G-M) tubes or ionization chambers for gamma
radiation detection. Microprocessors may be configured with one
or more detectors and may cover multiple areas. Selection of
detectors is based on the range needed for the particular
monitoring application. Some areas may require extended or high
range detector configurations to cover special operational or
post-accident monitoring functions. (Reference Tables 11.5-4
and 11.5-5)

Radiation level signals and alarms, and operation status alarms
are generated by each monitor microprocessor for local alarm
capability and for transmittal to the Data Processing System
(DPS), the Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS), and other
interfacing systems. Radiation level signals are transmitted
from the microprocessor via digital communications ports and
analog outputs. Alarm relay contacts are provided for alert
radiation, high radiation, and operation status alarms. For some
monitors, the high radiation alarm contacts are used to initiate
control functions in other systems such as to terminate batch
releases or to divert flow from one location to another. See
Tables 11.5-1 through 11.5-5 or monitor descriptions for details
on automatic functions. The operation status alarm is initiated
by the microprocessor if conditions exist which indicate that the
monitor is not operatine, properly. Such conditions include loss
of power, loss of sample flow (if applicable), loss of detector
signal, checkcource rcsponse failure, and clogged or torn filter
paper (if applicable).

Amendment W
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yf Radiation monitoring equipment is designed for service based on

expected environmental conditions during normal operation and
anticipated occurrences. These conditions include temperature,
pressure, humidity, chemical spray (where applicable), and
radiation exposure. Post-accident radiation monitors meet the
special requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97 including equipment
qualification, redundancy, power source, channel availability,
quality assurance, display and recording, range, interfaces,
testing, calibration, and human factors. Further discussion of
compliance with Reg. Guide 1.9 7 is contained in Sections 7.1.2.26
and 7.5.2.5.

Table 7.5-3 of CEfiSA11 lists post-acciden. instrumentation
provided specifically to comply with Table ; of Regulatory Guide
1.97, Revision 3. The Radiation Monitoring System has effluent
monitors under ooth Type C & E variables. The following monitors
from Table 7.5-3 are considered the effluent radiation monitors
required by Regtalatory Guide 1.97.

Design and
Effluent Post- Qt.ulification
lip _.g" d oglio_D i t o rJ Variable Type Catecorv

s 1. liigh Range C, E 1

Containment Area
N Monitor (2 ion

chamber monitors)
(Refer to Section
11.5.1.2.6.D)

2. Unit Vent Monitor C, E 2

particulato-

- iodine
low & high noble-

gas
(Refer to Section
11.5.1.2.3.1.B)

3. Unit Vent Post- C, E 2

Accident (high range
ion enamberg
(Refer to Section
11.5.1.2.3.1.C)

4. Main Steam Line E 2

Monitors (2
monitors)
(Refer to Section
11.S.1.2.6.A)

O
V
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CESSAR Section 7.5.2.5 provides aetails of the Post-Accident
Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI). This section describes how
the design and qualification criteria listed in Table 1 of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 3) are met for Catugory 1, 2, and 3
instruments.

The f ollowing monitors also cover potential ef fluent pathways but
are not considered required under Regulatory Guide 1.97 because
they discharge through a common plant vent. Sections
11.5.1.2.3.1 and 11.5.1.2.4 provide for monitor descriptions for
the monitors listed below. These monitors are designed to meet
high-quality commercial grade standards.

- Containment Atmosphere Monitor
- Containment High Purge Exhaust Monitor

Containment Low Purge Exhaust Monitor-

Reactor Building Annulus Mo'.itor-

- Reactor Building Subsphere Ventilation Monitor
Nuclear Annex Building Ventilation Monitors-

- Main Condenser Evacuation System Monitor
- Fuel Building Ventilation Monitor

Radwaste Building Ventilation Monitor-

The post-accident radiation monitors consistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.97 are the high range containment monitors, primary
coolant monitors, main steam line monitors, unit vent monitor,
unit vent post-accident monitor, and selected area radiation
monitors which cover areas where access may be required to
service equipment important to safety. The post-accident area
radiation monitor locations are selected based on the results of
post-accident shielding analysis and design information on
equipment location and access requirements. (See post-accident
dose assessment in Chapter 12.)

| 11.5.1.2.2 Main Control Room Interface

Primary indication of radiation levels and alarms is handled
through the DIAS and DPS systems including both post-accident and

| non post-accident nionitors. Display in the Main Control Room of
post-accident radiation monitoring parameters is in compliance
with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as described in
Chapter 7.

| Via the DPS and DIAS systems, plant operators can obtain detailed
information on monitor readings, alarm setpoints, and operating
status. A digital communications network is used to interface
these systems with each monitor microprocessor. Operators can
access iaformation on monitor configuration and historical
trends, and diagnose problems from operation status alarms. A
failure in any individual microprocessor does not affect the

^operation of any other microprocessor nor does it fail the
communications network.
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Dedicated operator control modules are also available to change
microprocessor database items, initiate certain monitor control
functions, and change monitor alarm setpoints. These control
functions include starting or stopping sample pumps, manual
checksource actuation, monitor purge initiation, and moving
filter paper advance. Alert alarm setpoints are set at a level
determined by operating personnel to allow the observation of
differential changes in acttvity levels. High alarm setpoints
for potential ef fluent path are controlled by station procedures
based on the maximum anticipated flow rates for each pathway to
ensure that the instantaneous release rates are within the limits
of 10 CFR 20.

11.5.1.2.3 Process and Effluent Monitors

11.5.1.2.3.1 Gaseou? Process and Effluent Monitors

In accordance with ANSI N13.1, sample tubing for gaseous monitors |
is run with the care afforded all instrument tubing to ensure
that interference with sample integrity is minimized. A pump
provides sample flow at a predetermined value normally between 1
and 4 scfm.

The following paragraphs contain a brief description of each of
[] the monitors in the gaseous process and effluent radiation

(V) monitoring system. Also, each monitor is listed along with
associated parameters in Table 11.5-1.

A. Waste Gas Monitor

This monitor is an on-line gas radiation monitor which
monitors the Gaseous Waste Management System discharge line.
The monitoring point is downstream of the last point where
radioactivity could be introduced to the gaseous waste flow
prior to its release to the unit vent. The gas is monitored
by a dual range detector assembly. On high radiation
indication, the Jaste Gas Monitor will initiate a system
isolation signal which terminates the release.

B. Unit Vent Monitor

This particulate, iodine, and dual range gas radiation
monitor is used to measure radioactivity in the unit vent
effluent pathway. The unit vent consists of a large duct
system which provides a discharge point for potentially
radioactive airborne and gaseous effluents from the plant.
A multiprobe isokinetic sampler is used to draw a sample
from the Unit Vent at a point downstream of the last point
where flow can be added to the unit vent. Special design
consideration is given to sample tube routing to ensurem

| / '\ sample integrity of particulates and iodine. A moving
' ( filter paper detector assembly is used to continuously scan

particulate activity deposited on the filter. A fixed
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iodine absorption filter and detector assembly is used to
collect and monitor iodine in the offluent stream. A NaI
detector system with a single channel analyzer is used to
look specifically at I-131. Finally, the sample flow is
monitored by low and hijh range gaseous activity detectors
before being returned to the vent.

The design of this monitor is in compliance with NUREG 0737
and Regulatory Guide 1.97 requirements. The location of
this monitor is chosen to minimize sample tube length for
quicker monitor response and better sample integrity. The
monitor is also located away from high post-accident
radiation areas and is designed with suf ficient shielding to
prevent expected post-accident radiation from interfering -

with obtaining the necessary sensitivity.

The monitor and sample tubing system are designed in

conjunction with a continuous unit vent sampler. This
sampler contains a fixed filter particulate and iodine
cartridge which receives a continuous flow of sample air.
This sample cartridge is routinely replaced and taken for
detailed laboratory analysis where a precise assessment of
relear,es is performed for the period during which the
cartridge collected the sample. The sampler is designed to
be used for normal operation and post-accident sampling
requirements. These sampling requirements are discussed in
Section 11.5.2.

C. Unit Vent Post-Accident Monitor

The unit vent post-accident monitor continuously monitors
the airborne radiation levels in the unit vent by means of
an ion chamber detector located in the well of an in-line
sampler. This monitor allows the-operator to observe the
cadioactivity releases which could result from abnormal
occurrences or accidents. This type of system is very
simple and reliable and provides backup indication to the
unit vent monitor. This monitor is used in conjunction with
the off-line Unit Vent Monitor (above) to cover the full
range of radiation detection required by Regulatory Guide
1.97.

D. Containment High Purge Exhaust and Low Purge Exhaust
Monitors

These monitors detect radioactivity in the high purge
exhaust and low purge exhaust lines, respectively. On-line
monitors are used for this application. High activity
indication from either of these monitors automatically
terminates the associated containment purge. The
containment high purge exhaust monitor, in conjunction with
the containment atmosphere radiation monitor, provides the
information required for the conduct of the containment
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(''''! purging speration. Sample taps are provided on both the

High and Low Containment Purge Exhaust lines for taking
particulate or iodine grab samples. The COL Applicant will
verify that the range specified in Table 11.5-1 can be met.

Continuous sampling of containment atmosphere is
accomplished by the containment atmosphere monitor via a
fixed iodine absorption filter and detector ensemble.

E. Main Condenser Evacuation System Monitor

The mein condenser evacuation system monitor is an on-line
type monitor which continuoucly analyzes the gaseous
effluents from the condenser vacuum pump discharge. The
process fluid passes by a shielded detector where it is
monitorec for gaseous activity. Activity readings are used
to indicate and correlate primary-to-secondary leakage. A
sample tap is provided to allow the collection of periodic
grab samples.

11.5.1.2.3.2 Liquid Process and Effluent Monitors

An itemized description of each Liquid Process and Effluent
Monitor follows. Also, a list of each monitor and associated
parameters are given in Table 11.5-2.

!n)
C/ A. Component Cooling Water System Monitors

Each division of the Component Coolina Lter System is
provided e t th an of f-line type radiat.i .an monitor. Samples
are withdiawn from the system downs + ream of the Component
Cooling Water pumps and continuoucly monitored by a gamma
scintillation detector mounted in a shielded liquid sampler.
After passing through the monitor, the sample is returned to
the Component Cooling Water System.

Activity detected above background is indicative of a leak
into the Component Cooling Water System from the Reactor
Coolant System or one of the other systems containing
radioactive fluids which reject heat to the Component
Cooling Water System.

B. Liquid Waste Management System Discharge Monitor

The liquid waste effluent discharge pipe is monitored
downstream of the last possible point of radioactive liquid
waste addition, by means of an off-line, shielded liquid
sampler using a gamma scintillation detector system.
Effluents being monitored include discharge from the Waste
Monitor Tanks, Detergent Sample Tanks, and Chemical Sample

fG Tank. In the event that radioactivity in excess of a preset
( limit is detected in the waste liquid discharge flow, the
' Liquid Waste Management System Discharge Monitor will |
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actuate an alarm in the Radwaste Building Control Room, and
the Main Control Room, and terminate the discharge. The
radiation setpoint for the Liquid Waste Discharge Monitor is
determined prior to each batch release based on expected
concentrations (by sampling) and discharge flow rate.

C. Steam Generator Blowdown Sample Monitor

This off-line monitor samples the steam generator blowdown
for radioactivity which would be indicative of

primary-to-secondary leakage. Samples from each of the
steam generators are continuously monitored individually by
a detector mounted in a shielded liquid sampler. After
being monitored, the sample passes back to the steam __

generator blowdown system.

D. Reactor Coolant Gross Activity Monitor

This monitor is located in the Process Sampling System.
Gross activity in the reactor coolant is continuously
monitored by a gamma scintillation detector in a lead
shielded sampler assembly. The sampler assembly is located
in an accessible area of the Nuclear Annex. To permit decay
of activity not indicative of fuel clad failure, such as N-
16, a delay is incorporated in the sample transport from the
reactor coolant system to the detector.

Large variations in activity levels are possible depending
on the amount of fission products leaked into the reactor
coolant system. Abnormal conditions of high activity or

| loss of sample flow are alarmed in the Main Control Room.
The setpoint for high activity is adjustable over the full
range of the instrument. The high activity setpoint is
adjusted to alarm a significant change in reactor coolant
activity so that laboratory sample analysis can be performed
and appropriate action taken.

E. Turbine Building Drains Monitor

This is an off-line monitor with a shielded liquid sampler
and gamma scintillation detection system to continuously
monitor the effluent from the Turbine Building Drains
System. Detection of high activity automatically terminates e

releases from the system and initiates alarms to plant
operators.

F. Station Service Water System Monitor

This monitor is also an off-line type monitor which
continuously monitors the Station Service Water System for
gross gamma activity. Samples are withdrawn from the
service water side system downstream of the Component
Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers. Two sample lines (one
from each division) combine before the sample enters the
shielded sampler.
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G. Containment Cooler Condensate Tank Monitor
This monitor uses an off-line shielded liquid sampler and a
gamma scintillation detection system to continuously monitor
the effluent from the Containment Cooler Condensate Tank
System. Detection of high activity automatically terminates
releases from the system and initiates alarms to plant
operators.

H. Neutralization Tank Discharge Monitor

This is an offline monitor with a shielded liquid sampler
and gamma scintillation detection system to monitor the
releases from the neutralization tank. In the event that
activity above a preset limit is detected, the discharge
from this tank would be automatically terminated and an
alarm would be actuated in the Main Control Room. The |
setpoint for this monitor is determined prior to release
based on expected concentrations based on sampling and
discharge flow rate.

I. Steam Generator Blowdown System Discharge Monitor

This is an offline monitor with a shielded liquid sampler
and gamma scintillation detection system to monitor the
releases from the flash tank. In the event that activity

\ above a preset limit is detected, the discharge from thisiC) tank would be automatically terminated and an alarm would be
actuated in the Main Control Room. The setpoint for this |
monitor is determined prior to release based on expected
concentrations based on sampling and discharge flow rate.
However, typically the steam generator blowdown liquid will
be recycled and not released to the environment.

11.5.1.2.4 Airborne Radiation Monitors

Airborne radiation monitoring equipment is provided in selected
areas and ventilation systems to provide plant operating
personnel with continuous information concerning the airborne
radioactivity levels throughout the plant. An itemized
description of each airborne radiation monitor follows. Also, a
list of each monitor and associated parameters are given in
Table 11.5-3. Monitor locations are indicated on the applicable
air flow diagrams in Section 9.4.

A. Containment Atmosphere Monitor

The containment atmosphere monitor draws a sample from the
containment atmosphere recirculation system or the
containment filtration system to monitor airborne
radioactivity levels in the containment structure. This
monitor is similar in design to the unit vent monitor,

( j described in Section 11.5.1.2.3.1 with particulate, iodine, I

U/ and gaseous detection channels. After monitoring, the ;

sample flow is returned to the containment atmosphere. |
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The containment atmosphere monitor is in operation
continuously during normal plant operation to indicate
primary system leakage or other airborne releases. In the
event of a loss-of-coolant accident, a containment isolation
actuation signal closes the containnent isolation valves in
the containment atmosphere monitoring lines. Under post-
accident conditions, the sample lines for this monitor can
be used by the Process Sampling System (Section 9.3.2) for
sampling the containment atmosphere.

When containment purging is conducted, this monitor is used
in conjunction with the Containment High Purge Exhaust or
Low Purge Exhaust Monitors (See Section 11.5.1.2.3.1.D) to
monitor releases. A high radiation alarm on any channel
will produce an isolation signal to the purge valves.

B. Radwaste Building Ventilation Monitor

The sample point for this monitor is located on the
discharge for the Radwaste Building Ventilation System,
located upstream of the filtration unit. The filtration
unit is normally bypassed. Upon receipt of a high radiation
signal, the bypass is closed and diverted through the
filtration unit by operator action. The monitor consists of
a moving filter paper particulate detection channel and a
fixed filter iodine detection channel.

C. Radwaste Building Atmosphere Monitors

Air samples are isokinetically pulled from the Radwaste
Building Ventilation System to detect airborne radioactivity
levels in the building air. Each monitor consists of a
moving filter paper particulate detection channel and a
fixed filter iodine detection channel. These monitors are
intended to provide indication of radioactivity levels in
various locations of the radwaste building which have the
potential of having airborne contaminants and may be
normally occupied. The specific locations sampled include
the following:

- HIC dewatering /washdown/ inspection / labeling area
- Dry waste compaction area
- Tool / equipment decontamination area
- General access areas at EL 50' and EL 70'
- Counting room

D. Fuel Building Ventilation Monitor

This off-line monitor pulls a sample from the inlet to Fuel
Building Ventilation Exhaust System where it is monitored by
a shielded beta scintillation gas detector system. Upon
indication of high gaseous activity, the exhaust flow from
the Fuel Building is automatically diverted through the Fuel
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( ,/ Building Exhaust Filters. A particulate / iodine fixed filter

cartridge is included in the inlet sample tubing to this
monitor for collecting periodic grab samples.

E. Ventilation Systems Multisampler Monitor

This monitor consists of a single detector gaseous radiation
monitor used to monitor each of 12 remote locations on a
rotating basis. The microprocessor selects a sample
location using a valve manif old arrangement. A by-pass pump
pulls flow through the unselected sample lines to maintain
"f resh" samples at the valve manifold. Sampling time may be
varied depending on plant conditions from 5 minutes to 2
hours as chosen by the operator. A manual override of the
automatic sequence permits the operator to select and lock
in on any one sample point. The selected gas flow passes
through a shielded gas detector assembly and combines with
by-pass flow from the unselected points. A particulate /
iodine fixed filter cartridge is included in the inlet
sample tubing to this monitor for collecting periodic grab
samples. The sources sampled include the following:

- Sampling areas
Personnel Decontamination area-

(7 - Various other areas of potential airborno contamination

(d' in the Nuclear Annex Building

F. Nuclear Annex Building Ventilation Monitors

Samples will be isokinetically pulled from the Nuclear Annex
Building Ventilation System (one monitor per division) to
detect airborne radioactivity levels in the building air.
Each monitor consists of a moving filter paper particulate
detection channel and a fixed filter iodine detection
channel. The samples are pulled from the exhaust duct
upstream of the exhaust filter inlets. These monitors are
intended to work in conjunction with the Ventilation Systems
Multisampler Monitor to provide indication of radioactivity
levels in the total exhaust and the more remote locations
which are normally occupied.

G. Control Room Air Intake Monitors

Each of the two Main Control Room air intakes is |
continuously monitored for airborne radioactivity by means
of off-line shielded gaseous radiation monitors. In order
to provide redundancy, there are four safety class 3

monitors (two for each intake). The capability for auto
selection and closure of the intake with the highest
radiation level is provided. A particulate / iodine fixedfw

/ '

filter cartridge is included in the inlet sample tubing toV) each monitor for collecting periodic grab samples.
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| H. Reactor Building Annulus Monitor

Annulus air is continuously monitored by this gas monitor to
indicate radioactivity resulting from equipment failure or

- leakage. When an entry into the annulus is required this
monitor can give station personnel information on airborne
activity. Sample tubing is routed to give a representative
sample of annulus air, particularly including areas where
station personnel are likely to perform maintenance or
surveillance activities. A particulate / iodine fixed filter
cartridge is included in the inlet sample tubing to this
monitor for collecting periodic grab samples. Under post-
accident conditions, this monitor can be used as a
supplement to Regulatory Guide 1.97 monitors to measure _

activity from expected containment leakage or from an
unexpected breach in containment.

{ I. Reactor Building Subsphere Ventilation Monitor

. Each division is continuously monitored by an off-line
monitor. These monitors continuously sample the exhaust
from both divisions of the Reactor Building Subsphere
Ventilation System. Sample points are upstream of the
exhaust filters and downstream of the last entry point to
the exhaust subsystem. Detection of activity is indicative
of equipment failure or leakage in the subsphere areas. A
particulate / iodine fixed filter cartridge is included in the
sample inlet for grab sample collection.

| J. Portable Airborne Monitor

This monitor includes detector channels for particulate,
iodine, and gaseous activity. The samplers, detectors,
auxiliary equipment, and associated electronics are
assembled on a mobile cart. This monitor can be moved to
areas where work or surveillance activities are at an
unusual risk of airborne exposure. Design and operation of
this monitor allows for the transfer of the particulate
sample filters and iodine sample cartridge. to the counting
room for further sample analysis. The Portable Airborne
Monitor meets the equipment requirements-stated in Section
III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737. This includes requirements on
sample media, purging, and calibration.

K. Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) Ventilation Monitor

While it is in use during an emergency, the EOF is
continuously monitored in the same manner as the TSC
described above. While it is in use during an emergency,
air entering the EOF is continuously monitored by a shielded
off-line gaseous activity detector and returned to the
ventilation duct downstream of the intake. If the gaseous
activity exceeds a preset limit, an alarm is actuated in the
EOF.
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V 11.5.1.2.5 Area Monitors

The Area Radiation Monitoring System monitors the radiation
levels in selected areas throughout the plant. Most area
monitors are dasigned to provide normal operation indication of
unusual radiological events in order to warn operators
and station personnel. Some area monitors are designed for
post-accident indication for areas where access for maintenance
to equipment important to safety may be necessary. These post-
accident monitors are designed to the standards required by
Regulatory Guide 1.97. Area radiation monitors will have local
visual and audible alarms. High noise areas may have additional
visual indication prov.ided if needed to insure prompt recognition
by nearby personnel of high radiation conditions. One exception
would be the Control Room Area Monitor which will use the
existing Main Control Room indications in order not to create a |
nuisance or distraction due to a spurious alarm. A list of area
radiation monitors and their ranges is presented in Table 11.5-4.
Area monitor locations are provided in Table 12.3-5.

11.5.1.2.6 Special Purpose Area Monitors

Listed below are area monitoring systems which are used for
process monitoring functions or other special monitoring

Q applications.

A. Main Steam Line Area Monitors

These monitors are located upstream of the safety relief
valves on each pair of main steam lines. Detectors are
mounted within close proximity of the process lines to
detect radioactivity due to a steam generator tube rupture.
This monitoring system meets Regulatory Guide 1.97
requirements, including Category 2 environmental
qualification and applicable range requirements.

B. Purification Filter Area Monitors

A monitor is located in the immediate vicinity of each
reactor coolant purification filter. The readings from the
purification filter area monitors are trended to indicate
suspended solids concentrations in the RCS, In addition,
these monitors can be used to indicate when the filters
should be replaced to prevent the filters from becoming too
radioactive for normal disposal. These also provide general
area dose rate information for ALARA planning.

C. Primary Coolant Loop Monitors

The primary coolant monitors consist of two physically
,

( ) independent and electrically separate high range area

(/ monitoring channels to monitor Reactor Coolant System
radiation levels. A high range ion chamber detector is
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located next to each of the Reactor Coolant System hot legs
to provide a seismically and environmentally qualified
indication of a breach of fuel cladding following a loss of

| coolant accident. Main Control Room indication and alarms
are provided in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97
requirements for post-accident monitoring as described in
Chapter 7.

D. High Range Containment Area Monitors

The High Range Containment Area Monitors consist of two
physically independent and electrically separated ion
chambers located inside the reactor containment away from
the influence of the Reactor Coolant System to measure high
range gamma radiation. This monitor gives operators a
seismically and environmentally qualified indication of
containment airborne activity. The design and qualification
of these monitors meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide
1.97 for Category I instruments. Dose rate readings are
correlated to determine airborne concentrations based on
expected accident source terms and the time after an

| accident. Main Control Room indication and alarms are
provided in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97
requirements for post-accident monitoring as described in
Chapter 7. The High Range Containment Area Monitors will
I.eet all of the requirements of Section II.F.1-3 of NUREG-
0737. This includes Table II.F.1-3 requirements for range,
detector response, redundancy, separation, in situ
calibration, and environmental / design qualification.

E. N-16 Steam Line Radiation Monitors

N-16 radiation monitors are located outside of containment
downstream of the main steam isolation valves. One monitor
per generator will be mounted within close proximity of the
steam lines to detect radioactivity resulting from a steam

| generator tube (SGTR) rupture. Alarms located in the Main
Control Room to alert the operator when these monitors
detect specified primary to secondary leakage.

11.5.1.3 Calibration and Maintenance

Commercially available equipment with industry proven technology
is incorporated into the design of the Radiation Monitoring
System. Monitoring equipment is factory tested and calibrated
with provisions made for periodic field calibrations to verify
proper detector response. Factory calibration includes isotopic
calibration using an adequate number of isotopes to accurately
determine the response of the equipment. The accuracy of these
calibrations can be traced to the National Institute of Staadards
and Technology. Secondary calibration sources and decay curves
are supplied with the equipment.

l
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\ Radiation Monitoring System equipment is checked and inspected on

a periodic basis. Setpoint checks are performed on a monthly
basis with detector calibrations performed once per refueling
cycle. Detectors are also calibrated if an inadequate
checksource response indicates a problem or following any other
equipment maintenance that could affect the accuracy of the
' instrument indication.

11.5.1.4 Administrative and Procedural Controls

As specified in Position C of Regulatory Guide 4.15, written
procedures will be prepared, reviewed, and approved for sample
collection, preparation, and analysis. Procedures will also
exist for the use of radioactivity reference standards, detector
calibration and checks of the radiation monitor systems, and for
reduction, evaluation and reporting of data. The accuracy of
sample flow rate devices will be determined on a regularly
scheduled basis. Adjustments to the instrumentation will be made
as needed to bring performance into specified limits.- The
frequency of these calibrations will be specified and results
will be recorded. Also, collection efficiencies of the samplers
used will be documented.

7

11.5.2 PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIOLOGICAL SAMPLING PROGRAM '

11.5.2.1 Program Overview

-Periodic sampling is performed to supplement the function of the
process andeeffluent radiation-monitors. The sampling programs
will be designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide L21 and the
sampling requirements defined in the Technical Specifications.

All continuous ef fluents that are potentially :radioactiva- are
periodically sampled and analyzed. All . stored wastes are surpled
and samples analyzed before release of wastes to the environment.
Comparisons will.be made between gross radioactivity measurements -
-of continuous monitors and analyses of specifi'c radionuclides as
required by Regulatory Guide'1.21.

Special provisions are made for post-accident sampilng- of.
effluent pathways in accordance with NUREG-0737, 10 CFR 50, and._.|
. Regulatory Guide-1.97 requirements.

11.5.2.2 Sampline Locations
~

-Sampling locations. are chosen to meet- the requirements- of
Regulatory Guide 1.21 and NUREG-0800 '.(SRP 11. 5,- Table 1) . Sample
points and equipment _ are also provided to . meet special -post-
accident sampling requirements in NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide -
1.97. Some of these requirements are met . by using special

c features provided for-in the Radiation Monitoring System (RMS)
~

; ( while in other cases only sample taps are provided to collect
samples with portable instrumentation and-equipment.

.
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The containment atmosphere (before purging) and all liquid waste
tanks (when tank contents are discharged to the environment) are
sampled prior to release to the environment. An analysis will be
performed to determine constituent radionuclides and the
concentrations, in order to set the proper release rates and
alarm setpoints in accordance with 10 CFR 20 limits. Steam
generator blowdown, condenser vacuum pump exhaust, auxiliary
condensate header, and steam generator feedwater samples are
taken periodically to determine if there is leakage of reactor
coolant into the secondary side. These samples supplement the
continuous monitors for detection of steam generator leakage,

other plant systems are periodically sampled to verify continuous
monitor readings or to detect radioactive leakage into non- --

monitored systems. These samples can indicate heat exchanger or
other types of leakage which could be subsequently released to
the environment. Surveillance of the turbine building sump will
be increased whenever steam generator tube leakage is indicated
by the Main Condenser Evacuation System Monitor, Steam Generator
Blowdown Monitor, Main Steam Lino Monitor, or other means of
detecting leakage.

Periodic samples are taken of the unit vent to quantify specific
radionuclides that are being discharged from the station from
various gas discharges. These samples include iodine and
particulate samples which supplement the continuous unit vent
monitor measurements described in section 11.5.1.2.3.1. The
Gaseous Waste Management System (GWMS), which includes the
process gas and process vent branches, continuously discharges to
the unit vent and out to the environment. Each input of the LTMS
is sampled separately on a periodic basis to quantify the inputs
to the unit vent and to determine alarm setpoints. Refer to
Section 11.3 for a description of the inputs to the GWMS.

The following plant ventilation systems are monitored by off-line
gas monitors which have a particulate / iodine fixed filter
cartridge in the inlet sample tubing for taking iodine or

| particulate samples for laboratory analysis: the Fuel Building
Ventilation Monitor, the Ventilation Systems Multisampler
Monitor, the Control Room Air Intake Monitors, the Reactor
Building Annulus Monitor, and the Reactor Building Subsphere
Ventilation Monitors (Reference Section 11.5.1.2.1.4). Also,
the Nuclear Annex Ventilation System and the Radwaste. Building
Ventilation System have continuous particulate and iodine
monitoring detection (Reference Section 11. 5.1. 2. 4. F) in addition
to being able to take grab samples. Other ait or gas systems
where sample points are provided for grab sample collection are
the GWMS (multiple points) Main Condenser Evacuation System, the
Gland Steam Condenser Exhaust, the Containment Purge Exhaust (Low

| and High), and the S/G Blowdown Flash Tank.

O
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/V) The Liquid Waste Management System is designed to provide the

capability to take grab samples in each subsystem collection and
waste monitor tank, as well as in the effluent at the radiation
monitor location.

Special sampling procedures and equipment are also available for
post-accident sampling of the unit vent in accordance with
NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 requirements. (See also
Section 11.5.1.2.3.1.B).
Also, sampling of some systems is necessary because of required
actions in the Technical Specifications when certain continuous
monitors are out of service. The Technical Specification actions
specify the frequency of sampling and any other special
requirements which apply to the sampling procedure developed by
the COL Applicant.

11.5.2.3 Expected Composition _and_ Concentrations

The specific radionuclide compositions will vary for each batch
release from the containment or the liquid radioactive waste
management system and fluctuate somewhat from day to day from the
unit vent continuous releases due to variations in plant
operating conditions. The estimated radioactive releases for

O) liquid ef fluents are given in Table 11.2-1. The estimated annual
( airborne offluent releases are given in Table 11.3-4.
v

11.5.2.4 Sa_mpli_ng_ Equipment and Procedures

Samples are collected by plant technicians and analyzed and
measured in the counting room in accordance with station
operation procedures concerning the release of radioactive waste.
The frequency of sampling is in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.21 guidelines. Station sampling procedures will establish
methods of sampling for each sampling location to assure that
representative samples are taken and that these methods will be
consistent for all personnel performing the sampling. Tables
11.5-6 and 11.5-7 list the process systems, sampling

. capabilities, sampling provisions, and the approximate location
i that samples are taken from gaseous and liquid process and

effluent streams, respectively. The COL Applicant will determine
| the sampling frequency, purpose, sensitivity, and type of

analysis and provide them in the operations and maintenance
manual.

|

| The liquid contents of a tank being sampled are recirculated
' prior to taking the sample to ensure thorough mixing of sediments

and particulate solids in the tank. All sample connections are
located in a free flowing stream or in a location where a

~s representative sample may be taken. The sample lines are purged
[ \ for an adequate period of time before the sample is taken to
() ensure that the sample is representative.

Amendment V
11.5-21 April 29, 1994
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Effluent ventilation ducts are sampled isokinetically in
accordance with ANSI N13.1 for radioactive gases, particulates,
and iodines. Iodine samples are collected using special iodine
filtering cartridges and taken to the counting room for analysis.
Particulate sampling utilizes fixed paper filters for laboratory
analysis. Gas sampling utilizes special gas collection canisters
which allow easy connection and disconnection from sample taps
for transport to the counting room.

11.5.2.5 Analytical Procedures and Sensitivity

Samples of process and effluent gases and liquids are analyzed in
the counting room in accordance with station procedures and
Regulatory Guide 1.21. Analytical procedures used are based on
methodology utilized in general practice in the nuclear industry
or in applicable standards and the accuracy and precision of the
results are standardized with central or outside laboratories
using radioactivity standards traceable to the National Bureau of ,

| Standards. Labore. tory equipment is provided for the counting
room to perform groso beta counting, gross alpha counting, gamma
spectrometry, liquid scintillation counting, and radiochemical
separations.

11.5.2.6 Bystem Operations and Maintenance Manual

The COL Applicant will provide an operation and maintenance
manual that demonstrates and describes the following:

a. Procedures and/or methods for converting radiation monitor
measurement output into radioactivity release rates of
gaseous discharge through the unit vent.

b. The sampling technique used to monitor and sample effluent
gases to assure that a representative gas sample is taken
and that the sampling system provided is capable of near
isokinetic conditions during and following an accident as
specified in NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, Clarification 3 of
Attachment 2.

c. The collection technique used to extract a representative
sample of radioactive lodines and particulates during and
following an accident. The information obtained from these
samples will be used to quantify the releases for dose
calculations and assessments as specified in NUREG-0737,
Table II.F.1-2.

d. Calibration frequency and techniques for radiation monitors
based on vendor information for the equipment procured.

e. The sampling system is designed to ensure compliance with
regulatory shielding requirements for low radiation exposure
during post-accident conditions specified in NUREG-0737,
Item II.F.1, Clarification 2 of Attachment 2. The equipment
design and location specifications are discussed in Section
11.5.1.2.3.

Amendment W
11.5-22 June 17, 1994
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TABLE 11.5-1

GASEOUS PROCESS AND EFFLUENT MONITORS

Typical Typical
Detector Sensitivity Range Power Seismic Automatic Configuration /

M Locationlenitor (-channel) Type * fuci/cc) (uci/cc) Supply Category Function

Waste Gas
- Gas Beta IE-6 (Xe-133) 1E-6 - 1E+0 Non-1E None Isolate Online -

Discharge downstream of
charcoal bede

- High Gas G-M 1E-2 - 1E+4 Non-1E None Isolate
Discharge

Unit Vent
- Particulate Beta 7E-12 (Cs-137) 1E-11 - 1E-5 Non-lE None None Offline-
- Iodine Gamma /SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - IE-6 Non-1E None None downstream of the

cas Beta SE-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None last possible
- High Gas SS 1E-3 (Xe-133) 1E-03 - IE+3 Non-1E None None addition of gas

Unit Vent Post-
Accident
- High Gas Ion 3E+0 (Xe-133) 1E+2 - 1E+5 Non-1E None None Inline |

Containment High
Purge Exhaust
- Gas G-M 2 Times 1E-6 - 1E-2 Non-1E None Isolate Purge Online

Background

Containment Low
Purge Exhaust
- Gas G-M 2 Times 1E-6 - 1E-2 Non-1E None Isolate Purge Online

Background

Main Condenser
Evacuation System
- Gas Beta SE-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - 1E-1 Non-1E None None Online - |

downstream of
condenser vacuum
Pumps

(*3 " Beta" = Beta Scintillation Detector "SS" = Solid State Detector
" Gamma" = Gamma Scintillation Detector " Ion" = Ion Chamber Detector

Geiger-Mueller Tube
.

"SCA" Single Channel Analyzer"G-M" = =

i(Note: Other types of high range detectors may be substituted for the Solid State Detector.)l Automatic Functions for Gas Monitors are described in Section 11.5.1.2.3.1.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 11.5-2

LIOUID PROCESS AND EFFLUENT MONITORS
Typical Typical

Detector Sensitivity Range Power Seismic Automatic Configuration /
Monitor (-channel) Type''' fuci/ce) (vCi/cc) Supply Category Function" Location

| Component Cooling Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None None Offline - downstream
Water System of component cooling
(2 monitors) water pumps

Liquid Waste Gamma 6E-7 (Cs-137) 1E-7 - 1E+O Non-1E None Terminate Offline - upstream
Management System Release of discharge valve |
Discharge on single discharge

line

Steam Generator Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None None Offline
Blowdown Sample
(1 monitor / steam
generator)

Reactor Coolant Gamma 1E-4 (Cs-137) IE-4 - 1E+2 Non-1E None None Offline - process
Gross Activity sampling system

Turbine Building Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None Terminate Offline - effluent
Drains Release

Station Service Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None None Offline - sample
Water System from station service

water side of
Component Cooling
Water System
downstream of heat
exchangers

Containment Cooler Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None Terminate Offline - effluent
Condensate Tank Release from Containment

Cooler Condensate
Tank System

Meutralization Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None Terminate Offline - downstream
Tank Discharge Release of neutralization

tank discharge

SG Blowdown System Gamma 7E-8 (Cs-137) 7E-8 - 7E-2 Non-1E None Terminate Offline - downstream
Release of steam generator

blowdown heat
exchanger

W " Gamma- = Gamma Scintillation Detector
N Automatic Functions for Liquid Monitora are described in Section 11.5.1.2.3.2.

9 9 Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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TABLE 11.5-3
(Sheet 1 of 2)

AIRBORNE RADIATION MONITORS
!

Typical Typical
Detector Sensitivity Range Power Seisatic Automatig' Configuration /

Monitor (-channel) Ty pe''' fuci/cci fuci/cc) Supply Cateoory Function Location

Containment
Atmosphere
- Particulate Beta 7E-12 (Cs-137) 1E-ll - lE-5 1E I None Offline - sample
- Iodine Gamma /SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - 1E-6 Non-1E None None line from
- Gas Beta SE-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-lE None None containment

atmosphere
recirculation system '

or containment [
filtration system t

Radwaste Building
ventilation
- Gas Beta 7E-12 (Cs-137) 1E-11 - 1E-5 Non-1E None None Offline - upstream
- Iodine Gamma /SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - 1E-6 Non-1E None None of filter unit

Radwaste Building Beta 7E-12 (Cs-137) 1E-11 - lE-5 Non-1E None None Offline
Atmosphere Gamma /SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - IE-6 Non-1E None None
(6 monitors)
Fuel Building
Ventilation
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - lE-1 Non-1E None Divert Flow Offline - upstream

through of filter unit
Filters

Ventilation
Systems
Multisampler

,

(12 pts)
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) lE-07 - 1E-1 Non-1E None None Offline

Nuclear Annex
Building-
Ventilation-
(2 monitors)

.

- Particulate Beta 7E-12 (Cs-137) IE-ll - lE-5 Non-1E None None Offline - Nuclear
- Iodine Gamma /SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - 1E-6 Non-1E None None Annex Ventilation

exhaust duct
upstream of exhaust
filter inlets

W " Beta" = Beta Scintillation Detector
" Gamma" = Gamma Scintillation Detector
"SCA" = Single Chemical Analyzer .

.N Automatic Functions for Liquid Monitors are described in Section 11.5.1.2.3.4.

Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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TABLE 11.5-3 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 2 of 2)

AIRBORNE RADIATION MONITORS

Typical Typical
Detector Sensitivity Range Power Seismic Automatic Configuration /

Monitor (-channel) Type'd (uci/cci (uci/cc) Supply Category Function * Location

Control Room Air
Intake (4
monitors, 2
monitors / intake)
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) IE-07 - IE-1 IE I Isolate Offline - downstream

Most Con- of intake, upstream
taminated of filter inlet
Intake

Reactor Building
Annulus
- Gas Beta SE-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None Offline - exhaust

duct upstream of
filter inlet

Reactor Building
Subsphere
Ventilation (2)
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None Offline - exhaust

duct upstream of
filter inlet

Portable Airborne
| - Particulate Beta 5E-09 (Cs-137) 5E-09 - SE-4 Non-1E None None Portable

- Iodine Gamma /SCA SE-10 (I-131) SE-10 - SE-5 Non-1E None None

- Gas Beta lE-6 (Xe-133) 1E-06 - IE-1 Non-1E None None

Emergency
operations
Facility
Ventilation
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None Offline - upstream

of filter inlet,
downstream of intake

(*) " Beta" = Beta Scintillation Detector
" Gamma" = Gamma Scintillation Detector
"SCA" = Single Chemical Analyzer
Automatic Functions for Liquid Monitors are described in Section 11.5.1.2.3.4.N

9 9 Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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( ) TABLE 11.5-4
w/

(Sheet 1 of 2)

IAREA RADIATION HONITORB''

Typical
Range Power Seismic

Honitor (mR/hri Source Cateoory*

Reactor Containment Entrance 0.1 - 1E+7 non-1E None

Refueling Bridge Crane 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E II

In-core Instrumentation Equipment 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Decontamination Area 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Sample Room 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Main Control Room 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None |

Primary Chemistry Laboratory 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

New Fuel Storage Area (2) 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Spent Fuel Pool Bridge 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E II

{\
( Fuel Building Area 0.1 - 1E+7 non-1E None'

s

Nuclear Annex * 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None
(normal operation)

Nuclear Annex "' 100 - 1E+7 non-1E None
(post-accident)

Solid Waste Drum Storage 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None
and Handling Area

Radwaste Building Loading Bay 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Hot Machine Shop 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Hot Instrument Shop 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None

Radwaste Building Areas * 0.1 - IE+4 non-1E None

Reactor Building
Subsphere * 0.1 - 1E+4 non-1E None
(normal operation)

Reactor Building
Subsphere '" 100 - 1E+7 non-1E None
(post-accident)

o

(a
| Amendment W
| June 17, 1994
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TABLE 11.5-4 (Cont'd)_

(Sheet 2 of 2)

AREA RADIATION HONITORS''i

Typical
Range Power Soismic

Honitor (mR/hr) Source category

Technical Support Center Area 0.1 - IE+4 non-1E None

(a) The preliminary locations for area radiation monitors are provided in
Figures 12.3-9 through 12.3-16, and 12.3-18 through 12.3-21.

(b) The initial design allows for a number of additional channels to be added
to the RMS for the Nuclear Annex, Reactor Subsphere, or Radwaste Buildings
during the final design or after start-up as is determined necessary for
personnel protection. Final selection of locations will be based on final
equipment layout and system operating characteristics.

(c) Locationa of Post-Accident Area Monitors in the Nuclear Annex and Reactor
Subsphere are based on post-accident shielding analysis and access study
which will be provided later.

:

|

|
|

|

l

O
Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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12.0 RBDI ATIOfLPROTECTION |

This chapter doncriben the radiation protect;-n measures of
station denign and operating policien to enqure that internal and
external radiation exposuren to station personnel, contractorn,
and the general population due to station conditions, including i
normal and anticipated operational occurrencen, will be within j |
applicable guidelinen, and will also be as low an in reasonably
achievable (ALAHA).

Radiation protection measures include: neparation of radioactive
componento into separately shielded cubicles; use of shielding
denigned to adequately attenuate radiation emanating from pipes
and equipment which are sources of nignificant lonizing
rad;ation; une of remotely operated valven or handwheel
extennionn; ventilation of arcan by systema designed to minimize
inhalation and submernion dosen; installation of permanent
radiation monitoring nyutems; control of access to the site and
to restricted arean; training of personnel in radiation
protection; and development and implementation of administrative
policien anti procedures to maintain exposures ALARA.

12.1 ENSURING _TilhT OC.QUPATIONAl JADJATION_RROSURES ARE#

h8 LOW AD READONADLY ACHIEVAULE {ALARA).
O

k 12.1.1 l'OLICY CONSIDERATIOND

It is management policy to keep occupational radiation exposures
to personnel ALARA. Administrative programs and proceduren, in
conjunction with facility design, ensure thnt the occupational
radiation exponuren to personnel will be ky' ALARA.

12.1.1.1 Design _ nd_Qpnskuct_ionJolicios

The ALARA philosophy : 1pplied in the initial design of the
plant and will be i m, -. anted via internal design reviews and
documentation. These aeviews vill be conducted and documented
consintent witn the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 8.8.

The plant design will be reviewed, updated, and modified as
necessary during the dealgn phase. Plant design will be reviewed
to integrate the layout, chielding, ventilation, and monitoring
designs with security, access control, maintenance, in-service
_.1spection, and radiation protection aspects to ensure that the
overall design producen a plant which will achieve exposures that
are ALARA.

O
V)'

1
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Piping containing radioactive fluids is routed as part of the
engineering design effort. This ensures that lines expected to
contain significant radiation sources are adequately shielded and
properly routed to minimize exposure to personnel.

Onsite inspections will be conducted, as necessary during
construction, to ensure that the shielding and piping layout
meets established criteria. During construction, visual
inspections will be made to ensure that there are no major

| defects or scattering and streaming paths for radiation in the
shield walls as they are placed. During initial power operations,
radiation surveys will be conducted to ensure that the shielding
meets design requirements during normal operation and maintenance
of the plant.

12.1.1.2 OperatioA policieg

The station ALARA manual will be one of the primary means of
of ficially expressing the operational ALA'4A policy. This policy
is demonstrated in the radiation protection program, the training
program, and station procedures, with specific details to be
covered by the owner / operator. The ALARA program is established
in conformance with the requirements of Regulatory Guidos 1.8,
8.8, and 8.10 and discussed in the site-specific SAR section
13.1. Besides describing manacoment's commitment to ALARA, the
Radiation Protection section of the Station Manual designates the
station personnel who have the responsibility and authority to
implement ALARA. The Radiation Protection Manager has the
responsibilities for the onsite Radiation Protection Program. The
responsibilities and authority of the supervisory positions for
the day-to-day operation of the site radiation protection
programs are discussed in the site-specific SAR Sections 13.1.2
and 13.1.3.

Prior to startup of the unit, station procedures to be used for
work which involves significant personnel radiation exposure will
be reviewed to verify that the procedures adhere to the ALARA
philosophy. Revisions to station procedures involving significant
personnel exposure will also receive an ALARA review. Systems or
station modifications affecting personnel radiation exposure will
also be reviewed to see that the ALARA concept is applied.

In addition, periodic reviews of the ALARA program, including
review of radiation exposure records and operating procedures,
are conducted by offsite Radiation Protection personnel.
Personnel requiring access to the restricted area and/or
radiological controlled areas will receive training as necessary
to permit access to these areas. These personnel will be tested
to evaluate each worker's knowledge, competency, and
understanding relative to the training provided. Retraining and
retesting will be conducted.

Amendment J
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\ 12.1.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses the general design methods and features by
which the policy considerationn of Section 12.1.1 are applied.
Provisions and designs for maintaining personnel exposures ALARA
are presented in detail in Sections 12.3, and 12.5.

Guidance for general design features to maintain personnel
exposures ALARA is provided by written System 80+ ALARA
guidelines which provide guidance for equipment design and
selection, uhiciding, contamination control and corrosion product
production reduction techniques. This guidance is consistent
with recommendations given in Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10.
This guidance also incorporates lessons learned from past nuclear
plant designs into the System 80+ design. General arrangement
and plant layout characteristics are discussed in Section
12.1.2.1.

12.1.2.1 General Design _ Considerations for Dhieldinq_and
MARA_Xxgo_sures

General design considerations, shielding, and methods employed to
maintain in-plant radiation exposures ALARA consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 8.8, Section C.3, have two
objectives:

A. Minimizing the necessity for and amount of personnel time
spent in radiation areas.

D. Minimizing radiation levels in routinely occupied plant
areas in the vicinity of plant equipment expected to require
personnel attention.

Plant operating personnel are protected as necessary by shielding
wherever a potential radiation hazard may exist. The shielding
performs the following additional functions:

A. Assists in maintaining radiation exposure to plant control
room personnel within the limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
critorion 19 in the unlikely event of an accident.

B. Protects certain components from excessive activation or
excessive radiation exposure.

C. Facilitates access for maintenance of components.

Maintaining occupational exposures as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA) is a major design consideration in accordance
with Section C.1 of Regulatory Guide 8.8. Although the station's
design is intended to result in ALARA exposures during operation,

f- \
[ these design features will also facilitate decommissioning.
\
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Regulatory Guide 8.8 also provides guidance for both equipment
selection and plant layout. Equipment selection for System 80+
plays an integral part for maintaining personnel exposure ALARA.
Criteria used for equipment selection are discussed in written
ALARA guidelines. System 80+ design includes:

A. Enhanced reliability of equipment which reduces the
frequency of maintenance and the personnel exposure
associated with the maintenance.

This is illustrated by the following:

1. Use of reliable extended service lamping in high
radiation areas, as well as, location of lighting
fixtures so that maintenance can be performed in a
lower radiation area. These features are in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 8.8 Position C.2.1.

2. Use of ion exchangers instead of evaporators except in
the Chemica.1 Volume and Control System. The System 80+
design will minimize the use of evaporators based on
industry experience. Ion exchangers are simpler in
design and are more reliable than evaporators.

B. Careful attention to environmental qualification of
equipment. This includes equipment qualification for a
variety of environmental conditions, such as radiation,
humidity, and temperature. This is discussed in greater
detail in Section 3.11.

'
Electrical components, containing radiation-sensitive
materials, will be shielded or located in low-radiation
areas. The COL applicant will establish environmental
qualification criteria for equipment.

C. Material selection of piping and components, such as valve
seats, in the primary system. Material is selected with low
cobalt or nickel impurities. This minimizes the production
of corrosion products which is a significant contributor to
personnel exposure received during maintenance and
operational activities.

D. Maintainability which includes plant layout and equipment
spacing.

The plant layout is designed to maintain personnel exposures
AIARA during normal and post-accident conditions. For

| example, the plant layout is designed to provide:
1

1. Adequate spacing to facilitate accessibility of
equipment during maintenance activities,

Amendment V
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2. Separation of non-radioactive systems from radioactive
systems into quadrants minimizing the spread of
contamination,

3. Separation of system components into cubicles or
compartments based on:

frequency of maintenance,-

operational characteristics,-

level of radioactivity.-

One example of this design technique is the location of
ion exchangers in pits with spent resin tanks located
below the ion exchanger. This design technique reduces
the personnel exposure resulting from maintenance on
other equipment in the area.

4. Physical location of systems, such as the Chemical
Volume and Control Syster., that produce radioactive
waste in close proximity to radwaste processing systems
discussed in Sections 11.2 11.4. This reduces the-

pipe length that must be routed through personnel
access corridors and the spread of contamination.

A 5. The ventilation systems are designed so that the air(') flow will be from clean areas to potentially
contaminated areas. This will minimize potential for
the spread of airborne contamination. For areas that
have a potential for a high radiation release, such as
the fuel storage area, a slightly negative pressure
will be maintained. Ventilation systems are discussed
in further detail in Section 9.4.

The station design is reviewed by the radiation protection staff
to assure the input of radiation protection professionals into
the final station design. Design review not only entails
examining layout and piping drawings, but also inspection of
various stages of station design and construction. Radiation
shielding personnel are kept aware of current or anticipated
radiation protection problems by periodic visits to this and
other sites. These station visits provide valuable feedback for

in reviewing the final station design. A formal operationaluse
feedback program is used to identify generic problems and
implement design improvements.

AIARA exposures receive further attention through the training of
designers and engineers in which, pipe layout, equipment
selection and placement, radiation zone information and methods
of minimizing crud build up in piping are covered. In addition

73 close work with equipment vendors results in the purchase of low
(

'

maintenance equipment with material properties suitable for
\

t
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91minimizing corrosion, tanks are designed with sloped bottoms to
prevent CRUD buildup. Those components with the potential of 1

exposure from CRUD are provided with flushing capability from '

'cither domineralized water or chemical decontamination. Also,
equipment is designed that separates highly radioactive portions
from lower radiation level portions of a component.

The COL applicant will submit a detailed shielding analysis and
will encure that the final design incorporates lessons learned
from previous nuclear power plant designs.

O

O
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12.1.3 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guides 8.8 and |

8.10, the radiation exposure of plant personnel will be kept
ALARA by means of the radiation protection program discussed in !
Section 12.5. Operational ALARA policy statements are formulated j
and expressed at the corporate staff level through the training !
program discussed in Section 13.2 and through the Radiation )
Protection manual and the ALARA manual discussed in Sections j
12.1.1 and 12.5.

Personnel and job exposures trends are reviewed by management at
the site and offsite radiation protection personnel, and
appropriate action is taken. Summary reports of occupational I

exposure are provided that describe problem areas where high
radiation doses are encountered and that identify which work
group is accumulating the highest doses. Recommendations are then
made for changes in operating, maintenance, and inspection
procedures or for modifications to the station as appropriate to
reduce dose.

From industry experience it has been shown that the majority of
exposure at operating plants is received during plant outages
from maintenance and inspection activities and not from normal

Q operating activities. This is logical since operators can
normally stay outside shield walls to read instruments or operate('
valves and have to enter cubicles containing radioactive
equipment for short periods of time only to check equipment.
Whereas maintenance and inspection personnel usually must go
inside cubicles or behind shield walls and must be in close
proximity to the lines, valves, instruments, or other pieces of
equipment which are radiation sources.

The System 80+ design incorporates lessons learned from past
designs, as well as the recommendations from Regulatory Guide 8.8
and 8.10. Design features such as:

1. Addition of platforms around the steam generator and
the reactor coolant pump seal cartridges,

2. Provisions for sufficient spacing for equipment
laydown/ pull areas,

3. Use of removable insulation,

4. Reduction of length of welds by use of seamles.s piping,

5. Integrated reactor head removal,

,
,
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ensure personnel exposure is maintained ALARA during maintenance
and inspection activities. System 80+ design features are
discussed in further detail in Section 12.3 and the System 80+
ALARA Guidelines Manual.

Areas which house systems and components subject to in-service
inspections that are high radiation zones are designed to permit
prompt ingress and egress. System 80+ is also designed with
adequate spacing, including laydown areas, between equipment to
facilitate maintenance and inspection activities. Radiation |
Protection personnel will perform surveys of areas requiring
access for maintenance and inspection activities prior to entry
and will perform periodic inspections during work activities.
The COL Applicant will provide Radiation Protection Procedures to

|
provide survey requirements for work areas. '

In addition, System 80+ provides the following design features to
maintain personnel exposure ALARA during ISI:

Pipo stops, snubbers, and pipe hangers near welds that*

require ISI or repair are carefully positioned to
facilitate veld accessibility.

Integrally forged components and seamless pipe is*

selected whenever possible to avoid in-service veld
inspections. This reduces the length of pipe requiring
in-service weld inspections.

Blanket-type thermal insulation with volcro fasteners*

is selected for components and piping containing
radioactive sources. This insulation is easily
removable by one worker for in-service weld inspection.

Careful attention is paid to the potential for the
creation of airborne contamination. Adequate
containment or ventilation is provided to minimize the
potential for the spread of airborne contamination and
to ensure that the average concentration of airborne
contamination is less than specified in 10 CFR 20,
Appendix B of Sections 20.1001-20.2401, Table 1,

Column 3. Section 12.2.2.1 specifies the methodology
for determining the inplant concentration of airborne
contamination. Section 12.3.1.4 provides further
details regarding airborne contamination control for
System 80+.

Maintenance activities that could involve significant radiation
exposure of personnel are carefully planned. They utilize any
previous operating experience and are carried out using well
trained personnel and proper equipment. Work permits for routine
and non-routine operations are issued for each job, listing
Radiation Protection requirements that will be followed by all

[ personnel working in the radiation control area. Where

|
applicable, specific radiation exposure reduction techniques,

Amendment U
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OV such as those set out in Regulatory Guide 8.8 are evaluated and
used. Procedures for such radiation exposure related operations
as maintenance, in-service inspection, radwaste handling, and
refueling, are well planned and developed by cognizant groups,
and are reviewed by the station radiation protection staff to
ensure that exposures will be ALARA. Careful personnel radiation
and contamination. monitoring are integral parts of such
maintenance activities. During and upon completion of major
maintenance jobs, personnel radiation exposures are evaluated and
assessed relative to estimated exposures so that appropriate
changes can be made in techniques or procedures as soon as
practicable for future jobs. Some of the ALARA techniques that
should be considered to reduce these exposures are discussed
below.

Ge_ILQLa_LALARA Teqhniguas

A. Permanent shielding is used where possible, by having
workers stay behind walls or in areas of lower radiation
levels when not actively involved in work in radiation
areas. On some jobs temporary shielding is used. Temporary
shielding will be used only if the total exposure, which
includes the exposure received during installation and
removal of the shielding is reduced.

( B. Systems and major pieces of equipment which are subject to
crud buildup have been equipped with connections which can
be used for flushing. Prior to performing maintenance work,
consideration will be given to the practicality and
offectiveness of flushing and/or chemically decontaminating
the system or piece of equipment in order to reduce the crud
levels and personnel exposure.

C. On complex jobs involving exceptionally high radiation
levels, " dry runs" may be made, and in some cases mockups
may be used to familiarize the workers with the exact
operations they must perform at the jobsite. This job
preplanning will include estimates of the person-rem needed
to complete the job. At the completion of the job, a
debriefing session will be held with the people who actually
performed the work in an effort to determine if the work
could have been performed in a more efficient manner
resulting in less exposure. This information, together with
the procedures used and actual person-rem expended, will be
recorded. The radiation, contamination, and airborne
activity levels determined during working conditions will
also be recorded. In addition, if any external body
contamination or internal contamination was encountered
during the job, this information will also be recorded. This
information will be used to provide guidance at the

) preliminary stage of future similar operations. These
U techniques will assist in improving worker efficiency and

Amendment 1
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thus will minimize the amount of time spent in the radiation
field.

D. As much work as practical will be performed outside the
radiation areas. This includes items such as reading
instruction manuels or maintenance procedures, adjusting
tools, repairino, valve internals, and prefabricating
components.

E. For long term repair jobs, consideration will be given to
setting up communications systems, such as sound powered
telephones or closed ~ircuit television, so that supervisory
personnel can check or. the progress of work from a lower
radiation area.

F. On some jobs, special tools ma7 be used when their use would
permit the job to be performed more efficiently or would
have prevented errors, thus reducing the time in the
radiation field. Special tools may also be used if their use
would increase the distance from the source to the worker,
thus reducing the exposure rate. Unless special tools are
necessary to accomplish the job, special tools will be used
only if the total exposure, which includes that received
during installation and removal is reduced.

G. Entry and exit points will be set up in areas so that
personnel are exposed to as low as a level of radiation as
practical. This will be done because personnel may spend a
significant amount of time changing protective clothing and
respiratory equipment in these entry-exit areas. These entry
and exit points are set up to limit the spread of
contamination from the work area.

H. Plastic glove boxes, which can be taped around valves or
other fixed components, and plastic bags are used where
practical so that personnel can work on equipment without
being exposed to the contamination produced during the work,
and to limit the spread of contamination.

I. Radiation levels in work areas will be posted at the
entrance to the area and/or in the work area so that the
areas of highest and lowest radiation level are clearly
identifiable. Individuals will be instructed to stay in the
lowest radiation area consistent with performing their jobs.

J. Personnel will wear self-reading dosimeters for work in high
radiation areas so that they can determine their accumulated
exposure at any time during the job. This is in addition to
their monthly TLD, legal TLD and job TLD.

O
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K. On jobs with exceptionally high radiation levels, a

timekeeper, who knows the exposure rate of the radiation
field, will keep track of the exposure using a timing
device. This technique will ensure that personnel are not
staying in a high radiation area longer than intended. The
timekeeper will remain in the lowest possible exposure area
consistent with performing this task.

L. Robotics will be used, whenever practical, to perform
maintenance and inspection activities (e.g., remote pipe
wolds and inspections), particularly in potentially high
radiation areas (e.g., underwater surveillance robots and
remote / slave manipulators, may be used to work in high
radiation areas).

m

I ,\
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BEFERENCES FOR SECTION 12.1

1. Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training".

2. 10 CFR Parts 19 and 20.

3. Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Inf ormation Relevant to Insuring that
Occupational Radiation Exposures at fluclear Power Station
will be as low as is Reasonably Achievable".

4. Palo Verde FSAR.

5. Catawba FSAR.

6. 11UREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements".

7. Regulatory Guide 8.19, " Occupational Radiation Dose
Assessment in Light Water Reactor Power Plants Design State
Man-Rem Estimates".

8. Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800, Section 12.1.

9. Duke Power Company Design Engineering Department's
Departmental ALARA Guide.

10. NUREG-0761, " Radiation Protection Plans for Nuclear Power
Reactor Licensees".

11. Regulatory Guide 8.10, " Operating Philosophy for Maintaining
Occupational Radiation Exposures as Low as is Reasonably
Achievable".
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12.2 RhDlAT19F SOURCIS

This section discusses and identifies the sources of radiation
that form the basis for shield design calculations and the
sources of airborne radioactivity used for the design of
personnel protective neasures and for dose assecsment.

12.2.1 CONTAINED BOURCES

Source terms used for shielding design are based upon full power i
operation with 0.25% fuel cladding defects. Sources in the |
primary coolant include fission products released from fuel j
cladding defects, activation products as well as corrosion '

products. Nitrogen-16 from activation products is the primary
source for shielding design for most of the reactor coolant
system. Conservative allowances have been given for both transit !

decay and daughter product formation. |

12.2.1.1 C_omtainment

12.2.1.1.1 Reactor Core

The primary radiation omanating from the reactor core during
normal operation are neutrons and gamma rays. Tables 12.2-1 and

[ ) 12.2-2 list neutron and gamma multi-group fluxes in the reactor

() cavity at the side of the reactor vessel; these tables are based
on nuclear parameters discussed in Chapter 4. Table 12.2-3 lists
core gamma sources after shutdown for shielding requirements
during shutdown and in-service inspection.

12.2.1.1.2 Reactor Coolant System

Sources of radiation in the reactor coolant system are fission
products released from fuel and activation and corrosion
products.

Table 12.2-6 lists the average expected activities due to crud
deposits on steam generator tubing and primary system piping.

The activation product nitrogen-16 is the predominant activity in
the reactor coolant pumps, steam generators, and reactor coolant
piping. The N-16 activity in each of the components depends on
total transit time to the component. |

p,

\ b
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12.2.1.1.2.1 Design Dasis Source Terms

12.2.1.1.2.1.1 liaxim3m F{Apign Prod 1ct Activities ij}
RfAntor Coolant

Maximum normal operation fission product activities will be used
as design basis source terms for shielding and facilities design.
Source terms for calculating the consequences of postulated
accidents are discussed in Chapter 15. The isotopes chosen for
consideration in the maximum case are those which are significant
for design purposes by reason of a combination of gamma energy,
half-life or abundance.

The mathematical model used to determine the concentration of
nuclides in the Reactor Coolant System involves a group of
linear, first order differential equations. These equations are
obtained by applying mass balance for production and removal from
the fuel pellet region as well as the coolant region.

In the fuel pellet region, the mass balance includes fission
product production by direct fission yield, by parent fission
product decay and by neutron activation and escape from the
pellet. The computer code ORIGIll is utilized to calculate the
fission product core inventories.

In the coolant region, fission production is by escape from the
fuel through the defective fuel rod cladding and parent decay.
Removal is by decay, by coolant purification, by feed and bleed
operation (for fuel burnup), by leakage and other feed and bleed
operations such as startup and shutdowns as well as load follow
operation.

The calculation of the isotopic inventory in the reactor coolant
is governed by the following equation:

dli ,t/dt A .1)ll ,t_1(Rt * Ngt) /M + (f .1=
1 ete e

{At+Dt+ (Q /M )(Ut+ (DF -1)/DF ))N ,t-

1 e i i e

| Where the variables are identified as:
R vF=

Escape Rate Coefficient (1/sec)v =

Fraction of fuel cladding f ailed assumed to be equalF =

to 0.0025

f
Fission product inventory (C1/gm)li =

O
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Mass of the reactor coolant (gm)q ,/ M =
c

A decay constant (1/sec)=

Dilution coefficient (1/sec)D =

b/(B(0) - b.t).DF(i)D =

Boron reduction rate (1/sec) [B(0) - B(t))/tb ==

Initial boron concentration at t=0 (ppm)B(0) =

operating time (sec)t =

Decontamination Factor of Purification IXDF =

Letdown flow rate (gm/sec)Q1
=

Stripping FractionU =

Fraction of parent nuclide decay events that resultf =

in the formation of the daughter nuclido

and where the cubscripts are identified as:

p\ lth isotopei(s_)
=

torecursor to the i n isotopo for decay1-1 =

Escape rate coefficients are used to represent the overall
release from the fuel pellets to the gap. The escape rate
coefficient is an empirical value which was derived from
experiments initiated by Bettis and run in the NRX and MTR
reactors (Reference 4). The escape rate coefficients were
obtained from test rods which were operated at high linear heat
rates. The linear heat rates were uniform over the test sections
of 10.25 inches in length. The exact linear heat rates were
precisely known but post-irradiation inspection showed that some
test specimens had experienced centerline molting. Later tests |
were done in Canada to determine the effect of rod length on the
release of fission gases and iodines from the defective fuel rods
(Reference 5). A by-product of these experiments was the
relationship between linear heat rate and the escape rate
coefficient.

The average heat rate for a fuel rod is well below the values
that correspond to the selected escape rate coefficients for
halogens and noble gases. The presently used escape rate
coefficients are based on a linear heat rate of 21 kw/ft.

,

|
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Shown in Table 12. 2-4 are the values of bounding parameters used
to evaluate the maximum reactor coolant fission product
activities.

The maximum activities are presented in Table 12.2-5.

12.2.1.1.2.2 Doposited Crud Act1vities

nadionuclide activity for circulating activated corrosion
products (crud) from flUREG-0017 is assumed. The development of
!JUREC-0017 radionuclide concentrations are based on ANSI N237
methodology; however, they differ due to the use of current
industry operating data.

The development of improved Reactor Coolant System coolant
chemistry and the specification of corrosion resistant materials
in the Reactor Coolant System will assure very low circulating
activated crud. Therefore, the activity of circulating crud in
the reactor coolant system can be maintained within NUREG-0017
concentrations listed in Table 12.2-6.

12.2.1.1.2.3 Neutron Activation Products

12.2.1.1.2.3.1 Hitngen-16_hclivi ty

160(n,p)16N reaction. Nitrogen-16Nitrogen-16 is produced by the
decays by beta emission and high energy gamma emission 78% of the
time. The gamma energies are 6.13 McV, 73% of the time and 7.10
MeV, 5% of the time. The nitrogen-16 half life is 7.13 seconds.
The threshold energy for the reaction is 10.2 MeV.

The nitrogen-16 activity at the pressure vessel outlet nozzle is
6 35. 7 6 x 10 disintegrations /cm -sec. This activity is based on the

following expression and reactor parameters.

3 E* I A ~ * ') *Activity (disintegrations /cm -sec) =
1 - e ''Ut)

i
'

7 3Where: Ec is the reaction rate (4.72 x 10 d/cm - sec),

t is the core transit time (0.79 sec),e
!

t is the total primary loop time (8.6 sec),t

| t is the time from the active core outlet to ther

| point of interest (0.69 see to outlet nozzle) and

|
| A is the decay constant (0. 097 sec~1)

O
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\ 12.2.1.1.2.3.2 Carbon-14 Productiorn

Carbon-14 is produced in the RCS by activation of 0" and 11 "
isotopen. The greatest amount of C" is produced by the 0" (n, a)
C" reaction, a losser amount of C" is produced by the 11" (n, p)
C" reaction. The production of C" from both sources can be l

'

calculated by using the following equation:

Q = li c cmtpss o

Where: li. = atom concentration in the RCS water,
c

(atoms /kg H;O)

2o = thermal cross section (cm )o

2
@ = thermal neutron flux, 5. 5 x 10" n/cm -s

m = mass of core water, 2.47 x 10' kg

t = conversion factor (sec/yr)

p = plant capacity factor, 0.8

s = 1.03 x 10'2' Ci/ atomn

production rate, C3/ yearQ =

22

For C-14 production = 2 . 4 x 10."2 s
from 0 activation, 11 1.3 x 10 atoms=

0

cm are used in the above equation.2O"/kg (11,0) and 0 0

The production rate is 11.0 curies / year. For carbon-14
production f rom 11" activation N, = 2.75 x 10 atoms 11"/kg (H O)2

2

1.8 x 1 0 '25 cm are used in the above equation. The2and o. =
c

production rate is 1.8 curies / year.

The annual production of C" from these sources will be 12.8
curies.

12.2.1.1.3 Main Steam Supply System

The rate of Steam Generator tube leakage is assumed to be 1
gal / min. This is assumed to be concurrent with the previously
assumed 0.251, fuel cladding defects. A blowdown rate of 0.2% of |
main steam rate is assumed. 11 0 credit was taken for the
condensate polisher demineralizers.

[')
N.-|
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12.2.1.1.4 Spent Fuel Handling Transfer

The spent fuel assemblico are the predominant long-term source of
radiation in the containment after plant shutdown for refueling.
A rocctor operating time necessary to establish near-equilibrium
fission product buildup for the reactor at rated power is used in
determining the source strength. The initial fuel composition
that produced the maximum decay source is used. The spent fuel
decay gamma source is given in Table 12.2-8. Tuol assembly dose
rates as a function of distance in water in the refueling pool
and time after shutdown are shown in Figures 12.2-1 and 12.2-2.

12.2.1.1.5 Processing Systems

12.2.1.1.5.1 Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCD)

The chielding design is based on the maximum expected activity in
each component. These cources are listed in Tables 12.2-9
through 12.2-12.

A. Heat Exchangers (Table 12.2-9)

Activities are provided on a concentration basis.

D. Ion Exchangers (Table 12.2-10)

1. Purification Ion Exchanger

Total curie inventory is based on a resin buildup of
1.2 offectivo years. This ion exchanger is used for
lithium removal and normal purification of RCS letdown.
When it is used for lithium removal it is on line an
average of 58 days prior to placing it in service as a
purification ion exchanger for 300 days.

Radionuclide removal efficiencies consistent with
NUREG-0017 guidance are used.

2. Deborating Ion Exchanger

The total curie inventory is based on resin buildup of
| 14 days (2 bed volumes assumed) . This ion exchanger is

used to reduce reactor coolant boron concentration
toward the end of cycle length. Boron control in the,

'

CVCS is detailed further in Section 9.3.4.
|

| Radionuclide removal efficiencies consistent with
| NUREG-0017 guidelines are used.

O
1

|
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3. Preholdup Jon Exchanger

Total curie inventory is based on resin buildup of 1.2
cffective year (438 days). Radionuclide removal
efficiencies consistent with NUREG-0017 guidance are
used.

Sources provided by the prehold-up Ion-exchanger
include: 8.5 x 10 gallons (1931 gpd) of letdown |5

previously processed through the purification Ion j
exchanger and purification filter, 200 gpd from the !

Reactor Drain Tank (RDT) and 50 gpd from the Equipment
Drain Tank (EDT).

4. Boric Acid Condensate Ion Exchanger

Total curie inventory is based on resin buildup of 1.2
effectivo year (438 days). Radionuclide removal
efficiencies consistent with NUREG-0017 guidance are
used.

C. Ellters (Tab]c 12.2-11)
Total curie inventories on all CVCS filters are based on

[] crud buildup of 62 days. All CVCS f11ters removed crud with
V a decontamination f actor of 10 (i.e., an ef ficiency of 90%) .

D. Tanks (Table 12.2-12)

Activities are provided on a concentration basis.

12.2.1.1.5.2 Steam Generator Blowdown System

Radiation sources in the steam generator blowdown system are
shown in Table 12.2-15. These are based on the primary-to-
secondary leakage and failed fuel percentage of section
12.2.1.1.3. The blowdown rate is assumed to be 0.2% of main
steam rate. In the event of a primary-to-secondary leak,
radioactive Steam Generator Blowdown System Resins will be
disposed of through the radioactive Solid Waste Management
System.

|O
/

Amendment Q
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12.2.1.1.5.3 condensato Polishing System

Space han been provided for nhiciding around the condensate
poliching nyntem however it han not been detailed. The need for
shielding only arines when tube leaks are occurring concurrently
in both the steam generator and the condenner. Inventories are
located in Table 12.2-15.

12.2.1.2 R e a glo rjlu i l d. i n g_ B u b s p ho r o_a n d__N u gig a r_h np o x

12.2.1.2.1 Dhutdown Cooling Dystem

The pumps, heat exchangern, and annociated piping of the Shutdown
Cooling Fyntem (SCS) are potential carriers of radioactive
materials. For plant shutdown, pumps and heat exchangern sources
of radioactivity result irom the radioactive isotopes carried in
the reactor coolant, discussed in Section 12.2.1.1.2, after 4
hours of decay following shutdown and dilution.

Table 12.2-13 providen a linting of the maximum specific cource
ntrengths in the SCS.

12.2.1.2.2 Component Cooling Water System

The Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) is a closed loop
domineralized water syntem which can potentially become
contaminated by heat exchanger leakage from other radioactive
syntems being cooled by CCWS. The CCWS is designed to detect
leakage of radioactive water into the CCWS. The detection of
leakage in nonsitive to a level of 1x10' pC1/ml gross gamma
activity in the CCWS cooling water. In case of a major leak in
one of the CCWS trainn, that train is removed from service and
the other train used. In thin way, radioactive leakage to the
CCWS is controlled to lower than detectable levels.
12.2.1.3 Fuel _Duildi.ng

12.2.1.3.1 Spent Fuol Storago and Transfer

Spent fuel assemblien and associated crud are the primary source,

| | of radiation in the spent fuel storage and transfer area.
| Shielding design assumes the maximum number of f uel assemblies in

storage. Of thene, 241 spent fuel assemblies are assumed to be
(rrn unloading the full core with 72 hours decay, and 81
asnemblien are assumed to be from previous refueling operations

| with at least 90 dayn of decay.
l

O
Amendment W
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d The occupational exposure to personnel in areas with airborno
radionuclides is dependent on:

a. concentration of airborne contamination in the cubicle,
calculated as shown above,

b, personnel breathing rate, and
c. occupancy time in the area.

Inhalation dose is calculated as follows:

D7= [C(i) x DCF, (i) x BR x t x CF

Where: Dr a Total Inhalation Dose (Rom) -

C(i) Concentration of the ith isotope in then

air t6 which the worker is exposed
(pci/ml)

Dreathing Rate (m'/ sec)BR a

3.47E-4=

DCF (1) Donc conversion f actor f or the jth organ |
e

~3

of interest (mrem /pCi) (ICRP 30)
Occupancy time (hrs)t s

/''N CF n Conversion Factor (ml-rem-pCi-sec/m'-
I mrem pCi-hr)s

3.6E+12=

Whole body external dose from immersion in a semi-infinite cloud
of noble gases is calculated as follows:

D ,, = C ( i ) x DFB(i) x C x CF x Ky

Where: D,3 External whole body dose due immersione

in a semi-infinite cloud (rem)
C(i) Concentration of the ith isotope in thea

cubicle (pci/ml)

DFB(i) Whole body dose factor (mrom-m'/pci-yr)a

(Regulatory Guide 1.109)
*

CF e Conversion factor (yr-pCi-rem-ml/sec-
pCl- mrem-m))
31.69=

t e Occupancy time (sec)

K e Correction factor from semi-infinite
cloud to a non-infinite cloud geometry

bu
Amendment W
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The personnel inhalation dose and external whole body dose will
be maintained within 10 CFR 20.101 limits.

12.2.3 BOURCEO USED IN NUREG-0737 POST-ACCIDENT SHIELDING
REVIEW

Item II.b.2 of HUREG-0737 clarifies the requirement for ensuring
that areas which require post-accident personnel access or
contain saiety-related equipment are adequately shielded in the
vicinity of systems which may contain highly radioactive
materials as a result of the Design Bacis Accident.

A radiation and shielding design review of the System 80+
Standard Design in accordance with Item II.b.2 of NUREG-0737
amended by the guidance provided in Draft NUREG 1465 relative to
post LOCA source terms is performed during the detailed design
phase of the plant. The review of systems that, as a result of
an accident, contain highly radioactive materials was performed
using the same methodology described in Section 12.3.2.

~ ore releases are used which are equivalent to thoseInitial c
recommended in Draft NUREG 1465. The source terms are presented
in Table 12.2-20. The sources are characteristic of a
depressurized system.

Plant areas requiring post-accident occupation (" vital areas"),
and the duration of occupation are identified.

These cource terms are used to evaluate the adequacy of shielding
in post-accident conditions using shiciding codes, discussed in
Section 12.3, to verify that:

a. Vital areas are accessible to operators to take the
mitigative actions during post-accident conditions,

b. Safety related equipment are qualified for the radiation
area in which they are located.

For vital areas requiring irregular access, sufficient shielding
will be provided to ensure the whole body dose, or its
equivalent, is limited to 5 rem for the duration of the accident
in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (General Design

,

i Criterion 19). For vital areas requiring continuous occupancy,
such as the control room, the local radiation levels are limited

| to 15 mrom/hr averaged over 30 days per NUREG-0737, Section
II.B.2.3.

|
t

|

[

O'

1
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* 12.3 RADJh1 ION PRQTECTIQN _ DESIGN _ FEATUREDj
12.3.1 FACILITY DESIGN FEATURED

The System 80+ design incorporates ALARA principles per
Regulatory Guide 8.8 and 8.10 to minimize the onsite exposure to
plant personnel and operators during normal operation and
maintenance activities. Section 12.1.2.1 details ALARA
principles incorporated into the plant layout, component j

locations, and material selecti6n. Plant layout is designed so l

that access to higher radiation areas is from lower radiation
areas. This is ensured through specific design features, such as
location of radiation systems and equipment and pipe routing. )
The following section details specific design features to ensure '

operational and maintenance exposure is ALARA.

12.3.1.1 General Arrangement Resign Features

A. Location of Radioactive Systems and Equipment

Nonradioactive systems are separated from radioactive
systems. This helps control the spread of contamination and
minimize the necessity for routing piping containing
radioactive fluids or slurries through personnel corridors.
This also facilitates radiation area access control,

b)(, Radioactive equipment are separated into compartments
whenever possible. Equipment is compartmentalized based on
frequency of access required, operational characteristics,
and radiation level. For example, ion exchangers containers
resin beads are typically located in a separate compartment
from active components, such as pumps and valves. Valves
are typically located in valve galleries. Ion exchangers
are located in pits with their associated spent resin
service tanks located directly below the ion exchanger to
minimize the pipe lengths and the general area radiation.
The compartment walls provide shielding which enables
personnel to perform operation and maintenance activities in
a lower radiation area.

B. Pipe Routing

Pipe lengths of radioactive systems are minimized by
locating interf acing systems in close proximity. Piping for
these systems are then routed through shielded pipe chases.
The number of active components located in pipe chases are
minimized to reduce the frequency of access required into
the pipe chase for maintenance activities.

O
O
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C. Spacing

The System 80+ Standard Design is designed to provide
adequate spacing around equipment for easy access of
equipment for maintenance and inspection. This includes
provisions for adequate laydown area or equipment pull area,
as well as transport paths for removal or replacement of
equipment. Rigging and lifting equipment are also provided
to facilitate the removal, transport, or replacement of
equipment or portable shielding during maintenance
activities.

D. Ilot Tool Cribs and llot Machine Shops

llot tool cribs are located in low radiation areas adjacent
to maintenance areas to minimize waiting times in high
radiation areas, to help prevent the spread of
contamination, and to decrease the amount of decontamination
work required to be performed. This reduces the radioactive
wastes generated and personnel exposure.

The provision of a hot machine shop adjacent to the
equipment hatch enables personnel to remove equipment from
containment and perform maintenance in a lower radiation
area. Access to the hot machine shop is also provided from
the truck bays and maintenance areas for case of equipment
movement.

E. Staging Areas

Large staging areas inside and outside the equipment hatch
and personnel airlocks allow pre-staging prior to the start
of an outage, as well as provide space for efficient
radiation controls for moving equipment in and out of
containment.

F. Personnel Decontamination and Change Areas

Two personnel decontamination areas are provided in the
System 80+ design. One is located within the radiation
access contro) area (RCA) and the other is located adjacent
to RCA access point. Protective clothing, respirators,
shower and toilet facilities, lockers, and containers for
contaminated clothing are provided in these areas. Change
areas are located near airlocks to minimize personnel
traffic flow, distance travelled, and the potential for the
spread of contamination.

O
Amendment K

12.3-2 October 30, 1992
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[ G. Radiation Control Area (RCA)
'

\
The System 80+ design provides for a single point access jinto the RCA on elevation 91+9; however emergency egress is '

provided on all elevations. The access area to the RCA |

provides a flexible and adaptable layout, a large area (40' I

x 100') sufficient to accommodate outage work crews and I

enhance the availability of immediate interaction with |

radiation protection personnel stationed at this point. I

!! . Accessways and Entrances to liigh Radiation Areas

Labyrinths or shield doors are provided at the entrances to
high radiation areas to minimize the exposure due to scatter
and streaming of radiation through entrances.

Shield plugs are provided as necessary to provide shielding
during normal operation for adjacent corridors. These
shield plugs are removable to permit components, such as
heat exchangers, and their internals to be pulled during
maintenance activities.

liigh radiation areas are provided with locked doors to
prevent inadvertent access by plant personnel.

12.3.1.2 Equipment and Svatem Design Features for Control
of Onsite Exposure

System 80+ specifies the use of more reliable and simplistic
equipment. This reduces the f requency of maintenance and the
radiation exposure to plant personnel. The following section
discusses equipment design characteristics utilized in
radioactive systems.

A. Pumps

1. Pumps and associated piping are flanged to facilitate
pump removal to a lower radiation area for maintenance
or repair. Pump internals are also removable.

2. All pump casings are provided with drain connections to
facilitate decontamination. The drain connection are
free of internal crevices to minimize accumulation of
radioactive corrosion products (crud).

3. Pump seals are easily serviceable without removal of
the entire pump or motor. The reactor coolant pump
seals are a cartridge type to facilitate removal for
maintenance or repair.

,

Q,
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B. Ion Exchangers (Domineralizers) f
1. Ion exchangers are designed for complete drainage.

2. Spent resin removal is designed to be done remotely by
hydraulic flushing from the vessel to the Solid Waste
Management System (SWHS).

3. Piping, strainers and resin screens are flushable so
that all spent resin is removed in the flush mode.

4. Fresh resin addition is accomplished from a low
radiation area above the shielded compartment housing
the ion exchanger.

5. Internal crevices are minimized to prevent accumulation
of radioactive crud.,

6. Ion exchanger manways are easily accessible. Internal
components are easily removed through manways requiring
minimal disassembly.

C. Liquid Filters

1. Filter housings are provided with vents connections and
are designed for complete drainage.

2. Filter housings are designed with a minimum of internal
crevices to minimize the accumulation of radioactive
crud.

3. Filter housings and cartridges are designed to permit
remoto removal of filter elements. Cartridge filter
saals are an integral part of the filter cartridge so
that sea) removal is accomplished during cartridge
comoval.

4. Cartridge filter housing closure heads are designed to
swing free for the unobstructed removal of the
cartridge.

;

! D. Tanks

1. Tanks are designed for complete drainage; free of
internal crevices, and pockets. The drain line is
conrected to the bottom.

2. Tanks are provided with at least one of the following
means of decontaminating the tank internals:

,

'

G
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a. Ample space is provided to permit decontamination

of the tank manway.

b. Internal spray nozzles are provided on potentially
highly contaminated tanks for internal
decontamination.

c. Back flush capability in provided for tank inlet
screens.

3. Tanks are designed with a convex or sloped bottom to
facilitate drainage and minimize the accumulation of
crud.

4. Tanks are provided with vents to facilitate the removal
of potentially radioactive gases during maintenance.

5. Non pressurized tanks are provided with overflows,
routed to a floor drain pump or other suitable
collection point to avoid spillage of radioactive
fluids onto the floor or ground. The floor drain
system is connected to the Liquid Waste Mansigement
System for further processing prior to release to the
environment.

[^% E. Valves

\' ,)''

1. The following discussion summarizes valves
specifications that minimize valve leakage, as well as
extend valvo design life.

a. Except for modulating valve applications, packless
valves are used on all valves two inches and under
in diameter,

b. Modulating valves and valves greater than two
inches in diameter use live loading of the packing
by conical spring washers or equivalent mouns to
maintain a compressive force on the packing where
possible.

c. Double stem packing with a leak-off between the
packing is used for valves four inches and larger,
as well as normally open valves two to four inches
in diameter. Stem leakage is piped to an
appropriate drain sump or tank.

d. Valves utilizing stem packing are provided with
backseat capability.

e. Radiation resistant seals, gaskets, and elastomers'

| (n\ are utilized, when practicable, to extend the
j ( ,) design life and reduce maintenance requirements,
l

| Amendment K
12.3-5 October 30, 1992
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f. Valves located in high radiation areas will be
equipped with reach rods or motor operatnrs to
minimize radiation exposure.

2. Fully ported valves are used to minimize internal
accumulation of crud.

3. Valves requiring removal during maintenance and
inspection activities are flanged.

4. Internal valve surfaces are designed free of crevices
to minimize the accumulation of crud.

5. Valve wetted parts are made of austenitic stainless
steel or corrosion resistant material.

6. Valves are designed so that they may be repacked
without removing the yoke or topworks.

F. Piping and Penetrations

1. There is no field run piping.

'! . Resin and concentrate piping is designed as follows:

a. The length of pipe runs are minimized.

b. Piping is routed through shielded pipe chases
whenever possible to minimize routing through
personnel access corridors.

c. Larere diameter piping (> 5 pipe diameters) is
utilized to minimize the potential for clogging
during slurry or resin transfer without violating
minimum flow requirements.

d. The number of pipe fittings (e.g., elbows, teos,
etc.) are minimized to reduce the potential for
radioactive crud accumulation,

c. Low points, deadlegs, and vertical pipo runs are
minimized.

f. Pipe runs are sloped and gravitational flow is
used where practicable.

g. Crevices on piping internal surf aces are minimized
by the use of butt welds instead of socket welds. I

Socket welds are known crud traps in radioactive
systems. The use of butt welds generally result
in smoother internal surfaces reducing crud
buildup. Therefore, butt welds will be used in

Amendment V
12.3-6 April 29, 1994
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(d) lieu of socket welds, whenever possible, to
minimize crud traps in piping in radioactive''

systems,

h. Flushing capability is provided to facilitate
decontamination of piping.

1. 7enetrations are 'ocated so that the source and,

the penetration are not in a direct line of sight.
This minimizes the potential for personnel
exposure due to streaming.

G. Heat Exchangers
_

1. Heat exchangers are designed with vents and for
complete drainage.

2. Internal wetted surfaces are designed crevices free to
minimize the potential for accumulation of radioactive
crud on internal surfaces.

3. Corrosion resistant materials are utilized to minimize
the need for replacement and reduce the frequency of
maintenance required,

[m) H. Reactor Vessel Head Vent
')'%

A vent nozzle and line is provided on the reactor vessel
head. Utilization of this design feature will allow a
reduction of exposure during the head removal process by
minimizing the gases discharged directly to the containment
atmosphere whil.c the head is being removed.

I. Reactor Coolant System Leakage Control

Exposures from airborne radionuclides to personnel entering
the containmer.t will be minimi zed by controlling the amount
of reactor coolant leakage to the containment atmosphere.
Examples of such controlled leakage are listed below:

1. Primary pressurizer safety and safety depressurization
system valve leakage is directed to the IRWST.

2. Valves larget than 2" in diameter are provided with a
double -packed stem with an intermediate lantern ring
'ith a leak-off connection to the Reactor Drain Tank.

3. Instrumentation is provided to detect abnormal reactor
coolant pump seal leakage. The reactor coolant pumps
are equipped with two stages of seals plur a vapor or

C backup seal as described in Section 5.5. The vapor or
( ]) backup seal with prevent leakage to the containment
'"' atmosphere and allow sufficient pressure to be

Amendment W
12.3-7 June 17, 1994
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maintained to direct the controlled seal leakage to the
Volume Control and Reactor Drain Tanks. The vapor seal
is designed to withstand full Reactor Coolant System
pressure in the event of failure of any or all of the
two primary seals.

| J. Refueling Equipment

1. All spent fuel transfer and storage operations are
designed to be conducted underwater to insure adequate
shielding and to limit the maximum continuous radiation
levels in working areas.

2. Equipment is designed to prevent the fuel from being
lifted above the minimum safe water depth, thereby
limiting personnel exposure and avoiding fuel damage.

3. The equipment design limits the possibility of
inadvertent fuel drops which could cause fuel damage
and personnel exposure.

4. The refueling equipment design will facilitate the
transfer of new and spent fuel at the same time to
reduce overall fuel handling time and, therefore,
personnel exposures during refueling.

5. Underwater cameras are used to f acilitate safe handling
and visual control, thus minimizing errors and
potential exposures.

6. Portable hydraulic cutters are provided to cut expended
Control Element Assemblies and in-core instrumentation
leads. The cutters allow underwater handling of these
items.

7. Equipment is provided to allow for the underwater
inspection of fuel elements to determine leakers.

K. In-Service Inspection Equipment

Inspection of the reactor coolant pressure boundary can be
| done with remote equipment to minimize personnel exposures.
| A detailed discussion of the In-Service Inspection Program

is provided by the COL Applicant.

L. Remote Instrumentation

| All systems (e.g., RCS, CVCS, LWMS, etc.) containing
L radioactive fluids are designed to be controlled remotely to

the maximum extent practical. This will minimize personnel
| exposures from the nc'emal operation of these systems.
|

|
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[ j} M. In-Service Inspection of Reactor Vessel Nozzle Welds
\

The design of welds joining the reactor vessel nozzle to
reactor coolant pipe permits in-service inspection to be
accomplished from the inside diameter of the reactor vessel.
Automated equipment, operated remotely normally used for
reactor vessel pressure boundary inspections, can be
utilized in this area.

In the event that in-service inspection of this area is
performed from the outside, insulation for the reactor
vessel and reactor coolant piping utilizes removable
sections for access. These removable sections are
lightweight and are held in place mainly by quick actuation
type buckle fasteners. After the necessary panels are
removed, remote equipment can be utilized to perform the
required inspections.

N. Blanket Type Thermal Insulation

System 80+ will use blanket type th9rmal ir.sulation,
wherever practical, held in place by velcro fasteners for
components on systems containing radioactive fluids. A
metal jacket around the insulation will be provided. The
jacket is held in place by quick actuation type buckle

,/] fasteners. This insulation will be easily removable and

(") will facilitate the performance of in-service weld
inspections. This will minimize personnel exposures
associated with in-service inspections.

O. Electrical Service and Lighting

The System 80+ design provides good lighting and convenient
electrical service. This will facilitate maintenance and
inspection activities and reduce the anticipated personnel
exposure. Reliable extended service lamping in high
radiation areas will be used, whenever possible, to minimize
the frequency of maintenance required. The lighting
fixtures are located to minimize personnel exposure during
maintenance. These features are in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 8.8, Position C.2.i guidance.

P. Spent Fuel Pool Decontamination

System 80+ provides the capability to use high pressure
demineralized water for the decontaminaticn the spent fuel
pool. Alternative methods of decontamination, such as use
of a strippable coating, may be evaluated by the operator,
as practical.

7-' :

%.

|
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Q. Snubbers

Mechanical snubbers rather than hydraulic snubbers will be
used in radiation areas to minimize the frequency of
maintenance and inspections required.

12.3.1.3 Bource Term Control

Source term control is an important aspect of the System 80+
design. The following design features reduce the overall dose
due to operation, maintenance, and inspectica activities.

A. Fuel Performance

The System 80+ design features assure low primary system
~

- sources with improved fuel clad leakage performance of less
than 0.1% fuel clad failures, as well as an extended fuel
cycle.

B. Corrosion Product Control

System 80+ design includes design features that reduce
corrosion product production in the primary syste-

1. Primary System Materials

The System 80+ design specifies primary system
materials with low corrosion rates and very low cobalt
impurities (0.05% by weight for equipment in direct
contact - with the primary coolant) except where no
proven alternative exists.

The presence of antimony in RCP bearings has presenteo
a problem with hot particles in tha current generation
of nuclear plants. In the Syse 80+ design, the
reactor coolant pump ocarings will be designed a
minimize the presence of antimony.

Steam generator tubes are fabricated to relieve
stresses to reduce stress corrosion cracking. This
will reduce the probability of tube plugging activities
and further reduce maintenance exposures.

D
Control rod drive materials are specified with low

| cobalt alloys, 3f no proven - alternative exists to
reduce RCS exposures.

2. Primary System Chemistry

Increased pH in the range of 6.9 to 7.4 reduces
equilibrium corrosion rates and buildup of activated
corrosion products on primary system surfaces.

|
Amendment V
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(p) 12.3.1.4 Airborne Contamination Control
v

In the system 80+ design, plant ventilation systems are designed
so that flow is from areas of lower to areas of higher potential
activity. This design minimizes the potential for the spread of
contamination. In addition, the following confinement devices
are utilized to minimize the spread of contamination:

A. Drip Containment

Drip containment devices are used to collect equipment
leakage and prevent suspension of radioactive particulate
into the air or volatile radioisotopes, such as noble gases
and radiciodines.

_

B. Glove Bags

Glove bags are used to perform maintenance activities, such
as valve refurbishments, in an enclosed area.

C. Tents

Tents provide a large enclosed area to perform work such as
grinding or maintenance on large equipment. These tents are
provided with ventilation capabilities and essentially.s

/U)
provide for a local hot machine shop.

D. liot Machine and Instrument Shops

These areas provide a dedicated area where maintenance can
be performed on radioactive and contaminated equipment.

E. Loop Seals

Water filled loop seals are provided in the Floor Drain
System, discussed in Section 9.3.3, to preclude the flow of
contaminated air from one area / floor to another.

12.3.1.5 E_quipment Improvements

A. The System 80+ RCPs incorporate a cartridge type of RCP seal
which is a proven, reliable and easily replaceable seal
design. The replacement is also facilitated by the addition
of platforms around the RCPs. This design allows the seal
to be removed and repaired outside the crane wall or other
low dose area. Therefore, the time required tc perform
maintenance on the RCP seals and maintenance expoaure is
reduced.

/~'N
! l

\_/
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B. Steam Generator Maintenance

System 80+ design includes several features which enhance
accessibility during maintenance and inspection. These
features, described in Section 5.4.2, reduce the overall
exposure to personnel during these activities. These
features include:

1. Use of automatic /robotic equipment for inspection and
maintenance activities

2. Adequate pull and laydown areas
3. Platforms
4. Handholes
5. Increased size of manways to 21" -

6. Use of removable insulation to facilitate weld
inspection

7. Use of Inconel 690 for tubes to reduce corrosion
product production.

Also, included in the System 80+ design are features which
are important to achieving ALARA goals. These include:

1. Considerations for equipment reliability,
maintainability, and accessibility

2. Component design, i.e., tank design, piping design and
instrument design to af.nimize particulate deposition

3. System flushing and decontamination capability
4. Radwaste handling operations (also discussed in

Sections 11.2 - 11.4)
5. Isolation of contaminated components and proper

shielding
6. Controlled access to high radiation area via locked

doors
7. Piping containing radioactive liquid, resins, of gases

are routed through shielded pipe chases.

In order to maintain exposure ALARA and to aid in the layout and
shielding design, the station is divided into radiation zones.
These zones indicate maximum dose rates based on design
activities only. The zone limits are summarized in Table 12.3-1,

12.3.1.6 Radiation Zone DesiQnation

The radiation zones for the Nuclear Island for normal operating
conditions are designated in Table 12.3-2, as well as the
associated Radiation Zone Maps illustrated in Figures 12.3-1
through 12.3-8. The Radiation Zone maps for the Radwaste
Building are illustrated in Figures 12.3-18 through 12.3-21.

The turbine building is generally a low radiation area. The only
potentially radioactive areas are the blowdown filter and
domineralizer, condensate polisher, and the flash tank rooms
during normal and anticipated operational occurrences. The

Amendment S
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radiation zone designations for normal and anticipated
operational occurrences are illustrated in Table 12.3-2.

Following significant primary-to-secondary steam generator
leakage events, the secondary side of the plant may become
contaminated. The condenser air removal system radiation monitor
will provide indication of a steam generator tube leak. _ It is
assumed that the operator will isolate the damaged steam
generator within 30 minutes following indication of tube leakage
in excess of technical specifications or following a reactor and
turbine trip indicative of a steam generator tube rupture.
Therefore, the contamination of the secondary side systems is
minimized. Since control systems and operating procedures limit j
the duration that the condensate and blowdown systems process-

~

i

secondary water following steam generator leakage events,_the
activity of the_ spent resins and' filter cartridges c?ould not be
significantly impacted by abnormal primary-to-secondary leakage-
or - steam generator tube rupture events. The radiation u,ne
designations for post-accident conditions are illustrated _ in
Table 12.3-4.

The station service building is not expected to contain any
radiation sources. Figure 1.2-20 provides layout design details.

The-radwaste building-houses the Liquid Waste Management System
(LW13) and Solid Waste Management System (SWMS) . components.
These systems are not used to process post-accident _ waste
streams; therefore, the radiation ' zone designations are not
expected to be adversely impacted during -post-accident
conditions. The anticipated post-accident radiation zone
designations are illustrated in Table 12.3-4.

12.3.1.7 General Desion Considerations to Keep-
Post-Accident Exposures ALARA

Direct and airborne sources are considered when determining thet
access can be provided = to those vital areas necessary for the
control of.the plant. The plant design ensures that personnel
exposures.Will meet GDC 19'and NUREG-0737; guidelines.-

Sampling capabilities with exposures kept ALARA will_ incorporate
a-post-accident sampling system that meets the| requirements of
NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97. -|

12'.3.1.8 Post-Accident Radiation Zones -

Radiation Zone maps were-developed in'accordance with NUREG-0737-

(amended by the guidance provided in Draft NUREG 1465 relative to-
post-LOCA source terms) to review access throughout the plant
following a DBA. The layout assists in keeping occupational

O ' doses ALARA even following a DBA. Source terms are discussed in
Section 12.2.2.

.

Amendment W
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Continuous access will be provided during post ccident
conditions with dose rates less than or equal to 15 mren/hr to

| the following Advanced Control Complex vital area:

Main Control Room-

- Technical Support Center
- Remote Shutdown Panel
- Computer system area
- Rooms housing Instrument and Control systems and equipment

Required access to the following vital areas and systems will not
exceed 5 rem:

A. Hydrogen Recombiner Rooms

B. Process Control Sampling Panels

C. Primary Chemistry Labs

Generic plant emergency procedures were reviewed and the above
areas were identified as vital areas. The following systems were
considered for post-accident access; however, they do not
constitute vital areas.

A. Annulus Ventilation System

B. Safety Injection System

C. Containment Spray System

D. Shutdown Cooling System

E. Chemical and Volume Control System

F. Post-Accident Sampling
|

G. Subsphere Ventilation System

A complete list of vital areas will be developed by the owner
Operator based on site specific Emergency Procedures.

The zone limits are summarized for the DBA LOCA in Tuble 12.3-3.
The Radiation Zone designations, as well as the Radiation Zone
Maps are shown in Table 12.3-4 and Figures 12.3-9 through
12.3-16, respectively.

O
|
; Amendment T
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(O) 12.3.1.9 Vital Area Access
v

The following discussion details the post-accident access routes
to the above vital areas. Vital area access routes are
illustrated in Figures 12.3-9 through 12.3-16 by arrows. It
should be noted that during normal operating conditions, the
Radiation Control Area (RCA) has a single point of access on
elevation 91+9. However, during post-accident conditions,
emergency access and egress are possible on all elevations to and
from the RCA as needed.

A. Control Complex

Areas in the control complex, such as the main control room and
_

the Technical Support Center (TSC), are generally accessible on
all elevations from stairwells located at B-C, 10-11 and B-C,
23-24, as well as from elevators 100, 200, 300 and 400. The
respective corridors' radiation zone designations are not
impacted by post-accident conditions.

B. Hydrogen Recombiner Rooms

Hydrogen recombiner room #1 is accessible by entering the RCA on
elevation 70+0. The operator would travel along corridor B-Q,
22-23 to the accessway into valve maintenance shop. The operator

O) would then proceed to travel through the valve maintenance shop
i to the hydrogen recombiner room #1 accessway. Similarly, the

operator would access the hydrogen recombiner room #2 via
corridor B-R, 11-12 to the CVCS area storage. The operator would
then travel through the CVCS area storage to the hydrogen
recombiner room #2 accessway.

C. Process Sampling Panel and Primary Chemistry Lab Area

The process sampling panels are accessible by entering the RCI. on
elevation 70+0. The operator would travel down corridor B-S,
11-12 to the stairwell located at S-T, 11-12. The operator would
then proceed down the stairwell to elevation 50+0. Upon exiting
the stairwell the operator would turn right and proceed along the
corridor T-U, 11-16 to the process sample panel room. Once
samples are taken at the process sample panels, the operator
would proceed back down the corridor T-U, 16-11 to the primary
chemistry lab area where the samples would be processed and
analyzed.

12.3.2 SHIELDING

12.3.2.1 Shielding Analy_si_s

Calculations to determine the adequacy of the station shielding
n are based on Section 12.2.1 source strengths and the methods

('v) outlined below. Dose points are selected inside and outside
cubicles containing radioactive equipment. Cubicle ceilings and

Amendment S
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floors are generally the same thickness as the cubicle walls.
Skyshine from the station is negligible because cubicles
containing radioactive material are shielded overhead.

The only major source in the station is the reactor core at full
power. The codes ANISN, DOT, MORSE, and SABINE are used to
verify the effectiveness of the primary shield. Sources of gamma
radiation are distributed throughout the reactor building
subsphere and nuclear annex. The codes SHIELD and KAP-IV are
used to verify gamma source shielding. The following sequence
typifies a gamma source shielding analysis:

A. Determine the concentration of each principal nuclide a n the
source medium.

B. Adjust the concentration to account for accumulation,
dilution, decay, removal, etc.

C. Convert the resulting concentrations into gamma source
strength.

D. Select an idealized model or combination of models to
represent Une physical shape of the source container and all
shields present.

E. Assemble the necessary data on attenuation properties of the
source and the shield materials.

F. Perform the calculation for the desired dose point and
tabulate the results for comparison with design objective
dose rates.

Steps A through C are done with the code N237 BURP and data from
Sections 11.2 through 11.4. Step D is self-explanatory; tanks,
domineralizers, filters, and pipes are modeled as a right
circular cylinder, etc. Except for inputting material densities,

| Step E is code internal. Step F simply determines the adequacy
of the shielding.

|
All of the computer codes necessary to perform the above analysis
meet all NRC and industry standards. Typical computer codes are!

described below:

ANISN performs shielding calculations by discrete ordinates
solution of the Boltzman equation in one direction. Through use

I of transport theory with anisotropic scattering. ANISN is well
'

suited to deep penetration problems. A 40 group coupled
i cross-section set is utilized to account for both neutron

.

attenuation and secondary gamma radiation. Calculations are made'

in cylindrical geometry.

SABINE solves neutron and gamma ray shielding problems with
,

i removal-diffusion methods. The neutron / gamma production is a

Amendment W
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specified fission distribution in the source region. The code
\ calculates neutron attenuation through shields using nineteen

removal energy groups that in turn feed twenty-six groups for the
dif fusion calculation. Secondary gamma production in each shield
region is output as a polynomial curve fit. Gamma fluxes are
also calculated.

KAP IV employs the point kernal technique to determine dose rates
from complex sources whose geometries can be described by second
order surface equations. An exponential attenuation function
with buildup is employed for gammas. Neutron attenuation
functions are also available.

SHIELD is a Duke Power Company code that calculates fluxes at
receiver points with integrals over simple geometries. The gamma
spectrum is divided into six energy groups. Input includes group
specific source strength and average energy, source and shield
geometries, and material densities. Whenever the spectrum of
average energies changes, energy dependent parameters are
recalculated. The code contains energy dependent data on tissue
flux-to-dose conversion factors, mass attenuation coefficients
for common source / shield materials and Taylor-form buildup f actor
coefficients. For combined shields the buildup factor is
automatically based on the material with the greatest optical
thickness in the lowest energy group. When calculations exceeds
code-internal data, appropriate warning statements are output.V)
MORSE is a multi-purpose neutron and gamma ray Monte Carlo
transport code. Through the use of multigroup cross-sections,
either forward or adjoint solutions of neutron, gamma ray, or
coupled neutron-gamma ray problems may be obtained. Time
dependence for both shielding and criticality problems is
provided. Three dimensional as well as specialized geometry
descriptions may be used. An albedo option is available at each
material surface. Also available is isotropic or anisotropic
scattering up to a P" expansion of the angular distribution.

DOT solves the Boltzman transport equation in two dimensional
geometries by use of the particles moving along discrete
directions in each cell of a two dimensional mesh. Anisotropic
scattering is treated using a Legrendre expansion of arbitrary
order. Both homogeneous and external source problems can be
so!ved. Albedo boundary conditions are available.

N237 BURP is a Duke Power Company code that calculates the
accumulated activity on demineralizer resins or filters and the
resultant activity of the process stream. This is accomplished
by solving a pair of coupled, first order dif ferential equations.
Required input is isotropic removal efficiencies and operation
time. Gamma source strengths are obtained from the calculated

O) specific activities by considering gamma yield and losses due to'

( conversion electrons. The nearly 300 individual gamma emissions,

| v
|
|
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of these isotopes are divided into six discrete energy groups.
Group boundaries remain fixed, but the average group energy is
calculated for each spectrum of isotopes. This allows reasonably
precise selections of energy dependent shield material properties
for attenuation properties.

12.3.2.2 Bhielding Design

The plant shielding shall be designed to achieve the radiation
zones designated in Tables 12.3-2 and 12.3-3 for normal operation
and post-accider.t conditions respectively. Accessible areas that
are potentially greater than 100 R/hr are listed in Table 12.3-6.

-

Transient sources of greater than 100 R/hr are considered in the
_

System 80+ shielding design to ensure adequate shielding is
provided. One such source is a spent fuel assembly. During
transfer of a spent fuel assembly through the fuel transfer tube,
adjacent corridors may experience elevated radiation levels.
Streaming from this source up through the joint between the
Reactor Building and the Nuclear Annex has been a concern for the
current generation of nuclear plants. The System 80+ design
utilizes a connected building design to reduce the potential for
streaming. In addition, a lead collar is provided around the
fuel transfer tube, as well as several feet of additional
concrete shielding to maintain adjacent corridors radiation
levels ALARA. This permits personnel to perform maintenance and
inspection activities in a lower radiation areas and reduces the
potential for adverse radiation zones from impacting refueling
outage schedules. An inspection area is provided beneath the
fuel transfer tube. Access control is ensured by the provision
of an alarm on the hatch to sound when the door is open to the
spent fuel transfer tube inspection area, as well as a lockable
access door to the inspection area. Figure 12.3-17 provides a
sectional view of the fuel transfer tube, the shielding provided
to the adjacent areas, and the expected radiation zones in these
areas during fuel transfer.

The COL Applicant will perform a shielding analysis to verify the
adequacy of the shielding provided. Sufficient shielding will be
provided to ensure that the areas adjacent to the spent fuel
transfer tube inspection area are accessible and that the
expected radiation zones are consistent with those illustrated in
Figure 12.3-17 during transfer of a spent fuel assembly.

Typically, infrequent access to pipe chases is required. The
System 80+ design specifies that location of active components,
such as valves, w.11 be avoided whenever possible in pipe chases,
to minimize the frequency of access required by plant personnel
and personnel exposure. When access is required, radiation
protection personnel would conduct a survey of the area to
determine the high radiation areas within the pipe chase.
Temporary shielding will be utilized, as necessary, to minimize
the personnel exposure. For instance if access to the pipe chase

Amendment U
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V) (17-20, R-T) on elevation 70+0 through the adjacent pipe chase;

(13a-17, R-W) is required, temporary shielding will be used to
reduce personnel exposure. The primary source of radiation in
the adjacent pipe chase (17-20, R-T) is the spent resin or slurry
transfer piping. Precautions will be taken by operating
personnel to ensure that no spent resin transfer will be
performed while personnel are in the pipe chase. The resin
transfer lines arc also provided with flushing capability to
minimize the potential for hot spots in the piping. The COL
Applicant will provide maintenance procedures that will include
precautions regarding resin transfer during maintenance
activities.

The incore chase is potentially an extremely high radiation area
(greater than 100 R/hr) during incore instrumentation withdrawal.
Positive access control is provided to this area during movement
of the incore instrumentation. A lockable access door is
provided with a warning light. During withdrawal of incore
instrumentation, the warning light illuminates providing
indication that the incore instrumentation is being withdrawn.
An area radiation monitor is located in the incore chase to
provide indication of radiation levels and to alarm when incore
instrumentation is being withdrawn due to high radiation in the
area. An electrical interlock is provided between the area
radiation monitor and the access door to prevent access into the

(9 incore chase during withdrawal of the incore instrumentation.

( '/ Emergency egress from the area is also provided from the incore
''

chase. Also, radiation protection personnel will post a high
radiation sign just outside the entrance to the incore chase to
warn personnel during incore instrumentation withdrawal.

The plant shielding is designed not only to maintain personnel
occupational exposure ALARA, but also to maintain the exposure to
the general public ALARA. The plant shielding is designed so
that the contribution from adjacent areas or cubicles to a
radiation zone is a small fraction (i..e., 0.25) of the total dose
rate anticipated in that radiation zone.

In addition, as a result of normal operational occurrences, the
contribution f rom direct and scattered radiation to the maximally
exposed member of the general public in the unrestricted area is
less than or equal to a small fraction (i.e., 0.25) of the total
anticipated exposure during normal operations.

Detailed shielding calculations will be provided by the COL
Applicant in accordance with the methodology discussed in
Sections 12.2 and 12.3.

12.3.3 VENTILATION

o The spread of airborne contamination within the plant is

,

V)( minimized by the design of the plant ventilation systems to
provide airflow from areas of lower potential airborne

l
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contamination to areas of higher potential airborne
contamination. For building compartments with the potential for
contamination, the exhaust is designed for greater volumetric
flow than is supplied to the area to minimize the amount of
uncontrolled exfiltration from these areas. These design
features ensure that the average concentration of radioactive
material in the air for areas normally occupied is well within or
a small fraction (i.e., 0.25) of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 1,

| Column 3 limits. Therefore, personnel exposure due to inhalation
of and immersion in airborne contamination is maintained ALARA.

Airborne radiation monitoring is provided to areas normally
occupied with a significant potential to have airborne
contamination. These monitors are designed to have the
capability to detect the time integrated change of the most
limiting particulate and iodine species equivalent to 10 CFR 20,
Appendix B of Sections 20.1001 - 20.2402, inplant concentrations
in each area within 10 DAC-hours.

Airborne monitors are discussed in further detail in Section
11.5. The approximate location of the process of fluent radiation
monitors are shown in Figures 6.2.3-1, 9.4-2, 9.4-3, 9.4-5,
9.4-6, 9.4-8 and 9.4-9. The airborne radiation monitors are
located upstream of the process filters.

The ventilation systems are discussed in detail in Section 9.4.

12.3.4 AREA RADIATION AND AIRDORNE RADIATION MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION

Area and airborne radiation monitoring instrumentation are
discussed in Section 11.5. Area radiation monitors are
illustrated in Figures 12. 3-9 through 12. 3-16 and 12. 3-18 through
12.3-21. Radiation monitors will be provided and located in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 and NUREG-0737
recommendations.

Table 12.3-5 lists the area radiation monitors and their
approximate locations. Section 11.5 specifies each monitor's
range of sensitivity, power supply, and seismic category.

Area monitors are located based on the expected frequency of
access, occupancy time, and expected and potential radiation
levels in plant work areas.

- Areas which are typically high radiation areas, such as
pipe chases, and have little or no accessibility will
not be provided with an area radiation monitor.

- Areas which typically have a high frequency of access
and are normally low radiation areas but have a
potential to be a high radiation area will be provided
with an area radiation monitor. In post-accident

Amendment U
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(''7 conditions these areas may become very high radiationV; areas, such as corridors outside the personnel and
equipment hatches.

Area monitors will not be located in areas which typically do not
require access and are high radiation areas (e.g., pipe chases)
or areas which are typically not radioactive and are accessed
frequently (e.g., Turbine Building). Areas that require
continuous occupancy and can be a radiation area will be provided
with an area radiation monitor. In addition, areas that are
frequently accessed that have a potential to become high
radiation areas during normal or abnormal operational occurrences
will be provided with area radiation monitors. Area monitors are
also located in the new fuel vault storage area to provide some
degree of criticality monitoring capability. Area monitors are
located to maximize area of coverage and minimize inadvertent
shielding of the detector by structural materials.

The containment high range monitors are located in accordance
with guidance provided in NUREG-0737, Section II.F.3, which is
specified as follows:

- The two containment high range monitors are physically
separated (i.e., widely separated) to provide
independent measurements and ensure that a large

[ fraction of the containment volume is viewed by the
monitors.

- The monitors will not be located in areas that are
shielded by massive structural material.

- The monitors will be located so that they are
accessible for calibration and maintenance activities.

Process monitors for ventilation systems are located upstream of
process filters. In general, process, effluent, and airborne
monitors will be located in an area which is:

a. easily accessible; and

| b. provided with sufficient shielding to ensure that the

| required sensitivity is achieved at the design
background radiation level for the area.,

|

l

!

(h, i

d
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The COL Applicant will develop procedures for Radiation
Protection to conduct surveys using portable radiation monitors
as part of the Radiation Protection program. During
post-accident conditions, plant personnel will be evacuated from
the RCA. Radiation protection personnel would then conduct
surveys using portable radiation monitors to determine the
optimal routes to vital areas through the RCA so that personnel
exposure is minimized. Radiation protection personnel would
typically escort maintenance personnel and operators into the RCA
and would continue to monitor the radiation levels using portable
radiation monitors. The area monitors located in the plant would
provide an audible and visual alarm if high radiation levels were
detected.

I

|

O

O
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f'y
( ) TABLE 12.3-5
'u J

(Sheet 1 of 5)

AREA MONITOR LOCATIONS

Number of
Location Monitors

Nuclear _hnnex (Elevation 50+0)

Normal Operation
_

Floor Drain Sump Room (U, 17) (T, 18) 2-

Sample Panel Room (S, 16) 1-

CVCS Area (U, 14) 1-

Primary Chemistry Lab Area (S, 10) 1-

Personnel Corridors (0, 12) (P, 21a) 2-

Personnel Corridors (H-I, 22) (H-I, 12) 2-

|

Post-Accident

Sample Panel Room (S, 16) 1-

[~~s') Personnel Corridors (0, 12) (P, 21a) 2-

Personnel Corridors (H-I, 22) (H-I, 12) 2() -

Subschere (Elevation 50+0)

Mormal and Post-Accident

- Maintenance Isle (45', 135', 225*, 315') 4

Nuclear Annex (Elevation 70+0)

Normal and Post-Accident

- CVCS Storage Area (R, 10) 1
- Valve Maintenance Shop (R, 24) 1

Control Complex (Elevation 70+0)

Arca Adjacent to Remote Shutdown Panel (E, 17) 1

|

f^N
\ ]
%./
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TABLE 12.3-5

(Sheet 2 of 5)

AREA MONITOR LOCATIONS

Number of
Location Monitors

S_ubsphere (Elevation 70+01

Normal and Post-Accident

- Subsphere Entrance (230*, 130 ) 2
- Subsphere Maintenance Aisle (45*, 315*) 2

Nuclear Annex (Elevation 81+0)

Normal and Post-Accident

- Valve Gallery Entrances (V, 14) (S, 16-17) 2
- Purification Filter Cubicles (T, 15-16) (T, 16)* 2

Reactor Buildina (Elevation 91+9)

Normal Operation

|
- Incore Chase (I-J, 90*) 1

Huclear Annex (Elevation 91+91

Normal Operation

- Equipment Decontamination Room (U, 12) 1
Hot Machine Shop (S, 9) 1-

- Resin Storage Area (V, 15) (S, 15) 2
- Fuel Pool Storage Area (R, 24) 1
- Personnel Corridors (P, 12) (P, 21a) 2

Post-Accident

- Personnel Cor'.idors Outside Subsphere
Entrance (90 270*) 2,

Used primarily as an indication of crud burst from the*

Reactor Coolant System and to prevent activity on the filter
from exceeding Class C waste concentrations. It also
provides guidance for ALARA filter changeouts.

Amendment W
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TABLE 12.3-5

(Sheet 3 of 5)

AREA MONITOR LOCATIONS
,

Number of
Location Monitors

_Syb_gphne (Elevation 91+9)

Normal and Post-Accident

Penetration Rooms A, B, C, D 4-

Nucle _ar Annex (Elevation.115+0)

Normal

Hot Instrument Shop (U, 12) 1-

Spent Fuel Pool Refueling Bridge (S, 18) 1-

Cask Laydown and-Washdown (S-T, 21) 1-

Personnel Corridor Adjacent to-

Spent Fuel Pool-(U,-19) 1"
Area Adjacent to VCT Room (Va, 16) 1-

4

Post-Accident

-Personnel Corridors (P,-21a) (P, 12) 2-

Personnel' Corridor-Outside Personnel Lock (F, 12-13) 1---

Main' Steam Valve Houses 1 & 2 (K, 24)-(K, 10) 2-

.

Subsphere (Elevation 115+0)

Normal Operation

-- Personnel Corridor Adjacent to Spent-Fuel
Transfer Tube Inspection Area (180') 1 | _-

Reactor Buildina (Elevation 11S+0)

Post-Accident

Primary Coolant Loop' Monitors Inside-

Crane Wall (90', 270') 2: -

O
j
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TABLE 12.3-5

(Sheet 4 of 5)

hREA MONITOR LOCATIONS

Number of
Location Monitors

Control _ Complex (Elevation 115+0)

Normal and Post-Accident

- Control Room (E, 16-17) 1

H_uclear_ Annex (Elevation 130+6)

Normal Operation

- New Fuel Storage Area (T, 24) (T-S, 24) 2

Post-Accident

- Personnel Corridors Adjacent to Annulus
Exhaust Rooms (Q, 13) (P-Q, 22-23) 2

Personnel Corridor Adjacent to Nuclear-

Annex Exhaust Rooms (S, 14) 1

Control Complex (E_levation 130+6)

Normal and Post-Accident

- TSC Area (B, 17) 1
- OSC Area (D, 15) 1

REACTOR DUILDI_NG (ELEVATION 140+0)

Normal Operation

Refueling Bridge Crane 1

Nuclear Annex (Elevation 146+0)

| Normal and Post-Accident
!

Laydown/ Work Space (S, 13a) 1-

- Personnel Corridor Outside Personnel Lock (P, 22) 1
- Entrance to Spent Fuel Pool Area (R, 20-21) 1-
- Personnel Decontamination Area (T, 17) 1

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 12.3-5'

(Sheet 5 of 5)

AREA MONITOR LOCATIONS

Number of
Location Monitors

Nuclear Annex (Elevation 170+0)=

Normal and Post-Accident

- Low-Purge Exhaust Room (Q, 17) 1
Personnel Corridor -(P, 22) 1-

Beactor Building (Elevation 200+0)

Post-Accident

High Range Containment Monitors (90', 270*)-

(Outside the Crane Wall) 2

Radwaste Buildina'

Normal Operation

EL 34+0 and EL 50+0

HIC Inspection /Washdown area _and empty 1--

HIC Storage area
General access-area at EL 50'+0- 1-

EL 70+0-

Chemical Lab 1--

General access area at EL 70'+0 1--

General access area in future 1--

permanent solid waste area

EL 91+0

Truck Bay. 1-

Dry Waste compacting area 1-

Liquid Waste System _ Mobile demin, area -1-

Counting room 1-

EL 115+0

- Control room i

s

*
For further_information on location, see Figures 12.3-18
through 12.3-21.
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13.3-13 J
13.3-14 J
13.3-15 J
13.3-16 J
13.3-17 J
13.3-18 J
13.3-19 J
13.4-1 E
13.5-1 T
13.5-2 T
13.5-3 T
13.5-4 T
13.5-5 W
13.6-1 Q
13.6-2 T

Tables Amendment

13.3.3-1 E
13.3.3-2 J

('N
\s')i

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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's / 13.0 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS l

13.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF BITE OPERATOR

Information concerning the site operator's organizational
structure is within the site operator's scope and shall be
provided in the site-specific SAR. This will include site-
specific information to address the issues in the TMI Action Plan
Items I.A.1.4 and II.J.3.1.

),

' ._)'s

| g-
!x,s)

|

Amendment W
13.1-1 June 17, 1994

1
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13.2 TRAINING

Information concerning the site operator's training program is
within the site operator's scope and shall be provided in the
site-specific SAR. This will include site-specific information
to address the issues in TMI Action Plan Items I . A. 4.1 (2 ) ,
I.A.4.2, and II.K.1(26).

f%.
NJ

i

(
\
%

Amendment W
13.2-1 June 17, 1994
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13.5.2 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL PROCEDURES

Such procedures will be a COL action item including " Review and g
Modify Procedures for Removing Safety-Related Systems from Service"
and " Guidelines for Upgrading Other Procedures." y

To avoid excessive fouling and plugging of the screens near the
IRWST suction inlets during an accident (see Section 6.8 and
Appendix 19.8A, Subsection 2.9), the containment must be cleaned of
sand, maintenance debris, and other particulate materials prior to
startup from a refueling outage. There are no specific requirements
for determining acceptable cleanliness, but maintenance practices
should be consistent with generally accepted practices for nuclear ,

power plant containment interiors. This is a DRAP item; see
Section 17.3.

The COL applicant / holder shall consider the guidance of NUMARC-8700,
" Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing
Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors," (11/20/87) in developing
plant procedures for severe weather conditions such as hurricanes

$ and tornadoes.

c)

fs
)(V

Amendment W
13.5-5 June 17, 1994
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k_ EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

CHAPTER 14

Iable of conteq11
,

Eagg Amendmen_1

i H
ii O
111 T
iv T
v E
vi Q
vli W
viii T

_

ix T
x W
xi W
xii U
xiii W

Text

dPace AmeJ1 ment Page Amendment Eagg &mgggment

14.1-1 E 14.2-33 U 14.2-63 Q
14.2-1 Q 14.2-34 14.2-64 Q

-~ s
[ j 14.2-2 Q 14.2-35 U 14.2-66 E
( ,/ 14.2-3 W 14.2-36 U 14.2-67 Q

J4.2-4 Q 14.2-37 O 14.2-68 Q
s 14.2-5 U 14.2-38 U 14.2-69 Q

14.2-6 H 14.2-39 U 14.2-70
14.2-7 Q 14.2-40 U 14.2-71 Q
14.2-8 U 14.2-41 0 14.2-72 U
14.2-9 Q 14.2-42 E 14.2-73
14.2-10 Q 14.2-43 U 14.2-74 0
14.2-11 H 14.2-44 U 14.2-75 Q
14.2-12 L 14.2-45 U ,14.2-76
14.2-13 W 14,2-45a U 14.2-77 U
14.2-14 G 14.2-45b U 14.2-78 U
14.2-15 0 14.2-46 U 14.2-79 W
14.2-16 T 14.2-47 U 14.2-80 U
14.2-16a Q 14.2-47a U 14.2-81 E
14.2-16b Q 14.2-47b U 14.2-82 W
14.2-17 E 14.2-48 14.2-83 U
14.2-18 E 14.2-49 14.2-84 U
14.2-19 E 14.2-50 U 14.2-85 V
14.2-20 Q 14.2-51 Q 14.2-86 V
14.2-21 U 14.2-52 T 14.2-87 E
14.2-22 U 14.2-53 Q 14.2-88 T
14.2-23 14.2-54 V 14.2-89 U
14.2-24 U 14.2-55 U 14.2-90 W
14.2-25 U 14.2-56 W 14.2-91 E
14.2-26 W 14.2-57 U 14.2-92 E
14.2-27 Q 14.2-57a U 14.2-93 E
14.2-28 Q 14.2-57b U 14.2-94 Q
14.2-29 U 14.2-58 U 14.2-95 E
14.2-30 U 11.2-59 U 14.2-96 E

/,_s3 14.2-31 W 14.2-60 U 14.2-97 T
14.2-32 7 14.2-61 Q 14.2-98 E;\-} 14.2-33 U 14.2-62 E 14.2-99 W

|

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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EEFECTIVE PAGE LISTJl{Q (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 14

Text (Cont'd)
Eagg Amendment Ease hmendment Pace agendment

14.2-100 14.2-152 U 14.2-200 H
14.2-101 U 14.2-153 W 14.2-201 T
14.2-102 7 14.2-154 U 14.2-202 V
14.2-103 Q 14.2-155 U 14.2-203 Q
14.2-104 T 14.2-156 U 14.2-204 T
14.2-105 14.2-157 U 14.2-205 T
14.2-106 E 14.2-158 U 14.2-206 T
14.2-107 T 14.2-159 Q 14.2-207 T
14.2-108 T 14.2-160 T 14.2-208 W
14.2-109 Q 14.2-160a H 14.2-209 T
14.2-110 14.2-160b J 14.2-210 U
14.2-111 Q 14.2-161 0 14.2-211 U

14.2-112 14.2-162 T 14.2-212 H

14.2-113 T 14.2-163 T 14 . 2 *. . H

14.2-11# Q 14.2-164 H 14.2-4 W
I 14.2>115 0 14.2-165 U 14.3L2.' U

14.2-116 T 14.2-166 U 14.2-216 T
14.2-117 U 14.2-167 U 14.2-217 T
14.2-118 Q 14.2-168 H 14.2-218 T
14.2-119 W 14.2-169 H 14.2-219 Q
14.2-120 14.2-170 U 14.2-220 T
14.2-121 E 14.2-171 U 14.2-221 Q
14.2-122 T 14.2-172 U 14.2-222 H
14.2-123 U 14.2-173 T 14.2-223 H
14.2-124 U 14.2-174 H 14.2-224 H
14.2-125 H 14.2-175 U 14.2-225 T
14.2-126 H 14.2-176 U 14.2-226 T
14.2-127 U 14.2-177 T 14.2-227 H
14.2-128 T 14.2-178 W 14.2-228 H

14.2-129 T 14.2-179 T 14.2-229 H
14.2-130 T 14.2-180 T 14.2-230 H
14.2-131 U 14.2-180a T 14.2-231 H

14.2-132 U 14.2-180b J 14.2-232 H
14.2-133 W 14.2-181 T 14.2-233 H
14.2-13f. W 14.2-182 U 14.2-234 Q
14.2-135 U 14.2-183 U 14.2-235 T
14.2-136 T 14.2-184 V 14 2-236 T
14.2-137 H 14.2-185 U 14.2-237 T
14.2-138 U 14.2-186 J 14.2-238 T
14.2-139 U 14.2-187 W 14.2-239 U
14.2-140 U 14.2-188 H 14.2-240 T
14.2-141 U 14.2-189 T 14.2-241 T
14.2-142 U 14.2-190 T 14.2-242 T
14.2-143 H 14.2-191 U 14.2-243 T
14.2-144 W 14+2-192 U 14.2-244 T
14.2-145 W 14.2-193 T 14.2-245 T
14.2-146 T 14.2-194 T 14.2-246 T
14.2-147 T 14.2-195 W 14.2-247 Q
14.2-148 T 14.2-196 T 14.2-248 H

14.2-149 T 14.2-197 H 14.2-249 H
14.2-150 T 14.2-198 H
14.2-151 U 14.2-199 H

O
Amendment W l

June 17, 1994 |

.
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Int (cont * d)
P_ene M?nderit Das Mfnhint

14.2-250 T 14.2-287 T
14.2-251 11 14.2-288 T
14.2-252 U 14.2-289
14.2-253 U 14.2-290 T
14.2-253a U 14.2-291 U
14.2-253b U 14.2-292 U
14.2-253c J 14.2-293 r
14.2-253d J 14.2-294 W
14.2-253e J 14.2-295 W
14.2-253f Q 14.2-296 T
14.2-253g T 14.2-297 T
14.2-253h T 34.2-298 T
14.2-254 U 14.2-299 Q
14.2-255 U i4.2-300 E
14.2-256 ft 14.2-301 T
14.2-25'l 14.2-302 T
14.2-258 . 2-303 J
14.2-259 E 44.2-304 U
14.2-260 W 14.2-305 T
14.2-261 14.2-306 U

,m 14.2-262 7 14.2-307 U

( \ 14.2-263 Q 14.3-1 W

(~) 14.2-264 Q 14.3-2 V
14.2-265 U 14.3-3 U
14.2-265a J 14.3-4 U
14.2-265b J 14.3-5 W
14.2-266 U 14.3-6 W
14.2-267 U 14.3-7 W
14.2-268 T 14.3-8 W
14.2-269 E 14.3-9 W
14.2-270 U 14.3 4, W
14.2-271 U 14.3-11 W
14.2-272 U 14.3-12 V
14.2-273 14.3-13 W
14.2-274 T 14.3-14 W
14.2-275 U 14.3-15 W
14.2-276 U
14.2-277 T
14.2-218 T
14.2-279 T
14.2-280 U
14.2-180a U
14.2-!?80b U
14.2-k01 0
14.2-201a Q
14.2-281b o
14.2-282 U
14.2-283 U
14.2-284 U
14.2-285 W
14.2-286 E

(~\
f i
V

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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9HAPTER_14

Iahles-(con 11A1

Lahlag Ame_ndm ni Lab _111 hpendment

14.2-1 (Sheet 1) T 14.3-2 (Sheet 22) U
14.2-1 (Sheet 2) E 14.3-2 (Sheet 23) W
14.2-1 (Shoot 3) J 14.3-2 (Sheet 24) W
14.2-1 (Sheet 4) T 14.3-2 (Sheet 25) U
14.2-1 (Sheet 5) T 14.3-2 (Sheet 26) U
14.2-1 (Sheat 6) T 14.3-2 (Shoet 27) U
14.2-1 (Shoot 7) T 14.3-2 (Sheet 28) U

14.2-1 (Shoot 8) T 14.3-2 (Sheet 29) W
14.2-2 J 14.3-2 (Sheet 30) U
14.2-3 V 14.3-2 (Sheet 31) U
14.2-4 (Sheet 1) W 14.3-2 (Sheet 32) U
14.2-4 (Shoot 2) U 14.3-3 (Sheet 1) W
14.2-5 (Sheet 1) E 14.3-3 (Shaet 2) U
14.2-5 (Shoot 2) U 14.3-3 (Sheet 3) U
14.2-6 E 14.3-3 (Shoot 4) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 1) W 14.3-3 (Sheet 5) U
14.2-7 (Shnet 2) U 14.3-3 (Sheet 6) U
14.2-7 (Sheet .9) U 14.3-4 W
14.2-7 (Sheet 4) W 14.3-5 (Shoot 1) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 5) U 14.3-5 (Sheet 2) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 6) U 14.3-5 (Sheet 3) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 7) U 14.3-5 (Sheet 4) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 8) U 14.3-5 (Sheet 5) U
14.2-7 (Sheet 9) W 14.3-6 (Sheet 1) U
14.3-1 (Sheet 1) W 14.3-6 (Sheet 2) U
14.3-1 (Sheet 2) U 14.3-6 (Sheet 3) U
14.3-1 (Shoot 3) U 14.3-6 (Shoot 4) U
14.3-1 (Shoot 4) W 14.3-6 (Sheet 5) W
14.3-1 (Sheet 5) W 14.3-6 (Sheet 6) U

14.3-1 (Sheet 6) U 14.3-6 (Sheet 7) U
14.3-1 (Sheet 7) W 14.3-7 (Sheet 1) U
14.3-1 (Sheet 8) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 2) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 1) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 3) U

14.3-2 (Shoot 2) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 4) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 3) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 5) U
14.3-2 (Shoot 4) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 6) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 5) U 14.3-7 (Sheet ?) U
14.3-2 (Sheet E) U 14.3-7 (Sheet d) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 7) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 9) U
14.3-2 (Shoot 8) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 10) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 9) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 11) U
14.3-2 (Shoot 10) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 12) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 11) W 14.3-7 (Sheet 13) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 12) W 14.3-7 (Sheet 14) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 13) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 15) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 14) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 16) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 15) U 14.3-7 (Shoot 17) U

14.3-2 (Sheet 16) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 18) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 17) U 14.3-7 (Shoot 19) U
14.3-2 (Shoot 18) U 14.3-7 (Sheet 20) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 19) U
14.3-2 (Sheet 20) U

14.3-2 (Shoot 21) U

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLJ C. CONTEN_TS (Cont'd)

CitAPTER 14

Dection S.ubiect Page No.

14.2.12.1.20 Gas Stripper Effluent Radiation 14.2-53
Monitor Subsystem Test

14.2.12.1.21 Shutdown Cooling System Test 14.2-54
14.2.12.1.22 Safety Injection System Test 14.2-56
14.2.12.1.23 Safety Injection Tank Subsystem 14.2-59

Test
14.2.12.1.24 Megawatt Demand Setter (MDS) 14.2-61

System Test
14.2.12.1.25 Engineered Safety Features- 14.2-62

Component Control System
(ESF-CCS) Test

14.2.12.1.26 Plant Protection System (PPS) 14.2-64
Test

14.2.12.1.27 Ex-core Nuclear Instrumentation 14.2-67
System Test

14.2.12.1.28 Fixed In-core Nuclear Signal 14.2-68
7-~s Channel Test
( 14.2.12.1.29 Control Element Drive Mechanism 14.2-69
' Control System (CEDMCS) Test

14.2.12.1.30 Reactor Regulating System (RRS) 14.2-71
Test

14.2.12.1.31 Steam Bypass Control System 14.2-72
(SBCS) Test

14.2.12.1.32 Feedwater Control System (FWCS) 14.2-74
Test

14.2.12.1.33 Core Operating Limit Supervisory 14.2-75
System (COLSS) Test

14.2.32.1.34 Reactor Power Cutback System .4.2-76
(RPCS) Test

14.2.12.1.35 Fuel Handling and Storage System 14.2-77
Test

14.2.12.1.36 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System 14.2-79
Test

14.2.12.1.37 Reactor Coolant System Hydrostatic 14.2-81
Test

14.2.12.1.38 Control Element Drive Mechanism 14.2-82
(CEDM) Cooling System Test

14.2.12.1.39 Safety Depressurization System 14.2-83
Test

14.2.12.1.40 Containment Spray System (CSS) 14.2-85
Test

14.2.12.1.41 Integrated Engineered Safety 14.2-87
/''N Features / Loss of Power Test
--

Amendment E
v December 30, 1988
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TABLE OF CONTENTS (Cont'd)

CIIAPTER 14

Reption Rubiact Eage No.

14.2.12.1.42 In-containment Water Storage 14.2-89
System Test

14.2.12.1.43 Internals Vibration Monitoring 14.2-91
System Test

14.2.12.1.44 Loose Parts Monitoring System Test 14.2-92 )
14.2.12.1.45 Acoustic Leak Monitoring System 14.2-94 )

Test i

14.2.12.1.46 Data Processing System, and 14.2-96
Discrete Indication and Alarm
System Test

14.2.12.1.47 Critical Function Monitoring (CFM) 14.2-98
System Test

14.2.12.1.48 Pre-core llot Functional Test 14.2-100
Controlling Document

14.2.12.1.49 Pre-core Instrument Correlation 14.2-102
| 14.2.12.1.50 Remote Shutdown Panel Test 14.2-103
14.2.12.1.51 Alternate Protection System Test 14.2-104
14.2.12.1.52 Pre-core Test Data Record 14.2-105
14.2.12.1.53 Pre-core Reactor Coolant System 14.2-106

(RCS) Expansion Measurements
14.2.12.1.54 Pre-core Reactor Coolant and 14.2-108

Secondary Water Chemistry Data
14.2.12.1.55 Pre-core Pressurizer Performance 14.2-109

| Test
14.2.12.1.56 Pre-core Control Element Drive 14.2-111

| Mechanism (CEDM) Performance Test
14.2.12.1.57 Pre-core Reactor Coolant System 14.2-113

(RCS) Flow Measurements
14.2.12.1.58 Pre-core Reactor Coolant System 14.2-114

(RCS) licat Loss
14.2.12.1.59 Pre-core Reactor Coolant System 14.2-116

Leak Rate Measurement
14.2.12.1.60 Pre-core Chemical and Volume 14.2-117

Control Syrtem (CVCS) Integrated
Test

14.2.12.1.61 Pre-core Safety Injection 14.2-118
Check Valve Test

14.2.12.1.62 Pre-core Boration/ Dilution 14.2-119
Measurements

14.2.12.1.63 Downcomer Feedwater System 14.2-121
Water llammer Test

14.2.12.1.64 Main Turbine Systems Test 14.2-122
! 14.2.12.1.65 Main Steam Safety Valve Test 14.2-125

|

| Amendment Q
vi June 30, 1993

|
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CHAPTER 14

Dection {Lubject Page No.

14.2.12.1.66 Main Steam Isolation Valves 14.2-127
(MSIVs), and MSIV Bypass Valves
Test

14.2.12.1.67 Main Steam System Test 14.2-129
14.2.12.1.68 Steam Generator Blowdown System 14.2-131

Test
14.2.12.1.69 Main Condenser and Main Condenser 14.2-133

Evacuation Systems Test
14.2.12.1.70 Main Feedwater System Test 14.2-135
14.2.12.1.71 Condensate System Test 14.2-137
14.2.12.1.72 Turbine Gland Sealing System Test 14.2-139
14.2.12.1.73 Condenser Circulating Water 14.2-141

System Test
14.2.12.1.74 Steam Generator Hydrostatic Test 14.2-142
14.2.12.1.75 Feedwater Heater and Drains 14.2-144

System Test
''' 14.2.12.1.76 Ultimate Heat Sink Test 14.2-146

14.2.12.1.77 Chilled Water System Test 14.2-147
s

14.2.12.1.78 Station Service Water System 14.2-149
Test

14.2.12.1.79 Component Cooling Water 14.2-151
System (CCWS) Test

14.2.12.1.80 Pool Cooling and Purification 14.2 153
System (PCPS) Test

14.2.12.1.81 Turbine Building Cooling Water 14.2-155
System Test

14.2.12.1.82 Condensate Storage System Test 14.2-157
14.2.12.1.83 Turbine Building Service Water 14.2-159

System Test
14.2.12.1.84 Equipment and Floor Drainage 14.2-160

System Test
14.2.12.1.85 Normal and Security Lighting 14.2-161

Systems Test
14.2.12.1.86 Emergency Lighting System Test 14.2-162
14.2.12.1.87 Communications Systems Test 14.2-163
14.2.12.1.88 Compressed Air Systems Test 14.2-165
14.2.12.1.89 Compressed Gas Systems Test 14.2-168
14.2.12.1.90 Process Sampling System Test 14.2-170
14.2.12.1.91 Heat Tracing System Test 14.2-172
14.2.12.1.92 Fire Protection System Test 14.2-173
14.2.12.1.93 Emergency Diesel Generator 14.2-175

Mechanical System Test7_

Amendment W
vii June 17, 1994
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CHAPTER 14

p.ection subject Paco No.

| 14.2.12.1.94 Emergency Diesel Generator 14.2-178
Electrical System Test

| 14.2.12.1.95 Emergency Diesel Generator 14.2-181
Auxiliary Systems Test

14.2.12.1.96 Alternato AC Source System Test 14.2-184
14.2.12.1.97 Alternate AC Source Support 14.2-185

Systems Test
14.2.12.1.98 Containment Polar Crane Test 14.2-186
14.2.12.1.99 Fuel Building Cranes Test 14.2-187
14.2.12.1.100 Turbine Building Crane Test 14.2-188
14.2.12.1.101 Containment Cooling and 14.2-189

Ventilation System Test
| 14.2.12.1.102 Containment Purgo Ventilation 14.2-191

System Test
| 14.2.12.1.103 Control Complex Ventilation 14.2-193

System Test
| 14.2.12.1.104 Subsphere Building Ventilation 14.2-195

System Test
| 14.2.12.J.105 Turbine Building Ventilation 14.2-197

System Test
14.2.12.1.106 Station Service Water Pump 14.2-198

Structure Ventilation System Test
14.2.12.1.107 Diesel Building Ventilation 14.2-199

System Test
14.2.12.1.108 Fuel Building Ventilation 14.2-200

System Test
14.2.12.1.109 Annulus Ventilation System Test 14.2-202
14.2.12.1.110 Radwaste Building Ventilation 14.2-204

System Test
14.2.12.1.111 Balance of Control Complex 14.2-206

Ventilation System Test
14.2.12.1.111 Hydrogen Mitigation System 14.2-208

(HMS) Test
14.2.12.1.113 Containment Hydrogen Recombiner 14.2-209

System (CHRS) Test
14.2.12.1.114 Liquid Waste Management System 14.2-210

| Test
14.2.12.1.115 Solid Waste Management System 14.2-212

Test
| | 14.2.12.1.116 Gaseous Waste Management 14.2-214
'

system Test
| 14.2.12.1.117 Process and Effluent Radiological 14.2-216

Monitoring System Test

|

| Amendment T
viii November 15, 1993
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TADLE OF CONTENIQ (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 14

pectioD Subject Ea o_ hJ

14.2.12.1.118 Airborno and Area Radiation 14.2-218
Monitoring System Test

14.2.12.1.119 4160 Volt Class 1E Auxiliary 14.2-219
Power System Test

14.2.12.1.120 480 Volt Class 1E Auxiliary 14.2-221
Power System Test

14.2.12.1.121 Unit Main Power System Test 14.2-222
14.2.12.1.122 13800 Volt Normal Auxiliary 14.2-224

Power System Test
14.2.12.1.123 4160 Volt Normal Auxiliary 14.2-225

Power System Test
14.2.12.1.124 480 Volt Normal Auxiliary Power 14.2-227

System Test
14.2.12.1.125 Non-Class 1E DC Power Systems 14.2-228

Test
14.2.12.1.126 Class 1E DC Power Systems Test 14.2-230

gN 14.2.12.1.127 Offsite Power System Test 14.2-232
i 14.2.12.1.128 Balance of Plant (BOP) Piping 14.2-234
\~ Thermal Expansion Measurement

Test
14.2.12.1.129 BOP Piping Vibration Measurement 14.2-236

Test
14.2.12.1.130 Containment Integrated Leak 14.2-238

Rate Test and Structural
Integrity Test

14.2.12.1.131 Fuel Transfer Tube Functional 14.2-241
Test and Leak Test

14.2.12.1.132 Equipment Hatch Functional 14.2-242
Test and Leak Test

14.2.12.1.133 Containment Personnel Airlock 14.2-243
Functional Test and Leak Test

14.2.12.1.134 Containment Electrical Penetration 14.2-244
Assemblies Test

14.2.12.1.135 Containment Isolation Valves 14.2-245
Leakage Rate Test |

14.2.12.1.136 Loss of Instrument Air Test 14.2-247
14.2.12.1.137 Mid-Loop Operations Verification 14.2-249

Test
14.2.12.1.138 Seismic Monitoring 14.2-251

Instrumentation System Test
14.2.12.1.139 Auxiliary Steam System Test 14.2-252
14.2.12.1.140 Containment Isolation Valves 14.2-253a

)
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14.2.12.1.141 Post Accident Monitoring 14.2-253c
Instrumentation Test

14.2.12.1.142 Component Cooling Water (CCW) 14.2-253f
ileat Exchanger Structure (s)
Ventilation Systems Test

14.2.12.1.143 Nuclear Annex Ventilation System _

Test 14.2-253g

14.2.12.2 Eqpt-core Hot Functional Testn 14.2-254

14.2.12.2.1 Post-core llot Functional Test 14.2-254
Controlling Document

14.2.12.2.2 Loose Parts Monitoring System 14.2-255
1442.12.2.3 Post-core Reactor Coolant 14.2-256

System Flow Measurements
14.2.12.2.4 Post-core Control Element 14.2-258

Drive Mechanism Performance
| 14.2.12.2.5 Post-core Reactor Coolant and 14.2-260

Secondary Water Chemistry Data
14.2.12.2.6 Post-core Pressurizer Spray 14.2-261

Valve and Control Adjustments
14.2.12.2.7 Post-core Reactor Coolant 14.2-262

System Leak Rate Measurement
14.2.12.2.8 Post-core In-core Instrumentation 14.2-263

Test
14.2.12.2.9 Post-core Instrument Correlation 14.2-264
14.2.12.2.10 Acoustic Leak Monitoring System 14.2-265
14.2.12.2.11 Post-core Ex-core Nucleer 14.2-65a

Instrumentation System Test

14.2.12.3 Low P_qwer Physics Tests 14.2-266

14.2.12.3.1 Low Power Biological Shield 14.2-266
Survey Test

14.2.12.3.2 Isothermal Temperature Coefficient 14.2-267
Test

14.2.12.3.3 Shutdown and Regulating CEA 14.2-269
Group Worth Test

14.2.12.3.4 Differential Boron Worth Test 14.2-271
14.2.12.3.5 Critical Boron Concentration Test 14.2-272

14.2.12.4 Power Ascension Tests 14.2-273

14.2.12.4.1 Variable Tavg (Isothermal 14.2-273
Temperature coefficient (ITC)
and Power Coefficient) Test

14.2.12.4.2 Unit Load Transient Test 14.2-275
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14.2.12.4.3 Control Systems Checkout Test 14.2-277
?4.2.12.4.4 Reactor Coolant and Secondary 14.2-278

Chemistry and Radiochemistry Test
14.2.12.4.5 Turbine Trip Test 14.2-280
14.2.12.4.6 Unit Load Rejection Test 14.2-281a
14.2.12.4.7 Shutdown from Outside the 14.2-282

Control Room Test
14.2.12.4.8 Loss of Offsite Power Test 14.2-284
14.2.12.4.9 Biological Shield Survey Test 14.2-285
14.2.12.4.10 Eteady-State Core Performance Test 14.2-286
14.2.12.4.11 Intercomparison of Plant 14.2-288

Protection System (PPS), Core
Protection Calculator (CPC), Data
Processing System (DPS) and
Discrete Indicating Alarm System
(DIAS) Inputs

14.2.12.4.12 Verification of Core Protection 14.2-289
s Calculator (CPC) Power

Distribution Related Constants
Test

14.2.12.4.13 Main and Emergency Feedwater 14.2-291
Systems Test

14.2.12.4.14 CPC Verification 14.2-293
14.2.12.4.15 Atmospheric Dump and Turbine 14.2-294 |

Bypass Valve Capacity Test
14.2.12.4.16 In-core Detector Test 14.2-296
14.2.12.4.17 Core Operating Limit Supervisory 14.2-297

System (COLSS) Verification
14.2.12.4.18 Baseline Nuclear Steam Supply 14.2-298

System (NSSS) Integrity
Monitoring

14.2.12.4.19 Reactor Power Cutback System 14.2-299
(RPCS) Test

14.2.12.4.20 Cooling Tower Acceptance Test 14.2-301
14.2.12.4.21 Penetration Temperature Survey 14.2-302

Test
14.2.12.4.22 Ventilation Capability Test 14.2-303
14.2.12.4.23 Natural Circulation Test 14.2-304
14.2.12.4.24 Liquid Waste Management 14.2-306

System Test
| 14.2.12.4.25 Gaseous Waste Management 14.2-307
I System Test

14.3 CERTIFIED DESIGN MATERIAL 14.3-1

(Q;4 14.3.1 CDM SECTIGN 1.0: INTRODUCTION 14.3-2\c_/,

14.3.1.1 CDM Section 1.1: Definitions 14.3-2

Amendment W
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14.3.1.2 CDM Section 1.2: General 14.3-3
Provisions

14.3.1.3 CDM Section 1.3: Floure Leaend 14.3-3
and Abbreviation Lisi

14.3.2 CDM SECTION 2.0: SYSTEM 80+ CERTIFIED 14.3-3
DESIGN MATERIAL

14.3.2.1 QqhAgn Descriotions 14.3-3

14.3.2.2 Inspections. Tests. ADalyses 14.3-8
and Acceptance Criteria

14.3.3 CDM SECTIO!! 3. 0: ADDITIONAL CERTIFIED 14.3-11
DESIGN MATERIAL

14.3.3.1 Pipina Desian 14.3-12

14.3.3.2 Radiation Protection 14.3-12

14.3.4 CDM SECTION 4.0: INTERFACE 14.3-13
REQUIREMENTS

14.3.5 CDM SECTION 5.0: SITE PARAMETERS 14.3-14

14.3.6 ELEMENTS OF CESSAR-DC DESIGN MATERIAL 14.3-15
INCORPORATED INTO THE CERTIFIED
DESIGN MATERIAL

9
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LIST OF TABLES

CHAPTER 14
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14.2-1 Preoperational Tests

14.2-2 Post-Core llot Functional Tests

14.2-3 Low Power Physics Tests

14.2-4 Power Ascension Tests

14.2-5 Power Ascension Tests

14.2-6 Physics (Steady-State) Test Acceptance Criteria
Tolerances

14.2-7 Matrix of Support Systems Recommended for
Prooperational Tests

[ ) 14.3-1 Design Basis Accident Analysis
V

14.3-2 Probability Risk Assessment

14.3-3 Shutdown Risk

14.3-4 Severe Accident Analysis |

14.3-5 Flood Protection

14.3-6 Fire Protection

14.3-7 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

i
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14.2 SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO BE INCJ,UDED IN FSAR
.

14.2.1 SUMMARY OF TEST PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES

14.2.1.1 Rummary of the Startup Test Program

The Startup Test Program includes testing activities commencing-
with the completion of construction and installation and ending
with the completion of the power ascension testing. This test
program demonstrates that components and systems operate in
accordance with design requirements and meet the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI. The Startup Test Program
results confirm that performance levels meet the operational
safety requirements and verify the adequacy of component and
system design and system operability over their operating ranges.
It also aids in the establishment of baseline performance data
and serves to verify that normal operating and emergency
procedures accomplish their intended purposes. The Startup Test
Program consists of Prerequisite Testing plus the following four j
phases:

~

A. Phase I: Preoperational Testing

B. Phase II: Fuel Loading and Post Core Hot Functional Testing
'

C. Phase-III: Initial Criticality and Low Power Physics
Testing

D. Phase IV: Power Ascension Testing

Specific Administrative Controls established for uso during the
Startup Program are addressed in the site-specific SAR. | ;

14.2.1.1.1 Prerequisite Testing
i

Prerequisite Testing consists of tests-and inspections required
to assure construction is complete and that systems are ready.for

~

Phase I-' Testing.

Prerequisito ' testing verifies that con 'ruction activities t

associated with structures, components, and systems have been
satisfactorily completed. Prerequisite testing consists of
_ preliminary tests-and inspections which in lude, but are-not
limited to,' initial instrument calibration, flushing, cleaning,
circuit integrity and separation checks, hydrostatic pressure
tests,

and functional tests of - components.- be-established inDelineation . of
specific prerequisite test requirements will
accordance with the site-specific administrative procedures.

Amendment Q
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14.2.1.1.2 Phase I - Preoperational Testing

Phase I - Preoperatio'tal Testing is performed to demonstrate that
structures, systems, and components operate in accordance with
design operating modes throughout the full design operating
range. Where required, simulated signals or inputs are used to
demonstrate the full range of the systems that are used during
normal operation. Systems that are not used during normal plant
operation, but must be in a state of readiness to perform safety
functions, are checked under various modes and test conditions
prior to fuel load.

Whenever practical, these tests are performed under the
conditions expected when the systems would be required to
function. When these conditions cannot be attained or
appropriately simulated at the time of the test, the system is
tested to the extent practical under the given conditions, with
additional testing completed at a time when appropriate
conditions can be attained.

Prooperational Testing ensures that systems and equipment perform
in accordance with the Safety Analysis Report. Analysis of test
results is made to verify that systems and components are
performing satisfactorily, and if not, to provide a basis for
recommended corrective action.

Upon completion of the specific preoperational testing, a series
of integrated system tests, typically termed Pre-core !!ot

Functional Testing, are performed to verify proper systems
operation prior to fuel Loading.

A listing of preoperational tests is provided in Table 14.2-1,
and individual test descriptions are presented in Section
14.2.12.1. A listing of Pre-core liot Functional tests is also
provided in Table 14.2-1.

14.2.1.1.3 Phase II - Fuel Loading and Post-Core Hot
,

Functional Testing

Initial fuel loading starts after completion of the
Preoperational Testing. This phase of the initial test program!

provides a systematic process for- safely accomplishing and
verifying the-initial fuel loadings. Fuel loading is discussed

| in more detail in Section 14.2.10.1.
The Post-core Hot Functional tests are performed following the
completion of Initial Fuel Loading operations and prior to

,

Initial Criticality. The objectives of these tests are to'

| provide additional assurances that plant systems necessary for

Amendment Q
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normal plant operation function as expected and to obtain
performance data on core related systems and components. Normal
plant operating procedures, in so far as practical, are used to
bring the plant from COLD S!!UTDOWN conditions through HOT
S!!UTDOWN to !!ot Zero Power (IIZP) conditions. Testing normally
proceeds directly to Initial Criticality and the beginning of Low
Power Physics Testing. A list of Post-core llot Functional tests
is provided in Table 14.2-2, and a description of each test is
provided in Section 14.2.12.2.

14.2.1.1.4 Phase III - Initial Criticality and Low Power
Physics Testing

The Initial Criticality phase of the startup test program assures
that criticality is achieved in a safe and controlled manner. A
description of the procedures followed during the approach to
Initial Criticality is included in Section 14.2.10.2. |

Following Initial Criticality, a series of Low Power Physics
Tests is performed to verify selected core design parameters.
These tests serve to substantiate the Safety Analysis and
Technical Specifications. They also demonstrate that core
characteristics are within expected limits and provide data for
bench-marking the design methodology used for predicting core
characteristics later in life. A list of the Low Power Physics(
Tests is provided in Table 14.2-3, and a description of each test
is provided in Section 14.2.12.3.

14.2.1.1.5 Phase IV - Power Ascension Testing

A series of Power Ascension Tests is conducted to bring the
reactor to full power. Testing is performed at plateaus of
approximately 20, 50, 80, and 100% power and is intended to
demonstrate that the facility operates in accordance'with its
design during steady state conditions and, to the extent
practicable, during anticipaten transients. A list of the Power
Ascension Tests is provided in Table 14.2-4, and a description of
each test is provided in Section 14.2.12.4.

14.2.2 ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

14.2.2.1 Management Orcanization

The site operator is responsible for appointing a senior level
manager to a position of overall responsibility for defining the
responsibilities, requirements, and interfaces necessary to
safely and efficiently design, construct, start up, operate,
maintain, and modify the nuclear power plant. This person is
assisted in the performance of these duties by other senior levelp managers as determined by the site operator.

5
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Responsibilities associated with startup test programs include
the preparation of test procedures, performance of applicable
initial tests, and the preparation of appropriate test related
documentation. Test procedures are prepared by the cognizant
Startup or Operations Departments (as applicable) with assistance
from ABB C-E, the architect engineer, and other vendors, as
required. These procedures are subject to review and comment by
the appropriate project organizations.

The organizations assigned responsibility for conducting the i

tests are responsible for establishing specific requirements for
scheduling and accomplishing testing, as well as for providing
the necessary direction and coordination of groups having respon-
sibility for specific activities in the startup test program.

The site operator is responsible for specifying a startup
organization for conducting the four phased test programs for the
plant and f or the technical and functional aspects of the Startup
program including the conduct of the Prerequisite and Phases I
through IV programs. These include the following
responsibilities:

A. Approval of Startup Administrative control Procedures.

B. Review and recommend approval of requests for modifications
or changes required during the test program.

C. Approval of prerequisite and Phases I through IV test
procedures.

D. Maintain liaison with the project vendors through onsite
representatives keeping them informed of status, problems,
and support requirements.

The COL Applicant is responsible for developing the specific
organization and staffing level appropriate for its facility.

The site operator's startup organization consists of System
Engineers who have assigned responsibility for specific systems
and Startup Engineers who have responsibility for testing
evolutions and/or specific tests.

14.2.2.2 Systems Engineer

A. Assigned responsibility for a specific system or subsystem.

B. Provide technical guidance and assistance in the preparation
of test procedures.

C. Determine the testing requirements, sequence, and test
method on assigned systems. Recommend plant scheduling
changes as necessary to support the testing effort.

Amendment Q
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D. Review test procedures, test procedure modifications, and
test data in accordance with the site-specific
administrative procedures.

E. Recommend changes in plant design and or/ construction to
facilitate testing, operation, and maintenance.

F. Assist in the preparation of si. : * reports concerning,

startup activities when required.

G. Review system discrepancies and deficiencies and the status
of their resolution and correction for assigned systems.

14.2.2.3 Startup Engineer

A. Assures that assigned test procedures are written, reviewed,
and approved in accordance with the site-specific
administrative procedures.

B. Assures all prerequisites for assigned tests are completed
prior to the performance of the test.

C. Conducts assigned tests using and ensuring compliance with
approved test procedures.

D. Keeps the Startup organization informed of the status of the
preparation and performance of assigned tests.

E. Suspends testing if the test cannot safely be conducted as
written until the problem is resolved.

F. Signs off individual steps in test procedures and ensures
that required data are recorded.

G. Assures that required startup materials, instruments, and
consumables are available to support scheduled startup
activities.

II . Conducts pre-test and pre-shift startup briefings.

I. Provides overall direction for all testing activities on
each shift, as assigned.

The site-specific startup organization will be augmented by
contractor and vendor support personnel, as necessary. These
personnel may be integrated into the COL Applicant's startup |organization and function in any position designated by the site
operator.

/o \
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14.2.2.4 Plant Designor

ABB C-E will provide onsite technical assistance during the
installation, startup, testing, and initial operations of the
plant. Through this effort, ABB C-E aids and assures itself that
the plant is built, started, tested, and operated in conformance
with design intent. ABB C-E onsite personnel provide technical
assistance and act as technical liaison with the design
headquarters to resolve problems. ABB C-E will provide a member
of the Test Working Group and Will review and comment on test
procedures.

:

14.2.2.5 Architect Engineer (A/El

The A/E will provide a representative to serve as a member of the
Test Working Group and staff augmentation addressed in Section
14.2.2.3. If the A/E is the Constructor, the A/E will coordinate
the construction schedules with Test Program requirements and
provide manpower support as needed to meet the schedule, to
correct deficiencies, or to make repairs.

14.2.2.6 Other Technical Specialties

In addition to the staff described in Section 14.2.2.3, the
utility will augment the Startup Staff from other contractors and
vendors as deemed necessary.

14.2.2.7 Test Workin_g Group

The function of the Test Working Group (TWG) is to advise on the
technical adequacy of the testing program. The TWG functions
include coordinating organizational responsibility in areas of
test procedure and test results reviews, evaluations, and
approval recommendations. The TWG is headed by a chairman
appointed by the applicant and consists of the following minimum
membership:

A. Startup Representative

B. ABB C-E Project Representative

C. Architect Engineer Project Representative

D. Engineering Department Representative

E. Operating Department Representative

The TWG members are chosen to provide expertise in specific
phases of testing. As such, the composition of the TWG can be
changed to obtain required expertise as the test program
progresses.

| Amendment H
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14.2.2.8 Plant _ Reriew Roald

The Plant Review Board provides high level review and approval of
the test program. The membership of this group is specified by
the applicant. This group reviews the results of startup tests
performed in accordance with procedures requiring their review.
Before fuel load, this group reviews and approves carryover of |
all prerequisite and Phase I tests to Phases II through IV. The
justification for their deferral includes a proposed schedule for
their performance.

14.2.2.9 , Site Startup organizatio_n
-

ABB C-E site startup test group will consist of the Site Manager
and an appropriate staff of startup consultants. The startup
group may be supplemented during the startup by others
temporarily assigned to the site as needed.

ABB C-E vendor representatives provide technical adviclxand
consultation on matters concerning design, operation, and
testing. To achieve this objective, the startup site personnel
will:

A. Provide advice and consultation during the conduct of the
entire test program.

B. Provide assistance during the evaluation of test results.

C. Resolve problems and inconsistencies utilizing internal
engineering expertise and sub-vendor engineering personnel.

D. Arrange for onsite representation as required.

E. Provide a representative to the appropriate site
administrative groups or committees which review and approve
all test procedures and changes thereto.

14.2.2.10 ME Bite Star _ tup Orqanization

The A/E project organization provides technical advice and
consultation on matters relating to the design, construction,
operation, and testing of systems and equipment.

Accordingly, the A/E project organization is responsible for the
following:

A. Providing a representative to the appropriate site
administrative groups or committees which review and approve
all test procedures and changes thereto.

B. Reviewing test procedures.
Ch

j ( C. Evaluating test results.
i x

Amendment Q
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D. Coordinating resolution of problem areas by providing

technical support and liaison with the Startup organization
and the A/E construction and design groups.

E. Providing startup assistance as requested.

Qualif.ca tlojig14.2.2.11 a

The recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.58 will be followed to
insure that the qualification requirements, indoctrination, and
training of personnel who perform inspections, examinations, and
testing are accomplished and maintained.

14.2.2.12 Utilliation of the Plant Staff

The plant operating, maintenance, and engineering personnel are
utilized to the extent practicable A ring the Startup Testt
Program. The plant staff operates j manently installed and
powered equipment for Phases I througt iV and subsequent system
tests. Service personnel such as instrument, chemistry, l

computer, radiation protection, and maintenance personnel are I
used extensively to perform tests and inspections applicable to
their field of specialization. j

14.2.3 TEST PROCEDURES

The site operator has the responsibility for assuring the
preparation and designating the approval process for prerequisite
and Phases I through IV test procedures. Detailed proceduro
guidelines and procedures provided by the appropriate design
organization are utilized to develop various system test
procedures. Thus, test procedures are based on requirements of
system designers and applicable Regulatory Guides.

The COL Applicant is responsible for preparing the site-specific
test procedures and/or guidelines that will be used for the
conduct of the plant startup program. Submittal of these
procedures and/or guidelines to the NRC Staf t for review shall be i

conducted as described in Section 14.2.11. The COL Applicantt

! will prepare a startup administrative manual. The COL Applicant
I will also provide preoperational and startup test summaries which
| contain testing objectives and acceptance critoria applicable for
l its scope of the plant design. The COL Applicant will develop a

startup administrative manual and supporting documents that
delineate plant operational conditions at which tests are to be
conducted, testing methodologies to be utilized, specific data to
be collected, and data reduction techniques. The startup

|

i administrative manual and supporting documents will be available
I for review during the COL application process. Testing performed

at other than design operating conditions for systems will be
reconciled either through the test acceptance criteria or post-

! test data analysis. The COL Applicant will provide this
information in conjunction with the development of the startup
manual.

Amendment U
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14.2.3.1 Erorequisite Test Procedure Prep _a mtl_Q1}

Test procedures will be prepared by the site operator using
pertinent reference material provided by the appropriate design
and/or vendor organizations.

Prerequisite test procedures contain (as a minimum) the following
major topic areas:

A. Purpose /objectivo

B. References

C. Definitions and Abbreviations

D. Precautions and Limitations

E. Prerequisites (Initial Conditions)

F. Instructions (Including Acceptance Criteria)

G. Restoration

Prerequisite test procedures are reviewed as specified incs
( ) administrative procedures. At the completion of these reviews,
x_,/ any required changes are incorporated into each test procedure by

the originating organization.

14.2.3.2 Test Procedure PreJara_tjo_D

Detailed test procedures for Phases I through IV tests are
prepared by the site operator. Each test procedure is prepared
using pertinent reference material provided by the appropriate
design and vendor organizations, the SAR, the Technical |
Specifications, and the applicable regulatory guides. A test
procedure is prepared for each specific system test to be
performed during the four phases of the test program. Each
system test procedure contains (as a minimum) the following major
topic areas:

A. Test Objectives

B. Acceptance Criteria

C. References

D. Prerequisites

(
N.)

Amendment Q
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E. System Initial Conditions

F. Environmental Conditions

G. Special precautions

H. Detailed Procedure (Including Data Collection)

I. Rostoration

J. Documentation of Test Results

Test procedures are reviewed as specified by the site-specific
adminnstrative control procedures. At the completion of these
reviews, any required changes are incorporated into each test
procedure by the originating organization.

14.2.3.3 BReclal_ Test Procedureg

Special test procedures may becomo necessary during the Phases I
through IV test program for investigative purposes. The
preparation, review, and approval of these special procedures are
governed by site-specific administrative control procedures.
Special test procedures that deal with nuc1 car safety are
processed under the same controls as normal startup test
procedures.

14.2.4 CONDUCT OF TEST PROGRAM (PHASES I THROUGH IV)

The COL Applicant is responsible for planning and, subsequently,
executing the plant startup program approved for the site-
specific facility.

When a Phases I through IV system test procedure has been
released for performance, a Startup Engineer will be assigned
responsibility for:

A. Ensuring that prerequisites are satisfactorily met or
allowable exceptions are noted in accordance with
administrative procedures.

B. Verifying that the testing is performed as required by the
procedure.

The test is then performed by operating personnel or others in
accordance with the approved test procedure.

The Operations Shift Supervisor is responsible for the safe
operation of the plant during testing and may stop any system
test in progress and place the plant in a safe condition.

Required data resulting from the test is compiled within the test
procedure in specified data blanks, on specially prepared data
sheets, or as otherwise specified by administrative control

Amendment Q
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procedures. Personnel completing data forms or checklists will
sign and date the forms. Upon test completion, the test data is
compared with the test acceptance criteria, and any discrepancies
noted are resolved in accordance with applicable administrative
procedures.

Once a procedure has been approved, procedure changes will be
made in accordance with the provisions of the administrative
procedures.

ABB C-E will participate in the approval process of the test
procedures and shall review any proposed changes to the approved
procedures.

14.2.4.1 Bion-off Provisions

Each approved test procedure shall contain sign-off provisions
for prerequisites and for all procedural steps. The person
responsible for the conduct of the test is responsible for
signing and dating each data form in the spaces provided as the
data is entered.

14.2.4.2 liaintenance/ Modification Procedures

Work authorization documents, contcclied in accordance with the
site operator procedures, are used to initiate maintenance and
implement modifications on systems that are jurisdictional;f
turned over from the construction organization. The work
authorization document assigns an organization responsibility for
the completion of the activity and specifies any retest
requirements. Upon completion of the activity, a copy of the
signed-off form is returned to the responsible testing
organization to ensure retest requirements are met. Results of
retests due to maintenance will be reviewed by the responsible
Startup Engineer. Results of retests due to modifications will
be reviewed and approved in the same manner as those from the
original tests.

14.2.4.3 Iest Perfotmance

For Prerequisite and Phases I through IV testing, a Test Director
will be designated. The official copy of the test procedure
shall be available in the test area during the performance of a
preoperational or startup test. The person conducting the test
is charged with responsibility for performing the test in
accordance with the approved test procedure. If, during the

I performance of the test, it is determined that the test cannot be
conducted as written, it is the responsibility of the person

Q conducting the test to resolve the problem in accordance with
approved administrative control procedures.

Amendment H
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14.2.5 REVIEW, EVALUATION, AND APPROVAL OF PHABES I THROUGH

IV TEST RESULT 8

Individual test results will be reviewed and approved as provided
in the site-specific administrative procedures. Completed
procedures and test reports will be reviewed for acceptance. The
specific acceptance criteria for determining the success or
f ailure of the test will be included as part of the procedure and
will be used during the review.

The responsible Startup Engineer will present the completed test
procedure and test report with remarks and recommendatiens to the
responsible reviewer. Following this review, che completed
procedure and test report will be submitted to the Test Working
Group or the Plant Review Board for final review, evaluation, and
approval recommendation. If the as-built configuration of a
system is not capable of demonstrating its ability to meet the
acceptance criteria, an engineering evaluation will be performed.

Test results for each phase of the test program will be reviewed
and verified as complete (as required) and satisfactory before
testing in the next phase is started. Prooperational testing on
a system will not normally be started until all applicable
prerequisite tests have been completed, reviewed, and approved.
Prior to initial fuel loading and the commencement of initial
criticality, a comprehensive review of required completed
preoperational procedures will be conducted by the Test Working
Group. This review will provide assurance that required plant
systems and structures will be capable of supporting the initial
fuel loading and subsequent startup tunting.

Phase I testing is planned to be completed prior to commencing
initial fuel loading. If prorcquisite or Phase I tests or
portions of such tests cannot be completed prior to commencement
of fuel loading, provisions for carryover testing will be planned
and approved in accordance with the site-specific administrative
procedures.

In the event carryover testing is required, the site operator
will list each test and identify which portions of each test will
be delayed until af ter fuel loading. Technical justification for
delaying these portions will be documented together with a
schedule (power level) for completing each carryover test. This
will be approved by the plant review board as previously stated
in Section 14.2.2.8. The documentation for carryover testing
will be made available for NRC review and approval, as required,
prior to commencing fuel loading.

O
1

Amendment L
14.2-12 February 28, 1993
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The startup testing phases (Phases II, III, and IV) of the test
program are subdivided into the following categories:

A. Initial fuel load

B. Post-core hot functional testing

C. Initial criticality

D. Low power physics testing

E. Power ascension testing. It ends with the completion of
testing at 100% power.

Each subdivision is a prerequisite which must be completed,
reviewed, and approved before tests in the next category are
started. Power ascension tests will be scheduled and conducted
at pre-determined power levels.

The plateaus for the power ascension testing are indicated in
Table 14.2-5. Results from each test conducted at a given |
plateau will be evaluated prior to proceeding to the next level.
For those tests which result in a plant transient for which a
realistic plant transient performance analysis has been(pv; performed, the test results will be compared to the results of
the realistic transient analysis rather than the results of the
transient analysis based on accident analysis assumptions.

Following completion of testing at 100% of rated power, final
test results will be reviewed, evaluated, and approved.

14.2.6 TEST RECORDS

A single copy of each test procedure is designated as the
official copy to be used for testing. The official copy and
information specifically called for in the test procedure, such
as completed data sheets, instrumentation calibration data and
chart recordings, are retained for the life of the plant by the
COL Applicant in accordance with Regulatory Guides for record
retention.

14.2.7 CONFORMANCE OF TEST PROGRAMS WITH REGULATORY GUIDED

The Startup Test Pr(gram is consistent with the recommendations
of the following Rogtlatory Guides associated with startup (with
exceptions as noted aid revisions as specified in Section 1.8):
Regulatory Guides: 1.9, 1.18, 1.20, 1.30, 1.37, 1.41, 1.52, |

1.68, 1.68.2, 1.68.3, 1.79, 1.95, 1.108,
|

[ 1.116, 1.118, 1.139 and 1.140.
JU '

Amendment W
14.2-13 June 17, 1994
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14.2.7.1 B_egulatory Guide 1.68. Initial Te_pt Procrams for

Hater-Cooled Reactor Power Plants

The following exceptions and/or clarifications address only
significant dif ferences between the proposed test program and the
applicable regulatory position. Minor terminology differences,
testing not applicable to the plant design, and testing that is !

part of required surveillance tests will not be addressed.
Reference is made to the applicable portion of Regulatory Guide ,

1.68. j

14.2.7.1.1 Reference Appendix A, Section 1.h.(5)
Cold Water Interlocks are not applicable to the System 80+
design. This testing will not be performed as it is not
applicable.

14.2.7.1.2 Reference Appendix A, Section 1.1. (21)

A containment penetration cooling system is not a design
requirement for the System 80+. This testing will not be
performed as it is not applicable.

14.2.7.1.3 Reference Appendix A, Section 1.k. (2)

Personnel monitors and radiation survey instruments are site-
specific items to be addressed by the site operator. The site
operator will define the appropriate testing to demonstrate
proper operation of personnel monitors and radiation survey
instruments.

14.2.7.1.4 Reference Appendix A, Section 1.n.(15)

A shield cooling system is not a design requirement for the
System 80+. This testing will not be performed as it is not
applicable.

14.2.7.1.5 Reference Appendix A, Section 2.b

This section suggests that rod drop times be measured for all
control element assemblies (CEAs) at hot and cold full-flow and
no-flow conditions,

!

The CEA drop-time testing is consistent with the recommendations
| of the regulatory guide; however, tests which do not provide
I meaningful data will be deleted. As outlined in Test Summary
'

( Sect io'1 14.2.12.2.4), the CEA drop-time testing will consist of:

A. One drop of each CEA at hot, full-flow conditions.

Amendment O
14.2-14 May 1, 1993
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4.0 DATA REQUIRED

4.1 Sotpoints at which alarms occur.

4.2 RCP performance data. |

l

4.3 Position response of valves to loss of motive power. |

5.0 ACCEPTAf1CE QRITERIA

5.1 RCS and RCP perfornance and alarn.s are as described in 1

Sections 5.4.1 arid 5. 4. 3. ;

w

Amendment U
14.2-25 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.3 Pressurinter Saf ety Valve Test

1.0 QE7JiCTl.ZC

To verify the popping pressure of the pressurizer
safety valves.

2.0 ERERE01USllES

2.1 Construction activities on the pressuriter have been
completed and all associated instrumentation has been
checked and calibrated.

2.2 Reactor coolant system is at hot, zero power
ternperature and pressure.

I
2.3 Lifting device with associated support equipment and

calibration data is availabic.

3.O IIET_tiETliQD

3.1 Using the lifting device, increase the lif ting force on
the safety valve until the safety valve starts to
simmer.

3.2 Determine popping pressure from the lifting device
correla tion data.

3.3 Adjust valve popping set pressure if necessary and
retest.

4.0 DATA RE LED

4.1 Pressuri w pressure and temperature.

4.2 Pressure applied to the lifting device to lift the
safety valve off its seat.

b.o ACEETANCIL_CXITERlb

5.1 Safety valves perform as described in Section 5.4.13.

O
,

Amendment W
14.2-26 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12,1.6 CVCS Purification Subsystem Test

1.0 OBJECT _IVE

1.3 To verify flow c:n.hs between the Reactor Makeup Water
System, the pecification and deborating ion exchangers
and the Solid Waste Management System.

1.2 To verify flow paths between the purification and
deborating lon exchanger and Gascous Waste Management
System.

2.0 EBLIiCQUISITES

2.1 Construction activition on the Chemical and Vc,lume
Control System (CVCS) Purification Subsystem have been
completed.

2.2 CVCS Purification Subsystem instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation has been calibrated.

/ 2.4 Support systems required for operation of the CVCS
\ purification subsystem are completo and operational,

3.0 TJST METilOD

3.1 Lineup the purification system ion exchangers to
complete a L' low path from the Reactor Makeup Water
(RMW) System through each CVCS Purification Subsystem
ion exchanger to the Solid Waste Management system.
Start an BMW pump and valve in each ion exchanger
sequentially, so that only one ion exchanger is in use
at a time. Verify flow by observing RMW flow
indicators and changes in RMW and spent resin tank
levels. Select all possible flow paths to the Solid
Waste Management System.

3.2 Individually connect each purification ion exchanger
and the deborating ion exchanger to the plant air
system and connect a pressure gage to the ion exchanger
vent. Adjust the plant air supply to 15-20 psig.
Start air flow to the ion exchangers and individually
open each ion exchanger vent valve and valve the ion
exchanger to the gaseous waste management system,
observe the ion exchanger vent pressure, air supply
pressure, and flow rate.

v

Amendment W
14.2-31 June 17, 1994
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4.O DATA..BEOUIRED

4.1 RMW flow rate

4.2 RMW and Spent Rosin Tank levels

4.3 Air supply pressure and flow rate

4.4 Ion exchanger test pressure

5.0 AC_QEPTANCE CRITERIA
.

Verification of flow paths between the RMW system, the5.1
;- purification and deborating ion exchangers, and the

Solid Waste Management System will have been
.

demonstrated upon successful completion of Test Method
- 3.1.

.

I -

i 5.2 Verification of flow paths between the purification and
deborating inn exchangers and the Gaseous Waste
Management system will have been demonstrated - can
successful co.npletion of Test Method 3.2. ,

5.3 The CVCS Pura;ication Subsystem performs as described 5'

in Sectio 9.3.4.s

1

?

.

t

. ,

.

(

O,

"
Amendmont O

i 14.2-32 May ', 1993
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3.7 Verify setpoint of the Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) relief valves.

3.8 Verify the interchangeability of the Containment Spray
,

Pumps with the SCS pumps,

3.9 Verify adequate not positive suction head is available
to the pumps.

3.10 Verify adequate heat removal capability by the SCS heat
exchangers.

3.11 Verify proper operation of flow limiting device in the -

SCS lines to limit runout flow.

3.12 Verify that each SCS train is capable of being powered ,

by the electricall,- independent and redundant emergency,

power supplies.

3.13 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section L 7 upor loss of motive power.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

[~'h 4.1 Valve position indications.

\'-')
4.2 Pump head versus flow.

,

4.3 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.4 Setpoints o! alarms and interlocks.

4.5 Setpoints of the LTOP relief valves.

4.6 Position response of valves to loss of motive power. |

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Shutdown Cooling System performs as described in
Section 5.4.7.

C'\

Amendment U
14 2-55 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.22 Safety Injection System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To functionally test the operation and performance of
the components within the Safety Injection (SI) System
including valve and pump performances.

1.2 To verify proper SI response to a Safety Injection
| Actuation Signal (SIAS) using normal, alternate, and

emergency power sources.

1.3 To verify the flow paths through the Direct Vessel
Injection (DVI) Nozzles and the liot Leg Residual Heat
Removal piping.

! 1.4 To demonstrate the capability to perform full flow test
of the Safety Injection System.!

1.5 To verify the SI sampling system functions as designed.

1.6 To verify the elevation of SIS containment isolation
valves relative to the IRWST water level.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Ccnstruction activities have been completed on the
Safety Injection System.

2.2 Support systems and instrumentation required for
operation of the SI subsystem are essentially complete
and operational.

2.3 The In-containment Refueling Water Stor 'e Tank (IRWST)
is filled with sufficient primary mi 2up water to
conduct testing on the SI subsystem.

2.4 The reactor vessel head and internc ; have been
removed.

,

2.5 Test instrumentation to be used for pump performance
has been installed and calibrated.'

2.6 SI System instrumentation has been checked and
calibrated.

3.0 TEST METl!OD

3.1 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
locations and observe valve operation and position
indication. Where required, measure opening and
closing times,

,

i

Amendment W
14.2-56 June 17, 1991
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14.2.12.1.36 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the Emergency Feedwater
System to supply feedwater to the steam generators for
design emergency conditions.

2.0 PREREQUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the systems to be tested are
complete.

2.2 Permanently installed instrumentation is operable and
calibratea.

U.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Plant systems required to support testing are operable,
or temporary systems are installed and operable.

3.0 TEST METHOD

f"

\ ._,) 3.1 Verify all control logic.t
/

3.2 Verify head and flow characteristics of motor driven
emergency feedwater pumps.

3.3 Verify the starting time and head and flow
characteristics of the steam-driven emergency feedwater |
pump at the full design range of steam pressures
(HFT/ PAT).

3.4 During the course of the startup program, demonstrate
five consecutive cold quick starts for the steam-driven
emergency feedwater pump (HFT/ PAT).

3.5 Verify all design flow paths and verify flow downstream
of Venturi meets design requirement.

3.6 Verify proper operation in response to signals from the
Plant Protection System and the Alternate Protection
System.

3.7 Verify, if appropriate, proper operation, stroking
speed. and position indication of control valves.

3.8 Verify EFW discharge line isolation valves struhe
(''T properly with design basis dif ferential pressure acrobe

(s -) them, i

Amendment W |

14.2-79 June 17, 1994
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3.9 Verify proper operation of protective devices,

controls, interlocks, instrumentation and alarms using
actual or simulated inputs.

3.10 Demonstrate proper pump performance during an endurance
test.

3.11 verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 10.4.9 upon loss of motive power.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Valve position indications.

4.2 Valve opening and clcsing times, where required
including valve stroke time under design basis
differential pressure.

4.3 Pump head versus flow curves.

4.4 Flow rates downstream of Venturi.

4.5 Response of Emergency Feedwater Pumps to ESFAS ru;nals.

4.6 Pump start times.

| 4.7 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA s

5.1 The Emergency Feedwater System performs as described in
Section 10.4.9 and Section 7.7.1.1.11.

O
Amendment U

14.2-80 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.37 Reactor Coolant System Hydrostatic Test

1.0 QBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure boundary and associated Safety class I
piping.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 The RCS is filled, vented, and at the required
temperature.

2.2 The reactor coolant pumps are operable.

2.3 Test pump is available.

2.4 Primary safety valves are gagged or removed.

2.5 Permanently installed instrumentation necessary for
testing is operable and calibrated.

2.6 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.,.,

5.j\I

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Operate reactor coolant pumps to sweep gases from the
steam generator tubes.

3.2 Vent the RCS and all control element drive mechanism
housings.

3.3 Operate the reactor coolant pumps to increase the RCS
temperature to that required for pressurization of RCS
to test pressure.

3.4 Perform the tes* in accordance with the ASME code.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 RCS temperature, pressure.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The RCS hydrostatic test meets the requirements of ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

i

v/

\mendr.ent E
14.2-81 December 3:3, 1988
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14.2.12.1.38 Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM) Cooling

System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify the proper operation of the Control Element
Drive Mechanism (CEDM) Cooling System.

| 2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the systems to be tested are
complete.

2.2 Permanently installed instrumentation is operable and
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Plant systems required to support testing are operable,
or temporary systems are installed and operable.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify all control logic.

3.2 Operate the system in the normal mode and verify system
air flow and balance.

3.3 Verify the proper operation of interlocks and alarms.

3.4 During hot functional testing, verify that the system
maintains design temperature under actual heat load
conditions.

4.0 R_ATA REOUIRED

4.1 Air flow rates.

4.2 RCS temperatures and pressures.

| 4.3 Setpoints at which interlocks and alarms occur.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CR TERIA

5.1 The CEDM Cooling System performs as described in
| Section 9.4.6.1.

i
!

O
Amendment WI

'

14.2-82 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.1.42 In-containment Water Storage System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the proper operation of the In-
containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), the
Holdup Volume Tank (HVT) and Cavity Flooding System
(CFS).

2.0 PREREQUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the systems to be tested are
complete.

2.2 Plant systems required to support testing are operable
or temporary systems are installed and operabic.

2.3 Permanently installed instrumentation is operable an.
calibrated.

2.4 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METILoll

(m) 3.1 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
/

\s_/ positions. Observe valve operation, position
indication and, measure opening and closing times.

a.2 Fill the IRWST with reactor makeup water and record |
volume versus indicated level. Observe level alarms.

3.3 Simulate IRWST temperature and observe alarms.

3.4 Verify design flow path from IRWST to the HVT and
reactor cavity.

3.5 Verify the level alarms and indication of the HVT and
reactor cavity.

3.6 Verify the operability and adequacy of range of the
control room IRWST pressure instrumentation.

3.7 Verify the operation and setpoints of the IRWST relief
valves and vacuum breakers.

3.8 verify proper operat of spillways by visually
observing flow path capaullity from the IRWST through
the HVT Spillway to the Reactor Cavity Spillway.

( )v

Amendment U
14.2-89 December 31, 1993
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4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Valve position indications.

4.2 Valve opening and closing time, where required.

4.3 Setpoint at which alarms occur.

| 4.4 Pressure relief damper opening pressure.

5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The In-containment Water Storage System performs as
described in Sections 6.8 and 7.7.1.1.14.

O

|

| O
l Amendment W
| 14.2-90 June 17, 1994
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4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Data displays, alarm indications, and hardcopy
printouts.

5.0 ACCEPTAILQE CRITERIA

5.1 The CFM System with its subfunctions of the SPD and the
ICCM functions as described in Sections 7.5 and
7.7.1.10.

O
V

o

Amendment W
14.2-99 June 17, 1994

|
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14.2.12.1.48 Pre-core Hot Functional Test Controlling

Document

1.0 QJ1JECTIVE

To demonstrate the proper integrated operation of plant
systems when in simulated or actual operating
configurations. This shall include a demonstration
that reactor coolant temperature and pressure can be
lowered to permit operation of the shutdown cooling
cystem and the shutdown cooling system can be used to
achieve cold shutdown at a cool down rate not exceeding
Technical Specification limits and a demonstration of
the operation of the steam bypass valves.

2.0 EBIREOUISITES

2.1 All construction activities on the systems to be tested
are completed.

2.2 All permanently installed instrumentation on systems to
be tested have been properly calibrated and are
operational.

2.3 All necessary test instrumentation is available and
properly calibrated.

2.4 Ilydrostatic testing has been completed.

2.5 Steam generators are in wet layup in accordance with
the 11SSS Chemistry manual.

2.6 Reactor internals, as appropriate for pre-core hot
functional testing, have been installed.

3.0 TEST METHOJ

3.1 Specify plant conditions and coordinate the execution
of the related pre-core hot functional test appendices.

I 4.0 RSJTA REQUIRED

4.1 As specified by the individual pre-core hot functional
test appendices.

1

|

14.2-100
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14.2.12.1.62 Pre-core Boration/ Dilution Measurements
1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the CVCS to control the
boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) by the feed and blead method.

1.2 To demonstrate the ability of the CVCS to supply
concentrated boric acid to the RCS.

2.0 REEREOUISITES

2.1 BAST is filled with borated water.

2.2 The boron addition system is operational.

2.3 The boronometer is operational.

2.4 RCS and CVCS boron concentration is approximately zero
(0) ppm.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Line up the Boric Acid Makeup (BAMU) pumpc to take
\, j suction from the BAST and discharge to the chat;ing

pump suction and to the RCS, and observe operation of
the boron addition system.

3.2 Perform boration and dilution operation of the PJS by
operating the boric acid makeup control system in its
various modes of operation.

3.3 Sample the RCS during boration and dilution operations
and observe operation of the boronometer.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 RCS temperature and pressure.

4.2 Makeup controller flow readings and setpoints.

4.3 Che alcal analysis of boron concentration.

4.4 VCT level.

4.5 Boronometer readings.

4.6 Charging flow rates.

[''N, 4.7 Letdown flow rate.

V

Amendment W
14.2-119 June 17, 1994
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5.0 ACCEPTAf1CE CRITERIA 1

.

5.1 The Boration Subsystem performs as described in Section
9.3.4.

O

\ O
,

! <

i

14.2-120
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14.2.12.1.69 Main Condenser and Main Condenser Evacuation

Systems Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the Main Condenser and
Main Condenser Evacuation Systems to provide a |
continuous heat sink for normal operation as well as a
sink for the Turbine Bypass System under certain
conditions.

2.0 2REPEOUISITES

2.1 Construction activitics on the Main Condenser and Main
Condenser Evacuation Systems have been complete.

2.2 Main Condenser and Main Condenser Evacuation Systems |
instrumentation has been calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the Main
Condenser and Main Condenser Evacuation Systems are |
complete and operational.

/ h 2.4 Test Instrumentation is available and calibrated.
i /

Q_,)'

2,5 Steam seals and lagging are available.

2.6 Turbine is on turning gear.

2.7 All electrical testing is complete on the vacuum pumps
and condenser valves.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify the vacuum integrity of the condenser by
performing both a water hydrostatic test and a vacuum
test.

3.2 operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and, where required, measure opening and
closing times.

3.3 verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 10.4 upon loss of motive power.

3.4 Demonstrate the proper operation of the vacuum pumps
wit' design operating modes and flow paths.

A)-( 3.5 Vnrlfy the proper operation af protcctive devices,
'v' controls, interlocks, i..c tr umentation , and alarms,'

using actual or aimulated ;nputs.
I
'

Amendment W
14.2-133 June 17, 1994
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3.6 Demonstrate the operation of the condenser makeup and ;

'

reject to the condensate storage tank controls.

3.7 Demonstrate the operation of the automatic condenser
cleaning system.

4.0 DZd'A REOUIRED

4.1 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.2 Valve position indication.

4.3 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.4 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.5 Vacuum pump running data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CBITERIA

5.1 The Main Condenser and Main Condenser Evacuation

| Systems perform as described in Sections 10.4.1 and
10.4.2.

O

O
Amendment W

14.2-134 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.1.70 Main Feedwater System Test

1.0 QDJECTIV,E

1.1 To demonstrate that the Main Feedwater System
(including Startup Feedwater) is capable of supplying
foodwater to the steam generators for normal operation.

2.0 PREREOUIEITIS |

2.1 Construction activities on the Main Feedwater System
have been completed.

2.2 Main Feedwater System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the Main
Feedwater System are complete and operational.

2.4 Test instrumentation available and calibrated.

2.5 A suitable steam supply available for operation.

o) 2.6 Condensate system operable./

\ >

m ,/
2.7 Main Condenser operable.

2.8 Appropriate AC and DC power available.

3.0 T_EST METHOD

3.1 Demonstrate all design flow paths including eci nomizte,
downcomer and cleanup recirculation (HFT or PAT).

3.2 Demonstrate proper startup feedwater valve alignments
and flow paths.

3.3 Verify the starting, head, and flow characteristics of
the motor-driven startup feodwater pump.

3.4 Demonstrate minimum flow recirculation protection using
simulated inputs.

3.5 Verify proper operation of protective devices,
controls, interlocks, instrumentation, and a] arms,
using actual or simulated inputs.I

! 3.6 Verify the starting, head, and flow characteristics of
! (3 the motor driven feedwater pump.

L )%-

1

I

i Amendment U
14.2-135 December 31, 1993
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3.7 Operate Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs) from

all appropriate control positions. Observe valve
operation and position indication and measure opening
and closing times.

3.8 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.9 Verify the Main Feedwater Isolation Valves fail to'che
position indicated in Figure 10.4.7-1 upon loss of
motive power.

3.10 Verify the Main Feedwater Isolation Valves close in
response to a Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS).

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Motor-driven Startup Feedwater Pump head versus flow
data.

4.2 Motor-Driven Feedwater Pump head versus flow data.

4.3 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.4 Valve position indication.

| 4.5 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.6 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.7 Main Feedwater Isolation Valve data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Main Feedwater System (including Startup Feedwater)
operates as described in Section 10.4.7.

5.2 The MFIVs meet the test acceptance criteria as
described in Section 10.4.7.4.

O
Amendment T

14.2-136 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.71 Condensate System Te;

1.0 QL71CTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate that the Condensate System is capable of
supplying an adequate flow of water at the design
pressure to support the remainder of the Power
Conversion System.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Condensate System have
been completed.

2.2 Condensate System instrumentation has been calibtated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the
condensate System are complete and operational.

2.4 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.5 Plant conditions are such to provide a flow path for
the Condensate and Feedwater Booster Pumps.p_

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify all control logic.

3.2 Verify head versus flow characteristics for the
condensate and feedwater booster pumps.

3.3 Demonstrate proper operation of the Deareator.

3.4 Demonstrate proper operation of design flow paths
including system cleanup operation.

3.5 Demonstrate proper operation of minimum flow
recirculation protections.

3.6 Demonstrate proper operation of the Hotwell Level
Control System.

3.7 Verify proper operation of designated components, such
as protective devices, controls, interlocks,
instrumentation, and alarms, using actual or simulated
inputs.

3.8 operate control valves from all appropriate control
fx positions. Observe valve operation and position i

( ) indication and measure opening and closing times.
v

|

Amendment H ;

14.2-137 August 31, 1990
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3.9 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position

specified in Section 10.4.7 upon loss of motive power.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Ilead versus flow performance and pump operating data.

4.2 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.3 Valve position indication.

| 4.4 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.5 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.6 Setpoints of the hotwell level controls.

4.7 Setpoints of the pumps minimum flow recirculation
protection.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Condensate System operates as described in
Section 10.4.7.

O
1

Amendment U |

14.2-138 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.72 Turbine Gland Scaling System Test

1.O OBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify that tha Gland Seal System provides adequate
sealing to the turbine shaft and the main feed pump
turbine shafts against leakage of air to the turbine
casings and escape of steam to the Turbine Building.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Turbine Gland Sealing
System have been completed.

2.2 Turbine Gland Scaling System instrumentation have been
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Plant systems required to support the test including
Auxiliary Steam, the Condenser, and Turbine Cooling
Water System are operable.

[ '\ 2.5 Plant conditions for the Main Turbine, the Main Feed
V Pump Turbines and the Turbine Control Valves allow

operation of the Gland Scaling System.

3.0 'l EST METRO _D

3.1 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.2 Verify power-operated valves fall to the position
specified in Section 10.4.3 upon loss of motive power.

3.3 At turbine startup, place the Gland Seal System in
operation using Auxiliary Steam and verify proper

,

operation of the system after turbine load has'

increased and the system has sealed off.

3.4 Verify the proper performance of the Gland Seal
Exhauster Blowers and the Gland Seal Condenser.

3.5 Verify the proper operation of the high pressure
turbine gland spillover valve for dumpin-j excess gland
seal leakage.

!

! A 3,6 Verify the proper operation of all protective devices,
| controls, interlocks, instrumentation, and alarms.

|
Amendment U

14.2-139 December 31, 1993
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4.0 DATA REQUIRED

4.1 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.2 Valvo position indication.

| 4.3 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.4 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

S.1 The Turbine Gland Sealing System operates as described
ii. Section 10.4.3.

O

O
Amendment U

14.2-140 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.73 Condenser Circulating Water System Test

l1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the Condenser Circulating
Water System to provide a continuous supply of cooling
water to the main condensers and return the water to
the cooling tower for heat dissipation.

2.0 EEEREOUISITES

2.1 Conntruction activities on the Condenser Circulating
Kate.r System have been completed.

2.2 Conaanser Circulating Water System instrumentation has
bonn calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the
circulating water system are complete and operational.

2.4 Intake structure at the required level and water
quality within limits.

O 2.5 Temporary test instruments installed and calibrated.

U
3.0 IEST METHOD

3.1 Verify head versus flow and operational characteristics |
for the Circulating Water Pumps.

3.2 Verify required alarms and verify the corresponding
actions.

3.3 Verify automatic and manual systems controls function
properly.

3.4 Perform a flow balance of the CWS to the cooling tower.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Verification of trips and alarms.

4.2 Record pump head versus flow and operating data.

4.3 Plow data to upper and lower basins of the cooling
tower.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

(o'v} The Circulating Water System operates as described in5.1

( Section 10.4.5.
1

Amendment U
14.2-141 Decemben 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.74 Steam Generator Hydrostatic Test

1.0 QN ECTIVE

1.1 To hydrostatically test the secondary side of the steam
generators (SGs) and associated portions of the main
steam, feedwater, blowdown and emergency feedwater
systems.

2.0 PEEEEOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the SG secondary side are
complete.

2.2 The Reactor Coolant System is available to be
pressurized and the Reactor Coolant Pumps are operable.

2.3 The main steam safety valves are removed and blind
| flanges are installed.

2.4 Temporary hydro pump and relief valves are installed.

2.5 Temporrry instrumentation calibrated and installed.

2.6 Systems required to support the operation the Reactor
Coolant System and Reactor Coolant Pumps are available.

2.7 Any plant instrumentation not able to withstand hydro
pressure is removed from service.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Fill and vent the steam generators and chemically treat
as required.

3.2 Operate the RCS and associated systems as needed to
operate the Reactor Coolant pumps. Heat the RCS and
Steam Generators to the required temperature.

3.3 Pressurize the primary side as required to maintain
less than maximum secondary to primary differential
pressure.

3.4 Pressurize the steam generator to the pressure required
by the technical manual.

3.5 Perform a inspection of all designated items and
record any discrepancies.

O
Amendment U

14.2-142 December 31, 1993
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4.O DATA REQt)llLED

4.1 Record SG pressure and temperatures during performance
of the test.

4.2 Record the location of any leaks.

5.0 AQ_CEPTAl[CF CRITERIA

5.1 The Steam Generators Hydrostatic Test moots the
requirements as stated in the technical manual and the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

v

i
,r h 1

%
|

|
Amendment H I

14.2-143 August 31, 1990

I
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14.2.12.1.75 Feedwater Heater and Drains System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the Feedwater Heater and Drain System
alarms and controls operate as designed.

1.2 To demonstrate that the Feedwater Heaters and Drains
System is capable of heating the Main Feedwater System
to the design temperature for normal plant operation.
(PAT)

2.0 PPEREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Feedwater Heater and
Drains System have been completed.

2.2 Feedwater Heater and Drains System instrumentation has
been calibrated.

2.3 Individual component testing is complete

2.4 The power conversions systems are operating as required
to support the test.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify the setpoints of alarms and interlock.

3.2 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.3 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 10.4.7 upon loss of motive powe.r.

3.4 Verify Main Feedwater temperature to the Steam
; | Generators at 100% flow is per Section 10.4.7. (PAT)

| | 3.5 Demonstrate that high pressure feedwater heaters' level
controls maintain proper level and drain to the
dearcator. (PAT)

3.6 Demonstrate that the low pressure feedwater heaters'
| level controls maintain proper level and drain to the

main condenser. (PAT)

4.0 QATA REQUIRED

4.1 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

|

|

| Amendment W
! 14.2-144 June 17, 1994
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4.2 Valve-position indication.

4.3 Position response of valves to-loss of motive power.
,

4.4 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

- 4. 5 - Feedwater - temperature at 100% flow for each heater
group.

4.6 Setpoints of Level Controllers |

'5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA _

5.1 The Feedwater Heater and Heater Drains System performs
as described in Section 10.4.7.

B

,

O
Amendment W

14.2-145 June 17, 1994,
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| 14.2.12.1.76 Ultimate Heat Sink Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

| 1.1 To verify that Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) is maintained
by its associated support systems.

2.0 PREREOUISTTES
|

2.1 Construction activities on the Ultimate Heat Sink have |

been completed. |

2.2 UHS makeup source available as required. |

I
2.3 UHS blowdown path available as required.

2.4 Ultimate Heat Sink System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.5 Test instrumentation available and properly calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Demonstrate that UHS makeup flow meets design.

3.2 Demonstrate that UHS blowdown flow meets design.

3.3 Demonstrate the operation of UHS level and temperature
instruments and alarms.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 UHS makeup flow.

4.2 UHS blowdown flow.

4.3 Setpoints of alarms.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

| 5.1 Tha Ultimate Heat Sir., operates as described in Section
';.2.5.

O
Amendment T

14.2-146 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.77 Chilled Water System Test

1.0 OBJECLIVE

1.1 To demonstrate proper operation of the Essential
Chilled Water and Normal Chilled Water Systems.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Chilled Water System
have been completed. |

|

2.2 Chilled Water System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation available and properly calibrated.

2.4 Component Cccling Water System available.

2.5 Appropriate AC and DC power sources available.

3.O IEST METHOD

[ \ 3.1 Demonstrate that each Essential Chilled Water System
\vl division can be operated from its local and remote

manual control station.

3.2 Demonstrate that each Essential Chilled Water System
division starts automatically in response to the
appropriate signal.

3.3 Verify that the chillers supply chilled water at the |
rated flow and design conditions.

3.4 Verify chilled water flow to supplied components.

3.5 Verify alarms, interlocks, indicating instruments, and
status lights are functional.

3.6 Verify head versus flow characteristics for the Chilled
Water System pumps. |

3.7 Verify system baseline performance during HFT testing.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Record flows as required to components and throttle
valve positions.

( \

()

Amendment T
14.2-147 November 15, 1993
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4.2 Record alarm, interlock, and control setpoints.

4.3 Record chiller normal operating parameters.

4.4 Record pump head versus flow and operating data.

4.5 System operating parameters during HFT.

5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

| 5.1 The Chilled Water System operates as described in
Section 9.2.9.

O

O
:

Amendment T
14.2-148 November 15, 1993

|
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14.2.12.1.78 Station Service Water System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the Station Service Water
System to supply cooling water as designed under normal
and emergency conditions.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Station Service Water
System have been completed.

2.2 Station Service Water instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for the operation of the
Station Service Water System are complete and
operational.

2.4 Test instruments available and calibrated.

2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink is available,

p_ b
i(j 3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify head versus flow characteristics for the station |
service water pumps.

3.2 Verify adequate flow of station service water to each
supplied component.

3.3 Verify alarms, indicating instruments and status lights
are functional.

3.4 Verify system response on a loss of offsite power. |

| 3.5 Verify a low station service water pump discharge |
'

pressure starts the idle pump in each division.

i 3.6 Verify proper operation of the control valves, Pump
! Discharge Check Valves and Strainer Backwash Valves.

3.7 Verify pump control from the control room.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Record pump head versus flow and operating data,

!n\
\ /

| %J

Amendment T
14.2-149 November 15, 1993
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4.2 Flow to CCW heat exchangers using various pump

combinations.

4.3 Sotpoints of alarms, interlocks and controls.

| 4.4 Valve position indication.

5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Station Service Water System operates as described
in Section 9.2.1.

O

_

Amendment T
14.2-150 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.79 Component Cooling Water System (CCWB) Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE
1.1 To demonstrate the capability of the Component Cooling

Water System to provide cooling water during normal
unit operation, during unit cooldown, during refueling,
and during an emergency situation; and to demonstrate
proper system response to a simulated engineered safety
features actuation signal.

2.0 PREREOUISI_ TIS

2.1 Construction activities on the Component Cooling Water
System have been completed.

2.2 Component Cooling Water System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Plant systems required to support testing are operable,
or temporary systems are installed and operable.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Demonstrate proper operation of the surge tanks and
[,T their controls.

3.2 Demonstrate proper system and component flow paths,
flow rates, and pressure drops including head versus
flow verification for the component cooling water
pumps.

3.3 Perform a pump head versus flow verification for all
four pumps.

3.4 Verify the non-essential headers and the spent fuel
pool heat exchangers are isolated on an SIAS. Verify
the component cooling water heat exchanger bypass.
valves close on an SIAS. Verify the containment spray
heat exchanger isolation valves open on a CSAS and on
a component cooling water pump high differential
pressure signal.

3.5 Verify the non-essential headers and RCP headers are-
isolated on a surge tank low-low level signal.

3.6 Verify a low CCW pump differential pressure signal
starts the idle pump in each division.

3.7 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operatior. and position
indication. Measure valve opening and closing times,
where required, j

m
/ 3.8 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position i

Q)' specified in Section 9.2.2 upon loss of motive power. |
|

Amendment U
14.2-151 December 31, 1993

|
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3.9 Verify alarms, inter. locks, indicating instruments, and

status lights are functional.

3.10 Verify pump control from the control room.

3.11 Demonstrate the ability of the CCWS in conjunction with
the Shutdown Cooling System and Station Service Water
System to porturm a plant cooldown. (HFT)

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Record pump head versus flow and operating data for
each pump.

4.2 Flow balancing data including flow to each component
and throttle valve positions. |

1

4.3 Setpoints of alarms, interlocks and controls.
'

4.4 Valve opening and closing times, where required. |

4.5 Valve position indication.

| 4.6 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.7 Temperature data during cooldown.

4.8 Response of valves to SIAS, CSAS, low-low surge tank
level signal, and component cooling water pump high
differential pressure signal.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Component Cooling Water System operates as
described in Section 9.2.2.

O
Amendment U

14.2-152 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.80 Pool Cooling and Purification System (PCPS)
Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the capability of the system to provide
the proper flow paths and flow rates required ' omove
decay heat from the Spent Fuel Pool. The purit..ation
capability of the system is verified by demonstrating
the proper purification flow paths and flow rates.

2.0 PREREOUTSITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Pool Cooling and
Purification System have been completed.

2.2 Pool Cooling and Purification System instrumentation
has been calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation available and properly calibrated.

2.4 Component Cooling Water System water available. |

['} 2.5 Spent Fuel Pool and Reactor Vessel Cavity construction
( ,/ leak tests completed.

2.6 Support systems required for the operation of the Pool
Cooling and Purification System are complete and
operable.

2.7 The spent fuel pool is filled to normal level.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify head versus flow for the pumps.

3.2 Verify control logic.

3.3 Verify the proper operation of controls, interlocks
instrumentation and alarms using actual or simulated
inputs.

3.4 Verify the operability of the fuel pool gates and
j verify leakage within acceptable limits.

3.5 Verify the anti-siphons holes are free of obstructions.

3.6 Verify no leakage of the spent fuel pool by checking
ps the leak detection system.
I 1

s! 3.7 Verify that the PCPS meets the design flow rate and
filtration capacity.

Amendment W
14.2-153 June 17, 1994
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3.8 Verify power-operated valves fall to the position specified

in Section 9.1.3 upon loss of motive power.

3.9 Test control valves from all positions and observe operation
and position indication.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

| 4.1 Pump head versus flow and operating data for each pump.

4.2 Setpoints of alarms, interlocks and controls.

4.3 Flow data throut,t various system flow paths.

4.4 Fuel pool gate leakage data.

| 4.5 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

| 4.6 Control valve operation and position.

5.O b_CCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Pool Cooling and Purification System operates as
described in Section 9.1.3.

O
1

|

Amendment U
14.2-154 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.81 Turbine Building Cooling Water System Test

l '. 0 OBJECTIVE
i

1.1 To verify proper operation of the Turbine Building.
Cooling Water System.

2.O PREREOUISITES
i

| 2.1 Construction activities on the Turbine Building Cooling
Water System have been completed.'

2.2 Support systems required for the operation of the
Turbine Building Cooling Water System complete and
operational.

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.
,

j 2.4 Turbine Building Cooling Water System instrumentation
has been calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

-3 .1 Verify all control logic.

3.2 Verify tho' proper operation of the cooling pumps,
including head and flow characteristics.

3.3 Demonstrate flow paths and verify heat exchanger-
temperature rise, inlet and outlet water tempera.tures,
equipment temperature and monitor performance and make
appropriate flow rate adjustments to: satisfy
performance parameters.

3.4 Demonstrate =that the heat-exchangers will operate at:
design flow rate without exceeding heat . exchanger -
design pressure drop.-

.3.5 Verify the . proper operation of the . surge ~ tank- level
control and upper and lower level alarms.

3.6 Verify.the proper. operation of all protective devices,
'

controls, interlocks,-instrumentation, and alarms.

3.7 -Operate control valves from-all appropriate control
positions. Observe -valve operation and . position
' indication.and measure opening and closing times.

~

f' 3.8 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
\ specified in Section 9.2.8 upon loss of motive power.

. Amendment U
14.2-155 . December.31, 1993
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4.0 DATA REOUIRF&

4.1 Operating data for the Turbine Building Cooling Water
pumps.

4.2 Record throttle valve positions and flov;s to each
component.

4.3 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.4 Valve position indication.

| 4.5 Position response of valves to loss of motive power. -)

4.6 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur. |

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Turbine Building Cooling Water System performs as
described in Section 9.2.8.

O

O
1

Amendment U
14.2-156 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.82 Condensate Storage System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate that the Condensate Storage System
provides a reliable source of water for the designated
systems.

2.0 PREREOUISITE

2.1 Construction activities on the Condensate Storage
System have been complete.

2.2 Condensate Storage System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.4 Support system required for the operation of the
Condensate Storage System are complete and operable.

3.0 TEST METHOD

,I,\ 3.1 Verify all control logic,
t /V

3.2 Verify pumps' operating parameters. |

3.3 Demonstrate the operability of all design flow paths.

3.4 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.5 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 9.2.6 upon loss of motive power.

3.6 Verify operation of protective devices, controls,
interlocks, instrumentation, and alarms, using actual
or simulated inputs.

3.7 Verify the Condensate Storage Tank is maintained at
acceptable water oxygen concentration.

3.8 Verify all flow paths.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Pump operating data.
n

. ( ) 4.2 Valve opening and closing times, where required.
l s_/

Amendment U
14.2-157 December 31, 1993
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4.3 Valve position indication.

| 4.4 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.5 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.6 Applicable chemistry results.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Condensate Storage System operates as described in
Section 9.2.6.

O

|

|

|

|

9
Amendment U

14.2-158 December 31, 1993
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5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Compressed Gas Systems operate as described in
Section 9.5.10.

O

o)L.

Amendment H
14.2-169 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.90 Process Sampling System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify the ability of Process Sampling System to
collect and deliver representative samples of liquids
and gases in various process systems to sample stations
for chemical and radiological analysis during
operation, cooldown and post accident modes.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the systems to be tested
have been completed.

2.2 Systems being sampled are at or near normal operating
pressure and temperature.

2.3 Calibrating gases and solutions are available.

2.4 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.5 Process Sampling System instrumentation has been
calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Withdraw fluid at each sample point, verifying adequate
flow.

3.2 Verify the proper operation of all alarms and
interlocks.

3.3 Verify the proper operation of all pump and heat
exchangers in specified operating modes and flow paths.

3.4 Verify the analytical instrumentation provides proper
indication and response.

7, . 5 Calculate the holdup times using the piping volume and
measured flow rate for Reactor Coolant System and
Pressurizer samples.

3.6 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.7 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 9.3.2 upon loss of motive power.

3.8 Verify the proper operation of all continuous monitors
and verify adequate flow.

Amendment U
14.2-170 December 31, 1993
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4.S Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

S.1 The Emergency Diesel Generator Mechanical System |
performs as described in Section 8.3.1.

I

1

s

O

t

|

[

f
x

Amendment T
14.2-177 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.94 Emergency Diesel Generator Electrical System '

'

Test

1.0 QBJECTIVE

1.1 fo verify the EPergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) can
supply power at the rated load, voltage and frequency 1

under all design conditions.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Emergency Diesel
Generator System have been completed.

| 2.2 EDG Mechanical System Test is completed.

2.3 Emergency Diesel Generator System instrumentation has
been calibrated.

2.4 Support systems required for operation of the Emergency
Diesel Generator System are complete and operational.

2.5 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.6 Electrical testing is complete as needed to allow the
buses to be energized.

2.7 DG electrical voltage tests are complete.

2.8 ESF loads are available to be loaded onto the bus.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Demonebrate all control logic and controls including
the SDG sequencer and response to ESF actuation
signals.

3.2 Demonstrate 90 to 100 percent of the continuous rating
of the emergency diesel generator, for an interval of
not less than 1 hour and until temperature equilibrium
has been attained.

3.3 Demonstrate that the emergency diesel generator unit
starts from standby conditions, reaches required
voltage and frequency within acceptable limits and time
as defined in the plant technical specifications.

3.4 Demonstrate by simulating a loss of offsite power that:

a. the emergency buses are doenergized and the loads
are shed from the emergency buses, and

Amendment W
14.2-178 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.1.99 Fuel Building Cranes Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

To demonstrate the functional performance of the Cask
Handling and Fuel Handling Cranes.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Electric power available.

2.2 Fuel Building cranes instrumentation has been
calibrated. -

;

2.3 Construction activities on the crane and associated
equipment have been completed.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify operability of trolley, bridge, and hoist for
each crane.

3.2 Check hoist and trolley speeds,
em

( ') 3.3 Check capability of cask handling and fuel handling
( ,/ crane to position over all required fuel building

equipment.

3.4 Perform 150% static load capacity test of the cask
handling crane and the fuel handling crane. |

3.5 Perform an operational test of the cranes at 100% of
rated load.

3.6 Verify the operation of protective and safety devices.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Holst, and trolley speeds.

4.2 Verification of proper operation of interlocks.

4.3 Load capacity data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRI"'ERI A

5.1 The Cask Handling and Fuel Handling Cranes performs as
described in Section 9.1.4.

(~3
'%.a

.

Amendment W
14.2-187 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.1.100 Turbine Buf1 ding Crane Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

To demonstrate the functional performance of the
Turbine Building Crane.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Electric power available.

2.2 Turbine Building crane instrumentation has been
calibrated.

|

2.3 Construction activities on the crane and associated
equipment have been completed.

|
'

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify operability of trolley, bridge, and hoist.

3.2 Check hoist and trolley speeds.

3.3 Check capability of crane to position over all required
Turbine building equipment.

3.4 Perform 125% load capacity test.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Iloist, and trolley speeds.

4.2 Verification of proper operation of interlocks.

4.3 Load capacity data.

5.0 A.CCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Turbine Building Crane meets manufacturers design
specification.

O
Amendment H

14.2-188 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.101 Containment Cooling and Ventilation System
Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the capability of the Containment
Cooling and Ventilation System to maintain acceptable
temperature limits and air quality in the containment
during normal operations and normal shutdown.

2.0 PREREQUISITES

2.1 Construction activities inside the containment building
have been completed.

2.2 Construction activities on the containment cooling and ,

ventilation system have been completed.

2.3 Containment Cooling and Ventilation System
instrumentation has been calibrated.

2.4 Support systems required for operation of the
Containment Cooling and Ventilation System are complete
and operational.

2.5 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.-

2.6 The RCS is at normal operating temperature and pressure
(HFT).

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify the operation of the containment recirculation
cooling units.

3.2 Verify the operation the pressurizer compartment
cooling fans.

3.3 Verify the operation of the reactor cavity cooling |
fans.

3.4 Verify operation of the control element drive mechanism
cooling fans.

3.5 Verify operation of the containment air clean up fans.

3.6 Perform air balance as appropriate for each subsystem.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

Operation of all interlocks at proper setpoints.O 4.1

Amendment T
14.2-189 November 15, 1993
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4.2 Air balancing verification.

4.3 Fan operating data.

4.4 Containment building temperature data.

4.5 Filter and carbon adsorber data for containment air
clean up filtration units.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Containment Cooling and Ventilation System performs
as described in Section 9.4.6.

O

O
Amendment T

14.2-190 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.102 Containment Purge Ventilation System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the capability of the Containment Purge
System to maintain the containment air temperature and
cleanliness at the required value during inspection
testing maintenance and refueling operations. |

|

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities in the containment have been
completed and acceptable levels of cleanliness
established.

2.2 Construction activities on the Containment Purge System
have been completed.

2.3 Containment Purge Ventilation System Instrumentation
has been calibrated.

2.4 Support systems required for operation of the
containment purge system are complete and operational,

n
; 2.5 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Demonstrate manual and automatic system controls.

3.2 Verify alarms, indicating instruments and status lights
are functional.

3.3 Verify design air flows for High Purge, Low Purge and
two Containment Cleanup Systems.

3.4 Perform filter and carbon adsorber efficiency tests.

3.5 Demonstrate system responses to a high radiation signal
and high relative humidity signal.

3.6 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing times.

3.7 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specifed in Section 9.4.6 upon loss of motive power.

3.8 Simulate CIAS, HHAS and HRAS and observe isolation
valve response.

,-(y 3.9 Verify the proper operation of Containment Purge
'- Ventilation System radiation monitors.

Amendment U
14.2-191 December 31, 1993
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4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Air balancing verification.

4.2 Fan operating data for low purge and high purge fans.

4.3 Filter and carbon adsorber data for exhaust filter
trains.

4.4 Valve opening and closing times, where required.

4.5 Valve position indication.
-_

| 4.6 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

4.7 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.8 Temperature of chilled water supply and return from
cooling coils.

4.9 Temperature of air supply (outside) to high purge
supply and discharge into containment.

4.10 Valves respond to simulated CIAS, HRAS, and HHAS
signals.

4.11 Containment Purge Ventilation System radiation monitors
performance data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Containment Purge Ventilation System performs as
described in Section 9.4.6.

5.2 The Containment Purge Ventilation System radiation
monitors perform as described in Section 11.5.

O
Amendment U

14.2-192 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.1.103 Control Complex Ventilation System Test |

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify the functional operation of the Control Room
Air Conditioning System (CRACS) and the Technical
Support Center Air Conditioning System (TSCACS) and to
ensure a proper environment for personnel and equipment
under all postulated conditions.

Note: The preoperational tests on the Balance of
the control Complex Ventilation System are
described in Section 14.2.12.1.111.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities in the Control Complex have |
been completed and all penetrations sealed.

2.2 Construction activities on the Control Complex |
Ventilation System have been completed.

2.3 Control Complex Ventilation System instrumentation has |

(''} been calibrated.

('-,/
2.4 Support systems required for operation of the Control

Complex Ventilation System are complete and |
operational.

2.5 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify all control logic.

3.2 Verify, the proper operation, stroking speed, and
position indication of all dampers.

3.3 In manual operating mode, verify proper operation of
the units, system rated air flow, and air balance.

3.4 In automatic mode, demonstrate the transfer to
emergency operations as a result of radiation
detection, smoke detection, toxic chemical detection
(COL applicant itam), and safety injection actuation |
signals.

3.5 Verify the filter particle removal efficiency, carbon
adsorber efficiency and filter bank air flow capacity.

,_

/ x

('') 3.6 Verify the proper operation of all protective devices,
controls, interlocks, instrumentation, and alarms,
using actual or simulated inputs.

Amendment T
14.2-193 November 15, 1993
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3.7 Verify that the system maintains the control rocm and

technical support center (TSC) at positive pressure
relative to "he outside atmosphere during system.

operation in the pressurized mode as required by the
Technical Specifications.

3.8 Verify the isolation capability of the control room and
technical support center (TSC) upon detection of
chlorine gas at the intakes meets the requirements of

| Reg. Guide 1.95 (COL applicant item). I

3.9 Demonstrate the operation of the battery room exhaust
fans. |

3.10 Demonstrate the operation of the Electrical Equipment
3oom Air Handling Subsystem.

3.11 Demonstrate the operation of the Smoke Purge Fan.

3.12 Verify the proper operation of Control Complex
Ventilation System radiation monitors.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Air balancing verification.

4.2 Fan and damper operating Data.

4.3 Temperature and humidity data in the Control Room
envelope.

4.4 Response to radioactivity, toxic gas (COL applicant
item), and products of combustion.

4.5 Setpoints of alarms, interlocks, and controls.

| 4.6 Pressurization data for the control room and TSC.

4.7 Filter and carbon adsorber data.

4.8 Control Complex Ventilation System radiation monitors'
performance data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

| 5.1 The Control Complex Ventilation System operates as
described in Section 9.4.1.

5.2 The Control Complex Ventilation System radiation
monitors perform as described in Section 11.5.

Amendment T
14.2-194 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.104 Subsphere Building Ventilation System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the proper operation of the Subsphere
Building Ventilation System to maintain design
condition.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Subsphere Building
Ventilation System have been completed.

2.2 Subsphere Building Ventilation System instrumentation
has been calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the Reactor
Subsphere Duilding Ventilation System are complete and |
operational.

2.4 Test Instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD
C 's
!, ) 3.1 Verify all control logic.

3.2 Verify the proper operation, stroking speed and
position indication of all dampers.

3.3 Verify the system maintains the Subsphere at a negative
pressure.

3.4 Verify the system maintains the Reactor Subsphere at a
negative pressure.

3.5 Verify the proper operation of the Ventilation Supply
Units and Fans.

I

! 3.6 Verify the proper operation of the Ventilation Exhaust
1 Units and Fans.

3.7 Verify the proper operation of the Mechanical Equipment
Room Cooling Units.

3.8 Verify the proper operation of the Mechanical Equipment
Room Ventilation Units.

3.9 Verify filter ef ficiency carbon adsorber efficiency and
air flow capacity.

7
( )
L.J

Amendment W
14.2-195 June 17, 1994
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3.10 Verify the systems rated air flow and air balance.

3.11 Verify the proper operation of all protective devices,
controls, interlocks instrumentation and alarms using
actual or simulated inputs.

3.12 Verify the proper operation of the subsphere Building
Ventilation System radiation monitors.

4.0 DATA RE0idlBEQ

4.1 Air balancing verification.

4.2 Fan and damper operating data.

4.3 Temperature data of building area.

4.4 Setpoints of alarms interlocks and controls.

| 4.5 Reactor Subsphere negative pressurization data.

4.6 Filter and carbon adsorber data.

4.7 Subsphere Building Ventilation System radiation
monitors' performance data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Subsphere Building Ventilation System operates as
described in Section 9.4.5.

5.2 The Subsphere Building Ventilation System radiation
monitors perform as described in Section 11.5.

O
|

Amendment T
i

| 14.2-196 November 15, 1993
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3.3 Verify the operation of the Operations Suppore Center

air handling unit / fan.

3.4 Verify the operation of the Shift and Assembly Offices
air handling unit / fan.

3.5 Verify the operation of the CAS and SEC Group air
handling unit / fan.

3.6 Verify the operation of the Battery Roo.m air handling | |

unit / fan. |

3.7 Verify the operation of the Personnel Decon Room air | |

handling unit / fan. |
|

3.0 Verify the operation of the Break Room air handling
unit / fan.

3.9 Verify the operation of the Electrical and Mechanical |
Equipment Room air handling units / fans.

3.10 Verify operation of the smoko purge fans. |

~ 3.11 Verify alarms, indicating lights and status lights are
[ w) functional.
LJ

3.12 Perform air flow balancing of the Control Complex |
Ventilation Subsystems.

3.13 Verify the proper operation of dampers.

3.14 Verify the proper operation of the Vital Instrument and
Equipment Room Air Conditioning Units / fans.

4.0 DATA REQUIRFD

4.1 Fan operating data for cach of the air handling units
and the smoke purge fans.

4.2 Damper operating data.

4.3 Air flow and balancing verification.

4.4 Setpoints at which alarms, centerbacks and control
occur.

4.5 Temperature data for each of the CCVS subsystems. |

5.0 ACCRETANCE CRITERI A
,m,
( ) The Balance of Control Complex Ventilation Syst em |t

N/ operatos as described in Section 9.4.1.

Amendment T
14.2-207 November 15, 1993
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14.2.12.1.112 !!ydrogen Hitigation System (HHB) Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the proper operation of the !!ydrogen
Mitigation System.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Hydrogen Mitigation
System have been completed.

2.2 flydroqen instrumentation has been calibrated.
I

2.3 Electrical power systems required for the Hydrogen |
Mitigation System are available. |

2.4 Test instrumentation is available and calibrate 1.

3.0 TEST MET}{OD
I

3.1 Verify HMS ignitor control logic and indication. '

3.2 Demonstrate each ignitor reaches proper operating
temperature.

I
4.0 DATA REQUIRED

|
4.1 Ignitor temperatures,

b.. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The liydrogen Mitigation System operates as described in
Section 6.2.5.

O
Amendment W

14.2-208 June 17, 1994
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4.4 Radwaste Building crane data.

4.5 System flow path data.

5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERlb

5.1 The Solid Waste Management System operates as described
in Section 11.4.

_

l
\s

f)
L)

Amendment 11
14.2-213 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.116 Gaseous Waste Management System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate the ability of the Gascous Waste

| Management System (GbHS) to collect and process
radioactive gases vented from plant equipment.

2.0 PREREOVISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Gaseous Waste Management
System have been completed.

2.2 Gaseous Waste Management System instrumentation has
been calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the Gaseous
Waste Management System are completed and operational.

2.4 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METIIOD

3.1 Verify flow paths.

3.2 Demonstrate that discharge isolation features and other
system controls function properly. Simulate a high
radiation signal to the GWMS discharge radiation
monitor.

3.3 Verify alarms, indicating instruments and status lights
are functional. Simulate a high radioactivity signal
to the GWMS discharge radiation monitor and verify
alarm actuation in the main control room.

3.4 Demonstrate the operation of the gas drying equipment.

3.5 Demonstrate proper hold up time of gas through the -

charcoal adsorbers.

3.6 Demonstrate the operation of the dryer regeneratvan
equipment.

3.7 Demonstrate the operation of the system gas analfters.

3.8 Operate control valves from all appropriata control
positions. Observe valve operatico an. position
indication. Measure opening and closing times, where
required.

3.9 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 11.3 upon loss of motive power.

Amendment W
14.2-214 June 17, 1994
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3.6 Verify proper operatici) of protective devices, controls,

interlocks, alarms, computer inputs and ground detection.

3.7 Verify the proper operation of the Vital Instrumentation
and Control Power Status Information Subsyncom.

3.8 Verify proper operation of bus transfer devices.

4.0 DATA REQUIRED

4.1 Battery voltage and load current without charger. ;

4.2 Charger float voltage and current.

4.3 Test discharge recordings of voltage, current, temperature,
capacity in ampere hours, and individual cell voltages.

4.4 Charger voltage and current as battery eliminator.

4.5 Inverter voltage, frequency and current from preferred
source.

4.6 Inverter voltage, frequency and current from battery7x
( ) source,

v'
4.7 Setpoint at which alarms, interlocks and controls occur.

4.8 System Status Information Subsystem indications.

5.O ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The Class 1E DC Power System supply tbc loads as described
in Section 8.3.2.

l
!

f\
| ( i

G'

Amendment H
14.2-231 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.127 Offsite Power System Test

1.0 OBJECTIVI

1.1 To verify the Offsite Power System is capable of supplying
power as designed to the unit through the two preferred
power circuits.

1.2 To verify the power generated by the turbine generator can
be fed to grid through the Offsite Power System.

2.0 PREREQUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Offsite Power System have
been completed.

2.2 offsite Power System instrumentation has been calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required f or operation of the Of fsite Power
System are completed and operational.

2.4 Test Instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Verify operation of the Switchyard Protective Relaying
System.

3.2 Verify operation of Switchyard Power Current Breakers and
motor-operated disconnects from Main Control Room,
Switchyard Relay House and its local control cabinet.

3.3 Verify operation of interlock between the two separate
offsite power connections.

3.4 Verif y operation of the Switchyard 125V DC Auxiliary Supply
System and its associated controls, alarms and batteries.

3.5 Verify the operation of the Switchyard 480V AC Auxiliary
Power System and its associated controls, alarms and
annunciators.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Setpoints at which alarms and interlocks occur.

4.2 Setpoint of protective relays.

O
Amendment H

14.2-232 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.138 Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation System
Test

1.0 OBJECTIVES

1.1 To demonstrate proper operation of the Seismic
Monitoring Instrumentation System.

|2.0 PREREOUISITES
|

2.1 Construction activities on the Seismic Monitoring
Instrumentation System have been completed. 1

2.2 Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation System
instrumentation has been calibrated. !

2.3 Test instrumentation is available and calibrated.

3.0 TEST METFOD

3.1 Verify operability of internal calibration devices by
recording calibration records on all applicable
sensors.

'( ,/ 3.2 Verify system respanse to simulated seismic events by
actuating the arpropriate trigger units, recording
accelerograph outputs and playing back all records for
analysis.

3.3 Verify and calibrate all systems alarms and indicators.

3.4 Verify the proper operation and installation of all
peak recording accelerographs.

4.0 DATA REQUIRED

4.1 Record sensor response to simulated seismic inputs.
5.0 bCCEPTANCE CBITERIA

5.1 The Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation System operates
as described in Section 3.7.4.

[~'T,

Q)'

Amendment H
14.2-251 August 31, 1990
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14.2.12.1.139 Auxiliary Steau System Test

1.0 OBJ i'CTI VE

1.1 To demonstrate the Auxiliary Steam System provides the
steam to various plant components at designed pressures
and flow.

2.0 PEEREQUISITES

2.1 Construction activities on the Auxiliary Steam system
have been completed.

2.2 Auxiliary Steam system instrumentation has been
calibrated.

2.3 Support systems required for operation of the Auxiliary
Steam system are completed and operational.

2.4 Test Instrumentation is available and calibrated.

2.5 Sufficient loads are available to allow loading to the
auxiliary boiler to its designed capacity.

3.0 IEST METHOD

3.1 Verify proper operation of designated components such
as protective devices, controls, interlocks,
instrumentation and alarms, using actual or simulated
inputs.

3.2 Operate control valves from all appropriate control
positions. Observe valve operation and position
indication and measure opening and closing timer..

3.3 Verify power-operated valves fail to their appropriate
position upon loss of motive power.

3.4 Demonstrate proper operation and flow rates for all
design flow paths.

3.5 Verify proper operation of system pumps.

3.6 Perform measurements of the Auxiliary Boiler
performance using ASME PTC-4.1, " Steam Generating
Units".

O
l.

Amendment U
14.2-252 December 31, 1993
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4.O DATA REQC RED

4.1 CEA drop time.

4.2 RCS temperature and pressure to be taken during
measurement and recording of drop time for each CEA.

4.3 CEA position and alarm indications.

5.0 %CCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The CEDM/CEAs and their associated position indications _

operate as described in Section 7.7.1.

5.2 CEA drop times are in agreement with the Technical
specifications.

5.3 CEA insertion and withdrawal times meet design
requirements.

"x,i

f'N
\ )v

Amendment E
14.2-259 December 30, 1988
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| 14.2.12.2.5 Post-core Reactor Coolant and Secondary Water

Chemistry Data

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To maintain the proper water chemistry for the RCS and
steam generators during post-core hot functional
testing.

2.0 PREREQUISITEE

2.1 Primary and secondary sampling systems are operable.

2.2 Chemicals to support hot functional testing are
available.

2.3 The primary and secondary chemical addition system are
operable.

2.4 Purification ion exchangers are charged with resin.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Minimum sampling frequency for the steam generator and
RCS will be as specified by the chemistry manual. The
sampling frequency will be modified as required to
ensure the proper RCS and steam generator water
chemistry.

3.2 Perform RCS and steam generator sampling and chemistry
analysis after every significant change in plant
conditions (i.e., heatup, cooldown, chemical
additions).

4.0- DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Plant conditions.

4.2 Steam generator chemistry analysis.

4.3 RCS chemistry analysis.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 RCS and steam generator water chemistry can be
| maintained as described in Sections 9.3.4 and 10.3.5.
1

5.2 Baseline data for the steam generators and RCS is
established.

Amendment W
14.2-260 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.4.9 Diological Shield Survey Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To measure the radiation levels in accessible locations
of the plant outside of the biological shield.

1.2 To determine occupancy times for these areas during
power operation.

2.0 PREREOUISITES
_

2.1 Radiation survey instruments have been calibrated.

2.2 Results of the radiation surveys performed at zero
power conditions are available.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Measure gamma and neutron dose rates at 50 and 100%
power levels.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED[m
'x - 4.1 Power level.'

4.2 Gamma dose rates in the accessible locations.

4.3 Neutron dose rates in the accessible locations.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERJ2

5.1 Accessible areas and occupancy times during power
operation have been defined as described in Section
12.3.2.

5.2 The biological shield performs as described in Section
12.3.2.2.

,rx
/ 1

'w.|

Amendment W
i
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14.2.12.4.10 Steady-State Core Performance Test

I1.0 QDJECTIVE

1.1 To determine core power distributions using in-core
instrumentation.

1.2 To demonstrate that the core has boon assembled as
designed.

2.0 PREREOUISITEE

2.1 The reactor is operating at the desired power level and
CEA configuration with equilibrium xenon.

2.2 The in-core instrumentation system is in operation.

3.0 IEST METHOD

3.1 Selected DPS outputs and CPC outputs are recorded.

3.2 The core power distribution is obtained using the in-
core detectors.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Conditions of the test:

4.1.1 Reactor power measurements

4.1.2 CEA positions

4.1.3 Boron concentration

4.1.4 Core average burnup

4.1.5 Selected plant computer outputs and CPC outputs

4.1.6 In-core detector maps

O
Amendment E

14.2-286 December 30, 1988
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14.2.12.4.14 CPC Verification

1.0 QBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify Departure from Nucleate Boiling Rates
(DNBR) and Local Power Density (LPD) calculations of
the Coro Protection Calculators (CPCs).

2.0 EREREOUISITES |

2.1 The reactor is at the desired power level and CEA
configuration with equilibrium Xe. 1

2.2 The CPCs are operational. !

2.3 The in-core detector system is operational.

3.0 TEST METilQD

3.1 Specified values are recorded from the CPCs.

3.2 The values for LPD and DNBR obtained from the CPCs
are compared with the values calculated for the same
conditions using the CPC FORTRAN Simulator.

4.O DATA REOUIJtEQ

4.1 Reactor power.

4.2 CEA positions.

4.3 Boron concentration.

4.4 Specified CPC inputs, outputs, and constants.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The values of DNBR and LPD calculated by the CPCs are
consistent with the values calculated by the CPC
FORTRAN code as described in Section 7.2.1. |

,r N
! )
U

Amendment T
14.2-293 November 15, 1993
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| 14.2.12.4.15 Atmospheric Dump and Turbine Dypass Valves

Capacity Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate that the maximum steam flow capacity
of each atmospheric steam dump valve upstream of the
main steam isolation valves is less than that assumed
for the safety analysis.

1.2 To demonstrate the throttling capability of the
Atmospheric Dump Valves.

1.3 To measure the capacity of each turbine bypass valve
individually to determine that the capacity of each
steam bypass valve is less than the value used in the
safety analysis.

2.0 PREREOUISITES

| 2.1 The reactor power is 2 15% full power.

2.2 Control systems tire in automatic where applicabic.

. O|2.3 The operation of 'he Atmospheric Steam Dump, Turbine |
Bypass, and shutdown Cooling System have been
demonstrated as part of the llot Functional testing.

3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 The individual steam flows through each of the
Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) upstream of the Main
Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) are measured.

3.2 Throttle each ADV over its operating range to verify
throttle capability.

3.3 The capacity of each turbine bypass valve is
measured.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Reactor power.

4.2 RCS temperatures.

4.3 Pressurizer pressure.

4.4 Steam generator levels and pressure.

4.5 Steam dump and turbine bypass valve positions.

4.6 Feedwater flow rates and feedwater temperatures.

Amendment W
14.2-294 June 17, 1994
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5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

5.1 The capacities of the individual atmospheric dump |
valves are less than the values used in the safety
analysis but greater than the values required for a
safe cooldown.

5.2 The capacity of each turbine bypass valve has been
measured and the capacity of each turbine bypass
valve is less than the value used in the safety
analysis.

5.3 The ADV flow rate decreases when the valve is
throttled.

(O)

!
|

|

I

,/']

w
|
|

Amendment W
14.2-295 June 17, 1994
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14.2.12.4.16 In-core Detector Test

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To verify conversion of the fixed in-core detector
signals to voltages for input to the Data Processing
System (DPS).

2.0 PREREOUISITES

2.1 The reactor is at the specified power level and
conditions.

2.2 The DPS is operabic.

3.0 IEST METHOD

3.1 Amplifier output signals are measured.

3.2 Group symmetric instrument signals are measured.

3.3 Background detector signals are recorded.

4.0 DATA REOUIRED

4.1 Reactor power.

4.2 CEA position.

4.3 Boron concentration.

4.4 In-core detector system data.

5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERTA

5.1 The DPS input signals for group symmetric instruments
are within the measurement and power distribution

| uncertainties discussed in Section 4.3.3.

5.2 Background detector signals described in Section
7.7.1.1.8 are within tolerances specified by ABB C-E.

O
Amendment T

14.2-296 November 15, 1993
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4.2 Pressurizor pressure and lovel.

4.3 Steam gancrator levels and pressure.

4.4 RCS Boron Concentration

5.0 ACCEPTAllCE CRITERIA

5.1 The natural circulation power to flow ratio is less
than 1.0 as described in Appendix SD. |

5.2 The RCS can bo borated while in natural circulation
as described in Appendix SD. |

[v

O
s

'

%.

Amendment T
14.2-305 11ovember 15, 1993
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| 14.2.12.4.24 Liquid Waste Management Bystem Test

| 1.0 QDJECTIVE

1.1 To demonstrate that the operation of the Liquid Waste
Management System (LWMS) for collection, processing,
recycling, and preparation of liquid waste for
release to the environment is satisfactory. A list
of LWMS subsystems is provided below:

Low Level Waste Subsystem-

High Level Waste Subsystem-

Laundry and Hot Shower / Chemical Waste Subsystem-

Containment Cooler Subsystem-

| 2.0 EREREQUISITES

2.1 The LWMS equipment, including all subsystem equipment
is operable in either manual and/or automatic modes,
as desired.

| 3.0 TEST METHOD

3.1 Performance of the LWMS will be monitored.
Specifically, the capability to independently and
simultaneously collect and process liquid waste will
be verified.

3.2 Verify power-operated valves fail to the position
specified in Section 11.2 upon loss of motive power.

| 4.O DATA REQt)lRE_R

| 4.1 Conditions of Measurement.

| 4.1.1 Reactor Power History and RCS Radioactivity Level.

| 4.1.2 LWMS Tank Levels.

| 4.1.3 LWMS Pump Operating Data.

|4 1.4 LWMS Ion Exchanger Data.

| 4.1.5 Effluent Control Monitor Operating Data.

| 4.1.6 Position response of valves to loss of motive power.

| 5.0 ACCEPTANCE CRITERlh ;

5.1 The LWMS equipment performs as described in Section
11.2.

Amendment U
14.2-306 December 31, 1993
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14.2.12.4.25 Gaseous Wasta Management System Test |

1.0 QBJECTIVE |

1.1 To demonstrate that the operation of the Gascous
Waste Management System (GWMS) for collection and
proccasing of radioactive gases vented from plant
equipment is satistactory.

2.0 PREP &OUISITEE |

The GWMS equipment in operable in either manual
and/or automatic modes, as designed.

3.0 IIS_T_EETHOD |

3.1 Performance of the GWMS will be monitored.
Specifically the capability to independently and
simultaneously collect and process gaseous waste will
be verified.

3.2 Verify power-operated valves fall to the position
specified in Section 11.3 upon loss of motive power.

U 4.0 DATA REOUIRED |

4.1 Conditions of Measurement. |

4.1.1 Reactor Power History and RCS Radioactivity Level. |

4.1.2 Containment Temperature and !!umidity. |

4.1.3 Condenser Operating Data. |

4.1.4 Effluent Control Monitor Operating Data. |

4.1.5 Gas Analyzer Operating Data. |

4.1.6 Gas Transport Times. |

4.1.7 Position Response of Valvos to Loss of Motive Power. |

5.O ACCEPTfd!.QS_ CRITER16 |

5.1 The GWMS equipment performs as described in Section
11.3.

O/
C

Amendment U
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IADLE_14.2-(

(Shoot 1 of 2)

POWER AS_QINJJQN_TRgfE

,JLe31 ion Title

14.2.12.4.1 Variable Tavg (Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient & Power Coefficient) Test

14.2.12.4.2 Unit Load Transient Test

14.2.12.4.3 Control Systems Checkout Test

14.2.12.4.4 RCS and Secondary Chemistry and Radiochemistry
Test

14.2.12.4.5 Turbine Trip Test

14.2.12.4.6 Unit Load Rejection Test

O
i i 14.2.12.4.7 Shutdown From Outside the Control Room Test
V

14.2.12.4.8 Loos of Offsite Power Test

14.2.12.4.9 Biological Shield Survey Test

14.2.12.4.10 Steady-State Core Performance Test

14.2.12.4.11 Intercomparison of PPS, CPCs, DPS and DIAS
Inputs

14.2.12.4.12 Verification of CPC Power Distribution
Related Constants

14.2.12.4.13 Main and Emergency Feedwater System Test

14.2.12.4.14 CPC Verification

| 14.2.12.4.15 Atmospheric Dump and Turbine Bypass Valve Test

14.2.12.4.16 In-core Detector Test

14.2.12.4.17 COLSS Verification

14.2.12.4.18 Baseline 14SSS Integrity Monitoring
,

(Y

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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T A ll L E 1 4 . ;t - 4 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

EgWER_ ASCENSION _ TAD _TH

_0.eSii93 Title

14.2.12.4.19 RPCS Test

14.2.12.4.20 Cooling Tower Acceptance Test

14.2.12.4.21 Penetration Temperature Survey Test

14.2.12.4.22 Ventilation Capability Test

14.2.12.4.23 Natural Circulation Test

14.2.12.4.24 Liquid Waste Management System Test |

14.2.12.4.25 Gaseous Waste Management System Test |

O

1 O
Amendment U

| December 31, 1993
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TADAE_14.2-5

(Sheet 1 of 2)

29XER_h8 ACUS 108 TtQ12

Tes1_f.ille P.laieau

Variable Tavg (Isothermal Temperature 50, 100%*
Coefficient & Power Coefficient) Test
Unit Load Transient Test 50, 100%

Control Systems Checkout Test 50, 80%

RCS and Secondary Chemistry and
Radiochemistry Test 20, 50, 80, 100%

Turbine Trip Test 100%

Unit Load Rejection Test 100%
I
i Shutdown from outside the Control

Room Test 2 10%

Loss of offsite Power Test 2 10%

Biological Shield Survey Test 50, 100%

Steady-State Core Performance Test 20, 50, 80, 100%

Intercomparison of PPS, CPC, DPS and
DIAS Inputs 20, 50, 80, 100%

Verification of CPC Power
Distribution Related Constants 20, 50%

Main and Emergency Feedwater 2 10%

CPC Verification 20, 50, 80, 100%

* The temperature and power coefficient: measurements are done
as close as possible to 100% at a level where CEA motion is
practical accounting for margin considerations.

/ i

'\ )
u .-

Amendment E
December 30, 1988
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TABLE _14.2-5

(Sheet ? of 2)

POWER ASCENSION TESTS

Test Title Plateau

| Turbine Bypass Valve Capacity Test > 15%

Cooling Tower Acceptance Test 100%

In-core Detector Test 20, 50, 80, 100%

COLSS Verification 20, 50, 80, 100%

Baseline NSSS Integrity 20, 50, 80, 100%
Monitoring

Reactor Power Cutback System > 50%

Penetration Temperature Survey Test 20, 50, 80, 100%

Ventilation Capability Test 50, 100

Natural Circulation Test > 80%

Liquid Waste Management System > 20%

Gaseous Waste Management System > 20%

(
|

|

|
i

|
1

O
.
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14.3 CERTIFIED DESIGN STATERIAI

The Certified Design hiaterial is that set of principal design characteristics, site parameters and
interfaces, and the inspections, tests, analyses and acceptance criteria that are certified through the
rulemaking process of 10 CFR Part 52 and are included in the formal Certification Rule. The
selection criteria and processes used to develop the System 80+ Standard Plant Certified Design
hiaterial (CDht) are described in this section.

He System 80+ standard plant design information included in the CDh! is derived fram the more
detailed design information presented in CESSAR-DC. The CDh1 is the most significant of the
design information and reflects the tiered approach to design certification endorsed by the
Commission [ Staff Review hiemorandum 2/15/91 regarding SECY-90-377; 10CFR Part 52 Statement
of Considerations,52 Federal Register 15372, 15377, (1989)]. In addition, the selection of the most
significant design information was reviewed by multidiscipline design teams for completeness,
accuracy, and consistency with the material in CESSAR-DC. Further, separate reviews were
conducted by industry representatives and subsequently by combined industry / regulatory
representatives in public session to ensure that the CDh1 met the criteria of "necessary and sufficient"
as specified in 10 CFR 52.

The System 80+ standard plant Certified Design hiaterial contains:

p * An introduction section which defines terms used in the CDht, general provlions that are

V applicable to all CDh1 entries, and acronyms and legends used in the body of the CDht.

* Design descriptions for: a) systems that are fully within the scope of the System 80+ standard
plant design certification, and b) the in-scope portion of those systems that are only partially within
the scope of the System 80+ standard plant design certification. The intent of the CDht design
descriptions is to delineate the principal design features and principal design characteristics that
are referenced in the Design Certification Rule. The design descriptions are accompanied by the
inspections, tests, analyses and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) required by 10 CFR 52.47(a) (1) (vi)
to be part of the design certification application. The ITAAC define verification activities that are
to be performed for a plant with specific pre-defined acceptance criteria to be met with the
objective of confirming that the plant is built and will operate in accordance with the design
certification. Successful completion of these ITAAC, together with the combined license (COL)
applicant's ITAAC for the site-specific portions of the plant, will be the basis for NRC
authorizadon to load fuel per the provisions of 10 CFR 52.103.

* Design ductiptions and their associated ITAAC for design and constructicn activities that are
applicable to more than one system. Design-related processes have been included in the CDhi for
aspects of the design that are dependent upon characteristics of as-procured, as-installed systems,
structures and components. These characteristics are not available at the time of certification and
therefore cannot be used to develop and certify design details. However, the design processes and
appropriate acceptance criteria associated with these aspects of the design are contained in the
CDh1 and will be certified and applied at the time of COL application and facility construction.

(p),

'

|
v

i
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* Interface requirements as denned by 10 CFR Part 52.47(a)(1)(vii). Interface requirements are
'

those requirements which must be met by the site-speci6c portions of the complete nuclear power
plant that are not within the scope of the certified design. These requirements define
characteristics of the site-specific features which must be provided in order for the certified design
to comply with certification commitments. Interface requirements are de0ned for: a) systems
entirely outside the scope of the design certification and b) the out-of-scope portions of those
systems that are only partially within the scope of the design certification. The COL applicant will
provide ITAAC for the site-specine design features that implement the interface requirements;
therefore, the CDM does not include ITAAC for interface requirements.

* Site parameters used as the basis for the System 80+ standard plant design presented in CESSAR-
DC. These parameters represent a bounding envelope of site conditions for any license application
referencing the System 80+ standard plant design certi0 cation. ITAAC are not necessary for the
site parameters entries because compliance with site parameters will be verified as part of issuance
of a license for a plant that references the System 80+ standard plant design.

The following is a description of the criteria and methods by which specific technical entries for the
CDM were selected. The structure of the description is based upon the structure of the CDM.

The criteria and methods that are discussed in the following sections are guidelines only. For some
matters, the contents of the CDM may not directly correspond to these guidelines because special
considerations related to the matters may have warranted an alternate, but essentially equivalent,
approach. For such matters, a case-by-case determination was made regarding how or whether the
matters should be addressed in the CDM. These determinations were based upon the principles
inherent in Part 52 and its underlying purposes.

14.3.1 CDM SECTION 1.0: INTRODUCTION

Definitions, General Provisions, and Figure Legend and Abbreviations are described in this
subsection.

14.3.1.1 CDM Section 1.1: Definitions

Selection Criteria - This Section defines terms which are used throughout the CDM and could
(potentially) be subject to various interpretations. Selection of entries was based on the judgement
that a particular word / phrase merited definitica - with particular emphasis on terms associated with

! implementation of the ITAAC.
1

| Selection Methodology - The terms defined in the Definition section were selected based on the
! perceived need to specifically state the context in which the term was to be used. These terms were

identified during the preparation and review of the CDM.

O
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Example Entries - Typical terms defined are "as-built," " Division," and " Type Test."

14.3.1.2 CD51 Sqllon 1.2: Generni Provisions

Selection Criteria - This section contains provisions that were selected on the basis that each
provision was necessary to either a) define technical requirements applicable to multiple systems in
the CDh1 or to b) provide clariGeation and guidance for implementation of the CDht.

Selection hiethodology - Entries in the General Provisions section also were developed as part of
the CDhi definition and review process. Each entry is included to clearly state the general
requirements, guidelines, and/or interpretations that are intended to be applied to the CDht.

_

Example Entries - Issues requiring general provisions treatment include guidance on interpretation
of figures provided in the body of the CDht and defining the scope of what is included if a system
contiguration check is specified in an ITAAC entry.

14.3.1.3 CD51 Section 1.3: Figure Lottad and Abbrevintion 1.ist

These were included only to aid a user of the CDht.

14.3.2 CD51 SECTION 2.0: SYSTE5180+ CERTIFIED DESIGN h1ATERIAL

This section of the CDh1 has the design description and ITAAC material for every system that is
either fully or partially within the scope of the System 80+ standard plant design certification. The
intent of this comprehensive listing of System 80+ standard plant systems is to define, at the CDhi
level, the full scope of the certified design.

Since preparation of system design descriptions and the associated ITAAC are sequential, separate
processes, they are discussed separately in the next two subsections.

14.3.2.1 De<en Descriptions

The Certified Design Description for each System 80+ standard plant system addresses the most
significant design features and performance standards which pertain to the safety of the plant and
include descriptive text and supporting figures. The intent of the CDhi design descriptions is to
define the System 80+ standard plant design characteristics which are referenced in the Design
Certification Rule as a result of the certification provisions of 10 CFR Part 52.

Selection Criteria - The following criteria were considered in determining which information
warranted inclusion in the certiGed design descriptions:

(1) The information in the certified design descriptions is to be derived only from the technical
information presented in CESSAR-DC. This reflects the approach that the CDh1 contains the
most significant design information and is based on the Commission directive in the Statement
of Considerations for Part 52 (54 Fed. Reg. 15372, 15377 (1989)) that there "be less detail
in a certification than in an application for certification." In this context, the " certification"

14.3-3 Amendment U - 12/31/93
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is the CDM and the " application for certification" consists of all the information in
CESSAR-DC.

(2) The certified design descriptions contain only information from CESSAR-DC that is most
significant to safety. CESS AR-DC contains a wide spectrum of information on various aspects
of the System 80+ standard plant design, and not all of this information warrants inclusion
in the certi0ed design descriptions. This selection criterion reflects the Commission directive
in the Statement of Considerations for Part 52 (Fed. Reg. 15372, 15377 (1989)) that the
certified design should " encompass roughly the same design features that Section 50.59
prohibits changing without prior NRC approval." In determining what information is most
significant to safety, several factors were considered, including the following:

(a) Whether the feature or function in question is necessary to satisfy the NRC's regulations
in Parts 20, 50, 52, 73 and 100.

(b) Whether the feature or function in question pertains to a safety-related structure, system
or component.

(c) Whether the feature or function in question is specified in the NRC's Standard Review
Plan as being necessary to perform a safety-significant function.

(d) Whether the feature or function in question represents an important assumption or
insight from the probabilistic risk assessment.

(e) Whether the feature or function in question is important in preventing or mitigating
severe accidents.

(f) Whether the feature or function in question has had a significant impact on the safety
or operation of existing nuclear power plants.

(g) Whether the feature or function in question is typically the subject of a provision in the
Technical Specifications.

The absence or existence of any one of these factors was not conclusive in determining which
information is significant to safety. Instead, these factors, together with the other factors listed
in this section, were taken into account in making this determination.

(3) In general, only the safety-related features and functions of structures, systems and components
are discussed in the certified design descriptions. Structures, systems, and components that
are not classified as safety-related are discussed in the certified design descriptions only to the
extent that they perform safety-significant functions or have features to prevent a significant
adverse impact upon the safety-related functions of other structures, systems or components.
This criterion follows from the principle that only features and functions that are safety-
significant warrant treatment in the certified design. Non-safety-significant features and
functions of safety-related structures, systems, and components are not generally discussed in
the certified design descriptions.

14.3-4 Amendment U - 12/31/93
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(4) In general, the certiGed design descriptions for structures, systems, and components are limited
to a statement of design features and functions. The design bases of structures, systems, and
components, and explanations of their importance to safety, are provided in CESSAR-DC and
are not included in the certified design descriptions. The purpose of the CDhi design
descriptions is to define the certiGed design. Justification that the design meets regulatory
requirements is presented in CESSAR-DC. For example, the design descriptions for the
emergency core cooling systems state the flow capacity of the systems; the descriptions do not
provide information that demonstrates these flow capacities are sufficient to maintain
post-accident fuel clad temperatures within 10 CFR 50 Appendix K limits.

(5) The certified design descriptions focus on the physical characteristics of the facility. The
certified design descriptions do not contain programmatic requirements related to operating
conditions or to operations, maintenance, or other programs because these matters are
controlled by other means such as the Technical SpeciGeations. For example, the design
descriptions do not describe operator actions needed to control systems.

(6) The certified design descriptions in Section 2.0 of the CDhi discuss the configuration and
performance characteristics that the structures, systems, and components should have after
construction is completed. In general, the certified design descriptions do not discuss the
processes that will be used for designing and constructing a plant that references the
System 80+ standard plant design certiGeation. This is acceptable because the safety-

[] performance of a structure, system, or component is demonstrated by appropriate inspections,

V tests and analyses on the as-built structures, systems and components. Exceptions to this
criterion include:

(a) the welding, dynamic qualification (including seismic and other design bases dynamic
loads), environmental qualification and valve testing requirements addressed in CDM
Section 1.2, and

(b) the various design and qualification processes defined in Section 3.

In addition, the programmatic aspects of the design and construction processes (training,
quality assurance, qualification of welders, etc.) are part of the licensee's programs and are
subject to commitments made at the time of COL issuance. Consequently, these issues are not
addressed in the CDht.

(7) In general, the certified design descriptions address fixed design features expected to be in
place for the lifetime of the facility. This is acceptable because portable equipment and
replaceable items are controlled through operational-related programs. Since the CDhi
pertains to the design, it is not appropriate for it to include a discussion of these items. One
exception to this general approach pertains to nuclear fuel, and control element assemblies
(CEAs). These components are discussed in the certified design descriptions due to their
importance to safety and the desire to control their overall design throughout the lifetime of
a plant that references the System 80+ standard plant certified design.

(8) The certified System 80+ standard plant design descriptions do not discuss component types

(~^N (e.g., valve and instrument types), component internals, or component manufacturers. This
t i
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approach is based on the premise that the safety function of a particular design element can
be performed by a variety of component types and internals from different manufacturers.
Consequently, a CDh1 entry that dennes particular component type / manufacturer would have
no safety-related benents and would unnecessarily restrict the procurement options of future
applicants and licensees. The CDhi does contain exceptions to this general criterion, and these
exceptions occur when the type of component is of safety-significance.

(9) The certined design descriptions do not contain any proprietary information.

(10) The CDh1 design description is intended to be self-contained and does not make direct
reference to CESS AR-DC, industrial standards, regulatory requirements or other documents.

-

(The AShiE Code is an exception and is referenced in some systems, including the reactor
pressure vessel, containment, and piping design CDhi.) If these sources contain technical
information of sufGeient safety-signincance to warrant CDht treatment, the information has
been extracted from the source and included directly in the appropriate system design
description. This approach is appropriate because it is unambiguous and it avoids potential
confusion regarding how much of a referenced document is encompassed in, and becomes part
of, the CDht.

(11) Selection of the technical terminology to be used in the CDh1 was guided by the principal that
the technical terminology should be as consistent as possible with that used in CESSAR-DC
and the body of regulatory requirements and industrial standards applicable to the nuclear
industry. This approach is used to minimize misinterpretations of the intent of the CDhi
commitments.

The Initial Test Program (ITP) defines testing activities that will be conducted following completion
of construction and construction related inspections and tests. The ITP extends through to the start
of commercial operation of the facility. The ITP is addressed in Section 2.0 of the CDhi and is -
deRned in Chapter 14 of CESS AR. The testing specified in Section 2.0 and Section 3.0 of the CDh1

| are a subset of the ITP,

The ITP has been included in the CDh1 because of the importance of the ITP in defining
comprehensive testing in accordance with detailed procedures and administrative controls for the as-
built facility to demonstrate compliance with the design certincation.

No ITAAC entries are necessary in the CDh1 for the ITP. This is acceptable because:

(a) These ITP activities that involve testing with the reactor containing fuel or conducted at
various power levels cannot be completed prior to fuel load. (Part 52 requires ITAAC to be
completed prior to fuel load.)

(b) Testing activities speciGed as part of the ITAAC in the CDh1 must be performed prior to fuel
load. Since the ITAAC addresses the design features and characteristics of key safety
significance, additional ITAAC assigned to ITP are not necessary to assure that the as-built
plant conforms with the certified design.

O'
14.3-6 Amendment W - 06/17/94
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Selection Methodology - Using the criteria listed above, design description material was developed
for each system by reviewing the CESSAR-DC material relating to that system.

Of particular importance was the review of those sections of CESS AR-DC that document plant safety
evaluations showing acceptable plant performance. Specifically, detailed reviews were conducted of
the following in chapters of CESSAR-DC; the Gooding analyses in Chapter 5, the analysis of
everpressure protection in Chapter 5, containment analyses in Chapter 6, the core cooling analyses
in Chapters 6 and 15, the analysis of Bre protection in Chapter 9, the safety analysis of transients and
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) in Chapter 15, the radiological analyses in Chapter 15,
the resolution of unresolved or generic safety issues and Three Mile Island issues in Chapters 1 and
20, and the PRA and severe accident information in Chapter 19. These reviews were a key factor

~

in identifying the important, safety-related system design information warranting discussion in the
design descriptions.

Example Entries - Because the safety signi0cance of the System 80+ standard plant systems varies
considerably, application of the criteria listed above results in a graded treatment of the systems.
This leads to considerable variations in the scope of the design description entries. The following
lists the types of System 80+ standard plant systems and is a summary of the overall consequences
of this graded treatment:

System Typt Srope of Certified Deshtn Descriptionp)
t

(/ Safety-related systems that contribute to Major safety-related features and performance
plant performance during design basis characteristics.
accidents (e.g., emergency core cooling
systems).

Non-safety-related systems involved in Brief discussion of design features and
beyond-design-basis events (e.g., performance characteristics affecting the
combustion turbine generator contribution to safety of the plant's response to f.ie event (s).
station blackout event sequence).

Non-safety-related systems potentially Brief discussions of desigr features which
impacting safety (e.g., potential missiles prevent or mitigate the potential safety
from the main turbine). concern.

Non-safety-related systems which affect Case-by-case evaluation. A brief discussion
overall plant design (e.g., Chemical and of the system if warranted by overall
Volume Control System) standardization goals.

Non-safety-related systems with no Limited description of system features.
relationship to safety or any innuence on
overall plant design (e.g., Turbine Building
Service Water System).

O
\v)
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For safety-related systems, application of the above criteria resulted in design description entries
which include the following information, as applicable: The name and scope of the system; purpose;
safety-related modes of operation; system's classification (i.e., safety-related, seismic category, and
ash 1E Code Class); location; the basic con 6guration of safety-signi6 cant components (usually shown
by means of a figure); the type of electrical power provided; the electrical independence and physical
separation of divisions within the system; important instruments, controls, and alarms located in the
hiain Control Room; identification of Class IE electrical equipment qualified for its intended
environment; motor-operated valves that have an active safety-related function; and other functions
that are significant to safety.

The certified design descriptions for non-safety-related systems also include the information listed
_

above, but only to the extent that the information is relevant to the system and has a significance to
safety. Since much of this information is not relevant to non-safety-related systems, the certified
design descriptions for non-safety-related systems are generally substantially less extensive than the
descriptions for safety-related systems.

14.3.2.2 Inspections. Tests. Analyses and Acceptance Criteria

A table of Inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) entries is generally
provided for each system containing design description entries. The intent of these ITAAC is to
define activities that will be undertaken to verify the as-built system conforms with the design features

| and characteristics defined in the corresponding CDh1 design description for that system,

A three-column table format is used to specify the [1] design commitment, [2] inspections, tests, and
analyses, and [3] acceptance criteria for each ITAAC. Each design commitment in the left-hand
column of the ITA AC has one or more associated inspection, test or analysis (ITA) requirement that
is specified in the middle column. The acceptance criteria for the ITA are defined in the right-hand
column.

Selection Criteria - The following were considered when determining which information warranted
inclusion in the CDh1 ITAAC entries:

* The scope and content of the ITAAC correspond to the scope and content of the certified design
descriptions. There are no ITAAC for those aspects of the design that are not addressed in the
design description. This is appropriate because the objective of the ITAAC design certification
entries is to verify that the as-built facility has the design features and performance characteristics
defined in the design descriptions.

* With only a few special-case exceptions (e.g., initial test program), each System 80+ standard
plant system with a design description text has an ITAAC table with one or more entries. This

- reflects the assessment that, in general, design features meriting a CDh1 description also merit an
ITAAC entry to verify that the feature has been included in the as-built facility.

O
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* One inspection, test, or analysis may verify me or more provisions in the certined design
description. In particular, an ITAAC which calls for a system functional test or an inspection of
basic con 6guration may verify a number of provisions in a certi0ed design description.
Therefore, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between the ITAAC and the
certined design descriptions. Each COL holder is responsible for demonstrating that the as-built
facility complies ,vith the ITA AC. However, in certain circumstances, documentation that verifies
compliance of an inspection, test or analysis at one plant may be used as a basis to demonstrate
compliance at one or all subsequent plants without repeating that inspection, test or analysis, for
example, type testing of valves if the requirements for the valves have not changed. |

* As required by 10 CFR 52.103, the inspections, tests, and analyses must be completed (and the
_

acceptance criteria satisned) prior to fuel loading. Therefore, the ITAAC do not include
inspections, tests, or analyses that are dependent upon conditions that only exist after fuel load.

* In general, the ITAAC verify the as-built configuration and performance characteristics of
structures, systems and components as identiGed in the CDh1 design descriptions. With limited
exceptions (e.g., welding), the ITAAC do not address typical construction processes for the
reasons discussed in item (6) of Section 14.3.2.1. As necessary, ITAAC coverage of the
exceptions is by:

(1) The provisions of CDh1 Section 1.2, items (1) through (4) that are invoked by con 0guration
(N veri 6 cation entries in individual system ITAAC tables.
i )

(2) The ITAAC entries in Section 3 of the CDM.

Selection Methodology - Using the criteria listed above, ITAAC table entries were developed for
each system. This was achieved by evaluating the design features and performance characteristics
defined in the CDM design description and preparing an ITAAC table entry for each design
description entry that satisfied the above selection criteria. As a result of this process, there is a close
correlation (although not necessarily one-for-one for the reasons noted in item (2) above) between
the left-hand column of the ITAAC table and the corresponding design description entry.

Having established the design features for which ITAAC are appropriate, the ITAAC table was
completed by selecting the method to be used for verification (either a test, an inspection or an
analysis (ITA) or a combinatian of inspection, test, and analysis) and the acceptance criteria (AC)
against which the as-built feature or functional performance will be measured. The emphasis when
selecting an ITAAC verification method was placed on using in-situ testing in the as-built facility
when possible. However, selection of these items was dependent upon the plant feature to be verined
but was guided by the following:

Inspection To be used when verincation can be accomplished by visual observations,
physical examinations, review of records based on visual observations or physical
examinations that compare the as-built structure, system or component condition
to one or more design description commitments.

,

( \
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Test To be used when verification can be accomplished in a practical manner by the

actuation or operation, or establishment of specified conditions, to evaluate the
performance or integrity of the as-built structures, systems or components. The
type of tests identified in the ITAAC tables are not limited to in-situ testing of
the completed facility but also include (as appropriate) other activities such as
factory testing, special test facility programs, and laboratory testing.

Analysis To be used when verification can be accomplished by calculation, mathematical
computation or engineering or technical evaluations of the as-built structures,
systems or components. (In this case, engineering or technical evaluations could
include, but are not limited to, comparisons with operating experience or design
of similar structures, systems or components.)

The proposed verification activity is identined in the middk column of the ITAAC table. Where
appropriate, CESS AR-DC provides details regarding implemer tation of the verincation activity. For
example, CESSAR-DC Chapter 14 test abstracts contain specific testing descriptions related to
ITAAC. This CESS AR-DC inQrmation is not referenced in the CDhi and is not part of the CDht;
it is considered as providirt only one of potentially several acceptable methods for completing the
ITA.

Selection of aceptance criteria (AC) is dependent upon the specific design characteristic being
veriGed by the ITAAC table entry; in most cases, the appropriate AC is based upon the CDh1 design
description. For many of the ITAAC, the AC is a statement that the as-built facility has the design
feature or performance characteristic identiGed in the design description. A central guiding principle
for AC preparation is the recognition that the criteria should be objective and unambiguous. The use
of objective and unambiguous terms for the AC will minimize opportunities for multiple, subjective
(and potentially connicting) interpretations as to whether an AC has, or has not, been met. In some
cases, the ITAAC acceptance criteria contain parameters from CESSAR-DC that are not specifically
identified in the CDhl design descriptions. Also, in some cases, CESS AR-DC has identiGed detailed
criteria applicable to the same design feature or function that is the subject of more general
acceptance criteria in the ITAAC table. This CESSAR-DC material is not considered part of the
CDh1 but does provide one of potentially several methods for satisfying the ITAAC.

Ranges, limits, and/or tolerances are included for numerical AC. This is necessary and acceptable
because:

* Speci6 cation of a single-value AC is impractical since minute / trivial deviations would represent
noncompliance.

* Tolerances recognize that as-built variations can occur which do not affect function or
performance.

* hiinor variations within the tolerance bounds have no impact on plant safety.

O
,
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14.3.3 CDhl Sr.CTION 3.0: ADDITIONAL CERTIFIED DESIGN AfATERIAL
._

Entries in this section of the CDhi have the same structure as the system material discussed in
Section 14.3.2; i.e., design description text and figures and a table ofITAAC entries. The objective -;
of this CDh1 material is to address selected design and construction activities which are applicable

'

to more than one system and cannot appropriately be covered in the system-by-system information-
presented in Section 2.0 of the CDht. Here are only two entries in Section 3.0 of the CDhi, Piping
Design and Radiation Protection. Selected areas of the design are the subject of rapidly changing
technology. These areas include the detailed instrumentation and control designs and the human
factors engineering design of the hiain Control Room and the Remote Shutdown Room. For these
two areas of rapidly changing technology, applicable plans with appropriate acceptance criteria are-
specined in the CDhi in the applicable systems of the System 80+ standard plant.

The Instrumentation and Controls design is specified as defined systems; e.g., Plant Protection
System, in Section 2.0 of the CDhi in the same manner as other systems, structures,_ and

_

components. The I&C system designs including applicable program plans; e.g., the Software
Development Plan, have been completed and approved. The aspects of the design which are not |
completely specified relate to the components to be used in the as-built system. For these aspects,
detailed plans have been developed, reviewed, and approved. This includes a software program
manual' governing verification and validation activities, an equipment qualification plan, and a plan
specifying safety system dedication of commercial products. This level of design detail combined
with the completion of the required detailed planning documents provides the basis for a positive
safety determination and the ability to specify ITAAC to assure that the as-built I&C system conforms
to the certified design. Improvements in I&C technology are still readily accommodated into the I&C -
systems at the component level without affecting the certified design.

Human factors design is incorporated:in the design of the hiain Control Room (hiCR) and the
Remote Shutdown Room (RSR) which are contained in Section 2.0 of the CDht. Design details,
features, and characteristics, including applicable planning documents are completed such that only
human factors verification and validation of the as-built configurations of the hiCR and RSR are
required to complete specified ITAAC. ' Design d_etails for the htCR configuration, integrating display

_

(IPSO), and six' standard man-machine interface features used throughout the htCR and RSR designs
were reviewed and approved. The human factors process review included the_ eight HFE Program
Review model elements. Four PRhi elements were completed. Procedures development,'the fifth :
element, is performed by a COL applicant. The remaining three_ elements were addressed with
detailed plan and human _ factors guidance _ documents which ,were reviewed and _ approved.
Consequently, the ITAAC specified in the CDhi for the h1CR and the RSR relate only to the human-
factors verification and validation evaluations of the ~ as-built _ configurations' with the detailed
evaluation methods and acceptance criteria specified in CESSAR-DC and hs referenced plans. This -
level of detail in the design and the completeness of the supporting plans and guidance documents

- provide the bases for a positive safety determination and the ability to specify ITAAC that would
- demonstrate conformance with the certified design.

s

L
i
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| 14.3.3.1 Piping Design

The piping design section of the CDhi dennes the processes by which System 80+ standard plant
piping will be designed and evaluated. The material applies to piping systems that are classiGed as
nuclear safetv-related. In general, these piping systems are designated as Seismic Category I and are
further classiGed as AShiE Code Section III, Class 1, 2 or 3. The section also addresses the
consequential effects of pipe rupture such as jet impingement, potential missile generation, and
pressure / temperature effects.

Certification of plant safety-related piping systems via design processes rather than via certiGeation
of speci0c design features is necessitated and justined by the following:

(1) Piping design is based on detailed piping arrangement information as well as the geometry and
dynamic characteristics of the as-procured equipment that forms part of the piping system.
This detailed plant-speciDe information is unavailable at the time of design certiGcation and
cannot therefore be used to develop detailed design information. This precludes certincation
of speci6c piping designs.

(2) An extensive definition of design methodologies is contained in Chapter 3 of CESSAR-DC.
These methodologies are not considered to be part of the CDh1 but are one of several methods
for executing the design process steps deGned in the piping design CDht. In addition, sample
design calculations have been performed with these methods to provide confidence that they
are complete and yield acceptable design information.

(3) Piping design for nuclear plants is a well-understood process based on straightforward
engineering principles. This, together with the methodology dennition and sample
calculations, provides confidence that future design work by individual applicants / licensees will
result in acceptable designs that properly implement the applicable requirements.

The technical material in the piping design CDh1 entry was selected using the criteria and
methodology as discussed above for the Section 2.0 system entries.

| 14.3.3.2 Itadiation Protection

The radiation protection section of the CDht dennes the processes by which it will be con 6rmed that
the as-built facility has radiation protection features that maintain exposures for both plant personnel
and the general public below allowable limits. The material applies to the radiological shielding and
ventilation design of buildings within the scope of the certined design.

Certification of plant radiation protection features via process deGnition rather than via certi6 cation
0: specific design features is necessitated and justined by the following:

(1) Actual radiological source terms are dependent upon the characteristics of the as-built, as-
installed equipment. For example, such parameters as equipment sizes, geometry, and valve
stem leakage rates innuence source terms. Consequently, final radiological evaluation cannot

O
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be completed prior to availability of this as-built data and therefore cannot be used to finalize
radiological protection design features at the time of design certification.

(2) Radiological studies using representative design assumptions have been completed and reported
in the CESSAR-DC Chapter 12. These preliminary studies show the radiological protection
features are such that acceptance criteria related to occupational and general public exposure
are met. This provides high confidence that the processes defined in the radiological CDh1
entry can be successfully executed within the envelope of the certified design. This confidence
is based in part on the recognition that technology associated with radiation sources and
protection is well understood and design methodology and protection technology would only
improve during the lifetime of the design certification.

Selection of entries in the CDh1 utilized the same selection criteria and methodology as discussed
above for the Section 2.0 system entries.

14.3.4 CDhl SECTION 4.0: INTERFACE REQUIREh!ENTS

This section of the CDh1 provides interface requirements for those structures, systems and
components of a complete power-generating facility that are either totally or partially not within the
scope of the System 80+ standard plant design as defined in the certification application, For the
System 80+ standard plant, these systems are identified in Section 1.9. Generally, structures,

Q]
/ systems and components that are part of, or within, the Nuclear Island Structure, Turbine Building,

Radwaste Building, Diesel Fuel Storage Building, and Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger
Structure are in the System 80+ standard plant scope. Those portions of the plant outside of these
buildings are not generally in the System 80+ standard plant scope. This scope split occurs because
design of the plant features located outside the main buildings is dependent upon site-specific
characteristics which are not specified at the time of certification (e.g., the source of plant cooling
water, the characteristics of the electrical grid to which the plant is connected, etc.). The basis for
this interface requirements entry in the CDh1 is the discussion in 10 CFR 52.47(a) (1) (vii). An
applicant for a license that references the CESS AR DC design certification must provide site-specific
systems with design features / characteristics that comply with the interface requirements.

An entry is provided in Section 4.0 of the CDh1 for each of the systems listed in CESSAR-DC
Section 1.9 that have safety-significant interface requirements; for systems that have no interface |
requirements of sufficient safety-significance to warrant CDh1 treatment, there are no entries. For
systems that are partially within the scope of the System 80+ standard plant, interface requirements
are listed in CDh1 Section 4.0 and in a separate sub-part of the Section 2.0 entry which addresses
the in-scope portion of the system. In all cases, the CDh1 entries for these systems are limited to
defining interface requirements. Conceptual designs for the out-of-scope interfacing systems are
required by 10 CFR Part 52.47(a) (1) (ix); these designs are presented in CESSAR-DC but are not
addressed in the CDht. This is appropriate because the applicant will provide site-specific designs
that meet the interface requirements; these site-specific alternate designs may not correspond to the |
conceptual designs described in CESSAR-DC. The CDh1 does not define any ITAAC associated with
the interface requiremems. This is acceptable because ITAAC for the plant structures, systems, and

g components outside the scope of the System 80+ standard plant design certification will be provided
t \sj
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on a site-specific, design speci0c basis by the individual COL applicants who reference the
System 80+ standard plant design certification. (Part of the review process at the time of the license
application will be to assess compliance of the site-specine designs with the interface requirements.)

10 CFR Part 52.47(a) (1) (viii) specifies that design certification applications containjusti0 cation that
the requirements are verinable through inspection, testing or analysis and that the method to be used
for verification be included as part of the ITAAC. The introductory text of CDht Section 4.0
addresses these issues by stating the interface requirements are similar in nature to the design
commitments in Section 2.0 for which ITA AC have been developed. This represents justification that
a COL applicant will be able to develop ITAAC to verify compliance with the design features or
characteristics that implement the interface requirements. The methods to be used for these
verifications will be specified in the COL ITAAC and will be similar to the methods in the
Section 2.0 ITAAC for comparable /similar design characteristics.

Selection Criteria - The selection criteria listed in Section 14.3.2.1 were used to guide selection of
interface requirements denned in Section 4.0 of the CDht (or in the Section 2.0 entries referenced
from Section 4.0). De intent is that the interface requirements in the CDht denne key, safety-
signincant design attributes and performance characteristics of the site-specine, out-of-scope portion
of the plant which must he provided in order for the certined portions of the System 80+ standard
plant to comply with the design commitments in the CDht. It is an objective of this section that it
address interfaces between in-scope and out-of-scope portions of the plant that are unique to the
System 80+ standard plant design; it is not intended that it be a comprehensive listing of design
requirements applicable to the out-of-scope portions of the plant. A discussion of the design feature
of out-of-scope portions of the plant will be provided for NRC review when the COL applicant
submits a site-specine safety analysis report.

Selection hiethodology - The interface requirements included in the CDh1 were selected from the
interface requirements listed in the CESSAR-DC for fully or partially out-of-scope systems. For
example, CESSAR-DC Section 8.2 defines interface requirements for the Offsite Power Systems.
These sections and similar interface requirement sections for other systems were reviewed, and CDht
Section 4.0 entries selected using the criteria discussed above.

14.3.5 _ Mt SECTION 5.0: SITE PARAhlETERS

This section of the CDh1 defines the site parameters which were used as a basis for the design
defined in the System 80+ standard plant design certification application. These entries respond to
the 10 CFR 52.47(a) (1) (iii) requirement that the design certi0 cation documentation include site

| parameter information. The plant must be designed and built based on the parametric information -
in Section 5.0. Furthermore, it is intended that applicants referencing the System 80+ standard plant
design certi0 cation demonstrate that these parameters for the selected site are within the certification
envelope or demonstrate that those site characteristics not bounded by the site parameters in
Section 5.0 do not invalidate the certified design commitments in Sections 1.0, 2.0. 3.0, and 4.0 of
the CDht.

O
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Site-specific external threats that relate to the acceptability of the design (and not to the acceptability
of the site) are not considered site parameters and are addressed as interface requirements in the
appropriate system entry (e.g. toxic gas). |

- Section 5.0 of the CDM does not include any ITAAC and is limited to defining site parameters. This
is an appropriate approach because compliance of the site with these parameters must be demonstrated
by a COL applicant prior to issuance of the license.

Selection Criteria - Section 2.0, Table 2.0-1 of CESSAR-DC provides the envelope of site design
parameters used for the System 80+ standard plant design. The corresponding CDM Section 5.0
is based on using CESSAR DC Table 2.0-1 in its entirety except as modified to meet the CDM -
content criteria previously discussed. For example, references in the CESSAR-DC table to specify

.

Regulatory Guides have been deleted from the CDM table because of the guideline that the CDM
does not contain direct references to codes and standards. Section 5 is limited to a tabular entry; no
supporting text material is required.

.

14.3.6 ELEMENTS OF CESSAR-DC DESIGN MATERIAL INCORPORATED INTO
TIIE CERTIFIED DESIGN MATERIAL

Tables 14.3-1 through 14.3-7 summarize the design material contained in CESSAR-DC that has been -
incorporated into the CDM in the areas of 1) Design Bases Accident Analysis,2) Probabilistic Risk
Assessment,3) Shutdown Rick,4) Severe Accident Analysis,5) Flood Protection,6) Fire Protection,;

_ _

and 7) Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS). PRA assumptions incorporated into these
tables encompass elements of the system design and assumptions that were expressly included in -

'

Tier i due to their importance. Both types of PRA assumptions are included for completeness, but
are not distinguished in the tables. CDM falling outside of the seven subject areas are intentionally
not incorporated in these tables. However, the referenced CESSAR-DC sections may contain more-
information than just that encompassed by these seven subject areas. - Each table may also include
design information (certified or non-certified) that is not directly related to the particular subject area.
Further, the tables are not intended to include all system-specific CDM information that is provided

-in the CESSAR DC system descriptions.

<

.

E
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 1 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

TABLE 5.4.13-1 The primary safety valves pass the
minimum flow rate of
525,000 lbm/hr-valve (saturated steam
at 2575 psia). -

Pressurizer Safety Valve: Set Pressure 2500 il% psia |

Pressurizer Safety Valve: Capacity at 525,000 lb/hr
accumulation Pressure, each Valve minimum

5.4.13.2 A total MSSV capacity of 19x10' lb/hr
is required to maintain the peak
secondary pressure below 110% of

O design.
'%)

TABLE 6.2.1-3 Containment Shell: Containment 53 psig
Atinosphere Design Basis Peak Pressure

TABLE 6.2.1-18 In-Containment Refueling Water Storage 405,000 gal minimum
Tank: IRWST Water Volume

TABLE 6.2.1-19 Runout Flow Per Safety injection Train 1232 gpm maximum

Runout Flow Per Safety Injection Train 980 gpm minimum

Containment Spray Pump: Flowrate Per 6500 gpm maximum
Pump

Containment Spray Pump: Flowrate Per 5000 gpm minimum
Pump

Containment Spray Heat Exchanger: 2

Number of Heat Exchangers

Containment Spray Heat Exchanger: 8000 gpm minimum

p' J
Shell Side Flow

<
4
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 2 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSIS ,

|
Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

TABLE 6.2.1-20 Delay Time from CSAS to Spray Delivery 68 sec maximum !

6.2.1.3.3 Main Feed Water Isolation Valve: MFIV 5.0 sec maximum
Design Closure Time

6.2.1.4 Main Steam Isolation Valve: MSIV 5.0 sec maximum
Design Closure Time

6.2.3.2 Annulus Space: Negative Pressure -0.25 in (water
gauge) minimum

6.2.6.1 The integrated containment leakage
rate is less than 0.5% volume per day.

Containment Vessel: Leak Rate 0.5 % volume / day
maximum

6.3.3.2.2 * The Engineered Safety Features System
(ESFAS) sends a Safety Injection
Actuation Signal (SIAS) to start the
SIS pumps and open the SIS valves
following a LOCA or transient. The
SIAS is generated on low pressurizer
pressure or high containment pressure.

The SIS consists of four safety
injection trains, each consisting of a
safety injection pump and a safety
injection tank.

Diesel generators will provide power
on LOAC.

There are four direct vessel injection
points.

O
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 3 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSLS

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

6.3.3.3.2 Delay Time for SI Flow to Reactor 40 sec maximum
Vessel After SIAS

_

TABLE 6.3.3.4-1 Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank: 350000 gal / tank
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank minimum
Capacity

6.3.3.4.2 SITS can be vented or isolated, j

6.3.3.4.4 Alignment of SIS for hot and cold
injection is possible.

<-'s TABLE 15.0-3 Reactor Vessel: Coolant Flow Rate 95% minimum
( ) (% of 445,600 gpm)
v

15.1.2.1 Steam Generator: Maximum Auxiliary 800 gpm maximum
Feedwater Flow to Each Steam Generator

4

TABLE 15.1.5-10 Main Steam Line: Blowdown Area for 1.283 sq ft maximum
Each Steam Line

TABLE 15.1.5-11 Core: 100% Core Power 3914 MWt |

TABLE 15.1.5-12 Atmospheric Dispersion Factor, 0-2 Hrs 1.0 x 10'3 sec/m
3

at EAB for SLBFPD and SLBZPLOPD Events

Atmospheric Dispersion Factor, 0-8 Hr 1.35 x 10~4 sec/m
at LPZ for SLBFPD and SLBZPLOPD Events

TABLE 15.2.3-1 Main Steam Safety Valve: Main Steam 1212 psia
Safety Valves - Open

TABLE 15.2.8-2 Emergency Feedwater Pump: Emergency 500 gpm
Feedwater Flow Initiated to the Intact
Steam Generators

,

'

)
v'
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 4 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACC10ENT ANAL _LSJJ

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

Main Steam Safety Valve: Main Steam 1212 psia
Safety Valves - Open

| TABLE '5.2.8-3 Dispersion Data (MDNBR) 2 hr EAB 1.0 x 10'8 sec/m

Dispersion Data (0ver Pressure) 1.0 x 10' sec/m
| 2 hr EAB

3
| Dispersion Data (MDNBR) 8 hr LPZ l.35 x 10-4 sec/m

3Dispersion Data (Over Pressure) 1.35 x 10'4 sec/m
| 8 hr LPZ

TABLE 15.3.1-1 Main Steam Safety Valve: MSSV Opening 1212 psia maximum
Pressure Setpoint

15.3.1.3 Each of the EFW pumps can provide 100%
of the required EFW flow.

TABLE 15.3.3-1 Emergency feedwater is assumed to be
automatically actuated on Steam
Generator low Level EFAS.

An isolation valve (block valve) is
located upstream of the ADV. The
block valve can be closed manually
from the control room.

Main Steam Safety Valve: MSSV Opening 1212 psia maximum
Pressure Setpoint

15.3.3.1 The ADVs are manually operated from
the control room.

Diesel generators provide power to the
4.16 kV safety buses.

* PRA Assumptions Amendment W - 06/17/94
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 5 of 8)

plSlGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSJ_5

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

15.3.3.1 An ADV is located downstream of the
MSSVs and upstream of the MSly in each |
steam line.

Each ADV discharges to the atmosphere.

15.3,3.3.1 An isolation valve (block valve)
upstream of the ADV exists to be
closed in case of the stuck open ADV.

Reactor trip causes the turbine
generator trip.

( ) TABLE 15.4.8-1 Main Steam Safety Valve: Main Steam 1212 psia
's_ ' Safety Valves - Open

3
TABLE 15.4.8-3 Atmospheric Dispersion Factors - LPZ 2.2 x 10'5 sec/m

(30 days)

8Atmospheric Dispersion Factors - LPZ 5.4 x 10'8 sec/m
(1-4 days)

Containment Vessel: Leak Rate 0.5% volume / day
maximum

3Atmospheric Dispersion factors - EAB 1.0 x 10'3 sec/m
(0-2 hr)

3Atmospheric Dispersion factors - LPZ l.35 x 10'4 sec/m
(0 - 8 hr)

3
TABLE 15.4.8-3 Atmospheric Dispersion Factors - LPZ l.0 x 10'4 sec/m

(8 - 24 hr)

15.5.1.1 A SIAS actuates safety injection pumps
( 'N and opens the corresponding discharge

-

| ( ) valves.
x_-

|

|

i
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 6 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSIS |
;

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value
!

TABLE 15.5.2-1 Main Steam Safety Valve: MSSV Opening 1212 psia maximum
Pressure Setpoint

TABLE 15.6.2-3 Double-endedletdownljnebreaksize
is assumed (0.01556 ft ).

TABLE 15.6.2-3 Letdown Line: Letdown Line Double 0,01556 sq ft
Ended Break Size

15.6.2.1 Three letdown line isolation valves in
series are located within the
containment.

15.6.2.2 The letdown line orifices are located
within the containment downstream of
the letdown heat exchanger.

The hardware for DIAS (Discrete
Indication and Alarm System) is
seismically and environmentally
qualified.

TABLE 15.6.3-7 Main Steam Safety Valve: MSSV Opening 1212 psia maximum
Pressure Setpoint

15.6.3.2.2.1 The turbine / generator trips on reactor
trip.

15.6.3.2.2.2 The minimum capacity of each EFW
storage tank of 350,000 gallons is
more than enough to maintain the plant
at hot standby for 8 hours.

Each EFW storage tank is provided with
an atmospheric vent to maintain
atmospheric pressure inside the tank.

m
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IABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 7 of 8)

QESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

15.6.3.2.3.1 Emergency feedwater is actuated |
automatically to recover steam
generator water level.

.-

15.6.3.3.3.1 The Emergency Feedwater Actuation
signal (EFAS) is generated on low SG
level.

The EFW flow is actuated on EFAS to
restore the SG level.

b.6.3.3.3.2 The reactor trip automatically trips
the turbine generator.

NJ Main Steam Safety Valve: Maximum 110% of design
Allowable Pressure pressure maximum

15.6.5.2 Containment Leak Rate, Per Day, 0.5% nominal
(during 1st 24 hours of LOCA)
Expressed as a Percentage of
Containment Volume Per Day

15.6.5.3 Containment Leak Rate, Per Day, 0.5% nominal
(during 1st 24 hours of LOCA)
Expressed as a Percentage of
Containment Volume Per Day

TABLE 15A-10 Unfiltered Normal Air Intake Rate 2000 cfm maximum

Post Accident Iodine Filter: Post 95% minimum
Accident Intake and Recirculating
Iodine Filter Efficiency - Elemental

ew
j ,
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TABLE 14.3-1

(Sheet 8 of 8)

DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT ANAL.YSIS

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

TABLE 15A-10 Post Accident lodine Filter: Post 95% minimum
Accident Intake and Recirculating
lodine filter Efficiency - Organic

Post Accident lodine Filter: Post 99% minimum
Accident Intake and Recirculating
lodine Filter Efficiency - Particulate

Control Room: Pressurization 1/8 in (water gauge)
Nominal

O

O
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TABLE 14.3-2

(Sheet 11 of 32)

EROBABILITY RISK ASSESSMENT

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.6.3.7 * The EFW turbine-driven pump in each
division is supplied with steam from
the SG in its division.

* Me valves that control the supply of
steam to the EFW turbine pumps fail to
the open position upon loss of motive
power.

* The EFWS is actuated by an ESFAS and |
an APS actuation signal (Low SG Water
Level).

(9 * Each EFW line has a cavitating venturi
C/ to prevent runout flow.

* Upon receipt of an actuation signal,
the EFWS:

a. Starts the associated
motor-driven pump,

b. De-energizes the solenoid to open
the associated turbine steam
supply bypass valve,

c. De-energizes the solenoid to open
the associated turbine steam
supply valve,

d. Opens the associated EFW
isolation valves to the
appropriate SG, and |

e. (EFWS) Opens flow control valves
104 & 106 or 105 & 107. |,s

[ N

'x.
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(Sheet 12 of 32)

PROBABILITY RISK ASSESSMENT

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

| 19.6.3.7 * Each EFW division provides at least
500 gpm to either Steam Generator.

* Installed instrumentation provides the
capability to monitor the performance
of the system and the major components
from the control room.

* Each EFW pump can deliver EFW flow to
the SGs when the SG pressure is at the
Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV)
setpoint.

* Each EFWST has a safety-related volume
of at least 350,000 gallons.

* Each EFW subdivision receives power
from its associated Class lE buses.

* The two EFW pump controls in a given
EFW division are supplied power from
separate 125 VDC buses.

* The EFW steam supply valves in an EFW
division are supplied from the same
125 VDC bus.

* The power operated controls for the
EFW turbine pumps, turbine supply and
bypass line valves, and the EFW
Isolation valve to the SG, are powered
from the same 125 VDC class lE bus.

* Each EFW pump can provide 100% of the
required EFW flow.

O
l
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TABLE 14.3-2
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(Sheet 23 of 32)

PROBABILITY RISK ASSESSMENT

Paragraph Assumption /ParameterDescription Value
,

19.7.4.1 * It was assumed that the primary means |- '

of flood control in the Nuclear Annex
and Reactor Building is provided by
the divisional wall which serves as a
barrier between redundant divisions of
safety related equipment.

* The equipment within the Component
Cooling. Water Heat Exchanger structure
was assumed to be-divisionally
separated _ by a wall such that a flood
in one division will not affect the
other division.

O, * The divisional flood ' barrier between-

redundant divisions of-safety related-

equipment-is an important design-
feature which: ensures that flooding of
both divisions of safety related
equipment.will not occur. J

* The divisional separation of redund' ant
safety ~related-equipment in the.
Component Cooling Water Heat _ Exchanger
structure and the station service-
water _ pump structure is also an-
important design' feature. _This

_

ensures that flooding of. both - -

divisions.of Component Cooling Water
.

Heat Exchangers and station service
-water pumps-will not~ occur.

- 19. 8.1. 2 ' * Availability of mitigating-equipment
following fires can be maximized if
separation is maintained _between
equipment within a quadrant. This will
increase the number of-- success- paths-
available for responding to the. event -
and_ result in-a decrease in risk.

i
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TABLE 14.3-2

(Sheet 24 of 32)

PROBADJLITY RISK ASSESSMENT

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.8.4.3 * Propagation of fires between quadrants
is assumed to be impossible based on
their separation by three-hour rated
fire barriers. Fire doors between
quandrants are three-hour rated fire
doors and are assumed to be closed
during all shutdown operations. These
doors specifically include those
between Fire Areas 38 and 41 and Fire
Areas 39 and 40, as shown in Figure
9.5.1-2.

* Propagation of fires between divisions
is assumed to be impossible based on
their separation by three-hour rated
fire barriers. The barriers have no
communicating openings below 70 feet

: elevation and all penetrations within
i the barriers are sealed with
| assemblies qualified to maintain the

integrity of the
three-hour rating.

19.8.4.4 * It was assumed that the primary means
of flood control in the Nuclear Annex
and Reactor Building is provided by
the divisional wall which serves as a
barrier between redundant divisions of
safety related equipment.

* The equipment within the Component
Cooling Water Heat Exchanger structure
was assumed to be divisionally
separated by a wall such that a flood
in one division will not affect the

| other division.

1 O
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PROBABRJJY RUK ASIUJEN.I

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.8A.2.13.3 * Door closed sensors will be provided
on flood doors with indications
available at a monitored location.

* It was assumed that the primary means
of flood control in the Nuclear Annex
and Reactor Building is provided by
the divisional wall which serves as a
barrier between redundant divisions of
safety related equipment.

19.8A.4.1.2 * Emergency feedwater Cavitating 800 gpm maximum
Venturi: flowrate, Emergency

r~3 feedwater
'

19.8A.7.2.7 * The integration eviden' in the
Nuplex 804 displays ano Mode dependent
alarms contributes to plant safety by
reducing the historically common
personnel errors during Mode changes
and outages.

19.11.3.4.2 * At least 80 hydrogen ignitors are |
provided.

19.11.3.6.2 * The reactor cavity sump has a minimum
thickness of 3 feet.

19.11.3.6.2.6 * The reactor cavity sump has a minimum
thickness of 3 feet.

19.11.3.8.1 Containment Shell: Containment 53 psig
Atmosphere Design Basis Peak Pressure

p.
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(Sheet 30 of 32)

EILQBAB_lLITY RIIK ASSESM!t(I

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.15.3.2 * If a fire occurs inside the main
control room and the operator
determines that the control room
should be evacuated, it is assumed
that the operator will trip the
reactor and transfer control to the
Remote Shutdown Room prior to
evacuation.

* The main control room and the remote
shutdown room are located at different
elevations and in different fire
areas. Since the main control room
ventilation systen is separate from
the ventilation system for the remote
shutdown room, and the stairwells
connecting these rooms are
pressurized, it was assumed that
smoke, hot gases, or fire suppressants
cannot migrate from one room to the
next.

* Both the remote shutdown room and the
main control room are protected by
3-hour fire walls and 3-hour fire
doors. It is therefore assumed that a
fire that originates in an area
outside the main control room area
will not threaten the habitability of

| the control room. Only fires that
i originate inside the control room may

force its evacuation.

* All fire barriers which provide
separation between the two divisions
are rated for at least 3 hours, it

was assumed that all fire doors and
penetrations within the fire barriers
are maintained during power operation
to prevent the propagation of fire
from one area to the next.'

|
* PRA Assumptions Amendment U -- 12/31/93
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.51W1QOWN RISK

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.8.1.2 * Availability of mitigating equipment
following fires can be maximized if
separation is maintained between
equipment within a quadrant. This will
increase the number of success paths
available for responding to the event
and result in a decrease in risk.

19.8.4.3 * Propagation of fires between quadrants
is assumed to be impossible based on
their separation by three-hour rated
file barriers. Fire doors between
quandrants are three-heur rated fire
doors and are assumed to be closed

[,)' during all shutdown operations. These
'qy doors specifically include those

between fire Areas 33 and 41 and fire
Areas 39 and 40, as shown in figure
9.5.1-2.

* Propagation of fires between divisions
is assumed to be impossible based on
their separation by three-hour rated
fire barriers. The barriers have no
communicating openings below 70 feet
elevation and all penetrations within
the barriers are sealed with
assemblies qualified to maintain the
integrity of the
three-hour rating.

19.8.4.4 * It was assumed that the primary means
of flood control in the Nuclear Annex
and Reactor Building is provided by
the divisional wall which serves as a
barrier between redundant divisions of
safety related equipment.

,,

(
(_/
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(Sheet 2 of 6)

$11VTDOWN RISE

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.8.4.4 * The equipment within the Component
Cooling Water lleat Exchanger structure
was assumed to be divisionally

"separated by a wall such that a flood
in one division will not affect the
other division.

* The divisional flood barrier between
redundant divisions of safety related
equipment is an important design
feature which ensures that flooding of
both divisions of safety related
equipment will not occur.

* The divisional separation of redundant
safety related equipment in the
Component Cooling Water lleat Exchanger
structure and the station service
water pump structure is also an
important design feature. This
ensures that flooding of both
divisions of Component Cooling Water
lleat Exchangers and station service
water pumps will not occur.

TABLE 19.8A.1-1 * Make SCS pumps interchangeable with
containment spray pumps to provide
further redundancy.

* Monitor SCS pump motor current,
flowrate, discharge pressure and
suction pressure to provide reliable
cooling status.

* CCW availability improved by two
redundant divisions with two pumps
each.

O
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TABLE 14.3-4

SEVERE ACCIDENT ANA|1Sl1 |

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.6.3.16 * Operator must open the HVT spillway
motor-operated valves and the reactor
cavity spillway raotor-operated valves.
This is done from the control room.

19.11.3.4.2 * At least 80 hydrogen ignitors are |
provided.

19.11.3.6.2 * The reactor cavity sump has a minimum
thickness of 3 feet.

19.11.3.6.2.6 * The reactor cavity sump has a minimum
thickness of 3 feet.

19.11.3.8.1 Containment Shell: Containment 53 psigp) Atmosphere Design Basis Peak Pressure
(wJ

f''N,

's,

|
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FIRE PR011CllM

Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value |

19.8.4.3 * Propagation of fires between quadrants
is assumed to be impossible based on
their separation by three-hour rated
fire barriers. Fire doors between
quandrants are three-hour rated fire
doors and are assumed to be closed
during all shutdown operations. These
doors specifically include those
between Fire Areas 38 and 41 and Fire
Areas 39 and 40, as shown in
Figure 9.5.1-2.

* Propagation of fires betu 'n divisions
is assumed to be impossibie based on
their separation by three-hour rated
fire barriers. The barriers have no
communicating openings below 70 feet

(O elevation and all penetrations within
the barriers are sealed with'

assemblies qualified to maintain the
integrity of the
three-hour rating.

19.8A.2.7.3,1 * All fire barriers which provide
separation between the two divisions
are rated for at least 3 hours. it

was assumed that all fire doors and
penetrations within the fire barriers
are maintained during power operation
to prevent the propagation of fire
from one area to the next.

* The propagation of a fire from one
division to the next is prevented by
the divisional separation of redundant
safety related equipment with a 3-hour
fire barrier which is maintained
during power operation.

7-
| ; )

U
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(Sheet 6 of 7)

[1RE PROTECTION

| Paragraph Assumption / Parameter Description Value

19.8A.2.7.3.1 * It was assumed that there are no doors
or passageways connecting the
divisions of safety related equipment
up to elevation 7040.

19.15.3.2 * If a fire occurs inside the main
control room and the operator
determines that the control room
should be evacuated, it is assumed
that the operator will trip the
reactor and transfer control to the
Remote Shutdown Room prior to
evacuation.

* The main control room and the remote
shutdown room are located at different
elevations and in different fire
areas. Since the main control room
ventilation system is separate from
the ventilation system for the remote
shutdown room, and the stairwells
connecting these rooms are
pressurized, it was assumed that
smoke, hot gases, or fire suppressants
cannot migrate from one room to the
next.

* Both the remote shutdown room and the
main control room are protected by
3-hour fire walls and 3-hour fire
doors. It is therefore assumed that a
fire that originates in an area
outside the main control room area
will not threaten the habitability of
the control room. Only fires that
originate inside the control room may
force its evacuation.

,

1
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| 15.1.5-5.9 N 15.3.3-11 R
15.2.3-1 N 15.3.3-12 R

'

15.2.3-2 N 15.3.3-13 N
15.2.3-3 N 15.4.1-1 N
15.2.3-4 N 15.4.1-2 N
15.2.3-5 N 15.4.1-3 N
15.2.3-6 N 15.4.1-4 N

| 15.2.3-7 N 15.4.1-5 N
15.2.3-8 N 15.4.1-6 N
15.2.3-9 N 15.4.1-7 N
15.2.3-10 N 15.4.1-8 N
15.2.3-11 N 15.4.2-1 N
15.2.3-12 N 15.4.2-2 N
15.2.3-13 N 15.4.2-3 N
15.2.8-1 R 15.4.2-4 N
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15.4.2-9 N 15.6.2-12 N
15.4.2-10 N 15.6.2-13 H
15.4.2-11 N 15.6.3-1 H
15.4.2-12 N 15.6.3-2 11

15.4.3-1 N 15.6.3-3 H
15.4.3-2 N 15.6.3-4 H
15.4.3-3 W 15.6.3-5 H
15.4.3-4 N 15.6.3-6 H
15.4.3-5 W 15.6.3-7 H
15.4.3-6 N 15.6.3-8 H
15.4.3-7 N 15.6.3-9 H
15.4.3-8 N 15.6.3-10 H
15.4.3-9 N 15.6.3-11 H
15.4.3-10 N 15.6.3-12 H
15.4.3-11 N 15.6.3-13 H
15.4.3-12 W 15.6.3-14 H
15.4.8-1 H 15.6.3-15 H

f )) 15.4.8-2 H 15.6.3-16 H
s 15.4.8-3 H 15.6.3-17 H
'-" 15.4.8-4 H 15.6.3-18 H

15.4.0-5 H 15.6.3-19 H
15.4.0-6 H 15.6.3-20 H
15.4.8-7 H 15.6.3-21 H
15.4.8-8 H 15.6.3-22 H
15.4.8-9 H 15.6.3-23 H
15.4.8-10 H 15.6.3-24 11

15.4.8-11 H 15.6.3-25 H
1s.4.0-12 H 15.6.3-26 11

15.4.8-13 H 15.6.3-27 H
15.4.8-14 H 15.6.3-28 H
15.4.8-15 H 15.6.3-29 11

15.5.2-1 N 15.6.3-30 H
15.5.2-2 N 15.6.3-31 H
15.5.2-3 !! 15.6.3-32 R
15.5.2-4 N 15.6.3-33A It
15.5.2-5 N 15.6.3-33B 11

15.5.2-6 N 15.6.3-34A 11

15.5.2-7 N 15.6.3-34B H
15.5.2-8 N 15.6.3-35A N
15.5.2-9 N 15.6.3-35B H
15.5.2-10 N 15.6.3-36 H
15.5.2-11 N 15.6.3-37A 11

15.5.2-12 N 15.6.3-37B N
15.6.2-1 N 15.6.3-38A H
15.6.2-2 N 15.6.3-388 N
15.6.2-3 N 15.6.3-39 N
15.6.2-4 N 15.6.3-40A N

y'"x 15.6.2-5 N 15.6.3-40D N
,

( ) 15.6.2-6 N 15.6.3-41A 11t

| \ _,/ 15.6.2-7 N
1

!
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!O)v IABLE_15.a .1

1RITIAL CONDITIONS

I
1

Paramet.r Units Range

Core Power % of 3914 MWt 0 - 102 :

-0.3 s ASI s + 0.3(" |Axial Shape Index --

Reactor Vessel Inlet % of 445600 gpm 95 - 116
Coolant flow Rate

Pressurizer Water % distance (between 26 to 60
level upper tap and lower

tap) above lower
tap

Core Inlet Coolant
Temperature

<90% Power 'F 543 - 561
90%-100% Power 'F 550 - 561

f''S
( ) Pressurizer Pressure psia 2175 - 2325
v

Steam Generator Water
level

Low % Wide Range > 33.7'4)t2

40.7

i3High % Narrow Range ' 95.0

Notes:

(1) ASI - (A - B) + C
where: A = Area under axial shape in lower half of core

B - Area under axial shape in upper half of core
C = Total area under axial shape

(2) Percent of distance between the wide range instrument taps.
See Chapter 5 for details.

(3) Percer.t of distance between the narrow range instrument taps.
/"'N, See Chapter 5 for details.
%"J

(4) For steam and feedwater line breaks only.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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CT
maximum flow rate (no more than 11% of full power turbine flow |
rate). The inadvertent opening of a steam generator atmospheric
dump valve (IOSGADV) is presented here to illustrata these
events. As discussed in the previous sections, the consequences
of the IOSGADV event bound those of the increased main steam
flow, decrease in feedwater temperature, and increase in
feedwater flow events.

For the events of this section, the major parameter of concern is
the minimum hot channel D11BR, This parameter establishes whether
a fuel design limit has been violated and thus whether fuel
cladding degradation might be anticipated. those factors which
cause a decrease in local Dl1BR are:

A. Increasing coolant temperature

B. Decreasing coolant pressure

C. Increasing loca] heat flux (including radial and axial power
distribution ofiects)

D. Decreasing coolant flow

The single failure (SF) which yields the minimum transient hot
CT channel Dl1BR is the SF which combines the greatest decrease in

(') DilBR af ter initiation of a reactor trip signal with the lowest
possible pre-trip D11BR.* An evaluation of the SFs listed in
Table 15.0-4 shows that the limiting SF for the event of this
section is the loss of the Feedwater Control System (FWCS)
reactor trip override (RTO). As a result, the feedwater flow is
not reduced after reactor trip. This single failure results in
the most severe D11BR transient for this event.

In addition, it is assumed that the most reactive CEA is held in
the fully withdrawn position following reactor trip.

The Amendment H analysis of the ISOGADV event considered LOOP as
a single failure. The Amendment 11 analysis was performed in
compliance with GDC-17 and considered LOOP in addition to a SF.
The LOOP is assumed to result due to the turbine generator trip
and occurs with no time delay.

* The determination of a single failure is based upon the
failure which creates the most limiting scenario for the
given transient, regardless of whether the system is safety
related or not. Thus, in consideration of the inadvertent
opening of a steam generator ADV with a single failure
event, the most limiting single failure is as noted here.g.

| !)v
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15.1.4.2 Requence oLMonts and Systems Op_o_ratiotl

Case it Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator Atmospheric
Dump Valve (IOSGADV) with Loss of Offsite Power

The opening of a steam generator ADV ir. creases the rate of
heat removal by the steam generators, causing cooldown of
the RCS. Due to the negative moderator temperature
coefficient, core power increases from the initial value of
102% of rated core power, reaching a new stabilized value of
115%. The feedwater control system, which is assumed to be
in the automatic mode, supplies feedwater to the steam
generators such that steam generator water levels are
maintained. Acting upon the large power mismatch between

_

the reactor and turbine and the audible indication of steam
blowdown, the reactor operator recognizes that the plant is
in an abnormal state and manually trips the reactor. The
analysis presented herein assumes this initial operator
action is delayed until af ter 30 minutes following the first
indication of the event. It in also conservatively assumed
that a loss of offsite power (LOOP) occurs immediately upon
turbine trip. The reactor coolant pumps are therefore
assumed to begin coasting down at the time of turbine trip.

Following the generation of a turbine trip on reactor trip
and concurrent LOOP, normal feedwater flow is cerminated.
Since the steam bypass control system is assumed to be in
the manual mode with all bypass valves closed, the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) open to limit secondary system
pressure and remove heat stored in the core and RCS. The
water level of both steam generators decreases following
reactor trip and falls below the point for emergency
feedwater flow initiation. The secondary system pressure

cooldown caused by flow through |then decreases due to the
the MSSVs and the ADV and the MSSVs close. The secondary
system pressure continues to decrease to the point where a
main steam isolation signal (MSIS) is generated. This
causes one steam generator to be isolated from the flow path
through the open ADV and causes main feedwater flow to be
terminated. During the period of blowdown following reactor
trip, reactor coolant temperatures and pressure decrease
slowly. Af ter dryout of the af fected steam generator, decay
heat and heat addition from the walls and structure of the
primary coolant system cause a gradual increase in reactor
coolant temperatures and pressure. Relief of steam by the
safety valves on the unaffected steam generator provides
cooling which limits reactor coolant temperatures. Reactor
coolant pressure is limited by the pressurizer safety
valves.

Subsequent to tripping the reactor, the operator manually
closes the ADV which had been inadvertently opened,
terminating steam release to the atmosphere from the
affected steam generator. In the analysis presented herein
it is conservatively assumed that this action to close the

Amendment R
15.1-6 July 30, 1993
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2. Pre-Trip Degradation in Fuel Performance Cases

For the purposes of analyzing the pre-trip portion of
the steam line break event, the initial conditions
chosen for RCS pressure, temperature, core flow, and
power are such as:

a. To make the initial state near a power operating
limit for the values of ASI and radial peaking
factors used, and

b. To minimize the transient minimum D11BR.

The value of ASI and radial peaking factor, F,, are
chosen to maximize the fraction of fuel pins calculated
to experience D11B . Assumptions concerning initial
pressurizer water level have little or no impact on the
transient Dl;BR.

The initial steam generator mass inventory is reduced
to its minimum value to maximize the RCS cooldown
during the first 10 seconds of the transient. This
lower initial inventory leads to a more rapid steam
generator depressurization and temperature reduction.

/~'N
! i

V

,/~)
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The Icwor secondary temperatures cause a corresponding
more rapid decrease in the RCS temperatures.

liote that the reason for different steam generator (SG)
liquid inventories between SLB inside and outside
containment analyses is due to the different objectives
of these analyses. For a SLB inside containment, the
objective is to maximize the possibility of post-trip
return to power. For a SLB outside containment, the
objective is to maximize pre-trip degradation in DNBR.
For the latter case this is achieved through minimizing
SG liquid inventory. As stated in the previous
paragraph, the impact of reduced SG inventory during a
SLB maximizes the initial rate of SG depressurization
and temperature reduction, which in turn maximizes RCS
cooldown rate. The maximum cooldown rate of the RCS
creates the most rapid power increase due to reactivity
feedback. This results in a more rapid decrease in
D11BR and, hence, a greater potential for fuel damage.
Since the dose is driven by tne radioactivity
transported from the primary to the secondary by the
Technical Specification tube lesh, this scenario is the
most limiting for doses to the environment following a
SLB outside the containment.

The minimum scram rod worth minimizes the rate of
reactivity insertion upon reactor trip and, therefore,
maximizes the delay in core power decrease. The most

| negative moderator temperature coefficient (MTC)
conservatively maximizes positive reactivity insertion.
Also, the least negative Doppler reactivity coef ficient
minimizes the insertion of negative reactivity during
fuel heatup. Therefore, use of the minimum rod worth
and of the least negative Doppler coefficient (Table
15.0-5) and most negative moderator coefficient (-3.5
x 10 Ap / * F) maximizes the core heat flux and
minimizes the DNBR prior to and shortly after the
reactor trip.

C. Results

Case 1: Large Steam Line Break During Full Power Operation with
Concurrent Loss of Offsite Power (SLDFPLOP)

The dynamic behavior of the salient NSSS parameters
following the SLBFPLOP is presented in Figures 15.1.5-1.1
through 15.1.5-1.13. Table 15.1.5-1 summarizes the major
events, times, and results for this transient.

O
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\v} Concurrent with the steam line break, a loss of offsite

power occurs. At this time an actuation signal for the
emergency diesel generators is initiated. Due to decreasing
core flow following loss of power to the reactor coolant
pumps, conditions exist for a low DNBR trip. At 0.83 second
the reactor coolant pump (RCP) reaches the Core Protection
Calculator (CPC) low shaf t speed setpoint. At 0.98 seconds,
the CPC generates a low RCP shaft speed trip signal. At
1.13 second the reactor trip breakers open. At 9.7 seconds
voids begin to form in the upper head of the reactor vessel.
At 10.22 seconds the steam generator pressure drops below
the MSIS setpoint of 719 psia. The MFIVs and MSIVs close by
16.57 seconds. At 79.3 seconds the pressurizer emptics. At
176.4 seconds the pressurizer pressure has dropped below
1555 psia initiating saf ety injection. Within 40.6 seconds,
the operable SI pumps are loaded on the diesels and reach
full speed and the SI valves are fully open.

At 350 seconds the maximum core reactivity (- 1. 03% Ap )
occurs. Safety injection boron begins to reach the core at
296.2 seconds. Since there is no return to power the values
of DNBR remain above those for which fuel damage would be
indicated. At a maximum of 30 minutes the operator, via the
appropriate emergency procedure, initiates plant cooldown by

n\ manual control of the atmospheric dump valves, assuming that(h offsite power has not been restored. Shutdown cooling is\
initiated when the RCS reaches 350'F and 330 psia.

Case 2: Large Steam Line Break During Full Power Operation with
Offsite Power Available (SLBFP)

The dynamic behavior of the salient NSSS parameters
following the SLBFP is presented in Figures 15.1.5-2.1
through 15.1.5-2.13. Table 15.1.5-2 summarizes the major
events, times, and results for this transient.

At 7.49 seconds the CPC Variable Overpower Trip (VOPT)
condition of 115% power is reached. The CPC VOPT signal is
generated at 7.89 seconds.

At 8.04 seconds the reactor trip breakers open. Opening of
the reactor trip breakers generates a turbine trip signal
which will close the turbine stop valves. However, it is
conservatively assumed that these valves as well as the
turbine control valves do not close, leaving a path for the
full steam flow from the unaf fected steam generator, through
an assumed faulted (stuck open) MSIV in that steam
generator, to the condenser. At 14.52 seconds voids begin
to form in the upper head of the reactor vessel. At 16.10

,
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seconds the steam generator pressure drops below the MSIS
setpoint of 719 psia. The MFIVs and the operable MSIVs
close by 22.4 5 seconds. At 46.4 seconds the pressurizer
empties. At 69.5 seconds the pressurizer pressure drops
below 1555 psia, initiating safety injection. Within 40.6
seconds, the SI pumps reach full speed and the SI valves are
fully open. Safety injection boron begins to reach the core
at 168.6 secondo. At 230 seconds the maximum core
reactivity (-0.81% Ap) occurs. Since there is no return to
power, the values of D!iBR remain above those for which fuel
damage would be indicated. At a maximum of 30 minutes the
operator, via the appropriate emergency procedure, initiates
plant cooldown by manual control of the atmospheric dump
valveu or the MSIV bypass valves and the turbine bypass
valves. If it is not possible to close either the turbine
stop or control valves, the operator would break condenser
vacuum and use manual control of the atmospheric dump valves
to release steam as necessary. Shutdown cooling is
initiated when the RCS reaches 350'F and 330 psia.

Case 3: Large Steam Line Break During Zero Power Operation with
Concurrent Loss of Offsite Power (SLBZPLOP)

The dynamic behavior of the salient NSSS parameters
following the SLBZPLOP is presented in Figures 15.1.5-3.1
through 15.1.5-3.13. Table 15.1.5-3 summarizes the major
events, times, and results for this transient.

Concurrent with the steam line break, a loss of offsite
power occurs. At this time an actuation signal for the
emergency diesel generators is initiated. Due to decreasing
core flow following loss of power to the reactor coolant
pumps, conditions exist for a low DNBR trip. At 0.83 second
the reactor coolant pump (RCP) reaches the Core Protection
Calculator (CPC) low shaf t speed setpoint. At 0.98 seconds,
the CPC generates a low RCP shaft speed trip signal. At
1.13 secor.d the reactor trip breakers open. At 11.86
seconds the steam generator pressure drops below the MSIS
setpoint of 719 psia. The MFIVs and MSIVs close by 18.21
seconds.

At 68.6 seconds the pressurizer emptics. At 72.2 seconds
the pressurizer pressure drops below 1555 psia initiating
safety injection. Within 40.6 seconds, the operable SI
pumps are loaded on the diesels and reach full speed and the
SI valves are fully open. At 93.8 seconds voids begin to

! form in the upper head of the reactor vessel. Safety
injection boron begins to reach the core at 140 seconds. At
187 seconds the maximum core reactivity (-1.43%Ap) occurs.

O1
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(/ Since there is no return to power, the values of D!iBR remain
above those for which fuel damage would be indicated. At a
maximum of 30 minutes the operator, via the the appropriate
emergency procedure, initiates plant cooldown by manual
control of the atmospheric dump valves, assuming that
offsite power has not been restored. Shutdown cooling is
initiated when the RCS reaches 350'F and 330 psia.

Case 4: Large Steam Line Break Zero Power Operation with
Offsite Power Available (SLBZP)

The dynamic behavior of the salient IJSSS parameters
following the SLBZP is presented in Figures 15.1.5-4.1
through 15.1.5-4.13. Table 15.1.5-4 summarizes the major
events, times, and results of this transient.

At 12.6 seconds after initiation of the steam line break,
the steam generator pressure drops below the low steam
generator pressure trip and MSIS setpoint of 719 pala. At
13.75 seconds the reactor trip breakers open. The MFIVs and
MSIVs close by 18.95 seconds. At 62.3 seconds the
pressurizer empties. At 64.7 seconds the pressurizer
pressure drops below 1555 psia initiating safety injection.
Within 40.6 seconds, the operable SI pumps reach full speed

[7 and the SI valves are fully open. At 78.1 seconds voids
\ ) begin to form in the upper head of the reactor vessel.

Safety injection boron begins to reach the core at 132.5
seconds. At 171 seconds the maximum core reactivity
(-1.50%Ap ) occurs. Since there is no return to power, the
values of D!iBR remain above those for which fuel damage
would be indicated. At a maximum of 30 minutes the
operator, via the appropriato emergency procedure, initiates
plant cooldown by manual control of the MSIV bypass valves
associated with the unaffected steam generator and turbine
bypass valves. Shutdown cooling is initiated when the RCS
reaches 350'F and 330 psia.

Case 5: Steam Line Break Outside Containment During Full Power
Operation with Loss of Offsite Power Concurrent with
Reactor /Turbino Trip (SLBFPLOPD) |

The dynamic behavior of the salient IJSSS parameters
following a typical limiting SLBFPLOPD is presented in |
Figures 15.1.5-5.1 through 15.1.5-5.9. Table 15.1.5-5
summarizes the major events, times and results for this
transient.

The consequences of this transient are approximately the
same as those for SLBFPLOPDs for a spectrum of break sizes, j
due to the protective action of the Core Protectiong\i

h
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Calculators (CPCs). The largest break size yields the
minimum DNBR. Therefore the transient presented here is
that which results from the double ended break of a main
oteam line.

Not later than 7.21 seconds after initiation of the steam
line break, a trip eignal is initiated by the CPCs on
variable overpower. At 7.36 seconds the reactor trip
breakers open. At 8.88 seconds a minimum transient DNBR of
1.25 is calculated to occur, alter which DNBR rapidly

4

increases, as shown in Figure 1o.1.5-5.9, At 12.82 seconds !

voids begin to form in the tpper head of the reactor vessel. |
At 13.0 seconds the steam generator pressure drops below the '

MSIS setpoint of 719 psia. The MFIVs and the MSIVs close by
19. 3 5 seconds. At 182.2 seconds the maximum core reactivity
( - 1. 7 5 %.1p ) occurs.

Subsequently, the events of this transient follow a sequence
similar to thme of the SLBFPLOP (Case 1). Since the
cooldown is less severe due to the cmaller initial steam
generator inventory the potential for post-trip degradation
in fuel cladding performance is less for this case
(SLBFPLOPD) than for Case 1 (SLBFPLOP). At a maximum of 30
minutes the operator, using the appropriate emergency
procedure, initiates plant cooldown by manual control of the
atmospheric dump valves assuming that offsite power has not
been restored. Shutdown cooling is initiated when the RCS
reaches 350*F and 330 psia.

At the point of the minimum transient DNBR none of the fuel
rods are predicted to experience DNB. To provide a bounding
valve for potential of fsite dose calcuJ ations, however, 0.5%
of the fuel rods are assumed to fail. All of the activity
in the fuel gap for fuel rods that are assumed to fail is
assumed to be uniformly mixed with the reactor coolant. The
activity in the fuel clad gap is assumed to be 5% of the
iodines, cesiums, and rubidiums and 5% of the noble gases
accumulated in the fuel at the end of core life, assuming
continuous full power operation. Assuming one gpm steam
generator tube leakage, during a period of two hours after
initiation of the SLBFPLOPD, the integral leakage from the
RCS through the affected steam generator is 1001 lbm, which
is assumed to be released to the atmosphere with a DF of 1.

The total steam released from the affected steam generator
is 390,050 lbm. The affected steam generator will empty in
two hours; therefore all the mass release from the affected
steam generator to the atmosphere has a DF of 1.

O
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with and without an attendant loss of offsite power (LOOP).
The LOOP is postulated as a concurrent consequence of the
turbine generator trip which occurs at the initiation of the
event. The four pump coastdown caused by the LOOP produces
a reactor trip signal generated by low pump shaft speed.
This results in a reactor trip signal which is earlier than
the reactor trip signal generated by the high pressurizer
pressure signal from the event without LOOP. Consequently,
with respect to peak pressure, the event with LOOP is less
severe than the event without LOOP. With respect to fuel
performance, the LOCV event with coincident LOOP is similar
to the loss of non-emergency power to the station
auxiliaries discussed in Section 15.2.6. These events are
in effect the same as the loss of flow event, which is
discussed in detail in Section 15.3.1.

D. Single Failure

With respect to peak pressure criteria, there are no single
failures which, when combined with the event, result in a
more severe peak pressure than the LOCV by itself.
Similarly, with regard to fuel performance, there are no
single failures which, when combined with the event result
in a more severe minimum DNBR than the event by itself.

E. Results

The dynamic behavior of important NSSS parameters following
the loss of condenser vacuum is presented in Figures
15.2.3-1 through 15.2.3-13.

The sudden reduction of steam flow, caused by the LOCV,
leads to a reduction of the primary-to-secondary heat
transfer. The moderator reactivity is constant prior to
reactor trip due to a zero MTC, even though the average core
temperature increased from the initial conditions. At 6.9
seconds, a high pressurizer pressure trip signal is
generated. The reactor trip breakers open at 7.05 seconds,
limiting the maximum core power to 102% of full power.

The pressurizer safety valves open at 7.65 seconds and the
maximum RCS pressure of 2726 psia is reached at 8.45
seconds. The main steam safety valves open at 7.05 seconds
and the maximum secondary pressure of 1273 psia is reached
at 10.39 seconds.

The RCS pressure then decreased rapidly due to the combined
effects of reactor trip and primary and main steam safety
valves. The pressurizer safety valves close at 14.09

A seconds and the main steam safety valves close at 65.7
( seconds. Emergency feedwater automatically begins at 177 |
'% seconds. Thirty minutes after initiation of the event, the
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O,operator commences a cooldown using the atmospheric dump
valves to release steam.

Initiating the LOCV event with initial conditions selected to
minimize the transient D!1BR results in a minimum D!lBR of 1.26 at
28.05 seconds.

15.2.3.4 Conclusions

For the loss of condenser vacuum event and the loss of condenser
vacuum event with a coincident loss of offaite power, as well as
these events in combination with a single failure, the maximum
RCS pressure remains below 2750 psia, thus ensuring primary
system integrity, the maximum steam generator pressure remains
below 1320 psia, thus ensuring secondary system integrity, and
the minimum DNBR remains above 1.24, thus ensuring fuel cladding
integrity.

O
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Blowdown of the #, team generator nearest the feedwater line
break is modeled assuming frictionless critical flow as-
calculated by the Henry-Fauske/ Moody correlation (References
28 and 59 of Section 15.0). Although the enthalpy of the
blowdown physically depends upon the location of the break
relative to fluid conditions within- the ruptured steam :

generator, it is assumed that saturated liquid -is discharged
until no liquid remains at which . time- saturated steam
discharge is assumed.

With respect to RCS overpressurization, these assumptions_,

' result in conservatively high mass flow and conservatively
low energy flow from the eteam generator to the break,
thereby minimizing the ruptured generator heat removal
capacity..

For the case with a loss of offsite power, no credit is
taken for a low water level trip condition in the ruptured
steam generator until the generator is emptied of liquid.
This conservatively delays the time of reactor trir-
prolonging the RCS 5.eatup and overpressurization. No cred
is taken for the high containment pressure trip.2

! In order to determine the sc % ivity of the RCS
overpressurization to the ruptur- e eam generator heat-

O transfer characteristics without . rue enting a detailed-
steam generator model, the effect w be: . transfer area is

: assumed to decrease linearly from he f ign value to zero
as the steam generator liquid mass Wre es from a selected -

:. value through a specified increment. r the limiting case,
the heat transfer area is decreased , zero over the time"

interval- required for the. inventory to decrease , by an
'

increment of 500 lbm. The value of 500 lbm represents only
0.2% of the initial.-inventory.and-causes a decrease in the.
heat ~ transfer area to zero in only O' 2 seconds for the.

limiting break flow rate.- This assumption is consistent
'

with FLB simulations in the Semiscale-facility (as discussed
in Section 4.3.3.1 of.NUREG/CR-4945, dated' July-1987) where
.the heat transfer across the steam. generator -tubes was
observed to- decrease rapidly from nearly the full power
value to essentially zero at the time the. liquid" inventory
was depleted..

j= Sensitivity studies are used to establish the most adverse
set- of initial operating and transient parameters with

i respect to RCS overpressurization. These parameters include
!: break size and-. initial core inlet temperature.

B. Input parameters and initial conditions-
:

The input parameters and initial-conditions used to analyze
i -the NSSS response are discussed in Section 15.0. The
L initial conditions considered are given in Table 15.0-3.*

; U The set of initial conditions used in the analysis are shown-
in Table 15.2.8-1.#
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In addition to conservatively delaying steam generator low
level trip coincident with the assumed heat transfer
degradation, the initial primary system pressure was
adjusted within the range specified in Table 15.0-3 to
achieve, where possible, a coincident reactor trip signal on
high pressurizer pressure. This maximizes the primary
pressurization potential of the event, by maximizing the
primary system pressure at the time of the coincident
reactor trip signal. To minimize DNBR the initial pressure
was 2175 psia as this minimizes pressure at time of trip. |

|

To determine the limiting single tailure of the FLB event
with the loss of offsite power, Table 15.0-4 was used.
There are no single failures identified in this table which
can adversely impact the consequences (i.e. , pressurization)
acsociated with the FLB event.

As a result of the evaluation method applied to the FLB
ovent analysis, the only mechanisms for mitigation of the
reactor coolant system (RCS) pressurization are the
pressurizer safety valves, the reactor coolant flow and the
main steam safety valves. The last two influence the
RCS-to-steam generator heat transfer rate. There are no
credible f ailures which can degrade pressurizer safety valve
or main steam safety valve capacity. Nor are there any
credible failures which can reduce steam flow to the
ruptured steam generator. A decrease in RCS to steam
generator heat transfer due to reactor coolant flow
coastdown can only be caused by a loss of offsite power
following turbine trip. Because offsite power is assumed to
be unavailable in this analysis, the failure of one
Emergency Feedwater Pump (EFP) to start is assumed in order
to minimize the long term decay heat removal capability.

A spectrum of break sizes was analyzed using the methodology
described in the preceding paragraphs to determine the
limiting break size. The results of this analysis are
provided in Figure 15.2.8-1 which plots maximum primary
pressure vs. break size. As can be seen, the limiting break

2 2size is the 0.6 ft break for overpressurization. A 0.2 ft |
break was determined to be limiting for DNDR.

Detailed results of the 0.6 ft break size are presented in |2

the following section.

C. Results

The sequence of events and the dynamic response of the
important NSSS parameters following the FLB are provided in
Table 15.2.8-2 and Figures 15.2.8-2 through 15.2.8-17, |
respectively.
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\v/ A 0.6 ft crack in the main feedwater line is assumed to2

instantaneously terminate feedwater flow to both steam
generators and establish critical flow (~5000 lbm/sec of
saturated liquid) from the generator nearest the break. The
absence of subcooled water and pressurization of the steam
generators during the first 19.10 seconds reduces the
primary-to-secondary heat transfer rate. Rising reactor
coolant temperatures and pressure result. Due to
temperature reactivity feedback during this period the core
power decreases slightly f rom 102.3 percent to 100.9 percent
of design full power. The reactor pressure increases and
reaches the high pressurizer pressure trip setpoint at 17.00
seconds. This generates a high pressure trip signal at

_

18.00 seconds and a reactor trip at 18.15 seconds.

At 19.10 seconds the ruptured steam generator is assumed to
instantaneously lose all heat transfer capability due to
total depletion of its liquid inventory by boil-off and the
break discharge flow. This initiates a rapid heatup and
pressurization of the reactor coolant system and
depressurization of the steam generators. The rate of
reactor coolant system pressurization is further aggravated
at 18.15 seconds when closure of the turbine stop valves
leaves the pipe break as the only steam relief path. This

O reduces the energy flow from the intact steam generator to
Q below that of the primary-to-secondary heat transfer rate.

The resulting steam generator pressurization reduces the
primary-to-secondary temperature difference further
degrading primary to secondary heat transfer. In addition,
the loss of reactor coolant flow following the loss of
electrical power decreases the heat transfer coefficient of
the coolant in the steam generator tubes. A significant
heat transfer reduction occurs.

Compression of the pressurizer steam volume due to the high
insurge flow raises the pressure to the safety valve
setpoint at 19.50 seconds. The reactor coolant system
pressure continues to increase to a maximum of 2798 psia at
20.29 seconds.

The rate of heatup decreases subsequent to core heat flux
decay causing the primary pressures to drop. The intact
generator is forced to a maximum of 1238 psia before the |
heat transfer begins. to decrease. However, the
core-to-steam generator heat rate mismatch is reduced
sufficiently by 29,37 seconds to allow closure of the i
pressurizer safety valves. The reactor coolant system
experiences a cooldown under the influence of steam blowdown
through the ruptured steam generator to the break.

m,
l \
V
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Main steam isolation is initiated at 105.35 seconds on low
steam generator pressure which closes the main steam
isolation valves decoupling the intact steam generator from
the ruptured steam generator and the break. The intact
steam generator repressurizes, thereby reducing heat
transfer and eventually causing a primary system heatup.

| With the main steam safety valves open by 409.30 seconds,
the primary-to-secondary heat imbalance is eliminated.
Thereafter the NSSS enters into a quasi-steady state with a
very gradual cooldown and depressurization due to decreasing
core decay heat, cycling of the main steam safety valves and
emergency feedwater flow which was initiated at 78.35
seconds maintaining an adequate liquid inventory within the
intact steam generator for heat removal. By 1800 seconds
the operator initiates a controlled cooldown to shutdown
cooling utilizing the atmospheric dump valves.

The feedwater line break event with a C.6-ft2 break was also
analyzed assuming offsite power is available and the low
steam generator level trip signal in the affected steam
generator is available on the level in the steam generator
reaching the harsh environment analysis setpoint of the
Reactor Protection System.

The Low Steam Generator Water Level Trip (LSGLT) is a Plant
Protection System (PPS) trip function provided with each
steam generator. The trip signal is produced using the wide
range steam generator level sensors that are seismically and
environmentally qualified in accordance with the methodology
discussed in Sections 3.0 and 3.11. Inputs to the trip
function are from redundant sensors which are powered by
channelized battery backed Class 1E power. The sensors are
provided with conduit seals which serve to satisfy the
Postaccident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI) requirements
of these channels.

Since steam generator pressure is increasing in the time
period up to and past the time of reactor trip and the time
of peak RCS pressure, there is no tendency for level swell
in the steam generator to occur or to affect the low water
level signal. Consequently, there are no level fluctuations
which will have an adverse influence on the instrumentation.
Therefore, the 33.7% wide range level corresponding with the
minimum analysis setpoint of the Reactor Protection System
is a conservative reactor trip setpoint for the FLB event.

The heat transfer characteristics in the affected steam
generator are the same as those applied in the analysis
which assumes loss of offsite power. That is, the effective
steam generator heat transfer area is decreased to zero over
the time interval required for the inventory to decrease by
an increment of 500 lbm. The value of 500 lbm represents
only 0.2% of the initial inventory and causes a decrease in
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\v) the heat transfer area to zero in only 0.2 seconds for the
limiting break flow rate. This approximation is consistent
with FLB simulations in the Semiscale Facility (as discussed
in Section 4.3.3.1 of NUREG/CR-4945, dated July 1987) where
the heat transfer across the steam generator tubes was
observed to decrease rapidly from nearly the full power
value to essentially zero at the time the liquid inventory
was depleted.

With regard to the influence of single failures on the FLB
cvent, there are no single failures from the listing in
Table 15.0-4 which can adversely affect the peak pressures
associated with the FLB cvent. However, for this
evaluation, the loss or one emergency feedwater pump has
been included to adversely influence long term
pressurization.

The influence of offsite power and credit for the harsh
environment LSGLT setpoint in the affected steam generator
is a substantial reduction of the peak RCS pressure from
2798 psia to 2676 psia and an increase in peak steam
generator pressure from 1238 psia to 1273 psia. Both
effects are due to the continuity of RCS flow rate and delay
of dryout in the affected steam generator. The later also

/ } delays backflow of steam from the intact steam generator
\"/ into the affected steam generator until af ter the core power

is decreased by the reactor trip. The RCS pressure response
and the responses of parameters with a substantial change
from the case with loss of offsite power are provided in
Figures 15.2.8-18 to 15.2.8-23.

Instantaneous termination of feedwater flow to both steam
generators along with a 0.6-fta break increases steam
generator pressure as the steam generators boil off liquid
inventory. The absence of subcooled water and the
pressurization of the steam generators reduces the primary
to secondary heat transfer which increases primary
temperature and pressure. The peak RCS pressures are
generated when the LSGLT in the affected steam generator is
attained at 15.85 seconds and coincident with a high
pressurizer pressure reactor trip.

The turbine stop valves close simultaneously with reactor
trip causing the steam generator pressures and the RCS
temperatures and pressures to increase more rapidly until
the MSSVs open at 17.76 seconds and the PSVs open at 17.65
seconds. The peak RCS pressure is 2676 psia at 17.93
seconds, and the peak steam generator pressure is 1273 psia
at 20.0 seconds.

,m

( ') Therea t un. , pressure and temperature decrease, trailing the
\_ '' decrease in reactor power. There is a momentary increase in
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RCS temperatures and pressures when the affected steam
generator reaches the dryout condition at 28,18 seconds.
However, the reactor power is low at this time; therefore,
the loss of heat transfer in the affected steam generator is
inconsequential.

A case was run in order to minimize the DNBR for this
2transient. The limiting break size for this case wa - 0.2 f t

and resulted in a MDNBR less than 1.24 but also less than
| 0.60% fuel failure.

During the FLB event the pressurizer liquid level did not
reach the safety valve nozzle elevation, thus ensuring
normal safety valve operation. Also, RCS hot leg subcooling
was maintained during safety valve blowdown. The primary
safety valve blowdown pressure assumed was 18.5% below the
set pressure.

During the first 30 mir.utes following the initiation of this
FLB event, mass releases from the system amount to 163,500
lbm and 174,200 lbm of steam which is assumed to be released
to the atmosphere and into the containment, respectively.
Between 30 minutes and 8 hours the steam releases are
assumed to be the same as for steamline break, as the cool
down is the same.

During this event, three sources of radioactivity contribute
to the site boundary dose; the initial activity in the steam
generator inventory, the activity associated with primary to
sccondary leakage from the steam generator tubes and the
contribution from failed fuel. The activities in the first
two sources are assumed to be at the technical specification
limits. The methods for calculating radiological
consequences are outlined in Appendix 15A,

The radiological consequence following a Minimum DNBR was
analyzed for two bounding scenarios:

Scenario A: a feedwater line break inside containment
which will trigger containment isolation
resulting in an unfiltered power purge at
16000 cfm for 30 seconds. The power purge
rate is conservatively based on the LOCA
pressure transient. It is noted that fuel

| failure does not occur until 43.7 seconds
into the accident.

O
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's / Scenario B: a feedwater line break inside containment
which does not trigger containment isolation,
resulting in a filtered containment purge at
1250 cfm until it is manually isolated 30
minutes after the accident.

Radiological analyses were also performed to evaluate the
impact on site boundary doses following the
overpressurization case of the FLB event. The analyses
addressed two scenarios: a) preaccident iodine spike; b)
concurrent iodine spike. The applicable parameters are
presented in Table 15.2.8-3.

15.2.8.4 Conclusions

2The limiting overpressurization case of the FLB event (0.6 ft
break), which assumes a loss of offsite power, produces an NSSS
transient with a maximum pressure above 110% of design but less
than 120% of design in the RCS and less than 110% of design in
the steam generators. This meets the overpressurization
requirements for very low probability events. With credit for
offsite power, the maximum RCS pressure and the maximum steam
generator pressures remain below 110% of design pressure.

[7 In a case run specifically to minimize DNBR, less than 0.6% of |,

'

( ) the fuel experienced cladding failure. The radiological
consequences of the bounding scenarios described in Section
15.2.8.3 are a small fraction of 10CFR100 guidelines. The doses
provided in Table 15.2.8-4 for the MDNBR Case represent the
results of Scenario B which is the more limiting. Control room
dose are presented in Section 6.4.

i
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' TABLE 15.2.8-2

(Sheet 1 of 2)

SEQUjLNCE OF EVENTS FOR THLLMIIING CASE
EE_EDWATER LINE BREAK EVENT

Time Setpoint
(SecL, Event or Value

20.0 Break in the Main Feedwater Line, ft 0.6

0.0 Instantaneous Loss of All feedwater --

Flow to Both Steam Generators

0.0 Instantaneous Development of Critical --

Flow from the Ruptured Steam Generator
to the Break

17.00 Pressurizer Pressure Reaches Reactor 2475
Trip Analysis Setpoint, psia

18.00 High Pressurizer Pressure Trip Signal --

Generated

18.15 Trip Breakers Open --

,_

() 18.15 Instantaneous Closure of the Turbine --

Stop Valves'-

18.15 Loss of Normal Onsite and Offsite --

Electrical Power

18.35 Steam Generator Water Level Reaches 5
Emergency Feedwater Actuation Analysis
Setpoint in the Intact Generator, percent
of wide range

19.10 Instantaneous Loss of All Heat Transfer --

to the Ruptured Steam Generator

19.10 Steam Generator Water Level Reaches Empty
,

Reactor Trip Analysis Setpoint in the
| Ruptured Generator

19.10 Steam Generator Water Level Reaches Empty
Emergency feedwater Actuation Signal
Analysis Setpoint in the Ruptured
Generator

| 19.50 Main Steam Safety Valves Open, 1212
| Unaffected LOOP, psia
1
'

19.50 Pressurizer Safety Valves Open, psia 2540,3
i i
\j 20.29 Maximum Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2798 |
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LABLE 15.2.8-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)

SlQUENCE_OF_E_ VENTS FOR THE LIMITING CASE
filDWATER LINE BREAK EVENT

Time Setpoint
(StcL Event or Value

| 21.19 Maximum Pressurizer Surge Line Flow, 2783
lbm/sec

| 25.36 Maximum Steam Generator Pressure, psia 1238
_

3
| 27.04 Minimum Pressurizer Steam Volume, ft 587

| 29.37 Pressurizer Safety Valves Close, psia 2070

39.00 Main Steam Safety Valves Close, 1151
Unaffected LOOP, psia

78.35 Emergency Feedwater Flow Initiated 500
to the intact Steam Generator, gpm

| 104.60 Steam Generator Pressure Reaches 719
Main Steam ! solation Signal Analysis
Setpoint, psic

110.35 Main Steam Isolation Valves Closed

| 409.30 Main Steam Safety Valves Open, psia 1212

1800.0 Operator Opens the Atmospheric Steam
Dump Valves to Begin Plant Cooldown to
Shutdown Cooling

O
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V TABLE 15.2.8-3

(Sheet 1 of 4) ;

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSE0VENCES
OF FEEDWATER LINE BREAK

Value

Parameter MDNBR Case Over Pressure Case

A. Data and Assumptions Used to
Evaluate the Radioactive
Source Term

1. Power Level, Mwt 3992 3992

2. Burnup, MWD /MT 28,000 28,000

3. Percent of Fuel
Assumed to
Experience DNB, % 0.60 0 |

*

[ t 4. Reactor Coolant Tech Spec Tech Spec

U/ Activity Before Event Appendix 15A Appendix 15A
(based on 3992 MWt),

5. Secondary System Tech Spec Tech Spec
Activity Before Event Appendix 15A Appendix 15A

6. Primary System Liquid 638,000 638,000 |
Inventory, lbm

7. Steam Generator
Inventory, 1bm

- Affected Steam 227,000 170,000 |
Generator

- Intact Steam 227,000 170,000 |
Generator

Except for cases assuming pre-existing and concurrent iodine spike.*

7

N ,)
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TABLE 15.2.8-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 4)

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSE0VENCES
OF FEEDWATER LINE BREAK

I

Value

Parameter MDNBR Case Over Pressure Case

B. Data and Assumptions used to
Estimate Activity Released from
the Secondary System

1. Primary to Secondary Leak 1.0 (total) 1.0 (total)
Rate, gpm

| 2. Total Mass Release into 174,200 217,600
containment from the
Affected Steam Generator,
lbm (0-30 min)

| 3. Total mass release via 163,500 117,900
MSSV's from both SG's,
lbm (0-30 min)

4. Total Mass Release via 1,280,490 (2 hrs) 1,280,490 (2 hrs)
ADV's from the Intact 2,815,000 (8 hrs) 2,815,000 (8 hrs)
Steam Generator
after 30 mins, lbm

5. Percent of Core Inventory N/A
of Volatile Fission 5

Products Assumed in the gap

6. Iodine / Cesium / Rubidium 1.0 1.0
Decontamination Factor in
the Affected Steam
Generator

7. lodine / Cesium / Rubidium 100 100
Decontamination Factor in
the Intact Steam Generator

8. Peaking Factor 1.58 N/A

9. Loss of Offsite Power Yes Yes

O
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d JABLE 15.2.8-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 4)

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSE0VENCES
OF FEEDWATER LINE BREAK

Value

Parameter MDNBR Case Over Pressure Case

10. Containment Leakage

3a. Containment Volume, ft 3.34E-06 3.34E-06

b. Containment Leak
Rate, vol. %/ day

0-24 hrs 0.5 0.5
1-30 day 0.25 0.25

c. Natural Deposition
in Containment Yes NA

A-0.15 hr" for

f'])
particulate

\
~ d. Credit for Radioactive

Decay
- Hold up in Containment Yes Yes
- In Transit to Dose No No

Point

11. Engineered Safety Features

1. Containment Spray Credit None None

2. Annulus Building
Ventilation Credit None None

3. Containment Power Purge
Isolation

Scenario A
a. Isolation Time 30 secs 30 secs
b. Flowrate 16000 cfm 16000 cfm
c. Filter efficiency None None

Scenario 8
a. Isolation Time 30 mins 30 mins

-m b. Flowrate Prior to 1250 cfm 1250 cfm
I\ )i Isolation

c. Filter efficiency 99% particulate 99% Particulate

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 15.2.8-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 4)

EARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSE00ENCES
pfF_EEEDWATER LINE BREAK

Value

Parameter MDNBR Case Over Pressure Calg
_

C. Dispersion Data

AtmosphericDJspersion 1.0 x 10'3 1.0 x 10'3
Factor, sec/m , 0-2 hr (1.35 x 10'') (1.35 x 10'')
at EAB (0-8 hr LPZ)

D. Dose Data

1. Method of Dose Calculation Appendix 15A Appendix 15A

2. Dose Conversion Assumptions Appendix 15A Appendix 15A

4

O
Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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TABLE 15J .8-4

RADIOLOGICAJ CONSEQUENCES OF FLEDWAlER LINE BREAK

Offsite Doses (rem)

location MDNBR Case Over Pressure Case

1. Exclusion Area Boundary
(0-2 hours)

a. Thyroid 15.6 19.5(PIS)$ |
15.2 (GIS)

b. Whole-Body 0.12 0.033 (PIS) |
0.032 (GIS)

2. Low Population Zone
(0-8 hours)

a. Thyroid 7.66 8.4 (PIS) |
21.6 (GIS)

O b. Whole-Body 0.05 0.010 (PIS) |(j 0.013 (GIS)

* Values are provided for a Pre-existing Iodine Spike (PIS) and for an event
Generated Iodine Spike (GIS)

, ~N''

\

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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15.3 DECREASE IN REACTOR COOLANT FLOW RATE

-15.3.1 TOTAL LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT FLOW

15.3.1.1 Identification of Events and Causes

A complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow will result from
the_ simultaneous loss of electrical power to-~all reactor coolant
pumps (RCPs). The only credible failure which can result in a
simultaneous loss of power is a complete loss of offsite power.
In addition, since a loss of offsite power is assumed to result
in a turbine trip and renders the steam dump and bypass system
function unavailable, the plant cooldown is performed utilizing
the main steam safety valves and atmospheric dump valves.

,

A total loss of forced reactor coolant flow will produce a
minimum DNBR more adverse than any partial loss of forced reactor
coolant flow event.

The loss of offsite power event plus a single failure will not
result in a lower DNBR than that calculated for the loss of
offsite power event alone. For decreasing reactor. coolant flow
events, the major parameter of concern is the minimum hot channel
DNBR. This parameter establishes whether a fuel design limit has

O been violated and, thus, whether -fuel damage might be
i anticipated. Those factors which cause a decrease in local DNBR

are:

A. Increasing coolant temperature

B. Decreasing coolant pressure

C. Increasing local heat- flux (including radial and axial power-
distribution effects)

D. Decreasing coolant flow

For the loss of offsite power event, the. minimum DNBR. occurs
during the first few seconds of the transient and the-' reactor is4

-

tripped by the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs).on the approach ]
to the DNBR limit. Therefore, anyJsingle failure which would-
result in a._ lower DNBR during-the transient would have to affect

,

at-least one of the above parameters during the first'few' seconds
of_the event. None of-the single failures listed in Table 15.0-4
will have any effect on the transient minimum DNBR-during this
eperiod of-time..

Additionally, none o'f the-single failures listed in Table 15.0-4-

-will have any effect on the peak primary system pressure.- The
*

loss of-offsite power will make unavailable any systems whose,

O
.

Amendment We
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failure could affect the calculated peak pressure. For example,
a failure of the steam dump and bypass system to modulate or
quick open and a failure of the pressurizer spray control valve
to open involve systems (Steam Dump and Bypass System and
Pressurizer Pressure Control Syster.. (PPCS)) which are assumed to
be in the manual mode as a result of the loss of offsite power
and, hence, unavailable for at least 30 minutes. Another example
involving the PPCS would be the failure of the back-up heaters to ;

turn off. Since the event is characterized by increasing RCS '

pressure, the back-up heaters will not be called upon to operate
in such a transient.

For the reasons stated in the above paragraphs, the loss of
of f site power event with a single f ailure is no more adverse than
the loss of offsite power event in terms of the minimum DNBR and
peak primary system pressure.

15.3.1.2 Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

Table 15.3.1-1 presents a chronological list and time of systems
actions which occur during the total loss of reactor coolant flow
event.

The sequence of events and systems operations represents the way
in which the plant was assumed to respond to the event initiator.
Many plant responses are possible. However, certain responses
are limiting with respect to the acceptance guidelines for this
section. Of the limiting responses, the most likely one to be;

l followed was selected.

15.3.1.3 Analysis of Effects and Consecuences

A. Mathematical Model
i

The NSSS response to a total loss of reactor coolant flow
was simulated using the CESEC-III computer program. The
minimum DNBP. was calculated using the CETOP computer code,
which uses the CE-1 CHF correlation, and the HERMITE

: computer code. A description of the total loss of reactor
| coolant flow methodology is referenced in Section

15.0.3.1.1.
i

!

| B. Input Parameters and Initial Conditions

i The input parameters and initial conditions used to analyze
'

the NSSS response to a total loss of flow are discussed in
| Section 15.0. The parameters, which are unique to the

analysis, discussed below, are listed in Table 15.3.1-2.
I

O
Amendment H

15.3-2 August 31, 1990
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system pressure and temperature. This increase in pressure
is shown in Figure 15.3.3-10. The opening of the MSSVs
limits this pressure increase. The maximum secondary system
pressure is 1248 psia which is less than 110% of design |
pressure.

The increasing temperature of the secondary system leads to
a reduction of the primary to secondary heat transfer.
Concurrently, the failed reactor coolant pump and the three
reactor coolant pumps coasting down (Figure 15. 3. 3-9) result
in a lower RCS flow which further reduces the heat transfer
capability of the RCS. This decrease in heat removal from
the RCS leads to an increase in the core coolant
temperatures as shown in Figure 15.3.3-6. The core coolant
temperatures peak shortly after the time of reactor trip.

The increase in RCS temperature leads to an increase in RCS
pressure, as shown in Figure 15.3.3-5, caused bv Q e thermal
expansion of the RCS fluid. The Pressurizer Safety Valves
(PSVs) open at 4.88 seconds. At 5.01 seconds the RCS |
pressure reaches a maximum value of 2615 psia which is less
than 110% of design pressure. After this time, the RCS
pressure decreases rapidly due to the declining core heat
flux (see Figures 15.3.3-3 and 15.3.3-4), in combination

[] with the opening of the PSVs and Main Steam Safety Valves |
( ) (MSSVs). Opening of the MSSVs limits the peak temperature
'"' and pressure of the secondary system. The MSSV's cycling

frequency decreases after the emergency feedwater begins
entering the steam generators. Emergency feedwater begins
entering the steam generator in the unaf fected loop at 605.7
seconds, thus, enhancing the RCS cooldown and the subsequent
reduction in pressure.

During the first few seconds of the transient, the
combination of decreasing flow rate, and increasing RCS
temperatures results in a decrease in the fuel pins' DNBR.
The transient minimum DNBR and the time it occurs is
indicated in Table 15.3.3-1. Figure 15.3.3-11 shows the
variation of the minimum DNBR with time. The negative CEA
reactivity inserted after reactor trip causes a rapid power
and heat flux decrease which causes DNBR to increase again.
The percentage of the fuel pins which are calculated for
this event to experience DNB is shown in Table 15.3.3-3.
All fuel pins which experience DNB are conservatively
assumed to fail.

At 30 minutes the operator is assumed to use the ADVs to
begin cooldown. At this time one of the ADVs is assumed to
stick open. The release path of the primary to secondary
leakage via the stuck open ADV is not desirable as it is not

[m} controllable by the operator and thus requires closing the
'd

Amendment R
15.3-9 July 30, 1993
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block valve upstream of that ADV not later than in 6 minutes
(Reference 30) following the detection of the stuck open
condition.

However, as explained below, the exact timing of the
detection of the stuck open ADV condition is irrelevant to
the sequence of events per assumptions of this analysis
which are aimed at creating a scenario to maximize the
radiological consequences.

There are several possible scenarios of detecting the stuck
open ADV condition by the operator during the course of the
controlled cooldown following the seized rotor accident.
The most probable is that upon reaching the RCS temperature
of 550 degress, which would prevent any further steaming via
the MSSVs, the operator would attempt to reduce the cooldown
rate by trying to close the ADV. This would occur at about
2850 seconds and would lead to closing of the block valve at
3210 seconds (i.e. within 3600 seconds as indicated in Table
15.3.3-1).
The analysis assumption aimed at maximizing the two hour
offsite doses by maintaining the cooldown rate of 100 *F/hr
implies requiring further opening of the remaining ADVs in
order to continue cooldown. That is, the effect of closing
of the ADV will be overridden by the analysis assumptions.

To maximize the radiological releases beyond two hours, it
is assumed that the cooldown will continue through the
following six hours. This requires that the release path
from primary via secondary to the atmosphere remain
available for the longest possible time period. However,
not isolating the stuck open ADV in sufficient time (at or
shortly af ter two hours) would lead to reaching the shutdown
cooling entry conditions at some time earlier and will
result in isolating the release path earlier. Thus the
offsite doses for eight hours will not be maximized.

Therefore, to maximize the doses at eight hours, the release
path via the open ADvs must be maintained available
throughout the eight hours. This requires that the stuck
open ADV be closed in sufficient time (following the first
two hour time period - in order to maximize both the two
hour and eight hour doses), such that that other ADVs, which
have been subsequently or concurrently opened, can be
assumed to remain controllable and open until eight hours.

O
Amendment N
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15.3.4 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAFT BREAK WITH LOSS OF
OFFSITE POWER-

15.3.4.1' Identification of Event and Causes

'A single-reactor coolant pump sheared shaft could be-caused by
mechanical failure of the pump shaft. This is assumed to result
from a manufacturing defect in the shaft. Loss of offsite power
following turbine generator trip may be caused by a complete loss
of the external electrical grid triggered by the turbine
generator trip.

15.3.4.2 Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

The sequence of events and systems operations is similar to that
for the reactor coolant pump rotor seizure event, Section 15.3.3.
For both the shaft break event and the pump rotor seizure event,
the reactor is tripped by the RPS on a low reactor coolant flow
condition. For both RS and SB, a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) |
was assumed concurrent with turbine trip.

The flow coastdown for a Rotor Seizure (RS) event is faster than
the coastdown for a Shaft Break (SB) event. For a shaft break,
the rotor is still capable of rotating, thereby offering _less

O resistance to flow during the rapid flow decrease. ~ This results
in a less severe coastdown for the shaft break event than for the
rotor seizure event. The SB-trip time is 0.3 seconds-later than
the RS trip time. Despite the later trip time, the slower SB
coastdown results in a higher minimum DNBR and less fuel failure
for SB_with LOOP than for RS with LOOP. [
15.3.4.3 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

15.3.4.3.1 Core and System Performance

_The analysis of ef fects - and_ consequences for this event is
- similar to that for the reactor coolant pump rotor seizure event,
Section - 15. 3. 3. The SB coastdown is slower-than that of'the
rotor seizure event. The SB with LOOP event produces a higher
-minimum DNBR and less-radiological release than RS with LOOP.

-15.3.4.3.2 Radiological Consequences

The radiological consequences due t o ---s t e a m release from the
secondary system would be less than the consequences.of the RS
event. as described- in . Section 15.3.3. Thus, the thyroid
inhalation and whole-body doses for the SB with loss of offsite

_

- power' event are less thanLthe values in Table 15.3.3-5.

O
Amendment W
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15.3.4.4 Conclusions

The conclusion from the SB event is that this event would be no
more adverse than the RS event. For both events the total number
of fuel pins calculated in DNB, and which are conservatively
assumed to fail, is presented in Table 15.3.3-3. The resultant
radiological consequences which are given in Table 15.3.3-5 are
within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

|

|

|

|
1
.

O

;

;

I

.

|

O
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15.4 REACTIVITY AND POWER DISTRIBUTION ANOMALIES

15.4.1 UNCONTROLLED CONTROL ELEMENT ASSEMBLY WITHDRAWAL
FROM SUBCRITICAL OR LOW POWER CONDITIONS WITH LOSS
OF OFFSITE POWER

15.4.1.1 Identification of Event and Causes

An uncontrolled sequential withdrawal of CEAs is assumed to occur
as-a result-of a single failure in the Control Element Drive |
Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS), Reactor Regulating System
(RRS) , or as a result of operator error. The CEA withdrawal j
analysis provided in Amendment H of CESSAR-DC did not consider a
loss of offsite power (LOOP). In compliance with GDC 17, i.e., -

considering the event with and without LOOP, the limiting case
presented in Amendment N assumes a LOOP which resulted from-a
turbine generator-trip coincident with a' reactor trip.

15.4.1.2 Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

The withdrawal of CEAs from subcritical or low power conditions
adds reactivity to the reactor core, causing both the core power
level and the core heat flux to increase together with
corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures and
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure. The withdrawal motion of(q) CEAs also produces a time dependent redistribution of core power.

\d These transient variations in core thermal parameters result in
the system's approach to the specified fuel design limits,
thereby requiring the protective action of the Reactor Protection
System (RPS). The total energy generated during the - power

,

excursion at low power is larger than during the. subcritical-
case. Thus, only the low power case is presented-here.

.

Table 15.4.1-1 gives the sequence of-events for the limiting CEA
withdrawal transient at low power with loss of offsite power
identified in Section 15.4.1.3. A loss of offsite power was
assumed to be coincident with a turbine trip. The CEA withdrawal
at low power with a' loss of offsite power was' determined to.be
limiting relative to the CEA_ withdrawal at low power without a
loss of offsite power.

15.4.1.3- Analysis of Effects and Consequences-

'A. Mathematical Model

The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) response to a CEA
sequential withdrawal- from subcritical or low power
conditions was simulated using .the CESEC-III computer
program described in Section-15.0. The thermal margin on
DNBR in the reactor . core was simulated using the CETOP
computer program described in Section 15.0 with the CE-1 CHF
correlation-referenced in Section 15.0.

Amendment W
15.4-1 June 17, 1994 I
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B. Input Parameters and Initial Conditions

The input parameters and initial conditions used to analyze
the NSSS response to a CEA sequential withdrawal from
subcritical or low power conditions with a loss of offsite
power are discussed in Section 15.0. In particular, those
parameters which were unique to the analysis discussed below
are listed in Table 15.4.1-2.

The initial conditions and NSSS characteristics assumed in
this analysis have been determined to be the limiting set of
conditions allowed by the limiting conditions for operation
(LCOs) in terms of providing the closest approach to the
fuel design limits for a CEA withdrawal at low power with a
loss of offsite power. The initial conditions which provide
the closest approach to the fuel design limits correspond to
zero power, core inlet temperature of 561'F, core inlet flow
of 95% and minimum RCS pressure of 2175 psia. The initial
RCS pressure is chosen to be the lowest allowed pressure
within the LCOs since this allows the transient response to
the CEA withdrawal to proceed for a longer time by delaying
actuation of the high pressurizer pressure trip. The
initial core average axial power distribution assumed in the
analysis corresponds to an axial shape index (ASI) of -0.3.
This ASI was used as the limiting axial power shape for only
DNBR calculations. A bottom peaked axial power shape (i.e. ,
+0.3 ASI) was used to model scram reactivity insertion. A
3-D peaking factor of 5.0 including uncertainties, is also
conservatively assumed for this analysis. The 3-D peaking
factor is the highest peak expected for any CEA
configuration and time in core lifetime at low power.

-3An initial power level of 1 x 10 % of rated core power,
0.039 MWt, results in the closest approach to the fuel
design limits during the CEA withdrawal transient with a
loss of offsite power. Subcritical or zero er CEAwithdrawal transients initiated from below 1 x 10p_oy% r a t e d

power will be terminated by the high logarithmic power _p% ofrip.
Transients initiated from power levels above 1 x 10
rated power are terminated by the variable overpower trip,
resulting in less limiting consequences than the case
presented here. The most positive moderator temperature
coefficient allowed by the Technical Specifications, 0.0
Ap/*F, is assumed for this analysis to maximize the power
increase.

The regulating CEA positions are initially in the fully
inserted position when the CEA withdrawal is initiated.
Based on calculated CEA worths and the maximum CEA

O
Amendment N

15.4-2 April 1, 1993
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(_) 15.4.3 SINGLE CONTROL ELEMENT ASSEMBLY DROP

15.4.3.1 Identification of Event and Causes

A single CEA drop results from an interruption in the electrical
power to the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM) holding coil
of a single CEA. This interruption can be caused by a holding
coil failure or loss of power to the holding coil. The limiting
case is the CEA drop which does not cause a trip to occur but
results in an approach to the DNBR criterion of 1.24.

15.4.3.2 Sequence of Events and Systems Operation

The transient is initiated by the release and subsequent drop of
~

a control element assembly. The resultant increase in the hot
pin radial peaking factor coupled with a return to 102% of full
power (following a temporary power depression) results in a
minimum DNBR of 1.31 at approximately 200 seconds. |

Table 15.4.3-1 presents a chronological list of events that occur
during the single CEA drop transient, from initiation to the
attainment of steady state conditions.

15.4.3.3 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

A. Mathematical Model

The Nuclear Steam Supply (NSSS) response to the single CEA
drop was simulated using the CESEC-III computer program
referenced in Section 15.0. The time-dependent thermal
margin on DNBR in the reactor core was calculated using the
CETOP computer program which uses the CE-1 critical heat
flux correlation referenced in Section 15.0.

B. Input Parameters and Initial Conditions

Table 15.4.3-2 lists the assumptions and initial conditions
used for this analysis in addition to those discussed in
Section 15.0.

The sets of initial conditions (power, pressure,
temperature, coolant flow rate, radial peaking factors, and
axial power distribution) were chosen such that a minimum
initial thermal margin was obtained. This initial thermal
margin corresponds to a DNBR of 1.62. This information was
then used with the maximum change in radial peaking factor,

p

V)i

Amendment W
15.4-9 June 17, 1994
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The negative reactivity inserted by a dropped CEA causes the
power to initially decrease everywhere in the core. The
coolant inlet temperature and pressure will gradually
decrease. Concurrently, the radial peaking factor will
increase to an asymptotic post drop value. The assumed 0.1
second drop time produces a faster initial transient
response than would actually be expected. The DNBR
calculation is only sensitive to "where" the CEA is dropped
in the core as opposed to "how fast" the CEA is dropped in
the core. Since one of the initial conditions used to
calculate DNBR concerns radial peaking factors, the maximum
radial peaking factor is determined by the locatio_n of the
dropped CEA and this value in turn is used in the DNBR
calculation. The decreasing coolant temperature combined [-
with the negative doppler and moderator temperature >

coefficients causes a positive reactivity insertion which
brings the core back to 102% power at the time of minimum
DNBR. To compute the minimum DNBR, the heat flux is based
on the 102% power conditions and the asymptotic radial
peaking factor existing at that time.

The Reactor Regulating System is assumed to be in the
automatic mode. For this analysis, the choice of mode is
inconsequential because there would be no regulating bank
motion if the system were in manual mode; and in the
automatic mode the CEA Withdrawal Prohibit (CWP), actuated
on a rod drop deviation, prevents the motion of any
regulating bank following the drop of a single CEA which
causes the CPr. calculated DNBR to approach 1.24.

C. Results

The dynamic behavior of important NSSS parameters following
the drop of a single CEA is presented in Figures 15.4.3-1
through 15.4.3-12. The CEA drop is characterized by a
prompt decrease in core average and local power followed by
an increasing distortion in radial power distribution. Then
the reactivity feedbacks (due to the decreasing core inlet
and average temperatures) cause the power (which was
initially depressed immediately following the drop) to rise.
The higher radial peaking factor, coupled with the core

haverage power returning to its initial value, causes a
decrease in DNBR. <

The results of parametric analyses of the change in radial ,

peak (distortion) indicate that an increase in the
| integrated radial peak of 14%, in conjunction with the

assused values of other initial parameters, can a tolerated
without a reactor trip.

@
Amendiaent W
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() For the case in which a trip does not occur, a minimum DNBR
of 1.31 is reached at approximately 200 seconds. The |
pressure decrease beyond this point is arrested by the
return to full power and a new steady state is reached. If |
the maximum rod radial peaking factor occurs in the region
of the axial power peak, the peak linear heat generation
rate during the transient remains below 21 KW/ft, thus
ensuring no centerline melt.

The CPC's are programmed such that a trip will occur for
certain drops. However, the DNBR values for these cases are
no more limiting than those presented in this section. The
CEA Crop Analysis provided in Amendment H of CESSAR-DC did
not consider a loss of offsite power (LOOP). In compliance
with GDC-17, i.e., considering the event with and without
LOOP, the CEA drop analysis of Amendment N evaluates a LOOP
resulting from a turbine generator trip coincident with a
reactor trip and found this scenario to be no more limiting
than the case presented in this section.

15.4.3.4 Conclusions

The single CEA drop event meets General Design Criteria 25 and
20. These criteria require that the specified acceptable fuel

(~'N design limits are not exceeded and the protection system action
( ) is initiated automatically. The drop of a CEA meets the

following fuel design limits which serve as the acceptance''

criteria for this event: the transient terminates with a hot
channel minimum DNBR greater than or equal to 1.24 and the peak
linear heat generation rate during the transient is less than 21
KW/ft.

(.
i )
\m/

Amendment W
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51QUIRCE OF EVIRI.$l0A_111LSJNGLLEULLlfMGIll
CILD10_P

Timo Setpoint
1100) Eltat OLY)hg

0.0 A Single CEA Begins to Drop ---

0.0 Maximum Pressurizer Pressure, psia 2175

200 Minimum DNBR 1.31 |

400 Mintmum Pressurizer Pressure, psia ''157.

O
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IABLE l5 4.h2

ASSMPIl0NS_.ANDlN]Il ALCQNDillQN5l0R_IllE
S1!MLilVLLLLNGIH CL8_DAQ2

Parametsr_ _ Yalue

Core Power Level. Mwt 3992

Core inlet Coolant Temperature, *f 561

6Core Mass flowrate, 10 lbm/hr 151.8

pressurizer Pressure, psia 2175

Steam Generator Pressure, psia 1057

Axial Shape Index -0.3
,

Core Minimum DNBR 1.62

Integrated Radial Peaking factor 1.43 |

Dropped CEA Reactivity Worth,10 2 4 -0.06

Time for Dropped C[A to be fully 0.1
inserted, sec

Doppler Coefficient Multiplier 1.38

4Moderator Temperature Coefficient, 4 /*F -3.5x10

Doppler Reactivity function lable 15.0-6

O
Amendment 11
July 30, 1993
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15.4.7 INADVERTENT LOADING OF A FUEL ADDEMBLY INTO THE
IMPROPER POSITION

15.4.7.1 IdeMilication _of __ Events _ and Causes-

The Inadvertent Loading of a Fuel Assembly into the Improper
Position event is initiated by interchanging two fuel assemblics.
The likelihood of an error in core loading is considered to be
extremely remote because of the strict procedural control used
during core loading.

15.4.7.2 .Deque_n_co of Events ___andJyplemp Operatio_D

The fuel enrichment within a fuel assembly is identified by a
coded serial number marked on the exposed surface of the top end
plate of the fuel assembly. This serial number is used as a
means of positive identification ior each assembly in the plant.
A tag board is provided in the main control room showing a
schematic representation of the reactor core and spent fuel
storage area. During the period of core loading, the location of
each CEA, fuel assembly, and source will be shown on this tag
board by a tag carrying its identification number.

The tag board in the main control room will be constantly updated

(Q'j a fuel assembly is being moved. This person will be in constant |
by a designated member of the reactor operations staff whenever

communication with each area where this is occurring. Also, a
licensed operator will be present in the area where fuel
assemblies are being handled to ensure that the assemblies are
moved to the correct locations. Fuel assemblies will not be
moved unless these lines of communication are available. In
addition to these precautions, periodic independent inventories
of components in the reactor core, spent fuel, and new fuel
storage areas wil.1 be made to ensure that the tag board is
correct. Also. at the completion of core loading, the exposed
surfaces of the top end plates are inspected to verify that all
assemblies are correctly located. These precautions are included
in the core loading procedures which are to be reviewed by
appropriate plant personnel.

If, in spite of the extreme precautions described above, a fuel
misloading does occur the consequences depend on the types and
locations of the fuel assemblies that have been interchanged.
The misloading of a fuel assembly may affect the core power
distribution only slightly, for example, if assemblies of similar
enrichments and reactivities are misloaded. Alternatively, if
assemblies having very different enrichments or reactivities are
misloaded, the core power distribution may be affected enough so
that core performance would be degraded.

!O)v
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In the unlikely event that two assemblics of different
enrichments would be interchanged, some misloadings would be
detected using ex-core startup detectors and the reactivity
computer during the low power physics testing. In these tests a
symmetry check is performed in which the reactivity worths of
symmetrically located CEAs are compared against one another. The
interchange of two or more fuel assemblics with greatly dif ferent
infinite multiplication factors destroys the octant symmetry of
the core flux distribution and would thus produce significant
variations in the worths of symmetrically located CEAs. This
asymmetry would be corroborated by symmetry checks performed for
other symmetric rod groups, thereby confirming and possibly even
locating a fuel assembly misload.

In addition, many misloadings could be detected by either the
ex-core detectors directly or the in-core detector channels which
are analyzed at power levels greater than 20 percent during the

| power as;ension test at beginning of cycle (BOC) and periodically
throughtut the cycle.

Thus, most of the fuel assembly misloadings that can be
postulated are easily detectable both during the rod symmetry
checks and during power range operation. However, there is a
small number of misloadings which are undetectable during the rod
symmetry testing or even early in the cycle with in-core
instrumentation during power range operation. Of this small
class, the worst case is the interchange of a chimmed assembly
with an unshimmed assembly at the center of the core. This case,

| although not detectable at BOC, would cause local power peaking
as the chims burn out.

Furthermore, even though these misloads may not be detected
during startup at BOC, it is very probable that the anomaly would
be detected early in the cycle before the maximum F, value is
attained. This is because this type of interchange (i .ye. shimmed
with unshimmed) tends to produce an increasingly distorted power
distribution which would alert the reactor engineer to the
possibility of a fuel misloading.

Chapter 16, Technical Specifications, requires that the planar
radial peaking factor (F;y) be measured at least once per 31
Effective Full power Days and that the measured planar radial
peaking factor (F;7) shall be less than or equal to the planar
radial peaking factor (F;y) used in the COLSS and in the CPC.
Therefore, even if the increase in radial peak is not large
enough to alert the reactor engineer to the possibility of a
misloading, the measured radial peak would be used in the COLSS
and the CPC. This would reduce the operating band to compensate
for the reduction in the thermal margin caused by these midloads.

O
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CT
15.4.7.3 Analysis of Effects and conse_qu_epces

Following the completion of the core fuel management design, a
study will be performed to assure that the maximum F,y increase
during any 31 EFPD period over the F,y value used in COLSS would
be less than 10% including consideration of increased measurement
uncertainties due to the misloading. An increase of 14% in |
integrated radial peak is considered in the CEA Drop analysis and
shown to result in a D!iBR greater than 1.24 (see Section |
15.4.3.3.C). Therefore, the consequences of this event will be
less severe than those of the CEA drop event and the resultant
DNBR for this event will be greater than the 1.24 DNBR SAFDL. |

15.4.7.4 Conclusions

Those Inadvertent Loading of a Fuel Assembly into the Improper
Position Events which are not detected during startup at BOCl do
not result in fuel cladding consequences and are within 10 CFR
100 guidelines.

15.4.8 CONTROL ELEMENT ASSEMDLY (CEA) EJECTION

The CEA Ejection results presented represent the CEA ejection
-

event calculation for System 80+ configured to produce 3800 MWt
t at 100% power. The calculations were repeated for System 80+

( configured to produce 3914 MWt, and due to design and related
parameter changes used to obtain the increased power, the results
are bounded by the results reported here. Therefore, it is
conservative to use these results for System 80+ configured to
produce 3914 MWt.

For both Amendments H and N of CESSAR-DC, the peak RCS and Steam
Generator pressure cases assumed a zero time delay between
turbine trip and a loss of offsite power (LOOP). This is also
the case for the analysis which calculates doses from the
secondary releases. For the analysis which calculates doses
based on containment releases, both amendments assumed a LOOP at
time zero. For the fuel performance analysis, a LOOP was not
considered, as this was not required per NUREG-0800. Based on
these assumptions utilized for the CEA Ejection analysis, both
Amendments H and N are in compliance with GDC-17.

Radiological dose calculations for this event have been updated
according to the current methodology outlined in Appendix 15A.
These calculations use the increased steam release and core
isotopic inventory values which result from the 3914 MWt core
power level.

A
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15.4.8.1 Identification of Event and Causes

A CEA Ejection results from a circumferential rupture of the
control element drive mechanism (CEDM) housing of the CEDM
nozzle.

15.4.8.2 8.eguence of Events.and Systems OpeULti_o]

Table 15.4.8-1 presents a chronological sequence of events which
occurs during a CEA ejection transient from the time the CEA and
drive shaft are ejected until operator action is initiated.

The sequence of events and systems operations represents the way
~-

in which the plant was assumed to respond to the event initiator.
Many plant recponses are possible. However, certain responses
are limiting with respect to the acceptance guidelines for this
section. Of the limiting responses, the most likely one to be
followed was selected.

15.4.8.3 hilal_ys_i_s _ of _ Ef f octs and Conseguences

A. Mathematical Model

The NSSS response to a CEA Ejection was simulated using the
method of analysis referenced in Section 15.0.3. The
procedure outlined there was used to determine the energy
deposition in the fuel red. The number of fuel pino
predicted to experience departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) was calculated using the STRIKIN-II computer program
referenced in Section 15.0 with the CE-1 correlation. A
matrix relating the initial and ejected CEA radial peaking
factors to a pin census edit is obtained from Step 6 of the
C-E Synthesis method and used to calculate the number of
fuel pins experiencing DNB. Further conservatism is
introduced by assuming that clad failure occurs when fuel
rods experience DNB.

Except for the calculation of doses from containment and
recirculation leakage, the analysis of the NSSS response to
a CEA ejection did not consider the leakage and the RCS |
depressurization which would be caused by the rupture of the
primary pressure boundary. This approach does not affect
the fuel failure calculation, but it does increase the
calculated secondary steam release. Therefore, not
considering the leakage and the RCS depressurization tends
to maximize the resultant doses from secondary steam
release. This approach is also more conservative with
respect to the RCS pressure criterion since it maximizes the
RCS pressure.

O
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V The total maximum charging flow to the RCS due to one operating
pump in 150 gpm, and 30 gpm for the letdown flow. The
Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PPCS) is assumed to be in
the manual mode with the proportional sprays off preventing the
PPCS from suppressing the resulting pressure transient. The
limiting single failure with respect to RCS pressure is failure
to turn proportional heaters of f. This failure is assumed in the
analynis.

C. Results

The dynamic behavior of NSSS parameters following a PLCS
malfunction with loss of offsite power at turbine trip and
with the limiting single failure, is presented in Figures
15.5.2-1 through 15.5.2-12.

Failure of the Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS)
causes an increase in reactor coolant system inventory
initiated by maximum charging pump flow coupled with a
decrease in letdown flow to its minimum. With the PPCS in
the manual mode and the proportional sprays turned off,
increase in RCS inventory results in a pressurizer pressure
increase to the reactor trip analysis setpoint of 2475 psia
at 923.85 seconds. The increase in pressure is also

p aggravated by the slight power increase that results from
( the injection of cold charging flow. The trip breakers open

at 925.0 seconds.

Since the Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) is unavailable j
due to the loss of offsite power and the rate of closure of
the turbine stop valves is faster than the rate of control
rod insertion, pressurizer pressure increases to 2540 psia
which opens the primary safety valves. The decrease in
primary to secondary heat transfer due to the four pump loss
of flow also contributes to the pressure increase. The RCS
pressurc reaches a maximum of 2682 psia at 927.42 seconds.
A separate set of analyses were performed to determine the
minimum DNDR during a PLCS malfunction with a loss of
offsite power coincident with turbine trip. The minimum
DNBR was calculated to be 1.62. Decreasing core heat flux
due to reactor trip and the opening of the primary safety
valves causes the pressure to eventually drop.

The unavailability of the steam bypass valves causes the
steam generator pressure to increase, causing the main steam
safety valves to open at 930.8 seconds. The decreasing core
power and the safety valves function to limit the steam
generator pressure to 1266 psia.

(O)
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The 2713 lbs of steam discharged by the pressurizer safety
valve are contained within the in-containment refueling
water storage tank with no releases to the atmosphere. The
main steam safety valves dischargo 134,009 lbs of steam to
the atmosphere prior to 1800 seconds. At 1800 seconds, the
operator stabilizes the plant and initiates plant cooldown,
using the atmospheric dump valves.

15.5.2.4 c_gaglusigns

The peak RCS and steam generator pressures reached during the
Pressurizer Level Control System malfunction with a loss of
of f site power at turbine trip and the limiting single f ailure are
2682 psia and 1266 psia, respectively. These pressures are less
than 110% of the design pressures. Since this transient in due
primarily to an increase in primary inventory which causes an
increase in RCS pressure, the D11BR increases until
reactor / turbine trip at which time the loss of offsite power
resulting in a decrease in reactor coolant flow causes the D11BR
to decrease to a minimum of 1.62. Therefore, the acceptance
criterion regarding fuel performance is met.

An interval of thirty minutes is assured from the initiation of
the event until operator action is required to prevent the
primary safety valves from potentially discharging water. An
absolute high level alarm at 65% level will be actuated within
twenty-six minutes of the time required for the operator to
respond to the increase in pressurizer level.

|

|

|

O1
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15.7 BAQLQACTIVE MADAIAk_]LELEASJ_IJiQM A SUBBYSTEM OR ;

COMPONEFl,

15.7.1 RADIOACTIVE GAS WASTE SYSTEM FAILURE

This section of the Standard Review Plan has been deleted *

(Reference 26 of Section 15.0).
i

15.7.2 RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE SYSTEM LEAK OR FAILURE ,

This section of the Standard Review Plan has been deleted
: (Reference 26 of Section 15.0).

15.7.3 POSTULATED RADIOACTIVE RELEASES DUE TO LIQUID-
CONTAINING TANK FAILURES

15.7.3.1 Ldentification of Event._ and Causes
The most limiting radioactive tank failure is the uncontrolled
release of liquid from the Boric Acid' Storage Tank (BAST). The
BAST is part of the Chemical and Volume Control Syntem (CVCS)
described in Section 9.3.4.

The BAST is an ASME III Class 3, Seismic Category I tank. A |
failure resulting from a seismic event which instantaneously
releases 80% of its contents is postulated.

The BAST is located in the yard. A seismically designed dike,
constructed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.143, contains
the contents of a tank failure resulting from a seismic event.
In compliance with the Standard Review Plan Section (SRP) 15.7.3,
no credit is taken for the dike because it is not lined . with ,

stainless steel. It is assumed that if there were a seismic
event, the basin within the diked area would ', develop cracks
through which the liquid from the failed tank could.be released
to the plant discharge and eventually to the nearest potable r

water supply, Gaseous releases are considered in Section 11.3 as
part of-routine releases. Since these tanks are vented during

- normal operation, no buildup of gases in these-tanks is expected.
,

Therefore, only the consequences of a liquid release will be
'

considered in this section.

'15.7.3.2 Sequence of Events and Systems operation
,

i The event is characterized by a rapid release of the BAST
E . contents to the environment. A seismic event causes the failure

of the BAST and the release of its contente into the seismic
basin surrounding the tank. ;

% The liquid migrates through the cracks in the basin to the plant
discharge where it is diluted prior to reaching the potable water
source.

Amendment W
15.7-1 June 17, 1994 ,
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15.7.3.3 AnaJys i s ._ of Ef f epis_and CongeSuoILee s

A. Mathematical Model

In lieu of site specific parameters, such as potable water
dilution factors, the maximum allowable value of a dilution
factor is calculated based on normal system operation. The
dilution factor reflects the minimum extent to which the
radioactive liquid released from the failed BAST will be
diluted prior to reaching the potable water supply.

To calculate the maximum dilution factor (i.e., minimum
dilution of released liquid), the following equation was
utilized:

C,(i) C,_ ( 1) / D,=

MPC(i)/Dr=

Where:

C (1) Concentration of the i-th isotope in the=
t

tank (pCi/ml)

C,(i) Concentration of the i-th isotope at the=

nearest potable water supply (4Ci/ml)

MPC(i) Maximum Permissible Concentration of the i-th=

isotope (pci/ml)

Dilution factorD, =

3(1/ Dilution Volume) (1/f t ) i* 0.80 e V (gal )=
t

+ Conversion Factor (f t)/ gal)

Volume of liquid initially in the tank (gal)V =
1

The concentration in the liquid flowing into the Boric Acid
Concentrator from the !!oldup Tank is calculated by utilizing
the following equations:

Cn; ( i) C (i)/(DF (i) * DF,(i) * . . . DF (i) )=
c 3 3

Where:

Car (i) Concentration of the i-th isotope in the=

holdup tank (pC1/ml)

O
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15.7.3.4 Conclusions

This analysis assumes a catastrophic failure of the BAST.
Although the BAST is a Seismic Category I ASME III Class 3 tank |
equipped with an overflow line, this analysis is considered to
envelope any potential f ailure of a radioactive liquid containing
tank located outdoors.

The results of this analysis should be used to establish site
acceptance criteria ior the minimum dilution flow required to
limit the concentration at the nearest potable water source to
less than 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B of Sections 20.1001 -

20.2402, Table 2, Column 2 limits. This analysis is based on the
once through purification of the letdown flow and liquid from the
Equipment Drain Tank and Reactor Drain Tank. Also, average
values for the concentration of the distillate and concentrate
are assumed to determine the concentration factor in the Boric
Acid Concentrator (BAC). The concentration of the influent
stream to the BAC must be campled to verify the concentration
factor used is valid.

.

V

'

| (/
i
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1.0 JRTRopMCTIO!!'

This section identifles the models used to calculate offcito
radiological doses that would result from releases of
radioactivity due to various postulated accidents. The
postulated accidents are:

1. Steam System Piping railure Outside Containment

2. Single Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure

3. Control Element Assembly Ejection

4. Letdown Lirie Break Outside Containment
5. Steam Generator Tube Rupture

6. Feedwater Line Break
7. Tuol Handling Accident

8. Loss of Coolant Accident

The radiological consequences of each of the design basis
accidents (DBA) listed above were analyzed based on assumptions
discussed in the respective sections. Specific parameters used
in these analyses are tabulated in the corresponding sections.

p Initial core and core gap activities, coolant Technical
Specification equilibrium concentrations, pre-accident lodine
spike primary coolant concentrations, and concurrent lodine
spiking appearance rates are discussed in Section 2.0 below.
Coolant concentrations at design basis and expected fuel defects
are given in Tables 12.2-5 and 11.1.1-2 respectively. The
releases to the environment resulting from each accident are
presented in the respective sections.

Accident atmospheric dilution factors (x/Q) for the exclusion |
area boundary and low population zone were used to calculate the
potential offsite doses. The sector-dependent x/Q values were
determined as described in Section 2. 3.4 and are tabulated in
Table 2.3-1. Main control room x/Q values are discussed in
Section 2.3.6 and given in Tables 2.3-2 through 2.3-5. These
main control x/Q values (or any site-specific x/Q values
calculated using Ramsdell methodology as described in Section
2.3.6) must be used in conjunction with Reference 9 thyroid dose
conversion factors which are developed based on Reference 4 and
summarized on Table 15A-28. This will ensure adequate
conservatism in control room dose calculations.

The atmospheric releases given in each accident section are used
in conjunction with the appropriate x/Q values to calculate the
potential offsite and control room doses for the corresponding
accidents. The methodology for determining the doses is
discussed in Section 3.0 of this Appendix. The resulting EAD and

(m
,

) LPZ doses are presented in the corresponding sections for all the:

| \s ,/ postulated accidents. The potential doses to main control room
personnel are presented in Table 6.4-1.

Amendment W
15A-1 June 17, 1994
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For all cases the notential offsite doses are within the limits
of 10 CFR 100, wh:,le the potential doses for the main control
room are within the limits of GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.

2.0 ROUBCil_TERKD

2.1 hCTRI. TIED I.N_C0_RE

The core fionion product inventories and other nuclides, which
are important from a health hazards point of view, are calculated
as described in Section 11.1 using the computer program ORIGEN.
This program is widely used in the industry and a short
description is provided in Section 4.0. The resulting
inventories are presented in Table 15A-1. The nuclidos included
in Table 15A-1 are those considered for calculating organ doses
and for direct dosos due to immersion.

2.1.1 A. 'ITIED IN THE FUEL PELLET CLAD GAP

for acciden 31ysis, the core gap activities are based on the
guidance prvn ded in Draft NUREG-1465 (Reference 1). The noble
gas, iodine, conium, and rubidium inventory in the fuel gap
region is assumed to be 5% of the core inventory. The values are
presented in Table 15A-3.

| The chemical speci,a of the iodine in the gap are based on the
guidance of Draft NUREG-1465, 1.o., 95% particulate and 5% gas.

2.2 PHIHhRLhNp_flRQ0HDhRLRIDLC_00LANT AQTI.VITIES0

The equilibrium concentrations in the RCS and the secondary
coolant system have boon calculated assuming full power operation
for the following cases: 1) 0.25% fuel defects, 2) normal
oper.ations using the guidelines of NUREG-0017 (USNRC 1976), and
3) plant Technical Specification concentrations. The Technical
Specification activities are used in the analysis of the main
steam line break (MSLB), the locked rotor accident, the rod
ejection accident, the failure of small lines carrying primary
coolant outside containment, feodwater line break and the steam
generator tube rupture. The Technical Specifications restrict
the concentration in the primary and secondary systems to 1.0 and
0.1 pC1/gm I-131 dose equivalent, respectively and to 100/E
pCi/gm for other luotopes in the primary system. The resulting
iodine and noble gas concentrations in the primary coolant and
steam generator liquid and steam phases are presented in Table
15A-4 and 15A-5, respectively.

2.3 IORINE_DPIKING CONCENTRATI_0HS

! The analysis of an MSLB, locked rotor accident, steam generator
! tube rupture, feedwater line break and the f ailure of small lines
I carrying primary coolant outsido containment include equilibrium
I coolant iodine concentrations augmented by lodine spiking. Both
| pre-accident and concurrent iodine spiking models are considered.

Amendment R
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The pre-accident iodine spiking concentrations are determined by
increasing the primary coolant iodine concentrations to 60 times
(References 2 and 3) the maximum value described in the Technical
Specifications. The resulting primary coolant iodine
concentrations are given in Table 15A-6.

The concurrent iodine spike is modelled by increasing the iodine
release rates from fuel rods into the primary coolant to a value
which exceeds 500 times the equilibrium iodine concentration
release rates. Table 15A-7 presents the iodine release rates for
concurrent iodine spiking.

The chemical speciation and physical form of the iodine released
-

due to the spike are conservatively assumed to be 100% gaseous;
that is, no credit is taken for deposition in particulate form
once iodine from these sources becomes airborne.

3.0 DOSE ANALYDRH
|

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are basic to the model for the gamma
'

and beta dose due to immersion in a cloud of radioactivity and
the model for the thyroid dose due to inhalation of
radioactivity.

O( ,) 1. The dose contribution of direct radiation from sources other
than the leakage cloud is negligible compared to the dose
due to immersion in the Icakage cloud.

2. All radioactivity releases are treated as ground level
releases regardless of the point of discharge.

3. The dose receptor is a standard man as defined by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
(Reference 4).

4. Radioactive decay from the point of release to the dose
receptor is neglected.

5. Isotopic beta and gamma decay energies are taken from Table
of 1sotone_s (Reference 5) and from References 6 and 7.

6. Atmospheric dispersion factors used in the analyses are
presented in Section 2.3.

7. The analyses use dose conversion factors based on following
guidance documents:

(a) gamma and beta - Regulatory Guide 1.4 (Reference 8),
(b) thyroid - TID-14844 (Reference 9),
(c) other organs - EPA 520/1-88-020 (Reference 11).

3.2 GAMMA DOSE

(n) The gamma dose is obtained by considering the dose receptor to be
(_,/ immersed in a radioactive cloud which is infinite in all

directions above the ground plane, i.e., a semi-infinite cloud.

Amendment R
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The concentration of radioactive material within this cloud is
taken to be uniform and equal to the maximum centerline ground )
lovel concentration that would exist in the cloud at the 1

appropriato distance from the point of release.

The whole-body doso is a result of exposure to external gamma
radiation. The whole-body dose due to immersion in a
semi-infinite cloud is given by (Reference 8):

| D, = 0 . 2 5 * x / O EA,, 2
11 (3-1]

where:

is the whole-body gamma doso from immersion in aD =
y

semi-infinite cloud for a given time period, rem.

A,, is the activi'.y of isotope i released during a given=

time period, curies

x/Q = is the atmospheric dilution factor for a given time
3period, sec/m

t is the average gamma radiation energy emitted by=
yt

isotope i per disintegration, McV/ dis

The gamma energies presented in Table 15A-2A include the X-rays
and annihilation gamma rays if they are prominent in the
electromagnetic spectrum.

3.3 TJLYRQJD_INiihpTION- DOS _C

The thyroid inhalation dose is obtained from the following
expression (Referenco 9):

Dun = X /O ' B ' E Og ' (DCF), [3-23
i

l

where:

thyroid inhalation dose, remD =
THY

| atmospheric dilution factor for a given timox/Q =
3period, sec/M

3breathing rate for a given timo period t, m /secB =

total activity of iodine isotope i released inQ1
=

timo period t, curies

|

| Amendment W
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('] dose conversion factor for iodine isotope i,(DCP)t =

rem / curie inhaled

The thyroid inhalation dose conversion factors and offsite
breathing rates used in the above model are given in Table 15A-2B
and Table 15A-8, respectively.

3.4 CONTROL ROOH DOBE-

The thyroid inhalation, whole-body gamma, and beta skin dose
models for the major contributors to the Control Room dsLe are
described below. The dose to the Control Room occupants due to
a postulated accident is calculated on the basis of source
strength, atmospheric transport, dosimetry and Control Room
emergency pressurization and filtration considerations as
illustrated in the following equations and used in References 6
and 7.

The thyroid inhalation dose is obtained from the following
expression:

=EEBR'DCF,f72'' A ( t ) dc [3-3}D ,,y i7
iJ 3

where:

thyroid inhalation dose, rem |D =
niy

i isotope index=

j time interval index=

3breathing rate, m /secBR =

dose conversion factor for iodine isotope i,DCP =
t

rem / curie inhaled

airborne concentration of iodine isotope i atA (t) =
t

3time t (sec), in the Control Room, curies /m

The thyroid inhalation dose conversion factors and Control Room
breathing rate used in the above model are presented in Table
15A-2B and Table 15A-8, respectively.

The whole-body gamma dose due to inleakage is calculated using
the following equation:

D = (N2) A, ( K ) , 73 43a p

[V where:

a whole-body gamma dose, remD =

Amendment W
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radius of an equivalent hemispherical controlR =

room, m

time integrated concentration of nuclide i,A =
i

3Ci-hr/m

dose conversion factor for nuclide i,(K )t =p
2Rom-m /Ci-hr defined by equation 15A-2

ES C6(K,), = 3 . 7 x 10 yy y [3-5)J

.

S) gamma energy emitted per disintegration for=
i

nuclide i at energy E), Mov/ dis

flux to dose rat,e conversion factor for gammaC)
=

| energy E , rem-cm'-sec/Mov-hr, Reference 10
3

6 2 23. 7 x 10 = Units conversion factor, dis-m /Ci-sec-cm

The gamma energies E , are presented in Table 15A-2A.
3

The beta skin dose due to inleakage is calculated using the
j following equation (Reference 8):

D = 0. 2 3 'A E, [3-6)3 j s

where:

beta skin dose from immersion in a semi-infiniteD =
a

cloud, rem

time integrated concentration of nuclide i,At =

3Ci-sec/m
|
'

E, average beta energy emitted by isotope i, MeV/ dis=3

The beta energies include conversion electrons if they are
prominent in the electromagnetic spectrum and are computed as
one-third the maximum beta energy for a given spectrum. The
values of E are presented in Table 15A-2A.s

The whole-body gan:ma dose to Control Room personnel due to a
cloud external to the Control Room is calculated using the
following equation:

(X/Oy' E A CF )D = jy j [3-7)e

Amendment W
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pd
where:

whole-body gamma dose due to external cloudD =
c

shine, xem

x/Q) atmospheric dispersion f actor for the time period=

j, calculated at various locations at the Control
Room (such as the air intaken control room
doorway or concer of control room roof) assuming

3a ground level release, sec/m

A) total activity of nuclide i released during cime=
1

period j, ci

= a doso rate response function for a unitCF 1 2concentration of nuclide i, rem-m jgt.gcc

4.O COMPUERB_ CODES USftD IN ACSIDENT__ ANALYLIJ

The computer programs described below have been used to calculate
design-basis source terms and radiological concequences of design
basis accidents.

4.1 DBhGON__1Referenes 51

g Program DRAGON evaluates the activities, dose rates, and time-
: integrated dose in the reactor building and control room of a
( nuclear facility or at an adjacent site following release of

halogens and noble gases from some control volume. The fission
product release to the atmosphere, together with the activities
arid time-integrated activity concentrations of the halogens which
are accumulated in the system, are also computed. Site dose
calculations performed by DRAGON employ the semi-infinite cloud
models suggested by Regulatory Guido 1.4. The gamma dose in the
control room is computed based upon a finite cloud model.
Average beta and gamma energies are used in all dosa
calculations.

4.2 FEBCl _Q1ofo.I_epce 71,

Program PERC2 is identical to DRAGON in terms of the
environmental transport and dose conversion, but it includes the
following:

* Provision of time-dependent releases from the reactor
coolant system to the containment atmosphere

Provision for airborne radionuclides other than noble gas*

and lodino, including daughter in-growth

Provision for calculating organ doses other than thyroid*

r) Provisions for tracking time-dependent inventories of all*/

(/ radionuclides in all control regions of the plant model

Amendment W-
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Provision for calculating energies as well as activities*

for the inventoried radionuclidos to permit direct
equipment qualification and vital access assessment

These provisions are necessary to treat the kind of source term
described in Draf t 14UREG-14 65 (Reference 1) which involves time-
dependent release from the primary system to the containment and
sovon radionuclide groups in addition to the two groups for
lodine and noble gases.

| 4,1 ORIGE11 I..I_1Ryference_ M

The ORIGEli II cc le calcutites the fission pt'duc and
transmission sources and iso opes for irradiated fue~ as a
function of operating history 1Td decay time.

ORIGEli II computou time-dependent concentrations and sourcc. terms
of a large nuatbar of isotopes, which are simultaneously gent *ated
or depleted through neutronic transmutation, fission, radioattive
decay, input feed rates and physical or chemical removal tab
The calculations may pertain to fuel irradittian within 1 leat
reactors, or the storage, management, - roertat) orm

subsequent chemical processing of removed fuel aaents, The
matrix exponential expansion model of the ORIGEP code is
unaltered in ORIGEli II. Essentially all features of ORIGE!1 were
retained, expanded or sup}lemented within new computations.

The primary objective of ORlGEli II, as requested by th( > mlear
Regulatory Commission, is that the ca3culations may utilu, tha
multi-energy-group cross section3 frcta any currently procci ad
standardized E!IDF/D dat a base. This purpose has 19en impl sent t a
tlrough the prior execution of codes within e ither the SCle.
system or the AMPX System, diveloped at the Oak Ridge Nation 4
Laboratory. These codes compute fluxeicighted crass sectiofw,

( simalating conditions within any given reactor fuel assembly, aad y

convert the data into a library that can bo input to ORIGEli II.
( Time-dependent libra.ies may be produced, reflecting fuel

couprsition variations during irradiation. Some of the other
objectives included in ORIGEli II are: the convenience of free-
form input; the flexible dimensioning of storage to avoin size
restrictiona on libraries cr prcbloms; the computa* W f gamma
source spectra in any requerted energy-group-strtmture, w alyihg
a more complete standardized data base; the determinat..# of
neutron absorption rates for 011 nuclides; and the integration of
fission product energies and sources over any decay interval, l?'
applying the Volterra multiplicative integral method.

ORIGE:li II is a functional module in the SCALE rystem and will be
one or the modules invoked in the SAS2 Control Nndule, presently
being developed, or may be applied as a " stand alone" program.
It can be used in nuclear reactor and processing plant design
studies, radiation safety Enalyses, and environmental -

assessments.

Amendment R
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I. Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) is assumed to be'

unavailable _ subsequent to a reactor trip. Following a
reactor trip, but prior to operator action, steam is

discharged to the atmosphere through Main Steam Safety Valves
(MSSVs). After operator action, cooldown is performed using
the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs).

J. Conservative Decontamination Factors (DF), as shown below,
are assumed for various occurrences. |

DF=1 for the portion of primary to secondary leakage that
flashes to steam in the steam gennrator (SG) during
a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event; -

applicable to Iodines

DF=100 for the unflashed portion of primaty to secondary
leakage (SGTR only); - applicable to Iodines

DP=1 for the duration of steam releases from a SG that has
applicable to Iodines, Cesiums anddried out; -

Rubidiums

DF=100 for the duration of steam releases from a SG that has
not dried out; - applicable to Iodines, Cosiums and

[V Rubidiums

LFrilo for secondary releases inside and outside
applicable to Iodines, Cesiums andcontainment; -

Rubidiums

Dr-100 for releaaes evolving out of the Fuel Pool; -

Uplicable to Iodines, Cesiums and Rubidiums.

K. Any pt i. nan or secondary breaks outside containment are
assumed to be isolated by 30 minutes (start _ of cooldown).
For the case of a steam line break upstream of the MSIV,
further steam releases are included beyond this time period.

L. Atmospheric Dispersion Factor (x/Q) are provided in Section
2.3.

M. With the exception of the Control Element Assembly Ejection
Accident, the maximum integrated radial peaking factor (Fn)
of 1.08 is assumed for all accidents that have failed fuel.

! The peaking factor used for the CEAE is 1.3.
|

N. The overall core inventory of all significant isotopes is'

provided in Table 15A-1. A 15% uncertainty factor is added
to be conservative.

O. The RCS metal temperature remains the same as the average
coolant temperature throughout cooldown.

Amendment N
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P. The RCS heat loss to the containment is not credited during
the cooldown calculation.

Q. The specific heat of the coolant and the RCS metal is assumed
to remain at their initial values throughout the cooldown for
added conservatism.

R. The cooldown analysis does not take credit for the subcooling
of the feedwater.

S. In the decay heat calculation, if the time after shutdown is
less than 1000 seconds, then a 20% uncertainty factor is
added and if the time after shutdown is longer than 1000
seconds, then a 10% uncertainty factor is added. (Reference

| 19)

T. For the cooldown analysis, the initial plant condition is
assumed to be at 102% power and 587'F for the average RCS
temperature. A higher initial power level maximizes the
steam release, and hence maximizes the radiological releases.

U. The whole-body dose caused by isotopes whose half lives are
less than 4 minutes are neglected from the calculation.

V. No credit is taken for the in-transit radioactive decay of
the isotopes that are considered in the calculation.

6.2 STEAM RELEASE CALCULATION FOR COOLDOWN VIA SECONDARY
SYSTEM

The long term cooldown via the secondary side is accomplished by
releasing steam through the Atmospheric Dump Valves. The maximum
Technical Specification cooldown rate of 100*F/hr is assumed to
maximize the steam release, and hence maximizes the radiological
dose release. The energy that needs to be removed comes from two
different sources:

A. The internal energy stored in the RCS metal and coolant,
called sensible heat, and

B. The decay heat caused by the decay of the fission products.

The following describes how these two items are calculated for
non-LOCA events (Sections 15.7.3 and 15.7.4 are excluded):
A. Sensible Heat Calculation:

To facilitate calculation of the sensible heat, the following
conservative assumptions are made:

1. The RCS metal temperature remains the same as the average
coolant temperature during cooldown, e.g., when coolant

t

Amendment W
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CONTAINMENT DAT_A

Ilem Value

3Volume, nominal, f t 3,337,000

Sprayed volume, % 82

Transfer rate between sprayed See figure 6.5-4
untprayed regions _

Spray removal constant, hr'' See figure 6.5-6 |

Maximum containment power 16,000
purge rate, CFM

Containment leak rate See Section 15.6.5

(D
Q_)

/\
k )
xs'
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TABLL15A-10

CE IR0l lQOM DAIA |

_
ligm Value_

Maximumpog,taccidentfiltered 2,000
2air intake rate, CFM

Maximum post accident unfiltered 10
inleakage rate, CFM

flominal, post accident filtered 4,000
recirculation rate', CfM

Maximum unfiltered normal air 2,000
intake rate, CFM

tiaximum post accident unfiltered 1,000
inleakage during loss of pressurization
during a LOOP, CFM

Control Rogm nominal net free 67,300
volume, ft

Post accident intake and recirculating
iodine filter efficiencies:

elemental 0.95

organic 0.95

particulate 0.99

Control Room pressurization (w.g.) 1/8"

Control Room occupancy factors

0-8 hours 1

j 8 - 24 hours 1

1-4 days 0.6
4 - 30 days 0.4

Loss of Offsite Power Yes

' Filtered intake and recirculation is activated by either the SI signal or,

| redundant safety related Control Room intake radiation monitors located
at each Control Room intake.

2 Total post accident flow through the Control Room emergency filters is
6000 cfm (i.e., 2000 cfm intake and 4000 cfm recirculation flow).

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PREFACE

Technical Specifications are explicit restrictions on the operation of a
commercial nuclear power plant. They are designed to preserve the
validity of the plant safety analysis by ensuring that the plant is
operated within the required conditions bounded by the analysis, and by
ensuring that equipment assumed to be available for accident mitigation is
operable. Technical specifications preserve the primary success path
relied upon to detect and respond to accidents. They also complement the
concept of defense in depth.

Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), 47
U.S.C. 2011, at 2232, provides the legislative framework within which
technical specifications are required. Section 182a of the Act requires
in part:

"In connection with applications for licenses to operate
production or utilization facilities, the applicant shall state
such technical specifications, including information on the
amount, kind, and source of special nuclear material required,

C the place of use, the specific characteristics of the facility,
and such other information as the Commission may, by rule or
regulation, deem necessary in order to enable it to find that
the utilization or production of special nuclear material
will... provide adequate protection to the health and safety of
the public. Such technical specifications shall be a part of
any license issued."

The regulatory framework implementing Section 182a of the Act is the NRC's
regulation 10 CFR 50.36, " Technical Specifications." This regulation
provides in part that each operating license:

...will include technical specifications ...(to) be derived"

from the analysis and evaluation included in the safety analysis
report, and amendments thereto...and may also include such
additional technical specifications as - the Commission finds
appropriate."

This set of System 80+ Standard Technical Specifications is based on
NUREG-1432, Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering
Plants, and establishes these conditions and limitations for the System
80+ Standard Design. This set of technical specifications is intended to
be used as a guide in the NRC's development of the plant-specific
technical specifications issued with the operating license. The values
provided in brackets [ ] are preliminary.

(v)
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Definitions
1.I

10 USE AND APPLICATIONS

1.1 Definitions

. ___...____________ .. .._____ --- N0TE--------------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . - - . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Term Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under -

designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

ACTUATION LOGIC ACTUATION LOGIC is defined as a set of
interconnected hardware and software components
that process initiation inputs received from the
LOGIC CHANNEL to produce an ESF actuation signal
within a division. This includes the initiation
signal's associated selective 2-out-of-4 voters.

g AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) ASI shall be the power generated in the lower half
of the core less the power generated in the upper,

half of the core, divided by the sum of the power
generated in the lower and upper halves of the
core,

lower - upper
ASI -

lower + upper

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T ) AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be the power asymmetryq
between azimuthally symmetric fuel assemblies.

CHANNEL CHANNEL is an arrangement of components and
modules that generates a single protective ac :on
signal when required by a generating station-
condition. A CHANNEL is comprised of the cascaded
elements of a TRIP CHANNEL, LOGIC CHANNEL, and
ACTUATION LOGIC, as applicable,

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy

n (continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

CHANNEL CAllBRATION to known values of the parameter that the channel
(continued) monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass

the entire channel, including the required sensor,
alarm, and trip functions, and shall include the
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration of
instrument char.nels with resistance temperature
detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors shall
consist of an in-place cross calibration of the
sensing elements and normal calibration of the
remaining adjustable devices in the channel.
Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next
required in-place cross calibration consists of
comparing the other sensing elements with the
recently installed sensing element. The CHANNEL
CAllBRATION may be performed by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps so that the entire channel is
calibrated.

CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is defined as the
manipulation of a channel input condition to
exercise its output in order to verify the
OPERABILITY of the channel. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST may be applicable to a TRIP CHANNEL, LOGIC
CHANNEL, ACTUATION LOGIC, MEASUREMENT CHANNEL, or
Instrument CHANNEL.

For CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the following
applies:

a. Analog CHANNELS - the injection of a
simulated or actual signal into the channel
as close to the sensor as practicable to
verify OPERABILITY, including required
alarms, interlocks, display and trip
functions;

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

O . 1.1 Definitionsg
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST b. Binary CHANNELS (e.g.,' pressure switches and

(continued) switch contacts) - the injection of a
simulated or actual signal into the channel
as close to the sensor as practicable to
verify OPERABILITY, including required
alarms, interlocks, displays, and trip
functions; or

c. Computer CHANNELS - the use of diagnostic
programs to test digital computer hardware
and the injection of process data into the
channel to verify OPERABILITY, including
alarms, interlocks, displays and trip
functions.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel steps so that the entire CHANNEL is
tested.

COMP 0NENT CONTROL LOGIC COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC is defined for ESF logic
functions as a set of interconnected hardware and

.A software components which process inputs from the
i ACTUATION LOGIC to produce plant component control

functions. This logic is implemented within the
programming software for all component control-
functions including ESF components.

CORE ALTERATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement or
manipulation of any fuel, sources, reactivity
control components, or other components (excluding
CEAs withdrawn into the upper guide structure]
affecting reactivity within'the reactor vessel.
with the vessel head removed and fuel in the-
vessel. Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall- not
preclude completion of movement of a component to
a safe position.

CORE OPERATING LIMITS -The COLR is the unit specific document that
REPORT'(COLR) provides core operating. limits for the current

reload cycle. These cycle specific core operating
limits shall be determined for each reload cycle
in accordance with Specification 5.9.1.6. Plant
operation within these core operating limits is
addressed in individual Specifications.

/O (continued)
'U
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1.1 Definitions (continued)

DIVERSE MANUAL DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL is defined as
ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL a channelized manual initiation switch and related

signal wiring which is used to provide diverse
manual actuation of ESF components in selected
divisions. A DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL
is channelized, independent and diverse from the
TRIP CHANNEL, LOGIC CHANNEL, and ACTUATION LOGIC.

DOSE EQUlVALENT l-131 DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 shall be that concentration
of I-131 (microcuries/ gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134, ---

andl-135 actually present. The thyroid dose
conversion factors used for this calculation shall
be those listed in Table 111 of TID-14844, AEC,
1962 " Calculation of Distance Factors for Power
and Test Reactor Sites" [or those listed in table
E-7 of Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1, NRC, 1977).

E - AVERAGE E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY the concentration of each radionuclide in the

reactor coolant at the time of sampling) of the
sum of the average beta and gamma energies per
disintegration (in MeV) for isotopes, other than
iodines, with half lives greater than (15]
minutes, making up at least 95% of the total non-
iodine activity _in the coolant.

ENGINEERED SAFETY The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE TIME from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF

actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until the
ESF equipment is capable of performing its safety
function (i.e., the valves travel to their
required positions, pump discharge pressures reach.
their required values, etc.). Times shall include
diesel generator starting and sequence loading
delays, where applicable. The response time may
be measured by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
response time is measured.

K,.3 K .i is the K effective calculated by considering
tIie actual CEA configuration and assuming that the
fully or partially inserted full-strength CEA of
the highest inserted worth is fully withdrawn.

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

O l'.1 Definitions (continued)b
LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Identified LEAKAGE

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump setls or
valve packing (except RCP water seal
injection or leakoff), that is captured
and conducted to collection system or a
sump or collecting tank,

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere
from sources that are both specifically
located and known either not to
interfere with the operation of LEAKAGE
detection systems or not to be Pressure
Boundary LEAKAGE, or

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE
through a steam generator (SG) to the
Secondary System.

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All leakage which is not identified LEAKAGE.

c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE (except SG tube LEAKAGE) through a
non-isolable fault in an RCS component body,
pipe wall, or vessel wall.

LOGIC CHANNEL LOGIC CHANNEL is defined as a set of
interconnected hardware and software components
that process inputs from the-TRIP CHANNELS to
produce an identifiable trip initiation signal or
ESF initiation signal within a division. This
includes the initiation signal's associated LCD
two-out-of-four voters, data transmission,
software, trip channel bypass, and MANUAL TRIP-
CHANNEL function for RPS and MANUAL INITIATION
CHANNEL function for ESF.

MAIN STEAM MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE shall be leakage inside
LINE LEAKAGE containment in any portion of the four (4) 28"

I.D. main steam line pipe walls.

/] (continued)
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1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

MANUAL INITIATION CHANNEL MANUAL INITIATION CHANNEL is defined as a
channelized manual initiation switch and CHANNEL
related signal wiring which is used to provide
system level manual initiation of an ESF function.

MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL is defined as a channelized
manual actuation switch and related signal wiring
which is used to provide system level RPS manual
trip of a channelized reactor trip circuit
breaker.

MEASUREMENT CHANNEL MEASUREMENT CHANNEL is defined as the equipment
i

required to detect input signal information )
including sensor, transmitter, signal conditioning
and communication device (s). A MEASUREMENT l
CHANNEL is comprised of the sensor, transmitter, I

and signal conditioning devices.

MID-LOOP MID-LOOP is defined as the plant condition with
fuel in the reactor vessel and reactor coolant
level below the top of the hot legs at their
junction with the reactor vessel.

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of core reactivity condition, power
level, average reactor coolant temperature, and
reactor vessel head closure bolt tensioning
specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in reactor
vessel.

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY A system, subsystem, division, train, component or
device shall be OPERABLE when it is capable of
performing its specified safety function (s) and
when all necessary attendant instrumentation,
controls, normal or emergency electrical power,
cooling and seal water, lubrication, and other
auxiliary equipment that are required for the
system, subsystem, division, train, component or
device to perform its specified function (s) are
also capable of performing their related support
function (s).

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
the reactor core and related information. These
tests are:

a. Described in Chapter [14, Initial Test
Program] of the CESSAR-DC;

b. Authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR
50.59; or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

PRESSURE AND The PTLR is the unit specific document that
TEMPERATURE 1.lMITS provides the reactor pressure and temperature
REPORT (PTLR) limits, including heatup and cooldown rates, for

the current reactor vessel fluence period. These
pressure and temperatura limits shall be
determined for each fluence period in accordance
with Speci fication 5.9.1.7. Plant operation
within these operating limits is addressed in
individual Specifications.

;

RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer
rate to the reactor coolant of [3914] MWt.

L

REACTOR PROTECTION The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE TIME from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS

trip setpoint at the channel sensor.until
electrical power to the control element assemblies
(CEAs) drive mechanism is interrupted. The

|
response time may be measured by means of any
serie_s of sequential, overlapping, or total. steps

| so the entire response time is measured.
i

REDUCED RCS INVENTORY REDUCED RCS INVENTORY is the plant condition-when
the reactor coolant system level is below the
[117' elevation] and fuel is in the reactor
vessel. -(The [117' elevation] corresponds to
three feet below the reactor vessel flange.)

(continued)
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1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of
reactivity by which the reactor is subcritical or
would be subcritical from its present condition
assuming:

a. All full length Control Element Assemblies
(CEAs) (shutdown and regulating) are fully
inserted except for the single CEA of highest
reactivity worth which is assumed to be fully
withdrawn. However, with all CEAs verified
fully inserted by two independent means, it
is not necessary to account for a stuck CEA
in the SDM calculation.

b. In MODES 1 and 2, the fuel and moderator
temperature are changed to the [ nominal zero
power design level].

With any CEAs not capable of being fully inserted,
the reactivity worth of these CEAs must be
accounted for in the determination of SDM.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the
testing of one of the systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components during

| the interval specified by the Surveillance
| Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems,

CHANNELS, or other designated components aret

' tested during a Surveillance Frequency intervals,
where a is the total number of systems,
subsystems, components, or other designated

; components in the associated function.

THERMAL POWER THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
transfer rate to the reactor coolant.;

TRIP CHANNEL A TRIP CHANNEL is defined as a set of
interconnected hardware and software components
that process an identifiable sensor signal to
produce the trip or alarm signal associated with
the sensor. This includes the sensor, data
acquisition, signal conditioning, data
transmission, software and all transmission lines

(continued)
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Definitions y
1.1

1.1 Definitions

TRIP CHANNEL and operating bypasses associated with the sensor
(continued) signal up to an input of a two-out-of-four voter.

There are three types of TRIP CHANNELS:

a. Analog TRIP CHANNEL

An Analog TRIP CHANNEL is defined as the
equipment required to detect and digitize
analog signal information including sensor
(e.g., pressure sensor), signal conditioning
device, multiplexer, A/D convertor, trip

-comparator, and communication device (s).

b. Binary TRIP CHANNEL

A Binary TRIP CHANNEL is defined as the
equipment required to detect binary signal
information including sensor (e.g., pressure
switch), signal conditioning device,
multiplexer, trip comparator, and
communication device (s).

f1 c. Computer TRIP CHANNEL

A Computer TRIP CHANNEL is defined as the
equipment required to detect and digitize
input signal information including sensor
(e.g., neutron flux detector), signal
conditioning device, multiplexer, A/D
convertor, software, and communication
device (s).

TRIP LEG A TRIP LEG is defined as the " logical or"
combination of channel states which represent half
of a Selective two-out-of-four Logic function.
When both TRIP LEGS of a Selective two-out-of-four
Logic function assume a true-state, the output of
the Selective two-out-of-four Logic function
assumes a true state (e.g., in a Selective two-
out-of-four Logic [( A "or" C) "and"' (B "or" D) -
N]; the term (A "or" C) is a TRIP LEG, the term (B
"or" D) is a TRIP LEG, and N is the output).

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

TRIP TEST A TRIP TEST is defined as the selective opening of
two (2) reactor trip circuit breakers to verify
that initiation of MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS removes
power from the control rod drives. The TRIP TEST 1

is initiated by means of MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL |
manual actuation switches.

__

O
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1.1

Table 1.1-1 (Page 1 of 1)
MODES

_

REACTIVITY % RATED AVERAGE REACTOR
MODE TITLE CONDITION, THERMAk COOLANT

( K. , , ) POWER (a) -TEMPERATURE (*F)

1 Power Operation 2 0.99 >5 NA

2 Startup 2 0.99 s5 NA

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA 2 [350]
4 Hot Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA [350] > T ,> [210] --

5 Cold Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA s [210]
6 Refueling (c) NA NA NA

(a) Excluding decay heat.

(b) All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.

(c) One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

O
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of
logical connectors. Logical connectors are used in
Technical Specifications (TS) to discriminate between, and
yet connect, discrete Conditions, Required Actions,
Completion Times, Surveillances and Frequency. The only
logical connectors that appear in TS are MD and 0B. The_

physical arrangement of these connectors constitute logical
conventions with specific meaning.

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required
Actions. These levels are identified by the placement (or
nesting) of the logical connectors and by number assigned to
each Required Action. The first level of logic is identified
by the first digit of the number assigned to a Required
Acuion and the placement of the logical connector in the
first level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the number
of the Required Action). The successive levels of logic are
identified by additional digits of the Required Action

O number and by successive indentions of the logical
connectors.

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition, only
the first level of logic is used, and the logical connector
is left justified with the Condition statement.

When logical connectors are used to state a Completion Time,
Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first level of logic is

_

used, and the logical connector is left justified with the
statement of the Completion Time, Surveillance, or
Frequency.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical
connectors.

(continued)
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.2-1
(continued)

ACTIONS _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LC0 not met. A.1 Verify

hllD.

_

A.2 Restore

in this example the logical connector AND is used to
indicate that when the Condition A, both required Action A.1
and A.2 must be completed.

EXAMPLE 1.2-2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LC0 not met. A.1 Trip...

DE

A.2.1 Verify...

AND

A.2.2.1 Reduce...

93

(continued)

(continued)
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Logical Connectors -

1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.2-2 (continued)

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.2.2 Perform...

QB

_

A.3 Align...

__

This example represents a more complicated use of logical
connectors. Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are
alternative choices only one of which must be performed as
indicated by the use of the logical connector QB and the
lef t justified placement. Any one of these three Actions
may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both A.2.1 and A.2.2
must be performed as indicated by the indented position of

6 the logical connector MQ. Required Action A.2.2 is met by '

performing A.2.2.1 or A.2.2.2. The indented position of the
logical connector QB indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are
alternative choices, only one of which must be performed.

__

s
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1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion
Time convention and to provide guidance for its use.

BACKGROUND LCOs specify minimum requirements for ensuring safe
operation of the unit. The ACTIONS associated with an LCO
state Conditions that typically describe the ways in which
the requirements of the LC0 can fail to be met. Specified
with each stated Condition are Required Action (s) and -

Completion Time (s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for
completing a Required Action. It is referenced to the time
of discovery of a situation, (e.g. inoperable equipment or
variable not within limits) that requires entering an
ACTIONS Condition, unless otherwise specified, providing the
unit is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the
Applicability of the LCO. Required Actions must be
completed prior to the expiration of the specifieds
Completion Time.

An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and the Required
Actions apply-until the Condition no longer exists or the
unit is not within the LCO Applicability. If situations are
discussed that require entry into more than one Condition at
a time within a single LCO (multiple Conditions), the
Required-Actions for each Condition must be performed within
the associated Completion Time. When in multiple
Conditions, separate Completion Times are tracked for each
Condition starting from the time of discovery of the
situation that required entry into the Condition. Once a
Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions, trains,
subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits,
will not result in separate entry into the Condition, unless
specifically stated. The Required Actions of the Condition
continue to apply to each additional failure, with
Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

DESCRIPTION However, when a subseauent, division, train, subsystem,
(continued) component, or variable expressed in the Condition is

discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, the
Completion Times may be extended. To apply this Completion
Time extension, two criteria must first be met. The
subsequent inoperability:

a. Must exist concurrent with the first inoperability;
and

b. Must remain inoperable or not within limits after the
first inoperability is resolved.

The total Completion Time allowed for completing a Required
Action to address the subsequent inoperability shall be
limited to the more restrictive of either:

a. The stated Completion Time, as measured from the
initial entry into the Condition, plus an additional
24 hours; or

b. The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery
of the subsequent inoperability.

The above Completion Time extensions do not apply to those
Specifications that have exceptions that allow completely
separate re-entry into the Condition (for each division,
train, subsystem, component, or variable expressed in the
Condition) and separate tracking of Completion Times based
on the re-entry. These exceptions are stated in individual
Specifications.

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a
Completion Time with a modified " time zero." This modified
" time zero" may be expressed as a repetitive time (i.e.,
"once per 8 hours," where the Completion Time is referenced
from a previous completion of the Required Action versus the
time of Condition entry) or as a time modified by the phrase
"from discovery..." Example 1.3-3 illustrates one use of
this type of Completion Time. The 10 day Completion Time
specified for Conditions A and B in Example 1.3-3 may not be
extended.

(continued)
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Completion Times *

1.3

1.3 Completion Times

DESCRIPTION The following examples illustrate the use of Completion
(continued) Times with different types of Condition and changing

Conditions.

EXAMPLE 1,3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours -

Action and
associated AND

Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
met.

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action
has its own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time
is referenced to the time that Condition B is entered.

f
(~ The Required Actions of Condition B are to be in MODE 3

within 6 hours MD in MODE 5 within 36 hours. A total of 6
hours is allowed for MODE 3 and a total of 36 hours (not 42
hours) is allowed for MODE 5 from the time that Condition B
was entered. If MODE 3 is reached in three hours, the time
allowed to reach MODE 5 is-the next 33 hours because the
total time allowed to reach MODE 5 is 36 hours.

If Condition B is entered while in MODE 3, the time allowed
to reach MODE 5 is the next 36 hours.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

|
1.3 Complet(on Times

DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 1,3-2

(continued)
ACTIONS

=

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION C0MPLETION TIME

A. One pump A.) Restore pomp to 7 days
inoperable.- OPERABLE status.

= _ _

B. Required 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 3
Action and
associated MQ
Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours *

met.

When a pump is declared inoperable, Condition A is entered, h
if the pump is not restored to OPERABLE status within seven

~

(
days, Condition B is entered anJ the Completion Time clocks ,

for Required Actions B.1 ar.d B.2 start. If the inoperable
pump is restored to OPERABLE status after Condition B is
entered, the ' Required Actions of Condition B may be
terminated.

When a seconc pump is declared inoperable while the first
pump is still inoperable Condition A is not re-entered for
the second pump. LC0 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do
not include a Condition for more than one inoperable pump.
~he Completion Time clock for Cnndition A does not stopi

after LCO 3.0.3 is entered, but continues to be tracked from
the time Condition A was f aitially entered.

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is
restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for
Condition A has not expired,-LC0 3.0.3 may be exited and
operation continued in accordance with Condition B.

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is
restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for
Condition A has expired, LC0 3.0.3 may be exited and

I

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Coniple'. ion Tires

DESCRIPTION EXAMPlc 1.3-2 (continued)

operation cortinued in accordance with Gnd't. ion B. the
Completion Time for Condition 8 is tru ked from the time L >
Condition A Cor..p',etion Time expired.

On restoring one of the pumps to OPERICLd natus, the
Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues from
the time the first pump was declared iroperable. This
Completion Time may be extended if the pump restored to
OPERABLE status was the first inoperable pump. A 24 hour

< extension to the stated 7 days is allowed, provided this
does n3t re ult in the setord pump being inoperabit for > 7
days.

EXAMPLE 1.3-3

A'TIONS
/ =

CONDITION RE(UlfJD ACTION COMPLE?l1N TIME

A. One Function A.1 Restore function X 7 days
X division division OPERABLE
inoperable. I status. AND

10 days from
discovery of
*ailure to meet,

tae LC0
__ _

B. One Function B.1 Restore functien v 72 'ndurs
Y division division to
inoperable. OPERABLE status. AND

10 days from
| discovery of
' f a i hire co meet

s the LC0
_

k

(continued) j
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times
,

DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 1.3-3 (continued)

AC110NS

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETITl TIME

i

C. One funct. ion C.1 Restore function X 72 hours
X division trair,to OPERABLE
inoperable. status.

MQ QB --

,

5
Ont . ur ' ron ' C.2 Restoro l uncwa Y 72 hours
Y divis!a | traia to OPERABLE
inoperable. r,tatn

,. . .___e______
sf

When one Function i givisica and one fu.ction Y divisio", are
inoperable, Condition A anf Cobditbn B are ; nce.rentiy b

F/a CMiditi>r A andapplicable. The ''ompletion Iime o
C ndition C are traS ed separately foi occh divisio"ik

frur the time each division was dedlared innperatle
start 'nq'tcadi cion was entsrr' *
and tee A separate Corp htioi Time

f)is erf ablished for Cordi lon u and tracked from a t4e the
second divi: ion was decured 11 operable (1.6. , 'ce time the
situation described in Conditic a C was discovered). $

If Required Action C.2 i.', completed withi3 the coecified
' i

Completion Time, Conditions B and C ar9 cxited. If the
Completion Time for Required Action A.1 has n?+. expired,

,
operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. The

* remaining Completion Time in Condition A is measured from
the time the affected divisicn w- declared inoperable
(i.e., initial entry) into Conditum A.

The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a
logical connector, with a separate 10 day Completion Time

_f_ measured from the time it was discovered the LC0 was not
g met. In this example, without the separate Comphtion Time, 4

g. it would be possible to alternate between Conditions A, B,
- and C in such a manner that operation could continue
k indefinitely without ever restoring systems to meet the f10./

- _

] (continued)

f 9~
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l

Completion Times ,

1.3

!.
1.3 Completion Times i

DESCRIPT10N EXAMPLE 1.3-3 (continued) .

'

The separate Completion Time modified by the phrase "from
discovery of failure to meet the LC0" is designed to prevent
indefinite continued operation while not meeting the LCO.
This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the Completion Time " clock." In
this instance, the Completion Time " time zero" is specified
as commencing at the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.

EXAMPLE 1.3-14

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION C0hN ETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve (s) 4 hours
valves to OPERABLE
inoperable, status. ;

O
B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

Action and
associated 6@ ,

Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
met.

A single Completion Time is used for any number of valves
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time associated .
with Condition A is based on the initial entry into
Condition A and is not tracked on.a per valve basis.
Declaring subsequent valves inoperable, while Condition A is -
still in effect, does not trigger the tracking of separate

'

Completion Times.

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERABLE status, '

-the Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues
from the time the first valve was declared inoperable. The
Completion Time may be extended if the valve-restored to

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

DESCRIPTION [K6!LPLLLJ-1 (continued)

OPERABLE status was the first inoperable valve. The
Condition A Completion Time may be extended for up to 4
hours provided this does not result in any subsequent valve
being inoperable for > 4 hours.

if the Completion lime of 4 hours (including any extensions)
expires while one or more valves are still inoperable,
Condition B is entered.

EXAMPLE 1,3-5

ACTIONS
----------------------------NOTE-------------------------------
Separate Condition Entry is allowed for each inoperable
valve.
____________________________ ____________ _________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

n. One or more A.1 Restore valve to 4 hours
valves OPERABLE status,
inoperable.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated AjiQ
Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
met.

.__ ._

The Note above the ACTIONS table is a method of modifying
how the Completion Time is tracked. If this method of
modifying how the Completion Time is tracked was applicable
only to Condition A, the Note may appear in the Condition
column.

(continued)

O
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*Completion Times
1.3

,

:

O 1.3 Completion Times

DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 1.3-5 (continued)

The Note allows Condition A to be entered separately for
each inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per
valve basis. When a valve is declared inoperable, Condition
A is entered and its Completion Time starts. If subsequent
valves are declared inoperable, Condition A is entered for
each valve and separate Completion Times start and are
tracked for each valve.

If the Completion Time at sciated with a valve in Condition
A expires, Condition B is entered for that valve. If the
Completion Times associated with subsequent valves in
Condition A expiro, Condition B is entered separately for
each valve and sr.parate Completion Times start and are
tracked for each valve. If a valve that caused entry into
Condition B is re:tored to OPERABLE status, Condition B is
exited for that valve,

Since the Note in this example allows multiple Condition
entry and tracking of separate Completion Times, Completion
Time extensions do not apply.

Oi EXAMPLE 1.3-6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A, One channel A.) Perform SR Once per 8 hours
inoperable 3.x.x.x.

08
8 hours

A.2 Reduce TiiERMAL
- '

POWER to 5 50%
RTP,

,

(continhed)
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1.3

1.3 Completion Times

DESCRIP110N EXAMPLE 1.3-6 (continued)

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated
Completion
Time not
met.

Entry into Condition A offers a choice between Required
Action A.1 or A.2. Required Action A.1 has a "once per"
Completion Time, which qualifies for the 25% extension per
SR 3.0.2, to each performance after the initial performance.
If Required Action A.1 is followed and the Required Action
is not met within the Completion Time (including 25%
extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered. If

Required Action A.2 is followed and the Completion Time of 8
hours is not met, Condition B is entered.

if after entry into Condition B, Required Action A.1 or A.2
is met, Condition B is exited and operation may then
continue in Condition A.

l

(c ntinued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times (continued)

SPECIAL EXAMPLE 1.3-7
COMPLETION
TIMES AC110NS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One A.1 Verify affected I hour-
subsystem subsystem'

inoperable, i solated. ,

bEQ

Once per 8 hours
thereafter

QB

A.2 Restore subsystem 72 hours
to OPERABLE
status.

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

O Action and
associated 8.N,QN

Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
met.

Required Action A.1 has two Completion Times. The I hour
Completion Time begins at the time the Condition is entered
and each "Once per 8 hours thereafter" interval begins upon
performance of Required Action A.I.

If after Condition A is entered, Required Action A.1 is not
met within.either the initial I hour or any subsequent 8.
hour interval, from the previous performance (including the
25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered.

-

The completion Time clock for Condition A does not stop
after Condition B is entered, but continues from the time
Condition A was_ initially entered. If Required Action A.1-
is met after Condition B is entered, Condition B is exited
and operation may continue in accordance with Condition A,
provided the Completion Time for Required Action A.2 has not
expired.

(continued).
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1.3

1.3 Completion Times

SPECIAL EXAMPLE 1.3-7 (continued)
COMPLE110ti
TIMES Since the second Completion Time of Required Action A.] has

a modified " time zero" (i.e., after the initial I hour, not
from time of Condition entry), the allowance for a
Completion Time extension does not apply.

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the
COMPLET10f1 TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a

controlled manner.
--

O

i
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Frequency
1.4

1.0 USE AN) APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency
- _ n

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and
application of Frequency Requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement has a specified frequency in
which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the
associated LCO. An understanding of the correct application
of the specified f requency is necessary for compliance with -
the SR.

The "specified frequency" is referred to throughout this
section and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0,
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability. The "specified
frequency" consists of the requirements of the frequency
column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements. ;

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its
frequency could expire), but where it is not possible or not
desired that it be performed until sometime after theO associated LCO is within its Applicability, represent
potential SR 3.0.4 conflicts. To avoid these conflicts, the
SR (i.e., the Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such
that it is only " required" when it can be and should be
performed. With an SR satisfied, SR 3.0.4 imposes no
restriction.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that
Frequencies are specified. In these examples, the
Applicability of the LC0 (LC0 not shown) is MODES 1, 2, and
3.

(continued)
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1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-1
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Perform CHAf4fiEL CHECK. 12 hours

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered
in the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency
specifies an interval (12 hours) during which the associated
Surveillance must be performed at least one time.
Performance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequent
interval. Although the frequency is stated as 12 hours, an
extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the stated
frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational
flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at
all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per SR
3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a variable
is outside specified limits, or the unit is outside the
Applicability of the LC0). If the interval specified by SR

3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is in a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, and the
performance of the Surveillance is not otherwise modified
(refer to Example 1.4-3), then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.

If the interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while
the unit is not in a MODE or other specified condition in
the Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR
is required, the Surveillance must be performed within the
frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the
MODE or other specified condition. Failure to do so would
result in a violation of SR 3.0.4.

i
l

!

.

(continued)
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l.4
1

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-2
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify flow is within limits. Once within 12
hours after 2
25% RTP

AM

24 hours
thereafter

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown
in Example 1.4-1. The logical connector "AN_Q" indicates
that both Frequency requirements must be met. Each time
reactor power is increased from a power level < 25% RTP to 2
25% RTP, the Surveillance must be performed within 12-hours.

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will-
satisfy the specified Frequency (assuming no other
Frequencies are connected by "MfQ"). This type of Frequency
does not qualify for the 25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2.
"Thereafter" indicates future performances must be
established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a specified
condition is first met (i.e., the "once" performance in this
example.). If reactor power decreases to < 25% RTP, the
measurement of both intervals stops. New intervals start
upon reactor power reaching 25% RTP.

(continued)
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i

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-3
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEllLANCE FREQUENCY

_______----------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 12
hours after 2 25% RTP.
_______________________________________

Perform channel adjustment. 7 days

lhe interval continues, whether or not the unit operation is
< 25% RTP between performances.

As the Note modifies the required performance of the
Surveillance, it is construed to be part of the "specified
frequency." Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while
operation is < 25% RTP, this Note allows 12 hours after
power reaches 2 25% RTP to perform the Surveillance. The
Surveillance is still considered to be performed within the
"specified Frequency." Therefore, if the Surveillance were
not performed within tha 7 day (plus 25% per SR 3.0.2)
interval, but operation was < 25% RTP, it would not
constitute a failure of the SR or failure to meet the LCO.
Also, no violation of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing MODES,
even with the 7 day Frequency not met, provided operation
does not exceed 12 hours with power 2 25% RTP.

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP,12 hours would be allowed for
completing the Surveillance. If the Surveillance were not
performed within this 12 hour interval, there would then be
a failure to perform a Surveillance within the specified
frequency; MODE changes then would be restricted in
accordance with SR 3.0.4 and the provisions of SR 3.0.3
would apply.
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Safety Limits
2.0

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

2.1 Safety Limits

2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

2.1.1.1 in MODES 1 and 2, the departure from nucleate boiling
ratio (DNBR) shall be maintained ;t [1.24].

2.1.1.2 In MODES 1 and 2, the peak linear heat rate (LHR)
(adjusted for fuel rod dynamics) shall be maintained
s [21.0] kw/ft.

2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SLs

in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, the RCS Pressure shall be maintained s
(2750] psia.

2.2 Safety Limit Violations

2.2.1 If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, restore compliance and be
in MODE 3 within I hour.

2.2.2 If SL 2.1.2 is violated:

2.2.2.1 In MODES 1 or 2, restore compliance and be in MODE 3
within I hour.

2.2.2.2 In MODES 3, 4, or 5. restore compliance within 5 minutes.

2.2.3 Within I hour, notify the NRC Operations Center, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.72.

2.2.4 Within 24 hours, notify the [ Plant Superintencent and Vice
,

President - Nuclear Operations] and the [onsite plant reviewers
specified in Specification 5.5.1, " Plant Reviews").

.

(continued)
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Safety Limits
2.0

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

O
2.2 Safety Limit Violations (continued)

2.2.5 Within 30 days of the violation, a Licensee Event Report (LER)
shall be prepared pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73. The LER shall be
submitted to the f4RC, the (onsite plant reviewers specified in
Specification 5.5.1], and the [ Plant Superintenaent and Vice
President-fiuclear Operations).

! 2.2.6 Operation of the unit shall not be resumed until authorized by the
NRC.

>

0
i

!

:
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LCO Applicability -

3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LC0 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability, except as provided in LCOs
3.0.2 and 3.0.7.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as
provided in LCO 3.0.6.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to
expiration of the specified Completion Time (s), completion -

of the Required Action (s) is not required, unless otherwise
stated.

LC0 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not
met or an associated ACTION is not provided, the unit shall-
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which
the LC0 is not app'icable. Action shall be initiated within
I hour to place the unit, as applicable, in:

a. MODE 3 within-7 hours;

b. MODE 4 within 13 hours; and

c. MODE 5 within 37 hours.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit
operation in accordance with the LCO cr ACTIONS, completion
of the actions required by LC0 3.0.3 is not required.

LC0 3.0.3 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

LCO 3.0.4 When an LC0 is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability shal? not be made except when
the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued
operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.4
(continued) Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other

specified conditions in the Applicability that are required
to comply with ACTIONS.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the ;

individual Specifications. These exceptions allow entry ,

'into MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability when the associated AC110NS to be entered
allow unit operation in the MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability only for a limited period of
time.

I

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under
administrative control solely to perform testing required to |
demonstrate OPERABILITY, or the OPERABIL11Y of other ;

equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under administrative control to perform
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

O
LC0 3.0.6 When a supported system LC0 is not met solely due to a

support system LC0 not being met, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are
not required to be entered. Only the support system LCO
ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to
LC0 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,
additional evaluations and limitations may be required in
accordance with Specification 5.8, " Safety function
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is determined to exist by this program, the appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss
of safety function exists are required to be entered.

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into
Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered
in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability -

3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued)

LCO 3.0.7 Special test exception (STE) LCOs (in each applicable LCO
section) allow specified Technical Specifications (TS) LC0
3.0.7 requirements to be changed to permit performance of
special tests and operations. Unless otherwise specified,
all other TS requirements remain unchanged. Compliance with
STE LCOs is optional. When an STE LCO is desired to be met
but is not met, the ACTIONS-of the STE LCO shall be met.
When an STE LCO is not desired to be met, entry into a MODE
or other specified condition in the Applicability shall only
be made in accordance with the other applicable
Specifications.

O

O
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SR Applicability
3.0

)

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY
__ --

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified |conditions in the Applicability for LCOs, unless otherwise
stated in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether
such failure is experienced during the performance of the
Surveillance or between performances of the Surveillance,
shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a
Surveillance, within the specified Frequency shall be
failure to meet the LCO, except as provided in SR 3.0.3.
Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified frequency of each SR is met if the
Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the interval
specified in the Frequency, as measured from the previous
performance, or as measured from the time a specified
condition of the frequency is met.

For Frequencies specified as "once", the above interval
extension does not apply.

If a Completion Time requires periodic performance of "once
per ...", the above Frequency extension applies to each
performance after the initial performance.

Exceptions to this specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed
within its specified frequency, then compliance with the
requirement to declare the LC0 not met may be delayed, from
the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of
the specified Frequency, whichever is less. This delay
period is permitted to allow performance of the
Surveillance.

,

L

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay
period, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, and
the applicable Condition (s) must be entered. The Completion
Times of the Required Actions begin immediately upon
expiration of the delay period.

|
| (continued)

| 9
'
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SR Applicability -

3.0

03.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.3 When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period
(continued) and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be

declared not met, and the applicable Condition (s) must be
entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon failure to meet the Surveillance.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCOs
Surveillances have been met within their Specified
frequencies. This provision shall not prevent passage -

through or to MODES or other specified conditions in
compliance with Required Actions.

O

O
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e

SDM
3.1.1

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.1 SHUTOOWN MARGIN (SDM)

LCO 3.1.1 a. SDM shall be 2 (6.5)% Ak/k; and either

b.1 With reactor trip circuit breaker (RTCBs) closed: the
estimated critical position shall be within the limits
of LCOs 3.1.6 (" Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits") and 3.1.7 (" Regulating Control -

Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits"); or

b.2 With RTCBs open: K .3 shall be < 0.99.n

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4 and 5.
,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

O A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
restore SDM to within
limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM is 2 [6.5]% Ak/k. 24 hours-

. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

. .

f'\G
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RTCB
3.1.2

3.1 REACTIVITY C0tiTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.2 Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCB)

LCO 3.1.2 1he RICBs shall be open.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with REDUCEO RCS INVENTORY

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RTCBs not in required A.1 Open RTCBs Irtmedi ately
status.

SURVEILLAtJCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.2.1 Verify RTCBs open. (12 hours)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.1-2 06/17/94-Amendment W
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.

J

Reactivity Balance
3.1.3

!

3.1- REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Reactivity Balance
,

LCO 3.1.3 The core reactivity balance shall be within i 1% Ak/k of
predicted values.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

.

'
ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

A. Core reactivity A.1 Re-evaluate core 72 hours
balance not within design and safety
limit. analysis and

determine that the
reactor core is
acceptable for
continued operation. '

O -
72 hours

'A.2- Establish appropriate
operating. ,

restrictions and SRs.

.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours-
associated Completion
Time not met.

,

t

i

O
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Reactivity Balance
3.1.3 '

SVRVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 ---------------------NOTES-------------------
1. The predicted reactivity values may be

adjusted (normalized) to correspond to
the measured core reactis- , prior to
exceeding a fuel burnup of s
effective full power days (Ef PD) af ter
each fuel loading.

2. This Surveillance is not required to
be performed prior to entry into
MODE 2.

................................ .........

Verify overall core reactivity balance is Prior to
within i 1.0% Ak/k of predicted values, entering MODE I

after fuel
loading

MD
. ...-NOTE-----
Only required
after 60 EFPD
...............

31 EFPD

.-

|
|

|
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MTC
3.1.4

|

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

LCO 3.1.4 The MTC shall be maintained within the limits specified in
the COLR, and a maximum positive limit as specified below:

a. [0.0) Ak/k/'F when THERMAL POWER is 5; 0% RTP; and

b. [-0.lE-4] Ak/k/*F when THERMAL POWER is 100% RTP; and

c. [ Values linearly interpolated between a. and b. when
THERMAL POWER is > 0% RTP and < 100% RTP.]

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS
>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

.

A. MTC not within limits. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.4.1 ---------------------NOTE------------------
1his Surveillance is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.
................................ ..........

Verify MTC within the upper limit specified Prior to
in the COLR. entering MODE I

after each fuel
loading

|

| (continued)

)
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MTC
3.1.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.4.2 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance is not required to

be performed prior to entry into l

MODE 1 or 2.

2. If the MTC is more negative than the
COLR limit when extrapolated to the
end of cycle, SR 3.1.4.2 may be
repeated. Shutdown must occur prior
to exceeding the minimum allowable
boron concentration at which MTC is
projected to exceed the lower litait.

. ....... ......_____..______... ____ _____

Verify MTC is within the lower limit Each fuel cycle
specified in the COLR. within 7

.

effective full
power days
(EFPD) of
reaching
40 EFPD core
burnup

MD

Each fuel cycle
within 7 EFPD
of reaching 2/3
of expected
core burnup

_
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CEA Alignment
3.1.5

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.5 Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment

LC0 3.1.5 All full strength CEAs shall be OPERABLE, and all full and
part strength CEAs shall be aligned to within (7 inches)
(indicated position) of their respective groups.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
:

A. One or more regulating A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 1 hour
CEAs trippable and in accordance with
misaligned from its Figure 3.1.5-1.
group by > [7 inches)
and s [19 inches). MQ

M A.2.1 Verify SDM is I hour

O 2 [6.5)% Ak/k.
One regulating CEA
trippable and M
misaligned from its
group by A.2.2 Initiate boration to I hour
> [19 inches). restore SDM to within

limit.

MD

A.3.1 Restore the- 2 hours
misaligned CEA(s) to
within [7 inches)
(indicated position)
of its group.

M
-

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
3.1.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (Continued) A.3.2 Align the remainder 2 hours
of the CEAs in the
group to within
[7 inches] (indicated
position) of the
misaligned CEA(s)
while maintaining the
insertion limit of
LC0 3.1.7,
" Regulating Control
Element Assembly
(CEA) Insertion
Limits."

8. One or more shutdown B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 1 hour
in accordance withCEAs trippable and i

misaligned from its i Figure 3.1.5-1.
group by > [7 inches]
and 5; [19 inches]. AND

08 i B.2.1 Verify SDM is I hour
_

2 [6.5]% Ak/k.
One shutdown CEA
trippable and QB
misaligned from its
group by B.2.2 Initiate boration to I hour
> [19 inches). restore SDM to within

limit.

N!D
2 hours

B.3 Restore the
misaligned CEA(s) to
within [7 inches]
(indicated position)
of its group.

(continued)

O
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CEA Alignment
3.1.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more part C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 1 hour
strength CEAs in accordance with
misaligned from its figure 3.1.5-1.
group by > [7 inches)
and s (19 inches). AND

Q3 C.2.1 Restore the 2 hours
inisaligned CEA(s) to

One part strength CEA within{7inchesh
misaligned from its (indicated positLon) '

group by of its group.

> {l9 inches).
0.8

1 C.2.2 Align the remainder 2 hours
of the CEAs in the
group to within
[7 inches] (indicated
position) of the
misaligned CEA(s).

O
D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

associated Completion
Time of Condition A,
B, or C not snet.

QB

One or more full
strength CEAs
untrippable.

', 98

Two or mure CEAs
misaligned by
> {l9 inches),

.. . .
... ,

O
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CEA A!ignment
,

3.1.5

i

SURVEILLANCE RE0ll!REMENTS
_

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.,, _

SR 3.1.5.1 Verify the indicated position of each full 12 hours
and part strength CEA is within (7 inthes]
of all other CEAs to its group.

!
--- ..

SR 3.1.5.2 Verify that, for each CEA, its OPERABLE CEA 12 hours
position indicator channels indicate w!thii)
[5 inches) of each other.

SR 3.1.5.3 Verify full strength CEA freedom of 92 days
movement (trippability) by moving each
individual full strength CEA that is not
fully inserted in the core at least
[5 inches).

SR 3.1.5.4 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each {10 aonths)
reed switch position transmitter channel,

---.

SR 3.1.5.5 Verify each full strength CEA drop time Prior to

s [3.5} seconds and the arithmetic average reactor
of all full strength CEA drop times criticality,

< [3.2] seconds. after each
removal of the
reactor head

.. _ _ _

|

|
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CEA Alignment
3.1.5

---.---------------...._----------NOTE-----------------------------------------
2

- When core power h reduced to 60% RTP per this limit curve, further reduction
is not required by this Specification.
------...----- -..-------...-------.------------------------------------------------

. . . . __-

e ~i
-
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.6

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.6 Shutdown Lontrol Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

LC0 3.1.6 All shutdown CEAs shall be withdrawn to 2 [145) inches.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1,
MODE 2 with any regulating CEA not fully inserted.

__________--------------NOTE----------------------------------
This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.5.3.
_______________________________________________________________

- . _

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more shutdown A.l.1 Verify SDM 1 hour
CEAs not within limit. 2 [6.5]% Ak/k.

0_R.

A.I.2 Initiate boration to I hour
restore SDM to within
limit.

AND

A.2 Restore shutdown 2 hours
CEA(s) to within
limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

m
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.6 |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.6.1 Verify each shutdown CEA is withdrawn 12 hours
2 (145] inches.

,

O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.7

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.7 Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

LC0 3.1.7 The power dependent insertion lim't (PDil) alarm circuit
shall be OPERABLE, and

a. With the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System
(COLSS) in service, the regulating CEA groups shall be
limited to the withdrawal sequence, insertion limits,
and associated time restraints specified in the COLR.

b. With COLSS out of service, the regulating CEA groups
shall be limited to the short term steady state
insertion limit and associated time restraints
specified in the COLR.

APPLICABIlllY: MODES 1 and 2.

---------------------------NOTE--------------------------------
This LC0 is not applicable while conducting SR 3.1.5.3 [or
during reactor power cutback operation].
_______________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Regulating CEA groups A.I.1 Verify SDM 1 hour
inserted beyond tha > [6.5]% Ak/k.
transient insertion
limit with COLSS in 0_R
service.

A.l.2 Initiate boration to 1 hour
restore SDM to within
limit.

61LD

A.2.1 Restore regulating 2 hours
CEA groups to within

| limits.
1

OB

i

I (continued)

O
'
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.7

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (Continued) A.2.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
to less than or equal ,

to the fraction of .|
RTP allowed by the '

CEA group position
and insertion limits
specified in the
COLR.

1

B. Regulating CEA groups 0.1 Verify short term 15 minutes
inserted between the steady state
long term steady state insertion limits are
insertion limit and not exceeded,

the transient
insertion limit for QB
> 4 hours per 24 hour
interval with COLSS in B.2 Restrict increases in 15 minutes
service. THERMAL POWER to

s 5% RTP per hour.

C. Regulating CEA groups C.1 Reitore regulating 2 hours
inserted between the CEA groups to within- <

long term steady state limits,

insertion limit and
the transient
insertion limit for
intervals
> 5 effective full
power' days (EFPD) per
30 EfPD interval or
.> 14 EFPD per 365 EFPD
interval with COLSS'in

| . service.

(continued)

LO
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
j

3.1.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Regulating CEA groups D.l.1 Verify SDM 1 hour
inserted beyond the 2 [6.5]% Ak/k.
short term steady
state insertion limit M
with COLSS out of
service. D.l.2 Initiate boration to I hour

restore SDM to within
limit.

ANQN

D.2.1 Restore regulating 2 hours
i CEA groups to within

limits.

08

0.2.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
to less than or equal
to the fraction of
RTP allowed by CEA
group position and
short term steady

| state insertion limit
specified in the
COLR.

!

I E. PDIL alarm circuit E.1 Perform SR 3.1.7.1. I hour
| inoperable.
I

AND

l Once per 4 hours
thereafter

| F. Required Actions and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times not met.

O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.1 -----------------NOTE----------------------
This Surveillance is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.
___________________________________________

Verify each regulating CEA group position 12 hours
is within its insertion limits.

SR 3.1.7.2 Verify the accumulated times during which 24-hours i

the regulating CEA groups are inserted
'

beyond the steady state insertion limits
but within the transient insertion limits.

I
i

!
SR 3.1.7.3 Verify PDil alarm circuit is OPERABLE. 31 days

l

f

| %)
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Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits
3.1.8

i 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.8 Part Strength Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

LCO 3.1.8 The part strength CEA groups shall be limited to the
insertion limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 > 20% RTP.

.-----------------------NOTE----------------------------------
This LCO not applicable while exercising part strength CEAs.
_______________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Part strength CEA A.1 Restore part strength 2 hours
groups inserted beyond CEA groups to within
the transient the limit.
insertion limit.

A.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
to less than or equal
to that fraction of
RTP specified in the
COLR.

B. Part strength CEA B.1 Restore part strength 2 hours
groups inserted CEA groups to within
between the long term the long term steady
steady state insertion state insertion
limit and the limit.
transient insertion
limit for intervals
2 7 effective full
power days (EFPD) per
30 EFPD or 2 14 EFPD
per 365 EFPD interval.

(continued)
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,

1

Part Strength CEA-Insertion Limits
3.1.8 i

|

fm.
I ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours
associated Completion to s 20% RTP.
Time of Condition B
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.8.1 Verify part strength CEA group position. 12 hours

O

4

O
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STE-SDM
3.1.9 )

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.9 Special Test Exception (STE)-SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

LC0 3.1.9 The SDM requirements of LC0 3.1,1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM),"
and the regulating control element assembly (CEA) insertion
limits of LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating Control Element Assembly
(CEA) Insertion Limits," may be suspended for measurement of
CEA worth and SDM, provided shutdown reactivity equivalent
to at least the highest estimated CEA worth (of those CEAs
actually withdrawn) is available for trip insertion.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 2 and 3 during PHYSICS TESTS.

-----__-_----------NOTE----------------------------------------
Operation in MODE 3 shall be limited to 6 consecutive hours.
---------------------------------------------------------------

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A, Any full strength CEA A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
not fully inserted and restore required
less than the required shutdown reactivity.
shutdown reactivity
available for trip
insertion.

M

All full strength CEAs
inserted and the
reactor subcritical by
less than the above
required shutdown
reactivity equivalent.

m

O
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STE-SDM
3.1.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.9.1 Verify that the position of each CEA not 2 hours
fully inserted is within the acceptance
criteria for available negative reactivity
addition.

SR 3.1.9.2 Verify each full strength CEA not fully Within [7 days)
inserted is capable of full insertion when prior to
tripped from at least the 50% withdrawn reducing SOM to
position. less than the

limits of
LC0 3.1.1

O

l
!

a
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STE-MODES 1 and 2
3.1.10

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.10 Special Test Exceptions (STE)-MODES 1 and 2

LCO 3.1.10 During performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of:

LCO 3.1.4, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)";
LCO 3.1.5, " Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment";
LC0 3.1.6, " Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA)

Insertion Limits";
LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA)

Insertion Limits";
LC0 3.1.8, "Part Strength Control Element Assembly (CEA)

Insertion Limits"; I
LCO 3.2.2, " Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F )"; andy
LC0 3.2.3, " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)"

may be suspended, provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is restricted to the test power plateau,
which shall not exceed 85% RTP; and

b. SDM is > [6.5]% Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2 during PHYSICS TESTS.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Test power plateau A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 15 minutes
exceeded. to less than or equal

to the test power
plateau.

B. SDM is not within B.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
limit. restore SDM to within

limit.

AND

B.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS. I hour

(continued)
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STE-MODES 1 and 2
3.1.10'

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Suspend PHYSICS 1 hour
associated Completion TESTS.

. Time not met.
AND

6 hours
C.2 Be in MODE 3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
__

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.10.1 Verify THERMAL POWER equal to or less than I hour
the test power plateau. '

-SR 3.1.10.2 Verify SDM is 2 [6.S]% Ak/k. 24 hours

.

J.

O
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STE-CEDMS Testing
3.1.11

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.11 Special Test Exception - CEDMS Testing

LC0 3.1.11 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1 may
be suspended for pre-startup tests to demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the control element drive mechanism system
(CEDMS) provided:

a. No more than one CEA is withdrawn at any time.

b. No CEA is withdrawn more than [7] inches.--

c. With RTCBs open, K,.3 shall be less than 0.99 prior to -

the start of testing.

d. All other operations involving positive reactivity
changes are suspended during the testing.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Any of the above A.1 Suspend-testing and Immediately
requirements not met, initiate boration to

restore SDM to within
the limit of LC0
3.1.1.

O
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-

STE-CEDMS Testing
.

3.1.11 !

[ SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS |

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
;

SR 3.1.11.1 Determine SDM.* Once per 24
hours

Consider the following factors:*

1. RCS boron concentration
2. CEA position
3. RCS average temperature
4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation
5. Xenon concentration
6. Samarium concentration

O

,
,O
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Boron Dilution Alarms
3.1.12

i

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.12 Boron Dilution Alarms

LCO 3.1.12 Two startup channel high neutron flux alarms shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3, within 1 hour after the neutron flux is within the
startup range following a reactor shutdown.

MODES 4, 5, and 6.
-

ACTIONS

........_...................-------NOTE--------------------------------------
The provisions of LC0 3.0.3 are not applicable.
.......................... ... ...................... ..........................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One startup channel A.1 Initiate action to immediately
high neutron flux restore the
alarm inoperable, inoperable channel to

OPERABLE status.

A_!LD

A.2 Initiate action to immediately
determine the RCS
boron concentration AND

when entering MODE
3,4,5 or 6 or at the Once per
time the alarm is required
determined Frequency
inoperable. identified in

Tables 3.1.12-1
through 3.1.12-5

(continued)
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Boron Dilution Alarms -

3.1.12

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Two startup channel B.1 Initiate action to immediately
hign neutron flux restore at least one
alarms inoperable, channel to OPERABLE

status.

8H0

B.2 Initiate action to immediately
determine the RCS
boron concentration AND

-

when entering MODE 3,
4, 5 or 6, or at the Once per
time both alarms are required
determined Frequency
inoperable. identified in

Tables 3.1.12-1
through 3.1.12-5

AND

B.3 Suspend all Immediately
operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS org
positive reactivity
changes.
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Boron Dilution Alarms
3.1.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

3.1.12.1 Perform a CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

bNQ

When initially
setting
setpoints at
the following
times:

a. One hour
after a
reactor
trip

b. After a
controlled
reactor
shutdown:
Within I
hour after
the neutron
flux is
within the
startup
range in
MODE 3.

3.1.12.2 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Every 31 days
of cumulative
operation
during shutdown

.
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Boron Dilution Alarms
3.1.12

(
Table 3.1.12-1 (Page 1 of 1)

Required Monitoring Frequencies for Backup Boron Dilution
Detection as a function of Operating Charging Pumps

and Plant Operational MODES for K,,, > 0.98

Number of Operating Charging Pumps
OPERATIONAL

MODE o }

3 [12 hours] [1 hour)

4 not on SCS [12 hours) [1 hour]

5 not on SCS [8 hours] [1 hour]

O
4 & 5 on SCS [0NA) [0NA)

| ________________________-------------NOTES---------------------------------------
Shutdown Cooling SystemSCS -

Operation Not AllowedONA -

___ _____________________________________________________________________________

;

O
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Boron Dilution Alarms
3.1.12

O
Table 3.1.12-2 (Page 1 of 1)

Required Monitoring Frequencies for Backup Boron Dilution
Detection as a Function of Operating Charging Pumps
and Plant Operational MODES for 0.98 2 Ken > 0.97

Number of Operating Charging Pumps
OPERATIONAL

MODE o 1

3 [12 hours] [2.0 hours) __

4 not on SCS [12 hours) [2.5 hours)

5 not on SCS [8 hours] [2.5 hours)

*4 & 5 on SCS [8 hours) [0.5 hours]

---_........ _... ............-------NOTES---------------------------------------
Shutdown Cooling SystemSCS -

.....--........ .............................................--..................
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"
Boron Dilution Alarms-

3.1.12

Table 3.1.12-3 (Page 1 of 1)

Required Monitoring Frequencies for Backup Boron Dilution
Detection as a function of Operating Charging Pumps
and Plant Operational MODES for 0.97 2 K.,, >. 0.96

Number of Operating Charging Pumps-
OPERATIONAL

MODE o 1

_

3 [12 hours] [3.5 hours]

4 not on SCS [12 hours] [3.5 hours]

=5 not on SCS [8 hours] [3.5 hours]

O
4 & 5 on SCS [8 hours] [1 hour)

-------------------------------------NOTES---------------------------------------
Shutdown Cooling SystemSCS -

---------------------------------------------------- .--- ..---------------------

en

U
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Boron Dilution Alarms
3.1.12

O
Table 3.1.12-4 (Page 1 of 1)

Required Monitoring Frequencies for Backup Boron Dilution
Detection as a function of Operating Charging Pumps

and Plant Operational MODES for 0.96 2 K,,, > 0.95

Number of Operating Charging Pumps
OPERATIONAL

MODE o 1

3 {12 hours] [5 hours]

4 not on SCS (12 hours] [5 hours]

5 not on SCS (8 hours] [5 hours]

4 & 5 on SCS [8 hours] [2 hours]

-------------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------------
Shutdown Cooling SystemSCS =

_____________________________________ ___________________________________________

:
'

O
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- Boron Dilution Alarms -

3.1.12

i

Table 3.1.12-5 (Page 1 of 1)
Required Monitoring Frequencies for Backup Boron Dilution

Detection as a function of Operating Charging Pumps
and Plant Operational MODES for K,,, s 0.95

Number of Operating Charging Pumps
OPERATIONAL

MODE o 1

3 [12 hours] [6 hours]
_.

-

4 not on SCS [12 hours] [6 hours]

' 5 not on SCS [8 hours] [6 hours]

~~

v
4 & 5 on SCS [8 hours] [2 hours]

6 [24 hours] [8 hours]

-------------------------------------NOTES---------------------------------------
Shutdown Cooling SystemSCS =

----------.----------------------------------------------------------------------

\
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LHR

3.2.1

I 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITSV |
3.2,1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR) '

LC0 3.2.1 LHR shall not exceed the limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Core Operating Limit A.1 Restore LHR to within I hour
Supervisory System limits.
(COLSS) calculated
core power exceeds the
COLSS calculated core
power operating limit
based on LHR.

O
B. LHR not within region B.1 Restore LHR to within 4 hours

of acceptable limits.
operation when the
COLSS is out of-
service.

C. Required Action and C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6-hours
associated Completion to s 20% RTP,
Time not met.

.

Q,

'
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LHR
3.2.1

SVRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.1.1 -------------------NOTE---------------------
Only applicable when COLSS is out of
service. With COLSS in service, LHR is
continuously monitored.
______________________________ ____________

Verify LHR, as indicated on each OPERABLE 2 hours
local power density channel, is
s [13,7 kW/ft]. __

SR 3.2.1.2 Verify the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a 31 days
THERMAL POWER equal to or less than the
core power operating limit based on LHR.

O

O
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,

|
|

F '

3. 2.7

I 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.2 Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F,y)

LC0 3.2.2 The measured Planar Radial Peaking Factors (F|y) shall be
equal to or less than the Planar Radial Peaking Factors
(fey). (These factors are used in the Core Operating Limit
Supervisory System (COLSS) and in the Core Protection
Calculators (CPCs)).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. F|y> Fj , A.l.1 Adjust addressable 6 hoursy
CPC cor,tants to

i ncrea d :- the
multiplier applied to

planar radial p|eakingby a factor 2 F / fey.s y

AND

A.l.2 Maintain a margin to 6 hours
the COLSS operating
limits of
[(F|y/F|y)-1.0]
x 100%.

DE

A.2 Adjust the affected 6. hours
fey used in the COLSS
and CPCs to a value
greater than or equal
to the measured F,y.

0_B

(continued)

bG
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F

3. 2.7

ACTIONS

CONCITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

A. (continued) A.3 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours
to s 20% RTP.

__, __ = -

|

|

,5URVElltANCE REQUIREMENTS
._

} '~SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
3.

'SK 3.2.2.1 Verify measured F"y obtained using the Once after each
Incore Detector System is equal to or less fuel loading
thanthevalueofFjy used in the COLSS and with THERMAL

,,

CPCs. POWER > 40% RTP
but prior to
operations
rbove 70% RTP

0=
31 EFPD
thereafter

_ - _ _

9
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3.2.$

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS ,

3.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )q

LCO 3.2.3 The mea,ured T shall be less than or equal to the Tqy
allowince used in the core protection calculators (CPCs),

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

>

ACTIONS

"

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
a - .

A. Measured Tq greater A.1 Restore measured T,. 2 hours
than the allowance

' used in the CPCs and DB

s [0.10].
2 hours

Adjust the I,the CPCs
A.2

allowance in
to greater than or
equal to the measured

(, value.

.

B. Measured Ty> [0.10). 8.1 -------NOTE------- --

All subsequent
Required Actions must
be completed -if power
reduction commences
prior to restoring T y ,

to 5 [0.10].
_ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _

Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours
to s 50% RTP.

AND

(continued)
,

./

\
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3.2.3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I

|
\

B. (continued) B.2 Reduce Linear Power 16 hours
level-High trio
setpoints to-

s 55% RTP.

BED

B.3 Restore the measured Prior to
Tq to less than the T' increasing
allowance used in the THERMAL POWER

CPCs.
-----NOTE-------

|Correctthecause of the out
of limit
condition prior
to increasing
THERMAL POWER.
Subsequent power
operation
> 50% RTP may
proceed provided
that the
measured T isy
verified
s [0.10] at
least once per
hour for
12 hours, or
until verified
at 2 95% RTP.
----------------

C. Required Actions and C.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours
associated Completion to s 20%.
Times not met.

.
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3.23

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
..;

|

SR 3.2.3.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only applictble when COLSS is out of |
service. With COLSS in service, this i

parameter is continuously monitored.
...........................................

12 hours
Calculate T, and verify it is within the
limit.

SR 3.2.3.2 Verify COLSS azimuthal tilt alarm is 31 days
actuated at a Tq value less than the T,
value used in the CPCs.

,

|
__

,

I

SR 3.2.3.3 Independently confirm the validity of the 31 days
COLSS calculated T by use of the incorey
detectors. '

'
. . . .

!

.

i

-|
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DNBR
3.2,4

3.2 POWLR DISTRIB0110fi LIM 115

3.2.4 Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)

LCO 3.2.4 The DNBR shall be maintained by one of the following
methods:

a. Maintaining Core Operating Limit Supervisory System
(COLSS) calculated core power less than or equal to
00lSS calculated core power operating limit based on
DflBR (when COLSS is in service, and either one or both
control element assembly calculators (CEACs) are
GPLRABLE);

b. Maintaining COLSS calculated core power less than or
equal to COLSS calculated core power operating limit
based on DNBR decreased by 13.0% RTP (when COLSS 1s in
service and neither CEAC is OPERABLE);

c. Operating within the region of acceptable operation of
Figure 3.2.4-1 specified in the COLR using any operable
core protection calculator (CPC) channel (when COLSS is
out of service and either one or both CEACs are
OP[RABLE); or

d. Operating within the region of acceptable operation of
f igure 3.2.4-2 specified in the COLR using any operable
CPC channel (when COLSS is out of service and neither
CEAC is OPERABLE).

APPLICABIL11Y: MODE 1 with Til[RMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

ACJ,jpNS, __

COND1110N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TIME

A. COLSS calculated core A.] Restore the DNBR to I hour
power not within within limit,

limit.

(continued)
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DNBR
4

3.2.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME :

:

B. DNBR outside the B.1 Restore DNBR to 4 hour
region of acceptable within limit.
operation when COLS5
is out of service.

C. Required Action and 0.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours
associated Completion to s 20% RTP.
Time not met.

SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

( ) SR 3.2.4.1 --------------------NOTE-------------------
Only applicable when COLSS is out of
service. With COLSS in service, this ,

parameter is continuously monitored.
. .........................................

Verify DNBR, as. indicated on all 0PERABLE 2 hours
DNBR CHANNELS, is within the limit of
figure 3.2.4-1 or 3.2.4-2 of the COLR, as
applicable.

SR 3.2.4.2 Verify COLSS margin alarm actuates at a 31 days
THERMAL POWER level equal to or less than
the' core power operating limit based on
DNBR.

<

/

ki
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ASI
3.2.5

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.5 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)

LCO 3.2.5 ASI shall be within the limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABIL11Y: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME I

A. Core average ASI not A.1 Restore ASI to within 2 hours
within limits, limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours
associated Completion to s 20% RTP.
Time not met.

O

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.2.5.1 Verify ASI is within limits. 12 hours
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating

LCO 3.3.1 Four RPS TRIP CHANNELS and associated operating bypass
removal functions for each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1-1.

ACTIONS 1

i

------------------------------------NOTES---------------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each RPS Function.

2. Continued operation with the TRIP CHANNEL in the bypassad condition for
the Completion Time specified by Required Action A.2 or C.2.2 shall be
reviewed in accordance with Specification [5.5.1.2.e].

................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Place TRIP CHANNEL in I hour
with one TRIP CHANNEL bypass or trip.
inoperable.

MD

A.2 Restore TRIP CHANNEL Prior to
to OPERABLE status, entering MODE 2

following next
MODE 5 entry

B. One or more Functions B,1 --------NOTE---------
with two TRIP CHANNELS LC0 3.0.4 is not
inoperable. applicable.

......................

Place one TRIP- I hote
CHANNEL in bypass and
the other in trip.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operatino
3.3.}

ACTIONS (continued)

COND1110N REQUIRED AC110N COMPLETION 11ME

C. One or more functions C.) ---------NOTE--------
with one operating Applies only to
bypass removal functions 2, 4, 13,
function inoperable. and 14 in Table

3.3.1-1
_....._..............

I hour
Verify operating
bypass removal &RQ
function is not in
effect. Once per 12

hours thereafter
O_8

1 hour
C.2.1 Place affected

automatic 1 RIP
CHANNEL in bypass or
trip.

NiD
Prior to

C.2.2 Restore operating entering MODE 2
bypass removal following next
function and MODE 5 entry
associated autumatic
TRIP CHANNEL to
OPERABLE status.

D. One or more functions 0.1 --------NOTES--------
with two operating 1. LC0 3.0.4 is not
bypass removal applicable,
functions inoperable.

2. Applies only to
functions 2, 4,
13, and 14 in
Table 3.3.1-1.

.....................

(continued)
.
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating -

3.3.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. (continued) 0.1 (continued)

Verify operating I hour
bypass removal
functions are not in A_tQ
effect.

Once per 12
DE hours thereafter

D.2 Place one affected I hour -

automatic TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass and
place the other in
trip.

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

.

;

O
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

SURVEILLAf1CE REQUIREMENTS

---------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SR shall be performed for each RPS
Function.

........ ___. _____....__ ______ ________....._____ .__.._____ .... __.......___

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.2 ---------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 2 70% RTP.
... _.....__..._._......._ ...... _._..____

12 hours
Verify total Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
flow rate as indicated by each CPC is less
than or equal to the RCS total flow rate.

O
SR 3.3.1.3 Check the CPC autorestart count is less 12 hours

than three.

SR 3.3.1.4 Verify PPS cabinet temperatures are below 12 hours
the high limit.

(continued)

:
!

1
i
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.5 ------------------NOTES---------------------
1. Not required to be performed until 12

hours after THERMAL POWER 2 20% RTP.

2. The daily calibration may be suspended
during PHYSICS TESTS, provided the
calibration is performed upon reaching
each major test power plateau and
prior to proceeding to the next major
test power plateau.

....................... ....................

Perform heat balance calibration and adjust 24 hours
the linear power level signals and the CPC
addressable constant multipliers to make
the CPC AT at power and CPC nuclear power
calculations agree with the calorimetric,
if the absolute difference is 2 (2) %.
Then adjust excore nuclear power to agree
with CPC nuclear power if the absolute
difference is 2 [2%).

SR 3.3.1.6 --------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 2 70% RTP.
.. .........................................

31 days
Verify total RCS flow rate indicated by
each CPC is less than or equal to the RCS
flow determined by calorimetric
calculations.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.7 ---------------------NOTE- ----------------- 31 days
Not required to be perforrad until 12 hours
after THERMAL POWER 2 15% ATP.
........................ ...................

Verify linear power gains of the excore
detectors are consistent w?th the values ,

used to establish the shape annealing
matrix elements in the CPCs.

SR 3.3.1.8 ---------------------NOTES------------------
1. The CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall ,

include verification that the correct |

values of addressable constants are i
installed in each OPERABLE CPC. |

2. Not required to be performed for
Logarithmic Power Level-High until
2 hours after reducing THERMAL POWER
below (IE-4%) RTP and only if reactor
trip circuit breakers (RTCBs) are
closed.

............................................

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.1.9 ---------------------NOTE-------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CAllBRAT10N.
.... .......................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the power 92 days
range neutron flux channel.

(continued)

1

0
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"RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

___ __.

SR 3.3.1.10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on A/D (18] months
Reference Sources.

SR 3.3.1.11 ---------------------NOTE-------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CAllBRATION.
____________________________________________

_

Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION on each TRIP (18 months]
CHANNEL, including operating bypass removal
functions.

SR 3.3.1.12 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each (18 months]
CPC CHANNEL.

O SR 3.3.1.13 Using the incore detectors, determine the Once after each
shape annealing matrix elements to be used refueling prior
by the CPCs. to exceeding

70% RTP

SR 3.3.1.14 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each Once within
automatic operating bypass removal 92 days prior
function. to each reactor

startup

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-7 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

|

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.15 ---------------------NOTE------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded.
...........................................

Verify RPS RESPONSE TIME is within limits. (18] months on
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

O

|
|

|
|

r

| O
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating -

3.3.1

Table 3.3.1 1 (Page 1 of 4)
Reactor Protective System Instrtrentation * Operating

APPt|CABtt M00E5
OR 01HER SPECIFitD $URVtitLANCE

FUNC180N COND1110N RIOUIREMEWil allowable VALUE

1. Variable overpower High 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 s (112.73% RTP
SR 3.3.1.4
st 3.3.1.5
SR 3.3.1.7
LR 3.3.1.8
1R 3.3.1.9

.

(SR 3.3.1.101
SR 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

-

2. togarithmic Power tevel - High(*) 2 ER 3.3.1.1 s (0.0181% RTP
$R 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.8

(5R 3.3.1.10)
SR 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.14
$R 3.3.1.15

3. Pressurlier Pressure High 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 s [2370 patal
$R 3.3.1.4,

$R 3.3.1.8
'

Ist 3.3.1.10).

SR 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

4 Pressuriter Pressure tow 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 Trip t (1625 pale);
5R 3.3.1.4 Trip operating
SR 3.3.1.8 Bypass Removat t

(SR 3.3.1.10) (500 pale))
SR 3.3.1.11 step s (400 pale),
SR 3.3.1.14 Floor t (300 pale)
$R 3.3.1.15

5. Containment Pressure High 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 s (2.71 psig
SR 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.8

(SR 3.3.1.10)
5R 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.15

(continued)

(a) Trip may be bypassed when 1MERMAL POWER is > tit 41% RTP. Operating bypass shall be automatically
removed when 1MERMAL POWER is s (it 4]% RTP. Trip may be manually bypassed during physics testing
pursuant to LCO 3.4.16, ''RC$ toops Test f aception.''

.(
-SYSTEM 80+. 3.3-9 06/17/94-Amendment W
16.3 Tech Spec
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1 1 (Page 2 of 4)
Reactor Protective system Instrwentation Operating

APPLICABLE MODE $ OR
01PER $PIClFit0 $URVillLANCE

FUNCTION C0kDjilDN REQUlttMEhil ALLOWABLE VALUL

$tegg) Generator #1 Pressure + 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 e (843 psia)6.
LowL $R 3.3.1.4

$R 3.3.1.8
($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

7. Steg~)cenerator#2 Pressure- 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 1 (843 psta)
Low $R 3.3.1.4

$R 3.3.1.8
($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.1'

.

8. Steam Generator #1 Levet Low (C) 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 4 (44.2% Wide Range]
SR 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.8

($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

9 Steam Generator #2 Level L ow(C ) 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 t 144.2% Wide Range)
$R 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.8

($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

|

10. Steam Generator #1 Level High 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 5 (90.8% Narrow Range)
$R 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.8

t$R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

|

i
|

(continued)

(b) the $ team Generator Pressure Low trtp setpoint may be manually decreased as steam generator pressure
is reduced. provided the margin between steam generator pressure and the setpoint is maintained at
5 (?OO psi). The setpoint shall be increased automatically as steam generator pressure is increased.

(c) the Steam Generator levet* Low trip setpoint varies with reactor power and is rate limited with a preset
,

Low power value.!

O
SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-10 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1 1 (Page 3 of 4)
Reactor Protective System Instrtrentation Operating !

!

APPLICABLE MODES OR
01 Hit $PitiftfD $URVilLLANCE

FUNC110N CONDl110N REQUlktMthis ALLOWABLE VALUE

11. Steam Generator #2 Level - High 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 s (90.8% Narrow
1R 3.3.1.4 Range)
$R 3.3.1.8

($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

12. Reactor Coolant Flow Low (d) 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 Rate 5 (*)
$R 3.3.1.4 psi /sec.;
$R 3.3.1.8 Floor:R l') psid;

[$R 3.3.1.10) stept (*) pal
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.15

.

13. Local Power Density High(') 1,2 $R 3.3.1.1 1 121.0) kW/ft
$R 3.3.1.2
$R 3.3.1.3
$R 3.3.1.4
$R 3.3.1.5
$R 3.3.1.6
$R 3.3.1.7 j
$R 3.3.1.8
SR 3.3.1.9

($R 3.3.1.10)
$R 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.12
$R 3.3.1.13
$R 3.3.1.14
$R 3.3.1.15

,

(cont irased)

Value to be determined by system detait design.*

(d) The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low trip setpoint verles with reactor power and la rate limited with a preset
low power level. The Reactor Coatant Flow-Low trip setpoints may be manually adjusted when THERMAL
POWER is < (1E-41% RTP.

(e) Trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER is < (it 4]% RTP. Operating bypass shall be automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER is R (1E-41% RIP. During testing pursuant to LC0 3.4.16, trip may be '

bypassed tetow [5%) RTP. - Operating bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is > (5%)
RTP.

r

k
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1 1 (Page 4 of 4)
Reactor Protective System Instrwentation Operating

APPLICABLE MODES OR
OTHER SPECIFIED $URVE IL L ANCE

FUhtfloh CONDifl0N REQUIREMENil ALLOWABLE VALUE

|
.

14. Departurefromhuc|*egteBoiling 1,2 SR 3.3.1.1 t (1.24]
Ratio (OkBR) Low tR 3.3.1.2

SR 3.3.1.3
$R 3.3.1.4
$R 3.3.1.5
SR 3.3.1.6
SR 3.3.1.7
ER 3.3.1.8
$R 3.3.1.fr

($R 3.3.1.10]
SR 3.3.1.11
$R 3.3.1.12
$R 3.3.1.13
$R 3.3.1.14
SR 3.3.1.15

(e) Trip may te bypassed when 1HERMAL POWER is < (iE 41% RTP, Operating bypass shall be automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER is t (iE 4]% RTP. During testing pursuant to LCO 3.4.16, trip may be
bypassed below (5%) RTP. Operating bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is > (5%)
RTP.

O

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-12 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
3.3.2 '

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Shutdown

LCO 3.3.2 four RPS TRIP CHANNELS and associated operating bypass
removal functions for each function in Table 3.3.2-1 shall

,

be OPERABLE.

APPLICABillTY: According to Table 3.3.2-1

ACTIONS |

....................-------------------NOTES-------------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each RPS Function.

2. Continued operation with the TRIP CHANNEL in the bypassed condition for
the Completion Time specified by Required Action A.2 or C.2.2 shall be
reviewed in accordance with Specification (5.5.1.2.e].

-
.................................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEO
A. One or more functions A.1 Place TRIP CHANNEL in I hour

with one TRIP CHANNEL bypass or trip.
inoperable.

8!!D

A.2 Restore TRIP CHANNEL Prior to
to OPERABLE status. entering MODE 2

following next
MODE 5 entry

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more functions B.1 --------NOTE---------
with two TRIP CHANNELS LCO 3.0.4 is not
inoperable. applicable.

....... .___.........

Place one TRIP 1 hour
CHANNEL in bypass and
place the other in
trip.

C. One or more t' unctions C.1 -------NOTE----------
with one automatic Applies only to
operating bypass Functions 1, 5, and 6
removal function in Table 3.3.2-1.
inoperable. ---------------------

I hour
Verify operating
bypass is not in AND
effect.

Once per 12
QR hours thereafter

1 hour
C.2.1 Place affected

automatic TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass or
trip.

AtLD
Prior to

C.2.2 Restore operating entering MODE 2
bypass removal following next
function and MODE 5 entry
associated automatic

| TRIP CHANNEL to
'

OPERABLE status.

|
| (continued)

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-14 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLEfl0N TIME

D. One or more Functions 0.1 --------NOTES--------
with two automatic 1. LCO 3.0.4 is not
operating bypass applicable,
removal function ,

inoperable. 2. Applies only to
Functions 1, 5
and 6 in Table
3.3.2-1.

.....................

Verify operating I hour
bypass is not in
effcct. At[Q

QB Once per 12
hours thereafter

D.2 Place one affected I hour i

automatic TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass and
place the other inO trip,

E. Required Action and E.1 Open all RTCBs. I hour
associated Completion
Time not met.

,

SYSTEM _80t 3.3-15 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

__________________ _____________.---NOTE-----------------------------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.2-1 to determine which SR shall be performed for each RPS
Function.

__

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

_

SR 3.3.2.2 Check the CPC autorestart count is less 12 hours
than three.

SR 3.3.2.3 ---------------------NOTES------------------
1. The CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall '

include verification that the correct
values of addressable constants are
installed in each OPERABLE CPC.

2. Not required to be performed for
Logarithmic Power-High Level channels
until 2 hours after reducing THERMAL
POWER below (IE-4%) RTP and only if
reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs)
are closed.

------___----_--. ..._.--------_-- .._......

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.2.4 Verify RPS cabinet temperatures are below 12 hours
the high limit.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown '=

3.3.2

SVRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (contirued)

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.5 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
automatic operating bypass removal
function.

__ -_.

SR 3.3.2.6 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION on A/D [18) months
Reference Sources.

_

SR 3.3.2.7 --------------------NOTE--------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CAllBRATION.
---................--- .....................

Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION on each TRIP [18] months
CHANNEL including operating bypass removal
function.

SR 3.3.2.8 --------------------NOTE--------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded.
.............................--------.......

Verify RPS RESPONSE TIME is within limits. (18] months on
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

O
SYSTEM 80+- 3.3 17- 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RPS lastrumentation - Shutdoun
3.3.2

table 3.3.2+1 (Page 1 of 2)
Reactor Protection System Instrunentation - $hutdown

function Applicable Modes or Other sur veillanc e
$pecified Conditions R er.Ni r ement s Allowable Value

Logaghmic Power level 3(a), 4(a), g(a) SR 3.3.2.1 s (0.018]1.
Migh $R 3.3.2.3 % RTP

$R 3.3.2.4
$R 3.3.2.5
SR 3.3.2.6
$R 3.3.2.7
SR 3.3.2.8

2. Ste m tenerator Pressure #1 - 3(a) SR 3.3.2.1 r 1843 psia)
tow 6) 5R 3.3.2.3

$R 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.6
SR 3.3.2.7
$R 3.3.2.8

3. Ste m Generator Pressure #2 3(a) SR 3.3.2.1 e (843 psie)
tow C) $R 3.3.2.3

SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.6
SR 3.3.2.7
SR 3.3.2.8

4. Reactor Coolant flow . LowId3 3(a), 4(a), $(a) SR 3.3.2.1 Ratet (*) psi /seC
SR 3.3.2.3 floort (*) psid

SR 3.3.2.4 Steps (*) psi

SR 3.3.2.6
$R 3.3.2.7
$R 3.3,2.8

(continued)
* Value to be determined by system detail design.

(a) With any Reactor trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) closed and any Control Element Assembly capable of
teing withdrown.

(b) Trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER is > (IE-4) R1P. Operating bypass shall be automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER is 5 (1( 4]% RTP. Trip may be manually bypassed during PHY$lC$ TES?!kG
pursuant to LCO 3.4.16 "RCS Loops Test Exception".

(t) The Steam Generator Pressure low trip setpoint may be manually decreastd as steam generator
pressure is reduced, provided the margin tetween steam generator pressure and the setpoint is
maintained at 5 (?00 psi). The setpoint shall be increased automatically as steam generator pressure
is inc reased.

(d) the Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoint varies with reactor power ari:| is rate limited with a
, preset low power level. The Reactor Coolant ilow Low trip setpoints may be manually adjusted when
| IHtRMAL POWER is < 11E 4%) .
1
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
3.3.2

fable 3.3.2 1 (Pege 2 of 2)
Reactor Protection $ystem Instrtrentotf on $hutdown |

|

f unction Applicable Modes or Other $vrvelliance
specified Conditions 8equirements A| towable Velve

5. Local Power Density + Higb('I 3(a), 4(a). $(s) $R 3.3.2.1 5 (21.D) kw/f t
SR 3.3.2.2
$R 3.3.2.3
$R 3.3.2.4
$R 3.3.2.5
$R 3.3.2.6
$R 3.3.2.7
$R 3.3.2.8

3(a), 4(a), $(a) $R 3.3.2.1 t (1.24)Departure fg hucleate Boiling6.
Ratio Low $R 3.3.2.2

$R 3.3.2.3
$R 3.3.2.4
$R 3.3.2.5
$R 3.3.2.6
$R 3.3.2.7
$R 3.3.2.8

(a) With any Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RfCBs) closed and any Control Element Assembly capable of
being withdrawn.

(e) Trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER is < (1E 41% RTP. Operating bypass sha|| be automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER is a [1E 41% RTP. During testing pursuant to LCO 3.4.17, trip may be
bypassed below [5%) RTP. Operating bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is
> (5%) RTP.

|

|
|

: -

|

!

!
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CEACs
3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION I

3.3.3 Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs)

LC0 3.3.3 Two CEACs shall be OPERABLE. )

1

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CEAC inoperable. A.1 Perform SR 3.1.5.1. Once per 4 hours

bNQ

A.2 Restore CEAC to 7 days
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Ensure the departure 4 hours
associated Completion from nucleate boiling
Time of Condition A ratio requirement of
not met. LCO 3.2.4, " Departure

from Nucleate Boiling
QB Ratio (DNBR)," is met

and the Reactor Power
Both CEACs inoperable. Cutback System is

disabled.

MD

(continued),

L
!

O
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CEACs
-

3.3.3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) 8.2 Verify all control 4 hours
element assembly
(CEA) groups are
fully withdrawn and
maintained fully
withdrawn, except
during Surveillance
testing pursuant to
SR 3.1.5.3 and
SR 3.1.5.4 (or for

-

control, when CEA
group #6 may be
inserted to a maximum
of 127.5 inches),

allQ

B.3 Ensure the "RSPT/CEAC 4 hours
Inoperable"
addressable constant

O in each core
protection calculator
(CPC) is set to
indicate that both
CEACs are inoperable.

AND

B.4 Verify the CEA Drive 4 hours
Mechanism Control
System is placed in
" STANDBY" and
maintained in
" STANDBY," except
during CEA motion
permitted by Required
Action B.2.

AND

(continued)

D(m)
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CEACs
3.3.3

AC110!45
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TIME

D. (continued) B.5 Perform SR 3.1.5.1. Once per 4 hours

C. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__

-

,

SR 3.3.3.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

O
SR 3.3.3.2 Check the CEAC autorestart count is less 12 hours

than three.

SR 3.3.3.3 Verify CEAC cabinet temperatures are below 12 hours
the high limit.

.

SR 3.3.3.4 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

-

SR 3.3.3.5 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION. (18] months

SR 3.3.3.6 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. [18] months

~_- 2-_____.
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
3.3.4

or
( 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.4 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation

LCO 3.3.4 four RPS LOGIC CHANNELS, four CHAtit1ELS of Reactor Trip
Circuit Breakers (RTCBs), and four manual TRIP CHANNELS
shall be OPERABLE. j

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2,
,

'MODES 3, 4, and S, with any RTCBs closed and any control
element assemblics capable of being withdrawn. I

1

l

ACTIONS

CONDIT 10tl REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETI0t1 TIME

A. ---------NOTE--------- A.1 Open the affected I hour
RTCBs associated with RTCBs.
one inoperable CHANiiEL
may be closed for up

O to I hour for the

() performance of an RPS
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST.
.....------...........

One CHANNEL of RTCBs,
one MANUAL TRIP
CHANNEL, or 0NE RPS
LOGIC CHANNEL
inoperable in MODE 1
or 2.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
3.3.4

Ag!ONS (continued) _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

B. ---------NOTE--------- B.1 Open all RTCBs. 48 hours
RTCBs associated with
one inoperable CHANNEL
may be closed for up
to I hour for the
performance of an RPS
CHANf1El FUNCTIONAL
TEST.
......................

_

One CHAT 1NEL of RTCBs,
one MANUAL TRIP
CHANNEL, or two RPS
LOGIC CHANNEL
inoperable in MODE 3,
4, or S.

C. Two CHANNELS of RTCBs, C.1 Open the affected Immediately
two MANUAL TRIP RTCBs.
CHANNELS, or two RPS
LOGIC CHANNEL
affecting the same
TRIP LEG inoperable.

-

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A or AND

C not met.
D.2 Open all RTCBs. 6 hours

0B_

One or more Functions
with more than one RPS
LOGIC CHANNEL, MANUAL
iRIP CHANNEL, or RTCB
'

CHANNEL inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A or C.

--

O
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation .=
3.3.4

O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL. TEST on each RPS 92 days
LOGIC CHANNEL and RTCB CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.4.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, including [18] months
separate verification of the undervoltage
and shunt trips, oa each RTCB.

..

SR 3.3.4.3 Perform TRIP TEST on each set of RPS MANUAL Once within
TRIP CHANNELS. 7 days prior to

.each reactor
startup

O

.

O
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.5

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5 Four ESFAS TRIP CHANNELS and associated operating bypass
removal functions fce each Function in Table 3.3.5-1 shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.5-1.

ACTIONS
-

------------------------------------NOTES------ ---------------------------------

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ESFAS Function.

2. Continued operation with the TRIP CHANNEL in the bypassed condition for the
Completion Time specified by Required Action A.2 or C.2.2 shall be reviewed
in accordance with Specification [5.5.1.2.e].

- - - . . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Place TRIP CHANNEL in 1 hour
with one ESFAS TRIP bypass or trip.
CHANNEL inoperable.

ARD

A.2 Restore CHANNEL to Prior to
OPERABLE status, entering MODE 2

*

following next
MODE 5 entry.

B. One or more Functions B.1 ----------NOTE--------
with two ESFAS 1 RIP LC0 5.0.4 is not
CHANNELS inoperable. applicable.

--__---------_-_------

Place one TRIP 1 hour
CHANNEL in bypass and
the other in trip.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.5

O ACTIONS (continued)U
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more Functions C.1 Verify operating I hour
with one automatic bypass function is
operating bypass not in effect. mfd
removal function
inoperable. 0_8 Once per 12

hours
thereafter ,

C.2.1 Place affected I hour
automatic TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass or
trip.

AND

C.2.2 Restore operating Prior to
bypass removal entering MODE 2
function and following next
associated automatic MODE 5 entry.
TRIP CHANNEL to

O OPERABLE status.

D. One or more Functions D.1 --------NOTE----------
with two automatic LC0 3.0.4 is not
operating bypass applicable.
removal function ----------------------

inoperable.
Verify operating 1-hour
bypass functions are
not in effect. AND

QB Once per 12
hours thereafter

D.2 Place one aifected I hour
automatic TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass _and
place the other'in
trip.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
,

3.3.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Required Action and E.1 -------NOTE-----------
associated Completion
Time not met. Applies only to

Functions 5 and 6 of
Table 3.3.5-1.
........--------------

Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

E.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

F. Required Action and F.1 ---------NOTE---------
associated Completion
Time not met. Applies only to

Functions 1, 2, 3,

and 4 of Table
3.3.5-1.
----------------------

Be in MODE 3 6 hours

AND

F.2 Be in MODE 5 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.5

-SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION [18] months

SR 3.3.5.4 Verify ESFAS RESPONSE TIME is within (18] months on .-

limits, a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

SR 3.3.5.5 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each Once within 92
automatic operating bypass removal days prior to
function. each reactor

startup

O

O -

06/17/94-Amendment WSYSTEM 80+ 3.3-29
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ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.5

|

|

Table 3.3.5 1 (Page 1 of 2)
ENGlWEERED SAFt1T FIATURES ACTUAi!ON SYSTEM IhSTRUMEh1 ATION

APPLICABLE MODES OR
FUNCTION OTHER SPECIFIED ALLOWABLF VALUE

CONDITIONS

1. Safety injection Actuation Signal

Higg 1,2,3,4 5 (2.7) psig1. Contairvnent Pressure
b. Pressuriter Pressure - Low *) 1,2,3,4 Trip t (1825 psia);

Trip Operating Bypass Removat t (500
psia); Step 5 (400 psta); Floor t (300

psia)

-_

2. Contairinent Spray Actuation

Signal

n. Contsitunerit Pressure - High 1,2,3,4 5 [8.5 psis)

High

3. Containment Isolation Actuation
Signal

a. Containment Pressure High 1,2,3,4 s (2.7) psig

b. Pressuciter Prt AJ,e - Low (a) 1,2,3,4 Trip I (1825 psia);
Trip Operating Bypass Removat t (500

psia); Step 5 [400 psia); floor t (300
psia)

4 Main Steam Isolation Signal

Ste<bmGeneratorPressure
1, 2(C), 3(c) 4(c) t (843 psia)a. ,

Low )
1, 2(C) 3(c) 5 (2.71 psig
1, 2(C), 3(C), 4(c), dC) 5 [90.8% Narrow Rangel

b. Containment Pressure High
c. Steam Generator Level - High ,

(continued)

(a) The setpoint may be decreased to o minimtsn value of (3001 psia, as pressuriger pressure is reduced,
provided the margin between pressuriter pressure and the setpoint is maintained 5 (4001 pala. Trips may
be bypassed when pressuriger pressure is < (400) psia. Bypass shall be automaticatty removed when
pressurf ter pressure is I (500) psia. The setpoint shall be automaticatty inercased to the normal setpoint
as pressuciter pressure is increased.

(b) The setpoint may be decreased as steam pressure is reduced, provided the margin between steam pressure and
the setpoint is maintained 1 (2001 psig. The setpoint shall be automatically increased to the normal
setpoint as steam pressure is increased.

(c) The Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) Fmction (Steam Generator Pressure - Low, Containment Pressure -
High, and Steam Generator Level - High) signals is not required to be OPERABLE when all associated valves
isolated by the MSl$ Function are closed and [ deactivated).

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-30 06/17/94-Amendment W
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-ESFAS Instrumentation =

3.3.5

Tabte 3.3.5 1 (Page 2 of 2)
g ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATIOh

APPLICA8tE MODES OR
" ''

FUNCTION ALLOWABLE VALUEO@lf ! S

5. Emergency f eedwater Actuation
Signat SG #1 (EFAS-1)

n. Steam Generator Level - Low 1,2,3 t [23.4% Wide Range)
b. Steam Generator Level High 1,2,3 s (53.4% Narrow Range)

6. Emergency Feedwater Actuation
-

Signal SG #2 (EFAS 2)

a. Steam Generator Level Low 1,2,3 t (23.4% Wide Range)
b. Steam Generator Level High 1,2,3 5 [53.4% harrow Range)

:-

9

.

OV

O
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
3.3.6

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual
Initiation

LCO 3.3.6 The ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation CHANNELS / Divisions for
each Function in Table 3.3.6-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.6-1

ACTIONS

------------------------------------NOTE--------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
.....-- ..............--..............----- ..... ...--- ... ...- ............

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more functions A.1 Place the affected I hour
with one LOGIC CHANNEL TRIP LEG in each
or MANUAL INITIATION division in trip.
CHANNEL inoperable.

B. One or more Functions B.1 Place the affected Immediately
with two LOGIC TRIP LEG in each
CHANNELS or MANUAL division in trip.
INITIATION CHANNELS
affecting the same
TRIP LEG inoperable.

,

C. One or more Functions C.1 Declare the Immediately
with two or more LOGIC associated ESF
CHANNELS or MANUAL Function inoperable.
INITIATION CHANNELS
affecting both TRIP
LEGS in the associated
Function inoperable.

(continued)
i
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
3.3.6

g ACTIONS (continued)
,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. One or more Functions 0.1 Declare the immediately
with one or more associated ESF
divisions of ACTUATION Function inoperable.
LOGIC or COMPONENT
CONTROL LOGIC
inoperable.

E. One DIVERSE MANUAL ESF E.1 Declare associated I hour
ACTUATION CHANNEL ESF Function
inoperable, inoperable.

F. Required Action and F.1 ---------NOTE--------- !

associated Completion Applies only to
Time not met. Functions 5 and 6 of

Table 3.3.6-1.
______________________

\ Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

G. Required Action and G.1 ---------NOTE--------
associated Completion Applies only to
Time not met. Functions 1, 2, 3, 4

and 7 of Table
3.3.6-1.
_____________________

Be in MODE 3. 6. hours )
1

AND l

G.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

f<-
+

1

\'
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
3.3.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1 --------------------NOTE-------------------
Testing of ACTUATION LOGIC shall include
the verification of the proper operation of

each initiation circuit.
-------------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
ESFAS LOGIC CHANNEL and on each ESFAS
division of ACTUATION LOGIC and COMPONENT
CONTROL LOGIC.

SR 3.3.6.2 Perform a selective group test on each [18) months
division of ACTUATION LOGIC and COMP 0NENT
CONTROL LOGIC to verify the OPERABILITY of
each selective group.

SR 3.3.6.3 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each [18] months
ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNEL and on the /

DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL.

-
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation =-

3.3.6

/^
f Table 3.3.6 1 (Page 1 of 2)
( Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Logic and Manual Trip
b

REQUIRED

FUNCTION CHANNELS / DIVISIONS APPLICABLE MODES

1. Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS)

a. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4
b. ACTUATION LOGIC 4 1,2,3,4
c. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC 4 1,2,3,4
d. MANUAL INITIATION CNANNEL 4 1,2,3,4

2. Containment spray Actuation Signal (CSAS)

a. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4
b. ACTUATION LOGIC 4 1,2,3,4
c. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC 4 1,2,3,4
d. MANUAL INITIATION CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4

3. Contalrunent isolation Actuation Signal (CI AS)
4

e. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4
b. ACTUAil0N LOGlc 2 1,2,3,4
c. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC 2 1,2,3,4

4 d. MANUAL INITIAil0N CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4

4. Main Steam Isotation Signal (MSIS)

a. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4
b. ACTUATION LOGIC 2 1,2,3,4
c. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC 2 1,2,3,4
d. MANUAL INITIATION CHANNEL 4 1,2,3,4

5. Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal SG #1 (EFAS-1)

a. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3
b. ACTUAfl0N LOGIC 4 1,2,3
c. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC 4 1,2,3
d. MANUAL INITIAil0N CHANNEL 4 1,2,3

6. Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal SG #2 (EFAS 2)

a. LOGIC CHANNEL 4 1,2,3
b. ACTUATION LOGIC 4 1,2,3
c. -COMPONENT CONTR01. LOGIC 4 1,2,3 -
d. MANUAL INiflAil0N CHANNEL 4 1,2,3

% (continued)

(
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
3.3.6

Table 3.3.6 1 (Page 2 of 2)
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Logic and Manual Trip

REQUIRED
FUNCTION CHANNELS /DIVIS10NS APPLICABLE MODES

7. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation interf ace to ESF
Cornponent s.

a. DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL 1 1,2,3,4

_.

O

5

O
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DG - LOVS =

3.3.7

'

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.7 Diesel Generator (OG) - Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS)

LC0 3.3.7 Three CHANNELS of loss of Voltage Function and three
CHANNELS of Degraded Voltage function auto-initiation *

instrumentation for each 4.16 kV safety bus shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4;
When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.8.2,

-

"AC Sources - Shutdown."

ACTIONS

___________________________.._____--NOTE----------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
_________________________________________________________________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

OO
A. One or more Functions with A.1 --------NOTE------

one CHANNEL inoperable. LC0 3.0.4 is not
applicable.
__________________

Place CHANNEL in 2 hours
bypass.

B. One or more Functions with B.1 Place one CHANNEL 2 hours
two CHANNELS inoperable. in trip and the

other in bypass
for each affected
Function.

AND-

(continued)

\,
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DG - LOVS
3.3.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2 Restore two or 8 hours
more CHANNELS to
OPERABLE status
for each Function.

C. One or more functions with C.1 Enter applicable immediately
three CHANNELS inoperable. Conditions and

Required Actions
0B for the associated_

DG made inoperable
Required Action and by DG - LOVS
associated Completion Time instrumentation.
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3,3.7.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

(continued)

O
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DG - LOVS-
3.3.7

"

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
l

SR 3.3.7.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION with setpoint [18] months
Allowable Values as follows:

a. Degraded Voltage Function 2 [*] V and
s (*) V

Time delay: 2 [*] seconds and s [*]
seconds at [*] V; and

b. Loss of Voltage Function 2 [*] V and s
[*] V
Time delay: 2 [*] seconds and s [*]
seconds at [*] V.

Value to be determined by system detail design.*

OG

Gv
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APS
3.3.8

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION.

3.3.8 Alternate Protection System (APS)

LCO 3.3.8 Two Alternate Protection System CHANNELS for each function
in Table 3.3.8-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more CHANNELS A.1 Place CHANNEL in I hour
inoperable, bypass.

AND

A.2 Restore all 30 days
CHANNELS to
OPERABLE status.

B. Completion Time of B.1 Perform SR Once per 31 days
Required Action A.2 not 3.3.1.8.
met.

AND

B.2 Restore all Prior to
CHANNELS to entering MODE 2
OPERABLE status, following next

MODE 5 entry.

(continued)
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APS
3.3.8- j

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hours
associated Completion Time
of Condition B

QB

Completion Time of
Required Action A.1 not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEllLANCE FREQUENCY

(~} SR 3.3.8.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each APS 12 hours
(y instrument CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.8.'2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.8.3 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION on each (18] months
CHANNEL.

[ }s-v
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APS
3,3.8

Table 3.3.8-1 (Page 1 of 1)
Alternate Protection System

FUNCTION APPLICABLE MODES ALLOWABLE VALUE

1. Pressurizer 1,2 2 [2420 psia]
Pressure - Reactor
Trip

2. Steam Generator 1 1,2 s [23.4]%
Level - AFAS

3. Steam Generator 2 1,2 s [23.4]%
Level - AFAS

4. CEDMCS Bus Under 1,2 s [*]
Voltage - Turbine
Trip

Value to be determined by system detail design.*

|
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CRIFS l

3.3.9

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.9 Control Room Intake / Filtration Signal (CRIFS)

LC0 3.3.9 Two CRIFS divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4;
During CORE ALTERATIONS;
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CRIFS division A.1 Close bypass dampers I hour
inoperable in MODE 1, on control room
2, 3, or 4. filtration units and

start filtration
units.

AND

A.2 Restore division to 7 days
OPERABLE status.

B. -Two CRIFS divisions B.1 Close bypass dampers -1 hour
inoperable -in MODE 1, on control room
2,3,4 filtration units and

-start the filtration.

QB units.

Required Action and AND
associated Completion
Time of Condition A B.2 Be in MODE-3 6 hours-
not met.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5 36 hours

(continued)

O
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CRIFS
3.3.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One CRIFS division C.1 Close bypass dampers 1 hour
inoperable during CORE on the control room
ALTERATIONS filtration units and

start filtration

QB units.

During inovement of AND
irradiated fuel
assemblies. C.2 Restore division to 7 days

OPERABLE status. -

D. Two CRIFS divisions D.1 Close bypass dampers immediately
inoperable during CORE on control room
ALTERATIONS filtration units and

start the filtration

QB units.

During movement of QB
irradiated fuel
assemblies. D.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

D.3 Suspend positive immediately
reactivity additions.

AND

D.4 Suspend CORE 1mmediately
ALTERATIONS.
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CRIFS -

3.3.9

[ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.9.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each control room 12 hours
radiation monitor CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.9.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
CRIFS LOGIC CHANNEL.

Verify CRIFS high radiation setpoint
_

[ Allowable Value) is s [ ] cpm above normal
background

SR 3.3.9.3 ------------------NOTES--------------------
1. Surveillance of ACTUATION LOGIC shall

include the verification of the proper
operation of each subgroup,

2. Subgroups associated with plantg~g
equipment that cannot be operated<

during plant operation are required to
be tosted during each MODE 5 entry
excecding 24 hours unless tested
within the previous 6 months.

-------------------------------------------

Perform a selective group test on each (18] months
CRIFS Output Division which includes
ACTUATION LOGIC to verify the OPERABILITY
r* each selective group.

SR 3.3,3.4 Perform a CHANNEL CAllBRATION on required [18] months
CRIFS radiation monitor CHANNELS.

'
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
3.3.10

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.10 Containment Bypass Instrumentation Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

LC0 3.3.10 The Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR in Table
3.3.10-1 shall be OPERABLE.

l
APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.10-1 |

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required A.1 Restore required 30 days
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHANNEL to OPERABLE
inoperable, status.

_ _ . _

B. One or more Functions B.1 Be in MODE 3 6 hours
with two required
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS MLQ
'roperable

B.2 Be in MODE 5 36 hours
DB

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.10.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each MEASUREMENT 12 hours
CHANNEL

(continued)
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR .|
3.3.10 l

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.10.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 92 days
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL.

SR 3.3.10.3 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION on each (18] months
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL.

O

i

O,
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
3.3.10

inble 3.3.10 1 (Page 1 of 1)
Conteirvnent Bypass Instrunentation (SGIR)

FUNCTION AFPLICABLE MODE OR OTHER REQUIRED NUMBER OF
SPECIFIED CONDlilDN MEASUREMENT CHANNELS

1. SG 1 Tube Rupture identification

a. SG1 Blowdewn/ Steam Line Radiation 1,2,3,4 1

Monit ors

b. Main Steam Line 1 W 16 Monitor 1 (a) g

2. SG 2 Tube Rupture Identification

a. SG2 Blowdown / Steam Line Radiation 1,2,3,4 1

Monitors

b. Main Steam Line 2 N-16 Monitor 1 (a) g

M

[(a) When 2 25% RTP)

O
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PAMI
i3.3.11 -

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.11 Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI)

LC0 3.3.11 The PAMI MEASUREMENT CHANNEL for each Function in Table
3.3.11-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

--__-__----_------------------------NOTES------------------------------------- -

1. LCO 3.0.4 not applicable.

2. Separate Condition Entry is allowed for each Function.
.-------- --------------------- ..-------------------------------------------

tONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more functions A.1 Restore required 30 days
with one required MEASUREMENT CHANNEL9 MEASUREMENT CHANNEL to OPERABLE status,

inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Immediately
associated Completion accordance with
Time of Condition A Specification
not met. 5.9.2.c.

C. One or more functions C.1 Restore one 7 days
with two required MEASUREMENT CHANNEL
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS to OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

(continued)
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PAMI
3.3.11

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. Required Action and D.1 Enter the Condition immediately
associated Completion referenced n,

Time of Condition C Table 3.3.11-1 for
not met. the MEASUREMENT

CHANNEL.

_

E. As required by E.1 B2 in MODE 3. 6 hours
Required Action D.1
and referenced in .AJLQ
Table 3.3.11-1.

E.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

i

F. As required by F.1 Initiate action in inenediately
Required Action D.1 accordance witn
and referenced in Specification
Table 3.3.11-1. 5.9.2.c.

f
_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

. -__ .. _-_-._......-------------NOTE--------------------------------------
These SRs apply to each PAMI Function in Table 3.3.11-1.
--....-----...................-.... ..........................................

-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL that is nor.nally
energized.

SR 3.3.11.2 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRAfl0N. [18]a.onths

-
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PAMI
-

3.3.I1

) Table 3.3.11 1 (Page 1 of 1) -

Post Accident Monitoring instrumentation

CONDITIONS
REFERENCED FROM

REQUIRED

FUNCTION REQUIRED MEASUREMENT CHAhNELS ACTION D.1

1. Neutron Flux Power Level 2 E

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature (T Mot) Wide 2 per loop E

Range (WR)

3. Reactor Cooient inlet Temperature (T-Cold) WR 2 per loop E

4. Reactor Coctant System Pressure (WR) 2 E -

..

5. Reactor Vessel Coolent tevel 2 (F)

6. Reactor Cavity Level 2 E

7. Conte (runent Pressure (WR) 2 E

(NR) (21 (E)

8. Contairunent isolation Valve Position 1 per valve (a) .E

9 Containment Area Radiation 2 (F]
\

10. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 2 6

g 11. Pressuriser Water tevel 2 E

N
12. Steam Generator (SG) Water Level (WR) 2 per steam generator E

13. Emergency Feedwaer Storage Tank Level 2 per tank E

14. Core Exit Tenperature - Quadrant (11 (2(b)] E

15. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant (2) (2(b)) E

16. Core Exit Tenperature - ouadrant (3) (2(b)) . 'E

17. Core Exit Temperature -Quadrant (4) (2(b)) E

18. steam Generator Pressure 2 E

19. Degree of subcooling 2(c) E

- 20. Primary Coolant (T Hot) ' Radiation level 2 E

(a)' Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by at least one C.losed and
deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, Elind flenge, or check valve with flow through the
valve secured.

(b) A MEASLREMENT CHANNEL consists of two or more core exit thermocouples.
#

- (c) A MEASUREMENT CHANNEL consists of one or more Core Exit Traperature, Reactor Coolant Intet Temperature
(T Cold) Wide Range, Reactor Coolant Outlet Tenperature (T Mot'. Wide Range, and Pressuriter Pressure'

(Hign Range, Mid Range, and Low Range),. x

I

'
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
3.3.12

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.12 Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls

LCO 3.3.12 The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Control Functions in
Table 3.3.12-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTIONS
_

------------------------------------NOTE--------------------------------------
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
------------------------------------------------ . ------ --- -- -------------

CONDITION ! REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
"

A. One division with one A.1 Restore required 92 days
,

or more required division to OPERABLE 6

Functions inoperable, status.

B. Two divisions with one B.1 Restore one division 31 days
or more required to OPERABLE status.
Functions inoperable.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. ARD

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

O
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls =

3.3.12

SURVEILLA!CE REQUIREMENTS , , , ,

''

SURVEILLANCE EREQUENC)

i

SR 3.?.12.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days
MEASL.'IMENT CHANNEL that is normally
energized.

-

SR 3.3.12.2 Verify each required indicator, control [18) months
circuit, and transfer switch i' capable of
performing the intnded function. _

SR 3.3.12.3 ----------------------NOTE-----------------
Neutron detectors are excluded fr.? the

i CHANNEL CAllBRATION.
------------- ....------ ...-----. -------

Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION for each (18] months
required MEASUREMENT CHANNEL.

_

O
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and ;tatrols )
3.3.12

Table 3.3.12 1 (Page 1 of 3)
Remote $hutdow. Inst rtrentation and Cont rot t

-

furC110h (lb$fRUMthf OR C0h1ROL N RAMETER) REQUIRED NUMBER Of Divi $10h5

Instranentation and Controls f or Not Standby (MODE 3)

htt$ Inst rtrentat ion

1. heutron Logarithmic Power 2

2. * t Leg teg erature i per loop
3. Cold leg Te4>erature 1 per los?
4. Pressuriger Pressure 2

$. Prest;ariter leven 2

6. Pressuriter RCCV Position 1 per valve

7. Steam Generator ($G) ko. 1 Pressure 2

8. $ team Generater he. 1 tevel 2

9. Steam Generator No. 2 pressure 2

10 steam Generator No. 2 Level 2

11 in Contatrynent Refueling Water Storage tank (IRWST) Level 2

12. $l$ Ptrp Discharge flow p(a)

13. $15 Ptro Disch ege Header Pressure 2(a)

14. Ef W Purp Discharge Pressure (SG ho.1) 2(b)

15. EFW Ptro Discharge Pressure ($G ho. 2) 2(b)

16. (f W Ptro Suction Press are and low Pressure Alarm ($G Wo. 2(D)
1)

17. Ef W Purp suction Pressure and Low Pressure Alarm ($G ho. 2(D)
2)

18. (tw Steam Motive Pener instrumentation ($G ho.1) 1(b)(c)

19. [FW $ team Motive Power Instrwentation ($G ho. 2) 1

(continued)

(a) $l$ f rain ho. 3 for Division I, $15 Train No. 4 for Division 11

(b) Steam Driven Ptrp instranentation and Controls f or Division I, Potor Driven Ptsp Instrwentation and
Controls for Division 11

(c) includes Steam-Driven Ptro Turbine Inlet Pressure, $ team Driven PLrp Turbine Speed, furbine Trip and
throttle (Stop) Valves Open/Close Position and C ose Position Attem, to Division 1 Steam Motive Power,
ho Instrwentation for Division 11 Motive Power.

O
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!

Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls e

3.3.12 ]

fable 3.3.12 1 (Page 2 of 3)
Remote $hutdown Instrwentation j Controts

,

FUNCil0N (IN51RL1/NT OR CONikOL PARAMtif t) RIOUIRED NUMatR OF Divl510NS

.

Instrwentation and Controle f or Hot Standby (MODI 3)

k$$$ Instrunentation (Cont 8d)
'

20. tIW Puno fIow ($G h J. 1) 2(b)

21. [FW Pwp flow ($G No. 2) 2(b)

22. [FW Punp Ret irculation flow ($G ko.1) 2(b)

23. [FW Pum Recirculation flow ($G No. 2) 2(b)

24. (FW Storage tank level and Low Alarm 1 per tank

Il0P instruentation

25. Ultimate Heat $1nk Statua Indication i

26. Energency Diesel Generator (DG) Status Indication i per DG

hiillE1 tall
,

27. Reactor Coolant P w p (RCP) frlp Pushbutton 1 per RCP

28. Backup Hester Control 1

- 29. Atmospheric Steam Dunp Valve ( ADV) and ADV Block Valve 2

Controts ($G No.1)

30. Atmospheric Steam Dwp Valve and ADV Block Valve Controls 2
($G No. 2)

31. Pressurtrer Reactor Gas Vent (RCGV) valve Controts 1 per valve

32. Reactor Coolant Puno Seat steedof f Valve Controls 1 per valve

33. $15 Pwp controts 2(a)

34 $ll Header Valve Contrott 2(*)

35. Manual Reactor trip $ witches 1(d)
P

'
(continued)

(a) $ll Train No. 3 for Division I, $ls Train ko. 4 for Division II

(b) Steam Driven Punp Instrwentation and Controts f or Division 1. Motor Driven Pump instrwentation and
Controts for Division ||

(d) A division consists of two Manual Reactor Irlp $ witches in opposite TRIP LECS to neet the selective two*
out ofafour logic for a reactor trip.

O
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
3.3.12

fable 3.3.12 1 (Pape 3 of 3)
Remte Shutdown Instrtrentation and Controts

fuhCfl0N (IN$fRUMENT OR CONTROL PARAMETER) REQUIRED NUMBER Of DIVillDNS

Instrmentation and Controls f or Hot Standby (MODE 3)

ht$$ instementation (Cont'd)

36. Msit Actuation Switches 1

37. Ef W Ptro Controts ($G ho.1) 2(b)

38. EfW Pmp Controls (SG No. 2) 2(b)

39. E f W isolation Valves (SG No.1) 2(b)

40. If W lsolation valves ($G ho. 2) 2(b)

41. Ef W f low Control Valves (SG ko.1) 2(b)

42 [FW Flow Control Valves (5G he. 2) 2(b)

43. Ef W steam Motive Power Controls ($G ko.1) 1(b)(e)

44. EFW $ team Motive Powe. .ontrols (SG No. 2) 1(D)(')

E00 Controtn

45. Ultin. ate Heat $1nk Controts 1

(b) Steam Driven Pump Instrumentation and Controls f or Division I, Motor Driven Pump Instrmentation ard
Controle for Division 11

(e) includes EfW Steam supply Bypass valves, EfW Steam Supply isolation Valves, ETW Turbine irlp and
throttle (Stop) Valves Trip / Reset Control, and EfW Turbine Speed Contr ol f or Division I, ho steam Motive
Power Controls for Division 11.
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
3.3.13

'
3.3 INSTRUMENTA110N

3.3.13 Logarithmic Power Monitoring CHANNELS

LC0 3.3.13 Two MEASVktMENT CHANNELS of logarithmic power level
monitoring instrumentation shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the reactor trip circuit breakers
open or Control Element Assembly (CEA) Drive System not
capable of CEA withdrawal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Suspend all Immediately
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL (S) operations involving
inoperable, positive reactivity

additions.

O "
A.2 Perform SDM 4 hours

verification in
accordance with etQ
SR 3.1.1.1.

Once per
12 hours
thereafter

O
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
3.3.13

SUREILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

SURVElliANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.13.2 Perform CHAf4NEL FUNCil0NAL TEST. 92 days

-

1

SR 3.3.13.3 ---------------------NOTE------------------
Neutron detectors are excluded from
CHAf4NEL CAllBRATION.
............................................

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. [18] months

O

O
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.14 Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.14 The reactor coolant system instrumentation for each Function
in Table 3.3.14-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.14-1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION-TIME

A. All WR RCS level A.1 Initiate action to (Immediately]
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS restore CHANNEL to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

A.2 Monitor NR RCS level. [Every 10
minutes]

8!!D

A.3 Monitor RCS [Every 30
temperature, minutes]

AllD
[Every 30

A.4 Monitor SCS minutes]
performance.

(continued)

O
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION RE0VIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TIME

B. All NR RCS level B.1 Initiate action to [Immediately]
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS restore CHANNEL ta
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

MD

B.2 Initiate action to [Immediately]
restore RCS level to
> [120'].

MD

B.3 Monitor WR RCS level. [Every 10
minutes]

MD

B.4 Monitor RCS [Every 30
temperature. minutes]

MD

B.5 Monitor SCS [Every 30
performance. minutes)

C. One required RCS C.1 In:tiate action to [Immediately]
temperature restore CHANNEL to
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS OPERABLE status,
inoperable.

MD

C.2 Monitor RCS level. [Every 30
minutes]

MD

C3 Monitor SCS [Every 30
performance, minutes]

MD

C4 Monitor OPERABLE [[very 30
|

temperature CHANNEL. minuter]

:

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Two required RCS 0.1 Initiate action to (Immediately)
temperature restore one CHANNEL
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS to OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

AllD

0.2 Initiate action to (Immediately)
restore RCS level to
>[120').

Att0

D.3 Monitor RCS level. [Every 10
minutes)

AND

D.4 Monitor SCS (Every 10
performance. minutes)

E. SCS performance E.1 Initiate action to (Immediately)
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS restore CHANNEL to
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND

E.2 Monitor RCS (Every.10
temperature, minutes)

AND

E.3- Monitor RCS level. (Every 10
minutes)

AND

E.4 Initiate action to [2 hours)
place other division
of SCS in service.

(continued)

O
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
:

F. One required reactor F.1 Initiate action to (Immediately]
vessel level restore CHANNEL to
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL OPERABLE status,
inoperable.

b1LQ

F.2 Monitor OPERABLE [Every 2 hours) i

reactor vessel level ;

CHANNEL.

G. Two required reactor G.1 Init' te action to (Immediately]
vessel level reste e CHANNELS to
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL OPERABLL status.
inoperable.

61LD

G.2 Establish appropriate (Immediately]
operating
restrictions to
ensure RCS inventory
control,

b]LQ

G.3 Monitor RCS level. [0nce per hour]

blLQ

G.4 Monitor SCS [0nce per hour]
performance.

- 4
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'

Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of RCS level. (One [Every 6 hours]
WR and one NR).

,

SR 3.3.14.2 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of RCS temperature. [Every 6 hours)

SR 3.3.14.3 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of SCS performance in [Every 6 hours)
the loop removing decay heat.

SR 3.3.14.4 Perfacm CHANNEL CHECK of reactor vessel [Every 6 hours]
level.

O SR 3.3.14.5 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the [Every 60 days)
applicable RCS level, temperature, SCS
performance, and reactor vessel level.

.

)

O '
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
3.3.14

fable 3.3.14 1 (Page 1 of 1)
Reactor Coolant Monitoring Instrtmentation

FUNC110N APPLICABLE M:Cl OR OfMER Rt0V! RID WUMBER OF MEASUREMENT
SPICIFl[D CONDITION CNAhWEL$

RCS Level MODI $ L oops kot F illed 1 Parrow Range
and i Wide Range

M00t 6 with RC$ water (evel
<!120') elevation

RC$ 1 p perature (same as above) 2

shutdown Cooting System (same as above) 2(a)
Performance

Reactor vesset Level McDis 4 and 5(b) 2

_.

(a) In each required shutdown cooling divition-

(b) het required af ter disconnecting and prior to reconnecting instrument cabling f or reactor head
removal and replacement.

O
1

|
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow limits
3.4.1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow limits

LCO 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for prest.urizer pressure, cold leg
temperature, and RCS total flow rate shall be within the
limits specified b? low:

a. Pressurizer pressure 2 [2175 psia) and s [2325 psia),

b. RCS cold leg temperature (T,):
2 :543*F] and s [561*F) for < ;90%) of RTP, or
2 550*F) and 5 [561*F) for 2 L90%) of RTP, and

c. RCS total flow rate 2 [95%) and s [116%) of [445,600)-
gpm.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

.......... ..................N0TE------------------------------
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

a. THERMAL POWER ramp in excess of 5% RTP per minute; or

b. THERMAL POWER step in excess of 10% RTP.
...... ............. ........................................

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Pressurizer pressure A.1 Restore parameter to 2 hours
or RCS total flow rate within limits,

not within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

! (continued)

,O
| 'Q
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Floe Limits
3.4.1

AC110NS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLE'i10f4 TIME

i

C. RCS cold leg C.1 Restore cold leg 2 hours
temperature not within temperature to within
limit. limits.

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition C
not met.

._.

SURVEILtANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 [2175] psia 12 hours
and < [2325] psia.

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS cold leg temperature 2 [543*F] 12 hours
and s (561*F] for < [90]% of RTP or 2
[550*F] and s (561*F] for 2 [90]% of RTP.

SR 3.4.1.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Required to be met in Mode I with all RCPs
running.

,

!

l Verify RCS total flow rate 2 [95%] and s 12 heurs
[l16%] of [445,600] gpm.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow limits I

3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ,_

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1.4 -------------------NOTE-------- -----------

Not required to be met until (24) hours
after > [90)% RTP.
,...... ....................................

Verify by precision heat balance that RCS (18 months)
total flow rate 2 [95%] and s [116%) of
[445,600] gpm.'

;
._

.

i
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RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Cr:ticality
:

LC0 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (T,,,) shall be 2 (543]*F.

l

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with T,,, in one or more RCS loops < (55Lt'
MODE 2 with T,,, in one or more RCS loops < (550) r and K.,, 2

1.0.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. T,,,in one or more RCS A.] Be in MODE 3. 30 minutes
loops not within
limit.

__

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEllLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T,y, in each loop 2 [543]*F. Within 15
minutes prior
to achieving
criticality

AND

30 minutes

_

O
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RCS P/T Limits
3,4.3

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

LC0 3.4.3 RCS pressure, RCS temperature and RCS heatup and cooldown
rates shall be maintained within the limits specified in
figures 3.4.3-1A and 3.4.3-18.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. --------NOTE---------- A.] Restore parameter (s) 30 minutes
Required Action A.2 to within limits.
shall be completed
whenever this AND
Condition is entered.

A.2 ---------NOTE------------------------------
'

- Not applicable to
Requirements of LC0 " Region of Unallowed,

not met in MODE 1, 2, Operation" in Figures
3, or 4. 3.4.3-1A and

3.4.3-18.
_____________________

1

Determine RCS is 72 hours
acceptable for
continued operation.

I

(continued)

|
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. BJD

B.2 Be in MODE 5 with RCS 36 hours
pressure < (500)
psig.

C. ---------NOTE--------- C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
Required Action C.2 restore parameter (s)
shall be completed to within limits.
whenever this
Condition is entered. AND
________ __________ ..

C.2 --------NOTE--------
Requirements of LC0 Not applicable to
not met any time in " Region of Unallowed
other than MODE 1, 2, Operation" in Figures
3 or 4. 3.4.3-1A and

3.4.3-18.
--_------............

Determine RCS is Prior to
acceptable for entering MODE 4
continued operation.

__
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.1 ---------------------NOTE------------------

Only required to be performed during RCS
heatup and cooldown operations and RCS
inservice leak and hydrostatic testing.
___________________.___....___...______....

Verify RCS pressure, RCS temperature and 30 minutes
RCS heatup and cooldown rates within limits
specified in Figures 3.4.3-1A and 3.4.3-18.

!

l

!

:
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3
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RCS P/T Liaits 4
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RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2
3.4.4

3.4 REACTOR C00LA!1T SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.4 RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2

LCO 3.4.4 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

APPLICABIllTY: MODES I and 2.

ACT 10 tis

CON ITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of LCO A.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hours
not met.

SURVEILLAf4CE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.4.1 Verify each RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours

O
SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-10 06/17/94-Amendment W
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RCS Loops - MODE 3 ""

3.4.5

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RC$)

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

LC0 3.4.5 (Two) RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be
in operation.

.............._____......N01E----------------------------------
All RCPs may be de-energized for up to s I hour per 8-hour
period, provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction
of the RCS boron concentration; and

_

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F
below saturation temperature.

_____ ........______. ........ ........... __..................

APPLICABillTY: MODE 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS 72 hours
inoperable. loop to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4, 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
3.4.5

AC110NS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Two required RCS loops C.1 Suspend all Immediately
inoperable. operations involving

a reduction of RCS
QB boron concentration.

No RCS Loop in mfd
operation.

C.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one RCS loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours

SR 3.4.5.2 Verify secondary-side water level in each 12 hours
steam generator 2 [25)X, wide range
indications.

SR 3.4.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
pump that is not in operation.

I

l

!
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

e 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
L |

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

LC0 3.4.6 Two loops or divisions consisting of any combination of RCS
loops and Shutdown Cooling (SCS) divisions shall be OPERABLE
and at least one loop or division shall be in operation.

____ ..........__ ...___.---N0TES------------------------------
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SCS pumps may be

de-energized s I hour per 8-hour period, provided:

a. No ope:'Ations are permitted that would cause
reducten of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F
below saturation temperature.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
temperatures s (259'F) during cooldown or s the LTOP
disable temperature during heatup (the heatup rate is
limited as shown in figure 3.4.3-1A) unless:

a. Pressurizer water level is < (60]%; or

V,O b. Secondary side water temperature in each steam
generator (SG) is < [100'F) above each of the RCS
cold leg temperatures.

3. A Containment Spray pump can be manually realigned to
meet the requirement of an SCS pump.

.... .__..........................__..__..__..........______...

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4

O
U:
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required RCS loop A.] Initiate action to immediately
inoperable. restore a second loop

or division to I

MQ OPERABLE status. I

Two SCS divisions
inoperable. |

_ .

B. One required SCS B.1 Be in MODE 5. 24 hours
division inoperable.

MD

Two required RCS loops
inoperable.

C. Required RCS loop or C.1 Suspend all Immediately
SCS division operations involving
inoperable, reduction in RCS

boron concentration
DE

MD
No RCS loop or SCS
division in operation. C.2 Initiate action to Immediately

restore one loop or
division to OPERABLE
status and operation.

..
- __

|

|
,
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
-

3.4.6

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

'
SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RCS loop or SCS division is in 12 hours

operation.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary-side water level in 12 hours
required steam generator (s) (SG) ? [25%
wide range indication.]

_

_ . __.

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the requiredt

pump that is not in operation,

r >

O
,

1

O
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled) |

3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops filled)

LC0 3.4.7 One Shutdown Cooling System (SCS| Jivision shall be OPERABLE
and in operation, and either:

a. One additional SCS division shall be OPERABLE; or

b. The secondary side. water level of each Steam Generator
(SG) shall be 2 {25%) wide range indication.

________...__________ .. ._....N0TES---------------------------
1. The SCS pump of the division in operation may be de-

energized for s I hour per 8-hour period provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F
below saturation temperature.

2. One required SCS division may be inoperable for up to 2
hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
SCS division is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No RCP shall be started with one or more of the RCS cold
leg temperatures s [259'F) during cooldown or s the LTOP
disable temperature during heatup (the heatup rate is
limited as shown in Figure 3.4.3-1A) unless:

a. Pressurizer water level is < [60]%; or

b. Secondary water temperature of each SG is < [100'F)
above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All SCS divisions may be removed from operation during
planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is
in operation.

5. A Containment Spray pump can be manually realigned to
meet the requirement of an SCS pump.

..........__... _________________...._______.._________________

APPLICABIllTY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

O
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bRCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
3.4.7

.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
- ,

A. One required SCS A.1 Initiate action to immediately
division inoperable. restore a second SCS

division to OPERABLE
at1Q status.

Any SG with secondary QB
side water level not
within limit. A.2 Initiate action to immediately

restore SG secondary
-

side water level to
within limits.

i

B. Required SCS division B.1 Suspend all Immediately
inoperable, operations involvingi

reduct:an in RCS 3

QR boron concentration.

No SCS division in AN_Q

O operation.
B.2 im tiate action to immediately

restore one SCS
'

division to OPERABLE
status and operation.

.._

F

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one SCS division is in operation. 12 hours

5

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify required Steam Generator secondary 12 hours
side water level is 2 [25%] wide range
i ndi c a t i or. .

(cont i n'r.d)
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R''c loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
3.4.7

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY |
!

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SCS pump that is not in operation.

O
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"RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
3.4.8

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODC 5 (Loops Not Filled)

LCO 3.4.8 The heat removal system shall be in the following status:

i a. Two Shutdown Cooling (SCS) divisions shall be OPERABLE,
and one SCS division shall be in operation, and

b. With REDUCED RCS INVENTORY, the Containment Spray pump
in the operating SCS division shall be OPERABLE.

-------------------------------NOTES---------------------------

1. All SCS pumps may be de-energized for s 15 minutes
-

when switching from one division to another
provided:

-

a. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least
10*f below saturation temperature.

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to-further reduce the RCS
water volume are permitted.

2. One SCS division may be inoperable for s 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other SCS division
is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. A Containment Spray pump can be manually realigned
to meet the requirement of an SCS pump.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ,__

APPLICABILITY: MODE S with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One b 11 vision A.) Initiate action to immediately
inoperaole. restore division to

OPERABLE status.

.

0 (continued)
Ns
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RCS Loops --MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
3.4.8

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required SCS division B.1 Suspend all Immediately
inoperable, operations involving

reduction of RCS
QB boron concentration.

No SCS division in AND
operation.

B.2 Initiate action to immediately
restore one SCS
division to OPERABLE
status and operation.

ANJ

B.3 If in REDUCED RCS Immediately
INVENTORY, initiate
action to raise RCS
level to >[EL-ll7').

C. Containment Spray pump C.1 If the Containment Immediately
~in operating division Spray pump in the

inoperable. alternate division is
OPERABLE, initiate
action to place that
division in
operation.

AND

C.2 Monitor SCS [Every 30
performance. minutes]

8!iQ

C.3 Restore Containment (48 hours]
Spray pump to
OPERABLE status.

__

(continued)

f
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled) --

3.4.8

( ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and 0.1 Raise RCS Level >[EL- (6 hours)
Completion Time of C.3 117').
not met.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one SCS division is in operation. 12 hours

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SCS pump that is not in operation.

SR 3.4.8.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and [24 hours] when
indicated power available to the required in REDUCED RCS
CS pump. INVENTORY

Y

O
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Pressurizer
3.4.9

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.9 Pressurizer

LCO 3.4.9 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Pressurizer water level 2 [26%] and s [60%), and

b. Two groups of pressurizer heaters OPERABLE with the
capacity of each group >[200 kW) [and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply].

__.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Pressurizer water A.1 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours
level not within reactor trip breakers
limits. open.

MLQ

A.2 Be in MODE 4. [12 hours]

B. One required group of B.1 Restore required 72 hours
pressurizer heaters pressurizer heaters
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in h)DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition B BLD
not met.

C.2 Be in MODE 4. [12 hours)

_

i
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Pressurizer
3.4.9

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.9.1 Verify pressurizer water level 2 (26%) and 12 hours
s (60%).

SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each required group of 92 days
pressurizer-heaters 2 [200] kW.

[SR 3.4.9.3 Verify required pressurizer heaters are (18] months)
capable of being powered from an emergency
power supply.

O
V

.

O
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
3.4.10

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

LCO 3.4.10 [Four] pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERABLE with lif t
settings 2 [2475 psia) and s (2525 psia).

APPLICABill1Y: MODES 1, 2, 3, and MODE 4 with any RCS cold leg temperature
> [259'F] during cooldown or > L10P disable temperature
as specified in figure 3.4.3-1A during heatup.

-----------------------------NOTE------------------------------
The lift settings are not required to be within LCO limits
during MODES 3 and 4 for the purpose of setting the
pressurizer safety valves under ambient (hot) conditions.
This exception is allowed for [72] hours following entry
into MODE 3, provided a preliminary cold setting was made
prior to heatup.
----------------------------------------------------- ..- ..--

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One pressurizer safety A.1 Restore valve to ''S minutes
valve inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MD

OB 8.2 Be in MODE 4 with all (12 hours]
RCS cold leg

(Two] or more temperatures
pressurizer safety s [259'F].
valves inoperable.

DB

B.3 8e in MODE 4 on (12 hours]
Shutdown Cooling ,.ith
the requirements of
LCO 3.4.11 met.

_
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
3.4.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.10.1 Verify each pressurizer safety valve is In accordance
OPERABLE in accordance with the Inservice with the
Testing Program. Following testing, lift inservice
settings shall be within 1%. Testing

Program.

O

i
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LTOP System
3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

LC0 3.4.11 LTOP System shall be OPERABLE as follows:

a. Two SCS relief valves with lift settings s [530] psig;
or

b. The RCS depressuriz.t.* with the pressurizer manway open
or an RCS vent 2 {l.3) square inches.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4, with any RCS cold leg temperature less than or equal
to:

[259'F] during cooldown or LTOP disable temperature as
specified in Figure 3.4.3-1A during heatup,
MODE 5,
MODE 6, with the reactor vessel head on

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required SCS A.1 Restore required SCS 7 days
relief valve relief valve to
inoperable in MODE 4. OPERABLE status.

B. One required SCS B.1 Restore required SCS 24 hours
relief valve relief valves to
inoperable in MODE 5 OPERABLE status,
or 6.

_

1
'

C. Required Action and C.1 Depressurize RCS and 8 hours
associated Completion establish an RCS vent
Time not met, of 2 [1.3] square

i

! inches.
|

| (continued)

O
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LTOP System
3.4.11

/~
/ ACTIONS (continued)('

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Two reccired SCS D.1 Initiate action to Immediately
relief calves establish an RCS vent
inoperable. of 2 [1.3] square

inches.

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required when being used for LTOP
OPERABILITY.
____.______________________________________

Verify RCS vent of 2 [1.3] square inches is 12 hours
( open.

SR 3.4.11.2 -------------------NOTE-------------- -----

Only required when being used for LTOP
OPERABILITY,
___________________________________________

Verify pressurizer manway cren. 12 hours

_

SR 3.4.11.3 Perform c setpoint calibration for-each [18 months)
required SCS relief valve.

_

- .

N'T,)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

LC0 3.4.12 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to the following:

a. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE;
b. I gpm unidentified LEAKAGE;
c. 10 gpm identified LEAKAGE;
d. 1 gpm total primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE through all

steam generators (SGs); and
e. [720] gallons per day primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE

through any one SG.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RCS LEAKAGE not within A.1 Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours
limits for reasons within limits.
Other thar. pressure
boundary LEAKAGE.

,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time vi Condition A AND
not met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
M

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE cxists.

~

i
|
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- RCS Operational LEAKAGE --

3.4.12

( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
N

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------- -------NOTE-----
Not required to be met in M03is 3 and 4 Only required
until after 12 hours of steady state to be met
operation. during steady

state-------------------------------------------

operation.
______-_________

Perform a RCS water inventory balance. 72 hours
_

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance In accordance
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance with the Steam
Program. Generator Tube

Surveillance
Program.

x

|

O
V
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RCS PlV Leakage
3.4.13

,

3,4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.13 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PlV) Leakage

LC0 3.4.13 Leakage from each RCS PlV shall be within limits.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

- _....... .-------------------------NOTES------------------- --------------------
-

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path.

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Action for systems made
inoperable by an inoperable RCS PlV.

-----------------------------.------ ...............----------------- ----------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Leakage from one or A.1 - ------NOTE---------

more RCS PIVs not Each valve used to
within limit. satisfy Required

Action A.2.1 or A.2.2
must have been
demonstrated to meet
SR 3.4.13.1 and be on
the RCS pressure
boundary (or the high
pressure portion of
the system).
---------------------

Isolate the high 4 hours
pressure portion of
the affected system
from the low pressure
portion by use of one
closed manual,
deactivated automatic
or check valve.

AND

(continued)
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RCS PlV Leakage !
'3.4.13

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.1 Isolate the high 72 hours
pressure portion of

.,

the affected system -

from the low pressure
portion by use of a
second closed manual,
deactivated automatic
or check valve.

DE

A.2.2 Restore RCS PlV 72 hours
leakage to within
limit.

B. Required Actions and , 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time for Condition A AND

O not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

O
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,

RCS PlV 1.eakage "*

3.4.13

SURVEll. LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.13.1 --------------------NOTES------------------
1. Not required to be performed in MODES

3 and 4.

2. Not required to be performed on the
RCS PlVs located in the SCS flowpath
when in the shutdown cooling mode of
operation.

3. RCS PlVs actuated during the -

performance of this Surveillance are
not required to be tested more than
once if a repetitive testing loop
cannot be avoided.

___________________________________________

Verify leakage from each RCS PIV is In accordance
equivalent to s 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of with the
valve size up to a maximum of (5 gpm], at a inservice=

RCS pressure 2 (2230] psia and s [2270] Testing
psia. Program, or

[18 months].

AND

Prior to .

"
entering MODE 2

*whenever the
unit has been h
in MODE 5 for 7
days or more,
if leakage
testing has not
been performed

S in the previous
9 months

AND

Within 24 hours
following valve
actuation due
to automatic or
manual action
or flow through
the valve.
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
"

3.4.14

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.14 RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation

LC0 3.4.14 The following RCS LEAKAGE detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Containment sump monitor; and

b. Containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor (gaseous or
particulate); and

c. Containment cooler condensate tank monitor.
I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

O A. Required containment A.1 -------NOTE----------
sump monitor LCO 3.0.4 is not
inoperable. applicable.

---------------------

0_R
Perform SR 3.4.12.1. Within [4] hours

Required containment
cooler condensate tank AND

monitor inoperable.
AND Once per 24

hours

A.2 Restore monitor (s) to 7 days
OPERABLE status.

(continued)

O
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
3.4.14

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COM 'IME

B. Required containment B.l.1 -- ------NOTE--------
atmosphere LC0 3.0.4 is not
radioactivity monitor applicable.
inoperable. -- ------------------

Analyze grab samples Once per 24
of the containment hours
atmosphere.

OJ
---

B.I.2 Perform SR 3.4.12.1. Once per 24
hours

AND

B.2 Restore containment [30 days)
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor

to OPERABLE status.

C. Required Actions and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

D. All required monitors 0.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable.
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation - = =

3.4.14

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of the required [12] hours
containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitors.

SR 3.4.14.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 31 days
required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitors.

_

SR 3.4.14.3 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the [18] months
containment sump monitor.

SR 3.4.14.4 Perform a CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the (18) months
required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitors.

SR 3.4.14.5 Perform a CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the [18] months
containment cooler condensate tank monitor.

__

J

O.
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.15

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity

LC0 3.4.15 The specific iodine activity of the reactor coolant shall be
limited to:

a. DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 specific activity s 1.0 microCi/gm;
and

b. Gross specific activity s 100/E microci/gm.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and, MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (T,y,)
2 500*F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 A.1 Verify DOSE Once per 4 hours
> 1.0 microCi/gm. EQUIVALENT l-131

within acceptable
region of Figure
3.4.15-1.

AND

A.2 Restore DOSE 48 hours
EQUIVALENT l-131 to
within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3 with T,,, 6 hours
associated Completion < 500*F.
Time of Condition A
not met.

D'l

DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131
in the unacceptable
region of Figure
3.4.15-1.

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity -

3.4.15

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Gross specific C.1 Perform SR 3.4.15.2. 4 hours-
activity of the
reactor coolant not AND
within limit.

C.2 Be in MODE 3 with T,y 6 hours
< 500*F.

_.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.15.1 Verify reactor coolant gross specific 7 days-
activity s 100/E microci/gm.

3 '") SR 3.4.15.2 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed in MODE 1.

a
-------------------------------------------

Verify reactor coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT 14 days
1-131 specific activity s 1.0 microCi/gm.

AND
!

Between 2 and 6
hours after
TH;RMAL POWER

change 1 15%
-RTP within a
1-hour period.

(continued)
_ _

O
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.15

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.15,3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of
MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the
reactor was last subcritical for 2 48
hours.
...........................................

Determine E from a sample taken in MODE 1 184 days
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of -

MODE 1 operation nave elapsed since the
reactor was las t subtritical for 2 48
hours.

j=>

O
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RCS Specific Activity 7
3.4.15
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RCS Loops - Test Exception
3.4.16

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.16 RCS Loops - Test Exception

LC0 3.4.16 The requirements of LCOs 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.4 and noted
requirements of Table 3.3.1-1 may be suspended during startup
PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5% of RTP, and

b. The reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE power level
channels are set s [20]% of RTP.

c. Both RCS loops and at least one reactor coolant pump in
each loop are in operation.

d. The RCS pressure temperature relationship is maintained
within the acceptable region of operation required by
Figure 3.4.3-1A except that the core critical line shown
in the figure does not apply.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2 during startup and PHYSICS lESTS.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. THERMAL POWER not A.1 Open reactor trip Immediately
within limit or breakers,

required number of RCS
loops and RCP not in
operation.

i

i
I

a
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RCS Loops - Test Exception
3.4.16

; O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-
.Q-+

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.16.1 Verify THERMAL POWER s 5% of RTP. I hour

SR 3.4.16.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each- 12 hours prior
logarithmic power level and linear power to initiating
level neutron flux monitoring channel, startup or

PHYSICS TESTS

-

t

'J

e-

'~
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
3.4.17

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3.4.17 Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System

LCO 3.4.17 [Two; reactor coolant system gas vent paths shall be OPERABLE
from the following locations:

a. Reactor vessel head, and

b. Pressurizer steam space.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.~.. |

!

l

A. One required path from A.1 Restore required vent 72 hours
the reactor vessel path to OPERABLE
head inoperable. status,

Oe
A.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AfND

A.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

__

B. One required vent path B.1 Restore required vent 72 hours
from the pressurizer path to OPERABLE
steam space status,

inoperable.
M

B.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

B.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

(continued)

O
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
3.4.17

. y~s

( ) ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Two required vent C,1 Restore at least one 6 hours
paths from either of the required vent
location inoperable, paths to OPERABLE

status.

Og

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

C.2.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCYO
SR 3.4.17.1 Verify all locally operated manual 18 months

isolation valves in each vent path are
locked in the open position.

:

SR 3.4.17.2 Cycle each vent through at least one 18 months
complete cycle from the control room.

SR 3.4.17.3 Verify all manual isolation valves to 18 months
pressure instruments in each vent path are
in the open position.

SR 3.4.17.4 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
position indication power available.

O
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Rapid Depressurization Function
3.4.18

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.18 Rapid Depressurization Functiori

LC0 3.4.18 One of the two vent paths providing the Rapid Depressurization
Function shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRc0 ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Two vent paths A.1 Restore one of the 72 hours
inoperable. two vent paths to

OPERABLE status.

O_B

A.2 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

O-
A.3 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

=

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.18.1 Verify all manual isolation valves to [18 months]
pressure instruments in each vent path are
in the open position.

SR 3.4.18.2 Cycle the valves in each vent path at least [18 months]
one complete cycle from the control room.

(continued)
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I
.

Rapid Depressurization Function
3.4.18

|
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.18.3 Verify correct valve position indication in (12] hours
the control room,

SR 3.4.18.4 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
position indication power available.

.

O.

|
|

.

|
|

|

f.

O
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Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations
3.4.19

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.19 Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations

LC0 3.4.19 A RCS vent path of 2 [ pressurizer manway) is established and
maintained.

APPL ICABILITY: MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

and

MODE 6 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY with reactor vessel head in
place.* |

4

One or more reactor head bolts tensioned*

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RCS vent path A.1 Initiate action to (Immediately]
requirement not met. restore vent path.

NLD

A.2 Monitor RCS [0nce per hour]
temperature, level,
and SCS performance.

AND

A.3 Complete restoration [6 hours]
of vent path.

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action to [Immediately]
Completion Time not restore RCS level to
met. >[EL - 117'0"].

- __
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Vent Paths-- REDUCE 0 RCS. INVENTORY Operations
3.4.19

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.19.1 Verify [ pressurizer manway] is removed and (12 hours]
unobstructed or an equivalent vent path is
established.

.

; o
|

.-

0

|
|.

1 [*
|,
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SITS.
3.5.1

g 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.1 Safety injection Tanks (SITS)

LC0 3.5.1 Four SITS shall be 0PERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,
MODES 3 and 4 with pressurizer pressure 2 [900] psia.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SIT inoperable due A.1 Restore boron 72 hours
to boron concentration concentration to
not within limits, within limits.

|

l
'

O
. One SIT inoperable forB B.1 Restore SIT to I hour

reasons other than OPERABLE status.
Condition A.

C. Required Actions and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times of Condition A AND
or B not met.

C.2 Reduce pressurizer 12 hours
pressure to < [900]
psia.

'
O. Two or more SITS 0.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately

inoperable.

O
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SITS
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__.

SR 3.5.1.1 Verify each SIT isolation valve is fully 12 hours
open.

m

SR 3.5.1.2 Verify borated water volume in each SIT is 12 hours
2 [1600 cubic feet (*% narrow range) and
s 1927 cubic feet (*% narrow range)].

SR 3.5.1.3 Verify nitrogen cover-pressure in each SIT 12 hours
is 2 [570] psig and s [632] psig.

SR 3.5.1.4 Verify boron concentration in each SIT is 31 days
2 [4000] ppm and s [4400] ppm.

AND

-----NOTE------
Only required I

to be performed
for affected
SIT

_____________

Once within 6
hours after
each solution
volume increase
of 2 [1%) of
tank volume
that is not the
result of
addition from
the IRWST

(continued)

Values to be determined by system detail design.*

O
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SITS
3.5.1

SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.5 Verify power is removed from each SIT 31 days
isolation valve operator when pressurizer
pressure is 2 [900] psia.

SR 3.5.1.6 ------------------------NOTE---- -------- --

Required to be performed when pressurizer
is 2 {900] psia. ___

________________.._________ .__.____________

Verify power is removed from each SIT vent 31 days
valve operator. ,

-
_.

4

e

.

O
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SIS - Operating
3.5.2

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.2 Safety Injection System (SIS) - Operating

LC0 3.5.2 Four trains of SIS shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3

ACTIONS .__m

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required SIS train A.1 Restore train to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

, __ ._

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

, . - - i -_ _

_ . , _-_

-,U.RVEILLANCE REQUIRE.MENTS.S
_ --

..
_ . , _ _

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

- -

5R 3.5-2.1 Verify the following valves are in the 12 hours.

listed position with the control device
disabled.

Valve
Number Position Lunction

SI 321 Shut Hot leg Injection
S1 331 Shut Hot leg injection
SI 604 Shut Hot Leg Injection
SI 609 Shut Hot leg Injection _

(continued)

O
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SIS - Operating
3.5.2

( ) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.2 Verify each SIS manual, power operated, or 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path that is
not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position is in its correct position.

(SR 3.5.2.3 Verify SIS piping is full of water. 31-days)

___

SR 3.5.2.4 Verify each Safety injection pump develops In accordance
the required differential pressure on with the i

rec-irculation flow of [*] psid. Inservice
Testing Program

.- -

._

- j

l_ __

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each SIS pump develops a flow of [*] In accordance I

gpm at a discharge pressure of [*] psig, with the |

f]~s
r-

Inserviceg

'~ -
,

Testing Program
,

__

SR 3.5.2.6 Verify each SIS train automatic valve in [18) months
the flow path actuates to the correct
position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

,

(continued)

Value to be determined by system detail design.*

,

!

|
|

|

(-
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SIS - Operating
3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE RE0VIREMEt4TS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_ _ _

-

SR 3.5.2.7 Verify each Safety injection pump starts (18] months
automatically on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

__. __

SR 3.5.2.0 Verify, by visual inspection, that the [18] months
IfWST Holdup Volume Tank is not restricted
by debris and trash racks and screens show
no evidence of structural distress or
abnormal corrosion.

--- m .,_ ._ __ m_

O
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-

SIS - Shutdown ;
3.5.3

]

( 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.3 Safety Injection System (SIS) - Shutdown
|
|

LCO 3.5.3 Two tra' ins of SIS, one in each division, shall be OPERABLE.
|

|

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4, 5, and
MODE 6 with RCS level < {l20'-0"]

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required SIS train A.1 Restore required SIS 1 hour
inoperable. train to OPERABLE

status.

,

B. Required Action and B.1.1 Verify RCS level 2 Immediately
i associated Completion (120' - 0"].

. Time not met.
08

B.1.2 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore RCS level to
2 [120' - 0"].

'

AND

24 hours
B.2 Reduce RCS

temperature to
< 135" F.

.

t

i N
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SIS -- Shutdown
3.5,3

|

f

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SUR ILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.3.1 The following SRs are applicable: In accordance
with applicable

[SR 3.5.2.1] SRs

SR 3.5.2.2
(SR 3.5.2.3]
SR 3.5.2.4
SR 3.5.2.5
SR 3.5.2.8

__

k

W

9
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IRUST-
3.5.4

,fm 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING-SYSTEM (ECCS).

3.5.4 In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST)

LC0 3.5.4 The IRWST shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
MODE 6 with RCS level < [120 ft - 0 in] |

|
1

ACTIONS l

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. IRWST boron A.1 Restore IRWST to 8 hours
concentration not OPERABLE status,
within limits.

OB

IRWST borated water

O temperature not within
limits.

B. IRWST inoperable for B.1 Restore IRWST to I hour
reasons other than A. OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
associated Completion restore RCS level to
Time not met. 2 [120' - 0").

j .- AND

t

C.2 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

AND

(continued)

O
| SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-9 06/17/94-Amendment W
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IRWST
3.5.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.3 Reduce RCS 24 hours
temperature to
< 135' f.

&NJ
|

C.4 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours |
1

|

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3,5.4.1 Verify IRWST borated water temperature is 24 hours
within range specified in Figure 3.5.4-1.

O
SR 3.5.4.2 Verify IRWST borated water volume is 7 days

> [555,800] gallons and s [575,000)
gallons.

SR 3.5.4.3 Verify that the IRWST Holdup Volume Tank is 7 days
[ Empty).

SR 3.5.4.4 Verify IRWST baron concentration is 7 days
2 [4000] ppm and 5 [4400] ppm.

O
SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-10 06/17/94-Amendment W
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IRWST l

3.5.4
-

-

) 120
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%J
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Figure 3.5.4-1
Allowed IRWST Temperature vs. Containment Atmosphere Temperature

ID:
' b
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TSP
3.5.5

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)

LCO 3.5.5 The TSP baskets shall contain 2 [926) cubic feet of active
TSP.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. TSP not within limits. A.1 Restore TSP to within 72 hours
limits.

B, Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. [12] hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

3SR 3.5.5.1 Verify the TSP baskets contain 2 [926] ft [18] months
of granular trisodium phosphate.

SR 3.5.5.2 Verify that a sample from the TSP baskets [18] months
provides adequate pH adjustment of IRWST
water.

O
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CFS i
3.5.6 i

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.6 Cavity Flooding System (CFS)

LCO 3.5.6 Cavity Flooding System flow paths, comprised of the valves
listed below, shall be OPERABLE.

a. Three of four HVT flooding valves; and
b. Two reactor cavity flooding valves.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED' ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Two or three HVT A.1 Restore valves to 7 days
flooding valves OPERABLE status to
inoperable. provide at least

three OPERABLE HVT

O.
flooding valves.

:

i

B. One reactor cavity B.1 Restore valve to 7 days
flooding valve OPERABLE status to
inoperable. provide two OPERABLE

reactor cavity
flooding valves.

s

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Co..pletion

| Time not met. A@

| C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

|

|O SYSTEM 80+ 3.5-13 06/17/94-Amendment W
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CFS
3.5,6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5,6.1 Verify each CFS power operated valve is in 31 days
its correct position.

SR 3.5.6.2 Verify each CFS power operated valve is Each refueling
capable of being opened and closed from the outage
control room.

|
.

O
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Containment-
3.6.1

O 3.6- CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

G/
'

3.6.1 Containment

LC0 3.6.1 Containment shall be OPERABLE.
'

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment A.1 Restore containment I hour
inoperable, to OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion

| Time not met. AND

1
5 B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

, . _

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE- FREQUENCY
,

SR 3.6.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and ------NOTE------
leakage rate testing except for containment SR 3.0.2 is not

|. air lock testing, in accordance with 10 CFR applicable.
50, Appendix J, as modified by approvedi -----------------

' exemptions.
In accordance

The maximum allowable leakage rate, La, is with 10 CFR 50,
|- [0.5]% of containment air volume per- day at Appendix J as
' the calculated peak containment pressure, modified by

Pa. ' approved
exemptions.

O
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks

LCO 3.6.2 [Two] Containment Air Locks shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

------------------------------NOTES----------------------------
1. Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs of the

affected personnel lock components.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0
3.6.1, " Containment," when leakage results in exceeding ,

the overall containment leakage rate acceptance I

criteria.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |

A. One or more A.1 -------NOTES- -------
containment air locks 1. Required Actions
with one containment A.1, A.2, and A.3
air lock door are not applicable
inoperable. if both doors in-

the same air lock
are inoperable and
Condition C is
entered.

2. Entry and exit is
permissible for 7
days under
administrative
controls [if both
air locks are
inoperable) .

----------------------

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks-
3.6.2

-

4

( }
ACTIONS

. CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) Verify the OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the
affected air lock.

AND ,

A.2 Lock the OPERABLE 24 hours
door closed in the
affected air lock.

AND

A.3 --- ----NOTE----------
Air lock doot s in
high radiation areas
may be verified
locked closed by
administrative means.
----------------------

Veri fy the OPERABLE Once per 31 days
( door is locked closed

in the affected air
lock.

B. One or more B.1 --------NOTES---------
containment air locks 1. Required Actions
with containment air B.1, B.2, and B.3
lock interlock are not applicable
mechanism inoperable. if both doors in

the same air lock >

are inoperable and
Condition C is,

entered.

2. Entry and exit of
containment is
permissible under
the control of a
dedicated
individual.

-

____

(continued)
'

e

[
\
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLE110N TIME

B. (continued) Verify an OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the .

affected air lock.
.

AND

B.2 Lock an OPERABLE door 24 hours
closed in the
affected air lock.

ANQ

B.3 --------NOTE----------
Air lock doors in
high radiation areas
may be verified
locked closed by
administrative means.
----------------------

Verify an OPERABLE Once per 31 days
door is locked closed
in the affected air
lock.

C. One or more C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
containment air locks evaluate overall
inoperaable for containment leakage
reasons other than rate per LC0 3.6.1.
Condition A or B.

AND

C.2 Verify a door is I hour
closed in the
affected air lock.

AND

C.3 Restore air lock to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

(continued)

O
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Containment Air Locks-
3.6;2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.1 ---------------------NOTE------------------ ------NOTE-----
1. An inoperable air lock door does not SR 3.0.2 is not

invalidate the previous successful applicable.
performance of an overall air lock ---------------

leakage test.

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1 in

,

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,
as modified by approved exemptions.

----------------------------------- ------

Perform required air lock leakage rate In accordance
,

j testing in accordance with 10 CFR 50, with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J as modified by approved Appendix J, as'

exemptions. modified by
approved

The acceptance criteria for air lock exemptions
testing are:

a. Overall air lock leakage rate is s
[0.05 La] when tested at 2 Pa.

b For each door, leak rate is s [.01 La]
when tested at 2 [9.0] psig.

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
3.6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.2 ---------------------NOTE- ------------- --

Only required to be performed upon entry
into containment.
-------------------------------------------

Verify only one door in the air lock can be 184 days
opened at a time.

O
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Containment Isolatior Valves
3.6.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

LC0 3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

------------------------- ----------NOTES--------------- ------------------ -----
-

1. Penetration flow paths (except for [24] inch purge valve penetration flow
paths] may be isolated intermittently under administrative controls.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for system (s) made
inoperable by containment isolation valves.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0
3.6.1," Containment", when leakage results in exceeding the overall
containment leakage rate acceptance criteria.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. ---------NOTE--------- A.1 Isolate the affected 4 hours
Only applicable to penetration flow path
penetration flow paths by use of at least
with two containment one closed and
isolation valves. deactivated automatic
---------------------- valve, closed manual

valve, blind flange,

One or more or check valve with
penetration flow paths flow through the
with one containment valve secured.
isolation valve
inoperable [except for AND
purge valve leakage
and shield building
bypass leakage not
.within limit].

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2 --------NOTE--------- Once per 31 days |
for isolation |

Valves and blind device outside i

flanges in high containment
radiation areas may
be verified by use of AND

administrative means. |
Prior to |---------------------

entering MODE 4
Verify the affected from MODE 5 if -

penetration flow path not performed
is isolated. within the

previous 92 days
for isolation
device inside
containment

._.

B. ---------NOTE--------- B.1 Isolate the affected I hour
Only applicable to penetration flow path
those penetration flow by use of at least
paths with two one closed and
containment isolation deactivated automatic
valves. valve, closed manual

valve, or blind. ____.---------------

fl ange .
One or more
penetration flow path *.
with two containment
isolation valves
inoperable (except for
purge valve leakage
and shield building
leakage not within
limit].

(continued)

O
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

T ACTIONS (continued)
d

| CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. ---------NOTE--------- C.1 Isolate the affected [4] hours
Only applicable to penetration flow path
those penetration flow by use of at least
paths with only one one closed and
containment isolation deactivated automatic
valve and a closed valve, closed manual
system. valve, or blind

fl ange.----------------------

One or more AND
_

penetration flow paths-
with one containment C.2 ---------NOTE--------
isolation valve Valves and blind
inoperable. flanges in high

radiation areas may
be verified by use of
administrative means.
......................

Verify the affected Once per 31 days

O penetration flow path
is isolated.

D. Secondary containment 0.1 Restore leakage 4 hours
bypass leakage not within limit.
within limit,

__ __

E. One or more E.1 Isolate the affected 24 hours
penetration flow paths penetration flow path
with one or more ay use of at least

,

containment purge one [ closed and
valves not within deactivated automatic
purge valve leakage valve with resilient
limits, seals, closed manual

valve with resilient
seals, or blind
fl ange] .

AND

(continued)

k
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. (continued) E.2 ---------NOTE--------
Valves and blind
flanges in high
radiation areas may
be verified by use of
administrative means.
_____________________

Verify the affected Once per 31 days
penetration flow path for isolation
is isolated. devices outside

containment

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 92 days
for isolation
devices inside
containment

AND

E.3 Perform SR 3.6.3.6 Once per [92]
for the resilient days
seal purge valves
closed to comply with
Required Action E.1.

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

_

$YSTEM 80+ 3.6-10 06/17/94-Amendment W
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-

Containmret istdatich D." ns I

ls 3

f SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
. + , ma v w r .,-

SURVEILLANCE k * 6 UENCY j

- - . p. _ ;. . _

SR 3.6.3.1 Verify each [24) inch purge vaive is 31 days
sealed closed except for one purge valve
in a penetration flow path while in .

Condition E of this LCO. "- -

.

SR 3.6.3.2 Verify cach (5) in:h purge valve is closed 31 days
except when the
open for pressure (6) inch purge valves arecontrol, ALARA, or air
quality considerations for personnel '

entry, or for Surveillances that require '

the valves to be open.
.

SR 3.6.3.3 ---------------------NOTE----------------- !
1. Valves and blind flanges in high '

.

radiation areas may be verified by use
of administrative means.

.........._____ ._..... . ......_. . ... . .

! Verify each containment isolation manual 31 days !

valve and blind flange that is located
outside containment and is required to be +

closed during accident conditions is-
closed, except for containment isolation -
valves that are open under administrative
controls.

1 -

-_

SR 3.6.3.4 --------------------NOTE------------------

L 1. Valves and blind flanges in high
; radiation areas may be verified by use
L of administrative means. >

\- .......... .... ....................--...

| Verify each containment isolation manual Prior to
; valve and blind flange that is located entering MODE 4
L inside containment and required to be from MODE 5 if *

closed during accident conditions is not performed
closed, except for containment isolation within the ;

: valves that are open under administrative previous 92,

controls, days

i
'

) ( (continued)
L
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Containment Isolation Valves
3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) _ __

50RVElLLANCE FREQUENCY
-,

SR 3.6.3.5 Verify the isolation time of each power- In accordance
operated and each automatic containment with Inservice
isolation valve is within limits. Testing

Program, or 92
days

SR 3 6 3.6 ----------------------NOTE ---------------

Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1 in
accordance with 10 CFR SD, Appendix J, as
modified by approved exceptions.
____________________ _____________________

Perform leakage rate testing for 184 days
containment purge valves with resilient
seals. BtLQ

Within 92 days
after opening
the valve

SR 3.6.3.7 Verify each automatic conta % ent isolation (18 months]
valve actuates to the it.olation position on
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.6.3.8 ---------------------NOTE-----------------
Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1 in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as
modified by approved exceptions.
______________________.. ___-_____________

Verify the combined leakage rate for all (18] months
secondary containment bypass leakage paths

- is s [0.1 La] when pressurized to 2 Pa. -

. -- _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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I
I

Containment' Pressure i
3.6.4 !

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS j
'

3.6,4 Containment Pressure

LC0 3.6.4 Containment pressure shall be [s +0.4 psig and 2 -0.4 psig].
1
;'

i

APPtlCABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
,

:

ACTIONS
__

C DITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment pressure A.1 Restore containment I hour- -

not within limits. pressure within ''

lim!ts.

:

,

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion'

Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hoursi,
,

1

_

-
-

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i
.

SR 3.6.4.1 Verify containment pressure is within 12 hours
limits. t

-f
.

'L
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Containment Air Temperature
3.6.5

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.5 Containr.ent Air Temperature

LCO 3.0.5 Containment average air temperature shall be [2 60*F* and
s 110*F).

APPLICABILITY: MgDES1,2.3,and4.
( Applicable in MODES 1 and 2 only.)

ACT10 tis

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment average A.1 Restore containment 8 hours
air temperature not average air
within limits. temperature within

limit.

B. Required ction and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

. _ . - , .
. _ ---

SURVEIL (g}CEREQUIREMENTS _.
_ _ _

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_

SR 3.6.5.1 --------------------NOTE----- ------ -----

Minimum temperature requirements valid only
in MODES 1 and 2.
-----------------.--------------- ---------

Verify containment average air temperature 24 hours
is within limit.

_ , - , .
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Containment Spray System
3.6.6

I

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
,

3.6.6 Containment Spray System

LCO 3,6.6 Two Containment Spray divisions shall be OPERABLE.

------------------------NOTE----------------------------------- <

'A Shutdown Cooling System pump can be manually realigned to
meet the requirements of a Containment Spray pump.

!......__........____...........___ .....____ ..................

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, ';, 3 and 4.
't

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.-

A. One Containment A.] Restore Containment 72 hours
,

Spray division Spray division to
inoperable. OPERAB.E status.

t _

|
'

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated
Completion Time of AtiD
Condition A not
met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 84 hours

:

i

C. Two Containment C.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
| Spray divisions
i. inoperable.
i

-_.

.

' *-
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Containment Spray System
3.6.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6.1 Verify each containment spray manual, 31 days !

power operated, and automatic valve in the |
flow path that is not locked, sealed, or l
otherwise secured in position is in its
correct position.

-_

SR 3.6.6.2 Verify the containment spray piping is 31 days
full of water to the [*] feet level in the

-- containment spray header. --

SR 3.6.6.3 Verify each containment spray pump In accordance
[ develops 2 [400] feet of head at a flow with the
rate 1 [5000] gpm]. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.6.6.4 Verify each containment spray automatic [10 months]
valve in the flow path actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

SR 3.6.6.5 Verify each containment spray pump starts [18 months]
automatically on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

-

_ ,_

SR 3.6.6.6 Verify each spray nozzle is unobstructed. At first
refueling

AND

10 years

- . _ _ _ _ . . _ _;.o _. _- _

Value to be determined by system detail design*

i
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Hydrogen Analyzers
3.6.7

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.7 Hydrogen Analyzers

LC0 3.6.7 Two Hydrogen Analyzers shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS
_ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One Hydrogen Analyzer A.1 - ---- --NOTE--------
inoperable. LC0 3.0.4 is not

applicable.
......- .............

Restore Hydrogen 30 days
Analyzer to OPERABLE
status.

B. Two Hydrogen Analyzers B.1 Restore one Hydrogen 7 days
inoperable. Analyzer to OPERABLE

status.

,

C. Required Actions and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times not met.

.
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Hydrogen Analyzers
3.6.7

SURVElllANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_

SR 3.6.7.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days
|

l
!

SR 3.6.7.2 Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION. 18 months |

O

#
8;;Eug. 3.e->e ee,1,,e4.. . em.nt .

,,,,

_ - - - - -



Shield Building
3.6.8

: 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

. 3.6.8 Shield Building
|

LC0 3.6.8 Shield building shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Shield building A.1 Restore shield 24 hours
inoperable. building to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. A!!Q

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.8.1 Verify eact, door in each access opening is 31 days
closed except when the access opening is
being used for normal transient entry and
exit; [then, at least one door shall be
closed).

(continued)

O
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Shield Building
3.6.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.8.2 Verify shield building structural integrity During shutdown
by performing a visual inspection of the for SR 3.6.1.1 i

'exposed interior and exterior surfaces of Type A tests
the shield building.

SR 3.6.8.3 Verify each Annulus Ventilation System [18] months
division with a final flow rate of s
[18,000) cfm produces a pressure equal to i

or more negative than [-0.25] inch water
gauges in the annulus within [110 seconds)
af ter a start signal.

1

O

O
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Annulus Ventilation System
;

3.6.9 i

|
,

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

'

3.6.9 Annulus Ventilation System

LC0 3.6.9 Two Annulus Ventilation System divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. i

!

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME '

A. One Annulus A.1 Restore division to 7 days
Ventilation System OPERABLE status.
division
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

O Associated
Completion Time not AND

met.
I B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,.

SR 3.6.9.1 Operate each Annulus Ventilation System 31 days
division for [2 10 continuous hours with
heaters operating].

L

|. -

(continued)-
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Annulus Ventilation System
3.6.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY )
,

|

SR 3.6.9.2 Perform required Annulus Ventilation System in accordance
filter testing in accordance with the with [VFTP]
[ Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP)].

SR 3.6.9.3 Verify each Annulus Ventilation System [18] months
division actuates on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

SR 3.6.9.4 Verify each Annulus Ventilation System [18] months on
division flow rate is s [18,000) cfm. a STAGGERED

TEST BASIS

_

,
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HMS Igniters
3.6.10

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.10 Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS) Igniters

LCO: Hydrogen igniters specified by containment region in Table
3.6.10-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED AC110N COMPLETION TIME

A. Required number of A.1 Restore required Each refueling
igniters specified number of igniters to outage
in Table 3.6.10-1 OPERABLE status. |

inoperable.

_ ,_

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.10.1 Energize each hydrogen igniter and verify Prior to
temperature is > [1700*F]. entering MODE 3

after each
refueling
outage

O
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HMS Igniters
3.6.10

Tabte 3.6.10 1 (Page 1 of 2)
Required Mininun set of bMS Igniters

CONTAlkuthf
REGION (s) DESCRIPTION OF Coh1 AlhMEW1 RE GION REQUIRED kJMBER AND DESIGkAflDN

1 Reactor Cavity ICI area 2 out of 2 (1A, 18)

2&3 |RW51 freeboard space 4 out of 4 !?A, 28, 3A, 381

4&$ MAVEC area & MAvEC vent 3 out of 4 (4A, 48, $ A, $B)

6 EL. 91+9 Hvi area 2 out of 2 (6A, 69)

7&8 EL. 91+9 SG 2 wing watt 3 out of 4 [7A, 78, BA, BB)

9 & 10 EL. 91+9 SG 1 wing watt 3 out of 4 [9A, 98,10A,108)

11 Letdown Heat Exchanger Room 1 out of 2 (11A,11B)

12 Regen. Feat Exchanger Room i out of 2 (12A,128)

13, 14, 15 & 16 (L. 91+9 HVAC dist header 7 out of 8 (13A, 13B, 14A, 148, 15A, 158,
16A, 168)

17, 18, 19 & 20 EL. 115+6 0 D. cru e watt 7 out of B [17A,178,18A,188,19A,19B,
20A, 209)

21 EL. 115+6 grating hatch area 2 out of 2 [21A, 218)

22 & 23 SG 2 region FL. 126+3 3 out of I. (22A, 228, 23A 239)

(continued)
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HMS Igniters
3,6,10

Table 3.6.10 1 (Page 2 of 2)
Required Minimum set of HMS lgniters

CONIA!NMENT !

REG 10N($) DE$CRIPfl0N OF CONTAINMENT REGION REou! RED WUMBER AND DE11GNAfl0N

24 & 25 SG 1 region EL,126+3 3 out of 4 (24A, 249, 25A, 258)

26 & 27 $G 2 region EL. 164*0 3 out of 4 (26A, 268, 27A, 278)

>

28 & 29 $G i region EL 164+0 3 out of 4 (284, 26B, 29A, 298)

i
;

30 & 31 Refueling Cavity Region EL.154*0 3 out of 4 (30A, 30B, 31A, 31B)

,

32 & 33 Pressurlier region EL.188*10 3 out of 4 (32A, 328, 33A, 33B) ,

}
t

34, 35 4 36 Et. 146 1.D. crane wall 5 out of 6 134A, 340, 35A, 358, 36A, 369) .!

.1

37, 38, 39 & 40 Contalrrent dcce EL. 23740 4 out of 8 [37A, 37B, 38A, 388, 39A, 39R,
j 40A, 40s) j

i'

;

.

f

I

r

r

l
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Containment Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations
3.6.11

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.11 Containment Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations

LCO 3.6.11 The containment building penetrations shall be in the
following status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by [a
minimum of four bolts,]

b. One door in each airlock closed,

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is
either:

1. Closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve,
blind flange, or equivalent; or

2. Exhausting through OPERABLE Reactor Building
Containment Purge Exhaust System HEPA filters and
charcoal absorbers, and is capable of being closed
by an OPERABLE Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation System.

O
APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY,

MODE 6 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Restore containment [6 hours]
containment penetration to
penetrations not in required status.
required status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Restore RCS level to [6 hours]
Completion Time not >[EL -117'0"].
met.

_ _ ..
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Containment Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations <

3.6.11

SVRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.11.1 Verify each required containment building [12 hours]
penetration is in its required status.

SR 3.6.11.2 Verify the Surveillance Requirements of SR (18 months)
3.9.3.2 are met.

1

O

i
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MSSVs
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

>

LC0 3.7.1 The MSSVs shall be OPERABLE as specified in Tables 3.7.1-1
and 3.7.1-2.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS
{

---------------------------------------NOTE--------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
____________________________________________________.____________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!

A. One or more required A.1 Reduce power to s the 4 hours
'

MSSVs inoperable. applicable % RTP

O listed in Table
3.7.1-1.

AND

A.2 Reduce the [ variable 12 hours
overpower trip)
setpoint(ceiling)in
accordance with Table
3.7.1-1

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3, 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

QB B.2 Be in MODE 4. [12 hours]

One or more steam
generators with less
than [three] MSSVs
OPERABLE.

'.s'

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-1 06/17/94-Amendment W
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- MSSVs

3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.1.1 --------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed in MODES 1
and 2.
_________________ __________________________

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per in accordance
Table 3,7.1-2 in accordance with the with the
Inservice Testing Program. Following Inservice
testing, lift settings shall be within i 1%. Testing

Program.

O
,

O-
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MSSVs
3.7.1

O, Table 3.7.1-1 (Page 1 of 1)
(Variable Overpower Trip] Setpoint

Versus OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves

MINIMUM NUMBER MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
OF MSSVs PER [ VARIABLE OVERPOWER

STEAM GENERATOR MAXIMUM TRIP] SETPOINT
REQUIRED OPERABLE POWER, (% RTP) ([ CEILING), % RTP)

9 [95.04] [104.84]

8 [84.48] [94.28]
,

7 [73.92] [83.72]

6 [63.36] [73.16]

5 [52.80] [62.60]

4 [42.24] [52.04]

3 [31.68] [41.48]

|

|

|

C')
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MSSVs
3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-2 (Page 1 of 1)
Main Steam Safety Valve lift Settings

VALVE NUMBER VALVE NUMBER LIFT SETTING,
SG #1 SG #2 (psig) 1 (1%)

[1] [1] [1185]

[2] [2] [1220]

[3] [3] [1245]
-

[4] [4] [1245]

[5] [5] (1245]

[1] [1] [1185]

[2] [2] [1220]

[3] [3] [1245]

[4] [4] [1245]
.

[5] [5] [1245]
_

r

s'
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MSIVs
3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) |

LC0 3.7.2 [Four] Main Steam isolation Valves (MSIVs) and as<ociated I>

'

bypass valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, except when all MSIVs and bypass
valves are closed and [de-activated].

ACTIONS
-

CONDITION REQUIRED Atil0N COMPLETION TPfC
-

A. One MSIV or bypass A.1 Restore MSIV or [8] hours
valve inoperable in bypass valve to
MODE 1. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

C. --------NOTE---------- C.1 Close MSIV or bypass [8] hours
Separate Condition valve.
entry is allowed for
each MSIV or bypass AND
valve.

C.2 Verify MSIV or bypass Once per 7 days !___________________---

valve closed.
One or more MSIVs or

! bypass valves
'

inoperable in MODE 2,
3, or 4.

.(continued)

k
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MSIVs
3.7.2 I

.i

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION itLQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION flME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition C E
not met.

D.2 Do in MODE 4. [12] hours

E l

D.3 Be in MODE 5. [24] hours

e i

,SURVEILLANC" <<EQUIREMENTS
_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.2.1 -------------------NOTE---------------------
Only required to be performed in MODES 1
and 2.
.......... .................................

Verify closure time of each MSIV and bypass In accordance
valve is s [5] seconds on an actual or with the
simulated actuation signal. [ Inservice

Testing
Program, or
(18] months)

= -
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.,

1

MFIVs
3.7.3 )

l

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs)

LC0 3.7.3 Two MFIVs shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 except when MFIV is closed and
[ deactivated] or [ isolated by a closed manual valve].

!

( ACTIONS

1

i ---------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed on each valve.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more MFIVs A.1 Close or isolate [72] hours
inoperable. inoperable MFIV.

E
1

| A.2 Verify inoperable Once per 7_ days
MFIV is closed or
i sol ated.

B. Two valves in the same B.1 Isolate affected flow [8 hours]
flow path inoperable. path.

AND

B.2 Verify inoperable [7 days]
MFIV is closed or
isolated.

i. - - - . . . _ .s-

(continued)

|
t

- -w

(
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MFIVs
3.7.3

ACT10!45 (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Actions and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times not met. A10.

C.2 Be in MODE 4. [12) hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY-

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the closure time of each MFIV is s in accordance
{5) seconds on an actual or simulated with the
actuation signal. [ Inservice

Testing
Program, or 18
months]

:
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EFW
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System

LC0 3.7.4 Two EFW divisions shall be OPERABLE.

_________ _____..________-NOTE----------------------------------
Only one EFW division, which includes a motor-driven pump,
is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4.
___ _________________________________________ ____ ____________

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
[ MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.]

ACTIONS
=

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One EFW pump A.1 Restore EFW pump to 7 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. One EFW division B.1 Restore EFW division 72 hours
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

C. One EFW pump in each C.1 Restore an EFW pump 72 hours
division inoperable, to OPERABLE status.

AND

C.2 Complete Required 7 days
Action A.l.

-

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours e

associated Completion
Time of Condition A, ,AND

B, or C not met.
D.2 Be in MODE 4. [18] hours

(continued)
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EFW
3.7.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Required EFW division E.1 ---------NOTE---------

inoperable in MODE 4. LC0 3.0.3 and all
other LC0 Required
Actions requiring
MODE changes are
suspended until one
EFW division is
restored to OPERABLE
status.
--- -----------------

Initiate action to Immediately
restore one EFW
division to OPERABLE
stctus.

'-
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify each EFW manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path and in
both steam supply flow paths to the steam
driven pump, that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in its
correct position.

SR 3.7.4.2 ---------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed for the
turbine driven EFW pump until [24] hours
after reaching [800] psig in the steam
generators.
- - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Verify the developed head of each EFW pump [31] days on a
at the flow test point is > the required STAGGERED TEST
developed head. BASIS

(continued)
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EFW _j

3.7.4 |
i

i

4 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) j

'~'
SURVEILLANCE- FREQUENCY

~

SR 3.7.4.3 Verify each EFW automatic valve actuates to [18] months i

its correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.4.4 ----------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed for the
turbine driven EFW pump until [24] hours
after reaching [800] psig in the steam
generators.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -

Verify each EFW pump starts automatically (18] months
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

-- - - - - - -

SR 3.7.4.5 Verify the proper alignment of the required Prior to
EFW flow paths Dy verifying flow from the entering MODE 2

[ Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank to each whenever unit
steam generator. has oeen in

MODE- 5 or 6 for
> 30 days.

, - .
.

|

|
'

,
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EFWST
3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.5 Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST)

LC0 3.7.5 Two Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) levels shall be
2 [350,000] gallons,

j

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
MODE 4 [when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal]. '

1

ACTIONS
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME |
. _.

A. One EfWST level not A.1 Verify OPERABILITY of 4 hours
within limit. other EFWST.

AND
AjiQ
.

Once per 12
hours
thereafter.

A.2 Restore EFWST level 7 days
to within limit.

m

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. M@

B.2 Be in MODE 4 without [18] hours
reliance on steam
generator for heat
removal.

.-
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EFWST
~~

3.7.5

! I\ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS
_ __

_

g

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify EFWSTs level 2 [350,000] gallons. 12 hours

- . -

|

|

|

-fD
| Nj

;
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Secondary Specific Activity
3.7.6

3,7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Secondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7.6 The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be
5: [0.10] microCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
-

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3 6 hours
within limits.

!LRN
'

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

< r

SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS , _ .__

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify the specific activity of the [31] dus
secondary coolant is within limit.

_ . _ _ . _
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CCW
| 3.7.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

LCO 3.7.7 Two CCW divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In MODES 5 and 6 the requirements for CCW are determined by
the system (s) it supports.

ACTIONS
n. _.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CCW division A.1 ---------NOTES--------
inoperable in MODES 1, 1. Enter applicable
2, 3, or 4. Conditions and

Required Actions
of LC0 3.8.1, "AC

O Sources-
Operating", for
emergency diesel
generator made
inoperable by CCW.

2. Enter applicable
conditions and
Required Actions
of LCO 3.4.6, "RC5
Loops - MODE 4"
for shutdown
cooling made
inoperable by CCW.

----------------------

Restore CCW division 72 hours
to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

O
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CCW
3.7.7

|

ACTIONS (Continued) ,

CONDIT10N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion'

Time of Condition A not AND

met.
B2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

C. Required CCW C.1 --------NOTE-------- __

division (s) inoperable Enter applicable
in MODES 5 or 6. Conditions and

Required Actions
of:
1. LC0 3.4.7, "RCS

Loops - MODE 5
(Loops Filled)",

2. LCO 3.4.8, "RCS
Loops - MODE 5
(Loop Not
Filled)",

{ 3. LCO 3.8.2, "AC
Scurces -<

Shutdown",
4. LC0 3.9.4,

" Shutdown
Cooling System
(SCS) and
Cool ant
Circulation -
High Water
Level",

5. LC0 3.9.5,

" Shutdown
Cooling System
(SCS) and
Coolant
Circulation -
Lcw Water
Level".

----------- --- ----

(continued)
.~--
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CCW
3.7.7

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (Continued) Initiate action to Immediately
restore CCW
division (s) to
OPERABLE status.

- _n _=

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT.S

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.7.1 ---------------------NOTE----------------
Isolation of CCW flow to individual
components does not render the CCW System
inoperable.
_ _____________ __ _____________ .__________

Verify each CCW manual, power-operated and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety related equipment, that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

,

-- _

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each CCW automatic valve in the flow [18] months
path actuates to the ccrrect position on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

_ . _ _ . -

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify each CCW pump starts automatically (18] months
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

-; --
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SSWS
3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.8 Station Service Water System (SSWS)

LCO 3.7.8 Two SSWS divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
In MODES 5 and 6 the requirements for SSWS are determined by

the system (s) it supports.

ACTIONS
-

= = . - . _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

- -

A. One SSWS division A.1 ---------NOTE- -------

inoperable in MODES 1, Enter applicable
2, 3, or 4. Conditions and

Required Actions of
LCO 3.7.7 " Component
Cooling Water (CCW)
System", for CCW made
inoperable by the
SSWS.
- - - - - - - - - . . . - - - - - , - - -

Restore SSWS division 72 hours
to GPERABLE status.

= ,_

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time if Condition A is AND
not met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

(continued)

'
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SSWS
3.7.8

[' ACTIONS (continued)
\'-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required SSWS C.1 ---------NOTE---------
division (s) inoperable Enter applicable
in MODES 5 or 6. Conditions and

Required Actions of
LC0 3.7.7 " Component
Cooling Water (CCW)
System", for CCW made
inoperable by SSWS.
_____.________________

Initiate Actions to Immediately
restore SSWS
division (s) to
OPERABIE status.

, .

r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

\ SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__

SR 3.7.8.1 ---------------------NOTE-------------------
Isolation of SSWS flow to individual
components does not render SSWS inocerable.
___________________________________..________

Verify each SSWS manual, power-operated, 31 days
and automatic valve in the flow path
servicing safety-related equipment. that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct positian.

|

SR 3.7.8.2 Verify each SSWS pump starts automatically [1B months]
~on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

|

. m. m

g ~s,

i
;
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VHS

3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (VHS)

LC0 3.7.9 The Ultimate Heat Sink (VHS) shall be GFF.RABLE.
,

| APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
In MODES 5 and 6 the requirements for Ultimate Heat Sink

(UHS) are determined by the system (s) it supports.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
_

A. One or more ccoling A.1 Restore cooling tower 7 days
towers with one fan (s) to OPERABLE
cooling tower fan status.

'---

inoperable in MODES 1
.1 3, or 4. _

O
B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours ,

associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND

not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

0. R s

UHS inoperable [for
reasons other than
Condition A).

(continued)
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UHS
3.7.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. UHS inoperable in C.1 --------NOTE---------- '

MODES 5 or 6. Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions of
LCO 3.7.8 " Station
Service Water System
(SSWS)", for SSWS
division (s) made
inoperable by the
VHS.
_____________________

Initiate Actions to Immediately
restore UHS to
OPERABLE status.

<w SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

- -

SR 3.7.9.1 Verify water level of the Ultimate Heat 24 hours
- Sink is 2 [*] [mean sea level]. -

SR 3.7.9.2 Verify average water temperature of the 24 hours
Ultimate Heat Sink is s [95'F]._ _

___

SR 3.7.9.3 Operate each cooling tower fan for 2 (15] 31 days
minutes. --

__x - - ~ -
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.7,10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

LCO 3.7.10 The fuel Storage Pool water level shall be 2 23 feet over
the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage

.

racks.

APPLICABILITY: With irradiated fuel assemblies in the Fuel Storage Pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel Storage Pool A.1 ---------NOTE---------

water level not within LC0 3.0.3 is not
limit, appl icable.

----------------------

Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in Fuel
Storage Pool.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.1 Verify the Fuel Storage Pool water level is 7 days
2 23 feet above the top of irradiated fuel
assemblies seated in the storage racks.

__
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ADVs
3.7.11

.

b 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
G

3.7.11 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

LCO 3.7.11 [Two] ADV lines shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
[ MODE 4 when steam generator is being relied upon for heat

removal.]

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required ADV line A.1 ---------NOTE---------
inoperable. LCO 3.0.4 is not

applicable.
______________,_______

Restore ADV line to 7 days
('] OPERABLE status,

U

B. [Two or more required] B.1 Restore [one) ADV 24 hours |ADV lines inoperable. line to OPERABLE i

status,
q

,

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion -

Time not met,
AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4, without [12) hours-
reliance upon steam
generator for heat
removal.

_

-

AND
|

C.3 Be in MODE 5. [24] hours

. O
| SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-23 06/17/94-Amendment W
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ADVs

3.7.11

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.11.1 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV. [18 months]

SR 3.7.11.2 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV block [18 months]
valve.

O

4
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CCVS

3.7.12

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.12 Control Complex Ventilation System (CCVS)

LC0 3.7.12 Two Control Complex Ventilation System (CCVS) divisions
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6)
During movement of irradiated fuel.

ACT10NS
_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CCVS division A.1 Restore CCVS 7 days
inoperable. divisions to OPERABLE

status.

O. B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not' met in MODES 1, 2,
3 or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5 36 hours

C. Required Action and C.1 --------NOTE----------
associated Completion Place in toxic gas-

Time of Condition A protection mode if
not met -[in MODE 5, 6, automatic transfer to ;

or) during movement of toxic gas mode
irradiated fuel, inoperable. "

----- --.. ...--------

Place OPERABLE CCVS Immediately
division in emergency
radiation protection
mode.,

OB

-(continued)

'
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CCVS
3.7.12

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-
-

C. (continued) C.2.1 Suspend CORE 1mmediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND
_

C.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

D. Two CCVS divisions D.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately

inoperable in MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4.

-
-.

E. Two CCVS divisions E.1 Suspend CORE Immedi ately

inoperable (in MODE 5, ALTERATIONS.

6, or] during movement
of irradiated fuel .A_ND

assemblies. -
-

E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each CCVS division for 2 [10] 31 days
continuous hours with the heaters operating
[or for systems without heaters 2 15
minutes).

(continued)

O
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-CCVS
3.7.12

'
StJRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -(continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
~

I

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required CCVS filter testing in In accordance-
accordance with [ Ventilation Filter Testing with the
Program (VFTP)]. [VFTP].

SR 3.7.12.3 Verify each CCVS division actuates on an (18] months
actual or simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.12.4 Verify one CCVS division can maintain (18] months on *

positive pressure of 2 [0.125] inches water a STAGGERED !
gauge, relative to the adjacent areas TEST BASIS.
during the emergency radiation state of the
emergency mode of operation at an emergency
ventilation flowrate of s [2000] cfm. <

,

t

O.

!

..

[ [ *

'
| '' '
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CRVS
,

3.7.13
'

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.13 Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS)

LC0 3.7.13 Two CRVS divisions shall be OPERABLE.

1

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6]
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

{TIONS I
_,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CRVS division A.1 Restore CRVS division 30 days
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not met in MODES 1, 2,
3, or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

C. Required Action and C.1 Place OPERABLE CRVS Immediately
associated Completion division in
Time of Condition A operation,
not met [in MODES 5,
6, or] during movement QR

_

of irradiated fuel -

assemblies. C.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

EO -

C.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
as sembl ies .

(continued)
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l

CRYts

3.7.13 I

i

!

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Two CRVS divisions D.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, 3, er 4.

_ _

E. Two CRVS divisions E.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
inoperable (in MODES ALTERATIONS.
5, 6, or] during
movement of irradiated AJ _fuel.

E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.13.1 Verify each CRVS division has the [18 months]
capability to remove the assumed heat load.

O
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SBVS
3.7.14

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.14 Subsphere Building Ventilation System (SBVS)

LCO 3.7.14 Two SBVS divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4,
MODE 5 and MODE 6 with RCS level < [120' - 0").

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One Subsphere Building A.1 Restore inoperable 7 days
Ventilation System division to OPERABLE
division inoperable. status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MLD

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

AND

B.3 Reduce RCS [42 hours)
Temperature < 135'F
and ensure RCS level
> [120'-0").
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SBVS
3.7.14

O SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSV ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.14.1 Verify the operation of each Subsphere 31 days
Building Ventilation System division in
filtered mode for 2 10 continuous hours
with the heaters operating.

.|

SR 3.7.14.2 Perform required Subsphere Building In accordance iVentilation System filter testing in with the [VTFP]
accordance with the (Ventilation Filter
Testing Program (VFTP)].

SR 3.7.14.3 Verify each Subsphere Building Ventilation [18 months]
System division actuates on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

O SR 3.7.14.4 Verify one Subsphere Building Ventilation [18 months] on
System division can maintain a negative a STAGGERED

,

pressure 2 [0.1] inches water gauge TEST BASIS
relative to atmospheric pressure during the

1

post-accident mode of operation at a flow
rate of s [13,200 cfm].

1

;

. ,

(
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FBVES
~

3.7.15

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.15 Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System (FBVES)

LC0 3.7.15 Two FEVES divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel building.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME Y

A. One FBVES division A.1 Restore FBVES 7 days
inoperable, division to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Actions and B.1 Place OPERABLE FBVES Immediately
associated Completion division in
Times of Conditions A operation.
not met during
movement of irradiated OR

fuel in the fuel
_

building. B.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel in
the fuel building.

C. Two FBVES divisions C.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
inoperable during irradiated fuel in
movement of irradiated the fuel building.
fuel in the fuel
building.
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FBVES
3.7.15

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.15.1 Operate each FBVES division in the filtered 31 day.s
mode for [2 10 continuous hours with the
heaters operating or for systems without
heaters 2 15 minutes).

SR 3.7.15.2 Perform required FBVES filter testing in In accordance
accordance with the [ Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP]
Testing Program).

SR 3.7.15.3 [ Verify each FBVES division actuates on an [18 months)
actual or simulated actuation signal.]

SR 3.7.15.4 Verify one FBVES division can maintain a [18] months onp negative pressure 2 [*] inches water gauge a STAGGERED
with respect to atmospheric pressure, TEST BASIS*

during the [ post-accident] mode of
operation at a flow rate 5; [25,000] cfm.

SP. 3.7.15.5 [ Verify each FBACS filter bypass damper [18 months]
closes and filter damper opens.]

Value to be c'etermined by system detail design.*

|

|

i
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DBVS
3.7.16

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.16 Diesel Building Ventilation System (DBVS)

LC0 3.7.16 Each DBVS shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: When associated Diesel Generator is required to be OPERABLE.

,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Diesel Generator A.1 Restore division to [72 hours]
Building Ventilation OPERABLE status.
System inoperable.

AND

A.2 Declare affected
Diesel Generator
inoperable.

O
B. Required Actions of B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

Condition A not met
within Required AND
Completion Time.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

O
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OBVS-
3.7.16

[ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.16.1 Verify Diesel Generator Building [12 hours]
temperature is maintained between [40*F]
and [120*F] with diesel generator not
operating and [40*F] and [122*F] with
diesel generator operating.

SR 3.7.16.2 Verify supply and exhaust fans perform [18 months]
their function.

(J%.

!

ex

( )''''
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ECWS
3.7.17

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.17 Essential Chilled Water System (ECWS)

LCO 3.7.17 [Two] ECWS divisions shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 1 3. wr

ACTIONS
,-,, v, _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME --

A. One ECWS division A.1 Restore ECWS division 7 days
inoperable, to OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND

not met in MODE 1, 2,
3, or 4. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.17.1 Verify each ECWS manual, power operated and 31 days
automatic valve in the flowpath that is not
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position is in the correct position.

SR 3.7.17.2 Verify the proper actuation of each ECWS [18 months)
component on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.
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MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE
3.7.18

-

!

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.18 MAIN STEAM LINE LEAXAGE

LCO 3.7.18 MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE shall be limited to 10 gpm.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS.
,

( 1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i
)
i

!

A, MAIN STEAM LINE A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours |
LEAKAGE exceeds i

operational limit. AND
,

A.2 Be in MODE S. 35 hours

-E . PF.
~

,

4 .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
-

.

SR 3.7.18.1 Ver,fy MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE s 10 gpm. Per SR 3,4.12.1

- - = - - - .-.-.,.

>

O
'
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
3.7.19

l

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.19 fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

LCO 3.7.19 The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be 2
[4000 ppm).

1

APPLICABillTY: When fuel assemblies are stored in the fuel storage pool
and a fuel storage pool verification has not been
performed since the last movement of fuel assemblies
in the fuel storage pool.

||

ACTIONS
_

. _ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool A.1 --------NOTE----------
boron concentration LCO 3.0.3 is not
not within limit, applicable.

...........-. .... -

Suspend movement of immediately
fuel assemblies in
the fuel storage
pool.

lLN.D

A.2.1 Initiate action to immediately
restore fuel storage
pool boron
concentration to-

within limit.

DE

(continued)
-
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
3.7.19

>

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
__

A. (continued) A.2.2 Verify by Immediately
administrative means
[ Region 2] fuel '

storage pool -

verification has been
performed since the
last movement of fuel
assemblies in the -

fuel storage pool. :

SgEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

3.7.19.1 Verify the fuel storage pool boron 7 daysO SR

concentration is within limit.

:_

.

.

V

|

f

.

L o ~
SYSTEM 80+
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Spent fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.20

3.7 PL ANT S'! STEMS

3.7.20 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

LCO 3.7.20 The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each
spent fuel assembly stored in (Region 2) shall be within the
acceptable (burnup domain) of Figure 3.7.20-1 [or in
accordance with Specification 4.3.1.1).

1

APPLICABillTY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in [ Region 2) of the
fuel storage pool. i

!

ACTIONS
_ _ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET10N TIME
.

A. Requirements of the A.] --------NOTE----------
LCO not met. LC0 3.0.3 is not

applicable.
___________ __________

initiate action to immediately
move the noncomplying
fuel from [ Region 2).

_ _ . _

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_ ,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.20.1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly storing the
is in accordance with Figure 3.7.20-1 or fuel assembly
Specification 4.3.1.1. in [ Region 2)
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Spent fuel Assembly Storage
3.7.20

-
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Figure 3.7.20-1
Discharge Burnup vs. Initial Enrichment for Region 11 Racks
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

-
,

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
'

3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

LCO 3.8.1 The following AC Electrical Power Sources shall be OPERABLE. ;
,

*

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class lE AC Distribution System;
and

b. Two diesel generators (DGs), each capable of supplying
one division of the onsite Class lE AC Distribution
System.

c. Automatic load sequencers for Division 1 and Division 2.

APP!!CABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
.

Ag!0NS_ _ _ _ _
__ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TlHE

'

A. One required offsite A.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 1 hour ,

circuit inoperable, for the required
OPERABLE offsite ShD

'

circuit.
Once per 8 hours

&HQ thereafter :

A.2 Declare required 24 hours from
feature (s) with no discovery of no
offsite power offsite power to
available inoperable one train -

when its redundant concurrent with
required feature (s) inoperability of
is inoperable. redundant

- -
required

AND feature (s)

(continued)

:|

i

|
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

COMPLET10f[ TIMECONDIT10N REQUIRED ACT10N

A. (continued) A.3 Restore required 72 hotws
offsite circuit to -

OPERABLE status. MD ,

6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
i.00

8.1 --------NOTE------- 8.1 Perform SR 3,8.1.1 1 hour
Required Action for the OPERABLE
B.3.1 or B.3.2 required offsite MQ
shall be completed circuit (s).
if this Condition Once per 8 hours
is entered. MD thereafter
.. ... ...... . ...

8.2 Declare required 4 hours from
One required DG feature (s) supported discovery of
inoperable, by the inoperable DG Condition B

inoperable when its concurrent with
redundant required inoperability of

feature (s) is redundant
inoperable. required

feature (s)
MD

B.3.1 Determine OPERABl.E DG [24) hours
is not inoperable due ,

to common cause
failure.

QB
'

(continued)
,
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AC Sources - Operating -,

3.8.1,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION T1HE.
.

B. (continued) B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 24 hours
for OPERABLE DG.

MD i

!B.4 Verify the combustion 72 hours
turbine generator
(CTG) is functional -

by verifying the CTG
starts and achieves .

steady state voltage
and frequency within
[2] minutes. *

AND
,

B.5 Verify the CTG is 72 hours :

capable of being
aligned to the ESF MQ
buses associated with

'the inoperable DG, Once per 8 hours-

thereafter #

'

AND

B.6 Restore required DG 14 days
to OPERABLE status.

AND

15 days from
discovery of

,

failure to meet
LC0

.

C. .Two required offsite C.1 Declare required. 12 hours from-
circuits inoperable. feature (s) inoperable' discovery of

when its redundant-- Condition C -
required feature (s) concurrent with
is inoperable, inoperability ofi

redundant .

MD required- ,

features ,

o

(continued)
:
!
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS _ _
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

..

C. (continued) C.2 Restore one required 24 hours
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status.

D. One required offsite D.) -------NOTE- --------
circuit inope *able. Enter applicable

Conditions and
8!!Q Required Actions of

-

LCO 3.8.9.
One required DG " Distribution Systems
inoperable. - Operating", when

Condition D is
entered with no AC
power source to one
division,
. ------------- .----

Verify the combustion 12 hours
turbine generator
(CID) is functional
by verifying the CTG
starts and achieves
steady state voltage
and frequency within
[2] minutes.

b8
D.2 Verify the CTG is 12 hours

capable of being
aligned to the ESF a!NJ1
buses associated with
the inoperable DG. Once per 8 hours

thereafter
a!LD

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONSg, ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
;

D. (continued) 0.3 Restore required 36 hours
offsite circuits to
OPERABLE status.

0fl_

D.4 Restore required DG 36 hours
to OPERABLE status.

E. Two required DGs E.1 Restore one required 2 hours
inoperable. DG to OPERABLE

status.

F. Required automatic F.1 Restore required 24 hours .

load sequencer automatic load
inoperable, sequencer to OPERABLE

,

7,
;

status.
!

G. Required Actions and G.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion,

Times of Conditions A, ANQN
B, C, D, E, or F not
met. G.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

..

.H. Three or more required H.1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Immediately
,

AC Power Sources
inoperable.

--

I

|
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRCMENTS

..... .....--.................------NOTE----- -----------------------------------

For the following Surveillances SR 3.0.2 is not applicable: SR 3.8.1.8 through
SR 3.8.1.19
- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. __
da .6

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
_

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power availability for each
required offsite circuit.

-__

SR 3.8.1.2 --------------------NOTES-------------------

1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies
this Surveillance.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period and followed by
a warmup period prior to loading.

[3. A modified DG start, involving idling
and gradual acceleration to
synchronous speed may be used for the
SR as recommended by the manufacturer.
When modified start procedures are not
used, the time, voltage, and frequency
tolerances specified in SR 3.8.1.7
must be met.]

----------------..... ...........--.........

Verify each DG starts from standby As specified by
condition and achieves steady state voltage Table 3.8.1-1
2 [3744] volts and s [4576] volts, and
frequency 2 [S8.8) Hz and s [61.2] Hz.

SR 3.8.1.3 ---------------- --NOTES-- -----------------
1. DG loadings may include gradual

loading as recommended by the
manufacturer.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.

SR 3.8.1.3 -------------------NOTES-(continued)-------- -

(continued) 2. Momentary transients outside the load i

and power factor ranges do not '

invalidate this test.

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted
on only one DG at a time.

4. This SR shall be preceded by and i

immediately follow without shutdown a
successful performance of SR 3.8.1.2
or SR 3.8.1.7.

____________________________________________

Verify each diesel generator is As specified by
synchronized and loaded, and operates for Table 3.8.1-1
2 60 minutes at a load 2 [5957] kW and *

s (6255] kW.

.

(*^ SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day tank [and engine mounted 31 days
tank) contains 2 [220] gallons of fuel oil.

SR 3.8.1.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 31 days
each day tank [and engine mounted tank].

SR 3.8.1.6 Verify the fuel oil transfer system 92 days
operates to [ automatically] transfer fuel
oil from storage tank (s) to the day tank
[and engine mounted tank].

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.7 ------------- ------NOTE--------------------
All diesel generator starts may be preceded
by an engine prelube period.
................................ ... .......

Verify each DG starts from standby 184 days
condition and achieves in s 20 seconds,
voltage 2 [3744] volts and s (4576) volts,
and frequency 2 [58.8) Hz and s [61.2] Hz.

__

SR 3.8.1.8 -- -----------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit msy be taken for unplanned
events which satisfy this SR.

............................................

Verify automatic and manual transfer of AC 24 months
power sources from the normal offsite
circuit to each alternate required offsite

circuit.

SR 3.8.1.9 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

............................................

Verify each DG at a powe factor s [0.9) 24 months
rejects a load of > [1031] kW, and;

.

a. Following inad rejection, the
frequency is s [63] Hz,

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

t

SR 3.8.1.9 (continued)
,

b. Within [3] seconds following load
rejection, the voltage is k [3744]
volts and s (4576) volts; and

c. Within [3] seconds following load
rejection, the frequency is 2 [58.8]
Hz and s [61.2] Hz.

SR 3.8.1.10 ---------------------NOTES------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

----------- .....------------.--------------

Verify each DG operating at a power factor 24 months( s [0.9] does not trip, and voltage is
maintained s (5000] volts during and
following a load rejection of 2 [5957] kW
and s [6255] kW.

SR 3.8.1.11 ---------------------NOTES------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3,- or 4.

3, Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

--------------------------------------------

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 24 months
offsite power signal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

(continued)
E
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

f SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE0VENCY

SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)

b. Load shedding from emergency buses;

c. DG automatically starts from standby
condition and:

1. energizes permanently-connected
loads in s 20 seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected shutdown
loads through the load sequencer,

3. maintains steady state voltage 2
[3744] volts and s [4576] volts.,

4. maintains steady state frequency 2
[58.8) Hz and s [61.2] Hz, and

5. supplies permanently-connected and
auto-connected shutdown loads for
2 [5] minutes.

SR 3.8.1.12 ----- ---- ---------NOTES- -----------------

1. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

...................... ........ ............

Verify on an actual or simulated Engineered 24 months
Safety Features (ESF) actuation signal each
DG auto-starts from standby condition and:

a. In s 20 seconds after auto-start and
during tests, achieves voltage 1
[3744] V and s (4576] V;

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
,

1

SR 3.8.1.12 (continued)

b. In s 20 seconds after auto-start and
during tests, achieves frequency 2
(58.8) Hz and s [61.2) Hz;

c. Operates for 2 5 minutes;

d. permanently-connected loads remain
energized from the offsite power

l
system; and !

l

e. Emergency loads are auto-connected
through the load sequencer to the
offsite power system.

1

SR 3.8.1.13 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

_____________........... .._______....__..__

Verify each DG automatic trip is bypassed 24 months
on an [ actual or simulated loss of voltage

'

signal on the emergency bus concurrent with
an actual or simulated ESF actuation
signal) except:

a. Engine Overspeed;

b. Generator Differential Current;

c. Low Low Lube' Oil Pressure; and

d. Generator Voltage-Controlled
Overcurrent.

(continued) <

\
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AC Sources - Operating ;

3.8.1 '

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.14 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. Momentary transients outside the load

and power factor ranges do not
invalidate this test.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

------ ....--....--.......-----------.......

Verify each DG operating at a power factor 24 months
s [0.9] operates for 2 24 hours:

a. For 2 [2] hours loaded 2 [6553] kW and
s [6881] kW and;

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded 2 [5957] kW and s (6255] kW.

O
SR 3.8.1.15 --------------------NOTES-------------------

1. This Surveillance shall be performed
within 5 minutes of shutting down the
diesel generator after the diesel
generator has operated in 2 [2] hours
loaded 2 [5957] kW and s [6255] kW.
Momentary transients outside of load
range do not invalidate this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

-----------------------------------.---..---

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in s 20 24 months
seconds, voltage 2 [3744] volts and s
[4576] volts, and frequency 2 [58.8] Hz and
s [61.2] Hz.

(continued)
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AC Sources . Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.16 --------------- ----NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

............................................

Verify each DG: 24 months

a. Synchronizes with offsite power source
while loaded with emergency loads upon
a simulated restoration of offsite
power;

b. Transfers loads to offsite source; and

c. Returns to ready to load operation.

SR 3.8.1.17 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This-Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

............................................

Verify, with a DG operating in test mode 24 months
and connected to its bus, an actual or
simulated ESF actuation signal overrides
the test mode by:

a. Returning DG to ready to load
:

operation; and

b. Automatically energizing the emergency
loads with offsite power.

(continued)

t
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.18 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
.

events that satisfy this SR. I
______________ _____________________________

Verify the interval between each sequenced 24 months
load block is within i 10% of design
interval for each emergency and shutdown
load sequencer.

SR 3.8.1.19 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. All DG starts may be preceded by an

engine prelube period.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

______ ___ _________________________________

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 24 months
offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated ESF actuation signal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses;

| c. DG automatically starts from standby
condition and:

1. energizes permanently-connected
I loads in s 20 seconds,

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

'
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY ,

SR 3.8.1.19 (continued)

2. energizes auto-connected emergency
loads through load sequencer,

3. achieves steady state voltage 2
[3744] volts and s [4576] volts,

4. achieves steady state frequency
2 [58.8) Hz and s [61.2] Hz, and-

5. supplies permanently-connected and
auto-connected emergency loads for
2 [5] minutes.

SR 3.8.1.20 --------------------NOTE--------------------
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.
------------------ -------------------------

Verify, when started simultaneously from 10 years
standby condition, each DG achieves,.in s
20 seconds, voltage 2 (3744] volts and
s_[4576] volts, and frequency 2 [58.8) Hz
and 2 [61.2] Hz.

,

,

.

-

- _ _

'
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AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

O
Table 3.8.1-1 (Page 1 of 1)

Diesel Generator Test Schedule

NUMBER OF FAILURES FREQUENCY
IN LAST 25 VAllD TESTS (a)

s3 31 days

24 7 days (b)
(but no less than 24 hours)

-

(a) Criteria for determining number of failures and valid tests shall be in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Revision 3, where the number of tests and failures is determined on a per
DG basis.

(b) This test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive failure
free starts from standby conditions and load and run tests have been
performed. If, subsequent to the 7 failure free tests, 1 or more
additional failures occur, such that there are again 4 or more failures
in the last 25 tests, the testing interval shall again be reduced as
noted above and maintained until 7 consecutive failure free tests have
been performed.

!

|

|

| O
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.2 The following AC Electrical Power Sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. The qualified circuit (s) between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class lE AC
Electrical Power Distribution System required by LC0
3.8.10, " Distribution System - Shutdown"; and

b. On-site power source (s) capable of supplying the
division (s) of the onsite Class lE AC Electrical Power
Distribution System required by LCO 3.8.10,
" Distribution Systems - Shutdown".

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

O
A. Required offsite A.1 ---------NOTE---------

circuit (s) inoperable. Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions of
LC0 3.8.10, with one
required division de-
energized as a result
of Condition A.
______________________

Declare affected immediately '

required feature (s)
with no offsite power
available inoperable.

08

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.2 Suspend handling of Immediately
irradiated fuel
as sembl ie s.

6!iQ

A.2.3 Initiate actions to Immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.5 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required
offsite power circuit
to OPERABLE status.

B. Required on-site power B.1 Declare affected Immediately
source (s) inoperable, required feature (s)

with no on-site power
available INOPERABLE.

93

B.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

a!!D

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

,

B. (continued) B.2.2 Suspend movement of immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

8!!D

B.2.3 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

B.2.4 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

B.2.5 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DG(s)
to CPERABLE status.

C. ----------NOTE--------- C.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for 1 hour
Required Action C.3.1 the OPERABLE required
or C.3.2 shall be offsite circuit (s). AND
completed if this
condition is entered. AND Once per 8

hours------------ ----------

thereafter
One of the two
required on-site
sources inoperable.

(continued)

'
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.2 Declare required 4 hours from
feature (s) supported discovery of
by the inoperable DG Condition C
inoperable when its concurrent with
redundant required inoperability of

,

feature (s) is redundant I
inoperable. required i

feature (s) l

AND i

!

C.3.1 Determine OPERABLE OG 24 hours !
'

is not inoperable due
to common cause
failure.

OE

C.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 24 hours
for OPERABLE DG.

O"
C.4 Verify the combustion 4 hours

turbine generator
(CTG) is functional
by verifying the CTG
starts and achieves
steady state voltage
and frequency within
[2] minutes.

bHD

C.5 Verify the CTG is 4 hours
capable of being
aligned to the ESF M
buses associated with
the inoperable D/G Once per 8 hours

thereafter
E
r.6 Restore [ required] DG 14 days

to OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Actions and D.1 Declare affected Immediately
Completion Times of required feature (s)
Condition C not met. with no on-site power

available inoperable.

OE

D.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

D.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

D.2 3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations

(Q
N with a potential for

draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

D.2.4 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

D.2.5 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DG
to OPERABLE status.

__

C
\ }i'
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.2.1 --------------------NOTE--------------------
SR 3.8.1.3 is only required to be performed
when more than the minimum number of AC
Sources required by LCO 3.8.2 are
available, but at least once every 6
months.
............................................

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
SRs of LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating" with applicable
are applicable. SRs

O
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.3 Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air
subsystems shall be within limits for each required diesel
generator.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

______________________________------NOTE-----------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each OG.
_________________________________..____________________________.. _________________

1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more DGs with A.1 Restore fuel oil 48 hours
fuel level < [45,000] level to within
gal . and > [38,500] limits.
gal, in storage tank.

B. One or more DGs with B.1 Restore lube oil 48 hours
lube oil inventory < inventory to within
[500] gal, and > [425] limits.
gal .

C. One or more DGs with C.1 Restore fuel oil 7 days
stored fuel oil total total particulates to
particulates not within limits,

within limits.

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oii, Luba Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

ACTIONS (continued) __ _ ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

D. One or more DGs new D.1 Restore stored fuel 30 days
fuel oil properties oil properties to

not within limits of within limits.
the Diesel Fuel Oil
Testing Program. -

E. One or more OGs with E.1 Rc: tare starting air 48 hours
starting air receiver receiver pressura to
pressure < [225] psig 2 [225] psig,
and 2 [125] psig.

F. Required Action and F.1 Declare associated DG Immediately
associated Completion inopeccble.
Time not met.

08

One or more DGs with
diesel fuel oil, lube
oil, or starting air
subsystem not within
limits for reasons
other than Conditions
A, B, C, D, or E.

, _,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify each fuel storage tank contains 2 31 days
[45,000) gallons of fuel .

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lubre Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.-

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify lubricating oil inventory is 2 {500) 31 days
gallons.

.-

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and in accordance
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance with the Diesel
with, and maintained within, the limits of Fuel Oil
the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing

Program.

,

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each DG air start receiver nressure 31 days'

is 2 [225] psig,

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove accumulated water from 31 days
each fuel oil storage tank.

O
SR 3.8.3.6 For each fuel oil storage tank: 10 years

a. Drain the fuel oil;
b. Renicve the sediment; and
c. Clean the tar.k

- ,. ..- mm

w
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8 4

1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating |

|

LCO 3.8.4 The Division 1 and Division 2 DC electrical power subsystems ;

'

shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABillTY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

f.CTIONS
_A

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One DC electrical A.1 Cross-tie the 2 hours
power subsystem within distribution
a division inoperable, centers / batteries /

battery chargers as
appropriate to align
the subsystem to
provide DC source to
the divisional and
both channels of IE
loads.

AND

A.2 Restore DC electrical 72 hours
power subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4 ,

l

( }
ACTIONS (continued);

CONDITION REQVIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

!

B. Two DC electrical B.1 Restore one DC 2~ hours-
power subsystems electrical power
within a division subsystem to OPERABLE
inoperable. status,

b&

B.2 Cross-tie the 2 hours
distribution
centers / batteries /
battery chargers as
appropriate to align
the subsystem to
provide DC source to
the divisional and
one channel of IE
loads.

2

O C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A or AND

B not met.
C.2 Be in MODE 5. ;< hours

t

_

;

l

|

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

! SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
i- =-

L SR 3.8.4.1 Verify the battery terminal voltage 2 (129] 7 days
volts on float charge.

(continued)

O'
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at terminals 92 days
and connectors.

DE

Verify the connection resistance [is
s [lE-5 ohms] for intercell connections,
s [lE-5 ohms) for interrack connections,
s [1E-5 ohms) for intertier connections,
and

s {lE-5 ohms] for terminal connections].

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify the cells, cell plates and tattery 12 months
racks show no visual indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration.

SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion, verify 12 months
the cell-to-cell and terminal connections
are clean and tight, and coated with anti-
corrosion material.

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify connection resistance [is 12 months
s [lE-5 ohms] for intercell connections,
s [lE-5 ohms] for interrack connections,
s [lE-5 ohms) for intertier connections,
and
s [1E-5 ohms] for terminal connections].

(continued)

O
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DC Sources - Operating. !

3.8.4 j

( SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.6 --------------------NOTES-------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. ,

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events which satisfy this SR.

-------------..--..--.... __...---_.........

Verify each battery charger will supply 18 months
2 [400] amperes _at > {125] volts for 2 {8]
hours.

SR 3.8.4.7 --------------------NOTE--------------------
1. The modified performance discharge

test in SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in
lieu of the service test in SR 3.8.4.7
once per 60 months.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.'

3 Credit may be taken for unplanned
events which satisfy this SR.

______________________ _______-____-_ ______

Verify battery capacity .is adequate to 18 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design ,

duty cycle, when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)

(,
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.8 -------------------NOTE--------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events which satisfy this SR.

------------------- ------------------------

Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified At[Q
performance discharge test.

_

------NOTE------
Only applicable
when battery
shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of the expected
l i fe.
----------------

12 months
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DC Sources - Shutdown 1
3.8.5

[) '
3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

'%/
3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

'

LCO 3.8.5 DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to support
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem (.s) required
by LC0 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare affected Immediately
DC electrical power required feature (s)
subsystems inoperable. inoperable,

01

O A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
V ALTERATIONS.

no
A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

NtLD

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutoown
3.8.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.5 Initiate action to immediately
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

I

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS j

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I

SR 3.8.5.1 For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
following SRs are applicable: with applicable

SR.
SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6

_ _ _
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

l

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMSU
3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameter.s

LCO 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters for the Division 1 and Division 2
batteries shall be within the Category A and B limits of
Table 3.8.6-1.

1

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

-----------------------------------NOTE------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
_________________________________________________________________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify the pilot 1 hour
with one or more cell [s] electrolyte,

battery cell level and float
parameters not within voltage meet Table
limits. 3.8.6-1 Category C

values.

AND

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours
parameters meet Table
3.8.6-1 Category C
values.

AND

i A3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to
Category A and B
limits of Table
3.8.6-1.

(continued)
|-

( s)
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Actions and B.1 Declare associated immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

M

One or more batteries
with average

Melectrolyte
temperature of the
representative cells
< [60]*F.

M

One or more batteries
with one or more
battery cell
parameters not within
Category C values.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet Table 7 days
3.8.6-1 Category A limits.

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters 1

3. 8. 6__ .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet Table 92 days
3.8.6-1 Category B limits.

bEQ

Once within 24
hours after a
battery
discharge of
< [110] volts.

bhD

Once within 24
hours after a
battery
overcharge
> [150 volts)

i SR 3.8.6.3 Verify the average electrolyte temperature 92 days
! % of representative cells is it [60]*F.

i

|

|

!

|

O
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

Table 3.8.6-1 (Page 1 of 1)
Battery Electrolyte Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B: CATEGORY C:
PARAMETER

Limits for each limits for each Allowable value
designated pilot connected cell for each
cell connected cell

Electrolyte > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of
Level indication mark, and indication mark, and plates, and not

s 1/4" above maximum s 1/4" above maximum overflowing |
level indication level indication '

mark (*) mark (*)

_

|

Float 2 [2.13] volts 2 [2.13] volts > [2.07] volts
Voltage

Specific 2 [1.200] 2 [1.195] Not more than
N[g;avity [0.020] below the

average connected
cells

AND

Average of all
connected cells
2 [1.195]

---------------------------------------NOTES-------------------------------------
a. It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above

the specified maximum during equaling charges, provided it is not
overflowing.

b. Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is
not required, however, when battery charging is < [2] amps when on a
float charge.

c. Battery charging current is < [2] amperes when on float charge. This is
acceptable only during a maximum of [7] days following a battery
recharge.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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Inverters - Operating
3.8.7

L V 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating

LC0 3.8.7 The required Division 1 and Division 2 inverters shall be
OPERABLE.

___---------------------NOTE------------------------------------
One inverter per division may be disconnected from its
associated DC bus for s 24 hours to perform an equalizing
charge on its associated battery provided:I

,

'

a. The associated AC vital bus (es) is energized from its
Class lE constant voltage source transformer (s); and

b. All other AC vital buses for both divisions are
energized from their associated OPERABLE inverters.

____________________________.___________________________________

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

O A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus 2 hours
inoperable. from its [ Class IE]

constant voltage
source transformer.

AND
| --------NOTE---------

Enter applicable 24 hours,

Conditions and|

Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9,
" Distribution
Systems - Operating"

| with any vital bus
'

de-energized.
____________________

A.2 Restore inverter to
OPERABLE status.

,.

'

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

/

\
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Inverters - Operating
3.8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
[ frequency,] and alignment to required AC
vital buses,

i

|

|

9

#
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Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.8

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 Inverter (s) shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class IE
AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem (s)
required by LC0 3.8.10, " Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more [ required] A.1 Declare affected Immediately
,

inverters inoperable, required feature (s)
inoperable.

DE

[dD A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately;
'

ALTERATIONS.I '

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND
i

(continued)

|

|
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Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.8

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate action to immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.5 Initiate action to immediately
restore required
inverters to OPERABLE
status.

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
[ frequency,] and alignments to required AC
vital buses.
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Distribution Systems - Operating
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating

LCO 3.8.9 Division 1 and Division 2 AC, DC, and AC vital bus,
electrical power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours <

power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable, subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO.

B. One AC vital bus B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
inoperable, subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO.

C. One DC electrical C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
power distribution power distribution
system inoperable, subsystem to OPERABLE AN_D_

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. MLQ

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to the required AC, DC and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

O
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.10

|

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS,

3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown
I

LC0 3.8.10 The necessary portion of AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical
subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support equipment required
to be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Declare associated Immediately
AC, DC, or AC vital supported required
bus electrical power feature (s)
distribution subsystem inoperable.
inoperable.

AND

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

. A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations'

with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

(continued)

i

!
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.10

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

A.2.5 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required AC, j
DC, and AC vital |

electrical power I
'distribution

subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

AND

A.2.6 Declare associated Immediately
required Shutdown
Cooling System
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Boron Concentration
3.9.1

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LC0 3.9.1 Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System [the
refueling canal and the refueling cavity] shall be
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6

ACTIONS
-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 Boron A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
concentration not ALTERATIONS
within limit.

M
A.2 Suspend positive immediately

reactivity additions.

M
A.3 Initiate actions to immediately

restore boron
concentration to
within limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration within limit as 72 hours
specified in the COLR.

O
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Nuclear Instrumentation
3.9.2

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

LC0 3.9.2 Two Source kange Monitors (SRMs) shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SRM inoperable. A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS

AND

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately
reactivity additions.

O
B. Two SRMs inoperable. B.1 Initiate action to Immediately

restore one SRM to
OPERABLE status.

AND

B.2 Perform SR 3.9.1.1 4 hours

AND

Once per 12
hours
thereafter.

O
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Nuclear Instrumentation |
3.9.2 i

[')l-SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS'w
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.9.2.2 --- ----------------NOTE----- --------------

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CAllBRATION.
--------------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CAllBRATION. 18 months

!,
s

i

l

!

,

#\

U
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Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

LC0 3.9.3 The containment penetrations shall be in the following
status:

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by [four]
bolts;

b. One door in each airlock closed; and

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is

,

either: |
1

1. Closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, )
blind flange, or equivalent, or

'

2. Is capable of being closed by an OPERABLE i
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System. 1

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 One or more A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
containment ALTERATIONS
penetrations not
in required AND
status.

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment

OSYSTEM 80+ 3.9-4 06/17/94-Amendment W
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Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

b SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
V

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.3.1 Verify each required containment 7 days
penetration is in the required status.

SR 3.9.3.2 Verify each required containment purge and (18 months]
exhaust valve actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

=.=

/3,

i V

i

|
t

O
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
3.9.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - High Water
Level

LC0 3.9.4 One SCS division shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

_________---- --------NOTE-------------------------------------
The required SCS division may be removed from operation for
<; one hour per (8] hour period, provided no operations are
permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant
System boron concentration.
_____________________ _________________________________________

_

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the watei level 2 23 feet above the top of the
reactor vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SCS division A.1 Suspend operations Immediately
requirements not met. involving a reduction

in reactor coolant
boron concentraticn.

AND

A.2 Suspend loading Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
Core.

AND

A.3 Initiate action to
satisfy SCS division
requirements.

AND

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water level
3.9.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.4 Close all containment 4 hours
penetrations
providing direct
access from
containment
atmosphere to outside
atmospherc.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify one SCS division is in operation and 12 hours
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate
of 2 [*] gpm.

Value to be determined by system detail design*

<
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
3.9.5

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level

LC0 3.9.5 1he heat removal system shall be in the following status:

a Two SCS division shall be OPERABLE, and one SCS division
shall be in operation, and

b. With REDUCED RCS INVENTORY, the Containment Spray pump
in the operating SCS division shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABilllY: MODE 6 with the water level < 23 feet above the top of
reactor vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SCS division A.1 initiate action to Immediately
inoperable. restore SCS division

to OPERABLE status.

DB

A.2 Initiate actions to immediately
establish 2 23 feet
of water above the
top of reactor vessel
fl ange.

B. No SCS division B.1 Suspend operations immediately
OPERABLE or in involving a reduction
operat it,n . in reactor ccolant

boron concentration,

fMD

(continued)j
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
3.9.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2 Initiate action to immediately
restore one SCS
division to OPERABLE
status and to
operation.

b!iD

B.3 If in REDUCED RCS Immediately '

INVENTORY, initiate
action to raise RCS
level to > [EL
117'0").

C. Containment Spray pump C.1 If the Containment immediately
in operating division Spray pump in the
inoperable, alternate division is

OPERABLE, initiate
action to place that

O division in
operation.

AND

C.2 Monitor SCS [Every 30
performance. minutes)

AND

C.3 Restore Containment [48 hours]
Spray pump to
OPERABLE status.

|

|

D. Required Action and D.1 Raise RCS Level > [6 hours]
Completion time of [EL-117'0"].
item C.3 not met.

,

,

|
|
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
3.9.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVElLLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.5.1 Verify required SCS divisions are operable 12 hours
and one SCS division is in operation.

SR 3.9.5.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SCS pump that is not in operation.

__

SR 3.9.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and [24 hours] when
indicated power available to the required in REDUCED RCS
CS pump. INVENTORY

O

J
-
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Refueling Water Level
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Refueling Water Level

LCO 3.9.6 Refueling water level shall be maintained 2 23 feet above
the top of reactor vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, except durisig latching and
unlatching of control red drive shafts,

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
cont ainmer.t .

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Refueling water level A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
not within limit. ALTERATIONS.

AND

i A.2 Suspend movement of immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
containment.

AND

A.3 Initiate actions to immediately
restore refueling
water level to within
limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify refueling water level 2 23 feet 24 hours
above top of the reactor vessel flange.

,
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES
-

4.1 Site

4.1.1 Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries

The site and exclusion area boundaries [shall be as described or
as shown in Figure 4.1-1].

4.1.2 Low Pooulation Zone (LPZ)

The LPZ [shall be as described or as shown in Figure 4.1-2].

1

4.2 Reactor Core

4.2.1 Fuel Assemblies

The reactor shall contain [241] fuel assemblies. Each assembly
'

shall consist of a matrix of zirconium alloy clad fuel rods with I

an initial composition of natural or slightly enriched uranium
dioxide (U0,) as fuel material. Limited substitutions of
zirconium alloy or stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods, in

O accordance with approved applications of fuel rod configurations,
may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited to those fuel
designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC staff approved
codes and methods and shown by tests or analyses to comply with
all fuel safety design bases. A limited number of lead test
assemblies that have not completed representative testing may be
placed in nonlimiting core regions.

4.2.2 f Control Rodi Assembliti

The reactor core shall contain [92] control element assemblies
(CEAs). The control material shall be [ silver indium cadmium,
boron carbide, or hafnium metal] as' approved by the NRC.

(continued)
! '
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Design features
4.0

4.0 DES!;N FEATURES (continued)

O
4.3 fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with:

a. fuel assenMies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of
[5.0] weight percent;

b. K ' s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water,
wb,ichincludesanallowanceforuncertaintiesas
described in [ Chapter 9 of CESSAR-DC];

[c. A nominal (9.78] inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in [the high density
fuel storage racks];]

[d. A nominal [9.78] inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in (the low density
fuel storage racks];)

[e. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a
discharge burnup in the " acceptable range" of figure
[3.7.20-1] may be allowed unrestricted storage in
[elther] fuel storage rack (s); and]

[f. New or partially spent fuel assemblies with a
discharge burnup in the " unacceptable range" of
figure [3.7.20-1] will be stored in compliance with
the [NRC approved procedure, specific approved
document, configuration, figure, etc.].]

4.3.1.2 The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of
[5.0] weight percent;

b. K ' s 0.95 if fully flooded with unborated water,
wb'ichincludesanallowanceforuncertaintiesas
described in [ Chapter 9 of CESSAR-DC];

s 0.98 if moderated by aqueous foam, which
K,,,ludes an allowance for uncertainties as described

c.
inc
in [ Chapter 9 of CESSAR-DC]; and

(continued)
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-1

i
|Design features

4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES ;

\

4.3.1.2 (continued)

d. A nominal (9.78] inch center to center distance ,

between fuel assemblies placed in the storage racks.

4.3.2 Drainagg

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation (143 ft-0
in].

4.3.3 Capacity

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained
with a storage capacity limited to no more than (907] fuel
assemblies.

i

.

O
i

'

r

!

;

(continued)-
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Design Features
4.0 '

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

._ -

|
!

l
This figure shall consist of [a map of] the site area and provide, i
as a minimum, the information described in Chapter 2 of the SAR |relating to [the map).

O

__. _

T

Figure 4.1-1
Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

|
---.

|

This figure shall consist of [a map of] the site area showing.the
LPZ boundary, features such as towns, roads, and recreational areas
shall be indicated in sufficient detail to allow identification of
significant shifts in population distribution within the LPZ.

___

O

Figure 4.1-2
- p- Low Population Zone
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Responsibility !
5.1 ;

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility
.

5.1.1 The [ Plant Superintendent] shall be responsible for overall unit
operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to this
responsibility during his absence.

The [ Plant Superintendent), or his designee, in accordance with
approved administrative procedures, shall approve prior to
implementation each proposed test or experiment and proposed
changes and modifications to unit systems or equipment that affect
nuclear safety.

5.1.2 The [ Shift Supervisor (SS)] shall be responsible for the control
room command function. A management directive to this effect,
signed by the [ highest level of corporate or site management)
shall be issued annually to all station personnel. During any
absence of the [SS) from the control room while the unit _is in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, an individual with a valid Senior Reactor
Operator (SRO) license shall be designated to assume the control
room command function. During any absence of the [SS] from the
control room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with
a valid SR0 license or Reactor Operator license shall be

O designated to assume the control room command function.
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Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Oraanizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and
offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting the safety of the nuclear power plant.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall
be defined and established for the highest management
levels, through intermediate levels, to and including all
operating organization positions. These relationships shall
be documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form of
organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental
responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions for
key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms of
documentation. These requirements shall be documented in
the [SAR];

b. The [ Plant Superintendent] shall be responsible for overall
safe operation of the plant and shall have control over
those onsite activities necessary for safe operation and
maintenance of the plant;

c. The (a specified corporate executive position] shall have
corporate responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety
and shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable
performance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure nuclear
safety; and

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out
health physics, or perform quality assurance functions may
report to the appropriate onsite manager; however, they
shall have sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their
independence from operating pressures.

5.2.2 Unit Staff

The unit staff organization shall be as follows:

a. Each on duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum
shift crew composition shown in Table 5.2.2-1.

(continued)
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Organization
5.2

5.2 Oraanization

t O 5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)

b. At least one licensed Reactor Operator (RO) shall be present
in the control room when fuel is in the reactor. In
addition, while the unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, at least
one licensed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) shall be present
in the control room,

A [ Health Physics Technician) shall be on site when fuel isc.
in the reactor. The position may be vacant for not more
than 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence,
provided immediate action is taken to fill the required
position.

d. Either a licensed SRO or licensed SRO limited to fuel
handling who has no concurrent responsibilities during this
operation shall be present during fuel handling and shall
directly supervise all CORE ALTERATIONS.

Administrative procedures shall be developed and implementede.
to limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety
related functions (e.g., licensed SR0s, licensed R0s, health
physicists, auxiliary operators, and key maintenance
personnel).

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine
heavy use of overtime. The objective shall be to have
operating personnel work an (8 or 12] hour day, nominal 40
hour week while the unit is operating. However, in the
event that unforeseen problems require substantial amounts
of overtime to be used, or during extended periods of
shutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or major plant
modification, on a temporary basis the following guidelines
shall be followed:

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more
than 16 hours straight, excluding shift turnover time;

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more
than 16 hours in any 24 hour period, nor more than 24
hours in any 48 hour period, nor more than 72 hours in
any 7 day period, all excluding shif t turnover time;

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between
work periods, including shift turnover time; _

(continued)
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Organization
5.2

i

; L2 Oraanization

5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)

4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of
overtime should be considered on an individual basis
and not for the entire staff on a shift.

Any deviation from the above guidelines shall be authorized
in advance by the [ Plant Superintendent] or his designee, in
accordance with approved administrative procedures, or by
higher levels of management, in accordance with established
procedures and with documentation of the basis for granting
the deviation.

-

Controls shall be included in the procedures such that
individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly by the [ Plant
Superintendent) or his designee to ensure that excessive
hours have not been assigned. Routine deviation from the
above guidelines is not authorized.

2 M 2
The amount of overtime worked by unit staff members
performing safety related functions shall be limited and
controlled in accordance with the NRC Policy Statement on

- working hours (Generic letter 82-12). -

f. The [ Operations Manager or Assistant Operations Manager)
shall hold an SR0 license.

g. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory
technical support to the Shift Supervisor (SS) in the areas
of thermal hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant
analysis with regard to the safe operation of the unit.

O
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Organization
5.2

Table 5.2.2-1 (Page 1 of 1)
V Minimum Shift Crew Composition (a)

[ Single Unit Facility)

MINIMUM CREW NUMBER

UNIT IN MODE UN!T IN MODE
1, 2, 3, OR 4 5 OR 6

SS 1 1

SR0 1 None

R0 2 1

A0 2 1

STA(c) 1 None

(a) The shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum
,

requirements of Table 5.2.2-1 for not more than 2 hours to |
accommodate unexpected absences of on-duty shift crew members I

O provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift crew |
composition to within the minimum requirements of Table 5.2.2-1.' '

This provision does not permit any shift crew position to be
unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming shift crewman being
late or absent.

(b) Table Notation:

SS - [ Shift Supervisor) with a Senior Reactor Operator license;
SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operator license;
R0 - Individual with a Reactor Operator license;
A0 - Auxiliary Operator;
STA - Shift Technical Advisor.

(c) The STA position mty be filled by an on-shift SS or SR0 provided
the individual mee"s the Commission Policy Statement on
Engineering Expert!se on Shift.
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
1

5.3 Unit Staff Qualifications

[5.3.1) Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum
qualifications of [ Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2,1987, or more
recent revisions, or ANSI Standard acceptable to the NRC staff).

.|The staff not covered by (Regulatory Guide 1.8) shall meet or
exceed the minimum qualifications of (Regulations, Regulatory i
Guides, or ANSI standards acceptable to NRC staff]. In addition, I

the Shift Technical Advisor shall meet the qualifications
specified by the Commission Policy Statement on Engineering
Expertise on Shift.

O
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Training |

5.4 |

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Training

5.4.1 A retraining and replace =ent training program for the unit staff
shall be maintained unJer ti:e direction of the [ position title]
and shall meet or exceed the requirements and recommendations of
Section [ ] of [an ANSI standard acceptable to the NRC staff),10
CFR 50.120,10 CFR 55, and, for appropriate designated positions,
shall include familiarization with relevant industry operational
experience.

O

O-
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Reviews and Audits
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS |

5.5 Reviews and Audits

.__ -

The licensee shall describe the method (s) established to conduct independent
reviews and audits. The methods may take a range of forms acceptable to the
NRC. These methods may include creating an organizational unit or a standing
or ad hoc committee, or assigning individuals capable of conducting these i

reviews and audits. When an individual performs a review function, a cross I
disciplinary review determination is necessary. If deemed necessary, such I

reviews shall be performed by the review personnel of the appropriate
discipline. Individual reviewers shall not review their own work. Regardless
of the method used, the licensee shall specify the functions, organizational :

arrangement, responsittiities, appropriate ANSI /ANS 3.1-1981 qualifications,
and reporting requirements of each functional element or unit that contributes
to these processes.

Reviews and audits of activities affecting plant safety have two distinct
elements. The first element is the reviews performed by plant staff personnel
to ensure that day to day activities are conducted in a safe manner. These
reviews are described in Section 5.5.1. The second element, described in
Section 5.5.2, is the [offsite] reviews and audits of unit activities and
programs affecting nuclear safety that are performed independent of the plant
staff. The [offsite] reviews and audits should provide integration of the
reviews and audits into a cohesive program that provides senior level utility
management with an assessment of facility operation and recommends actions to
improve nuclear safety and plant reliability. It should include an assessment
of the effectiveness of reviews conducted according to Section 5.5.1.

5.5.1 Elant Reviews
-- [The licensee shall describe provisions for plant reviews

(organization, reporting, records) and the appropriate ANSI /ANS
standard for personnel qualification.] ___

5.5.1.1 Functions

The [ plant review method specified in Specification 5.5.1] shall,
as a minimum, incorporate functions that:

a. Advise the [ Plant Superintendent] on all mitters related to
nuclear safety;

b. Recommend to the [ Plant Superintendent] approval or
disapproval of items considered under Specifications
5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.f prior to their implementation,
except as provided in Specification 5.7.1.3;

(continued)
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Reviews and Audits
5.5

5.5 Reviews and Audits

5.5.1.1 Functions

c. Determine whether each item considered under Specifications
5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.d constitutes an unreviewed safety
question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59; and

d. Notify the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations) of any
safety significant disagreement between the (review
organization or individual specified in Specification 5.5.1)
and the [ Plant Superintendent) within 24 hours. However,
the [ Plant Superintendent) shall have responsibility for
resolution of such disagreements pursuant to Specification
5.1.1.

5.5.1.2 Responsibilities

The [ plant review method specified in Specification 5.5.1) shall
be used to conduct, as a minimum, reviews of the following:

a. All proposed procedures required b Specification 5.7.1.1
and changes thereto;

b. All proposed programs required by Specification 5.7.2 and

O changes thereto-
1

c. All proposed changes and modifications to unit systems or
equipment that affect nuclear safety;

d. All proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclear
safety;

e. Review and documentation of judgment concerning. prolonged
operation with protection channels placed in bypass since
the last (plant review meeting] and the repair of these
channels; and

f. All proposed changes to these Technical Specifications (TS), t

their Bases, and the Operating License.

5.5.2 I0ffsitel Review and Audit

(The licensee shall describe the provisions for reviews-and audits
independent of the plant's staff (organization, reporting, and
records) and the appropriate ANSI /ANS standards for personnel
qualifications. These individuals may be located onsite or
offsite provided organizational independence from plant staff is

(continued)
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5.5 Reviews and Audits

O
5.5.2 I0ffsitel Review and Audit (continued)

maintained. The [ technical] review responsibilities,
Specification 5.5.2.4, shall include several individuals located
onsite.]

5.5.2.1 Functions

The [offsite review and audit provisions specified in
Specification 5.5.2] shall, as a minimum, incorporate the
following functions that:

a. Advise the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations) on all
matters related to nuclear safety;

b. Advise the management of the audited organization, and [its
Corporate Management and Vice President - Nuclear
Operations), of the audit results as they relate to nuclear
safety;

c. Recommend to the management of the audited organization, and
its management, any corrective action to improve nuclear
safety and plant operation; and

d. Notify the [Vice President - Nuclear Operations) of any
safety significant disagreement between the [ review
organization or individual specified in Specification 5.5.2]
and the [ organization or function being reviewed] within 24
hours.

5.5.2.2 [0ffsite] Review Responsibilities

The [ review method specified in Specification 5.5.2] shall be
responsible for the review of:

a. The safety evaluations for changes to procedures, equipment,
or systems, and tests or experiments completed under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, to verify that such actions do
not constitute an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59;

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems that
involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR
50.59;

(continued)
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5.5 Reviews and Audits

5.5.2.2 [0ffsite] Review Responsibilities (continued)

c. Proposed tests or experiments that involve an unreviewed
safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

d. Proposed changes to TS and the Operating License;

e. Violations of codes, regulations, orders, license
requirements, and internal procedures or instructions having
nuclear safety significance;

f. All Licensee Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73;

g. Plant staff performance;

h. Indications of unanticipated deficiencies in any aspect of
design or operation of structures, systems, or components
that could affect nuclear safety;

i. Significant accidental, unplanned, or uncontrolled
radioactive releases, including corrective action to prevent
recurrence;

j. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from
normal and expected performance of equipment that affectO nuclear safety; and

k. The performance of the corrective action system.

Reports or records of these reviews shall be forwarded to the
[Vice President - Nuclear Operations) within 30 days following
completion of the review.

5.5.2.3 Audit Responsibilities

The audit responsibilities shall encompass:

a. The conformance of unit operation to provisions contained
within the TS and applicable license conditions;

b. The training and qualifications of the unit staff;

c. The implementation of all programs required by Specification
5.7.2;

(continued)
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5.5 Reviews and Audits

5.5.2.3 Audit Responsibilities (continued)

d. Actions taken to correct deficiencies occurring in
equipment, structures, systems, components, or method of
operation that affect nuclear safety; and

Other activities and documents as requested by the [Vicee.
President - Nuclear Operations).

Reports or records of these audits shall be forwarded to the (Vice
President - Nuclear Operations] within 30 days following
completion of the review.

5.5.2.4 [ Technical] Review Responsibilities

The (technical] review responsibilities shall encompass:

Plant operating characteristics, NRC issuances, industrya.
advisories, Licensee Event Reports, and other sources that
may indicate areas for improving plant safety;

b. Plant operations, modifications, maintenance, and
surveillance to verify independently that these activities
are performed safely and correctly and that human errors are
reduced as much as practical;

c. Internal and external operational experience information
that may indicate areas for improving plant safety; and

d. Making detailed recommendations through the [Vice President -
Nuclear Operations] for revising procedures, equipment

modifications or other means of improving nuclear safety and
plant reliability.

5.5.3 Records

Written records of reviews and audits shall be maintained. As a
minimum these records shall include:

Results of the activities conducted under the provisions ofa.
Section 5.5;

b. Recommendations to the management of the organization being
audited;

(continued)
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5.5 Reviews and Audits
'

,

5.5.3 Records (continued)

c. An assessment of the safety significance of the review or
audit findings;

d. Recommended approval or disapproval of items considered
under Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.f; and

e. Determination whether each item considered under
Specifications 5.5.1.2.a through 5.5.1.2.e constitutes an
unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

O

!

|

|

(continued)
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5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

5.6.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls and reviewed according to Specification
5.5.1.

5.6.2 Licensees may make changes t'. Bases without prior NRC approval
provided the changes do not involve either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or

b. A change to the updated (SAR) or Bases that involves an
unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

5.6.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the [SAR].

5.6.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria of (a) or (b) above shall
be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation.
Changes to the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall
be provided to the NRC on a frequency consistent with 10 CFR
50.71.

O
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5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
(

5.7 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.7.1 Procedures

5.7.1.1 Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and
maintained covering the following activities: )

i

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide '

l.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978; '

Ib. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the
requirements of NUREG-0737 and to NUREG-0737, Supplement 1,
as stated in [ Generic Letter 82-33);

c. Security plan implementation;

d. Emergency plan implementation;

e. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring;

f. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

g. All programs specified in Specification 5.7.2.
_ _

h. Modification of core protection calculator (CPC) addressable
constants. These procedures shall include provisions to
ensure that sufficient margin is maintained in CPC type I
addressable constants to avoid excessive operator
interaction with CPCs during reactor operation.

~

Modifications to the CPC software (including changes to
algorithms and fuel cycle specific data) shall be performed
in accordance with the most recent version of "CPC
Protection Algorithm Software Change Procedure", CEN-39(A)-
P, which has been determined to be applicable to the
facility. Additions or deletions to CPC addressable
constants or changes to addressable constant software limit

_
values shall not be implemented without prior NRC approval. _

(continued)
.
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57 Procedures. Proarams. and Manuals

5.7.1 Procedures (continued) i

5.7.1.2 Review and Approval
|

Each procedure of Specification 5.7.1.1, and changes thereto,
shall be reviewed in accordance with Specification 5.5.1, approved
by the [ Plant Superintendent] or his designee in accordance with
approved administrative procedures prior to implementation and 1

reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative procedures. |
1

5.7.1.3 Temporary Changes I

Temporary changes to procedures of Specification 5.7.1 may be made
provided:

a. The intent of the existing procedure is not altered;

b. The change is approved by two members of the plant
management staff, at least one of whom holds a Senior
Reactor Operator license on the unit affected; and

c. The change is documented and reviewed in accordance with
Specification 5.5.1 and approved by the [ Plant
Superintendent] or his designee in accordance with approved
administrative procedures within 14 days of implementation.

5.7.2 Proarams and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and
maintained.

5.7.2.1 Radiation Protection Program

Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and shall be
approved, maintained, and adhered to for all operations involving
personnel radiation exposure.

| 5.7.2.2 Process Control Program (PCP)

The PCP shall contain the current formulas, sampling, analyses,
tests, and determinations to be made to ensure that processing and
packaging of solid radioactive wastes will be accomplished to
ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20,10 CFR 61, and 10 CFR 71; state
regulations; burial ground requirements; and other requirements
governing the disposal of solid radioactive waste.

(continued)
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Procedures. Proarams. and Manuals

O 5.75.7.2.2 Process Control Program (PCP) (continued)

Licensee initiated changes to the PCP:

Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shalla.
be retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the change (s) and
appropriate analyscs or evaluations justifying the
change (s); and

5
2. A determination that the change (s) maintain the

overall conformance of the solidified waste product to
-the existing requirements of federal, State, or other

applicable regulations.

b. Shall be effective after review and acceptance by the
[ review method of Specification 5.5.1) and the approval of
the [ Plant Superintendent].

5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters useda.
in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculationO of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip
setpoints, and in the conduct of the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program;

b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent
Controls and Radiological Environmental Monitoring programs
required by Specification 5.7.2, and descriptions of the
information that should be included in the Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating, and Annual Radioactive
Effluent Relenc Report required by Specification [5.9.1.3)
and Specificnion [S.9.1.4].

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCH:

Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shalla.
be retained as per Section 5.10.3. This documentation shall
contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the change (s)
together with the appropriate analyses or evaluations
justifying the change (s);

(continued)
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5.7 Procedures. Proarams. and Manuals

5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (0DCM) (continued)

2. A determination that the change (s) maintain the levels
of radioactive effluent control required pursuant to
10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and 10 CFR
50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the accuracy
or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint
calculations. j

b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance by the
(review method of Specification 5.5.1] and the approval of ;

the [ Plant Superintendent], j

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent
with the Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the
period of the report in which any change in the ODCH was
made. Each change shall be identified by markings in the
margin of the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of
the page that was changed, and shall indicate the date
(i.e., month and year) the change was implemented.

5.7.2.4 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment

This program provides controls to minimize leakage from those
portions of systems outside containment that could contain highly
radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to
levels as low as practicable. The systems include (Containment
Spray, Safety Injection, Chemical Volume and Control, Gas Stripper
and Hydrogen Recombiner]. The program shall include the
following:

a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection
requirements; and

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at
refueling cycle intervals or less.

5.7.2.5 In Plant Radiation Monitoring

This program provides controls to ensure the capability to
accurately determir.e the airborne iodine concentration in vital
areas under accident conditions. This program shall include the
following:

(continued)
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d 5.7.2.5 In Plant Radiation Monitoring (continued)

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for monitoring; and

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis
equipment.

5.7.2.6 Post Accident Sampling

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to
obtain and analyze reactor coolant, radioactive gases, and
particulates in plant gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere
samples under accident conditions in conformance with 10CFR
50.34(f)(2)(viii). The program shall include the following:

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis
equipment.

5.7.2.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of
the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably
achievable. The programs shall be contained in the ODCM, shall be
implemented by operating procedures, and shall include remedial
actions to be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The

program shall include the following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive
liquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including
surveillance tests and setpoint determination in accordance
with the methodology in the ODCM;

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas,
conforming to 10 times the concentration values in Appendix
B, Table 2, Column 2 to 10 CFR 20.1001 - 20.2401.

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and
gaseous effluents pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

(continued)
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= 5.7.2.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (continued)

d. Limitation, on the annual and quarterly doses or dose
commitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

e. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter
and current calendar year in accordance with the methodology
and parameters in the ODCM at least every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the
liquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a
period of 31 days would exceed 2% of the guidelines for the
annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix 1;

"
g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive

material released in gaseous effluents to areas at or beyond
the site boundary shall be limited to the following:

1. For noble gases: less than or equal to a dose rate of
500 mrem /yr to the total body and less than or equal
to a dose rate of 3000 mrem /yr to the skin; and

2. For iodine-131, tritium, and for radionuclides in
particular form with half-lives greater than 8 days:
less than or equal to a dose rate of 1500 mrem /yr to
any organ;

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each
unit to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR
50, Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of
the public from iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half lives > 8 days
in gaseous effluents released from each unit to areas beyond
the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; and

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any
member of the public due to releases of radioactivity and to
radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, conforming to 40
CFR 190.

(continued)
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(
\ -5.7.2.8 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

This program is for monitoring the radiation anJ radionuclides in
the environs of the plant. The program shall provide
representative measurements of radioactivity in the highest
potential exposure pathways and verification of the accuracy of
the effluent monitoring program and modeling of environmental
exposure pathways. The program shall be contained-in the ODCM,
shall conform to the guidance of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and shall
include the following:-

a. Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiation
and radionuclides in the environment in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

b. A Land Use Census to ensure that changes in the use of areas
at and beyond the site boundary are identified and that
modifications to the monitoring program are made if required
by the results of this census; and

c. Participation in an Interlaboratory Comparison Program to
ensure that independent checks on the precision and accuracy
of the measurements of radioactive materials in
environmental sample matrices are performed as part of the
quality assurance program for environmental monitoring.

5.7.2.9 Component Cyclic or Transient Limit

This program provides controls to track the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3
cyclic and transient occurrences to ensure _that components are

'maintained within the design limits.

5.7.2.10- Inservice Inspection Program

This program provides controls for inservice inspection of ASME
Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, including applicable supports.
The program shall include the following:

a. Provisions that inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,
2, and 3 components shall be performed in accordance with
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda,~as required by 10 CFR 50.55a;

b. Provisions for safety-related snubbers in accordance with:10
CFR 50.55a. The only snubbers excluded from this
requirement are installed on nonsafety related systems and-
then only if their failure, or failure of the system on

,

(continued)s,
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5.7.2.10 Inservice Inspection Program (continued)

which they are installed, would not have an adverse effect
on any safety-related system.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the frequencies
for performing inservice inspection activities;

Inspection of each reactor coolant ounip flywheel per thec.
recommendations of regulation position c.4.b of Regulatory
Guide 1.14, Revisie') 1, August 1975; and

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS. _

5.7.2.11 Inservice Testing Program

This program provides controls for inservice testing of safety
related components including applicable supports. The program
shall include the following:

a. Provisions that inservice testing of safety related pumps,
valves, and snubbers shall be performed in accordance with
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and
applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a;

b. Provisions for safety-related snubbers in accordance with 10
CFR 50.55a. Safety related snubbers include those installed
on safety related components and those installed on
nonsafety related components if their failure or failure of
the component on which they are installed would have an
adverse effect on any safety related system;

Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASMEc.
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as
follows:

(continued)
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V 5.7.2.11 Inservice Testing Program (continued)

ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and Required frequencies for
applicable Addenda performing inservice
terminology for testing activities
inservice testing
activities

Weekly At least once per 7

days

Monthly At least once per 31
days

Quarterly or every 3 At least once per 92
months days

Semiannually or every 6 At least once per 184
months days

Every 9 months At least once per 276
days

Yearly or annually At least once per 366
daysg

i ( I Biennially or every 2 At least once per 731
'

years days

d. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above
required frequencies for performing inservice testing
activities;

e. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice
testing activities; and

f. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

5.7.2.12 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Program

Each SG shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of an
inservice inspection program. The program shall include the
following:

;

(continued)
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,

5.7.2.12 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Program (continued)

SG tube sample size selection, sample size expansion, anda.
inspection results classification criteria. Sample
selection and testing shall be in accordance with
[ Regulatory Guide 1.83 Revision [ ). date]

b. The establishment of SG tube inspection frequency dependent
upon inspection result classification. Inspection frequency
shall be in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.83 Revision
[ ], date]

c. SG tube plugging / repair limits. These limits shall be [40]%
of the nominal tube wall thickness consistent with --

[ Regulatory Guide 1.83 Revision [ ], date]

d. Specific definitions and limits for SG tube inservice
inspection acceptance criteria consistent with [ Regulatory
Guide 1.83 Revision [ ], date]

The content and frequency of written reports shall be in
accordance with Specification 5.9.2.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to SG Tube Surveillance
Program inspection frequencies except those established by
Category C-3 inspection results.

5.7.2.13 Secondary Water Chemistry

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary water
chemistry to inhibit SG tube degradation and low pressure turbine '

disc stress corrosion cracking. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical
variables and control points for these variables;

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values
of the critical variables;

c. Identification of process sampling points which shall
include monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for
evidence of condenser in leakage;

d. Procedures for the recording ano management of data;

Procedurm defining corrective actions for all off controle.
point chemistry conditions; and

(continued)
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5.7.2.13 Secondary Water Chemistry (continued) '

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the
interpretation of the data and the sequence and timing of
administrative events, which is required to initiate
corrective action.

5.7.2.14 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)

A program shall be established to implement the following
required testing of Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) filter
ventilation systems at the frequencies specified in [ Regulatory
Guide 1.52], and in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989] at the system flowrate specified
below [1 10%),

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
of the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shows
a penetration and system bypass < [0.05]% when tested in
accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and ASME
N510-1989, at the system flowrate specified as follows [

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate

Subsphere Building
fuel Building Exhaust *

Control Complex
Annulus

b. Demonstrate for the Control Complex Ventilation System that
an inplace test of the charcoal absorber shows a penetration
and system bypass < [0.5]% when tested in accordance with
[ Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989] at
the system flowrate specified as follows [i 10%]:

Flowrate

Control ' Complex *

_ _ __ _

Values to be determined by system detail design*

(continued)
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5.7.2.14 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP)

c. Demonstrate for the Control Complex Ventilation System that
a laboratory test of a sample of the charcoal absorber, when
obtained as described in (Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision
2], shows the methyl iodide penetration less than the value
specified below when tested in accordance with [ ASTM D3803-
1989] at a temperature of s [30'C] and greater than or equal
to the relative humidity (RH) specified as follows:

Penetration RH
_ _ _ _ _ _

Control Complex * *

,_ _ __. _ _ _

d. For each of the ESF systems, demonstrate the pressure drop
across the combined HEPA filters, the prefilters, and the
charcoal absorbers is less than the value specified below
when tested in accordance with [ Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989] at the system flowrate
specified as follows [i 10%):

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate

Subsphere Building
fuel Building Exhaust * *

Control Complex
Annulus

e. Demonstrate that the hehters for each of the ESF systems
dissipate the following specifie(i value [i 10%] when tested
in accordance with [ASME N510-1989):

ESF Ventilation System Wattage

Subsphtre Buildico
Fuel Building Exhsust *

Control Complex
Annulus

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to
the VFTP test frequencies.

Values to be determined by system detail design.*

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

n 5.7 Procedures. Procrams. and Manuals

V)(

5.7.2.15 Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides control for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained in the [ Waste Gas Holdup System], [the quant.ity
of radioactivity contained in gas storage tanks or fed into the
offgas treatment system, and the quantity of radioactivity
contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks]. The
gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be determined following the
methodology in (Branch Technical Position (BTP) ETSB 11-5,
" Postulated Radioactive Release due to Waste Gas System Leak or
failure"). The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined in
accordance with [ Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3, " Postulated
Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures").

The program shall include:

a. The limits for the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in
the [ Waste Gas Holdup System] and a surveillance program to
ensure the limits are maintained. Such limits shall be
appropriate to the system's design criteria (i.e., whether
or not the system is designed to withstand a hydrogen
explosion);

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in [each gas storage tank and fed
into the offgas treatment system] is less than the amount
that would result in a whole body exposure of 2 0.5 rem to
any individual in an unrestricted area, in the event of [an
uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents]; and

c. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdocr liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable
of holding the tanks' contents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
[ Liquid Radwaste Treatment System] is less than the amount
that would result in concentrations less than the limits of
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the
nearest potable water supply and the nearest surface water

| supply in an unrestricted area, in the event of an
| uncontrolled release of the tanks' contents.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to
the Explosive-Gas und Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring
Program surveillance frequencies.

(continued)m
Iv)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7 Procedures. Proarams. and Manuals

5.7.2.16 Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program

A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of
both new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established. The
program shall include sampling and testing requirements, and
acceptance criteria, all in accordance with applicable ASTM i

standards. The purpose of the program is to establish the
following:

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to
storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has, i

|

1. An API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within '

limits, ,

i

2. A flash point and kinematic viscosity within limits I

for ASTM 2D fuel oil;

3. A clear and bright appearance with proper color,

b. Other properties for ASTM 2D fuel oil are within limits
within 30 days following sampling and addition to storage
tanks.

c. Total particulate concentration of the fuel oil is [<10
mg/E] when tested every 31 days in accordance with ASTM D-
2276, Method A-2 or A-3.

5.7.2.17 Fire Protection Program

This program provides controls to ensure that appropriate fire
protection measures are maintained to protect the plant from fire
and to ensure the capability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown
in the event of a fire is maintained.

5.7.2.18 Common Mode Failure Evaluation Program

This program provides controls to ensure that appropriate software
and hardware evaluation procedures, to protect the plant from
common mode failure, are established to ensure that redundant
system capability is not adversely affected. This program shall
evaluate the cause of the inoperability, the affected components,
and the plans and schedule for completing proposed remedial
actions. If a determination is made that a common mode failure
exists within independent channels or independent systems credited
to provide functions controlled by Technical Specifications, then
a Special Report shall be submitted in accordance with
Specification [5.9.2.f].
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SFDP

5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
x

5.8 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)

5.8.1 This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and
appropriate actions taken. Upon failure to meet two or more LCOs
at the same time, an evaluation shall be made to determine if loss
of safety function exists. Additionally, other appropriate
limitations and remedial or compensatory actions may be identified
to be taken as a result of the support system inoperability and
corresponding exception to entering supported system Condition and
Required Actions. This program implements the requirements of LC0

l 3.0.6.
1

5.8.2 The SFDP shall contain the following:

a. Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the :

Icapability to perform the safety function assumed in the
accident analysis does not go undetected.

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe
condition if a loss of function condition exists. !

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's
| Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result

,

of multiple support system inoperabilities. I

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory
actions. |

I

5.8.3 A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent
single failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis
cannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of
safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,

,

and.

a. A required system redundant to system (s) supported by the
inoperable support system is also inoperable; or !

i

b. A required system redundant to system (s) in turn supported
by the inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or |

!

c. A required system redundant to support system (s) for the
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable. |

|

(continued) 1
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SFDP
5.8

5.8 SFDP

O
5.8.3 (continued)

Generic Example:

Train A Train B

System i System i -Case C

1 1

System ii -(Support System ii
System

4 Inoperable) 1

System iii System iii -Case A

i 1
'

System iv System iv -Case 8

5.8.4 The Safety Function Determination Program identifies where a loss
of safety function exists. If a loss of safety function is
determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions
and Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss of safety
function exists are required to be entered.
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

| - 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.9 Reporting Requirements

5.9.1 Routine Reports

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR
50.4.

5.9.1.1 Startup Report

A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing
shall be submitted following:

a. Receipt of an Operating License;

b. Amendment to the license involving a planned increase in
power level;

c. Installation of fuel that has a different design or has been
manufactured by a different fuel supplier; and

d. Modifications that may have significantly altered the
nuclear, thermal, or hydraulic performance of the unit.

The initial Startup Report shall address each of the startup tests
identified in CESSAR-DC, Chapter 14, and shall include a
description of the measured values of the operating conditions or
characteristics obtained during the test program and a comparison
of these values with design predictions and specifications. Any
corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory
operation shall also be described. Any additional specific
details required in license conditions based on other commitments
shall be included in this report. Subsequent Startup Reports
shall address startup tests that are necessary to demonstrate the
acceptability of changes and modifications.

Startup Reports shall be submitted within 90 days following
completion of the Startup Test Program; 90 days following
resumption or commencement of commercial power operation; or 9
months following initial criticality, whichever is earliest. If

the Startup Report does not cover all three events (i.e., initial
criticality, completion of Startup Test Program, and resumption or
commencement of commercial operation), supplementary reports shall
be submitted at least everv 3 months until all three events have
been completed.

(continued)
..
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

E.9 Reportino Reauirements

O5.9.1.2 Annual Reports
j

------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The

Isubmittal should combine sections common to all units at the
Istation.

___________-_-_____.-____-________________________________---_______

Annual Reports covering the activities of the unit as described |

below for the previous calendar year shall be submitted by March 31
of each year. [The initial report shall be submitted by March 31 of '

the year following initial criticality.]

Reports required on an annual basis include:

a. Occupational Radiation Exposure Report

The tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station,
utility, and other personnel (including contractors) receiving
exposures > 100 mrem /yr and their associated man rem exposure
according to work and job functions (e.g., reactor operations
and surveillance, inservice inspection, routine maintenance,
special maintenance [ describe maintenance), waste processing,
and refueling). This tabulation supplements the requirements
of 10 CFR 20.2206. The dose assignments to various duty
functions may be estimated based on pocket dosimeter,
thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD), or film badge measurements.
Small exposures totalling < 20% of the individual total dose
need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80% of
the total whole body dose received from external sources
should be assigned to specific major work functions; and

(b. Any other unit unique reports required on an annual basis.]

5.9.1.3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report

------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The
submittal should combine sections common to all units at the
station.
- _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ . - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - _ - _ _ _ _ -

- -

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering
the operation of the unit during the previous calendar year shall
be submitted prior to May 1 of each year. The report shall
include summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the
results of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for

(continued) &
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

p 5.9 Reportino Reauirements
3 5.9.1 Routine Reports (continued)

\
V

5.9.1.3 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report (continued)

the reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent
with the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual (0DCM), and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2,
IV.B.3, and IV.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall
include the results of analyses of all radiological environmental
samples and of all environmental radiation measurements taken
during the period pursuant to the locations specified in the table
and figures in the ODCM, as well as summarized and tabulated
results of these analyses and measurements in the format of the
table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position,
Revision 1, November 1979. [The report shall identify the
thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) results that represent
collocated dosimeters in relation to the NRC TLD program and the
exposure period associated with each result.] In the event that
some individual results are not available for inclusion with the
report, the report shall be submitted noting and explaining the
reasons for the missing results. The missing data shall be
submitted in a supplementary report as soon as possible.

( 5.9.1.4 Radioactive Effluent Release Report

------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The
submittal should combine sections common to all unit's at the
station; however, for units with separate radwaste systems, the
submittal shall spocify the releases of radioactive material from
each unit.
____________________________________________________________________

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of
the unit during the previous year shall be submitted prior to May
1 of each year in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The report shall
include a summary of the quantities of radioactive liquid and
gasecus effluents and solid waste released from the unit. The
mater 1 provided shall be consistent with the objectives outlined
in the ,0MC and Process Control Program (PCP) and in conformance
with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Section IV.B.l.

(continued)
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5.9

5.9 Reportina Reouirements

5.9.1 fLqutine Reports (continued)

5.9.1.5 Monthly Operating Reports

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience [,
including documentation of all challenges to the pressurizer
safety valves,] shall be submitted on a monthly basis no later
than the 15th of each month following the calendar month covered
by the report.

5.9.1.6 Core Operating Limits Report (COLR)

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each
reload cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload
cycle, and shall be documented in the COLR for the
following:

[The individual specifications that address core operating
limits must be referenced here.] I

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating
limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by

,

the NRC, specifically those described in the following !
documents: |

[ Identify the Topical Report (s) by number, title, date, and
NRC staff approval document, or identify the staff Safety
Evaluation Report for a plant specific methodology by NRC
letter and date.]

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all
applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits,
core thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient
analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety
analysis are met,

d. The COLR, including any mid cycle revisions or supplements,
shall be provided upon issue.nce for each reload cycle to the
NRC.

5.9.1.7 RCS Pressure and Temperature 1.imits Report (PTLR)

RCS pressure and temperature limits, including heatup and cooldown
rates, criticality, and hydrostatic and leak test limits, shall be
established and documented in the PTLR. The analytical methods
used to determine the pressure and temperature limits including

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

5.9 Reoortina Reouirementsq
5.9.1.7 RCS Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) (continued)

the heatup and cooldown rates shall be those previously reviewed
and approved by the NRC in [ Topical Report (s), number, title,
date, and NRC staff hpproval document, or staff safety evaluation
report for a plant specific methodology by NRC letter and date].
The reactor vessel pressure and temperature limits, including
those for heatup and cooldown rates, shall be determined so that
all applicable limits (e.g., heatup limits, cooldown limits, and
inservice leak and hydrostatic testing limits) of the analysis are
met. The PTLR, including revisions or supplements thereto, shall
be provided upon issuance for each reactor vessel fluency period.

_

5.9.2 Special Reports

Special Reports may be required covering inspection, test, and
maintenance activitics. These special reports are determined on
an individual basis for each unit and their preparation and

_._ submittal are designated in the Technical Specifications. __

Special Reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4
within the time period specified for each report.

.

The following Special Reports shall be submitted:

a. In the event an ECCS is actuated and injects water into the
RCS in MODE 1, 2, or 3, a Special Report shall be prepared
and submitted within 90 days describing the circumstances of
the actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles to
date. The current value of the usage factor for each
affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided in this
Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70;

b. If an individual emergency diesel generator (EDG)
experiences 4 or more valid failures in the last 25 demands,
these failures and any non valid failures experienced by
that EDG in that time period shall be reported within 30
days. Reports on EDG failures shall include the information
recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, Regulatory
Position C.5, or existing Regulatory Guide 1.108 reporting i
requirement; and

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

L9 Reportinn Reauirements
i

5.9.2 Special Reoorts (continued)

When a Special Report is required by Condition B, F, or G ofc.
LC0 3.3.11, " Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
(PAMI)," a report shall be submitted within 14 days. The

report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of
monitoring, the cause of the inoperability, and the plans
and schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels of
the function to OPERABLE status.

d. Following each inservice inspection of steam generator (SG)
tubes, in accordance with the SG Tube Surveillance Program,
the number of tubes plugged and tubes sleeved in each SG
shall be reported to the NRC within 15 days.

The complete results of the SG tube inservice inspection
shall be submitted to the NRC within 12 months following the
completion of the inspection. The report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected,

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for
each indication of an imperfection, and

3. Identification of tubes plugged and tubes sleeved.

Results of SG tube inspections which fall into Category C-3
shall be reported to the NRC prior to resumption of plant
operation. This report shall provide a description of
investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube
degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent
recurrence,

When a special report is required by Section 5.7.2.18,e.
" Common Mode Failure Program," a report shall be submitted
to the NRC within 30 days. The report shall include a
description of the cause of the failure, the affected
components, and plans and schedule for completi19 proposed
remedial activities.
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Record Retent' ion
5.10

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLSv
5.10 Record Retention

5.10.1 The following records shall be retained for at least 3 years:

a. All License Event Reports required by 10 CFR 50.73;

b. Records of changes made to the procedures required by
Specification 5.7.1.1; and

c. Records of radioactive shipments.

5.10.2 The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

a. Records and logs of unit operation covering time intervals
at each power level;

b. Records and logs of principal maintenance activities -
inspections, repair, and replar.ement of principal items of
equipment related to nuclear safety;

c. Records of surveillance activities, inspections, and

O calibrations required by the Technical Specifications (TS)
and the Fire Protection Program;

d. Records of sealed source and fission detector leak tests and
results; and

e. Records of annual physical inventory of .all sealed source
material of record.

5.10.3- The following records shall be retained for the duration of the
unit Operating License:

a. Records and drawing changes reflecting unit design
modifications made to systems and equipment described in the
SAR;

b. Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel
transfers, and assembly burnup histories;

c. Records of radiation exposure for all individuals entering
radiation control areas;

.

(continued),
.
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Record Rotention
5.10

EJJ Record Retention

5.10.3 (continued)

d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released
to the environs;

e. Records of transient or operational cycles for those unit
components identified in CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3; i

f. Records of reactor tests and experiments- !
|

g. Records of training and qualification for current members of I
the unit staff; |

h. Records of inservice inspections performed pursuant to the ,

ITS;

i. Records of quality assurance activities required by the
Operational Quality Assurance (QA) Manual not listed in
Specification 5.10.1 and which are classified as permanent
records by applicable regulations, codes, and standards;

j. Records of reviews performed for changes made to procedures,
equipment, or reviews of tests and experiments pursuant to
10 CFR 50.59;

k. Records of the reviews and audits required by Specification
5.5.1 and Specification 5.5.2;

1. Records of the service lives of all hydraulic and mechanical
snubbers required by document where snubber requirements
relocated to, including the date at which the service life
commences, and associated installation and maintenance
records;

m. Records of secondary water sampling and water quality;

n. Records of analyses required by the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program that would permit
evaluation of the accuracy of the analysis at a later date
(these records should include procedures effective at
specified times and QA records showing that these procedures
were followed);

o. Records of reviews performed for changes made to the Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual and the Process Control Program;

p. Records of steam generator tube surveillances.

_
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(High Radiation Area]
5.11

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

(5.11 High Radiation Area)

As provided in paragraph 20.1601 (c) of 10 CFR Part 20, the following controls
shall be applied to high radiation areas in place of the controls required by
paragraphs 20.1601 (a) and (b) of 10 CFR Part 20:

5.11.1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates not Exceeding 1.0 rem / hour:*

a. Each entryway to such an area shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area. Such
barricades may be breached only during periods of personnel -

entry or exit.

b. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be
controlled by means of a Radiation Work Permit (RWP) or
equivalent that includes specification of radiation dose
rates in the immediate work area (s) and other appropriate
radiation protection equipment and measures,

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures
(e.g., health physics technicians) and personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempted
from the requirement for an RWP or equivalent while
performing their assigned duties provided that they are
following plant radiation protection procedures for entry
to, exit from, and work in such areas,

d. Each individual (whether alone or in a group) entering such
an area shall possess:

(1) A radiation monitoring device that continuously
displays radiation dose rates in the area (" radiation
monitoring and indicating device"); or

(2) A radiation monitoring device that continuously
integrates the radiation dose rates in the area and
alarms when the device's dose alarm setpoint is
reached (" alarming dosimeter"), with an appropriate
alarm setpoint, or

- -

(continued)
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[High Radiation Area]-
5,11

f5.ll Hiah Radiation Areal

5.11.1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates not Exceeding 1.0 rem / hour:*
_

(continued) _

(3) A radiation monitoring device that continuously
transmits dose rate and cumulative dose to a remote
receiver monitored by radiation protection personnel
responsible for controlling personnel radiation
exposure within the area, or

(4) A self-reading dosimeter and,

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the
RWP, while in the area, of an individual at the
work site, qualified in radiation protection
procedures, equipped with a radiation monitoring
and indicating device who is responsible for
controlling personnel radiation exposure within
the area, or

(ii) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the
RWP, while in the area, by means of closed
circuit television, of personnel qualified in
radiation protection procedures, responsible for
controlling personnel radiation exposure in the
area,

Entry into such areas shall be made only after dose rates ine.
the area have been determined and entry personnel are

- knowledgeable of them. -

_

_

5.11.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem / hour, *
but less than 500 rads / hour:**

Each entryway to such an area shall be conspicuously posteda.
as a high radiation area and shall be provided with a locked
door or gate that prevents unauthorized entry, and in
addition:

(1) All such door and gate keys shall be maintained under
the administrative control of the shift foreman or the
health physics supervisor on duty.

(2) Doors and gates shall remain locked except during
_

periods of personnel entry or exit. _

(continued)
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m f5.ll Hiah Radiation Areal

|
5.11.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem / hour, * |

but less than 500 rads / hour:**

b. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be
controlled by means of an RWP or equivalent that includes
specification of radiation dose rates in the immediate work
area (s) and other appropriate radiation protection equipment
and measures,

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures may
be exempted from the requirement for an RWP or equivalent
while performing radiation surveys in such areas provided
that they are following plant radiation protection
procedures for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas.

d. Each individual (whether alone or in a group) entering such
an area shall possess:

(1) An alarming dosimeter with an appropriate alarm
setpoint, or

(2) A radiation monitoring device that continuously
transmits dose rates and cumulative dose information

% to a remote receiver monitored by radiation protection
. personnel responsible for controlling personnel

radiation exposure within the area with the means to
communicate with and control every individual in the
area, or

(3) A self-reading dosimeter and,

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the
RWP or equivalent, of an individual qualified in
radiation protection procedures, equipped with a
radiation monitoring and indicating device who
is responsible for controlling personnel
exposure within the area, or

(ii) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the
RWP or equivalent, by means of closed circuit
television, of personnel qualified in radiation
protection procedures, responsible for
controlling personnel radiation exposure in the
area,-and with the means'to communicate with and
control every individual in the area.

(continued)
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[High Radiation Area)
5.11

|
[5.11 Hiah Radiation Areal

-
-

5.11.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem / hour, *
but less than 500 rads / hour:** (continued)

Entry into such areas shall be made only after dose rates ine.
the area have been determined and entry personnel are
knowledgeable of them.

f. Such individual areas that are within a larger area that is
controlled as a high radiation area, where no enclosure
exists for purpose of locking and where no enclosure can
reasonably be constructed around the individual area need
not be controlled by a locked door or gate, but shall be
barricaded, conspicuously posted as a high radiation area, -

and marked by a conspicuous flashing light activated at the
area as a warning device which is clearly visible from all
access points to the area.

At 30 centimeters (12 inches) from the radiation source or from any*

surface penetrated by the radiation.

At 1 meter from the radiation source or from any surface penetrated by**

the radiation.

O
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

r
'( B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)
A

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 10 (Ref.1) requires and SLs ensure that specified
acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are not exceeded
during steady state operation, normal operational
transients, and anticipated operational occurrences (A00s).
This is accomplished by having a departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95%
probability at a 95% confidence level (95/95 DNB criterion)
that DNB will not occur and by reouiring that fuel
centerline temperature stays below the melting temperature.

The restrictions of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel
and cladding and possible cladding perforation that would
result in the release of fission products to the reactor
coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by
maintaining the steady state, peak linear heat rate (LHR)
below the level at which fuel centerline melting occurs.
Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting

Q fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regime, where
_h the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding

surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation
temperature.

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or p0wer
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high encugh to cause the
fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting point t.f
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting
may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the
reactor coolant.

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of
the onset of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in the
heat transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high
cladding temperatures are reached, and a cladding water
(zirconium water) reaction may take place. This chemical
reaction results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a
structurally weaker form. This weaker form may lose its
integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity
to the reactor coolant.

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

i
BASES

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protective System (RPS), in combination with the
(continued) LCOs, is designed to prevent any anticipated combination of

transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would
result in a violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSIS normal operation and A00s. The reactor core SLs are

established to preclude violation of the following fuel
design criteria:

a. There must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level (95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot
fuel rod in the core does not experience DNB; and

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience
centerline fuel melting.

The RPS setpoints, LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System
(RPS) Instrumentation - Operating," in combination with all
the LCOs, are designed to prevent any anticipated
combination of transient conditions for RCS temperature,
pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would result in a
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) of less than
the DNBR limit and preclude the existence of flow
instabilities.

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs is provided
by the following functions:

a. Pressurizer Pressure-High trip;

b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip;

c. Variable Overpower-High trip;

d. Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip;

e. Local Power Density-High trip;

f. DNBR-Low trip;

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE g. Steam Generator Level-Low trip;
SAFE 1Y ANALYSIS

(continued) h. Steam Generator Level-High trip;

i. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low trip; and

J. Main Steam Safety Valves.

The limitation that the average enthalpy in the hot leg be
less than or equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid also
ensures that the AT measured by instrumentation used in the
protection system design as a measure of the core power is -

proportional to core power.

The SL represents a design requirement for establishing the
protection system trip setpoints identified previously.
LC0 3.2.1, " Linear Heat Rate (LHR)," and LCO 3.2.4,
" Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)," or the
assumed initial conditions of the safety analyses (as
indicated in Ref. 2) provide more restrictive limits to
ensure that the SLs are not exceeded.

O
SAFETY LIMITS SL 2.1.1.1 and SL 2.1.1.2 ensure that the minimum DNBR is

not less than the safety analyses limit and that fuel
centerline temperature remains below melting.

The minimum value of the DNBR during normal operation and
design basis A00s is limited to [1.24), based on a
statistical combination of CE-1 CHF correlation and
engineering factor uncertainties, and is established as an
SL. Additional factors such as rod bow and spacer grid size
and placement will determine the limiting safety system
settings required to ensure that the SL is maintained.
Maintaining the dynamically adjusted peak LHR to
[s 21 kw/ft) ensures that fuel centerline melt will not
occur during normal operating conditions or design A00s.

,

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1.1 and SL 2.1.1.2 only apply in MODES 1 and 2
because these are the only MODES in which the reactor is
critical. Automatic protection functions are required to be
OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within the
reactor core SLs. The steam generator safety valves or
automatic protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to
the reactor core SL conditions or to initiate a reactor trip
function, which forces the unit into MODE 3. Setpoints for
the reactor trip functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1.

In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required,
since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL
POWER.

SAFETY LIMIT The following violation responses are applicable to the
VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs.

2.ld

If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, the requirement to

go to MODE 3 places the unit in a MODE in which this SL is
not applicable.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour recognizes the
importance of bringing the unit to a MODE where this SL is
not applicable and reduces the probability of fuel damage.

2.JLJ

If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, the NRC Operations
Center must be notified within I hour, in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 3).

21 4
If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, the appropriate
senior management of the nuclear plant and the utility shall
be notified within 24 hours. This 24 hour period provides
time for the plant operators and staff to take the
appropriate immediate action and assess the condition of the
unit before reporting to the senior management.

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES

SAFETY LIMIT L2.d
'

VIOLATIONS
(continued) If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, a Licensee Event

Report shall be prepared and submitted within 30 days to the
NRC, the senior management of the nuclear plant, and the ,

'utility Vice President - Nuclear Operations. This
requirement is in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 4).

L15
If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, restart of the unit
shall not commence until authorized by the NRC. This
requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,
analyses, and actions are completed before the unit begins
its restart to normal operation.

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10,

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 4 and 15.
'

3. 10 CFR 50.72.

4. 10 CFR 50.73.

t

i

f
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on RCS pressure protects the integrity of the RCS
against overpressurization. In the event of fuel cladding
failure, fission products are released into the reactor
coolant. The RCS then serves as the primary barrier in
preventing the release of fission products into the
atmosphere. By establishing an upper limit on RCS pressure,

,

continued RCS integrity is ensured. According to 10 CFR 50,
i

Appendix A, GDC 14, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," and
GDC 15, " Reactor Coolant System Design" (Ref.1), the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) design conditions
are not to be exceeded during normal operation and )
anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). Also, according 1

to GDC 28 (Ref. 1), " Reactivity Limits," reactivity
accidents, including rod ejection, do not result in damage
to the RCPB greater than limited local yielding.

The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psia. During normal
operation and A00s, the RCS pressure is kept from exceeding
the design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with
Section 111 of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). To ensure system
integrity, all RCS components are hydrostatically tested at
125% of design pressure, according to the ASME Code
requirements prior to initial operation, when there is no
fuel in the core. Following inception of unit operation,
RCS components shall be pressure tested, in accordance with
the requirements of ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 3).

Overpressurization of the RCS could result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurs in conjunction with a fuel
cladding failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits
on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criteria" (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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l RCS Pressure SL
| B 2.1.2
I

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, the main steam safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valves (MSSVs), and the Pressurizer Pressure - High Trip

have settings established to ensure that the RCS pressure SL
will not be exceeded.

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more
than 10%, in accordance with Section !!! of the ASME Code
for Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 2). The transient
that establishes the required relief capacity, and hence the
valve size requirements and lift settings, is a (complete

_

loss of external load without a direct reactor trip).
During the transient, no control actions are assumed except
that the safety valves on the secondary plant are assumed to
open when the steam pressure reaches the secondary plant
safety valve settings, and nominal feedwater supply is
maintained.

The Reactor Protective System (RPS) trip setpoints (LC0
3.3.1, " Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-
Operating"), together with the settings of the MSSVs (LC0
3.7.1, " Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)") and the

O pressurizer safety valves (LC0 3.4.10, " Pressurizer Safety
Valves"), provide pressure protection for normal operation
and A00s. In particular, the Pressurizer Pressure - High
Trip setpoint is specifically set to provide protection
against overpressurization (Ref. 5). Safety analyses for
both the Pressurizer Pressure - High Trip and the
pressurizer safety valves are performed, using conservative
assumptions relative to pressure control devices.

More specifically, no credit is taken for operation ofthe
following:

a. Rapid Depressurization Function (RDF) of the Safety
Depressurization System (SDS);

b. Steam Bypass Control System;

c. Pressurizer level Control System; or

d. Pressurizer Pressure Control System.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
B 2.1.2

1

BASES (continued)

|
'

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS pressure
vessel under the ASME Code, Section 111, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the
RCS piping, valves, and fittings under [USAS, Section B31.1

,

(Pef. 6)], is 120X of design pressure. The most limiting of !

se two allowances is the 110% of design pressure; l
refore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS pressure is !

ablished at (2750] psia.

APPLICABillTY SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL
could be approached or exceeded in these MODES due to
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in MODE
6 because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not
fully tightened, making it unlikely that the RCS can be
pressurized.

SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the
VIOLATIONS RCS pressure SLs.

O
M1
If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in
MODE 1 or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be
in MODE 3 within I hour.

With RCS pressure greater than the value specified in SL
2.1.2 in MODE 1 or 2, the pressure must be reduced to below
this value. A pressure greater than the value specified in
SL 2.1.2 exceeds 110% of the RCS design pressure and may
challenge system integrity.

The allowed Completion Time of I hour provides the operator
time to complete the necessary actions to reduce RCS
pressure by terminating the cause of the pressure increase,
removing mass or energy from the RCS, or a combination of
these actions, and to establish MODE 3 conditions.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
8 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIH11 2J.d
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5 RCS 1

pressure must be restored to within the SL value within 5
minutes. !

l
Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is '

potentially more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1 or
2,-since the reactor vessel temperature may be lower and the
vessel material, consequently less ductile. As such,
pressure must be reduced to less than the SL within 5
minutes. This action does not require reducing MODES, since j
this would require reducing temperature, which would l

compound the problem by adding thermal gradient stresses to |

the existing pressure stress.

2_t.2.d

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the NRC Operations
Center must be notified within I hour, in accordance with 10
CFR 50.72 (Ref. 7).

O m
If the RCS pressure SL is' violated, the appropriate senior
management of the nuclear plant and the utility shall be
notified within 24 hours. This 24 hour period provides time
for the plant operators and staff to take the appropriate
immediate action and to assess the condition of the unit
before reporting to the senior management.

2J.d

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, a Licensee Event Report
shall be prepared and submitted within 30 days to the NRC,
the senior management of the nuclear-plant, and the utility
Vice President - Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 8).

-

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL
j B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT 2,2,6i

VIOLATIONS
j (continued) If the RCS pressure SL is violated, restart of the unit

shall not commence until authorized by the NRC. This'

requirement ensures the NRC that all necessary reviews,1

analyses, and actions are completed before the unit begins
its restart to normal operation.

'

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 28.

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111,
Article NB-7000.

3. A5ME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel code, Section XI,
article IWX-5000.

4. 10 CFR 100.

5. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 5.

6. [ASME, USAS B31.1, Standard Code for Pressure Piping).

7. 10 CFR 50.72.

8. 10 CFR 50.73.

.

1

I

i

i
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING C0!4DITI0f1 FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 through LC0 3.0.7 establish the general
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at
all times unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within
each individual Specification as the requirement for when
the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the
MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability
statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable from the point in time that an
ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions

O establish those remedial measures that must be taken within
specified Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO
are not met. This Specification establishes that:

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the
specified Completion Times constitutes compliance with
a Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required
when an LC0 is met within the specified Completion
Time, unless otherwise specified.

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action specifies a time limit in which the
LC0 must be met. This time limit is the Completion Time to
restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status
or to restore variables to within specified limits. If this
type of Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to
place the unit in a MODE or condition in which the
Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as a
Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition
is an action that may always be considered upon entering

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
8 3.0

3.0 LC0 APPLICABILITY

LC0 3.0.2 ACTIONS.) The second type of Required Action specifies the
(continued) remedial measures that permit continued operation of the

unit that is not further restricted by the Completion Time.
In this case, compliance with the Required Actions provides
an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.
Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LC0
is met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated
in the individual Specifications.

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions
necessitates that, once the Condition is entered, the
Required Actions must be completed even though the
associated Conditions no longer exist. The individual LC0's
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the case.
An example of this is in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operating."

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also
applicable when a system or component is removed ft om
service intentionally. The reasons for intentional y
relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,
performance of Surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done
in a manner that does not compromise safety. Intentional
entry into ACTIONS should not be made for operational
convenience. Alternatives that would not result in
redundant equipment being inoperable should be used instead.
Doing so limits the time both divisions / subsystems / trains of
a safety function are inoperable and limits the time other
conditions exist which result in LC0 3.0.3 being entered.
Individual Specifications may specify a time limit for
performing an SR when equipment is removed from service or
bypassed for testing, in this case, the Completion Times of
the Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
expires, if the equipment remains removed from service or
bypassed.

When a change in MODE or other specified condition is
required to comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter
a MODE or other specified condition in which another
Specification becomes applicable. In this case, the
Completion Times of the associated Required Actions would
apply from the point in time that the new Specification

! becomes applicable and the ACTIONS Condition (s) are entered.

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

|

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented
when an LC0 is not met and:

a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is
not met and no other Condition applies; or

b. The condition of the unit is not specifically
addressed by the associated ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can
be made that exactly corresponds to the actual
condition of the unit. Sometimes, possible
combinations of Conditions are such that entering
LC0 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases, the ACTIONS
specifically state a Condition corresponding to such
combinations and also that LC0 3.0.3 be entered
immediately.

T' 's Specification delineates the time limits for placing
. unit in a safe MODE or other specified condition when

operation cannot be maintained within the limits for safo
operation as defined by the LC0 and its ACTIONS. It is not
intended to be used as an operational convenience that

O permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or
components from service in lieu of other alternatives that

would not result in redundant systems or components being
inoperable.

Upon entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unit
operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in
a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the
specified maximum cooldown rate and within the capabilities
of the unit, assuming that only the minimum required
equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on
components of the Reactor Coolant System and the potential
for a plant upset-that could challenge safety systems under
conditions to which this Specification applies. The use and
interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of
LC0 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of Section 1.3,
Completion Times.

4

(continued)
\,
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LC0 3.0.3 A unit shutdown required in accordance with LC0 3.0.3 may be
(continued) terminated and LCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the following

occurs:

a. The LCO is now met.

b. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have
now been performed.

c. ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completion
Times. These Completion Times are applicable from the |

point in time that the Condition is initially entered |
|and not from the time LC0 3.0.3 is exited.

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for
the unit to be in MODE 5 when a shutdown is required during
MODE 1 operation. If the unit is in a lower MODE of j

operation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for i

reaching the next lower MODE applies. If a lower MODE is I

reached in less time than allowed, however, the total .

'allowable time to reach MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is
not reduced. For example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours,
then the time allowed for reaching MODE 4 is the next
11 hours, because the total time for reaching MODE 4 is not
reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if
remedial measures are completed that would permit a return
to MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a
lower MODE of operation in less than the total time allowed.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LC0 3.0.3 provides actions for
Conditions not covered in other Specifications. The
requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6
because the unit is already in the most restrictive
Condition required by LCO 3.0.3.

The requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in other
specified conditions of the Applicability (unless in MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual Specifications
sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taker..
Exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a unit shutdown, in accordan:e with LC0 3.0.3,
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the unit. An example of this is in
LC0 3.7.10, " Fuel Storage Pool Water Level." LCO 3.7.10 has
an Applicability of "With irradiated fuel assemblies in the

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

i

3.0 LC0 APPLICABILITY ;

LC0 3.0.3 Fuel Storage Pool." Therefore, this LC0 can be applicable
(continued) in any or all MODES. If the LCO and the Required Actions of

LC0 3.7.10 are not met while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, there is no
safety benefit to be gained by placing the unit in a
shutdown condition. The Required Action of LC0 3.7.10 of
" Suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in Fuel
Storage Pool" is the appropriate Required Action to complete
in lieu of the actions of LCO 3.0.3. These exceptions are

_ addressed in the individual Specifications.
_

The requirement to be in MODE 4 in 13 hours is plant
specific and depends on the ability to cool the pressurizer
and degas.

LC0 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability when an LC0
is not met. It precludes placing the unit in a different
MODE or other specified condition when the following exist:

a. The requirements of an LCO, in the MODE or other
specified condition to be entered, are not met; and

b. Continued noncompliance with these LC0 requirements
would result in-the unit being required to be placed
in a MODE or other specified condition in which the
LCO does not apply to comply with the Required
Actions.

Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued
operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a
MODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation. This is without
regard to the status of the unit before or after the MODE-
change. Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or
other specified condition in the Applicability may be made
in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.
The provisions of this Specification should not be
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
practice of restoring systems or components to OPFRABLE
status before unit startup.

.

(continued)
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3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LC0 3.0.4 The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
(continued) MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability

that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the

provisions of LC0 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES
or other specified conditions in the Applicability that
result from a normal shutdown.

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual
Specifications. Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Required Action of a Specification.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated
inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified
limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing
MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS
Condition, in compliance with LC0 3.0.4 or where an
exception to LC0 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of
SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not

i

have to be performed due to the associated inoperable
equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY
prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or
variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the

.

affected LCO. !

LCO 3.0.5 LC0 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment
to service under administrative controls when it has been
removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with
ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to
provide an exception to LC0 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with
the applicable Required Action (s)) to allow the performance
of SRs to demonstrate:

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to
service; or

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the
ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time to perform any other preventive or corrective
maintenance.

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

( 3.0 LC0 APPLICABILITY

LC0 3.0.5 An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
(continued) being returned to service is reopening a containment

isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required
Actions and must be reopened to perform the SRs.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is taking an inoperable CHANNEL or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from
occurring during the performance of an SR on another CHANNEL
in the other trip system. A similar example of
demonstrating the OPERABillTY of other equipment is taking
an inoperable CHANNEL or trip system out of the tripped ~-

condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the
appropriate response during the performance of an SR on
another CHANNEL in the same trip system.

LC0 3.0.6 LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LCO specified in the Technical
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because
LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required

(O Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LC0 be
j entered solely due to the inoperability of the support

system. This exception is justified because the ACTIONS
that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
condition are specified in the support system LC0's Required
Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the
supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may
specify other Required Actions.

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO
specified for it in the TS, the supported system (s) are
required to be declared inoperable if determined to be
inoperable as a result of the support system inoperability.
However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported
systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to
do so by the support system's Required Actions. The
potential confusion and inconsistency of requirements
related to the entry into multiple support and supported
systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the ACTIONS that are necessary
to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the
support system's Required Actions.

(continued),m
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3.0 LC0 APPLICABILITY

LCO 3,0.6 However, there are instances where a support system's
(continued) Required Action may either direct a supported system to be

declared inoperable or dire:t entry into Conditions and
Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur
immediately or after some specified delay to perform some
other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is
immediate or after some delay, when a support system's
Required Action directs a supported system to be declared
inoparable or directs entry into Conditions and Required
Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions
and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with
LC0 3.0.2.

Specification 5.8, " Safety function Determination Program
(SFDP)," ensures loss of safety function is detected and
appropriate actions are taken. Upon failure to meet two or
more LCC,s concurrently, an evaluation shall be made to
determine if loss of safety function exists. Additionally,
other limitations, remedial actions, or compensatory actions
may be identified as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to entering
supported system Conditions and Requircd Actions. The SFDP
implements the requirements of LC0 3.0.6.

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for
those support systems that support multiple and redundant
safety systems are required. The cross train check verifies
that the supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support
system are OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is
retained. If this evaluation determines that a loss of
safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and
Required Actions of the LC0 in which the loss of safety
function exists are required to be entered.

LC0 3.0.7 Special tests and operations are required at various times
over the unit's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. STEs are included in
applicable sections of the Specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability |B 3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.7 effect as applicable. This will ensure that all appropriate
(continued) requirements of the MODE or other specified condition not

directly associated with or required to be changed or
suspended to perform the special test or operation will
remain in effect.

The Applicability of an STE LCO represents a condition not
necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

A special test may be performed under either the provisions
of the appropriate STE LC0 or the other applicable TS
requirements, if it is desired to perform the special test
under the provisions of the STE LCO, the requirements of the
STE LC0 shall be followed. This includes the SRs specified
in the STE LCO.

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting the STE LCO
requires meeting the specified normal LCOs). The
Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the specified normal
LCOs, however, are not required to be met in order to meet

O the STE LCO when it is in effect. This means that, upon
failure to meet a specified normal LCO, the associated
ACTIONS of the STE LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the
normal LCO. Exceptions to the above do exist. There are
instances when the Applicability of the specified normal LC0
must be met, where its ACTIONS must be taken, where certain
of its Surveillances must be performed, or where all of
these requirements must be met concurrently with the
requirements of the STE LCO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the special test, those SRs that are necessary to
meet the specified normal LCOs must be met prior to
performing the special test. During the conduct of the
special test, those Surveillances need not be performed

| unless specified by the ACTIONS or SRs of the STE LCO.
\

ACTIONS for STE LCOs provide appropriate remedial measures
upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure to meet
these ACTIONS, suspend the performance of the special test
and enter the ACTIONS for all LCOs that are then not met.
Entry.into LC0 3.0.3 may possibly be required, but this
determination should not be made by considering only the
failure to meet the ACTIONS of the STE LCO.
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B 3.0 SURVEllLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABillTY

BASES
-

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times,
unless otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability for which the requirements of the LC0 apply, - - -

unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This
Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are performed
to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and
that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet
a Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the
associated SRs have been met. Nothing in t W
Specification, however, is to be construed as implying that
systems or components are OPERABLE when:

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although still meeting the SRs; or

b. The requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known to
be not met between required Surveillance performances.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is
in a MODE or other specified condition for which the
requirements of the associated LC0 are not applicable,
unless otherwise specified. The SRs associated with a
special test exception (STE) are only applicable when the
STE is used as an allowable exception to the requirements of
a Specification.

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
Surveillances have to be met and performed in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE
status. Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post
maintenance testing is required to declare equipment
OPERABLE. This includes ensuring applicable Surveillances
are not failed and their most recent performance is in

(continued)
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B 3.0

0 _3.0
SR APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 accordance with SR 3.0.2. Post mair,tenance testing may not
(continued) be possible in the current MODE or other specified

conditions in the Applicability due to the necessary unit
parameters not having been established. In these
situations, the equipment may be considered OPERABLE
provided testing has been satisfactorily completed to the -

extent possible and the equipment is not otherwise believed
to be incapable of performing its function. This will allow
operation to proceed to a MODE or other specified condition
where other necessary post maintenance tests can be
completed.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the
specified Frequency for Surveillances and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of the Required Action on a "once per..."
interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates _ Surveillance ;

O, scheduling and considers plant operating conditions that may
not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance (e.g.,
transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
reliability that results from performing the Surveillance at
its specified frequency. This is based on the recognition
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the
Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in
the individual Specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2
does not apply is a Surveillance with a Frequency of "in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by
approved exemptions." The requirements of regulations take
precedence over the TS. The TS cannot in and of themselves
extend a test interval specified in the regulations.
Therefore, there is a Note in the Frequency stating,
"SR 3.0.2 is not applicable."

(continued)
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!

SR 3.0.2 As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply
(continued) to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that

requires performance on a "once per..." basis. The 25%
extension applies to each performance after the initial 1

performance. The initial performance of the Required I
Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some 1

other remedial action, is considered a single action with a
single Completion Time. One reason for not allowing the 25%
extension to this Completion Time is that such an action
usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by
checking the status of redundant or dis ;e components or
accomplishes the function of the inoper .ie equipment in an
alternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
af fected equipment inoperable or an affected variable
outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not
been completed within the specified frequency. A delay
period of up to 24 hours applies from the point in time that
it is discovered that the Surveillance has not been
performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time
that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides an adequate time to complete
Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period
permits the completion of a Surveillance before complying
with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might
preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
unit conditions, adequate planning, availability of
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,
the safety significance of the delay in completing the
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being
performed is the verification of conformance with the
requirements.

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

I

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY

!

SR 3.0.3 When a Surveillance with a frequency based not on time
(continued) intervals, but upon specified unit conditions or operational

situations, is discovered not to have been performed when
specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full delay period of 24 hours
to perform the Surveillance.

SR 3.0.3 also provides a time limit for completion of
Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of
MODE changes imposed by Required Actions.

Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is
expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay
period established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not
intended to be used as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LC0 Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay.

O period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LC0 Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs
must be met before entry into a MODE or other specified'
Condition in the Applicability.

This Specification ensures that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements and variable limits are met before
entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability for which these systems and components ensure
safe operation of the unit. This Specification applies to-
changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the* Applicability associated with unit shutdown as well as
startup.

1

(continued)N
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY j

|
SR 3.0.4 The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in

(continued) MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS. ]

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are
specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not
necessary. The specific time frames and conditions
necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the
frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This allows
performance of Surveillances when the prerequisite
condition (s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require
entry into the MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of the associated LC0 prior to the performance
or completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could
not be performed until after entering the LC0 Applicability,
would have its frequency specified such that it is not "due"
until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately,
the Surveillance may be stated in the form of a Note as not
required (to be met or performed) until a particular event,
condition, or time has been reached. Further discussion of
the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in
Section 1.4, frequency.

O

-
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SDM
B 3.1.1

(im) B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
v

B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactivity control systems must be redundant and capab
of holding the reactor core subtritical when shutdown under
cold conditions, in accordance with GDC 26 (Ref. 1).
Maintenance of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) ensures that
postulated reactivity events will not damage the fuel. SDM
requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to ensure
that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded for
normal shutdown and anticipated operational occurrences
(A00s). As such, the SDM defines the degree of
subcriticality which would be obtained immediately following
the insertion of all full strength control element
assemblies (CEAs), assuming the single CEA of highest
reactivity worth is fully withdrawn.

The system design requires that two independent reactivity
control systems be provided, and that one of these systems

be capable of maintaining'ements are provided by the use of
the core subtritical under cold

('T conditions. These requir
! ) movable CEAs and soluble boric acid in the Reactor Coolant

System (RCS). The CEA System can compensate for the
reactivity effects of the fuel and water temperature changes
accompanying power level changes over the range from full
load to no load, in addition, the CEAs, together with the
boration system, provide the SDM during power operation and
are capable of making the core subcritical rapidly enough to
prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits, assuming
that the CEA of highest reactivity worth remains fully
withdrawn. SDM is defined as the reactivity of the core
with all CEAs inserted, assuming that the CEA of highest
reactivity worth remains fully withdrawn.

The soluble boron system can compensate for fuel depletion
during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes,
and maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions.

During power operation, SOM control is ensured by operating
with the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and the regulating
CEAs within the limits of LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating Control
Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits." When the unit is
in the shutdown and refueling modes, the SDM requirements

.- m (continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES

BACKGROUND are met by means of adjustments to the RCS boron
(continued) concentration.

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2)

establishes an SDM that ensures specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded for normal operation and
A00s, with the assumption of the highest worth CEA stuck out
following a reactor trip. Specifically, for MODE 5, the
primary safety analysis that relies on the SDM limits

-

is the boron dilution analysis. The acceptance criteria for
the SDM are that specified acceptable fuel design limits are
maintained. This is done by ensuring that:

The reactor can be made subtritical from all operatinga.
conditions, transients, and Design Basis Events;

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable
limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
fuel centerline temperature limit for A00s, and
<; 280 cal /gm energy deposition for the CEA ejection
accident); and

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently
subtritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the
shutdown condition.

The most limiting accident for the SDM requirements are
based on a main steam line break (MSLB), as described in the
accident analysis (Ref. 2). The increased steam flow
resulting from a pipe break in the main steam system causes
an increased energy removal from the affected steam
generator (SG), and consequently the RCS. This results in a
reduction of the reactor coolant tempercture. The resultant
coolant shrinkage causes a reduction in pressure. In the
presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,
this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity. As RCS

temperature decreases, the severity of an MSLB decreases
until the MODE 5 value is reached. The most limiting MSLB,
with respect to potential fuel damage before a reactor trip
occurs, is a guillotine break of a main steam line inside
containment initiated at the end of core life. The positive

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES ;

i
APPLICABLE reactivity addition from the moderator temperature decrease
SAFETY ANALYSES will terminate when the affected SG boils dry, thus '

(continued) terminating RCS heat removal and cooldown. Following the
MSLB, a post trip return to power will not occur and THERMAL
POWER will not violate the Safety Limit (SL) requirement of
SL 2.1.1.

In addition to the limiting MSLB transient, the SDM
requirement must also protect against:-

a. Inadvertent boron dilution;

b. An uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from a subtritical or
low power condition;

c. Startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump (RCP); and

d. CEA ejection.

Each of these is discussed below.

in the boron dilution analysis, the required SDM defines the

O reactivity difference between an initial subcritical boron
concentration and the corresponding critical boron
concentration. These values, in conjunction with the,

| configuration of the RCS and the assumed dilution flow rate,
directly affect the results of the analysis. This event is
most limiting at the beginning of core life when critical
boron. concentrations are highest.

An inadvertent boron dilution is a moderate frequency
incident as defined in Reference 2. The core is initially
subtritical with all CEAs inserted. A Chemical and Volume,

'

Control System malfunction occurs which causes unborated
water to be pumped to the RCS via one charging pump.

The reactivity change rate associated with boron
-concentration changes due to inadvertent dilution is within
the capabilities of operator recognition and control.

The high neutron flux alarm on the startup. channel
instrumentation will alert the operator of the boron
dilution with a minimum of 15 minutes remaining before the
core becomes critical.

|

| (continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE The withdrawal or ejection of CEAs from subcritical or low
SAFETY ANALYSES power conditions adds reactivity to the reactor core,

(continued) causing both the core power level and heat flux to increase
with corresponding increases in reactor coolant temperatures
and pressure. The withdrawal of CEAs also produces a time
dependent redistribution of core power.

Depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient is
terminated by either a low DNBR trip, a high Local Power
Density trip, or a Logarithmic Power Level trip. In all

cases, power level, RCS pressure, linear heat rate, and the
DNBR do not exceed allowable limits.

The startup of an inactive RCP will not result in a " cold
water" criticality, even if the maximum difference in
temperature exists between the SG and the core. The rr simum
positive reactivity addition that can occur due to an
inadvertent RCP start is less than half the minimum required
SDM. An idle RCP cannot, therefore, produce a return to
power from the hot standby condition.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. Even
though it is not directly observed from the control room,
SDM is considered an initial condition process variable
because it is periodically monitored to ensure that the unit
is operating within the bounds of the accident analysis
assumptions.

LC0 The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is
sufficient to avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
RCS as a result of the events addressed above.

The MSLB accident (Ref. 2) and the boron dilution accident
initiated in Mode 5 (Ref. 2) are the most limiting analyses
that establish the SDM value of the LCO. For MSLB

'

accidents, if the LCO is violated, there is a potential to
exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed 10 CFR 100, " Reactor
Site Criterion," limits (Ref. 3). For the boron dilution
accident, if the LCO is violated, then the minimum required
time assumed for operator action to terminate dilution may
no longer be applicable.

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

,_
l BASES(

LC0 SDM is a core physics design condition that can be ensured
(continued) through CEA positioning (regulating and shutdown CEAs) and

through the soluble boron concentration.

! LCO 3.1.1 b.1 requires that the calculated critical position

be within the limits of LCOs 3.1.6 (" Shutdown Control
Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits") and 3.1.7
(" Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion
Limits") when the reactor trip breakers are closed. This
ensures that the most adverse subtritical CEA withdrawal
event scenario is the inadvertent withdrawal of a regulating

~

CEA bank, i.e. the reactor will not become critical due to
the inadvertent withdrawal of a shutdown CEA bank.

LC0 3.1.1 b.1 also ensures that, if the RTCBs are closed, a
CEA ejection event postulated to be initiated at these
conditions would result in less net positive reactivity
insertion than for a case initiated from a critical
position. If the RTCBs are open, LC0 3.1.1 b.2 requires
that the value of k must remain less than 0.99 when theg
highest worth CEA is excluded from the calculation. This
requirement ensures that the reactor would not reach

Q criticality for a CEA ejection event postulated to be
Q initiated under these conditions. Together, therefore, LCO

3.1.1 b.1 and LCO 3.1.1 b.2 ensure that a CEA ejection event
postulated to be initiated in MODE 2 subcritical or MODES 3,
4, or 5 would have fewer adverse consequences than the event
analyzed for a CEA ejection in MCDE 1, which has been shown
to have acceptable consequences (Ref. 2).

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to
provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet the
assumptions of the safety analyses discussed above. In
MODES 1 and 2, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.1.6,
" Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits,"
and LC0 3.1.7 (" Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits"), if the insertion limits of LC0 3.1.6 or
LC0 3.1.7 are not being complied with, SDM is not
automatically violated. The SDM must be calculated by
performing a reactivity balance calculation (considering the
listed reactivity effects in Bases Section SR 3.1.1.1). In
MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity requirements are given in
LC0 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration."

b) (continued)V
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

i

ACTIONS A.1

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and components. It is assumed that
boration will be continued until the SDM requirements are
met.

in the determination of the required combination of boration
flow rate and boron concentration, there is no unique
requirement that must be satisfied. Since it is imperative --

to raise the boron concentration of the RCS as soon as
possible, the operator should borate with the best source ,

available for the plant conditions.

In determining the boration flow rate, the time in core life
must be considered. For instance, the most difficult time
in core life to increase the RCS boron concentration is at
the beginning of cycle, when the boron concentration may
approach or exceed 2000 ppm. Assuming that a value of
1% M/k must be recovered and assuming a boration flow rate
of [105] gpm, it is possible to increase the boron
concentration of the RCS by 100 ppm in approximately
35 minutes. If a boron worth of 10 pcm/ ppm is assumed, this
combination of parameters will increase the SDM by 1% &/k.
These boration parameters of [105] gpm and 100 ppm represent
typical values and are provided for the purpose of offering
a specific example.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the listed reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. CEA positions;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration; and

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as that of the
RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
change in required boron concentration, and it also allows
sufficient time for the operator to collect the required ,

data, which includes performing a boron concentration
analysis, and complete the calculation.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26,

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15

3. 10 CFR 100.
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RTCB
B 3.1.2

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.2 Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCB).

)
BASES

BACKGROUND During reduced inventory operations the reactor is
maintained in a subcritical condition. The requirement for
the reactor trip circuit breakers to be open during REDUCED
RCS INVENTORY operations ensures that the reactor will not
become critical due to the inadvertent withdrawal of control
element assemblies (CEAs).

APPLICABLE During REDUCED RCS INVENTORY operations, reactor trip
SAFETY ANALYSIS circuit breakers are relied upon to mitigate events analyzed

in Reference 1, which would result in a positive reactivity
P addition greater than the allowable limits identified in
d Reference 2.

With the breakers open the CEAs cannot be withdrawn and
reactivity addition accidents are prevented.

The reactor trip circuit breakers satisfy Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires the reactor trip circuit breakers to be
open during reduced inventory operations to ensure that
accidental reactivity additions by CEA withdrawal are
prevented and that the radiological consequences of
postulated reactivity accidents are within the established
limits.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY
only to ensure that the reactor will not become critical due
to the inadvertent withdrawal of the shutdown CEAs. This
LC0 is not necessary in MODE 6 due to plant arrangement that
requires the Control Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM) power
cables to be disconnected.

(continued)
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RTCB
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A1

If any reactor trip circuit breakers are closed they are to
be immediately opened to ensure that there can be no
inadvertent CEA withdrawal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the reactor trip circuit breakers being open
ensures that the CEAs cannot be inadvertently withdrawn.

The Frequency of {12] hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate since normal procedural controls
would make the unauthorized or inadvertent closing of '

reactor trip circuit breakers unlikely. ,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation i

Report. |

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 16, Technical Specifications, LCO
| 3.1.1.
I j

, ,

V

|

!
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Reactivity Balance

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29 (Ref. 1), reactivity
shall be controllable, such that, subtriticality is
maintained under cold conditions, and acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences. Therefore, reactivity
balance is used as a measure of the predicted versus
measured core reactivity during power operation. The
periodic confirmation of core reactivity is necessary to
ensure that Design Basis Accidents (DBA) and transient
safety analyses remain valid. A large reactivity difference
could be the result of unanticipated changes in fuel,
control element assembly (CEA) worth, or operation at
Conditions not consistent wita those assumed in the
predictions of core reactivi y, and could potentially result
in a loss of SDM or violation of acceptable fuel design
limits. Comparing predicted versus measured core reactivity
validates the nuclear methods used in the safety analysis
and supports the SDM demonstrations (LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDM) ") in ensuring the reactor can be brought
safely to cold, subcritical conditions.

When the reactor core is critical or in normal power

operation, a reactivity balance exists and the net
reactivity is zero. A comparison of predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient under such a balance, since
parameters are being maintained relatively stable under
steady state power conditions. The positive reactivity
inherent in the core design is balanced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback,
neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net
reactivity. Excess reactivity can be inferred from the
critical boron curve, which provides an indication of the
soluble boron concentration in the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) versus cycle burnup. Periodic measurement of the RCS
boron concentration for comparison with the predicted value
with other variables fixed (such as CEA height, temperature,
pressure, and power) provides a convenient method of
ensuring that core reactivity is within design expectations,

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
;

B 3.1.3'

BASES

BACKGROUND and that the calculational models used to generate the
(continued) safety analysis are adequate.

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
the uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and in the
fuel remaining from the previous cycle, provides excess
positive reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady
state operation throughout the cycle. When the reactor is
critical at RTP and moderator temperature, the excess
positive reactivity is compensated by burnable absorbers (if
any), CEAs, whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and
samarium) are present in the fuel, and the RCS boron
concentration.

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel
depletes, the RCS boron concentration is reduced to decrease
negative reactivity and maintain constant THERMAL POWER.
The critical boron curve is based on steady state operation
at RTP. Therefore, deviations from the predicted boron
letdown curve may indicate deficiencies in the design
analysis, deficiencies in the calculational models, or
abnormal core conditions, and must be evaluated.

APPLICABLE Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit
SAFETY ANALYSES or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.

Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent
upon accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular,
SOM, and reactivity transients such as CEA withdrawal
accidents or CEA ejection accidents, are very sensitive to
accurate prediction of core reactivity. These accident
analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that have been
qualified against available test data, operating plant data,
and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring reactivity balance
additionally ensures that the nuclear methods provide an
accurate representation of the core reactivity.

Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity
behavior and the RCS boron concentration requirements for
reactivity control during fuel depletion.

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES

APPLICABLE The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity provides a normalization for calculational models

(continued) used to predict core reactivity. If the measured and
predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core
conditions at beginning of cycle (80C) do not agree, then
the assumptions used in the reload cycle design analysis or
the calct lational models used to predict soluble boron
requirements may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
boron concentration. Thereafter, any significant deviations i

in the measured boron concentration from the predicted ,

critical boron curve that develop during fuel depletion may I

be an indication that the calculational model is not (
adequate for core burnups beyond B0C, or that an unexpected '

change in core conditions has occurred.

The normalization of predicted RCS boron concentration to
the measured value is typically performed after reaching RTP
following startup from a refueling outage, with the CEAs in
their normal positions for power operation. The
normalization is performed at B0C conditions, so that core
reactivity relative to predicted values can be continually
monitored and evaluated as core conditions change during the
cycle.

The reactivity balance satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LC0 The reactivity balance limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses. Large differences between actual and predicted
core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the DBA
and transient analyses are no longer valid, or that the
uncertainties in the nuclear design methodology are larger
than expected. A limit on the reactivity balance of
i 1% Ak/k has been established, based on engineering
judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from that
predicted is larger than expected for normal operation, and
should therefore be evaluated.

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

h BASES

O
LCO When measured core reactivity is within i 1% Ak/k of the

(continued) predicted value at steady state thermal conditions, the core
is considered to be operating within acceptable design
limits. Since deviations from the limit are normally
detected by comparing predicted and measured steady state
RCS critical boron concentrations, the difference between
measured and predicted vaiues would be approximately 100 ppm
(depending on the boron worth) before the limit is reached.

These values are well within the uncertainty limits for
analysis of boron concentration samples, so that spurious
violations of the limit due to uncertainty in measuring the - - -

RCS boron concentration are unlikely.

APPLICABILITY The limits on core reactivity must be maintained during -

MODES 1 and 2 because a reactivity balance must exist when
the reactor is critical or producing THERMAL POWER. As the
fuel depletes, core conditions are changing, and
confirmation of the reactivity balance ensures the core is
operating as designed. This Specification does not apply in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 because the reactor is shut down and the
reactivity balance is not changing.g
In MODE 6, fuel loading results in a continually changing
core reactivity. Boron concentration requirements
(LC0 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration") ensure that fuel
movements are performed within the bounds of the safety
analysis. An SDM demonstration is required during the first
startup following operations that could have altered core
reactivity (e.g., fuel movement, or CEA replacement, or
shuf fl i ng) .

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis must be performed. Core conditions are evaluated
to determine their consistency with input to design
calculations. Measured core and process parameters are
evaluated to determine that they are within the bounds of

(continued)
O

~
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

the safety analysis, and safety analysis calculational
models are reviewed to verify that they are adequate for
representation of the core conditions. The required
Completion Time of 72 hours is based on the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this period, and allows sufficient
time to assess the physical condition of the reactor and
complete the evaluation of the core design and safety
analysi s .

Following evaluations of the core design and safety
analysis, the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be
resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a

mismatch in core conditions at the time of RCS boron
concentration sampling, then a recalculation of the RCS
boron concentration requirements may be performed to
demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected.
If an unexpected physical change in the condition of the
core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible, if the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be
revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any of

these results are demonstrated and it is concluded that the
reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then the
boron letdown curve may be renormalized, and power operation
may continue. If operational restrictions or additional SRs
are necessary to ensure the reactor core is acceptable for
continued operation, then they must be defined.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate for
preparing whatever operating restrictions or Surveillances
that may be required to allow continued reactor
operation.

_B_d

If the core reactivity cannot be restored to within the
1% Ak/k of predicted values, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours. If the SDM for MODE 3 is not met, then boration
required by LC0 3.1.1 would occur. The allowed Completion

(continued) A
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

( BASES
,

V'

ACTIONS B.l (continued)

Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Core reactivity is verified by periodic comparisons of
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations. The
comparison is made considering that other core conditions
are fixed or stable including CEA position, moderator
temperature, fuel temperature, fuel depletion, xenon
concentration, and samarium concentration. The Surveillance
is performed prior to entering MODE 1 as an initial check on
core conditions and design calculations at B0C. The SR is
modified by three Notes. The first Note indicates that the
normalization of predicted core reactivity to the measured
value must take place within the first 60 effective full
power days (EFPD) after each fuel loading. This allows
sufficient time for core conditions to reach steady state,
but prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel
cycle without establishing a benchmark for the design
calculations.

The required subsequent Frequency of 31 EFPD, following the
initial 60 EFPD after entering MODE 1, is acceptable, based
on the slow rate of core changes due to fuel depletion and
the presence of other indicators (e.g., QPTR) for prompt
indication of an anomaly. A Note, "Only required after
60 EFPD," is added to the Frequency column to allow this.
Another Note indicates that the performance of SR 3.'l.3.1
is not required prior to entering MODE 2. This Note is
required to allow a MODE 2 entry to verify core reactivity
because Applicability is for MODES 1 and 2.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29,

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

p
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MTC
B 3.1.4

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and its
interaction with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be
designed for inherently stable power operation, even in the
possible event of an accident. In particular, the net
reactivity feedback in the system must compensate for any
unintended reactivity increases.

._

The MTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in
reactor coolant temperature. A positive MTC means that
reactivity increases with increasing moderator temperature;
conversely, a negative MTC means that reactivity decreases
with increasing moderator temperature. The reactor is
designed to operate with a non-positive MTC throughout the
possible range of fuel cycle operation. Therefore, a

coolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity
decrease, so that the coolant temperature tends to return
toward its initial value. Reactivity increases that cause a
coolant temperature increase will thus be self limiting, and
stable power operation will result. The same characteristic
is true when the MTC is positive and coolant temperature
decreases occur.

MTC values are predicted at selected burnups during the
safety evaluation analysis and are confirmed to be
acceptable by measurements. Both initial and reload cores
are designed so that the beginning of cycle (B0C) MTC is
less positive than that allowed by the LCO. The actual
value of the MIC is dependent on core characteristics such
as fuel loading and reactor coolant soluble boron
concentration. The core design may require additional
distributed poisons (burnable poison assemblies) to yield an
MTC at the BOC within the range analyzed in the plant
accident analysis. The end of cycle (E0C) MTC is also
limited by the requirements of the accident analysis. Fuel
cycles that are designed to achieve high burnups or that
have changes to other characteristics are evaluated to
ensure that the MTC does not exceed the E0C limit.

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued){G'

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the specified MTC are:
SAFETY ANALYSES

a. The MTC v41ues must remain within the bounds of those
used in the ecident analysis (Ref. 2); and

The MTC must ' e such that inherently stable powerb. o
operations result during normal operation and during
accidents, such as overheating and overcooling events.

Reference 2 contains analyses of accidents that result in
both overheating and overcooling of the reactor core. MTC
is one of the controlling parameters for core reactivity in
these accidents. Both the most positive value and most
negative value of the MTC are important to safety, and both
values must be bounded. Values used in the analyses
consider worst case conditions, such as very large soluble
boron concentrations, to ensure the accident results are
bounding (Ref. 2).

Accidents that cause core overheating, either by decreased
heat removal or increased power production, nust be
evaluated for results when the MTC is positive. Reactivity

O accidents that cause increased power production include the
/) control element assembly (CEA) withdrawal transient from(~

either zero or full THERMAL POWER. The limiting overheating
event relative to plant response is based on the maximum
difference between core power and steam generator heat
removal during a transient. The most limiting event with
respect to a positive MTC is a CEA withdrawal accident from
zero power, also referred to as a startup accident (Ref. 2).

Accidents that cause core overcooling nust be evaluated for
results when the MTC is most negative. The event that
produces the most rapid cooldown of the RCS, and is
therefore the most limiting event with respect to the
negative MTC, is a steam line break (SLB) event. Following
the reactor trip for the postulated E0C SLB event, the large
moderator temperature reduction combined with the large
negative MTC may produce reactivity increases that are as
much as the shutdown reactivity. When this occurs, a
substantial fraction of core power is produced with all CEAs
inserted, except the most reactive one, which is assumed
withdrawn. Even if the reactivity increase produces
slightly subcritical conditions, a large fraction of core
power may be produced through the effects of subtritical
neutron multiplication.

(v) (continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

BASES

APPLICABLE MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations assuming
SAFETY ANALYSES steady state conditions at B0: and E0C. A middle of cycle

(continued) (MOC) measurement is conducted at conditions when the RCS
boron concentration reaches approximately 300 ppm. The
measured value may be extrapolated to project the E0C value,
in order to confirm reload design predictions.

The MTC satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO LC0 3.1.4 requires the M'C to be within the specified limits
of the COLR to ensure the core operates within the
assumptions of the accident analysis. During the reload
core safety evaluation, the MTC is analyzed to determine
that its values remain within the bounds of the original
accident analysis during operation. The limit on a MTC
ensures that core overheating accidents will not violate the
accident analysis assumptions. The negative MTC limit for
EOC specified in the COLR ensures that core overcooiing
accidents will not violate the accident analysis
assumptions.

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fuel and
fuel cycle design and cannot be easily controlled once the
core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the LC0
can only be ensured through measurement. The surveillance
checks at B0C and M0C on an MTC provide confirmation that
the MTC is behaving as anticipated, so that the acceptance
criteria are met.

APPLICABillTY In MODE 1, the limits on the MTC must be maintained to
ensure that any accident initiated from THERMAL POWER
operation will not violate the design assumptions of the
accident analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be
maintained to ensure startup and subcritical accidents, such
as the uncontrolled CEA assembly or group withdrawal, will
not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. In
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LC0 is not applicable, since no
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis
assumption are initiated from these MODES. However, the
variation of the MTC, with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5,
for DBAs initiated in MODES 1 and 2, is accounted for in the

(continued)
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MTC
B 3.1.4

-

BASES

APPLICABILITY subject accident analysis. The variation of the MTC, with
(continued) temperature assumed in the safety analysis, is accepted as

valid once the B0C and M0C measurements are used for
normalization.

ACTIONS A.1

MTC is a function of the fuel and fuel cycle designs, and
cannot be controlled directly once the designs have been
implemented in the core. If MTC exceeds its limits, the-
reactor must be placed in MODE 3. This eliminates the
potential for violation of the accident analysis bounds.
The associated Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
considering the probability of an accident occurring during
the time period that would require an MTC value within the
LC0 limits, and the time for reaching MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.1 and SR 3 1.4.2'

REQUIREMENTS
The SRs for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and
middle of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of the
limiting MTC values. The MTC changes smoothly from most
positive (least negative) to most negative value during fuel
cycle operation, as the RCS boron concentration is reduced-
to compensate for fuel depletion. The requirement for
measurement prior to operation > 5% RTP satisfies the-
confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) MTC
value. The requirement for measurement, within 7 days after
reaching 40 effective full power days and a % core burnup,
satisfies the confirmatory check of the most negative MTC
value. The measurement is performed at any THERMAL POWER so
that the projected E0C _MTC may be evaluated before the,

j reactor actually reaches the E0C condition. MTC values may
be extrapolated. and compensated to permit direct comparisonI

to the specified MTC limits.

(continued)
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B 3.1.4

BAS'S

SURVLILLANCE SP 3.1.4.1 and SR 3.1.4.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.4.2 is modified by a Note that indicates performance
is not required prior to entering MODE 1 or 2. Although
this Surveillance is applicable in MODES I and 2, the
reactor must be critical before the Surveillance can be
conpleted. Therefore, entry into the applicable MODE prior
to accomplishing the Surveillance is necessary.

SR 3.1.4.2 is modified by a second Note that indicates, if
extrapolated MTC is more negative than the E0C COLR limit,
the Surveillance may be repeated, and that shutdown must
occur prior to exceeding the minimum allowable boron
concentration at which MTC is projected to exceed the lower
limit, An engineering evaluation is performed if the
extrapolated value of MTC exceeds the Specification limits.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC ll.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

O
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment

BASES

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY (e.g., trippability) of the shutdown and
regulating CEAs are initial assumptions in all safety
analyses, which assume CEA insertion upon reactor trip.
Maximum CEA misalignment is an initial assumption in the
safety analyses which directly affects core power
distributions and assumptions of available SDM.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 10 and GDC 26 (Ref. 1) and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2).

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a CEA to become
inoperable or to become nisaligned from its group. CEA
inoperability or misalignment may cause increased power
peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution and a
reduction in the total available CEA worth for reactor
shutdown. Therefore, CEA alignment and operability are -

related to core operation in design power peaking limits and
the core design requirement of a minimum SDM.

Limits on CEA alignment and operability have been
established, and all CEA positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

CEAs are moved by their control element drive mechanisms
(CEDMs). Each CEDM moves its CEA one step (approximately
i inch) at a time, but at varying rates (steps per minute)
depending on the signal output from the Control Element
Drive Mechanism Control System ,CEDMCS).

The CEAs are arranged into groups that are radially
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the CEAs does not
introduce radial asymmetries in the core power distribution.
The shutdown and regulating CEAs provide the required
reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a
reactor trip. The regulating CEAs also provide reactivity

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES

BACKGROUND (power level) control during normal operation and
(continued) transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled

by the Reactor Regulating System. Part strength CEAs are
not credited in the safety analyses for shutting down the
reactor, as are the regulating and shutdown groups. The
part strength CEAs are used for ASI control and for daily
load follow.

The axial position of shutdown and regulating CEAs is
indicated by two separate and independent systems, which are
the Plant Computer CEA Position Indication System and the

---Reed Switch Position Indication System.

The Plant Computer CEA Position Indication System counts the
commands sent to the CEA gripper coils from the CEDMCS that
moves the CEAs. There is one step counter for each group of
CEAs. Individual CEAs in a group all receive the same
signal to move and should, therefore, all be at the same
position indicated by the group step counter for that group.
The Plant Computer CEA Position Indication System is
considered highly precise ( one step or i % inch). If a

CEA does not move one step for each command signal, the step
counter will still count the command and incorrectly reflect
the position of the CEA.

The Reed Switch Position Indication System provides a highly
accurate indication of actual CEA position, but at a lower
precision than the step counters. This system is based on
inductive analog signals from a series of reed switches
spaced along a tube with a center to center distance of
1.5 inches, which is two steps. To increase the reliability

of the system, there are redundant reed switches at each
position.

APPLICABLE CEA misalignment accidents are analyzed in the safety
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis (Ref. 3). The accident analysis defines CEA

misoperation as any event, with the exception of sequential
group withdrawals, which could result from a single
malfunction in the reactivity control systems. For example,
CEA misalignment may be caused by a malfunction of the CEDM,
CEDMCS, or by operator error. A stuck CEA may be caused by
mechanical jamming of the CEA fingers or of the gripper.
Inadvertent withdrawal of a single CEA may be caused by

(continued)
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CEA Alignment |
B 3.1.5 j

BASES

APPLICABLE opening of the electrical circuit of the CEDM holding coil
SAFETY ANALYSES for a full strength or part strength CEA. A dropped CEA

(continued) subgroup could be caused by an electrical failure in the CEA
coil power programmers.

The acceptance criteria for addressing CEA inoperability or
misalignment are that;

a. There be no violations of.:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits; or

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
integrity; and

b. The core must remain subcritical after accident
transients.

Three types of misalignment are distinguished. During
movement of a group, one CEA may stop moving while the other
CEAs in the group continue. This condition may cause
excessive power peaking. The second type of misalignment

[ occurs if one CEA fails to insert upon a reactor trip and
! '' remains stuck fully withdrawn. This condition requires an

evaluation to determine that sufficient reactivity worth is
held in the remaining CEAs to meet the SDM requirement with
the maximum worth CEA stuck fully withdrawn. If a CEA is
stuck in the fully withdrawn position, its worth is added to
the SDM requirement, since the safety analysis does not take
two stuck CEAs into account. The third type of misalignment
occurs when one CEA drops partially or fully into the
reactor core. This event causes an initial power reduction
followed by a return towards the original power due to
positive reactivity feedback from the negative moderator
temperature coefficient. Increased peaking during the power
increase may result in excessive. local linear heat rates
(LHRs).

Two types of analyses are performed in regard to static CEA
L misalignment (Ref. 3). With CEA banks at their insertion

limits, one type of analysis considers the case when any one
CEA is inserted fully into the core. The second type of
analysis considers the case of a single CEA withdrawn in
excess of [7] inches from a bank inserted to its insertion
limit. Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling

>

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES

APPLICABLE ratio (DNBR) in both of these cases bounds the situation
SAFETY ANALYSES when a CEA is misaligned from its group by [7 inches).

(continued)
Another type of misalignment occurs if one CEA fails to
insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn. This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum
worth CEA also fully withdrawn (Ref. 3).

The effect of any misoperated CEA on the core power
distribution will be assessed by the CEA calculators, and an
appropriately augmented power distribution penalty factor
will be supplied as input to the core protection calculators
(CPCs). As the reactor core responds to the reactivity
changes caused by the miscperated CEA and tne ensuing
reactor coolant and Doppler feedback effects, the CPCs will
initiate a low DNBR or high local power density trip signal
if specified acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are
approached.

Since the CEA drop incidents result in the most rapid
approach to SAFDLs caused by a CEA misoperation, the
accident analysis analyzed a single full strength CEA drop,
a full strength CEA subgroup drop, a single part strength
CEA drop, and a part strength CEA subgroup drop. The most
rapid approach to the DNBR SAFDL may be caused by either a
single full strength drop or a part strength CEA subgroup
drop depending upon initial conditions. The most rapid
approach to the fuel centerline melt SAFDL is caused by a
single part strength CEA drop.

In the case of the full strength CEA drop and a part-
strength CEA drop, a prompt decrease in core average power
and a distortion in radial power are initially produced,
which when conservatively coupled result in local power and
heat flux increases, and a decrease in DNBR. For plant
operation within the DNBR and local power density (LPD)
LCOs, DNBR and LPD trips can normally be avoided on a
dropped CEA.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES

V

APPLICABLE For a part strength CEA subgroup drop and a full strength
SAFETY ANALYSES CEA subgroup drop, a distortion in power distribution, and a

(continued) decrease in core power are produced. As the dropped part
strength CEA subgroup is detected, an appropriate power
distribution penalty factor is supplied to the CPCs, and a
reactor trip signal on low DNBR is generated.

For the part strength CEA drop, both core average power and
three dimensional peak to average power density increase
promptly. As the dropped part strength CEA is detected,
core power and an appropriately augmented power distribution
penalty factor are supplied to the CPCs.

CEA alignment satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 The limits on shutdown and regulating CEA alignments ensure,

that the assumptions in the safety analysis will remain
valid. The requirements on OPERABILITY ensure that upon
reactor trip, the CEAs will be available and will be
inserted to provide enough negative reactivity to shut down

( the reactor. The OPERABILITY requirements also ensure
that the CEA banks maintain the correct power distribution
and CEA alignment.

The requirement to maintain the CEA alignment to within
[7 inches] between the highest and lowest CEAs in a subgroup
is conservative. The minimum misalignment assumed in safety
analysis is [19 inches], and in some cases, a total
misalignment from fully withdrawn to fully inserted is
assumed.

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce
unacceptable power peaking factors and LHRs, or unacceptable
SOMs, all of which may constitute initial conditions
inconsistent with the safety analysis.

.

9 (continued)(d'
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The requirements on CEA OPERABILITY and alignment are |
applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only MODES
in which neutron (or fission) power is generated, and the
OPERABILITY (e.g., trippability) and alignment of CEAs have
the potential to affect the safety of the plant. In
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6. the alignment limits do not apply
because the CEAs are bottomed, and the reactor is shut down
and not producing fission power. In the shutdown MODES, the
OPERABILITY of the shutdown and regulating CEAs has the
potential to affect the required SDM, but this effect can be
compensated for by an increase in the boron concentration of
the RCS. See LCO 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)" for SDM in
MODES 3, 4, and 5, and LCO 3.9.1 " Boron Concentration," for
boron concentration requirements during refueling.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.3.1. and A 3.2

A CEA may become misaligned, yet remain trippable. In this
condition, the CEA can still perform its required function
of adding negative reactivity should a reactor trip be
necessary.

If one or more regulating CEAs are misaligned by >
[7 inches] and s [19 inches] but trippable, or one
regulating CEA misaligned by > [19 inches] but trippable,
continued operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue, provided,
within I hour, the power is reduced in accordance with
figure 3.1.5-1, and SDM is 2 [6.5]% Ak/k or boration is
initiated to restore SDM to within limits, and within
2 hours the misaligned CEA(s) is aligned within [7 inches]
of its group or the misaligned CEA's group is aligned within
[7 inches] of the misaligned CEA(s).

Xenon redistribution in the core starts to occur as soon as
a CEA becomes misaligned. Reducing THERMAL POWER in
accordance with Figure 3.1.5-1 (in the accompanying LCO)
ensures acceptable power distributions are maintained. For
small misalignments (< [19 inches]) of the CEAs, there is:

a. A small effect on the time dependent long term power
distributions relative to those used in generating
LCOs and limiting safety system settings (LSSS)
setpoints;

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

O
t BASES

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A 3.1. and A.3.2 (continued)

b. A small effect on the available SDM; and

c. A small effect on the ejected CEA worth used in the
accident analysis.

With a large CEA misalignment (2 [19 inches)), however, this
misalignment would cause distortion of the core power
distribution. This distortion may, in turn, have a
significant effect on:

a. The available SDM;

b. The time dependent, long term power distributions
relative to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS
setpoints; and

c. The ejected CEA worth used in the accident analysis.

Therefore, this condition is limited to the single CEA
misalignment, while still allowing 2 hours for recovery.

O
\j In both cases, a 2 hour time period is sufficient to:

a. Identify cause of a misaligned CEA;

b. Take appropriate corrective action to realign the
CEAs; and

c. Minimize the effects of xenon redistribution.

In this condition, an additional-allowance must be made for
the worth of the affected CEA when calculating the available
SDM. With one or more misaligned CEAs, SDM must be verified
for CEAs at the existing nonaligned positions. SDM is
calculated by performing a reactivity balance calculation
according to procedure, considering the-listed effects in
SR 3.1.1.1. This is necessary since the OPERABLE CEAs must-
still meet the single failure criterion. If additional
negative reactivity is required to provide the necessary
SDM, it must be provided by increasing the RCS boron
concentration. One hour allows sufficient time to perform
the SDM calculation and make any required boron adjustment
to the RCS.

(continued)
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B 3.1.5

BASES

ACTIONS B.l. B.2.1. B.2.2. and B.3
(continued) If one or more shutdown CEAs are misaligned by > [7 inches]

and s [19 inches] but trippable, or one shutdown CEA
misaligned by > [19 inches] but trippable, continued
operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue, provided, within
1 hour, the power is reduced in accordance with
Figure 3.1.5-1, and SDM is 2 [6.5]% Ak/k or boration is
initiated to restore SDM to within limits, and within
2 hours the misaligned CEA(s) is aligned within [7 inches]
of its group. If additional negative reactivity is required
to provide the necessary SDM, it must be provided by
increasing the RCS boron concentration. One hour allows
sufficient time to perform the SDM calculation and make any
required boron adjustment to the RCS.

C .1. C . 2.1. and C . 2. 2

If one or more part strength CEAs are misaligned by
> [7 inches] and s [19 inches] or one part strength CEA
misaligned by > [19 inches], continued operation in MODES 1
and 2 may continue, provided power is reduced in accordance
with Figure 3.1.5-1 within 1 hour, and within 2 hours the
misaligned CEA(s) is restored to within [7 inches) of its
group, or the misaligned CEA's group is aligned within
[7 inches) of the misaligned CEA.

Although a part strength CEA has less of an effect on core
flux than a full strength CEA, a misaligned part strength
CEA will still result in xenon redistribution and affect
core power distribution. Requiring realignment within
2 hours minimizes these effects and ensures acceptable power
distribution is maintained.

D_d

If a Required Action or associated Completion Time of
Condition A, Condition B, or Condition C is not met, one or
more regulating or shutdown CEAs are untrippable, or two or
more CEAs are misaligned by > [19 inches], the unit is
required to be brought to MODE 3. By being brought to
MODE 3, the unit is brought outside its MODE of
applicability.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

,

/n\'
BASES\b
ACTIONS [L1 (continued)

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
commenced. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching
MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. If a CEA is untrippable,
it is not available for reactivity insertion during a
reactor trip. With an untrippable CEA, meeting the
insertion limits of LC0 3.1.6, " Shutdown Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits," and LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating -

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits," does not
ensure that adequate SDM exists. Therefore, the plant must
be shut down in order to evaluate the SDM required boron
concentration and power level for critical operation.

Continued operation is not allowed in the case of more than
one CEA(s) misaligned from any other CEA in its group by
> [19 inches], or with one or more full strength CEAs
untrippable. This is because these cases are indicative of
a loss of SDM and power distribution, and a loss of safety
function, respectively.

O

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual CEA positions are within
[7 inches) (indicated reed switch positions) of all other
CEAs in the group at a 12 hour Frequency allows the operator
to detect a CEA that is beginning to deviate from its
expected position. The specified Frequency takes into
account other CEA position information that is continuously
available to the operator in the control room, so that
during actual CEA motion, deviations can immediately be
detected.

SR 3.1.5.2

OPERABILITY of at least two CEA position indicator channels
is required to determine CEA positions, and thereby ensure
compliance with the CEA alignment and insertion limits. The
CEA full in and full out limits provide an additional

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.2 (continued)
^] REQUIREMENTS

independent means for determining the CEA positions when the
CEAs are at either their fully inserted or fully withdrawn
positions.

SR 3.1.5.3

Verifying each full strength CEA is trippable would require
that each CEA be tripped. In MODES 1 and 2 tripping each
full strength CEA would result in radial or axial power
tilts, or oscillations. Therefore individual full strength
CEAs are exercised every 92 days to provide increased
confidence that all full strength CEAs continue to be
trippable, even if they are not regularly tripped. A

1 movement of [5 inches] is adequate to demonstrate motion
_F1 without exceeding the alignment limit when only one full
L1 strength CEA is being moved. The 92 day Frequency takes

into consideration other information available to the
operator in the control room and other Surveillances being
performed more frequently, which add to the determination of
OPERABILITY of the CEAs. Between required performances of
SR 3.1.5.3, if a CEA(s) is discovered to be immovable but
remains trippable and aligned, the CEA is considered to be
OPERABLE. At anytime, if a CEA(s) is immovable, a
determination of the trippability (OPERABILITY) of that
CEA(s) must be made, and appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.5.4

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each reed switch
position transmitter channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE
and capable of indicating CEA position over the entire
strength of the CEA's travel. Since this test must be
performed when the reactor is shut down, an [18 month]
Frequency to be coincident with refueling outage was
selected. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass this Surveillance when performed at
a Frequency of once every [18 months]. Furthermore, the
Frequency takes into account other Surveillances being
performed at shorter Frequencies, which determine the
OPERABillTY of the CEA Reed Switch Indication System.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment
B 3.1.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification of full strength CEA drop times determines that
the maximum CEA drop time permitted is consistent with the
assumed drop time used in the safety analysis (Ref. 3).
Measuring drop times prior to reactor criticality, after
reactor vessel head removal, ensures the reactor internals
and CEDM will not interfere with CEA motion or drop time,
and that no degradation in these systems has occurred that
would adversely affect CEA motion or drop time. Individual
CEAs whose drop times are greater than safety analysis
assumptions are not OPERABLE. This SR is performed prior to
criticality due to the plant conditions needed to perform
the SR and the potential for an unplanned plant transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10 and GDC 26.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

i
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

83!o Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the shutdown CEAs are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses that assume CEA insertion
upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect

core power distributions and assumptions of available SDM,
ejected CEA worth, and initial reactivity insertion rate.

The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution design requirements are 10 CFR S0, Appendix A,
GDC 10, " Reactor Design," and GDC 26, " Reactivity limits"
(Ref.1), and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reactors" (Ref. 2). Limits on shutdown CEA insertion have
been established, and all CEA positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the
reactivity limits, ejected CEA worth, and SDM limits are
preserved.

The shutdown CEAs are arranged into groups that are radially
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the shutdown CEAs does
not introduce radial asymmetries in the core power
distribution. The shutdown and regulating CEAs provide the
required reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown
upon a reactor trip.

The design calculations are performed with the assumption
that the shutdown CEAs are withdrawn prior to the regulating
CEAs. The shutdown CEAs can be fully withdrawn without the
core going critical. This provides available negative
reactivity for SDM in the event of boration errors. The
shutdown CEAs are controlled manually or automatically by
the control room operator. During normal unit operation,
the shutdown CEAs are fully withdrawn. The shutdown CEAs
must be completely withdrawn from the core prior to
withdrawing regulating CEAs during an approach to
cri ticali ty. The shutdown CEAs are then left in this
position until the reactor is shut down. They affect core
power, burnup distribution, and add negative reactivity to
shut down the reactor upon receipt of a reactor trip signal.

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Accident analysis assumes that the shutdown CEAs are fully
SAFETY ANALYSES withdrawn any time the reactor is critical. This ensures

that:

a. The minimum SDM is maintained; and

b. The potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are
limited to acceptable limits.

CEAs are considered fully withdrawn at [145) inches, since
this position places them outside the active region of the
core.

On a reactor trip, all CEAs (shutdown CEAs and regulating
CEAs), except the most reactive CEA, are assumed to insert '

into the core. The shutdown and regulating CEAs shall be at
their insertion limits and available to insert the maximum #

amount of negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal. The
regulating CEAs may be partially inserted in the core as
allowed by LCO 3.1.7, " Regulating Control Element Assembly
(CEA) Insertion Limits." The shutdown CEA insertion limit
is established to ensure that a sufficient amount of
negative reactivity is available to shut down the reactor
and maintain the required SDM (see LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDM)) following a reactor trip from full power. The
combination of regulating CEAs and shutdown CEAs (less the
most reactive CEA, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn)
is sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions
at rated temperature to zero power, and to maintain the
required SDM at rated no load temperature (Ref. 3). The
shutdown CEA insertion limit also limits the reactivity
worth of an ejected shutdown CEA.

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown CEA as well
as regulating CEA insertion limits and inoperability or
misalignment are that:

a. There be no violation of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
integrity; and

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

| BASES

APPLICABLE b. The core remains subtritical after accident
SAFETY ANALYSES transients.

(continued) The shutdown CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The shutdown CEAs must be within their insertion limits any
time the reactor is critical or approaching criticality.
This ensures that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity
is available to shut down the reactor and maintain the
required SDM following a reactor trip.

APPLICABILITY The shutdown CEAs must be within their insertion limits,
with the reactor in MODES 1 and 2. The Applicability in
MODE 2 begins any time any regulating CEA is not fully
inserted. This ensures that a sufficient amount of negative
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and
maintain the required SDM following a reactor trip. In
MODES 1 and 2, if shutdown CEAs are not within their
insertion limits, then SDM will be verified by performing a
reactivity balance calculation (considering the listed
reactivity effects in Bases Section SR 3.1.1.1). In MODE 3,

4, or 5, the shutdown CEAs are fully inserted in the core
and contribute to the SDM. Refer to LCO 3.1.1 (" SHUTDOWN
MARGIN - SDM") for SDM requirements in MODES 3, 4, and 5.
LCO 3.9.1, " Boron Concentration," ensures adequate SDM in
MODE 6.

This LCO has been modified by a Note indicating the LC0
requirement is suspended during SR 3.1.5.3, which verifies
the freedom of the CEAs to move, and requires the shutdown
CEAs to move below the LC0 limits, which would normally
violate the LCO.

ACTIONS A.l.l. A.I.2 and A.2

Prior to entering this Condition, the shutdown CEAs were
fully withdrawn. If a shutdown CEA is then inserted into
the core, its potential negative reactivity is added to the

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES

ACTIONS A l.l. A l.2. and A.2 (continued)

core as it is inserted, if boron concentration is not
changed at this time, SDM should not change. This, however,
is verified within I hour, or boration is initiated to bring
the SDM to within limit, if the CEA(s) is not restored to
within limits prior to this time.

If the CEA(s) is not restored to within limits within 1 hour
and the SDM is within limit, then an additional I hour is
allowed for restoring the CEA(s) to within limits. The
2 hour total Completion Time allows the operator adequate

~

time to adjust the CEA(s) in an orderly manner and is
consistent with the required Completion Times in LCO 3.1.5,
" Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment."

B.d

When Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 cannot be
met or completed within the required Completion Time, a
controlled shutdown should be commenced. The allowed

O Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching MODE 3 from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the shutdown CEAs are within their
insertion limits prior to an approach to criticality ensures
that when the reactor is critical, or being taken critical,
the shutdown CEAs will be available to shut down the
reactor, and the required SDM will be maintained following a
reactor trip. This SR and frequency ensure that the
shutdown CEAs are withdrawn before the regulating CEAs are
withdrawn during a unit startup.

(continued)
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Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES

SURVElLL Af4CE SR 3 .1. 6.1. (continued)
REQUIREMEllTS Since the shutdown CEAs are positioned manually by the

control room operator, verification of shutdown CEA position
at a frequency of 12 hours is adequate to ensure that the
shutdown CEAs are within their insertion limits. Also, the

frequency takes into account other information available to
the operator in the control room for the purpose of
monitoring the status of the shutdown CEAs.

REFEREl4CES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10 and GDC 26.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.''

3. CESSAR DC, Chapter 15.

O
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

BASES
..

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the regulating CEAs are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses that assume CEA insertion
upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly affect
core power distributions, assumptions of available SDM, and
initial reactivity insertion rate. The applicable criteria
for these reactivity and power distribution design
requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10, " Reactor ~

Design," GDC 26, " Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), and
10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Ref. 2),

Limits on regulating CEA insertion have been established,
and all CEA positions are monitored and controlled during
power operation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking,
ejected CEA worth, reactivity insertion rate, and SDM limits
are preserved.

The regulating CEA groups operate with a predetermined
amount of position overlap, in order to approximate a linear
relation between CEA worth and position (integral CEA
worth), The regulating CEA groups are withdrawn and operate
in a predetermined sequence. The group sequence and overlap
limits are specified in the COLR.

The regulating CEAs are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating CEAs are
manually controlled. They are capable of adding reactivity
very quickly (compared to borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,
including limits that preserve the criteria specified in

10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Together, LCO 3.1.7; LCO 3.2.4,
" Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)"; and
LCO 3.2.5, "AXI AL SHAPE INDEX ( ASI)," provide limits on
control component operation and on monitored process
variables to ensure the core operates within LC0 3.2.1,
" Linear Heat Rate (LHR)"; LC0 3.2.2, " Planar Radial Peaking

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

i

BASES

)"; and LCO 3.2.4, " Departure From Nucleate
Factor (F,,tio (DNBR)," limits in the COLR. Operation within

BACKGROUND
Boiling Ra(continued)
+he LHR limits given in the COLR prevents power peaks that
would exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) limits
derived by the Emergency Core Cooling Systems analysis.

and departure from nucleate boiling
Operation within the F,he COLR prevents DNB during a loss of(DNB) limits given in t
forced reactor coolant flow accident, in addition to the
LHR, F,,, and DNBR limits, certain reactivity limits are
preserved by regulating CEA insertion limits. The
regulating CEA insertion limits also restrict the ejected
CEA worth to the values assumed in the safety analyses and

-

preserve the minimum required SDM in MODES 1 and 2.

The establishment of limiting safety system settings and
LCOs require that the expected long and short term behavior
of the radial peaking factors be determined. The long term
behavior relates to the variation of the steady state radial
peaking factors with core burnup and is affected by the
amount of CEA insertion assumed, the portion of a burnup
cycle over which such insertion is assumed, and the expected
power level variation throughout the cycle. The short term
behavior relates to transient perturbations to the steady
state radial peaks, due to radial xenon redistribution. The

magnitudes of such perturbations depend upon the expected
use of the CEAs during anticipated power reductions and load
maneuvering. Analyses are performed, based on the expected
mode of operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (base
loaded, maneuvering, etc.). From these analyses, CEA
insertions are determined and a consistent set of radial
peaking factors defined. The long term steady state and
short term insertion limits are determined, based upon the
assumed mode of operation used in the analyses, and provide
a means of preserving the assumptions on CEA insertions
used. The long and short term insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7
are specified for the plant, which has been designed for
primarily base loaded operation, but has the ability to
accommodate a limited amount of load maneuvering.

The regulating CEA insertion and alignment limits, ASI and
T , are process variables that together characterize and
ycontrol the three dimensional power distribution of the
reactor core. Additionally, the regulating bank insertion
limits control the reactivity that could be added in the
event of a CEA ejection accident, and the shutdown and

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

|

BASES

BACKGROUND regulating bank insertion limits ensure the required SDM is c
(continued) maintained.

Operation within the subject LC0 limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor
coolant in the event of a LOCA, loss of flow, ejected CEA,
or other accident requiring termination by a Reactor
Protection System trip function.

_

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation (Condition 1) and anticipated operational

occurrences (Condition 11). The acceptance criteria for the
regulating CEA insertion, part strength CEA insertion ASI,
and T, LCOs preclude core power distributions from occurring
that would violate the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding
temperature must not exceed a limit of 2200*F,
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2);

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition;

c. During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 3);
and

d. The CEAs must be capable of shutting down the reactor
with a minimum required SDM, with the highest worth
CEA stuck fully withdrawn, GDC 26 (Ref. 1).

Regulating CEA position, ASI, and T, are process variables
that together characterize and control the three dimensional
power distribution of the reactor core.

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation.
Hcsever, fuel cladding damage could result should an
accident occur with simultaneous violation of one or more of

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES

APPLICABLE these LCOs. Changes in the power distribution can cause
SAFETY ANALYSES increased power peaking and corresponding increased local

(continued) LHRs.

The SDM requirement is ensured by limiting the regulating
and shutdown CEA insertion limits, so that the allowable
inserted worth of the CEAs is such that sufficient
reactivity is available in the CEAs to shut down the reactor
to hot zero power with a reactivity margin that assumes the
maximum worth CEA remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref.
3.)

_

Operation at the insertion or ASI limits may approach the
maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking

present. Operation at the
factor, with the allowed T,dicate the maximum ejected CEAinsertion limit may also in
worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles
that have sufficiently high ejected CEA worths.

The regulating and shutdown CEA insertion limits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for reactivity insertion rate,
SDM, ejected CEA worth, and power distribution peaking
factors are preserved (Ref. 3).

The regulating CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The limits on regulating CEA sequence, overlap, and physical
insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintained
because they serve the function of preserving power
distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintained, ensuring
that ejected CEA worth is maintained, and ensuring adequate
negative reactivity insertion on trip. The overlap between
regulating banks provides more uniform rates of reactivity
insertion and withdrawal, and is imposed to maintain
acceptable power peaking during regulating CEA motion. The
power dependent insertion limit (PDil) alarm circuit is
required to be OPERABLE for notification that the CEAs are
outside the required insertion limits. When the PDil alarm
circuit is inoperable, the verification of CEA positions is
increased to ensure improper CEA alignment is identified
before unacceptable flux distribution occurs.

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASE', (continued)

ArPLICABillTY The regulating CEA sequence, overlap, snd physical insertion
limits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES I
and 2. These limits must be maintained, since they preserve
the assumed power distribution, ejected CEA worth, SDM, and
reactivity rate insertion assumptions. Applicability in
MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, since neither the power
distribution nor ejected CEA worth assumptions would be
exceeded in these MODES. SDM is preserved in MODES 3, 4,
and 5 by adjustments to the soluble boron concentration.

This LC0 is modified by a Note indicating the LC0
requirement is suspended during SR 3.1.5.3. This SR
verifies the freedom of the CEAs to move, and requires the
regulating CEAs to move below the LCO limits, which would
normally violate the LCO. The Note also allows the LC0 to
be not applicable (during reactor power cutback operation,
which inserts a selected CEA group (usually group 5) during
loss of load events].

ACTIONS A.l.l. A l.2. A.2.1. and A.2.2

Operation beyond the transient insertion limit may result in
a loss of SDM and excessive peaking factors. If the
regulating CEA insertion limits are not met, then SDM must
be verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,
considering the listed reactivity effects in Bases Section
SR 3.1.1.1. One hour is sufficient time for conducting the
calculation and commencing boration if the SDM is not within
limits. The transient insertion limit should not be
violated during normal operation; this violation, however,
may occur during transients when the operator is manually
controlling the CEAs in response to changing plant
conditions. When the regulating groups are inserted beyond
the transient insertion limits, actions must be taken to
either withdraw the regulating groups beyond the limits or
to reduce THERMAL POWER to less than or equal to that
allowed for the actual CEA insertion limit. Two hours
provides a reasonable time to accomplish this, allowing the
operator to deal with current plant conditions while
limiting peaking factors to acceptable levels.

(continued)
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If the CEAs are inserted between the long term steady state
insertion limits, the transient insertion limits for
intervals > 4 hours per 24 hour period, and the short term
steady state insertion limits are exceeded, peaking factors
can develop that are of immediate concern (Ref. 3).

Additionally, since the CEAs can be in this condition
without misalignment, penalty factors are not inserted in
the core protection calculators (CPCs) to compensate for the
developing peaking factors. Verifying the short term steady
state insertion limits are not exceeded ensures that the
peaking factors that do develop are within those allowed for
continued operation. Fifteen minutes provides adequate time
for the operator to verify if the short term steady state
insertion limits are exceeded.

Experience has shown that rapid power increases in areas of
the core, in which the flux has been depressed, can result
in fuel damage as the LHR in those areas rapidly increases.
Restricting the rate of THERMAL POWER increases to s 5% RTP
per hour, following CEA insertion beyond the long term
steady state insertion limits, ensures the power transients
experienced by the fuel will not result in fuel failure
(Ref. 3).

L1
With the regulating CEAs inserted between the long term
steady state insertion limit and the transient insertion
limit, and with the core approaching the 5 effective full
power days (EFPD) per 30 EFPD, or 14 EFPD per 365 EFPD
limits, the core approaches the acceptable limits placed on
operation with flux patterns outside those assumed in the
long term burnup assumptions. In this case, the CEAs must
be returned to within the lung term steady state insertion
limits, or the core must be placed in a condition in which
the abnormal fuel burnup cannot continue. A Completion Time
of 2 hours is a reasonable time to return the CEAs to within
the long term steady state insertion limits.

(continued)
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Regulating CEA insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES

ACTIONS L1 (continued)

The required Completion Time of 2 hours from initial
discovery of a regulating CEA group outside the limits until
its restoration to within the long term steady state limits,
shown on the figures in the COLR, allows sufficient time for
borated water to enter the Reactor Coolant System from the
chemical addition and makeup systems, and to cause the
regulating CEAs to withdraw to the acceptable region. It is
reasonable to continue operation for 2 hours after it is
discovered that the 5 day or 14 day EFPD limit has been
exceeded. This Completion Time is based on limiting the
potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an
accident, and the steps required to complete the action.

D.1.1. D.l.2. D.2.1. and 0.2.2

If the regulating CEA insertion limits are not met, then SDM
must be verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the effects in SR 3.1.1.1 Bases.
One hour is sufficient time for conducting the calculation
and commencing boration if the SDM is not within limits.

With the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System out of
service, operation beyond the short term steady state
insertion limits can result in peaking factors that could
approach the DNB or local power density trip setpoints.
Eliminating this condition within 2 hours limits the
magnitude of the peaking factors to acceptable levels
(Ref. 3). Restoring the CEAs to within the limit or
reducing THERMAL POWER to that fraction of RTP that is
allowed by CEA group position, using the limits specified in
the COLR, ensures acceptable peaking factors are maintained,

fd

With the PDIL circuit inoperable, performing SR 3.1.7.1
within I hour and every 4 hours thereafter ensures improper
CEA alignments are-identified before unacceptable flux
distributions occur.

(continued)na
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Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES

ACTIONS f_d
(continued)

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
commenced. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching
MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

With the PDit alarm circuit OPERABLE, verification of each
regulating CEA group position every 12 hours is sufficient
to detect CEA positions that may approach the acceptable
limits, and provide the operator with time to undertake the
Required Action (s) should the sequence or insertion limits
be found to be exceeded. The 12 hour Frequency also takes
into account the indication provided by the PDIL alarm
circuit and other information about CEA group positions
available to the operator in the control room.

SR 3.1.7.1 is modified by a Note indicating that entry is
allowed into MODE 2 without having performed the SR. This
is necessary, since the unit must be in the applicable MODES
in order to perform Surveillances that demonstrate the LC0
limits are met.

SR 3.1.7.2

Verification of the accumulated time of CEA group insertion
between the long term steady state insertion limits and the
transient insertion limits ensures the cumulative time
limits are not exceeded. The 24 hour Frequency ensures the
operator identifies a time limit that is being approached
before it is reached.

SR 3.1.7.3

Demonstrating the PDIL alarm circuit OPERABLE verifies that
the PDIL alarm circuit is functional. The 31 day Frequency
takes into account other Surveillances being performed at
shorter Frequencies that identify improper CEA alignments.

(continued)
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[ Regulating CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7-*

1

BASES (continued)

i !

L REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 10 and GDC 26.
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Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.8

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.8 Part Strength Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the part strength CEAs are initial
assumptions in all safety analyses. The insertion limits
directly affect core power distributions. The applicable
criteria for these power distribution design requirements
are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10, " Reactor Design"
(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance Criteria for,

Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear -

Plants" (Ref. 2). Limits on part strength CEA insertion !
have been established, and all CEA positions are monitored |
and controlled during power operation to ensure that the I

power distribution defined by the design power peaking !
limits is preserved. i

The regulating CEAs are used for precise reactivity control
of the reactor. The positions of the regulating CEAs are
manually controlled. They are capable of adding reactivity
very quickly (compared to borating or diluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain specified acceptable fuel design limits,
including limits that preserve the criteria specified in
10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2). Together, LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating
Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits"; LC0 3.1.8;
LC0 3.2.4, " Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)";
and LC0 3.2.5, " AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)," provide limits on
control component operation and on monitored process
variables to ensure the core operates within the linear heat
rate (LHR) (LCO 3.2.1, " Linear Heat Rate (LHR)"); planar

peaking f actor (F,y) LC0 3.2.4 limits in the COLR.(LC0 3.2.2, " Planar Radial Peakingfactors (fy)"); and

Operation within the limits given in the COLR prevents power
peaks that would exceed the loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
limits derived by the Emergency Core Cooling System
analysis. Operation within the F, and departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB) limits give,n in the COLR prevents DNB
during a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident.

(continued)
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Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits I
B 3.1.8

BASES

,

BACKGROUND lhe establishment of limiting safety system settings and
(continued) LCOs requires that the expected long and short term behavior '

of the radial peaking factors be determined. The long term
behavior relates to the variation of the steady state radial
peaking factors with core burnup; it is affected by the
amount of CEA insertion assumed, the portion of a burnup
cycle over which such insertion is assumed, and the expected
power level variation throughout the cycle. The short term
behavior relates to transient perturbations to the steady
state radial peaks due to radial xenon redistribution. The
magnitudes of such perturbations depend upon the expected
use of the CEAs during anticipated power reductions and load
maneuvering. Analyses are performed, based on the expected
mode of operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (base
loaded, maneuvering,etc.). From these analyses, CEA
insertions are determined, and a consistent set of radial
peaking factors are defined. The long term (steady state)
and short term insertion limits are determined, based upon
the assumed mode of operation used in the analyses; they
provide a means of preserving the assumptions on CEA
insertions used. The long and short term insertion limits
of LC0 3.1.8 are specified for the plant, which has been

4

O designed primarily for base loaded operation, but, has the
_

ability to accommodate a limited amount of load maneuvering.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation-(Condition 1) and anticipated operational

occurrences (Condition II). The regulating CEA insertion,
part strength CEA insertion, ASI, and T LCOs preclude corey
power distributions from occurring that would violate'the
following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large break LOCA, the peak cladding
temperature must not exceed 2200*F (Ref. 2);

b. During a loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident,
there must be at least a 95% probability at a 9M
confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition;

(continued)
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Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.8

BASES

APPLICABLE c. During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energy
SAFETY ANALYSES input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 3);

(continued) and

d. The CEAs must be capable of shutting dcwn the reacter
with a minimum required SDM, with the highest worth
CEA stuck fully withdrawn, GDC 26 (Ref.1).

Regulating CEA position, part strength CEA position, AS1,
and T are process variables that together characterize and l
contr,ol the three dimensional power distribution of the !

reactor core. I

1

Fuel cladding damage does not occur when the core is |
operated outside these LCOs during normal operation. 1

However, fuel cladding damage could result, should an I

accident occur with simultaneous violation of one or more of
these LCOs. Changes in the power distribution can cause
increased power peaking and corresponding increased local
LHRs. ;

The part strength CEA insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2
of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The limits on part strength CEA insertion, as defined in the
COLR, must be maintained because they serve the function of
preserving power distribution.

APPLICABILITY The part strength insertion limits shall be maintained with
the reactor in MODE 1 > 20% RTP. These limits must be
maintained, since they preserve the assumed power
distribution. Applicability in lower MODES is not required,
since the power distribution assumptions would not be
exceeded in these MODES.

This LC0 has been modified by a Note suspending the LC0
requirement while exercising part strength CEAs. Exercising
part strength CEAs may require moving them outside their
insertion limits.

(continued)
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| Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits
| B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.l. A.2. and B.1

If the part strength CEA groups are inserted beyond the
transient insertion limit or between the long term (steady
state) insertion limit and the transient limit for 7 or more
effective full power days (EFPD) out of any 30-EFPD period,
or for 14-EFPD or more out of any 365-EFPD period, flux
patterns begin to develop that are outside the range assumed
for long term fuel burnup, if allowed to continue beyond
this limit, the peaking factors assumed as initial
conditions in the accident analysis may be invalidated
(Ref. 3). Restoring the CEAs to within limits or reducing
THERMAL POWER to that fraction of RTP that is allowed by CEA
group position, using the limits specified in the COLR,
ensures that acceptable peaking factors are maintained.

Since these effects are cumulative, actions are provided to
limit the total time the part strength CEAs can be out of
limits in any 30-EFPD or 365-EFPD period. Since the
cumulative out of limit times are in days, an additional
Completion Time of 2 hours is reasonable for restoring the
part strength CEAs to within the allowed limits.

O u
When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should
commence. A Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, for reducing power to 5 20% RTP
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

__

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of each part strength CEA group position every
12 hours is sufficient to detect CEA positions that may
approach the limits, and provide the operator with time to
undertake the Required Action (s), should insertion limits be
found to be exceeded. The 12 hour Frequency also takes into
account the indication provided by the power dependent
insertion limit alarm circuit and other information about
CEA group positions available to the operator in the control
room.

(continued)
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Part Strength CEA Insertion Limits
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 10 and GDC 26.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

.
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I STE - SDM
| B 3.1.9

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.9 Special Test Exceptions (STE) - SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the SDM SlE is to permit relaxation
of existing LCOs to allow the performance of certain PHYSICS
TESTS. These tests are conducted to determine the control
element assembly (CEA) worth and SDM.

Section XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and fuel Processing
Plants" (Ref. 1), requires that a test program be
established to ensure that structures, systems, and
components will perform satisfactorily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that specified design
conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. Testing
is required as an integral part of the design, fabrication,
construction, and operation of the power plant.
Requirements for notification of the NRC, for the purpose of
conducting tests and experiments, are specified in
10 CFR 50.59, " Changes, Tests, and Experiments" (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3):

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in design and
analysis;

c, Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility
has been accomplished, in accordance with the design;
and

e. Verify that operating and emergency procedures are
adequate.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is required prior to
initial criticality, after each refueling shutdown, and
during startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at
power operation. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload
fuel cycles ensure that the operating characteristics of the

(continued)
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STE - SDM
B 3.1.9

BASES

1
'

BACKGROUND core are consistent with the design predictions and that the
(continued) core can be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in
accordance with established formats. The procedures include
all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing required to ensure that the design intent is met.
PHYSICS TESTS cre performed in accordance with these :

procedures and test results are approved prior to continued
power escalation and long term power operation. Examples of
PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron
concentration, CEA group worths, reactivity coefficients,
flux symmetry, and core power distribution.

APPLICABLE It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS
SAFETY ANALYSES because fuel damage criteria are not exceeded. Even if an

accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs
suspended, fuel damage criteria are preserved because
adequate limits on power distribution and shutdown
capability are maintained during PHYSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines the requirements for initial testing of
the facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Requirements for
reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are defined in
ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). PHYSICS TESTS for reload
fuel cycles are given in Table 1 of ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985.
Although these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished
within the limits of all LCOs, conditions may occur when one
or more LCOs must be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS
TESTS possible or practical. This is acceptable as long as
the fuel design criteria are not violated. As long as the
linear heat rate (LHR) remains within its limit, fuel design
criteria are preserved.

In this test, the following LCOs are suspended:

a. LCO 3.1.1, "$HUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM); and

b. LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits."

Therefore, this LC0 places limits on the minimum amount of
CEA worth required to be available for reactivity control
when CEA worth measurements are performed.

(continued)
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STE - SDM
B 3.1.9

BASES

APPLICABLE The individual LCOs cited above govern SDM CEA group height,
SAFETY ANALYSES insertion, and alignment. Additionally, the LCOs governing

(continued) Reactor Coolant System (RCS) flow, reactor inlet temperature
T , and pressurizer pressure contribute to maintaining
d,eparture from nucleate boiling (DNB) parameter limits. The
initial condition criteria for accidents sensitive to core
power distribution are preserved by the LHR and DNB
parameter limits. The criteria for the loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) are specified in 10 CFR 50.46, " Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water
Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref. 6). The criteria for the loss
of forced reactor coolant flow accidents are specified in
Reference 7. Operation within the LHR limit preserves the
LOCA criteria; operation within the DNB parameter limits
preserves the loss of flow criteria.

SRs are conducted as necessary to ensure that LHR and DNB
parameters remain within limits during PHYSICS TESTS.
Performance of these SRs allows PHYSICS TESTS to be
conducted without decreasing the margin of safety.

Requiring that shutdown reactivity equivalent to at least

O the highest estimated CEA worth (of those CEAs actually
withdrawn) be available for trip insertion from the OPERABLE
CEAs, provides a high degree of assurance that shutdown
capability is maintained for the most challenging postulated
accident, a stuck CEA. Since LC0 3.1.1 is suspended,
however, there is not the same degree of assurance during
this test that the reactor would always be shut down if the
highest worth CEA was stuck out and calculational
uncertainties or the estimated highest CEA worth was not as
expected (the single failure criterion is not met). This
situation is judged acceptable, however, because specified
acceptable fuel damage limits are still met. The risk of
experiencing a stuck CEA and subsequent criticality is
reduced during this PHYSICS TEST exception by the
requirements to determine CEA positions every 2 hours; and
by ensuring that shutdown reactivity is available,

! equivalent to the reactivity worth of the estimated highest
worth withdrawn CEA (Ref 5).

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core parameters or
exercise of control components that affect process
variables. Among the process variables involved are total
planar radial peaking factor, total integrated radial

;

(continued)
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STE - SDM
B 3.1.9

| BASES

APPLICABLE peaking factor, T,, and ASI, which represent initial
SAFETY ANALYSES condition input (power peaking) to the accident analysis.

(continued) Also involved are the shutdown and regulating CEAs, which
affect power peaking and are required for shutdown of the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specified for
each fuel cycle in the COLR.

PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in the
Technical Specifications since the components and process
variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet
Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

___

LCO This LC0 provides that a minimum amount of CEA worth is
immediately available for reactivity control when CEA worth
measurement tests are performed. This STE is required to
permit the periodic verification of the actual versus
predicted core reactivity condition occurring as a result of
fuel burnup or fuel cycling operations. The SDM
requirements of LC0 3.1.1 and the regulating CEA insertion
limits of LC0 3.1.7 may be suspended.

O
APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth

testing is conducted in MODE 2, sufficient negative
reactivity is inserted during the performance of these tests
to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. Because the
intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA
worth measurements, the STE allows limited operation to
6 consecutive hours in MODE 3 as indicated by the Note,
without having to borate to meet the SDM requirements of
LCO 3.1.1.

ACTIONS A.1

With any CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum
required reactivity equivalent available for insertion, or
with all CEAs inserted and the reactor subcritical by less
than the reactivity equivalent of the highest worth
withdrawn CEA, restoration of the minimum SDM requirements

(continued)
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STE - SDM
B 3.1.9

BASES

ACTIONS A_d (continued)

must be accomplished by increasing the RCS boron
concentration. The required Completion Time of 15 minutes.
for initiating boration allows the operator sufficient time
to align the valves and start the boric _ acid pumps and is
consistent with the Completion Time of LC0 3.1.1.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 1.9.1 j
REQUIREMENTS <

Verification of the position of each partially or fully .

Iwithdrawn full strength or part strength CEA is necessary to
ensure that the minimum negative reactivity requirements for
insertion on a trip are-preserved. A 2 hour Frequency is
sufficient for the operator to verify that each CEA position
is within the acceptance criteria.

|
SR 3.1.9.2

O Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdrawn from the
core during PHYSICS TESTS is capable of full insertion, when
tripped from at least a 50% withdrawn position, ensures that-
the CEA will insert on a trip signal. The [7 day) Frequency
ensures that the CEAs are OPERABLE prior to reducing SDM to
less than the limits of LCO 3.1.1.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50.59,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978. .

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, December 13, 1985.

5. CESSAR-0C, Chapter 14.

6. 10 CFR 50.46.

7. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

.

1
;

'
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STE - MODES I and 2
B 3.1.10

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.10 Special Test Exceptions (STE) - MODES 1 and 2

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of these MODES I and 2 STEs is to permit
relaxation of existing LCOs to allow the performance of

,

certain PHYSICS TESTS. These tests are conducted to i

determine specific reactor core characteristics.
1

Section XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. " Quality Assurance )
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing i
Plants" (Ref.1), requires that a test program be |

Iestablished to ensure that structures, systems, and
components will perform satisfactorily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that specified design
conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. Testing
is required as an integral part of the design, fabrication, ;

construction, and operation of the power plant. i
Requirements for notification of the NRC, for the purpose of |
conducting tests and experiments, are specified in !

10 CFR 50.59, " Changes, Tests, and Experiments" (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to (Ref. 3):

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in design and
analysis;

c. Verify assumptions used for predicting plant response;

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility
has been accomplished in accordance with design; and

e. Verify that operating and emergency procedures are
adequate.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is required prior to
initial criticality, af ter each refueling shutdown, and
during startup, low power operation, power ascension, and at
power operation. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload
fuel cycles ensure that the operating characteristics of the
core are consistent with the design predictions and that the
core can be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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STE - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.1.10

|

BASES

BACKGROUND PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in
(continued) accordance with ectablished formats. The procedures include

all information necessary to permit a detailed execution of
testing required to ensure that design intent is met.
PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these
procedures and test results are approved prior to continued
power escalation and long term power operation. Examples of
PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron
concentration, CEA group worths, reactivity coefficients,
flux symmetry, and core power distribution.

_

lt is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PH ' SICS TESTS
APPLICABLE because fuel damage criteria are not exceeded. Even if an
SAFETY ANALYSES accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs

suspended, fuel damage criteria are preserved because the
limits on power distribution and shutdown capability are
maintained during PHYSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines requirements for initial testing of the
facility, including PHYSICS TESTS. Requirements for reload
fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are defined in ANSl/ANS-19.6.1-1985
(Ref. 4). Although these PHYSICS TESTS are generally
accomplished within the limits of all LCOs, conditions may
occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended to make
completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical. This is
acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are not
violated. As long as the linear heat rate (LHR) remains
within its limit, fuel design criteria are preserved.

In this test, the following LCOs are suspended:

LC0 3.1.4, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)";
LCO 3.1.5, " Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment";
LCO 3.1.6, " Shutdown Control Element Asser.oly (CEA)

Insertion Limits";

LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating Control Element r,ssembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits";

LCO 3.1.8, "Part Strength Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Insertion Limits";

LC0 3.2.2, " Planar Radial Peaking Factors (Fy)"; and
LCO 3.2.3, " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (I )."q

(continued)
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STE - MODES I and 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

APPLICABLE The safety analysis (Ref. 6) places limits on allowable
SAFETY ANALYSES THERMAL POWER during PHYSICS TESTS and requires that the LHR

(continued) and the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) parameter be
maintained within limits. The power plateau of < 85% RTP
and the associated trip setpoints represent conservative
values that, based on safety analyses and on operating
experience performing PHYSICS TESTS, ensure that LHRs are
maintained within acceptable limits. SDM shall be
maintained 2 [6.5]% Ak/k.

The individual LCOs governing CEA insertion and alignment,
ASI, planar radial peaking factor, and T,, preserve the LHR
limits. Additionally, the LCOs governing Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) flow, reactor inlet temperature (T , and
pressurizer pressure contribute to maintaining b)NB parameter
limits. The initial condition criteria for accidents
sensitive to core power distribution are preserved by the
LHR and DNB parameter limits. The criteria for the loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) are specified in 10 CFR 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref 7). The criteria
for the loss of forced reactor coolant flow accident are
specified in Reference 7. Operation within the LHR limit
preserves the LOCA criteria; operation within the DNB
parameter limits preserves the loss of flow criteria.
During PHYSICS TESTS, one or more of the LCOs that normally
preserve the LHR and DNB parameter limits may be suspended.
The results of the accident analysis are not adversely
impacted, however, if LHR and DNB parameters are verified to
be within their limits while the LCOs are suspended.
Therefore, SRs are placed as necessary to ensure that LHR
and DNB parameters remain within limits during PHYSICS
TESTS. Performance of these Surveillances allows PHYSICS
TESTS to be conducted without decreasing the margin o'T
safety.

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core parameters or
exercise of control components that affect process
variables. Among the process variables involved are planar
radial peaking factor, T , and ASI, which represent initial
condition input (power p,eaking) to the accident analysis.
Also involved are the shutdown and regulating CEAs, which
affect power peaking and are required for shutdown of the
reactor. The limits for these variables are specified for
each fuel cycle in the COLR.

(continued)
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STE - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

APPLICABLE PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in the
SAFETY ANALYSES Technical Specifications, since the component and process

(continued) variable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet
Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 This LC0 permits individual CEAs to be positioned outside of
their normal group heights and insertion limits during the
performance of PHYSICS TESTS, such as those required to:

a. Measure CEA worth;
'

b. Determine the reactor stability index and damping
factor under xenon oscillation conditions;

c. Determine power distributions for non-normal CEA
configurations;

d. Measure rod shadowing factors; and

e. Measure temperature and power coefficients.

Additionally, it permits the center CEA to be misaligned
during PHYSICS TESTS required to determine the isothermal
temperature coefficient (ITC), MTC, and power coefficient.

The requirements of LC0 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5, LC0 3.1.6,
LC0 3.1.7, LCO 3.1.8, LC0 3.2.2, and LC0 3.2.3 may be
suspended during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is restricted to test power plateau,
which shall not exceed 85% RTP; and

b. SDM shall be 2 [6.5]% Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2 because the reactor
must be critical at various THERMAL POWER levels to perform
the PHYSICS TESTS described in the LC0 section. Limiting
the test power plateau to < 85% RTP ensures that LHRs are
maintained within acceptable limits,

(continued)
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STE - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS .A_d

If THERMAL POWER exceeds the test power plateau in MODE 1,
THERMAL POWER must be reduced to restore the additional
thermal margin provided by the reduction. The 15 minute
Completion Time ensures that prompt action shall be taken to
reduce THERMAL POWER to within acceptable limits.

B.1 and B.2

If the SDM requirement is not met, boration must be
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and components. The operator should begin
boration with the best source available for the plant
conditions. Boration will be continued until the SDM is
within limit. I

1

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration |
of each of the applicable LCOs to within specification.

1

C.1 and C.2

If Required Action A.1 or B.1 cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, PHYSICS TESTS must be suspended
within 1 hour, and the reactor must be brought to MODE 3.
Allowing I hour for suspending PHYSICS TESTS allows the
operator sufficient time to change any abnormal CEA
configuration back to within the limits of LC0 3.1.5,
LCO 3.1.6, and LC0 3.1.7. Bringing the reactor to MODE 3
within 6 hours increases thermal margin and is consistent
with the Required Actions of the power distribution LCOs.
The required Completion Time of 6 hours is adequate for
performing a controlled shutdown from full power conditions
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems,
and is consistent with the power distribution LC0 Completion
Times.

(continued)
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STE - MODES 1 and 2
'

B 3.1.10

' BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that THERMAL POWER is equal to or less than that
allowed by the test power plateau, as specified in the
PHYSICS TEST procedure and required by the safety analysis,
ensures that adequate LHR and departure from nucleate
boiling ratio margins are maintained while LCOs are
suspended. The 1 hour Frequency is sufficient, based upon
the slow rate of power change and increased operational
controls in place during PHYSICS TESTS. Monitoring LHR
ensures that the limits are not exceeded.

_

SR 3.1.10,2

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. Control bank position;

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

c. Xenon concentration; and

f. ITC.

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow
change in required boron concentration and on the low
probability of an accident occurring without the required
SDM.

(continued)
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STE - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.1.10

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978.

4. ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985, December 13, 1985.

5. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 14.

6. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

7. 10 CFR 50.46.

_ _.
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| Special Test Exceptions - CEDMS Testing
| B 3.1.11
1

B 3.1.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.11 Special Test Exceptions - CEDMS Testing

BASES

BACKGROUND Control Element Drive Mechanism System (CEDMS) testing is
performed to verify the operability of the control element
drives. Since this test requires the withdrawal of CEAs,
the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is reduced, in order that the test may
be performed, this special test exception is provided since
the requirements of LC0 3.1.1 would be too restrictive to
allow performance of the test.

__

APPLICABLE In Ref.1, the conditions of the Control Element Drive
SAFETY ANALYSES Mechanism System (CEDMS) testing were analyzed. It was

found that sufficient subtriticality is maintained in case
of a CEA ejection accident. This is from the fact that
prior to testing K(n-1) must be less than 0.99. The margin
will preclude inadvertent criticality.

LC0 Suspension of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of LC0 3.1.1
may be suspended for pre-startup testing of the CEDMS if
four conditions are met. First, only one CEA may be
withdrawn at a time. Second, no CEA may be withdrawn more
than seven inches. Third, with RTCBs open, K(n-1) must be
less than 0.99 before the start of testing. Fourth, all
other operations which involve a reactivity increase must be
suspended during testing.

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.1.11 is applicable during MODES 4 and 5 since these
are the MODES during which CEDMS testing is performed.

ACTIONS A.1

If any of the four requirements are not met then testing
must be suspended and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be restored
to the limit of LC0 3.1.1. This action is necessary for the
prevention of an inadvertent criticality.

O (continued)
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Special Test Exceptions - CEDMS Testing
B 3.1.11

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.lld
REQUIREMENTS

Determination of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that CEDMS
testing is being performed under conditions that would
prevent an inadvertent criticality. The Frequency of 24
hours is based upon operating experience and the fact that
other administrative controls exist to prevent unauthorized
reactivity increases.

REFERENCES 1. Safety Evaluation by the Office of NRR, Docket no. STN *

50-530, January 26, 1988.

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8, " Shutdown Risk Assessment".

--

O
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Boron Dilution Alarms
B 3.1.12

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.12 Baron Dilution Alarms

BASES
em

BACKGROUND There are two startup channel high neutron flux alarms.
These alarms exist for the purpose of alerting the operator
to an inadvertent baron dilution and subsequently the
prevention of an inadvertent criticality.

__

APPLICABLE The use of two high neutron flux alarms provide proper
SAFETY ANALYSIS redundancy for the detection of a boron dilution event. A

single alarm failure will still provide the operator with
adequate high neutron flux detection capability.

LCO The LCO requires that both startup channel high neutron flux
alarms shall be OPERABLE.

O
APPLICABILITY LC0 3.1.12 is applicable during MODE 3 within I hour after

the neutron flux is within the startup range following a
reactor shutdown and MODES 4, 5, and 6. Since the reactor
is critical in MODE I and also is critical (or approaching
critical) in MODE 2, this LC0 does not apply in MODES 1 and
2.

ACTIONS A.1 and A,2

With one startup channel high neutron flux alarm inoperable,
action must be immediately initiated to restore the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. Also, the RCS boron
concentration must be determined when entering MODE 3, 4, 5,
or 6 or at the time the alarm is determined inoperable.
This second action is to be performed immediately and once
per the Frequency given in the LCO Tables 3.1.12-1 through
3.1.12-5. These actions ensure that an alternate means is
available for the detection of an inadvertent boron dilution
event.

(continued)
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Boron Dilution Alarms
B 3.1.12

BASES

ACTIONS B.1. B.2. and B.3
(continued) With two startup channel high neutron flux alarms

inoperable, action must be immediately initiated to restore
a single channel to OPERABLE status. Also, the RCS boron
concentration must be determined when entering MODE 3, 4, 5,
6 or at the time of alarm is determined inoperable. This
second action is to be performed immediately and once per
the Frequency given in the LC0 lables 3.1.12-1 through
3.1.12-5. Immediate suspension of all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes is also
required. These actions will help prevent the loss of - - -

SHUTDOWN MARGIN and return to criticality should an
inadvertent boron dilution occur.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.12.1

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be performed on each startup channel *

once per 12 hours and when initially setting sepoints. This
ensures proper operation of the alarms. The Frequency is
based upon operating experience and administrative controls.

SR 3.1.12.2

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be performed on each startup
channel every 31 days of cumulative operation during
shutdown. The Frequency is based upon operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 19.
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LHR
B 3.2.1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR)

BASES
.==

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
analyses. Operation within the limits imposed by this LC0
limits or prevents potential fuel cladding failures that
could breach the primary fission product barrier and release
fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow occident,
ejected control element assembly (CEA) accident, or other
postulated accidents requiring termination by a Reactor
Protection System (RPS) trip function. This LC0 limits the
damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by ensuring
that the plant is operating within acceptab'e bounding
conditions at the onset of a transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include:
"

a. Using full or part strength CEAs to alter the axial
power distribution;

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distrioution; and

c. Correcting off optimum conditions (e.g., a CEA drop or
misoperation of the unit) that cause margin
degradations.

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety
system settings and this LCO are based on the accident
analyses (Refs.1 and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s), and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant factor in
controlling the axial power distribution.

(continued)p)
i,v
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B 3.2.1

BASES

BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
(continued) various combinations of which may produce acceptable power

distributions. Operation within the design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the LHR and departure from nucleate boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surf ace heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and A00s is [1.24] as
calculated by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3) and corrected
for such factors as rod bow and grid spacers. It is

accepted as an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating
conditions.

There are two systems that monitor core power distribution
enline: the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)
and the core protection calculators (CPCs). The COLSS and
CPCs that monitor the core power distribution are capable of
verifying that the LHR and the DN7R do not exceed their
limits. The COLSS performs this tanction by continuously
monitoring the core power distribution and calculating core
power operating limits corresponding to the allowable peak
LHR and DNBR. The CPCs perform this function by
continuously calculating an actual value of DNBR and local
power density (LPD) for comparison with the respective trip
setpoints.

A DNBR penalty factor is included in both the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculations to accommodate the effects of rod bow.
The amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup experience
a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, fuel assemblies
that receive lower than average burnup experience less rod
bow. In design calculations for a reload core, each batch
of fuel is assigned a penalty applied to the maximum
integrated planar radial power peak of the batch. This
penalty is correlated with the. amount of rod bow determined
from the maximum average assembly burnup of the batch. A

single net penalty for the COLSS and CPCs is then determined
from the penalties associated with each batch that comprises
a core reload, accounting for the offsetting margins due to
the lower radial power peaks in the higher burnup batches.

(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES

BACKGROUND The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how far the
(continued) core is from the operating limits and provides an audible

alarm if an operating limit is exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the RPS
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded during A00s by initiating react'r trips.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the
__

calculated margin for specified LHR and DNBR limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs) continually infers the core power
distribution and thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies that
indicate CEA positions. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP because the power range excore
r.eutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00, the high LPD or low DNBR
trips in the RPS initiate a reactor trip prior to exceeding
the fuel design limits.

The LHR and DNBR algorithms are valid within the limits on
AS1, F , and T . These limits are obtained directly fromqinitial core or reload analysis.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation or A00s (Ref. 4).

The power distribution and CEA insertion and alignment LCOs
prevent core power distributions from reaching levels that
violate the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
exceed 2200"F (Ref. 5);

(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES

APPLICABLE b. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least
SAFETY ANALYSES 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the

(continued) 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 4);

During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energyc.
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 1);
and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 6).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in determining the power
distribution.

Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 5). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F cause
severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy water
reaction.

The LCOs governing the LHR, ASI, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the
ASI and F limits specified in the COLR, and within the T
limits. %e latter are process variables that characteri$e
the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
core.

Operation within the limits for these variables ensures that
their actual values are within the ranges used in the
accident analyses.

Fuel cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside
the limits of these LCOs during normal operation. However,
fuel cladding damage could result if an accident occurs from
initial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs. This

(continued)
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LHR

B 3.2.1

| BASES

APPLICABLE potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in
SAFETY ANALYSES the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and

(continued) can correspondingly increase local LHR.

The LHR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The power distribution LC0 limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The-power
distribution LC0 limits are-provided in the COLR. The
limitation on LHR ensures that in the event of a LOCA the

| peak temperature of the fuel cladding does not exceed
2200'F.

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is--
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

. a. The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the
COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate due to the poor signal to noise ratios at
relatively low core power levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating LPD and
DNBR trip signals. When core power is below 20% RTP,
the core is operating well below its thermal limits
and the resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips
are highly conservative.

- __.

ACTIONS A.1

Operation at or below the COLSS calculated-power limit based
on the LHR ensures that the LHR limit is not exceeded. If
the COLSS calculated core power limit based on the LHR
exceeds the operating limit, restoring the-LHR to within
limit in I hour ensures that prompt action is taken to
reduce LHR to below the specified limit. One hour is a

(continued)
| G'
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B 3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS M (continued)
reasonable time to return LHR to within limits when the
limit is exceeded without a trip due to events such as a
dropped CEA or an axial xenon oscillation.

M
If the COLSS is not available the OPERABLE LPD channels are
monitored to ensure that the LHR limit is not exceeded.
Operation within this limit ensures that in the event of a |
LOCA the fuel cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F.
Four hours is allowed for restoring the LHR limit to within
the region of acceptable operation. This duration is
reasonable because the COLSS allows the plant to operate
with less LHR margin (closer to the LHR limit than when
monitoring the CPCs).

Also, when operating with the COLSS out of service there is
a possibility of a slow undetectable transient that degrades
the LHR slowly over the 4 hour period and is then followed
by an A00 or an accident. To remedy this, the CPC
calculated values of LHR are monitored every 2 hours when
the COLSS is out of service. Also, a maximum allowable
change in the CPC calculated LHR ensures that further
degradation requires the operators to take immediate action
to reduce reactor power to comply with the Technical
Specifications (TS). Implementation of this requirement
ensures that reductions in core thermal margin are quickly
detected, and if necessary, results in a decrease in reactor
power and subsequent compliance with the existing COLSS out
of service TS limits.

Four hours is allowed to restore the LHR to within limits if
the COLSS is not restored to OPERABLE status. This duration-
is reasonable because the Frequency of the CPC determination
of LHR is increased but with the operation maintained
steady, the likelihood of exceeding the LHR limit during
this additional 2 hours to the next Surveillance is not
increased. Also, during this period,the likelihood of
induced reactor transients from an early power reduction is
decreased.

(continued)
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LHR
B 3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS L1
(continued)

If the LHR cannot be returned to within its limit or the LHR
cannot be determined because of the COLSS and CPC
inoperability, core power must be reduced. Reduction of
core power to < 20% RTP ensures that the core is operating
within its thermal limits and places the core in a
conservative condition based on the trip setpoints generated
by the CPCs, which assume a minimum core power of 20% RTP.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience. to reach 20% RTP in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

With the COLSS out of service, the operator must monitor the
LHR with each OPERABLE local power density channel. - A
2 hour Frequency is sufficient to allow the operator to
identify trends that would result in an approach to the LHR
limits.

This SR is modified by a Note that states that the SR is
applicable only when the COLSS is out of service.
Continuous monitoring of the LHR is provided by the COLSS,
which calculates core power and core power operating limits
based on the LHR and continuously displays these limits to
the operator. A COLSS margin alarm is annunciated in the
event that the THERMAL POWER exceeds the core power
operating limit based on LHR.

SR 3.2.1.2

Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a
THERMAL POWER level equal to or less than.the core power
operating limit based on the LHR in units of kilowatts per
foot ensures the operator is alerted when conditions
approach the LHR operating limit.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2 (continued)

The 31 day Frequency for performance of this SR is
consistent with the historical testing frequency of reactor
protection and monitoring systems. The Surveillance '

Frequency for testing protection systems was extended to
92 days by CEN 327. Monitoring systems were not addressed
in CEN 327; therefore, this Frequency remains at 31 days.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. I

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.
!

3. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.

4. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix A, GDC 10.

5. 10 CFR 50.46.

6. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix A, GDC 26.
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B 3.2.7

i

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 Planar Radial Peaking factors (Fy)

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
analyses. Operation within the limits imposed by this LC0
either limits or prevents potential fuel cladding failures
that could breach the primary fission product barrier and
release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event
of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow accident, T
ejected control element assembly (CEA) accident, or other
postulated accidents requiring termination by a Reactor
Protection System (RPS) trip function. This LCO limits
damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by ensuring
that the plant is operating within acceptable conditions at
the onset of a transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include:

a. Using full or part strength CEAs to alter the axial
power distribution;

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and

c. Correcting off optimum conditions (e.g., a CEA drop or
misoperation of the unit) that cat.se margin
degradations.

The core power distribution is ctnt' Iled so that, in
conjunction with other core operati , parameters (CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. Limiting safety system
settings and this LCO are based on the accident analyses
(Refs.1 and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s), and the limits of acceptable
consequentes are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
(continued) xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant factor in

controlling axial power distribution. Power distribution is
a product of multiple parameters, various combinations of
which may produce acceptable power distributions. Operation
within the design limits of power distribution is
accomplished by generating operating limits on linear heat
rate (LHR) and departure from nucleate boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surf ace heat flux. The minimum DNBR value
during both normal operation and A00s is [1.24] as
calculated by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3) and corrected
for such factors as rod bow and grid spacers, and it is
accepted as an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating
conditions.

There are two systems that monitor core power distribution
online: the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)
and the core protection calculators (CPCs). The COL S and
CPCs that monitor the core power distribution are capable of
verifying that the LHR and the DNBR do not exceed their
limits. The COLSS performs this function by continuously
monitoring the core power distribution and calculating core
power operating limits corresponding to the allowable peak
LHR and DNBR values. The CPCs perform this function by
continuously calculating actual values of DNBR and local
power density (LPD) for comparison with the respective trip
setpoints.

DNBR penalty factors are included in both the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculations to accommodate the effects of rod bow.
The amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup experience
greater rod bow. Conversely, fuel assemblies that receive
lower than average burnup experience less rod bow. In
design calculations for a reload core, each batch of fuel is
assigned a penalty applied to the maximum integrated planar
radial power peak of the batch. This penalty is correlated
with the amount of rod bow determined from the maximum
average assembly burnup of the batch. A single net penalty
for the COLSS and CPCs is then determined from the penalties

(continued)
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BASES

_
BACKGROUND associated with each batch that comprises a core reload,

(continued) accounting for the offsetting margins due to the lower
radial power peaks in the higher burnup batches.

The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how near
the core is to the operating limits and provides an audible
alarm if an operating limit is exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the RPS
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are -

not exceeded for A00s by initiating a reactor trip.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow,

in addition to monitoring performed by the COLSS, the RPS
(via the CPCs) continually infers the core power

S distribution and thermal margins by processina reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies that
indicates CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP. This threshold is set at
20X RTP because the power range excore neutron flux
detecting system is inaccurate below this power level. If

power distribution or other parameters are perturbed as a
result of an A00, the high LPD or low DNBR trips in the RPS
initiate a reactor trip before fuel design limits are
exceeded.

The limits on ASI, F and T represent limits within whichy,
the LHR and DNBR algorithms a,re valid. These limits are
obtained directly from the initial core or reload analysis.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation or A00s (Ref. 4). The power distribution

and CEA insertion and alignment LCOs prevent core power
distributions from reaching levels that violate the
following fuel design criteria:

(continued)
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B 3.2.3

BASES

APPLICABLE a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
SAFETY ANALYSES exceed 2200*F (Ref. 5);

(continued)
b. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least

95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the
95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 4);

During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energyc.
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref.1);
and

_

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (GDC 26,
Ref. 6).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
result is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution
and reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and the uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 5). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F cause
severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy water
reaction.

The LCOs governing LHR, ASI, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the
ASI and F limits specified in the COLR, and within the T
limits. %e latter are process variables that characteriz"e
the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
core. Operation within the limits for these variables
ensures that their actual values are within the ranges used
in the accident analyses.

(continued)
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B3.2.7

BASES

APPLICABLE Fuel cladding damage does not occur because of conditions
] SAFETY ANALYSES outside the limits of these LCOs for ASI, F,y, and T during

(continued) normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage res,ults if
an accident occurs from initial conditions outside the
limits of these LCOs. This potential for fuel cladding
damage exists because changes in the power distribution can
cause increased power peaking and correspondingly increased
LHR.

F,y satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.
_

LC0 The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution LC0 limits are provided in the COLR.

Limiting of the calculated Planar Radial Peaking Factors
(F|y) used in the COLSS and CPCs to values equal to or
greater than the measured Planar Radial Peaking Factors
(F7y) ensures that the limits calculated by the COLSS and
CPCs remain valid.

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

a. The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the
COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate because of the poor signal to noise ratio
that they experience at relatively low core power
levels; and

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the LPD
and DNBR trip signals. When the core power is below
20% RTP, the core is operating well below its thermal
limits, and the resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR
trips are highly conservative.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.l.1 and A.l.2

When the F?y values exceed the F|y values used in the COLSS
and CPCs, nonconservative operating limits and trip
setpoints may be calculated. In this case, action must be
taken to ensure that the COLSS operating limits and CPC trip
setpoints remain valid with respect to the accident
analysis. The operator can do this by performing the
Required Actions A.l.1 and A.l.2. The 6 hour Completion
Time provides the time required to calculate the required
multipliers and make the necessary adjustments to the CPC
addressable constants. During this period the DNBR and LHR
setpoints may be slightly nonconservative but DNBR and LHR
are still within limits. Therefore, 6 hours is an

acceptable Completion Time to perform these Actions
considering the low probability of an accident occurring
during this time period.

A.2

As an alternative to Required Actions A.1.1 and A.I.2, the
operator may adjust the affected values of F|y used in the
COLSS and CPCs to values 2 F?y. The 6 hour Completion Time
provides the time required to calculate the required
multipliers and make the necessary adjustments to the CPC
addressable constants. During this period the DNBR and LHR.
setpoints may be slightly nonconservative but DNBR and LHR
are still within limits. Therefore, 6 hours is an
acceptable Completion Time to perform these actions
considering the low probability of an accident occurring
during this time period.

A:1

If Required Actions A.I.1 and A.l.2 or A.2 cannot be
accomplished within 6 hours, the core power must be reduced.
Reduction to 20% RTP or less ensures that the core is
operating within the specified thermal limits and places the
core in a conservative condition based on the trip setpoints
generated by the COLSS and CPC operating limits; these
limits are established assuming a minimum core power of
20% RTP. Six hours is a reasonable time to reach 20% RTP in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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B3.2.7

O BASES (continued)%)
-SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This periodic Surveillance is for determining, using the
incore Detector System, that FTy values are s F|y values used
in the COLSS and CPCs. It ensures that the F|y values used
remain valid throughout the fuel cycle. A Frequency of
31 EFPD is acceptable because the power distribution changes
only slightly with the amount of fuel burnup. Determining
the F7y values after each fuel loading.when THERMAL POWER is

-

> 40% RTP, but prior to its exceeding 70% RTP, ensures that
the core is properly loaded.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.

4. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix A, GDC 10.

5. 10 CFR 50.46,

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

|
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B 3.2.3

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUT10tl LIMITS

B 3.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )q

BASES

BACKGROUtt0 The purpose of this LC0 is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
analyses. Operation within the limits imposed by this LC0
either limits or prevents potential fuel cladding failures
that could breach the primary fission product barrier and
release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event

--of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow accident,
ejected control element assembly (CEA) accident, or other
postulated accidents requiring termination by a Reactor
Protection System (RPS) trip function. This LC0 limits the
amount of damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by
ensuring that the plant is operating within acceptable
conditions at the onset of a transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include:

Using full or part strength CEAs to alter the axiala.
power distribution;

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and

c. Correcting off optimum conditions, (e.g., a CEA drop
or misoperation of the unit) that cause margin
degradations.

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety

system settings and this LCO are based on the accident
analyses (Refs. I and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant factor in
controlling axial power distribution.

(continued)
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B 3.2.3

O BASESU
BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,

(continued) various combinations of which may produce acceptable power
distributions. Operation within the design limits of power

i

distribution.is accomplished by generating operating limits |
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the departure from {nucleate boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the
actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value !
during both normal operation and A00s is [1.24] as ;

calculated by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3) and corrected !

for such factors as rod bow and grid spacers, and it is
accepted as an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating
conditions.

There are two systems that monitor core power distribution
online: the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)-
and the core protection calculators (CPCs). The COLSS and
CPCs that monitor the core power distribution are capable of
verifying that the LHR and the DNBR do not exceed their 1

( limits. The COLSS performs this function by continuously
\, monitoring the core power distribution and calculating core

power operating limits corresponding to the allowable peak
LHR and DNBR. The CPCs perform this function by
continuously calculating actual values of DNBR and local
power density (LPD) for comparison with the respective trip
setpoints.

A DNBR penalty factor is included in the COLSS and CPC DNBR
cciculation to accommodate the effects of rod bow. The

'

amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by the assembly. Fuel assemblies
that incur higher than average burnup experience greater
magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, fuel assr:mblies that
receive lower than average burnup experienc: less rod bow.
In design calculations for a reload core, each batch of fuel
is assigned a penalty applied- to the maximun integrated
planar radial power peak of the batch. This penalty is
correlated with the amount of rod bow that is determined
from the maximum average assembly burnup of the batch. A
single net penalty for the COLSS and CPCs is then determined
from the penalties associated with each batch that comprises

.

(continued)_
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B 3.2.3

BASES

BACKGROUND a core reload, accounting for the offsetting margins caused
(continued) by the lower radial power peaks in the higher burnup

batches.

The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how far the
core is from the operating limits and provides an audible
alarm if an operating limit is exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the RPS
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded for A00s by initiating a reactor trip.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux data, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs) continually infers the core power
distribution and thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectore,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies that '

indicates CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP. This threshold is set at
20% RTP because the power range excore neutron flux
detection system is inaccurate below this power level. If

power distribution or other parameters are perturbed as a
result of an A00, the high local power density or low DNBR
trips in the RPS initiate a reactor trip prior to exceeding
fuel design limits.

The limits on the ASI, F and T represent limits within
whichtheLHRandDNBRaly,gorithms are valid. These limits

y

are obtained directly from the initial core or reload
analysis.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES operation and A00s (Ref. 4). The power distribution and CEA

insertion and alignment LCOs preclude core power
distributions that violate the following fuel design
criteria:

(continued)
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B 3.2.3'

BASES

APPLICABLE a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
SAFETY ANALYSES exceed 2200*F (Ref. 5);

(continued)
b. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least

95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the
95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 4);

c. During a CEA ejection accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref.1);
and

_

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 6).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Ref. 4 and 5). This
result is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution
and reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analysis (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 6). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F cause
severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy water
reaction.

The LCOs governing LHR, ASI, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the
ASI and F limits specified in the COLR, and within the T
limits. %e latter are process variables that characteri$e
the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
core. Operation within the limits of these variables
ensures that their actual values are within the range used
in the accident analyses.

(continued)
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B 3.2.3

BASES

APPLICABLE fuel cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside
SAFETY ANALYSES the limits of these LCOs during normal operation. However,

(continued) fuel cladding damage could result if an accident occurs due
to initial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs. The
potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in
the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and
correspondingly increased local LHRs,

T satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.nt.y

LCO The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.

The limitations on the T are provided to ensure that designy
operating margins are maintained. Ty> 0.10 is not
expected. If it occurs, the actions to be taken ensure that
operation is restricted to only those conditions required to
identify the cause of the tilt. It is necessary to
explicitly account for power asymmetries because the radial
peaking factors used in the core power distribution
calculations are based on an untilted power distribution.

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

a. The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the
COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate due to the poor signal to noise ratio that
they experience at relatively low core power levels,

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating LPD and
DNBR trip signals. When the core power is below this
level, the core is operating well below its thermal
limits and the resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR
trips are highly conservative.

(continued)
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B3.2.5

i
i BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.] and A.2

If the measured T is greater than the T allowance used in
theCPCsbuts0.l0,nonconservativetri,psetpointsmaybe
calculated. Required Action A.1 restores Tq to within its
specified limits by repositioning the CEAs, and the reactor
may return to normal operation. A Completion Time of
2 hours is sufficient time to allow the operator to

reposition the CEAs because significant radial xenon
redistribution does not occur within this time.

If the T cannot be restored within 2 hours, the T
allowance in the CPCs must be adjusted, per Required
Action A.2, to be equal to or greater than the measured
value of T to ensure that the design safety margins areq
maintained

B.l. B.2. and B.3

Required Actions B.1, B.2, and B.3 are modified by a Note
that requires all subsequent actions be performed if power
reduction commences prior to restoring T s 0.10. Thisy
requirement ensures that corrective action is taken before
unrestricted power operation resumes.

If the measured T 0.10, THERMAL POWER is reduced to
s 50% RTP within % > hours.The 4 hours allows enough time to
take action to restore T prior to reducing power and limits
theprobabilityofoperalionwithapowerdistributionout
of limits. Such actions include performing SR 3.2.3.2,
which provides a value of T that can be used in subsequenty
actions.

Also in the case of a tilt generated by a CEA misalignment,
the 4 hours allows recovery of the CEA misalignment, because
a measured Ty> 0.10 is not expected. If it occurs,

continued operation of the reactor may be necessary to
discover the cause of the tilt. Operation then is
restricted to only those conditions required to identify the
cause of the tilt. It is necessary to explicitly account
for power asymmetries because the radial power peaking
factors used in the core power distribution calculation are
based on an untilted power distribution.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS B.l. B.2. and B.3 (continued)
If the measured T is not restored to within its specified

ylimits, the reactor continues to operate with an axial power
distribution mismatch. Continued operation in this
configuration may induce an axial xenon oscillation, which
results in increased linear heat generation rates when the
xenon redistributes. If the measured T cannot be restoredq
to within its limit within 2 hours, reactor power must be
reduced. Reducing THERMAL POWER to < 50% RTP within 4 hours
provides an acceptable level of protection from increased

--

power peaking due to potential xenon redistribution while
maintaining a power level sufficiently high enough to allow
the tilt to be analyzed.

The Linear Power Level-High trip setpoints are reduced to
s 55% RTP to ensure that the assumptions of the accident
analysis regarding power peaking are maintained. After
power has been reduced to s 50% RTP, the rate and magnitude
of changes in the core flux are greatly reduced. Therefore,
16 hours is an acceptable time period to allow for reduction
of the Linear Power Level-High trip setpoints, Required
Action B.2. The 16 hour Completion Time allowed to reduce
the Linear Power Level-High trip setpoints is required to
perform the actions necessary to reset the trip setpoints.

THERMAL POWER is restricted to 50% RTP until the measured T"is restored to within its specified limit by correcting the
out of limit condition. This action prevents the operator
from increasing THERMAL POWER above the conservative limit
when a significant T has existed, but allows the unit toq
continue operation for diagnostic purposes.

The Completion Time of Required Action B.3 is modified by a
Note governing subsequent power increases. After a THERMAL
POWER increase following restoration of T , operation mayq
proceed provided the measured T is determined to remain
within its specified limit at the increased THERMAL POWER
level.

(continued)
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B 3.2.3

BASES

ACTIONS B.l. B.2. and B.3 (continued)

The provision to allow discontinuation of the Surveillance
after verifying that Ty< 0.10 at least once per hour for
12 hours or until T is verified to be within its specified
limit at a THERMAL E0WER 2 95% RTP provides an acceptable
exit from this action after the measured T has beeny
returned to an acceptable value.

Cl
_u

If the measured T cannot be restored or determined withiny
its specified limit, core power must be reduced. Reduction

- of core power to < 20% RTP ensures that the core is
operating within its thermal limits and places the core in a
conservative condition based on the trip setpoints generated
by the CPCs, which assume a minimum core power of 20% RTP.
Six hours is a reasonable time to reach 20% RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Continuous monitoring of the measured T by the incore
nucleardetectorsisprovidedbytheCOESS. A COLSS alarm
is annunciated in the event that the measured T exceeds theq
value used in the CPCs.

With the COLSS out of service, the operator must calculate
T and verify that it is within its specified limits. The
13 hour Frequency is sufficient to identify slowly
developing T 's before they exceed the limits of this LCO.q
Also, the 12 hour Frequency prevents significant xenon
redistribution.

SR 3.2.3.2

Verification that the COLSS T alarm actuates at a value
lessthanthevalueusedintEeCPCsensuresthatthe
operator is alerted if T approaches its operating limit.y
The 31 day Frequency for performance of this SR is
consistent with the historical testing frequency of reactor

(continued)
--
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B 3.2.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

protection and monitoring systems. The Surveillance
frequency for testing protection systems was extended to
92 days by CEN 327. Monitoring systems were not addressed
in CEN 327; therefore, this Frequency remains at 31 days.

SR 3.2.3.3

Independent confirmation of the validity of the COLSS
calculated T ensures that the COLSS accurately identifies

y

T 's .y

The 31 day Frequency for performance of this SR is
consistent with the historical testing frequency of reactor
protection and monitoring systems. The Surveillance
Frequency for testing protection systems was extended to
92 days by CEN 327. Monitoring systems were not addressed
in CEN 327; therefore, this Frequency remains at 31 days.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.

4. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix A, GDC 10,

5. 10 CFR 50.46.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

..
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DNBR
B 3.2.4i

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUT10ti LlHITS

B 3.2.4 Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (Df4BR)

BASES

BACKGROUf40 The purpose of this LC0 is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial value assumed in the accident
analyses. Specifically, operation within the limits imposed
by this LCO either limits or prevents potential fuel
cladding failures that could breach the primary fission
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor
coolant in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA),
loss of flow accident, ejected control element assembly
(CEA) accident, or other postulated accidents requiring
termination by a Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip
function. This LCO limits the amount of damage to the fuel
cladding during an accident by ensuring that the plant is
operating within acceptable conditions at the onset of a
transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include:

O a. Using full or part strength CEAs to alter the axial
power distribution;

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and

c. Correcting off optimum conditions (e.g., a CEA drop or
misoperation of the unit) that cause margin
degradations.

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (e.g., CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety
system settings and this LCO are based on the accident
analysis (Refs. I and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated
operational occurrences (AJ0s) and the limits of acceptable
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated
accidents.

(continued)
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DN8R
B 3.2.4

BASES

BACKGROUND Limiting power distribution skewing over time also minimizes
(continued) the xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant

factor in controlling axial power distribution.

Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters,
various combinations of which may produce acceptable power
distributions. Operation within the design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB). |

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the DNBR,
defined as the ratio of the cladding surface heat flux
required to cause DNB to the actual cladding surface heat
flux.

The minimum DNBR value during both normal operation and A00s ;

is [1.24] as calculated by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3) and '

corrected for such factors as rod bows and grid spacers and
it is accepted as an appropriate margin to DNB for all
operating conditions.

There are two systems that monitor core power distribution
online: the Core Operating Limits Supervisory System
(COLSS) and the core protection calculators (CPCs). The
COLSS and CPCs that monitor the core power distribution are
capable of verifying that the LHR and DNBR do not exceed
their limits. The COLSS performs this function by
continuously monitoring the core power distribution and
calculating core power operating limits corresponding to the
allowable peak LHR and DNBR. The CPCs perform this function
by continuously calculating an actual value of DNBR and LPD
for comparison with the respective trip setpoints.

A DNBR penalty factor is included in both the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculation to accommodate the effects of rod bow. The
amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel
assemblies that incur higher than average burnup experience
a greater magnitude of rod bow, Conversely, fuel assemblies
that receive lower than average burnup experience less rod
bow, in design calculations for a reload core, each batch
of fuel is assigned a penalty that is applied to the maximum
integrated planar radial power peak of the batch. This
penalty is correlated with the amount of rod bow that is

(continued)
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BACKGROUND determined from the maximum average assembly burnup of the
(continued) batch. A single net penalty for the COLSS and CPCs is then |

determined from the penalties associated with each batch
that comprises a core reload, accounting for the offsetting
margins due to the lower radial power peaks in the higher
burnup batches.

The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how far the-
core is from the operating limits and provides an audible :
alarm when an operating limit is exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the RPS
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded during A00s by initiating a reactor trip.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and flow.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs) continually infers the core power
distribution and thermal margins by processing reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies that >

indicates CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP because the power range excore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS initiate a reactor trip
prior to the exceeding of fuel design limits.

,

The limits on ASI, F and T represent _ limits within whichy,
the LHR and DNBR algorithms a,re valid. These limits are
obtained directly from the initial core or reload analysis.

.

APPLICABt.E The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation or A00s (Ref. 4). The power distribution

and CEA insertion and alignment LCOs prevent core power
i

p (continued)
t '
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SPPLICABLE distributions from reaching levels that violate the
SAFETY ANALYSES following fuel design criteria:

(continued)
a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not

exceed 2200'F (Ref. 5); ,

b. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least
95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the
95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core
does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 4);

l

c. During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energy |
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 1); l
and i

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 6).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Ref. 4). This is
accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the
accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations between measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate so that
the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 4). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200'F may
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy
water reaction.

The LCOs governing LHR, ASI, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the
ASI and F limits specified in the COLR, and within the T
limits. %elatterareprocessvariablesthatcharacteri/e
the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
core. Operation within the limits for these variabl m
ensures that their actual values are within the rai,ge used
in the accident analyses (Ref. 1). Fuel claddiag damage
does not occur f rom conditions outside the limits of these

(continued)
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BASES

'

APPLICABLE LCOs during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damage
SAFETY ANALYSES could result if an accident occurs from initial conditions

(continued) outside the limits of these LCOs. This potential for fuel
cladding damage exists because changes in the power
distribution can cause increased power peaking and !

correspondingly increased local LHRs.

DNBR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. '

LCO The power distribution LC0 limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to the LHR and (WBR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.

With the COLSS in service and one or both of the Control
' Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs) OPERABLE, the DNBR will
be maintained by ensuring that the core power calculated by
the COLSS is equal to or less than the permissible core
power operating limit t,ased on DNBR calculated by the COLSS.
In the event that the COLSS is in service but neither of the

{ two CEACs is OPERABLE, the DNBR is maintained by ensuring
that the core power calculated by the COLSS is equal to or,

less than a reduced value of the permissible core power
operating limit calculated by the COLSS. In this condition,
the calculated operating limit must be reduced by 13.0% RTP.

In instances for which the COLSS is out of service and
either one or both of the CEACs are OPERABLE, the DNBR is *

inaintained by operating within the acceptable region
specified in the COLR as shown in Figure 3.2.4-1, in the
COLk, and using any OPERABLE CPC channel. Alternatively,
when the COLSS is out of service and neither of the two
CEACs is OPERABLE, the DNBR is maintained by operating
within the acceptable region specified in the COLR for this
condition as shown in Figure 3.2.4-2, in the COLR, and using
any OPERABLE CPC channel.

With the COLSS out of service, the limitation on DNBR as a
function of the ASI represents a conservative envelope of.

operating conditions consistent with the analysis-
assumptions that have been analytically demonstrated
adequate to maintain an acceptable minimum DNBR for all

.

*

A00s. Of these, the postulated loss of flow transient is

"

(continued)
_
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LCO the most limiting. Operation of the core with a DNBR at or
(continued) above this limit ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is

maintained in the event of a loss of flow transient.

APPLICABILITY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

i
i

a. The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the |

COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are i

inaccurate due to the poor signal to noise ratio that
they experience at relatively low core power levels,

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the
local power density (LPD) and DNBR trip signals. When
the core power is below this level, the core is
operating well below the thermal limits and the
resultant CPC calculated LPD and DNBR trips are highly
conservative.

ACTIONS AJ

Operating at or above the minimum required value of the DNBR
ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is maintained in the
event of a postulated loss of flow transient. If the core
power as calculated by the COLSS exceeds the core power
limit calculated by the COLSS based on the DNBR, fuel design
limits may not be maintained following a loss of flow, and
prompt action must be taken to restore the DNBR above its
minimum Allowable Value. With the COLSS in service, I hour
is a reasonable time for the operator to initiate corrective
actions to restore the DNBR above its specified limit,
because of the low probability of a severe transient
occurring in this relatively short time.

(continued)
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i

ACTIONS [L1
(continued)

If the COLSS is not available the OPERABLE DNBR channels are
monitored to ensure that the DNBR is not exceeded.
Maintaining the DNBR within this specified range ensures
that no postulated accident results in consequences more
severe than those described in Reference 1. A 4 hour
Frequency is allowed to restore the DNBR limit to within the
region of acceptable operation. This Frequency is
reasonable because the COLSS allows the plant to operate
with less DNBR margin (closer to the DNBR limit) than when
monitoring with the CPCs.

Also, when operating with the COLSS out of service there is
a possibility of a slow undetectable transient that degrades
the DNBR slowly over the 4 hour period and is then followed r

by an anticipated operational occurrence or an accident.
,Therefore, the CPC calculated values of DNBR are monitored

every 2 hours when the COLSS is out of service. Also, a
maximum allowable change in the CPC calculated DNBR ensures
that further degradation requires the operators to take
immediate action to reduce reactor power to comply with theO Technical Specifications. Implementation of this
requirement ensures that potential reductions in core
thermal margin are quickly detected and, if necessary,
cause in a decrease in reactor power and subsequent
compliance with the existing COLSS out of service Technical
Specification limits.

Four hours is allowed for restoring the DNBR to within
limits if the COLSS is not restored to_0PERABLE status.
This duration is reasonable because the Frequency of the CPC
determination of DNBR has been increased, and, if operation
is maintained steady, the likelihood of exceeding the DNBR
limit period is not increased. The likelihood of induced
reactor transients from an early power reduction is also
decreased.

.Cd '

If the DNBR cannot be restored or determined within the
allowed times of Conditions A and B, core power must be
reduced. Reduction of core power to < 20% RTP ensures that
the core is operating within its thermal limits and places

.

(continued)
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AC110NS LJ (continued)
the core in a conservative condition based on trip setpoints
generated by the CPCs, which assume a minimum core power of
20% RTP.

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach 20% RTP from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

-_

SURVEILLANCE LIL 3. 2. 4.1
REQUIREMENTS With the COLSS out of service, the operator must monitor the

DNBR as indicated on any of the OPERABLE DNBR CHANNELS of
the CPCs to verify that the DNBR is within the specified
limits, shown in either Figure 3.2.4-1 or 3.2.4-2 of the
COLR, as applicable. A 2 hour Frequency is adequate to
allow the operator to identify trends in conditions that
would result in an approach to the DNBR limit.

This SR is modified by a Note that states that the SR is
only applicable when the COLSS is out of service.
Continuous monitoring of the DNBR is provided by the COLSS,
which calculates core power and core power operating limits
based on the DNBR and continuously displays these limits to
the operator, A COLSS margin alarm is annunciated in the
event that the THERMAL POWER exceeds the core power
operating limit based on the DNBR.

SR 3.2.4.2

Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a power
level equal to or less than the core power operating limit,
as calculated by the COLSS, based on the DNBR, ensures that
the operator is alerted when operating conditions
approach the DNBR operating limit. The 31 day Frequency for
performance of this SR is consistent with the historical
testing frequency of reactor protection and monitoring
systems. The Surveillance Frequency for testing protection
systems was extended to 92 days by CEN 327. Monitoring
systems were not addressed in CEN 327; therefore, this
Frequency remains at 31 Jays.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

:

j REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.,

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10.

5. 10 CFR 50.46.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
,

;

;

i

9 .
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|

|

i
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8 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.5 AX1AL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)

BASES
_.

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LC0 is to limit the core power
distribution to the initial values assumed in the accident
analysis. Operation within the limits imposed by this LC0 |
either limits or prevents potential fuel cladding failures
that could breach the primary fission product barrier and
release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event
of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), loss of flow accident,
ejected control element assembly (CEA) accident, or other
postulated accidents requiring termination by a Reactor
Protection System (RPS) trip function. This LC0 limits the
amount of damage to the fuel cladding during an accident by 1

ensuring that the plant is operating within acceptable
conditions at the onset of a transient.

Methods of controlling the power distribution include: |

a. Using full or part strength CEAs to alter the axial
power distribution; ,

b. Decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby
improving the radial power distribution; and

c. Correcting off optimum conditions (e.g., a CEA drop or
misoperation of the unit) that cause margin
degradations.

The core power distribution is controlled so that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters (CEA
insertion and alignment limits), the power distribution does
not result in violation of this LCO. The limiting safety
system settings are based on the accident analyses (Refs. I
and 2), so that specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s) and the limits of acceptable consequences
are not exceeded for other postulated accidents.

Minimizing power distribution skewing over time also
| minimizes xenon distribution skewing, which is a significant

factor in controlling axial power distribution.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters, ,

(continued) various conbinations of which may produce acceptable power '

distributions. Operation within the design limits of power
distribution is accomplished by generating operating limits
on the linear heat rate (LHR) and the departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB).

Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), defined as the ratio of
the cladding surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the '

actual cladding surface heat flux. The minimum DNBR value '

during both normal operation and A00s is [1.24) as
calculated by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 3), and corrected
for such factors as rod bow and grid spacers, and it is
accepted as an appropriate margin to-DNB for all operating
conditions.

There are two systems that monitor core power distribution
onlino the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)
or the core protection calculators (CPCs). The COLSS and
CPCs monitor the core power distribution and are capable of
verifying that the LHR and DNBR do not exceed their limits.
The COLSS performs this function by continuously monitoring
the core power distribution and calculating core power
operating limits corresponding to the allowable peak LHR and
DNBR. The CPCs perform this function by continuously
calculating actual values of DNBR and local power density
(LPD) for comparison with the respective trip setpoints.

A DNBR penalty factor is included in both the COLSS and CPC
DNBR calculations to accommodate the effects of rod bow.
The amount of rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the
average burnup experienced by that assembly. Fuel 4

assemblies that incur higher than average burnup experience
greater rod bow. Conversely, fuel assemblies that receive
lcwer than average burnup experience-less rod bow. In
design calculations for a reload core, each batch of fuel is
assigned a penalty that is applied to the maximum integrated
planar radial power peak of the batch. This-penalty-is
correlated with the amount of rod bow that is determined
f rom the maximum average assembly burnup of the batch. A
single net penalty for the COLSS and CPC is then determined
from the penalties associated with each batch that comprises

. a core reload, accounting for the offsetting margins due to
the lower radial power peaks in the higher burnup batches.

,

(continued)
.
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BACKGROUND

(continued) The COLSS indicates continuously to the operator how far the
core is from the operating limits and provides an audible
alarm if an operating limit is exceeded. Such a condition
signifies a reduction in the capability of the plant to
withstand an anticipated transient, but does not necessarily
imply an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the ;
margin to fuel design limits continues to decrease, the RPS 1
ensures that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are i
not exceeded for A00s by initiating a reactor trip.

The COLSS continually generates an assessment of the l
calculated margin for LHR and DNBR specified limits. The
data required for these assessments include measured incore
neutron flux, CEA positions, and Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) inlet temperature, pressure, and ti'>w.

In addition to the monitoring performed by the COLSS, the
RPS (via the CPCs) continually infers the tore power
distribution and thermal margins by procesving reactor
coolant data, signals from excore neutron / lux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch atsenblies that
indicates CEA position. In this case, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP because the power range excore
neutron flux detecting system is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are
perturbed as a result of an A00, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS initiate a reactor trip
prior to the exceeding of fuel design limits.

The limits on ASI, F and T represent limits within whichy, y
the ulR and DNBR algorithms are valid. These limits are
obtained directly from the initial core or reload analysis.

APPLICABl.C The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES operation or A00s (Ref. 4). The power distribution and CEA

insertion and alignment LCOs prevent core power
distributions from reaching levels that violate the
following fuel design criteria:

a. During a LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not
exceed 2200*F (Ref. 5);

(continued)
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i

'
i APPLICABLE b. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least
| SAFETY ANALYSES 95% probability at the 95% confidence level (the I

(continued) 95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core'

does not experience a DNB condition (Ref. 4);

c. During an ejected CEA accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal /gm (Ref. 1);

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 6).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
to maintain the fuel design criteria (Refs. 4 and 5). This
is accomplished by maintaining the power distribution and
reactor coolant conditions so that the peak LHR and DNB
parameters are within operating limits supported by the l
accident analyses (Ref.1) with due regard for the
correlations among measured quantities, the power
distribution, and uncertainties in the determination of
power distribution.

|
Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by
restricting the maximum linear heat generation rate (LHGR)
so that the peak cladding temperature does not exceed 2200*F
(Ref 5). Peak cladding temperatures exceeding 2200*F may
cause severe cladding failure by oxidation due to a Zircaloy
water reaction.

The LCOs governing LHR, ASI, and RCS ensure that these
criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the

: AS1 and F limits .specified in the COLR, and within the T
| limits. De latter are process variables.that characterile
! the three dimensional power distribution of the reactor
! core. Operation within the limits for these variables

ensures that their actual values are within the range used
in the accident analysis.

,

Fuel cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside
these LCOs during normal operation. However, fuel cladding
damage results when an accident occurs due to initial
conditions outside the limits of these LCOs. This
potential for fuel cladding damage exists because changes in *

the power distribution can cause increased power peaking and
correspondingly increased local LHRs.

- - (continued),

: -
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APPLICABLE The ASI satisfies Criterion 2 of the f1RC Policy Statement.
SAFETY AtiALYSES

(continued)

LCO The power distribution LC0 limits are based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as
inputs to LHR and Df1BR operating limits. The power
distribution LCO limits are provided in the COLR.

The limitation on ASI ensures that the actual ASI value h
maintained within the range of values used in the accident
analysis. The ASI limits ensure that with T at its maximum
apper limit, the Df1BR does not drop below th,e DfiBR Safety
Limit for A00s.

,

APPLICABillTY Power distribution is a concern any time the reactor is
critical. The power distribution LCOs, however, are only
applicable in MODE 1 above 20% RTP. The reasons these LCOs
are not applicable below 20% RTP are:

a. The incore neutron detectors that provide input to the
COLSS, which then calculates the operating limits, are
inaccurate due to the poor signal to noise ratio that
they experience at relatively low core power levels.

b. As a result of this inaccuracy, the CPCs assume a
minimum core power of 20% RTP when generating the LPD
and DilBR trip signals. When the core power is below
this level, the core is operating well below the
thermal limits and the resultant CPC calculated LPD
and DriBR trips are highly conservative.

_._ _ . - _

ACTIONS M
The ASI l urits specified in the COLR ensure that the LOCA
and loss of flow accident criteria assumed in the accident
analyses remain valid. If the ASI exceeds its limit, a
Completion Time of 2 hours is allowed to restore the ASI to
within its specified limit. This duration gives the operator
sufficient time to reposition the regulating or part

(continued)
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ACTIONS A1 (continued)1

strength CEAs to reduce the axial power imbalance. The
magnitude of any potential xenon oscillation is
significantly reduced if the condition is not allowed to
persist for more than 2 hours.

B11

If the ASI is not restored to within its specified limits
' within the required Completion Time, the reactor continues

to operate with an axial power distribution mismatch.
Continued operation in this configuration induces an axial
xenon oscillation, and results in increased linear heat

generation rates when the xenon redistributes. Reducing
thermal power to s 20% RTP reduces the maximum LHR to a
value that does not exceed the fuel design limits if a
design basis event occurs. The allowed Completion Time of
4 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reduce power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

The ASI can be monitored by both the incore (COLSS) and
excore (LPC) neutron detector systems. The COLSS provides
the operator with an alarm if an ASI limit is approached. -

Verification of the ASI every 12 hours ensures that the
operator is aware of changes in the ASI as they develop. A
12 hour f requency for this Surveillance is acceptable
because the mechanisms that affect the ASI, such as xenon
redistribution or CEA drive mechanism malfunctions, cause
slow changes in the ASI, which can be discovered before the
limits are exceeded.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
i
'

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CE-1 Correlation for DNBR.;

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 10..

5. 10 CFR 50.46.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating

BASES
-

.-

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
during anticipated operational occurrences (A00s). By
tripping the reactor, the RPS also assists the engineered
safety features (ESF) systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall*

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling (DNB);

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure SL of*

2750 psia shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) and
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND a different fraction of these limits based on probability of
(continued) occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an

accident category is considered having acceptable i
consequences for that event.

The RPS portion of the Plant Protection System (PPS) is a
vital system which consists of sensors, calculators, logic,
and other equipment necessary to monitor selected plant
conditions and to effect reliable and rapid reactor shutdown
(reactor trip) if monitored conditions approach specified
limiting safety system settings. The system's functions are
to protect the core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) pressure boundary for Anticipated Operational
Occurrences, and also to provide assistance in mitigating
the consequences of accidents. Four measurement CHANNELS
with electrical and physical separation are provided for
each parameter used in the direct generation of trip
signals, with the exception of Control Element Assembly
(CEA) position which is a two CHANNEL measurement.

The RPS portion of the PPS includes the following functions:
bistable trip, local coincidence logic, reactor trip
initiation logic and automatic testing of PPS logic. The
bistable trip processors generate trips based on the
measurement CHANNEL digitized value exceeding a digital
setpoint. The bistable trip processors provide their trip
signals to the coincidence processors located in the four
redundant PPS CHANNELS. The coincidence processors evaluate
the local coincidence logic based on the state of the four
like trip signals and their respective bypasses. The
coincidence signals are used in the generation of the
Reactor Trip Switchgear System (RTSS) or Engineered Safety
Features-Component Control System (ESF-CCS) initiation. A
coincidence of two-out-of-four like trip signals is required
to generate a reactor trip signal. The fourth CHANNEL
allows bypassing of one CHANNEL while maintaining a two-out-
of-three system.

The PPS has four pairs of cabinets housing the Plant
Protection Calculator (PPC) and Core Protection Claculator
(CPC). Each pair of cabinets is located in a separate
equipment room and contains the bistable processors,
coincidence processors and interface hardware of one of the
four PPS safety CHANNELS designated A, B, C and D.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating !
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactor trip signal deenergizes the Control Element
(continued) Drive Mechanism (CEDM) coils, allowing all CEAs to drop into

the core.

The local and main control room PPS operator's module (one
per CHANNEL) provides for entering TRIP CHANNEL bypasses,
operating bypasses, and variable setpoint resets. These
modules also provide indication of status of bypasses,
operating bypasses, bistabic trip and pre-trip. The local
operator's module provides the man-machine interface during
manual testing of bistable trip functions not tested
automatically.

This LC0 addresses MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, bistable trip
processors, CPCs, automatic operating bypass removal
features for those trips with operating bypasses, and trip
bypasses on the local coincidence logic while operating.
LC0 3.3.2 addresses MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, bistable trip
processes, CPCs, automatic operating bypass removal features
for those trips with operating bypasses, and trip bypasses
on the local coincidence logic while shutdown. The RPS
local coincidence logic (except for trip bypasses),

O initiation logic, Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs), and
Manual Trip are addressed in LC0 3.3.4, " Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation." The
CEACs are addressed in LC0 3.3.3, " Control Element
Assembly Calculators (CEACs)."

Each of the above RPS instrumentation is segmented into
three functions. These functions are:

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS-*

Bistable Processors and*

RPS Logic*

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, consisting of the sensor, transmitter,
and signal conditioning devices, provide a measurable signal
based upon the physical characteristics of the parameter
being-measured.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

|

BACKGROUND The excore nuclear instrumentation, the core protection
(continued) calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs, though complex, are

considered components in the measurement CHANNELS of the |

Variable Overpower - High, Logarithmic Power Level-High, '

DNBR-Low, and Local Power Density (LPD)-High trips.

Four identical MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, designated CHANNELS A
through D, with electrical and physical separation, are !

provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip '

signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) position indication used in the CPCs. Each l
measurement CHANNEL provides input to one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS CHANNEL. The bistable l

function is an integral part of the Trip Logic Calculators
(TLCs) in the CPCs. In addition, some measurement CHANNELS
may also be used as inputs to Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) bistables, and most provide
indication in the control room.

When a CHANNEL monitoring a parameter exceeds a
predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable monitoring the parameter in that CHANNEL will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or
more CHANNELS will de-energize local Coincidence Logic,
which in turn de-energizes the initiation Logic. This
causes all four RTCBs to open, interrupting power to the
CEAs, allowing them to fall into the core.

Three of the four MEASUREMENT CHANNELS and bistable
processors CHANNELS are necessary to meet the redundancy and
testability of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 1). The
fourth CHANNEL provides additional flexibility, by allowing
one CHANNEL to be removed from service (trip channel bypass)
for maintenance or testing, while still maintaining a
minimum two out of three logic. Thus, even with a CHANNEL
inoperable, no single additional failure in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent trip, or prevent a required trip
from occurring.

Adequate CHANNEL to CHANNEL independence includes physical
and electrical independence of each CHANNEL from the others.
This allows operation in two-out-of-three logic with one
removed from service until entering MODE 2 following the
next MODE 5 entry. Since no single failure will either
cause or prevent a protective system actuation, this

(continued)t
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971
(continued) (Ref. 4).

The CPCs perform the calculitions required to derive the
DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS trips.
Four independent Trip Logic Calculators (TLCs) are provided,
one in each Core Protection Calculator (CPC) CHANNEL.
Calculation of DNBR and local power density is performed in
each TLC, utilizing the input signals described below. The
DNBR and local power density so calculated are compared with
trip setpoints for initiation of a low DNBR trip and the
high local power density trip. A trip signal from a TLC in
each CHANNEL is sent to the local coincidence processors in
all four protective CHANNELS. The TLC also provides pre-
trip output signals.

Two independent CEA Calculators are provided as part of the
CPC to calculate individual CEA deviations from the position
of the other CEAs in their subgroup.

Each TLC receives the following inputs: I

A. Hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature.

B. Pressurizer pressure.

C. Reactor coolant pump speed.

D. Ex-core nuclear instrumentation flux power (each
subchannel from the safety CHANNEL).

E. Selected CEA position.

F. Penalty factors for CEA deviations within a subgroup
from the CEA Calculators.

The input signals are processed in the TLC or the CEA
Calculators. A description of the calculations performed
and outputs of each TLC are described in CESSAR-DC, Section
7.2 (Ref. 8).

Each calculator is mounted in cabinets located in separate
channelized equipment rooms with an operator's display and
control module located in the main control room. From the
four modules an operator can monitor all calculators,

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND including specific inputs or calculated functions. Changes

(continued) to CPC constants by the operator are controlled by
administrative procedures.

CEACs are addressed in LCO 3.3.3.

Hijiable Processors

The trip signal is generated by the Bistable Logic
processors or CPC Trip logic Calculators which compare the
input signals to either fixed or variable setpoints. These
Bistable outputs for each parameter (e.g. Pressurizer
Pressure, Steam Generator Level etc.) are sent to local
Coincidence Logic where the two-out-of-four logics are
performed. Bistable trip generation is described in CESSAR-
DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 8).

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the accident analysis
(Ref. 5). The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instipmentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
RPS CHANNELS that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values specified
in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed example of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the [Setpoint Report)
(Ref. 7). The nominal trip setpoint entered into the
bistable is normally still more conservative than that
specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in
random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. One example of such a change in measurement error is
drif t during the interval between surveillances. A CHANNEL

is inoperable if its actual setpoint is not within its
Allowable Value.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure
that SLs of Chapter 2.0, " Safety limits (SLs)," are not
violated during A00s, and the consequences of DBAs will be
acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA, and the equipment
(continued) functions as designed.

Note that in LCO 3.3.1, the Allowable Values of
Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.

The status of any bypass is indicated at the PPS CHANNEL
cabinet and the PPS Operator's Module in the control room.
in addition, all operating bypasses and a summary of the
bistable trip channel bypasses in each CHANNEL are made
available for control room indication via PPS Operator's
Module, DIAS and DPS. CESSAR-DC Section 7.2 (Ref. 8)
provides a detailed description of these bypasses.

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation,
the CPCs, and the CEACs can be similarly tested. CESSAR-DC
Section 7.2 (Ref. 8) provides more detail on RPS testing. -

Processing transmitter calibration is normally performed on
a refueling basis.

Bypasses

The trip channel bypasses and operating bypasses are
manipulated by separate Interface and Test processors.

The trip channel bypass prevents a bistable trip from
contributing to the initiation of protective action. The
trip channel bypass information is provided to four CHANNELS
of Local Coincidence Logics by Interface and Test processors
to change their logic into 2/3 . The LCLs only allow one
CHANNEL bypass at a time.

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also
operating bypasses on selected RPS trips. These bypasses
are enabled manually, in all four RPS CHANNELS, when plant
conditions do not warrant the specific trip protection. All
operating bypasses are automatically removed when enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND RPS loaic
(continued)

Tne RPS Logic, addressed in LC0 3.3.4, consists of both
Local Coincidence and initiation Logic and employs a scheme
that provides a reactor trip when bistables in any two of
the four CHANNEt.S sense the same input parameter trip. This
is called a two-out-of-four trip logic.

L9 cal Coincidence Loaic

There is one local Coincidence Logic (LCL) associated with
each trip bistable logic of each CHANNEL. Each local
coincidence logic receives four trip signals, one from its
associated bistable logic in the CHANNEL and one from each
of the equivalent bistable logic located in the other three
CHANNELS. The local coincidence logic (LCL) also receives
the trip channel bypass status associated with each of the
above mentioned bistables. The function of the local
coincidence logic is to generate a coincidence signal |

whenever two or more like bistables are in a tripped
'
,

condition. The LCL takes into consideration the trip bypass
input state when determining the coincidence logics state.
Designating the protective CHANNELS as A, B, C, D, with no
trip bypass present, the local coincidence logic will
produce a coincidence signal for any of the following trip
inputs: AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, ABCD.
These represent all possible two- or more out-of-four trip
combinations of the four protective CHANNELS. Should a trip
bypass be present, the logic will provide a coincidence
signal when two or more of the three unbypassed bistables
are in a tripped condition. On a system basis, a
coincidence signal is generated in all four protective
CHANNELS whenever a coincidence of two or more like
bistables of the four CHANNELS are in a tripped state.

In addition to a coincidence signal, each LCL also provides
bypass status outputs. The bypass status is provided to
verify that a bypass has actually been entered into the
logic either locally or remotely via the operator's module.
The bypass status is available for display at the local and
remote operator's modules and DPS.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
i

B 3.3.1

BASES

O

BACKGROUND Initiation Locic
(continued)

The Reactor Protective System initiation logic consists of
an "0R" circuit for each undervoltage and shunt trip relay.

The inputs to the initiation logic are the LCL outputs from
the appropriate local coincidence logics. The initiation
circuits also contain a time delay (TD). The TD functions
as a noise and/or transient filter. It accomplishes this
filter action by monitoring the continuous presence of an
input for a minimum period of time. If the signal is
present for the required time, the signal is transmitted to

~

the initiation relay. Test capability is also provided.

The initiation circuit is designed to fail-safe (e.g., in a
trip condition). This will result in a partial trip (1 of
4) in the selective 2-out-of-4 reactor trip breaker
arrangement. The partial trip will be alarmed the same as a
full trip and actuation and indicated by the DIAS and DPS;
the partial trip cannot be bypassed, if the initiation
circuit fails in an undesired condition the failure will be
promptly detected and alarmed via the automatic test

[N function. Since the actuation function in the RTSG work in
(" a selective coincidence logic, this is considered a degraded

condition.

Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers (RTCBt).

The reactor trip switchgear, addressed in LC0 3.3.4,
consists of four RTCBs, which are operated in two sets of
two breakers (four CHANNELS). Power input to the reactor
trip switchgear comes from two full capacity MG sets
operated in parallel, such that the loss of either MG set
does not de-energize the CEDMs. Initiation relays interface
with the shunt trip and undervoltage devices to trip the
circuit breakers. To completely remove power from the
output circuits requires a minimum of two initiation relays
(in opposite legs of the circuit) opening their associated
circuit breakers.

Each line passes through two trip circuit breakers (each
actuated by a separate initiation circuit) in series so
that, although both sides of the branch lines must be
deenergized to release the CEAs, there are two separate
means of interrupting each side of the line. Upon removal

,s (continued)-
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND of power to the CEDM power supplies, the CEAs fall into the
(continued) reactor core by gravity.

Two pairs of manual trip switches are provided in the MCR
and an additional pair is provided in the RSR. Actuation of
any pair will open the RTCBs. Both manual trip switches in
a pair must be actuated to initiate a reactor trip. Each
RTCB is actuated by a separate initiation circuit.

The trip switchgear is housed in separate cabinets from the |
RPS. In addition to the trip circuit breakers, the cabinet !
also contains current monitoring devices for testing i
purposes and pushbuttons on each trip switchgear which allow I

for manual opening of the circuit breaker. I
1

Testina

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown, and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2
(Ref. 8) explains RPS testing in more detail.

Provisions are made to permit periodic testing of the
complete RPS with the reactor operating at power or when
shutdown. These tests cover the trip actions from sensor
input through the protective system and the trip circuit
breakers. The system test does not interfere with the
protective function of the system.

Periodic testing consists of automatic testing and manual
testing. The two methods complement each other and provide
for complete testing of the protection system. There are
areas of overlap between the two methods so that the entire
RPS can be tested. The overlap test methods also permit
each system to, in part, verify proper functioning of the
other.

Major portions of the Reactor Protective System are
monitored and/or tested by the test network in the automatic
mode. Those portions of the system which are not amenable
to automatic testing because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, involve rate / time or involve
devices which are not within the PPS cabinets, can be tested
manually. The automatic mode is capable of performing tests

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND during reactor operation. The automatic testing does not
(continued) degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended

function. The test network consists of channelized
Interface and Test Processors (ITPs), their associated
protection system interface circuits, and test prohibit
circuits (the latter prevents malfunctions of the test
system from interfering with the normal operation of the
safety system). Overlap exists between the individual tests
performed by the automatic test. The automatic test can
test the protection system continuously. Operation of the
automatic test may be verified locally at the PPS cabinet by

___

requesting test results data. Alarms for fault conditions
are alarmed via DIAS and DPS. The status and a summary of
the automatic testing results are available to the operator
via DPS. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 8) describes the
automatic testing performed by the RPS.

APPLICABLE The RPS is designed to ensure that the following operational
SAFETY ANALYSIS criteria are met:

O The associated actuation will occur when the monitored*

parameter reaches its setpoint and specific
coincidence logic is satisfied;

Separation and redundancy are maintained to permit a*

CHANNEL to be out of service for testing or
maintenance while still maintaining redundancy within
the RPS instrumentation network.

Each RPS setpoint is chosen to be consistent with the
function of the respective trip. The basis for each trip
setpoint falls into one of two general categories:

Category 1: To ensure that the SLs are not exceeded during
A00s;

Category 2: To assist the ESFAS during accidents.

The RPS maintains the SLs during A00s and mitigates the
consequences of DBAs in all MODES in which the RTCBs are
closed.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE The specific safety analysis applicable to each protective
SAFETY ANALYSIS function are identified below:

(continued)
1. Variable Overpower-High

The Variable Overpower Level-fligh trip provides
protection against core damage during the following
events:

Steam Line Break*

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From low Power*

(A00);

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal At Power (A00);*

and

CEA Ejection (Accident).*

2. Logarithmic Power level - High

The Logarithmic Power Level-High trip protects the
integrity of the fuel cladding and helps protect the
RCPB in the event of an unplanned criticality from a
shutdown condition.

In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed and
the CEA Drive System capable of CEA withdrawal,
protection is required for CEA withdrawal events
originating when THERMAL POWER is < [1E-4%) RTP.
For events originating above this power level, other
trips provide adequate protection.

MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed, are
addressed in LC0 3.3.2, " Reactor Protective System
(RPS) Instrumentation - Shutdown." ,

In MODES 3, 4, or 5, with the RTCBs open or the CEAs
not capable of withdrawal, the Logarithmic Power
Level - High trip does not have to be OPERABLE.
However, the indication and alarm portion of two
logarithmic CHANNELS must be OPERABLE to ensure
proper indication of neutron population and to
indicate a boron dilution event. The indication and
alarm functions are addressed in LC0 3.3.13,
" Logarithmic Power Monitoring CHANNELS."

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 3. Pressurizer Pressure - Hiah
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued) The Pressurizer Pressure - High trip provides
protection for the high RCS pressure SL. In
conjunction with the main steam safety valves
(MSSVs), it provides protection against
overpressurization of the RCPB during the following
events:

Loss of Electrical Load (A00);*

Loss of Condenser Vacuum (A00); --*

CEA Withdrawal From Low Power Conditions*

(A00);

Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction*

(A00); and

Main Feedwater System Pipe Break (Accident).*e

4. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

The Pressurizer Pressure - Low trip is provided to
trip the reactor to assist the ESF System in the
event of loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). During -#'

a LOCA, the SLs may be exceeded; however, the
consequences of the accident will be acceptable.

5. Containment Pressure - Hioh

The Containment Pressure - High trip prevents
exceeding the containment design pressure psig
during a design basis LOCA or main steam line break
(MSLB) accident. During a LOCA or MSLB the SLs may
be exceeded; however, the consequences of the

'' accident will be acceptable.
3

6, 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low
' The Steam Generator #1 Pressure - Low and Steam

Generator #2 Pressure - Iow trips provide protection
against an excessive rate of heat extraction from
the steam generators and resulting rapid,
uncontrolled cooldown of the RCS. This trip is

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 6, 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) needed to shut down the reactor and assist the ESF
System in the event of an MSLB or main feedwater
line break accident.

8, 9. Steam Generator level - Low

The Steam Generator #1 Level - Low and Steam
Generator #2 Level - Low trips ensure that a reactor
trip signal is generated for the following events to
help prevent exceeding the design pressure of the - - -

RCS due to the loss of the heat sink:

Loss of Normal Feedwater Event (A00); and*

Feedwater System Pipe Break (Accident).*

10, 11. Steam Generator Level - Hiah

The Steam Generator #1 Level - High and Steam
Generator #2 Level - High trips are provided to
protect the turbine from excessive moisture
carryover in case of a steam generator overfill
event.

12. Reactor C.oolant Flow - Low

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip provides
protection against an RCP Sheared Shaft Event. The
DNBR limit may be exceeded during this event;
however, the trip ensures the consequences are
acceptable.

13. Local Power Density - Hiah

The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LPD parameters, and their associated
RPS trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips
provide plant protection during the following
A00s and assist the ESF systems in the mitigation of
the following accidents.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

[ BASES

APPLICABLE 13. Lgeal Power Density - Hiah (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The LPD - High trip provides protection against fuel
centerline melting due to the occurrence of
excessive local power density peaks during the
following A00s:

Decrease in Feedwater Temperature;*

Increase in feedwater Flow; I*

Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to the*

steam line rupture) Without Turbine Trip;

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power;*

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power;*

;

CEA Misoperation; Single Part Strength CEA*

Drop;

CEA Misoperation; full-strength and part-*

O)
strength CEA subgroup drop; and

\"
CEA Misoperation; Out-of-sequence operation.*

For the events listed above (except CEA
Misoperation; Single Part Strength CEA Drop) |DNBR-Low will trip the reactor first, since DNB
would occur before fuel centerline melting would
occur.

14. Deoarture from Nucleate Boilina Ratio GWR.L -Low

The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LPD parameters, and their associated
RPS trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips
provide plant protection during the following A00s
and assist the ESF systems in the mitigation of the !

following accidents.
a

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 14. Reparture from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR) - Low
SAFfTY ANALYSES (continued)

The DNBR - Low trip provides protection against core
damage due to the occurrence of locally saturated
conditions in the limiting (hot) CHANNEL during the
following events and is the primary reactor trip
(trips the reactor first) for these events:

Decrease in Feedwater Temperature;*

Increase in Feedwater Flow;*

Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam*

line rupture) Without Turbine Trip;

Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam*

line rupture) With a Concurrent Single Failure ,

of an Active Component;

Steam Line Break With/Without Concurrent Loss*

of Offsite AC Power;

Loss of Normal AC Power;*

Partial loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow;*

Total loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow;*

Single Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Shaft*

Seizure;

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power;*

Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power;*

CEA Misoperation; Full-Strength Subgroup CEA*

Drop; ,

CEA Misoperations; r ll-Strength or Part-e*

Strength CEA drop without RPCB;

Steam Generator Tube Rupture; ;*

Inadvertent depressurization of RCS;*

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 14. Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR) - Low
SAFETY ANALYSES (continued)

(continued)
Uncontrolled boron dilution;*

Out-of-Sequence insertion or withdrawal of CEA*

group.

Interlocks /Byoasses

The bypasses and their Allowable Values are addressed in
footnotes to Table 3.3.1-1. They are not otherwise
addressed as specific Table entries.

.

The automatic operating bypass removal features must
function as a backup to manual actions for all safety
related trips to ensure the trip Functiors are not
operationally bypassed when the safety analysis assumes the'

functions are not bypassed. The basis for each of the
operating bypasses is discussed under individual trips in
the LC0 section:

a. Logarithmic Power Level - High;

b. DNBR - Low and LPD - High; and

c. Pressurizer Pressure - Low.

The RPS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RFS
Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of
the instrument CHANNEL renders the affected CHANNEL (s)
inoperab:e and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

Actions allow maintenance (TRIP CHANNEL) bypass of
individual CHANNELS but the bypass activates interlocks that
prevent operation with a second CHANNEL in the same Function
bypassed. With one CHANNEL in each Function TRIP CHANNEL
bypassed, this effectively places the plant in a two-out-of-
three logic configuration in those Functions.

(continued)
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LCO Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip
(continued) Function in the LC0. Nominal trip setpoints are specified

in the plant specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Clowable Value,
if the CHANNEL is performing as required. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable,
procided that operation and testing are consistent with the
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint calculations A
CHANNEL is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not
within its required Allowable Value. Each Allowable Value
specified is more conservative than the analytical limit I
assumed in the safety analysis in order to account for '

instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip Function. |

These uncertainties are defined in the (Setpoint Report] I
(Ref. 7) . j

Bases for the individual Function requirements are as
follows:

1. Variable Overoower - Hiah

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Variable
Overpower - High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

The LC0 on the variable overpower trip ensures that
the violation of the Safety Limits for the reactor '

core and RCS is prevented during normal operations
and A00s and assists the engineered safety features
system during the CEA ejection accident.

The allowable values setpoints for ceiling and rate
are selected large enough to prevent spurious trips
during performance design base transients on
reactor power cutback. The setpoint is low enough
for the system to maintain a margin to unacceptable
fuel cladding damage shouk u CEA withdrawal event,
or rod ejection accident occur.

Only the allowable values setpoints are specified
for each RPS trip function in the LCO. Each
allowable value is specified such that the
analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis is

(continued)
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LCO conservative including all applicable setpoint
(continued) uncertainties.

,

The Variable Overpower trip is applicable in MODES
1 and 2 because the reactor can be critical in
these modes. The trip is designed to take the
reactor subcritical which assists (as described
above) in mitigating the consequences of the
particular accidents and A00s listed.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5 the main concern is for a
.

return to power event. The reactor is protected - - -

during this event by the High Log Power trip, and
therefore, the above trip does not need to be
OPERABLE.

2. Lo_gtr_Ltftmjc Power level - Hiah

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of the Logarithmic
Power Level - High to be OPERABLE in MODE 2, and in
MODE 3, 4, or 5 when the RTCBs are closed and the
CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.

The MODES 3, 4, and 5 Condition is addressed in LC0
3.3.2.

The LCO on the Log Power Level - High trip ensures
that violation of the Safety Limits for the reactor
core and RCS is prevented during a continuous CEA
withdrawal from low power levels event. Also, it
ensures that the log power level CHANNELS are
available to detect and alert the operator to a

boron dilution event.

The allowable value setpoint is high enough to
provide an operating envelope that prevents
unnecessary Log Power Level - High reactor trips
during normal plant operations. The setpoint is
low enough for the system to maintain a margin to
unacceptable fuel cladding damage should a CEA
withdrawal event occur.

(continued)
_
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LCO Only the Allowable Values are specified for each
(continued) RPS trip function in the LCO. Each allowable value

is specified such that the analytical limit assumed
in the safety analysis is conservative including
all applicable setpoint uncertainties.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip may be
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is above [1E-4%) RTP to
allow the reactor to be brought to power during a
reactor startup. This bypass is automatically
removed when THERMAL POWER decreases below [lE-4%)
RTP. Above [lE-4%) RTP, the Variable Overpower -

---

High and Pressurizer Pressure - High trips provide
protection for reactivity transients.

The trip may be manually bypassed during physics
testing pursuant to LC0 3.1.16, "RCS Loops - Test
Exceptions." During this testing, the Variable
Overpower - High trip and administrative controls
provide the required protection.

3. Pressurizer Pressure - Hiah

This LCO requires four CHANNELS of Pressurizer
Pressure - High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

'

The Allowable Value is set below the nominal lift
setting of the pressurizer code safety valves, and
its operation avoids the undesirable operation of
these valves during normal plant operation. In the

. event of a complete loss of electrical load from
100% power, this setpoint ensures the reactor trip
will take place, thereby limiting further heat
input to the RCS and consequent pressure rise. The
pressurizer safety valves may lif t to prevent
overpressurization of the RCS.

4. Pressurizer Pressure - Low

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Pressurizer
Pressure - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

(continued)
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LCO 4. Pressurizer Pressure - Low (continued)
(continued)

The Allowable Value is set low enough to prevent a
reactor trip during normal plant operation and
pressurizer pressure transients. However, the
setpoint is high enough that with a LOCA, the
reactor trip will occur soon enough to allow the
ESF systems to perform as expected in the analyses
and mitigate the consequences of the accident.

The trip setpoint may be mn ually decreased to a
minimum value (floor value) of [300 psia] as
pressurizer pressure is reduced during controlled
plant shutdowns, provided the margin between the
pressurizer pressure and the setpoint is maintained
less than [400 psia). This allows for controlled
depressurization of the RCS while still maintaining
an active trip setpoint until the time is reached
when the trip is no longer needed to protect the
pl ant . Since the same Pressurizer Pressure - Low
bistable is also shared with the SIAS, an
inadvertent SIAS actuation is also prevented. The

O) setpoint increases automatically as pressurizer
\ pressure increases, until the trip setpoint is
" reached.

The Pressurizer Pressure - Low trip and the SIAS
c unction may be simultaneously bypassed when RCS
pressure is below [400 psia], when neither the
reactor trip nor an inadvertent SIAS actuation are
desirable, and these Functions are no longer needed
to protect the plant. The bypass is automatically
removed as RCS pressure increases above [500 psia].
The difference between the operating bypass enable
and removal features allows for bypass permissive
bistable hysteresis, and allows setting the
operating bypass setpoint close enough to the limit
so as to avoid inadvertent actuation at the
[300 psia] trip setpoint minimum value (floor
val ue) .

S. Conthinment Pressure - Hiah

The LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Containment
pressure-High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

(continued)
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LC0 5. Om tainment Pressure - Hiah (continued)

The Allowable Value is set high enough to allow for
small pressure increases in containment expected

,

during normal operation (i.e., plant heatup), and '

is not indicative of an abnormal condition. It is

set lcw enough to initiate a reactor trip when an
abnormal condition is indicated.

|

6, 7. Steam Generator Pressure __- Low

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS for tne Steam
Generator #1 Pressure - Low and Steam Generator #2 ;

Pressure - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

The MODE 2 Condition is addressed in LC0 3.3.2.

This Allowable Value is sufficiently below the full
load operating value for steam pressure so as not
to interfere with normal plant operation, but still
high enough to provide the required protection in
the event of excessive steam demand. Since
excessive steam demand causes the RCS to cool down,
resulting in positive reactivity addition to the
core, a reactor trip is required to offset that
effect.

The trip setpoint may be manually decreased as
steam generator pressure is reduced during
controlled plant cooldown, provided the margin
between steam generator pressure and the setpoint
is maintained less than [200 psi.] This allows for
controlled depressurization of the secondary system
while still maintaining an active reactor trip
setpoint and MSIS setpoint, until the time is
reached when the setpoints are no longer needed to
protect the plant. The setpoint increases
automatically as steam generator pressure increases
until the specified trip setpoint is reached.

8, 9. Steam Generator Level - Low

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Steam
Generator #1 Level - Low and Steam Generator #2
Level - Low for each steam generator to be OPERABLE
in MODES I and 2.

(continued)
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LC0 8, 9. Steam Generator level - p_w (continued)

The Allowable Value is sefficiently below the
normal operating level for the steam generators so
as not to cause a reactor trip during normal plant
operations. The minimum setpoint is governed by
EFAS requirements. The reactor trip will remove
the heat source (except decay heat), thereby
conserving the reactor heat sink.

The Steam Generator level - Low trip setpoint
varies with power level and is rate limited with a
preset low value. As reactor power is decreased
this setpoint is decreased. This automatic rate
limiting variat 4 setpaint permits automatic
incrementing ano decrementing of the setpoint based
upon the value of the bistable input variable. The
design attempts to maintain a fixed differential
between the bistable input and the setpoint. The
design includes the ability to adjust the rate at
which the setpoint is allowed to change. If the
input signal is changir.g at a rate greater than the
rate at which the setpoint can change, the
differential between the two values eventually

..' becomes zero, creating a bistable trip condition.
When the bistable trip occurs, it prevents the
setpoint from changing until the bistable trip
clears.

The Steam Generator Level - Low setpoint is lower
than the input signal, as such it limits the rate
at which the signals can decrease.

10, 11. Steam Generator level - Hiah

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Steam Generator
#1 Level - High and Steam Generator #2 Level-High
to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

The Allowable Value is high enough to allow for
normal plant operation and transients without
causing a reacter trip. It is set low enough to
ensure a reactor trip occurs' before the level
reaches the steam dryers. In addition to the Steam

(continued),,
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LCO 10, 11. Steam Generator Level - Hiah (continued)

Generator Level - High trip, the safety grade
narrow range steam generator level sensors provide
a MSIS on steam generator level - high.

12. Reactor Coolant Flow - low

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of Reactor Coolant
Flow - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

The MODES 3, 4, 5 condition is addressed in LC0
3.3.2.

The Allowable Value is set low enough to allow
for the slight variations in reactor coolant
flow during normal plant operations, while
providing the required protection. Tripping the
reactor ensures that the resultant power to flow
ratio provides adequate core ccoling to maintain
DNBR under the expected pressure conditions for
this event.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoint may be
adjusted when reactor power reaches the specified
v al ue . This allows for the de-energization of up
to one Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) per SG loop (e.g.
for plant cooldown), while maintainir' he ability

to keep the shutdown CEA banks withdra, from the
core if d2 sired. The analyses of increased heat
removal and CEA withdrawal events would show
unacceptably low values of DNBR if they were to be
initiated with less than one RCP operating in each
steam generator loop.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoint is
rate limited with a preset low value. This
automatic rate limiting of variable setpoint
permits automatic incrementing and decrementing of
the setpoint based upon the value of the bistable
input variable. The design attempts to maintain a
fixed differential between the bistable input and
the setpoint. The design includes the ability to
adjust the rate at which the setpoint is allowed to
change. If the input signal is changing at a rate

(continued)
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LC0 12. Reactor Coolant Flow -- low (continued)

greater than the rate at which the setpoint can
change, the differential between the two values
eventually becomes zero, creating a bistable trip
condition. When the bistable trip occurs, it
prevents the setpoint from changing until the
bistable trip clears.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low setpoint is lower
than the input signal, as such it limits the rate
at which the signals can decrease.

LCOs 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3," LCO 3.4.6, "RCS
Loops - MODE 4," and LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops -
MODE 5, Loops Filled," ensure adequate RCS ficw
rate is maintained.

13. Local Power Density - Hiah -

This LC0 requires four CHANNELS of LPD-High to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

Q The MODES 3, 4, 5 condition is addressed in LCO
3.3.2.

The LC0 on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all A00s, and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.

A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs
to the CPC are inoperable. The Required Actions
required in the event of CEAC CHANNEL failures

-

ensure the CPCs are capable of performing their
safety Function.

Ti'e CPC CHANNELS may be manually byprssed below
[n-4%) RTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually
in all four CPC CHANNELS when plant conditions do
not warrant the trip protection. The bypass
effectively removes the DNBR-Low and LPD-High
trips from the RPS logic circuitry. The operating
bypass is automatically removed when enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

(continued)
( )
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LCO 13. Local Power Density - High (continued)

This operating bypass is required to perform a
plant startup, since both CPC generated trips will
be in effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted.
It also allows system tests at low power with
Pressurizer Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

During special testing pursuant to LC0 3.4.17, the
CPC CHANNELS may be manually bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is below [5%] RTP to allow special testing
withtaat generating a reactor trip. The Variable --

Overpower - High trip setpoint is reduced, so as to
provide protection during testing.

14. Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR)-Low

This LCO requires four CHANNELS of DNBR-Low to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2.

The MODES 3, 4, 5 condition is addressed in LC0
3.3.2.

The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintainec during all A00s, and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.

A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs
to the CPC are inoperable. T'.e Required Actions
required in the event of CEAC CHANNEL failures
ensure the CPCs are capable of performing their
safety Function.

The CPC CHANNELS may be manually bypassed below
[1E-4%) RTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually
in all four CPC CHANNELS when plant conditions do
not warrant the trip protection. The bypass
effectively removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High
trips from the RPS logic circuitry. The operating
bypass is automatically removed when enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

(continued)
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LCO 14. f)_qoarture from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR)-Low
(continued) (continued)

This operating bypass is required to perform a
plant startup, since both CPC generated trips will
be in effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted.
It also allows system tests at low power with
Pressurizer Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

During special testing pursuant to LC0 3.4.17, the
CPC CHANNELS may be manually bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is below [5%) RTP to allow special testing
without generating a reactor trip. The Variable
Overpower - High trip setpoint is reduced, so as to
provide protection during testing.

Interlocks /Bvoasses

The LCO on operating bypass permissive removal CHANNELS
requires that the automatic operating bypass removal feature
of all four operating bypass CHANNELS be OPERABLE for each
RPS Function with an operating bypass in the MODES addressed
in the specific LCO for each Function. All four operating
bypass removal CHANNELS must be OPERABLE to ensure that none

.'
of the four RPS CHANNELS are inadvertently bypassed.

This LC0 applies to the operating bypass removal feature
only. If the bypass enable Function is failed so as to
prevent entering a bypass condition, operation may continue.
In the case of the Logarithmic Power Level - High trip
(Function 2), the absence of a bypass will limit maximum
power to below the trip setpoint.

The interlock function Allowable Values are based upon
analysis of functional requirements for the bypassed
Functions. These are discussed above as part of the LC0
discussion for the affected Functions.

APPLICABILITY The Variable Overpower - High, Pressurizer Pressure - High,
Pressurizer Pressure - Low, Containment Pressure - High,
Steam Generator Level - Low, and Steam Generator Level -
High trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The reactor

(continued)
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APPLICABillTY trips are designed to take the reactor subtritical, which
(continued) maintains the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in

providing acceptable consequences during accidents.

The Logarithmic Power Le.el - High trip is applicable in
MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers
(RTCBs) closed and power available to the CEA drive system.
It is required for protection against CEA withdrawal events
originating below [10'3 ] RTP. The Logarithmic Power Level%

- High trip is bypassed prior to MODE 1 entry, and is not
required in MODE 1. For events originating above this power
level, other RPS trips provide adequate protection. In
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs open, the CEAs are not
capable of withdrawal and the Logarithmic Power Level - High
trip does not have to be OPERABLE. However, two Logarithmic
Power Level CHANNELS must be OPERABLE to ensure proper
indication of neutron population, and to indicate a boron
dilution event.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip in MODES 3, 4, and 5
is addressed in LC0 3.3.2. The Logarithmic Power Level
Instrumentation - Shutdown with RTCBs open is addressed in
LCO 3.3.13.

The Steam Generator Pressure - Low trip is applicable in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 with the RTCBs closed and power available
to the CEA drive system. The steam Generator Pressure - Low
trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 because the
reactor is critical in these MODES. The reactor trips are
designed to take the reactor subcritical, which maintains
the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in providing
acceptable consequences during accidents. The Steam
Generator Pressure - Low trip is required to be OPERABLE in
MODF. 3 to protect against a Steam Line Break.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip is applicable in MODES
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed and power available
to the CEA drive system. The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 because the
reactor is critical in these MODES. The reactor trips are
designed to take the reactor subcritical, which maintains
the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in providing
acceptable consequences during accidents. The Reactor
Coolant Flow - Low trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES

(continued) &
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AfPLICABILITY 3, 4, and 5 to protect against increased heat removal
(continued) events. The LPD -High trip and DNBR - Low trip are required

to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs
closed and power available~ to the CEA drive system. The LPr
- High and the DNBR - Low trips are required to be OPERABLE
in MODES I and 2 to ensure that an RPS trip will occur when
required, to prevent exceeding the SAFDLs during the A00s
listed, and help mitigate the consequences of the accidents
listed. The LPD - Low trip and the DNBR - High trip are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 to protect
against excess heat removal events and an unplanned CEA
Group Withdrawal accident.

ACTIONS If the cip setpoint is less conservative than the Allowable
Value in Table 3.3.1-1, the CHANNEL is declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Condition (s) must be
entered immediately,

in the event a RPS Component is found inoperable then all
affected functions must be declared inoperable and the unit

O-
must enter the Condition for the particular protection
Function affected.

When the number of inoperable CHANNELS in a trip Function
exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated
with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the
safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is immediately
entered, if applicable in the current MODE of operation.

Two Notes have been added to the Actions, A Note has been
added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of the
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each Function. The
Completion Times of each inoperable Function will be tracked
separately for each Function, starting from the time the

; Condition was entered, for that Function. Note 2 was added
to ensure review by the onsite review committee (per
Specification [5.5.1.2.e]) is performed to discuss the
desirability of maintaining the CHANNEL in the bypassed
condition,

-(continued)m
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ACTIONS A.1 and A.1
(continued)

Condition A applies to the failure of a single TRIP CHANNEL
or associated instrument CHANNEL inoperable in any RPS
automatic trip Function. RPS coincidence logic is two out
of four. |

|

If one TRIP CHANNEL is inoperable, startup or power |
operation is allowed to continue, providing the inoperable j
CHANNEL is placed in bypass or trip in 1 hour (Required 1

Action A.1). The 1 hour allotted to bypass or trip the TRIP
CHANNEL is sufficient to allow the operator to take all l

appropriate actions for the failed TRIP CHANNEL and still
ensure that the risk involved in operating with the failed
TRIP CHANNEL is acceptable. The Failed TRIP CHANNEL must be
restored to OPERABLE status prior to entering MODE 2
following the next MODE S entry. With a TRIP CHANNEL in
bypass, the coincidence logic is now in a two-out-of-three
configuration.

The Completion Time prior to entering MODE 2 following next
MODE S entry is based on adequate CHANNEL to CHANNEL
independence, which allows operation with two or more
channels since no single Failure will prevent a reactor
trip.

.B_d

Condition B applies to the failure of two TRIP CHANNELS in
any RPS automatic trip Function.

The Required Action was modified by a Note stating that
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES, even though two TRIP CHANNELS are
inoperable, with one TRIP CHANNEL bypassed and one tripped.
In this configuration, the protection system is in a one-
out-of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no random
failure will prevent protection system operation.

Required Action B.1 provides for placing one inoperable TRIP
CHANNEL in bypass and the other TRIP CHANNEL in trip within
the Completion Time of I hour. This Completion Time is
sufficient to allow an operator to take all appropriate
actions for the failed TRIP CHANNELS while ensuring the risk

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

/
( BASES
C

ACTIONS L1 (continued)

involved in operating with the failed TRIP CHANNELS is
acceptable. With one TRIP CHANNEL of protective
instrumentation bypassed, the RPS is in a two-out-of-three
logic; but with another TRIP CHANNEL failed, the RPS may be
operating in a two-out- of-two logic. This is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and should be corrected.
To correct the problem, the second TRIP CHANNEL is placed in
trip. This places the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If
any of the other OPERABLE TRIP CHANNELS receives a trip
signal, the reactor will trip.

One of the two inoperable channels will need to be restored
to operable status prior to the next required CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, because channel surveillance testing on an
OPERABLE channel requires that the OPERABLE channel be
placed in bypass. However, it is not possible to bypass
more than one RPS channel, and placing a second channel in
trip will result in a reactor trip. Therefore, if one RPS
channel is in trip and a second channel is in bypass, a
third inoperable channel would place the unit in LC0 3.0.3.

; C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2
l

Condition C applies to one automatic operating bypass
removal function inoperable. If the inoperable bypass
removal function for any bypass cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour, the associated TRIP CHANNEL
may be considered OPERABLE only if the bypass is not in
effect. The operator must verify that the operating bypass
is not in effect within I hour and once per 12 hours
thereafter; otherwise the affected TRIP CHANNEL must be
declared inoperable, as in Condition A, and the affected
automatic TRIP CHANNEL placed in bypass or trip. The
operating bypass removal function and the automatic TRIP

| CHANNEL must be repaired prior to entering MODE 2 following
i the next MODE 5 entry. The Bases for the Required Actions

and required Completion Times are consistent with
Condition A.

|

(continued)
I t
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued)

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that this
LC0 applies only to Functions 2, 4, 13, and 14. This note
aids in identifying the applicable functions; Logarithmic
Power Level - High Pressurizer Pressure - Low, Reactor
Coolant flow - Low, LPD - High, and DNBR - Low.

D.1 and 0.2

Condition D applies to two inoperable automatic operating
bypass removal function. If the operating bypass removal
functions for two operating bypasses cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour, the associated TRIP CHANNEL
may be considered OPERABLE only if the operating bypass is
not in effect. The operator must verify that the operating
bypasses are in effect within 1 hour and once per 12 hours
thereafter; otherwise the affected TRIP CHANNELS must be
declared inoperable, as in Condition B, and the operating
bypasses either removed or one automatic TRIP CHANNEL placed
in bypass and the other in trip within I hour. The
restoration of one affected bypassed automatic TRIP CHANNEL
must be completed prior to the next CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,
or the plant must shut down per LCO 3.0.3 as explained in
Condition B.

The Required Action is modified by two Notes stating that
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable and that this LC0 applies only
to Functions 2, 4, 13, and 14. The first Note was added to
allow the changing of MODES even though two CHANNELS are
inoperable, with one CHANNEL bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a one-out-
of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no random
failure will prevent protection system operation. The
second note was added to identify the applicable functions;
Logarithmic Power Level - High, P essurizer Pressure - Low,
Reactor Coolant Flow - Low, LPD - High, and DNBR - Low.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

AC' LIONS L1
(continued)

-- Condition E is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition A, B, C, or D are
not met.

If the Required Actions associated with these Conditions
cannot be completed within the required Completion Times,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required
Actions do not apply. The allowed Completion Time of
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for
reaching the required MODE from full power conditions in an -

orderly manner without challenging plant systems.
~

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular RPS Function are found in the SR
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1-1, for that Function. Most Functions

are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST,
CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and e^ponse time testing.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is

based on the assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument CHANNELS
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the CHANNELS. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL
failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the CHANNEL instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a CHANNEL is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3 ld (continued)
] REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operatingm
.d experience that demonstrates the rarity of CHANNEL failure.

Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that
undetected overt CHANNEL failure is limited to 12 hours,
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
CHANNELS in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective Function
due to failure of redundant CHANNELS. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the =

displays associated with the LC0 required CHANNELS.

In the case of RPS i- ps with multiple inputs, such as the
- DNBR and LPD inputs to the CPCs, a CHANNEL CHECK must be

performed on all inputs.

The Data Processing System (DPS) and Discrete Indication and
Alarm System (DIAS) continuously performs a cross CHANNEL
comparison and will institute an alarm to warn operators
that a CHANNEL has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not
working properly. The operators would ensure that DPS or
DIAS is OPERABLE and that there are no alarms associated
with the RPS Instrumentation. In the event that both DPS
and DIAS are IN0PERABLE or do not perfcrm a cross CHANNEL
comparison on a particular parameter, the operator would be
required to perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually.

SR 3.3.1.2

The RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified, as
required by a Note, to be less than or equal to the actual
RCS total flow rate every 12 hours when THERMAL POWER is
2 70% RTP. The 12 hours af ter reaching 70% RTP is for plant
stabilization, data taking, and flow verification. If

necessary, adjust the CPC addressable constant flow
coefficients such that each CPC indicated flow is less than
or equal to the RCS flow rate. This check (and if
necessary, the adjustment of the CPC addressable constant
flow coefficients) ensures that the DNBR setpoint is
conservatively adjusted with respect to actual flow
indications, as determined by the Core Operating Limits
Supervisory System (COLSS).

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating j

B 3.3.1

BASESv
SURVEILLANCE LR 3.3.1.3m

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The CPC auto restart count is checked to be less than three
every 12 hours to monitor the CPC for normal operation. If

three or more autorestarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within
a 12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable.
Therefore, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the affected CPC
must be performed (SR 3.3.1.8). The frequency is based on
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more
than one CHANNEL failing within the same 12 hour interval.

SR 3.3.1.4

The PPS cabinet temperatures must be verified to be below
i- the high limit once per 12 hours. If a PPS cabinet has a

high temperature it is possible for the PPS to be affected
and not be completely reliable. The operator may be
informed of a high PPS cabinet temperature via routine
surveillance or high PPS cabinet temperature alarm. If a
PPS cabinet has a high temperature a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
on the affected RPS must be performed (SR 3.3.1.8).

SR 3.3.1.5

A daily heat balance calibration is performed when THERMAL
POWER is 2 20%. The Linear Power Level signal and the CPC
addressable constant multipliers are adjusted to make the
CPC AT power and nuclear power calculations agree with the
calorimetric calculation if the absolute difference is
2 (2%). Then the excore nuclear power is adjusted to agree
with CPr nuclear power if the absolute difference is 2 [2%).
The value of [2%) is adequate because this value is assumed
in the safety analysis. These checks (and if necessary, the
adjustment of.the Linear Power Level signal, CPC addressable
constant coefficients) are adequate to ensure that the
accuracy of these CPC calculations is maintained within the-
analyzed error margins. The checks (and, if necessary, the
adjustment of excore nuclear power to agree with the CPC
nuclear power) are necessary to ensure that Variablei

| Overpower trip margins are within the analyzed error
I. margins. The power level must be > 20% RTP to obtain

accurate data. At lower power levels, the accuracy of
calorimetric data is questionable.

'

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3,1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The frequency of 24 hours is based on plant operating
experience and takes into account indications and alarms
located in the control room to detect deviations in CHANNEL
outputs. The Frequency is modified by two Notes, Note 1
indicating this Surveillance need only be performed within
12 hours after reaching 20% RTP. The 12 hours after
reaching 20% RTP is required for plant stabilization, data
taking, and flow verification. The secondary calorimetric
is inaccurate at lower power levels. A second Note in the
SR indicates the SR may be suspended during PHYSICS TESTS
provided the calibration is performed upon reaching each
major test power plateau and prior to proceeding to the next ,

'test power plateau. These test power plateaus are the power
level at which testing is done. These plateau values are ;

established in the restart test programs for each fuel !
cycle. The conditional suspension of the daily calibrations I

under strict administrative control is necessary to allow
special testing to occur.

SR 3.3.1.6

The RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified to be
less than or equal to the RCS total flow rate every 31 days.
The Note indicates the Surveillance is performed within
12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 70% RTP. This check (and
if necessary, the adjustment of the CPC addressable flow
constant coefficients) ensures that the DNBR setpoint is
conservatively adjusted with respect to actual flow
indications as determined by a calorimetric calculation.
Operating experience has shown the specified Frequency is
adequate, as instrument drift is minimal, and changes in
actual flow rate are minimal over core life.

SR 3 3.1.7

The three vertically mounted excore nuclear instrumentation
detectors in each CHANNEL are used to determine LPD for use
in the DNBR and LPD calculations. Because the detectors are
mounted outside the reactor vessel, a portion of the signal
from each detector is from core sections not adjacent to the
detector. This is termed shape annealing, and is

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation.- Operating '-

B 3.3.1
-

.

[v \ BASES
~ SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

compensated for after every refueling by performing
SR 3.3.1.12. which adjusts the gains of the three detector
amplifiers for shape annealing. SR 3.3.1.7 ensures that the
preassigned gains are still proper. Power must be 2 15%_RTP
because the CPCs do not use the excore generated signals for
axial flux shape 'information at low power levels. The Note
allowing 12 hours after reaching 15% RTP-is required for
plant stabilization and testing.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate because the demonstrated [
long term drift of the instrument CHANNELS is minimal.

SR 3.3.1.8

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel is performed every
92 days to ensure _ the entire CHANNEL will perform its
intended function when needed. Major portions of the RPS
are monitored and tested by the automatic test network. The

[..
- operability of the automatic CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is

verified,by the operator every 92 days to meet the
-( ' surveillance requirement. Capability is also'provided to

-

allow manual = performance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST if
the automatic CHANNEL test is inoperable. Those portions of
the system which are not amenable to' automatic testing
because they -involve. actuation of electromechanical devices,
or involve devices _which are not within'the'PPS cabinets,

_

- can be tested manually. The automatic-test network is-

capable of performing tests during _ reactor operation. The
. automatic testing does not degrade the ability of the RPS to
perform its intended. function.

The RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST consists''of overlapping
tests as described in_CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2 (Reference 8).
These tests verify that the RPS.is_ capable of performing its
intended function, from-bistable; input through the RTCBs.
They' include:

. ,m (continued)
\(V
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Trio Bistable Tests
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Automatic Bistable Testing - The automatic test feature
checks trip status and forces a trip condition to verify
operability of the trip bistable function. Interlocks
assure testing is performed in only one CHANNEL at a time
and the trip condition is removed before the initiation
circuit can respond.

Manual Bistable Testing - The manual test feature
facilitates variation of the input parameter to cause a
bistable trip condition. Interlocks assure testing can be
performed in only one CHANNEL at a time. Manual test
capability is provided for both fixed bistable and variable
setpoint bistable functions.

Local Coincidence Loaic Testina

Automatic local Coincidence Logic Testing - The automatic
test feature checks output status, generates trip conditions
for each function, and monitors output status for
correctness. The Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCB) are
not opened as part of the Automatic local Coincidence Logic
Testing. The RTCB test is a manually initiated test. This
test is described in LCO B 3.3.4.

RPS Initiation Loaic Testina

The "0R" logic which comprises the RPS Initiation Logic is
tested at the same time the Local Coincidence Logic is
tested. Propagation of the coincidence signal through the
"0R" logic is verified.

The CPC and CEAC CHANNELS and excore nuclear instrumentation
CHANNELS are tested separately.

The excore CHANNELS use preassigned test signals to verify
proper CHANNEL alignment. The excore logarithmic CHANNEL
test signal is inserted into the preamplifier input, so as
to test the first active element downstream of the detector.

The linear range excore test signal is inserted at the
drawer input, since there is no preamplifier.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE RPS Initiation Loaic Testina (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ,

(continued) Tne quarterly CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using i
software. - This software includes preassigned addressable
constant values that may differ from the current values. I

Provisions are made to store the addressable constant values i

on a computer disk prior to testing and to reload them after
testing. A Note is added to the Surveillance Requirements
to verify that the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST includes the
correct values of addressable constants.

The 92 day surveillance interval is based upon the
experience with safety related computer systems for
operating plants

SR 3.3.1.9

A Note indicates that neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the power
range neutron flux channel every 92 days ensures that the
channels are reading accurately and within tolerance. The

Os
Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account-
for instrument drif ts between successive calibrations to
ensure that the channel remains operational between
successive tests. Measurement error determination, setpoint
error determination, and calibration adjustment must-be
performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint
analysis. The channel shall be left calibrated consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
analysis.

The as found and as left values must-be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
-interval between surveillance interval analysis. The
requirements for this review are outlined.in Reference [9].

_.The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an-[18]' month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude --

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis as well as
operating experience and consistency with the typical
[18] month fuel cycle. The detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CAllBRATION-because they are passive devices, with
minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating _ a

(continued)
'
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.9 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

meaningful signal. Slow changes in detector sensitivity are
compensated by performing the daily calorimetric calibration
(SR 3.3.1.4) and the monthly linear subchannel gain check
(SR 3.3.1.7). In addition, the associated control room
indications are monitored by the operators.

SR 3.3.1.10

SR 3.3.1.10 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION on --

the Analog to Digital (A/D) Reference Sources. A CHANNEL

CALIBRATION on the A/D Reference Sources ensures that
voltage reference sources are within the manufacturers
specification. The (18] month interval is based on
manuf acturers recommended calibration interval. NOTE: If

the manufacturers required A/D calibration interval exceeds
the CHANNEL CALIBRATION frequency then SR 3.3.1.11 " CHANNEL
CALIBRATION" includes this surveillance.

SR 3.3.1.11

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every (18] months.

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
CHANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the CHANNEL responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves
the CHANNEL adjusted to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations to ensure that the CHANNEL
remains operational between successive tests. Measurement
error determination, setpoint error determination, and
calibration adjustment must be performed consistent with the
plant specific setpoint analysis. The CHANNEL shall be left
calibrated consistent with the assumptions of the current
plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
[ surveillance interval analysis]. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [10).

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the

'

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis as
well as operating experience and consistency with the
typical [18] month fuel cycle.

|
The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that the |
neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION |

because they are pas-ive devices, with minimal drift, and )
because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.
Slow changes in detector sensitivity are compensated for by
performing the daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.5)

,

and the monthly linear subchannel gain check (SR 3.3.1.7). 1

SR 3.3.1.12

iEvery [18] months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CPCs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and trip Functions.

The basis for the [18] month Frequency is that the CPCs
perform a continuous self monitoring function that
eliminates the need for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self
monitoring function and checks for a small set of failure
modes that are undetectable by the self monitoring function.
Operating experience has shown that these undetected CPC or
CEAC failures have not occurred. Therefore, the [18] month
interval is acceptable.

SR 3.3.1.13

The three excore detectors used by each CPC CHANNEL for
axial flux distribution information are far enough from the
core to be exposed to flux from all heights in the core,
although it is desired that they only read their particular
level. The CPCs adjust for this flux overlap by using the
predetermined shape annealing matrix elements in the CPC
software.

(continued) ,
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RPS Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.13 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS After refueling, it is necessary to re-establish the shape

annealing matrix elements for the excore detectors based on
more accurate incore detector readings. This is necessary
because refueling could possibly produce a significant
change in the shape annealing matrix coefficients.

Incore detectors are inaccurate at low power levels.
THERMAL POWER should be significant, but < 70% to perform an
accurate axial shape calculation used to derive the shape
annealing matrix elements.

By restricting power to s 70% until shape annealing matrix
elements are verified, excessive local power peaks within
the fuel are avoided. Operating experience has shown this
Frequency to be acceptable.

SR 3.3.1.14

SR 3.3.1.14 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to SR
3.3.1.8, except SR 3.3.1.14 is applicable only to automatic
operating bypass functions and is performed once within 92
days prior to each startup. Proper operation by operating
bypass permissives is critical during plant startup because
the operating bypass must be in place to allow startup
operation and must be automatically removed at the
appropriate points during power ascent to enable certain
reactor trips. Consequently, the appropriate time to verify
bypass removal function OPERABILITY is just prior to
startup. The allowance to conduct this Surveillance within
92 days of startup is based on the reliability anlysis
presented in (Ref. 10). Once the operating bypasses are
removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that the
associated trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed.
This feature is verified by the trip Function CHANNEt
FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR 3.3.1.8. Therefore, further testing of
the bypass removal function after startup is unnecessary.

(continued)
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RPS' Instrumentation - Operating
B 3.3.1

BASES
\

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.15
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR ensures that the RPS RESPONSE TIMES are verified to
be less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
safety analysis. Individual component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the overall
or total elapsed time, from the point at which the parameter
exceeds the trip setpoint value at the sensor, to the point
at which the RTCBs open. Response times are conducted on an
(18] month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results in the
interval between successive surveillances of a given CHANNEL
of n x 18 months, where n is the number of CHANNELS in the
function. The Frequency of 18 months is required because
response times cannot be determined at power, since
equipment operation is required. Testing may be performed in
one neasurement or in overlapping segments, with
verification that all components are tested.

A Ncte is added to indicate that the neutron detectors may
be excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because they are
passi<e devices, with minimal drift, and because of the
diffic.lty of simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes
in dett t+.or sensitivity are compensated for by performing

t the daily calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.5).

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21.

2. 10 CFR 100.

3. Removed

4. IEEE Standard 279-1971, April 5, 1972.

5. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

6. 10 CFR 50.49.

7. [Setpoint Report].

8. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 7.

(continued)
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I

REFERENCES 9. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, March
(continued) 3, 1989.

10. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis.]

|

1

O.

.
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown- -

B 3.3.2

O B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONV
B 3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) integrity during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the reactor,
the RPS also assists the engineered safety features systems
in mitigating accidents.

_

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Values, in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the
thresholds for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limit is:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall*

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia*

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1) and
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND different fraction of these limits based on probabili% of
(continued) occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dMe limit for ar,

accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The RPS portion of the Plant Protection System (PPS) is a
vital system which consists of sensors, calculators, logic,
and other equipment necessary to monitor selected plant
conditions and to effect reliable and rapid reactor
shutdown (reactor trip) if monitored conditions approach
specified limiting safety system settings. The system's
functions are to protect the core fuel design limits and
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary for
Anticipated Operational Occurrences, and also to provide
assistance in mitigating the consequences of accidents.
Four measurement channels with electrical and physical
separation are provided for each parameter used in the
direct generation of trip signals, with the exception of |

Control Element Assembly (CEA) position which is a two i
channel measurement.

The RPS portion of the PPS includes the following functions:
bistable trip, local coincidence logic, reactor trip

iinitiation logic and automatic testing of PPS logic. The
bistable trip processors generate trips based on the
measurement channel digitized value exceeding a digital
setpoint. The bistable trip processors provide their trip
signals to the coincidence processors located in the four
redundant PPS channels. The coincidence processors evaluate
the local coincidence logic based on the state of the four
like trip signals and their respective bypasses. The
coincidence signals are used in the generation of the
Reactor Trip Switchgear System (RTSS) or Engineered Safety
Features-Component Control System (ESF-CCS) initiation. A
coincidence of two-out-of-four like trip signals is required
to generate a reactor trip signal. The fourth channel
allows bypassing of one channel while maintaining a two-out-
of-three system.

The PPS has four pairs of cabinets housing the Plant
Protection Calculator (PPC) and Core Protection Calculator
(CPC). Each pair of cabinets is located in a separate
equipment room and contains the bistable processors,
coincidence processors and interface hardware of one of the
four PPS safety channels designated A, B, C and D.

(continued)
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~

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactor trip signal deenergizes the Control Element
(continued) Drive Mechanism (CEOM) coils, allowing all CEAs to drop into

the core.

The local and main control room PPS operator's module (one
per channel) provides for entering trip channel bypasses,
operating bypasses, and variable setpoint-resets. These
modules also provide indication of status of bypasses,
operating bypasses, bistable trip and pre-trip. The local
operator module provides the man-machine interface during
manual te. sting of bistable trip functions not tested
automatically.

This LCO only applies to Logarithmic Power Level - High,
Reactor Coolant Flow - Low, local Power Density (LPD) -
High, and Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) - Low
in MODES 3, 4, 5 and Steam Generator Pressure #1 - Low and
Steam Generator Pressure #2'- Low in MODE 3. In MODES 1 and
2 these trip functions are addressed in LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor
Protective f, team (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating.: L00

;3.3.13, "tr,garithmic Power Monitoring Channels," applies to
the Logari .hmic P.ower Monitoring Channels when the RICBs

[s
are open In the case of LCO 3.3.13, the logarithmic
channeb are required for monitoring neutron flux, although
the trip function is not required.

Each of the above RPS instrumentation is segmented into
three functions. These functions are as follows:

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS;*

Bistable Processor; and*

RPS Logica

MASUREMENT CHANNELS

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS consisting of the sensor, transmitter,
and signal conditioning devices, p~rovide a measurable signal
based upon the physical characteristics of the parameter
being measured.

m

(continued)n
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| BASES

!

BACKGROUND The excore nuclear instrumentation, the core protection
(continued) calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs, though complex, are

considered c.omponents in the measurement channels of the
Logarithmic Power Level - High, DNBR - Low, and Local Power
Density (LPD) - High trips.

Four identical MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, designated channels A
through 0, with electrical and physical separation, are
provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip
signals, with the exception of the control element assembly
(CEA) position indication used in the CPCs. Each
measurement channel provides input tn one or more RPS
bistables within the same RPS channel. The bistable
function is an integral part of the Trip Logic Calculators
(TLCs) in the CPCs. In addition, wme ineasurement channels
may also be used as inputs to Engineered Safety features
Actuation System (ESFAS) bistables, and most provide
indication in the control room.

When a channel monitoring a parameter exceeds a
predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the
bistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.
Tripping bistables monitoring the same parameter in two or
nore channels will de-energize local Coincidence Logic,
which in turn de-energizes the Initiation Logic. This
causes all four RTCBs to open, interrupting power to the
CEAs, allowing them to fall into the core.

Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are
necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of 10 CFR
50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Raf. 1). The fourth channel
provides additional flexibility by allowing one channel to
be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for
maintenance or testing while still maintaining a minimum
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, even with a channel
inoperable, no single additional failure in the RPS can
either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a required trip
from occurring. Adequate channel to channel independence
includes physical and electrical independence of each
channel from the others. This allows operation in two-out-
of-three logic with one channel removed from service until
entering MODE 2 following the next MODE 5 entry. Since no
single failure will either cause or prevent a
protective system actuation, this arrangement meets the
requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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BACKGROUND The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive the
(continued) DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS trips.

Four independent Trip Logic Calculators (TLCs) are provided,
one in each Core Protection Calculator (CPC) channel,
Calculation of DNBR and local power density is performed in
each TLC, utilizing the input signals described below. The
ONBR and local power density so calculated are compared with
trip setpoints for initiation of a low DNBR trip and the
high local power density trip. A trip signal from a TLC in
each channel is sent to the local coincidence processors in
all four protective channels. The TLC also provides pre-
trip output signals.

Two independent CEA Calculators are provided as part of the
CPC to calculate individual CEA deviations from the position
of the other CEAs in their subgroup.

Esch TLC receives the following inputs:

Hot leg temperature and cold leg temperature;*

Pressurizer pressure;*

d
Reactor coolant pump speed;a

Ex-core nuclear instr.umentation flux power (each*

subchannel from the safety channel);

Selected CEA position; and*

Penalty factors for CEA deviations within a subgroupa

from the CEA Calculators.

The input signals are processed in the TLC or the CEA
Calculators. A description of the calculations performed
and outputs of each TLC are described in CESSAR-DC, Section
7.2 (Ref. 4).

; Each calculator is mounted in cabinets located in separate
' channelized equipment rooms with an operator's display and

,

control module located in the main control room. Fron the j
four modules an operator can monitor all calculators, |

including specific inputs or calculated functions. Changes '

to CPC constants by the operator are controlled by
administrative procedures.

p (continued)
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BACXGROUND CEACs are addressed in LC0 3.3.3.
(continued)

Bistable Trio Gen 1rgfLe

The trip signal is generated by the Bistable Logic
processors or CPC Trip Logic Calculators which compare the
input signals to either fixed or variable setpoints. These
Bistable outputs for each parameter (e.g. Pressurizer
Pressure, Steam Generator Level etc.) are sent to Local
Coincidence logic where the two-out-of-four logics are
nerf wmed. Bistable trip generation is described in CESSAR-
DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 4).

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the
analytical limits derived from the accident analysis (Ref.
5). The selection of these trip setpoints is such that

'

adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those

RPS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref.5), Allowable Values specified |
in Table 3.3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed example of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in the [Setpoint Report) (Ref.
6). The nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is
normally still more conservative than that specified by the
Allowable Value to account for changes in random measurement
errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example
of such a change in measurement error is drift during the

,

interval between surveillances. A channel is inoperable if |its actual setpoint is not within its Allowable Value. ;

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure 4

that SLs of Chapter 2.0, " SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)," are not i
violated during A00s, and the consequences of DBAs will be i

acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the
LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA and the equipment
functions as designed.

| Note that in LCO 3.3.2 the Allowable Values of Table 3.3.2-1
| are the LSSS.
t

!

|

(continued)
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. (%' () BASES

BACKGROUND The status of any bypass is indicated at the PPS channel
(continued) cabinet and the PPS Remote Operator's Module in the control

room. in addition, operating bypasses and a summary of the
bistable trip channel bypasses in each channel are made i

available for control room indication via PPS Operator.'s i

Module, DIAS and DPS. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 4)
provides a detailed description of these bypasses.

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of-individual sets of RTCBs, can be-
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation, i
the CPCs, and the CEACs can be similarly tested. CESSAR-DC, j

Section 7.2 (Ref. 4), provides more detail on RPS testing. i

Processing transmitter calibration is normally performed
on a refueling basis.

Bypasses

The trip channel bypasses and operating bypasses are
manipulated by separate Interface and Test processors.g
The trip channel bypass prevents a bistable trip from
contributing to the initiation of protective action. The
trip channel bypass information is provided to four channels
of Local Coincidence Logics by Interface and Test processors
to change their logic into 2/3. The LCLs only allow one
channel bypass at a time.

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also
operating bypasses on selected RPS trips. These bypasses
are enabled manually, in 'all four RPS channels, when plant
conditions do not warrant the specific trip protection. All.
operating bypasses are automatically removed when enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

I
'

| RPS Loaic
|_

The RPS Logic, addressed in LC0 3.3.4, consists of both
Local Coincidence and Initiation- Logic and employs a scheme

| that provides a reactor trip when bistables in any two of
I the four channels sense the same input parameter trip. This
| is called a two-out-of-four trip logic.
1

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND Local Coincidence Logic

(continued)
There is one tocal Coincidence Logic (LCL) associated with
each trip bistable logic of each channel. Each local
coincidence logic receives four trip signals, one from its
associated bistable logic in the channel and one from each
of the equivalent bistable logic located in the other three
channels. The local coincidence logic (LCL) also receives
the trip channel bypass status associated with each of the
above mentioned bistables. The function of the local
coincidence logic is to generate a coincidence signal
whenever two or more like bistables are in a tripped
condition. The LCL takes into consideration the trip bypass
input state when determining the coincidence logics state.
Designating the protective channels as A, B, C, D, with
no trip bypass present, the local coincidence logic will
produce a coincidence signal for any of the following trip
inputs: AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ABC, ACD, BCD, ABCD. These
represent all possible two- or more out-of-four trip
combinations of the four protective channels. Should a trip
bypass be present, the logic will provide a coincidence
signal when two or more of the three unbypassed bistables
are in a tripped condition.

On a system basis, a coincidence signal is generated in
all four protective channelswhenever a coincidence of two
or more like bistables of the four channels are in a tripped
state.

In addition to a coincidence signal, each LCL also provides,

| bypass status outputs. The bypass status is provided tc
| verify that a bypass has actually been entered into the
| logic either locally or remotely via the operator's mocule.
| The bypass status is avail 0ble for display at the local and

remote operators modules and DPS.

Initiation Loaic

The Reactor Protective System initiation logic consists of
an "0R" circuit 'or each undervoltage and shunt trip relay.

The inputs to the initiation logic are the LCL outputs from
the appropriate local coincidence logics. The initiation
circuits also contain a time delay (TD). The TD functions

(continued)
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BASES

I
I

BACKGROUND Initiation Loaic (continued)

as a noise and/or transient filter. It accomplishes _this
filter action by monitoring the continuous presence of an
input for a minimum period of time. If the signal is
present for the required time, the signal is transmitted to
the initiation relay. Test capability is also provided.

The initiation circuit is designed to fail-safe (e.g., in a
trip condition). This will result in a partial trip (1 of 4)
in the selective 2-out-of-4 reactor trip circuit breaker
arrangement. The partial trip will be alarmed the same as a
full trip and actuation and indicated by the DIAS and DPS;
the partial trip cannot be bypassed. If the initiation
circuit fails in an undesired condition the failure will be
promptly detected and alarmed via the automatic test
function. Since the actuation function in the RTSG work in
a selective coincidence logic, this is considered a degraded
condition.

- Reactor Irio Circuit Breakers (RTCBs)

The reactor trip switchgear, addressed in LCO 3.3.4,
consists of four RTCBs, which are operated in four sets-
(four channels). Power input to the reactor trip switchgear
comes from two full capacity MG sets operated in parallel,
such that the loss of either MG set does not de-energize the
CEDMs.

Initiation relays interface with the shunt trip and
undervoltage devices to trip the circuit breakers. To
completely remove power from the output circuits requires a
minimum _of two initiation relays (in opposite legs of the
circuit) opening their associated circuit-breakers.

Each line passes through two trip circuit-breakers (each
actuated by_a separate initiation circuit) in series so
that, although both sides of the branch lines must be
deenergized to release the CEAs, there are two separate
means of interrupting each side of the line. Upon
removal of power to the CEDM power supplies, the CEAs fall

.

into the reactor core by gravity. |

(continued) !
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BACKGROUND Reactor __1rio Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) (continued)

Two pairs of manual trip switches are provided in the MCR
and an additional pair is provided in the RSR. Actuation of
any pair will open the RTCBs. Both manual trip switches in
a pair must be actuated to initiate a reactor trip. Each
RTCB is actuated by a separate initiation circuit. The
manual trip completely bypasses the trip logic.

The trip switchgear is housed in separate cabinets from the
RPS. In addition to the trip circuit breakers, the cabinet

i

also contains current monitoring devices for testing i

Ipurposes and pushbuttons on each trip switchgear which allow
for manual opening the circuit breaker,

i
Testina

l

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input j

through the opening of individual sets of RTCBs, can be ;

performed either at power or shutdown und is normally |

performed on a quarterly basis. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2
(Ref. 4), explains RPS testing in more detail.

Provisions are made to permit periodic testing of the
complete RPS. These tests cover the trip actuations from
sensor input through the protective system and trip circuit
breakers. Testing is described in Bases 3.3.1.

APPLICABLE The RPS functions to maintain the SLs during A00s and
SAFETY ANALYSES mitigates the consequence of DBAs in all MODES, in which the

RTCBs are closed.

Each of the analyzed transients and accidents can be
detected by one or more RPS Functions. The specific safety
analyses applicable to each protective function are
identified below:

1. Loaarithmic Power Level - Hiah

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip protects the
integrity of the fuel cladding and helps protect the

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE 1. Locarithmic Power Level - Hiah (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) RCPB in the event of an unplanned criticality from a
shutdown condition. )

i

In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed, and !

the Control Element Assembly (CEA) Orive System !

capable of CEA withdrawal, protection is required for ;

CEA withdrawal events originating when THERMAL POWER l

is < (IE-4%) RTP. For events originating above this 1

power level, other trips provide adequate protection.

MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed, are
addressed in this LCO. MODE 2 is addressed in
LC0 3.3.1.

In MODES 3, 4, or 5, with the RTCBs open or the CEAs
not capable of withdrawal, the Logarithmic Power Level
- High trip does not have to be OPERABLE. However,
the indication and alarm portion of two logarithmic
channels must be OPERABLE to ensure proper indication
of neutron population and to indicate a boron dilution

j event. The indication and alarm functions are
addressed in LC0 3.3.13.'

2,3. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

The Steam Generator #1 Pressure - Low and Steam
Generator #2 Pressure - Low trips provide protection
against an excessive rate of heat extraction from the
steam generators and resulting rapid, uncontrolled
cooldown of the RCS. This trip is needed to maintain
shutdown conditions and assist the ESF System in the
event of an MSLB while shutdown.

4. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

The Reactor Coolant flow-Low trip provides protection
against Excess Heat Removal Events while shutdown.
This trip will ensure that the plant is in a
configuration (i.e., at least one RCP running in each
loop) which results in acceptable consequences of an
Excess Heat Removal Event.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 5. Local Power Density (LPD) - Hiah
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS
trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide
plant protection during Excess Heat Rcmoval events and
an Unplanned CEA Withdrawal while in the shutdown
mode. Although the CPCs may be bypassed below 10''%

-

|
RTP, they continue to perform their calculations and |
can thus be in a tripped condition due to, for l
example, less than four RCPs operating. If fission I
power should increase above 10-'% RTP while in a 1

shutdown condition, the operating bypass is
automatically removed and a reactor trip will occur.

6. Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR) - Low

The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive
the DNBR and LPD parameters and their associated RPS
trips. The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide
plant protection during Excess Heat Removal events and
an unplanned CEA Withdrawal while in the shutdown
mode. Although the CPCs may be bypassed below 10''%
RTP, they continue to perform their calculations and
can thus be in a tripped condition due to, for
example, less than four RCPs op'erating. If fission
power should increase above 10' % RTP while in a
shutdown condition, the operating bypass is
automatically removed and a reactor trip will occur.

Interlocks /Bvoasses

The bypasses and their Allowable Values are addressed
in footnotes to Table 3.3.2-1. They are not otherwise
addressed as specific entries.

The automatic operating bypass removal features must
function as a backup to manual actions for all
safety rel ated trips to ensure the trip Functions
are not operationally bypassed when the safety
analysis assumes the Functions are not bypassed. The

,
basis for each of the operating bypasses is discussed

I under individual trips in the LC0 section:
I

|

(continued)
i
,
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APPLICABLE 6.- Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR) - Low

SAFETY ANALYSES (continued)

a. Logarithmic Power Level - High;

b. DNBR - Low and LPD - High.

The RPS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an RPS
Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of
the instrument channel renders the affected channel (s)
inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected
Functions.

Actions allow maintenance (trip channel) bypass of
individual channels, but the bypass activates interlocks
that prevent operation with a second channel in the same
Function bypassed. With one channel in each Function in
trip channel 'ypas:. the plant is in a two-out-of-threeo
logic configuration in those Functions.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip
Function in the LC0. Nominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant specific setpoint calculations. The nominal
setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable Value
if the bistable is performing as required. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable,
provided that operation and testing are consistent with the
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint calculations. A

i channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not
within its required Allowable Value. Each Allowable Value
specified is more conservative than the analytical limit
assumed in the safety analysis in order to account for
instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip Function.
These uncertainties are defined in the [Setpoint Report)
(Ref. 6).

The Bases for the individual Function requirements are as
follows:

(continued)s
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LC0 1. Locarithmic P wer level - HiahJ
(continued)

This LC0 requires four channels of the Logarithmic
Power Level - High to be OPERABLE in MODE 2, and in
MODE 3, 4, or 5 when the RTCBs are closed and the CEA
Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.

The MODES 1 and 2 Condition is addressed in LC0 3.3.1.

The LC0 on the Log Power level - High trip ensures
that violation of the Safety Limits for the
reactor core and RCS is prevented during a continuous
CEA withdrawal from low power levels event. Also, it
ensures that the log power level channels are
available to detect and alert the operator to a boron
dilution event.

The allowable value setpoint is high enough to provide
an operating envelope that prevents unnecessary Log
Power Level - High reactor trips during normal plant
operations. The setpoint is low enough for the system
to maintain a margin to unacceptable fuel cladding
damage should a CEA withdrawal event occur.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS
trip function in the LCO. Each allowable value is
specified such that the analytical limit assumed in
the safety analysis is conservative including all
applicable setpoint uncertainties.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip may be
bypassed when THERMAL POWER is above [lE-4%) RTP to
allow the reactor to be brought to power during a
reactor startup. This bypass is automatically removed
when THERMAL POWER decreases below [lE-4%) RTP. Above
[lE-4%] RTP, the Variable Overpower - High and
Pressurizer Pressure - High trips provide protection

i for reactivity transients.

!

2,3. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

This LC0 requires four channels of Steam Generator #1
Pressure - Low and Steam Generator #2 Pressure - Low
to be OPERABLE in MODE 3.

(continued)
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LC0 2,3. Steam Generator Pressure - Low (continued)

The MODES 1 and 2 condition is addressed in LC0 3.3.1.

This Allowable Value is sufficiently below the
shutdown steam pressure so as not to interfere with
plant operation, but still high enough to provide the
required protection in the event of excessive steam
demand. Since excessive steam demand causes the RCS
to cool down, resulting in positive reactivity
addition to the core, a reactor trip is required to -

offset that effect.
_

j

The trip setpoint may be manually decreased as steam
generator pressure is reduced during controlled plant
cooldown, provided the margin between steam generator
pressure and the setpoint is maintained < [200 psia].
This allows for controlled depressurization of the
secondary system while still maintaining an active
reactor trip setpoint and MSIS setpoint, until the
time is reached when the setpoints are no longer
needed to protect the plant. The setpoint increases

O automatically as steam generator pressure increases
until the specified trip setpoint is reached.

4. Reactor Coolant Flow -Low

This LC0 requires four channels of Reactor Coolant
Flow - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

The MODES 1 and 2 condition is addressed in LC0 3.3.1.

The Allowable Value is set low enough to allow for
slight variations in reactor coolant flow during
normal plant operation while providing the required
protection. Tripping the reactor ensures that the
resultant power to flow ratio provides adequate core
cooling to maintain DNBR under the expected pressure
conditions for this event.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoint may be
adjusted when reactor power reaches the specified
value. This allows for the de-energization of up to
one Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) per SG loop (e.g., for

(continued)n

(
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LC0 4. Reactor Coolant Flow -Low (continued)

plant cooldown), while maintaining the ability to keep
the shutdown CEA banks withdrawn from the core if
desired. The analyses of increased heat removal and
CEA withdrawal events would show unacceptably low
values of DNBR if they were to be initiated with less
than one RCP operating in each steam generator loop.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip setpoint is rate
limited with a preset low value. This automatic rate
limiting of variable setpoint permits automatic
incrementing and decrementing of the setpoint based
upon the value of the bistable input variable. The
design attempts to maintain a fixed differential
between the bistable input and the setpoint. The
design includes the ability to adjust the rate at
which the setpoint is allowed to change. If the input
signal is changing at a rate greater than the rate at
which the setpoint can change, the differential
between the two values eventually becomes zero,
creating a bistable trip condition. When the bistable
trip occurs, it prevents the setpoint from changing
until the bistable trip clears.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low setpoint is lower than
the input signal, as such it limits the rate at which
the signals can decrease.

LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3, "LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops
- MODE 4," and LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops
Filled," ensure adequate RCS flow rate is maintained.

5. Local Power Density (LPD) - Hiah

This LCO requires four channels of LPD - High to be
OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

The MODES 1 and 2 Condition is addressed in LCO 3.3.1.
The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
maintained during all A00s and the consequences of
accidents are acceptable.

(continued)
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LC0 5. Local Power Density (LPD) - Hiah (continued)-

The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide plant
protection during excess Heat Removal events and an
Unplanned CEA Withdrawal while in the shutdown mode.
Although the CPCs may be bypassed below.10''% RTP,
they continue to perform their calculations and can
thus be in a tripped condition due to, for axample,
less'than four RCPs operating. If fission power
should increase above 10''% RTP while in a shutdown
condition, the operating bypass is automatically
removed and a reactor trip will occur.

A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
the CPC are inoperable. Additionally, the CEACs are
not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4 and 5
because the penalty factors associated with CEA
position are not significant in these modes.

The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below [1E-
4%) RTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear
instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively
removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the
RPS Logic Circuitry. The operating bypass is
automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions
are no longer satisfied.

This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

.

6. Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR) - Low

This LCO requires four channels of DNBR-Low to be
OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

The MODES 1 and 2 condition is addressed in LC0 3.3.1.
._

l

|

(continued)b,i 1

l
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! LCO 6. Departure from Nucleate Boilina Ratio (DNBR1 - Low

(continued)

The LC0 on the CPCs ensures that the SLs are
| maintained during all A00s and the consequences of

acddents are acceptable.'

The DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips provide plant
protection during excess Heat Removal events and an
Unplanned CEA Withdrawal while in the shutdown mode.
Although the CPCs may be bypassed below 10''% RTP,
they continue to perform their calculations and can

. thus be in a tripped condition due to, for example,
I less than four RCPs operating. If fission power
i should increase above 10''% RTP while in a shutdown
I_ condition, the operating bypass is automatically

removed and a reactor trip will occur.

( A CPC is not considered inoperable if CEAC inputs to
! the CPC are inoperable. Additionally, the CEACs are

not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, 5 because
the penalty factors associated with CEA position are
not significant in these modes,

t The CPC channels may be manually bypassed below [lE-
' 4%) RTP, as sensed by the logarithmic nuclear

instrumentation. This bypass is enabled manually in
all four CPC channels when plant conditions do not
warrant the trip protection. The bypass effectively

,

; removes the DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips from the
! RPS logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
| automatically removed when enabling bypass conditions

are no longer satisfied.

This operating bypass is required to perform a plant
startup, since both CPC generated trips will be in
effect whenever shutdown CEAs are inserted. It also
allows system tests at low power with Pressurizer
Pressure - Low or RCPs off.

|

(continued)
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LCO Interlocks /Bvoasses
(continued)

The LC0 on operating bypass removal channels requires that
the automatic operating bypass removal feature of all four
operatirg bypass channels be OPERABLE for each RPS Function
with an operating bypass in the MODES addressed in the
specific LC0 for each Function. All four operating bypass
removal channels must be OPERABLE to ensure that none of the
RPS chan els are inadvertently bypassed.

This LC0 appliu to the operating bypass removal feature
only. If the operating bypass enable Function is failed so
as to prevent entering a bypass condition, operation may
continue, in the case of the Logarithmic Power Level - High
trip (Function 2), the absence of a bypass will limit
maximum power to below the trip setpoint.

The interlock function Allowable Values are based upon
analysis of functional requirements for the bypassed
Functions. These are discussed above as part of the LC0
discussion for the affected Functions.

APPLICABILITY The Logarithmic Power level - High trip is applicable in
MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers
(RTCBs) closed and power available to the CEA drive system.
It is required for protec
originating below [10~3 ] tion against CEA withdrawal events% RTP, The Logarithmic Power Level
- High trip is bypassed prior to MODE 1 entry, and is not
requircd in MODE 1. For events originating above this power
level, other RPS trips provide adequate protection. In
MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs open, the CEAs are not
capable of withdrawal and the Logarithmic Power Level High
trip does not have to be OPERABLE. However, two Logarithmic
Power Level channels must be OPERABLE to ensure proper
indication of neutron population, and to indicate a boron
dilution event.

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip MODES 1 and 2 is
addressed in LC0 3.3.1. The Logarithmic Power Level

| Instrumentation - Shutdown with RTCBs Open is addressed in
LC0 3.3.13.

_ _

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY The Steam Generator Pressure - Low trip is applicable in
(continued) MODES 1, 2, and 3 with the RTCBs closed and power available

to the CEA drive system. The Steam Generator Pressure -Low
trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES I and 2 because the
reactor is critical in these MODES. The reactor trips are
designed to take the reactor subcritical, which maintains
the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in providing
acceptable consequences during accidents. The Steam
Generator Pressure - Low trip is required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 3 to protect against a MSLB.

The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low trip is applicable in MODES
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed and power available
to the CEA drive system. The Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 because the
reactor is critical in these MODES. The reactor trips are
designed to take the reactor subtritical, which maintains
the SLs during A00s and assists the ESFAS in providing
acceptable consequences during accidents. The Reactor
Coolant flow - Low trip is required to be OPERABLE in MODES
3, 4, and 5 to protect against increased heat removal
events.

The LPD - High trip and DNBR - Low trip are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs closed
and power available to the CEA drive system. The LPD - High
and the DNBR - Low trips are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES I and 2 to ensure that an RPS trip will occur when
required, to prevent exceeding the SAFDLs during the A00s
listed, and help mitigate the consequences of the accidents
listed. The LPD - Low trip and the DNBR - High. trip are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 to protect
against an unplanned CEA Group Withdrawal Accident.

CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 4) and CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8
(Ref. 9) provide a detailed discussion on these RPS trips.

If the trip setpoint is less conservative than the Allowable
Value stated in the LCO, the channel is declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Condition (s) must be
entered immediately.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
B 3.3.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or the
excore logarithmic power channel or RPS bistable trip unit
is found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by
that channel must be declared inoperable and the unit must
enter the Condition for the particular protection Function
affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function
exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated
with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the
safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is immediately
entered, if applicable in the current MODE of operation.

Two Notes have been added to the ACTIONS. Note I has been
added to clarify the application of the Completion Time
rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered
independently for each function. The Completion Times of
each inoperable function will be tracked separately for each
Function, starting from the time the Condition was entered
for that function. Note 2 was added to ensure review by the
onsite review committee [per Specification 5.5.1.2.e] is

O performed to discuss the desirability of maintaining the
channel in the bypassed condition.

A.1 and A,2

Condition A applies to the failure of a single TRIP CHANNEL
or associated instrument channel inoperable in any RPS
automatic trip Function. RPS coincidence logic is two-out-
of-four.

If one RPS channel is inoperable, startup or power operation
is allowed' to continue, providing the inoperable channel is
placed in bypass or trip in I hour (Required Action A.1).
The I hour allotted to bypass or trip the channel is
sufficient to allow the operator to take all appropriate
actions for the failed channel and still ensures that the
risk involved in operating with the failed channel is
acceptable. The failed channel must be restored to OPERABLE
status prior to entering MODE 2 following the next MODE 5 :
entry. With a channel in bypass, the coincidence logic is
now in a two-out-of-three configuration.

(continued)
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l

ACTIONS A.] and A.2 (continued) |

The Completion Time of prior to entering MODE 2 following ;

the next MODE 5 entry is based on adequate channel to '

channel independence, which allows operation with two or
more channels since no single failure will prevent a reactor
trip.

Ed

Condition B applies to the failure of two channels in any
RPS automatic trip Function.

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that LCO
3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES, even though two channels are
inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a one-out-
of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no random
failure will prevent protection system operation.

Required Action B.1 provides for placing one inoperable
channel in bypass and the other channel in trip within the
Completion Time of I hour. This Completion Time is
sufficient to allow the operator to take all appropriate
actions for the failed channels while ensuring the risk
involved in operating with the failed channels is
acceptable. With one channel of protective instrumentation
bypassed, the RPS is in a two-out-of-three logic; but with
another channel failed, the RPS may be operating in a two-
out-of-two logic. This is outside the assumptions made in
the analyses and should be corrected. To correct the
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places
the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If any of the other
OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the reactor will
trip.

One of the two inoperable channels will need to be restored
to operable status prior to the next required CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, because channel surveillance testing on an
OPERABLE channel requires that the OPERABLE channel be
placed in bypass. However, it is not possible to bypass
more than one RPS channel, and placing a second channel in
trip will result in a reactor trip. Therefore, if one RPS

(continued)
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ACTIONS E.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2
(continued)

channel is in trip and a second channel is in bypass, a
third inoperable channel would place the unit in LC0 3.0.3.

Condition C applies to one automatic operating bypass
removal function inoperable, if the inoperable bypass
removal function for any TRIP CHANNEL cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the associated RPS channel
may be considered OPERABLE only if the bypass is not in
effect. The operator must verify that the operating bypass
is not in effect within one hour and every 12 hours -

thereafter; otherwise the affected RPS channel must be
declared inoperable, as in Condition A, and the affected
automatic TRIP CHANNEL placed in bypass or trip. The
operating bypass removal function and the automatic TRIP
CHANNEL must be repaired prior to entering MODE 2 following
the uext MODE 5 entry. The Bases for the Required Actions
and Required Completion Times are consistent with Condition
A.

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that this

O LCO applies only to Functions 1, 5, and 6. This Note aids
in identifying the applicable functions; Logarithmic Power
Level - High, Reactor Coolant Flow - Low, LPD - High, and
DNBR - Low.

D.-l and 0.2

Condition D applies to two inoperable automatic operating
bypass removal functions, if the operating bypass removal
functions for two operating bypasses cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour, the associated TRIP CHANNEL
may be considered OPERABLE only if the operating bypasses
are not in effect. The operator must verify that the
operating bypass is not in effect within one hour and every
12 hours thereafter; otherwise the affected RPS channels'

must be declared inoperable, as in Condition B, and the
operating bypasses either removed or one automatic TRIP- '

CHANNEL placed in bypass and the other in trip within 1
hour. The restoration of one affected bypassed automatic
trip channel must be completed prior to the next CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, or the plant must shut down per LCO 3.0.3
as explained in Condition B.

(continued)g
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ACTIONS D.1 and D 2 (continued)

The Required Action is modified by two Notes stating that
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable and that this LC0 applies only
to Functions 1, 5, and 6. The first Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES even though two channels are
inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a one-out-
of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no
random failure will prevent protection system operation.
The second note was added to identify the applicable
functions; Logarithmic Power Level - High, Reactor Coolant
flow - Low, LPD - High, and DNBR - Low.

Ed

Condition E is entered when the Required Actions and
associated Completion Times of Conditions A, B, C or D are
not met.

If Required Actions associated with these Conditions cannot
be completed within the required Completion Time, all RTCBs
must be opened, placing the plant in a condition where the
Required Actions do not apply. A Completion Time of I hour
is a reasonable time to perform the Required Action, which
maintains the risk at an acceptable level while having one
or two channels inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for the RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown are an
REQUIREMENTS extension of those listed in LCO 3.3.1, listed here because

of their Applicability in these MODES.

The SRs for any particular RPS Function are found in the SR
Column of Table 3.3.2-1 for that function.

SR 3.3 1 1

SR 3.3.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of each
logarithmic power channel. This SR is identical to
SR 3.3.1.1. Only the Applicability differs.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It

is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the
same value. Significant deviations between the two
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of the channels. CHANNEL CHECK will i

|detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CAllBRAT10N.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties.,
including indication, and readability. If a channel is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the i

sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted '
,

outside its limits,

h The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
(/ experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.

Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that
undetected overt channel failure is limited to 12 hours. :

Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL -
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 4

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal-operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

The Data Processing System (DPS) and Discrete Indication and
Alarm System (DIAS) continuously performs a cross channel
comparison and will institute an alarm to warn operators
that a channel has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not
working properly. The operators would ensure that DP$ or
DIAS is OPERABLE and that there- are no alarms associated
with the RPS Instrumentation. In the event that both DPS
and DIAS are inoperable, or do not perform a cross CHANNEL -
comparison on a particular parameter, the operator would be
required to perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually.

f

p (continued) *
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3,3.2,2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The CPC autorestart count is checked to be less than three
every 12 hours to monitor the CPC for normal operation. If

three or more autorestarts of a nonbypassed CPC occur within
a 12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable.
Therefore, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the affected CPC
must be performed (SR 3.3.2.3). The Frequency is based on
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more
than one channel failing within the same 12 hour interval.

SR 3.3.2.3 !

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel is performed every
92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. i

!

Major portions of the RPS are monitored and/or tested by the
automatic test network. The operability of the automatic
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is verified by the operator every 92 i

days to meet the surveillance requirement. Capability is |

also provided to allow manual performance of the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST if the automatic CHANNEL test is inoperable.

Those portions of the system which are not amenable to
automatic testing because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are not
within the PPS cabinets, can be tested manually. The
automatic test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation. The automatic testing does not degrade
the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function. SR
is modified by two Notes. Note 1 is a requirement to verify
the correct CPC addressable constant values are installed in
the CPCs when the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed.
Note 2 allows the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the
Logarithmic Power Level-High channels to be performed 2
hours after power drops below [lE-4]% RTP and is required to
be performed only if the RTCBs are closed.

The RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of overlapping
tests as described in CESSAR-DC, Settion 7.2 (Ref. 4).
These tests verify that the RPS is capable of performing its
intended function, from bistable input through the RTCBs.
They include:

(continued)
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)

SURVEILLANCE Trio Bist.able Tests
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Automatic Bistable Testing - The automatic test feature
checks trip status and forces a trip condition to verify
operability of the trip bistable function. Interlocks
assure testing is performed in only one channel at a time i

Iand the trip condition is removed before the initiation
circuit can respond.

Manual Bistable Testing - The manual test feature i

facilitates variation of the input parameter to cause a |
bistable trip condition. Interlocks assure testing can be i

performed in only one channel at a time. Manuti test
capability is provided for both fixed bistable and variablei

setpoint bistable functions.

Local Coincid_gngpl paic Testina ,

Automatic Local Coincidence Logic Testing - The automatic
test feature checks output status, generates trip conditions
for each function, and monitors output status for
correctness. The Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCB) are

O, not opened as part of the Automatic Local Coincidence Logic
Testing. The RTCB test is a manually initiated test. This
test is described in LCO B 3.3.4.

P,PS Initig_tjon loaic Testina

The "0R" logic which comprises the RPS Initiation Logic is
tested at the same time the Local Coincidence Logic is
tested. Propagation of the coincidence signal through the
"0R" logic is verified.

The CPC and CEAC channels and excore nuclear instrumentation
channels are tested separately.

The excore channels use preassigned test signals to verify
proper channel alignment. The excore logarithmic channel
test signal is inserted into the preamplifier input, so as
to test the first active element downstream of the detector.

,

The linear range excore test signal is inserted at the
drawer input, since there is no preamplifier. '

;

i
;

(continued) !e
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SURVEILLANCE RPS Initiation loaic Testina (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The quarterly CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using
software. This sof tware includes preassigned addressable
constant values that may differ from the current values.
Provisions are made to store the addressable constant values
on a computer disk prior to testing and to reload them after
testing. A Note is added to the Surveillance Requirements i

to verify that the CPC CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST includes the
correct values of addressable constants.

|
|

SBRl d.2.4

The PPS cabinet temperatures must be verified to be below
the high limit once per 12 hours. If a PPS has a high <

temperature it is possible for the PPS to be affected and !
Inot be completely reliable. The operator may be informed of

a high PPS cabinet temperature via routine surveillance or
high PPS cabinet temperature alarm. If a PPS cabinet has a
high temperature, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the affected
RPS must be performed (SR 3.3.2.3).

O
SR 3. 3M
SR 3.3.2.4 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to SR
3.3.2.3 except SR 3.3.2.5 is applicable only to automatic
operating bypass functions and is performed once every 92
days during shutdown MODES 3, 4 and 5. Proper operation of
bypass permissives is critical during shutdown because it
ensures the LPD-High and LPD-Low trips will provide
protection against excess heat removal and unplanned CEA
withdrawal events. During plant startup the operating
bypa~ ses must be in place to allow startup operation ands

must be automatically removed at the appropriate points
during power ascent to enable certain reactor trips.
Consequently, the appropriate time to verify bypass removal
function OPERABILITY is every 9E days during shutdown MODES
3, 4, and 5. The allowance to conduct this Surveillance
every 92 days is based on the reliability analysis presented
in (Ref. 8). Cnce the operating bypasses are removed, the
bypasses must not fail in such a way that the associated
trip Function gets inadvertently bypassed. This feature is

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

'

.

verified by the trip Function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, $R
3.3.2.4. Therefore, further testing of the bypass removal
function after startup is unnecessary.

SR 3 . 3.J.,.h

[SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION on
the Analog to Digital (A/D) Reference Sources. A CHANNEL
CALIBRATION on the A/D Reference Sources ensures that.
voltage reference sources are within the manufacturers
specification. The [18] month interval is based on
manufacturers recommended calibration interval. If the
manufacturers required A/D calibration interval exceeds the
CHANNEL CALIBRATION frequency then SR 3.3.2.7 " CHANNEL
CAllBRATION"includesthissurveillance.)

,

SR 3.3.2.7
i

O A Note indicates that njutron detectors are excluded from

CHANNEL CAllBRATION. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the power
range neutron flux channels every [18] months ensures that
the channels are reading accurately and within tolerance
(Ref.6). The Surveillance verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational
between successive tests. Measurement error determination,
setpoint error determination, and calibration adjustment
must be performed consistent with the plant specific
setpoint analysis. The channel shall be left calibrated
consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with-the assumptions of the
[ surveillance interval analysis]. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference 8.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown >

|B 3.3.2
)

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.22 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The detectors are excluded from CHANNEL CAllBRATION because
they are out of range in the shutdown MODES, they are
passive devices with minimal drif t, and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal.

SR 3.3.2.8

This SR ensures that the RPS RESPONSE TIMES are verified to
be less than or equal to the values assumed in the safety
analysis. Individual component response times are not
modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the overall or
total elapsed time, from the point at which the parameter
exceeds the trip setpoint value at the sensor, to the point
at which the RTCBs open. Response times are conducted on an
{l8] month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results in the
interval between successive tests of a given channel of
n x 18 months, where n is the number of channels in the
Function. The [18] month Frequencies are based on
engineering judgment and plant operating experience, which
show that random failures of instrumentation components
causing serious response time degradation, but not channel
failure, are infrequent occurrences. Response times cannot
be determined at power, since equipment operation is
required. The Surveillance may be performed in one
measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification
that all components are tested.

A Note is added to indicate that the neutron detectors are
excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because they are
passive devices with minimal drift and because of the
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes
in detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing
the daily calorimetric calibration in LC0 3.3.1 (SR
3.3.1.5).

I

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 21.

2. 10 CFR 100.
i

| 3. IEEE Standard 279-1971.
|

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - Shutdown
B 3.3.2

BAES
_

,_

REFERENCES 4. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2.
(continued)

5. 10 CFR 50.49.

6. [Setpoint Report].

7. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1,
March 3, 1989.

8. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis.]

9. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8.

-

J

O |
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTAT10rJ

B 3.3.3 Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs;

BASES

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protective System (RPS) initiates a reactor trip
to protect against violating the core scecified acceptable
fuel design limits (SAFDLs) and breaching the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s). By tripping the reactor,
the RPS also assists the engineered safety features systems
in mitigating accidents.

The protection an't monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS (defined in this Specification as the Allowable
Values), in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the
thresholds for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limit is:

The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall*

be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia*

shall not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
that offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) and
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100

t

! (continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES

BACKGROUND (Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a
(continued) different fraction of these limits based on probability of '

occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an
accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The excore nuclear instrumentation, the core protection l
calculators (CPCs), and the CEACs are considered components
in the MEASUREMENT CHANNELS of the Variable Overpower -
High, Logarithmic Power level - High, DNBR - Low, and Local
Power Density (LPD) - High trips. The CEACs are addressed
by this Specification.

All four CPCs receive control element assembly (CEA)
I deviation penalty factors from each CEAC and use the larger
|

of the power factors from the two CEACs in the calculation
of DNBR and LPD. CPCs are further described in the
background section of LCO 3.3.1.

1

The CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the
L position of CEAs within their subgroups for the CPCs. Two 1

'independent CEACs compare the position of each CEA to its

O subgroup-position. If a deviation is detected by either
CEAC, an annunciator sounds, and appropriate " penalty
factors" are transmitted to all CPCs. These penalty factors !

'conservatively adjust the effective operating margins to the
DNBR - Low and LPD - High trips. Each CEAC also drives a 1

position indication on the CEAC Operators Module. The DPS,

| via CRTs displays individual CEA positions and current
j values of the penalty factors from the selected CEAC,
t

Each CEA has two separate reed switch assemblies mounted
outside the RCPB. Each of the two CEACs receives CEA
position input from one of the two reed switch position
transmitters on each CEA, so that the position of all CEAs
is independently monitored by both CEACs.

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening.of individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally-
performed on a quarterly basis. Nuclear instrumentation,
the CPCs, and the CEACs can be similarly tested. CESSAR-DC,
Section 7.2 (Ref. 3), provides more detail on RPS testing.

| Process transmitter calibration is normally performed on a ;

refueling basis.'

(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed transients and accidents can be
SAFETY ANALYSES detected by one or more RPS Functions.

The effect of any misoperated CEA within a subgroup on the
core power distribution is assessed by the CEACs, and an
appropriately augmented power distribution penalty factor
will be supplied as input to the CPCs. As the reactor core
responds to the reactivity changes caused by the misoperated
CEA and the ensuing reactor coolant and doppler feedback
effects, the CPCs will initiate a DNBR-Low, or LPD-High trip
signal, if SAFDLs are approached. Each CPC also directly
monitors one " target CEA" from each subgroup, and uses this
information to account for excessive radial peaking factors
for events involving CEA groups out of sequence and subgroup
deviations within a group, without the need for CEACs.

Therefore, although the CEACs do not provide a direct
reactor trip function, their input to the CPCs is taken
credit for in the CEA misoperation analysis.

The CEACs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

O
LCO This LC0 on the CEACs ensures that the CPCs are either

informed of individual CEA position within each subgroup,
using one or both CEACs, or that appropriate conservatism is
included in the CPC calculations to account for anticipated
LC0 CEA deviations. Each CEAC provides an identical input
into all four CPC channels. Each CPC uses the higher of the
two CEAC transmitted CEA deviation penalty factors. Thus,
only one OPERABLE CEAC is required to provide CEA deviation
protection. This LCO requires both CEACs to be OPERABLE, so
that no single CEAC failure can prevent a required reactor
trip from occurring.

APPLICABILITY Most RPS trips are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
because the reactor is critical in these MODES. The trips
are designed to take the r3 actor subcritical, which
maintains the SLs during A00s, and assists the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System in providing acceptable
consequences during accidents, In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the

(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3 :

;

'
BASES

APPLICABILITY emphasis is placed on return to power events. The reactor
(continued) is protected in these MODES by ensuring adequate SDM.

Because CEACs provide the inputs to the DNBR - Low and LPD -
High trips, they are required to be OPERABLE in MODES I and
2 as those trips for the same reasons. They are not
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4 and 5 because the
penalty factors associated with CEA position are not
significant in these modes.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Condition A applies to the failure of a single CEAC channel.
There are only two CEACs, each providing CEA deviation input
into all four CPC channels. The CEACs include complex
diagnostic software, making it unlikely that a CEAC will
fail without informing the CPCs of its failed status. With
one failed CEAC, the CPC will receive CEA deviation penalty
factors from the remaining OPERABLE CEAC. If the second
CEAC should fail (Condition B), the CPC will use large
preassigned penalty facters. The specific Required Actions

I allowed are as follows:

With one CEAC inoperable, the second CEAC still provides a
comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within subgroups, as well as outputs to all CPCs, CEA
deviation alarms, and position indication for display.
Verification that each CEA is within 7 inches of the other
CEAs in its group every 4 hours provides a check on the
position of all CEAs, and provides verification of the
proper operation of the remaining CEAC. An.0PERABLE CEAC
will not generate penalty factors until deviations of
> 7 inches within a subgroup are encountered.

The Completion Time of once per 4 hours is adequate based on
|- operating experience, considering the low probability of an-

undetected CEA deviation coincident with an undetected
failure in the remaining CEAC within this limited time
frame. As long as Required Action A.1 is accomplished as
specified, the inoperable CEAC can be restored to OPERABLE
status within 7 days. The Completion Time of 7 days is-

L
(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

adequate for most repairs, while minimizing risk,
considering that dropped CEAs are detectable by the
redundant CEAC, and other LCOs specify Required Actions
necessary to maintain DNBR ar.d LPD margin.

B.l. B.2. B.3. B.4. and B.5

Condition B applies if the Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Required Action A are not met, or if both
CEACs are inoperable. Actions associated with this
Condition involve disabling the Control Element Drive
Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS), while providing increased
assurance that CEA deviations are not occurring, and
informing all OPERABLE CPC channels, via a software flag,
that both CEACs are failed. This will ensure that the large
penalty factor associated with two CEAC failures will be
applied to CPC calculations. The penalty factor for two
failed CEACs is sufficiently large that power must be
maintained significantly < 100% RTP if CPC generated reactor
trips are to be avoided. The Completion Time of 4 hours is
adequate to accomplish these actions while minimizing risks.

The Required Actions are as follows:

Ed

Meeting the DNBR margin requirements of LCO 3.2.4,
" Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)", ensures that
power level is within a conservative region of operation
based on actual core conditions. In addition to the above
actions, the Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS) must be
disabled. This ensures that CEA position will not be
affected by RPCS operation.

B.2

The " full out" CEA reed switches provide acceptable
indication of CEA position. Therefore, the CEAs will remain
fully withdrawn, except as required for specified testing or

1

(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES

ACTIONS U (continued)
flux control. This verification ensures that undesired
perturbations in local fuel burnup are prevented. |

M
The "RSPT/CEAC Inoperable" addressable constant in each of
the CPCs is set to indicate that both CEACs are inoperable.
This provides a conservative penalty factor to ensure that a
conservative effective margin is maintained by the CPCs in
the computation of DNBR and LPD trips.

M
The CEDMCS is placed and maintained in " STANDBY," except
during CEA motion permitted by Required Action B.2, to
prevent inadvertent motion and possible misalignment of the
CEAs.

M
A comprehensive set of comparison checks on individual CEAs
within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification
that each CEA is within 7 inches of other CEAs in its group
provides a check that no CEA has deviated from its proper
position within the group.

.

M
Condition C is entered when the Required Action and
associated Completion Time of Condition B is not met. -

If the Required Actions associated with this Condition, _

cannot be completed within the required Completion Time, theI
reactor must be brought to a MODE where the Required Actions
do not apply. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, for reaching the required

p plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.'

_.

. ( (continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on another channel. It

is based on the assumption that instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the
same value.

Significant deviations between the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the channels. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel
failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication, and readability, if a channel is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limits.

The Frequency, about once every shif t, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure.
Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that
undetected overt channel failure is limited to 12 hours.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
channels in any 12 hour period is extrenly low, the CHANNEL
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function
due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required channels.

The CHANNEL CHECK may be performed automatically by
validation algorithms within the DPS and DIAS. To take
credit for the automatic CHANNEL CHECK, the operator will be
required to verify that DPS or DIAS is OPERABLE and that
there are no alarms associated with CEAC Instrumentation.
The frequency interval (12 hours) specified in this SR will
be applicable. In the event that neither the DPS nor DIAS
validation checking function is OPERABLE, or do not perform

(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a cross CHANNEL comparison on a particular parameter, the 1

operator will be required to perform the CHANNEL CHECK
manually.

SR 3.3.3.2 ,

|

The CEAC autorestart count is checked to be less than three ,

every 12 hours to monitor the CEAC for normal operation. If '

three or more autorestarts of a nonbypassed CEAC occur 4

within a 12 hour period, the CEAC may not be completely
reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the
affected CEAC must be performed (SR 3.3.3.4). .The Frequency
is based on operating experience that demonstrates the
rarity of more than one channel failing within the same
12 hour interval.

,

,

SR 3.3.3.3

O The CEAC cabinet temperatures must be verified to be below
the high limits once per 12 hours, if a CEAC cabinet has a
high temperature, it is possible for the CEAC to be.affected
and not be completely reliable. This operator may be
informed of a high CEAC cabinet temperature via routine
surveillance or high CEAC cabinet temperature alarm. If a

CEAC cabinet has a high temperature, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST on the affected CEAC must be performed (SR 3.3.3.4).

SR 3.3.3.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each CEAC channel is performed
every 92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. The quarterly CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed using test software. The
Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability analysis
presented in (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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CEACs
B 3.3.3

BASES

|SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.5
REQUIREMENTS |

(continued) SR 3.3.3.5 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every :
I

[18] months.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is c complete check of the MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations to ensure that the channel
remains operational between successive surveillances.
Measurement error determination, setpoint error
determination, and calibration adjustment must be performed
consistent with the plant specific setpoint analysis. The
channel shall be left calibrated consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
(surveillance interval analysis). The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference 4.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis and includes
operating experience and consistency with the typical
[18] month fuel cycle.

ER 3. 3. 3_Ji

Every (18) months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on
the CEACs. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the
injection of a signal as close to the sensors as practicable
to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and trip Functions.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval analysis. The basis for the
[18] month Frequency is because the CEACs perform a
continuous self monitoring function that eliminates the need
for frequent CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. This CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST essentially validates the self-monitoring
function and checks for a small set of failure modes that

(continued)
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CEACs

B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.3.3.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

are undetectable by the self monitoring function. Operating
experience has shown that undetected CEAC failures do not
occur in any given (18) month interval.

REFERENCES 1. -10 CFR 50.

2. 10 CFR 100.
_

3. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2.

4. (Surveillance Interval Analysis.)

O
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary integrity during anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). By tripping the reactor, the RPS also
assists the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) System in
mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this specification as t% Allowable
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establishes the
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more timas during the plant life, the acceptable limits are:

lhe departure from nucleate boiling ratio must be*

maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to
prevent departure from nucleate boiling;

Fuel centerline melting must not occur; and*

The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia*
,

must not be exceeded.

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures
i

| that offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1) and
10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during A00s.

|
Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable

i limit during accidents is that the offsite dose must be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100l

(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a

, (continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

BACKGROUND different fraction of these limits based on probability of
(continued) occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an

(continued) accident category is considered having
acceptable consequences for that event.

,

The RPS portion of the Plant Protection System (PPS) is a
vital system which consists of sensors, calculators, logic,
and other equipment necessary to monitor selected plant
conditions and to effect reliable and rapid reactor shutdown
(reactor trip) if monitored conditions approach specified
safety system settings. The system's functions are to
protect the core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) pressure boundary for Anticipated Operational
Occurrences, and also to provide assistance in mitigating
the consequences of accidents. Four measurement channels
with electrical and physical separation are provided for
each parameter used in the direct generation of trip
signals, with the exception of Control Element Assembly
(CEA) position which is a two channel measurement.

The portion of the PPS includes the following functions:
bistable trip, local coincidence logic, reactor trip

[ initiation logic and automatic testing of PPS logic. The
bistable trip processors generate trips based on the
measurement channel digitized value exceeding a digital
setpoint. The bistable trip processors provide their trip
signals-to the coincidence processors located in the four
redundant PPS channels. The coincidence processors evaluate
the local coincidence logic based on the state of the four
like trip signals and their respective bypasses. The
coincidence signals are used in the generation of the
Reactor Trip Switchgear System (RTSS) or Engineered Safety
Features-Component Control System (ESF-CCS) initiation. A
coincidence of two-out-of-four like trip signals is required
to generate a reactor trip signal. The fourth channel
allows bypassing of one channel while maintaining a two-out-
of-three system.

The PPS has four pairs of cabinets housing the Plant
Protection Calculator (PPC). Each pair of cabinets is
located in a separate equipment room and contains the
bistable processors, coincidence processors and interface
hardware of one of the four PPS safety channels designated
A, B, C and D.

( (continued) ;
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactor trip signal deenergizes the Control Element
(continued) Drive Mechanism (CEDM) coils, allowing all CEAs to drop into

the core.

The local and main control room PPS operator's module (one
per channel) provides for entering trip channel bypasses,
operating bypasses, and variable setpoint resets. These
modules also provide indication of status of bypasses,
operating bypasses, bistable trip and pre-trip. The local
operator module provides the man-machine interface during
manual testing of bistable trip functions not tested
automatically.

This LC0 addresses the RPS Local Coincidence Logic (except j
for trip bypasses), Initiation Logic, Reactor Trip Circuit
Breakers (RTCBs), and Manual Trip. LC0 3.3.1, " Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation-Operating,"
provides a description of the role of this equipment in the
RPS. This is summarized below:

The Reactor Protection System logic can be subdivided into
subsections: Local Coincidence Logic and Initiation Logic.

O
. Local Coincidence

The Local Coincidence Logic determines if a coincidence
exists in the tripping of like bistable logics (those
monitoring the same parameter) in two or more
channels. The actual bistables logics and upstream
instrumentation are addressed in LCOs 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and
3.3.3. If a coincidence occurs in two or more channels, the
Initiation Logic is deenergized, resulting in a reactor
trip.

There are four Local Coincidence Logic channels, comparing
the outputs of all four channels of bistables, taken two,
three and four at a time. Coincidence Logic is implemented
in the LCL which receives inputs from the bistables in all
four channels such that like bistables must be tripped in
two or more Channels to deenergize a LCL Channel.
Deenergizing two or more Local Coincidence Logic Channels
will deenergize associated initiation Logic Channels, which
open associated Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs). See
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

BACKGROUND Initiation loaic
(continued)

The initiation logic consists of an OR circuit for each
undervoltage and shunt trip relay. The outputs from the
associated Local Coincidence Logic for each parameters are
provided to the OR circuit. The initiation circuit contains
a time delay for noise filtering, The Initiation Logic
generates two outpcts, each inibf Ating under voltage relay>

and shunt trip reltys respective 1.j,

There are four Initiation Logic Channels, each responsible
for opening one RTCB (referred to as CHANNELS of RTCBs) if
the associated coincidence logics deenergize.

l

Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers (RTClul

The Reactor Trip Switchgear consists of 4 RTCBs which are
operated as four CHANNELS. Power input to the reactor trip
switchgear comes from two full-capacity motor generator (MG)
sets (operated in parallel), such that the loss of either MG
set does not deenergize the Control Element Drive Mechanisms
(CEDMs). There are two separate CEDM power supply busses.'

Both Power supply Bus No. I and No. 2 are tied together
through a Synchronizer. Power is supplied from the MG sets
to CEDM power bus via two redundant paths (trip legs). This
ensures that a fault, or opening of a breaker in one trip
leg (i.e., for testing purposes) will not interrupt power to-

the CEDM buses.

Each of the two trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series.
Each RTCB is assigned to one Manual Reactor Trip push button
in the control room and one RPS Initiation Logic Circuit.
Two additional Manual Reactor Trip Push buttons are provided
in the Remote Shutdown Room for RTCBs in opposite trip legs.
Thus each Trip circuit breaker is operated by a Manual
Reactor Trip pushbutton or a Reactor Protection System (RPS)

: actuated initiation relays (automatic reactor trip).
* Initiation Logic circuits in RPS actuate two initiation

relay outputs. One relay output deenergizes the
undervoltage trip circuit, the other energizing the shunt,

a
trip circuit. This configuration gives redundancy and
diversity.

:

'

(continued)
- O
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

_ _

BACKGROUND During an automatic reactor trip, all initiation relays are

(continued) deenergized, thereby opening all four breakers, and
allowing the CEAs to fall into the core. When a Manual
Reactor Trip is initiated via the pushbuttons in the Control

,

Room or Remote Shutdown Room, the RPS trip path logic and |
the initiation relays are bypassed, and the signal is sent i

directly to the RICBs.

Each Manual Reactor Trip pushbutton cNrates a single
breaker Therefore, at least two pushbuttons in opposite
TRIP LE as must be depressed to cause a reactor trip. To
ensure a reactor trip can be manually actuated with a single

,

random failure in one breaker or its trip circuit, all four I
of the control room pushbuttons are required to be operable. ;

Additionally, both Remote Shutdown Room pushbuttons are i

required to be operable. The Remote Shutdown Manual Reactor
Trip pushbutton OPERABILITY is addressed in LC0 3.3.12,
" Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Control."

Each CHANNEL of RTCBs starts at the contacts which are
actuated by the initiation relay, and the contacts which are
actuated by the Manual Reactor Trip, for each breaker.

Functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input
through the opening of the individual sets of RTCBs, can be
performed either at power or shutdown, and is normally
performed on a quarterly basis. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2
(Ref. 3), explains RPS testing in more detail.

APPLICABLE Reactor Protective System (RPS) Loaic

SAFETY ANALYSES
The RPS Logic provides for automatic trip initiation to
maintain the SLs during A00s and assist the ESF systems in
ensuring acceptable consequences during accidents. All
transients and accidents that call for a reactor trip assume
the RPS Logic is functioning as designed.

Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers (RTCBs)

All of the transient and accident analyses that call for a
reactor trip assume that the RTCBs operate and interrupt
power to the CEDMs.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

APPLICABLE Manual Trio
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) There are no accietht analyses that take c~ edit for the
Manual Trip; however, the Manual Trip is ;wrt of the RPS
circuitry as required i>y 10 CFR 50 Appendix A (Ref. 1). It
is used by the operator to shut down the reactor whenever
any parameter is rapidly trending toward its trip setpoint.
A Manual Trip accomplishes the same results as any one of
the automatic trip Functions.

The RPS logic trip initiation satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

_

LC0 Reactor Protective System (RPS) loaic

The LC0 on the RPS LOGIC CHANNELS ensures that each of the
following requirements are met:

A reactor trip will be initiated when necessary;*

O The required protection system coincidence logic is*

maintained (minimum two-out-of-three, normal two-out-
of-four); and

Sufficient redundancy is maintained to permit a*

channel to be out of service for testing or
maintenance.

Failures of individual bistables and their contacts are
ai'ressed in LC0 3.3.1 and LCO 3.3.2. This Specification
ac. esses failures of the RPS Logic not addressed in the
abo.c, such as the failure of Local Coincidence logic power
supplies or the failure of the trip channel bypass contact
in the bypass condition.

Loss of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the power
supplies in each Local Coincidence Logic Channel. This will
result in one RTCB opening; however, the remaining three
closed RTCBs will prevent a reactor trip. Each of the fouro

RPS Logic channels opens one RTCB.

f- (continued)
f
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

LCO If one RTCD has been opened in response to a single RTCB
(continued) channel, RPS Logic channel, or Manual Trip channel failure,

the affected RTCB may be closed for up to I hour for
Surveillance on the OPERABLE Ris Logic Channel, RTCB, and
MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS. In this case, the redundant RTCB will
provide protection if a trip should be required. It is

unlikely that a trip will be required during the
Surveillance, coincident with a failure of the remaining
series RTCB channel. If a single Local Coincidence Logic
power supply or vital bus failure has opened the RTCB in a
trip leg, Manual Trip and RTCB testing on the closed
breakers cannot be performed without causing a trip.

1. RPS LOGIC CHANNELS

This LC0 requires four RPS LOGIC CHANNELS to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5
when the RTCBs are closed and any CEA is capable of
being withdrawn.

2. Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers

The LC0 requires four RTCB channels to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTCBs
are closed and any CEA is capable of being withdrawn.

Each channel of RTCBs starts at the Local Coincidence
Logic output signal actuated and the Manual Trip for
each breaker.

A Note associated with the ACTIONS states that if one
RTCB has been opened in response to a single RTCB
channel, RPS Logic channel, or MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL
failure, the affected RTCB may be closed for up to
I hour for Surteillance on the OPERABLE RPS Logic
Channel, RTCB, and MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS. In this case
the redundant RTCB will provide protection. If a

|
Local Coincidence Logic supply or vital bus failure
has opened the RTCB in a trip leg, Manual Trip and
RTCB testing on the closed breakers c&nnot be
performed without causing a trip.

(continued)

'
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

LCO 3. Manual Trio
(continued)

The LCO requires all four MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and MODES 3, 4, and 5 when
the RTCBs are closed and any CEA is capable of being
withdrawn.

Two independent sets of two adjacent push buttons are
provided at separate locations in'the control room.

"Each push button is considered a channel and operates
one of the four RTCBs. Depressing both push buttons
in either set in the control room will cause an
interruption of power to the CEDMs, allowing the CEAs
to fall into the core. This design ensures that no
single failure in any push button circuit can either
cause or prevent a reactor trip.

Two manual trip push buttons are provided in the
Remote Shutdown Room and are also provided at the +

reactor trip switchgear (locally) in case the control- '

room push buttons become inoperable or the control
room becomes uninhabitable. These are not part of the
RPS and cannot be credited in fulfilling the LC0 3.3.4

. N OPERABILITY requirements. Furthermore,' LCO 3.3.4
ACTIONS need not be entered due to failure of a local
or Remote Shutdown Room Manual Trip. Remote Shutdown
Room Manual Trip push buttons are addressed in LCO
3.3.12.

APPLICABILITY The RPS LOGIC CHANNELS, RTCBs, and MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS are
required to be 0PERABLE in any MODE when the CEAs are
capable of being withdrawn (i.e., RTCBs closed and power
available to the CEDMs). This_ ensures that the reactor can
be tripped when necessary, but allows for maintenance and
. testing when the reactor trip is not needed.

1

ACTIONS In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs open. the CEAs are not
capable of withdrawal and these Functions do not have to be
OPERABLE.

.

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function
(continued) exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated

with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the
safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 is immediately
entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation. |

A.1

Condition A applies to one RPS Logic Channel, RTCB channel,
or MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL in MODES 1 and 2, since they have the
same actions. MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs shut, are |

addressed in Condition B. These Required Actions require |opening the affected RTCBs by using the appropriate Manual
Trip push buttons in the control room or via the local trip
push buttons on the RTCBs. This removes the need for the |
affected channel by performing its associated safety

jfunction. With an RTCB open, the affected Functions are in
one-out-of-two logic, which meets redundancy requirements,
but testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed
without causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the
inoperable channels are closed to permit testing.
Therefore, a Note has been added, specifying that the RTCBs
associated with one inoperable channel may be closed for up
to I hour for the performance of an RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST.

Required Action A.1 provides for open.ing the RTCBs
associated with the inoperable channel within a Completion
Time of I hour. This Required Action is conservative, since
depressing the Manual Trip push button associated with
either set of breakers in the other trip leg will cause a
reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel
failure will not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted
Completion Time is adequate for opening the affected RTCBs
while maintaining the risk of having them caed at an
acceptable level. '

Bd

Condition B applies to the failure of one RPS Logic Cliannel,
RTCB channel, or MANUAL TRIP CHANNEL affecting the same trip

,

leg in MODES 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The channel
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. If the

I

(continued)
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~RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

O
( BASES
x

ACTIONS 1L1 (continued)

inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours, all RTCBs must be opened, placing the plant-
in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply and ensuring no
CEA withdrawal occurs.

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent with that of
other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repair ;

most failures. !

Testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed without
-

causing a reactor trip, unless the RTCBs in the inoperable
channels are closed to permit testing. Therefore, a Note
has been added specifying that the RTCBs associated with one
inoperable channel may be closed for up to I hour for the
performance of an RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

C.\

Condition C applies to the failure of both RPS Logic

O
,

Channels, MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS, or RTCBs affecting the same
trip leg. Since this will open two channels of RTCBs, this
Condition is also applicable to channels in the same trip
leg. This will open both RTCBs in the affected trip leg,
satisfying the Required Action of opening the affected
RTCBs.

Of greater concern is the failure of the initiation circuit
in a nontrip condition. With only one RPS Logic Channel
failed in a nontrip condition, there is still the-reoundant'
set of RTCBs in the trip leg. With both failed in a-nontrip
condition, the reactor will not trip automatically when
required. 'In either case, the affected RTCBs must be_ opened
immediately by using the appropriate Manual Trip push

,

outtons in the control room or via the local trip push
buttons on the RTCBs, since each of the four push buttons

3 opens one RTCB.

If the affected RTCB cannot be opened, Required Action D is
entered. This would only occur if there is a failure in the
Manual Trip circuitry or the RTCB(s).

(continued)
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l RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
| B 3.3.4
i

BASES

ACTIONS D d and D.2
(continued)

Cnndition D is entered if Required Actions associated with
Condition A or C are not met within the required Completion
Time or if for one or more Functions, more than one RPS
Logic Channel, Manual Trip Channel, or RTCB Channel is
inoperable for reasons other than Condition A or C.

If tne RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel cannot
be opened, the reactor must be shut down within 6 hours and
all the RTCBs opened. A Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching the

__

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems and for
opening RTCBs. All RTCBs should than be opened, placing the e

plant in a MODE where the LC0 does not apply and ,

ensuring no CEA withdrawal occurs.

--

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel is performed every
92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its
intended function when needed. This surveillance interval
is based on the reliability analysis presented in Reference
4. Major portions of the RPS are monitored and tested by
the automatic test network. The operability of the
auto'natic CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is verified by the
operat-or every 92 days to meet the surveillance requirement.
Capability is also provided to allow manual performance of
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST if the automatic CHANNEL TEST is
inoperable. Those portions of the system which are not
amenable to automatic testing because they icyclve actuation
of electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are
not within the PPS cabinets, can be tested intoually. The
automatic test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation. The automatic testing does not degrade .

'the ability of the RPS tn perform its intended function.

The RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST consistsof overlapping tests
as described in Section 7.2 of Reference 3. These tests
verify that the RPS is capable of performing its intended
function, from bistable input through the RTCBs. The RPS
Logic and Trip Initiation tests include:

(continued)
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Lp_ cal Coincidence Loaic Testina
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Automatic Local Coincidence Logic Testing - The automatic
test feature checks output status, generates trip
conditions for each function, and monitors output status for
correctness.

RPS Initiation Loaic TelllD9

The "0R" logic which comprises the RPS Initiation Logic is
tested at the same time the Local Coincidence Logic is
tested. Propagation of the coincidence signal through the
"0R" logic is verified.

RTCQ Testina

The RTCB test is a manual initiated test because operator
involvement in the testing and reclosing of the RTCBs is
remired. This test is called a Manual Trip Test and is
1 -tiated by the operator with the Manual Trip push buttons.
This test is performed to ensure that RTCBs are available
when required. The [92] day test interval is based on

O Reference 4.
O

SR 3 4 4.2

Each RTCB is actuated by an undervoltage coil and a shunt
trip coil. The system is designed so that either
de-energizing the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt
trip coil will cause the circuit breaker _to open. When an
RTCB is opened, either during an automatic reactor trip or
by using the manual push buttons in the control room, the
undervoltage coil is de-energized and the_ shunt trip coil is
energized. This makes it impossible to determine if one of
the coils or associated circuitry is defective.

Therefore, once every [18] months, a CHANNEL FUtiCTIONAL TEST
is performed that individually tests all four sets of
undervoltage coils and all four sets of shunt trip coils.
During undervoltage coil testing, the shunt trip coils;must
remain de-energized, preventing their operation. <

Conversely, during shunt trip coil testing, the undervoltage
coils must remain energized, preventing their operation.
This Surveillance ensures that every undervoltage coil and

,

(continued)m
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.42 (continued)
REQUIREMENT $

every shunt trip coil is capable of performing its intended
function, and that no single active failure of any RTCB
component will prevent a reactor trip. The [18] month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
th( potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experiencc has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the frequency of once every
{l8] months.

SR 3,3 4.],

A TRIP TEST on the MANUAL TRIP CHANNELS is performed prior
to a reactor startup to ensure the entire channel will,

perform its intended function if required. The Manual Trip
function can only be tested at shutdown. However, the
simplicity of this circuitry and the absence of drift
concern make this Frequency adequate.

O
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

2. 10 CFR 100.

3. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2.

4. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis.]

|

!

|

|
t

i
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NESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the
values of selected unit parameters, to protect against
violating core design limits and Reactor Coolant System
(P.CS) pressure boundary during anticipated operational '

occurrences (A00s) and ensures hcceptable consequences
during accidents.

,

The ESFAS contains devices and circuitry that generate the
following signals when monitored variables reach levels that
are indicative of conditions requiring protective action:

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS),

2. Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS);'

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS);

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS);

5, 6. Emergency feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS).

Each of the above ESFAS instrumentation sy. stems is segmented
into three functions. These functions are:

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS;*

Bistable Processor;*

ESFAS Logic:*

- LOGIC CHANNEL,
- ACTUATION-LOGIC, and
- COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

This LCO addresses MEASUREMENT CHANNELS and Bistable
Processors. Logic is addressed in LC0 3.3.6, " Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual
Trip."

,

(continued)
_ _
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUND The role of each of these functions in the ESFAS, including
(continued) the logic of LCO 3.3.6, is discussed below.

[g1SUREMENT CHANNELS

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, consisting of the sensor, transmitter
and signal conditioning devices provide a measurable
electronic signal based upon the physical characteristics of
the parameter being measured.

Four identical MEASUREMENT CHANNELS with electrical and
physical separation are provided for each parameter used in
the generation of trip signals. These channels are
designated A through D. Measurement channels provide input
to ESFAS bistable processors within the same ESFAS channel.
In addition, some measurement channels are used as inputs to
Reactor Protective System (RPS) bistable processors, and
provide indication in the control room.

When a channel monitoring a parameter indicates an unsafe
condition, the bistable monitoring the parameter in that
channel will trip. Tripping two or more channels of
bistables monitoring the same parameter will de-energize
Local Coincidence Logic, which in turn de-energizes tne
Initiation Logic. This causes both channels of Actuation
Logic to respond. Each channel-of ACTUATION LOGIC centrols
one train of the associated Engineered Safety Featuras (ESF)
equipment.

Three of the four MEASUREMENT CHANNELS and bistable
processors are necessary to meet the redundancy and
testability of GDC 21 in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 2).
The fourth channel provides additional flexibility, by
allowing one channel to be removed from service (trip
channel bypass) for maintenance or testing, while still
maintaining a minimum two out of three logic.

Since no single failure will prevent a protective system
actuation, this arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE
279-1971 (Ref. 4).

l'

!

(continued)
!
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUND Bistable Processors
(continued)

The trip signal is generated by the Bistable Logic
processors which compare the input signals to either fixed
or variable set points. These bistable outputs for each
parameter (e.g. Pressurizer Pressure, Steam Generator Level,
etc.) are sent to Local Coincidence Logic where two-out-of-
four logics are performed. Bistable trip generation is
described in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3 (Ref.1).

The trip setpoints and Allowable Values used in the
bistables are based on the analytical limits stated in
(Ref. 5) . The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties,
instrument drift, and severe environment effects, for those
ESFAS channels that must function in harsh environments as
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values
specified in Table 3.3.5-1, in the accompanying LCO, are
conservhively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limfts. A detailed exarxple of the methodology used to
calcut.,te the trip setpoints, including their explicit

\ uncer'.ainties, is provided in the [Setpoint Report]
(Ref. 7). The actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the
bistable is normally still more conservative than that

_

specified by the Allowable Value to account for changes in
randon measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint
is not within its required Allowable Value.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure
that Safety Limits of LC0 Section 2.0, " Safety Limits," are
not violated during A00s and the consequences of Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable, providing the
plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the
A00 or DBA and the equipment functions as designed.

BYPASSES

The trip channel bypasses and operating bypasses are
manipulated by the Interface and Test Processor in each
channel.

|
.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
| B 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUND BYPASSES (continued)

The trip channel bypass prevents a bistable trip from
contributing to the initiation of protective action. The
trip channel bypass information is provided to four thannels
of Local Coincidence Logics to change their logic into two-
out-of-three by interface and Test Processors. The LCLs
only allow one thannel bypass at a time.

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also
operating bypasses on low pressurizer pressure. These
bypasses are enabled manually, in all four PPS channels,
when plant conditions do not warrant the specific trip
protection. All operating t,ypasses are automatically
removed when enabling bypass conditions are no longer
satisfied.

The status of any bypass is indicated at the PPS channel
cabinet and the PPS Remote Operator's Module in the control
room. In addition, all operating bypasses and a summary of
the bistable trip channel bypasses in each channel are made
available for control room indication via PPS Operator's
Module, DI AS and DPS. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3 (Ref. 1)
provides a detailed description of these bypasses.

Functional testing of the ESFAS, from the bistable input
through the opening of initiation relay contacts in the
ESFAS Actuation iogic, can be performed either at power or
at shutdown, and is normally performed on a quarterly basis.
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3 (Ref. 1) provides more detail on
ESFAS testing. Process transmitter calibration is normally
performed on a refueling basis. SRs for the channels are
specified in the Surveillance Requirements section.

ESFAS LOGIC

The ESFAS tngic, consisting of LOGIC CHANNEL, ACTUATION
LOGIC, and, COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC employs a scheme that
provides an ESF actuation of all trains when bistables in
any two of the four channels sensing the same input
parameter trip. This is called a two out of four trip
logic.

(continued)
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BASESJ -_

.

BACKGROUND LO_GIC CHANNEL'

(continued)
There is one Local Coincidence Logic (LCL) associated with
each trip bistable logic of each channel. Each LCL receives
four trip signals, one for its associated bistable logic in
the channel and one from each of the equivalent bistable
logic located in the other three channels. The LCL receives
the trip channel bypass status associated with each of the
above mentioned bistables. The function of the LCL is to
generate a coincidence signal whenever two or more like
bistables are in a tripped condition. The LCL takes into
consideration the trip bypass input state when determining
the coincidence logics state. Designating the protective
channels as A, B. C, D, with no trip bypass present, the LCL
will produce a coincidence signal for any of the following
trip inputs: AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD,
ABCD. These represent all possible two- or more out-of-four
trip combinations of the four protective channels. Should a
trip bypass be present, the logic will provide a coincidence
signal when two or more of the three unbypassed bistables
are in a tripped condition.

} On a system basis, a coincidence signal is generated in all
V four protective channels whenever a coincidence of two or

more like bistables of the four channels are in a tripped
state,

in addition to a coincidence signal, each LCL also provides
bypass status outputs. The bypass status is provided to
verify that a bypass has actually been entered into the
logic either locally or remotely via the operator's module.
The bypass status is available for display at the local and
remote operators modules and DPS.

ACTUATION LOGIC

The inputs to the ACTUATION LOGIC are the LCL outputs from
the appropriate local coincidence logics.

If an initiation circuit fails it will fail-safe (i.e., in a
trip condition). This will result in a partial trip (1 of
4) in the selective 2-out-of-4 ESFAS actuation logic. The
partial trip will be alarmed the same as a full ESF trip
and actuation and indicated by the DIAS and DPS; the partial

(continued)O
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BACKGROUND ACTUATION LOGIC (continued)

trip cannot be bypassed. If the initiation circuit fails in
an undesired condition the failure will be promptly detected
and alarmed via the automatic test function. Since the
actuation functions in the ESF-CCS work in a selective
coincidence logic, this is ccnsidered a degraded condition
and a technical specification LC0 will apply. CESSAR-DC,

Section 7.3 (Ref. 1) describes actuation logic in detail.

COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

The COMPONENT CONTROL L % is used to actuate the
individual ESF componen; which are actuated to mitigate the

consequences of the occu'rence that caused the actuation.

The ESFAS actuation and component control logics are
physically located in four independent and geographically
separate ESF-CCS cabinets.

The four initiat, ion circuits in the PPS actuate a selective
two-out-of-four logic in the ESF-CCS. In the actuation
logic, each signal also sets a latch when the selective two-
out-of-four logic actuates to assure that the signal is not
automatically reset once it has been initiated,

Receipt of two selective engineered safety syst~m initiatione

channel signals will generate the actuation channel signals.
This is done independently in each ESF-CCS cabinet,
generating division A and division B and where required,
division C, and division D signals.

Manual ESFAS initiation capability is provided to permit the
operator to manually actuate an ESF System when necessary.

Two sets of two push buttons (located in the control room)
for each ESF function are provided, and each set actuates
all trains. Each Manual Trip push button opens one trip
path, de-energizing one set of two initiation logic, one
affecting each train of ESF. Trip path logic is arranged in
a selective two-out-of-four configuration in the ACTL'ATION
LOGIC. By arranging the push buttons in two sets of two,
such that both push buttons in a set must be depressed, it

(continued) -
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BACKGROUND COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC { continued)

is possible to ensure that Manual Trip will not be prevented
in the event of a single random failure.

Provisions are made to permit periodic testing of the
complete ESFAS. These tests cover the trip actions from
sensor input through the protection system and actuation
devices. The system test does not interfere with the
protective function of the system. Overlap between
individuai tests exists so that the entire ESFAS can be
tested. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3 (Ref.1) describes ESFAS

_

testing in detail.

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALYSES more ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is the

primary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFAS
Function may be the primary actuation signal for more than
one type of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be the
secondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or more other
accidents.

\

ESFAS protective Functions are as follows:

1. Safety In.iection Actuation Sianal (SIAS)

SIAS ensures acceptable consequences during large
break loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), small break
LOCAs, control element assembly (CEA) ejection
accidents, steam generator tube rupture, excess steam
demand events, and main steam line breaks-(M5 tbs).

To provide the required protection, either a high
containment pressure or a low pressurizer pressure
signal will initiate SIAS. The SIAS actuates the
components necessary to inject borated water into the
reactor coolant system and actuates components for
emergency cooling. SIAS also actuates containment "

spray pumps. SIAS is also initiated by a loss of
power to two or more like measurement channels.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 2. Lontainment Soray Actuation Sional (CSAS)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) CSAS actuates containment spray, preventing
containment overpressurization during large break
LOCAs, small break LOCAs, and MSLBs or feedwater line
breaks (FWLBs) inside containment. CSAS is initiated
by high high containment pressure. CSAS is also
initiated by loss of power to two or more like
measurement channels.

3. Containment isolation Actuation Sional (CIAS)

CIAS ensures acceptable mitigating actions during
large and small break LOCAs, and MSLBs inside
containment or FWLBs either inside or outside
containment. CIAS is initiated by low pressurizer
pressure or high containment pressure. CIAS is also
initiated by loss of power to two cr more like
measurement channels.

4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal (MSIS)

MSIS ensures acceptable consequences during an MSLB
or FWLB (between the steam generator and the main
feedwater check valve), either inside or outside
containment. MSIS isolates both steam generators if
either generator indicates a low pressure condition
or if a high containment pressure condition exists.

This prevents an excessive rate of heat extraction
and subsequent cooldown of the RCS during these
events. There is also a reactor trip on steam
generator level- high to protect the turbine from
excessive moisture carry over in case of a steam
generator over fill evant.

5, 6. Emeroency Feedwater A_ctuation Sign _gl

EFAS consists of two steam generator specific signals
(EFAS-1 and EFAS-2). EFAS-1 initiates emergency feed
to SG #1 and EFAS-2 initiates emergency feed to SG
#2. 4

!

i

1

1

(continued) l
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APPLICABLE 5, 6. Emeroency feedwater Actuation Sianal
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) EFAS maintains a steam generator heat sink during a
loss of MFW event, steam generator tube rupture
event, MSLB, or FWLB event either inside or outside
containment, or any event where normal AC power or
the MFW system is unavailable. EFAS is also
initiated by a loss of power to two or more like
measurement channels.

Low steam generator water level initiates emergency
_feed to the affected steam generator. If the

affected steam generator recovers the level high
,

enough, then the high level signal terminates the
emergency feedwater flow to the affected steam
generator.

The ESFAS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.,

O LCO The lC0 ensures each of the following requirements is met:
V

1. An ESF function is initiated when necessary.

2. The required protection system instrumentation
coincidence logic is maintained.

3. Sufficient redundancy is maintained to permit a
channel to be out of service for testing or
maintenance.

Allowable values specified ensure that violation of the
Safety Limits for the reactor core and RCS is prevented
during normal operation and A00s, and the con 2quences of
accidents are acceptable.

On'ly the Allowable Values are specified for each ESFAS
function. The allowable value is specified such that the
analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis is
conservative including all applicable setpoint
uncertainties.

(continued)bv
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LC0 The LCO require all channel components necessary to provide
(continued) an ESFAS actuation to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required

portion of the instrument channel renders the affected
channel (s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the
affected Functions.

Actions allow maintenance (trip channel) bypass of
individual channels, but the bypass activates interlocks
that prevent operation with a second channel in the same
Function bypassed. With one channel in each Function trip
channel bypassed, this effectively places the plant in a
two-out-of-three logic configuration in those Functions.

The Bases for the LCOs on ESFAS Functions are:

1. Safety In.iection Actuation Sianal

a. Containment Pressure-Hiah

This LCO requires four channels of Containment
Pressure-High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4.

The Containment Pressure-High signal is shared
among the SIAS (Function 1), CIAS (Function 3),
and MSIS (Function 4).

The Allowable Value for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in

.

containment expected during normal operation
(i.e., plant heatup), and not indicative of an
abnormal condition. The setting is low enough
to initiate the ESF Functions when an abnormal
condition is indicated. This allows the ESF
systents to perform as expected in the accident
analyses to mitigate the consequences of the
analyzed accidents,

b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This LC0 requires four channels of Pressurizer
Pressure-Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

(continued)
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LC0 b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low (continued)

The Allowable Value for this trip is set low
enough to prevent actuating the ESF Functions
(SIAS and CIAS) during normal plant operation
and pressurizer pressure transients. The
setting.is high enough that with the specified
accidents the ESF systems will actuate to
perform as expected, mitigating.the
consequences of the accident.

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip setpoint,
which provides SIAS, CIAS, and RPS trip, may be
manually decreased to a floor value of '

[300 psia] to allow for a controlled cooldown
and depressurization of the RCS without causing
a reactor trip, CIAS, or SIAS. The margin
between actual pressurizer pressure and the
trip setpoint must be maintained less than or
equal to the specified value [400 psia] to
ensure a reactor trip, CIAS, and SIAS will
occur if required during RCS cooldown and
depressurization.

From this reduced setting, the trip setpoint
will increase automatically as pressurizer
pressure increases, tracking actual RCS
pressure until the trip setpoint is reached.

When the trip setpoint has been lowered below
the operating bypass permissive setpoint of
[400 psia], the Pressurizer Pressure-Low
reactor trip, CIAS, and SIAS actuation may be
manually bypassed in preparation for shutdown
cooling. When RCS pressure rises above the
bypass removal setpoint, the bypass is removed.

Byoass Removal

This LCO requires the operating bypass removal
function .for all four Pressurizer Pressure-Low
TRIP CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

(continued)nv
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LC0 Byoass Removal (continued)

Each of the four channels enables and disables
the operating bypass capability for a single
channel. Therefare, this LC0 applies to the
operating bypass removal feature only. If the
operating bypass enable function is failed so
as to prevent entering a bypass condition,
operation may continue. Since the trip
setpoint has a floor value of [300 psia), a
channel trip will result if pressure is
decreased below this setpoint without
bypassing.

The operating bypass removal Allowable Value
was chosen because MSLB events originating from
below this setpoint add less positive
reactivity than that which can be compensated
for by required SDM.

2. Containment Snray Actuation Sianal

Containment Spray is initiated either manually or
automatically. For an automatic actuation, it is
necessary to have a Containment Pressure-High High
signal. Additionally, the Containment spray pumps
start automatically on a SIAS. This provides pump
availability before a legitimate CSAS, since the
Containment Pressure-High signal used in the SIAS
will initiate before the Containment Pressure-High
High. This ensures that a CSAS will initiate
immediately after the valves open (CSAS signal).

a. Containment Pressure-Hiah Hiah

This LCO requires four channels of Containment
Pressure-High High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4.

The Allowable Value for this trip is set high
enough to allow for first response ESF systems
(containment cooling systems) to attempt to
mitigate the consequences of an accident before
resorting to spraying borated water onto

(continued)
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LCO a. Containment Pressure-Hiah Hiah (continued) ,

containment equipment. The setting is low
enough to initiate CSAS in time to prevent
containment pressure from exceeding design.

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Sianal

The SIAS and CIAS are actuated on Pressurizer
Pressure-Low or Containment Pressure-High, the SIAS

-

and CIAS share the same input channels, bistables,
and Local Coincidence Logic. The remainder of the
initiation channels, the manual channels, and the
Actuation Logic are separate, and are addressed in
LC0 3.3.6. Since their Applicability is also the
same, they have identical Required Actions.

a. Containment Pressure-Hioh

This LC0 requires four channels of Containment
Pressure-High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1: 2, 3,
and 4.

The Containment Pressure-High signal is shared
among the SIAS (Function 1), CIAS (Function 3),
and MSIS (Function 4).

The Allowable Value for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in
containment expected during normal operation t

(i.e., plant heatup), and not-indicative of an
abnormal condition. The setting is low.enough
to initiate the ESF Functions when an abnormal
condition is indicated. This allows the ESF- ,

systems to perform as expected in the accident
analyses to mitigate the consequences of the
analyzed accidents.

b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This LC0 requires four channels of Pressurizer
Pressure-Low to be OPERABLE in MODES- 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

(continued)
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LCO b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low (continued)

The Allowable Value for this trip is set low
enough to prevent actuating the ESF Functions
(SIAS and CIAS) during normal plant operation
and pressurizer pressure transients. The
setting is high enough that with the specified
accident the ESF systems will actuate to
perform as expected, mitigating the
consequences of the accidents.

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip setpoint,
which provides an SIAS, CIAS, and RPS trip, may
be manually decreased to a floor Allowable
Value of [300 psia] to allow for a controlled
cooldown and depressurization of the RCS
without causing a reactor trip, CIAS or SIAS.
The safety margin between actual pressurizer
pressure and the trip setpoint must be
maintained less than or equal to the specified
value [400 psi] to ensure a reactor trip, CIAS,
and SIAS will occur if required during RCS
cooldown and depressurization.

From this reduced setting, the trip setpoint
will increase automatically as pressurizer
pressure increases, tracking actual RCS
pressure until the trip setpoint is reached.

When the trip setpoint has been lowered below
the operating bypass removal setpoint of
[400 psia), the Pressurizer Pressure-Low
reactor trip, CIAS, and SIAS actuation may be
manually bypassed in preparation for shutdown
cooling. When RCS pressure rises above the
operating bypass removal, the bypass is
removed.

Bvoass Removal

This LC0 requires the bypass removal function
for all four Pressurizer Pressure-Low TRIP
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and
4.

(continued)
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LCO Bypass Removal (continued)

Each of the four channels enables and disables
the operating bypass capability for a single
channel. Therefore all four operating bypass
removal channels must be OPERABLE to ensure
that none of the four channels are
inadvertently bypassed.

This LC0 applies to the operating bypass
removal feature only. If the operating bypass
enable function is failed so as to prevent ~~

entering a bypass condition, operation may
continue. Since the trip setpoint has a floor
value of [300 psia], a channel trip will result
if pressure is decreased below this setpoint
without bypassing.

The operating bypass removal Allowable Value
was chosen because MSLB events originating from
below this setpoint add less positive
reactivity than that which can be compensated
by required SDM.

4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal >

The LC0 is applicable to the MSIS in MODE 1 and in
MODES 2, 3, and 4 except when all associated valves
are closed and de-activated,

a. Steam Generator Pressure-Low

This LC0 requires four channels of Steam
Generator Pressure-Low to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The Allowable Value for this trip is set below
the full load operating value for steam
pressure so as not to interfere with normal
plant operation. However, the setting is high
enough to provide an MSIS (Function 4) during
an excessive steam demand event. An excessive
steam demand event causes the RCS to cool down
resulting in a positive reactivity addition to

p (continued)
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LC0 a. Steam Generator Pressure-Low (continued)

the core. MSIS limits this cooldown by
isolating both steam generators if the pressure
in either drops below the trip setpoint. An
RPS trip on Steam Generator Pressure-Low is
initiated simultaneously, using the same
bistable.

The Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip setpoint
may be manually decreased as steam generator
pressure is reduced. This prevents an RPS trip
or MSIS actuation during controlled plant |

cooldown. The margin between actual steam
generator pressure and the trip setpoint must |
be maintained less than or equal to the j
specified value of (200 psig) to ensure a
reactor trip and MSIS will occur when required.

Unlike Pressurizer Pressure-Low, there is
neither a floor, nor a bypass on the Steam
Generator Pressure-Low function.

b. Containment Pressure-Hiah

This LC0 requires four channels of Containment
Pressure-High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4. The Containment Pressure-High signal
is shared among the SIAS (Function 1), CIAS
(Function 3), and MSIS (Function 4).

The Allowable Value for this trip is set high
enough to allow for small pressure increases in
containment expected during normal operation
(i.e., plant heatup), and not indicative of an
abnormal condition. The setting is low enough
to initiate the ESF Functions when an abnormal
condition is indicated. This allows the ESF
systems to perform as expected in the accident
analyses to mitigate the consequences of the
analyzed accidents.

(continued)
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LC0 c. Eleam Generator Level - High
(continued)

This LC0 requires four channels of Steam
Generator level - High to be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2, 3, and 4.

The allowable value is received from the Steam
Generator Level narrow range sensors. This
prevents against a steam generator overfill and
excessive steam demand events.

'

_

5, 6. Emeraency Feedwater Actuation Sianal SG #1 and SG #2
(EFAS-1 and EFAS-2)

EFAS-1 is initiated to SG #1 by a low steam generator
l evel . EFAS-2 is similarly configured to feed SG #2.

To prevent steam generator overfill, a high steam
generator level interlock is provided by the ESF-CCS
to automatically close the isolation values.

O' The following LC0 description applies to both EFAS
signal s ,

a. Steam Generator Level-Low

This LCO requires four channels of Steam
Generator Level-Low to be OPERABLE for each
EFAS in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

The Steam Generator Level-Low EFAS input is
derived from the Steam Generator level-Low PPS
bistable output. EFAS is thus initiated
simultaneously with a reactor trip. - The
setpoint ensures at least a 20 minute inventory
of water remains in the affected steam
generator at reactor. trip. Thus, EFAS is
initiated well before steam generator inventory
is challenged.

(continued)
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LC0 b. Steam Generator level-Hiah
(continued)

This LC0 requires four channels of Steam
Generator Level-High to be OPERABLE for each
EFAS in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

The Steam Generator Level-High ESFAS input is
derived from the Steam Generator level-High PPS
bistable output. This high level interlock
automatically closes the emergency feedwater
isolation valves. This interlock is disabled
by EFAS actuation on low steam generator level.
This interlock also protects against steam
generator overfill due to erroneous operation
of the Emergency Feedwater System by the
operator or Alternate Protective System.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2 and 3 there is sufficient energy in the
primary and secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF
System responses to:

Close the main steam isolation valves to preclude a*

positive reactivity addition;

Actuate emergency feedwater to preclude the loss of*

the steam generators as a heat sink (in the event the
normal feedwater system is not available);

Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release*

of fission product radioactivity to the environment
by isolating containment and limiting the containment
pressure from exceeding the containment design
pressure during a design basis LOCA or MSLB; and

| Actuate ESF systems to ensure sufficient borated*

inventory to permit adequate core cooling and
| reactivity control during a design basis LOCA or MSLB

accident.

All the following ESF functions are required to be operable
in these MODES:

1. Safety Injection Actuation - SIAS

l

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY 2. Containment Spray Actuation - CSAS
(continued

3. Containment Isolation - CIAS

4. Main Steam Line Isolation - MSIS

5. Emergency Feedwater Actuation - EFAS |

For MODE 4 there is sufficient energy and potential in the
primary and secondary systems to warrant 1) the automatic
actuation of all components to mitigate the consequences of
a large break LOCA or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) and 2)
prevent or limit the release of fission product
radioactivity to the environment. ESF functions which apply
to Mode 4 operation follow:

4

1. Safety Injection Actuation - SIAS

2, Containment Spray Actuation - CSAS

3. Containment' Isolation - CIAS

, 4. Main Steam Line Isolation - MSIS
\

In MODES 5, and 6 these functions are not required because
adequate time is available to evaluate plant conditions and
respond by manually operating the ESF components if
required. In most cases, the equipment actuated by these
ESFAS functions need not be operable.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or the
transmitter, ' instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or ESFAS bistable is found inoperable, then all affected
Functions provided by that channel must be declared.
inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered for the particular
protection function affected.

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function
exceeds those specified in any related Condition associated
with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the-
safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 should be entered
immediately, if applicable in the current MODE of operation.

(continued)
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ACTIONS

(continued) Two Notes have been added in the ACTIONS. Note 1 has been
added to clarify the application of the Completion Time
rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered
independently for each Function. The Completion Time for
the inoperable channel of a Function will be tracked
separately for each Function starting from the time the
Condition was entered for that Function. Note 2 was added
to ensure review by the onsite review committee [per
Specification 5.5.1.2.e] is performed to discuss the
desirability of maintaining the channel in the bypassed
condition.

A.1 and A.2

Condition A applies to the failure of a single channel of
one or more input parameters in any ESFAS Function.

JSFAS coincidence logic is normally selective two out of
four.

If one ESFAS channel is inoperable, startup or power
operation is allowed to continue providing the inoperable
channel is placed in bypass or trip within I hour (Required
Action A.1).

The Completion Time of I hour allotted to restore,' bypass,
or trip the channel is sufficient to allow the operator to
take all appropriate actions for the failed channel and
still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the
failed channel is acceptable. The failed channel is
restored to OPERABLE status prior to entering MODE 2
following the next MODE 5 entry. With a channel bypassed,
the coincidence logic is in a two-out-of-three
configuration. In this configuration, common cause failure
of dependent channels cannot prevent trip. The Completion
Time of prior to entering MODE 2 following the next MODE 5
entry is based on adequate channel to channel independence,
which allows a two-out-of-three channel operation, since no
single failure will prevent a ESFAS initiation.

(continued)
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ACTIONS fL1
(continued)

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES even though two channels are
inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a one out of
two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no random
failure will prevent protection system operation.

Condition B applies to the failure of two channels of one or
more input parameters in any EFAS automatic trip Function.

_

With two inoperable channels, power operation may continue,
provided one inoperable channel is placed in bypass and the
other channel is placed in trip within 1 hour. With one
channel of protective instrumentation bypassed, the ESFAS
Function is in two out of three logic in the bypassed input
parameter, but with another channel failed, the ESFAS may be
operating with a two out of two logic. This is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and should be corrected.
To correct the problem, the second channel is placed in
trip. This places the ESFAS Function in a one out of two

g logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channels receives ax

trip signal, ESFAS actuation will occur.

One of the two inoperable channels will need to be restored
to operable status prior to the next required CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST because channel surveillance testing on an
OPERABLE channel requires that the OPERABLE channel be
placed in bypass. However, it is not possible to bypass
more than one ESFAS channel, and placing a second channel in
trip will result in an ESFAS actuation. Therefore, if one
ESFAS channel, is in trip and a second channel is in bypass, "

a third inoperable channel would place the unit in LCO
3.0.3.

C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2.

Condition C applies to one automatic operating bypass
removal function inoperable. The only automatic operating
bypass removal on an ESFAS is on the Pressurizer
Pressure-Low signal. This bypass removal is shared with
the RPS Pressurizer Pressure-Low bypass removal.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2. (continued)

If the bypass removal function for any operating bypass
cannot be restored to OPERABLE, the associated ESFAS channel
may be considered OPERABLE only if the operating bypass is
not in effect. The operator must verify that the operating
bypass is not in effect within 1 hour and once per 12 hours
thereafter, otherwise the affected ESFAS channel must be '

declared inoperable, as in Condition A, and the bypass
either removed, or the operating bypass removal channel
repaired. The Bases for the Required Actions and required
Completion Times are consistent with Condition A.

0.1 and 0.2

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow
the changing of MODES even though two channels are
inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one tripped. In
this configuration, the protection system is in a one-out-
of-two logic, which is adequate to ensure that no random
f ailu: e will prevent protection system operation.

Conditien D applies to two inoperable automatic operating
bypass removal functions. If the bypass removal functions
for two operating bypasses cannot be restored to OPERABLE,
the associated ESFAS channel may be considered OPERABLE,
only if the bypass is not in effect. The operator must
verify that the operating bypasses are not in effect within
1 hour and once per 12 hours thereafter, otherwise the
affected ESFAS channels must be declared inoperable, as in
Condition B, and either the bypasses removed, or the
operating bypass removal functions repaired. The
restoration of one affected bypassed automatic TRIP CHANNEL
must be completed prior to the next CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
or the plant must shut down per LC0 3.0.3, as explained in
Condition B. Completion Times are consistent with Condition
B.

!

i
,

l (continued)

!
-
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ACTIONS E.1 and E.2
(continued)

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of1

Condition A, B, C, or D cannot be met, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
oower conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

,

Required Actions E.1 and E.2 are modified by a NOTE to
indicate that this action applies only to functions 5 and 6
of Table 3.3.5-1 (EFAS-1 and EFAS-2).

f.1 and 142

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of ,

Conditions A, B, C, or 0 cannot be met, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To

O*
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE .i within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditons from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Required Actions F.1 and F.2 are modified by a Hote to
indicate that this action applies only to functions 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of Table 3.3.5-1 (SI AS, CSAS, CJAS, and MSIS).

- .-

SURVEILLANCE LR _ M J L 1-
REQUIREMENTS

Perfvrmance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a grecs failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNfL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between instrument channels coald be
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the

(continued)
b
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SB_LMJ (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

channels. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure;
thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation continues
to operate properly between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability, if a channol is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal proceuing equipment has drif ted
outside its limit. If the channels are within the match
criteria, it is an indication that the channelt are
OPERABLE.

The frequency, about once every shift, is based cn operating
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Thus,
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that undetected
overt channel failure is limited to 12 hours. Since the
probability of two random failures in redundant channels in
any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK ainimizes the
chance of loss of protective function due to failure of
redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less
formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY
during normal operational use of displays associated with
the LC0 required channels.

The Data Processing System (DPS) and Discrete Indication and
Alarm System (DIAS) continuously performs a cross channel
conparison and will institute an alarm to wara operators
that a channel has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not
working properly.

The operators would ensure that DPS or 014S is OPERABLE and
that there are no alarms associated with the ESFAS
Instrumentation. In the event that both DPS and DIAS are
inoperable or do not perform a cross CHANNEL comparison on a
particular parameter, the operator wodd be required to
perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually.

SR 3. 3. 5.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each channel is performed every
92 days to ensure the entire channel will perform its

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

;intended furction when needed. This test is part of an
overlapping test sequence similar to that employed in the
RPS. This sequence consists of this SR 3.3.5.2 and SR
3.3.6.1. Major portions of the ESFAS are monitored and -

tested by the automatic test network. The operability of
the automatic CHANNEL-FUNCTIONAL TEST is verified by the
operator every 92 days to meet the surveillance requirement.
Capability is also provided to allow manual performance of
the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST if the automatic CHANNEL TEST is
inoperable. Those portions of the system which are not
amenable to automatic testing because they involve actuation
of electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are

! not within the PPS cabinets, can be tested manually. The
automatic test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation. The automatic testing does not degrade
the ability of the ESFAS to perform its intended functisn.

In addition to power supply tests, the ESFAS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL lESTS consists of overlapping tests as described
in Reference 1. These tests verify that the ESFAS is ,

O capable of performing its intended function, from bistable
through the actuated components.

SR 3.3.5.2 and SR 3.3.6.1 are normally performed together
and in conjunction with RPS testing. SR 3.3.6.1 is

,

addressed in LCO 3.3.6. SR 3.3.5.2 includes bistable tests.
|

Trio Bistable Tests

Automatic Bistable Testing - The automatic test feature
checks trip status and forces a trip condition to verify
operability of the trip bistable function. Interlocks
assure testing is performed in only one channel at a time
and the trio condition is removed before the initiation
circuit can respond.

Manual Bistable Testing - The manual test feature
facilitates variation of the input parameter to cause a
bistable trip condition. Interlocks assure testing can be
performed in only one channel at a time. Manual test
capability is provided for-both fixed bistable and variable -

setpoint bistable functions.

>

(continued),
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SURVEILLANCE Local Crincidence loaic Testh g
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Automatic local Coincidence Logic Testing - The automatic
test feature checks output status, generates trip conditions
for each function, and monitors output status for
correctness,

LSfAS Initiation Loa R T_tding

The ESTAS Initiation Logic is tested at the same time the
local Coincidence Logic is tested. Propagation of the
coincidence signal is verified.

ActuAlk g. Logic Te u

The ESF-CCS actuatien logic receives short duration
initiation signals (test signals) from the PPS. These
signals are processed in the ESF-CCS and returned to the PPF
for detection of initiation signal failure or the loss of an
actuation signal to a group. Sequentially, the PPS
transmits short duration initiation signals for each ESfAS
signal,

lhe PPS processes the returned test signal for both the
presence of an actuation signal when there thould be one,
and the absence of an actuation signal when there should not
be one. The absence of a desired actuation signal or the
presence of an unwanted actuation signal is detected at the
time an abnormal or failed condition occurs. When an
actuation channel is manually actuated at the ESF-CCS -(e.g.,
for latch testing), a discrepancy between the PPS initiation
signals and the state of the actuation channel is
automatically detected.

SR 3.3.5.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector and the operating bypass
removal functions. The Surveillance verifies that the
channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations to ensure that the channel
remains operational between successive surveillances.

(continued)
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t

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5_.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Measurement error determination, setpoint error
1

determination, and calibration adjustment niust be performed '

consistent with the plant specific setpoint analysis. The :

channel shall be lef t calibrated consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
[ surveillance interval analysis]. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [9].

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an (18) month *

calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis as well as -

operating experience and consistency with the (18] month
'

fuel cycle.

.SR 3.3.5.4

O This Surveillance ensures that the actuation response times
are within the maximum values assumed in the safety
analyses.

Response time testing . acceptance criteria are included in
Reference 10.

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS of once every {l8] months. The [18) month Frequency
is consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and
is based upon plant operating experience, which shows that
random failures of instrumentation components causing
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,
are infrequent occurrences.

SR 3.3.5.5

SR 3.3.5.5 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to
SR 3.3.5.2, except SR 3.3.5.5 is performed within 92 days
prior to startup and is only applicable to operating bypass |
functions. Since the Pressurizer Pressure-Low bypass is '

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3MJ (continued) i2

REQUIREMENTS |
identical for both the RPS and ESFAS, this is the same !
Surveillance performed for the RPS in SR 3.3.1.14. j

The CHANNEL FUNC110NAL TEST for proper operation of the |
bypass permissives is critical during plant heatups because>

the operating bypasses may be in place prior to entering i

MODE 3, but must be removed at the appropriate points during
plant startup to enable the ESFAS function. Consequently,
just prior to startup is the appropriate time to verify
bypass function OPERABILITY. Once the operating bypasses
are removed, the bypasses must not fail in such a way that
the associated ESFAS function is inappropriately bypassed.
This feature is verified by SR 3.3.S.2.

The allowance to conduct this surveillance within 92 days of
startup is based on the reliability analysis presented in
(Ref. 9). Once the operating bypasses are removed, the
bypasses must not fail in such a way that the associated
trip function gets inadvertently bypassed. This feature is
verified by the trip function CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR
3.3.5.2. Therefore, further testing of the bypass removal
function after startup is unnecessary.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3.

2. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A.

3. Reference Removed

4. IEEE Standard 279-1971.

5. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

6. 10 CFR 50.49.

7. [Cetpoint Report).

8. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.2.

9. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis]

10. Response Time Testing Acceptance Criteria. -
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation |

'B 3.3.6

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6 Engineered Safety features Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual
Initiation

BASES
==.m

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the
values of selected unit parameters, to protect against
violating core design limits and RCPB during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and ensures acceptable
consequences during accidents.

The ESFAS contains devices and circuitry which generate the
following signals when monitored variables reach levels that
are indicative of conditions requiring protective action:

1. Safety injection Actur. tion Signal (SIAS):

2. Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS);

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS);

O 4. Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS);

b 5. Emergency feedwater Actuation Signal, SG #1 (EFAS-1);
and

6. Emergency feedwater Actuation Signal, SG #2 (EFAS-2).

Each of the above ESFAS instrumentation systems is segmented
into three interconnected modules. These modules are:

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS: ;*

Bistable Processor; and*

ESFAS Logic:*

LOGIC CHANNEL,-

ACTUATION LOGIC, and-

- COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC.

This LCO addresses ESFAS Logic. Bistable Processors and
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS are addressed in LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation."

(continued)
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UAb
__

BACKGROUND The role of the HEASUREMENT CHANNELS and Bistable Processors
(continued) is described in LCO 3.3.5. The role of the ESfAS togic is

described below.

LSFAS Loaic

The ESFAS Logic, consisting of 1.0GIC CHANNEL, ACTUATION ,

LOGIC, and COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC, employs a scheme that |
provides .an ESF actuation of all channels when bistables in l
any two of the four measurement channels sense the same ;

input parameter trip. This is called a two-out-of-four trip |
logic. !

LQGIC CHANNEL

There is one Local Coincidence Logic (ICL) associated with
each trip bistable logic of each channel. Each LCL receives
four trip signals, one for its associated bistable logic in
the channel and one from each of the equivalent bistable
logic located in the other three channels. The LCL receives
the trip channel bypass status associated with each of the
above mentioned bistables. The function of the LCL is to -

generate a coincidence signal whenever two or more like i

bistables are in a tripped condition. The LCL takes into
consideration the trip bypass input state when determining
the coincidence logics state. Designating the protective
channels as A, B, C, D, with no trip bypass present, the LCL
will produce a coincidence signal for any of the following
trip inputs: AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD,
ABCD. lhese represent all possible two- or more out-of-four
trip combinations of the four protective channels. Should a
trip bypass be present, the logic will provide a coincidence
signal when two or more of the three unbypassed bistables
are in a tripped condition.

,

On a system basis, a coincidence signal is generated in all
four protective channels whenever a coincidence of two or
more like bistables of the four channels are in a tripped
state.

In addition to a coincidence signal, each LCL also provides
bypass status outpuis. The bypass status is provided to
verify that a bypass has actually been entered into the

(continued)
._._
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BASES

BACKGROUND logic either locally at the maintenance and test panels or
(continued) remotely via the operator's module. The bypass status is

available for display at the local maintenance and test
panels, remote operators modules, and DPS.

ACTUATION LOGIC

The ESFAS Actuation Logic consists of a selective two-out-
of-four logic for each ESFAS function.

The inputs to the ACTUATION LOGIC are the LCL outputs from
the appropriate local coincidence logics. The initiation
circuits also contain a tlwe delay (TD). The TD functions

'

as a noise filter. It accomplishes this filter action by
monitoring the continuous presence of an input for a minimum
period of time. If the signal is present for the required
time, the signal is transmitted to the initiation relay.
Test capability is also provided.

The initiation circuit is designed to fail-Safa (i.e., in a
trip condition). This will result in a partial trip (1 of

O 4) in the selective 2-out-of-4 ESFAS actuation logic. The
partial trip will be alarmed the same as a full ESF trip and -

actuation and will be indicated by the DIAS and DPS; the
partial-trip cannot be bypassed, if the initiation circuit
fails in an undesired condition the failure will be promptly
detected and alarmed via the automatic test functlon. Since
the actuation functions in the ESF-CCS work in a selective
coincidence logic, this is considered a degraded condition
and a technical specification LCO will apply. CESSAR-DC -

Section 7.3 (Ref.1) describes ACTUATION LOGIC in detail. -

COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

The COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC is used to actuate the
'

individual ESF components which are actuated to mitigate the
consequences of the occurrence that caused the actuation.

The ESFAS actuation and component control logics are
physically located in four independent and geographically
separate ESF-CCS cabinets.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND COMP 0NENT CONTR0L LOGIC (continued)

The four initiation circuits in the PPS actuate a selective
two-out-of-four logic in the ESF-CCS. In the actuation
logic, each signal also sets a latch when the selective two-
out-of-four logic actuates to assure that the signal is not
automatically reset once it has been initiated.

Receipt of two selective engineered safety system initiation
channel signals will generate the actuation channel signals.'

This is done independently in each ESF-CCS cabinet,
generating division A and division B and where required,
division C, and division 0 signals.

IM NU Al 1.ld_I M llQfl

Manual ESFAS initiation capability is provided to permit the
operator to manually actuate an ESF System when necessary.

Two sets of two push buttons (located in the control room)
for each ESF Function are provided, and each set actuates
all trains. Each Manual Trip push button opens one trip
path, de-energizing one set of two initiation logic, one
affecting each train of ESF. Trip path logic is arranged in
a selective two-out-of-four configuration in the ACTUATION
LOGIC. By arranging the push buttons in two sets of two,
such that both push buttons in a set must be depressed, it
is possible to ensure that Manual Trip will not be prevented
in the event of a single random failure.

DIVERSE MANU_AL ESF ACTUATig{

Independent of the above design features, System 80+
implements a means for manual actuation of Engineered Safety
Feature functions using a single channel which uses
hardwired communication that bypasses all data links,
network communications, and all computers with large
software applications. Switches located in the Main Control
Room provide for system level actuation of two trains of
safety injection and one train each of containment spray,
emergency feedwater, closure of main steam isolation valves,
closure of containment air purge valves and closure of a
letdown isolation valve. The switches for safety injection,

(continued)
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BASES !

BACKGROUND plVERSE MANUAL _ ESF ACTUATION (continued)
_

containment spray and emergency feedwater have three
positions as follows: normal, actuate and stop.

The hardwired manual input signal from the control room
switches will override input data received from the network
communication interf ace to actuate the plant components.
This feature of the System 80+ design provides an additional
level of protection against a postulated common mode failure
of protective system software.

Provisions are made to permit periodic testing of the
complete ESFAS. These tests cover the trip actions from
sensor input through the protection system and actuation
devices. The system test does not interfere with the
protective function of the system. Overlap between
individual tests exists so that the entire ESFAS can be
tested. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3 (Ref. 1) describes ESFAS
testing in detail. .

_

APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or
SAFETY ANALYSES . wore ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is the

primary actuation signal for that accident.- An ESFAS
Function may be the primary actuation signal for more than
one type of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be the
secondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or more other
accidents.

ESFAS protective Functions are as follows:

1. Safety In_iection Actuation Sianal-(SIAS)

SIAS ensures acceptable __ consequences during large
break loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), small break
LOCAs, control element assembly ejection accidents,
steam generator tube ruptures, excess steam demand

= events, and main steam line breaks (MStBs). To
provide the required protection, either a high
containment pressure or a low pressurizer pressure
signal will initiate SIAS. The SIAS actuates the
components necessary to inject borated water into the

eg (continued)
. -
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APPLICABLE 1. Saf elv In.iection Actuation Sianal (SI AS)
SAFETY ANALYSES

(tontinued) reactor coolant system and actuates components for
emergency cooling. SIAS also actuates containment
spray pumps. SIAS is also initiated by a loss of
power to two or more measurement channels.

2. (qntainment Sorav Actuation Sianal (CSAS)

CSAS actuates containment spray, preventing
containment overpressurization during large break

'--LOCAs, small break LOCAs, and MSLBs or feedwater line
breaks (FWLBs) inside containment. CSAS is initiated
by high containment pressure. CSAS is also initiated
by loss of power to two or more measurement channels.

3. Containment Isolation Actuation SiQtal_(CIAS)

CIAS ensures acceptable mitigating actions during
large and small break LOCAs, and MSLBs inside
containment or FWLBs either inside or outside
containment. CIAS is initiated by low pressurizer
pressure or high containment pressure. CIAS is also
initiated by loss of power to two or more measurement
channels.

4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal (MSIS)

MSIS ensures acceptable consequences during an MSLB
or FWLB (between the steam generator and the main
feedwater check valve), either inside or outside
containment. MSIS isolates both steam generators if
either generator indicates a low pressure condition
or if a high Containment pressure condition exists.
This prevents an excessive rate of heat extraction
and subsequent cooldown of the RCS during these
events.

5, 6. Dntrg.ency Feedwater Actuation Sianal_ RFAS)

EFAS consists of two steam generator specific signals
(EFAS-1 and EFAS-2). EFAS-1 initiates emergency feed
to SG #1 and EFAS-2 initiates emergency feed to SG
#2.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 5, 6. Emeraency feedwater Actuation Sianal (EFAS1
SAFETY ANALYSES (continued)

EFAS maintains a steam generator heat sink during a
loss of MFW event, steam generator tube rupture
event, MSLB, or FWLB event either inside or outside
containment, or any event where normal AC power or
the MFW system is unavailable. EFAS is also
initiated by a loss of power to two or more
measurement channels.

Low steam generator water level initiates emergency
_

feed to the affected steam generator. If the
affected steam generator recovers the level high
enough, then the high level signal terminates the
emergency feedwater flow to the affected steam
generator.

The ESFAS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy '

Statement.

7. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components

The Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components is a single channel which uses hardwired
communication that bypasses all data links, network
communications, and all computers with large software
applications. Switches located in the control room
provide system level actuation of two trains of
safety injection and one train each of containment
spray, emergency feedwater, closure of main steam
isolation valves, closure of containment air purge
valves, and closure of a letdown isolation valve. '

The hardwired manual input signal from the control '

room switches will override input data received from
the network communication interface to attuate the
plant components. The three position control room
switches for safety injection, containment spray, and
emergency feedwater also have the ability to
deactivate the associated plant components. These
features of the System 80+ design provide an
additional level of protection against a postulated
common mode failure of protective system software.

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation l
B 3.3.6 |

1

BASES i

1

APPLICABLE 7. Diverse Manual ESF Ac.tuation Interface to ESF
SAFETY ANALYSES (qmaqnent.1 (continued)

The DIVERSE MANUAL. ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL satisfies
Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LC0 requires all channel components necessary to provide
an ESFAS actuation to be OPERABLE.

The requirements for each function are listed below. The
reasons for the applicable MODES for each function are
addressed under APPLICABILITY.

1. Safety In.itclignactuation Sianal (SI AS)

Automatic SIAS occurs on Pressurizer Pressure-Low or
Containment Pressure-High and is explained in Bases
3.3.5.

SIAS is initiated either manually or automatically.

a. LSFAS l.QGIC CHANNELS

This LCO requires four SlAS ESFAS LOGIC
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

b. ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS

This LCO requires four SIAS ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4.

c. AC1VATION LOGIC

This LC0 requires four divisions of SIAS
ACTilATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4,

d. COMPONENT CONTROLLOGIC

| This LCO requires four divisions of SIAS
l COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES
I 1, 2, 3 and 4.

| (continued)
|

'
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

.

BASES

LCO 2. Containmen.t Soray Actuation Sional (CSAS) i

(continued) i
CSAS is initiated either manually or automatically.
Automatic CSAS occurs on Pressurizer Pressure-Low or i

Containment Pressure-High and is explained in Bases I
3.3.5. i

l

a. ESFAS LOGIC CHANNELS -j

This LCO requires four CSAS ESFAS LOGIC
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.- !

b. ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS

This LC0 requires four CSAS ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4. >

c. ACTUAT10tLLOGIC

This LCO requires four divisions of CSAS
ACTUATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4.

d. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

This LC0 requires four divisions of CSAS .

-COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2, 3 and 4.

3. Containment isolation Actuation Sional (CIA 1)._

The SIAS and CIAS are actuated on Pressurizer
Pressure-Low or Containment Pressure-High, the SIAS
and CIAS share the same input channels, bistables, !

and Local Coincidence Logic. The remainder of the
initiation :hannels, the manual channels, and the
ACTUATION LOGIC are separate. Since their
applicability is also the same, they have identical
actions.

a. ESFAS LOGIC CHANNELS

This LCO requires four CIAS ESFAS LOGIC
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. -

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LC0 3. Containment Isolation Actuation Sianal (CIAS1
(continued)

b. ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS

This LCO requires four CIAS ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4.

c. ACTUATION LOGIC

This LCO requires two divisions of CIAS
ACTUATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4.

d. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

This LCO requires two divisions of CIAS
COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2, 3 and 4.

4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal (MSIS)

MSIS is initiated either manually or automatically.
Automatic MSIS occurs on Steam Generator Pressure-Low

| or Containment Pressure-High and is explained in
( Bases 3.3.5.

a. ESFAS LOGIC CHANNELS

This LC0 requires four MSIS ESFAS LOGIC
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

b. ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS

This LCO requires four MSIS ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4.

c. ACTVATION LOGIC

| This LCO requires two divisions of MSIS
'

ACTVATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4.

;

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LC0 4. Main Steam Isolation Sianal (MSIS) (continued)

d. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

This LC0 requires two divisions of MSIS
COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2, 3 and 4.

5. Emeraency Feedwater Actuation Sianal SG #1 (EFAS-1)

EFAS-1 is initiated either manually or automatically.
Automatic EFAS-1 occurs on a Steam Generator Level-
Low. A Steam Generator Level-High interlock
automatically closes the emergency feedwater
isolation valves to protect against steam generator
overfill. This interlock is disabled by EFAS
actuation on low steam generator level. Automatic
initiation is explained in Bases 3.3.S.

a. ESFAS Loaic Channels

This LCO requires four EFAS-1 ESFAS LOGIC
CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2 and 3.

b. ESFAS Manual Initiation Channels

This LC0 requires four EFAS-1 ESFAS MANVAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2 and 3.

c. ACTVATION LOGIC

This LCO requires four divisions of EFAS-1
ACTVATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2
and 3.

d. Component Control Loaic

This LCO requires four divisions of EFAS-1
COMP 0NENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES
1, 2 and 3.

.

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LCO 6. Em?rae_n_rv Feedwater Actuation Sianal SG #2 (EFAS-2)
.

(continued)
EFAS-2 is initiated either manually or automatically.
Automatic EFAS-2 occurs on a Steam Generator Level-
Low. A Steam Generator level-High interlock
automatically closes the emergency feedwater
isolation valves to protect against steam generator
overfill. This interlock is disabled by EFAS
actuation on low steam generator level. Automatic
initiation is explained in Bases 3.3.5.

a. ESFAS LOGIC CHANNELS

This LC0 requires four EFAS-2 ESFAS LOGIC l

CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2 and 3.

b. ESFAS MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS

This LCO requires four EFAS-2 ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNELS to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2 and 3.

c. ACTUATION LOG!C

This LC0 requires four divisions of EFAS-2
ACTUATION LOGIC to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2
and 3.

d. COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC

This LC0 requires four divisions of EFAS-2
COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2 and 3.

7. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components

The Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components is initiated manually from switches in the
control room. The switches for safety injection,
containment spray, and emergency feedwater have three
positions as follows: normal, actuate, and stop.
When in actuate, input received from the network
communication interface to actuate the components
will be overridden.

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LC0 7. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components (continued)

This LC0 requires one DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION
CHANNEL to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 for
each of the following: safety injection, containment
spray, emergency feedwater, closure of main steam
isolation valves, closure of containment air purge
valves, and closure of a letdown isolation valve.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2 and 3, there is sufficient energy in the
primary and secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF
System responses to:

Close the main steam isolation valves to preclude a*

positive reactivity addition;

Actuate emergency feedwater to preclude the loss of*

the steam generators as a heat sink (in the event the
normal feedwater system is not available);

Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release*

of fission product radioactivity to the environment
by isolating containment and limiting the containment
pressure from exceeding the containment design
pressure during a design basis LOCA or MSLB; ar.d

Actuate ESF systems to ensure sufficient borated*

inventory to permit adequate core cooling and
reactivity control during a design basis LOCA or MSLB
accident.

All the following ESF functions are required to be operable
in these MODES:

1. Safety injection Actuation - SIAS

2. Containment Spray Actuation - CSAS

3. Containment Isolation - CIAS

4. Main Steam Line Isolation - MSIS

(continued)
\
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

APPLICABILITY 5, 6. Emergency Feedwater - EFAS-1 and EFAS-2
(continued)

7. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components.

For MODE 4 there is sufficient energy and potential in the
primary and secondary systems to warrant 1) the automatic
actuation of all components to miilgate the consequences of
a large break LOCA or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) and 2)
prevent or limit the release of fission product
radioactivity to the environment. ESF functions which apply
to MODE 4 operation follow:

1. Safety Injection Actuation - SIAS

2. Containment Spray Actuation - CSAS

3. Containment isolation - CIAS

4. Main Steam Line Isolation - MSIS

5. Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Interface to ESF
Components

In MODES 5 and 6 these functions are not required because
adequate time is available to evaluate plant conditions and
respond by manually operating the ESF components if
required. In most cases, the equipment actuated by these
ESFAS functions need not be operable.

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable CHANNELS or divisions in a
trip Function exceeds those specified in any related
Condition associated with the same trip Function, then the
plant is outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3
should be entered immediately, if applicable in the current
MODE of operation.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of the Completion Time rules. The Conditions of
this Specification may be entered independently for each
function. The Completion Time for the inoperable channel of
a function will be tracked separately for each Function,
starting from the time the Condition was entered for that
function.

(continued)
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B 3.3.6

BASES

ACTIONS M
(continued)

Condition A applies to one LOGIC CHANNEL or MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNEL inoperable.

Place the affected TRIP LEG in each division in trip within
one hour to place the ACTUATION LOGIC in one-out-of-two
logic vice a selective two-out-of-three logic. A TRIP LEG
of the Selective 2-out-of-4 Logic in each division is placed '

in a trip condition from the control room using the
Operator's modules.

Failure of a-single LOGIC CHANNEL or MANUAL INITIATION
CHANNEL may open contacts in all ACTUATION LOGIC divisions.
For-the purposes of this Specification the ACTUATION LOGIC
is not inoperable.

IL1

Condition B applies to the failure of both LOGIC CHANNELS or
MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS affecting the same TRIP LEG.

(O Place the affected TRIP LEG in each division in trip
) immediately to place the ACTUATION LOGIC in one-out-of-two

logic. Without this action the ESFAS function is
inoperable. A TRIP LEG of the Selective 2-out-of-4 Logic in
each division is placed in a trip condition from the control
room using the Operator's Modules.

C .1

Condition C applies to one or more Functions with two or
more LOGIC CHANNELS or MANUAL INITIATION CHANNELS affecting
both TRIP LEGS in the associated Function inoperable.

With-two or more LOGIC CHANNELS or_ MANUAL INITIATION
CHANNELS affecting both TRIP LEGS in the associated Function
inoperable, automatic or manual division actuation of the
associated Function is not possible. Therefore, the
associated Function must be declared inoperable immediately.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS Ed
(continued)

Condition D applies to one or more Functions with one or
more divisions of ACTUATION LOGIC or COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC
inoperable.

With one division of ACTUATION LOGIC or COMPONENT CONTROL
LOGIC inoperable, automatic and manual division level
actuation of the associated ESF components is not possible.
Required Action D.1 ensures that the applicable Conditions
and Required Actions for the associated Function made
inoperable by one or more inoperable associated divisions of
ACTUATION LOGIC or COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC are entered
immediately.

I

L.1

Condition E applies if the DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION
CHANNEL is inoperable.

The associated ESF Function must be ceclared inoperable.
The associated ESF Function must be declared inoperable
because failure of the DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL l

could block the automatic signal from the ACTUATION LOGIC on
the associated ESF Function. The DIVERSE MANUAL ESF
ACTUATION CHANNEL is restored to OPERABLE via the associated
ESF function required action.

L1

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times
cannot be met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within [12] hours. These times meet the intent of
LC0 3.0.3. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

Required Actions F.1 and F.2 are modified by a Note- to
indicate that this action applies only to Functions 5 or 6
of Table 3.3.6-1 (EFAS-1 or EFAS-2).

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic and Manual Initiation
B 3.3.6

BASES

ACTIONS G.1 and G.2
(continued)

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must
be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. These times meet the intent of LCO 3.0.3.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Required Actions G.1 and G.2 are modified by a Note to
indicate that this action applies only to Functions 1, 2, 3,
4, or 7 of Table 3.3.6-1 (SIAS, CSAS, CIAS, MSIS, or OlVERSE
MANUAL ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL).

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each ESFAS channel and division

O' is performed every 92 days to ensure the entire channel and
division will perform its intended function when needed.

.The 92 day frequency is based on Reference 2. Major
portions of the ESFAS are monitored and/or tested by the
automatic test network. The operability of the automatic
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is verified by the operator every 92
days to meet the surveillance requirement. Capability is
also provided to allow manual performance of the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST if the automatic CHANNEL TEST is inoperable.
Those portions of the system which are not amenable to
automatic testing because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are not
within the PPS cabinets, can be tested manually. The
automatic test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation, The automatic testing does not degrade
the ability of the ESFAS to perform its intended function.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is part of an overlapping test
sequence similar to that employed in the RPS. This
sequence, consisting of SR 3.3.5.2 and SR 3.3.6.1 tests the
entire ESFAS from the bistable input through the actuation
of the individual component control logic. These
overlapping tests are described in Reference 1. SR 3.3.5.2

(continued)
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B 3.3.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 (continued
REQUIREMENTS

and SR 3.3.6.1 are normally performed together and in
conjunction with ESFAS testing.

These tests verify that the ESFAS is capable of performing
its intended function, from bistable input through the
actuated components. SR 3.3.5.2 is addressed in LC0 3.3.5.
SR 3.3.6.1 includes Local Coincidence Logic Testing.
Initiation Logic Testing, and ACTUATION LOGIC Testing.

Local Coincidence Loaic Testins

Automatic Local Coincidence Logic Testing - The automatic
test feature checks output status, generates trip conditions
for Each function, and monitors output status for l

correctness.

{SFAS Initiation Loaic Testin.g

The ESFAS Initiation Logic is tested at the same time the
Local Coincidence Logic is tested. Propagation of the
coincidence signal is verified.

ACTUATION LOGIC Test

The ESF-CCS actuation logic receives short duration
initiation signals (test signals) from the PPS. These
signals are processed in the ESF-CCS and returned to the PPS
for detection of initiation signal failure or the loss of an
actuation signal to a group. Sequentially, the PPS
transmits short duration initiation signals for each ESFAS
signal.

The PPS processes the returned test signal for both the
presence of an actuation signal when there should be one,
and the absence of an actuation signal when there should not
be one. The absence of a desired actuation signal or the
presence of an unwanted actuation signal is detected at the
time an abnormal or f ailed condition occurs. When an
actuation channel is manually actuated at the ESF-CCS (e.g.,
for latch testing), a discrepancy between the PPS initiation

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE ACTUATION LOGIC Test (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

signals and the state of the actuation channel is
automatically detected.

SR 3.3.6.2

A selective group test on each division of ACTUATION LOGIC
and COMP 0NENT CONTROL LOGIC is performed to verify the
OPERABILITY of each selective group. The (18] month
frequency is based on Reference 2 and the fact that some
components cannot be tested at power since their actuation
might lead to plant trip or equipment damage.

ESFAS selective group testing is performed by an operator in
the control room. This testing overlaps the PPS automatic
testing of the ESF-CCS selective two-out-of-four coincidence
logic and includes complete testing of the ESFAS through to
the actuation of the components. The components for each
ESFAS are grouped. Testing is conducted one group at a
time, thus preventing the complete undesired actuation of an

O.
ESF system during testing. Since this testing causes
components to actuate, an ESFAS signal from the PPS will not
be impeded and the ESF system will proceed to full
actuation.

SR 3.3.6.3

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each ESFAS MANUAL
INITIATION CHANNEL and on each DIVERSE MANUAL ESF ACTUATION
CHANNEL to ensure the Actuation push buttons are capable of
enabling the ACTUATION LOGIC (for the MANUAL ESF ACTUATION
CHANNEL) or COMPONENT CONTROL LOGIC (for the DIVERSE MANUAL
ESF ACTUATION CHANNEL) when needed. The [18] month frequency
is based on Reference 2.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3.

2. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis]

O
U
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DG - LOVS
B 3.3.7

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.7 Diesel Generator (DG)-Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS)

BASES

I

BACKGROUND The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite |

power is either unavailable or insufficiently stable to
allow safe unit operation. Undervoltage protection will
generate a LOVS in the event a Loss of Voltage or Degraded
Voltage condition occurs. There are two LOVS Functions for i

cach 4.16 kV safety bus. I

Three loss of voltage relays and three degraded voltage
relays are provided on each 4.16 kV safety bus for the
purpose of detecting a sustained undervoltage condition or a
loss of bus voltage. The relays are combined in a two-out-
of-three logic for each Function to generate a LOVS if the
voltage is belov [75%) for a short time or below [90%] for a
long time. The LOVS initiated actions are described in
"Onsite Power Systems" (Ref. 1).

Trio Setnoints and Allowable Value

The trip setpoints and Allowable Values are based on the
analytical limits presented in " Accident Analysis,"
Reference 2. The selection of these trip setpoints is such
that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and
processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, and
instrument drift, Allowable Values specified in SR 3.3.7.3
are conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in Reference 3. The actual
nominal trip setpoint is normally still more conservative
than that required by the plant specific setpoint
calculations. If the measured trip setpoint does not exceed
the documented Surveillance acceptance criteria, the
undervoltage relay is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Values will
ensure that the consequences of accidents will be
acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the

(continued)
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DG LOVS
B 3.3.7

BASES

BACKGROUND LCOs at the onset of the accident and the equipment
(continued) functions as designed. )

The undervoltage protection scheme has been designed to
protect the plant from spurious trips caused by the offsite
power source. This is made poscible by the loss of voltage
and degraded voltage relays used. In the event that offsite

Ipower is unavailable and the diesel generators are not yet
up to required voltage and speed at the time that an ESFAS |
is generated, there can be a delay of up to 20 seconds
before the diesel generator output breakers close and power
is supplied to the ESF buses. Emergency power is
established within the maximum time delay assumed for each
event analyzed in the accident analysis (Ref. 2).

Trio Setooints and Allowable Value

Since there are three protective loss of voltage Function
CHANNELS and three protective degraded voltage Function
CHANNELS in a two-out-of-three trip logic for each of the
4.16 kV safety buses per 4.16 kV division, no single failure

( will cause protective system actuation. This arrangement
meets IEEE Standard 603-1980 criteria (Ref. 4).

APPLICABLE The DG - LOVS is required for engineered safety features
SAFETY ANALYSES (ESF) systems to function in any accident with a loss of

offsite power. Its design basis is that of the ESFAS.

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on a
loss of offsite power during a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). The actual DG start has historically been
associated with the ESFAS actuation. The diesel loading has
been included in the delay time associated with each safety
system component requiring DG supplied power following a
loss of offsite power. The analysis assumes a
nonmechanistic DG loading, which does not explicitly account
for each individual component of the loss of power detection
and subsequent actions. This delay time includes
contributions from the DG start, DG loading, and Safety
injection System component actuation. The response of the
DG to a loss of power must be demonstrated to fall within

(continued)g
'
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BASES

APPLICABLE this analysis response time when including the contributions
SAFETY ANALYSES of all portions of the delay.

(continued)
The required CHANNELS of LOVS (loss of voltage and degraded
voltage), in conjunction with the ESF systems powered from
the DGs, provide plant protection in the event of any of the
analyzed accidents discussed in Reference 2, in which a loss
of offsite power is assumed. LOVS (loss of voltage and
degraded voltage) CHANNELS are required to meet the
redundancy and testability requirements of GDC 21 in
10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 5).

The delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESF |
Iequipment include the DG start delay and the appropriate

sequencing delay, if applicable. The response times for
ESFAS actuated equipment in LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety

,

Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation," include I
the appropriate DG loading and sequencing delay.

The DG-LOVS (loss of voltage and degraded voltage) CHANNELS
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

O
LC0 The LCO for the LOVS requires that three CHANNELS per 4.16

kV safety bus of each LOVS instrumentation Function (loss of
voltage and degraded voltage) be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 and when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE
by LC0 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown." The LOVS (loss of
voltage and degraded voltage) supports safety systems
associated with the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6, the three
CHANNELS must be OPERABLE whenever the asse. lated DG is.

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the automatic start
of the DG is available when needed.

Loss of LOVS Function (loss of voltage and degraded voltage)
could result in the delay of safety system initiation when
required. This could lead to unacceptable consequences
during accidents. During the loss of offsite power, which
is an anticipated operational occurrence, the DG powers the
motor driven emergency feedwater pumps. Failure of these
pumps to start would leave only turbine driven pumps, as
well as an increased potential for a loss of decay heat
removal through the secondary system.

(continued)
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DG LOVS
B 3.3.7 I

i

i
BASES '

LC0 Only Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the
; (continued) LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the plant

specific setpoint caiculations. The nominal setpoints arei

selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL |,
FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the Allowable Value if the '

bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,

,

but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that ;

cperation and testing is consistent with the assumptions of |

the plant specific setpoint calculation. A channel is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its

1
__ required Allowable Value.

__

for this unit, the Allowable Values and trip setpoints are
___ specified in Reference 3.

__

APPLICABILITY The DG -- LOVS actuation (loss of voltage and degraded
voltage) Function is required in MODES 1, 2, ' and 4
because ESF Functions are designed to provide ar/s etion in
these MODES. Actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is requ ~ec <henevec

/ the required DG must be OPERABLE, so that ..e. form its.

5 function on a loss of power or degraded pover ' o * .e titals
bus.

. . _ . . .

ACTIONS A LOVS CHANNEL is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the CHANNEL's Function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the instrument
is set up for adjustment to bring it within Specification.
If the actual trip setpoint is not within the Allowable
Value, the CHANNEL is inoperable, and the appropriate
Conditions must be entered.

, In the_ event a CHANNEL's trip setpoint is found
! nonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or the -

CHANNEL is found inoperable, then all affected- Functions-,

provided by that CHANNEL must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered. The required CHANNELS are specified
on a per 4.16 kV safety bus basis.

| (continued)
1

i
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DG LOVS
B 3.3.7

BASES

ACTIONS When the number of inoperable CHANNELS in a trip Function
(continued) exceeds those specified in one or other related Conditions

associated with the same trip Function, then the plant is
outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should be
entered immediately if applicable in the current MODE of
operation.

A Note has been added to clarify the application of
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification
may be entered independently for each DG-LOVS Function.
The Completion Time (s) of the inoperable CHANNEL (s) of a
Function will be tracked separately for each Function,
starting from the time the Condition was entered for that
Function.

A.1

Condition A applies if one CHANNEL is inoperable for one or
more Functions per DG bus.

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that LCO
3.0.4 is not applicable. The Note was added to allow the
changing of MODES even though one CHANNEL is inoperable,
with that CHANNEL bypassed. In this configuration, the
protection system is in a two-out-of-two logic.

If the CHANNEL cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the
affected CHANNEL should be plar.ed in bypass within 2 hours
(Required Action A.1).

Placing this CHANNEL in the bypass Condition ensures that
logic is in a known configuration. In bypass, the LOVS
logic for loss of voltage Function and degraded voltage
Function is two-out-of-two for the safety bus with the
failed LOVS CHANNEL. This is acceptable for the following
reasons: 1) The other 4.16 kV sdcty bus in that division
would be unaffected and still in a two-out-of-three logic to
start the DG on a loss of offsite power source. Since the
sequencer is an "or" circuit fur DG start, a single
subsequent failure will not prevent the DG in that division
from starting and 2) The output logic (i.e., trip or no
trip) is unaffected by the bypass and because there are two
Diesel Generators (each capable of powering the required
safety buses). Functions are not individually subject to

(continued)
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DG LOVS
B 3.3.7

BASES -

ACTIONS A _l. (continued)

single failure criteria. The 2 hour Completion Time is :

sufficient to perform these Required Actions since the-

.

bypass is not required to be performed from the control -

room.
.

B.1 and B.2
.

Condition B applies if two CHANNELS are inoperable for one
or more Functions.

In accordance with Required Action B.1, with two CHANNELS
inoperable. One CHANNEL must be placed in trip and the :
other in bypass for each affected Function within 2 hours.

With one CHANNEL in trip and the other in bypass the DG LOVS
(loss of voltage function or degraded voltage Function) is
still OPERABLE for a DG start on a single additional CHANNEL
failure. No additional failures on that 4.16 kV safety bus
can be tolerated. However, the other division of 4.16 kV
vital power is unaffected. The.2 hour Completion Time is

(- sufficient to perform these required actions since the
bypass is not required to be performed from the Control
Room.

In accordance with Required Action B.2, two or more CHANNELS
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours for each
Function. The 8 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to
repair without declaring a DG inoperable.

L1
Condition C applies if there are one or more Functions with
three CHANNELS inoperable or the Required Actions of
Conditions and associated Completion Time is not met.

Required Action C.1 ensures that Required Actions for the
affected DG inoperabilities are initiated. Depending _upon
plant MODE, the ACTIONS specified in LCO 3.8.1,
"AC Sources-Operating," or LC0 3.8.2 "AC Soures-Shutdown"
are required immediately.

( (continued) ),

N i
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DG LOVS
B 3.3.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each DG - LOVS function.
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.7.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated output of the
potential transformers that feed the LOVS undervoltage
relays. It is based on the assumption that instrument
CHANNELS monitoring the same parameter should reflect the
same logic. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL
failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

SR 3.3.7.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure that the entire CHANNEL will perform its intended
function when needed.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant operating
experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY, which
demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of a
given Function in any 92 day Frequency is a rare event.

The as found and as left states must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [6).

SR 3.3.7.3

SR 3.3.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every
(18] months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy
of each component within the MEASUREMENT CHANNEL. This
includes calibration of the undervoltage relays and
demonstrates that the equipment falls within the specified
operating characteristics defined by the manufacturer. The
Surveillance verifies that the CHANNEL responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the CHANNEL adjusted to account

(continued)
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DG LOVS |

B 3.3.7 l
i

BASLS

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

for instrument drift between successive surveillances, to
ensure the instrument CHANNEL remains operational.
Measurement error determination, setpoint error
determination, and calibration adjustment must be
performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint
analysis. The CHANNEL shall be left calibrated consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific c'tpoint
analysis.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
surveillance interval analysis. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [6].

The setpoints, as well as the response to a loss of Voltage
and Degraded Voltage test, shall include a single point
verification that the trip occurs within the required delay
time as shown in Reference 1. The Frequency is based upon
the assumption of an [18] month calibration interval for the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint analysis.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

3. [Setpoint Report).

4. IEEE Standard 603-1980.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21.

6. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis.]

l
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APS

B 3.3.8

'

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8 Alternate Protection System Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The Alternate Protection System (APS) augments the Reactor
Protective System to address 10 CFR 50.62 (Ref. 1)
requirements for the reduction in risk of Anticipated
Transients Without Scram (ATWS) and the use of ATWS
Mitigating Systems Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).

The APS is designed to initiate a reactor trip for all -

Anticipated Operational Occurrences (A00s) which cause an
-

overpressurization of the Reactor Coolant System with a
concurrent failure of the Reactor Protective System (RPS) to
trip the reactor.

These increasing pressure A00s include the following events
for System 80+:

Loss of Offsite Power*

Loss of Load,*

Loss of Condenser Vacuum,*

CEA Withdrawal From Low Power Conditions,*

Chemical and Volume Control System*

Malfunctions, and

Loss of Normal Feedwater.*

Of the above listed A00s, the loss of Condenser Vacuum is
the limiting event (i.e., the event with the lowest
Pressurizer Press - High trip setpoint and the highest Steam
Generator level - Low Emergency Feedwater Actuation System
(EFAS) setpoint.]

CESSAR-DC Sections 15.2, 15.4, and 15.5 (Ref. 4) provde a
complete description of the above listed A00s.

The APS design includes an Alternate Reactor Trip Signal
(ARTS) and Alternate Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS) that
are separate and diverse from the Plant Protection System
(PPS). The ARTS equipment provides a simple, yet diverse
mechanism to significantly decrease the possibility of an
ATWS and the AFAS provides added assurance that an ATWS
event could be mitigated if it were to occur.

(continued) g
W
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APS

B 3.3.8

BASES

BACKGROUND The ARTS will initiate a reactor trip when pressurizer
(continued) pressure exceeds a predetermined value. The_ ARTS circuitry

is diverse from that of the RPS. The ARTS design uses a
two-out-of-two logic to open the CEDM motor generator output
contactors, thus removing motive power to the Reactor Trip
Switchgear System (RTSS).

The AFAS will initiate emergency feedwater when the level in
either steam generator decreases below a predetermined
value. Its circuitry is diverse from that of the PPS
Reactor Protection System. To satisfy the ATWS rule, a
component control logic module in the Process-CCS is used to
provide a means of emergency feedwater actuation which is
diverse and independent from the PPS and ESF-CCS.

The APS uses equipment from sensor output to final actuated
device that is diverse from the PPS to automatically
initiate a turbine trip under conditions indicative of an
ATWS. On detection of high pressurizer pressure indicative
of an ATWS, the Alternate Protection System interrupts power
to the CEDMs by opening the CEDM Motor Generator Set Output
Contractors. When under voltage relays in the Control
Element Drive Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS) detect that '

( power to the Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDMs) has
been interrupted, the CEDMCS generates a turbine trip.
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7 (Ref. 2) provide a complete
description of the APS.

APPLICABLE LCO 3.3.8 requires two Alternate Protective (APS) CHANNELS
SAFETY ANALYSIS for Pressurizer Pressure Reactor Trip, Steam Generator 1

Level - Alternate Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS), Steam
Generator 2 Level - AFAS, and CEDMCS Bus Under Voltage
Turbine Trip - when in MODE 1 or 2. The failure of a single
CHANNEL will make the function inoperable since the system
is activated by a two-out-of-two logic.

The Alternate Protection System satisfies Criterion 4 of_the
NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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APS

B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The APS is required to be operable in MODES 1 and 2 where it
contributes to high pressure protection and the availability
of Alternate Feedwater Actuation.

ACTIONS A.] and A.2

Condition A applies when one or more APS CHANNEL is
inoperable in MODES 1 or 2 for Pressurizer Pressure Reactor
Trip, Steam Generator 1 Level-AFAS, Steam Generator Level 2
- AFAS, or CEDMCS Bus Under Voltage Turbine Trip.

Required Action A.1 places the inoperable CHANNEL in bypass I
to disable that trip function. A completion time of I bour !
is reasonable based on operating experience. The Required j
Action A.1 disables that trip function.

]

Required Action A.2 to Restore all CHANNELS to OPERABLE
status within 30 days is reasonable because the APS is a
separate and diverse non-safety backup system for the
Reactor Trip and Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal PPS
trips. The 30 days allows sufficient time to repair an
inoperable CHANNEL but ensures the CHANNEL is repaired to
provide backup protection.

B.1 and B.2

Condition B applies when Completion Time or Required Action
A.2 cannot be completed within the required completion time
of 30 days. Required Action B.1 requires SR 3.3.1.8,
" Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST" for RPS
Instrumentation-Operating to be performed once per 31 days.
It is desirable to have the APS OPERABLE during MODES 1 and
2. However, certain failures (e.g. sensor failure inside
containment) may not be repairable during power operation.
The APS is a non-safety system; however, its operability has
a significant impact on core damage frequency. When one APS
CHANNEL is inoperable at power risk is reduced if the
surveillance interval for the RPS Instrumentation-Operating,
SR 3.3.1.8, " Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST" is performed
every 31 days vice every 92 days.

(continued)
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APS *

B 3.3.8

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

Required Action B.2 to restore all CHANNELS to OPERABLE
status prior to entering MODE 2 following next MODE 5 entry
is provided to ensure that all APS CHANNELS are restored to
OPERABLE status following the next plant shutdown.

Ll

Condition C is entered if the Required Action associated
with Condition A.1 or B is not met within the required "

completion time. The Required Action C.1 to be in MODE 3
when the APS is required within 6 hours is reasonable based
on plant operating experience, for reaching the required
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner without challenging plant systems,

c

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

O Performance of the CHANNEL check once every 12 hours ensures-
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is

based on the assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument CHANNELS
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the CHANNELS. A CHANNEL. CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL
failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL--
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of.the CHANNEL instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a CHANNEL is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has_ drifted
outside its limit. If the CHANNELS are within the match
criteria, it is an indication that-the CHANNELS are
OPERABLE. If the CHANNELS are normally off scale during
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will
only verify that they are-off scale in the same direction.

(continued)
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APS
B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANr,E SR 3.3.8.1 (continued)
REQUIREMEN'S

Off scale low current loop CHANNELS are verified to be
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

The Frequency of 12 hours is based upon plant operating
experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of

.

'

a given Function in any 12 hour interval is a rare event.
The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with this LCO's !

required CHANNELS.

The CHANNEL CHECK may be performed automatically by
validation algorithms within the DPS and DIAS. To take i

credit for the automatic CHANNEL CHECK, the operator will be
required to verify that DPS or DIAS is OPERABLE and that
there are no alarms associated with APS instrumentation.
In the event that neither DPS or DIAS validation checking
function is OPERABLE, or do not perform a cross CHANNEL
comparison on a particular parameter, the operator will be
required to perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually.

SR 3.3.8.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each Alternate
Protection System CHANNEL to ensure the entire CHANNEL will
perform its intended function. Setpoints must be found
within Allowable Values specified in SR 3.3.8.2 and left
consistent with the assumptions of the plant specific
setpoint methodology (Ref. 3). The frequency of 92 days is
based on plant operating experience with regard to CHANNEL
OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of a
CHANNEL of a given function in any 92 day interval is a rare
event.

(continued)
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APS

B 3.3.8

BASESO
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months.
CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
CHANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies the
CHANNEL responds to the measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy.

The bases for the APS Technical Specification trip setpoints
and Allowable Values is that in all cases the safety grade
PPS signal takes priority over the control grade APS if the
PPS is functioning normally.

The Alternate Reactor Trip System (ARTS) is designed to
initiate a reactor trip when the pressurizer pressure
exceeds a predetermined value. This value is based on the
following requirements:

1. The ARTS will initiate a reactor trip at a
pressure above the PPS High Pressurizer
Pressure Trip.

O 2. The ARTS will initiate a reactor trip at a
- pressure below the Primary Safety Valve (PSV)

opening pressure.

3. Electrical and mechanical instrument and
equipment uncertainties'must be considered.
However, harsh environment-uncertainties need
not be included for the ARTS setpoint analysis.

The Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS) is designed
to initiate auxiliary feedwater flow when the downcomer
level in either steam generator decreases below a
predetermined value. This value is established based on the
following requirements:

1. The AFAS will initiate auxiliary feedwater at a
level in either steam generator which is less
that the Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System low level signal used by the PPS when
the PPS is operating normally.

(continued)
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APS
B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

2. Electrical and mechanical instrument and
equipment uncertainties must be considered.
However, harsh environment uncertainties need

_

not be included for the AFAS setpoint analysis.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find measurement errors are withir
_ the acceptance criteria specified in Reference 3 _

The Frequency is based upon operating experience and
"consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is

justified by the assumption of an (18] month calibration
interval for the determination of the magnitude of equipment #
drift.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7

3. [Setpoint Report]

4. CESSAR-DC, Sections 15.2, 15.4, and 15,5

O
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CRIFS
B 3.3.9

O
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.9 Control Room Intake / Filtration Signal (CRIFS)

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO encompasses CRIFS actuation, which is an
instrumentation CHANNEL that performs an actuation Function
required for plant protection but is not otherwise included
in the LC0 3.3.6, " Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS) Actuation," or LCO 3.3.7, " Diesel Generator
(DG) - Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS)." This is a non Nuclear
Steam Supply System ESF Function that, because of

-

differences in purpose, design, and operating
requirements, is not included in LC0 3.3.6 and
LC0 3.3.7.

The CRIFS includes two independent, redundant divisions,
including actuation trains, and radiation sensors. The
CRIFS performs the following two functions: 1) isolate the
control room intake which has the greater radiation level
and block the isolation of the control room intake which has
the lesser radiation level, and 2) start the designated
control room filtration units and ventilation fan. These

( functions minimize operator radiation exposure. The two
divisions use separate radiation sensor inputs and actuate
separate control room intakes. Actuation of either division
will perform the intended function. The designated control
room filtration units and ventilation fan also start
automatically on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS).

Actuation Setooints and Allowable Values

Actuation setpoints used in the comparator logic are based
on the analytical limits (Ref.1). The selection of these
trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided
when all sensor and processing time delays are taken into
account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument drift,
Allowable Values specified in LC0 3.3.9 are conservatively
adjusted with respect to the analytical _ limits. A detailed
example of the methodology used to calculate the trip-

setpoints, including their explicit uncertainties, is
provided in [Setpoint Report] (Ref. 2). The actual nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still

(continued)
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CRIFS
i 8 3.3.9
I

BASES

BACKGROUND more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value
(continued) to account for changes in random measurement errors

detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of
such a change in measurement error is drift during the
surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint does not
exceed the Allowable Value, the bistable is considered
OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure
that Safety Limits are not violated during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s), and the consequences of
Design Basis Accidents will be acceptable, providing the
plant is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the
A00 or accident, and the equipment functions as designed.

APPLICABLE The CRIFS, in conjunction with the Control Complex Air
SAFETY ANALYSES Handling System, maintains the control room atmosphere

within conditions suitable for prolonged occupancy
throughout the duration of any one of the accidents
discussed in Reference 1. The radiation exposure of control
room personnel, through the duration of any one of the
postulated accidents discussed in " Accident Analysis,"
CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15 (Ref. 1), does not exceed the limits
set by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19 (Ref 3).

The CRIFS satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 LCO 3.3.9 requires two divisions of CRIFS to be OPERABLE.
The required division consists of ACTUATION LOGIC and
radiation monitors. The specific Allowable Values for the
setpoints of the CRIFS are listed in the SRs.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each actuation
Function in the LCO. Operation with a trip setpoint less
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within its
Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that the difference
between the nominal trip setpoint and the Allowable Value is
equal to or greater than the drift allowance assumed for
each trip in the transient and accident analyses.

(continued)
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CRIFS

B 3.3.9

BASES

LC0 Each Allowable Value specified is more conservative than the
(continued) analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident

analysis in order to account for instrument uncertainties
appropriate to the trip Function. These uncertainties are
defined in the [Setpoint Report] (Ref. 2). A CHANNEL is
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value.

The Bases for the LC0 on the CRIFS are discussed below for
each Function:

a. Airborne Radiation
-

Both CHANNELS of Airborne Radiation detection in the
associated CRIFS division are required to be OPERABLE
to ensure the control room isolates the control room
intake with the highest radiation level and
filtration units are placed in operation.

(For this unit, the' Allowable Values are specified in
Reference 2.]

b. Actuation Loaic
,

Two divisions of Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE,
since isolation of the control room intake with the
highest radiation level is only accomplished
automatically by CRIFS.

APPLICABILITY The CRIFS Functions must-be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, during CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies to ensure a habitable environment
for the control room operators.

ACTIONS A CRIFS division is inoperable when it does not satisfy the -
OPERABILITY criteria for the division's function. The most
common cause of division inoperability is outright failure
or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to
exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant specific setpoint
analysis. Typically the drift is not large and would result

(continued)
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B 3.3.9

BASES

ACTIONS in a delay of actuation, rather than a total loss of

(continued) function. This determination is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is not within the
Allowable Value, the division is inoperable and the
appropriate Conditions must be entered.

A.1 and A.2

Condition A applies if one CRIFS division is inoperable in
the 1, 2, 3 or 4 MODE. A CRIFS division is inoperable if
its actuation signal, comparator logic, or either input
radiation monitor CHANNELS are inoperable. With one
division inoperable the redundant division is capable of
performing the required safety function.

Required Action A.1 places the filtration units in operation
by closing the bypass dampers and starting the filtration
units within a Completion Time of I hour. This required
action is conservative since the redundant division will
perform the isolation and filtration functions and a SIAS

will initiate the filtration function. Placing the
filtration units in operation ensures that the control
room air is filtered in the event of an accident.
Required Action A.2 restores the division to OPERABLE status
with a Completion Time of 7 days. This required action is
conservative since the redundant division will initiate the
isolation and filtration functions and a SIAS will perform
the filtration function. Restoring the inoperable division
to OPERABLE status within 7 days ensures the excess
redundancy is available for the isolation function.

Completion Time is consistent with the completion time for
the loss of a control room ventilation division and is based
on operating experience and takes into account the remaining
OPERABLE division and SIAS which initiates the filtration
function, and the low probability of an event requiring
CRIFS during this interval.

(continued)
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CRIFS I

B 3.3.9

BASES

|
ACTIONS B.l. B,2. and B.3

(continued)
Condition B applies if two CRIFS divisions are inoperable in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 or if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times of Condition A are not met. With both
CRIFS divisions inoperable the isolation function cannot be
accomplished automatically and filtration function can only
be accomplished automatically via SIAS.

If both divisions cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the
plant must be brought to a Mode in which the LCO does not
apply and place the filtration units in operation. To
achieve this status, close the bypass dampers on the control
room filtration units and start the filtration units within
1 hour (Required Action 8.1). Additionally, the plant must
be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours (Required
Action B.2) and to MODE 5 within 36 hours (Required Action
B.3). A completion of time of I hour is a reasonable time
to accomplish this task. The Completion Times of 6 hours
and 36 hours for reaching MODES 3 and 5 from MODE 1 are
reasonable, based on operating experience and normal

,,- cooldown rates, for reaching the required MODE from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without-

( challenging plant safety systems or operators.

C.1-and C.2

Condition C applies if one CRIFS division is inoperable
during CORE ALTERATIONS or during oovement of irradiated
fuel. A CRIFS division is inoperabA if its actuation
signal, comparator logic or either input radiation monitor
CHANNELS are inoperable. With one division -inoperable the
redundant division is capable of performing the required-

safety function.

Required Action C.1 places the filtration units in operation
by closing the bypass. dampers and starting the filtration
units within a Completion Time of 1 hour. This required
action is c_onservative since the redundant division will
perform the isolation and filtration functions and a SIAS
will initiate the filtration function. Placing the
filtration units in operation ensures that the control
room air is filtered in the event of an accident.

|

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS C 1 and C.2 (continued)

Required Action C.2 restores the division to OPERABLE
status within 7 days. This required action is
conservative since the redundant division will perform the
isolation and filtration function. Restoring the inoperable
division to OPERABLE status within 7 days ensures the excess
redundancy is available to perform the isolation function.
Completion Time is consistent with the completion time for
loss of a control room ventilation division and is based on
operating experience. That takes into account the remaining ,

OPERABLE division which initiates the filtration and |

isolation functions, and the low probability of an event
requiring CRIFS during this interval.

D.1. D.2. D.3. and 0.4

Condition D applies if two CRIFS divisions are inoperable
during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies. The Required Actions are immediately taken
to close bypass dampers on control room filtration units and
start the filtration units; or suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, positive reactivity additions,
and suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. The Completion Time
recognizes the fact that the radiation signals are the only
functions available to indicate the need for control room
filtration and isolation functions in the event of a fuel
handling accident.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is

based on the assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.

Significant deviations between the two instrument CHANNELS
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the CHANNELS. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL

(continued)
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CRIFS
B 3.3.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the CHANNEL instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a CHANNEL is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
transmitter or the signal processing equipment have drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of CHANNEL failure.
Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guarantees that
undetected overt CHANNEL failure is limited to 12 hours.
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant
CHANNELS in any 12 hour period is low, the CHANNEL CHECK
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to
failure of redundant CHANNELS. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofO CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LC0 required CHANNELS.

SR 3.3.9.2

A-CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each CRIFS LOGIC
CHANNEL.to ensure the entire CHANNEL will perform its
intended function.

The as found and as left values must be recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
[ surveillance interval analysis). The requirements for
this review are outlined in-Reference [4].

The Frequency of 92 days is based on plant operating
| experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY and drift,

which demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of
a given Function in any 92 day interval is a rare event.

1

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Proper operation of each CRIFS Output Division is verified
by performing a selective group FUNCTIONAL TEST of the
Actuation Logic every [18] months. This will actuate the
Function by operating all associated equipment.

The Frequency of [18] months is based on plant operating
experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY, which
demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of a
given Function in any [18] month interval is a rare event.

A Note indicates this Surveillance includes verification of
operation for each subgroup.

SR 3.3.9.4

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
CHANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the CHANNEL responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
the CHANNEL adjusted to account for instrument drifts
between successive calibrations to ensure that the CHANNEL
remains operational between successive surveillance.
Measurement error determination, setpoint error
determination, and calibration adjustment must be performed
consistent with the plant specific setpoint analysis. The
CHANNEL shall be left calibrated consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis.

The as found and as left values must also be. recorded and
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the
[ surveillance interval analysis]. The requirements for this
review are outlined in Reference [4].

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

|

|

(continued)
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CRIFS
B 3,3.9-

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15,

2. [Setpoint Report]

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

4. [ Surveillance Interval Analysis.]

.,

O.

ir

4

1

O
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
B 3.3.10

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.10 Containment Bypass Instrumentation Steam Generator Tube Rupture
(SGTR)

BASES

BACKGROUND This instrumentation is required to:

a. Detect an incipient Steam Generator Tube Rupture.

b. Identify the ruptured steam generator so that
emergency procedures may be followed by the operator.

IThe postulated release path is from failed fuel to the
reactor coolant system to the steam generator secondary side
to the condenser air ejection to the plant stack.

Monitors are provided at a steam line for each steam
generator and at the steam generator blowdown line for each ,

steam generator. |
The Technical Specification assures that radiation monitors
are available to identify which steam generator has
experienced a rupture.

APPLICABLE The instrumentation is not credited in the safety analysis,
SAFETY ANALYSES however, it is required so that the operator can identify

that a steam generator tube rupture has occurred and take
the correct actions to control a steam generator tube
rupture and prevent radiation release from the plant. This
instrumentation satisfies the Criteria 4 of the NRC Policy
statement.

LCO LC0 3.3.10 requires two CHANNELS of steam generator tube
rupture identification instrumentation, one of which is a
Main Steam Line N-16 MEASUREMENT CHANNEL, to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 when 2 25% RTP for each steam generator and one
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL of steam generator tube rupture
identification instrumentation, excluding the Main Steam
Line N-16 MEASUREMENT CHANNEL, to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when

(continued)
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
B 3.3.10

t BASES

LCO < 25% RTP and in MODES 2, 3, and 4 for each steam generator.
(continued) Two radiation monitor MEASUREMENT CHANNELS, a Steam

Generator Blowdown Radiation and Main Steam Line Radiation
are available for each steam generator to perform the Steam
Generator. Blowdown / Radiation Monitor Function A.1 and A.2.
If either MEASUREMENT CHANNEL is OPERABLE the LC0
requirement is satisfied.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 requires two MEASUREMENT CHANNELS of steam
generator tube rupture identification instrumentation, one
of which is a Main Steam Line N-16 MEASUREMENT CHANNEL, to
be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when 2 25% RTP for each steam
generator to accommodate single failure criteria at high
power. levels. The Main Steam Line N-16 MEASUREMENT CHANNEL

-

is required for each steam generator when 2 25% RTP because
it has increased sensitivity over the Main Steam Line
Radiation or Steam Generator Blowdown Radiation Monitor
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS. This LCO requires one MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL of steam generator tube rupture identification
instrumentation, excluding the Main Steam Line N-16

O MEASUREMENT CHANNEL to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when < 25% RTP
and in MODES 2, 3, and 4 for each steam generator to ensure
that a steam generator tube rupture can be identified at low
power or during shutdown MODES when the potential radiation
release exists. The N-16 has inadequate sensitivity at
< 25% RTP, hence it cannot be credited below this power.

ACTIONS These CHANNELS have no automatic functions hence bypassing
or tripping a CHANNEL is not applicable. The operator
action is to restore a required failed CHANNEL to operation
within the required time.

A.1

Condition A applies as follows:,

Loss of one Function in Table 3.3.10-1.

(continued)
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Containment bypass Instrumentation SGTR
B 3.3.10

BASES

1

ACTIONS 6_d (continued)

If the required steam generator tube rupture identification
instrumentation is not available, the required MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days.
The 30 day completion time is based on operating experience
and takes into account the remaining OPERABLE CHANNEL when
2 25% RTP and the relative low probability of an event
requiring steam generator tube rupture identification
instrumentation and availability of alternate means to
obtain the required information (e.g., steam generator
sample).

fL1

Condition B is entered if there is one or more Functions
with two required MEASUREMENT CHANNELS inoperable or, if the
required action associated with Condition A is not met
within the required completion time. The Required Action
B.1 to be in MODE 3 within 6 hours and to be in MODE 5
within 36 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching the required plant conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner without
challenging plant systems.

| SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is

based on the assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the two instrument CHANNELS
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one
of the CHANNELS. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL

| failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation

| continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

|

l
!

(continued)'
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
B 3.3.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Agreement criteria are determined by the-plant staff based
on a combination of the CHANNEL instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a CHANNEL is
outside the match criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit. If the CHANNELS are within the match
criteria, it is an indication that the CHANNELS are
OPERABLE. If the CHANNELS are normally off scale during
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.
Off scale low current loop CHANNELS are verified to be
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

Frequency of 12 hours is based upon plant operating
experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of
a given Function in any 12 hour interval is a rare
event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of the CHANNEL during normal operational
use of the displays associated with this LCO's required
CHANNELS.

a
SR 3.3.10.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each MEASUREMEN1 CHANNEL is
performed every 92 days to ensure the entire MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL will perform its intended function when needed.
This test may be performed automatically by an automatic
test network with self diagnostics or manually, if

performed automatically, the cperability of the automatic
test network is verified every 92 days to meet the
Surveillance requirement.

SR 3.3.10.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18) months.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
CHANNEL including the sensor. The surveillance verifies the
CHANNEL responds to the measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy.

(continued)
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Containment Bypass Instrumentation SGTR
B 3.3.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
-

SR 3.3.10.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

-

At this unit, CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find measurement
_, errors are within the values specified in Reference 4.

_

The Frequency is based upon operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
justified by the assumption of an (18] month calibration
interval for the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 12.

[3. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8, " Shutdown Risk Evaluation."]

4. [Setpoint Report).

O

O
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PAMI
B 3.3.11

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.11 Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI)

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAMI is to display plant
variables that provide information required by the control
room operators during accident situations. This information
provides the necessary support for the operator to take the
manual actions, for which no automatic control is provided,
that are required for safety systems to accomplish their
safety functions for Design Basis Events.

The OPERABILITY of PAMI ensures that there is sufficient
information available on selected plant parameters to
monitor and assess plant status and behavior following an
accident.

The availability of PAMI is important so that responses to
corrective actions can be observed, and the need for further
actions can be determined. These essential instruments are
identified in (Refs. I and 4) and by the recommendations of

O Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2), as required by Supplement 1
C to NUREG-0737, "TMI Action Items" (Ref. 3).

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk
significant because they are needed to:

Determine whether other systems important to safety*

are performing their intended functions;

Provide information to the operators that will enable*

them to determine the potential for causing a gross
breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and

Provide information regarding the release of*

radioactive materials to allow for early indication
of the need to initiate action necessary to protect
the public as well as to obtain an estimate of
the magnitude of any impending threat.

These key variables were identified by System 80+ Regulatory
Guide 1.97 analyses (Ref.1) and are identified in Ref.1.
These analyses also identified that there are no Type A
variaoles and provided justification for deviating from the
NRC proposed list of Category I variables.

(continued)
'
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PAMI
B 3.3.11

|

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The PAMI also ensures OPERABILITY of Category 1, non-Type A
SAFETY ANALYSIS variables. This ensures the control room operating staff

can:

Determine whether systems important to safety are*

performing their intended functions;

Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of*

the barriers to radioactivity release;

Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has*

occurred; and

Initiate action necessary to protect the public as*

well as to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

Category 1 nontype A PAMI are retained in the Specification
because they are intended to assist operators in minimizing
the consequences of accidents. Therefore, these Category 1
variables are important in reducing public risk. (Criterion
4 of the NRC Policy Statement).

The seismically qualified Discrete Indication and Alarm
System (DIAS) CHANNEL P is dedicated to continuously monitor
and display the category 1 parameters. The DIAS CHANNEL N
and Data Processing System (DPS) also monitor all the
category 1 parameters as a backup for CHANNEL P.

Two measurement CHANNELS provide the necessary information
in the Control Room for adequate accident monitoring. The
CHANNELS provide wide-range information which meet
electrical and physical separation requirements for each
parameter displayed. This design is consistent with the
requirements of IEEE 279-1971 (Ref. 5). The CHANNELS are
provided with equipment qualified to operate in the
environments specified for design basis events in the
CESSAR-DC. These CHANNELS comply with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.97.

(continued)
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-

B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)

LCO LCO 3.3.11 requires two OPERABLE MEASUREMENT CHANNELS for
all but one function to ensure no single failure prevents
the operators from being presented with the information
necessary to determine the status of the plant and to bring
the plant to, and maintain it in, a safe condition following
that accident.

Furthermore, provision of two CHANNELS allows a CHANNEL
CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity
of displayed information.

The exception to the two CHANNEL requirement is Containment 1

Isolation Valve Position, in this case, the important
information is the status of the containment penetrations.
The LC0 requires one position indicator for each active
containment isolation valve. This is sufficient to
redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable
penetration either via indicated status of the active valve
and prior knowledge of passive valve or via system boundary
status. If a normally active containment isolation valve is
known to be closed and deactivated, position indication is
not needed to determine status. Therefore, the position

) indication for valves in this state is not required to be
' OPERABLE.

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument

functions listed in Table 3.3.11-1. The following
instrument functions are displayed on DIAS-P, DIAS-N, and
DPS.

1. Neutron Flux Power level

Neutron Flux Power Level indication is provided to
verify reactor shutdown.

,

Inputs are provided by two safety CHANNELS with a
minimum sensor and indicated range of 1 x 10'7 to
200% power.

(continued)
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._

LCO 2, 3. Reactor Cooiant Outlet temperature (T-hot) (Wiig
(continued) Ranae) and inlet Temperature _(T-Cold) (Wjldngd

Reactor Coolant Outlet and Inlet Temperatures ne
Category 1 variables provided for verificatica of
core cooling and long term surveillance. They are
also inputs to the Reactor Coolant System subcooled
Margin Monitor.

Reactor outlet temperature inputs to the PAMI are
provided by two fast response resistance elements and
associated transmitters in each loop. The CHANNELS
provide indication over a minimum sensor and
indicated range of 50 to 750*F.

4. EfE1.or Coolant System Prenpre (wide ranad

RCS Pressure (wide range) is a Category 1 variable,
provided for verification of core cooling and RCS
integrity long term surveillance. Wide range RCS
loop pressure is measured by pressure transmitters
with a minimum sensor and indicated range of
0 to 4000 psig. The pressure transmitters are
located inside the containment. Redundant monitoring
capability is provided by two trains of
instrumentation.

5. Reactor Vessel Coolant Level

Reactor Vessel Coolant Level is provided for
verification and long term surveillance of core
cooling.

The Reactor Vessel Water level Monitors provide a
direct measurement of the collapsed liquid level
above the core support surface. The collapsed liquid
represents the amount of liquid mass that is in the
reactor vessel above the core. Measurement of the
collapsed water level is selected because it is a
direct indication of the water inventory. The
collapsed level is obtained over the same temperature
and pressure range as the saturation measurements,
thereby encompassing all operating and accident

(continued)
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PAMI

B 3.3.11

BASES

LCO 5. Reactor _ Vengl CoolM1Lilyf.1 (continued)

conditions where it must function. Also, it

functions during the recovery interval. Therefore,
it is designed to survive the high steam temperature
that may occur during the preceding core recovery
i nterval .

The level range extends from the top of the vessel
down to the top of the core support surface. The
response time is short enough to track the level
during small break LOCA events. The resolution is
sufficient to show the initial level drop, the key
locations near the hot leg elevation, and the lowest
levels just above the core support surface. This
provides the operator with adequate indication to
track the progression of the accident and to detect
the consequences of its mitigating actions or the
functionality of automatic equipment.

Two CHANNELS with minimum sensor range of 0 - 370
inches above the core support surface is provided.

O The minimum indicated range for these two CHANNELS is
0 - 100%.

6. Reactor Qvity Level

Reactor Cavity Level is provided for verification and
long term surveillance of RCS integrity and vessel
integrity.

Rcactor Cavity Level is meuured by two instruments
with a minimum sensor and indicated range of 0 -
100%.

7. Q ntainment Pressure

Containment Pressure (wide range and narrow range) is
provided for verification of RCS and containment
OPERABilliY.

(continued)
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BASES

LC0 7. Containment Pressur.g (continued)

Two wide range pressure sensors with a minimum sensor
and indicated range of -5 psig to 4 times containment
design pressure provide input. Four narrow range
sensors with a minimum sensor and indicated range of
-5 psig to 1 times containment design pressure
provide input.

8. Containment Isolation Valve Position

Containment Isolation Valve Position is provided for
verification of containment isolation OPERABILITY.

Containment Isolation Valve Position indication is
,

summarized by two status indicators. The containment |
isolation valves are split between the two status

iindicators in cases where there are two containment
isolation valves for one penetration. For any
particular containment penetration, one isolation
valve or boundary is on one status indicator, and the
other isolation valve or boundary is on the other

i status indicator. These status indicators will
' identify if any single Containment Isolation Valve is

not in its required position (closed) for isolation
valves aggregated under that status indicator. Any
Containment Isolation Valve whose associated
penetration is isolated by at least one closed and
deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve,
blind flange, or check valve with flow through the
valve secured will not cause the associated
Containment Isolation Valve status indicator to
indicate that not all of the Containment Isolation
Valves are closed, if all other Containment isolation
Valves associated with that indicator closed.
Required inputs, to the Containment Isolation Valve
position status algorithm include 1 pair of
closed /not closed valve position indication for each
Containment Isolation Valve.

(continued)
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PAMI
B 3.3.11

BASES )
I
1

LCO 9. Containment Area Radiation j

(continued)
Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for
the potential of significant radiation releases and
to provide release-assessment for use by operators in-
determining the need to invoke site emergency plans.
Twosensorswitpaminimumsensorandindicatedrange
of 1 R/hr to 10 R/hr provide input.

)
10. Containment Hydroaen ConcentratiQB |

Containment Hydrogen Concentration is provided to
detect high hydrogen concentration conditions that
represent a potential for containment breach. This
variable is also important in verifying the
adequacy of mitigating actions. Two hydrogen
concentration sensors with a minimum sensor range of
0 - 15% by volume and a minimum indicated range of 0
- 15% are provided.

11. Pressurizer Water Level '

g

Pressurizer Water Level is used to determine whether
to terminate safety injection (SI), if still in
progress, or to reinitiate Si if it has bien stopped.
Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also used to
verify the plant conditions necessary to establish
natural circulation in the RCS and to verify that the
plant is maintained in-a safe shutdown condition.

Two pressurizer level sensors.are provided. They
have a minimum indicated and sensor range of 0 -
100%.

12. Steam Generator Water Level (Wide Ranne)

Steam Generator Water Level (wide range) is provided
to monitor operation of decay heat removal via the
steam generators. The Category 1 indication of. steam
generator level is the extended startup range level
instrumentation. The extended.startup range level-

covers a. span of 0 to 100% above the lower tubesheet.

(continued)
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PAMI
B 3.3.11

BASES

LC0 12. Steam Generator Water Level (Wide Ranagl (continued)

The measured differential pressure is displayed as 0
to 100% at 68'F. Temperature compensation of this
indication is performed manually by the operator.
Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two
trains of instrumentation.

13. Emeraency Feedwater (EFW1 Stgraae Tank Level

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank Level is provided to
ensure water supply for EFW. The EFW Storage Tank
provides the ensured, safety grade water supply for
the EFW System, The EFW Storage Tanks consists of
two identical tanks, one for each EFW mechanical
train. There are two 0 - 100% sensors and indicated !
range level CHANNELS for each storage tank. :

14, 15, 16, 17. Core Exit Temocrature

Core Exit Temperature was provided for verification
and long term surveillance of core cooling.

An evaluation was made of the minimum number of valid
core exit thermocouples necessary for inadequate core
cooling detection. The evaluation determined the
reduced complement of core exit thermocouples
necessary to detect initial core recovery and trend
the ensuing core heatup. The evaluations account for
core nonuniformities including incore effects of the
radial decay power distribution and excore effects of
condensate runback in the hot legs and nonuniform
inlet temperatures. Based on these evaluations,
adequate or inadequate core cooling detection is
ensured with two valid core exit thermocouples per
quadrant.

The design of the Incore Instrumentation System
includes a Type K (chrori.el alumel) thermocouple-

within each of the incore instrument detector
assemblies. The junction of each thermocouple is
located a few inches above the fuel assembly, inside

(continued)
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LCO 14, 15, 16, 17. Core Exit Temperature (continued)

a structure that supports and shields the incore
instrument detector assembly string from flow forces
in the outlet plenum region. These core exit
thermocouples monitor the temperature of the reactor
coolant as it exits the fuel assemblies.

The core exit thermocouples have a usable sensor and
indicated temperature range from 32 to 2300*F,
although accuracy is reduced at-temperatures above

_

1800*F.

18. Steam Generator Pressure

Steam Generator Pressure is provided to monitor
operation of the Steam Generators and verification of
RCS heat removal.

There are two sensed CHANNELS of Steam Generator
Pressure per Steam Generator. The minimum sensor

O range of these CHANNELS is 15 - 1500 psia. The
minimum indicated range of these CHANNELS is (0 -
1485 psig.]

19. Daaree of Subcoolina

Degree of Subcooling is provided for verification and
analysis of plant conditions.

-There are two sensed CHANNELS of Degree of
Subcooling. Degree of Subcooling is calculated from
the following instruments: High Range Pressurizer
Pressure.(minimum sensor range of 1500 - 2500 psia),
Mid Range Pressurizer Pressure (Minimum Sensor Range
of 600 - 1650 psia), low Range Pressurizer Pressure
(Minimum Sensor Range of 0 - 750 psia), Reactor
Coolant Hot Leg and Cold leg Temperatures (Minimum
Sensor Range of 50 - 750*F), and Core Exit
Temperatures (Minimum Sensor Range of 32 - 2300*F).
The Degree of Subcooling indicated range is a minimum
of 200*F subcooling to 35*F superheat.

(continued)O,
~
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LCO 20. Primary Coolant (T ) Radiation level
s

(continued)
Primary Coolant Radiation level is provided for
detection of a breach.

Primary Coolant (T ) Radiation Level is provided by
twosensedCHANNEl$withaminimumsensorand
indicated range of 1.0 - 10 R/hr.

Two CHANNELS are required to be OPERABLE for most functions.
Two OPERABLE CHANNELS ensure that no single failure within _

the PAMI or its auxiliary supporting features or power
sources, concurrent with failures that are a condition of or
result from a specific accident, prevents the operators from
being presented the information necessary for them to
determine the safety status of the plant and to bring the
plant to and maintain it in a safe condition following that
accident.

In Table 3.3.11-1 the exception to the two CHANNEL
requirement is Containment Isolation Valve Position.

[lwo OPERABLE CHANNELS of core exit thermocouples are
required for each CHANNEL in each quadrant) to provide
indication of radial distribution of the coolant temperature
rise across representative regions of the core. Power
distribution symmetry is considered in determining the
specific number and locations provided for diagnosis of
local core problems. Therefore, two randomly selected
thermocouples may not be sufficient to meet the two
thermocouples per CHANNEL requirement in any quadrant. The
two thermocouples in each CHANNEL must meet the additional
requirement that one be located near the center of the core
and the other near the core perimeter, such that the pair of
core exit thermocouples indicate the radial temperature
gradient across their core quadrant. [Two sets of two
thermocouples in each quadrant ensure a single failure will
not disable the ability to determine the radial temperature
gradient.]

for loop and steam generator related variables, the required
information is individual loop temperature and individual
steam generator level. In these cases two CHANNELS are
required to be OPERABLE for each loop of steam generator to
redundantly provide the necessary information.

(continued)
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LC0 20. Primary Coolant (T ) Radiation level (continued)3

In the case of Containment isolation Valve Position, the
important information is the status of the containment
penetrations. The LCO requires one position indicator for |

each active containment isolation valve. This is sufficient
to redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable

;

penetration either via indicated status of the active valve
'

and prior knowledge of passive valve or system boundary
status. If a normally active containment isolation valve is
known to be closed and deactivated, position indication is

,

not needed to determine status. Therefore, the position i

indication for valves in this state is not required to be l

OPERABLE.

!

|

APPLICABILITY The PAMI LC0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. These
variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned
actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed tc occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, l

and 6, plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an :

O event occurring that would require PAMI is low; therefore,
the PAMI is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE
change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS,
even though the ACTIONS may eventually require plant
shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passive
function of the instruments, the operator's ability to
monitor an accident using alternate instruments and methods,
and the low probability of an event requiring these
instruments.

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. The Condition of this
Specification may be entered independently for each Function
listed in Table 3.3.11-1. The Completion Time (s) of the
inoperable CHANNEL (s) of a Function will be tracked
separately for each Function starting from the time the
Condition was entered for that Function.

(continued)
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ACTIONS M
(continued)

When one or more functions have one required MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL that is inoperable, the required inoperable CHANNEL
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The
30 day Completion Time is based on operating experience and
takes into account the remaining OPERABLE MEASUREMENT
CHANNEL (or in the case of a function that has only one
required MEASUREMENT CHANNEL, other non Regulatory
Guide 1.97 instrument MEASUREMENT CHANNELS to monitor the
function), the passive nature of the instrument (no critical
automatic action is assumed to occur from these
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring
PAMI during this interval.

fL1

This Required Action specifies initiation of actions in
Specification {5.9.2.c,] which requires a written report,
approved by the [onsite review committee], to be submitted
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This report discusses
the results of the root cause evaluation of the
inoperability and identifies proposed restorative Required
Actions. This Required Action is appropriate in lieu of a
shutdown requirement, given the likelihood of plant
conditions that would require information provided by this
instrumentation. Also, alternative Required Actions are
identified before a loss of functional capability condition
occurs.

C.d

When one or more functions have two required MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS inoperable (i.e., two MEASUREMENT CHANNELS
inoperable in the same Function), one MEASUREMENT CHANNEL in
the function should be restored to OPERABLE status within
7 days. The Completion Time of 7 days is based on the
relatively low probability of an event requiring PAMI
operation and the availability of alternate means to obtain
the required information. Continuous operation with two
required CHANNELS inoperable in a Function is not acceptable
because the alternate indications may not fully meet all
performance qualification requirements applied to the PAMI.

(continued)
I
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BASES

ACTIONS [_d (continued)

Therefore, requiring restoration of one inoperable CHANNEL
of the Function limits the risk that the PAMI Function will
be in a degraded condition should an accident occur.

Ed

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.11-1. The applicable
Condition referenced in the Table is Function dependent.
Each time Required Action C.1 is not met, and the associated
Completion Time has expired, Condition D is entered for that
CHANNEL and provides for transfer to the appropriate
subsequent Condition.

L 1 and E.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of

O Condition C is not met and Table 3.3.11-1 directs entry into
Condition E, the plant mu;t be brought to a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant
must be brought to at le.ist MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

_ __.

f_d

Alternate means of monitoring Reactor Vessel Water Level and
Containment Area Radiation may be temporarily installed if
the normal PAMI CHANNEL cannot be restored to OPERABLE

| status within the allotted time. If these alternate means
! are used, the Required Action is not to shut down the plant,
' but rather to follow the directions of Specification-
| 5.9.2.c. The report provided to the NRC should discuss
| whether the alternate means are equivalent to the installed

PAMI CHANNELS, justify the areas in which they are not
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal
PAMI CHANNELS.

(continued)t
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SURVEILLANCE A Note in the beginning of the SR table specifies that the
REQUIREMENTS following SRs apply to each PAMI function found in |

Table 3.3.11-1.

SR 3.3.11.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK for each required
instrument CHANNEL that is normally energized once every
31 days ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation has

,

i
not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the
parameter indicated on one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on
other CHANNELS. It is based on the assumption that
instrument CHANNELS monitoring the same parameter should
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument CHANNELS could be an indication
of excessive instrument drift in one of the CHANNELS. A
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL failure; thus, it is
key to verifying the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff
based on a combination of the CHANNEL instrument
uncertainties, including indication and readability. If a
CHANNEL is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the sensor or the signal processing
equipment has drif ted outside its limit. If the CHANNELS
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
CHANNELS are OPERABLE. If the CHANNELS are normally off
scale during time when surveillance is required, the
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off
scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop
CHANNELS are verified to be reading at the bottom of the
range and not failed downscale.

The frequency of 31 days is based upon plant operating
experience with regard to CHANNEL OPERABILITY and drift,
which demonstrates that failure of more than one CHANNEL of
given Function in any 31 day interval is a rare event. The
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of the displays associated with this LCO's
required CHANNELS.

(continued)
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PAMI
B 3.3.11

BASES (continued)
I

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3. 3. lL1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS I

The CHANNEL CHECK may be performed automatically by i

validation algorithms within the DPS and DIAS. To take'

credit for the automatic CHANNEL CHECK, the operator will be
required to verify that DPS or DIAS is OPERABLE and that
there are no alarms associated with the PAMI. The frequency
interval (31 days) specified for this SR will be applicable.
In the event that neither DPS or DIAS validation checking
function is OPERABLE, or do not perform a cross CHANNEL
comparison on a particular parameter, the operator will be
required to perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually via DPS or
DIAS.

SR 3.3.11.2

A CHANNEL CAllBRATION is performed every [18] months.
CHANNEL CALIGRATION is a complete check of the instrument
L|LANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies the
CHANNEL responds to the measured parameter with the

_ necessary range and accuracy.
,_

r

For the Containment Area Radiation instrumentation, a
CHANNEL CAllBRATION may consist of an electronic calibration
of the CHANNEL, not including the detector, for range
decades above 10 R/hr, and one point calibration check of

_ the detector below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.
_

The frequency is based upon operating experience and '

consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
justified by the assumption of an [18) month calibration
interval for the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift. -

.

(continued) 1
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BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 7, " Instrumentation and Controls"
and 15 " Accident Analysis".

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97.

3. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1.

| 4. System 80+ Procedure Guidelines

5. IEEE Standard 279,1971, " Criteria for Protection
i Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," April
| 5, 1972.
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
-

B 3.3.12

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.12 Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls

BASES

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls provides
the control room operator with sufficient instrumentation
and controls to place and maintain the unit in a safe
shutdown condition from a location other than the control
room. This capability is necessary to protect against the
possibility that the control room becomes inaccessible. A

safe shutdown condition is dafined as MODE 3. With the unit -

in MODE 3, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System and the
steam generator safety valves or the steam generator
atmospheric dump valves (ADVs) can be used to remove core
decay heat and meet all safety requirements. The long term
supply of water for the EFW System and the ability to borate
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from outside the control
room allows extended operation in MODE 3.

In the event that the control room becomes inaccessible, the
operators can establish control at the remote shutdown panel

O and place and maintain the unit in MODE 3. The operators
can transfer control from the Control Room to the Remote
Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls on the Remote Shutdown
Panel (RSP) via switches near each control _ room exit. Once
control has been transferred to the RSP, the RSP will
contain all controls and indications necessary to achieve
and maintain hot standby. (MODE 3). The unit automatically
reaches MODE 3 following a unit shutdown and can be
maintained safely in MODE 3 for an extended period of time.

The RSP includes all divisions of safe shutdown controls,
isolated from the main control panels. The man-machine
interface for this instrumentation is consistent with the
control room. The indications and controls at the RSP are.

physically separated and electrically isolated from the
control room.

The OPERABil.lTY of the Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and
Controls Functions ensures that there is sufficient
information available on selected plant parameters to bring
the plant to, and maintain it in MODE 3 should the control
room become inaccessible.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
B 3.3.12

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls are
SAFETY ANALYSES required to provide equipment at appropriate locations

outside the control room with a capability to promptly shut
down the plant and maintain it in a safe condition in
MODE 3.

The criteria governing the design and the specific system
requirements of the Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and
Controls are located in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19
(Ref. 1).

The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls has been
identified as an important contributor to the reduction of
plant accident risk and, therefore, has been retained in the
Technical Specifications, as indicated in the NRC Policy
Statement. The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
meet Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls LC0
requires two OPERABLE divisions for each function necessary
to place and maintain the plant in MODE 3 from a location
other than the control room. The instrumentation and
controls required are listed in Table 3.3.12-1 in the
accompanying LCO.

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are
those required to perform the following functions:

Reactivity Control (initial and long term);*

RCS Pressure Control;*

Decay Heat Removal;*

RCS Inventory Control; and*

Safety support systems for the above Functions, asa

well as station service water, component cooling
water, and onsite power.

(continued)
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BASES

LC0 A Function of a Rem)ie Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
(continued) is OPERABLE if all instrument and control parameters needed

to support the Function are OPERABLE. A division is a set
of instruments and controls needed to accomplish the RSIC
Function. A given RSIC Function may be performed by
different parameters in the redundant divisions.
Electrical / physical separation of the individual measurement
division functions is not met at the associated RSP display
device. _ Operability of individual CHANNEL functions can be
verified using the common display device that is part of the
Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS) or using Data

-

Processing System (DPS) CRT display pages.

The Remote Shutdown System instrumentation and control
circuits covered by this LC0 do not need to be energized to
be considered OPERABLE. This LC0 is intended to ensure that
the instrument and control circuits will be OPERABLE if
plant conditions require that the Remote Shutdown System be
placed in operation.

O APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LC0 is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. This is required so that the unit can be placed and
maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a
location other than the control room. This LC0 is not
applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In these MODES, the unit is
already subcritical and in the condition of reduced RCS
energy. Under these conditions, considerable time is
available to restore necessary instrument control Functions
if control room instruments or control become unavailable.

ACTIONS A Note has been included that excludes the MODE change
restrictions of LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into
an applicable MODE, while relying on the ACTIONS, even
though the ACTIONS may eventually require a plant shutdown.
This is acceptable due to the low probability of an event

f requiring this system.

A Remote Shutdown System division is inoperable when each
Function listed in Table 3.3.12-1 is not accomplished by at
least one designated Remote Shutdown System CHANNEL that

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
B 3.3.12

BASES

ACTIONS satisfies the OPERABillTY criteria for the CHANNEL's
(continued) function. These criteria are outlined in the LCO section of

the Bases.

A.1

Condition A addresses the situation where one division with
one or more Required Functions of the Remote Shutdown
Instrumentation and Controls are inoperable. This includes
:iny function listed in Table 3.3.12-1 as well as the control
and transfer switches.

The Required Action is to restore the division to OPERABLE
status within 92 days. The Completion Time is based on
operating experience, the availability of a redundant
division supplying the same Functions, and the low
probability of an event that would require evacuation of the
control room.

Ild
Condition B addresses the situation where two divisions with
one or more Required Functions of the Remote Shutdown
Instrumentation and Controls are inoperable. This includes
any function listed in Table 3.3.12-1 as well as the control
and transfer switches.

The Required Action is to restore one division to OPERABLE
status within 31 days. The completion time is based on
operating experience and the low probability of an event
that would require evacuation of the control room.

C.1 and C.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or B is not met, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and to MODE 4 within [12] hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required MODES from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
B 3.3.12

!
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.12.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a romparison of the parameter indicated on
one CHANNEL to a similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is

based on the assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring
the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between the instrument CHANNELS could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
CHANNELS. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL
failure; thus it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Agreement criteria are determined by
the plant staff, based on a combination of the CHANNEL
instrument uncertainties, including indication and
readability. If a CHANNEL is outside the match criteria, iti

may be an indication that the sensor or the signal
processing equipment have drifted outside its limit. As
specified in the Surveillance, a CHANNEL CHECK is only
required for those CHANNELS which are normally energized.

C)
The Frequency is based on plant operating experience that
demonstrates CHANNEL failure is rare.

The CHANNEL CHECK may be performed automatically by
validation algorithms within the DPS and/or DIAS. To take
credit for the automatic CHANNEL CHECK,-the operator will be
required to verify that DPS or DIAS is OPERABLE and that
there are no alarms associated with Remote Shutdown
Instrumentation. DPS or DIAS' surveillance in the control
room may encompass the CHANNEL CHECK for the Remote Shutdown
Instrumentation and Controls. The frequency interval (31
days) specified in this SR will be applicable. In the event
that neither the DPS or DIAS validation checking function is
OPERABLE or do not perform a cross CHANNEL comparison on a
particular parameter, the operator will be required to
perform the CHANNEL CHECK manually via DPS or DIAS.

SR 3.3.12.2

SR 3.3.12.2 verifies that each required Remote Shutdown
System indicator, transfer switch, and control circuits
perform their intended function. This verification is

.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
B 3.3.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 3. lL2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

performed from the control room, Vital Instrumentation
Equipment Rooms, and Remote Shutdown Room, as appropriate,
This will ensure that if the control room becomes

|inaccessible, the plant can be brought to and maintained in
MODE 3 from the RSP. The [18] month Frequency is based on
the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions |
that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an |
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with !
the reactor at power. Operating experience demonstrates l

'that Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls control
CHANNELS seldom fail to pass the Surveillance when performed
at a frequency of once every [18] months.

SR 3 1 12.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
CHANNEL including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies
that the CHANNEL responds to measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy.

The (18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

SR 3.3.12.3 has been modified by a Note stating that Neutron
detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 " Instrumentation and Controls,"
and 15 " Accident Analysis."

O
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B 3.3.13

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.13 Logarithmic Power Monitoring CHANNELS

BASES

BACKGROUND The logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS provide neutron
flux power indication from < IE-7% RTP to > 100% RTP. They
also provide reactor protection when the reactor trip
circuit breakers (RTCBs) are shut, in the form of a
Logarithmic Power Level-High trip.

This LC0 addresses MODES 3, 4, and 5 with the RTCBs open. -

When the RTCBs are shut, the logarithmic power monitoring
CHANNELS are addressed by LC0 3.3.2, " Reactor Protective
System (RPS) Instrumentation - Shutdown."

When the RfCBs are open, two of the four wide range power
CHANNELS must be available to monitor neutron flux power.
In this application, the RPS CHANNELS need not be OPERABLE,
since the reactor trip function is not required. By
monitoring neutron flux (wide range) power when the RTCBs
are open, loss of SDM caused by boron dilution can be

O detected as an increase in flux. Alarms are also provided
when power increases above the fixed bistable setpoints.
Two CHANNELS must be OPERABLE to provide single failure
protection and to facilitate detection of CHANNEL failure by
providing CHANNEL CHECK capability.

APPLICABLE The logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS are necessary to
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. They are one of the

primary means for detecting and triggering operator actions
to respond to reactivity transients initiated from
Conditions in which the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE.
Boron dilution instrumentation is the primary means for
detecting and triggering operator actions in a boron
dilution event while in a shutdown mode. LC0 3.1.12, " Boron
Dilution Alarms," addresses this instrumentation. The
logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS also trigger operator
actions to anticipate RPS actuation in the event of
reactivity transients starting from shutdown or low power
Conditions. The lagarithmic power monitoring CHANNEL's LC0
requirements sapport compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,

(continued)
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.13

BASES

APPLICABLE GDC 13 (Ref. 1). Reference 2 describes the specific
SAFETY ANALYSES logarithmic power monitoring CHANNEL features that are

(continued) critical to comply with the GDC.

The OPERABILITY of logarithmic power monitoring CHANNEL.S is
necessary to assist the operator in detecting a boron
dilution event and to provide for the mitigation of accident
and transient conditions.

The logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS satisfy
Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 on the logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS ensures
that adequate information is available to verify core
reactivity conditions while shut down.

A minimum of two logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS are
required to be OPERABLE. System 80+ has four CHANNELS
capable of performing this function. Multiple failures may
be tolerated while the plant is still complying with LC0
requirements.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, with RTCBs open or the Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Drive System not capable of CEA withdrawal,
logarithmic power monitoring CHANNELS must be OPERABLE to
monitor core power for reactivity changes. In MODES 1
and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs shut and the
CEAs capable of withdrawal, the logarithmic power monitoring
CHANNELS are addressed as part of the RPS in LC0 3.3.1,
" Reactor Protective System Instrumentation - Operating" and
LC0 3.3.2, " Reactor Protective System Instrumentation -
Shutdown."

The requirements for source range neutron flux monitoring in
MODE 6 are addressed in LC0 3.9.2, " Nuclear
Instrumentation." The source range nuclear instrumentation
CHANNELS provide neutron flux coverage extending an
additional one to two decades below the logarithmic CHANNELS
for use during refueling, when neutron flux may be extremely
low.

,

(continued)
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.13 i

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A CHANNEL is inoperable when it does not satisfy the
OPERABILITY criteria for the CHANNEL's function. These ,

criteria are outlined in the LCO section of the Bases.

A.1 and A.2

With one required CHANNEL inoperable, it may not be possible
to perform a MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK to verify -that the
other required CHANNEL is OPERABLE. Therefore, with one or
more required CHANNELS inoperable, the-lograthmic power
monitoring Function cannot be reliably performed.
Consequently, the Required Actions are the same for one
required CHANNEL inoperable or more than one required
CHANNEL inoperable. The absence of reliable neutron flux l

indication makes it difficult to ensure SDM is maintained.
Required Action A.1 therefore requires that all positive
reactivity additions that are under operator control, such
as boron dilution or Reactor Coolant System temperature
changes, be halted immediately.

SDM must be verified periodically to ensure that it is being
O maintained. Both required CHANNELS must be restored as soon
V as possible. The initial Completion Time of 4 hours and ,

once every 12 hours thereafter to perform SDM verification
takes into consideration that Required Action A.1 eliminates
many of the means by which SDM can be reduced. These
Completion Times are also based on operating experience in
performing the Required Actions-and the fact that plant
conditions will change slowly.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.13.1 is the performance of a-CHANNEL CHECK on each
required CHANNEL every 12 hours. A CHANNEL CHECK-is a
comparison of the parameter indicated on one CHANNEL to a
similar parameter on other CHANNELS. It is based upon the
assumption that instrument CHANNELS monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value.
Significant deviations between instrument CHANNELS could be
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the

,

! CHANNELS. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross CHANNEL failure,

|

|
L (continued)
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.13

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

thus it is the key to verifying that the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and
should be based on a combination of the CHANNEL instrument
uncertainties, including control isolation, indication, and
readability. If a CHANNEL is outside of the match criteria,
it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside of its limits. If

the CHANNELS are within the match criteria, it is an
indication that the CHANNELS are OPERABLE.

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating
experience that demonstrates the rarity of CHANNEL failure.
Thus, the performance of MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK ensures
that undetected overt CHANNEL failure is limited to
12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures in
redundant CHANNELS in any 12 hour period is extremely low,
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of
protective function due to failure of redundant CHANNELS.
MEASUREMENT CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more
frequent, checks of CHANNEL OPERABILITY during normal
operational use of displays associated with the LC0 required
CHANNELS.

SR 3_.1d.3_.]

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure that the entire CHANNEL is capable of properly
indicating neutron flux. Internal test circuitry is used to
feed preadjusted test signals into the preamplifier to
verify CHANNEL alignment. It is not necessary to test the
detector, because generating a meaningful test signal is
difficult; the detectors are of simple construction, and any
failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in
CHANNEL output. This frequency is the same as that employed
for the same CHANNELS in the other applicable MODES.

(continued)
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Logarithmic Power Monitoring Channels
B 3.3.13

BASES

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.13.3 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every (18] months. The ;
Surveillance is a complete check and readjustment of the ;

logarithmic power CHANNEL from the preamplifier input
i

through to a remote display. The Surveillance verifies that
the CHANNEL responds to a measured REQUIREMENTS parameter
within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL ,

CALIBRATION leaves the CHANNEL adjusted to account for
instrument drifts between successive calibrations to ensure
that the CHANNEL remains operational. Measurement error
determination, setpoint error determination, and
calibration adjustment must be performed consistent with the

,

plant specific setpoint analysis. The CHANNEL shall be left
calibrated consistent with the assumptions of the current
plant specific setpoint analysis.

This SR is modified by a Note to indicate that it is not
necessary to test the detector, because generating a
meaningful test signal is difficult; the detectors are of
simple construction, and any failures in the detectors will

O be apparent as change in CHANNEL output. This test interval
is the same as that employed for the same CHANNELS in the
other applicable MODES.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13,

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 7 and Chapter 15.

,

|

l

O
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
B 3.3.14

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.14 Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation

BASES

I
*

BACKGROUND Inadequate instrumentation can be a factor in the loss of
shutdown cooling (Reference 1) or an inadvertent drain down
event. To ensure that shutdown cooling is maintained and
RCS level can be monitored, the NRC recommendations
(Reference 2) regarding instrumentation during REDUCEO RCS
INVENTORY operations have been adopted.

The installed instrumentation is provided to monitor RCS
level, RCS temperature, Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)
performance, and reactor vessel level. Visual indication
and alarms of the above mentioned parameters are provided in
the control room to inform the operator of the conditions
necessary for adequate decay heat removal. If used,
temporary instrumentation should be functionally equivalent
to the installed instrumentation.

Four independent and redundant sets of water level
monitoring instruments provide indication of water level or
required by Table 3.3.14-1. Level monitoring capability is
available from the pressurizer to below the bottom of the
hot leg. These level indicators are calibrated for low RCS
temperature operation and are highly accurate.

The level instrumentation provided is diverse and
independent. This diversity should be utilized by the
operator whenever possible during shutdown cooling and/or
drain down operations. The diversity can eliminate common
cause failure and assure the operator of accurate RCS level
and reactor vessel level indication.

The following is a discussion of the level instrumentation
provided:

1. A pair of wide range dp based water level sensors
provide indication of RCS water level from the
pressurizer to below the minimum level required for
SCS operation. Each level sensor measures RCS level
from the reference tap located at the top of the
pressurizer to a tap located at the hot leg /SCS
suction line interface. Each sensor is independent
and redundant.

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation2

B 3.3.14

BASES

BACKGROUND 2. A pair of narrow range dp based water level sensors
(continued) provide indication of RCS water level during drain

down operations. Level is monitored from reference
leg taps located at the Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) i

nozzles to taps located at the hot leg /SCS suction i

line interfaces.

3. Two Heated Junction Thermocouples (HJTC's) in the
inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation System
provide indication of level from the reactor vessel
head region to the fuel alignment plate.

4. Two refueling water level HJTC instruments provide
indication of water level from the reactor vessel
head region to the fuel alignment plate with improved
level detection capability across the hot leg region
via clustered thermocouples located in that region.

Reactor coolant monitoring level sensors available for MODE
6 with RCS water level < (120'] elevation are provided as
described in Items 1 and 2 above, although no planned
evolutions to reduce RCS inventory to below the reactor

O vessel (RV) flange are recommended for MODE 6.

Instruments are available for continuous temperature
measurements during MODE 5 with loops not filled and MODE 6
with the RCS wr.ter level 4 [120'] elevation. The following
is a discussicn cf the temperature instrumentation provided:

1. RTDs are located in each hot leg near the SCS suction
lines. The RTDs are available to monitor RCS
temperature. The RTDs are an accurate measurement of
reactor coolant temperature exiting the core when the
SCS is in operation.

2. RTDs are located in the Shutdown Cooling System
piping which provide RCS temperature indication when
the SCS is operational. These RTDs are located at
both shutdown cooling heat exchanger inlet and return
line.

3. The Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) are capable of
monitoring RCS temperature as it exits the core with
the reactor head installed.- When the reactor vessel
head is removed for refueling purposes, the RCS and

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation
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BASES

BACKGROUND SCS RTDs provide RCS temperature indication due to
(continued) the unavailability of the CETs during fuel movement.

4. The HJTC probes are capable of providing a continuous
measurement of coolant temperature inside the vessel.
The HJTC temperature sensors are available when the
reactor vessel head is installed. When the reactor
vessel head is removed the RCS RTDs, SCS RTDs and
CETs if available, provide temperature indication.

,

In the event of a loss of shutdown cooling, the RTDs can no
longer be relied upon to provide an exact indication of
reactor coolant temperature exiting the core due to their
location near the SCS suction lines in the hot legs and in
the SCS piping. In this situation, other instruments, such
as the CETs and the HJTC probes, are available to monitor l

reactor coolant temperature as it exits the core. |
\

Indication will be available to the control room operator to
adequately monitor SCS performance. The following is a
discussion of the SCS performance instrumentation provided:

1. SCS pump suction and discharge pressure transmitters
are installed to provide control room indication of
SCS pump operating pressures throughout the design
pressure range. Alarms are provided in the control
room to warn operators of a low suction or discharge
pressure.

2. SCS flowrate is provided via an installed flowmeter
in each SCS return line to the RCS. Alarms are
provided in the control room to warn operators of a
degraded SCS flow condition.

3. SCS/CS pump motor current indication is provided in
the control room. An alarm is provided to alert the
operator of a preset drop in motor current.

4. SCS heat exchanger inlet and return line temperature
sensors provide indication in the control room of
SCS temperature. A heat exchanger AT can demonstrate
adequate SCS heat removal to verify support system
heat removal capability.

(continued)
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. BASES

BACKGROUND 5. SCS valve position indication is provided in the
(continued) control room to inform the operator of system

alignment and available SCS flow paths. Open, closed 4

and throttled indication of the major SCS inlet and
return valves is provi6;d.

Indications of insufficient pump suction pressure and
possible vortexing include the following:

1. Unsteady pump motor current as indicated by SCS/CS
pump motor amps.

_

2. Low SCS pump suction pressure,

3. Low SCS flowrate.

4. Increasing RCS level due to air / vapor di; placement of
water.

Vortex formation in the SCS suction line is a function of
RCS water level and SCS flowrate. The higher _the SCS
flowrate, the higher the hot leg level must be maintained to

O preclude vortexing. Requiring an adequate fluid level in
the hot leg above the level at which vortexing occurs at
the maximum allowable SCS flowrate will ensure that the
suction line does not entrain air. Therefore, for all SCS
flowrates, operations below [21 inches, the hot leg
centerline], are never recommended.

Accordingly, instrument inaccuracies are considered when
defining the operating window for mid loop operations. The
following method was chosen for the application of-
instrument inaccuracies. Absolute limitations on the
operating window were identified. The upper limitation is,

the lowest hot leg levei necessary for steam generator
nozzle dam installation. The lower limitation, [the hot leg
centerline], is defined by the lowest level which precludes
air entrainment in the shutdown cooling ' suction line for any
shutdown cooling flowrata Instrument inaccuracies are
added in a conser',ative qirection to each of these limiting
levels of operatic.n. Cansequently, the operating window is
made more limiting by aeding the absolute value of the
instrument inaccuracy to the lower limitation [the hot leg

(continued)~

\
.
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation i
B 3.3.14

i

BASES

BACKGROUND centerline] and subtracting the absolute value of the
(continued) inaccuracy from the upper limitation (steam generator nozzle

dam installation level).

The instrumentation provided for monitoring RCS water level,
temperature, SCS performance and reactor vessel level will
significantly reduce risk associated with SCS operation at
low RCS water levels and RCS drain down conditions provided
the instrumentation is placed in service and verified
operable prior to the start of the draining evolution.

APPLICABLE In MODE 5 and in MODE 6 with RCS water level < [120']
SAFETY ANALYSIS elevation an accurate assessment is required of RCS

conditions to enhance monitoring capabilities for prevention
of loss of shutdown cooling, provide for a timely response
to a loss of shutdown cooling, and provide for accurate
indication of RCS level and reactor vessel level during
drain down evolutions.

The instrumentation provided for Reactor Coolant Monitoring
satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO requires a specified number of MEASUREMENT CHANNELS
for each function in Table 3.3.14-1 to be operable in order
to closely monitor RCS operating parameters to assist in
preventing a loss of core heat removal capabilities and
ensure a timely response to a loss of shutdown cooling event
or RCS drain down event.

The requirement of two independent MEASUREMENT CHANNELS for
monitoring RCS level ensures that continuous monitoring
capability during RCS draindown is available. The level
indicators provide indication from the pre-drain down normal
level to a level below that necessary for SCS operation.
The requirement for one wide range and one narrow range
level indicator ensures that sufficient instrumentation is
available to cover draining from the pressurizer to the
bottom of the hot leg and to accurately display the level
within the hot leg once that level is reached.

(continued)
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BASES

LC0 The requirement of two independent MEASUREMENT CHANNELS for
(continued) monitoring RCS temperature ensures that continuous

indication of temperature representative of core exit
conditions is available regardless of reactor vessel head
status, e

The requirement of two independent MEASUREMENT CHANNELS for
monitoring SCS perf r ance in the division on service for
decay heat removal i nsures that sufficient instrumentation
is available at all times to detect a degradation in SCS
performance. The required number of MEASUREMENT CHANNELS

-

for SCS performance is modified by a Note in Table 3.3.14-1.
This Note ensures each required shutdown cooling division
has OPERABLE instrumentation.

The requirement of two ildependent MEASUREMENT CHANNELS for
monitoring reactor vessel level ensures that monitoring

'capability is available during RCS draindown or loss of
inventory events when the vessel head is in place.

O APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in accordance with Table 3.3.14-1.
This ensures that the required MEASUREMENT CHANNELS are
provided to avoid causing or ccntributing to a loss of
shutdown cooling, to aid in correctly interpreting a loss of
shutdown cooling, should one occur, to assist in the
restoration of decay heat removal, should a loss occur, to
avoid causing or contriouting to a RCS drain down event, and
to be able to readily identify and recover troa a loss of
inventory event, should the event occur. lhe Appicability
for reactor vessel level instrumentation is modified by a

Note in Table 3.3.14-1. This Note allows for the
disconnecting and reconnecting of the instrumentation
cabling during MODE 5.

ACTIONS AJ . A.2. A.3. and A,4
_

Wide range MEASUREMENT CHANNELS available for monitoring RCS
level include the two (2) dp based water level sensors and
the two (2) HJTC's in the Integrated Core Cooling
Instrumentation System. Any one (1) of these four (4)

(continued)
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ACTIONS A l. A.2. A.3. and A.4 (continued)

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS being OPERABLE will satisfy compliance
with the LC0 for wide range indication.

In the event that all wide range (WR) level MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS are declared inoperable, immediate action must be
taken to restore this indication.

NR RCS level shall be monitored and recorded [every 10
minutes). While every attempt is being made to restore WR
level indication, conditions such as RCS temperature and SCS
performance shall be monitored and recorded (every 30
minutes) to determine if a trend is developing.

B.1. B.2. B_,A _B.4. and B.5

Narrow range MEASUREMENT CliANNELS available for monitoring
RCS level include the two (2) dp based water level sensors
and the two (2) refueling water level HJTC's. Any one (1)
of these four (4) MEASUREMENT CHANNELS being OPERABLE will
satisfy compliance with the LCO for narrow range indication.

In the ever t that all narrow range (NR) level MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS are declared inoperable, immediate action must be
taken to restore this indication. NR level indication is
necessary to accurately determine RCS level.

It is also necessary to take action to restore RCS level to
greater than the elevation of [120'] immediately. This is
required because of the relatively small amount of coolant
in the reactor vessel during low inventory conditions.
During MID-LOOP operation, boiling in the core could take
place in as little as (15 to 20] minutes if the SCS were to
become air bound due to an undetected reduction in RCS
level.

The WR level indication shall be monitored and recorded
every [10] minutes due to the loss of the preferred means of
level indication. While every attempt is being made to
restore NR level indication, conditions such as RCS
temperature and SCS performance shall be monitored and
recorded {every 30 minutes) to determine if a trend is
developing.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS C l. C.2. C.3. and C 4
(continued)

Several (as many as eight or more could be available at one
time) independent temperature measurements representative of
core exit temperature are provided.

MEASUREMENT CHANNELS available for monitoring RCS
temperature include the four (4) RTDs in the RCS hot legs (2
per hot leg), the two (2) refueling water HJTC sensors, the
four (4) SCS RTDs (heat exchangers inlet and return lines)
and the CETs. Any two (2) of these independent MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS being OPERABLE will satisfy compliance with the LC0 -

for RCS temperature indication.

In the event that required RCS temperature monitoring has
been reduced to a single CHANNEL of temperature indication,
immediate action shall be taken to restore RCS temperature
monitoring to at least two independent CHANNELS.

''

Frequent monitoring [every 30 minutes] of the RCS level, SCS
performance, and the OPERABLE temperature CHANNEL ensures
awareness of any trends to identify potential for a loss of

C shutdown cooling.

D.l. D 2. D 3. and 0.4

In the event that=none of the required RCS temperature
monitoring capability is available, immediate action shall
be taken to restore RCS temperature monitoring to at least
one CHANNEL to OPERABLE status. Also, since temperature
indication is valuable in determining decay heat removal
adequacy, as well as guiding SCS restoration actions and-
monitoring the success of recovery actions, it is necessary
to take action to restore RCS level to greater than the
elevation of [120'] immediately if temperature MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS are not available. During the time period that RCS
temperature MEASUREMENT CHANNELS are not available, SCS
performance and RCS level shall be monitored and recorded
every [10] minutes.

(continued)
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1

ACTIONS E.1. E.2. E.3. and E.4 |

(continued) I

In the event that SCS performance monitoring capability is
not available, immediate action shall be taken to restore

SCS performance monitoring to at least two independent
i

channels. During the time period that SCS performance |
channels are not available, RCS temperature and RCS level l

shall be monitored and recorded [every 10 minutes].

An additional action is provided to place the other division
of SCS in operation. A [two hour] time period is stated to
allow the operators to safely secure the running SCS
division and restart the other division should a MID-LOOP
condition exist.

F.1 and F 2

The MEASUREMENT CHANNELS available for monitoring reactor
vessel level includes two (2) HJTCs in the Integrated Core
Cooling Instrumentation System and two (2) refueling water
level HJTCs. Any two (2) of these four (4) MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS being OPERABLE will satisfy compliance with the
LCO.

In the event that one of the required reactor vessel level
MEASUREMENT CHANNELS becomes inoperable, immediate action
shall be taken to restore the CHANNEL to OPERABLE status.
In addition, the OPERABLE CHANNEL shall be monitored and
recorded [Every 2 hours].

G.I. G.2. G.3. and G.4

In the event that none of the required reactor vessel level
monitoring capability is available, immediate action shall
be taken to restore reactor vessel level monitoring to at
least one CHANNEL to OPERABLE status. Also, since level
indication is valuable for ensuring adequate inventory,
immediate action shall be taken to establish restrictions
for changing RCS inventory. During the time that reactor
vessel level MEASUREMENT CHANNELS are not available, RCS
level (WR and NR) and SCS performance shall be monitored and
recorded [once per hour].

(continued)
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B 3.3.14

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance requires verification of the WR and NR RCS
level channels in service for monitoring level by performing
a CHANNEL CHECK to determine the channels are consistent
with one another.

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously performs a
cross CHANNEL comparison and will institute an alarm to warn
operators that a CHANNEL has drifted out-of-tolerance or is
not working properly. Should the DPS become inoperable the

-

required CHANNEL CHECK shall be performed once [every 6
hours] (twice per shift) by the control room operators.

The Frequency of [every 6 hours) is based on the importance
of RCS level indication during these operating conditions
and the ability to verify normal expected drif t.

SR 3.3.14.2

This Surveillance requires verification of the RCS

O temperature CHANNELS in service used for monitoring core
exit /RCS temperature. This is accomplished by performing
CHANNEL CHECK to determine the temperature CHANNELS are
consistent with one another.

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously performs a
cross CHANNEL comparison and will institute an alarm to warn
operators that a CHANNEL has drifted out-of-tolerance or is
not working properly. Should the DPS become inoperable the
required CHANNEL CHECK shall be performed once [every 6
hours] (twice per shift) by the control room operators.

The Frequency of [every 6 hours) is based on the importance
of RCS temperature indication during these operating
conditions and the ability to verify normal expected drift.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3,3.14.3

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance requires verification of the SCS
performance channels in service used for monitoring decay
heat removal capability. This is accomplished by performing
CHANNEL CHECK to determine the SCS performance channels are
consistent with one another.

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously performs a
cross CHANNEL comparison and will institute an alarm to warn
operators that a CHANNEL has drifted out-of-tolerance or is

_

not working properly. Should the DPS become inoperable the
required CHANNEL CHECK shall be performed once [every 6
hours] (twice per shift) by the control room operators.

The Frequency of [every 6 hours] is based on the importance
of SCS performance indications during these operating
conditions and the ability to verify normal expected drift.

SR 3.3.14.4

This Surveillance requires verification of the reactor
vessel level CHANNELS in service for monitoring level by
performing a CHANNEL CHECK to determine the CHANNELS are
consistent with one another.

The Data Processing System (DPS) contir.uously performs a
cross CHANNEL comparison and will institute an alarm to warn
operators that a CHANNEL has drifted out-of-tolerance or is
not working properly. Should the DPS become inoperable the
required CHANNEL CHECK shall be performed once [every 6
hours] (twice per shift) by the control room operators.

The Frequency of [every 6 hours) is based on the importance
of reactor vessel indication during these operating
conditions and the ability to verify normal expected drift.

SR 3.3.14.5

Performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the MEASUREMENT
CHANNELS in use for monitoring RCS/SCS parameters ensures
that the CHANNELS have been recently calibrated and are

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Monitoring - Instrumentation -
B 3.3.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

reading accurately within specified tolerances prior to
placing them in service and declaring them OPERABLE for
inventory monitoring.

This calibration requirement of [60 days) is intended to be
more restrictive than the normal calibration frequencies
specified for a particular MEASUREMENT CHANNEL that may
already be in service for other plant monitoring purposes.

_.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation
Report.

2. NUREG-1449, Shutdown and Low-Power Operation at
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States,
Draft Report, February 1992.

O

,
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow limits

B 3.4.1

( B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow limits

BASES

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) pressure, temperature, and flow rate
within limits assumed in the safety analyses.

The safety analyses (Ref.1) normal operating conditions and
Anticipated Operational Occurrences (A00s) assume initial

-conditions within the normal steady state envelope. The
limits placed on DNB related parameters ensure that these
parameters will not be less conservative than were assumed
in the safety analyses and thereby provide assurance that
the minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratic (DNBR)
will meet the required criteria for each of the transients
analyzed.

The LC0 limits for the minimum and maximum RCS pressures as-
measured at the pressurizer are consistent with operation
within the nominal operating envelope and are bounded by
those used as the initial pressures in the safety analyses.

The LCO limits for minimum and maximum RCS cold leg
temperatures are consistent with operation at the indicated
power level and are bounded by those used as the initial

-

temperatures in the safety analyses.

The LC0 limits for minimum and maximum RCS flow rates are
bounded by those used as the initial flow rates in the
safety analyses. The RCS flow rate is not expected to vary
during plant operation with all pumps running.

APPLICABLE The requirements of LC0 3.4.1 represent the initial.
SAETY ANALYSES conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the safety

analyses (Ref. 1). The safety analyses have shown that
transients initiated from the limits of this LCO will meet
the DNBR criterion of 2 [1.24]. This is the' acceptance
limit for the RCS DNB parameters. Changes to the facility
that could impact these parameters must be assessed for
their impact on the DNBR criterion. The transients analyzed
include loss of coolant flow events and dropped or stuck

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABLE Control Element Assembly (CEA) events. A key assumption for
SAFETY ANALYSES the analysis of these events is that the core power

(continued) distribution is within the limits of LC0 3.1.7, " Regulating
Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits"; LC0 3.1.8,
"Part Strength Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion
Limits"; LC0 3.2.3, " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T )"; and LC0q
3.2.5, "AX1AL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)." The Safety Analyses are
performed over the following range of initial values: RCS

pressure [2175-2325] psig, core inlet temperature
[543-561) *F, and reactor vessel inlet coolant flow rate
[95-116]% of [445,600] gpm.

The RCS DNB limits satisfy Criterion 2 of NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 This LC0 specifies limits on the monitored process vari-
ables: pressurizer pressure, RCS cold leg temperature, and
RCS total flow rate to ensure that the core operates within
the limits assumed for the plant safety analyses. Operating
within these limits will racult in meeting the DNBR
criterion in the event of a DNB limited transient.

The LC0 numerical values for pressure, temperaturt, and flow
rate are given for the measurement location but have not
been adjusted for instrument error. Plant specific limits
of instrument error are established by the plant staff to
meet the operational requirements of this LCO.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the limits on pressurizer pressure, RCS
cold leg temperature, and RCS total flow rate must be
maintained during steady state operation in order to ensure
that DNBR criteria will be met in the event of an unplanned
loss of forced coolant flow or other DNB limited transient.
In all other MODES, the power level is low enough so that
DNBR is not a concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer
pressure may be exceeded during short term operational
transients such as a THERMAL POWER ramp increase in excess
of 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase of >

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow Limits
B 3.4.1

( BASES

APPLICABILITY '0% RTP. These conditions represent short term.

(continued) perturbations where actions to control pressure variations
might be counterproductive. Also, since they represent
transients initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an
increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary
pressure variations.

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided
in Safety Limit (SL) 2.1.1, " Reactor Core Safety Limits."
Those limits are less restrictive than the limits of this
LCO, but violation of SLs merits a stricter, more severe'
Required Action. Should a violation of this LCO occur, the
operator should check whether or not an SL may have been
exceeded.

ACTIONS A.1

Pressurizer pressure is a controllable and measurable
parameter. With this parameter not within the LC0 limits,
action must be taken to restore the parameter. The two hour

h- Completion Time is based on plant operating experience that
V shows the parameter can be restored in this time period.

RCS total flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is
not expected to vary during steady state operation. If the
flow rate is not within the limit, then power must be
reduced, as required in ACTION B.1, to restore DNB margin
and eliminate the potential for violation of the accident

-analysis bounds. The two hour Completion Time for
restoration of the parameter provides sufficient time-to
adjust plant parameters, to determine the cause of the off
normal condition, and to restore the readings within limits.
The Completion Time is based on plant operating experience.

B .l _

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to' a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 in six hours. The
six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power
to be reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS Bd (continued)

control of steam generator heat removal. In MODE 3, the
reduced power condition eliminates the potential for
violation of the accident analysis bounds.

C.1

RCS cold leg temperature is a controllable and measurable
parameter. If this parameter is not within the LC0 limits,
action must be taken to restore the parameter. The two hour
Completion Time is based on plant operating experience that
shows that the parameter can be restored in this time
period.

Rd

if Required Action C.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 in six hours. The
six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power
to be reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even
control of steam generator heat removal. In MODE 3, the
reduced power condition eliminates the potential for
violation of the accident analysis bounds.

SURVEILLANCE 1R 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2
hours to restore parameters that are not within limits, the
12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure is
sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to a
normal operation, steady-state condition following load
changes and other expected transient operations. The 12
hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly sssess degradation and verify
operation within safety analysis assumptions.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2
hours to restore parameters that are not within limits, the
12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS cold leg temperature ,

is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can |
be restored to a normal operation, steady-state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be. sufficient to regularly assess for ;

potential degradation and to verify operation is within :
safety analysis assumptions. !

,

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour interval has been shown by operating caperience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

This SR is modified by a Note which only requires
\ performance of this SR in MODE 1. The Note is necessary to'

allow measurement of RCS flow at normal operating conditions
at power with all RCPs running.

SR 3.4.1.4

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a
precision calorimetric heat balance once every [18] months.
This allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be
calibrated and verifies that the actual RCS flow is within
the bounds of the analyses.

The Frequency of [18] months reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a- refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The SR is modified by a Note which states the SR is only
required to be met (24) hours after reaching 90% RTP. The
Note is necessary to allow measurement of the flow rate at
normal operating conditions at power in MODE 1. The
Surveillance cannot be performed in MODE 2 or below, and
will not yield accurate results if performed below 90% RTP.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

1

|
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RCS Minimum Temperature-for Criticality
B 3,4.2

,

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND Establishing the value for the minimum temperature for
reactor criticality is based upon considerations for: 1)
operation within the existing instrumentation ranges and
accuracies, 2) operation within the bounds of the existing.
accident analyses and 3) operation with the reactor vessel
above its minimum nil ductility reference temperature when
the reactor is critical. The reactor protection system
receives inputs from the narrow range hot leg temperature

~

detectors which have a range of [520*F to 620*F], and the
integrated control system controls average temperature
(Tg) using inputs of the same range. Nominal temperature
T for making the reactor critical is [543*F].
TIleoretically there is no specific minimum temperature
design constraint for making the reactor critical. .There do
not appear to be any fundamental material or equipment
limitations which would prevent adoption of a lower minimum.
However, selection of instrument ranges and analysis inputs
was done in anticipation of [543*F] being the minimum
temperature at which criticality would occur. Safety and
operating analyses for lower temperatures have not been
made. Plants have not been licensed for low temperature
criticality and licensing regulations permitting criticality
below the normal. power operating range have not been
developed for commercial power reactors.

APPLICABLE There are no accident analyses which dictate the minimum
SAFETY ANALYSES temperature for criticality,but all . low power safety

analyses assume initial temperatures no lower than (543*F]
limit.(Ref. 1).
The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

',
LC0 The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the

normal operating range [543-561*F]. While it is
theoretically possible to operate the reactor at critical

. . (continued)
|
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

LC0 conditions at lower temperatures, specific design features
(continued) have been included and analyses have been performed on the

basis that it is neither necessary nor desirable to do so.
Consequently, this LC0 prevents operation in an unanalyzed
regime.

The LC0 is only applicable below [550*F] and provides a
reasonable distance to the limit of [543*F]. This allows
adequate time to trend its approach and take corrective
actions prior to exceeding the limit.

_

APPLICABILITY The reactor has teen designed and analyzed to be critical in
MODES 1 and 2 only, and in accordance with this
specification, criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE. Therefore, titis LC0 is applicable in MODE I and MODE
2 when K,,, 2 1.0. Coupled with the Applicability
definition for criticality is a temperature limit.
Monitoring is required at or below a T of [550*F]. The
no-load temperature of [557*F] is maifiTainedbythesteam
bypass system.

O
ACTIONS A.1

If T is below [543*F], rapid reactor shutdown can be
readWy and practically achieved within a 30 minute period.

The plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to MODE 3 within 30 minutes. The allowed time
reflects the ability to perform this action and maintain the
plant within the analyzed range.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

T is required to be verified 2 [543*F] within 15 minutesy
p.ior to achieving criticality and every 30 minutes
thereafter when the MODE requirements apply. The 15 minute
time period allows the operator to adjust temperatures or

(continued)
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

delay criticality so the LC0 will not be violated. The 30
minute time is frequent enough to prevent inadvertent
violation of the LCO.

While this Surveillance is required whenever the reactor is
critical and temperature is at or below [550*F], in practice
the Surveillance is most appropriate during the period when
the reactor is brought critical. Because the operator would
likely verify average RCS temperature more often than
required by this Surveillance, it is less restrictive than
normal operating practice.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15.

O

1
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to withstand effects
of cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature
changes. These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and
shutdown (cooldown) operations, power transients, and
reactor trips. This LC0 limits the pressure and temperature
changes during RCS heatup and cooldown, within the design
assumptions and the stress limits for cyclic operation.

Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limit curves for heatup,
cooldown, and Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic testing (ISLH),
and data for the maximum allowable rate of change of reactor
coolant temperature are in the Pressure and Temperature
Limits Report (PTLR). Both sets of curves also provide
criticality limits and regions of unallowed operation.

The P/T limit curves define an acceptable region for normal
operation. The usual use of the curves is operational
guidance during heatup and cooldown maneuvering where loop
temperature and pressure indications are monitored and
compared to the curves to determine that operation is within
the allowable region. The limit for the allowable rate-of-
change of temperature is similarly monitored by predicting
the temperature change over a fixed time period and
comparing it to the limit.

The purpose of this LC0 is to establish operating limits
that provide a wide margin to non-ductile (brittle) failure
of major piping and pressure vessel components of the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB). Of the major
components within the RCPB, the reactor vessel, is most
subject to brittle failure and therefore is the component
for which the Technical Specification limits are most
pertinent. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer,
which had different design characteristics and operating
functions.

(continued)
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B 3.4.3
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BACKGROUND The origin of the P/T limits is found in Appendix G to 10 )
(continued) CFR 50 (Ref. 1). Appendix G requires that limits be

established based on specific fracture toughness require-
ments for RCPB materials such that an adequate margin to
brittle failure will be provided during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and system hydrostatic
tests. 10 CFR 50 Appendix G mandates the use of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 2).

The concern addressed by 10 CFR 50 Appendix G is that
undetected flaws could exist in the RCPB components which,
if subjected to unusual pressure and/or thermal stresses,
could result in non-ductile failure. Certain RCS P/T
combinations can create stress concentrations at flaw
locations. If the stress concentrations are of sufficient
magnitude, flaw growth can result in failure before the
ultimate strength of the material is attained. Flaw growth
is resisted by the material toughness and toughness can
cause- flaw growth to be arrested. Toughness is a property
that varies with temperature and is lower at room
temperature than operating temperature. Furthermore, the

.

material toughness is affected by neutron flux which causes(~jN\ the steel ductility to decrease. The effect of flux is
b cumulative and ductility steadily decreases with exposure

time. Only the vessel beltline region is in a high neutron
flux area. _ Toughness is also dependent on the chemistry of
the base metal, weld metal, and heat affected zone metal and
their impurities.

One_ indicator used to indicate the temperature effect on
'
,

ductility is the Nil-Ductility Temperature, NDT (formerly
called the Nil-Ductility Transition Temperature, NDTT). The
NDT for the steel alloy used in vessel fabrication has been :

established by testing. The NDT is a temperature below ,

'which non-ductile (brittle) fracture failure may occur.
Ductile failure may occur above the NDT. The exact i

temperature value cannot be determined very. precisely. !

Consequently a reference temperature (RT,or) has been
established by experimental means. The neutron I

embrittlement effect on the material toughness is reflected
by increasing the RT,o1 as exposure to neutron flux
increases. In effect, the temperature at which brittle
failure can occur increases. Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Ref. 3)
provides guidance for evaluating the effect of neutron flux.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

shift to be
To assist in evaluating the amount of RT ,f samples of

BACKGROUND wo
applied, surveillance specimens, made up o(continued)
reactor vessel material, are periodically withdrawn and
analyzed in accordance with ASTM E 185 (Ref. 5) and Appendix
H of 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 6).

As the RT,3, increases with vessel exposure to neutron flux
and the material toughness decreases, the P/T limit curves
are correspondingly adjusted, thus giving limits that
provide pressure boundary protection over the design life of
the vessel. The effect of the RT shift is to cause the

1pressure limit to decrease at a g ,iven temperature. -

This specification provides two types of limits:

- Reactor coolant P/T curves that define allowable
operating regions

- Limits on the allowable rate-of-change of temperature
of the reactor coolant which provide limits on the
thermal gradients through tne walls of the vessel and
thus limits tensile stresses in the vessel wall.

In use, the P/T curves are primarily for prevention of
non-ductile failure, whereas the rate-of-change of
temperature limits assist in prevention of both ductile and
non-ductile failure.

The three curves (heatup, cooldown, and ISLH) are composite
curves established by superimposing limits derived from
stress analyses for those portions of the reactor vessel and
head that are most restrictive. At any specific pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate-of-change, one location
within the geometry of the reactor vessel or head will
dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the entire
pressure and temperature span of the limit curves, different
locations are most restrictive and thus the curves ate
composites of the most restrictive regions.

The heatup curves represent a different set of restrictive
elements than the cooldown curves because the thermal
gradients through the vessel wall are reversed. The thermal
gradient reversal tends to alter the location of the tensile

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES'

BACKGROUND stress from outer to inner walls. The ISLH curve values use
(continued) different calculation safety factors (per ASME Appendix G)

from the heatup and cooldown curves.

The ISLH curves also extend to the higher pressure (3125
psia) to bound the test range. The curves have been
developed for heatup, ISLH testing, and cooldown in
conjunction with stress analyses to allow a large number of
operating cycles and also provide a conservative margin to
non-ductile failure. The heatup and cooldown curves also
contains a limit defining the minimum P/T for criticality.

The criticality limit includes the Reference 1 requirement
that the limit be 2 40*F above the heatup curve or the
cooldown curve and not less than the minimum permissible
temperature for the ISLH testing. However, the criticality

limit is not operationally limiting; a more restrictive
limit exists in LC0 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality."

This specification requires a post-event evaluation if the
limits are violated. The evaluation may take different forms

,O depending on the severity of the violation and can include:
comparisons to existing pre-analyzed transients already
contained in the stress analysis, new stress analysis,
component inspection, or other. One method that may be used
is the guidance given by ASME XI Appendix E (Ref. 4).i

Appendix E is simplified and permits a quick review, but it
is limited in application (only the vessel beltline).
Although the P/T limits have been created'primarily for
monitoring the vessel and head, a severe violation may
indicate a need to also review the condition of other RCS
components.

APPLICABLE The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
SAFETY ANALYSES (DBA) analyses presented in the CESSAR-DC except as noted

below, but are prescribed as guidance used during normal
operation to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and
temperature rate-of-change conditions which might cause
undetected flaws to propagate, resulting in non-ductile
failure of the RCPB, an unanalyzed condition.

.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

APPLICABLE Steam line break and other increased heat removal events
SAFETY ANALYSES require a SIAS on low pressurizer pressure to ensure

(continued) subcriticality via boration for events postulated to be
initiated at relatively high RCS temperatures. The
pressurizer temperature will not drop sufficiently to cause
a SIAS for these events if the combination of pressurizer
pressure and temperature is not maintained above the limit
specified by the region of unallowed operation in Figures
3.4.3-1A and B.

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) methodology,
following the guidance given by 10 CFR 50 Appendix G, ASME - - -

III Appendix G, and Regulatory Guide 1.99, is used to
determine the stresses and material toughness at locations
within the RCPB, Although any region within the pressure
boundary is subject to non-ductile failure, the regions that
provide the most restrictive limits are the vessel closure
head, the outlet nozzles, and the vessel beltline. With
increasing neutron flux, the vessel beltline becomes the
most restrictive region.

A number of analytical steps comprise the overall analyses
that establish the limits. The following summarizes the
basic elements:

1. Define the temperature profile for heatuo and cool-

down. The reactor coolant temperature rate-of-change
is defined so that normal plant operation can readily
proceed without constraint. Cooldown and ISLH rates-
of-change have been similarly defined. These rates-
of-change become LCO limits as well as the basis for
heat transfer calculations.

2. Perform heat transfer calculations to determine the
thermal gradient through the reactor vessel walls.
The analyses account for variance of flow rate and
consequent changes in the rate of heat transfer
between the reactor coolant and the walls during
different stages of heatup and cooldown when the
number of operating reactor coolant pumps change.

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE 3. Establish the ' material touchness as a function of
SAFETY ANALYSES %7 ASME Section III, Appendix G provides the basis

(continued) for RT and Regulatory Guide 1.99 provides the basisn7for adjusting RT as a function of neutron flux and
materials consti5.37uents and impurities.

The actual shift in RT of the beltline region
material will be estabYi'shed periodically during
operation by removing and evaluating the reactor
vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens
installed near the inside wall of the reactor vessel
in the core area. Since the neutron spectra at the
irradiation samples and vessel inside radius are
essentially identical, the measured transition shift
for a sample can be applied to the adjacent section of
the reactor vessel. The limit curves must be

recalculated when the RT" 'fferent from the calculated
determined from the

surveillance capsule is c i
RT for the equivalent capsule radiation exposure.uoy

4. Perform a LEFM analysis to establish the Dressure and
temperature limits. Stress' analyses are performed

O and the criteria for setting the limits is that the
combincd temperature and pressure stresses cannot
exceed the material toughness for the specific
temperature under examination. Analytical stress
concentration at each location under examination is
driven by postulating specific flaw sizes. Stress
intensity factors for pressure and-temperature are
calculated and are compared to a reference stress
intensity factor. Safety factors are-applied to the
pressure stress intensity factor.

5. Measurement Ad.iustment - The curves are adjusted for
differences in elevation between the instrumentation
tap location and the location-of interest ~(beltline,
etc.) and are adjusted for the system pressure losses
for the number of reactor coolant pumps that are

L operated at different stages of heatup or cooldown.

I

1
'

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

APPLICABLE 6. The limiting curves for criticality are developed
SAFETY ANALYSES based on the methods prescribed in 10 CFR 50 Appendix

(continued) G. This method limits the minimum temperature to 40*F
above the governing P/T curve and not less than the
minimum permissible temperature for the ILHT curve.

Instrument errors are estimated and the curves include
adjustments to pressure and temperature.

The RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The two elements of this LCO are:

1. The limit curves (Figures 3.4.3-1A and 3.4.3-18) for
a) heatup, b) cooldown, and c) ISLH; and

2. Limits on the rate-of-change of temperature.

The LC0 limits apply to all components of the RCS, except
the pressurizer.

These limits define allowable operating regions and permit a
large number of operating cycles while providing a wide
margin to nonductile failure.

The rate-of-change of temperature limits control the thermal
gradient through the walls and is used as input for
calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH limit curves.
Thus, the LC0 for the rate-of-change of temperature
restricts stresses caused by thermal gradients and also
ensures the validity of the P/T limit curves.

Violation of the limits places the reactor vessel outside of
the bounds of the stress analysis and can increase stresses
in other RCPB components. The consequences to the reactor
vessel and other RCS components depends on several factors
including the severity of the departure from the allowable
operating pressure temperature regime or the severity of the
rate of change of temperature. The consequences also depend
on the length of time that the limits were violated (longer
violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick walls

(continued)
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|

LC0 of the vessel to become more pronounced), and the
(continued) consequences also depend on tiie existences, sizes and

orientations of flaws in the vessel material. Although
vessel failure is not an expected outcome of a violation,
the possibility for failure exists.

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits provides a definition of acceptable
operation for prevention of non-ductile failure that is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix G (Ref. 1). Although the
P/T limits were developed to provide guidance for operation
during heatup and cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ISLH
testing, their Applicability is at all times in keeping with
the concern for non-ductile failure. At all times is
defined to be any condition with fuel in the reactor vessel.
The limits do not apply to the pressurizer.

However, during MODES I and 2, other Technical
Specifications provide limits for operation that can be more
restrictive than or can supplement the P/T limits. These
other LCOs include LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for

[ Criticality," and LC0 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure, Temperature, and
\ Flow limits." SL 2.1, safety limits for pressure and

temperature and maximum pressure, also provides operational
restrictions. In MODE 6, with the reactor vessel head
detensioned or removed, the capability for violating the P/T
curves does not exist, however the potential for violating
the temperature rate-of-change limit remains.

Furthermore, in MODES I and 2, operation is above the
temperature range of concern for non-ductile failure. As
such, stress analyses have been developed in accordance with
normal maneuvering profiles such as power ascension.

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
transients, which may be accompanied by equipment failures,
may also require additional actions based on emergency
operating procedures.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

The actions of this LC0 in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 consider the
premise that a violation of the limits occurred during
normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations caused by
abnormal transients, at times accompanied by equipment
failures, may also require additional actions from emergency
operating procedures.

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that
the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been verified
by stress analysis. The Required Action is in the proper --

direction to reduce RCPB stress. The Completion Time of 30
minutes reflects the urgency of restoring the parameter (s)
to within the analyzed range. Most violations will not be
severe and the activity can be accomplished in this time in
a controlled manner. However, if the activity cannot be
accomplished, then the subsequent Required Actions B.1 and
B.2 require further pressure and temperature reduction.

In addition to restoration, an evaluation to determine if
RCS operation may proceed is required. The Note to Required
Action A.2 eliminates the requirement for this evaluation
when the operation extends to the " Region of Unallowed
Operation" since the RCS P/T limits have not been exceeded.
The purpose of the evaluation is to determine if RCPB
integrity remains acceptable and must be accomplished prior
to continuing operation. A variety of methods may be used
for the evaluation including a comparison to pre-analyzed
transients accounted for in the stress analysis, new
analyses, or inspection of the components. ASME Code,
Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 4) may be used to support the
evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of
the vessel beltline. If the evaluation cannot be
accomplished in 72 hours, or if the results of the
evaluation are indeterminate or unfavorable, then the next
appropriate action is to proceed to further reduce pressure
and temperature as given in Required Actions B.1 and B.2.

The 72 hour Completion Time is a reasonable time to
accomplish the necessary activities. For a mild violation,

the evaluation should be possible within this time. As part
of the evaluation it may be desirable to determine what an
appropriate rate of cooldown might be or if a soak period is
desirable. More severe violations may require special,

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

(Oj BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

event specific stress analyses and/or inspections which are
appropriately carried out while the RCS is in a reduced
pressure and temperature condition as specified by Required
Actions B.1 and B.2. A favorable evaluation must be
completed before continuing to operate.

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring Required Action
A.2 to be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The
Note emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the _

effects of the excursion outside the allowable limits.
Restoration alone per Required Action A.1 is insufficient
because higher than analyzed stresses may have occurred and
may have affected the RCPB integrity.

B.1 and B.2

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower
operating MODE because:

V a) the RCS remained in an unacceptable P/T region for an
extended period of increased stress, or

b) a sufficiently severe event caused entry into an
unacceptable region. Either possibility indicates a
need for more careful examination of the event, which
is best accomplished while the RCS is in a' low
pressure and temperature state. With the plant at
reduced pressure conditions, the possibility of
propagation of undetected flaws is reduced.

Pressure and temperature are reduced by placing the plant in
MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 with RCS p.ressure <
(500] psig within 36 hours.

The six hour time for achieving MODE 3 is a reasonable time
to reach MODE 3 from full power without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

ACTIONS 161 and BJ (continued)

~lhe 36 hour completion time for achieving MODE 5 is
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODE from full power without challenging plant
systems. The time permits an orderly cooldown and a soak
period, if needed, or a slower average rate of cooldown
(-5'F/hr). A soak period may be desirable if the temperature
rate of change limit has been violated.

C1. and C.2

The actions of this LCO, anytime other than in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4, consider the premise that a violation of the limits
occurred during normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations
caused by abnormal transients, at times accompanied by
equipment failures, may also require additional actions from
emergency operating procedures. Operation outside the P/T
limits must be corrected so that the RCPB is returned to a
condition that has been verified by stress analyses.

The Completion Time of "immediately" reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in a short period of time in a controlled
manner.

Besides restoring operation to within limits, an evaluation
is required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify that the RCPB integrity remains
acceptable and must be completed before continuing,

operation. Several methods may be used, including
comparison with pre-analyzed transients in the stress
analyses, new analyses, or inspection of the components.

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 4), may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to

evaluation of the vessel beltline.

The Completion Time of prior to entering MODE 4 forces the
evaluation prior to entering a MODE where tem,,erature and
pressure can be significantly increased. The evaluation for
a mild violation is possible within several days, but more

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits i-

8 3.4.3

BASES !

AC110NS Cl. and C.2 (continued)

severe violations may require special, event specific stress r

analyses or inspections.

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required Action
C.2 to be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The
Note emphasizes the need to perform the evaluation of the
effects of the excursion outside the allowable limits.
Restoration alone per Required Action C.1 is insufficient
because higher than analyzed stresses may have occurred and
may have affected the RCPB integrity.

1

The Note to Required Action C.2 eliminates the requirement
for this evaluation when the operation extends to the
" Region of Unallowed Operation" since the RCS P/T limits
have not been exceeded.

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that operation is within the P1LR limits is ;

required every 30 minutes when RCS temperature and pressure
conditions are undergoing planned changes. The time period
of 30 minutes is based on industry-accepted practice. Since
temperature rate-of-change limits are specified in hourly
increments, a half hour time period permits assessment and
correction for minor deviations within a reasonable time.
Surveillance for heatup, ccaldown, or ISLH testing may be
discontinued when definitions given in the plant procedures
for defining the end of these conditions are sdtisfied. '

The Surveillance is modified by a Note which states that the
Surveillance is only required during RCS system heatup,
cooldown, and ISLH testing. There are no Surveillance
Requirements during critical operation because LCO 3.4.2,
"RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality," contains a more

,

restrictive requirement.
.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G, " fracture Toughness -

Requirements."

,

(continued)
\
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

REFERENCES 2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
(continued) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111, Appendix

G, " Protection Against Non-Ductile failure."

3. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2 " Radiation
Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials," May,1988.

4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Appendix
E, " Evaluation of Unanticipated Operating Events."

5. ASTM E 185-82, July 1982.
~

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix H.

O
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RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

,

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS),

D 3.4.4 RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2

BASES
.

BACKGROUND The primary function of the RCS is removal of the heat
generated in the fuel due to the fission process and '

,

transfer of this heat, via the steam generators (SGs), to
the secondary plant.

The secondary functions of the RCS include:

a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal
state, to increase the probability of fission;

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a
reflector;

.

c Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid;

d, Providing a second barrier against fission product
release to the environment; and

e. Removing the heat generated in the fuel due to fission
product decay following a unit shutdown.

The RCS configuration for heat trar port uses two RCS loops.
Each RCS loop contains a SG and two reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs). An RCP is located in each of the two SG cold legs.
The pump flow rate has been sized to provide core heat
removal with appropriate margin to departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) during power operation and for' anticipated
transients originating from power operation. This
Specification requires two RCS loops with both RCPs in
operation.in each loop. The intent-of the Specification is
to require core heat removal with forced . flow during power
operation. Specifying two RCS loops provides the-minimum.
necessary paths (two SGs) for heat removal.i

{
L
1

APPLICABLE Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the Design
SAFETY ANALYSES Bases Accident (DBA) initial conditions including: RCS

L pressure, RCS temperature, reactor power level, core

|
parameters, and safety system setpoints. The important

|

(continued)
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RCS Loopt - MODES 1 and 2
8 3.4.4

BASES

APPLICABLE aspect for this LC0 is the reactor coolant forced flow rate
SAFETY ANALYSES which is represented by the number of RCS loops in service.

(continued)
Both transient and steady state analyses have been performed
to establish the effect of flow on DNB. The transient or
accident analysis for the plant has been performed assuming
four RCPs are in operation. The majority of the plant
safety analyses are based on initial conditions at high core
power or zero power. The accident analyses which involve
RCP misoperation are the four pump coastdown, single pump
locked rotor, and single pump broken shaft or coastdown
(Ref.1).

RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2 satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The purpose of this LC0 is to require adequate forced flow
for core heat removal. Flow is represented by having both
RCS loops with both RCPs in each loop in operation for
removal of heat by the two steam generators. To meet safety
analysis acceptance criteria for DNB, four pumps are
required at rated power.

Operation in these MODES implies that important components
are OPERABLE, and an OPERABLE loop consists of two RCPs
providing forced flow for heat transport to a steam
generator which is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program. Steam generator, and
hence RCS loop, OPERABILITY with regard to SG water level is
ensured by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) in MODES I
and 2. A reactor trip places the plant in MODE 3 if any SG
low level setpoint is reached as sensed by the RPS. The

minimum water level to declare the SG OPERABLE is [25%] WR.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the
potential to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure
that the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid,
all RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE and in operation
in these MODES to prevent DNB and core damage.

, (continued)
!
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1

RCS Loops - MODES I and 2
B 3.4.4

BASES
I

APPLICABILITY The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full
(continued) power heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and

heat sink requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical |

MODES as indicated by the LCOs for MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6. J
'Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-MODE 3";
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4";
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5 (Loops filled)";-
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5 (Loops Not filled)";
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation-liigh Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS bul

If the required number of loops are not in operation, the
Required Action is to reduce power and bring the plant to

O MODE 3. The action lowers power level and thus reduces the ,

core heat removal needs and minimizes the possibility of
-

violating DNB limits. It should be noted that the reactor
will trip and place the plant in MODE 3 as soon as the
Reactor Protection System senses less than four RCPs
operating.

,

The six hours allowed is a reasonable time based on '

operating experience to reach MODE-3 from full power without
challenging safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3. 4. 4J
REQUIREMENTS- -- .-

This SR requires verification of the required number of *

loops in operation and reactor coolant circulation every 12 '

hours to ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal.
The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to
be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analysis assumptions. - The
verification may be-performed by checking RCPs in operation
and RCS flow and temperature indications.

(continued)- -;
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I

RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2 !
B 3.4.4

BASES (continued)
,

I
REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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RCS Loops - MODE 3 -

B 3.4.5

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary function of the reactor coolant in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the
steam generators, to the secondary plant fluid. The
secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a
carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 3, reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are used to provide -

forced circulation heat removal during heatup and cooldown.
The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough
that a single RCS loop with one RCP running is sufficient to
remove core decay heat. However, [two) RCS loops are
required to be OPERABLE to satisfy single failure criteria.
Only one RCP need be OPERABLE to declare the associated RCS
loop OPERABLE.

Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used,
but is sufficient for core cooling. However, natural
circulation does not provide turbulent flow conditions.

( Therefore, boron reduction in natural circulation is
prohibited because mixing to obtain a homogeneous
concentration in all portions of the RCS cannot be ensured.

APPLICABLE Analyses have shown that the rod withdrawal event from MODE
SAFETY ANALYSES 3 with one RCS loop in operation is bounded by the rod

withdrawal initiated from MODE 2.

Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the
primary success path which functions or actuates to prevent
or mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either-
assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier. RCS loops - MODE 3
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
8 3.4.5

BASES (continued)

LCO The purpose of this LC0 is to require [two) RCS loops to be
available for heat removal, thus providing redundancy. The
LC0 requires the (two) loops to be OPERABLE with the intent
of requiring both steam generators to be capable (2 (25%)WR
water level) of transferring heat from the reactor coolant
at a controlled rate. Forced reactor coolant flow is the
required way to transport heat, although natural circulation
flow provides adequate removal. A minimum of one running
RCP meets the LC0 requirement for one loop in operation.

The LC0 Note permits a limited period of operation without
RCPs. All RCPs may be de-energized for s I hour per 8-hour
period. This means that natural circulation has been
established. When in natural circulation, boron reduction
is prohibited because an even concentration distribution
throughout the RCS cannot be ensured. Core outlet
temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below the
saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form and
possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
RCPs or shutdown cooling (SCS) pump forced circulation
(e.g., change operation from one SCS division to the other,
perform surveillance or startup testing, perform the
transition to and from SCS cooling, or to avoid operation
below the RCP minimum NPSH limit). The time period is
acceptable because natural circulation is adequate for heat
removal, or the reactor coolant temperature can be
maintained subcooled and boron stratification affecting
reactivity control is not expected.

Operation in this MODE implies that components are OPERABLE,
and an OPERABLE loop consists of a RCP providing forced flow
for heat transport and a steam generator which is OPERABLE
in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance
Program and has the minimum water level for SG OPERABILITY.
An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being powered and is
able to provide forced flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat
removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
0 3.4.5

BASES I

APPLICABILITY Operation in other MODES is covered by:
(continued)

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2";-

LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4";
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)";
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)";
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS M
If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for
forced flow heat removal is lost.

The Required Action is restoration of the required RCS loop
to OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of 72 hours.
This time allowance is Dased on engineering judgment
considering that a single loop has a heat transfer
capability much greater than needed to remove the decay heat

Q produced in the reactor core.

M
If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit
must be placed in MODE 4 within 12 hours. in MODE 4 the
plant may be placed on the Shutdown Cooling System. The
Completion Time of 12 hours is compatible with required
operation to achieve cooldown and depressurization from the
existing plant condition without challenging plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

If no RCS loop is in operation, except as provided by the
Note in the LC0 section, all operations involving a
reduction of RCS boron concentration must be immediately
suspended. This is necessary because boron dilution
requires forced circulation for proper homogenization.
Action to restore one RCS loop to OPERABLE status and
operation shall be immediately initiated and continued until

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
8 3.4.5

BASES

ACTIONS C.) and C.2 (continued)

one RCS loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.
The immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification of the required RCS loop in
operation and reactor coolant circulation every 12 hot'rs to
ensure forced flow is providing heat removal. Verification
includes flow rate, temperature, and pump status monitoring.
The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to
be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.5.2

This SR requires verification of water level in each steam
generator > [25]%WR every 12 hours. An adequate SG water
level is required in order to have a heat sink for remo"-
of the core decay heat from the reactor coolant. The 1.
hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within the safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that the required number of reactor coolant
pumps are OPERABLE ensures that the single failure criterion
is met and that an additional reactor coolant loop can be
placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power,

I availability to the required RCPs. The Frequency of seven
! days is an accepted industry practice and has been shown to
; be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

..
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RCS Loops - MODE 4 i

B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

BASES

BACKGROUND in MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is
the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the
steam generator (s) or Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) heat
exchangers. The secondary function of the reactor coolant
is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric
acid.

In MODE 4, either reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) or SCS
divisions can be used for coolant circulation. The intent
of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RCP
or one SCS division for decay heat removal and transport.
The flow provided by one RCP or SCS division is adequate for
heat removal. The other intent of this LC0 is to require
that two paths be available to provide redundancy for heat
removal.

This LCO permits limited periods without forced circulation.

O When RCPs are stopped, the steam generator heat removal
provides a natural circulation flow rate that is sufficient
for decay heat removal.

When the SCS pumps are stopped, no alternate heat removal
path exists, unless the RCS and steam generators have been
placed in service in forced or natural circulation. The
response of the RCS without the SCS depends on the core
decay heat load and the length of time that the SCS pumps
are stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the effects on RCS
temperature and pressure diminish. Without cooling by SCS,
higher heat loads will cause the reador coolant temperature
and pressure to increase at a rate proportional to the decay
heat load. Because pressure can increase, the applicable
system pressure limits (pressure and temperature limits or
low temperature overpressurization limit) must be observed
and forced SCS flow or heat removal via the steam generators
must be reestablished prior to reaching the pressure limit.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
8 3.4.6

BASES

BACKGROUND Entry into a condition with no SCS divisions in operation
(continued) should only be considered for limited circumstances which

include: 1) a heat removal path (s) via the RCS and steam
generator (s) is in operation, or 2) pressure and temperature
increases are easily maintained within the allowable
pressure and subcooling limits.

APPLICABLE The only safety analyses performed with initial conditions
SAFETY ANALYSES in MODE 4 are the inadvertent deboration and inadvertent

startup of RCP events. No forced coolant circulation was
credited for the inadvertent deboration event. For the
inadvertent startup of an RCP, not more than two RCPs were
assumed to be in operation. (If two RCPs were running, they
were assumed to be in the same loop.)

failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops or SCS divisions
are a part of the primary success path which functions or
actuates to prevent or mitigate a design basis accident or
transient that either assumes the failure of, or presents a
challenge to, the integrity of a fission product barrier.
RCS Loops - MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC Policy
Statement as important contributors to risk reduction.

LC0 The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two RCS
loops or SCS divisions be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and one of
these loops or divisions be in operation. The LC0 allows
the two loops that are required to be OPERABLE to consist of
any combination of RCS loops and SCS divisions. Any one
loop or division in operation provides enough flow to remove
the decay heat from the core with forced circulation. An
additional loop or division is required to be OPERABLE to
provide redundancy for heat removal.

Note 1 permits all RCPs and SCS pumps to be de-energized s I
hour per 8 hour period. This means that natural circulation
has been established using the steam generators. The Note
prohibits boron dilution when forced flow is stopped because
an even concentration distribution cannot be ensured. Core
outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below

| saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form and

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 4 -

B 3.4.6

m

[U') BASLS

LCO possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. The

(continued) response of the RC5 without the RCPs or SCS pumps depends on
the core decay heat load and the length of time that the
pumps are stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the effects on
RCS temperature and pressure diminish. Without cooling by
forced flow, higher heat loads will cause the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure to increase at a rate
proportional to the decay heat load. Because pressure can
increase, the applicable system pressure limits (pressure
and temperature (P/T) limits or low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) limits) must be observed and forced SCS
flow or heat removal via the steam generators must be re- -

established prior to reaching the pressure limit. The
circumstances for stopping both RCPs or SCS pumps are to be
limited to situations where:

a. Pressure and temperature increases can be maintained
well within the allowable pressure (P/T limits and
LT0p) and 10*f subcooling limits; or

b. An alternate heat removal path through the steam
generators is in operation.

/ \

(") Note 2 requires that either of the following conditions be
satisfied before an RCP is started with any RCS cold leg
temperature < [259'f] during cooldown or s (290*F] during
heatup (the heatup rate is limited to [40'F/hr or less]):

a. Pressurizer water level is < [60%); or

b. Secondary side water temperature in each steam
generator is < [100*f] above each of the RCS cold leg
temperatures.

Satisfying either of the above conditions will preclude a
large pressure surge in the RCS when the RCP is started.

Note 3 permits the alignment of a Containment Spray pump if
an SCS pump is not available or becomes inoperable. These
pumps are designed to be interchangeable for operational
flexibility.

(continued)g
! \
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
8 3.4.6

BASES

LC0 In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
(continued) RCP or SCS pump forced circulation (i.e., change operation

from one SCS division to the other, perform surveillance or
startup testing, perform the transition to and from SCS, or
to avoid operation below the RCP minimum NPSH limit). The
time period is acceptable because natural circulation is
adequate for heat removal or the reactor coolant temperature
can be maintained subcooled, and boron stratification
affecting reactivity control is not expected.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of at least one OPERABLE RCP
~

and a steam generator that is OPERABLE in accordance with
the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program and has the
minimum water level specified in SR 3.4.6.2.

Similarly, for the SCS, an OPERABLE SCS division is composed
of the OPERABLE SCS pump (s) capable of providing forced flow
to the SCS heat exchanger (s). RCPs and SCS pumps are
OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are able
to provide flow if required.

APPLICABillTY In MODE 4, this LC0 applies because it is possible to remove
core decay heat with either the RCS loops and steam
generators or the SCS.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2";
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3";
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)";
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)";
LCO 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
*

B 3.4.6

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad

With one required RCS loop inoperable and two SCS divisions
inoperable, redundancy for heat removal is lost. The
Required Action is to initiate action to restore a second
loop or division to OPERABLE status and the action must be
taken immediately. Even though one loop or division is
OPERABLE and in operation, the Completion Time emphasizes
the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths
for heat removal.

_

IL1

With one required SCS division inoperable and two required
RCS loops inoperable, redundancy for heat removal is lost.
The plant must be placed in MODE 5 within the next 24 hours.
Placing the plant in MODE 5 is a conservative action with
regard to decay heat removal. With only one SCS division
OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost and, in
the event of a loss of the remaining SCS division, it would
be safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (s 210*F) rather

O than MODE 4 (210 - 350*F). The completion time of 24 hours
is reasonable based on operating experience to reach MODE 5
from MODE 4, with only one SCS division operating, in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

If required RCS loop or SCS division is inoperable or no RCS
loop or SCS division is in operation, except during
conditions permitted by Note 1 in the LC0 section, all
operations involving reduction of RCS boron concentration
must be suspended and action to restore one RCS loop or SCS
division to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.
Boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper
mixing, and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in
this type of operation. The immediate Completion Time
reflects the importance of maintaining operation for decay
heat removal. The action to restore must be continued until
one loop or division is restored to operation.

/ (continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
8 3.4.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification of the required loop or
division in operation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow
is providing heat removal. Verification of RCS or SCS
operation includes flow rate, temperature, and pump status
monitoring. The 12 hour Frequency has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess RCS
or SCS status. In addition, control room indication and
alarms will normally indicate status.

_S R 3.4.6.2

This SR requires verification of secondary side water level
in the required steam generator (s) [2 25% WR] every 12
hours. An adequate SG water level is required in order to
have a heat sink for removal of the core decay heat from the

]reactor coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown by ,

operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess :

degradation and verify operation within safety analyses !
assumptions.

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE
ensures that an additional RCS loop or SCS division can be
placed in operation, if needed to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power
available to the required pumps. The Frequency of seven
days is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls available and has been shown to be
acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

O
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled) "

B 3.4.7

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)

BASES

BACKGROUND in MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is to remove decay heat and transfer
this heat to the steam generators (SGs) or shutdown cooling
system (SCS) heat exchangers. While the principal means for
decay heat removal is via the SCS, the SGs are specified as

-

a backup means for redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot
produce steam in this MODE, they are capable of being a heat

-

sink due to their large contained volume of secondary side
water. As long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will -

occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional
to the temperature difference. The secondary function of
the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble
neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the SCS divisions are the
principal means for decay heat removal. The number of

O divisions in operation can vary to suit the operational
needs. The intent of this LC0 is to provide forced flow
from at least one SCS division for decay heat removal and
transport. The flow provided by one SCS division is
adequate for decay heat removal. The other intent of this
LCO is to require that a second path be available to provide
redundancy for decay heat removal.

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first path can be an SCS division that must
be OPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be
another OPERABLE SCS division, or through the SGs, having
an adequate water level.

APPLICABLE In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

accidental boron dilution event. The SCS divisions provide
this circulation.

RCS loops - MODE 5 (loops filled) have been identified in
the NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk
reduction.

N. (continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

LCO The purpose of this LC0 is to require at least one of the
SCS divisions be OPERABLE and in operation with an
additional SCS division OPERABLE or secondary side water
level of each SG shall be 2 [25]% wide range. One SCS
division provides sufficient forced circulation to perform
the safety functions of the reactor coolant under these
conditions. The second SCS division is normally maintained
OPERABLE as a backup to the operating SCS division to
provide redundant paths for decay heat removal. However, if
the standby SCS division is not OPERABLE, a sufficient
alternate method to provide redundant paths for decay heat
removal is two SGs with their secondary side water levels
2 [25%] wide range. Should the operating SCS division fail,
the SGs could be used to remove the decay heat.

Note 1 permits all SCS pumps to be de-ene@d f I huur per
8 hour period. The circumstances for stopping both SCS
divisions are to be limited to situations where pressure and
temperature increases can be maintained well within the
allowable pressure (pressure and temperature P/T limits or
Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) limits) and
10*F subcooling limits, or an alternate heat removal path
through the SG(s) is in operation.

Note 1 further prohibits baron dilution when SCS forced flow
is stopped because an even concentration distribution cannot
be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be maintained at

i least 10*F below saturation temperature, so that no vapor
'

bubble would form and possibly cause a natural circulation
flow obstruction. In this MODE, the SG(s) can be used as
the backup for SCS heat removal. To ensure their
availability, the RCS loop flow path is to be maintained
with subcooled liquid.

In MODE 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all RCP or SCS
forced circulation. This is permitted to change operation
from one SCS division to the other, perform surveillance or
startup testing, perform the transition to and from the SCS,
or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum net positive
suction head limit. The time period is acceptable because
natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat removal,
the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled,i

| and boron stratification affecting reactivity control is not
| expected.

|

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES
g

LCO Note 2 allows one SCS division to be inoperable for a period
(continued) of up to 2 hours provided that the other SCS division is

OPERABLE and in operation. This permits periodic
surveillance tests to be performed on the inoperoble
division during the only time when such testing is safe and
possible.

Note 3 requires that either of the following two conditions
be satisfied before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold
leg temperature s [259]'F during cooldown or s [290*F] i

during heatup (the heatup rate is limited to [40*F/hr or -
less]) unless:

a. Pressurizer water level is < [60]%; or
b. Secondary side water temperature of each SG is

< [100]'F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

Satisfying either of the above conditions will preclude a
low temperature overpressure event due to a thermal
transient when the RCP is started.

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to

O MODE 4 during a planned heatup by permitting removal of SCS
divisions from operation when at least one RCP is in
operation. This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4
where an RCP is permitted to be in operation and replaces
the heat removal function provided by the SCS divisions.

Note 5 permits the alignment of a Containment Spray pump if
an SCS pump is not available or-becomes inoperable. These
pumps are designed to be interchangeable for operational
flexibility.

An OPERABLE SCS division is composed of an OPERABLE.SCS pump
and an OPERABLE SCS heat exchanger.

SCS _ pumps are-OPERABLE if they- are- capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water
level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the SG Tube
Surveillance Program, j

l
i

| (continued)' |

-
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. One SCS division provides
sufficient circulation for these purposes.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES I and 2";
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3";
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4"; 1
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)"; |
LCO 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant ,

Circulation - Low Water Level'- (MODE 6).
'

;

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the required SCS division is inoperable and any SGs have
secondary side water levels < [25%] wide range, redundancy
for heat removal is lost. Action must be initiated
immediately to restore a second SCS division to OPERABLE
status or to restore the water level in the required SGs.
Either Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will
restore redundant decay heat removal paths. The immediate
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for decay heat removal.

B.1 and S.2

If no SCS division is in operation or required SCS division
inoperable, except as permitted in Note 1, all operations
involving the reduction of RCS boron concentration must be
suspended. Action to restore one SCS division to OPERABLE
status and operation must be initiated. Boron concentration
changes require forced circulation for proper mixing. With
a loss of SCS the margin to criticality must not be reduced
by boron dilution operations. The immediate Completion
Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for
decay heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - H0DE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued) '

SURVEILLAf4CE SR 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMEtiTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SCS
division is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,

temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify

'

operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally
indicate SCS status.

The SCS flow is established to ensure that core outlet
temperature is maintained sufficiently below saturation to
allow time for swap over to the standby SCS division should
the operating division be lost.

SR 3.4.7.2

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary
side water levels are 2 [25%] wide range ensures that

O, redundant heat removal paths are available if the second SCS
division is inoperable. The Surveillance is required to be
performed when the LC0 requirement is being met by use of '

the SGs. If both SCS divisions are OPERABLE, this SR is not
needed. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation
and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.3

Verification that the second SCS division is OPERABLE
ensures that redundant paths for decay heat removal are

-available. The requirement also ensures that the additional
division can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain----
decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation,
Verification is performed by verifying proper-breaker
alignment and power available to the required pump. The
Surveillance is required to be performed when the LCO
requirement is being met by one of two SCS divisions, e.g.,
SGs have < [25]% wide range water level. The Frequency of '

7 days is considered reasonable in view of'other
administrative controls available and has been shown to be
acceptable by operating experience.

(
\ (continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES None.

|
|

O'

|

|
|

|
'

l

I
i
1

O|
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not filled)
B 3.4.8

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)

BASES

BACKGROUND in MODE 5 with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) loops not
filled, the primary function of the reactor coolant is the
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) heat exchangers. The steam
generators are not available as a heat sink when the loops
are not filled. The secondary function of the reactor
coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison,
boric acid.

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SCS can be used
for coolant circulation. The number of divisions in
operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The
intent of this LC0 is to provide forced flow from at least
one SCS division for decay heat removal and transport. The
other intent of this LC0 is to require that two paths be
available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

p This LC0 permits limited periods without forced circulation.
Q When the SCS divisions are not in operation, no alternate

heat removal path exists. The response of the RCS without
the SCS depends-on the decay heat load and the length of
time that the SCS pumps are stopped. As decay heat
diminishes, the effects on RCS temperature diminish.
Without cooling by SCS, higher heat loads will cause the
reactor coolant temperature to increase at a rate
proportional to the decay heat load. Because pressure can
increase, applicable system pressure limits (pressure and
temperature limits or low temperature overpressurization
limits) must be observed and forced SCS flow must be
reestablished prior to reaching the pressure limit. Entry
into a condition with no SCS division in operation stops
heat removal and should only be considered for limited
circumstances such as when switching from one SCS division
to the other. With the pumps stopped, pressure and
temperature may increase and pumps must be restored prior to
exceeding pressure and subcooling limits.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) removes decay heat from
the reactor coolant system and transfers the heat to the
Component Cooling Water (CCW) System.

(continued)
>
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

BASES

BACKGROUND During REDUCED RCS INVENTORY operations the interruption or
(continued) loss of SCS flow, decay heat removal (DHR) capability, can

lead to bulk boiling and fuel uncovery quite rapidly. In
some cases, this can occur in 15-20 minutes. During REDUCED
RCS INVENTORY operations, the SCS is the primary means of
decay heat removal. ,

Each SCS division has a SCS pump, SCS heat exchanger, valves
and connecting piping. In addition to these components, the i
Containment Spray System (CS) pumps, which are identical to i
the SCS pumps can be used as a backup pumping source with ;

some valve manipulations should the SCS pumps become
inoperable.

APPLICABLE The only safety analyses performed with initial conditions
SAFETY ANALYSES in MODE 5 with loops not filled are the inadvertent

deboration and inadvertent startup of an RCP events. For
this analysis one SCS division was credited as operating.
The flow provided by one SCS division is adequate for heat
removal and for boron mixing. Failure to provide heat
removal may result in challenges to a fission product
barrier. The SCS is part of the primary success path which
functions or actuates to prevent or mitigate a design basis
accident or transient that either assumes the failure of, or
presents a challenge to, the integrity of a fission product
barrier. As such, this LC0 satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require a minimum of two SCS
divisions be OPERABLE and one of these divisions be in
operation. An OPERABLE division is one that has the
capability of transferring heat from the reactor coolant at
a controlled rate. Heat removal cannot occur via the SCS
unless forced flow is used. A minimum of one running SCS
pump meets the LC0 requirement for one division in
operation. An additional SCS division is required to be
OPERABLE to meet the single failure criterion. With REDUCED
RCS INVENTORY, the Containment Spray pump in the operable
SCS division shall be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

BASES

LCO Note 1 permits the SCS pumps to be de-energized for s 15
(continued) minutes when switching from one division to another. The

circumstances for stopping both SCS pumps are to be limited
to situations when the outage time is short and the core i
outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below |
saturation temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution !

and draining operations when SCS forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one SCS division to be inoperable for a period
of 2 hours provided that the other division is OPERABLE and
in operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to l
be performed on the inoperable division during the only time i
when these tests are safe and possible. '

An OPERABLE SCS division is composed of an OPERABLE SCS pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SCS heat
exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
SCS pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required.

Note 3 permits the alignment of a Containment Spray-pump if
an SCS pump is not available or becomes inoperable. These

( pumps are designed to be interchangeable for operational
flexibility.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LC0 requires core heat-
removal and coolant circulation by the SCS.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES I and 2",
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3",
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE-4",
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)", --

LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6), and

LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System (SCS and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level" MODE 6).

.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS LJ

If only one required SCS division is OPERABLE, redundancy
for heat removal is lost. The Required Action is to
initiate activities to restore a second division to OPERABLE
status and the action must be taken immediately. Even
though one division is OPERABLE and in operation, the
Completion Time emphasizes the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for heat removal.

D.1. B.2. and B.3

If required SCS divisions are inoperable or no division is
in operation, the action requires immediate suspension of
any operation for boron concentration reduction, initiating
action to raise RCS level to > [EL 117'.0"] and requires
action to immediately start restoration of one SCS division
to OPERABLE status. The Required Action for restoration
does not apply to the condition of divisions not in
operation when the exemption NOTE in the LC0 is in force.
The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal and prevent a
boron dilution event. The Required Action to restore must
be continued until one division is restored.

C.l. C.2. and C.3

If the Containment Spray pump in the operating SCS division
is inoperable, action must be initiated immediately to place
the alternate SCS division in operation if the Containment
Spray pump in the alternate division is OPERABLE. Also, SCS
performance must be monitored [every 30 minutes] and the
inoperable Containment Soray pump must be restored to
OPERABLE status within [48] hours.

D_d

If the Containment Spray pump cannot be restored within [48]
hours, RCS level must be raised to > EL.[117*0"] within [6
hours]. This will place the plant in a conservative
position with respect to providing decay heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not filled)
B 3.4.8

. BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification of the required SCS division
in operation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow is
providing heat removal. Verification of SCS operation is
performed by flow rate, temperature, or pump status
monitoring. The 12 hour Frequency has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess
degradation and verify operation within safety analyses
assumptions.

SR 3.4.8.2

Verification that the required number of SCS divisions are
OPERABLE ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are
available and that additional SCS divisions can be placed in
operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and
reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by
verifying proper breaker alignment and indicated power
available to the required SCS pumps. The Frequency of seven
days is considered reasonable in view of other

O administrative controls available and has been shown to be
acceptable by operating experience.

SR 3.4.8.3

Verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the operable CS pump ensures that the-
redundant CS pump will be able to remove heat from the RCS
in the event of a power failure to the operating SCS
division. The Frequency of [24] hours is based on operating
experience.

'

__

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 5.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 19.

: O
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid and
vapor are maintained in equilibrium under saturated
conditions for pressure control purposes to prevent bulk
boiling in the remainder of the RCS. Key functions include
maintaining required primary system pressure during steady
state operation and limiting the pressure changes caused by

~

reactor coolant thermal expansion and contraction during
normal load transients.

The pressure control components assessed by this LC0 include
the pressurizer water level, the required heaters and their
backup heater controls, and emergency power supplies.
Pressurizer safety valves are addressed by LC0 3.4.10,
" Pressurizer Safety Valves."

The maximum water level limit has been established to ensure
that a liquid-to-vapor interface exists to permit Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) pressure control, using the sprays and
heaters, during normal operation and proper pressure
response for anticipated design basis transients. The water
level limit serves two purposes:

a. Pressure control during normal operation maintains
subcooled reactor coolant in the loops and thus, in
the preferred state for heat transport, and

b. By restricting the level to a maximum, expected
transient reactor coolant volume increases
(pressurizer insurge) will not cause excessive level
changes which could result in degraded ability for
pressure control.

,

The maximum level limit permits pressure control equipment
to function as designed. The limit preserves the steam
space during normal operation, thus, both sprays and heaters
can operate to maintain the design operating pressure. The
level limit also prevents filling the pressurizer (water
solid) for anticipated design basis transients, thus
assuring that pressure relief devices (pressurizer safety
valves) can control pressure by steam relief rather than

(continued)
- G
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

BASES

BACKGROUND water relief. If the level limits were exceeded prior to a

(continued) transient that creates a large pressurizer insurge volume
leading to water relief, the maximum RCS pressure might
exceed the design safety limit of 2750 psia or damage may
occur to the pressurizer safety valves.

The requirement to have two groups of pressurizer heaters
ensures that RCS pressure can be maintained. The
pressurizer heaters maintain RCS pressure to maintain the
reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS
pressure during natural circulation flow could result in a
loss of single phase flow and a decreased capability to
remove core decay heat.

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LC0 requirement for a steam bubble
SAFETY ANALYSES is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. No safety

analyses are performed in lower MODES with the exception of
the inadvertent deboration and inadvertent startup of an RCP
events. All analyses performed from a critical reactor
condition assume the existence of a steam bubble and
saturated conditions in the pressurizer. In making this

j assumption, the analyses neglect the small fraction of non-
condensible gases normally present. The steam bubble limits
the volume of non-condensible gases.

Safety analyses presented in the CESSAR-DC do not take
credit for pressurizer heater operation, however, an
implicit initial condition assumption of the safety analyses
is that the pressurizer is operating in the range of [2175
to 2325 psia].

The maximum level limit is of prime interest for the
feedwater line break event with loss of offsite power
(FLBLOP). Conservative safety analyses assumptions for
this event indicate that it produces the largest increase in
pressurizer level. Thus, this event has been selected to
establish the pressurizer water level limit. Assuming
proper response action by emergency systems, the level limit
prevents water relief through the pressurizer safety valves.
Since prevention of water relief is a goal for abnormal
transient operation rather than a safety limit, the value
for pressurizer level is nominal and is not adjusted for
instrument error.

,

(continued)
l
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

'

BASES

APPLICABLE Although the heaters are not specifically credited in
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analysis, the need to maintain subcooling in the

(continued) long term during loss of offsite power, as indicated by the
NRC in NUREG-0737 (Ref.1), is the reason for inclusion.
The requirement for emergency power supplies is based on
NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1). The intent is to allow maintaining the
reactor coolant in a subcooled condition with natural
circulation at hot, high pressure conditions for an
undefined, but extended, time period after a loss of offsite
power. While loss of offsite power is an initial condition
or coincident event assumed in many accident analyses,
maintaining hot, high pressure conditions over an extended
time period is not evaluated as part of CESSAR-DC accident
analyses.

The maximum pressurizer water level limit satisfies the
requirements of Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
because it prevents exceeding the initial reactor coolant
mass which is an input assumption of the safety analysis.
The maximum water level also permits the pressurizer safety
valves to relieve steam for anticipated pressure increase
transients, preserving their function for mitigation. Thus,
Criterion 3 is also indirectly applicable.

LCO The LC0 requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with
water level > [26%) and s [60%) ensures that a steam bubble
exists. Limiting the maximum operating water level
preserves the steam for pressure control. The intent of the
LCO is to ensure that a steam bubble exists in the
pressurizer to minimize the consequences of potential
overpressure transients. Requiring the presence of a steam
bubble is consistent with analytical assumptions.

The minimum heater capacity required is sufficient to
maintain the RCS near normal operating pressure when
accounting for heat losses through the pressurizer
insulation. By maintaining the pressure near the operating
conditions, a wide subcooling to saturation margin can be
obtained in the loops. The exact design value of [200 kW)
is derived from the use of [4] heaters rated at [50 kW)
each. The amount needed to maintain pressure is dependent
on the ambient heat losses. Tests indicate that pressurized
heat losses do not usually impose a need for [200 kW].

(continued)
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

BASES (continued)
s

APPLICABILITY The need for RCS pressure control is most pertinent when
core heat can cause the greatest effect on reactor coolant
system temperature resulting in the greatest effect on
pressurizer level and RCS pressure control. Thus,
Applicability has been designated _for MODES 1, 2, and 3.
The purpose is to prevent solid water RCS operation during

,

heatup and cooldown to avoid rapid pressure rises caused by
normal operational perturbation, such as reactor coolant
pump startup. The LCO does not apply to MODE 5 (Loops
Filled) because LC0 3.4.11, " Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) System," applies. The LC0 does not apply
to MODES 5 and 6 with partial loop operation.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the need to maintain the availability
of pressurizer heaters and their emergency power supplies is
most pertinent. In the event of a loss of offsite power,
the initial conditions of these MODES gives the greatest
demand for maintaining the RCS in a hot pressurized
condition with loop subcooling for an extended period. For
MODES 4, 5, or 6, it is not necessary to control pressure
(by heaters) to ensure loop subcooling for heat transfer
when the decay heat removal system is inservice and,
therefore, the LC0 is not applicable.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With pressurizer water level outside the limits, action must
be taken to restore the plant to operation within the bounds
of the safety analyses. This is done by placing the plant
in MODE 3 with the reactor trip breakers open within six
hours, and placing the plaat in MODE 4 within [12] hours.
This takes the plant out of the applicable MODES and
restores the plant to operation within the bounds of the
safety analyses.

Six hours is a reasonable time based on operating experience
to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. Further pressure and
temperature reduction to MODE 4 with RCS temperature <
[350]'F places the plant into a MODE where the LC0 is not
applicable. The [12] hour time to reach the non-applicable
MODE is reasonable based 'on operating experience for that
evaluation.

(continued)-
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

BASES

ACTIONS [LJ
(continued)

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable,
restoration is required in 72 hours. The Completion Time of
72 hours is reasonable considering that a demand caused by
loss of offsite power would be unlikely in this period.
Pressure control may be maintained during this time using
normal station-powered heaters.

C.1 and C.2

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable
and cannot be restored within the allowed Completion Time of
Required Action B.1, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within [12] hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
safety systems. Similarly, the Completion Time of [12]
hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
MODE 4 from full power in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance ensures that during steady state
operation, pressurizer water level is maintained below the
nominal upper limit to provide a minimum space for a steam
bubble and above the nominal lower limit to ensure heater
operability. The Surveillance is performed by observing
indicated level. The [12] hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess
degradation and verify operation within safety analysis
assumptions. Alarms are also available for early detection
of abnormal level indications.

(continued)
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Pressurizer *

B 3.4.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The Surveillance is satisfied when the power supplies are
demonstrated to be capable of producing the minimum power
and the associated pressurizer heaters are verified to be at
their design rating. (This may be done by testing the power
supply output and by performing an electrical check on
heater element continuity and resistance.) The Frequency of
92 days is considered adequate to detect heater degradation
and has been shown by operating experience to be acceptable.

.

SR 3.4.9.3
~~

[This SR is not applicable if the heaters are permanently
powered by IE power supplies.]

[This Surveillance demonstrates that the heaters can be
manually transferred to and energized by emergency power
supplies. The Frequency of [18] months is based on a
typical fuel cycle and industry accepted practice. This is
consistent with similar verifications of emergency power.]

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan
Requirements," November, 1980.

\
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
-

B 3.4.10

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the [four] spring loaded pressurizer safety
valves is to provide Reactor Coolant System (RCS) overpres-
sure protection. Operating in conjunction with the reactor
protection system, (four) valves are used to ensure that the
Safety Limit (SL) of 2750 psia is not exceeded for analyzed
transients during operation in MODES 1 and 2. [Four] safety
valves are used for MODE 3 and portions of MODE 4. For the

_

remainder of MODE 4 and for MODE 5, overpressure protection
is provided by operating procedures and LC0 3.4.11, " Low
Temperature Overpressurization Protection (LT0P) System".
For these conditions, ASME requirements are satisfied with
one safety valve.

The self-actuated pressurizer safety valves are designed in
accordance with the requirements set forth in the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III. (Ref.1). The
required lift pressure is 2500 psia 1%. The safety valves
discharge steam from the pressurizer to the Incontainment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) located in the
containment.

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the i 1%
'

tolerance requirement (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures above
1000 psig. The lift setting is for the ambient conditions
associated with MODES 1, 2, and 3. This requires either
that the valves be set hot or that a correlation between hot
and cold settings be established.

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary
success path and mitigate the effects of postulated
accidents. OPERABILITY of the safety valves ensures that
the RCS pressure will be limited to 110% of design pressure.
The consequences of exceeding the ASME pressure limit (Ref.
1) could include damage to RCS components, increased
leakage, or a requirement to perform additional stress
analyses prior to resumption of reactor operation.

(continued)
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B 3.4.10

-

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE All accident analyses in CESSAR-DC which require safety
SAFETY ANALYSES valve actuation assume operation of all pressurizer safety

valves to limit increasing reactor coolant pressure. The
overpressure protection analysis is al'so based on operation
of all safety valves and assumes that the valves open at the
high range of the setting (2500 psia system design pressure
plus 1%). These valves must accommodate pressurizer
insurges which could occur during various heatup events such
as rod withdrawal, ejected rod, loss of main feedwater, loss
of load or main feedwater line break accident. The loss of
load event with delayed reactor trip establishes the
minimum safety valve capacity. The single failure of a "

safety valve to open is neither assumed in the accident
analysis nor required to be addressed by the ASME code.
Compliance with this specification is required to assure
that the accident analysis and design basis calculations
remain valid. The pressurizer safety valves are components
that are part of the primary success path and which function
or actuate to mitigate a design basis accident or transient
that either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge
to, the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such,
the pressurizer safety valves satisfy the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

\.

LCO The [four] pressurizer safety valves are set to open at the
RCS design pressure (2500 psia) and within the ASME
specified tolerance to avoid exceeding the maximum RCS
design pressure Safety Limit, to maintain ' accident analysis
assumptions, and to comply with ASME code requirements. The
upper and lower pressure tolerance limits are based on the i
1% tolerance requirements (Ref.1) for lifting pressures
above 1000 psig. The limit protected by this specification
is the reactor coolant pressure boundary Safety Limit of
110% of. design pressure. Inoperability of one or more
valves could result in exceeding the Safety Limit were a
transient to occur. The consequences of exceeding the ASME
pressure limit could include damage to one or more RCS
components, increased leakage, or additional stress analysis-

being required prior to resumption of reactor operation.

(continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of MODE 4 above the LTOP
temperature, OPERABILITY of [four] valves is required
because the combined capacity is required to keep reactor
coolant pressure below 110% of its design value during
certain accidents. MODE 3 and portions of MODE 4 are
conservatively included although the listed accidents may
not require all safety valves for protection. The LC0 is
not applicable in MODE 4 when all RCS cold leg temperatures
are s [259]'F for cooldown or s the LTOP disable temperature
specified in Figure 3.4.3-1A for heatup.

Overprnssure protection is not required in MODE 6 with the
reactor vessel head detensioned.

The Note allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 with the lift
settings outside the LC0 limits. This permits testing and
examination of the safety valves at high pressure and
temperature near their normal operating range, but only
after the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. The
cold setting gives assurance that the valves are OPERABLE
near their design condition. Only one valve at a time will
be removed from service for testing. The [72] hour
exception is based on [18] hour outage time for each of the
[four] valves. The [18] hour period is derived from
operating experience that hot testing can be performed .

within this time frame. j
1

ACTIONS A.1

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration
must take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of
15 minutes reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS
overpressure protection system. An inoperable safety valve
coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge
the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary.

B.l. B.2. and B.3

If the Required Action cannot be met within the required
Completion Time, or if [two] or more pressurizer safety
valves are inoperable, the plant must be placed in a MODE in
which the requirement does not apply. This is done by

(continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

b BASESv
ACTIONS B.l. B.2. and B.3 (continued)

placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within six hours and in
MODE 4 at or below [259]*F in [12] hours, or by placing the
plant in shutdown cooling with the LTOP relief valves in
service in [12] hours. The six hours allowed to reach MODE
3 is a reasonable time based on operating experience to
reach MODE 3 from full power without challenging plant
systems. Similarly, the [12] hours allowed is a reasonable
time based on operating experience to reach MODE 4 without
challenging plant systems. At or below [259]*F,
overpressure protection is provided by LTOP. The change
from MODES 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 4 reduces the RCS energy (core
power and pressure), lowers the potential for large
pressurizer insurges, and thereby removes the need for
overpressure protection by (four] pressurizer safety valves.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Surveillance Requirements are specified in the Inservice

Os
Testing Program. Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref. 1)

'

provides the activities and the Frequency necessary to
satisfy the Surveillance Requirements. No additional
requirements are specified.

The pressurizer safety valve setpoint is i [3]% for
OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to i [1]% during
the Surveillance to allow for drift.

REFERENCES 1. ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section Ill,
" Nuclear Vessels," Section XI " Rules for Inservice
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components."
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.11 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
(LTOP) System LCO is to limit reactor coolant pressure at
low temperatures to levels which will not compromise Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) integrity (Ref.1). The
reactor vessel is the limiting component for demonstrating
that protection is provided. LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and
Temperature (P/T) Limits", provides the allowable
combinations for operational pressure and temperature during
cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to keep from violating the
Reference 1 requirements during the LTOP MODES.

The reactor vessel material is less tough at low
temperatures than at normal operating temperatures. As
reactor vessel neutron exposure accumulates, the vessel
material toughness decreases and becomes less resistant to
pressure stress at low temperatures (Ref. 2). RCS pressure,
therefore, is maintained low at low temperatures and is
increased only as temperature is increased.

Overpressure pr.otection given by the LC0 is provided by
placing the SCS relief valves in service or depressurizing
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) through an open vent. The
open RCS vent or the SCS relief valves are the overpressure
protection devices which provide backup to the operator in
terminating increasing pressure events.

APPLICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 3) demonstrate that the reactor vessel
SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1

P/T limits during shutdown. Transients that are capable of
overpressurizing the Reactor Coolant System have been
identified and evaluated. Postulated transients include
inadvertent safety injection actuation; energizing the
pressurizer heaters; failing the makeup control valve open;
temporary loss of decay heat removal; and, reactor coolant
thermal expansion caused by reactor coolant pump (RCP) start
causing heat transfer from hot steam generators.

(continued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

: BASES

APPLICABLE The LTOP system was designed to protect the RCS from
SAFETY ANALYSES overpressurization resulting from any of the following

(continued) conditions:

1. The starting of an idle RCP with the secondary water
temperature of the steam generator s [100*F] above the
RCS cold leg temperature.

2. The simultaneous starting of all four SI pumps and its
injection into the RCS.

During the two design bases events, no operator action is
assumed to take place until ten minutes have passed.

LTOP System satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires that the SCS relief valves be OPERABLE with
a setpoint at the overpressure limit or the RCS be
depressurized via an open vent.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 4 with the temperature of any
RCS cold leg s [259'F] during cooldown or s the LTOP disable
temperature specified in Figure 3.4.3-1A during heatup, in
MODE 5, and in MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head on. The
LCO is not applicable for operating conditions above the
specified temperatures because the pressurizer safety valves
are able to provide overpressure protection. With the
vessel- head off, there is no need for overpressure
protection.

ACTIONS A.1-and B.1

With one-SCS relief valve inoperable, overpressure relieving
capability is reduced. The other SCS relief valve remains

- OPERABLE or the RCS must be depressurized through an open
vent. Either of these paths provide adequate overpressure
protection. However, redundancy has been lost. The seven
day completion time in MODE 4, and 24 hour completion time

.

~

(continued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS A,1 and B.1 (continued)

in MODES 5 and 6 (per NRC GL 90-06) (Ref. 4) reflects the
need to restore redundancy and also takes into consideration
the other overpressure protection paths available in this
condition.

C.1

If the Required Actions cannot be met within the associated
Completion Times, the plant must be placed in a condition
where an overpressure event cannot occur. This is done by
depressurizing the RCS through the open alternate vent. The
Completion Time of eight hours is reasonable based on the

|amount of time required to place the plant in this condition
and the probability of an accident requiring the LTOP System
during this relatively short period of time.

!
10d
I
:

In the unlikely event that both SCS relief valves are |

inoperable action must be taken to establish an alternate
path. The Completion Time of "immediately" reflects the
need to restore vent path capability since inadvertent or

| uncontrolled operation of an SI or charging pumps could
cause overpressurization.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11,1
REQUIREMENTS

The RCS vent must be verified open for relief protection.
The required Frequency is every 12 hours. This Frequency
has been shown by operating practices to be sufficient to
regularly assess degradation and verify operation within the
safety analysis assumptions.

This Surveillance is modified by a Note only requiring
performance when the vent path is being used for LTOP.

(continued)
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LTOP System -

B 3.4.11

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The pressurizer manway must be verified open for relief
protection. The Frequency of every 12 hours is sufficient
to verify compliance within the safety analysis assumptions.
The Surveillance is modified by a Note only requiring
performance when manway is being used for LTOP.

SR 3.4.11.3

Surveillance Requirement 3.4.11.3 is the performance of a -

setpoint calibration every [18 months). The setpoint
calibration for the LTOP ensures that the SCS relief valves
will be actuated at the appropriate RCS pressure by
verifying the accuracy of the valve lif t pressure. The
Frequency of [18 months] is based on a typical refueling
cycle and industry-accepted practice.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G, " Fracture Toughness
Requirements."

2. Generic letter 88-11, "NRC Position on Radiation-

Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials and its
Impact on Plant Operation."

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

4. Generic Letter 90-06.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.12

B 3.4 NEACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.12 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

BASES

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from
the reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made
by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and
valves isolate connecting systems from the RCS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can

produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LC0 is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LC0
specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 (Ref.1), requires means for
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
source of reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45
(Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage
detection systems.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. There fore,
detecting and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the,

'

containment area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak occur detrimental to the safety of the facility and the
public.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected
from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leaktight.
Leakage from these systems should be detected, located, and,

' isolated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to
not interfere with RCS LEAKAGE detection.

This LC0 deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from
inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analysis radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this LC0 include the
possibility of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE "

B 3.4.12

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
SAFETY ANALYSES do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other

operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for
LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting in
steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary to
secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose
releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents
or transients involve (continued) secondary steam release to '

the atmosphere, such as a steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR), RCP locked rotor, control element assembly ejection,
letdown line break, and feedwater line break. The leakage
contaminates the secondary fluid.

The dose consequences resulting from these accidents are
well within the limits defined in 10 CFR 100.11, the staff
approved licensing basis, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19.

RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LC0 a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE is allowed because it
would be indicative of material deterioration.
Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE is defined as leakage
through a non-isolable fault in an RCS component body,
pipe, or vessel wall (excluding TCP shaft seals,
packing, and steam generator tube leakage). Leakage
of this type is unacceptable as the leak itself could
cause further deterioration, resulting in higher
leakage. Violation of this LC0 could result in
continued degradation of the RCPB.

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE is
allowed as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that
the containment air monitoring and containment
sump / holdup volume tank monitoring equipment can

;

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.12

BASES

LC0 b. Unidentified LEAKAGE (continued)

detect within a reasonable time period. Unidentified
LEAKAGE is defined as reactor coolant leakage which is
not identified. Violation of this LC0 could result in
continued degradation of the RCPB, if the LEAKAGE is
from the pressure boundary.

c. Identified LEAKAGE

Identified LEAKAGE is defined as leakage into closed
-

systems connected to the RCS that is captured and
recovered. Up to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is
considered allowable because leakage is from known
sources which do not interfere with detection of
unidentified LEAKAGE and is well within the capability
of the RCS makeup system.

Identified LEAKAGE includes leakage to the containment
from sources that are specifically known and located,
but does not include pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
controlled RCP seal leakoff (which is a normal
function and is not considered leakage). Violation of
this LC0 could result in continued degradation of a
component or system.

Other related LCOs include LC0 3.4.13, "RCS Pressure
Isolation Valve (PlV) LEAKAGE", which specifies
leakage limits for certain valves that isolate the
high pressure RCS from other low pressure systems and
Surveillance 3.4.13.1 measures leakage through each
PIV individually. Since there are two PIVs in series
in each PlV line, leakage measured through one PIV may
not result in any RCS LEAKAGE if the other is leak
tight. If both series valves luak resulting in a loss
of mass from the RCS, the loss is to be included in
allowable Identified LEAKAGE. LCO 3.4.14, "RCS
Leakage Detection Instrumentation", specifies the
requirements for the monitoring equipment used to
detect leakage into the containment.

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE -

B 3.4.12

BASES

LC0 d. Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE Throuah All Steam
(continued) Generators

Total Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE of one (1) gpm to
all steam generators produces acceptable offsite doses
in the SLB accident analysis. Violation of this LC0
could exceed the offsite dose limits for this accident
analysis. Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE must be
included in the total allowable limit for Identified
LEAKAGE.

e. Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE Throuah Any One Steam -

Generator

The [720] gallons per day (gpd) limit on one steam
generator is based on allocating the total one (1) gpm
allowed Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE equally between
the two steam generators.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the potential for RCPB leakage is
greatest when the RCS is pressurized.

In MODES 5 and 6, LEAKAGE limits are not provided because
the reactor coolant pressure is far lower resulting in lower
stresses and a reduced potential for LEAKAGE.

ACTIONS A.1

With Identified LEAKAGE, Unidentified LEAKAGE, or Primary-
to-Secondary LEAKAGE in excess of the LC0-limits, the
leakage must be reduced to within limits within four hours.
This Completion Time allows four hours to verify leakage
rates and either identify Unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce
LEAKAGE to within limits, before the reactor must be shut
down. This action is necessary to prevent further
deterioration of the RCPB.

_

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.12

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.&
(continued)

If any Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE exists or if Identified,
Unidentified, or Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE cannot be
reduced to within limits within four hours, the reactor must
be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce the
severity of the LEAKAGE and its potential consequences. The
reactor must be placed in MODE 3 within six hours and MODE 5
within 36 hours. This action reduces the LEAKAGE and also
reduces the factors which tend to degrade the pressure
boundary. The Completion Time of six hours is reasonable
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power without challenging plant systems. Similarly, the
Completion Time of 36 hours to reach MODE 5 is reasonable
based on operating experience to reach the required MODE
without challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure
stresses acting on the RCPB are much lower and further
deterioration is much less likely.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that RCS LEAKAGE is within the LC0 limits ensures i

that the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure
Boundary LEAKAGE would at first appear as Unidentified
LEAKAGE and can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and Identified LEAKAGE are demonstrated
to be within limits by performance of a RCS water inventory
balance. Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by
performance of an RCS water inventory balance in conjunction
with effluent monitoring within the secondary Feedwater and
Steam Systems. The RCS water inventory balance must be
performed with the reactor steady state operating conditions
and near operating pressure. Therefore, this SR is not
required to be performed in MODES 3 and 4, until 12 hours of
steady state operation near operating pressure have elapsed.

t

| An early warning of Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE or
Unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
which monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity or
containment sump. These leakage detection systems are

. specified in LCO 3.4.14, "RCS LEAKAGE Detection
Instrumentation."

|

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.12

BASESV
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 72 hour Frequency permits a reasonable interval for
trending of LEAKAGE while recognizing the relative
importance of early leak detection in the prevention of
accidents. A Note under the Frequency column states that
this SR is required to be performed during steady state
operation. Steady state operation is required to perform a
proper inventory balance; calculations during maneuvering
are not useful and the Surveillance is not required unless
steady state is established. For purposes of LEAKAGE
determination by inventory balance, steady state is defined _

as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level,
pressurizer and makeup tank level, constant makeup and
letdown and reactor coolant pump seal injection and return
flows . Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE would be detected more
quickly by the LEAKAGE detection systems referenced in LC0
3.4.14, "RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation".

'

SR 3.4.12.2

O This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

f
!
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RCS PlV Leakage |

B 3.4.13 I

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.13 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

BASES

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.2, 10 CFR 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (Refs.1, 2, and 3), define RCS PIVs as any two
normally closed valves in series within the RCS pressure
boundary that separate the high pressure RCS from an
attached low pressure system. During their lives, these
valves can produce varying amounts of reactor coolant
leakage through either normal operational wear or mechanical
deterioration. The RCS PIV LC0 allows RCS high pressure
operation when leakage through these valves exists in
amounts that do not compromise safety.

This specification applies to the four series check valves
(two per line) that isolate the high pressure Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) from low pressure portions of the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) outside the containment. Two
valves in series are required to provide redundancy of
isolation, and the concept of the LC0 is to provide two
barriers. A high pressure rated, motor operated gate valve
is upstream of the two check valves. The selection of
valves is based on information presented in Reference 1
which requires testing of two in-series check valves used
for isolation of high pressure to low pressure systems when
leakage of one valve could go undetected for a substantial
length of time.

The PIV leakage limit applies to each individual valve.
Leakage through both PIVs in series in a line must be
included as part of the identified LEAKAGE, governed by
LC0 3.4.12, "RCS Operational LEAKAGE." This is true during
operation only when the loss of RCS mass through two valves
in series is determined by a water inventory balance
(SR 3.4.12.1). A known component of the identified LEAKAGE
before operation begins is the least of the two individual
leakage rates determined for leaking series PIVs during the
required surveillance testing; leakage measured through one
PIV in a line is not RCS operational LEAKAGE if the other is
leaktight.

i

(continued) a
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RCS PlV Leakage *

B 3.4.13

BASES

BACKGROUND Although this specification provides a limit on the
(continued) allowable PlV leakage rate, the important purpose of the

specification is to prevent overpressure failure of the low
pressure portions of the SCS caused by high RCS pressure.
The leakage limits are symptoms that the boundary (check
valves) between the RCS and the SCS is degraded or becoming
degraded. Failure of the check valves could lead to
overpressure of the SCS piping or components. Failure
consequences could be a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
outside of containment, with the possibility of being unable
to recirculate from the containment after the initial
Incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) -

injection.

The basis for this LC0 is the 1975 NRC " Reactor Safety
Study", WASH-1400 (Ref. 4), which identified potential
intersystem LOCAs as a significant contributor to the risk
ofcore melt. A subsequent study (Ref.S) evaluated various
PlV configurations to determine the probability of
intersystem LOCAs. This study determined that periodic leak
testing of PIVs can reduce the probability of a LOCA.

PIVs are provided to isolate the RCS from the following
typically connected systems:,

a. Shutdown Cooling (SCS) System;

b. Safety Injection System; and

c. Chemical and Volume Control System.

Violation of this LC0 could result in continued degradation
of a PlV, which could lead to overpressurization of a low
pressure system and the loss of the integrity of a fission
product barrier.

APPLICABLE Pressure isolation valve. leakage is not considered in any
SAFETY ANALYSES design basis accident analyses. This specification provides

for monitoring the condition of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary to detect degradation which could lead to acci-
dents. Therefore, Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
is satisfied.

(continued)V
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.13

BASES (continued)

LCO RCS PlV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systems
connected to the RCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually on
the order of drops per minute. Leakage that increases
significantly suggests that something is operationally wrong
and corrective action must be taken.

The LC0 PIV leakage limit is 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of
valve size, with a maximum limit of [5 gpm]. The previous
criterion of 1 gpm for all valve sizes imposed an
unjustified penalty on the larger valves without providing
information on potential valve degradation and resulted in
higher personnel radiation exposures. A study concluded a
leakage rate limit based on valve size was superior to a
single allowable value.

Reference 6 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS
operation (the maximum pressure differential) in those types
of valves in which the higher service pressure will tend to
diminish the overall leakage channel opening. In such
cases, the observed rate may be adjusted to the maximum
pressure differential by assuming leakage is directly
proportional to the pressure differential to the one half
power.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this LC0 applies because the
potential for PlV leakage is greatest when the RCS is
pressurized. In MODES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not
provided because the reactor coolant pressure is far lower
resulting in a reduced potential for leakage and a lower
potential for LOCA outside the containment.

ACTIONS The Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1 is added to
provide clarification that each flow path allows separate
entry into a Condition. This is allowed based on the
functional independence of the flow path. Note 2 requires
an evaluation of affected systems if a PIV is inoperable.
The leakage may have affected system operability or
isolation of a leaking flow path with an alternate valve may

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.13

~( BASES

ACTIONS have degraded the ability of the interconnected system to
(continued) perform its safety function. I

J

|

A.l. A.2.1 and A.2.2

The flow path must be isolated by two valves. Required'
Actions A.1 and A.2 are modified by a Note stating that_the
valves used for isolation must meet the same leakage
requirements as the PlVs and must be in the RCPB [or the
high pressure portion of the system].

Required Action A.1 requires that the isolation with one
valve must be performed within 4 hours. Four hours provides
time to reduce leakage in excess of the allowable limit and
to isolate -if leakage cannot be reduced. The 4 hours allows
the actions and restricts the operation with leaking
isolation valves.

Required Action A.2.1 and A.2.2 specifies that the double
isolation barrier of two valves be restored by closing some
other valve qualified for isolation or restore one leaking

.N PIV to within limits. The 72 hour Completion Time after
exceeding the limit considers the time required to complete
the action and the low probability of a second valve failing
during this time period. This time also allows for the
restoration of the leaking PlV to OPERABLE status. This
time frame considers the time required to complete this
Action and the low probability of a second valve failing
during this period.

B.1 and B.2.

If leakage cannot be reduced [the system isolated] or other 1

Required Actions accomplished, the plant must be placed in a
MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. This is done by
placing the plant in MODE 3 within six hours and MODE 5
within 36 hours. This Action may reduce the leakage and-
also reduces the potential- for a LOCA outside the
containment. The allowed completion times are reasonable to
achieve the required MODES from full power without
challenging plant systems.

j (continued)
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.13

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PlV or isolation
valve used to satisfy Required Action A.1 or A.2.1 or A.2.2
is required to verify that leakage is below the specified
limit and to identify each leaking valve. The leakage limit
of 0.5 gpm per inch of nominal valve diameter up to [5 gpm]
maximum applies to each valve. Leakage testing requires a
stable pressure condition.

For the two PlVs in series, the leakage requirement applies
to each valve individually and not to the combined leakage
across both valves. If the PlVs are not individually
leakage tested, one valve may have failed completely and may
not be detected if the other valve in series meets the
leakage requirement. In this situation, the protection
provided by redundant valves would be lost.

Testing is to be performed every 9 months, but may be
extended up to a maximum of [18] months, a typical refueling
cycle, if the plant does not go into MODE 5 for at least
7 days. The (18] month Frequency is required in
10 CFR 50.55a(g) (Ref. 7), as contained in the Inservice
Testing Program, is within the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers ( ASME) Code, Section XI (Ref. 8), and
is based on the need to perform the Surveillance under
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power.

In addition, testing must be performed once after the valve
has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight
reseating. PIVs disturbed in the performance of this
Surveillance should also be tested unless documentation
shows that an infinite testing loop cannot practically be
avoided. Testing must be performed within 24 hours after
the valve has been reseated. Within 24 hours is a
reasonable and practical time limit for pe* forming this test
after opening or reseating a valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure
associated with MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing
at high differential pressures with stable conditions not
possible in the MODES with lower pressures.

(continued)
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RCS PlV Leakage
B 3.4.13

,

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the
necessary differential pressures and stable conditions to
allow for performance of this Surveillance. The Note that
allows this provision is complimentary to the Frequency of
prior to entry into MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in
MODE 5 for 7 days or more, if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months. In addition, this
Surveillance is not required to be performed on the SCS when
the SCS is aligned to the RCS in the shutdown cooling mode
of operation. PlVs contained in the SCS shutdown cooling
flow path must be leakage rate tested after SCS is secured
and stable unit conditions and the necessary differential
pressures are established.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section V, GDC 55.

4. USNRC, " Reactor Safety Study - An Assessment of
Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power
Plants," Appendix V, WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), Oct.
1975.

5. USNRC, "The Probability of Intersystem LOCA: Impact
Due to Leak Testing and Operational Changes," NUREG-
0677, May 1980.

6. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
IWV-3423(e).

7. 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

8. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, IWV-
3422.
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.14 RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1) requires means
for detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
location of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide
1.45 (Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for selecting
leakage detection systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to
minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure.
Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to
permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

The instrumentation available for monitoring leakage
includes the following:

A. Containment Sump Monitor
1. Containment Floor Drain Sump

a. Level
b. Flow Rate from pump discharge

2. Reactor Cavity Sump
a. Level
b. Flow Rate from pump discharge

B. Containment Atmosphere Radioactivity Monitor
1. Gaseous

2. Particulate

C. Containment Cooler Condensate Tank Monitor
1. Level

2. Flow Rate from pump discharge

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5
to 1.0 gpm can readily be detected in contained volumes by
monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate, or in the
operating frequency of a pump. The containment sump, used
to collect unidentified LEAKAGE, and the containment air

(continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

BACKGROUND cooler condensate tank is instrumented to alarm for
(continued) increases of 1.0 gpm in the normal flow rates. This

sensitivity is acceptable for detecting increases in
unidentified LEAKAGE.

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when
released to the containment, can be detected by radiation
monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a
few weeks thereafter until activated corrosion products have
been formed and fission products appear from fuel element
cladding contamination or cladding defects. Instrument

4sensitivities of 10 pCi/cc radioactivity for particulate
4monitoring and of 10 pCi/cc radioactivity for gaseous

monitoring are practical for these leakage detection
systems. Radioactivity detection systems are included for
monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities, because
of their sensitivities and rapid responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would
indicate release of water vapor to the containment. Dew
point temperature measurements can thus be used to monitor

O' humidity levels of the containment atmosphere as an
indicator of potential RCS LEAKAGE. A l'F increase in dew
point is well within the sensitivity range of available
instruments.

Since the humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed
increases in liquid flow into or from the containment sump
and condensate flow from the containment air coolers.
Humidity level monitoring is considered most useful as an
indirect alarm or indication to alert the operator to a
potential problem. Humidity monitors are not required by
this LCO.

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be
used to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment.
Containment temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly
during plant operation, but a rise above the normally
indicated range of values may indicate RCS LEAKAGE into
the containment. The relevance of temperature and pressure
measurements are affected by containment free volume and,

(continued)
\,i
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASLS

BACKGROUt4D for temperature, detector location. Alarm signals from
(continued) these instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and

sizable leakage to the containment. Temperature and
pressure monitors are not required by this LCO.

APPLICABLE The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an
SAFETY At4ALYSES indication is important to the operators, and the ability to

compare and verify with indications from other systems is
necessary. The system response times and sensitivities are
described in the CESSAR-DC (Ref. 3). Multiple instrument

~

locations are utilized, if needed, to ensure the transport
delay time of the LEAKAGE from its source to an instrument
location yields an acceptable overall response time.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring of RCS LEAKAGE into the containment
area are necessary. Quickly separating the identified
LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE provides quantitative
information to the operators, allowing them to take
corrective action should leakage occur detrimental to the
safety of the facility and the public.

RCS LEAKAGE detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1
of the f4RC Policy Statement.

LC0 One method of protecting against large RCS LEAKAGE derives
from the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely
small leaks. This LC0 requires instruments of diverse
monitoring principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high
degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are 09tected
in time to allow actions to place the plant in a safe
condition when RCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB
degradation.

The required containment sump (containment floor drain and
reactor cavity sumps) monitoring includes at least one of
the two methods (flow rate or level) in each sump. In
addition, required instrumentation includes at least one of
the two conta'nment radioactivity monitors (gaseous or

. (continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

LC0 particulate) and one of the two methods (flow rate or level)
(continued) for the containment cooler condensate tank monitor.

The LC0 is satisfied when these monitors of diverse
measurement means are available. Thus, the combination of
containment sump monitors, radioactivity monitors, and
containment cooler condensate tank monitors, provides an
acceptable minimum. ;

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4, RCS LEAKAGE detection instrumentation is 1

required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the temperature is s 210*F and pressure is
maintained low or at atmospheric pressure. Since the
temperatures and pressures are far lower than those for
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the likelihood of leakage and crack
propagation is much smaller. Therefore, the requirements
of this LC0 are not applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS A.) and A.2

If the containment sump monitor.or containment cooler'

condensate tank monitor is inoperable, no other form of
sampling can provide the equivalent information.

However, the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
will provide indicetions of changes in leakage. Together
with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic surveillance for
the RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.12.1, must be
performed within (4) hours and at an increased Frequency of
24 hours to provide information that is adequate to detect
leakage. .

Restoration of the monitor to OPERABLE status is required to
regain the function in a Completion Time of 7 days after the
monitor's failure. This time is acceptable considering the
Frequency and adequacy of the RCS water inventory balance
required by Required Action A.I.

,

(continued)
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation !
B 3.4.14 i

BASES

ACTIONS A.] and A,2 (continued)

Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2 are modified by
a Note that indicates the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not
applicable. As a result, a MODE change is allowed when the
monitor channel is inoperable. This allowance is provided
because other instrumentation is available to monitor for
RCS LEAKAGE.

E.1.1. B. l . 2 and BJ

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation inoperable,
alternative action is required. Either grab samples of the
containment atmosphere must be taken and analyzed or water
inventory balances, in accordance with SR 3.4.12.1, must be
performed to provide alternate periodic information. With a
sample obtained and analyzed or an inventory balance
performed every 24 hours, the reactor may be operated for up
to 30 days to allow restoration of at least one of the
radioactivity monitors.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The [30 day] Completion Time
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

Required Actions B.I.1, B.1.2, and B.2 are modified by a
Note that indicates that the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are
not applicable. As a result, a MODE change is allowed when
the gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor channels are inoperable. This
allowance is provided because other instrumentation is
available to monitor for RCS LEAKAGE.

LLand C. 2

If any Required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within six hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The

(continued)
.-

'
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation-
~~

B 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required _ plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

[hl
if all required monitors are inoperable, no automatic means
of monitoring leakage are available, an immediate plant

-

shutdown in accordance with LC0 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors,
The check gives reasonable confidence the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of L12] hours is based on.

O instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.14.2

SR 3.4.14.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitors. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument channel.
The frequency of 31 days considers instrument reliability
and operating experience has shown it proper for detecting

' degradation.

O\ -
(continued)-
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RCS LEAKAGE Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.3. SR 3.4.14.4 and SR 3.4.14.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument channel, including the instruments located inside
containment. The frequency of [18] months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
Operating experience has shown this frequency is acceptable.

i

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section IV, GDC 30. l
i

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 5.

- - - . .
-

O
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity

BASES ;

{
e

l
BACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1)

specifies the maximum dose to the whole body and thyroid an
individual at the site boundary can receive for two hours
during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the dose is held to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100
limits during analyzed transients and accidents,

i

The design basis event that has the greatest sensitivity to |

RCS specific activity is the steam generator tube rupture '

(SGTR). Other design basis events that are sensitive to RCS
specific activity are the steam line break, letdown line
break, feedwater line break and RCP locked rotor. The
purpose of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) specific
activity LC0 is to limit the concentration of radionuclides

in the reactor coolant and the resultant offsite dose
consequences of these events.

O The LC0 contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT l-131 and gross specific activity. The allowable
levels are intended to limit the two hour dose at the site
boundary to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose
guideline limits. The limits in the LC0 are standardized
based on parametric evaluations of offsite radioactivity
dose consequences for typical site locations. The
parametric evaluations showed that the potential offsite
dose levels for a SGTR accident were an appropriately small
fraction of the 10 CFR 100 guideline dose limits, assuming a
broad range of site applicable atmospheric dispersion
factors in a parametric evaluation. These standard limits
on specific activity were also used in establishing
standardization in shielding and unit personnel radiatien
protection practices.

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant ensure that the resulting two hour dose at the site

boundary will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100
dose guidelines (Ref. 1) following a SGTR accident. In the
safety analyses, the specific activity of the reactor

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES

APPLICABLE coolant is assumed to be at the LCO limit and an existing
SAFETY ANALYSES reactor coolant-steam generator tube leakage rate of one (1)

(continued) gpm is assumed. In addition, for some events a pre-existing
iodine spike (PIS) is assumed.

For accidents with a PIS, the RCS activity was assumed to be
at 60 mciroCi/gm. The 60 microCi/gm activity is the worst
case PIS assumed in the safety analyses. However, operation
with iodine specific activity levels greater than the LC0
limit is permissible, provided that the activity levels do
not exceed the limits of Figure 3.4.15-1 and do not exist
for more than 48 hours.

When specific activity exceeds the LC0 limits due to iodine
spiking but is within the limits of Figure 3.4.15-1 plant
operation is considered acceptable based upon the low
probability of an accident occurring during the established
48 hour time limit, together with the fact that iodine
spiking of 60 microCi/gm is considered in the safety
analysis.

The reactor coolant specific activity is a process variable
that is an initial condition of a design basis accident that
either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to,
the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such, it
satisfies the requirements of Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 microcurie
per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 and the gross specific
activity in the primary coolant is limited to the number of
microcuries per gram equal to 100 divided by E (average
disintegration energy of the sum of the average beta and
gamma energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on DOSE
EQUlVALENT I-131 ensures the two hour dose to an individual
at the site boundary during design basis accidents will be a
small fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. The limit on
gross specific activity ensures the two hour whole body dose
to an individual at the site boundary during design basis
accidents will be a small fraction of the allowed whole body
dose.

|

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15 ,

BASES

LCO The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour
(continued) site boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

Violation of the LC0 may result in reactor coolant
radioactivity levels that could, in the event of an SGTR,
lead to site boundary doses that exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose
guide-line.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and MODE 3, with RCS average temperature 1
500*F operation within the LC0 limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT l-
131 and gross specific activity are necessary to contain the
potential consequences of a SGTR to within the acceptable
site boundary dose values. For operation in MODE 3 with
RCS average temperature <500*F, and-in MODES 4, 5, and 6,
the probability of a steam, feedwater or letdown line break
is small due to the low primary and secondary pressures and
the release of radioactivity in the event of a SGTR is
prevented sin;e the saturation pressure of the reactor
coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main
stecm safety valves. In all applicable MODES, with the LC0

O limits exceeded, an isotopic analysis for iodine
concentration is appropriate to monitor the activity level
while actions are being taken to reduce the specific
activity level.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
'

- With the DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 greater than the LC0 limit of
1.0 mciroCi/gm, frequent samples at intervals not to exceed
four hours are to be taken to demonstrate that the limits of
Figure 3.4.15-1 are not exceeded. The Completion Time of
four_ hours is reasonable based on the typical time _to
obtain, transport, and analyze a sample. Sampling is to
continue to provide a trend. If the limit violation
resulted from nominal iodine spiking, then the DOSE
EQUlVALENT I-131 should be restored to nominal within 48
hours.

,

l
1

(continued)
\ !
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is
in the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.15-1, an abnormal
condition is indicated and the reactor must be placed in
MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*F within 6 hours.
The Completion Time of 6 hours is based on engineering i

judgment and is considered a reasonable time to get to MODE i

3 below 500*F from full power without challenging plant
systems.

l

|
C.1 and C.2

|
1

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed
limit, an analysis must be performed within four hours to
determine DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. The Completion Time of
four hours is reasonable based on the typical time to
obtain, transport, and analyze a sample. The change within
6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average temperature < 500'F lowers
the saturation pressure for the reactor coolant below the
setpoints of the main steam safety valves. This action
prevents venting of the steam generator to the environment
in the event of a SGTR. The Completion Time of six hours is
reasonable based on operating experience to reach MODE 3
below 500*F from full power without challenging plant
sy stems .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 4.15 d
REQUIREMENTS

The Surveillance is performed at least once per 7 days to
monitor the gamma isotopic analysis of the reactor coolant.
It basically is a quantitative measurement of radionuclides
with half lives > 15 minutes, excluding radioiodines. This
measurement considers the sum of the degassed gamma activity
and the total of the identified gaseous activities in the
sample taken. This Surveillance provides an indication of
any increase in gross specific activity of the reactor
coolant. Monitoring of the results of this Surveillance
allows for proper remedial actions to be taken prior to
reaching the LC0 limits under normal operating conditions.

(continued)

O
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENIS

This Surveillance is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and in
MODE 3 with RCS average temperature at least 500*F. The
Frequency of 7 days considers the unlikelihood of a gross

.

fuel failure during the time. !

SR 3.4.15.2

This Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine levels
remain within limits during normal operation and following
fast power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur.
The 14 day frequency is adequate to trend changes in the
activity level considering that gross activity is monitored
every 7 days. The Frequency between two and six hours
following a power change 2 15% RTP within a one hour period
is established because iodine spikes during this time
following fuel f ailure. Samples at other times would
provide inaccurate results.

/ SR 3.4.15.3

A radiochemical analysis for E determination is required to
be performed every 184 days (six months) with the plant
operating in MODE 1 with equilibrium conditions. These
requirements for E determination directly relate to the LC0
and are required to verify plant operation within the
specified gross activity LC0 limit. The radiochemical
analysis for E is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration of isotopes with half lives > 15 minutes,
excluding iodines. The Frequency of 184 days is based on
the fact that [ does not change rapidly during operation.
The Frequency of 184 days recognizes E does not change
rapidly.

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling
is required to be performed within 31 days after 2 effective
full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have elapsed
since the reactor was last subcritical for at least 48

| hours. This ensures the radioactive materials are at
equilibrium so the analysis for E is representative and not
skewed by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

(continued)'
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

!

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100, " Determination of Exclusion Area, low;

Population Zone, and Population Center Distance,".

USNRC, 1973.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

:

:
:

|

O'
|

|
!

I

|
J

|
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RCS Loops - Test Exceptions
B 3.4.16

'

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS (RCS)

B 3.4.16 RCS Loops - Test Exceptions

4

BASES

i

BACKGROUND This sps :al test exception to LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops- )
MODES I and 2," and LCO 3.3.1, " Reactor Protection System !

(RPS) Instrumentation-Operating," permits reactor
criticality under no flow conditions during PHYSICS TESTS
(natural circulation demonstration, station blackout, and
loss of offsite power) while at low THERMAL POWER levels.
Section XI of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B (Ref.1), requires
that a test program be established to ensure that
structures, systems, and components will perform.

satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to
ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded
during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences must be tested. This testing is an integral

i part of the design, construction, and operation of the power
plant as specified in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are to provide
' assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to

validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis, to verify the assumptions used to predict plant
response, to provide assurance that installation of
equipment-at the facility has been accomplished in
accordance with-the design, and to verify that the operating-

and emergency procedures are adequate. Testing is performed
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following
low power operations.

The tests will include verifying the ability to establish
,

_
and maintain natural circulation following a plant trip

'

between 10% and 20% RTP, performing natural circulation
cooldown on emergency power, and during the cooldown,
showing that adequate boron mixing occurs and that pressure
can be controlled using auxiliary spray'and pressurizer
heaters powered from the emergency power sources.

i

APPLICABLE RCS loops-test exceptions do not satisfy any Criterion in
SAFETY ANALYSES' the NRC Policy Statement, but are included as they support

other LCOs that meet a Criterion for inclusion.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - Test Exceptions
B 3.4.16

BASES (continued)

LCO The LC0 is provided to allow for the performance of PHYSICS
TESTS in MODE 2 (after refueling), where the core cooling
requirements are significantly different than after the core
has been operating. Without the LCO, plant operations would
be held bound to the normal operating LCOs for reactor
coolant loops and circulation (MODES 1 and 2), a minimum
temperature for criticalities, and minimum pressure,
temperature air flow limits. Hence, the appropriate physics
tests could not be performed.

In MODE 2, where core power level is considerably lower and
the associated PHYSICS TESTS must be performed, operation is -

allowed under low flow conditions provided THERMAL POWER is
< 5% RTP and the reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE
power level channels are set s 20% RTP. Both RCS loops and
at least one reactor coolant pump in each loop are in
operation. The RCS pressure temperature relationship is
maintained within the acceptable region of operation
required by Figure 3.4.3-1A except that the core critical
line shown in the figure does not apply. These limits
ensure no Safety Limits or fuel design limits will be
violated.

The exemption is allowed even though there are no bounding
safety analyses. These tests are allowed since they are
performed under close supervision during the test program
and provide valuable information on the plant's capability
to cool down without offsite power available to the reactor
coolant pumps.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 ensures that the plant will not be operated in MODE
1 without forced circulation. it only allows testing under
these conditions while in MODE 2. This testing establishes
that heat input from nuclear heat does not exceed the
natural circulation heat removal capabilities. Therefore,
no safety or fuel design limits will be violated as a result
of the associated tests.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - Test Exceptions =

B 3.4.16

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Al

if THERMAL POWER increases to > 5% RTP or the required
number of RCS loops and RCPs not in operation, the reactor
must be tripped immediately. This ensures the plant is not
placed in an unanalyzed condition, and prevents exceeding
the specified acceptable fuel design limits.

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.4.16.1
REQUIREMENTS

-

THERMAL POWER must be verified to be within limits once per
hour to ensure that the fuel design criteria are not
violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The
hourly frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess conditions for potential
degradation and verify operation is within the LCO limits.
Plant operations are conducted slowly during the performance
of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring the power level once per
hour is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not
exceed the limit.

O
SR 3.4.16.2

Within 12 hours of initiating startup or PHYSICS TESTS, a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on each
logarithmic power level and linear power level neutron flux
monitoring channel to verify OPERABILITY and adjust
setpoints to proper yalues. This will e.asure that the
Reactor Protection System is properly aligned to provide
the required degree of core protection during startup or the
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The interval is adequtte
to ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior
to the tests to aid the monitoring and protection of_the
plant during these tests.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1, 1988.

.-

O
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
B 3.4.17

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.17 Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System

BASES
__

BACKGROUND The function of the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System (RCGVS)
is to provide a safety grade means of venting non-
condensible gases and steam from the pressurizer and the
reactor vessel upper head. The RCGVS is designed to be used
during all design bases events for RCS pressure control
purposes when main spray and auxiliary spray systems are

~-

unavailable. The operability of at least one RCGVS path
from the pressurizer and at least one RCGVS path from the
reactor vessel head to the RDT or the IWRST ensures that
this function can be performed.

The RCGVS is a manually operated safety grade system. It

removes non-condensible gases or steam from the pressurizer
and the reactor vessel through vent lines to the RDT/lRWST
Each vent line has two pairs of parallel isolation valves
which are closed during normal operation. During shutdown
or transient conditions, if the operator determines that
non-condensible gases have collected in the pressurizer or
in the reactor vessel upper head, the operator follows the
operating procedures to vent the gases by manually opening
the RCGVS valves from the main control room. The RCGVS will
have the capability to be manually actuated, monitored, and
controlled from the control room as required by GDC 19.

The two isolation valves in each parallel path are normally
powered off of the 125VDC buses. Emergency power is
provided to the valves by batteries. A Failure Modes and
Effect Analysis (FMEA) (Ref. 1) demonstrates that the RCGVS
will maintain a vent path after a single failure of any
single valve or its power source. This demonstration
satisfies the requirements of GDC 17 and GDC 34.

APPLICABLE The RCGVS provides a safety grade method of RCS
SAFELY ANALYSES depressurization that is credited during natural circulation

and during steam generator tube rupture events. The
operator uses the SI system, the pressurizer backup heaters,
and the RCGVS to control RCS inventory and subcooling.

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System !
B 3.4.17

,

BASES

APPLICABLE The pressurizer vent line is 1-1/2 inch nominal diameter to
SAFETY ANALYSES meet the requirement to vent one-half the RCS volume in one

(continued) hour. The reactor vessel vent line is a three-quarter inch
line which expands to one inch through the valving. This
provides adequate venting to remove steam and non-
condensible gases from the reactor vessel head.

The RCGVS satisfies criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LC0 requires the RCGVS to be OPERABLE for all design
basis events. The RCGVS is OPERABLE when a vent path can be
established from the pressurizer steam space and from the
reactor vessel head to the RDT or IRWST.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the [two] vent paths are required
to be OPERABLE. The RCGVS is primarily used for natural
circulation and for tube rupture events; however, it must be
available for all design basis events.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. and A.2.2

With inoperable components, such that one required vent path
from the reactor vessel upper head to the RDT or the IRWST
is inoperable, the required vent path must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. i f the required vent path
from the reactor vessel to the RDT/IRWST cannot be made
OPERABLE within 72 hours, then the plant must be in MODE 3
within an additional 6 hours, and then in MODE S within an
additional 36 hours.

Based on the frequency of accidents for which this system is
credited to help mitigate, 72 hours is a reasonable and
conservative time limit. This value reflects an adequate
time allotted for return of redundant safety grade systems
to OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
B 3.4.17

BASES

ACTIONS B.I. B.2.1. and B.2.2
(continued)

With inoperable components, such that one required vent path
from the pressurizer steam space to the RDT/lRWST is
inoperable, the required vent path must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. If the required vent path
from the pressurizer steam space to the RDT cannot be made
OPERABLE within 72 hours, then the plant must be in MODE 3
within an additional 6 hours, and then in MODE 5 within an
additional 36 hours.

C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2

With components inoperable, such that two required vent
paths from either location are inoperable, at least one of
the RCGVS vent paths must be returned to OPERABLE status
within 6 hours. If at least one RCGVS vent path cannot be
made OPERABLE within 6 hours, then the plant must be in MODE
3 within an additional 6 hours, and then in MODE 5 within an
additional 36 hours.

O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

There is one locally operated manual valve in the RCGVS; it
is in the vent path from the reactor vessel upper head. It

is necessary to verify that this valve is locked open to
ensure that a vent path can be established from the reactor
vessel upper head to the RDT. The 18 month frequency is
based on accessibility during the refueling cycle.

SR 3,4.17.2

Cycling each vent valve through at least one complete cycle
| verifies the RCGVS valves will function when necessary. The
| Frequency of 18 months is based on a typical refueling cycle

and is an industry accepted practice.

|

|

(continued)
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Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
B 3.4.17

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.3
REQUIREMENTS

'

'

(continued) Verifying that the pressure instrument root valves are open
ensures that line pressure between can be monitored. The 18
month Frequency is based on accessibility during the
refueling cycle.

SR 3.4.17.4

Verification of correct breaker alignment and valve position '

indications ensures that valves can be operated when .

required and valve position can be monitored. The frequency
of seven days has been shown to be acceptable by operating
experience. ,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

O

i

,

|

L
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Rapid Depressurization function
B 3.4.18

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

B 3.4.18 Rapid Depressurization function

BASES
=-

BACKGROUND The Rapid Depressurization Function (RDF) of the Safety
Depressurization System (SDS) is designed as a manually
operated system that removes steam or water from the
pressurizer through two isolation valves in each of two
parallel depressurization lines to the incontainment
Refueling Water Storage Tank. The RDF is designed to
mitigate the consequences of a beyond-design-basis event
such as a total loss of normal and emergency feedwater
(TLOFW).

The RDF valves are closed during normal operation. These
valves are motor operated and fail in the "as is" position.
The emergency power DC busses supply electrical power to the
motor operators. A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) (Ref.1) demonstrates that an RDF bleed path can be
established in the event of a single failure of the valves
or an electrical fault. The RDF will have the capability to
be manually actuated, monitored, and controlled from the
control room, as required by GDC 19.

The RDF also performs an important function in mitigating a
severe accident. During a core melt, the system would allow
the RCS to be depressurized and reduce the possibility of a
challenge to the containment, such as from direct
containment heating. -

APPLICABLE The event for determining the size of the RDF bleed valves
SAFETY ANALYSES is a lLOFW event. The analysis was performed using a

realistic version of the CEFLASH-4AS code with assumed best
estimate decay heat values. Use of the realistic version of
the CEFLASH-4AS code is acceptable because the RDF is
designed to mitigate accidents beyond the design basis.
Inlet and outlet flows were evaluated. in the accident
scenario; it is assumed that the initial RCS power and
secondary steam are generated at the rated output. The
primary and secondary valves open at lift pressures of 2500
psia and 1200 psia, respectively, and the RCS pumps trip 10
minutes after the event is initiated.

(continued)
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Rapid Depressurization Function F
B 3.4.18

BASES

APPLICABLE Two cases were analyzed: (1) a TLOFW event with one RDF
SAFETY ANALYSES bleed path open, two SI pumps operable, and immediate

(continued) operator action to open the RDF bleed path after the primary
safety valves (PSVs) open, and (2) a TLOFW event with both
RDF bleed paths operable, four 51 pumps operable, and an
operator delay to open the RDF paths after the PSVs open.
The analysis shows that case 2 is the worst case, which
requires larger RDF bleed valves, each sized to meet the
acceptance criteria.

The RDS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
_

LC0 The LC0 requires the RDF to be OPERABLE. Both vent paths
shall be closed for all design basis events. The RDF is
OPERABLE when a vent path can be established form the
pressurizer to the IRWST.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, at least one vent path is required

O to be operable, and both vent paths closed. The RDF is for-
use in beyond-design-bases events such as a TLOFW, and for
mitigating severe accidents such as a core melt.

ACTIONS A l. A.2. and A 3

With inoperable components, such that both vent paths arei

inoperable, one of the two vent paths must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. If at least one RDF vent
path cannot be made OPERABLE within 72 hours, then the plant
must.be in MODE _3 within an additional-6 hours, and then in-
MODE 5 within an additional 36 hours. The-72 hour
Completion Time is based on the extremely low probability of

=the beyond-design-basis event (TLOFW) that the RDF is
designed for and reflects an adequate time allotted for
return of redundant safety grade systems to OPERABLE status.

I (continued)
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Rapid Depressurization function
B 3.4.18

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4,18.1

REQUIREMENTS
Verifying that the pressure instrument root valves are open
ensures that line pressure between the globe and gate valves
can be monitored. The [18 month) frequency is based on
accessibility during the refueling cycle.

SR 3,4.18.2

Cycling each vent valve through at least one complete cycle
verifies the RDF valves will function when necessary. The
f requency of [18 months] is based on a typical refueling
cycle and is an industry accepted practice.

SR 3.4.18.3

Periodic verification of the correct valve position
indication in the control room for all RDF valves ensures
that the valves are properly aligned and that the position
indicators are functioning properly. A Frequency of [12)
hours is accepted by industry practice, and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

SR 3.4.18.4

Verification of correct breaker alignment and power
availability to the valve indicators ensures that valves can
be operated when required, and valve position can be
monitored. The frequency of seven days is accepted industry
practice, and has been shown to be acceptable by operating
experience.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.
i

O
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Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations
B 3.4.19

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) |

B 3.4.19 Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations
|

BASES

BACKGROUND The requirement for a sufficient RCS vent path to be
established during REDUCED RCS INVENTORY operations prevents
the pressurization of the RCS which would be anticipated
upon inadequate Decay Heat Removal (DHR) capability. This
pressurization of the RCS could lead to SG nozzle dam
failure and a potential loss of reactor coolant.

When the [ pressurizer manway] is opened to the containment
atmosphere, it provides sufficient venting capacity to
prevent core uncovery due solely to pressurization of the
hot side resulting from boiling in the core coolant.

APPLICABLE During REOUCED RCS INVENTORY operations analyses were
SAFETY ANALYSES performed, Reference 1, and have indicated that with the

[ pressurizer manway] opened and relieving to the pressurizer

O cubicle, RCS boiling at REDUCED RCS INVENTORY conditions
will not cause a pressurization of the RCS that would exceed
the SG nozzle dam design pressure of 40 psig.

The RCS vent paths satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 The LCO requires that during REDUCED RCS INVENTORY
operations a vent path of 2 [ pressurizer manway] removal is
established and maintained prior to and ,during REDUCED RCS
INVENTORY conditions.

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY
and MODE 6 with REDUCED-RCS INVENTORY with the reactor
vessel head in place and at least one reactor vessel stud-
tensioned.

When the reactor vessel head is removed, a sufficient vent
path is established to prevent pressurization of the RCS and
therefore does not apply during this condition.

: (continued)
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Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations
B 3.4.19

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.l. A ? and A.3

Immediate action shall take place to restore the RCS vent
path used for reduced inventory operations should it be
discovered to be inoperable / isolated.

During the period of time that the vent path is inoperable,
reactor coolant monitoring instrumentation such as RCS
temperature, RCS level and SCS performance shall be
monitored (hourly) by the control room operator in order to
detect a trend leading to the loss of DHR.

A time of (6 hours] is provided to allow for vent path
restoration. The vent path could remain closed indefinitely
as long as the SCS is operating. The vent path will
normally be provided by removing the pressurizer manway. If

the manway is not removed prior to entry into REDUCED RCS
INVENTORY some time period will be required to remove the
manway. This will require access to the manway area by
maintenance personnel. Therefore, the [6 hours) is a
reasonable time period. [The actual time required to remove
the pressurizer manway is plant specific; the COL applicant
will develope plant specific procedures for manway removal.)

L1

Immediate action shall be taken to restore the RCS level to
a level > reduced inventory elevation of [117'-0"] should
any of the Required Actions or Completion Times can not be
met.

Initiating immediate action to restore the level emphasizes
the importance of ensuring decay heat removal capability is
not jeopardized.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.19 12

REQUIREMENTS
Once the vent path is initially established it shall be
verified established and unobstructed once per [12 hours] by

i operating personnel. This Frequency is considered a
reasonable time interval for operating personnel to performt

' this verification.

(continued)
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4

| Vent Paths - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations |
| B 3.4.19
I
i

BASES (continued) |
!

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation !-
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SITS
B 3.5.1

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.1 Safety Injection Tanks (SITS)
4

BASES

BACKGROUND The functions of the four Safety Injection Tanks (SITS) are
to supply water to the reactor vessel during the blowdown
phase of a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), to provide
inventory to help accomplish the refill phase that follows
thereafter, and to provide Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
makeup for a small break LOCA.

The blowdown phase of a large break LOCA is the initial
period of the transient during which the RCS departs from
equilibrium conditions, and heat from fission product decay,
hot internals, and the vessel continues to be transferred to
the reactor coolant. The blowdown phase of the transient
ends when the RCS pressure falls to a value approaching that ,

!of the containment atmosphere.
|

The refill phase of a LOCA follows immediately where reactor
'

coolant inventory has vacated the core through steam

O flashing and ejection out through the break. The core is
essentially in adiabatic heatup. The balance of the SITS
inventory is then available to help fill voids in the lower
plenum and reactor vessel downcomer to establish a recovery
level at the bottom of the core and ongoing reflood of the
core with the addition of safety injection (SI) water.

The SITS are pressure vessels partially filled with borated
water and pressurized with nitrogen gas. The SITS are
passive components, since no operator or control action is
required for them to perform their function. Internal tank
pressure and gravity are sufficient to discharge the
contents to the RCS, if RCS pressure decreases below the SIT
pressure.

Each SIT discharges its water volume directly to the reactor
vessel downcomer via a direct vessel injection (DVI) nozzle,
also utilized by the Safety Injection System. Each SIT is
isolated from the RCS by a motor operated isolation valve
and two check valves in series. The motor operated
isolation valves are normally open with power removed from
the valve motor to prevent inadvertent closure prior to, or
during an accident. Additionally, the isolation valves are

(continued)
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SITS
B 3.5.1

CASES

BACKGROUND interlocked with the pressurizer pressure instrumentation
(continued) channels to ensure the valves will automatically open as RCS

pressure is increased above SIT pressure and to prevent
inadvertent closure prior to an accident. The valves also
receive a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) to open.
These features ensure the valves meet the requirements of
IEEE Std 279-1971 (Ref.1) for " operating bypasses" and that
the SITS will be available for injection without reliance on
operator action.

The SlT gas and water volumes, gas pressure, and outlet pipe
size are selected to allow three of the four SITS to
partially recover the core before significant clad melting
or zirconium-water reaction can occur following a LOCA. The
need to ensure that three SITS are adequate for this
function is consistent with LOCA analysis assumption that
the entire contents of one SIT will be lost via the break
during the blowdown phase of a LOCA.

The SITS are taken credit for in both the large and small
APPLICABLE break LOCA analysis at full power (Ref. 3). These are the
SAFETY ANALYSES Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that establish the acceptance

limits for the SITS. Reference to the analyses for these
DBAs is used to assess changes to the SITS as they relate to
the acceptance limits.

In performing the LOCA calculations, conservative
assumptions are made concerning the availability of safety
injection flow, These assumptions include signal generation
time, equipment starting times, and delivery time due to
system piping. In the early stages of a LOCA with a loss of
offsite power, the SITS provide the sole source of makeup
water to the RCS. (The assumption of a loss of offsite
power is required by regulations). This is because the
safety injection pumps cannot deliver flow until the diesel
generators (DGs) start, come to rated speed, and go through
their timed loading sequence. in cold leg breaks, the
entire contents of one SIT are assumed to be lost through
the break during blowdown, even through the SITS discharge
their contents directly to vessel downcomer via the direct
vessel injection nozzle.

The limiting large break LOCA is a double ended guillotine
cold leg break at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump.

(continued)
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SITS
B 3.S.1

BASES

APPLICABLE During this event the SITS discharge to the RCS as soon as
SAFETY ANALYSES RCS pressure decreases below SIT pressure. As a

(continued) conservative estimate in the calculation of the reflood
portion of the accident, no credit is taken for safety
injection pump flow until the SITS empty. This results in a .

minimum effective delay of over [60] seconds during which I

the SITS must provide the core cooling function. The actual
delay time does not exceed [40] seconds. No operator action ;

is assumed during the blowdown stage of a large break LOCA. I

The worst case small break LOCA assumes a time delay of
[140] seconds before pumped flow reaches the core. For the
larger range of small breaks, the rate of blowdown is such
that the increase in fuel clad temperature is terminated ,

'

solely by the SITS, with pumped flow then providing
continued cooling. As break size continues to decrease, the
SITS and an SI pump both play a part in terminating the rise
in-clad temperature. As break size decreases the role of
the SITS decreases until they are not required and the SI
pumps become solely responsible for terminating the
temperature increase.

O This LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptance
criteria, established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) for Emergency
Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), will be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum- fuel element cladding temperature of s 2200'F.

b. Maximum cladding oxidation of.s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before-oxidation,

c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium-water
reaction of s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that *

would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react; and

d. The core is maintained in a coolable geometry.

Since the SITS discharge during the blowdown phase of a
LOCA, they do not contribute to the long term requirements
of 10 CFP, 50.46.

'Since the SITS are passive components, single active
failures are not applicable to their operation. The SIT

(continued)
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SITS 1

B 3.5.1 )

BASES

APPLICABLE isolation valves, however, are not single failure proof;
SAFETY ANALYSES therefore, whenever the valves are open, power is removed

(continued) from their operators and the switch is key locked open.

These precautions ensure that the SITS are available during
an accident (Ref. 4). With power supplied to the valves a
single active failure could result in a valve closure, which
would render one SIT unavailable for injection. If a second
SIT is lost through a DVI break only two SITS would reach
the core. Since the only active failure which could affect
the SITS would be the closure of a motor-operated outlet
valve, the requirement to remove power from these eliminates
this failure mode.

The minimum volume requirement for the SITS ensures that
three SITS can provide adequate inventory to reflood the
core and downcomer following a LOCA. The downcomer then
remains flooded until the Safety Injection Pumps start to
deliver flow.

The maximum volume limit is based upon maintaining an
adequate gas volume to ensure proper injection and the
ability of the SITS to fully discharge, as well as limiting
the maximum amount of boron inventory in the SITS.

A minimum of [*] narrow range level corresponding to [1600]
cubic feet of borated water, and a maximum of [*] narrow
range level corresponding to [1927] cubic feet of borated
water, are used in the safety analyses as the volume in the
SITS. To allow for instrument accuracy, [*] narrow range
(corresponding to [1625] cubic feet) and [*] narrow range
(corresponding to [1902] cubic feet), are specified. The
analyses are based upon the cubic feet requirements; the
percentage figures are provided for operator use because the
level indication provided in the control room is in
percentages, not in cubic feet.

The minimum nitrogen cover pressure requirement ensures that'

| the contained gas volume will generate discharge flow rates
during injection which are consistent with those assumed in
the safety analyses.

Values to be determined by system detail design.*

(continued)
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SITS =

B 3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE The maximum nitrogen cover pressure limit ensures that
SAFETY ANALYSES excessive amounts of gas will not be injected into the RCS

(continued) after the SITS have emptied.

A minimum pressure of [570] psig and a maximum pressure of
(632] psig are used in the analyses. To allow for-
instrument accuracy, a (575] psig minimum and [627] psig
maximum are specified. The maximum allowable baron
concentration of (4400] ppm in the SITS is based upon boron
precipation limits in the core following a LOCA.
Establishing a maximum limit for boron is necessary since
the time at which boron precipation would occur in the core -

following a LOCA is a function of break location, break
size, the amount of boron injected into the core and the
point of ECCS injection. Post-LOCA emergency procedures
directing the operator to establish simultaneous hot leg and
DVI nozzle injection are based upon the worst case minimum
boron precipation time. Maintaining the maximum SIT boron
concentration within the upper limit ensures the SITS do not
invalidate this calculation. An excessive boron
concentration in any of the borated water sources used for
injection during a LOCA could result in boron precipation
earlier than predicted.

The minimum boron requirements of (4000] ppm are based on
beginning of life reactivity values and are selected to
ensure the reactor will remain subcritical during the
reflood stage of a large break LOCA. During a large break
LOCA all control element assemblies (CEAs) are assumed not
to insert into the core and the initial reactor shutdown is
accomplished by void formation during blowdown. Sufficient
baron concentration must be maintained in the SITS to
prevent a return to criticality during reflood. Although
this requirement is similar to the basis for the minimum
boron concentration of the In-Containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) the minimum SIT concentration is lcwer
than the IRWST since the SITS need not account for dilution
by the RCS.

The SITS satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 establishes the minimum conditions required to
ensure the SITS are available to accomplish their core

(continued)
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SITS
B 3.5.1

BASES

LC0 cooling safety function following a LOCA. [Four] SITS are
(continued) required OPERABLE to ensure 100% of the contents of [three)

of the SITS will reach the core during a LOCA.

This is consistent with the assumption that the contents of
one tank spill through the break for a DVI line break. If

the contents of fewer than three tanks are injected during
the blowdown phase of a LOCA, the ECCS acceptance criteria
of 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) could be violated.

For a SIT to be considered OPERABLE, the isolation valve
must be fully open with power removed and the limits -

established in the SR for contained volume, boron
concentration and nitrogen cover pressure must be met.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and MODES 3 and 4 with RCS pressure 2
[900] psia the SIT OPERABILITY requirements are based on an
assumption of full power operation. Although cooling
requirements decrease as power decreases the SITS are still
required to provide core cooling as long as elevated RCS
pressures and temperatures exist.

This LC0 is only applicable at pressures 2 [900] psia.
Below [900) psia, the rate of RCS blowdown is such that the
S1 Pumps can provide adequate injection to ensure that peak
clad temperature remains below the 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2)
limit of 2200*F.

In MODE 3 and 4 with pressure < [900) psia and in MODES 5
and 6, the SIT motor-operated isolation valves are closed to
isolate the SITS from the RCS. This allows RCS cooldown and
depressurization without discharging the SITS into the RCS
or requiring depressurization of the SITS.

ACTIONS M
If the boron concentration of one StT is not within limits,

it must be returned to within the limits within 72 hours.
In this condition, ability to maintain subcriticality or
minimum boron precipitation time may be reduced, but the
reduced concentration effects on core subtriticality during

(continued)
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SITS
B 3.5.1

BASES

ACTIONS M (continued)
reflood are minor. Boiling of the ECCS water in the core
during reflood concentrates the boron in the saturated
liquid that remains in the core. In addition, the volume of
the SIT is still available for injection, since the boron
requirements are based on the average boron concentration of
the total volume of three SITS, the consequences are less
severe than they would be if an SIT were not available for
injection. Thus, 72 hours is allowed to return the boron
concentration to within limits.

_

M
If one SIT is inoperable, for a reason other than boron
concentration, the SIT must be returned to OPERABLE status
within I hour. in this Condition, the required contents of
three SITS cannot be assumed to reach the core during a
LOCA. Due to the severity of the consequences should a LOCA
occur in these conditions, the 1 hour Completion Time to
open the valve, remove power to the valve, or restore the

Os
proper water volume or nitrogen cover pressure ensures that
prompt action will be taken to return the inoperable SIT to
OPERABLE status. The completion Time minimizes the exposure
of the plant to a LOCA in these conditions.

[.1 and C.2

If the SIT cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
six hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to < [900] psia
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

M
If more than one SIT is inoperable, the unit is in a
condition outside the accident analyses. Therefore, LCO
3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

O (continued)
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SITS
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification every 12 hours that each SIT isolation valve is
fully open, as indicated in the control room, ensures the
SITS are available for injection and ensures timely
discovery if a valve should be partially closed. If an
isolation valve is not fully open the rate of injection to
the RCS would be reduced. Although a motor-operated valve
position should not change with power removed, a closed
valve could result in not meeting accident analysis
assumptions. A 12 hour Frequency is considered reasonable

=in view of other administrative controls that ensure the
unlikelihood of a mispositioned isolation valve.

SR 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3

SIT borated water volume and nitrogen cover pressure should 3
be verified to within specified limits every 12 hours in

.

order to ensure adequate injection during a LOCA. Due to
the static design of the SITS, a 12 hour Frequency allows
the operator sufficient time to identify changes before the .

limits are reached. Operating experience has shown this
Frequency to be appropriate for early detection and
correction of off normal trends.

SR 3.5.1.4

Thirty-one days is reasonable for verification to determine
that each SIT's boron concentration is within the required
limits, because the static design of the SITS limits the
ways in which the concentration can be changed. The 31 day
Frequency is adequate to identify changes which could occur
from mechanisms such as stratification or in-leakage.
Sampling the affected SIT within 6 hours after a 1% volume
increase will identify whether inleakage from the RCS has
caused a reduction in boron concentration to below the
required limit. It is not necessary to verify boron
concentration if the added water is from the IRWST, because
the water contained in the IRWST is within the SIT boron
concentration requirements. This is consistent with the
recommendations of NUREG-1366 (Ref. 5).

(continued)
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SITS =

B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification every 31 days that power is removed from each
SIT isolation valve operator when the pressurizer pressure
is 2 [900] psia ensures that an active failure could not
result in the undetected closure of an SIT motor operated
isolation vab e. If this were to occur, only two SITS would
be available for injection, given a single failure
coincident with a LOCA. Since installation and removal of
power to the SIT isolation valve operators is conducted
under administrative control, the 31 day Frequency was
chosen to provide additional assurance that power is

-

removed.

This SR allows power to be supplied to the motor operated
isolation valves when RCS pressure is < [900] psia, thus
allowing operational flexibility by avoiding unnecessary
delays to manipulate the breakers during unit startups or
shutdowns. Even with power supplied to the valves,
inadvertent closure is prevented by the RCS pressura
interlock associated with the valves. Should closure of a
valve occur in spite of the interlock, the SI signal
provided to the valves would open a closed valve in the
event of a LOCA.

SR 3.5.1.6

This Surveillance' ensures that an active failure could not
result in-the opening of a SIT solenoid-operated vent valve
coincident with a LOCA. If there were to occur only two
SITS would be available for injection assuming one SIT
contents are lost. Installation and removal of the power is
conducted under administrative control. Since this
Surveillance is a verification that the power is removed and
is relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency was chosen to
provide additional assurances that the power is removed.
This SR is modified by a Note which allows power to be
supplied to the motor-operated isolation valves when RCS
pressure is < [900] psia, thus allowing operational
flexibility by avoiding unnecessary delays to manipulate the
power during plant startups or shutdowns. Even with power
supplied to the valves, inadvertent closure is prevented-by
the RCS pressure interlock, the SIAS signal provided to the
valve would open a closed valve should a LOCA occur.

(continued)
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SITS
B 3.5.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. IEEE Std. 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

2. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Pla.,its.

3. CESSAR-DC Chapter 6.

4. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15.

5. NUREG-1366, " Improvements to Technical Specification
Requirements."
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SIS - Operating
B 3.5.2

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.2 Safety injection System (SIS) - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the SIS is to provide core cooling and
negative reactivity to ensure that the reactor core is
protected after any of the following accidents:

a. Loss of coolant accident (LOCA);

b. Control Element Assembly (CEA) ejection accident;
~

c. Loss of secondary coolant accident, including
uncontrolled steam release or loss of feedwater; and

d. Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).

TI.e addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily
for the loss of secondary coolant accident where primary
cooldown could add enough positive reactivity to achieve
criticality and return to significant power.

Four mechanically redundant safety injection (SI) trains are
provided. Each train consists of an SI pump and the
associated piping and valves. SI flow credited in LOCA
analyses is dependent on the pipe break location. Full flow
from two SI pumps and four SITS is credited for a break in
an RCP discharge leg. Full flow from one SI pump and three
SITS is credited for a break in a DVI line; the flow from
the remaining pump (Same emergency power division) and from
one SIT is-assumed to spill out the break. In MODES 1,_2
and 3, all SI trains are required to be OPERABLE. This
ensures that 100% of the core cooling requirements can be
provided even in the event of_a RCP discharge leg break or a
DVI line break with a failure of diesel generator (DG) to
start.

An independent suction header supplies water from the
Incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) to each
of the safety injection pumps. Each SI pump discharges
directly to the reactor ve;sel downcomer via the Direct
Vessel Injection nozzle. The SI pump directs sufficient
flow to the core to meet the analysis assumptions following
a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in one of the RCS cold
legs.

(continued)
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SIS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

BACKGROUND During a large break LOCA RCS pressure will decrease to less
(continued) than 200 psia in less than 20 seconds. The safety injection

(SI) sy:tems are actuated unon receipt of an SIAS. The
actuation of safeguard loads is accomplished in a programmed
time sequence. If offsite power is available, the
safeguard loads start immediately in the programmed
sequence.

If offsite power is not available, the Engineered Safety
Features (ESF) buses shed normally operating loads and are
connected to the emergency diesel generators (DGs).
Safeguard loads are then actuated in the programmed time
sequence. The time delay associated with diesel starting,
sequenced loading, and pump starting determines the time
required before pumped flow is available to the core
following a LOCA.

The active SIS components, along with the passive safety
injection tanks (SITS) and the IRWST, covered in LCO 3.5.1,
" Safety injection Tanks (SITS)" and LC0 3.5.4, "In-
containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST)," provide
the cooling water to meet GDC 35 (Ref. 3).

O
LC0 3.5.2 helps to ensure that the following acceptance

APPLICABLE criteria established by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref.1) for SIS will
SAFETY ANALYSES be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature of s 2200*F.

b. Maximum cladding oxidation of s 0.17 times the total
cladding thickness before oxidation.

c. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium-water
reaction of s 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that
would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.

d. The core is maintained in a coolable geometry.

e. Adequate long term core cooling capability is
maintained.

(continued)
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SIS - Operating -

B 3.5.2

BASES
,

APPLICABLE The LC0 also limits the potential for a post-trip return to
SAFETY ANALYSES power following a steamline break (SLB) event and a CEA

(conti ued) ejection accident.n

SI pump flow is set during pre-operational testing to ensure
that the pump runout flow is not excessive when the RCS is
at atmospheric conditions. The SI system is assumed to be
OPERABLE in the large break and small break LOCA analyses at
full power, CESSAR-DC Chapter 6 (Ref. 2). The delivered SI
pump flow credited in safety analyses for a LOCA is
dependent on the pressure conditions that exist as a result

-

of the size of the LOCA. SI delivery curves define the SI
performance credited in the large and small break LOCA
analyses over the operating range of the SI pumps from pump
shutoff head to pump runout flow. The main steam line-break
event also establishes the flow-head requirement and in
addition establishes the minimum required response time for
actuation of the pumps. The Steam Generator Tube Rupture
(SGTR), CEA ejection, and inadvertent opening of an
atmospheric dump valve analyses also credit the SI pumps,
but do not limit the design.

/'~'\ The large break LOCA event with a loss of offsite power and
(s_,) a single failure (disabling two SIS trains) establishes the

OPERABILITY requirements for the SIS. During the blowdown
stage of a LOCA, the RCS depressurizes as primary coolant is
ejected through the break into the containment. The nuclear
reaction is terminated either by moderator voiding during
large breaks or CEA insertion during small breaks. Long-
term shutdown is preserved by the borated water delivered by
the SIS to the core. Following depressurization, emergency
cooling water is injected through the direct vessel
injection nozzles, flows down the downcomer, fills the lower
plenum, and refloods the core.

On smaller breaks, RCS pressure will stabilize at a value
dependent upon break size, heat load, and injection flow.
The smaller the break, the higher this equilibrium pressure
and the lower the injection flow rate. In all LOCA
analyses, injection flow is not credited until RCS pressure
drops below the shutoff head of the SI pumps.

(continued)
,
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SIS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

APPLICABLE The LCO ensures an SIS division will deliver sufficient
SAFETY ANALYSES water to match decay heat boil-off rates soon enough to

(continued) minimize core uncovery for a large LOCA. It also ensures
that the SI pump will deliver sufficient water during a
small break LOCA, and provide sufficient boron, in
conjunction with the CEA's (assuming that the most reactive
CEA does not insert), to maintain the core subtritical
following a SLB.

SIS - Operating satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3, four independent (and redundant) SIS
trains are required to ensure sufficient SIS flow is
available to mitigate the consequences of a LOCA assuming a
single failure coincident with a LOOP. Additionally, the
SIS trains may be called upon to mitigate the consequences
of other transients and accidents.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, an SIS train consists of a SI pump,
the piping, instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE
flow path capable of taking suction from the IRWST on a
SIAS.

During an event requiring SIS actuation, a flow path is
provided to ensure an abundant supply of water from the
IRWST to the RCS via the SI pumps and their respective
supply lines to each of the four direct vessel injection
nozzles. In the long term, flow paths may be switched to
supply part of its flow to the RCS hot legs via the hot leg
injection nozzles on two of the trains.

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed'

; independence to ensure that no single failure can prevent
' delivery of the minimum required flow rate.

|

l APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3 the SIS OPERABILITY requirements for
l the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA), large break LOCA,

are based on full power operation. Although reduced power
would not require the same level of performance, the

i accident analysis does not provide for reduced cooling'

(continued)
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SIS - Operating 7
B 3.5.2 '

BASES

APPLICABILITY requirements in the lower MODES. Surveillance requirements
(continued) for SI pump testing are based on the limiting safety

analyses. Surveillance requirements for SI pump performance
are specified to ensure that head / flow characteristics, as
measured at design conditions, are within the tolerances
allowed in developing the SI delivery curves over the
operating range from shutoff head to renout flow.

The SIS functional requirements for MODE 4, 5, and 6 are
described in LC0 3.5.3.

.-

ACTIONS A_d

if one or more trains are inoperable, the inoperable
components must be returned to OPERABLE status within 72
hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on an NRC study
(Ref 4) using a reliability evaluation and is a reasonable
amount of time to effect many repairs.

An SIS train is inoperable if it is not capable of
delivering the design flow to the RCS. The individual
components are inoperable if they are not capable of
performing their design function, or if supporting systems
are not available (except as allowed by their respective
LCOs).

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the
failure of an emergency diesel generator can disable two SIS
trains until power is restored. It is assumed that flow
from the third SI pump is discharged through the break.
Analysis has -shown that flow from one SI pump is sufficient
to keep the core covered for a break the size of a DVI
nozzle which is the limiting SBLOCA. Hence, continued-

operation for 72 hours is justified.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the associated Completion Time, the plant must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within six hours followed by placing the plant in

(continued)
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SIS - Operating
B 3.5.2

j BASES

ACTIONS }. and B.2 (continued)

Mv0E 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating ex9erience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems.

__

SURVEILLANCE _SL 3. 5. 2.1
REQUIREMENTS

[ Verification of proper valve position ensures the flow path ~-

from the SIS pumps to the RCS is maintained. Misalignment
of these valves could render the associated SIS train
inoperable. Securing these valves in position by disabling
the control device after positioning them in the correct
position ensures that the valves cannot be inadvertently
misaligned or change position as the result of an improper
operation (e.g., unauthorized, inadvertent). These valves
are status controlled. CESSAR-DC Chapter 18 (Ref 6)
describes status controlled components. A 12 hour Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls ensuring that a mispositioned valve is an unlikely
possibility.]

SR 3.5.2.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the SIS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for SIS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves which are
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position since these
were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing or securing. A valve which receives an
actuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident position
provided the valve automatically repositions within the
proper stroke time. This Surveillance does not require any
testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The 31 day
Frequency is appropriate because the valves are operated
under procedural control, an improper valve position would
only affect a single train, and the probability of an event

(continued)
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SIS - Operating =

B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5,2.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

requiring SIS actuation during this time period is low.
This Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.5.2.3

-. [With the exception of systems in operation, the SIS pumps
are normally in a standby, non-cperating condition. As
such, flow path piping has the potential to develop voids -

and pockets of entrained gases. Maintaining the piping from
the SIS pumps to the RCS full of water ensures that the
system will perform properly, injecting its full capacity

- into the RCS upon demand. This will also prevent water
hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of non-condensible gas

'

(e.g., air, nitrogen, or hydrogen) into the reactor vessel
following an SIAS or during shutdown cooling. The 31 day
Frequency is based on the low probability of an event
requiring SIS actuation during this time, the gradual nature
of gas accumulation in the SIS piping, and the adequacy of
procedural controls governing system operation.]

SR 3.5.2.4

Periodic Surveillance testing of SIS pumps to detect gross
degradation caused by impeller structural damage or other
hydraulic component problems is required by Section XI of
the ASME Code. This type of testing may be accomplished by
measuring the pump developed head at only one point of the
pump characteristic curve. This verifies both that the
measured performance is within an acceptable tolerance of
the original pump baseline performance and that the
performance at the test flow is greater than or equal to the
performance assumed in the unit safety analysis. SRs are
specified in the Inservice Testing Program, which
encompasses Section XI of the ASME Code. Section XI of the
ASME Code provides the activities and Frequencies necessary
to satisfy the requirements.

.

(continued)
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SIS - Operating -

B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) [ Discharge head at design flow is a normal test of SI pump
performance required by Section XI of the ASME Code. The j
Frequency for such tests is a Code requirement. Such
inservice inspections detect component degradation and
incipient failures.]

SR 3.5.2.6 and SR 3.5.2.7

These SRs demonstrate each automatic SIS valve actuates to -

its required position on an actual or simulated Safety
injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) and that each SIS Pump
starts on receipt of an actual or simulated SIAS. The [18]
month Frequency is based on the need to perform these
Surveillances under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for unplanned transients if the
Surveillances were performed with the reactor at power. The
(18] month Frequency is also acceptable based on
consideration of the design reliability (and confirming
operating experience) of the equipment. The actuation logic
is tested as part of the Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
System (ESFAS) testing, and equipment performance is
monitored as part of the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspections of the IRWST Hoi.op Volume Tank ensures
that it is unrestricted and it stays in proper operating
condition. The (18] month Frequency is boed on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during an outage, on the need to have access to the
location, and on the potential for unplanned transients if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
This Frequency is sufficient to detect abnormal degradation
and is confirmed by operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 6.

(continued)
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SIS - Operating =

B 3.5.2

BASES

REFERENCES 3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling
(continued) System.

4. NRC Memorandum R. L. Bayer to V. Stello, Jr. ,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS
Components," December 1, 1975.

5. NRC Information Notice No. 87-01, RHR Valve
Misalignment Causes Degradation of ECCS in PWRs,
January 6, 1987.

_

O
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SIS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

8 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.3 Safety Injection System (SIS) - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases B 3.5.2, " Safety Injection
System (SIS) - Operating," is applicable to these Bases with
the following modifications:

In MODES 4, 5, and 6 with RCS level < [120'0"] the decay
heat generation and RCS blowdown rates are such that a
single SI pump is capable of providing the core cooling
function in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).
Also, a zero power steam line break will have negligible
consequences with respect to a reactivity transient.

The Applicable Safety Analysis section of Bases 3.5.2 is
APPLICABLE applicable to this Bases.
SAFETY ANALYSES

SIS - Shutdown satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

O
LC0 Two operable SI trains in separate divisions ensures at

least one pump is capable of adequate flow to the core in
the event of a LOCA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 4, 5, and 6 with RCS level < [120'0"] a loss of
coolant resulting from a DVI line break requires two Si
trains in separate divisions to be operable to ensure that
if a LOCA disables one train an alternate SIS train is
available. The requirement of having two OPERABLE Si trains
is acceptable without single failure consideration on the
basis of the stable reactivity condition and the limited
core cooling requirements.

(continued)
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SIS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

With only one S1 Pump OPERABLE, the unit is not prepared to
respond to a LOCA. The I hour Completion Time to restore at
least two SIS trains to OPERABLE status ensures prompt
action is taken to restore the required cooling capacity.

1

B.1.1. B.l.2. and B.2

The plant must be placed in a condition in which the LCO
does not apply if SIS cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
within the associated completion time. An RCS level of 2
(120'0"] (the top of the reactor vessel flange) will provide
a minimum water inventory in the event of a LOCA. In

'addition, the reduction of RCS temperature to <135'F will
provide a reduction in clad temperature. The 24 hour
Completion Time limits the time the plant is subject to
conditions where the LCO is applicable.

0 SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.5.3.1,

REQUIREMENTS
The applicable Surveillance descriptions from Bases LC0
3.5.2 apply,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 6.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling
System.

4. NRC Memorandum R. L. Bayer to V. Stello, Jr.,
" Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS
Components," December 1, 1975.

5. NRC Information Notice No. 87-01, RHR Valve
Misalignment Causes Degradation of ECCS in PWRs,
January 6, 1987.

6. CESSAR-DC Section 19.8A, " Shutdown Risk Evaluation"
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IRWST
B 3.5.4

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.4 Incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST)
supports the SIS and the Containment Spray System by
providing a source of borated water for Engineering Safety
Feature (ESF) pump operation.

The IRWST supplies four trains of SIS. Each SIS train is
supplied by a separate suction line. The IRWST also
supplies 2 divisions of containment spray and 2 divisions of
shutdown cooling pumps. Use of a single IRWST to supply
four trains of SIS and two divisions of containment spray is
acceptable since the IRWST is a passive component, and
passive failures are not assumed to occur coincidently with
the Design Basis Event during the injection phase of an
accident.

The Safety Injection (SI) pumps, Shutdown Cooling (SCS)
pumps and Containment Spray (CS) pumps are provided with
recirculation lines which ensure each pump can maintain
minimum flow requirements when operating at shutoff head
conditions. The SI pump recirculation lines discharge back

| to the IRWST. The SCS and CS pumps have individual
i recirculation loops with heat exchangers which discharge

back to the pump suction.

This LC0 ensures that the IRWST contains sufficient borated
water to support the SIS during the injection phase, ensures
the reactor remains subcritical following a LOCA, ensures
sufficent spray dilution for limiting offsite LOCA dose, and
ensures that the assumptions used in the safety analysis for
containment net free volume are maintained. Insufficient
water inventory in the IRWST could result in insufficient

| cooling capacity of the SIS or higher offsite doses
following a LOCA. Improper boron concentrations could
result in a reduction of SHUTDOWN MARGIN or excessive boric,

| acid precipitation in the core following a LOCA, as well as
excessive caustic stress corrosion of mechanical components

! and systems inside containment.

Storage capacity of the IRWST is based on operational and
safety analysis requirements. The location of the SIS

|

(continued)
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=
IRWST

B 3.5.4

BASES

BACKGROUND suction piping in IRWST will result in some portion of the
(continued) stored volume being unavailable for injection. The minimum

LC0 volume is based upon SIS and spray dilution
requirements. The maximum LCO volume is based on
containment free volume requirements. The IRWST temperature
requirements are based on an inadvertent containment spray
actuation.

The IRWST supplies the Containment Spray System covered in
LCO 3.6.6, " Containment Spray System", and the SIS, covered
in LCOs 3.5.2, " Safety Injection System (SIS)-Operating",
and 3.5.3, " Safety injection System (SIS)-Shutdown", with

_

the abundant supply of cooling water to meet GDC 35 (Ref.
1.)

APPLICABLE During accident conditions the IRWST provides a source of
SAFETY ANALYSES borated water to the SI and CS pumps. As such, it provides

containment cooling and depressurization, core cooling and
replacement inventory, RCS depressurization using feed and
bleed methods, and is a source of negative reactivity for

G reactor shutdown. The design basis transients and
applicable safety analyses concerning each of these systems
are discussed in the Applicable Safety Analyses section of
Bases for LCOs 3.5.2, 3.5.3, and 3.6.6. These analyses are
used to assess changes to the IRWST in order to evaluate
their effects in relation to the acceptance limits.

This LC0 establishes the minimum requirements for contained
volume, baron concentration and temperature of the IRWST
inventory. This ensures an adequate supply of cool, borated
water is available to: cool and depressurize the
containment in the event of a LOCA or steam / feed line break,
cool and cover the core in the event of a LOCA, ensure the
reactor remains subtritical following a LOCA or steam line
break, and depressurize the RCS using feed and bleed
methods.

The safety analyses assumes a minimum volume in the IRWST of
[495,000 gallons] for SIS requirements. The safety analyses
also assumes a free space of [40,000 cubic feet] in the
IRWST to allow for adequate containment free volume. In
addition the Holdup Volume Tank (HVT) is assumed dry. To
allow for instrument accuracy a minimum volume of [555,800

(continued)
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IRWST
B 3.5.4

,

l

BASES

APPLICABLE gallons] and a maximum volume of [575,000 gallons] is
SAFETY ANALYSFS specified. The LOCA dose analyses assumes a volume of at

(continued) least [545,800 gallons] for spray dilution.

The [4000] ppm limit for minimum boron concentration was
established to ensure that, following a LOCA with a minimum
IRWST level, the reactor will remain subcritical in the cold
condition following mixing of the IRWST and RCS water
volumes. Small break LOCAs assume that all control rods are
inserted, except for the Control Element Assembly (CEA) of
highest worth, which is withdrawn from the core. Large
break LOCAs assume that all CEAs remain withdrawn from the
core. The most limiting case occurs at beginning of life.

The maximum boron limit of [4400] ppm in the IRWST is based
on boron precipitation in the core following a LOCA. With
the reactor vessel at saturated conditions, the core
dissipates heat by pool nucleate boiling. Because of this
boiling phenomenon in the core, the boric acid concentration
will increase in this region. If allowed to proceed in this ,

manner, a point will be reached where boron precipitation
will occur in the core. Post-LOCA emergency procedures
direct the operator to establish simultaneous hot leg /DVI
nozzle injection to prevent this condition by establishing a
forced flow path through the core regardless of break
location. These procedures are based upon the minimum time
in which precipitation could occur, assuming that maximum
boron concentrations exist in the borated water sources used
for injection following a LOCA.

Boron concentrations in the IRWST in excess of the limit
could result in precipitation earlier than assumed in the
analysis.

The limits on IRWST temperature are determined by an
inadvertent containment spray actuation. Relatively cold
containment spray water will reduce the containment
atmosphere temperature and thus the air and steam partial
pressures. Since the air pressure in the shield building is
not immediately affected, this would put a negative pressure
across the containment vessel. The design pressure is [-
2.0] psig.

(continued)
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IRWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

APPLICABLE The final containment pressure after an inadvertent
SAFETY ANALYSES containment spray actuation is sensitive to the initial

(continued) containment atmosphere temperature and the IRWST water
temperature. Figure 3.5.4-1 shows the minimum allowed IRWST
water temperature for a given containment atmosphere
temperature. For example, if the containment atmosphere
temperature is [90*]F, the minimum allowed IRWST water
temperature is [53*]F. The maximum temperature of the IRWST
is [110*]F.

The IRWST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The IRWST ensures that an adequate supply of borated water
is available to cool and depressurize the containment in the
event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and to cool and cover
the core in the event of a LOCA. The IRWST ensures the
reactor remains subtritical following a DBA.

To be considered OPERABLE, the IRWST must meet the limits
established in the SR for water volume, boron concentration
and temperature.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 the IRWST OPERABILITY requirements
are dictated by the SIS and Containment Spray System
OPERABIllTY requirements. Since both the SIS and
Containment Spray System must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3
and 4, the IRWST must be OPERABLE to support their
operation.

In MODES 5 and 6 with RCS level < [120'-0"] the IRWST
OPERABillTY requirements are dictated by the SIS. Two
trains of SIS are required in these MODES, therefore the
IRWST must be OPERABLE to support the SIS.

(continued)
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IRWST
B 3.5.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad_

With IRWST boron concentration or borated water temperature
not within limits, they must be returned to within limits
within 8 hours. In this condition neither the SIS nor the
CS can perform its design functions, therefore, prompt
action must be taken to restore the tank to OPERABLE
condition. The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours to
restore the IRWST temperature to within limits was
developed considering the time required to change boron
concentration or temperature and that the contents of the
tank are still available for injection.

Ibl
With IRWST borated water volume not within limits, it must
be returned to within limits within 1 hour. In this
condition neither the SIS nor the Containment Spray System
can perform its design function; therefore, prompt action
must be taken to restore the tank to OPERABLE status or to
place the plant in a MODE in which these systems are not
required. The Completion Time of one hour to restore the
IRWST to OPERABLE is based on this condition simultaneously
affecting multiple trains.

C.l. C.2. C.3 and C.4

If the IRWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within
the associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to
a condition in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve
this status the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours, to MODE 5 within 36 hours, reduct on of RCS
temperature to <l35"F within 24 hours and immediane action
must be taken to restore RCS level to 2 [120 '0"] (top of
reactor vessel flange). The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant condition from full power and shutdown
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

(continued)
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IRWST
B 3.5.4

BASES (continued),

SURVE!LLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

IRWST borated water temperature shall be verified every 24
hours to be within the limits assumed in the accident
analysis. This Frequency has been shown to be sufficient to
identify temperature changes that approach either acceptable
limit.

SR 3.5.4.2

The IRWST water volume must be maintained above the required
minimum level. Minimum IRWST water volume level shall be
verified every 7 days. This frequency ensures that a
sufficient initial water supply is available for injection
and to support continued ESF pump operation on
recirculation. Since the IRWST volume is normally stable
and provided with a low level alarm, a 7 day frequency is
appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.5.4.3
g

The IRWST Holdup Volume Tank must be at or below the stated
limits to ensure that the containment free volume assumed in
the safety analysis exists. Since the tank is not used in
any operational MODE, a 7 day Frequency is appropriate and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

SR 3.5.4.4

The boron concentration of the IRWST shall be verified every
7 days to be within the required range. This frequency
ensures that the reactor will remain subcritical following a
LOCA- Further, it ensures that the resulting sump pH is.

maintained in an acceptable range such that boron
precipitation in the core will not occur earlier than
predicted and the effect of chloride and caustic stress
corrosion on mechanical systems and components will be
minimized. Since the IRWST volume is normally stable a 7
day sampling Frequency is appropriate and has been shown
through operating experience to be acceptable.

.

O
(continued)
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! IRWST
i B 3.5.4

BASES (continued)
i

!

: REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR, Appendix A, GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling
| Systems.
!

| 2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

! 3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

!
i
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i
i

i

i

i
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TSP
-

B 3.5.5

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)g

B 3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)

BASES

BACKGROUND The IRWST is the suction source for the SI pumps and CS
pumps during short-term injection and long-term cooling
modes of post-accident operation. Reactor coolant lost out
through a break (LOCA) or water sprayed by the containment
spray pumps is collected by the Holdup Volume Tank (HVT).
Spillways allow accumulated water in the HVT to spill back

-into the IRWST, thereby replenishing IRWST water volume
during accident operations. Trisodium phosphate
dodecahydrate (TSP) is placed in the Holdup Volume Tank
(HVT) of the containment to assure that iodine, which may be-

dissolved in the recirculated reactor cooling water
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), remains in
solution. TSP also helps inhibit stress corrosion cracking
(SCC) of austenitic stainless steel components in
containment during the long-term cooling phase following an
accident.

Fuel that is damaged during a LOCA will release iodine in
several chemical forms to the reactor coolant and to the
containment atmosphere. A portion of the iodine in the
containment atmosphere is washed to the HVT by containment
sprays. The emergency core cooling water is borated for
reactivity control. This borated water causes the HVT
solution to be acidic. In a low pH (acidic) solution,
dissolved iodine will be converted to a volatile form. The
volatile iodine will evolve -out of solution into the-
containment atmosphere, significantly increasing the levels
of airborne iodine. The increased levels of airborne iodine
in containment contribute to the radiological releases and
increase the consequences _from the accident due to
containment atmosphere leakage.

After a LOCA, the components of the core cooling and
containment spray systems will be exposed to high
temperature borated water. Prolonged exposure to the core
cooling water combined with stresses imposed on the
components can cause stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The
SCC is a function of stress, oxygen and chloride
concentrations, pH, temperature, and alloy composition of
the components. High temperatures and low pH, which would

(continued)
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TSP |

B 3.5.5 I

BASES

BACKGROUND

(continued) be present after a LOCA, tend to promote SCC. This can lead
to the failure of necessary safety systems or components.

Adjusting the pH of the recirculated solution to levels
above 7.0 prevents a significant fraction of the dissolved
iodine from converting to a volatile form. The higher pH
thus decreases the level of airborne iodine in containment
and reduces the radiological consequences from containment
atmosphere leakage following a LOCA. Maintaining the
solution pH above 7.0 also reduces occurrence SCC of
austenitic stainless steel components in containment.
Reducing SCC reduces the probability c# failure of
components.

Granular TSP is employed as a passive form of pH control for
post LOCA containment spray and core cooling water. Baskets
of TSP are attached to the walls of the Holdup Volume Tank
in the containment to dissolve with released reactor coolant
water and containment sprays after a LOCA. Recirculation of
the water for core cooling and containment sprays then
provides mixing to achieve a uniform solution pH. The
dodecahydrate form of TSP is used because of the humidity
inside containment during normal operation. Since the TSP
is hydrated, it is less likely to absorb large amounts of
water from the humid atmosphere and will undergo less
physical and chemical change than the anhydrous form of TSP.

Note: pH values given refer to 298"K (25*C).

|

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES The LOCA radiological consequences analysis takes credit for

iodine retention in the sump solution based on the
recirculated water pH being 2 7.0. The radionuclide

| releases from the containment atmosphere and the
l consequences of a LOCA would be increased if the pH of the-

recirculated water were not adjusted to 7.0 or above.

TSP satisfies criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

I
!

!

|

(continued)
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^

B 3.5.5

BASES (continued)

LC0 The TSP is required to adjust the pH of the recirculated
water to > 7.0 after a LOCA. A pH > 7.0 is necessary to
prevent significant amounts of iodine released from fuel
failures and dissolved in the recirculated water from
converting to a volatile form and evolving into the
containment atmosphere. Higher levels of airborne iodine in
containment may increase the release of radionuclides and
the consequences of the accident. A pH > 7.0_is also
necessary to prevent stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of-
austenitic stainless steel components in containment. SCC
increases the probability of failure of components.

_

The required amount of TSP is based upon the extreme cases
of water volume and pH possible in the HVT after a large
break LOCA. The minimum required volume is the volume of
TSP that will achieve a solution pH of 2 7.0 when taking
into consideration the maximum possible HVT volume and the
minimum possible pH. The amount of TSP needed in the
containment is based on the mass of TSP required to achieve
the desired pH. However, a required volume is specified,
rather than mass, since it is not feasible to weigh the
entire amount of TSP in containment. The minimum required

O volumc is based on the manufactured density of TSP. Since
Q TSP can have a tendency to agglomerate from humidity inside

containment, the density may increase and the volume
decrease during normal plant operation. _Due to possible
agglomeration and increase in density, estimating the
minimum volume of TSP in containment is conservative with-
respect to achieving a minimum required pH.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RCS is at elevated temperature-and
pressure, providing an energy potential for a LOCA. The
potential for a LOCA results in a need for the ability to
control the pH of the recirculated coolant.

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the potential for a LOCA is reduced or
nonexistent, and TSP is not required.

_

O (continued)
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TSP
B 3.5.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ad_

If it is discovered that the TSP in the HVT is not within
limits, action must be taken to restore the TSP to within
limits. During plant operation the HVT is not accessible
and corrective actions may not be possible.

The Completion Time of 72 hours is allowed for restoring the
TSP within limits, where possible, because 72 hours is the
same time allowed for restoration of other ECCS variables.

B.1 and B.2

If the TSP cannot be restored within limits within the
Completion Time of Required Action A.1, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. The
specified Completion Times for reaching MODES 3 and 4 are
those used throughout the Technical Specifications; they
were chosen to allow reaching the specified conditions from
full power in an orderly manner without challenging plant
systems.

O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

The stainless steel baskets, which are attached to the walls
of the HVT, have a solid top and bottom with mesh sides to
permit submergence of the trisodium phosphate. The
elevation of the baskets is above the normal operating water
level in the HVT and below the IRWST spillway. Access is
provided to the baskets for inspection and sampling.
Periodic determination of the volume of TSP in the
containment must be performed due to the possibility of
leaking valves and components inside containment that could
cause the dissolution of TSP during normal operation. A

| Frequency of [18] months is required to determine visually
that a minimum of [926] cubic feet is contained in the TSP
baskets. This requiremer.t ensures that there is an adequate
volume of TSP to adjust the pH of the post LOCA solution to
a value 1 7.0.

(continued)
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BASES

1SURVEILL g r SR 3ddid (continued)
PEQUIREMENTS

The periodic verification is required every [18] months,
since access to the TSP baskets is only feasible during
outages, and normal fuel cycles are scheduled for 18 months.
Operating experience has shown this Surveillance Frequency
acceptable due to the margin in the volume of TSP placed in
the containment.

.SJL 3. 5. 5. 2

Testing must be performed to ensure the solubility and
buffering ability of the TSP after exposure to the
containment environment. A representative sample of [33.8)
grams of TSP from one of the baskets in containment is
submerged in 1.0 d 0.05 gallons of water at a boron
concentration of [4400) ppm and at the standard temperature
of 25 1 5'C. Without agitation, the solution pH should be
raised to 2 7.0 within 4 hours. The representative sample
weight is based on the minimum required TSP weight of
[23,939) kilograms, which at manufactured density
corresponds to a minimum volume of [926) cubic feet and
maximum possible post LOCA recirculated water volume of,

[708,316) gallons, normalized to buffer a 1.0 gallon sample.
The boron concentration of the test water is representative

3

of the maximum possible boron concentration corresponding to
the maximum possible post LOCA HVT recirculated water
volume. Agitation of the test solution is prohibited, since
an adequate standard for the agitation intensity cannot be
specified. The test time of 4 hours is necessary to allow
time for the dissolved TSP to naturally diffuse through the
sample solution. In the post LOCA HVT,-rapid mixing would
occur, significantly decreasing the actual amount of time-
before the required pH is achieved. This would ensure
compliance with the Standard Review Plan requirement of a pH
2 7.0 by the onset of recirculation after a LOCA.

REFERENCES None,

i
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CFS
B 3.5.6

8 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

B 3.5.6 Cavity Flooding System (CFS) |

PASES
-.

BACKGROUND The function of the CFS is to provide a means of flooding
the reactor cavity during a severe accident for the purpose
of covering core debris in the cavity with water. This
facilitates the cooling and stabilization of the debris.

Flooding of the reactor cavity is manually initiated from
the control room. Four spillways connect the IRWST to the
Holdup Volume Tank (HVT), and two spillways connect the HVT
to the reactor cavity. Each spillway flow path contains a
normally closed motor operated isolation valve. In the
event of a severe accident that results in a determination
that a core melt condition is either imminent or in
progress, the operator will initiate cavity flooding by
opening the HVT and reactor cavity flooding valves. After
the valves are opened, water flows from the IRWST to the HVT
and from the HVT to the reactor cavity. The motive force
for cavity flooding is gravity and the static head
differential between the IRW51/HVT and the reactor cavity.

APPLICABLE The CFS is not required for the mitigation of the
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES consequences of any design basis accidents. The CFS is

intended to be used during a severe accident after the
operator has determined that a potential core melt condition
is imminent or in progress. Severe accident analyses
utilizing the CFS are performed assuming that the plant is
initially operating in MODE 1. In the event of a reactor
vessel breach, flooding of the reactor cavity will provide
cooling of the core debris in the cavity and scrubbing of
the fission products released due to corium-concrete
interaction.

Assuming that the CFS is actuated when a potential core melt
condition is determined to be imminent or has been diagnosed
as being in progress, analyses have shown that a single CFS
flow path consisting of one open HVT flooding spillway and
one open cavity flooding spillway is capable of flooding the
reactor cavity to a level of at least five feet prior to a

(continued)
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CFS i

8 3.5.6

BASES |,

,

APPLICABLE reactor vessel breach. The results of these analyses show !
SAFETY ANALYSES that a flooded reactor cavity level of five feet produces - ;

(continued) acceptable consequences.-

Actuation of the CFS after a reactor vessel breach will also
have acceptable consequences, provided that the corium ,

debris does not block both cavity flooding spillways. This
condition is considered unlikely based on the relatively

'high location of the spillways and the consideration that
the dominant corium flow path is away from the wall '

-

containing the cavity flooding spillways. .

The CFS satisfies Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 in MODES 1, 2, and 3 three HVT flooding valves and two
cavity flooding valves are required to be OPERABLE to allow
cooling of core debris in the reactor cavity after a severe
accident. A CFS flow path consisting of one HVT flooding s

valve and one reactor cavity flooding valve is capable of
flooding the reactor cavity to an acceptable level prior to
a breach of the reactor vessel.

Since the.CFS is credited only for severe accidents,.the
ability of the CFS to meet single failure criteria is not- '

.'required, but has been provided in the design to provide an
additional margin of safety. The LC0 specifying-three of
four HVT flooding valves and both cavity flooding valves to
be OPERABLE would allow the CFS to accomplish _its function
assuming the failure of two HVT flooding valves and one of '

the cavity flooding valves.

APPLICABILITY CFS OPERABILITY requirements specified for MODES 1, 2, and 3
are based on the potential for significant -fuel damaga with ;

a breach of the reactor vessel and the decay heat generated
after a severe accident occurring _during full power
operation. In MODES 4, 5, and_6, the probabil_ity of an

,
_

accident occuring with significant fuel damage and a breach
of the reactor vessel is significantly reduced below that of |

|

(continued)
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CFS
B 3.5.6

BASES

APPLICABillTY the already low probability of a severe accident initiated

(continued) during MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODE 6, IRWST inventory will
be depleted for refueling operations. Therefore, there are
no OPERABILITY requirements specified for the CFS in MODES
4, 5, and 6.

ACTIONS L1_and B.1

With two or three HVT flooding valves inoperable, the
inoperable valve (s) must be returned to OPERABLE status
within 7 days. With one reactor cavity flooding valve
inoperable, the inoperable valve must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this condition, one CFS
flow path consisting of one OPERABLE HVT flooding valve and
one OPERABLE cavity flooding valve is adequate to perform
the CFS function.

The 7 day Completion Time is specified to allow maintenance
and/or repair to a CFS valve or any of its attendant
instrumentation, controls, or electrical power sources. A7
day Completion Time is considered acceptable on the basis
that CFS operability is not required for design bases
events. The severe accidents for which the CFS is used have
a very low probability of occurrence.

C.1 and C.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the inoperable components cannot be returned to
OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time. This
is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours
followed by placing the plant in MODE 4 within 12 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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CFSe

B 3.5.6

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.6.1
REQUIREMENTS i

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the
correct CFS alignment is maintained. Misalignment of these
valves could affect the OPERABILITY of the IRWST. - The 31 1

'day frequency is based on operating experience.

SR 3. 5_M ,

i

The CFS valves are stroke tested in accordance with the |

Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, and Section XI of -)
'

the ASME Code. A test interval based on the refueling
outage Frequency was specified considering it is prudent
that this Surveillance be performed only during a plant
outage. Testing of the HVT flooding valves requires that
the manual valves located upstream be closed to prevent the
flow of water from the IRWST to the HVT. Closing the manual
valve is not practical during plant power operations because
containment entry is required. Based on the low probability
of a severe accident requiring use of the CFS and the
redundancy provided by the design, a refueling outage

O interval for stroke testing the HVT flooding valves -is
considered acceptable. The reactor cavity flooding valve
are to be stroke test at the same at the same interval as in
the HVT flooding valves.

REFERENCES 1. SECY-90-016 of 1/12/90, Subject: Evolutionary Light
Water Reactor (LWR) Certification Issues and their
Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements.

*

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 19.

_=-

Lo
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Containment

B 3.6.1

B 3.6 CONTAlllMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1 Containment

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment vessel, including all its penetrations, is a
low leakage steel shell which is designed to withstand the
postulated Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or a Main Steam-
Line Break (MSLB) while limiting the postulated release of
radioactive material to within the requirements of 10 CFR
100 (Ref. 1). Additionally, the containment and shield
building provide shielding from the fission products which

-

may be present in the containment atmosphere following
accident conditions.

The containment vessel is a 200-ft. diameter spherical steel
shell with a wall thickness of approximately one and three-
quarter inches. This containment shell is supported by a
spherical depression in an intermediate floor of the shield
building. The containment is enclosed by a reinforced
concrete cylindrical shield building with a hemispherical
dome. An annular space exists between the steel containment
vessel and the shield building.

The internal structure is a group of reinforced concrete
structures that enclose the reactor vessel and primary
system. The internal structure provides biological
shielding for the containment interior. The internal
st ucture concrete base rests inside the lower _ portion of
the containment vessel sphere.

The primary shield wall encloses the reactor vessel and
provides protection for the vessel from internal missiles.
The primary shield wall provides biological shielding and is
designed to withstand the temperatures and pressures
following a LOCA. In addition, the primary shield wall
provides structural support for the reactor vessel. The
primary shield wall is a minimum of six feet thick.

The secondary shield wall (crane wall) provides supports for
the polar crane and protects the steel containment vessel
from internal missiles. In addition to providing biological
shielding fer the coolant loop and equipment, the crane
wall also provides structural support for pipe
supports / restraints and platforms at various levels. The

.. -(continued)
1

'
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

BACKGROUND crane wall is a right cylinder with an inside diameter of
(continued) 130 feet and a height of 118 feet from its base. The crane

wall is a minimum of four feet thick.

Containment piping penetration assemblies provide for the
passage of process, service, sampling and instrumentation
pipe lines into the containment vessel while maintaining
containment OPERABillTY. The shield building provides
biological shielding and controlled release of the annulus
atmosphere under accident conditions, and environmental
missile protection for the containment vessel and Nuclear
Steait. Supply System.

The inner steel containment and it.; penetrations establish
the leakage limiting boundary of the containment.

|

Maintaining the containment UPERABLE limits the leakage of !fission product radioactivity from the containment to the |
environment. Loss of containment OPERABILITY could cause |
site boundary doses, in the event of a DBA, to exceed values
given in the licensing basis. SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate
requirements comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 4), as
modified by approved exemptions.

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the
.

containment boundary are a part of the containment leak I

tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
conditions are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
containment isolation system, or

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or de-
activated automatic valves secured in their
closed positions, except as provided in LC0
3.6.3, " Containment Isolation Valves".

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE except as provided in LCO
3.6.2, " Containment Air Locks".

(continued)
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that the
SAFETY ANALISES containment must withstand the loadings of the limiting DBA

without exceeding the design leakage rate.

The DBAs which result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a
Main feedwater Line Break (MFLB), and a Control Element
Assembly (CEA) ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis
of each of these accidents, it is assumed that the
containment and containment shield building are OPERABLE at
event initiation such that the majority of the release of
fission products to the environment is controlled by the
rate of containment leakage. In addition, for the above
accidents, it is assumed that the containment low volume
purge is operating at event initiation. Isolation of the
purge will be automatic or manual depending upon the
pressure transient associatsd with the analyzed accident.

The containment was designed with an allowable leakage rate-
of [0.5] percent of the containment volume per day (Ref. 3).
This leakage rate, used in the evaluation of offsite doses
resulting from accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix

0 J (Ref. 4) as La: the maximum allowable containment leakage
.

rate at the calculated maximum peak containment pressure
(Pa) following a DBA. The calculated maximum peak
containment pressure [48.1] psig was obtained from a [0%):
power MSLB DBA. The containment internal design pressure is
(53.0] psig. The allowable leakage rate represented by La
forms the basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on all
containment leak rate testing.

Satisfactory leak test r.esults are a requirement for the
establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

The acceptance criteria applied to accidental releases of-
radioactive material to.the environment are given in terms
of total radiation dose received by a member of_ the general
public who remains at the. exclusion area boundary for two
hours following onset of the postulated fission product
release. The limits established in Reference 1 are a whole
body dose of 25 Rem or a 300 Rem dose to the thyroid from
iodine exposure, or both.

.

(continued)
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Containment {
B 3.6.1 '

BASES

APPLICABLE The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
SAFETY ANALYSES Statement.

(continued)

LC0 Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to
within the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J
(Ref. 4). Compliance with this LCO will ensure a
containment configuration, including equipment hatches, that
is structurally sound and that will limit leakage to those
leakage rates assumed in the safety analysis.

Individual leakage rates specified for the containment air
locks (LCO 3.6.2) [, purge valves with resilient seals, and
secondary bypass leakage (LC0 3.6.3)) are not specifically
part of the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J.
Therefore, leakage rates exceeding these individual limits
only result in the containment being inoperable when the
leakage results in exceeding the acceptance criteria of
Appendix J.

APPLICABillTY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material into containment. In MODES 5 and 6,
when not in REDUCED RCS INVENTORY, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced because of the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, containment is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5, unless in REDUCED RCS
INVENTORY, to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
containment. The requirements for containment during MODES
5 and 6 are addressed in LCOs 3.9.3, " Containment
Penetrations" and 3.6.11, " Containment Penetrations -
REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations."

ACTIONS 611

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the
problem commensurate with the importance of maintaining
containment OPERABLE during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This time

(continued)
- --
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Containment
B 3.6.1

,

BASES

ACTIONS 6.d (continued)

period also ensures that the probability of an accident
(requiring containment OPERABILITY) occurring during periods
where containment is inoperable is minimal.

B.) and B.-2
i

If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the '

associated Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a ,

MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1 1

O REQUIREMENTS
_ _

Maintainint containment OPERABLE rquires compliance with
the visual examinations and leakage rate test requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 4) as modified by approved
exemptions. Failure to meet air lock and purge valve with

.

resilient seal specific leakage limits specified in LCO- '

3.6.2 and LCO 3.6.3.does not invalidate the acceptability of
these overall leakage determinations.unless their

,

contribution to'overall Type A, B, and C leakage causes that
to exceed limits. SR Frequencies are as required by
Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions. Thus, SR
3.0.2 (which allows frequency extensions) does not apply.
These periodic testing _ requirements verify that the
containment leakage _ rate does not exceed the leakage rate-

assumed in the safety analysis.

.

(continued)
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES (continued)
.

1

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low !
Population Zone, and Population Center Distance."

|
2

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, " Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors."

-

|
|

4

|

O

|
|

|
|

|
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Containment Air Locks J

B 3.6.2

|

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.2 Containment Air Locks

BASES
-. _ ,

BACKGROUND [Two) containment air locks form part of the containment
1

pressure boundary and provide a means~for personnel access
during all MODES of operation. ,

Each air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder [10]
feet in diameter with a door at each end. The doors are
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. During periods
when containment is not required to be OPERABLE, the door
interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors to
remain open for extended periods when frequent containment
entry is necessary. Each air lock door has been designed
and tested to certify its ability to withstand a pressure in
excess of the maximum expected pressure following a DBA in
containment. As such, closure of a single door supports
containment OPERABillTY. Each of the doors contains double
gasketed seals and local leakage rate testing capability to
ensure pressure integrity. To effect a leak tight seal, the
air lock design uses pressure seated doors (i.e., an
increase in containment internal pressure results in
increased sealing force on each door).

Each air lock is provided with limit switches on both doors
that provide control room indication of door position.
Additionally, control room indication is provided to alert
the operator whenever an air lock door interlock mechanism
is defeated.

The containment air locks form part of the containment
pressure boundary. As such, ~ air lock integrity and leak-
tightness is essential for maintaining the containment-

-leakage rate within limit in the event:of a DBA. Not
maintaining air lock integrity or leak-tightness may result

-

in a leakage rate-in excess of that assumed in the unit
safety analysis. SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements are
in conformance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 4), as -

. modified by-_ approved exemptions.

.

;

(_ (continued) 4
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Containment Air Locks
0 3.6.2 ]

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Containment Air Lock LCO is derived from the
SAFETY ANALYSES requirements related to the control of off-site radiation

doses from major accidents by verifying that the actual
containment leak rate does not exceed the value assumed in
the accident analysis.

The DBAs which result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a LOCA, a Main Steam Line Break
(MSLB), a Main Feed Line . Break (MFLB), and a CEA ejection
accident (Ref 2), in the analysis of each of these
accidents, it is assumed that containment is OPERABLE at
event initiation, such that release of fisskn products to
the environment is controlled by the rate of cvitainment
leakage. In addition, for the above accidents, it is
assumed that the containment low volume purge it operating
at event initiation. Isolation of the purge wil. be
automatic or manual depending upon the pressure '.ransient
associated with the analyzed accident.

The containment was designed with an allowable leakage rate
of [0.5] percent of containment volume per day (Ref, 3).
This leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref.
4) as La: the maximum allowable containment leakage rate at
the calculated maximum peak containment pressure (Pa)
following a DBA. This allowable leakage rate forms the
basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on the SRs
associated with the air lock.

The acceptance criteria applied to DBA releases of
radioactive material to the environment are given in terms
of total radiation dose received by a member of the general
public who remains at the exclusion area boundary for two
hours following onset of the postulated fission product
release. The limit established in Reference 1 are a whole
body dose of 25 Rem or a 300 Rem dose to the thyroid from
iodine exposure, or both.

Application of single failure criteria to the air locks is
not required because the air locks fulfill their design
safety function in a passive manner and are not subject to -

active failures. Therefore, closure of a single door in
each air lock is sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY following
postulated events. Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed
when the air lock is not being used for normal entry and
exit from containment.

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

i

APPLICABLE The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO Each containinent air lock forns part of the containment
pressure boundary. As part of containment, the air lock
safety function is related to control of the containment
leakage rate resulting from a DBA. Thus, each air lock's
structural integrity and leak tightness is essential to the
successful mitigation of such an event.

1

[Two] air locks are required to be OPERABLE. For the air i
lock to be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock
mechanism must be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in
compliance with the Type B air lock leakage test and both
air lock doors must be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only i
one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at one time.
Closure of a single door in each air lock is sufficient to

"

provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events.
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock
is not being used for normal entry into and exit from

O containment, Each door is designed to withstand the peak
containment pressure calculated to occur following a DBA.

,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to conteinment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
In MODE 6, fuel handling evolutions are conducted. The
requirements for the containment air locks during MODE 6
refueling operations are' addressed in LCO 3.9.3,
" Containment Penetrations". In MODES 5 and 6 with REDUCED
RCS INVENTORY conditions, the requirements of the
containment air locks are addressed in LCO 3.6.11,
" Containment Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY".

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and
exit to perform repairs on the affected air lock component.
If the outer door is inoperable, then it may be easily
accessed to repair. If the inner door is the one that is

(continued)
,
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

ACTIONS inoperable, then a short time exists when the containment
(continued) boundary is not intact (during access through the outer

door). The ability to open the OPERABLE door, even if it
means the containment boundary is temporarily not intact, is
acceptable because of the low probability of an event that
could pressurize the containment during the short time in
which the OPERABLE door is expected to be open. After each
entry and exit, the OPERABLE door must be immediately
closed. If ALARA conditions permit, entry and exit should
be via an OPERABLE air lock.

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that,
for this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each
air lock. A third Note has been included that requires
entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of
LC0 3.6.1, " Containment", when leakage results in exceeding
the overall containment leakage limit.

A l. _A,2,. and A.3m

The Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 have been modified by
two Notes. Note 1 ensures that only the Required Actions
and associated Completion Times of Condition C are required
if both doors in the same air lock are inoperable. With
both doors in the same air lock inoperable, an OPERABLE door
is not available to be closed. Note 2 allows use of the air
lock for entry and exit for 7 days under administrative
controls. Containment entry may be required to perform
Technical Specifications (TS) Surveillances and Required
Actions, as well as other activities on equipment inside
containment that are required by TS or activities on
equipment that support TS-required equipment. This Note is
not intended to preclude performing other activities (i.e.,
non-TS-required activities) if the containment was entered,
using the inoperable air lock, to perform an allowed
activity listed above. This allowance is acceptable due to
the low probabiH ty of an event that could pressurize the
containment during the short time that the OPERABLE door is
expected to be open.

With one air lock door inoperable or in one or more
containment air lock (s), the OPERABLE door must be verified
closed (Required Action A.1) in each affected containment
air lock. Inis ensures that a leak tight containment

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks -

B 3.6.2

BASES,

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.. and A.3 (continued)

barrier is maintained by the use of an OPERABLE air lock '

door. This action must be completed within I hour. This
specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO
3.6.1 which requires containment to be restored to OPERABLE ,

status within I hour. '

In addition, the affected air lock penetration must be
isolated by locking closed an OPERABLE air lock door within
the 24 hour Completion Time. The 24 hour Completion Time is
considered reasonable for locking the operable air lock
door, considering the OPERABLE door of the affected air lock
is being maintained closed.

Required Action A.3 verifies that an air lock with an
inoperable door has been isolated by use of a locked and
closed OPERABLE air lock door. This ensures that an
acceptable containment leakage boundary is maintained. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days is based on engineering
judgment. Required Action A.3 is modified by a Note that ,

applies to air lock doors located in high radiation areas

O and allows these doors to be verified locked closed by use
of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of the door, once it has been
verified to be in the proper position, is small.

B.I. B.2. and B.3

With an air lock door interlock mechanism inoperable in one
,

or more air locks, the Required Actions and associated
,

Completion Times are consistent with those specified in
Condition A.

.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note
1 ensures that only the Required-Actio'ns and associated-
Completion Times of Condition C are required if both doors
in the same air lock are inoperable. With both doors in the
same air lock inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available
to be closed. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are the
appropriate remedial actions. Note 2 allows entry into and

. exit from containment under the control of a dedicated

(continued)n
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

ACTIONS B.I. B.2. and B.3 (continued)

individual stationed at the air lock to ensure that only one
door is opened at a time (i.e., the individual performs the i

f unction of the interlock).

Required Action B.3 is modified by a Note that applies to
air lock doors located in high radiation areas and allows
these doors to be verified locked closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of the door, once it has been
verified to be in the proper position, is small.

C.l u( l and C.1

With one or more air locks inoperable for reasons other than
those described in Condition A or 8, Required Action C.1
requires action to be initiated immediately to evaluate
previous combined leakage rates per LCO 3.6.1,
" Containment", using current air lock test results. An
evaluation is acceptable since it is overly conservative to
immediately declare the containment inoperable if both doors
in an air lock have failed a seal test or if the overall air
lock leakage is not within limits. In many instances (e.g.,
only one seal per door has failed), containment remains
OPERABLE, yet only I hour (per LC0 3.6.1) would be provided
to restore the air lock door to OPERABLE status prior to
requiring a plant shutdown. In addition, even with both
doors failing the seal test, the overall containment leakage
rate can still be within limits.

Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the affected
containment air lock must be verified to be closed. This
action must be completed within the I hour Completion Time.
This specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LC0 3.6.1, which requires that containment be restored to
OPERABLE status within I hour. -

Additionally, the affected air lock (s) must be restored to
OPERABLE status within the 24 hour Completion Time. The
specified time period is considered reasonable for restoring

1

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks :

B 3.6.2

BASES

ACTIONS C.). C.2. and C.3 (continued)

an inoperable air lock to OPERABLE status, assuming that. at '

least one door is maintained closed in each affected air
lock.

D.1 and D.2

If the inoperable air lock cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must
be-placed to a MODE in which the LCO.does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within six hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1

O REQUIREMENTSMaintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of 10 CFR
50, Appendix J (Ref. 4), as modified by approved exemptions.
This SR reflects the leakage rate testing requirements with
regard to air lock leakage (Type B leakage tests). .The
acceptance criteria were established during initial air lock
and containment OPERABILITY testing. The periodic testing
requirements verify that the air lock leakage-does not
exceed the allowed fraction of the overall- containment
leakage rate. The frequency is required by Appendix J, as *

modified by approved exemptions. Thus, SR 3.0.2 (which
allows Frequency extensions) does not apply.

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that
an inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
successful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.
This is considered reasonable since either air lock door. is
capable of providing a fission product _ barrier'in the event

(continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

SURVElLLANCE SR 3.6.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

of a DBA. Note 2 has been added to this SR requiring the
results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria of
SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that air lock leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the overall containment leakage
rate.

SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock door interlock is designed to prevent
simultaneous opening of both doors in a single air lock.
Since both the inner and outer doors of an air lock are
designed to withstand the maximum expected post-accident
containment pressure [48.1 psig], closure of either door
will support containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the door

.

interlock feature supports containment OPERABILITY while the
air lock is being used for personnel transit into and out of
containment. Periodic testing of this interlock
demonstrates that the interlock will function as designed
and that simultaneous opening of inner and outer door will
not inadvertently occur. Due to the purely mechanical
nature of this interlock, and given that the interlock
mechanism is only challenged when containment is entered,
this test is only required to be performed upon entering
containment but is not required more frequently than every
184 days.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, low
Population Zone and Population Center Distance."

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, " Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors."

_ m _ __ _ _
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Containment Isolation Valves =

B 3.6.3

8 3.6 C0f1TAlfiMEf1T SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment structure serves to contain radioactive
material which may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements
of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). _ The containment isolation valves
form part of the containment pressure boundary and provide a
means for fluid penetrations not serving accident -

consequence limiting systems to be provided with two
isolation barriers that are closed on a Containment
Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS). These isolation devices
are either passive or active (automatic). Manual valves,
de-activated automatic valves secured in their closed
position (including check valves with flow through the valve
secured), blind flanges, and closed systems are considered
passive devices. Check valves, or other automatic valves
designed to close without operator action following an
accident, are considered active devices. Two barriers in

O-
series are provided for each penetration so that no single
credible failure or malfunction of an active component can
result in a loss of isolation or leakage that exceeds limits
assumed in the accident analysis. One of these barriers may
be a closed system.

,

Automatic containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a
high. containment pressure signal or Safety injection
Actuation Signal (SIAS). The CIAS closes automatic
containment isolation valves in fluid penetrations not
required for operation of engineered safeguards systems in
order to prevent leakage of radioactive material. Other
penetrations are isolated by the use of valves in the closed
position or blind flanges. As a result, the containment
isolation valves (and blind flanges) help ensure that the
containment atmosphere will be isolated in the event of a
release of radioactive material to containment atmosphere
from the RCS following a DBA. OPERABILITY of the
Containment Isolation Valves (and blind flanges) ensures
containment integrity is maintained during accident
conditions.

(continued)O
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Containment Isolation Valves 1
B 3.6.3

l

BASES

BACKGROUND Redundant Containment isolation Valves are designed,
(continued) constructed, and tested in accordance with ASME Section 111,

Class 2. The valves are leak-tested periodically to verify
acceptability of seat leakage.

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolation
valves help ensure that containment leak tightness is
maintained during and after an accident by minimizing
potential leakage paths to the environment. Therefore, the
OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that containment
leakage rates assumed in the accident analysis will not be
exceeded.

Containment purge valves were designed for intermittent
operation. The containment high volume purge system and
low volume purge system purge the containment atmosphere to
the unit vent. The high volume purge system operates before
and during personnel entries to reduce airborne
radioactivity. The low volume purge system is a pressure
relief system that is used to relieve containment pressure
during start-up or shutdown. The high volume purge and low
volume purge supply and exhaust lines are each supplied with
inside and outside contLinment isolation valves. These
containment isolation valves (with the exception of check
valves used as containment isolation valves) are operated
manually from the control room. The valves (except check
valves) will close automatically upon receipt of a
Containment isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS). Air operated
valves fail closed upon a loss of instrument air.

Because of their large size, the high volume purge
containment isolation valves may not be able to close under
DBA conditions. Therefore, the high volume purge
containment isolation valves (supply and exhaust) are
normally maintained closed in MODES 1,2,3, and 4 to ensure
leak tightness.

Open high volume purge valves or failure of the low volume
purge valves to close, following an accident that releases
contamination to the atmosphere, would cause a significant
increase in the containment leakage rate.

L

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The containment isolation valve LC0 was derived from the
SAFETY ANALYSES requirements related to the control of offsite radiation

doses resulting from major accidents. As delineated in
10 CFR 100, the determination of exclusion areas and low
population zones surrounding a proposed site must consider a
fission product release from the core with offsite release
based upon the expected demonstrable leak rate from the
containment. This LCO is intended to ensure the offsite
dose limits are not exceeded (actual containment leak rate
does not exceed the value assumed in the safety analysis).
As part of the containment boundary, containment isolation
valve and containment purge valve OPERABILITY support leak
tightness of the containment. Therefore, the safety
analysis of any event requiring isolation of containment is
applicable to this LCO.

The DBAs which result in a release of radioactive material
within containment are a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), a Main Feedwater Line Break
(MFLB), or a Control Element Assembly (CEA) ejection
accident. In the analysis for each of these accidents, it
is assumed that containment isolation valves are either

O closed or function to close within the required isolation
time following event initiation. This ensures that
potential leakage paths to the environment through
containment isolation valves (including containment purge
valves) are minimized.

Containment isolation valve closure time should be less than-
1 minute regardless of valve size. However, valves in lines
that provide a_ direct path to the environment require -

shorter isolation times. Time frames greater than 5 seconds
have been evaluated by the radiological analyses.

The acceptance criteria applied to accidental releases of
radioactive material to the environment are given in terms-
of total radiation dose received by a member of the general
public who remains at the exclusion area boundary for two

,

hours following the onset of a postulated fission product
release. The limits established in Reference 1 are a whole
body dose of 25 Rem or a 300 Rem dose to the thyroid.from
iodine exposure, or both.

.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

APPLICABLE The LOCA analysis assumes that the containment low volume
SAF ETY ANALYSES purge is isolated within [30 seconds) of a CIAS, e.g.

(continued) isolation of the containment is complete and leakage
terminated except for the design leak rate, La. The total
response time of [30 seconds) includes signal delay, diesel
generator startup (for loss of offsite power), and
containment isolation valve stroke times. The remaining
accident analyses reflect longer isolation times.

The single failure criteria required to be imposed in the
conduct of unit safety analyses was considered in the design

__

of the containment purge valves. Two valves in series on
each purge line provide assurance that both the supply and
exhaust lines could be isolated even if a single failure
occurred. The inboard and outboard isolation valves on each
line are provided with diverse power sources. This
arrangement was designed to preclude common mode failures
from disabling both valves on a purge line.

The high volume purge valves may be unable to close in the
environment following a LOCA. Therefore, each of the high
volume purge valves is required to remain closed during
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. In this case, the single failure
criteria remain applicable to the containment purge valves
due to failure in the control circuit associated with each
valve. Again, the purge syste.n valve design precludes a
single failure from compromising containment OPERABillTY as
long as the system is operated in accordance with the
subject LCO.

The low volume purge valves are capable of closing under
accident conditions. Therefore, they are allowed to be open
for limited periods during power operation.

'he containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment
boindary. The containment isolation valve safety function
is celated to control of offsite radiation exposures
resulting from a DBA. This LCO addresses containment
isolation valve structural integrity, stroke time, and
containment purge valve leakage. The other containment

(continued)
_.
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

LCO isolation valve leakage rates are addressed by LCO 3.6.1,
(continued) " Containment," under Type C testing.

The automatic power operated isolation valves are required
to have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an
automatic isolation signal. The purge valves must be
maintained sealed closed. The valves covered by this LC0
are listed with their associated stroke times in CESSAR-DC,
Chapter 6.

The normally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are de-
activated and secured in-their closed position, blind
flanges are in place, and closed systems are intact.

Purge valves with resilient seals [and secondary containment
bypass valves) must meet additional leakage rate
requirements. The other containment isolation valve leakage
rates are addressed by LC0 3.6.1, " Containment," as Type C
testing.

This LC0 provides assurance that the containment isolation

O.
valves and purge valves will perform their designed safety
function to mitigate the consequences of accidents that
could result in offsite exposure comparable to the Reference
3 limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. However, ir. MODES 5
and 6 when not in REDUCED RCS INVENTORY, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure
and temperature limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the
containment isolation valves are not required to be OPERABLE-
and the purge valves are not required to be sealed closed-
in MODE 5 unless in REDUCED RCS INVENTORY. In MODE 6,
fuel handling. evolutions are conducted. The requirements
for containment isolation valves and containment purge
valves during MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in LCOs 3.9.3,
" Containment Penetrations" and 3.6.11, " Containment
Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations."

,

( (continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow
paths, except for (24) inch purge valve penetration flow
paths, to be unisolated intermittently under administrative
controls. Due to the size of the containment purge line
penetration and the fact that those penetrations exhaust
directly from the containment atmosphere to the environment,
these valves may not be opened under administrative
controls.

A second Note has been added to provide clarification that,
for this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each
penetration flow path.

The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which
ensures that appropriate remedial actions are taken, if
necessary, if the affected systems are rendered inoperable
by an inoperable containment isolation valve.

A fourth Note has been added that requires entry into the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LC0 3.6.1 when
leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage
limit.

A.] and A.2

In the event one containment isolation valve in one or more
penetration flow paths is inoperable (except for purge valve
leakage and shield building bypass leakage not within
limit], the affected penetration flow path must be isolated.
The method of isolation must include the use of at least
one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a
single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a closed and de-activated automatic
containment isolation valve, a closed manual valve, a blind
flange, and a check valve with flow threagh the valve
secured. For penetrations isolated in accordance with
Required 4 tion A.1, the valve used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to
containment. Required Action A.1 must be completed within
the 4 hour Completion Time. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the
penetration and the relative importance of supporting
containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

For affected penetrations which cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that
have been isolated in accordance with Required Action A.1,
the affected penetration flow path must be verified to be
isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated
following an accident and no longer capable of being
automatically isolated will be in the isolation position
should an event occur. This Required Action does not
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
isolation devices outside containment and capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The Completion
Time of "once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the
valves are operated under administrative controls and the
probability of their misalignment is iow. For the isolation
devices inside containment, the time period specified as
" prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed
within the previous 92 days" is based on engineering

O- judgment and is considered reasonable in view of the
inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other

administrative controls that will ensure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a_ Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths
with two containment isolation valves. For penetration flow
paths with only one containment isolation valve and a closed
system, Condition C provides appropriate actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves and blind flanges located in'high radiation areas and
allows these valves to be verified closed by use of
administrativa means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability _of misalignment of these valves, once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

(continued)
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Containt:,ent Isolation Valves

B 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS IL1
(continued)

With two containment isolation valves in one or more
penetration flow paths inoperable [except for purge valve
'eakage and shield building bypass leakage not within
lircit], the affected penetration flow path must be isolated
within I hour. The method of isolation must include the use
of at least ono isolation barrier that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers
that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated
automatic valve, a closed manual valve, and a blind flange.
The I hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LC0 3.6.1. In the event the affected penetration is
isolated in accordance with Required Action B.1, the
affected penetration must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which remains in
effect. This periodic verification is necessary to assure
leak tightness of containment and that penetrations
requiring isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each i

affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate I
considering the fact that the valves are operated under '

administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low.

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with two i
containment isolation valves. Condition A of this LC0 !
addresses the condition of one containment isolation valve l

inoperable in this type of penetration flow path. |

C.1 and C.2

With one or more penetration flow paths with one containment
isolation valve inoperable, the inoperable valve must be
restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow
path must be isolated. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be
adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and de-
activated automatic valve, a closed manual valve, and a
blind flange. A check valve may not be used to isolate the
affected penetration. Required Action C.1 must be completed
within the [4] hour Completion Time. The specified time

(continued)
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Containntent Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

,

BASES

ACTIONS C.] and C.2 (continued)

period is reasonable, considering the relative stability of
the closed system (hence, reliability) to act as a
penetration isolation boundary and the relative importance
of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 3, ,

and 4. In the event the affected penetration is isolated in I
accordance with Required Action C.1, the affected I

penetration flow path must be verified to be isolated on a
periodic basis. This is necessary to assure leak tightness
of containment and that containment penetrations requiring 1

isolation following an accident are isolated. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate
considering the valves are operated under administrative
controls and the probability of their misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this
Condition is only applicable to those penetration flow paths
with only one containment isolation valve and a closed
system. This Note is necessary since this Condition is
written to specifically address those penetration flow paths
in a closed system.

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note that applies to
valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas and
allows these devices to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is-considered acceptable, since access
to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these valves, once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

Dd_

[With the secondary containment bypass leakage rate not
within limit, the assumptions of the safety analysis are not
met. Therefore, the leakage must be restored to within
limit within 4 hours. Restoration can be accomplished by
isolating the penetration (s) that caused the limit to be
exceeded by use of one closed and de-activated automatic
valve, . closed manual valve, or blind flange. When a
penetration is isolated, the leakage rate for the isolated
penetration is assumed to be the actual pathway leakage

p (continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS Qd (continued)

through the isolation device. if two isolation devices are
used to isolate the penetration, the leakage rate is assumed
to be the lesser actual pathway leakage of the two devices.
The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the
time required to restore the leakage by isolating the
penetration (s) and the relative importance of secondary
containment bypass leakage to the overall containment
function.]

E.1. E.2. and E.3

In the event one or more containment purge valves in one or
more penetration flow paths are not within the purge valve
leakage limits, purge valve leakage must be restored to
within limits, or the affected penetration must be isolated.
The method of isolation must be by the use af at least one
isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a
singlr. active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a (closed and de-activated automatic valve
with resilient seals, a closed manual valve with resilient
seals, or a blind flange]. A purge valve with resilient
seals utilized to satisfy Required Action E.1 must have been
demonstrated to meet the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.3.6.
The specified Completion Time is reasonable, considering
that one containment purge valve remains closed so that a
gross tweach of containment does not exist,

in accordance with Required Action E.2, this penetration
'.ow patn must be verified to be isolated on a periodic
basis. The periodic verification is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated
followli.g an accident, which are no longer capable of being
automatically isolated, will be in the isoletion position
should an event occur. This Required Action does not
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdcan, that those
being mispositioned are in the correct position. For the
isolation devices inside containment, the time period
specified as " prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not
performed within the previous 92 days" is based on
engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of
the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other

(continued)
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*Containment Isolation Valves-
B 3.6.3_

-BASES-
__

ACTIONS E2J, E.2. and E.3 (continued)

administrative controls that will ensure that isolation
device misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

For the containment purge valve with resilient seal that is
isolated in accordance with Required Action E.1, SR 3.6.3.6-
must be performed at least once every [92) days. This
assures that degradation of the resilient seal is detected
and confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge
valve does not increase during the time the penetration is

-isolated. The normal Frequency for SR 3.6.3.6, 184 days, is
based on an NRC initiative, Generic Issue B-20 (Ref. 4).
Since more reliance is placed on a single valve while in
to.s Condition, it is prudent to perform the SR more often.
Therefore, a Frequency of once per [92) days was chosen and
has been shown to be acceptable based on operating
experience.

f.1 and F.2-

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,-the plant must-

,

be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. - The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

4-

-SURVEILLANCE EB 3.6.3.1-
REQUIREMENTS

[Each [24-inch] containment purge valve is required to be
verified sealed closed at 31 day-intervals. This
Surveillance is designed to ensure that a gross breach of
:ontainment is not caused by an inadvertent or spurious
opening of a containment purge valve. Detailed analysis of-
the purge valves failed to conclusively demonstrate their
ability-to close during a LOCA in time to prevent offsite
dose limits from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 1).
Therefore, these valves are required to be sealed closed
position during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. A containment purge

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves |

B 3.6.3 |
t

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

valve that is closed must have motive power to the valve
operator removed. This can be accomplished by deenergizing
the source of electric power or removing the air supply to
the valve operator. In this application, the term " sealed"
has no connotation of leak tightness. The Frequency is a
result of an NRC initiative, Generic Item B-24, related to
containment purge valve use during plant operations (Ref.
5).]

SR 3J . 3. 2

This SR ensures the [six inch] purge valves are closed as
required, or, if open, open for an allowable reascn. The SR
is not required to be met when the purge valves are open for
pressure control, ALARA, and air quality considerations for
personnel entry, and for Surveillance that require the
valves to be open. The [six inch] purge valves are capable
of closing in the environment following a LOCA. Therefore,
these valves are allowed to be open for limited periods of
time. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with other
containment isolation valve requirements discussed under SR
3.6.3.3.

SR 3.6.3.3

This SR requires verification that each containment
isolation manual valve and blind flange located outside
containment and required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that post
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the
containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does
not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it

involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
valves outside containment and capable of being

|
mispositioned are in the correct position. Since

| verification of valve position for valves outside
containment is relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency is'

based en eaqineering judgment and was chosen to provide
-added as 1ce of the correct positions. Valves that are
open undet .dministrative controls are not required to meet
the SR during the time the valves are open.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing
verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically
restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons.
Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these valves,
once they have been verified to be in the proper position,
is small.

SR 3.6.3.4

This SR requires verification that each containment >

isolation manual valve and blind flange located inside
containment and required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that post
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside the
containment boundary is within design limits. For valves
inside containment, the frequency of " prior to entering MODE
4 from MODE 5 if not performed within the previous 92 days"

\ is appropriate, since these valves and flanges are operated
under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. Valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR
during the time that they are open.

The Note allows valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas to be vert f.ied closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by

' administrative means is considered acceptable, since the
primary containment is inerted and access to these areas is
typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, and 3 for ALARA
reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment =of
these valves, once they have been verified to be in their.
proper position, is small.

-.

SR 3.6.3.5 "

Verifying that the isolation time of each power-operated and
automatic containment isolation valve is within limits is
required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation time

(continaed)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

test ensures the valve will isolate in a time period less
than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis. The
isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program or 9E days.

SR 3.6.3.6 ,

1
for containment purge valves with resilient seals, |
additional leakage rate testing beyond the test requirements ;
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 6), is required to ensure !
OPERABILITY, Operating experience has demonstrated that
this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter
time period than do other seal types. Based on this
observation and the importance of maintaining this
penetration leak tight (due to the direct path between
containment and the environment), a Frequency of 184 days
was established as part of the NRC resolution of Generic
Issue B-20, " Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration"
(Ref. 4).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after
opening the valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen
recognizing that cycling the valve could introduce
additional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a
valve that has not been opened). Thus, decreasing the
interval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valve
has been opened.

A Note to this SR requires the results to be evaluated
against the acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures
that excessive containment purge valve leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the overall containment leakage
rate to verify containment OPERABILITY,

SR 3.6.3.7

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a
Containment Isolation Autuation Signal (CIAS) to prevent
leakage of radioactive material from containment following a
DBA.

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves =

B 3.6.3
.

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3,7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures each automatic containment isolation valve
will actuate to its isola' ion position on a Containment
Isolation Actuation Signal. The [18] month Frequency was
developed considering it is prudent that this SR be
performed only during a unit outage, since isolation of
penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow and disrupt ,

normal operation of many critical components. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass this
SR when performed on the [18] month Frequency. Therefore,
the crequency was concluded to be acceptable from a -

reliability standpoint.
.

SR 3. 6. LQ

[This SR ensures that the combined leakage rate of all
secondary containment bypass leakage paths is less than or
equal to the specified leakage rate. This providesi

' assurance that the assumptions in the safety analysis are
j met. 'lhe leakage rate of each bypass leakaga path is

- assumed to be the maximum pathway leakage (leakage through
the worse of the two isolation valves) unless the
penetration is isolated by use of one closed and deactivated
automatic valve, closed manual valve, or olind flange. In
this case, the leakage rate of the isolated bypass leakage
path is assumed to be the actual pathway Nkage through the
isolation device, if both isolation valves ia the
penetration are closed, the actual leakage rate is the
lesser leakage rate of the two valves. This method of

- quantifying maximum pathway leakage is only to be used for
this SR (i.e., Appendix J maximum pathway leakage limits are
to be quantified in accordance with Appendix J). The [18]
month Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that
this Surveillance be performed only during unit outage.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually

.. pass this SR when performed at the [18] month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acce;. table from
a reliability standpoint. A Note has been added to this SR
requiring the results to be evaluated against the acceptance

'

triteria of SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that shield building
bypass leakage is properly accounted for in determining the
overall primary containment leakage rate.]

-.

_ _. .___
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Containment Isolation Valves -

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

REFEREtiCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, low
Population Zone, and Population Center Distance."

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.<

4. Generic Issue (GI B-20), " Containment Leakage Due to
Seal Deterioration."

5. NRC Generic Item B-24, " Purge Valve Reliability."
_

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, " Primary Reactor Containment
Leakage Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors."

_

O
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

/ B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS(
B 3.6.4 Containment Pressure

BASES
_ n-u - ..

I

BACKGROUND The containment structure serves to contain radioactive
material which may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirement of
10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). The containment pressure is limited
during normal operation to preserve the initial conditions
assumed in the accident analyses for a loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB). These
l'imits also prevent the containment pressure from exceeding
the containment design negative pressure differential with
respect to the outside atmosphere in the event of
inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.

Containment pressure is a process variable which is
monitored and controlled during MODES 1 through 4. The
containment pressure limits are derived from the input
conditions used in the containment functional analyses and

O. the containment structure external pressure analysis.
Should operation occur outside these limits coincident with
a Design Basis Accident (DBA), a loss of containment
integrity may result. Loss of containment integrity could
cause site boundary doses, due to a DBA, to exceed values
given in Reference 3.

APPLICABLE The limits for containment pressure ensure that operation is
SAFETY ANALYSES maintained within the design and accident analysis bases for

containment. The accident-analyses and evaluations
considered both LOCAs and MSLBs for determining the maximum
peak containment pressure (Pa) of [48.1] psig. A double-
ended rupture of a main steam-line at'[0%] THERMAL POWER
concurrent with a loss of one containment spray division

| results in the highest calculated internal containment
pressure, [48,1] psig. This is below the internal design
pressure of [53] psig. The MSLB event bounds the LOCA event-
from the containment peak pressure standpoint.

i

|
t

| (continued)
t
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES

APPLICABLE The initial pressure condition used in the containment
SAFETY ANALYSES analysis was [15.1] psia ([0.4) psig). The maximum

(continued) containment pressure resulting from the limiting DBA, [48.1]
psig, does not exceed the containment design pressure, [53]
psig. The containment was also designed for an internal
pressure equal to [2.0] psid below external pressure to
withstand the resultant pressure drop from accidental
actuation of the Containment Spray System. The maximum
calculated differential pressure which would occur as a
result of an inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray
System is [-1.83] psid, starting with an initial pressure of
[-0.4] psig. The LC0 limit of [-0.4] psig ensures that
operation within design limits of [-2.0] psid is maintained.

Containment pressure satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy:
Statement.

\

LCO Maintaining containment pressure less than or equal to the $
LC0 upper pressure limit ensures that, in the event of a
DBA, the resultant peak containment accident pressure will
remain below the containment design pressure. Maintaining
containment pressure greater than or equal to the LC0 inwer
pressure limit ensures the containment will not exceed the
design negative differential pressure following the
inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.

.

APPLICABillTY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. Since maintaining
containment pressure within limits is essential to ensure
initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis are
maintained, the LC0 is appiicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
In MODES 5 and 6 the probability and consequences of a DBA
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations
of these MODES.

4

(continued)
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Containment Pressure-,

B 3.6.4

m
{ BASES (continued)
s . - . - ,

ACTIONS A.1

Wnen containment pressure is not within the limits of the
LCO, containment pressure must be restored within these
limits within 1 hour. The Required Action is necessary to
return operation to within the bounds of the containment
analysis. The I hour Completion Time is consistent with the
ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, " Containment," which requires the
containment be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

B.1 and B.2 j
i

If containment pressure cannot be restored within limits
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within six hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

( __ _

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying containment pressure is within limits ensures that
operation remains within the limits assumed in the
containment analysis. The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was
developed after taking into consideration operating
experience related to containment pressure variations and
pressure instrument drift during the applicable MODES, and
the low probability of a DBA occurring between
surveillances. Furthermore, the 12 hour Frequency is

_

considered adequate in view of other indications in the
control room, including alarms, to alert the operator of an
abnormal containment pressure rondition.

~

(continued)
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, low
Population Zone, and Population Center Distance."

2. CES .R-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

--,
- - , . = .

_._

O
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
,

B 3.6.5 Containment Air Temperature

BASES
-- -, -

BACKGR0'JND The containment structure serves-to contain radioactive
material which may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements
of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). The containment average air-
temperature is limited during normal operation to preserve
the initial conditions assund in the accident analyses for

a loss of Coolant Accident (t.0CA) or Main Steam Line. Break
(MSLB), Containment air temperature is a process variable
which is monitored and controlled during MODES 1 through 4.
Temperature measurements from specified locations are
combined to determine an average air temperature.

The containment average air temperature limits are derived
from the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressure
analyses. This LC0 ensures that initial conditions assumed

O in the analysis of containment response to a DBA are not
violated during unit operations. The total amount of energy
to be removed from containment-by the Containment Spray
System during post accident conditions is dependent on the'

energy released to the containment due to the event, as well
as the initial containment temperature and pressure. The
higher the initial temperature, the more energy that must be

i- removed, resulting in a higher peak containment pressure and
temperature. Should operation occur outside containment
average air temperature limits concurrent with a DBA, a loss
of containment integrity or_a violation of NRC LOCA.
acceptance criteria may result. Loss of containinent
integrity could cause site boundary doses, due to a design
basis MSLB, to exceed values given in Reference 3.

i

APPLICABLE Containment average air temperature is an init-ial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES used in the DBA analyses that establishes the containment

environmental qualification operating envelope for both
pressure and temperature. The limit for containment average
air temperature ensures that operation is maintained within
the DBA analysis assumptions for containment. The accident

i

(continued)-
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

BASES

APPLICABLE analyses and evaluations considered both LOCAs and MSLBs for
SAFETY ANALYSES determining the maximum peak containment pressures and

(continued) temperatures. The worst case MSLB generates larger mass and
energy releases than the worst case LOCA. % s, the MSLB
event bounds the LOCA event from the containment peak
pressure and temperature standpoint. The initial pre-
accident temperature inside containment was assumed to be
[110"F) (Ref. 3).

The initial containment average air temperature condition of
[110"F] resulted in a maximum vapor temperature in
containment of [410.5"F]. The containment average
temperature limit of [110*F] ensures that in the event of an
accident, the maximum design temperature for containment of
[290*F] is not exceeded. The consequence of exceeding this
design temperature may be the potential for degradation of
the containment structure under accident loads.

Containment average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO During a DBA, with an initial containment average
temperature less than or equal to the LC0 temperaturs imit,

the resultant peak accident pressure and temperature ,a

maintained below the containment design limits. As a
! result, the ability of containment to perform its function

is assured.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the
probability and consequences of these events are reduced due
to the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.

.! Therefore, maintaining containment air temperature limit
is not required in MODES 5 or 6.

|

|

(continued)
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

1l BASES (continued)
\

ACTIONS A.1 |
|

With containment average air temperature not within the
limit of the LCO, containment hverage air temperature must
be restored within the 8 hour Completion Time. The Required
Action must be taken to return operation to within the
bounds of the containment analysis. The 8 hour Completion
Time is acceptable considering the sensitivity of the.
analysis to variations in this parameter and provides
sufficient time to correct minor problems or to prepare the
plant for an orderly shutdown.

B.1 and B.2

If the containment average air temperature cannot be
restored to within its limits within the required Completion
Time the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within six hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowable Completion Times are
reasonable based on operating experience-to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an

( orderly manner and without challenging the plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the containment average air temperature is within
the LC0 limit ensures that containment operation remains
within the limits assumed for the containment analyses. In
order to determine the_ average temperature, an ari+Smetic
average is calcul ted using measurements taken at several
locations within the containment' selected to be a
representative sample of the overall containment atmosphere.

-

The 24 hour Frequency of this Surveillance is based on
engineering judgment.

This SR is modified by a Note indicating the minimum
temperature requirements are only applicable in MODES 1 and
2.

,

(continued)
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5 i

|

BASES (continued)
,

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low
Population Zone, ar:d Population Center Distance."

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

__

O

i

i

:

I

|

|

O
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEC

B 3.6.6 Containment Spray System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Containment Spray System provides containment atmosphere
cooling to limit post-accident building temperature and
pressure to less than the design values.([53] psig and
[290*F]). Additionally, it reduces the release of
radioactive material from the containment in the event of a
primary or secondary break (the limiting events are a Loss
of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and a Main Steam Line Break
(MSLB)) in two ways:

1, Reduction of containment pressure to nearly
atmospheric pressure thereby reducing the potential
leakage rate from containment; and

2. The spray system minimizes the fission product
inventory in the building _ atmosphere by removal of
particulates through mechanism such as impaction,
diffusiophoresis and through the absorption of
volatile species such as molecular iodine by the spray
droplets,

in the event of a LOCA or MSLB, the_ Containment Spray _ System
sprays IRWST water into the containment atmosphere to reduce
the post-accident energy and to remove fission product
iodine. There are two redundant Containment Spray
divisions. Each division consists of one pump, one
containment spray heat exchanger, one containment spray
header and associated piping, valves, instrumentation and
controls. The pumps and remotely operated valves may be
operated from the control. room.

A two out of four containment pressure high-high signal from
the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System generates a
Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) which initiates4

containment spray operation. Upon receipt of a CSAS, the
Containment Spray Header isolation valve opens and the
containment spray pump starts in each of the two redundant
divisions. The pumps take suction initially from the
incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank-(IRWST) and
discharge through the containment spray heat exchangers and

i

,

(continued)
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

BACKGROUND the spray header isolation valves and to their respective
(continued) spray nozzle headers, then into the containment atmosphere.

The Containment Spray System is capable of removing
sufficient decay heat from the containment atmosphere
following a DBA accident to maintain containment pressure
and temperature within design limits.

The Containment Spray System protects the integrity of the
containment by limiting the temperature and pressure that
could be expected following a DBA. Protection of adequate
containment leaktightness prevents leakage of radioactive

-

material from containment. Loss of adequate containment
leaktightness could cause site boundary doses, due to a
design bases LOCA, to exceed values given in Reference 3.

APPLICABLE The accident analysis considers the worst case single active
SAFETY ANALYSES failure in the power supply which results in minimum

containment cooling. The analysis and evaluation show that
under this scenario, the highest peak containment pressure
is [48.1) psig (experienced durino a MSLB), actual
temperature of the containment structure however, remained
below the maximum design temperature of [290]'F. (See Bases
B 3.6.4 " Containment Pressure," and B 3.6.5 " Containment
Air Temperature," for a detailed discussion.) The limiting
event is a MSLB initiated at 0% RTP, The analysis also
assumes that one Containment Spray division is operating and
an initial (pre-accident) condition of [110*F] and [0.40]
psig for containment temperature and pressure respectively.
The dose analyses utilizes spray removal coefficients based
on the worst case single failure, et.g. loss of a division.

The effect of an inadvertent containment spray actuation has
been analyzed. An inadvertent containment spray actuation
reduces the containment pressure to [-1.83] psig due to the
sudden cooling effect in the interior of the air tight
containment. The design containment pressure is [-2.0]
psig, hence the inadvertent actuation of the Containment
Spray System will not exceed containment design limits.
Additional discussion is provided in Bases 3.6.4,
" Containment Pressure."

(continued)
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

APPLICABLE The Containment Spray System satisfies Criterion 3 of the
SAFETY ANALYSES NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)

LC0 During a DBA, one division of Containment Spray is required
to maintain containment peak pressure and temperature below
design limits. To ensure these requirements are met, two
Containment Spray divisions must be OPERABLE during normal ;

operations. This ensures minimum cooling requirements are ;

met if a DB4 *aesi occurs concurrently with a loss of offsite
power.

A Note permits the alignment of a Shutdown Cooling System
pump if a Containment Spray pump is not available or becomes
inoperable. These pumps are designed to be interchangeable
for operational flexibility. |

l

!
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could cause a release of . ]

radioactive material to containment and an increase in
containment pressure and temperature requiring the operation

g of the Containment Spray divisions.

In MODES 5 and 6 the probability and consequences of such an
event are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. The RCS coolant temperature for
MODE 5 is less than 210*F, a LOCA in MODES 5 and/or 6 would
not result in any significant containment pressurization
(Ref. 4) that would require containment spray. In addition,
the Containment Spray System is not. required to remove
fission product iodine to-limit the site boundary dose to
less than the limits stated in 10CFR100, as described'in
CESSAR-DC, Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report (Ref. 4).

.

Therefore, the Containment Spray System is not required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.

:

! ACTIONS A.1

With one Containment Spray division inoperable, the
inoperable Containment Spray division must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In-this condition, the

.

(continued)
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

1

ACTIONS Ad (continued)

remaining OPERABLE Containment Spray division is adequate to
perform the containment cooling and iodine removal function.
However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single
failure in the OPERABLE Containment Spray divisions could
result in no containment cooling and no iodine removal
capability. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the
iodine removal function and is consistent with other
Engineered Safety Feature Systems' Completion Times for loss
of one redundant division.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable Containment Spray division cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion i

Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 84 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without

; challenging plant systems. The allowed Completion Time of
! 84 hours to reach MODE 5 allows additional time for the

restoration of the Containment Spray division and is
|

reasonable when considering that the driving force for a
i release of radioactive material from the Reactor Coolant
| System is reduced in MODE 3.

C.1

With two Containment Spray divisions inoperable, the unit is
in a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore,
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

| Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the containment spray flowpath
provides assurance that the proper flowpaths will exist for
Containment Spray System operation. This SR does not apply

(continued)
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Containment Spray System "

B 3.6.6

BASES
\

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

to valves which are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
! position since they were verified to be in the correct

position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR
also does not apply to valves which cannot be inadvertently
misaligned, such as check valves. A valve which receives an
actuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident position
provided the valve will automatically reposition within the
proper stroke time. This SR does not require any valve
testing or manipulation. Rather, it involves verifying

-through a system walkdown that those valves outside
containment and capable of being mispositioned, are in the
correct position. The 31 day Frequency is appropriate
because the valves are operated under procedural control.
An improper lineup would only affect a single division, and
the probability of an event requiring containment spray
actuation during this time period is low. This Frequency
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

O SR 3.6.6.2

[ Verifying that the Containment Spray header piping is full
of water to the [*] ft level minimizes the time required to
fill the header. This ensures that spray flow will be
admitted to the containment atmosphere within the tiae frame
assumed in the containment analysis. The 31 day Fraquency
is based on the static nature of the fill header aid the low
probability of a significant degradation of water level in
the piping occurring between surveillances.]

SR 3.6.6.3

Verifying that each Containment Spray pump develops [d 400
feet of head at a flow rate of 2 5000 gpm] on recirculation

. ensures that each Containment Spray pump performance has not
degraded during the cycle. Flow and pressure are normal
tests of centrifugal pump performance required by Section XI

Values to be determined by system detail design.*

(continued)
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

SVRVEILLANCE SR _3.6.6.3 (continued) ]

of the ASME Code. Since the Containment Spray pumps cannot
be tested with flow through the spray nozzles, they are
tested on recirculation flow. The recirculation alignment

is full flow to the IRWST. This test confirms pump
performance. Such inservice inspections confirm component
OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient
failures by indicating abnormal performance. The Frequency
of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing
Program.

SR 3.6.6.4 and SR 3.6.6.5

These SRs demonstrate each automatic Containment Spray valve
actuates to its correct position and that each Containment
Spray pump starts upon receipt of an actual or simulated
Containment Spray Actuation Signal. The [18] month
Frequency is based on the need to perform these
Surveillances under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillances were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillances when performed at the [18] month

| Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

| SR 3.6.6.6

| With the Containment Spray inlet valves closed and the
! Containment Spray header drained of any solution, low
j pressure air or smoke can be blown through test connections.
| Performance of this SR demonstrates that each spray nozzle
( is unobstructed and provides assurance that spray coverage
i of the containment during an accident is not degraded. Due

to the passive nature of the design of the nozzle, a test at
[the first refueling and at] 10 year intervals is considered
adequate to detect obstruction of the spray nozzles,

i

(continued)
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Containment Spray Systemi

: B 3.6.6
!!
.

. BASES (continued) ;

_ REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6. --;

2. CESSAR-DC,-Chapter 15. |

|- 3. 10 CFR 100,11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low -
: Population Zone, and Population Center Distance."

4. CESSAR-DC Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation ;
:

! Report.
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.7 Hydrogen Analyzers
-

'

BASES

BACKGROUND Hydrogen Analyzers are required to monitor the hydrogen
concentration in the containment following a primary or
secondary break, such as a loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
or Main Steam Line Break ("'' 7) in containment. Hydrogen
may accumulate within cont..oment following a primary break
as a result of a metal-steam reaction involving the
zirconium fuel cladding and the reactor coolant, radiolytic -

decomposition of the post-accident emergency cooling
solutions, corrosion of metals by solutions used for
emergency cooling and containment spray, and hydrogen in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) at the time of a primary break.
During a secondary break such as MSLB, hydrogen production
will only result from the corrosion of metals and paints in
containment.

The Hydrogen Analyzers are post-accident Type A Category 1
instruments. As such they are used to determine when to
initiate hydrogen recombination operati..a following a
primary or secondary break in containment.

Two independent Hydrogen Analyzers have been provided and
each is powered from a separate vital AC power source.
Within 30 minutes after a LOCA, both Hydrogen Analyzers are
manually activated to monitor hydrogen levels and to alert
the operators in the control room if hydrogen concentration
exceeds 3.5%. The analyzers when actuated will continuously
monitor hydrogen concentration levels between [0 and 15%).
Both analyzers have the capability to interface with two
areas that have been selected to provide a representative
sample of the containment atmosphere following an accident.

The Hydrogen Analyzers measure the hydrogen concentration in
containment so that required operator actions (e.g., actuate
the Hydrogen Recombiners in accordance with emergency
operating procedures) may be taken to prevent the hydrogen
concentration from exceeding the flammability limit of 4.0%
by volume. This eliminates the potential for a breach of
containment due to a hydrogen-oxygen reaction.

(continued)
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Hydrogen Analyzers
'

B 3.6.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in
SAFETY ANALYSES containment following a LOCA, hydrogen generation (as a

function of time following the initiation of the accident)
is calculated. Conservative assumptions recommended in
Reference 1 are used to maximize the-amount of hydrogen
calculated. Assuming containment isolation, the
concentration of hydrogen that would result as a function of
time is calculated with and without credit taken for
mitigating systems.

The calculations confirm that when mitigating systems are
actuated, in accordance with the emergency operating -

procedures, the peak hydrogen concentration in containment
is less than 4.0% by volume.

Hydrogen may accumulate within containment following a LOCA
(or CEA ejection) as a result of:

a. A metal-steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod
cladding and the reactor coolant.

b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor

{ Coolant System (RCS) and the containment sump.

c. Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA, i.e.,

hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant, and
hydrogen gae in the pressurizer vapor space.

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to Containment Spray and
Safety Injection System solutions.

The Hydrogen Analyzers meet Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Two Hydrogen Analyzers must be OPERABLE with power from two
independent safety-related power supplies. This assures
operation of at least one Hydrogen Analyzer in the event of
a worst case single active failure. Operation of at least
one Hydrogen Analyzer will provide the operator with
information to enable action to be taken to prevent the
containment post-LOCA hydrogen concentration from exceeding
the flammability limit.

(continued)
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

8ASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, two Hydrogen Analyzers provide the
operator with the capability to measure hydrogen
concentration in containment assuming a worst case single
active failure and allow, if required, action to be taken to
control the hydrogen concentration within containment below
its flammability limit of 4.0% by volume following a LOCA
(Ref. 2). This ensures containment integrity and prevents
damage to safety-related equipment and instrumentation
located within containment,

in MODES 3 and 4, both the hydrogen production rate and the
total hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be significantly
less than that calculated for the DBA LOCA. Thus, if the
hydrogen analysis were to be performed starting with a LOCA
in MODE 3 or 4, the time to reach a bulk concentration of
4.0% by volume would be extended beyond the conservatively
calculated for MODES 1 and 2. The extended time would allow
containment atmosphere sampling by other means to determine
the hydrogen buildup, if the event the Hydrogen Analyzers
are not available. Therefore, Hydrogen Analyzers are not
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCA
;

or MSLB are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations. The Hydrogen Analyzers are not required to be ;

OPERABLE in these MODES to protect the integrity of '

containment.

ACTIONS b_d

With one Hydrogen Analyzer inoperable, the inoperable
analyzer must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days.
The 30 day Completion Time is based on the low probability
of the occurrence of a primary or secondary break that would
generate hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the

i flammability limit, and the length of time after the event
| that operator action would be required to prevent exceeding
| this limit, and the availability of the Hydrogen Recombiners

and the Post-Accident Sampling System.I

!
|

| (continued)

O'
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

,m

) BASES
'
w;'

ACTIONS A.1 (centinued)

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note which indicates
the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a
result, a MODE change is allowed when one Hydrogen Analyzer
is inoperable. This allowance is provided because the
probability of the occurrence of a primary or secondary
break that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of
exceeding the flammability limit is low, the probability of
the failure of the OPERABLE analyzer is low, and the length
of time after a postulated primary or secondary break before
operator action would be required to prevent exceeding the
flammability limit.

IL1

With two Hydrogen Analyzers inoperable, at least one
analyzer must be restored to OPERABLE status within seven
days. The seven day Completion Time is based on the low
probability of the occurrence of a primary or secondary
break that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of

( ])
/ exceeding the flammability limit, and the length of time

after the event that operator action would be required to
prevent exceeding this limit, and the availability of the'"

Hydrogen Recombiners, and the Post-Accident Sampling System.

C .1

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if an inoperable Hydrogen Analyzer cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status in the associated Completion Time. This
is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six
hours. The allowable Completion Times are reasonable based
on operating experience to reach the required MODE from full
power without challenging the plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1
, REQUIREMENTS

| A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure the entire channel will perform its intended
function.

(continued)..,m,
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 92 day Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience and is consistent with the
recommendations of NUREG-1366 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.6.7.2

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the Hydrogen
Analyzers using sample gases ensures the OPERABILITY of the
analyzers is maintained. A typical CHANNEL CALIBRATION
includes a minimum of two data points to verify accuracy of
the analyzers over the range of interest. The sample gases
used for performing the Surveillances are nominally % by
volume hydrogen > [0.98] and s [1.02] (balance nitrogen),
and nominally % by volume hydrogen 2 [3.92] and s [4.08]
(balance nitrogen). The lower hydrogen flammability limit
is assumed as 4.0% by volume hydrogen in air or steam-air
atmospheres. Therefore, calibration with these sample gases
helps ensure accurate information regarding containment
hydrogen concentrations up to and including the flammability
limit is available to operators following a LOCA. The 18
month Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience and is consistent with the
recommendations of NUREG-1366 (Ref. 3).

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.7, " Control of Combustible Gas
Concentrations in containment Following a loss-of-
Coolant Accident, Revision 2, November 1978.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. NUREG-1366, " Improvements to Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements."
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Shield Building
B 3.6.8 -

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMSv
B 3.6.8 Shield Building

BASES

BACKGROUND .The shield building is a reinforced concrete structure
composed of a right cylinder with a hemispherical dome. The
shield building houses the steel containment vessel and
safety related equipment. The shield building is designed
to provide biological shielding as well as external missile
protection for the steel containment shell.and safety
related equipment, Between the steel containment vessel and
the shield building inner wall is an annular space which
collects any containment leakage which may occur following
an in-containment break such as a loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA). This space also allows for periodic inspection of
the outer surface of the steel containment vessel.

Following a LOCA, the Annulus Ventilation System (AVS)
establishes a negative pressure in the annulus between the
shield building and the steel containment vessel. Filters
in the system then control the release of radioactive
contaminants to the environment. A description of the AVS

,

| is provided in the Bases for Specification 3.6.9, " Annulus
Ventilation System." Shield building OPERABILITY isi

required to ensure retention of primary containment -leakage'

and proper operation of the AVS.

APPLICABLE The design basis for shield building OPERABILITY is a large
SAFETY ANALYSES break LOCA. Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY ensures;

: that the release of radioactive materials from the primary
containment atmosphere is restricted to those leakage paths
and associated leakage rates assumed in the accident

| analysis. This restriction, in conjunction with the
operation of the AVS, will limit the site boundary radiation.
doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 3) during an
accident.

The shield building satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

(continued),
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Shield Building
8 3.6.8

BASES (continued)

LCO Shield building OPERABILITY must be maintained to ensure
proper operation of the AVS and to limit radioactive leakage
from the containment to these paths and leakage rates
assumed in the accident analysis.

APPLICABILITY Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY prevents leakage of
radioactive material from the shield building. Radioactive
material may enter the shield building from the primary

,

containment following a LOCA. Therefore, shield building '

OPERABILITY is required in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when a main
steam line break, LOCA, or control element assembly ejection
accident could release radioactive material to the
containment atmosphere.

In MODES 5 and 6 the probability and consequences of these
events are low due to the reactor coolant system
temperature and pressure limitations in these MODES.
Therefore, shield building OPERABILITY is not required in
MODES 5 or 6.

O
ACTIONS A_d

In the event shield building OPERABILITY is not maintained,
shield building OPERABILITY must be restored within 24
hours.

Twenty-four hours is a reasonable Completion Time
considering the limited leakage design of the containment
and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time
period.

B.1 and B.2

If the shield building cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not apply.
To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within six hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours.

(continued)
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Shield Building
B 3.6.8-

BASES

ACTIONS B.1'and B.2 (continued)

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY requires maintaining
each door in the access opening-closed except when the
access- opening is being used for normal transit entry and
exit; then, at least one door must remain closed. The
Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on engineering
judgment, and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.6.8.2

This Surveillance would give advance-indication of gross
* deterioration of the. concrete structural integrity of the

shield building. The Frequency of this SR.is the same as|

'

that of SR 3.6,1,1. The verification is done during
shutdown and as part of Type A leakage tests associated with
SR 3.6.1.1.

SR 3,6.8.3

The AVS is required to produce the required negative-
pressure-equal to or more negative than [-0.25] inch water
gauge relative to outside environment during test- operation.
The negative pressure ensures that the building is,

adequately sealed and that leakage from the building will be'
-

prevented, since outside air will be drawn in by the. low :
pressure. The negative pressure must be established within
the time limit used in the dose analyses _[110 seconds].

p (continued)
A
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Shield Building'

| B 3.6.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,6.8.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS-

The [18] month Frequency to verify the required negative
pressure in the shield building is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref 4) guidance for functional
testing of the ability of the AVS to " pull down" the4

! required negative pressure every [18] months.

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.
,

3. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low,

Population Zone and Population Center Distance."

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design, Testing and
| Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered

Safety Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled

| Nuclear Power Plants."

O
I

|

|

r

|
!
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

,e \

( ) B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.9 Annulus Ventilation System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Annulus Ventilation System (AVS) serves the space
between the primary containment and the secondary
containment. The system does not perform any normal
ventilation function. However, it does provide additional
assurance against the release of radioactivity to the
environment; therefore, it is designed as an engineered
safety feature and should be capable of operating and
performing its function during startup, power operation, hot
standby and hot shutdown.

Two independent AVS divisions are provided, Each division
consists of a fan, a filter train, associated ductwork,
dampers, and controls as necessary to accomplish the design
function. Each filter train consists of a moisture
eliminator, prefilter, and absolute filter, a carbon filter,
and a post filter.

. The two AVS divisions share one duct in the upper portion of
\ the annulus and one duct in the lower portion of the

annulus. Therefore, there is one common duct in the upper
annulus and one common duct in the lower annulus for both
divisions. These distribution ducts contain grilles for
annulus air intake and exhaust. The grilles of the upper
duct draw air in from above the primary containment. This
air passes through the moisture eliminator and the filter
train before reaching the suction of the ventilation fan.
The fan directs air either to the unit vent or both the unit
vent and the lower annulus distribution duct. The grilles
of the lower distribution ring expel air into the annulus.

The AVS will discharge sufficient air from the annulus to
the unit vent to create a negative pressure of approximately
[-0.25 in.) water gauge with respect to the outside
atmosphere after a LOCA.

Two full capacity ventilation fans are provided with each
one redundant of the other. The fans are supplied with
power from the Class IE Emergency Diesel Generators on LOOP.

(continued)
, {m} -
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES

BACKGROUND The moisture eliminator consists of a mechanical demister
(continued) which is designed to remove entrained moisture droplets from

the influent. An electric heater is provided to decrease
the effluent relative humidity.

HEPA filters are provided to adsorb the fission products
released to the annulus following any of the postulated
accidents. Failure of the filtratica unit to perform the
intended function will be detected by a unit vent radiation i

monitor, which monitors the activity level of the system I

e f fl uent. |

-

APPLICABLE The purpose of this system is to produce and maintain a
SAFETY ANALYSES negative pressure in the annulus. This mitigates the

consequences of airborne products of radiation that might
otherwise become an environmental hazard during and
following an accident.

The Annulus Ventilation System is designed and sized to meet
the following criteria:

a. Produce and maintain a negative pressure within the
total annulus space in order to preclude the

,

| unacceptable release of radioisotopes following an
accident,

b. Provide fission product removal capability by decay
and filtration,

c. Provide for the mixing of any in-leakage into the
annulus space.

d. The design annulus in-leakage rate through the reactor
shield wall and from the exterior atmosphere is [1000
SCFM at 0.25 in.] water differential pressure.

The system is designed to function during a seismic event;
; its location protects it from tornado / wind and missiles.

The system has no containment penetrations.;

|

The system is 100% redundant which precludes single system
failure.

(continued)
__-
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES

APPLICABLE The system has complete electrical separation between the
SAFETY ANALYSES two divisions. Each division is powered by its respective

(continued) Class lE Emergency Diesel Generator. The Annulus
Ventilation System is an Engineered Safety Feature System.

The AVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 Two independent and redundant divisions of the Annulus
Ventilation System active components must be OPERABLE to
ensure that at least one division will operate, assuming
that the other division is disabled by a single active
failure.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could lead to fission product
release to containment which leaks to the shield building.
The large break LOCA, on which this system's design is
based, is a full power event. Less severe LOCAs and leakage
still require the system to be OPERABLE throughout these
MODES. The probability and severity of a LOCA decreases as
core power and RCS pressure decrease. With the reactor
shutdown the probability of release of radioactivity
resulting from such an accident is low.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a DBA
are very low due to the pressure and temperature limitations
in these MODES. Under these conditions, the Annulus
Ventilation System is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A.1

With one division of the Annulus Ventilation System
inoperable, the inoperable division must be returned to
OPERABLE status within seven days. The seven day Completion
Time is based on the low probability of a LOCA during this
time period and the leaktightness of the containment and is
adequate to make most repairs.

(continued)
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

_ _

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued

if the inoperable W$ carrut be restored to OPERABLE status
within the require' Com;knion Time, the plant must be
placed in a MODE u ci # h the LCO does not apply. To -

achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Operating each AVS division, with the heaters operating,
ensures that all divisions are OPERABLE and that all
associated controls are functioning properly. It also
ensures that blockage, fan or motor failure, or excessive
vibration can be detected for corrective action. [ Operation
with the heaters on for > 10 continuous hours eliminates -

moisture in the filtration units. Experience from filter
testing at operating units indicates that the 10 hour period
is adequate for moisture elimination in the filtration
units.] The 31 day Frequency was developed considering the
known reliability of fan inotors and controls, the two
division redundancy available, and the iodine removal
capability of the Containment Spray System.

$R 3.6.9.2

This SR verifies that the required AVS filter testing is
performed in accordance with the [ Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP)]. Filter tests are in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). The VFTP includes testing
of HEPA filter performance, minimum system flow rate, and
the physical properties of the activated carbon (general use
and following specific operations). Specific test
frequencies and additional information are discussed in
detail in the VFTP.

I

(continued)
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES
:

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.9.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The automatic startup ensures that each AVS division
responds properly. The [18] month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at powcr. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the [18] month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint. Furthermore, the SR interval was developed
considering that the AVS equipment OPERABILITY is
demonstrated at a 31 day Frequency by SR 3.6.9.1.

.SR 3.6,9.4

The AVS division flow rate is verified s [18,000] cfm to
ensure that the flow rate through the filters is not

k '.excessive,
s

O The [18] month on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS Frequency is
consistent with the Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3) guidance.

,

p
.__ _ _-_. . I

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design, Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered
Safety Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants."

-
- -- - ;.-. -
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HMS Igniters
8 3.6.10

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.10 Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS) Igniters

BASES
'm&n

BACKGROUND The HMS igniters are installed to ensure that the hydrogen
concentration in the containment following a severe
accident, which is assumed to result in 100% oxidation of
the active zircaloy cladding, will not result in a
containment threatening hydrogen detonation within the
containment. The HMS igniters are required for advanced
large dry PWRs under the requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f).

10 CfR 50.34(f) requires that a hydrogen mitigation system
be available for advanced largo dry PWRs and that the system
be capable of accommodating the oxidation of 100% of active
zircaloy cladding and maintain the global concentration of
the containment to below 10 volume percent. Accumulation of
concentrations above the 10 volume percent level allows for
the remote possibility of a hydrogen detonation. The HMS
will control hydrogen concentrations and burning within the
containment and will therefore minimize the likelihood of a
detonation.

The HMS is based on the concept of controlled ignition of
hydrogen using thermal igniters. The igniters are not
safety grade but are seismically supported and are designed
to oe functional in a severe accident environment. The
devices are intended to be manually energized from the
control room following the determination of a sustained core
uncovery. The system consists of a total of 80 igniters
distributed in various regions in the containment where
hydrogen could either be released, flow or accumulate in
significant quantities.

The distribution of the igniters serves to ensure that a
buildup of hydrogen pockets will not develop. The igniters
are arranged in two independent trains such that each
critical or limiting containment region contains at least
two igniters. All igniters are powered from Class lE
emergency buses which receive power from the offsite power
source, an emergency diesel generator, or the combustion
turbine generator. In addition, the system is designed such
that all igniters can be powered by batteries. A minimum
set of 34 igniters would be powered off the batteries during

(continued)
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HMS Igniters
B 3.6.10

BASES
_ -

.-.

BACKGROUND a station blackout scenario. This is based on an
(continued) optimization of the number of igniters required for adequate

containment coverage and battery power limitations.

When an ioniter element is energized, the igniter heats up
to a surface temperatcre in excess of [1700*F). At this

.
temperature, it will ignits hydrogen in the vicinity of the
igniter, in a "non-inert" steam laden atmosphere and in the
presence of spray droplets.

-.

_._

APPLICABLE Analyses of the HMS have been performed with the MAAP4
SAFETY ANALYSES Computer Code. Results of these analyses indicate that

"operation of the HMS igniters will control the local
accumulation of hydrogen below detonable levels throughout
ihe containment. F

; $

These analyses also indicate that the HMS igniters would
control hydrogen burn pressures to below the containment
design pressure.

Based on the PRA, the potential for a severe accident isO about 100 times lower than that for plants with igniter
systems currently licensed under 10 CFR 50.44. Furthermore,
PRA sensitivity studies show that without the hydrogen
igniters, hydrogen burn induced containment failures can
result in 2% or less of the core damage sequences.
Consequently, the OPERABILITY of the hydrogen igniters is
not a dominant contributor to PRA predicted core damage
frequency.

As a result of the large containmant free volume of this
design, accumulation of hydrogen to detonable levels is
highly unlikely. Even under the most severe core damage
events, the hydrogen accumulation in the upper containment
is likely to be belcw the detonation threshold. To control
hydrogen accumulaticn in the Incontainment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST' freeboard space, four hydrogen igniters
are located in the tRWST. In addition, the IRWST is vented
to the containment atmosphere such that hydrogen
accumulation in the IRWST is minimized. Other regions of
potential concern to hydrogen accumulation include potential
hydrogen source locations above IRWST vents, and in the
vicinity of RCS piping. Hydrogen igniters are located in

(continued)
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HMS Igniters
B 3.6.10

BE
-_

APPLICABLE these regions to control the concentration to below the
SAFETY ANALYSES detonable level .

(continued)'

The Technical Specifications on hydrogen igniters satisfy
Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy Statement.

7

__

LCO An igniter is defined as OPERABLE when it has passed SR
a 3.6.10.1.

Operation with 62 igniters, as specified in Table 3.6.10-1,
will ensure sufficient coverage throughout the containment
so as to maintain the hydrogen concentration below the
detonable limit.

_

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the required number of HMS igniters ensure
the capability to prevent localized hydroger concentrations
above the flammability limit of 4.1 % in containment,
assuming a worst case single active failure.

In MODE 3 or 4, both the hydrogen production rate and the
total hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limited
time in these MODES, the probability of an accident
requiring the HMS is low. Therefore, the HMS is not
required in MODE 3 or 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCA
or main steam line break are low due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the HMS
is not required in these MODES.

ACTIONS A.1

With less than the 62 igniters identified in Table 3.6.10-1
OPERABLE, the HMS must be restored to an OPERABLE status
prior to startup after each refueling outage. For the HMS
igniters to be classified as OPERABLE, the minimum set of
igniters specified in Table 3.6.10-1 must pass the
requirements of SR 3.6.10.1. OPERABLE igniters are capable

(continued)
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HMS Igniters
B 3.6.10-

BASES-

'

A (continued)ACTIONS M
of being powered from Class IE power supplies including the
Class lE batteries.

Assurance tnat the minimum set of igniters identified in
Table 3.6.10-1 are OPERABLE provides a high level of
confidence that sufficient redundancy exists within the HMS l
to accomplish its intended function. j

|

SURVEILLANCE SR _3 6.10.1 |a

REQUIREMENTS j
A detailed functional test is performed every plant '

refueling outage to verify total system OPERABILITY. This :

requires that all igniters be visually inspected to ensure
they are clean and that the electrical circuitry can be
energized. All igniters are visually checked to verify that
they are energized and the surface temperature of each
ignitor is measured to be > [1700 F]. This temperature
response provides a demonstration that ignition can be
achieved in most environments.

Experience on operating plants with igniters has shown that
these components are very reliable and normally pass the SR
when performed at refueling. No forced plant shutdowns have
occurred as a result of failure of Surveillance tests
conducted during power operation. Therefore, Surveillance
testing at refueling outages is considered acceptable for
igniters which are intended only for low probability severe
accident mitigation.

It is intended that all 80 igniters be OPERABLE or be made
OPERABLE prior to restart after refueling. However, failure
of igniters during testing in containment regions other than
those identified in Table 3.6.10-1 does not adversely impact
containment coverage or the OPERABILITY of the system and
therefore should not be considered sufficient to delay or
otherwise limit return to power operation after a refueling
outage.

REFERENCES None.
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Containment Penetrations - RE00CED RCS INVENTORY Operations
B 3.6.11

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.11 Containment Penetrations - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY Operations

BASES
_ _ . .

BACKGROUND During REDUCED RCS INVENTORY operations, a release of
fission product radioactivity within containment will be
restricted from leakage to the environment when the LC0
requirements are met.

!

l
:

APPLICABLE Release of fission products to the environment from
SAFETY ANALYSIS containment is limited by 10 CFR 100. If the LCO

requirements are adhered to, then no release exceeding the
10 CFR 100 limits can occur (Ref.1).

REDUCED RCS INVENTORY operations satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 This LCO minimizes the release of radioactivity from
containment. The LC0 requires the equipment hatch be closed
and held in place by (four bolts], one door in each airlock
be closed, and each penetration providing direct access to
the outside environment to be closed with the exception of
the containment purge and exhaust isolation system.

APPLICABILITY The LCO is applicable during MODE 5 with REDUCED RCS
INVENTORY or MODE 6 with REDUCED RCS INVENTORY.

ACTIONS A.1

If one or more containment penetrations are not in the
required status, restoration must be accomplished within [6]
hours. This will ensure that the plant will be within the
assumptions of the safety analysis.

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations - REDUCE 0 RCS INVENTORY Operations
B 3,6.11

BASES
v

ACTIONS 161
(continued)

If Action A.1 has not been completed within the (6] hours,
then the RCS level must be restored to > [EL-ll7' 0"] within
[6] hours of Action A.1 not being met.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that each required containment building
penetration is in its required status every (12 hours].
This ensures that fission products will not escape
containment in a quantity greater than assumed in the safety
analysis.

SR 3.6.112

This SR verifies each containment purge and exhaust valve
actuates to its isolated position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal. The [18 month] Frequency maintains
consistency with similar ESFAS testing requirements and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Appendix 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation
Report.
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

( B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) mainly provide over-
pressure protection for the secondary system. In doing so,
the MSSVs also provide protection against overpressurizing ;

Ithe reactor coolant pressure boundary by providing a heat
sink for removal of energy from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) if the preferred heat sink, provided by the Condenser
and Circulating Water system,-is not available. j

Five Main Steam Safety Valves, (ten per steam generator) are
located on each Main Steam Line, outside Containment,
upstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves, as described in
CESSAR-DC Chapter 5 (Ref. 1). The MSSVs' rated capacity
passes the full steam flow at 102% RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP)(100 + 2% for instrument error) with the valves full
open. This meets the requirements of the ASME Code (Ref. 2)
as described in the Over-pressure Protection Report, CESSAR-
DC Appendix 5.A. The MSSV design includes staggered
setpoints, as shown in Table 3.7.1-2, so that only the

, number of valves needed will actuate. The maximum system
overpressure is calculated based on maximum allowable
tolerance on the MSSV setpoint. Staggered setpoints reduce
the potential for valve chattering because of insufficient
steam pressure to fully open all valves following a turbine-
reactor trip.

APPLICABLE The design basis for the MSSVs comes froni the ASME Code
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 2) and limits secondary system pressure to < 110% of

design pressure when passing 100% of design steam flow.
This design basis is more than sufficient to cope with any
Anticipated Operating Occurrence (A00) or accident.
considered in the Design Basis Accident and Transient
Analysis. For most analyzed events, RCS pressure remains
below the setpoint of the Pressurizer Safety Valves (PSVs),
or, at most, cause only a short opening of the PSVs.

The events that challenge the MSSVs' relieving capacity, and
thus RCS pressure, are those characterized as Decreased Heat,

Removal events, and are presented in Section 15.2 of the

(continued)

|
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES

APPLICABLE CESSAR-DC (Ref. 4). Of these, the full power loss of
SAFETY ANALYSES Condenser Vacuum (LOCV) event is the limiting A00. A LOCV

(continued) isolates the turbine and condenser, and terminates normal
feedwater flow to the steam generators. Before delivery of
Er.ergency Feedwater (EFW) to the steam generators, RCS
pressure reaches s [2,726] psia. This peak pressure is less
than 110% of the design pressure of 2,500 p';ia, but high
enough to actuate the PSVs. The maximum secondary pressure
during the LOCV event is [1273] psia, which is less than
110X of secondary design pressure of 1200 psia.

The limiting accident for peak RCS pressure is the full
power feedwater line break, inside Containment, with a loss
of offsite power. Water from the affected steam generator
is assumed to be lost through the break with minimal
additional heat transfer from the RCS.

With heat removal limited to the unaffected steam generator, i

the reduced heat transfer causes an increase in RCS I
temperature and the resulting RCS fluid expansion causes an |
increase in pressure. The RCS pressure increases to I

s [2,798] psia, with the PSVs providing relief capacity. |

The maximum secondary pressure during the feedwater line
break event is s [1273] psia, which is less than the rated
capacity of 110% of the design pressure of 1200 psia.

The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO requires all MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance with
the ASME Code.0peration with less than the full number of
MSSVs requires limitations on allowable THERMAL POWER (to
meet ASME Code requirements) and adjustment to the Reactor
Protective System Trip Setpoints. These limitations are
addressed in Table 3.7.1-1 and Required Actions A.1 and A.2.
An MSSV is considered inoperable if it fails to open upon
demand.

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to
open within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator
over-pressure and to re-seat when pressure has been reduced.
The OPERABILITY of the M3SVs is determined by periodic
surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.

(continued)
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MSSVs |
!8 3.7.1

_ /-

i _

BASES !s .

LC0 The lift settings specified in Table 3.7.1-2 correspond to
(continued) ambient conditions of the valve at nominal operating

temperature and pressure.

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
their designed safety function to mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in a challenge to the reactor
coolant pressure boundary.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the accident analysis assumes all MSSVs OPERABLE
at RTP i 2% uncertainty which is limiting and bounds all
lower MODES. In MODES 2 and 3 the accident analysis
requires MSSVs per Table 3.7.1-1.

In MODES 4 and 5 there is no credible transient requiring
the MSSVs.

In MODE 6, the steam generators are not used for heat
removal and cannot be overpressurized.

'\
ACTIONS The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that

separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
|

A.l. and A,2

An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to
OPERABLE status is to reduce power so that the available
MSSV relieving capacity meets ASME Code requirements for_the
power level. Operation may continue provided the allowable

i THERMAL POWER is equal to the product of: 1) the ratio of'

the number of MSSVs available per_ steam generator to the
_

total number of MSSVs per steam generator; and 2) the ratio
of the available relieving capacity to the total steam flow
multiplied by _100%.

10 - N
[ Allowable THERMAL POWER = ( ) x 105.6]}0

L

(continued)

! %
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B 3.7.1

'

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

The ceiling on the variable overpower trip is also reduced
to an amount over the allowable THERMAL POWER equal to the
band given for this trip in Table 3.7.1-1.

SP = Allowable THERMAL POWER + 9.8

Reduced reactor trip setpoint in percentwhere: SP =

RTP. This is a ratio of the available
relieving capacity over the total steam
flow at rated power.

Total number of MSSVs per steam10 =

generator.

Number of inoperable MSSVs on the steamN =

generator with the greatest number of
inoperable valves.

105.6 = Ratio of MSSV relieving capacity at
110% steam generator design pressure to
calculated steam flow rate at 100% RTP +
2% instrument uncertainty expressed as a
percentage (see text above).

Band between the maximum THERMAL POWER9.8 =

and the variable overpower trip setpoint
ceiling (Table 3.7.1-1) .

The operator should limit the maximum steady state power
level to some value slightly below this setpoint to avoid an
inadvertent overpower trip.

The 12 hour Completion Time for Required Action A.2 is
consistent with A.l. An additional 8 hours is allowed to
reduce the setpoints in recognition of the difficulty of
resetting all channels of this trip function within a period
of 8 hours. The Completion Time of 12 hours for Required
Action A.2 is based on operating experience in resetting all
channels of a protective function and on the low probability
of the occurrence of a transient that could result in steam
generator overpressure.

(continued)
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MSSVs-
B 3.7.1-

OQ - BASES.

ACTIONS H.1 and B.2
(continued)-

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement i

does not apply if the GSVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status in the associated Completion Time. This is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in
MODE 4 in [12 hours]. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODES from full power operation without challenging
plant systems.

)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs. The ASME
Code Section XI (Ref. 5) requires that safety and relief
valve tests be performed as required by ASME/ ANSI OM-1-1987
(Ref. 3). According to Reference 3, the following tests are
required for MSSVs:

a. Visual examination,
h b. Seat tightness determination,

c. Set pressure determination (lift setting),
d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria, and
e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on

balanced valves.

The ANSI /ASME standard requires testing all valves every
five years, with a minimum of 20% of the valves tested every
24 months. Surveillance requirements are specified in the
Inservice Testing Program which encompasses Section XI-of
the ASME Code. ASME Code provides the activities and
frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements.

SR 3.7.1.1 is modified by a Note that allows entry into-and
operation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This is to
allow testing of_MSSVs_at hot conditions. The MSSVs may be-
either bench tested, or tested in-situ at hot conditions
using an assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the

! MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the lift setting
pressure shall be corrected to ambient conditions of the
valve at operating temperature and pressure.

|

(continued)
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B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 5.

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111,
Article NC-7000, " Overpressure Protection" Class 2
Components.

3. ANSI /ASME OM-1-1987, " Requirements for Inservice
Performance Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Pressure
Relief Devices."

4. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15.

5. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Article IWV-3500, " Inservice Tests - Category C
Valves."

O

O
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MSIVs 4

B 3.7.2

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
.

B 3.7.2 Main ' Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) |
!

BASES

BACKGROUND The Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) isolate steam flow
from the secondary side of the steam generators following a
high energy line break. MSIV closure terminates flow from
the unaffected (intact) steam generator.

One MSIV is located in each Main Steam line outside, but
close to, containment. The MSIVs are downstream from the
MSSVs, ADVs and Emergency Feedwater Pump turbine's steam
supplies to prevent their being isolated from the steam-
generators by MSIV closure. The MSIVs have bypass valves
that allow the warming of the downstream main steam piping.
Closing the MSIVs isolates each steam generator from the
other, and isolates the turbine, steam bypass system, and
other auxiliary steam supplies from the steam generators,

The MSIVs and MSIV Bypass Valves close on a Main Steam
Isolation Signal (MSIS) generated by either low steam
generator pressure, high containment pressure, or high steam
generator water level. The MSIVs and bypass valves fail
close on loss of control or activation power. The MSIS-also
actuates the Main Feedwater Isolation Valves to close. The
MSIVs and bypass valves may also be closed manually.

A description of the MSIVs and bypass valves is found in
Chapter 10 of the CESSAR-DC (Ref.1).

APPLICABLE The design basis of- the MSIVs is established by the
SAFETY ANALYSES containment analysis for the large steam -line break inside

containment (Ref. 2). It is also influenced by the accident
analysis of the steam line break events presented in Chapter
15 of the CESSAR-DC (Ref. 3). The design precludes the
blowdown of more than one steam generator, assuming a single-
active component failure, i.e., the failure of on~e MSIV to
close on demand.

The limiting case for the containment analysis is the hot
zero power steam line break inside containment with a loss
of offsite power following turbine trip and failure of one

(continued)

s
,
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B 3.7.2

BASES

APPLICABLE containment spray division. At zero power the steam
SAFETY ANALYSES generator inventory and temperature are at their maximum,

(continued) maximizing the analyzed mass and energy release to the
containment. Failure of the MSIV to close contributes the
additional mass and energy in the steam headers downstream
of the other MSIV to the total releases via backflow. With
the most reactive rod cluster control assembly assumed stuck
in the fully withdrawn position, there is an increased
possibility that the core will become critical and return to
power. The core is ultimately shut down by the borated
water injection delivered by the Emergency Core Cooling
System. Other failures considered are the failure of a Main
Feedwater Isolation Valve to close, and failure of an
emergency diesel generator to start.

The accident analysis compares several different steam line
break events against different acceptance criteria. The
large steam line break outside containment upstream of the
MSIV is limiting for offsite dose, although a break in this
short section of main steam header has a very low
probability. The large steam line break inside containment
at hot full power is the limiting case for a post-trip
return to power. The analysis includes scenarios with
offsite power available and with a loss of offsite power
following turbine trip.

With offsite power available, the reactor coolant pumps
continue to circulate coolant through the steam generators,
maximizing the RCS cooldown. With a loss of offsite power,
the response of mitigating systems, such as the Safety
Injection (SI) pumps is delayed. Significant single
failures considered include: failure of an MSIV to close,
failure of an emergency diesel generator, and failure of a
SI pump.

The MSIVs serve only a safety function and remain open
during power operation. These valves operate under the
following situations:

a. High energy line break inside containment. For this
scenario, steam is discharged into containment from
both steam generators. Mass and energy release from a
break results in pressure and temperature increases in

; containment. Closure of the MSIVs isolates the break
' and limits the blowdown to a single steam generator.
!

(continued)
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B 3.7.2

BASES

APPLICABLE b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
1

SAFETY ANALYSES MSIVs is not a containment pressurization concern. |
(continued) The uncontrolled blowdown of more than one steam i

generator must be prevented to limit the potential for |

uncontrolled RCS cooldown and positive reactivity ;

addition. Closure of the MSIVs isolates the break and
limits the blowdown to a single steam generator.

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs will be isolated by
the closure of the MSIVs. Events such as increased
steam flow through the turbine or the steam bypass
valves will also terminate on closing the MSIVs.

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of
the MSIVs isolates the affected steam generator from
the intact steam generator. In addition to minimizing
radiological releases, this enables the operator to
establish a pressure difference between the ruptured
and intact steam generators, a necessary step-toward
terminating the flow through the rupture.

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such
as a feedwater line break. These events are less

y limiting so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned.

The MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LC0 requires that the MSIV and associated bypass valve
in each of the steam lines be OPERABLE. The MSIVs are
considered OPERABLE when their isolation times are within
limits, and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

This LC0 provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform4

' their design safety function to mitigate the consequences of
accidents which could result in offsite exposures comparable-

| to the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5)-limits.
-

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODES I, 2, 3, and 4, except
when all-MSIVs are closed and [ deactivated]. These MODES,

| are when there is significant mass and energy in the RCS and
|

|
L (continueo
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BASES

APPLICABILITY steam generators. When the MSIVs are closed and
(continued) [ deactivated), they are already performing their safety

function.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators do not contain much
energy because their temperature is below the boiling point
of water. Therefore, the MSIVs are not required for
isolation of potential high energy secondary system pipe
breaks in these MODES.

ACTIONS A.1

With one MSIV or bypass valve inoperable in MODE 1, time is
allowed to restore the component to OPERABLE status. Some
repairs can be made to the MSIV with the plant bot. The [8]
hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the
probability of an accident occurring during the time period
which would require closure of the MSIVs.

The [8] hour Completion Time is greater than that normally
allowed for containment isolation valves because the MSIVs
are valves that isolate a closed system penetrating
containment. These valves differ from other containment
isolation valves in that the closed system provides
additional support for the contair, ment isolation function.

B.1

If the MSIV or bypass valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within [8] hours, the MSIV must be closed within the
next six hours. Six hours is a reasonable time to complete
the Actions required to close the MSIV, which includes
performing a controlled plant shutdown to MODE 2. The
Completion Time is based on plant operating experience
related to the time required to reach MODE 2 with the MSIVs
closed without challenging plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separate
Condition entry is allowed for each MSIV or bypass valve.

| (continued)
1 O
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8 3.7.2

BASES

'

|

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

Since the MSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 2', 3, I

and 4, the. inoperable MSIVs may be either restored to
OPERABLE status or closed. When closed, the MSIVs are in
the position required by the assumptions in the safety
analysis.

The [8] hour Completion Time is consistent with that allowed
in Condition A.

Inoperable MSIVs or bypass valves that cannot be. restored to
OPERABLE status within the specified Completion Time, but
are closed, must be verified on a periodic basis to be
closed. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions-in

-

the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time
is reasonable, based on engineering judgment, MSIV status
indications available in the control room,-and other
administrative controls, to ensure these valves are in the
closed position.

D.l. D.2. and 0.3

If the MSIVs or bypass valves cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, or closed, within the associated Completion Time,
the unit must be placed in a MODE.in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, _in MODE 4 within -[12] hours
and MODE 5 in [24] hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from MODE-2 conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

| SURVEILLANCE SR- 3.7.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the closure time of each MSIV is s
[5.0] seconds on an actual- or simulated actuation signal.,

' The MSIV closure time is assumed in the accident and
containment analyses. This SR is normally performed upon-
returning the unit to operation following a refueling _

,

outage. The SR is modified by a Note stating the MSIVs!

should not be tested in MODES 1 and 2 since even a part

(continued)
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B 3.7.2

i

BASES

SURVElLLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve closure with
the unit generating power. As the MSIVs are not tested at
power, they are exempt from the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref.
4), requirements durir.g operation in MODES 1 and 2.

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the
(Inservice Testing Program or (18] months). This [18] month
Frequency demonstrates the valve closure time at least once
per refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the SR when performed at the -

(18] rnonth Frequency. Therefore, the frequency is
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This test should be conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at
operating temperature and pressure, as discussed in the
Reference 4 exercising requirements. This SR is modified by
a Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 and 4
prior to performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing
until MODE 3, in order to establish conditions consistent
with those under which the acceptance criterion was
generated.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 10.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15,

4. American Society for Mechanical Engineers. Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Inservice
Inspection. Article IWV-3400 " Inservice Tests -
Category A and B Valves."

5. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

O
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MFIVs !

B 3.7.3

I B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs) isolate main
feedwater flow to the secondary side of the steam generators
following a high energy line break. Closure of the MFIVs
terminates flow to both steam generators, terminating the
event for feedwater line breaks occurring upstream of the
MFIVs. The consequences of events occurring in the main
steam lines or in the main feedwater lines downstream of the
MFIVs will be mitigated by their closure. Closure of the
MFIVs effectively terminates the addition of feedwater to an
affected steam generator, limiting the mass and energy
release to containment for inside containment steam or
feedwater line breaks, and reducing the cooldown effects for
steam line breaks.

The MFIVs isolate the non-safety related portions from the
safety related portion of the system. In the event of a
secondary side pipe rupture inside containment, the valves

p limit the quantity of high energy fluid that enters
| y containment through the break and provides a pressure

boundary for the controlled addition of Emergency Feedwater
(EFW) to the intact steam generator.

Two MFIVs are located in series on each main feedwater
downcomer line and each main feedwater economizer line (4
per steam generator), outside, but close to containment.
The valves in series offer redundant isolation of main
feedwater to each steam generator. The MFIVs are located
upstream of the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) injection point so
that EFW may be supplied to an unaffected steam generator
following MFIV closure. The large length of piping from the
MFIVs to the steam generators must be accounted for in
calculating mass and energy releases, and must be refilled
prior to EFW reaching the steam generator following either a
steam-or feedwater line break.

The MFIVs close on receipt of a Main Steam Isolation Signal .

(MSIS) generated by either low steam generator pressure, --

L high containment pressure or high steam generator water -

' level. The MSIS also actuates the main steam isolation
valves to close. The MFIVs may also be actuated manually.

,

(continued)
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MFIVs
B 3.7.3

BASES

BACKGROUND The MFIVs and a check valve inside containment is available
(continued) to isolate the feedwater line penetrating containment, and

to ensure the consequences of events do not exceed the
capacity of the containment heat removal systems.

A description of the MFIVs is found in Chapter 10 of the
CESSAR-DC (Ref. 1). '

|

APPLICABLE The design basis of the MFIVs is established by the analysis |
SAFETY ANALYSES for the large steam line break (SLB). It is also influenced j

by the accident analysis for the large feedwater line break |

(FWLB). Closure of the MFIVs may also be relied on to |terminate an excess feed event upon the generation of a MSIS
on high steam generator level.

Failure of a MFIV to close following an SLB, FWLB, or excess !

feedwater flow event can result in additional mass and
energy to the steam generators contributing to cooldown.
This failure also results in additional mass and energy
releases following an SLB or FWLB event.

The MFIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 This LC0 ensures that the MFIVs will isolate feedwater flow
to the steam generators. Following a feedwater or main
stream line break, these valves will also isolate the
nonsafety related portions from the safety related portions
of the system. This LC0 requires that two MFIVs in each
feedwater line be OPERABLE. The MFIVs are considered
OPERABLE when their isolation times are within limits, and
are closed on an isolation actuation signal.

Failure to meet the LC0 requirements can result in
additional mass and energy being released to containment
following a steam or feed line break inside containment. If

MSIS on high steam generator level is relied on to terminate
an excess feedwater flow event, failure to meet the LC0 may
result in the introduction of water into the main steam
lines.

,

.

(continued)
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MFIVs
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The MFIVs must be OPERABLE whenever there is significant
mass and energy in the Reactor Coolant System and steam
generators. This ensures that, in the event of an High
Energy Line Break (HELB), a single failure cannot result in
the blowdown of more than one steam generator.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the MFIVs are required to be OPERABLE,
except when they are closed and [ deactivated] or [ isolated
by a closed manual valve], in order to limit the amount of
available fluid that could be added to containment in the
case of a secondary system pipe break inside containment.
When the valves are closed and deactivated or isolated by a
closed manual valve, they are already performing their
safety function.

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, steam generator energy is low.
Therefore, the MFIVs are normally closed since main
feedwater is not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one MFIV inoperable, action must be taken to close or
isolate the valve. When these valves are closed or
isolated, they are performing their required safety function
(e.g., to isolate the line).

The [72] hour Completion Time takes into account the
redundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves, and
the low probability of an event occurring during this time
period that would require isolation of the feedwater flow
paths.

B.1 and B.2

With both the MFIVs in the same flow path inoperable the y

Required Action is to restore at least one valve in the
affected flow paths to OPERABLE status or to close or
isolate at least one valve.

The MFIVs isolate a closed system that penetrates
containment. These valves differ from other containment
isolation valves in that the closed system provides

(continued)
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NFIVs
B 3.7.3

- _ . _ . _ _ . s. ._ -

ACTIONS i n wd B,Z (continued)

additional support for the containment isolation function,
The [8 hour] Completion Time to isolate the affected flow
path is reasonable. This is acceptable due to the low
probability of the events requiring the MFIVs and the |

availability of backups by non-safety grado features to |

terminate main feedwater flow. |

Inoperable MFIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status j
within the Completion Time, but are closed or isolated, must
be verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or
isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions
in the safety analysis remain valid. 1he (7 day] Completion
Time is reasonable, based on engineering judgment, in view
of valve status indications available in the control room,
and other administrative controls to ensure that these
valves are closed or isolated.

LLanLL2
The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply, if the MFIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status,
closed or isolated, in the associated Completion Time. This
is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours
and in MODE 4 in {l2] hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODES from full power operation without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SB 3.7,3,1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures the verification of each MFIV is 5: [5]
seconds on an actual or simulated signal.

The MFIV closure time is assumed in the accident arJ
containment analyses. This SR is normally pertormed 3.o,i
returning the plant to operation following a refueling
outage.

As the MFIVs cannot be tested at power, of a valve closure
with the plant generating power, they are exempt from the

(continued)
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MFIVs
B 3.7.3

BASES
-

i

I

SURVEltLANCE SR 3.7.3.,,1 (continued) |

REQUIREMENTS .i

ASME Section XI (Ref. 2) requirements during operation in
MODES I and 2. i

This SR ensures that the MFIVs are fully tested at least'

once per refueling cycle. The Frequency is in accordance
with the { Inservice Testing Program or 18 months.] The
Frequency of (18) months is based on the refueling cycle and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating

'

experience.

_ _ .

+

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 10.

2. American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, inservice .>

Inspection, Article IWV-3400 " Inservice Tests -
Category A and B Valves."
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B 3.7.4

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 Emergency feedwater (EFW) System

BASES
. -

BACKGROUND The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System provides an independent
safety related means of supplying feedwater in the steam
generators for removal of decay heat and prevention of
reactor core uncovery during emergency phases of plant
operation. The EFW system is a dedicated safety system
which has no operating functions for normal plant operation.
It does this by supplying water from the Emergency feedwater
Storage lanks (EFWSTs), covered by LC0 3.7.5 " Emergency
Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST)", to the steam generator
secondary side via a connection to the main feedwater piping
inside contaioment. Steam is released to the atmosphere
from the steam generators via the main steem safety valves
or atmospheric dump valves.

Automatic EFW System actuation on low steam generator level
is accomplished by the Emergency feedwater Actuation Signal
(EFAS) of the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS), or the Alternate feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS)
of the Alternate Protection System (APS). The EFAS will
actuate feedwater to either or both steam generators with
low levels, and will terminate EFW to a steam generator
having a high steam generator level.

The EFW System is configured into two separate mechanical
divisions. Each division is aligned to feed its respective
steam generator. Each division consists of one Emergency
feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), one 100% capacity motor-
driven pump subdivision, one 100X capacity steam-driven pump
subdivision, valves, one cavitating venturi, and specified
instrumentation. Each pump subdivision takes suction from
its respective EFWST and has its respective discharge
header. Each subdivision discharge header contains a pump
discharge check valve, flow regulating valve, steam
generator isolation valve and steam generator isolation
check valve. The motor-driven subdivision and steam-driven
subdivision are joined together inside containment to feed
their respective steam generator through a common EFW header
which connects to the steam generator downcomer feedwater
line. Each common EFW header contains a cavitating venturi !
to restrict the maximum EFW flow rate to each steam

(continued)
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EFW
B 3.7.4

BASES

BACKGROUND generator. The cavitating venturi restricts the magnitude
(continued) of the two pump flow as well as the magnitude of individual

pump runout flow to the steam generator.

A cross-connettien is provided between each EFWST so that
either tank can supply either division of EFW. Pump
discharge crossover piping is provided to enhance system'

versatility during long-term emergency modes, such that a
single pump can feed both steam generators. Two normally
locked closed, local manually operated isolation valves are,

,

provided for subdivision separation. '

One hundred percent capacity is sufficient to remove decay
heat and cool the plant to shutdown cooling entry conditions
at the design cooldown rate, [100*F/hr]. Fifty percent
capacity is sufficient to remove decay heat but is
insufficient to maintain the design cooldown rate. The
diverse motive power of the two divisions meets the i

diversity requirement of BTP ASB 10-1 (Ref. 6). ;

The EFW System is one of the systems required to meet GDC 34-

and GDC 44 regarding the capability to remove decay heat and

O transfer it to an ultimate heat sink, in this case the
atmosphere.

An OPERABLE EFW System is required if the steam generators
are to be considered OPERABLE.

The EFW System is discussed in Chapter 10 of the CESSAR-DC,

'

(Ref. 1).

_ _ .

APPLICABLE The EFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with
SAFETY ANALYSES a loss of normal feedwater. The EFW System provides at

least the minimum required flow to the steam generators.to
meet the design basis heat removal requirements. Following
the event, the EFW System maintains' adequate feedwater
inventory in the -steam generator (s) for heat removal and-is

- upable of maintaining hot standby-and facilitating a plant *

cooldown from hot standby to shutdown cooling system
- initiation.

|

, <

(continued)~
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BASES

APPLICABLE The EFW System design must be such that it can perform its
SAFETY ANALYSES function following a feedwater line break between the MFIV 1

(continued) and containment, combined with a loss of offsite power l
following turbine trip, and a single active failure of the

;

steam-turbine driven EfW pump. In such a case, one steam '

generator is lost for heat removal but the other steam
generator still can provide the required heat removal
capability.

The EFW System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 The LCO ensures the availability of at least one steam
generator to remove residual heat for all events
accompanied by a loss of offsite power and single
failure. This is accomplished by two redundant and diverse
emergency feedwater pumps for each steam generator.

The LC0 is modified by a Note indicating that only one EFW
division, which includes a motor-driven pump, is required to
be OPERABLE in MODE 4. This is because of reduced heat
removal requirements, the short period of time in MODE 4
during which EFW is required, and the insufficient steam
supply available in MODE 4 to power the steam-turbine-driven
EFW pump.

APPLICABILITY Because the EFW System is the safety grade means of removing
core heat, it must be OPERABLE whenever the steam generators
are required for RCS heat removal in MODES 1 through 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not normally used
for decay heat removal and the EFW System is not required.

ACTIONS A.]

If one EFW pump is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore the pump to OPERABLE status within 7 days, The 7
day Completion Time is considered reasonable and is based on
there being adequate redundancy within each division of the
EFW system and within the system itself.

(continued)
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B 3.7.4

!

i BASES

ACTIONS IL1
(continued)

If one EFW division is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore that division to OPERABLE status. The 72 hour !

Completion Time is similar to that for ECCS systems for
which it has been shown to be a suitable limit on risk.

C.1 and C.2

If one EFW pump in each division is inoperable, action must
be taken to restore an EFW pump to OPERABLE status within 72
hours. Subsequent action must be taken as specified in
Required Action A.1, within 7 days.

D.1 and 0.2

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be !
commenced. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on :
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions without challenging plant systems.

Further action is required to bring the plant to MODE 4
within (18] hours.

L1

Required Action E.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
,

all required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended-
until one EFW division is restored to OPERABLE status. >

With required EFW division inoperable _in MODE 4, action must
be taken to immediately restore the inoperable train to
OPERABLE status. LC0 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could
force the unit into a less safe condition.

In MODE 4, either the. reactor coolant pumps or the SCS
-

divisions can be used to provide forced circulation as
discussed in LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4."

j ( (continued)
|-
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B 3.7.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the EFW flow path provides assurance
that the proper flow paths exist for EFW operation. This SR
does not apply to valves which are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, since they were verified to
be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR also does not apply to valves which
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgement
considering the importance of these valves and the low
probability of their misalignment.

SR 3.7.4.2

This SR demonstrates that the EFW pumps develop sufficient
discharge pressure to deliver the required flow at the full
open pressure of the MSSVs. Because it is undesirable to
introduce cold EFW into the steam generators while they are
operating, this testing is performed on recirculation flow.
Periodically comparing the reference differential pressure
developed on recirculation flow detects trends that might be
indicative of incipient failures. The ASME Section XI (Ref.
3) inservice testing (only required at three month
intervals) satisfies this requirement when performed per the
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program. A [31] day
frequency on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS results in testing each
pump once per three months as required by the ASME code.

SR 3.7.4.2 is modified by a Note to allow an exception. For
purposes of testing the tarbine driven EFW pumps, the test
is not required until reatning [800] psig in the steam
generators for [24] hours.

SR 3,7.4.3

This SR ensures that EFW can be delivered to the appropriate
steam generator in the evert of any accident or transient
that generates an EFAS by demonstrating that each automatic
valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on
an actual or simulated actuation signal. Although the
actuation logic is tested as part of the ESFAS functional

(continued)
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B 3.7.4

BASES
-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.3 (continued) i

REQUIREMENTS
test every 92 days, the subgroup relays that actuate the
system cannot be tested during normal plant operation. The
Frequency of [18] months is based on the refueling cycle and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

|
lSR 3.7.4.4 '

I
This SR ensures that the EFW pumps will start in the event ,

of any accident or transient that generates an EFAS by !

demonstrating that each EFW pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal. Although the
actuation logic is tested as part of the ESFAS functional

.

'test every 92 days, the subgroup relays that actuate the
system cannot be tested during normal plant operation. The
Frequency of (18] months is based on the refueling cycle,
and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience. :

O SR 3.7.4.4 is modified by a Note to suspend the provisions
of SR 3.0.4 for entry into MODE 3 for purposes of testing
the turbine driven EFW pumps due to insufficient amount of
steam in MODES 4, 5, and 6 to perform a valid test.

SR 3.7.4.5

This SR ensures that the EFW System is properly aligned by .

demonstrating the flow path to each steam generator prior to
entering MODE 2 operation, after > 30 days in MODE 5 or 6.
OPERABILITY of EFW flow paths must be demonstrated before
sufficient core heat is generated requiring operation of the
EFW System during a subsequent shutdown. The Frequency is
based on the probability of improper valve lineups occurring
during an extended outage. This SR ensures that the flow
path from the EFWST to the steam generators is properly
aligned by requiring a verification of flow.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 10.

2. NRC Generic letter 88-03, " Resolution of Generic
Safety issue 93, " Steam Binding of Auxiliary feedwater
Pumps", February 17, 1988.

3. American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and i

Pressure Vessel Code Section XI, inservice |
Inspection, Article IWV-3400 " Inservice Tests - |
Category A and B Valves." |

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 34 - Residual Heat Removal.

5. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan", (SRP) Section
10.4.9, Rev. 2, " Auxiliary Feedwater System (PWR)."

6. Branch Technical Position ASB 10-1, " Design Guidelines
for Auxiliary feedwater System Pump Drive and Power
Supply Diversity for Pressurized Water Reactor

,

Plants." '

O
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B 3.7.5

t

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.5 Emergency feedwater Storage Tank (EfWST)

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The Emergency Feedwater Storage Tanks (EFWSTs) provide a
safety grade source of water for removing decay and sensible
heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) during emergency
phases of the plant. The EFWST provides a passive flow of
water by gravity to the emergency feedwater (EFW) pumps.
The EFW pumps supply this water to the steam generators to
remove heat from the RCS. The steam produced is released to
the atmosphere by the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) or
the atmospheric dump valves (ADVs).

When the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) are open, the
preferred means of heat removal is to discharge steam to the
condenser by the non-safety grade path of the turbine bypass
valves. This has the advantage of conserving condensate
while minimizing releases to the environs.

There are two EFWSTs, each tank provides suction head for
one motor-driven and one steam-driven EFW pump.

A normal locked closed, local manually operated isolation
valve is provided for each EFWST to provide separation. A
line connected to a non-safety source of condensate is also
provided with local manual isolation so that it can be
manually aligned for gravity feed to either of the EFWSTs,
should the EFWSTs reach low level before Shutdown Cooling
System entry conditions are reached.

Each tank contains 100% of the total required water supply.

A description of the EFWST is found in CESSAR-DC Chapter 10
(Ref. 1) . Because the EFWST is a principal component in
removing residual heat from the RCS, it is designed to

j withstand earthquakes and other natural phenomena, as well
|

as missiles which might be generated by natural phenomena.

| The water volume of each EFWST ;> (350,000] gallons is
| determined by the quantity required to achieve safe cold

shutdown considering:

'

(continued)o
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I BASES
_

BACKGROUND a. A main feedline break without isolation of EFW flow to
(continued) the affected steam generator for 30 minutes.

b. Refill of the intact steam generator.

c. Eight hours of operation at hot standby conditions,

d. Subsequent cooldown of RCS within six hours to
conditions which permit operation of the Shutdown
Cooling System,

e. Continuous operation of one reactor coolant pump. - - -

At the end of this cooldown, the EFWST level must be
sufficient to ensure adequate NPSH for the operating EFW
pumps.

The EFWST is one of the systems required to meet GDC 34 and
GDC 44 regarding the capability to remove decay heat and
transfer it to an Ultimate Heat Sink.

APPLICABLE The EFWST provides co" y water to remove decay heat and
SAFETY ANALYSES cooldown the plant following all events in the accident

analysis, CESSAR-DC Chapters 6 and 15. For anticipated
operating occurrences and accidents which do not affect the
operability of the steam generators, the analysis assumption
is generally 30 minutes at MODE 3, steaming through the
MSSVs, followed by a cooldown to Shutdown Cooling entry
conditions at the design cooldown rate.

The CESSAR-DC Chapters 6 and 15 accident analysis does not
form the basis for the EFWST volume as the events analyzed
require less condensate than the design basis. The limiting
event for the condensate volume is the large feedwater line
break with a loss of offsite power. Single failures that
also affect this event include; 1) the failure of the diesel
generator powering the motor driven EFW pump to the
unaffected steam generator (requiring additional steam to
drive the remaining EFW pump's turbine); and 2) the failure
of the steam driven EFW pump. These are not usually the
limiting failures in terms of consequences for these events.

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE The EFWST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement i

SAFETY ANALYSES because it is in the primary success path for all events in
(continued) which the steam generators are available for heat removal

from the RCS. S.

LC0 To satisfy accident analysis assumptions,-the EFWST must
contain sufficient cooling water to remove decay heat for D
minutes following a reactor trip from 102% RATED THERMAL- i

POWER and then cooldown the RCS to Shutdown Cooling entry
conditions, assuming a loss of offsite power and the most
adverse single failure. In doing this it must retain
sufficient water to ensure adequate NPSH for the EFW pumps i

during the cooldown, as well as to account for any 1_osses
from the steam driven EFW pump's turbine, or before
isolating EFW- to a broken line.

The specified usable volume of > (350,000] gallons is based
on holding the plant in MODE 3 for eight hours followed by~a
cooldown to Shutdown Cooling entry conditions at
[100*F/ hour]. This bases is established by BTP RSB 5-1

O (Ref. 2) and exceeds the volume required by the accident
analysis.

.

'

APPLICABILITY The required condensate volume must be availabic whenever
the steam generators provide the heat sink for the RCS.
Once a cooldown commences, the condensate volume may be
reduced by using it for the cooldown. Proceeding with the
cooldown ensures that the plant can reach Shutdown Cooling
entry conditions on the available condensate inventory.

In MODES 5 and 6 the steam generators are not required for
cooldown, and-the inventory in the EFWST is not required.

1

ACTIONS A.1 and_A l
-_.

If the EFWST level is not within the limit, the OPERAP LITY
of the other EFWST must be verified by administrative i.;eans
within 4 hours.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

OPERABILITY of the other EFWST must include verification of
the OPERABILITY of flow paths from the tank to the EFW
pumps, and availability of the required volume of water.
The EFWST level must be returned to OPERABLE status within 7
days. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to verify the OPERABillTY of the other
EFWST. The 7 days Completion Time is reasonable, based on
an OPERABLE EFWST being available.

-_

B.1 and B.2

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the
Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be commenced.
Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions
without challenging plant systems.

Continuing the plant shutdown begun in Required Action B.1,
[18] hours is a ret.sonable time, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 4 from full power conditions
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

Checking the EFWST level 2 {350,000] gallons verifies that
the EFWST contains the required volume of cooling water.
Checking once per 12 hours is adequate because the operator
will be aware of plant evolutions which can affect the EFWST
inventory between checks.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAFc0C Chapter 10.

2. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, " Design
Requirements for the Residual Heat Removal System."
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.6

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Secondary Specific Activity |

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam
generator tube out-leakage from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). Under steady-state conditions, the activity is
primarily iodines with relatively short half-lives, and thus
is indicative of current conditions. During transients, I-
131 spikes have been observed as well as increased releases
of some noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as
well as activated corrosion products in lesser amounts, may
also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and
accidents.

The LC0 limit is lower than tne activity value which might
be expected from a 1.0 gpm tube leak, LC0 3.4.12, "RCS

O Operational Leakage", of primary coolant at the limit of 1.0
pC1/ gram, LC0 3.4.15. "RCS Specific Activity " The steam
line failure is assumed to result in the release of the
noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam
generator inventory, the feedwater, and reactor coolant
LEAKAGE. Most of the iodine isotopes have short half-lives,
(i.e., less than 20 hours). 1-131 with a half-life of
8.04 days concentrates faster than it decays, but does not
reach equilibrium because of blowdown and other losses.

With the specified activity limit, the resultant two-hour
thyroio dose to a person at the exclusion area boundary ;

would be about [.13 rem) should the MSSVs open for the two- '

.

'hours following a trip from full power. Operating the plant
at the allowable limits results in a 2-hour Exclusion Area ;

Boundary (EAB) exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR ;

100 (Ref.1) limits.

'

APPLICABLE- The accident analysis of-the NSLB failure (Ref. 2) assumes
SAFETY ANALYSES the initial secondary coolant specific activity to have a

radioactive isotope concentration of 0.1 Ci/gm DOSE

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE EQUIVALENT I-131. This assumption is used in the analysis
SAFETY ANALYSES for determining the radiological consequences of the

(continued) postulated accident. The accident analysis, based on this
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological
consequences of a MSLB do not exceed a small fraction of the
plant exclusion area boundary limits of 10 CFR 100 for whole
body and thyroid dose rates.

With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam
generator is available for core decay heat dissipation by
venting steam to the atmosphere through the main steam

;

safety valves (MSSVs) and steam generator atmospheric dump '

valves (ADVs). The Emergency feedwater System supplies the
necessary makeup to the steam generator, Venting continues
until the reactor coolant temperature and pressure has
decreased sufficiently for the Shutdown Cooling System to
complete the cooldown,

1

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this )accident, the activity released from the steam generator
connected to the failed steam line is assumed to be released
directly to the environment. The unaffected steam generator
is assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity
through the MSSVs and ADVs during the event,

Other accidents that cause the release of secondary steam to
the environment are the SGTR, RCP locked rotor, letdown line
break, feedwater line break, and control element assembly
ejection.

Secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity limit in the secondary coolant system of s [0,1)
Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is required to limit the

radiological consequences of a DBA to a small fraction of 10
CFR 100.

(continued)
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.6

BASES

LC0 Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
(continued) ensures that when secondary specific activity limits are

exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner
to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize
the radiological consequences of a DBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 the limits on secondary specific
activity apply due to the potential secondary steam releases
to atmosphere.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used
for heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are
depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.
Therefore, monitoring of secondary activity is not required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

DOSE EQUIVALENT l-131 exceeding the allowable value is an

O indication of a problem in the RCS, as well as contributing
to increased post-accident doses. The plant should be shut
down in an orderly manner to minimize the increased DOSE
EQUIVALENT l-131 in the RCS, potentially increasing the
secondary activity even further. An orderly shutdown also
minimizes potential releases to the environs. The plant must
be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not apply
if Secondary Activity cannot be restored to within limits in
the associated Completion Time. This is done by placing the
plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE S in 36
hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable based
on operating experience to reach the required MODES from
full power. operation without challenging plant systems.

*

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the Secondary Activity is within the
limits of the accident analysis. A Gamma Isotopic analysis- ,

of the secondary coolant, which determines DOSE EQUIVALENT t

1-131, confirms the validity of the accident analysis '

assumptions as to the source terms in post-accident

(continued) *
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

releases. It also serves to identify and trend any unusual
isotopic concentrations which might indicate changes in
reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The [31] day frequency
allows the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 to be monitored,
increasing trends to be detected, and appropriate action to
be taken to maintain levels below the LC0 limit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100, " Site Dose Criteria".

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15.

O
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8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The Component Cooling Vater System (CCWS) is a closed loop
cooling water system thich cools components and heat
exchangers connected to the CCWS. The CCWS is capable of
removing sufficient heat using various combinations of pumps
and heat exchangers to:

a. Lusure a safe reactor shut u n coincident with loss of
offsite power;

b. Perform a normal shutdown cooling of the reactor
within 24 hours;

c. Perform a safety grade shutdown cooling of the reactor
within 24 hours;

d. Perform post LOCA cooling;

e. Perform normal power operation cooling.

The CCWS consists of two separate, independent, redundant,
closed loop, safety related divisions. Either division of
the CCWS is capable of supporting 100% of the cooling
functions required for a safe reactor shutdown.

Each division of the CCWS includes two heat exchangers, a
surge tank, two component cooling water pumps, a chemical
addition tank, a component cooling water radiation monitor,
two sump pumps, a component cooling water heat exchanger
structure sump pump, piping, valves, controls. - and
instrumentation. No cross connections between the two
divisions exist. The CCWS provides cooling water to
essential and non-essential components.

The non-essential headers and the spent fuel pool cooling:

heat exchangers are isolated automatically on an SIAS. If

these headers fail to isolate, the idle component cooling
-

water pump in the respective loop will automatically start i

on a low pump differential pressure signal. This assures
that there is no flow degradation to the safety related

,

(continued)
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CCM
B 3.7.7

BASES

BACKGROUND

(continued) components. The non-essential headers and the RCP headers
isolate on a low-low surge tank level.

Makeup water to the CCWS is normally supplied by the
Demineralized Water System, The backup makeup water source
is from the Station Service Water System (SSWS).

The CCWS serves as an intermediate cooling water system
between the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the SSWS. A
radiation monitor is provided at the cutlet of the component
cooling water pumps to detect any radioactive leakage into
the CCWS.

Additional information on the design and operation of the
system, along with a list of components served, can be found
in CESSAR-DC Chapter 9 (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The CCWS, in conjunction with the Station Service Water
SAFETY ANALYSES System (SSWS) and the Ultimate Heat Sink (VHS), is capable

of removing sufficient heat from the essential heat
exchangers to ensure a safe reactor shutdown and cooling
following a postulated accident coincident with a loss of
offsite power.

The CCWS, in conjunction with the SSWS, is capable of
maintaining the outlet temperature of the component cooling
water heat exchanger within the limits of 65^ and 120*F
during a design basis accident with loss of offsite power.

A single failure of any component in the CCWS will not
impair the ability of the CCWS to meet its functional
requirements.

The CCWS, in conjunction with the SCS and SSWS, is designed
to cool the reactor coolant from 350*F to 140'F through the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers and the component cooling
water heat exchangers. The reactor can be cooled to 140*F
within 24 hours after reactor shutdown by first cooling the
reactor coolant to 350*F through the steam generators and
then cooling to 140'F by utilizing both divisions of SCS,
CCWS, and S$WS.

(continued)
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CCW
B 3.7.7

BASES

APPLICABLE The CCWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

LCO The CCWS divisions are completely independent of each other
to the degree that each has separate controls, power
supplies, and the operation of one does not depend on the
other. In the event of a DBA, one OPERABLE division of the

iCCWS is required to provide _the minimum heat removal !

capability assumed in the safety analysis for the systems to |
which-it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement ,

is met, two divisions of CCWS must be OPERABLE. At least
one division will operate assuming the worst single active
failure occurs coincident with the loss of off-site power.

A division is considered OPERABLE when:

a. it has an OPERABLE pump and associated surge tank, and

b. the associated piping, valves, heat exchanger and
instrumentation and controls required to performO safety related functions are OPERABLE.

U
The isolation of CCW to other components or systems may
render those components or systems inoperable, but does not
affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW System.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the CCW System is a normally
operating system, which must be available to perform its
post-accident safety functions, primarily RCS heat removal,
by cooling the Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchanger.

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW
System are determined by the system (s) its supports.

ACTIONS A.1

| Required Action A.1 is modified by two Notes indicating .the
requirement of entry into the applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4," for SCS

(continued)4
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CCW
B 3.7.7

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

made inoperable by CCW and LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources-
Operating," for DGs made inoperable by CCW. This is an
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are
taken for these components.

In MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4 with one CCW division inoperable,
action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72
hours. in this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE CCW
division is adequate to perform the heat removal function.
The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the redundant [capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE division and the low
probability of a DCA occurring during this period.

B.1 and B.2

If the CCW division cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be
placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

L1
Required Action C.1 is modified by a Note indicating the
requirement of entry into the applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of: LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops
Filled)", LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not
Filled)", LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown", LC0 3.9.4,
" Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation -
High Water Level", and LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling System
(SCS) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level". This is
an exception to LCO 3.0.6.

(continued)
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CCW
B 3.7.7

BASES

ACTIONS C1 (continued)

In MODES 5 or 6 with required CCW division (s) inoperable,-

actions must be taken to restore OPERABLE status
immediately. The immediate Completion Time reflects the
importance of maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct idignment for manual, power Operated,
and automatic valves in the CCW flow path provides assurance
that the proper flow paths. exist for CCW operation. This SR,

does not apply to valves which are locked, sealed, or
i otherwise secured in position, since they were verified to

be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR also does not apply to valves which
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
This Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in
their correct positions.

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation
of the CCW components or systems may render those components
inoperable but does not affect the OPERABII.ITY of the CCW
System.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.7.2

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCW
valves on an actus) or simulated actuation signal. The CCW
System is a normally operating system that cannot be fully
actuated as part of routine testing during normal operation.
The [18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
unit outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually

(continued)
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i:A$ls
|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) pass the Surveillance when performed at the [18) month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

SR 7.7.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operi:~ ion of the CCW pumps
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCW System
is a normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated -

as part of routine testing during normal operation. The
[18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the [18] month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 9.
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SSWS
B 3.7.8

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.8 Station Service Water System (SSWS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The Station Service Water System (SSWS) provides a heat sink
for the removal of process and operating heat from safety i

related components during a transient or DBA. During normal
operation or a normal shutdown, the SSWS also provides this

,

function for various safety related and non-safety related
components through the CCWS.

The SSWS consists of two separate, redundant, open loop,
safety related divisions. Each division cools one of two
divisions of the CCWS, which in turn cools 100% of the 4

!safety-related loads. The SSWS operates at a lower pressure
than the CCWS to prevent contamination of the CCWS with raw '

water.

Each division of the SSWS consists of two pumps, two
strainers, two sump pumps, and associated piping, valves,
controls and instrumentation. The station service water

O pumps circulate cooling water to the component cooling water
heat exchanger and back to the ultimate heat sink.
Provisions are made to ensure a continuous flow of cooling
water under normal and accident conditions.

Additional information about the design and operation of the
SSWS, along with a list of the components served, can be
found in CESSAR-DC Chapter 9 (Ref. 1).

The SSWS, in conjunction with the Component Cooling Water
APPLICABLE System (CCWS) and Ultimate Heat Sirak (VHS), is capable of
SAFETY ANALYSES removing sufficient heat to ensure a safe reactor shutdown

coincident with a-loss of offsite power.
i

The SSWS is capable of maintaining the CCWS supply
temperature of 120*F or less following the design basis
accident under the most adverse historical meteorological
conditions consistent with the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.27.

|

'

(continued)
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SSWS
B 3.7.8

BASES

APPLICABLE A single failure of any component in the SSWS will not
SAFETY ANALYSES impair the ability of the SSWS to meet its functional

(continued) requirements.

The SSWS, in conjunction with the CCWS and SCS, is designed
to cool the reactor coolant from 350*F to 140*F through the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers and the component cooling
water heat exchangers. The reactor coolant system can be
cooled to 140'F within 24 hours after reactor shutdown by
first cooling the reactor coolant to 350*F through the steam
generators and then cooling the reactor coolant to 140*F by
utilizing both divisions of the SCS, CCWS, and SSWS.

The SSWS, in conjunction with the CCWS, is designed to
provide a maximum component cooling water temperature of
105'F or less during normal operating MODES.

The SSWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

[C0 Two SSWS divisions provide the required redundancy to ensure
the system functions to remo"e post-accident heat loads,
assuming the worst single active failure occurs coincident
with the loss of off-site power.

An SSWS division is considered OPERABLE when:

1. An associated pump is OPERABLE; and

2. The associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and
strainer on the safety related flowpath are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the SSWS system is a normally
operating system, which is required to support the
OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the SSWS and
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SSWS
are determined by the system (s) it supports.

(continued)
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SSWS
B 3.7.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A_d

in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 with one SSWS division inoperable,
action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72
hours. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE SSWS
division is adequate to perform the heat removal function.
However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single
failure in the OPERABLE SSWS division could result in
reduced heat removal capability. Required Action A.1 is
modified by a Note. The Note indicates that the applicable
Conditions of LC0 3.7.7, " Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System" should be entered if the inoperable SSWS train
results in an inoperable CCW division. This is an exception
to LCO 3.0.6. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the
redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE division,
and the low probability of a DBA occuring during this time
period.

B.1 and B.2

The unit must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement
p does not apply if the SSWS division cannot be restored to

| Q OPERABLE status in the associated Completion Time. This is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in 6 hours and;

t in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the'

required MODES from full power operation without challenging
unit systems.

f.d

Required Action C.1 is modified by a Note indicating the
requirement of entry into the applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LC0 3.7.7 " Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System," for CCW made inoperable by SSWS.

In MODES 5 or 6 with required SSWS division (s) inoperable,
actions must be taken to restore OPERABLE status
immediately. The immediate Completion Time reflects the

importance of maintaining operaticn for decay heat removal.

| '

p/ (continued)
~

,
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and motor operated, valves in the SSWS flowpath provides
assurance that the proper flowpaths exist for SSWS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves which are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
they were verified to be in the correct position prior to
locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also does not apply
to valves which cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as
check valves.

Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the
correct position. This SR is modified by a Note indicating
that the isolation of the SSWS components or systems may
render those components inoperable but does not affect the
OPERABILITY of the SSWS.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.8.2

The SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SSWS pumps
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The SSWS is a
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as
part of the normal testing during normal operation. The ,

[18] month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the [18] month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a
reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 9.

__ _
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UHS

B 3.7.9

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (titlS)

BASES
~ . - . _.=

BACKGROUND The UHS provides a heat sink for process and operating heat
from safety related ccmponents during a Design Basis
Accident (DBA) or transient, as well as during normal
operation. This is done utilizing the Station Service Water
System (SSWS) and the Component Cooling Water (CCWS). System.

The VHS has been defined as that complex 'of water sources,
including necessary retaining structures (e.g., a pond with:
its dam, or a river with its dam), and the canals or '

conduits connecting the sources with, but not including, the :

cooling water system intake structures, as discussed in
'

CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9 (Ref. 1). If cooling towers or-

portions thereof are required to accomplish the VHS safety -

functions, they should meet the same requirements as the
sink. The twn principal functions of the VHS are the
dissipation of residual heat after reactor shutdown, and
dissipation of residual heat after an accident.

A variety of complexes are used to meet the requirements for
a UHS. A lake or an ocean may qualify as. a single source.~

If the complex includes a water source contained by a
structure, it is likely that a second source will be
required.

The basic performance requirements are that a 30 day supply
of water be available, and that the design basis
temperatures of safety related equipment not be uxceeded.
Basins of cooling towers generally include less than a 30
day supply of w.ater, typically 7 days or less. A 30 day
supply would-be dependent on another source (s) and a makeup
system (s) for replenishing the source in the cooling tower -

basin. For sniaHer basin sources,-which may be as small as
a 1 day supply, the systems 'or replenishing the basin and
the backup source (s) become t.f sufficient importance that-
the makeup system itself may be required to meet the same
design criteria as an Engineered Safety feature (e.g.,
single failure considerations, and multiple makeup water

,

j sources may be required).

|
'

(cont'inued)
.
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UHS

B 3.7.9

BASES
_--

BACKGROUND It follows that the many variations in the UHS
(continued) configurations will result in many unit-to-unit variations

,

in OPERABILITY determinations and SRs. The AC110NS and SRs |
are illustrative of a cooling tower UHS without a makeup !
requirement.

,

i

Additional information on the design and operation of the ;
system, along with a list of components served, can be found
in Reference 1.

I

APPLICABLE The VHS removes heat from the reactor core following all
SAFETY ANALYSES accidents and Anticipated Operational Occurrences (A00s) in

which the plant is cooled down and placed on shutdown
cooling. For those plants using it as the normal heat sink
for condenser cooling via the Condenser Circulating Water
System, plant operation at full power is its maximum heat
load. Its maximum post-accident heat load occurs after a
design basis Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). At this time,
recirculation of the IRWST through the Containment Spray
System and Safety injection System is required to remove the
core decay heat.

The operating limits are based on a conservative heat
transfer analyses for the worse case LOCA. Refer to CESSAR-
DC Chapter 9 (Ref.1) for details of the assumptions used in
the analysis. These assumptions include: worst expected
meteorological conditions, conservative uncertainties when
calculating decay heat, and the worst case single active
failure. The VHS is designed in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1,27 (Rei. 2) which requires a 30 day supply of
cooling water in the VHS.

The Ultimate Heat Sink satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The UHS is required to be OPERABLE. The VHS is considered
OPERABLE if it contains a sufficient volume of water at or
below the maximum temperature that would allow the SSWS to
operate for at least 30 days following the design basis LOCA
without the loss of NPSH and without exceeding the maximum
design temperature of the equipment served by the SSWS. To

(continued)
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OHS
B 3.7.9

( BASES i
.

|

LCO meet this condition the VHS temperature should not exceed
(continued) {95]*F and the level should not fall below [*ft mean sea

level] during normal plant operation.
1

APPLICABILITY in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the VHS is normally operating and
must be prepared to perform its post-accident safety '

functions, primarily RCS heat removal.

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS
are determined by the systems it supports.

_____

ACTIONS AJ

[lf one or more cooling towers have one fan inoperable
~

(i.e., up to one fan per cooling tower inoperable in MODES
1, 2, 3, or 4), action must be taken to restore the
inoperable cooling tower fan (s) to OPERABLE status within 7
days.

The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on the low t

probability of an accident occurring during the 7 days that
one cooling tower fan is inoperable, the number of available
systems, and the time required to complete the action.]

B 1 anOJ
If [the cooling tower fan cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the associated Completion Time, or if] the VHS
is inoperable [for reasons other than Condition A], the unit
must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO.does not apply.
To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE- 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

I ,

(continued),
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES

ACTIONS C.d
(continued)

Required Action C.1 is modtfied by a Note indicating the
requirement of entry into the applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.7.8 " Station Service Water System
(SSWS)", for the SSWS division (s) made inoperable by the
UHS.

In MODES 5 or 6 with required UHS inoperable, actions must
be taken to restore OPERABLE status immediately. The
immediate Completion Titne reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal. -

._

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7 9.11

REQUIREMENTS
[This SR verifies adequate long term (30 days) cooling can
be toaintained. The level specified ensures enough net
positive suction head (NPSH) available for operating the
SSWS pumps. The 24-hour Frequency is based on operating
experience related to the trending of the parameter
variations during applicable MODES. This SR verifies that
the UHS water level is > [* ft mean sea level].]

SR 3.7.9.2

[This SR verifies the SSWS is available to cool the CCWS to
at least its maximum design temperature within the maximum
accident or normal design heat loads for 30 days following a
DBA. The 24-hour Frequency is based on operating
experience relhted to the trending of the parameter
variations tidring which tertperature is 5 (95]*F.]

SR 3.7.9.3

[ Operating each cooling tower fan for ? [15] minutes
verifies that all fans are OPERABLE anB that all associated
controls are functioning properly. It also ensures that fan
or motor failure or excessive vibration can be detected for

Value to be determined by system detail design.*

(continued)
__ _

'
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UHS

B 3.7.9

'

BASES
. _

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 7.9 3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

corrective action. The 31 day Frequency is based on
operating experience, the known reliability of the fan
units, the redundancy available, and the low probability of
significant degradation of the UHS cooling tower fans
occurring between surveillances.]

_ . - - ..__

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9.
_ _ _

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Rev. 01), " Ultimate Heat Sink
for Nuclear Power Plants."

_ _

.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.10

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.10 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the Fuel Storage Pool meets the
assumptions of Iodine decontamination factors following a
fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields
and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks
are at their maximum capacity. The water also provides
shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the Fuel Storage Pool design is
found in CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9 (Ref. 1). The assumptions of
the fuel handling accident are found in CESSAR-DC Chapter 15
(Ref. 2).

- - - _ . - - - - . - _-

APPLICABLC The minimum water level in the Fuel Storage Pool meets the
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions of the fuel handling accident described in RG

1.25 (Ref. 3) . The resultant two hour thyroid dose to a
person at the exclusion area boundary (EAB) is well within
the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 4) limits.

According to Reference 3, there is 23 feet of water between
the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface
for a fuel handling accident. With 23 feet water level, the
assumptions of Reference 3 can be used directly. In
practice, this LC0 preserves this assumption for the bulk of
the fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single!

'

bundle, dropped and lying horizontally on top of the spent
fuel racks, however, there may be less than 23 feet above
the top of the fuel bundle and the surface by the width of
the bundle. To offset this small non-conservatism, the
analysis assumes that all 236 fuel rods fail, although
analysis shows that only the first four rows, 60 fuel rods,
fail from a hypothetical maximum drop.

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.10 j

p
; BASES (continued)
N '

LC0 The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 2). As such, it is
the minimum required for irradiated fuel storage within the
fuel storage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever irradiated fuel is in the Fuel
Storage Pool because the potential for a release of fission-
products exists.

.

ACTIONS A.1

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3 0.3 does not apply.

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met,
steps should be taken to preclude the accident' from
occurring. When the fuel storage pool water level is lower
than the required level, the movement of irradiated fuel

O assemblies in the fuel storage pool is immediately'

suspended. This effectively precludes a spent fuel handling
accident from occurring. This does not preclude moving a
fuel assembly to a safe position.

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in P40E 5 or 6,
1.C0 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in H00ES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.
Therefore, in either case, inability to suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to
require a reactor shutdown.

I
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1,

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is
available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The
water level in the fuel storage pool must be checked
periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because

(continued)D
b
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.10!

l

BASES

i

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the volume in the pool is normally stable. Water level
changes are controlled by plant procedures and are
acceptable, based on operating experience.

During refueling operations, the level in the fuel storage
pool is in equilibrium with the refueling canal, and the
level in the refueling canal is checked daily in accordance
with LCO 3.9.6, " Refueling Water Level."

__

_

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Rev 00), " Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of
a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and
Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors "

4. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

_ -- _ --
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ADVs 1

B 3.7.11

t ) B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
_x)

B 3.7.11 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

BASES
. _ . __.

BACKGROUND The Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) provide a safety grade
method for cooling the plant to Shutdown Cooling System
(SCS) entry conditions should the preferred heat sink via
the Steam Bypass System to the condenser not be available.
This is done in conjunction with the Emergency Feedwater
System providing cooling water from the Emergency Feedwater
Storage Tank (EFWST). The ADVs may also be required to meet
the design cooldown rate during a normal cooldown when-steam
pressure drops too low for maintenance of a vacuum in the
condenser to permit use of the Steam Bypass System.

Four ADV lines are provided. Each ADV line consists of one
ADV and an associated block valve. Two ADV lines per steam
generator are required to meet single failure assumptions t

following an event rendering one steam generator unavailable
for Reactor Coolant System (RCS) heat removal.

3 The ADVs are provided with upstream block valves to permit
i s,,,/ their being tested at power and-to provide an alternate
| means of isolation. The ADVs are electrically operated with
| internal solenoid operated pilot valves and-electronic valve

positioning circuits to permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ADVs are OPERABLE with only a DC power source available.

A description of the ADVs is found in CESSAR-DC Chapter 10. '

(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The design basis of the Atmospheric Dump' Valves (ADVs)'is *

SAFETY ANALYSES established by the the' capability to cool the plant to
shutdown cooling entry conditions at the design rate of
[100*F/hr] using both steam generators, each with two ADVs.
This design is' adequate to cool the plant to -SCS entry
conditions with only one ADV and one steam generatori

L utilizing the cooling water supply available in the EFWST.

| (continued)
|
,
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ADVs
B 3.7.11

BASES

APPLICABLE In the accident analysis presented in Chapters 6 and 15 of
SAFETY ANALYSES the CESSAR-DC, the ADVs are not assumed to be used until the

(continued) operator takes action to cool down the plant to SCS entry
conditions for accidents accompanied by a loss of offsite
power. Prior to the operator action, the main steam safety
valves (MSSVs) are used to maintain the steam generators
pressure and temperature at the MSSVs setpoint. This is
typically 30 minutes following initiation of an event.
(This may be less for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
event). The limiting events are those which render one
steam generator unavailable for RCS heat removal, with a
coincident loss of offsite power as a result of turbine trip
and the single failure of one ADV on the unaffected steam
generator. Typical initiating events falling into this
category are a main steam line break (MLSB) upstream of the
main steam isolation valves, a feedwater line break (FWLB),
and a SGTR event (although the ADVs on the affected steam
generator may still be available following a SGTR event).

The design must accommodate the single failure of one ADV to
open on demand; thus, each steam generator must have at
least two ADVs. The ADVs are equipped with block valves in
the event an ADV spuriously opens, or fails to close during
use.

The ADVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

___

LC0 [Two] ADV lines are required on each steam generator to
ensure that at least one ADV is OPERABLE to conduct a plant
cooldown following an event in which one steam generator
becomes unavailable, accompanied by a single active failure
of one ADV line on the unaffected steam generator. The
block valves must be OPERABLE to isolate a failed open ADV.
A closed block valve does not render it or its ADV line
inoperable if operatcr action time to open the block valve
is supported in the accident analysis.

Failure to meet the LC0 can result in the inability to cool
the plant to SCS entry conditions following an event in
which the condenser is unavailable for use with the Steam
Bypass System.

(continued)
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:
ADVs

B 3.7 11

BASES

LCO An ADV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of
(continued) providing a controlled relief of the main steam flow and is

capable of fully opening and closing on demand.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3 [and in MODE 4, when steam generator is
,

being relied upon for heat removal,] the ADVs are required-
to be OPERABLE.

In MODES 5 and 6 the steam generator is not relied upon for
heat removal.

_

ACTIONS ad
With one required ADV line inoperable, action must be taken
to restore the OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day
Completion Time takes into account the redundant capability-
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE ADV lines and a non-
safety grade backup in the Steam Bypass System and MSSV.

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indica' ting that -

LCO 3.0.4 does not apply.

Ed

With [two or more required] ADV lines inoperable, action
must be taken to restore at least [one] ADV line to OPERABLE
status. As the block valve can be closed to isolate an ADV, -

some repairs may be possible with the plant at power. The
24 hour Completion Tirae is reasonable to repair inoperable
ADV lines, based on the availability of the MSSVs and the
Steam Bypass System, and the low probability of an event-
occurring during this period that requires the ADV lines.

0 1. C.2. and C 3

If the ADV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
the associated Completion Time, the plant must be placed in

i a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. This is done by-
! placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in 6 hours; MODE 4 in

L

! (continued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.11

BASES
__

ACTIONS C.l. C.2. and C.3 (continued)

[12] hours; and MODE 5 in (24] hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience to reach the required MODES from full power
operation without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7.11d
REQUIREMENTS

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS, the ADVs must --

be able to be opened and throttled through their full range.
This SR ensures the ADVs are tested through a full control
cycle at least once per fuel cycle. Performance of
inservice testing, or use of an ADV during a plant cooldown
may satisfy this requirement. This Surveillance Frequency
is based on the length of a fuel cycle and has been shown to
be adequate through operating experience.

f

SR 3.7.11.2

The function of the block valve is to isolate a failed open
ADV. Cycling the block valve closed and open demonstrates
its capability to perform this function. Performance of
inservice testing, or use of the block valve during plant
cooldown may satisfy this requirement. The Surveillance
interval of 18 months is based on engineering judgment, and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 10.

-
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CCVS. l
B 3.7.12

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

-B 3.7.12 Control Complex Ventilation System (CCVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CCVS is designed to maintain the environment in the
control room envelope and balance of control building within
acceptable limits for the operation of unit controls, for
maintenance and testing of the controls as required, and for
uninterrupted safe occupancy of the control building area
during post-accident shutdown. These systems are designed
in accordance with the requirements of General Design
Criteria 2, 4, 5, 19, and 60.

-

The Main Control Room (MCR) air-handling system is
divisionally separated and consists of two redundant air-
handling units, each with filters, safety related chilled
water cooling coils for heat removal, and fans for air
circulation. The emergency circulation system consists of
filter trains with particulate filters, carbon filters, and
fans for emergency air circulation. Each of the filter
trains consists of prefilter, electric heater, absolute

Q (HEPA) filter, carbon adsorber and post filter (HEPA) along
Q with ducts and valves and related instrumentation. Chilled

water is supplied from the Essential Chilled Water System.

During normal operation, return air from the control room is
mixed with a small quantity of outside air for ventilation,
is filtered and conditioned in the control room air-
conditioning unit, and is delivered to the control room >

through supply ductwork, Duct-mounted heating coils and
humidification equipment provide final adjustments to the
control room temperature and humidity for maintaining normal
comfort conditions.

The designated MCR filtration units and ventilation fan
start automatically on a Safety Injection Actuation Signal
(SIAS) or high radiation signal. Control logic is provided
to ensure that the more contaminated intake is isolated.
This control logic is operational for the entire 30 days of
the accident. Upon failure of the designated filtration
unit, the redundant filtration unit-starts automatically.
The MCR filtration unit filters particulates and potential
radioactive iodines from all the return air and delivers the
filtered air to the inlet of the main air-handling unit.

i
(continued)
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CCVS
B 3.7.12

BASES

BACKGROUND The Technical Support Center (TSC) air-conditioning system
(continued) consists of an air-handling unit, return air and smoke purge

fans, and an emergency filter unit. The computer room air-
conditioning system consists of two 100% air-conditioning
units and associated fans. Both the Technical Support
Center and computer room air-handling systems are non-safety
and non-seismic.

The balance of CCVS consists of two redundant air-handling
units, each with roughing filters, essential chilled water
cooling coils and fans serving Division I electrical rooms,
channel A and channel C. Two equal units are serving
Division Il channel B and D. Each division will function
with one of the redundant air handling units delivering
filtered, conditioned air to the various electrical
equipment rooms, including essential battery rooms. Chilled
water is supplied from the Essential Chilled Water System.

=] Each division also contains redundant battery rooms with
fans operating continuously to maintain the hydrogen
concentration below two percent. Outlet ducts in battery
rooms are located near the ceiling for hydrogen control.
The safe shutdown area is served by Division II.

Return air from the various essential electrical equipment
areas is mixed with a portion of outside air for
ventilation, is filtered and conditioned in the air-handling
unit, and is delivered to the rooms through supply ductwork.
Duct-mounted heating coils provide final adjustments to
temperature in selected equipment rooms.

The Operation Support Center (OSC), Personnel Decon Rooms,
Break Room, Shift Assembly and Offices, and Radiation Access
Control areas all are served by an individual air handling
unit consisting of a centrifugal fan, non essential chilled
water coil and roughing filter.

The MCR and TSC receive outside air from the cleanest of two
sources.

A single division will pressurize the MCR to at least
[0,125) inches water gauge, and provides an air
recirculation rate in excess of [25%] per hour. The Control
Complex Ventilation Systems operation in maintaining the MCR
habitable is discussed in CESSAR-DC Chapter 6 (Ref.1).

(continued)
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CCVS
B 3.7.12

BASES

BACKGROUND Redundant supply and recirculation divisions provide the
(continued) required filtration should an excessive pressure _ drop

develop across the other filter division. Normally open
isolation dampers are arranged in series pairs so that the
failure of one damper to shut will not result in a breach of
isolation. Redundant detectors for radiation and toxic gas
protection are provided. The Control Complex Ventilation
System is designed in accordance with Seismic Category I '

requirements.

The Control Complex Ventilation System is designed to
maintain the MCR environment for 30 days continuous
occupancy after a DBA without exceeding 5 rem whole body
dose.

The air entering the MCR is continuously monitored by
radiation and toxic gas detectors. One detector above the
setpoint will cause actuation of the emergency radiation
mode or toxic gas isolation mode as required.

APPLICABLE The Control Complex Ventilation System components are'

SAFETY ANALYSES arranged in redundant safety-related ventilation divisions.
The location of components and ducting within-the control,

room envelope ensures an adequate supply of filtered air to
all areas requiring access. During emergency operation the
Control Complex Ventilation System maintains the MCR
temperature between 73*F and 78'F. The Control Complex
Ventilation System provides airborne radiological protection
for the control room operators as demonstrated by the
control room accident dose analyses for the most limiting -

design basis Loss Of Coolant Accident; fission product '

-

release presented in CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the ~

toxicity limits are not exceeded in the control room,

i following a toxic chemical release.
|

| The worst _ case single active failure 'of a component of the
Control Complex Ventilation System, . assuming a loss ofi

| offsite power, does not impair the ability of the system to
: perform its design function.
L
L

(continued)
1

-
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CCVS

8 3.7.12

BASES

APPLICABLE The Control Complex Ventilation System satisfies Criterion 3
SAFETY ANALYSES of the NRC Policy Statement. ;

(continued)

LC0 Two independent and redundant divisions of the Control
Complex Ventilation System are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that at least one is available, assuming a single
failure disables the other division. Total system failure
could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the control
room operators in the event of a large radioactive release.

The Control Complex Ventilation System is considered
OPERABLE when the individual components necessary to control
operator exposure are OPERABLE in both divisions. A

division is considered OPERABLE when:
,

i

a. its associated fan is OPERABLE; and I

b. its associated HEPA filter and carbon adsorber are not
excessively restricting flow and are capable of
performing their filtration functions; and

c. its associated heater, demister, ductwork, valves and
dampers are OPERABLE and air circulation-can be
maintained.

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained,
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings,
ductwork, and access doors.

APPLICABIllTY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the Control Complex Ventilation
System must be OPERABLE to limit operator exposure during
and following a DBA.

In MODES [5 and 6], the Control Complex Ventilation System
is required to cope with the release from a rupture of an
outside waste gas tank.

During movement of irradiated fuel, the Control Complex
Ventilation System must be OPERABLE to cope with the release
from a fuel handling accident.

(continued)
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CCV$
B 3.7.12

[ BASES (continued) |
- .

ACTIONS A_d

With one Control Complex Ventilation System division
inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status ,

within seven days. In this condition, the remaining
OPERABLE Control Complex Ventilation System division is i

adequate to perform the control room radiation protection :
8function. However, the overall reliability is reduced

' because a single failure in the OPERABLE division could
result in less Control Complex Ventilation System function.
The seven day Completion Time is based on the low
probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and
considering that the remaining division to provide the
required capabilities.

,

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable CCVS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,
the unit must be placed in a MODE that minimizes the

'
accident risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be

Q placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5
Q within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

C.l. C.2.1.-and C.2.2

Required Action C.1 is modified by a Note indicating-to
,

place the system in the toxic gas protection mode if the
automatic transfer to toxic gas mode is inoperable.

i In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, if Required . Action A.1 cannot be completed
within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE CCVS
division must be immediately placed in the emergency mode of
operation. This action ensures that the remaining division

L is OPERABLE, that-no failures preventing automatic actuation--

i will occur, and that any active failure will be readily
detected.'

l
!

(continued)
I
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CCVS
B 3.7.12

BASES (continued) -

1

ACTIONS C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued)

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that could result in a release of
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control

|

room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes |
the accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of |
fuel assemblies to a safe position.

P_d

if both CCVS divisions are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,
the CCVS may not be capable of performing the intended
function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident
analyses. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

E.1 and E.2

When (in MODES 5 and 6, or] during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies with two CCVS divisions inoperable, action
must be taken immediately to suspend activities that could
result in a release of radioactivity that might enter the
control room. This places the unit in a condition that
minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.l_
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
they function properly. Since the environment and normal
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing
each division once every month provides an adequate check on
this system.

SR 3.7.12.2

This SR verifies that the required CCVS testing is performed
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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CCVS

B 3.7.12

1 BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.3
-REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies each CCVS division starts and operates on -
an actual or simulated actuation signal. The Frequency of
(18] months is consistent with that specified in Reference
3.

SR 3.7.12.4

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure
and the assumed inleakage rates of potentially contaminated
air. The control room positive pressure, with respect to
potentially contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically
tested to verify proper function of the CCVS. The CCVS is
designed to pressurize the control room 2 [0.125] inches,

water gauge positive pressure with respect to adjacent areas
in order to prevent unfiltered inleakage. The CCVS is

~

designed to maintain this positive pressure during the
[ pressurization] mode of operation at a rate of [s; 2000] {'
cfm. The Frequency of [18] months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS
is consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-0800,
Section 6,4 (Ref. 4).

.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter _15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design, Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for. Post Accident Engineered-'

Safety-Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
Fi_ltration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants."

4. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan," Section 6.4,
" Control Room Habitability System," Rev. 2, July 1981.i

-

.

I
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B 3.7.13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.13 Control Room Ventilation System (CRVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CRVS provides temperature control for the Main Control
Room (MCR) following isolation o' the MCR.

The CRVS consists of two independent, redundant divisions
which provide cooling and heating of recirculated MCR air.
Each division consists of a heating coils, cooling coils,
instrumentation and controls to provide for MCR temperature
control. The CRVS is a sub-system providing air temperature
control for the " Control Complex Ventilation System," LC0
3.7.12.

The CRVS is a stadby system, parts of which may also
operate during normal plant operations. A single division
will provide the required temperature control to maintain
the MCR between 73*F and 78'F. The CRVS operation in
maintaining the MCR temperature is discussed in CESSAR-DC
Chapter 9 (Ref. 2).

O
APPLICABLE The design basis of the CRVS is to maintain the MCR
SAFETY ANALYSES environment throughout 30 days continuous occupancy. The

CRVS operation in maintaining the MCR temperature is
discussed in CESSAR-DC Chapter 9 (Ref. 2).

The LRVS components are arranged in redundant safety related
divisions. During emergency operation, the CRVS maintains
the temperature between 73*F and 78'F. A single active
failure of a component of the CRVS, assuming a loss of
offsite power, does not impair the ability of the system to
perform its design function. Redundant detectors and
controls are provided for control room temperature control.
CRVS is designed in accordance with Seismic Category I
requirements. CRVS is capable of removing sensible and
latent heat loads from the control room which include
consideration of equipment heat loads and personnel
occupancy requirements to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

The CRVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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CRVS

B 3.7.13

BASES (continued)a
LCO Two independent and redundant divisions of the CRVS are

required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is
available, assuming a single failure disabling the other
division. Total system failure could result in exceeding
equipment operating temperature limits.

The CRVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components that are necessary to maintain the control room
temperature are OPERABLE in both divisions. These
components include the cooling coils, and associated
temperature control instrumentation. In addition the CRVS
must be OPERABLE to the extent that air circulation can be
maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6) and during movement of
irradiated fuel, the CRVS must be OPERABLE to ensure that
the control room temperature will not exceed equipment
OPERABILITY requirements following isolation of the control
room.

ACTIONS A.1

With one CRVS division inoperable, the inoperable CRVS
division must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days.
In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE CRVS division is
adequate to perform control room temperature control
function. The 30 day Completion Time is reasonable based on
the low probability of an event occurring requiring control
room isolation, consideration that the remaining division
can provide the required capabilities, and alternate safety
o" non-safety related cooling means are available.

8.1 and B.2

In MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4, when Required Action A.1 cannot be
completed within the required Completion Time,.the plant -

must be placed in a MODE that minimizes the accident risk.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in 6
hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion

(continued). s
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I BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

Times are reasonable based on operating experience, to reach
the required plant conditions from full power conditions
without challenging plant systems.

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2

(In MODES 5 and 6, or] during movement of irradiated fuel,
when Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, the OPERABLE CRVS division should
be immediately placed in operation. This action ensures
that the remaining division is OPERABLE, that no failures
which would prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that
any active failure will be readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity which might require isolation of the control
room. This places the plant in a condition which minimizes
the accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of
fuel to a safe position.

D.1

If both CRVS divisions are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,
the CRVS may not be capable of performing the intended
function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

El and E.2

(In MODE 5 or 6, or] during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, with two CRVS divisions inoperable, action must
be taken immediately to suspend activities that could result
in a release of radioactivity that might require isolation
of the MCR. This places the unit in a condition that
minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

(continued)
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CRVS

B 3.7.13

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.13,1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the
system is sufficient to meet design requirements. This SR
consists of a combination of testing and calculations. An
[18] month Frequency is appropriate, since signiff ant
degradation of the CRVS is flow and is not expectec over
this time period.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2).

4. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan," Section 6.4,
" Control Room Habitability System," Rev. 2, July 1981.
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SBVS
B 3.7.14

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.14 Subsphere Building Ventilation System (SBVS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SBVS consists of a general supply and exhaust
ventilation system that performs heat removal and air
exchange functions. The ventilation system is supplemented
by individual cooling units and ventilation fans that serve
essential mechanical equipment areas. The SBVS serves all
areas of the subsphere.

The SEVSs are separated according to divisions, with each
100% exhaust system containing a filter train consisting of
a moisture eliminator, prefilter, electric heater, absolute
(HEPA) filter, carbon adsorber, post filter (HEPA), along
with ducts and valves, related instrumentation and two 100%
capacity fans.

The SBVS is discussed in the CESSAR-DC, Chapters 9 and 15
(Refs.1 and 2 respectively), as it is used for normal, as
well as post accident, atmospheric cleanup functions. The
primary purpose of the heaters is to maintain the relative
humidity at an acceptable level consistent with iodine
removal efficiencies, as discussed in the Regulatory Guide
1.52 (Ref. 3). (Carbon adsorbers are not credited for
iodine removal in SBVS.)

APPLICABLE The design basis of the SBVS is established by the large
SAFETY ANALYSES break LOCA. The system evaluation assumes a passive failure

of the SIS outside containment, such as safety injection
cump seal failure. In such a case, the system limits the
radioactive release to within 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 4).
The analysis of the effects and consequences of a large
break LCCA is presented in Peference 2.

The SBVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO Two independent and redundant divisions of the Subsphere
Building Ventilation System are required to ensure that at
least one is available, assuming a single failure coincident

(continued)
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SBVS

B 3.7.14 -

!

BASES

LC0 with a loss- of offsite power disabling the other train.
(continued) Total system failure could result in the atmospheric

releases from the SIS Pump Room exceeding the 10 CFR 100
limits in the event of a DBA.

The Subsphere Building Ventilation System is considered
OPERABLE when the individual components necessary to
maintain the SIS Pump Room filtration are OPERABLE in both
divisions. A division is considered OPERABLE when:

1. its associated fan is OPERABLE; and

2. its associated HEPA filter is not excessively
restricting flow and is capable of performing its
filtration function; and

3. its associated heater, moisture eliminator, ductwork,
valves and dampers are OPERABLE and air circulation
can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the Subsphere Building Ventilation
Q System is required to be OPERABLE consistent with the

OPERABILITY requirements of the SIS.

In MODES 5 and 6, with reactor vessel level < [120'-0"], the
Subsphere Building Ventilation System is required to be

-

OPERABLE to support SI pump OPERABILITY-requirements.

ACTIONS A.1

With one Subsphere Building Ventilation System-division
inoperable, the inoperable Subsphere Building Ventilation
System division must be restored to OPERABLE status within
seven days. In this condition, the OPERABLE Subsphere
Building Ventilation System divisions are adequate to
perform the SIS Pump Room air filtration.

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk
contribution of the system is less than that for the SIS and
this system is not a direct support system for the SIS. The

(continued)
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SBVS

B 3.7.14
i

BASES

ACTIONS Ad (continued)

7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on the low
probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and
the consideration that the remaining division can provide
the required capability,

j}.1. B.2. and B.3

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement
does not apply if the Subsphere Building Ventilation System
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at
least MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours and
reducirg RCS temperature below 135*f with RCS level > [120'-
0") within I',2) hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODES from full power operation without challenging
plant systems.

SURVElLLANCE 3R 3.7.14J
REQUIREMENTS

Systems should be checked periodically to ensure they start
and function properly. As the environment and normal
operating conditioqs on this syster are not severe, testing
each division once every month provides an adequate check on
this s.ystem. Monthly heater operations dry out iny moisture
that riay h&ve accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in
the ambient air. [ Systems with heaters must be operated for
e N continuous hours with the heaters energized. Systems
without heaters need only be operated for 2 15 minutes to
demonstrate the function of the system.) Normai operation
of the system during required MODES satisfies this SR. The
31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of
equipment and the two division redundancy available.

SR 3.7.14 2

This SR verifies that the required SBVS testing is performed
in accordance with the [Vontilation Filter Testing Program
(VFTP)]. The SSVS filter tests are in accordance with

(continued)
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SBVS <

B 3.7.14

BASES
.. .

SURVEILLANCE SR J.7.14 1 (cnntinued).

HEQUIREMENTS,

Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). The[VFTP]includestesting
; HEPA filter performance and the minimum system flow rate.

Specific test frequencies and additional information are i

discussed in detail in the [VFTP). j

;

SR 3.7.14.3

This SR vr.rifies that on an actual or simulated attuation
signal each Subsphere Building Ventilation System division
starts and operates. The Frequency of [18] months is
consistent with that specified in RG 1.52. |

t

i
SR 3.7.14.4

This SR verifles the integrity of the SIS Pump Room
enclosure. The ability of the' SIS Pump Room to maintain a
negative pressure with respect to-potentially uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper

O function of the Subsphere Building Ventilation System.
During the emergency mode of operation, the Subsphere- '

Building Ventilation System is designed to maintain a slight
. negative pressure in the SIS Pump Room with respect to
adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered leakage. . The Subsphere :
Building Ventilation System is designed to maintain this s

negative pressure at a flow rate of 5 [13,200] cfm from the
subsphere. The frequency of [18] months is consistent witn
the guidance provided in NUREG 0800, Section 6.S.1 (Ref. 5).

-

The filters have a certain pressure drop at the design flow
rate when clean. The magnitude of the pressure drop :
indicates acceptable performance and is based on
manufacturer's recommendations for the filter and adsorber
elements at the design flow rate. An increase _in pressure
drop and/or_ decrease in flow indicate that the filter is
being leaded or are indicative of other problems with the
system.

This test is conducted with the tests for filter penetration-
thus an (18] month Frequency on a. STAGGERED TEST BASIS is

.

consistent with other filtration $Rs.
;

.-
,

(continued)
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i SBVS
B 3.7.14

,

BASES (continued)

i

: REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-0C, Chapter 9.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design, Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-

,

Safety-Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
| Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled
i Nuclear Power Plants."
i
1 4. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

5. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan", Section 6.5.1,
Rev. 2, "ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems", Rev. 2, July
1981,
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FBVES
B 3.7.15

|

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
,

>

B 3.7.15 Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System (TBVES) '

BASES
- - - , _

,

5

BACKGROUND The FBVES filters airborne radioactive particulates from the
area of the fuel pool following a fuel handling accident.
The FBVES, in conjunction with other, normally operating
systems also provides environmental control of temperature
and humidity in the fuel pool area.

The fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System consists of two i

independent, redundant divisions. Each of the divisions
consists of a moisture eliminator, prefilter, electric .

heater, absolute filter, and post filter. It is equipped i

with a bypass section. The normal mode of operation for the
filter trains is in the bypass position. Radiation
detection is provided in the duct system header, upstream of
the filter train inlet to monitor radioactivity, Upon
indication of high radioactivity in the exhaust duct system,
the bypass dampers will automatically close and the filter
train inlet dampers will automatically open to direct air

O flow through the filter trains. Air from the fuel Building ,

Exhaust System is directed to the unit vent, where it is '

monitored before release to the atmosphere.

The exhaust air system is manually set to the filtered mode .

during all fuel handling operations.

The FBVES is discussed in Chapter 9 of CESSAR-DC (Ref. 1).
It may be used for normal, as well as post-accident
atmospheric cleanup functions.

I

I

APPLICABLE The FBVES is designed to mitigate the consequences of a fuel
SAFETY ANALYSES handling accident in which [all] rods in the fuel assembly ;

are assumed to be damaged. The analysis of the fuel '

handling accident is given in Reference 2. The Design Basis ;

Accident analysis of the fuel handling accident assumes that
only one division of the FBVES functional, due to a single
failure that disables the other civision. The accident
analysis accounts for the reductie in airborne radioactive
material provided by the remaining one division of this
filtration system. The amount of fission products available

(continued).
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FRVES
B 3.7.15

BASES

APPLICABtt- for release from the fuel handling building is determined
SAFETY ANALYSES for a fuel handling accident. These assumptions and the

(continutd) analysis follow the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide
1.25 (Ref. 4).

The FBVES satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

--

LC0 Two independent and redundant divisions of the FBVES are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is
available, assuming a single failure of the other division
coincident with loss of offsite power. Total system failure
could result in the atmospheric release from the fuel
building exceeding the 10 CFR 100 limits in the event of a
fuel handling accident.

The FBVES is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to control operator exposure are
OPERABLE in both divisions. A divir, ion is considered

OPERABLE when:

1. its associated fan is OPERABLE;

2. Its associated HEPA filter is not excessively
restricting flow and is capable of performing the
filtration functions; and

3. its associated heater, moisture eliminator, ductwork,
valves and dampers are OPERABLE and air circulation
can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel building, the
FBVES is required to be OPERABLE to alleviate the
consequences of a fuel handling accident.

ACTIONS M
If one FBVES division is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within seven days. During this time
period, the remaining OPERABLE division is adequate to

; (continued)
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FBVES
B 3,7.15

BASES
-

|
AC110NS Ad (continued) ;

perform the FBVES function. The seven day Completion Time !

is reasonable, based on the risk from an event occurring :

requiring the inoperable FBVES division, and ability of the
remaining FBVES division to provide the required protection.

B.1 and B.2

When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the
required Conaletion Time during movement of irradiated fuel
in the fuel auilding, the OPERABLE FBVES division must be
started immediately or fuel movement suspended. This action
ensures that the remaining division is OPERABLE and that no
undetected failures preventing system operation will occur
and that any active failures will be readily detected, if
the system is not placed in operation., this action requires
suspension of fuel movement which precludes a fuel handling
accident. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a
safe position.

.

L1
When two divisions of the FBVES are inoperable during
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel building,
action should be taken to place the unit in a condition in
which the LCO does not apply. This LC0 involves immediately-
suspending movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
fuel building. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

'

The standby FBVES division dould be checked periodically. to
.

ensure it functions properly. As the environment-and normal
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing
each division once every month provides an adequate check on
this system. Monthly heater operation drys out any moisture
accumulated in the carbon from humidity in the ambient air.
The 31 day frequency is based on the known reliability of
the equipment and the-two. division redundancy available.

,

(continued)
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fBVES
B 3.7.15

BASES

SURVEILLAt4CE SR 3.7.15.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies the performance of FBVES filter testing in
accordance with the (Ventilation Filter Testing Program
(VfTP)]. The FBVES filter tests are in accordance with the
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). The {VFTP) includes testing ,

HEPA filter performance and minimum system flow rate.

Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the (VFTP].

,

.ER 3.7.15.3 .

This SR verifies that on an actual er simulated actuation
signal each fBVES division starts and operates. The
frequency of 18 months is specified in RG 1.52 (Ref. 3).

SR 3. 7AA
This SR verifies the integrity of the fuel building
enclosure. The ability of the fuel building to maintain a
negative pressure with respect to potentially uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper
function of the FBVES. During the post accident mode of
operation, the FBVES is designed to maintain a slight
negative pressure in the fuel building, with respect to
adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered leakage. The FBVES is
designed to maintain this negative pressure at a flow rate
of [25,000] cfm from the fuel building. The Frequency of 18
Inonths is consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG- '

0800, (Ref. 6).

This test is conducted with the tests for filter
penetration; thus, an (18] month frequency as a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS is consistent with the other filtration SRs.

SR 3,7.15.5

Operating the FBVES filter bypass damper is necessary to
ensure the system functions properly. The OPERABILITY of
the filter bypass damper is verified if it can be closed. A -

f requency of [18] months is specified in RG 1.52 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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FBVES .

'

B 3.7.15

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 9,

2. CESSAR-0C Chapter 15,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design, Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-
Safety-Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants."

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25, " Assumptions Used for-

Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of
a Fuel Handling Accident in the fuel Handling and '

Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors".

5. 10 CFR 100 - Reactor Eite Criteria. :

6. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan" Section 6.5.1,
.

Rev. 2, "ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems", July 1981.
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DBVS
B 3.7.16

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.16 Diesel Building Ventilation System (0BVS)

BASES
. . _ _- - , = =

BACKGROUND Each DBVS is designed to maintain the dies.el building
temperature between 40'F minimum and 120*F maximum when the
diesel is not operating, and between 40'F minimum and 122'F
maximum when the diesel is operating.

Each DBVS consists of supply air intakes, normal ventilation !
fan and emergency exhaust fans with acsociated dampers, and
controls for the diesel room. Heat energy from the diesel
engine and other sources is absorbed by the ventilation
supply air and discharged to the building exterior by the
exhaust fans.

Emergency Diesel Building Ventilation System is powered from,

the associated Class IE power source: Normal Diesel Building
Ventilation System is non-safety class.

Two 50% capacity exhaust fans, each equipped with a two
speed motor, treate negative pressure inside the diesel
generator room, which causes outside air to be pulled in to
the diesel generator room throughout the common outside air
louvers.

The DBVS fans are automatically activated in response to
building temperature. These automatic controls sequence the
fans to meet required cooling demands.

When the diesel generator is shut down, the ventilation
system can be manually activated if necessary to provide
cooling for maintenance or testing access. A low room
temperature setpoint will shut down all fans in order to
limit the minimum room temperature to 40"F and prevent
freezing. Unit heaters will be installed to hold the room
temperature above 40*F.

A missile barrier is provided over each air intake and
exhaust louver to prevent the penetration of a missile into
either diesel generator building. Intake and exhaust ducts
are protected by appropriate security barriers.

(continued)
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DBVS
B 3.7.16

O BASES
.

BACKGROUND Unit heaters are cycled as necessary to rnaintain a minimum
(continued) temperature of 40*F for freeze prevention. Heat losses from

equipment are conservatively estimated based on calculations
and operating experience.

A single failure will not prevent the diesel generator
building ventilation system from performing the intended
heat removal function. Emergency ventilation system is
powered by a class it electrical system capable of being fed
from the associated diesel generator.,

Essential components of the DBVS are designed to Seismic
Category I requirements and will remain functional following
a safe shutdown earthquake.

Each penetration into the building is provided with
protection from external missiles. No high or moderate-

energy piping is located in the vicinity of the ventilation
equipment or controls..

_-

O APPLICABLE The Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System is a
SAFETY ANALYSES support system required for operation of diesel generators.

Hence the Design Bases Accidents which credit the operation,

of diesel generators (see Tech Spec Section 3.8) are also- ,

applicable to the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation
System.

The Diesel Building Ventilation System satisfies Criterion 3-
of the NRC Policy Statement.

:

LCO The LC0 requires that each Diesel Generator Building
Ventilation System is operable to ensure that the diesel
generators can perform their safety functions when required.

,

! For the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System to be
I considered operable, the diesel generator building

temperature must be within design limits when the diesel
,

generator is running.

(continued)
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DBVS
B 3.7.16

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY Since both diesel generators are required to be operable in i
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, the ventilation system for each diesel
generator building must also be operable in MODES 1, 2, 3 |
and 4. This same requirement for MODES 5 and 6 applies when !
the diesel generators are required to be OPERABLE.

i

|

ACTIONS M i

With the ventilation system inoperable, a time limit of [72
hours] is provided to return the ventilation system to
operable status. The [72 hours) '.ime limit is consistent
with the time allowed to return an inoperable diesel
generator to operable status.

U
Since the ventilation system supports the operation of each
diesel generator, the diesel generator must be declared
inoperable if the ventilation system is declared inoperable.

IL1 and B.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System
cannot be returned to operable status within the associated
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in MODE
3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are based on operating experience, to reach
the required plant conditions from full power without
challenging plant systems.

-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.l_62
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the diesel building temperature is within
the limits ensures that the building ventilation system is
functioning properly and that the diesel generators can
perform their safety functions when required. A [12 hour)
Frequency ensures that potential problems will be quickly
identified.

(continued)
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DBVS
B 3.7.16

BASES

. ;
!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.16.2 :
! REQUIREMENTS '

!. (continued) Periodically, the exhaust fans and their controls must be !
j-- tested to verify proper performance. A Frequency of 18 |

months is judged to be adequate and is consistent with the :
major surveillance testing performed on the diesel

4 ,

; generators. ;

.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 9. ,
,

,

'
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ECWS

B 3.7.17

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.17 Essential Chilled Water System (ECWS)

BASES
__ -~ m

BACKGROUND The ECWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
operating heat from selected safety related air handling
systems during a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transient.

The ECWS is a closed loop system consisting of two
independent divisions, Each 100% capacity division includes
a chiller, heat exchanger, expansion tank, two pumps,
chemical addition tank, piping, valves, controls, and
instrumentation. An independent, 100% capacity chiller
cools each division. The essential chiller is actuated on
high ECWS temperature and supplies chilled water to
essential HVAC units during a design basis event.

During normal operation, the Normal Chilled Water System
(NCWS) performs the cooling function of the ECWS through the
ECWS heat exchanger with one of the ECWS pumps recirculating
chilled water through the system. The NCWS is a non-safety
related system. Additional information about the design and
operation of the system, can be found in CESSAR-DC Chapter 9
(Ref. 1) .

APPLICABLE The design basis of the ECWS is to remove the post-accident
SAFETY ANALYSES heat load from ESF spaces following a design basis accident

with a loss of offsite power. Each division provides
chilled water to the HVAC units at the design temperature of
45'F.

The maximum heat load in the ESF pump room area occurs
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Hot fluid from
the IRWST is supplied to the Safety Injection (SI) and
Containment Spray (CS) Pumps. This heat load to the area
atmosphere must be removed by the 'CW Sy; tam to ensure these
systems remain OPERABLE. During normal cooldown, the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) piring also provides a heat
load in areas served the by ECWS

The ECWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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ECWS
B 3.7.17

BASES (continued)

LCO (Two) ECWS divisions are required to be OPERABLE to provide
the required redundancy to ensure that the system functions
to remove post-accident heat loads, assuming the worst
single failure.

A division is considered OPERABLE when:

1. It has an OPERABLE pump and associated expansion tank;
and

2. the associated piping, valves, chiller, and
instrumentation on the safety related flowpath are -

OPERABLE.

The isolation of ECWS to other components or systems may
render those components or systems inoperable, but does not
affect the OPERABILITY of the ECWS.

APPLICABillTY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the ECWS is required to be OPERABLE
when a LOCA or other accidents would require ESF operation.

In MODES 5 and 6, potential heat loads are smaller and the
probability of accidents requiring the ECWS is low.

ACTIONS Ad

if one ECWS division is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this condition,
one OPERABLE ECW division is adequate to perform the cooling
function. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on
the low probability of an event occurring during this time,
the high reliability of offsite power, and the availability
of the NCWS.

B.1 and B.2

If the ECWS division cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the associated Completion Time, or two ECWS divisions
are inoperable, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit

(continued)
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ECUS
B 3.7.17

BASES

AC110NS 1L1 and B.2 (continued) j

must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner without challenging unit systems.

_-
__

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17d
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECWS flowpath provides assurance
that the proper flowpaths exist for ECWS operation. This SR
does not apply to valves which are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, since they were verified to
be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR also does not apply to valves which
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
This Surveillance does not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

The 31 day frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.17.2

This SR demonstrates proper automatic operation of the ECWS.
The (18] month frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
unit cutage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
The [18] month frequency is based on operating experience
and design reliability of the equipment.

_

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 9.
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MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE
8 3,7.18

8 3,7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.18 MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE

BASES -

BACKGROUND A limit on leakage from the main steam lines inside
containment is required to limit system operation in the
presence of excessive leakage. Leakage is limited to an
amount which would not compromise safety consistent with the
Leak-Before-Break (LBB) analysis discussed in Chapter 3 of
the CESSAR-DC (Reference 1). This leakage limit ensures

.

appropriate action can be taken before the integrity of the
main steam lines is impaired.

LBB is an argument which allows elimination of design for
dynamic load effects of postulated pipe breaks. The
fundamental premise of LBB is that the materials used in
nuclear plant piping are strong enough that even a large
throughwall crack leaking well in erce;s of rates detectable
by present leak detection systems would remain stable, and
would not result in a double-ended guillotine break under
maximum loading conditions. The benefit of LBB is the
elimination of pipe whip restraints, jet impingement
effects, subcompartment pressurization, and internal system
blowdown loads.

As described in Chapter 3 of the CESSAR-DC (Reference 1),
LBB has been applied to the four main steam line pipe runs
inside containment. Hence, the potential safety
significance of main steam line leaks inside containment
requires detection and monitoring of any leakage inside
containment. This LC0 protects the main steam lines inside
containment against degradation, and helps assure that
serious leaks or Main Steam Line Breaks (MSLBs) will not
develop. The consequences of violating this LC0 include the
possibility of further degradation of the main steam lines,
which may lead to an MSLB.

APPLICABLE The safety significance of plant leakage inside containment
SAFETY ANALYSES varies depending on its source, rate, and duration.

Therefore, detection and monitoring of plant leakage inside
containment are necessary. This is accomplished via the r

instrumentation required by LC0 3.4.14, "RCS Leakage

t.

| (continued)
| O
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MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE
B 3.7.18

BASES

APPLICABLE Detection Instrumentation," and the RCS water inventory
SAFETY ANALYSES balance (SR 3.4.12.1). Subtracting RCS leakage as well as

(continued) any other identified non-RCS LEAKAGE into the containment
area from the total plant leakage inside containment
provides qualitative information to the operators regarding
possible MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE. This allows the operators
to take corrective action should leakage occur which is
detrimental to the safety of the facility and/or the public.

MAIN S1EAM LINE LEAKAGE inside containment is an initial
assumption in the LBB analysis described in Chapter 3 of
CESSAR-DC (Reference 1). As such, it satisfies the

requirements of Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE is defined as leakage inside
containment in any portion of ti'e four (4) 28" 1.D. main
steam line pipe walls. Up to 10 gpm of MAIN STEAM LINE
LEAKAGE is allowable because such leakage is within the
capability of the makeup system, and is well below the leak
rate calculated by the industry standard computer program
PICEP (Pipe Crack Evaluation Program, Reference 2) for the
LBB analyzed case of a main steam line crack twice as long
as a crack leaking at ten (10) times the detectable leak
rate under normal operating load conditions. Violation of
this LCO could result in continued degradation of the main
steam lines.

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated main steam system temperatures and
pressures, the potential for MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE is
greatest in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, a MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE limit is not
provided because the main steam system pressure is far
lower, resulting in lower stresses and a reduced potential
for leakage, in addition, the steam generators are not the
primary method of RCS heat removal in MODES 5 and 6.

(continued)
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MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE
B 3.7.18

,

1
J

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE in excess of the LC0 limit, the
unit must be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce
the severity of the leakage and its potential consequences.
The reactor must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours and
MODE 5 within 36 hours. This action reduces the main steam
line pressure and leakage, and also reduces the factors
which tend to degrade the main steam lines. The Completion
Time of 6 hours to reach MODE 3 from full power without
challenging plant systems is reasonable based on operating
experience. Similarly, the Completion Time of 36 hours to
reach MODE 5 without challenging plant systems is also
reasonable based on operating experience. In MODE 5, the
pressure stresses acting on the main steam lines are much
lower, and further deterioration of the main steam lines is
less likely.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.18.1
REQUIREMENTS

O'
Verifying that MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE is within the LCO
limit assures the integrity of the main steam lines inside
containment is maintained. An early warning of MAIN STEAM
LINE LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems which
monitor the containment sump and containment cooler
condensate tank (see LCO 3.4.14). MAIN STEAM LINE LEAKAGE
would appear as unidentified LEAKAGE inside containment via
these systems, and can only be positively identified by
inspection. However, by performance of an RCS water
inventory balance (SR 3.4.12.1) and evaluation of the
cooling and chilled water systems inside containment,.
determination of whether the main steam lines are potential
sources of unidentified LEAKAGE inside containment is
possible.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3,

2. PICEP, Pipe Crack Evaluation Program.
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.7.19

8 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.19 fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKCROUND As described in LC0 3.7.20, " Spent fuel Assembly Storage,"
fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel racks [in a
" checkerboard" pattern) in accordance with criteria based on
[ initial enrichment and discharge burnup). Although the
water in the spent fuel pool is normally borated to 2 [4000] )
ppm, the criteria which limits the storage of a fuel I
assembly to specific rack locations is conservatively i
developed without taking credit for boron.

APPLICABLE A fuel assembly could be inadvertently loaded into a spent
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel rack location not allowed by LC0 3.7.20 (e.g., an

unirradiated fuel assembly or an insufficiently depleted
fuel assembly). This accident is analyzed assuming the
extreme case of completely loading the fuel pool racks with
unirradiated assemblies of maximum enrichment. Another type
of postulated accident is associated with a fuel assembly
which is dropped onto the fully loaded fuel pool storage
rack. Either incident could have a positive reactivity
effect, decreasing the margin to criticality. However, the
negative reactivity effect of the soluble boron compensates
for the increased reactivity caused by either one of the two
postulated accident scenarios.

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The specified concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel
pool preserves the assumptions used in the analyses of the
potential accident scenarios described above. This
concentration of dissolved boron is the minimum required
concentration for fuel assembly storage and movement within
the fuel pool.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration -

B 3.7.19

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the
spent fuel pool until a complete spent fuel pool
verification has been performed following the last movement
of fuel assemblics in the spent fuel pool. This LCO does
not apply following the verification since the verification
would confirm that there are no misloaded fuel assemblies.
With no further fuel assembly movements in progress, there
is no potential for a misloaded fuel assembly or a dropped
fuel assembly.

_

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. and A.2.2

The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that
LC0 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is
less than required, immediate action must be taken to
preclude an accident from happening or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident in progress. This is most
efficiently achieved by immediately suspending the movement

O fuel of assemblies. This does not preclude the movement of
fuel assemblies to a safe position. In addition, action
must be immediately initiated to restore boron concentration
to within limit. Alternately, an immediate verification, by
administrative means, of the fuel storage pool fuel
locations, to ensure proper locations of the fuel since the
last movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool,
can be performed.

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6,
LC0 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the
fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of fuel assemblies
is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

(continued)
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|

| Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration,

B 3.7.19
|

BASES (continued)

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3,7,19 1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the
! spent fuel pool is within the required limit. As long as
i this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.
; The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major
| replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a

short period of time.'
,

;

I

j REFERENCES None.

|

|
,

i

O
|
|

!

,

1
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage*

B 3.7.20

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7 20 Spent fuel Assembly Storage

BASES

BACKGROUND The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either
new (nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned
(irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical configuration
underwater. The storage pool is sized to store [907] '

irradiated fuel assemblies, which includes storage for [5]
failed fuel assemblies. The spent fuel storage. cells are
installed in parallel rows with center to center-spacing of
[9.780] inches in one direction, and [9.780] inches in the
other orthogonal direction. This spacing and " flux trap"
construction using non-poisoned "L" inserts is sufficient to
maintain a k ,, of 5; 0.95 for spent fuel of original
enrichmentofupto[5%). .However, as higher initial
enrichment fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel
pool, they must be stored in a checkerboard pattern taking
into account fuel burn up to maintain a k,,, of 0.95 or
less.

2

O APPLICABLE
The spent fuel storage facility is designed for
noncriticality by use of adequate spacing, and " flux trap"

SAFETY ANALYSES construction.
i,

The spent fuel assembly storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within
the spent fuel pool, according to [ Figure 3.7.20-1), in the
accompanying LCO, ensures that the k .of the spent fuel
pool will always remain < 0.95 assuml,n,g the pool to be
flooded with unborated water. The restrictions are.

consistent with the criticality safety analysis performed
for the' spent fuel pool according to [ Figure.3.7.20-1], in
the accompanying LCO. Fuel assemblies not meeting the
criteria of [ Figure 3.7.20-1] shall be stored in accordance ,

with Specification 4.3.1.1.

,

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.7.20

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY This LC0 applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in
[ Region 2) of the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A_d

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in [ Region
2] of the spent fuel pool is not in accordance with Figure -

[3.7.20-1), immediate action must be taken to make the
necessary fuel assembly movement (s) to bring the
configuration into compliance with figure [3.7.20-1].

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6,
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the
fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.
Therefore, in either case, inability to move fuel assemblies
is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

O
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.20.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies by administrative means that the initial
enrichment and burnup of the fuel assembly is in accordance
with figure [3.7.20-1) in the accompanying LCO. For fuel
assemblies in the unacceptable range of [ Figure 3.7.20-1),
performance of this SR will ensure compliance with
Specification 4.3.1.1.

REFERENCES None.
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AC Sources - Operating

|
B 3.8.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating -

BASES

BACKGROUND The AC Power Sources consist of the offsite power sources
(preferred power) and the onsite standby power sources
(Division 1 and Division 2 diesel generators). In addition,

a Combustion Turbine Generator (CTG) which backs up the EDGs
and provides a diverse on-site AC standby power source. As
required by 10CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17
(Ref. 1), the design of the AC power system provides
independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of
power to the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems.

The Division 1 and 2 onsite Class IE AC Distribution System
is divided into redundant load groups (divisions) so that
loss of any one group will not prevent the minimum safety
functions from being performed. Each division has
connections to two preferred (offsite) power supplies and to
a single diesel generator. However, one diesel generator
may be replaced by the CTG if its operation has been
verified in the past 7 days.

A qualified circuit consists of all breakers, transformers,
switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and-controls
required to transmit power from the offsite transmission
network to the onsite Class lE ESF bus or buses. The AC
Distribution System consists of' four (4) qualified circuits.

Independent transmission lines supply offsite power to'
Preferred Switchyards I & II. Preferred. Switchyard I feeds
the Unit Main Transformer (UMT) and Preferred Switchyard 11
feeds the Reserve Auxiliary Transformers (RATS). The UMT
transforms [230 kV] to [24 kV). This [24 kV) is fed to two
Unit Auxiliary Transformers (UATs). These VATS each provide
power to their respective separate switchgear. groups X and
Y.

VATS are the normal- preferred source _of power to the [4160
volt) emergency-buses. X-UAT provides the power to Division
1 emergency buses.and=Y-UAT provides the power to Division 2-
emergency buses. Backup offsite' power _for either or both
the emergency buses is provided through the RATS'(1 per
division). If offsite power is not available, the emergency

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

BACKGROUND buses are supplied from their respective diesel generator,
(continued) (DG). DGl supplies power to Division 1 emergency buses and

DG2 supplies power to Division 2 emergency buses. In
addition, power can be supplied to any one emergency bus |

from the CTG when a DG is inoperable.

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a l

predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the !
transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite Class lE !
Distribution System. Within (1 minute) after the initiating I
signal is received, all automatic and permanently connected |
loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in a safe ;

Icondition are returned to service via the load sequencer.

If power were lost from either UAT, undervoltage relays
would sense this condition. The electrical system would
then attempt to transfer to the backup preferred source (the
associated RAT). The transfer to the associated RAT will
occur on the affected permanent non-safety bus. If power is
not available from the backup preferred source, the DG is
automatically used to power the associated emergency buses.

The onsite standby power source for each division ESF bus is
a dedicated DG. The DGs start automatically on a Safety
injection Actuation Signal (SlAS) or on a loss of voltage
(LOV) on the respective emergency buses. Even though the
DGs are started on SIAS, they will not power the emergency
buses unless the offsite sources of power are unavailable.
The DG automatically ties to its buses on a LOV condition on
that bus with offsite power unavailable.

Following the trip of offsite power, [a sequencer /an
undervoltage signal) strips nonpermanent loads from the ESF
buses. When the DG is tied to the ESF buses, loads are then
sequentially connected to its respective ESF buses by the
automatic load sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the
permissive and starting signals to motor breakers to prevent
overloading the DG by automatic lcid application,

in the event of a loss of preferred power, the ESF
electrical loads are automatically connected to the DGs in
sufficient time to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to
mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
such as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1 '

BASES -

BACKGROUND Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a
(continued) predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the

DG in the process. Within [1] minute after the initiating
signal is received, all loads needed to recover the unit or
maintain it in a safe condition are returned to service,

in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2), diesel
generators 1.and 2 have [6067] kW continuous and [6674] kW
two-hour load ratings. The diesel generators are rated at
[4160 volts), three phase, 60 Hz, and are capable of
attaining required frequency and voltage within twenty
seconds after receipt of a start signal (Ref. 3). The ESF
systems which are powered from divisional power sources are
listed in Reference 3.

The CTG is a diverse and independent non-Class lE on-site
power Source provided for coping with a Station Blackout
(SBO) and a loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) scenarios. The CTG
is located within the protected area and it will start
automatically, within [2] minutes from the onset of a LOOP
event. In addition, the CTG is automatically connected to
the de-engergized 4.16 kV Permanent Non-Safety buses.

O Alignment to the Class lE ESF buses is accomplished from the
control room. The CTG is sized to accommodate one Safety
Division loads for a worst case unit shutdown to cold
shutdown and/or DBA and one division of Permanent Non-Safety
loads.

The CTG is Quality Class 2 and is designed with a High
Confidence of Low Probability of Failure (HCLPF) value of
.369 This PRA-Bases Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA)
provides assurance that the CTG will be available to back up

-the DGs for seismic events on the order of the design basis
earthquake of .39 (Ref,15). This robust design includes
the enclosure and the support systems of the CTG.

Other external events which could affect CTG availability as
a backup to the DG are hurricanes and tornados. Due to
early warning systems the plant will be required to shutdown
as a hurricane approaches. For the tornado it is assumed
the CTG will not be available.

1

(continued)
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AC Sources Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

BACKGROUND A PRA for the CTG's contribution to core damage frequency
(continued) (CDF) was performed. The base case assumed a tornado along

with all internal events and resulted in a 2.0 E-6
contribution to C0F. With a 14 day unavailability of the DG
and the CTG verified to be functional, the CDF increased
approximately 4% to 2.08 E-6. This PRA provides an
assurance that the CTG can be substituted for the DG without
adversely impacting CDF for internal events and tornado
strikes.

|

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of DBA and transient analyses in
SAFETY ANALYSES CESSAR-DC Chapters 6 (Ref. 4) and 15 (Ref. 5) assume ESF

systems are OPERABLE. The AC Power System is designed to
provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and
containment design limits are not exceeded. These design
limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LC0
Sections 3.2 (Power Distribution Limits), 3.4 (Reactor
Coolant System), and 3.6 (Containment Systems).

In general, the safety analysis considered offsite power to
be available to ESF equipment following event initiation.
Offsite power is not considered to be safety-related. A
loss of offsite power (LOOP) alone is an analyzed event
since it presents a challenge to the plant's safety features
and would result in a total loss of AC power if the diesel
generators failed to start.

The OPERABILITY of an offsite AC source is not explicitly
required by the safety analyses. Therefore, the need for
two qualified circuits was not derived from the safety
analysis, since events postulating failure of offsite power
considered a complete loss of offsite power. Such events
disable all offsite circuits. The requirement for two
qualified circuits was derived from the design criteria
(Ref. 1) and standards incorporated into the plant design,
which required redundant, independent offsite power sources.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

e
i BASES

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is
SAFETY ANALYSES consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident

(continued) analyses and is based upon maintaining at least one division
of the AC and DC Power Sources and associated distribution
systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of
(1) an assumed loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power,
and (2) a worse case single failure.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Two qualified circuits (Ref. 3) between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class IE AC Distribution
System, and the two independent diesel generators (Ref. 3)
each capable of supplying one division of the onsite Class
IE AC Distribution System, ensure availability of the
required power to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a
safe shutdown condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence (A00) or a postulated design basis accident
(DBA).

Qualified offsite circuits are those that are described in
CESSAR-DC and are part of the licensing basis for the unit.

Each offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining required
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during
an accident, while connected to the ESF buses.

The two circuits from offsite are physically independent
such that a single component fault (e.g., breaker trip) will
not cause both power sources to be lost to one or more [4160
volt) emergency buses. Thus, a physically independent
circuit consists of one incoming line to the [230 kV)
(Preferred Switchyard Interface I) switchyard, a circuit
path /fncluding breakers and disconnects) to one energized
UAT (A or Y), and a circuit path from the energized UAT to

i the associated [4160 volt] emergency buses. A physically
independent circuit also consists of the incoming line to
the Preferred Switchyard Interface II, a circuit path
(including breakers and disconnects) to the one energized
RAT (Division I or II), and a circuit path from that
energized RAT to its 4160 volt emergency buses. Each

'(continued)
l
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

LCO division contains an automatic load sequencer to control
(continued) sequencing of Accident or Loss-of-Offsite Power loads.

Therefore, the AC Power System has a total of four (4)
qualified circuits between the offsite transmission network
and the onsite Class IE AC Distribution System, two circuits
per division.

Inoperable AC sources do not necessarily result in
inoperable components (which are designed to receive power
from that source) unless specif'ically directed by Required
Actions (refer to LC0 3.0.7).

Each DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to
required speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective
ESF bus on detection of bus undervoltage. This will be gaccomplished within 20 seconds. Each DG must also be
capable of accepting required loads within the assumed
loading sequence intervals, and continue to operate until
offsite power can de restored to the ESF buses. These
capabilitie_ 're rec;uired to be met from a variety of
initial cor.dtt ;ns sunh as DG in standby with the engins
hot, DG in mo Iby witt, the engine at ambient conditions, *

and DC, operatinc in a parallel test mode. Proper sequencing
of loads, inclun.ng tripring of nonessential loads, is a
required functic i for DG OPERABILITY.

Certairs diu ~ generator support systems are addressed in
other LCOs. During inoperabilities in these support
systems, inoperable diesel generators do not necessarily
result unless specifically directed by Required Actions.
This is in accordance with LC0 3.0.7.

APPLICABILITY The AC Power Sources and sequencers are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 tu ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients; and

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
(continued) OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained

in the event of a postulated DBA.

AC Power Source requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed
in LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown".

.

ACTIONS A.l. A.2. and A.3

With one of the required offsite circuits inoperable,
sufficient offsite power is available from the other
required offsite circuit to easure that the unit can be

| maintained in a safe shutdown condition following a design
basis transient or accident. Even failure of the remaining
required offsite circuit will not jeopardize a safe shutdown +

of the unit because of the redundant standby diesel
generator which is backed up by the CTG. However, since
system reliability is degraded below the LC0 requirements, a
time limit on continued operation is imposed. To ensure a
highly reliable power source remains, it is necessary to
verify the OPERABILITY of the remaining required offsite

( circuit on a more frequent basis.

- Since the Required Action only specifies " perform," a
failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in|

a Required Action not met. However, if a second required
circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the second offsite circuit is
inoperable, and Condition C, for two offsite circuits
inoperable, is entered.

The specific list of features encompassed-by Required Action
A.2 is provided in Reference 8. These features are those-

which are designed with redundant safety-related divisions.
Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is
limited to 24 hours, those systems with allowed Completion
Times 2 to 24 hours for both divisions inoperable are not
included as required features to be checked. Twenty-four

|- hours is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to
transients associated with shutdown. The remaining OPERABLE

|, offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to supply electrical
| power to Division 1 and Division 2 of the onsite Class 1E AC
|^

(continued)i
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ACTIONS A,1. A,2. and A.3 (continued)

Distribution System. The 24 hour Completion Time takes into
account the component OPERABILITY of the redundant
counterpart to the inoperable required feature.
Additionally, the 24 hour Completion Time takes into account
the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a
reasonable time for repairs. and the low probability of a
DBA occurring during this period. Required Action A.2,
which only applies if the division cannot be powered from an
offsite source, is intended to provide assurance that an
event with a coincident single failure of the associated --

diesel generator will not result in a complete loss of
safety function of critical systems. The Completion Time is
intended to allow the operator time to evaluate and repair
any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal " time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time " clock" In this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both: 1) the division has no offsite power supplying its
loads, and 2) a required feature on the other division is
inoperable. If at any time during the existence of this
Conaition (one offsite circuit inoperable) a redundant
required feature subsequer,tly becomes inoperable, this
Completion Time begins to be tracked.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), operation may
continue in Condition A for a period that should not exceed
72 hours. With one offsite circuit inoperable, the
reliability of the offsite system is degraded, and the
potential for a loss of offsite power is increased, with
attendant potential for a challenge to the unit safety

= systems. In this Condition, however, the remaining OPERABLE
offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to supply electrical
power to the onsite Class lE AC Distribution System.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet
the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance, a
DG is inoperable, and that DG is subsequently returned
OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for up to
72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours, as a
result of initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore the

;

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.l. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

offsite circuit. At this time, a DG could again become
inoperable, the circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional
72 hours (for a total of 9 days) would be allowed prior to-
complete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time
provides a limit on the time allowed in a specified
condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This
limit is considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "AND"
connector between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times
means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and
the more restrictive Completion Time must be met.

As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the
allowed outage time " clock." This will result in
establishing the " time zero" at the time that the LC0 was
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition A was
entered.

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable( time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

B.l. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2

To ensure a highly reliable offsite power source remains
with an inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the
availability of the offsite circuits on a more frequent
basis. Since the Required Action only specifies " perform,"
a failure of SR 3.8.1.1- acceptance criteria does not result,

in a Required Action being not met. However, if a circuit
fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite
circuit inoperability, additional Conditions and Required
Actions must then be entered.

'
The specific list of features encompassed by Required Action
B.2 is provided in Reference 8. 'These features- are those
which are designed with redundant safety _related divisions.
Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is
. limited to four hours, those systems with allowed Completion

(continued)4
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ACTIONS B.l. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2 (continued)

Times 2 four hours for both divisions inoperable are not
included as required features to be checked. Required
Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of
offsite power, du,ing the period that a diesel generator
isinoperable, '.,111 not result in a complete loss of safety
function of critical systems. The Completion Time is
intended to allow the operator time to evaluate and repair
any discovered 4 noerabilities, This Completion Time also
allows for an t > tion to the normal " time zero" for
beginning the al ed outage time " clock." In this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both: 1) an inoperable diesel generator exists, and 2) a
required feature on the other division is inoperable. This
will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time that
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of at the time
Condition B was entered. If at any time during the
existence of this Condition (one diesel generator
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be tracked.
The Completion Time is based on engineering judgement taking
into consideration the probability of a loss of offsite
power occurring while the other division (1 or 2) DG is
inoperable. This is comparable to, but less severe than
Cowtion E (both DGs inoperable) and therefore has a
comparaoh but less restrictive, Completion Time.

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one
or more inoperable required support or supported features,
or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results
in starting the Completion Time for the Required Action.
Four hours from the discovery of these events existing
concurrently, is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to
transients associated with shutdown.

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite
circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to the
onsite Class lE Distribution System. Thus, on a component
basis, single failure protection for the required feature's
function may have been lost; however, function has not been
lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the
OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable
required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.l. B.2. B.3.1. and B.3.2 (continued)

takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

The Note in Condition B requires that Required Action B.3.1
or B.3.2 must be completed if Condition B is entered. The
intent is that all DG inoperabilities must be investigated
for common cause failures regardless of how long the DG
inoperability persists.

"

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid
unnecessary testing of OPERABLE DGs. If it can be
determined that the cause of the inoperable DG does not
exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be
performed. If the cause of inoperability exists on other
DG(s), the other DG(s) would be declared inoperable upon
discovery and Condition E of LC0 3.8.1 would be entered.
Once the failure is repaired, the common cause failure no
longer exists and Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If
the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed

h not to exist on the remaining DG(s), performance of
d SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of continued

OPERABILITY of that DG.

According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 9), 24 hours is
reasonable to confirm that the OPERABLE DG(s) is not
affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG.

B.4. B.S. and B.6

Required Actions B.4 and B.5 verify the CTG to be functional
and capable of being aligned to the ESF buses. These
actions ensure the CTG is available as an on-site power
source. In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8),
operations may continue for 72 hours without an OPERABLE DG;
however, with a functional CTG capable of alignment to the
ESF buses operation may continue for 14 days.

The CTG must be started and achieve required steady voltage
and frequency within [2] minutes. In addition, alignment of
the circuit must be verified within 72 hours and once per 8
hours thereafter. This action ensures the following: (1)

p (continued)
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ACTIONS B.4. B.5. and B.6 (continued)
i

the circuit from the CTG to the ESF buses is available, (2) I
the operator is familiar with the breaker alignment required
to supply the ESF buses from the CTG, and (3) any
misalignment of the circuit can be identified and corrected.

In Condition B, if the CTG is not available, the remaining
OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are adequate to supply
electrical power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System.
The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable
time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

In Condition B, if the CTG is available, the 14 day
Completion Time of Required Action B.6 takes into account
the ability of the CTG to automatically start and to be
aligned to the ESF buses in [10] minutes. (See the
Background section for a discussion of the CTG.)

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.6
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet
the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, for instance, an
offsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit is
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have
been not met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total
of 17 days, since initial failure to meet the LCO, to
restore the DG. At this time, an offsite circuit could
again become inoperable, the DG restored OPERABLE, and an
additional 72 hours (for a total of 20 days) allowed prior
to complete restoration of the LCO. The 15 day Completion
Time provides a limit on time allowed in a specified
condition after discovery of failure to meet the LC0. This
limit is considered reasonable for situations in which
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The "AND"
connector between the 14 day and 15 day Completion Times
means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and
the more restrictive Completion Time must be met.

J

(continued)
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ACTIONS H.4. B.S. and B.6 (continued)

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal " time zero" for beginning the :

allowed time " clock", This will result in establishing the
" time zero" at-the time that the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.

C.1 and 0.2

Required Action C.1, which applies when two offsite circuits-
are inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an
event with a coincident single failure will not result in a
complete loss of redundant required safety functions. The
Completion Time for this failure of redundant required
features is reduced to 12 hours from that allowed for one
division without offsite power (Required Action A.2). The
rationale for the reduction to 12 hours is that Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8) allows a Completion . Time of 24 hours for.
two required offsite circuits inoperable, based upon the
assumption that two complete safety divisions are OPERABLE.
When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists,
this assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completion;

Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These features are powereo
from redundant AC safety divisions.

The specific list of features encompassed by Required Action
C.1 is provided in Reference 8. These features are those

.which are _ designed with redundant _ safety-related divisions.
Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is
limited to 12 hours, those systems with allowed Completion
Times 2 to 12 hours for both divisions inoperable are not
included as required features to be_ checked. The- .

requirement is intended to provide assurance should a'
coincident single failure of a diesel generator occur during
the period with two offsite circuits inoperable, a complete

L loss of safety function of critical systems will not result.

The Completion Time for' Required Action 'C.1 is intended to
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal " time zero" for

(continued)-
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

beginning the allowed outage time " clock." In this Required
Action, the Ccmpletion Time only begins on discovery that
both:

Two required offsite circuits are inoperable; anda.

b. A required feature is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two
offsite circuits inoperable) a required feature becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked. The
Completion Time is based on engineering judgement taking
into consideration the probability of an event concurrent
with a single failure of a diesel generator occuring (on the
division opposite to the inoperable feature) while two
offsite circuits are inoperable. During this time this
Condition exists (two offsite circuits inoperable),
Condition A also exists concurrently for each of the
inoperable offsite circuits independently. The Required
Actions and associated Completion Times apply as discussed
previously. This may result in more restrictive
requirements for restoration and/or cross-divisional feature
OPERABILITY checks.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), operation may
continue in Condition C for a period that should not exceed
24 hours. This level of degradation means that the offsite
electrical power system does not have the capability to
effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an
accident; however, the onsite AC sources have not been
degraded and are available to maintain the unit in a safe
shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or transient. This
level of degradation generally corresponds to a total loss
of the immediately accessible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite
sources, this level of degradation may appear to be more
severe than other combinations of two AC sources inoperable
that involve one or more DGs inoperable. However, two
factors tend to decrease the severity of this level of
degradation:

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power-
system that remains available is not susceptible to a
single bus or switching failure; and

b. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable
offsite power source is generally much less than that
required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite
AC source.

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable,
sufficient onsite AC sources are available to maintain the
unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or
transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC
sources, a LOCA, and a worst case single failure were
postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety
analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a
period of time to effect restoration of one of the offsite
circuits commensurate with the importance of maintaining an
AC electrical power system capable of meeting its design
criteria.

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the
available offsite AC Electrical Power Sources two less than:

| required by the LCO, operation may continue for 24 hours.
| If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours,

unrestricted operation.may continue. If only one offsite
source is restored within 24 hours, power operation-
continues in accordance with Condition A. If no offsite
circuit is restored within 24 hours, or, if either
inoperable offsite circuit is not restored within 72 hours-
of its initialy inoperability in accordance with Condition A
(which may occur, in some cases, prior to the 24 hour,

j Completion Time) a controlled shutdown must be initiated per
| Required Action G.I.
|

D.I. D.2. D.3. and D.4

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would
not be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable
resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required
Actions of Condition D are modified by a Note to indicate
that when Condition D is entered with no AC source to one

|

| (continued)
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ACTIONS D.1. D,2. D.3. and D.4 (continued)

division, the Conditions and Required Actions fer LCO 3.8.9,
" Distribution Systems - Operating," must be immediately
entered. This allows Condition D to provide requirements
for the loss of one offsite circuit and one DG without
regard to whether a division is de-energized. LCO 3.8.9
provides the appropriate restrictions for a de-energized
division. This will continue to provide common mode failure
considerations for the inoperable diesel generator, cross
divisional features OPERABILITY considerations, and provide
the appropriate time limit for continued operation while
repairs are being attempted.

In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in both the
offsite power system and the onsite Division 1 or 2 AC Power

| System. However, since power system redundancy is provided
l by two diverse sources of power and the CTG is available,

the reliability of the power systems in this Condition may
appear higher than Condition C (loss of both required
offsite circuits). This difference in reliability is offset
by the susceptibility of this power system configuration to
a single bus or switching failure. The 36 hour Completion
Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during the period.

Required Actions 0.1 and 0.2 verify the CTG to be functional
and capable of being aligned to the ESF buses. These
actions ensure the CTG is available as an on-site power
source. In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8),
operations may continue for 12 hours without an OPERABLE DG;

i however, with a functional CTG capable of alignment to the
ESF buses operation may continue for 36 hours.

The CTG must be started and achieve required steady state
voltage and frequency within [2] minutes. In addition,

! alignment of the circuit must be verified within 12 hours
j and once per 8 hours thereafter.

In Condition D, if the CTG is not available the inoperable
DG or offsite circuit must be returned to OPERABLE status,

| within 12 hours or Condition G must be entered. The 12
| hours takes into account the capacity and capability of the
j remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the
i low probability of a DBA occuring during this period.

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.l. D 2. D 3. and 0.4 (continued)

In Condition D, with the CTG available, the 36 hours
Completion Time of Required Actions D.3 and 0.4 takes into
account the ability of the CTG to automatically start and to
be aligned to the ESF buses in [10] minutes. (See the
Background section for a discussion of the CTG.)

L1

With two required diesel generators inoperable, insufficient'
standby AC Power Sources are available to power the minimum
required ESF functions. Since the offsite power system is
the only source of AC power for this level of degradation,
the risk associated with continued operation for a very
short time could be less than that associated with an
immediate controlled shutdown (i.e, the immediate shutdown
could cause grid instability which could result in total
loss of AC power). However, since any inadvertent generator
trip could also result in total loss of AC power, the time -
allowed for continued operation is severely restricted. The
intent here is not only to avoid the risk associated with an

O immediate controlled shutdown but also to minimize the risk
associated with this level of degradation. During the time
this condition exists (both DGs inoperable), Condition B
also exists concurrently for each of the inoperable DGs
independently. The Required Actions and associated
Completion Times apply as discussed.previously. This will
continue to provide common mode failure considerations,
cross-divisional-feature 0PERABILITY, and the appropriate
time limit for continued operation while repairs are being
attempted.

Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available
standby AC electrical supplies two less than the LCO,
operation may continue for a period that should not exceed
two hours.

F.1

The sequencers are an essential support system to [both the
offsite circuit and the DG associated with a given ESF bus).
[Furthermore, the sequencer is on the primary success path

(continued)
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ACTIONS U (continued)
for most major AC electrically powered safety systems
powered from the associated ESF bus.) Therefore, loss of

an [ESF bus sequencer) affects every major ESF system in
the division. The 24 hour Completion Time provides a period
of time to correct the problem commensurate with the
importance of maintaining sequencer OPERABILITY. This time
period also ensures that the probability of an accident
(requiring sequencer OPERABILITY) occurring during periods
when the sequencer is inoperable is minimal.

G.1 and G.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times cannot be met. This is done by placing the plant in
at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience to reach the required MODES from full power
without challenging plant systems.

M
With three or more required AC sources inoperable,
insufficient AC sources remain available to ensure safe
shutdown of the unit in the event of a transient or accident
with any additional single failure. At this severely
degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical
power system will cause a loss of function. Immediately is
used as an administrative means of not allowing any
extension of the LC0 3.0.3 shutdown requirements.

SURVEILLANCE The AC Power Sources are designed to permit inspection and
REQUIREMENTS testing of all important areas and features, especially

those which have a standby function, in accordance with 10
CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 18 (Ref. 10).
Periodic component tests are supplemented by extensive
functional tests during refueling outages (under simulated
accident conditions). The Surveillance Requirements for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the diesel generators are

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
REQUIREMENTS 1.9 (Ref. 2),1.108 (Ref.11), and 1.137 (Ref.12), as

(continued) addressed in CESSAR-DC.

Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances, the following is applicable. The minimum steady
state output voltage of [3740] V is 90% of the nominal
[4160] V output voltage. This value, which is specified in
ANSI C84.1-1982 (Ref. 6), allows for voltage drop to the
terminals of 4000 V motors whose minimum operating voltage
is specified as 90% or 3600 V. It also allows for voltage
drops to motors and other equipment down through the 120 V --

level where minimum operating voltage is also usually
specified as 80% of name plate rating. The specified
maximum steady state output voltage of (4576] V is equal to
the maximum operating voltage specified for 4000 V motors.
It ensures that for a lightly loaded distribution system,
the voltage at the terminals of 4000 V motors is no more
than the maximum required operating voltages. The specified
minimum and maximum frequencies of the DG are (58.8) Hz and
(61.2] Hz, respectively. These values are equal to i 2% of
the 60 Hz nominal frequency and are derived from the
recommendations given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

The Surveillance Requirements are proceeded by a Note. The
Note provides a list of SRs for which SR 3.0.2 is not
applicable. The Frequency of these SRs is 24 months with no
automatic extension. This is a conservative time period for
performing the Surveillances and accounts for an 18 month
fuel cycle with typical maintenance outage lengths and
schedules. This 24 month Frequency provides sufficient time
for maintenance and testing of the DG's to be performed
without impacting outage scheduling or DG availability
during all MODES of operation. More specifically, the 24
months provides the flexibility to schedule Surveillances to
ensure DG OPERABILITY can be maintained and will preclude,
during shutdown (MODE 5 and 6), requiring the OPERABLE DG
from being paralleled with the required offsite power
network when they are required AC sources.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This Surveillance Requirement assures proper circuit
continuity for the offsite AC power supply to distribution
network and availability of offsite AC power. The breaker
alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct
position to ensure distribution buses and loads are
connected to their preferred power source and independence
of offsite circuits is maintained. The 7 day Frequency is
adequate since breaker position is not likely to change
without the operator being aware of it and because status is
displayed in the control room.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These surveillances help to ensure the availability of the |
standby power supply to mitigate design basis accidents and i
transients and maintain the unit in safe shutdown !

conditions. To minimize the wear on moving parts that do I
not get lubricated when the engine is not running, these SRs I

are modified by a Note (Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate ;

that all DG starts for these Surveillances may be preceded
by an engine prelube period and followed by a warmup period
prior to loading by an engine prelube period. For the
purpose of this testing, the diesel generators shall be
started from standby conditions. Standby conditions in this
case means the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, some
manufacturers recommend a modified start in which the
starting speed of DGs is limited, warmup is limited to this
lower speed, and the DGs are gradually accelerated to
synchronous speed prior to loading. -This is the intent of
Note 3, which is only applicable when such modified start
procedures are recommended by the manufacturer.

SR 3.8.1.7 requires, on a 184 day frequency, the diesel
generators start from standby conditions and achieve
required voltage and frequency within 20 seconds. The 20
second requirement supports the assumptions in the design
basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analysis (Ref. 5).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 20 second start requirement is not applicable to SR
3.8.1.2 which is performed on a Frequency specified in Table
3.8.1-1.

If a modified start is not used,_20 second start requirement
of SR 3.8.1.7 applies. Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 20
second start, it is more restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it
may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.1.2. This is the intent
of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.

The normal 31 day frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see Diesel
Generator Test Schedule, Table 3.8.1-1) is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The 184 day Frequency for SR
3.8.1.7 is a reduction in cold testing consistent with
Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 9). These Frequencies provide
adequate assurance of diesel generator OPERABILITY while
minimizing degradation resulting from testing.

SR 3.8.1.3
:

This Surveillance verifies that the diesel generators are
capable of synchronizing and accepting 2 the equivalent of
the maximum expected accident loads. The 60-minute run time
for the diesel generator (required by Ref. 2) is to
stabilize the engine temperature. This will ensure that
cooling and lubrication are adequate for extended periods of
operation while minimizing the time that the diesel
generator is connected to the offsite power source.

Although no power factor requirements are established by
this SR, the DG is normally operated at a-power factor
between [0.8 lagging) and [1.0]. The [0.8] value is the
design rating of the machine, while [1.0) is an operational
limitation [to ensure circulating currents are minimized].

The normal 31 day' Frequency for this Surveillance (see
Diesel Generator Test Schedule) is consistent with

i Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

This Surveillance is modified by four Notes. The first Note
allows gradual. (manual), loading as recommended by the
manufacturer to minimize stress and wear on the diesel

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

engine (Ref. 9). The second Note allows momentary
transients due to changing bus loads to not invalidate the
test. Similarly, momentary power factor transients above
the limit will not invalidate the test. The third Note
requires that this Surveillance be conducted on only one
diesel generator at a time. This will avoid a total loss of
AC power due to a common cause failure in the offsite
circuits or a perturbation on the grid. Note 4 stipulates a
prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR. A
successful DG start must precede this test to credit
satisfactory performance.

|

l

SR 3.8.1.4 |

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in
the day tank {and engine mounted tank] is at or above the
level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The level
is expressed as an equivalent volume in gallons, and is
selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum of 1 hour
of DG operation at full load plus 10%.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are

provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses
of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the
fuel oil day tanks once every 31 days eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.
In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,
ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil, and from
breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking
for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel
oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies are established by
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.12). This SR is for preventive
maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily
represent failure of this SR provided the accumulated water
is removed during the performance of this Surveillance.

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil
transfer valve operates and allows fuel oil to transfer by
gravity from its associated storage tanks to its associated
day tank. This is required to support continuous operation
of standby power sources. This Surveillance provides
assurance that the fuel oil transfer valve is OPERABLE, the
fuel oil piping system is intact, the fuel delivery piping
is not obstructed, and the controls and control systems for
automatic fuel transfer systems are OPERABLE.

A 92 day Frequency corresponds to the Inservice Testing
requirements for the transfer valves; however, the design of
fuel transfer systems is such that the transfer valves will
operate automatically or a valve in the bypass.line must be
operated manually in order to maintain an adequate volume of
fuel oil in the DG day tank during or following DG testing.
In such a case, a 92 day Frequency is appropriate.

SR 3.8.1.7

See SR 3.8.1.2.

, SR 3.8.1.8
L

| Transfer of each [4160 volt) emergency bus power supply from
L the normal preferred offsite circuit to the alternate

preferred offsite circuit demonstrates the OPERABILITY of
| the alternate circuit distribution network to feed the
| shutdown loads. The 24 month Frequency of the Surveillance

is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration
the plant conditions required to perform the surveillance,

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle
lengths. Also, operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 24
month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to
be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note
prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2.
Performance of this surveillance could result in
perturbations to the electrical distribution system and
cause a challenge to continued steady-state operation in
MODES 1 or 2. Therefore, this Surveillance must be
performed in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6. The second Note allows
credit to be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
Surveillance Requirement.

SR 3.8.1.9

The diesel generators are provided with an engine overspeed 1

|trip to prevent damage to the engine. Recovery from the
transient caused by the loss of a large load could cause i
diesel engine overspeed which, if excessive, might result in j
a trip of the engine. This Surveillance der.:enstrates the |

'diesel generator load response characteristics and
capability to reject the largest single load without
exceeding predetermined voltage and frequency limits, which
maintains a specified margin to the overspeed trip. The
largest single load on the emergency buses corresponds to a
Component Cooling Water Pump (1250 BHP,1037kW) (Ref. 3).
As required by IEEE 308 (Ref.14), the load rejection test
is acceptable if the increase in the speed of the diesel
does not exceed 75% of the difference between nominal speed
and the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above nominal,
whichever is lower. This represents [63] Hz, equivalent to
75% of the difference between nominal speed and the
overspeed trip setpoint.

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in
this SR are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Rcf. 2)
recommendations for response during load sequence intervals.
The [3] seconds specified is equal to 60% of a typical 5
second load sequence interval associated with sequencing of

(continued)
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BASES

SURVElLLANCE SR 3.8.~1.9 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the largest load. The voltage and frequency specified are
consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by
the diesel generator. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to the
maximum frequency excursion while SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR
3.8.1.9.c are steady state voltage and frequency values that
the system must recover to following load rejection. The 24
month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref,11) (expected fuel cycle
lengths).

__

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor
<; [0.9] . This power factor is chosen to be representative
of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG
would experience.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
that during operation with the reactor critical, performance
of this SR could cause perturbations to the electrical

G distribution systems that could challenge continued steady
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems.
Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.10

This Surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator
capability to reject a full load without overspeed tripping
or exceeding the predetermined voltage limits. The
generator full load rejection may occur due to a system
fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This Surveillance
verifies proper engine-generator load-response under the
simulated test conditions. This test will simulate the loss
of the total connected loads that the diesel generator will
experience following a full load rejection and verify that
the diesel generator will not trip upon loss of the load.
These acceptance criteria provide for diesel generator
damage protection. While the diesel generator is not
expected to experience this transient during an event and
continue to be available, this response will assure the
diesel generator is not degraded for future applications,

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

including reconnection to the bus if the trip initiator can
be corrected or isolated. The 24 month Frequency is
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
1.108 (Ref. 11) (expected fuel cycle lengths).

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor
s [0.9]. This power factor is chosen to be representative
of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG
would experience.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
that during operation with the reactor critical, performance
of this SR could cause perturbation to the electrical
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems.
Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.11

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this
Surveillance demonstrates the as-designed operation of the
standby power sources during loss of the preferred offsite
power source. This test verifies all actions encountered
from the loss of offsite power including shedding of the
non-essential loads and energization of the emergency buses
and respective loads from the diesel generator. it further
demonstrates the capability of the diesel generator to
automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency
within the specified time.

The diesel generator automatic start time of 20 seconds is
derived from requirements of the accident analysis to

. respond to a design basis large break LOCA. The minimum
! steady state output voltage of [3744] volts is 90% of the

nominal [4160 volt] output voltage. This value, which is
specified in ANSI C84.1-1982, allows for voltage drop down
to the terminals of 4000 volt rated motors whose minimum
operating voltage is specified as 90% or 3600 volts. It

also allows for voltage drops to motors and other equipment

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

down through the 120 volt level where minimum operating
voltage is also usually specified as 90% of nameplate
rating.

The specified maximum steady state output voltage of [4576]
volts is equal to the maximum operating voltage specified
for 4000 volt rated motors (+ 10% of motor nameplate rating
of 4000 volts). It ensures that for a lightly loaded
distribution system the voltage at the terminals of 4000
volt motors will be no more than the maximum. rated operating
voltages.

The specified minimum and maximum steady state output
frequency of the diesel generator is (58.8) Hz and [61.2]
Hz, respectively. This is equal to i 2% of the 60 Hz
nominal frequency and is derived from the recommendations
given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2) that the frequency
should be restored to within 2% of nominal following a load
sequence step. The Surveillance should be continued for a
minimum of five minutes in order to demonstrate all starting

[ transients have decayed and stability has been achieved.

For the purpose of this SR, the diesel generators shall be
started from standby conditions. Standby conditions in this
case means the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the
DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these
loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For
instance, the Safety Injection System (SIS) injection valves
are not desired to be stroked open and high pressure
injection systems are not capable of being operated at full
fl ow. In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and
loading of loads, testing that adequately shows. the
capability of the DG system to perform these functions.is-
acceptable. This testing may include any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
connection and loading sequence is verified.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into
consideration plant conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected
fuel cycle lengths. Also, operating experience has shown
that these components usually pass the SR when performed at
the 24 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first
-

Note permits an engine prelube period which is consistent
with manufacturer's recommendations prior to diesel
generator starting to minimize wear on moving parts which
are not lubricated unless the engine is operating. The
second Note prohibits performance of this Surveillance in
MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4. Performance of this Surveillance -

requires that offsite power be removed from the [4160 V]
emergency buses which will perturb the electrical
distribution system and could challenge safety-relateo
equipment. The third Note acknowledges that credit may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.12

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generator
automatically starts and achieves the required voltage and
frequency within the specified time (20 seconds) from the
design basis activation-signal. It further demonstrates
that during a LOOP event, the DG load sequencers restart
equipment that was de-energized as a result of the LOOP.
The five minute period provides sufficient time to
demonstrate stability. The basis for the time, voltage, and
frequency tolerances specified in this Surveillance are
discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11.

For the purpose of this test, the diesel generators shall be
started from standby conditions. Standby conditions in this
Cdse means the diesel engine coolant and oil are being
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.12 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of the Surveillance is based on engineering
judgment taking into consideration the plant conditions
required to perform the surveillance and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths. Also,-
operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SP. when performed at the 24 month Frequency.
Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first Note*

D permits an engine prelube period prior.to diesel generator
starting to minimize wear on moving parts which are not
lubricated unless the engine is operating. The second Note-
prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2.
Performance of this Surveillance could cause perturbations ,

to the electrical distribution systems that could challenge
continued steady-state operations. The third Note
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

t

( SR 3.8.1.13

This Surveillance demonstrates that diesel generatorn
; non-critical protective functions (e.g. high jacket water

temperature) are bypassed as a result of an ESF actuation
test signal. concurrent with a loss of voltage test signal on
the emergency bus. It also verifies that critical

' protective functions (engine.overspeed, generator
differential current, generator voltage controlled
overcurrent, and low' low lube oil pressure) trip the diesel
generator to avert substantial damage to the diesel
generator unit. The non-critical trips are bypassed during
DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition.
This provides the operator with sufficient time to react

.

appropriately. The diesel generator availability to
mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the engine*

against minor problems that are not immediately detrimental
to emergency operation of~the diesel generator.

The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration plant conditions required to
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent

:

-, _ (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.13 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

with expected fuel cycle lengths. Also, operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
SR when performed at the ?4 month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. Note 1
,

prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2. I

Performance of this Surveillance results in diesel generator
inoperability and could challenge safety-related equipment. ;

Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned I
events that satisfy this SR. )

SR 3.8.1.14

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), requires demonstration
once per 24 months that the diesel generators can start and
run continuously at full load capability for an interval of
reot less than 24 hours, of which [>2] hours are at a load
equivalent to 110% of the continuous rating of the diesel
and two hours at a load equivalent to the two hour rating of
the diesel. The diesel starts for this Surveillance can be
performed either from cold, standby or hot conditions. The
Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref,11), and takes into
consideration plant conditions required to perform the
Surveillance and is intended to be consistent with expected
fuel cycle lengths.

The provisions for prelubricating and warmup, discussed in
SR 3.8.1.2, and for gradual loading, discussed in SR
3.8.1.3, are applicable to this SR.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor of
<; [0.9) . This power factor is chosen to be representative
of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG
would experience. The load band is provided to avoid
routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may
result in more frequent teardown inspections in accordance

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

with vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG
OPERABILITY.

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. Note 1 states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not-
invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary power factor
transients above the pcwer factor limit will not invalidate
the test. The reason for Note 2 is that during operation
with the reactor critical, performance of this Surveillance
could cause perturbations to the electrical distribution
. systems that could challenge continued steady state
operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. Note 3
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.15

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can
restart from a hot condition and achieve the required
voltage and frequency within 20 seconds. The 20 second time
is derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to' respond to a design basis large break LOCA, The bases for
the voltage and frequency tolerances are discussed in the
Bases for SR 3.8.1.11.

This Surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator
capability to respond to accident signals while hot, such as ~

l- subsequent to shutdown from normal Surveillances. The load
i band is provided to avoid-routine overloading of the diesel
'

generator. Routine overloads may result in more frequent
teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recommendations in order to maintain diesel generator

!. OPERABILITY. The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide l~.108 (Ref.11).

| This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first
!- Note requires that this Surveillance be performed within

five minutes of shutting down the diesel generator after it
has operated for 2 [two] hours at fully loaded conditions
and allows momentary transients due to changing bus loads do

! not invalidate the test. The two-hour time limit is based
on the manufacturer's recommendation for achieving hot

; (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.15 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

conditions. The second Note permits an engine prelube
period prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear
on moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine
is operating. Note 3 acknowledges that credit may be taken
for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.16

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this
Surveillance assures that the manual synchronization and
load transfer from the diesel generator to the offsite power
source can be made and the diesel generator can be
returned to ready-to-load status when offsite power is |
restored. It also ensures that the auto-start logic is |
reset to allow the diesel generator to reload if a '

subsequent loss of offsite power occurs. The diesel
generator is considered to be in ready-to-load status when
the diesel generator is at required speed and voltage, the
output breaker is open and can receive an auto-close signal
on bus undervoltage, and the load sequence timers are reset.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) and
takes into consideration plant conditions required to
pe-form the Surveillance.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.17

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the
diesel generator availability under accident conditions will
not be compromised as the result of testing. Interlocks to
the LOCA sensing circuits cause the diesel generator to
automatically reset to ready-to-load operation if a LOCA
actuation signal is received during operation in the test

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.17 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

mode. Ready-to-load operation is defined as the diesel
generator running at required speed and voltage with the
diesel generator output breaker open. These provisions for-
automatic switchover are required by IEEE 308 (Ref. 14).

The requirement to automatically energize the emergency
loads with offsite power is essentially identical to that of
SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement associated with
SR 3.8.1.17.b is to show that-the emergency loading was not
affected by the DG operation in test mode. In lieu of
actual demonstration of connection and loading of loads,
testing that adequately shows the capability of the
emergency loads to perform these functions is acceptable.
This testing may include any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection
and loading sequence is verified.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), takes
into consideration unit conditions required to perform the

p Surveillance and is intended to be consistent with expected
Q fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is
that performing Surveillance would remove a required offsite
circuit from service, perturb the electrical distribution

_

system, and challenge safety systems. Note 2 acknowledges
that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy
this SR.:

!

SR 3.8.1.18

| As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), each diesel
'

generator is required to demonstrate proper operation for
the DBA. loading sequence to ensure that voltage and
frequency are maintained within the required. limits. Under
accident conditions, prior to connecting the diesel
generators'.to their appropriate bus, all loads are shed

-

except load center feeders and those motor control centers
which feed Class 1E loads (referred to as permanently-'

connected loads). Upon reaching 90% required voltage and '

frequency, the diesel generators are then connected to their

| (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.l J (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

respective bus. Loads are then sequentially connected to
the bus by the automatic load sequencer. The sequencing
logic controls the permissive and starting signals to motor
breakers so as to prevent overloading the diesel generators
due to high motor starting currents. The 10% load sequence
time interval tolerance ensures sufficient time exists for
the diesel generator to restore frequency and voltage prior
to applying the next load and that safety analysis
assumptions regarding ESF eauipment time delays are not
violated. Reference 1 provides a summary of the automatic
loading of ESF buses.

The frequency of 24 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and
takes into consideration plant conditions required to
perform the Surveillance and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note
prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4. Performance of this test requires the inoperability
of certain ESF equipment and has the potential to perturb
the electrical distribution system which would challenge
continued steady-state operation. The second Note
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR,

SR 3.8.1.19

In the event of a design basis accident coincident with a
loss of offsite power (LOOP), the diesel generators are
required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems so
that the fuel, Reector Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded. .

This Surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator
operation, as discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.114 during
a LOOP actuation test signal in conjunction with an [SF
actuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of
connection and loading of loads, testing that adequately
shows the capability of the DG system to perform these
functions is acceptable. This testing may include any

(continued)
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SURVEILLANEE $R 3.8.1.19 (continued)'

REQUIREMENTS
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that i

the entire connectio and loading sequence is verified.

The frequency of 24 months is consistent with the
recommendatic:is- of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and
takes int <' consideration plant conditions required to
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent
with expected fuel cycle lengths.

,

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first
Note permits an engine prelube period prior to diesel
generator start'ing to minimize wear on moving parts which
are not lubricated unless the engine is operating. The
second Note prohibits performance of this Surveillance in
M0DE 1, 2, 3 or 4. Performance of this Surveillance

1 requires that offsite power be removed from the emergency -

buses which will perturb the electrical distribution system '

and could challenge continued steady-state operation and
safety-related equipment. The third Note acknowledges that
credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

SR 3.8.1.20

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generator
starting independence has not been compromised. Also, this
Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve
proper speed within the specified time when the diesel
generators are started simultaneously. The 10 year
Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of-
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) and Regulatory Guide 1.137
(Ref. 12).

This Surveillance is modified by a Note which allows an
engine prelube period-prior to diesel generator starting to
minimize wear on moving parts which are not lubricated
unless the engine is operating.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE [Lifsel Generator Test S_ghedule
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The diesel generator test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1)
implements the recommendations of Revision 3 to Regulatory
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The purpose of this test schedule is to
provide timely test data to establish a confidence level
associated with the goal to maintain diesel generator
reliability above 0.95 per demand.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (Ref. 2), each
DG unit should be tested at least once every 31 days.
Whenever a DC has experienced 4 or more valid failures in
the last 25 valid tests, the maximum time between tests is I
reduced to 7 days. Four failures in 25 valid tests is a !
failure rate of 0.16, or the threshold of acceptable DG l

performance, and hence may be an early indication of the
degradation of DG reliability. When considered in the light
of a long history of tests, however, 4 f ailures in the last
25 valid tests may only be a statistically probable i

distribution of random events. Increasing the test
frequency will allow for a more timely accumulation of
additional test data upon which to base judgment of the
reliability of the DG. The increased test Frequency must be
maintained until seven consecutive, failure free tests have
been performed.

The Frequency for accelerated testing is 7 days, but no less
than 24 hours. Therefore, the interval between tests should
be no less than 24 hours, and no more than 7 days. A

successful test at an interval of less than 24 hours should
be considered an invalid test and not count towards the
seven consecutive failure free starts. A test interval in
excess of 7 days constitutes a failure to meet the SRs.

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) defines the desel
generator unit as consisting of the engine, generator,
combustion air system, cooling water system up to the
supply, fuel oil supply system, lubricating oil system,
starting energy sources, auto start controls, manual
controls, and the diesel generator breaker. Inoperabilities
of diesel generators caused by failures of equipment that
are not part of the defined diesel generator unit are
categorized as invalid failures in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.108 since the failure would nnt have

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Diesel Generator Test Schedule (continued)
REQUIREMENTS '

prevented the diesel generator from performing its intended
'safety function. As such, they do not impact the

Surveillance frequency of the diesel generator that failed.
.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 17,
" Electric Power Systems."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, and
Qualification of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite
Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants,"
Revision 3.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

5. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15,

6. ANSI C84.1-1982,
s

7. ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code Section XI.

8. Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources," December 1974.

9. Generic Letter 84-15, " Proposed Staff Actions to
improve and Maintain Diesel Generator Reliability,"
July 2, 1984.

10. 10 CFR 50, General Design Criteria 18. " Inspection and
Testing of Electric Power Systems."

11. Regulatory Guide 1.108,_" Periodic Testing of Diesel
Generator Units Used as On-site-Electric Power Systems
at _ Nuclear Power Plants," August 1977.-

12. Regulatory. Guide 1.137, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby
,

Diesel Generators," October 1979.'

,

1

(continued) ,
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AC Sources - Operating|

B 3.8.1

!

BASES

REFERENCES 13. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9..

(continued)i

14. IEEE 308-1974, "lEEE Standard Criteria for Class IE
Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

15. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 19.;
4 _

l
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

8 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of offsite and onsite AC Power Sources is
provided in the Bases for LC0 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating.

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 5
SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 ensures that: -

a) The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or
refueling condition for extended periods;

b) Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
status; and

c) Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate
events postulated during shutdown, such as an
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling
accident, or a loss of decay heat removal,

in general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical
Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has the
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and
concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not
required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that
many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses in MODES 5
and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible
in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the
reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and
pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the
probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or
eliminated, and with minimal consequences. These deviations
from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements during
shutdown conditions are allowed by the LC0 for required
systems.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABLE During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, various deviations from the
SAFETY ANALYS[S analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed

(continued) within the Required Actions. This allowance is in
recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities
must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is
not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a
significant number of required testing and maintenance
activities is also required. In MODES 5 and 6, the
activities are generally planned and administratively
controlled. Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCO

,

requirements are acceptable during shutdown modes based on:
l

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a
risk prudent goal as well as a utility economic ;

consideration,

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for
certain conditions. These may include administrative
controls, reliance on systems that do not necessarily
meet typical design requirements applied to systems
credited in operating MODE analyses, or both,

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated
with multiple activities that could affect multiple
systems.

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to
perform required functions (even if not meeting
MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with
systems assumed to function during an event.

In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO
ensures the capability to support systems necessary to avoid
immediate difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite
power or a loss of all onsite diesel generator (DG) power.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The qualified offsite circuit (s) capable of supplying the
onsite Class lE power distribution subsystem (s) of
LCO 3.8.10, " Distribution Systems-Shutdown," ensures that
all required loads are powered from offsite power. The

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown i
'B 3.8.2

BASES
.

LCO OPERABLE on-site power source (s), associated with a
(continued) distribution system division (s) required to be OPERABLE by i

LC0 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power source is available to
provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of the
offsite circuit (s). Together, OPERABILITY of the required
offsite circuit (s) and on-site power source (s) ensures the
availability of sufficient AC sources to operate the unit in
a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents, ,

reactor vessel draindown, or loss of decay heat removal).

The qualified offsite circuit (s) must be capable of
.

,

maintaining required frequency and voltage, and accepting
required loads during an accident, while connected to the
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) bus (es). Qualified offsite
circuits are those that are described in the CESSAR-DC and
are part of the licensing basis for the unit.

During a shutdown condition, it is acceptable for a single
offsite power circuit to supply all required divisions of
electrical power.

O Inoperable AC Sources do not necessarily result in ,

inoperable components (which are designed to receive power
from that source) unless specifically directed by Required '

Actions (refer to LC0 3.0.7).

The DG must be capable-of starting, accelerating to required
speed and voltage, connecting to its respective ESF bus on
detection of bus undervoltage, and accepting required loads.

This sequence must be accomplished within 20 seconds. The
DG must be capable of accepting required loads within the '

assumed loading sequence intervals, and must continue to
operate until offsite power can be restored to the ESF
buses. These capabilities _are required to be met from a

,

variety of initial conditions such as DG in standby with the|

I engine hot, DG_in standby at ambient conditions, and DG
operating in a parallel test mode.

Proper. sequencing of loads, including tripping of
nonessential loads, is a required function for DG
OPERABILITY.

(continued),

1
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

LCO in addition, proper sequencer operation is an integral part
(continued) of offsite circuit OPERABILITY if its inoperability in any 1

way impacts on the ability to start and maintain energized i
any loads required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10. i

|

Certain diesel generator support systems are addressed in
other LCOs. During inoperabilities in these support
systems, inoperable diesel generators do not necessarily j
result unless specifically directed by Required Actions |

(refer to LCO 3.0.7). !

I
As described in " Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report" (Ref. 1), l
in the event of an accident during shutdown, the TS are ;

designed to maintain the plant in a condition such that,
even with a single failure, the plant will not be in
immediate difficulty.

APPLICABILITY The MODE 5 and MODE 6 APPLICABILITY assures AC power sources
are OPERABLE to support the equipment required to be
OPERABLE for the various conditions of these MODES.

MODE 5 has a subset of plant operating conditions. These
include: 1) MODE 5 - Loops Filled, 2) MODE 5 - Loops Not
filled, and 3) MODE 5 - REDUCED RCS INVENTORY. During these
different operating conditions the systems required to be
OPERABLE are dictated by the conditioas. Identifying the
required systems and the Distribution Systems to support
them is essential in determining the number of qualified
circuit (s) and the number of on-site source (s) that must be
OPERABLE in these different conditions.

MODE 6 also has a subset of plant operating conditions.
These include: 1) MODE 6 - High Water Level, 2) MODE 6 - Low
Water Level, and 3) MODE 6- REDUCED RCS INVENTORY. As
discussed in the previous paragraph, identification of the
required systems for each condition must be accomplished to
ensure compliance with the TS.

The AC power sources that are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6 provides assurance that:

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

Ov BASES

APPLICABILITY a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
(continued) are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies-in

the core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the
reactor vessel,

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available,

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
available, !

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown or refueling condition, and

e. Systems are available to remove decay heat from the
irradiated fuel in the core.

AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed
in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."

O
ACTIONS L1

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were
not available to one required ESF division. Although two
divisions may be required by LCO 3.8.10, the remaining
division with offsite power available may be capable of
supporting sufficient required features to allow
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and/or
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
By the allowance of the option to declare required features
inoperable, with no offsite power available, appropriate
restrictions will be implemented in accordance with the
affected required features LC0's ACTIONS.

A.2.1. A_.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. B.l. B.2.1. B.2.2. B.2.3.
L 2.4 and B.2.5

With the offsite circuit not available to all required
divisions, the option would still exist to declare all
required features inoperable. Since this option may involve

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdoen
B 3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS L2A A . 2. 2. A. 2. 3. A . 2. 4. A. 2. 5. B. I . B . 2.1. B . 2. 2. B. 2. 3.
B.2,4 and B.2.5 (continued)

undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the
required on-site power source (s) inoperable, the minimum
required diversity of AC power sources is not available.
Although two divisions may be required by LC0 3.8.10, the
remaining divisions with an on-site power source available
may be capable of supporting sufficient required features to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement,
and/or operations with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel. The option to declare required features inoperable,
with no on-site source available, will implement appropriate
restrictions in accordance with the affected features LC0's
ACTIONS. The other option is to require the suspension of
CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
any activities that could potentially result in inadvertent
draining of the reactor vessel, and operations involving
positive reactivity additions which would exceed limits
specified in LCO 3.1.1 " SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)" or LC0 3.1.9
"Special Test Exception (STE) - SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)". The
Required Action to suspend positive reactivity additions
does not preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor
vessel inventory provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize the probability or the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately
initiate action to restore the required AC sources and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in
order to provide the necessary AC power to the unit safety
systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the conservative Required
Actions, the unit is still without sufficient AC power
sources to operate in a safe manner. Therefore, action must
be initiated to restore the minimum required AC power
sources and continue until the LC0 requirements are
restored.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The

(continued)
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B 3.8.2

i

BASES

ACTIONS A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. B.l. B.2.1. B.2.2. B.2.3.
B.2.4 and 0.2.5 (continued)

restoration of the required AC electrical power sources
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may
be without sufficient power.

Pursuant to LC0 3.0.6, the Distribution System's ACTIONS are
not entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable,
resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required
Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate
that when Condition A is entered with no AC power to one ESF
bus, the ACTIONS for LC0 3.8.10 must be-immediately entered.
This Note allows Condition A to provide requirements for the
loss of the offsite circuit, whether or not a division is
de-energized. LC0 3.8.10 provides the appropriate
restrictions for the situation involving a de-energized '

division.

C.l. C.2. C.3.1. and C.3.2

| During shutdown with two required on-site sources required,
if one source becomes inoperable Condition C must be
entered.

|

To ensure a highly reliable offsite power source remains
with an inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the
availability of the offsite circuits on a more frequent
basis. Since the Required Action only specifies " perform,"
a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result
in a Required Action being not met. However, if a circuit
fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite
circuit inoperability, additional Conditions and Required
Actions must then be entered.

The specific list of features encompassed by Required Action
C.2-is provided in Reference 8. .These features are those
which are designed with redundant safety related divisions.
Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is-
limited to four hours, those systems with allowed Completion
Times 2 four hours for both divisions inoperable are not
included as required features to be checked. Required

(continued)-
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS C.l. C.2. C.3.1. and C.3.2 (continued)

Action C.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of
offsite Mwer, during the period that a diesel generator is
inoperab!e, will not result in a complete loss of safety
function of critical systems. The Completion Time is
intended to allow the operator time to evaluate and repair
any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal " time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time " clock.' In this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that
both: 1) an inoperable diesel generator exists, and 2) a -

required feature on the other division is inoperable. This
will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time that
the LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time
Condition C was entered. If at any time during the
existence of this Condition (one diesel generator
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be tracked.

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one
or more inoperable required support or supported features,
or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results
in starting the Completion Time for the Required Action.
Four hours from the discovery of these events existing
concurrently, is acceptable because it minimizes risk while
allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to
transients associated with shutdown.

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite k
Lcircuits are adequate to supply electrical power to the
Ionsite Class lE Distribution System. Thus, on a component

basis, single failure protection for the required feature's
function may have been lost; however, function has not been
lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the
OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable
required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time
takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

The Note in Condition C requires that Required Action C.3.1
or C.3.2 must be completed if Condition C is entered. The
intent is that all DG inoperabilities must be investigated

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown |
B 3.8.2

-

BASES

ACTIONS C.1. C.2. C 3.1. and C.3.2 (continued)

for common cause failures regardless of how long the DG
inoperability persists.

Required Action C.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid,

unnecessary testing of OPERABLE DGs. If it can be
determined that the cause of the inoperable DG does not
exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2-does not have to be

'

performed. If the cause of inoperability exists on other
DG(s), the other DG(s) would be declared inoperable upon
discovery and Condition D of LC0 3.8.2 would be entered.
Once the failure is repaired, the common cause failure no '

longer exists and Required Action C.3.1 is satisfied. If

the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed
not to exist on the remaining DG(s), performance of
SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of continued
OPERABILITY of that DG,

According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 9), 24 hours is
reasonable to confirm that the OPERABLE DG(s) is not
affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG.

O C.4. C.S. and C.6

Required Actions C.4 and C.5 verify the CTG to be functional
and capable of being aligned to the ESF buses. These
actions ensure the CTG is available as an on-site Alternate
AC (AAC) power source. The CTG must be started and achieve
required steady voltage and frequency within (2] minutes.
In addition, alignment of the circuit must be verified
within 4 hours and once per 8 hours thereafter. This action
ensures the following: (1) the circuit from the CTG to the
ESF buses is available, (2) the operator is familiar with
the breaker alignment required to supply the ESF buses from
the CTG, and (3) any misalignment of the circuit can be
identified and corrected. .

In Condition C, if the CTG-is not- available, the--remaining _
OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are adequate to supply
electrical. power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System.
The 4' hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable

.

(continued);
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES

ACTIONS M C.5. and C.6 (continued)

time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

In Condition C, if the CTG is available, the 14 day l
Completion Time of Required Action C.6 takes into account i

the ability of the CTG to automatically start and to be i

aligned to the ESF buses in [10] minutes. (See the i

Background section for a discussion of the CTG.)

DAp. 2.1. D. 2. 2. D. 2. 3. D. 2. 4. and D. 2. 5

If the Required Actions and Completion Times of Condition C
are not met Condition D must be entered. The Required
Actions of Condition D are the same as those of Condition B.
A discussion of this bases can be found in the above
paragraphs for those Required Actions of Condition B.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LC0 3.8.1 that are
necessary for ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in
other than MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

This SR is modified by a Note. This Note requires the
performance for SR 3.8.1.3 only when the number of AC
sources is more than the minimum required by LC0 3.8.2.
This precludes requiring the OPERABLE DG from being paralled
with the offsite network. However, this test must be
performed every six months. This six month period provides
adequate time for scheduling the SR without impacting DG
OPERABIllTY.

Refer to the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.1 for a
discussion of each SR. Also, refer to the Note before SR
3.8,11 and the Bases for a discussion of the Frequency
requirements.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC - Appendix 19.8A
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.3 Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air

BASES

1

BACKGROUND Each diesel gererator is provided with two one-half capacity
'storage tanks having the combined fuel capacity sufficient

to operate that diesel for a period of seven days while the
diesel generator is supplying maximum post-accident load
demand (Ref. 1). The maximum load demand is calculated
using the assumption that two diesel generators are
available. This onsite fuel capacity is sufficient to
operate the diesel generator for longer than the time it
would take to replenish the onsite supply _from outside
sources. Fuel oil is transferred _from the storage tanks to
the day tank by gravity feed. Redundancy of the storage
tanks and piping, and the use of gravity feed, precludes the
failure of a pump, or the rupture of any pipe, valve, or
tank to result in the loss of more than one DG,

for proper operation of the diesel generators, it is
necessary to ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil, t

O Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recommended
fuel oil practices as supplemented by ANSI N195-1976 (Ref.
3). The fuel oil properties governed by these Surveillance
Requirements are the water and sediment content, the
kinematic viscosity, specific gravity (or API gravity), and
impurity level.

'

The diesel generator lubrication system is designed to
provide sufficient lubrication to permit proper operation of
its associated diesel generator under all loading
conditions. The system is required to circulate the lube
oil to the diesel engine working surfaces and to remove- '

excess heat generated by friction during operation. The
system provides oil to the engine surfaces at a'specified
temperature during the long anticipated periods of standby

| duty. Each engine oil sump is'of adequate size to contain
all the oil in the engine lube oil system and has an

-

inventory capable of supporting a minimum running time of 7
days. This provides sufficient supply to allow the operator
to replenish lube oil from storage facilities onsite. The

| onsite storage in addition.to the engine oil sump is
'sufficient to ensure seven days continuous operation.

(continued)-
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

BACKGROUND Each DG has an air start system with adequate capacity for
(continued) five successive start attempts of the DG without recharging

the air start receiver (s).

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in CESSAR-DC Chapters 6, Engineered Safety

Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume ESF systems are
OPERABLE. The diesel generators are designed to provide
sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy and reliability
to ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems |

so that fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design
limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in
more detail in the Bases for LC0 Sections 3.2 (Power
Distribution Limits), 3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and
3.6 (Containment Systems).

The diesel fuel oil, lubricating oil, and air start
subsystems provide the necessary supply to support operation
of the diesel generators. They satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

O
LCO Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply

for 7 days of full load operation. It is also required to
meet specific standards for quality. Additionally,
sufficient lubricating oil supply must be available to
ensure the capability to operate at full load for 7 days.
This requirement, in conjunction with an ability to obtain
replacement supplies within 7 days, supports the
availability of DGs required to shut down the reactor and to
maintain it in a safe condition for an anticipated
operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated DBA with loss
of offsite power. DG day tank fuel requirements, as well as
transfer capability from the storage tank to the day tank,
are addressed in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating," and
LC0 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown."

The starting air system is required to have a minimum
capacity for five successive DG start attempts without
recharging the air start receivers.

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The AC sources (LC0 3.8.1 and LC0 3.8.2) are required to
ensure the svailability of the required power to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition
after an A00 or a postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel
oil, lube oil, and starting air subsystems support LC0 3.8.1
and LC0 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil and starting

,

air are required to be within limits when the associated DG '

is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS M
in this Condition, the 7 day fuel oil supply for a SG is not
available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel oil
level reductions, that maintain at least a 6 day supply.
These circumstances may be caused by events such as full
load operation required after an inadvertent start while at
minimum required level; or feed and bleed operations, which
may be necessitated by increasing particulate levels or any
number of other oil quality degradations. This restriction
allows sufficient time for obtaining the requisite

O replacement volume and performing the analyses required
V prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank. A period of

48 hours is considered sufficicr.t te complete restoration of
the required level prior to declaring the DG inoperable.
This period is acceptable based on tha remaining capacity
(> 6 days), the fact that procedures uill be initiated to
obtain replenishment, and the low proLability of an event
during this brief period.

M
With lube oil inventory < [500] gallons, sufficient
lubricating oil to support 7 days of continuous DG operation
at full load conditions may not be available. However, the
Condition is restricted to lube oil volume reductions that
maintain at least a 6 day supply. _This restriction allows
sufficient time to obtain the requisite replacement _ volume.
A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete
restoration of the required volume prior to declaring the DG
inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the
remaining capacity (> 6 days), the low rate of usage, the

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

ACTIONS M (continued)
fact that procedures will be initiated to obtain

replenishment, and the low probability of an event during
this brief period.

C_d

This Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meet
the acceptance criterion of SR 3.8.3.3. Normally, trending
of particulate levels allows sufficient time to correct high
particulate levels prior to reaching the limit of
acceptability. Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling),

,

contaminated sampling equipment, and errors in laboratory |

analysis can produce failures that do not follow a trend.
Since the presence of particulates does not mean failure of
the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engine, and I

particulate concentration is unlikely to change !
significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and {proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated
(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief period
prior to declaring the associated DG inoperable. The 7 day
Completion Time allows for further evaluation, resampling,
and re-analysis of the DG fuel oil.

M
With the new fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for
SR 3.8.3.3 not within the required limits, a period of
30 days is allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil
properties. This period provides sufficient time to test
the stored fuel oil to determine that the new fuel oil, when
mixed with previously stored fuel oil, remains acceptable,
or restore the stored fuel oil properties. This restoration
may involve feed and bleed procedures, filtering, or
combinations of these procedures. Even if a DG start and
load was required during this time interval and the fuel oil
properties were outside limits, there is a high likelihood
that the DG would still be capable of performing its
intended function.

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

ACTIONS E_d
(continued)

With starting air receiver pressure < [225] psig, sufficient
capacity for five successive DG start attempts does not
exist. However, as long as the receiver pressure is
> [125] psig, there is adequate capacity for at least one
start attempt, and the DG can be considered OPERABLE while
the air receiver pressure is restored to the required limit.
A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete
restoration to the required pressure prior to declaring the
DG inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the
remaining air start capacity, the fact that most DG starts
are accomplished on the first attempt, and the low
probability of an event during this brief period,

f_d

With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met, or one or more DGs with diesel fuel oil, lube oil, or
starting air not within limits for reasons other than
addressed by Conditions A through E, the associated DG may

O be incapable of performing its intended function and must be
immediately declared inoperable.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate
inventory of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each
DG's operation for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is
sufficient time to place the unit in a safe shutdown
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite
location. The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a
sufficient supply of fuel oil is available, since low-level
alarms are provided and operators are aware of large uses
of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.3.2

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient lubricating oil
inventory is available to support at least 7 days of full
load operation for the diesel generator. The [500] gallons

(continued)
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Diesel fuel Oil, I.ube Oil, and Starting Mr
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

requirement is based on the diesel generator manufacturer's
consumption values for the runtime of the diesel. Implicit
in this SR is the requirement to verify the capability to |

transfer the lube oil from its storage location to the DG,
when the DG lube oil sump does not hold adequate inventory
for 7 days of full load operation without the level reaching
the manufacturer recommended minimum level. A 31 day
Frequency is adequate to ensure a sufficient lubricating oil
supply is onsite since diesel generator starts and run times
are closely monitored by the plant staff. j

SR 3.8.3.3

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether
fuel is of appropriate grade and has not been contaminated
with substances which would have an immediate, detrimental
impact on diesel engine combustion / operation. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel may
be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel in the storage
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank (s), but in no case is the time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to
exceed 31 days. The Frequency is established by Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). The tests, limits, and applicable
ASTM standards are as follows:

a. Sample new fuel in accordance with ASTM D4057-88.

b. Verify in accordance with tests specified in ASTM
D975-82 that the sample has an absolute specific
gravity at 60/60*F of 2 0.83* but s 0.89* or an API
gravity at 60*F of 2 27* and s 39*, a kinematic
viscosity at 40*C of 2 1.9 centistokes and s 4.1
centistokes, and a flash point 2125*F.

c. Verify the new fuel oil has a clear and bright
appearance with proper color when tested in accordance
with ASTM D4176-86.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause to reject
the new fuel, but does not constitute a diesel generator
OPERABILITY concern since the fuel is not added to the
storage tanks.

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample,
this Surveillance is performed to establish that the other
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D-975-82 are met for
new fuel oil when tested in accordance with ASTM D975-82,
except that the analysis for sulfur may be performed in
accordance with ASTM D1552-88 or ASTM D2622-82. The 31 day
period is acceptable because the fuel oil properties of
interest, even if they were not within stated -limits, would
not have an immediate effect on DG operation. This
Surveillance ensures the availability of high quality fuel
oil for the DGs.

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an
increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The
presence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not
burn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause

\ fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment,
however, which can cause engine failure.

Particulate concentrations should be determined in
accordance with ASTM D2276-88. This method involves a
gravimetric determination of total particulate concentration
in the fuel oil and has a limit of 10 mg/1. It is

acceptable to obtain a field sample for subsequent
laboratory testing in lieu of field testing. Each of the
DGs' storage tanks is tested separately.

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration fuel oil
degradation trends that indicate that particulate
concentration is unlikely to change significantly between
Frequency intervals.

i

SR 3.8.3.4

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the
refill compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG!

is available. The system design requirements provide for a
;

(continued).
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Diesel fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air |

B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.4 (continued)
|REUIREMENTS

minimum of [five] engine start cycles without recharging.
[A start cycle is defined by the DG vendor, but usually is
measured in terms of time (seconds or cranking) or engine
cranking speed.] The pressure specified in this SR is
intended to reflect the lowest value at which the [five] {starts can be accomplished.

The 31 day frequency takes into account the capacity,
capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and

,

other indications available in the control room, including '

alarms, to alert the operator to below normal air start
pressure.

SR 3.8.3.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria which can grow in
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from fuel
storage tanks once per 31 days eliminates the necessary
environment for bacterial survival. This is the most
effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. In
addition, it eliminates the potential for water entrainment
in the fuel oil during diesel generator operation.

Water may come from any of several sources including
condensation, ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel
oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria.
Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated water
minimizes fouling as well as providing data regarding fuel
oil system water tight integrity. The Surveillance
frequencies are established by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.
2). This SR is for preventive maintenance. The presence of
water does not necessarily represent failure of this SR,
provided the accumulated water is removed during performance
of the Surveillance.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and-Starting Air
B 3.8.3

I

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.s
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The draining of the fuel oil in the storage tanks, removal
of accumulated sediment, and tank cleaning is required at
ten-year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This

ialso requires the performance of the ASME Code Section XI :

examinations of the tanks. To preclude the introduction of
surfactants in the fuel oil system, the cleaning should be
accomplished using sodium hypochlorite solutions or their
equivalent rather than soap or detergents. This SR is for
preventive maintenance. The presence of sediment does not
necessarily represent a failure of this SR, provided that
accumulated sediment is remo9d during performance of the
Surveillance.

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 9.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby
Diesel Generators," October 1979.

3. ANSI N195-1976, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel,

Generators," Appendix B.
,

4. ASTM Standards: D4057; D975; D4176; 01552; D2622;
D2276, Method A.

.
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

BASES
_

BACKGROUND The Class lE DC Power System provides control power for the
AC emergency power system (4160 kV); it also provides both
motive and control power to selected safety-related
equipment and provides circuit breaker control power for the
4160 kV and lower AC distribution system. The DC Power
System is also the source of power for the vital

~-

instrumentation buses via inverters. The six DC subsystems
are designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy and
testability to perform its safety functions assuming a
single failure. The DC Power System also conforms to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC-17 (Ref. 3),
Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 1), and IEEE 308 (Ref. 2). The
six batteries are:

Division 1 Division 11

Division I Battery Division 11 Battery
Channel A Battery Channel B Battery
Channel C Battery Channel D Battery

During normal operations, the DC load is carried by the
battery chargers with the battery floating on the system.
In ca:e <i ioss of normal power to the battery charger, the
DC had is automatically powered from the station batteries.

Lach DC subsystem is energized by a dedicated 125 volt
battery and associated 125 volt battery charger. Each
battery is exclusively associated with a single 125 volt DC
bus and each battery charger is supplied by its associated
AC load group.

Each of the six DC subsystems is made up of the following:

a. A [120-cell lead-calcium battery) rated at [1650] Ah
for eight hours to [108] volts at 77"F;

b. A static battery charger rated at [400] amps with 0.5%
voltage regulation with an AC supply variation of 10%
in voltage and 5% in frequency; and

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

BACKGROUND c. associated switchboards and distribution panels.
(continued)

However, in order to fulfill the battery capacity criteria:
"to supply one division battery's loads and one channel of
loads," the batteries may be cross-tied to allow coping
strategies to be implemented in accordance with the
capacity sizing. Additionally, the batteries provide a
Station Blackout (SBO) coping capability which, assuming
manual load shedding or the use of load management programs,
exceeds two hours, and as a minimum, permits operating the
instrumentation and control loads associated with the
turbine-driven emergency feed water- pumps for 8 hours.

Battery operating voltage is 125 volts and each battery has
adequate storage to supply the division battery and one
channel of loads for two hours without recharging (Ref. 4).
Capacity is adequate for all loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
conditions or any other emergency shutdown.

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail
in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, " Distribution System -
Operating," and for LCO 3.8.10. " Distribution Systems -

O Shutdown."

V
Each 125 volt DC Class IE battery is separately housed in a
ventilated room apart from its charger and distribution
center. Each subsystem is located in an area separated
physically and electrically from other subsystems to ensure
that a single failure in one subsystem does not cause
failure in the redundant subsystem. In normal alignment,
there is no sharing between redundant Class IE subsystems
such as batteries, battery chargers, or distribution panels.
Class lE batteries of the same division may be cross-tied
together for accident-coping-(SBO) and/or LC0 purposes.

All batteries are sized to produce required capacity at 80%
of nameplate rating, corresponding to warranted capacity at
end-of-life-cycles and the 100%' design demand. Battery size
is based on 125% of required capacity, and after selection
of an available commercial battery, results in a battery
capacity in excess of 150% of required capacity. The
voltage design limit is [*] volts per cell- which corresponds
to a total minimum voltage output of [*] volts per battery-

bank,

i Values to be determined by system detail design.*

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

BACKGROUND Each battery charger has ample power-output capacity for the
(continued) steady-state operation of connected loads required during

normal operation while at the same time maintaining its
battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger has
sufficient capacity to restore the battery bank from the
design minimum charge to 95% of its fully charged state in
[12] hours while supplying normal steady-state loads (Ref.
4).

|

_

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in CESSAR-DC, Chapters 6, Engineering

Safety Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The
DC power subsystem provides normal and emergency DC power
for the diesel generato;s, emergency auxiliaries, and for

i
control and switching during all MODES of operation. The 1

OPERABILITY of the DC power sources is consistent with the i

initial assumptions of the accident analyses which are based
upon maintaining the required DC power sources and
associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident
conditions in the event of (1) an assumed loss of offsite AC
power or all onsite AC power; and (2) a worst case single
failure.

The DC power sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The Division 1 and 2 DC electrical power subsystems and
corresponding control equipment and cabling are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure availability of the required power to
shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition
after an anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated
design basis accident. Loss of any one of the DC power
subsystems does not prevent the minimum safety function from
being performed. Each DC electrical power subsystem is
considered OPERABLE if the 125 volt battery and associated
battery charger satisfy the applicable Surveillance
Requirements.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

LC0 An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requires all
4

(continued) required batteries and respective chargers to be operating !
and connected to the associated DC buses.

Inoperable DC sources do not necessarily result in
inoperable components unless specifically directed by
Required Actions (refer to LC0 3.0.7). The electrolyte

|parameter limits relationship to the OPERABILITY of DC 1

sources is covered by LC0 3.8.6, " Battery Cell Parameters". I
During periods when battery cell parameters are not within |

limits, DC sources are not necessarily inoperable unless
specifically directed by the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.6. 1

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power subsystems are-required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure safe plant
operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in
the event of a postulated DBA.

DC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one of the six DC electrical power subsystems
inoperable, the cross-tie may be utilized to allow the
remaining two operable subsystems within the division to
power the loads of the inoperable power source and fulfill
the SB0 coping capability. This is possible since each
battery is sized to provide the one division battery loads
-and one channel- of loads. Thus, the two remaining operable -
batteries may power the inoperable battery's loads while it

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
D 3.8.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A,2 (continued)

is being restored to OPERABILITY. This design feature
should be utilized with the intent of restoring the
inoperable components in 72 hours.

B.1 and B.2

With two of the required DC electrical power subsystems
inoperable, the remaining DC electrical power subsystems
have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate
an accident condition. However, since a subsequent worst
case single failure would result in the loss of the 125
volt Class IE battery system, continued power operation

,

should not exceed two hours. The two hour Completion Time )
is ca;ed on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 5), and engineering |
judgment considering the nJmber of available systems and the

'

time required to reasonably complete the Required Actions.

C.1 and C,2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the DC electrical power subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status in the associated Completion
Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience to reach the required MODES from full power
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for
the 125/250 volt Class lE battery helps ensure the
effectiveness of the charging system and the ability of the
battery to perform its intended function. Float charge is
the condition where the charger is supplying the continuous
charge required to overcome the internal losses of a battery
(or battery cell) and maintain the battery (or battery cell)
in a fully charged state. The voltage requirements are
based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

i

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery
sizing calculations. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with
the manufacturers' recommendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.8.4.2

Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cells
and connections or measurement of the resistance of each
cell and terminal connection provide an indication of
physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could
potentially degrade battery performance. The connection
resistance value is a ceiling value established by the
battery manufacturer based on calculations taking into -

consideration the physical configuration of the batteries.
The 92 day Frequency is sufficient for detecting trends in
these conditions indicative of any problems. A more
complete inspection is performed in conjunction with the
preventive maintenance program conducted during refueling
outages.

SR 3.8.4.3

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and
battery racks provide an indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration which could potentially degrade
battery performance. The 12 month Frequency is consistent
with IEEE 450 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.8.4.4 and 3.8.4.5

Visual inspections and resistance measurements of the cell-
to-cell and terminal connections provide an indication of
physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could
indicate degraded battery performance. The anti-corrosion
material is used to help ensure good electrical connections
and to reduce terminal deterioration. The visual inspection
for corrosion is not intended to require removal and
inspection under each terminal connection. The connection
resistance value is a ceiling value established by the
manufacturer based on calculations taking into consideration

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
8 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 't d.4.4 and 3.8.4.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the physical configuration of the batteries. The 12 month
Frequency is consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 6).

SR 3.8.4.6

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 7), requires that the battery I
charger supply be based on the largest combined demands of |
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to I

restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the
unit during which these demands occur. The minimum required
amperes and duration ensures that the DC load requirements
can be satisfied (refer to SR 3.8.4.7). The Frequency is
based on engineering judgment and industry accepted practice
considering the unit conditions required to perform the
test, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note
prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODES 1, 2, 3,
or 4. Performance of this test requires the associated DC
division to be inoperable during the test. Therefore, this
test must be performed in MODES 5 or 6. The second Note
allows credit to be taken for unplanned events that satisfy
this Surveillance Requirement.

SR 3 . 8. 4.J

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 7), requires the performance of
a battery service test in accordance with IEEE 450 (Ref. 6)
at intervals not to exceed [18] months. A battery service
test is a special capacity test to demonstrate the
capability of the battery to meet the system analyzed
response requirements. Reference 4 provides the load
requirements for the batteries.

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first
Note allows a modified performance discharge test in lieu of
a service test once per 60 months.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty
cycle consisting of just two rates; the one minute rate
published for the battery or the largest current load of the
duty cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the
performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of
the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a rated
one minute discharge represents a very small portion of the
battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for
the performance test without compromising the results of the
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage - - -

for the modified performance discharge test should remain
above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the
battery service test for the duration of time equal to that
of the service test.

A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for
the modified performance discharge test should be identical
to those specified for a service test.

The second Note prohibits performance of this Surveillance
in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Performance of this test requires
the associated DC division to be inoperable during the test.
Therefore, this test must be performed in MODES 5 or 6. The
third Note allows credit to be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this Surveillance Requirement.

SR 3.8.4.8

IEEE 450 (Ref. 6) recommends a performance discharge test
for each battery at 60 month intervals. A battery
performance test is a capacity test of the battery in the
"as found" condition, after being in service, to detect any
change in the capacity as determined by the new battery
acceptance test. The test is intended to determine overall
battery degradation due to age and usage.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVElt. LANCE SR 3.8.4.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A battery modified performance discharge test is described
in the bases for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance
discharge test or the modified performance discharge test is
acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.8; however, only the
modified performance discharge test may be used to satisfy
SR 3.8.4.8 while satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4.7
at the same time.

IEEE 485 (Ref. 8) recommends that the battery should be
replaced if its capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's
rating. A capacity of 80% shows the battery rate of
deterioration is increasing even if there is ample capacity
to meet the load requirements. The acceptance criteria for
this Surveillance specifies an 80% capacity based on the
extension of the Frequency for SR 3.8.4.7 from the IEEE 450
recommendation of [12] months to [18] months.

IEEE 450 (Ref. 6) recommends a 60 month Surveillance
Frequency or a performance discharge test should be
performed every 12 months for any battery that shows signs
of degradation or has reached 85% of the service life
expected of the application. Degradation is indicated when
the battery capacity drops more than 10% of rated capacity
from its average on previous performance tests, or is below
90% of the manufacturer's rating.

The frequencies are consistent with the recommendation in
IEEE 450 (Ref. 6).

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note
prohibits performance of this Surveillance in MODES 1, 2, 3,
or 4. Performance of this test requires the associated DC
division to be inoperable during the test. Therefore, this
test must be performed in MODES 5 or 6. The second Note
allows credit to be taken for unplanned events that satisfy
this Surveillance Requirement.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant
Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and Between Their
Distribution Systems," March 10, 1971.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

REFERENCES 2. IEEE 308-1974, "lEEE Standard Criteria for Class lE
(continued) Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria 17,
" Electric Power Systems."

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources," Decei.iber 1974.

6. IEEE 450-1980, "IEEE Recommended Practice for -

Maintenance Testing and Replacement of large Lead
Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Subsystems."

7. Regulatory Guide 1.32, " Criteria for Safety-Related
Electric Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants,"
February 1977.

8. IEEE 485-1983, " Recommended Practices for Sizing large
Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Substations." June, 1983.11

9. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

10. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC Power Sources is provided in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 and -

Chapter 15, assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the
DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during
all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified DC Power Sources
during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that: 1) The plant can be
maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for
extended time periods; 2) Sufficient instrumentation and
control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit status; and 3) Adequate DC electrical
power is provided to mitigate events postulated during
shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of the vessel or
a fuel handling accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LC0 in MODES 5 and 6, the DC electrical power subsystems
supporting the DC power distribution subsystem (s) of LC0
3.8.10, " Distribution Systems - Shutdown," are required to
be OPERABLE. This ensures the availability of sufficient
power to recover from postulated events in MODES 5 and 6.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

I .D BASES
- V

LC0

(continued) A description of OPERABILITY requirements for the DC Power
Source Division is provided in the Bases of LC0 3.8.4, "DC
Sources - Operating".

The electrolyte parameter limits relationship to the
OPERABILITY of DC sources is dictated by LCO 3.8.6, " Battery
Cell Parameters."

APPLICABILITY The DC Power Sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and
6 provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel
assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertent
draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling
accident are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of
\ events that can lead to core damage during shutdown4

are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown or refueling condition

DC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed
in LC0 3.8.4, "DC' Sources - Operating",'

'

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

If two divisions are required per LC0 3.8.10, the remaining-
I division with DC power available may be capable of

supporting sufficient systems to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the option to
declare required features inoperable with the associated DC
power source (s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be

.

'

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5 (continued)

implemented in accordance with the affected required
features LC0 ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies, any activities that could result in
inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel, and operations
involving positive reactivity additions). The Required
Action to suspend positive reactivity additions does not
preclude actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel
inventory, provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. it is further required to immediately '

initiate action to restore the required DC electrical power
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical
power to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative
Required Actions, the unit is still without sufficient DC
power sources to operate in a safe manner. Therefore,
action must be initiated to restore the minimum required DC
power sources and continued until the LCO requirements are
restored.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may
be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 states that Surveillances required by SR 3.8.4.1
through SR 3.8.4.8 are applicable in these MODES. See the
corresponding Bases for LC0 3.8.4 for a discussion of each
SR.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

O
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

BASES
_

BACKGROUND LCO 3.8.6, " Battery Cell Parameters", utilizes Table 3.8.6-1
to delineate the limits on electrolyte level, float voltage,
and specific gravity for the DC Power Source batteries. A

discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY
requirements are provided in the Bases for LC0 3.8.4, "DC
Sources - Operating", and LC0 3.8.5, "DC Sources -
Shutdown". Within this table, Category A defines the limits
for each designated pilot cell and Category B does the same
for each connected cell.

The Category A limits for the designated pilot cell's float
voltage 2 [2.13] volts and a specific gravity of 2 [1.200]
(0.015 below the manufacturer's fully charged nominal
specific gravity) or a battery charging current that had
stabilized at a low value) is characteristic of a charged
cell with adequate capacity. The limits on electrolyte
level ensures no physical damage to the plates occurs and
adequate electron transfer capability is maintained in the
event of transient conditions.

The Category B limits for each connected cell's float
voltage and specific gravity 2 [2.13] volts and a specific
gravity of 2 [1.195] (0.020 below the manufacturer's fully
charged nominal specific gravity with an average specific
gravity of all the connected cells 2 1.205 (0.010 below the
manufacturer's fully charged nominal specific gravity)
ensures the OPERABILITY and capability of the battery. The
limits on electrolyte level ensure no physical damage to the
plates occurs and adequate electron transfer capability is
maintained in the event of transient conditions.

The limits are based upon manufacturer's recommended values
to ensure the OPERABILITY and capability of the battery.
The specific gravity limits assure a manufacturer's
recommended fully charged nominal specific gravity of 1.215.
Specific gravity must be corrected for electrolyte
temperature and level, and the float voltage limits may be
corrected for average electrolyte temperature. These Notes

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES |V
BACKGROUND provide for correction of the measured values in.accordance

(continued) with manufacturer's recommendations when the values reflect
transient conditions as opposed to battery capacity.

Category C defines allowable values of electrolyte level,
f! oat voltage, and specific gravity of each connected cell.
These values represent degraded battery conditions.
However, operation is permitted when Category C limits are
met since sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function. These values are discussed in more detail in the.

ACTIONS section of this Bases.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in CESSAR-DC Chapters 6, Engineering

Safety Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume all
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The
DC electrical power systems provide normal and emergency DC
power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation. The OPERABILITY of
the DC subsystem is consistent with the initial assumptions

/ of the accident analyses and is based upon maintaining one
division of DC power sources and associated distribution
systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of
(1) an assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
power;.and (2) a worst case single failure.

Battery cell parameters satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LC0 Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits
to ensure availability of the required DC power.to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an

I anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated DBA.
Electrolyte limits are conservatively established, allowing
continued DC electrical system function even with Category A

t- and B limits not met.
L
,

|

!

(continued)
,

,

'
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The battery cell parameters are required solely for the
support of the associated DC electrical power subsystems.
Therefore, battery electrolyte is only required when the
DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the
Applicability discussion in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and
iC0 3.8.5.

3.,
- ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3

Operation with one or more cells in one or more batteries
-

parameters not within limits (i.e., Category A limits not
met, or Category B limits not met, or Category A and B
limits not met), but within the allowable value (Category C
limits are met) specified in Table 3.8.6-1 is permitted for
a limited period since sufficient capacity exists to perform
the intended function. The pilot cell electrolyte level and
float voltage are required to be verified to meet the
Category C allowable values within one hour (Required Action
A.1). This check will provide a quick indication of the
status of the remainder of the battery cells. One hour
provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to
confirm the float voltage of the pilot cells. The
Completion Time is based on engineering judgment taking into
consideration the time required to perform the Required
Action.

Verification that the Category C allowable values are met
for all cells (Required Action A.2) will ensure that during
the time to restore the parameters to the Category A and B
limits that the battery will still be capable of performing
its intended function. Twenty-four hours are provided to
complete Required Action A.2 because specific gravity
measurements must be obtained for each connected cell. As
such, the Completion Time is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration the time required to perform the
Required Action and the assurance provided by Required
Action A.1 that the battery cell parameters are not severely
degraded.

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before
battery cell parameters must be restored to within Category
A and B limits with the consideration that, while battery

capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform

(continued)
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Battery Cell- Parameters-
B 3.8.6

bQ BASES

ACTIONS A.l. A.2. and A.3 (continued)

the intended function and to allow time to fully restore the
battery cell parameters to normal limits. This time is
acceptable prior to declaring the battery inoperable.
During this 31 day period:

a. the allowable values for electrolyte level (above the
top of the plates and not overflowing), ensures no
physical damage to the plates with an adequate
electron transfer capability;

b. the allowable value for the average specific gravity
of all the cells 2 [1.195] [0.020] below the
manufacturer's recommended fully charged nominal
specific gravity], or a battery charging current that
had stabilized at less than (2) amperes on a float
charge is the manufacturer's recommendation and
ensures that the decrease in capacity will be less
than the margin provided in sizing;

c. the allowable value for an individual cell's specificO gravity [0.020] below the average of all the connected
V cells ensures that an individual cell's specific

-gravity will not be [0.040] below the manufacturer's
fully charged nominal specific gravity. This is the
value recommended by the manufacturer to ensure the
overall capability of the battery will be maintained-
within an acceptable limit; and

d. the allowable value for an individual cell's float
voltage [> 2.07] volts ensures the battery's
capability to perform its design function.

The 31. day Completion Time is based on engineering judgment
taking into consideration that while battery capacity is

|
degraded,-sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended

. function and allow time to fully restore the battery cell
|. parameters to normal limits.

'

When any battery parameter is outside the Category C
allowable value, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum
expected load requirements is not assured and Condition B
would be entered.

(continued)
|
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters outside the Category C allowable value for any
connected cell, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum |
expected load requirement is not assured and the ;
corresponding DC electrical power subsystem must be declared i

inoperable. Additionally, other potentially extreme
conditions, such as not completing the Required Actions of
Condition A within the required Completion Time or average
electrolyte temperature of representative cells falling
below [60]*F, are also cause for immediately declaring the
associated DC electrical power subsystem inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are
consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 1), which recommends regular
battery inspections (at least one per month) including
voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of
pilot cells.

SR 3.8.6,2

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is
consistent with IEEE 450 (Ref. 1). In addition, within
24 hours of a battery discharge < [110] V or a battery
overcharge > [150] V, the battery must be demonstrated to
meet Category B limits. This inspection is also consistent
with IEEE 450 (Ref.1), which recommends special inspections
following a severe discharge or overcharge, to ensure that
no significant degradation of the battery occurs as a
consequence of such discharge or overcharge.

SR 3.8.6.3

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature
of representative cells is > [60]*F is consistent with a
recommendation of IEEE 450 (Ref. 1), which states that the
temperature of electrolytes in representative cells should
be determined on a quarterly basis.

(continued)
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"Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

O; BASES(
v

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce
battery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating
temperatures remain within an acceptable operating range.
This limit is based on manufacturer recommendations.

Table 3.8.6-1

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float
-voltage, and specific gravity for three different

categories. The meaning of each category is discussed
below.

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each
designated pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected
as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage and
electrolyte specific gravity approximate the state of charge
of the entire battery.

_

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are
f based on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent
( with the guidance in IEEE 450 (Ref. 1), with the extra

k inch allowance above the high water level indication for
operating margin to account for temperatures and charge
effects. In addition to this allowance, Note a. to
Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be above the
specified maximum level during equalizing charge, provided
it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the plates
suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient
conditions. IEEE 450 (Ref.1) recommends that electrolyte
level readings should be made only after the battery has
been at float charge for at least 72 hours.

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is
2 [2.13] V per cell . This value is based on a
recommendation of IEEE 450 (Ref.1), which states that
prolonged operation of cells < [2.13] V can reduce the life
expectancy of cells.

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for each
pilot cell is 2 [1.200] (0.015 below the manufacturer fully
charged nominal specific gravity or a battery charging

(continued)n
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

!

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

current that had stabilized at a low value). This value is
characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity.
According to IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), the specific gravity
readings are based on a temperature of 77*F (25*C).

The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. Foi each 3*F (1.67'C)
above 77'F (25'C), 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading;
I point is subtracted for each 3*F below 77*F. The specific
gravity of the electrolyte in a cell increases with a loss -

of water due to electrolysis or evaporation. Note b. to
Table 3.8.6-1 requires the above mentioned correction for
electrolyte level and temperature, with the exception that
level correction is not required when battery charging
current is < [2] amps on float charge. This current
provides, in general, an indication of overall battery
condition.

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced
during the recharging process, delays of several days may
occur while waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize.
A stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to
specific gravity measurement for determining the state of
charge of the designated pilot cell. This phenomenon is
discussed in IEEE 450 (Ref. 3). Note c. to Table 3.8.6-1
allows the float charge current to be used as an alternate
to specific gravity for up to [7 days] following a battery
equalizing recharge.

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each
connected cell. The term " connected cell" excludes any
battery cell that may be jumpered out.

The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and
float voltage are the same as those specified for Category A
and have been discussed above. The Category B limit
specified for specific gravity for each connected cell is
> [1.195] (0.020 below the manufacturer fully charged,
nominal specific gravity) with the average of all connected
cells > [1.205] (0.010 below the manufacturer fully charged,
nominal specific gravity).

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

h BASES

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

These values are based on manufacturer's recommendations.
The minimum specific gravity value required for each cell
ensures that the effects of a highly charged or newly
installed cell will not mask overall degradation of the
battery. Note b. to Table 3.8.6-1 requires correction of
specific gravity for electrolyte temperature and level.
This level correction is not required when battery charging
current is < [2] amps on float charge.

Category C defines the allowable values for each connected
cell. These values, although reduced, provide assurance
that sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and maintain a margin of safety. When any battery
parameter is outside the Category C allowable value, the
assurance of sufficient capacity described above no longer
exists and the battery must be declared inoperable.

The Category C allowable values specified for electrolyte
level (above the top of the plates and not overflowing)
ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage and
maintain adequate electron transfer capability. The

( Category C allowable value for float voltage is based on
'

IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), which states that a cell voltage of
[2.07] V or below, under float conditions and not caused by
elevated temperature of the cell, indicates internal cell
problems and may require cell replacement.

The Category C allowable value of average specific gravity
;> [1.195] is based on manufacturer recommendations (0.020
below the manufacturer recommended fully charged, nominal
specific gravity). In addition to that limit, it is

,

required that the specific gravity for each connected cell'

must be no less than [0.020] below the average of all
connected cells. This limit ensures that the effect of a
highly charged or new cell does not mask overall degradation
of the battery. The Notes to Table 3.8.6-1 are applicable
to Category A, B, and C specific gravity.

,

,

O (continued).
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. IEEE 450-1980, "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large lead
Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Substations."

2. IEEE 308-1978, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Class lE

Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

8 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Invertersr-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The inverters are the preferred source of power for the AC
vital buses because of the stability and reliability they
achieve in being powered from the 120 VDC battery source.
The function of the inverter is to convert DC electrical
power to AC electrical power, thus providing an
uninterruptible power source for the instrumentation and
controls for the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and the
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS).
Specific details on inverters and their operating
characteristics are found in the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8
(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and

Chapter 15 (Ref. 3), assume Engineered Safety Feature
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy,
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to the RPS and ESFAS instrumentation and controls so
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed
in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power
Distribution Limits; Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System
(RCS); and Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based on
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining required AC vital buses OPERABLE during accident
conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or
all onsite AC electrical power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Inverters are a part of the distribution system and, as
such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

LC0 The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power
for the systems instrumentation required to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated
DBA.

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The six battery
powered inverters (three per division) ensure an
uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC
vital buses even if the 4.16 kV safety buses are
de-energized.

OPERABLE inverters require the associated AC vital bus to be
powered by the inverter, which has the correct DC voltage
([120] V) applied from a battery to the inverter input, and
inverter output AC voltage and frequency within tolerances.

This LC0 is modified by a Note that allows one inverter to I

be disconnected from a battery for s 24 hours, if the vital
bus (es) is powered from a Class IE constant voltage
transformer during the period and all other inverters are
operable. This allows an equalizing charge to be placed on
one battery. If the inverter (s) were not disconnected, the
resulting voltage condition might damage the inverter (s).
These provisions mi.iimize the loss of equipment that would
occur in the event cf a loss of offsite power. The 24 hour
time period for the allow =ce minimizes the time during
which a loss of offsite power could result in the loss of
equipment energized from the affected AC vital bus while
taking into consideration the time required to perform an
equalizing charge on the battery bank. When utilizing the
allowance, if one or more of the provisions is not met
(e.g., 24 hour time period exceeded), LC0 3.0.3 must be
entered immediately.

The intent of this Note is to limit the number of inverters
that may be disconnected. Only those inverters associated
with the single battery undergoing an equalizing charge may
be disconnected. All other inverters must be aligned to
their associated batteries, regardless of the number of
inverters or unit design.

(continued)
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inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

-BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, ~ 3,
and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of A00s or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the
Bases for LC0 3.8.8, " Inverters-Shutdown."

t

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With a required inverter inoperable, its associated AC vital
bus becomes inoperable until _ it is [ manually] re-energized
from its [ Class lE constant voltage source transformer or
inverter using internal AC source).

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note, which states to
,

| enter the applicable conditions and Required Actions of LCO
| 3.8.9, " Distribution Systems - Operating," when Condition A

is entered with one AC vital bus de-energized. This ensures
the vital bus is re-energized within 2 hours.

Required Action A.2 allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable
inverter and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is
based upon engineering judgment, taking into consideration
the time required to repair an inverter and the additional
risk to which the unit is exposed because of the inverter
inoperability. This has to be balanced against the risk _of
an immediate shutdown, along with the potential challenges
to safety systems such a shutdown might entail. When the AC
vital bus is powered from its-constant voltage source, it is
relying upon interruptible AC electrical power sources
(offsite and onsite). The uninterruptible, battery backed
_ inverter source to the AC vital buses is the preferred
source for powering instrumentation trip setpoint devices.

p (continued)
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BASES

1

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(Continued)

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures
that the required power is readily available for the
instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the AC
vital buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the inverters and other indications
available in the control room that alert the operator to
inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

|

|
1
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8 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for
LC0 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref.1) and

Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed
to provide the required capacity, capability,-redundancy,
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to the Reactor Protective System and Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System instrumentation and controls so
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded.

L The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.s

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or
refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
status; and

,

I c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events-
' postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent

draindown of the vessel or;a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the
distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of they
NRC Policy Statement.'

!

I (continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

LC0 The inverters ensure the availability of electrical power
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated DBA. The
battery powered inverters provide uninterruptible supply of
AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the
inverters requires that the vital bus be powered by the
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient

3 inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and inadvertent -

reactor vessel draindown).

3 APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6
provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown condition or refueling condition.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered
in LCO 3.8.7.

ACTIONS A,l. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5

If two divisions are required by LCO 3.8.10, " Distribution
Systems-Shutdown," the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. and A.2.5 (continued)

continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, operations
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel, and
operations with a potential for positive reactivity
additions. The Required Action to suspend positive
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain
or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required
SDM is maintained. By the allowance of the option to
declare required features inoperable with the associated
inverter (s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be
implemented in accordance with the affected required
features LCOs' Required Actions. In many instances, this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement
of irradiated fuel assemblies, activities that could
potentially result in inadvertent draining of the reactor
vessel, and operations involving positive reactivity
additions).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
N of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.'

\ These actions n.inimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately
initiate action to restore the required inverters and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit
safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative
Required Actions,- the unit is still without sufficient AC
vital power sources to operate in a safe manner. Therefore,
action must be initiated to restore the minimum required AC
vital power sources and continue until the LC0~ requirements

| are restored.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of.the required inverters should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit

j safety systems may be without power or powered from a
i constant voltage source transformer.
|
,

(continued)
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B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures
that the required power is readily available for the
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the
inverters and other indications available in the control
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6. |
!

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

O
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating

.

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class IE AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power
Distribution Systems are divided into two redundant and
independent divisional subsystems.

The primary distribution of the onsite AC Power Distribution
System is at 4160 volts. There are two 4160 volt emergency
buses. Power is distributed to the 4160 volt buses-from the
offsite power sources as described in the Bases for LC0
3.8.1, "AC Sources -0perating." Control power for the 4160-
volt breakers is supplied from the Class lE batteries as
described in the Bases for LC0 3.8.4, "DC Sources -
Operating."

The-secondary plant distribution is at 480 volts. The 480
volt distribution system includes load centers [*]. Load
centers [*] are normally supplied from 4160 volt buses [*],
respectively, through their own transformers. The 480 volt

Q load centers are located in separate rooms in the control
Q building. Control power for the 480 volt breakers is-

| supplied from the Class IE batteries as described in the
|

Bases for LC0 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

The safety-related 480 volt AC motor control centers at fed
from load centers [*]. The 120 volt AC vital buses are
arranged in six load groups (A, B, C, D, Division I, II) and
are normally powered from their 125 volt DC switchboards,
respectively via the associated DC/AC inverter. The
alternate power supply for the vital buses is a Class lE

t constant voltage source powered from the same Division as
the associated inverter. Use of Class lE inverters is
governed by LC0 3.8.7, " Inverters-Operating."

The 125 volt DC load groups distribution centers are
normally powered from their battery charger. The battery
chargers are powered from their Divisional 480 volt MCC. A
loss of AC power or failure of the battery charger places
the associated battery in service to supply its 125 volt DC
switchboard.

!

| Value to be determined by system detail design.*

|
'

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

BACKGROUND The list of all required distribution buses is located in
(continued) Table B 3.8.9-1. APPLICABLE

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and
SAFETY ANALYSES accident analyses in CESSAR-DC Chapters 6, Engineering

Safety features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The

'AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribution Systems
are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
redundancy and reliability to ensure the availability of I

inecessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor
Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the
Bases for LC0 Sections 3.2. (Power Distribution Limits), 3.4
(Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6 (Containment Systems). ;

The OPERABILITY of the Electrical Power Distribution Systems
is corristent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and are based upon maintaining at least one of the
onsite AC, DC, and Vital AC power sources and associated
distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in
the event of (1) an assumed loss of all offsite power or all
onsite AC power, and (2) a worst case single failure.

The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LC0 The Power Distribution System Divisions listed in Table B
3.8.9-1 ensure the availability of AC, DC, and Vital AC
Electrical power for the systems required to shutdown the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an
anticipated operational occurrence (A00) or a postulated
design basis accident. Two divisions of the AC, DC, and AC
Vital Electrical Power Distribution Systems are required to
be OPERABLE.

Maintaining two divisions of AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical
Power Di.itribution Systems OPERABLE ensures that the
redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not
defeated, Either division of the distribution system is

capable of providing the necessary electrical power to its

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

LCO corresponding EST division. Therefore, a single failure
(continued) within any system or within the electrical distribution

systems will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant.

OPERABILITY is met, as it applies to AC and DC Distribution
Systems, provided the associated bus is energized to its
proper voltage. The AC vital bus is OPERABLE when it is
powered from its associated inverter and DC bus at proper
voltage and frequency.

Inoperable distribution systems do not necessarily result in
inoperable components unless directed by Required Actions.

APPLICABILITY The AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribution
Systems are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4
to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of anticipated operational occurrences or abnormal
transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in
the event of a postulated DBA.

AC, DC, and AC Vital Electrical Power Distribution System
requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for
LC0 3.8.10, " Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

ACTIONS M
With one or more required AC buses, load centers, motor
control centers, or distribution panels, except AC vital
buses, in one division inoperable, the remaining AC
electrical power distribution subsystem in the other
division is capable of supporting the minimum safety
functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it
in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure.
The overall reliability is reduced, however, because a
single failure in the ren.aining power distribution

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

subsyttems could result in the minimum required ESF
functions not being supported. Tharefore, the required AC
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distribution
panels must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

Condition A worst scenario is one division without AC power
(i.e., no offsite power to the division and the associated
DG inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more
vulnerable to a complete loss of AC power. It is,

therefore, imperative that the unit operator's attention be
focused on minimizing the potential for loss of power to the
remaining division by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring
power to the affected division. The 8 hour time limit
before requiring a unit shutdown in this condition is

i
acceptable because of

,

,

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit
operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 1

and actions necessary to restore power to the affected
division, to the actions associated with taking the
unit to shutdown e thin this time limit; and

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a
single failure of a redundant component in the
division with AC power.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of required distribution subsystems to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while,
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently
restored OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not met for
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC
distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again
become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE.
This could continue indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time

(continued)
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BASES
,

ACTIONS L1 (continued)

the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time
; Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an i

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 1
LCO indefinitely. |

\

ikl j

With one AC vital bus inoperable, the rwaining OPERABLE AC ;

vital buses are capable of supporting the rainimum safety
functions necessary to shutdown the unit and maintain it in '

the safe shutdown condition. However, overall reliability
is reduced since an additional single failure could result
in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.
Therefore, the required AC vital bus must be powered from
its alternate Class IE constant voltage source transformer,

'

within two hours.

; Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power;
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source'

! are nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is

| significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all
| noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that

the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,
,

I minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining ,

vital buses, and restoring power to the affected vital bus.
-

:
This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for
components without adequate vital AC power, which would have
the Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring' a
change in unit conditions (i'.e., requiring a shutdown)-
and not allowing stable operations to continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required
Actions for components without adequate vital AC power
and not providing sufficient time for the operators to
perform the necessary evaluations'and actions for-
restoring power to the affected division; and

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
.

B 3.8.9 I

BASES

ACTIONS 161 (continued)

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a
single failure of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance
to safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status,
the redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE
vital buses, and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1
establishes a limit on the maximum allowed for any
combination of required distribution subsystems to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered while,
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently
returned OPERABLE, the LC0 may already have been not met for
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus
distribution system. At this time, an AC division could
again become inoperable, and vital bus distribution restored
OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of the time
Condition B was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
LC0 indefinitely.

Ed

With DC bus (es) in one division inoperable, the remaining DC
electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being
supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

ACTIONS L1 (continued) .

r

Condition C represents one division without adequate DC
power; potentially both with the battery significantly
degraded and_the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this
situation, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a
complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit,
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining
divisions and restoring power to the affected division.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the vast majority of components which would be .

!without power. Taking exception to LC0 3.0.2 for components
without adequate DC power, which would have Required Action
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because
of:

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a
change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown)
while allowing stable operations to continue;

O b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required
Actions for components without DC power and not

_

'

<

providing sufficient time for the operators to perform ,

the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring
power to the affected division; and

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a
single failure of a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. - 1) .

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of_ required distribution subsystems-to be_.
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while,

'_for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently
I returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for
i up to 8 hours. This could lei to a total of 10 hours,-

since initial failure of the LC],_ to. restore the DC -
distribution system. At this time, an AC division could

- (continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS L1 (continued)

again become inoperable, and DC distribution restored
OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.

This Completion The allows for an exception to the normal
" time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time " clock."
This will result in establishing the " time zero" at the time
the LC0 was initially not met, instead of the time
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
LC0 indefinitely.

D.1 and D.2 |
1

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and Vital AC
Electrical Power Distribution Systems are functioning
properly with all the desired circuit breakers closed and
the buses energized from normal power. The verification of
proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the
required power is readily available for motive as well as
control functions for critical system loads connected to
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems, and other
indications available in the control room that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunctions.

(continued)
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| Distribution Systems - Operating
! B 3.8.9
i

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of Electric Power
Sources," December 1974,

i 2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15..
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.9

Table B 3.8.9-1 (Page 1 of 1)
Electrical Power Distribution Systems

._

iYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION 1 DIVISION 2

AC Emergency 4160 VAC [*] [*]
Buses

480 VAC [*] [*]

DC Buses 125 VDC [*] from battery [*] from battery

[*] from charger [*] from charger (*]
[*]

[*] from battery
[*] from battery

[*] from charger (*)
[*] from charger

[*]

AC Vital Buses 120 VAC [*] from inverter [*] from inverter

[*] from inverter [*] from inverter
[*] [*]

Value to be determined by system detail design.*

O
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.10

8 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC, and AC Vital Power Distribution
Systems is provided in the Bases for LC0 3.8.9,
" Distribution Systems - Operating." |

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6 (Ref. _l) and

Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)
systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution systems are designed to |

provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the av:ilability of necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and
containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical

'O
power distribution system is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements
for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution subsystems during MODES 5
and 6 ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or
refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
status; and

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent-
draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The AC and DC electrical-power distribution systems satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

LC0 Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on
the specific unit condition. Implicit in those requirements
is the required OPERABILITY of necessary support required s

features. This LC0 explicitly requires energization of the
portions of the electrical distribution system necessary to
support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment and
components all specifically addressed in each LCO and
implicitly required via the definition of OPERABILITY.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system
energized ensures the availability of sufficient power to
operate the unit in a safe manner to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g.,
fuel handling accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel
draindown).

APPLICABIllTY The AC, DC, and AC Vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 provide
assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
is available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold
shutdown or refueling condition.

AC, DC, and AC Vital electrical power distribution
subsystems requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
addressed in LC0 3.8.9, " Distribution Systems - Operating."

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.10

|

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.l. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5. and A.2.6

Although redundant required features may require redundant
divisions of electrical power distribution subsystems to be
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem division may
be capable of supporting sufficient required features to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.
By allowing the option to declare required features
associated with an inoperable distribution subsystem
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected distribution subsystems LC0's --

Required Actions. In many instances, this option may
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies, any activities that could result in
inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel, and operations
involving positive reactivity additions).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately
initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical
power distribution subsystems and to continue this action '

until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary power to the unit safety systems.

Not withstanding performance of the above conservative
Required Actions, a required Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)
may be inoperable. In this case, these Required A tions of
Condition A discussed above do not adequately address the
concerns relating to coolant circulation and heat removal.
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the SCS ACTIONS would not be entered.
Therefore, the Required Actions of Condition A direct
declaring SCS inoperable, which results in taking the
appropriate SCS ACTIONS.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time the unit safety systems may be without power.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLAtiCE SR 3,8,1L1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution system is functioning
properly, with all the buses energized. The verification of
proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the
required power is readily available for motive as well as
control functions for critical system loads connected to
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the
redundant capability of the electrical power distribution
subsystems, and other indications available in the control

room that alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFEREtlCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 6.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

O

i
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

,

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

BASES
- =

BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS), refueling cavity and refueling canal during
refueling ensures that the reactor remains subcritical
during MODE 6. The limit includes an uncertainty allowance
of 50 ppm.

Refueling boron concentration is the soluble boron
concentration in the reactor coolant in each of these
volumes having direct access to the reactor core during
refueling or fuel handling. The soluble boron concentration
offsets the fuel reactivity and is measured by chemical
analysis of the reactor coolant. The refueling boron
concentration specified in the Core Operating Limits Report
(COLR) ensures the K of the core will remain s 0.95
during fuel handling,,w,ith Control Element Assemblies (CEAs)
and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the most adverse (least
negative reactivity) configuration allowed by plant .'

procedures.

General Design Criteria 26 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
requires two independent reactivity control systems of
different design principles be provided (Ref.1). One of
these systems must be capable of holding the reactor core
subcritical under cold conditions. The Chemical and Volume
Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of maintaining
the reactor subcritical in cold conditions by maintaining
the boron concentration.

The reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before
beginning operations to open the reactor vessel for
refueling. After the RCS is cooled and depressurized, and
the reactor vessel head is unbolted, the head is slowly
raised. The refueling cavity and canal are then flooded by
pumping borated water from the In-containment Refueling
Water Storage Tank (IRWST) using the Containment Spray
System pump (s).

If additions of boron are required after the vessel has been
opened, the CVCS makes the additions through the RCS and .

open vessel. The pumping action of the Shutdown Cooling

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

BACKGROUND

(continued) System (SCS) and natural circulation due to thermal driving
heads in the vessel and cavity mix the added concentrated
boric acid with the water in the RCS and the refueling
canal. The SCS is kept in service during the refueling
period to assist in maintaining the boron concentration in
the RCS, the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity above
the COLR limit and to remove core decay heat and provide
forced circulation in the RCS.

APPLICABLE During refueling operations the reactivity condition of the
SAFETY ANALYSIS core is consistent with the initial conditions assumed for

the boron dilution accident in the accident analysis and is
conservative for MODE 6. The magnitude of the boron
concentration is based on the nuclear design of each fuel
cycle. it is further based on the core reactivity at the
beginning of each fuel cycle (the end of refueling) and
includes an uncertainty allowance (50 ppm).

The required boron concentration and the unit refueling
procedures that demonstrate the correct fuel loading plan
(including full core mapping) ensure the K , of the coreg
will remain s .95 during the refueling operation. Hence, at
least a 5% oK/K margin of safety is established during
refueling.

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool,
the transfer canal, the refueling cavity, the refueling
canal and the reactor vessel form a single mass. As a
result, the soluble boron concentration is the same in each
of these volumes (Ref. 2).

The limiting boron dilution accident occurs in MODE 5,
REDUCED RCS INVENTORY. A detailed discussion of this event
is provided in Reference 6.

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

;

BASES (continued)

LCO The LC0 3.9.1 requires that a minimum boron concentration be
maintained while in MODE 6. The boron concentration limit i

of s 0.95 is
during fuel handling operations ensures a K ',to possiblemaintained. ViolationoftheLCOcouldleaEl

,

'inadvertent criticality during MODE 6.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in'

the reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required
boron concentration ensures a K,,, of 50.95. Above MODE 6,
LC0 3.1.1, " SHUTDOWN MARGIN" ensures that an adequate amount
of negative reactivity is available to shutdown the reactor ,

and to maintain the reactor subcritical.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 :

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
additions is contingent upon maintaining the plant in
compliance with the LCO. If the boron concentration of any

f of the filled portions of the RCS, the refueling canal, or
the refueling cavity is less than its limit, all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions
must be suspended immediately. Performance of Required
Actions A.] and A.2 shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe condition.

A.3

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the
concentration must be initiated immediately, in the
determination of the required combination of boration flow
rate and boron concentration, there is not a unique design
basis event which must be satisfied. The only requirement
is to restore the boron concentration to its required value '

as soon as possible, in order to raise the boron
concentration of the RCS as soon as possible,.the operator ,

should begin boration with the best source available for
unit conditions.

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

ACTIONS AJ (continued)

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the
boron concentration is restored. The completion time
depends on the amount of boron which must be injected to
reach the required concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures the reactor coolant boron concentration in
the RCS, refueling canal and refueling cavity is within the-
COLR limits. The boron concentration in the coolant is
determined periodically by chemica' analysis.

Because the likelihood of a signifisant reduction in the
boron concentration during MODE 6 operations is remote, a
minimum frequency of once every 72 hours is a reasonable
interval to verify boron concentration. The surveillance
interval is based on extensive operating experience and
ensures that the boron concentration is checked at adequate
intervals.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section VI, Criterion 26,
" Reactivity Control System Redundancy and Capability."

2. NS-51.2, ANSI /ANS-57.2-1983, Section 6.4.2.2.3,
American Nuclear Society, American National Standard,
" Design Requirements for Light Water Reactor Spent
fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Plants,"
1983.

3. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15,

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,
February 6, 1987.

l
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|
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Baron Concentration
| 8 3.9.1
;

|

BASES

:
!

i REFERENCES 5. NRC Bulletin No. 89-03, " Potential loss of Required
i (continued) Shutdown Margin During Refueling Operations," November

21, 1989.

! 6. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation
Report.
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The installed Source Range Monitors (SRMs) are used during
refueling operations to monitor core reactivity condition
and are part of the Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS).
These detectors are external to the reactor vessel and
detect neutrons leaking from the core. The use of portable
detectors is permitted, provided the LC0 requirements
are met.

The installed SRMs are BF3 detectors operating in the
proportional region of the gas-filled detector

i

characteristic curve. They monitor the neutron flux in |counts per second (cps) and cover 5 decades of neutron flux '

(1 to IES cps). Each source range monitor provides visual
indication in the control room and an audible alarm to alert
operatu t:. a possible dilution accident. The NIS is !
designed in accordance with the criteria presented in '

Reference 1. If used, portable detectors should be
functionally equivalent to the installed NIS source range
monitors.

Two OPERABLE SRMs are required to provide a signal to alert
APPLICABLE the operator to changes in core reactivity such as a boron
SAFETY ANALYSIS dilution accident or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.

The safety analysis of the uncontrolled baron dilution
accident is described in Reference 2. This analysis shows
that the normally available shutdown margin would be
reduced, but that there is sufficient time available for the
operator to detect and to terminate the event should it
occur. Fuel integrity is not challenged during this event.

The SRMs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LC0 requires two OPERABLE SRMs with visual indication
in the control room to ensure that redundant monitoring
capability is available to detect changes in core
reactivity.

(continued)
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6 the SRMs must be OPERABLE to determine changes in
core reactivity. No other direct means are available to
check core reactivity levels.

,

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one SRM inoperable, redundancy has been lost. Since
these instruments provide the only direct means of
monitoring core reactivity conditions, CORE ALTERATIONS and
positive reactivity additions must be suspended immediately.
Performance of Required Action A.1 shall not preclude
completion of actions to establish a safe condition.

B.1

With two SRM inoperable, actions to restore a monitor to
OPERABLE status shall be initiated immediately. Once
initiated, actions shall be continued until a SRM is

restored to OPERABLE status.

O lbl
With no SRM OPERABLE, there is no direct means of detecting
changes in core reactivity. Since CORE ALTERATIONS and-

positive reactivity additions are not to be made, the core
reactivity condition is stabilized until the SRMs are
OPERABLE.

Performing SR 3.9.1.1 verifies that the' required boron
-concentration exists. The 4 hour Completion Time quickly
verifies the boron concentration of the reactor coolant.
The Frequency of once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned
changes in boron concentration' would be identified. The 12-
hour Frequency is reasonable considering the low probability
of a change in core reactivity during this time period.

:
,

(continued)
s-
s'
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEllLANCE SR 3.9.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is
the comparison between channels of the indicated parameter
values for each of the functions. It is based on the
assumption that the two indication channels should be
consistent with core conditions. Changes in fuel loading
and core geometry can result in significant differences
betwen source range channels but each channel should be
cons ent with its local conditions. The Frequency of 12
hour- is based on the importance of the SRMs. The Frequency
is consistent with LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) )istrumentation" and has been
proven acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.9.2.2

SR 3.9.2.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION every
18 months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that
neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CAllBRATION.
The CHANNEL CAllBRATION for the SRMs consists of obtaining
the detector plateau or preamp discriminator curves,
evaluating those curves, and comparing the curves to the
manufacturer's data. The 18 month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage. Operating experience has shown
that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed on the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

!

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

BASES

BACKGROUND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment, a release of fission product
radioactivity within the containment will be restricted from
leakage to the environment when the LC0 requirements are
met. In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 this is accomplished by
maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1
" Containment". In MODE 6 the potential for containment -

pressurization as a result of an accident is not present,
therefore, less stringent requirements are needed to isolate
the containment from the outside atmosphere. The LCO
requirements are referred to as " containment closure" rather
than " containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure means
that all potential escape paths are closed or capable of
being closed. Since there is no potential for containment
pressurization, the Appendix J leakage criteria and tests
are not required.

The containment structure serves to contain fission product

O radioactivity which may be released from the reactor core
following a Design Basis Accident (DBA), such that offsite
radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements
of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, this structure provides
radiation shielding from the fission products which may be
present in the containment atmosphere following accident
conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the
containment pressure boundary, provides a means for moving
large equipment and components into and out of containment.
During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must be
held in place by at least [4] bolts. Good engineering
practice dictates that these four bolts be approximately
equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of the
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel
access during plant operation. Each air lock has a door at
both ends. The doors are normally interlocked to prevent
simultaneous opening when containment closure is required.

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

BACKGROUND During periods of unit shutdown when containment closure is
(continued) not required, the door interlock mechanism may be disabled,

allowing both doors of an airlock to remain open for
extended periods when frequent containment entry is
necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, containment
closure is required; therefore the door interlock mechanism
may remain disabled, but one air lock door must remain
closed.

,

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure
that a release of fission product radioactivity within

Icontainment will be restricted from leaking to the '

environment. The closure restrictions are sufficient to
restrict fission product radioactivity release from
containment due to a fuel handling accident during
refueling.

The Containment Purge System includes two subsystems. The
high volume purge subsystem includes 2 (24] inch purge
penetrations and 2 [24) inch exhaust penetrations. The low
volume purge subsystem includes a (6] inch purge penetration
and a [6] inch exhaust penetration. During MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, the two valves in each of the high volume purge and
exhaust penetrations are secured in the closed position.
The two valves in each of the two low volume purge
penetrations can be opened intermittently, but are closed
automatically by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS). Neither of the subsystems is subject to a
Specification in MODE 5.

In MODE 6, largo air exchanges are necessary to conduct
refueling operations. The high volume purge system is used
for this purpose and all valves are closed by the ESFAS in
accordance with LC0 3.3.5, " Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation."

[The low volume purge system remains operational in MODE 6
and all four valves are also closed by the ESFAS.

or

The low volume purge system is not used in MODE 6. All four
[6] inch valves are secured in the closed position.]

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

BACKGROUND The other containment penetrations that provide direct
(continued) access from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere

must be isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be ;

achieved by an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a
'

manual isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. ,

Equivalent isolation methods must be approved and may ;

include use of a material that can provide a temporary,
atmospheric pressure ventilation barrier for the other
containment penetrations during fuel movements (Ref. 2). j

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
SAFETY ANALYSIS assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological

consequences result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel
handling accident is a Condition IV postulated event which
involves damage to irradiated fuel (Ref. 3). Fuel handling
accidents, analyzed in CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.3.4, include
dropping a single fuel assembly and handling tool or a heavy
object onto other irradiated fuel assemblies (Ref. 4). The
requirements of this LCO and LC0 3.9.6, " Refueling Water
Level", and the minimum decay time of [72] hours prior to

O CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the release of fission product
radioactivity subsequent to a fuel handling accident does
not result in doses in excess the guideline values specified
in 10 CFR 100 and Standard Review Plan Section 15.7.4, Rev.
1 (Ref. 3).

Containmeat penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LCO This LC0 limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident
in containment by limiting the potential escape paths -for
fission product radioactivity released within containment.
The LCO requires any penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to
be closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge and
exhaust penetrations.

For the OPERABLE containment purge penetrations, this LCO
ensures that these penetrations are isolable by the
Containment Isolation Actuation Signal. The OPERABILITY
requirements for this LC0 ensure that the automatic purge

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

LCO and exhaust valve closure times specified in the CESSAR-DC
(continued) can be achieved and therefore meet the assumptions used in

the safety analysis to ensure releases through the valves
are terminated, such that the radiological doses are within
the accettance limit.

APPLICABill1Y 1he containment penetration requirements are applicable
during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment since this is when there is a
potential for a fuel handling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3

|

and 4, Containment Penetration requirements are addressed by i
LCO 3.6.1, " Containment". In MODES 5 and 6 when CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment are not being conducted, the potential for a
fuel handling accident does not exist. Therefore, under
these conditions no requirements are placed on containment
penetration status.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any
containment penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere not in the
required status, including the Containment Purge and Exhaust
system not capable of automatic actuation when the purge and
exhaust valves are open, the unit must be placed in a
condition where the isolation function is not needed. This
is accomplished by immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment. Performance of Required Actions A.1 or A.2
shall not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe
condition.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that each of the containment penetrations
required to be in its closed position is in that position or
is capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic
Containment Isolation Actuation Signal. As such, this

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel handling
accident which involves a release of fission product
radioactivity within the containment will not result in a
release of fission product radioactivity to the environment.

The SR is performed every 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS or !

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. |

The Surveillance interval is based on the importance of
these penetrations to restrict the release of fission
product radioactivity to the environment and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.9.3.2

This SR demonstrates each containment purge and exhaust
valve actuates to its isolation position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The (18 month] Frequency
maintains consistency with similar ESFAS testing
requirements and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 20, Standards For Protection Against Radiation.

2. "Use of Silicone Sealant to Maintain Containment
Integrity - ITS", GPU Nuclear Safety Evaluation SE-
0002000-001, Rev. O, May 20, 1988.

( 3. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan Section 15.7.4,
! Radiological Consequences- of Fuel Handling Accidents,

Rev. 1, July 1981.

4. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.
,

|

|

|
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High dater Level
B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - High Water
level

BASES

BACKGROUND The main purposes of the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) are
to remove decay heat and sensible heat from the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) when RCS pressure and temperature are
below approximately 350 psig and 350*F. respectively (Ref.
1), to provide sufficient coolant circulation to minimize
the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to prevent
boron stratification. Heat is transferred from the RCS by
circulating reactor coolant through the SCS where the heat
is transferred to the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System |

via the SCS heat exchangers.

In the decay heat removal mode of operation, each loop of
the SCS takes suction from one of the RCS hot legs. Flow
from the SCS pumps is discharged through its respective heat

;

exchanger or bypass, and is returned to the RCS via the RCS
cold legs. This arrangement provides two redundant SCS
divisions. Operation of the SCS for normal cooldown or
decay heat removal is manually accomplished from the control
room.

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to
a resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
baron plating out on components near the areas of the
boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of
water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron concentration
than is required to keep the reactor subcritical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of boron concentration
in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission product
barrier. One division of the SCS is required to be
operational in MODE 6, with the water level 2 23 ft above
the top of the reactor vessel flange, to prevent this
challenge. The LC0 does permit de-energizing of the SCS

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
B 3.9.4

|

BASES

APPLICABLE pump for short durations under the condition that the boron
SAFETY ANALYSES concentration is not diluted. This conditional de-

(continued) energizing of the SCS pump does not result in a challenge to
the fission product barrier.

Shutdown Cooling System and Coolant Circulation - High Water
Level satisfies Criterion 2 the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO Only one SCS division is required for decay heat removal in
MODE 6 with water level 2 23 feet above the top of the --

reactor vessel flange. Only one SCS division is required
because the volume of water above the reactor vessel flange
provides backup decay heat capability. At least one SCS
division must be OPERABLE and in operation to:

a. Provide for decay heat removal;

b. Provide mixing of borated coolant to minimize the
possibility of a criticality; and

c. Provide indication of average reactor coolantO temperature.

An OPERABLE division consists of an SCS pump, a heat
exchanger, valve, piping, instruments, and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path and to determine the low end
temperature.

The requirements of this LC0 are derived primarily from
experience with decay heat removal in shutdown modes of
operation. The principal purpose of this specification is
to assure the capability to remove decay heat and to control
RCS temperature and chemistry.

The LC0 is modified by a Note which allows the operating SCS
division to be removed from service for up to one hour per

[8] hour period provided no operation that would cause
dilution of the RCS boron concentration is in progress.
This permits operations such as core mapping or alterations
in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles and
RCS to SCS isolation valve testing. During this one-hour
period, decay heat is removed by natural convection to the
large mass of water in the refueling cavity.

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
B 3.9.4

BASES (continued)'

APPLICABILITY One SCS division must be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6
with the water level 2 23 feet above the top of the reactor
vessel flange to provide decay heat removal. The 23 foot
value was selected because it corresponds to the requirement
for fuel movement established by LC0 3.9.6, " Refueling Water
Level". Requirements for the SCS in other MODES are covered
by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System.

SCS division requirements in MODE 6 when water level is < 23
feet are located in LC0 3.9.5, "SCS and Coolant Circulation

- Low Water Level".

SCS division requirements in REDUCEO RCS INVENTORY are
addressed in LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not
Filled)".

ACTIONS SCS division requirements are by having one SCS division
OPERABLE and in operation except as permitted in the Note to
the LCO.

A.1

If SCS division requirements are not met, there will be no
forced circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform
boron concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations can
occur by the addition of water with lower boron
concentration than that contained in the RCS. Therefore,
actions which reduce boron concentration shall be suspended
immediately,

bd

if SCS division requirements are not met, actions shall be
taken immediately to suspend loading irradiated fuel
assemblies in the core. With no forced circulation cooling,
decay heat removal from the core occurs by natural
convection to the heat sink provided by the water above the
core. A minimum refueling water level of 23 feet above the
reactor vessel flange provides an adequate available heat
sink. Suspending any operation which would increase decay
heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly, is a prudent
action under this condition.

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
B 3.9.4

BASES

ACTIONS M
(continued) If SCS division requirements are not met, immediate actions

shall be taken and continued to satisfy the SCS division
requirements. With the unit in MODE 6 and the refueling
cavity water level 2 23 feet above the top of the reactor
vessel flange, the completion time of immediate ensures that
prompt action is taken to meet the necessary SCS division
cooling requirements.

y -_

If SCS division requirements are not met, all containment
penetrations to the outside atmosphere must be closed to
prevent fission products, if released by a loss of decay

,

heat event, from escaping the containment. The 4 hour
Completion Time provides ample opportunity to fix SCS
problems without incurring the additional action of
violating the containment atmosphere.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the SCS division is
operating and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hours
is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications"available to the operator to
monitor the SCS in the control room. This Frequency ensures
that SCS division operation and flow is checked at adequate
intervals.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 5,

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15.

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
B 3.9.4

BASES

REFERENCES 3. "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor
(continued) Owners Groups' Application of the Commission's Interim

Policy Statement Criteria to Standard Technical
Specifications," transmitted by Thomas E. Murley (NRC)
letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CE0G) dated May 9, 1988.

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,
February 6, 1987.

5. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation
Report.

;

1

O
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water
Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases B 3.9.4 is applicable to
this Bases.

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below
SAFETY ANALYSES 200*F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. This

could lead to inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to
the resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.
Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a
reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
boron plating out on componenets near the areas of the
boiling activity, and because of the possible addition of
water to the reactor vessel with a lower boron concentration
than is required to keep the reactor subtritical. The loss
of reactor coolant and the reduction of boron concentration

O in the reactor coolant would eventually challenge the
integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a fission product
barrier. Two divisions of the SCS System are required to be
OPERABLE, and one division is required to be in operation in
MODE 6, with the water level < 23 f t above the top of the
reactor vessel flange, to prevent this challenge.

SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level satisfies
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LC0 Only one SCS division is needed for decay heat removal in
MODE 6 with water level < 23 feet above the top of the
reactor vessel flange. To increase reliability, both SCS
divisions must be OPERABLE. Additionally, one division of
SCS must be in operation in order to:

a. Provide for decay heat removal;

b. Provide mixing of borated coolant to minimize the
possibility of a criticality; and

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.S

BASES

LCO c. Provide indication of average reactor coolant
(continued) temperature.

An OPERABLE SCS division consists of an SCS pump, a heat
exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path and to determine the low end
temperature. The flow path starts in one of the RCS hot
legs and is returned to the RCS cold legs.

In addition, during REDUCED RCS INVENTORY conditions a
Containment Spray pump in the same division as the operating
SCS pump is required to be OPERABLE. The Containment Spray
pump is interchangable with the SCS pump and provides a
backup to the operating SCS pump. This requirement ensures
forced circulation is available for decay heat removal if
the operating SCS pump becomes inoperable for any reason.

The requirements of this LCO are derived primarily from
experience with decay heat removal in shutdown modes of
operation. The principal purpose of this specification is
to assure the capability to remove decay heat and to control
RCS, temperature, and chemistry with low water level .

O
APPLICABILITY Two SCS divisions are required to be OPERABLE and one SCS

division must be in operation in MODE 6 with the water < 23
feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange to provide
decay heat removal. Requirements for the SCS in other MODES
are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System.
MODE 6 requirements with water level 2 23 feet above the

reactor vessel flange are covered in LCO 3.9.4, "SCS and
Coolant Circulation - High Water Level".

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one SCS division inoperable and the other SCS division
operating, actions shall be taken and continued until the
SCS division is restored to OPERABLE status or to establish
water level of > 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange.
At that point, the Applicability will change to that of LC0

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

[ BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

3.9.4, "SCS and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level," and
only one SCS division is required to be OPERABLE and in
operation. With the unit in MODE 6, immediate corrective
actions must be taken.

M
'

If no SCS division is in operation or no SCS divisions are
OPERABLE, there will be no forced circulation to provide
mixing to establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced
boron concentrations can occur by the addition of water with
lower boron concentration than that contained in the RCS.
Therefore, actions which reduce boron concentration shall be
suspended immediately.

M
With no SCS division in operation or with both SCS divisions

f] inoperable, actions shall be initiated immediately and'

'

yf continued without interruption to restore one SCS division
to OPERABLE status and operation. As the unit.is in
Conditions A and B concurrently,_ the . restoration of two
OPERABLE SCS divisions and one_ operating SCS division should
be accomplished as quickly as possible. With at least one

-

SCS division operable, water level can be raised 2 23 feet
above the reactor vessel flange and the -applicability will
change to that of LC0 3.9.4, "SCS and Coolant Circulation -
High Water Level," and only one SCS division is required.

B.3

. If no SCS division is in operation or no SCS divisions are
!. OPERABLE and the plant is in REDUCED RCS INVENTORY
| conditions the action requires to immediately initiate
| action to raise RCS level to > [EL 117'.0"]._ The immediate

Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining
operation for decay heat removal and prevent a boron

| dilution event.
!

|

r

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water level - .

B 3.9.5

BASES

ACTIONS C.l. C.2. and C.3
(continued) If the Containment Spray pump in the operating SCS division

is inoperable, action must be initiated to place the
alternate division in operation (if the Containment Spray
pump in the alternate division is OPERABLE) immediately.
Also, SCS performance must be monitored [every 30 minutes]
and the inoperable Containment Spray pump must be restored
to OPERABLE condition within [48 hours).

DL1

If the Containment Spray pump cannot be restored within [48
hours), RCS level must be raised to > [EL.117'0"] within [6
hours). This will place the plant in a conservative
position with respect to providing decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the SCS division is
operating and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal and to prevent thermal and boron
stratification in the core.

In addition, during operation of the SCS division with the
water level in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles,
the SCS division flow rate determination must also consider
the SCS pump suction requirements. The Frequency of 12
hours is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump
control, and alarm indications available to the operator to
monitor the SCS system in the control room. This Frequency
ensures that flow is checked and temperature monitored at
adequate intervals.

Verification that the required divisions are OPERABLE and in
operation ensures that divisions can be placed in operation
as needed, to maintain decay heat and retain forced
circulation. The Frequency of 12 hours is considered
reasonable, since other administrative controls are
available and have proven to be acceptable by operating
experience.

(continued)
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SCS and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification is performed by ensuring correct breaker
alignment and indicated power available to the required
pumps. The Frequency of seven days is considered reasonable
in view of other administrative controls available and has
been shown to be acceptable by operating experience.

SR 3.9.5.3

Verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the operable CS pump ensures that the CS
pump will be able to remove heat from the RCS in the event
of a power failure to the operating SCS division. The
Frequency of [24 hours) is based on operating experience.

REFERENCES 1, CESSAR-DC, Chapter 5.

2. CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15,

3. "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor
Owners Groups' Application of the Commission's Interim
Policy Statement Criteria to Standard Technical
Specifications," transmitted by Thomas E. Murley (NRC)
letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CE0G) dated May 9, 1988.

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,
February 6, 1987.

5. CESSAR-DC, Section 19.8A, Shutdown Risk Evaluation
Report.

__
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Refueling Water Level
B 3.9.6

8 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Refueling Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND Requirements on water level in the containment, the
refueling cavity, the refueling canal, the fuel transfer
canal, and the spent fuel pool during refueling ensure that
sufficient water depth is available to remove 99% of the
iodine gap activity released by the postulated rupture of an
irradiated fuel assembly in containment (Ref.1). The fuel
pellet to cladding gap is assumed to contain 5% of the total
fuel rod iodine inventory. The movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment requires a minimum water level
of 23 feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange which
assures offsite doses remain < 25% of the 10 CFR 100 limits
as required in Reference 5.

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiated
SAFETY ANALYSES fuel assemblies, the water level in the refueling cavity and

refueling canal is an initial condition design parameter in i
the analysis of the fuel handling accident in containment '

postulated by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum
water level of 23 feet (Regulatory Position C.l.c of Ref.1)
allows a decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position
C.l.g of Ref.1) to be used in the accident analysis for
iodine. This relates to the assumption that 99% of the
total iodine released from the pellet to cladding gap of all
the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the refueling
cavity water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumed
to contain 5% of the total fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref.
1).

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is
described in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of 23
feet and a minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to fuel
handling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate that
the iodine release due to a postulated fuel handling
accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite
doses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 4).

Refueling water level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Refueling Water Level
B 3.9.6

| BASES (continued)

LC0 A minimum refueling water level of 23 feet above the reactor
vessel flange is required to ensure that the radiological
consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident inside
containment are within acceptable limits.

APPLICABILITY LC0 3.9.6 is applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS, except
during latching and unlatching of control rod drive shafts,
and when moving irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment. The LC0 minimizes the possibility of a fuel
handling accident in containment that is beyond the
assumptions of the safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is
not present in containment, there can be no significant
radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel
handling accident.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With a water level of less than 23 feet above the top of the
reactor vessel flange, all CORE ALTERATIONS and operationsO involving movement of irradiated fuel assemblies shall be
suspended immediately to ensure a fuel handling accident
cannot occur. The suspension of fuel movement shall not
preclude completion of movement to a safe position.

A_J,

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of irradiated fuel, actions to restore refueling
cavity water level must be initiated immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 23 feet above the
top of the reactor vessel flange ensures that the design
basis for the postulated fuel handling accident analysis
during refueling operations is met. Water at the required
level above the top of the reactor vessel flange, mitigates

(continued)
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Refueling Water Level
8 3.9.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 9. 6 d (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident
inside containment which results in damaged fuel rods (Ref.
2).

The 24 hour Frequency ensures that the water is at the
required level and is considered adequate due to the large
volume of water and the normal procedural controls of valve
positions, significant unplanned level changes are unlikely.

1

_
i

REFERENCES 1. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.25, Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of
a Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and
Pressurized Water Reactors, March, 1982.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15,

3. 52 FR 3788, " Proposed Policy Statement on Technical
Specifications Improvements for Nuclear Power Plants",
February 6, 1987.

4. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low
Population Zone and Population Center Distance."

5. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan", Section 15.7.4
Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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17.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

17.1 OUALITY ASSURANCE DURING THE DESTGN PHASE

The ABB-CE Quality Assurance Program is described in the topical
report CENPD-210-A, " Quality Assurance Program." The list of
specific equipment covered by this program is contained in Table
3.2-1 of CESSAR-DC. In regard to Three Mile Island (TMI)-2
Item I.F.2, one part of subpart 3, (inclusion of QA personnel in
design activities) is covered by the quality assurance program for
the System 80+ design, described in CENP-210-A.

The COL Applicant will develop and implement a construction QA
program [ COL Item 17-1]. This will include the site-specific
information to address the issues in TMI Action Plan Item II.J.3.1.

17.1.1 VERIFICATION PROCESS FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS

The goal of the Design Certification Program is certification of
the System 80+ Standard Plant design by the Nuclear Regulatory

'Commission under Part of the Code of Federal Regulations.

The starting point f or the System 80+ Design Certification program
was the System 80 design as represented by CESSAR-F (which holds a
Final Design Approval from the NRC in conformance with existing
regulations) and the Duke Power Company's Cherokee and Perkins
(P-81) balance-of-plant (BOP) design. A full complement of final
design detail is available for the System 80 Nuclear Steam Supply
System (HSSS) and for CESSAR-F. The P-81 BOP design progressed to
the PSAR stage and was awarded a Construction Permit by the NRC
before the project was canceled.

Certain analyses of design bases events included in CESSAR-DC are
not intended to be repeated by the COL applicant. Accordingly,
such non-repetitive safety analyses have been subjected to design
verification prior to an award of a contract. The traditional
design verification process for a nuclear power plant, consistent
with the requirements of HQA-1, is finished after the detailed
design. However, in the design certification process, since a
portion of the detailed design is yet to be completed, the design
verification process cannot follow this sequence. In order to
address the design verification needs for a Certified Design, the
scope of the ABB-CE design verification process used for the
System 80+ Standard Plant covers all the non-repetitive safety
analyses. Specifically, these non-repetitive safety analyses
include all the design basis event analyses presented in Chapters
5, 6, and 15; analyses that set safety-related design parameters,
including those described in the Certified Design Material (CDM);
and an Appendix 6B analysis performed to verify the System 80+
capability to safely handle a hypothetical small break LOCA-boron
dilution event. In addition, the work performed outside the
traditional MSSS design has been verified.

Amendment W
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By definition, the design verification for detailed engineering
which falls outside this scope will be finished after the detailed
engineering is completed. Even without completing detailed
engineering, the System 80+ design certification process provides
a high degree of assurance that the design will not violate the
bases for certification. This is because the System 80+ design is
an evolutionary design and is based directly on the System 80 Final
Design Approval (FDA), the P-81 BOP, the experience of operating
plants, as well as the ABB-CE Korean System 80 designs which are
under construction in the Republic of Korea. Detailed engineering
and design verification have, of course, been completed for these
designs. Many major components in the System 80+ design (Reactor
Vessel, Fuel, Reactor Coolant Pumps) are of the same basic design
as System 80. Other systems and components such as Steam
Generators, Pressurizer, and Engineered Safety Features, (c.g.,
Emergency Feedwater and Safety Injection Systems) have changed only
slightly from the System 80 design. Some systems not i.' System 80,
but in the System 80+ design (e.g., the Safety Depresarizution
System), are in the ABB-CE Korean System 80 designs.

The ABB-CE design verification of the System 80+ Certified Design
consists of three basic steps. These are:

1) the use of Certified Computer Codes and base deck.s for
all non-repetitive analyses (including limiting and non-
limiting events);

2) the verification of base deck input for (a) generic base
decks and (b) specific base decks' variation used for
limiting events and those that establish safety design
settings; and

3) the verification that the limiting conditions (e.g.,

worst break size in a LOCA) are correct. For non-
limiting analyses, the advantages of the evolutionary
design and the experience from prior designs has been
utilized in the verification process. For these cases
the verification consisted of verifying the base decks
followed by comparison of the System 80+ results with the
System 80 results, which were previously verified. The
comparison made adjustments for known parameter
diffcrences.

The design verification process described above, responds to the
unique requirements of a Certified Design Process while still
meeting the requirements of the ABB-CE Design Verification
Procedures which are compliant with the NRC-approved QA Program
described in Topical Report, CENPD-210A.

O
l
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In addition, to provide added assurance that the System 80+ design
information is correct and appropriate for intended purposes, the
following has been done:

1) multi-disciplinary reviews (Integrated Reviews) were
conducted throughout design development by teams
appointed by Project Management, and

2) design information provided to the NRC has been reviewed
for consistency among relevant CESSAR-DC chapters and
among other referenced documents.
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O 17.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE DURING THE OPERATIONS PHASE

The COL Applicant will develop and implement an operation QA
program [ COL Item 17-1]. This will include the site-specific
information to address the issues in TMI Action Plan Items I.F.2
and II.J.3.1.

v

i

|

|

)

i

;

1
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IV) -There are three sequences where the contributor to the plant HCLPF

due to " mixed cutsets" is potentially significant. A " mixed
cutset" contains both seismic failures and random failures. These
sequences are SEIS-SBO, EQA-15 and EQA-9. SEIS-SBO is a seismic
induced loss of offsite power with random failures of the diesels
and alternate AC source leading to a station blackout and battery
depletion. EQA-15 is a seismically induced ATWS early in the core
life. The ATUS was assumed to be caused by seismic deformation of
the upper guide structure and leads to a small LOCA from failed
check valves. EQA-9 is another ATWS sequence with failure of the
charging system to provide long term reactivity control. The

.

Safety Depressurization System also fails so that the SIS can not
be used for reactivity control. The structures and equipment
associated with these external events have been added to the D-RAP.

17.3.6.4 Shutdown Analysis

The shutdown risk assessment is presented in Section 19.8 and the
insights are presented in Section 19.15.4 of CESSAR-DC. An
importance analysis (Table 19.8.6-la) was performed for the branch
points of the event trees. The branch points contain initiating
events, the operator errors, and the equipment f ailures (f ault tree
cut sets) for the systems. The branch points with RAW values
greater than five or RRWs less than 0.8 or FVW greater than 0.1

[] have been included in D-RAP.
i /

17.3.6.5 Other Sources

On October 4-6, 1993, a panel of engineers from ABB-CE met to
establish important PRA-based safety insights for System 80+ and
recommend at what tier in the licensing environment they should be
addressed. Recommendations for D-RAP and 0-RAP were made (see
Table 19.15-1).

Design engineers have chosen to place their equipment into the
| D-RAP program. The references for this equipment are given in
| Table 17.3-4.
!

f 17.3.7 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
|
|

The reliability of risk-significant SSCs, which are identified by
the PRA, will be evaluated at the detailed design stage by
appropriate design reviews and reliability analyses. Current data
bases will be used to identify appropriate values for f ailure rates
of equipment as designed, and these failure rates will be compared
with those used in the PRA. Normally, the failure rates will be
similar, but in some cases they may dif fer because of recent design
or data base changes. Whenever failure rates of designed risk-
significant SSCs are significantly greater than those assumed in
the PRA, an evaluation will be performed to determine if the(g) equipment is acceptable or if it must be redesigned to achieve the

V appropriate reliability.
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For those risk-significant SSCs, as indicated by the PRA or other
sources, component redesign (including selection of a different
component) will be considered as a way to reduce the Core Damage
Frequency (CDF) contribution. (If the system unavailability or the

i CDF is acceptably low, less effort will be expended toward
redesign). If there are practical ways to redesign a risk-
significant SSC, it will be redesigned and the change in system
fault tree results will be calculated. Following any redesign,
dominant SSC failure modes will be identified so that protection
against such failure modes can be accomplished by appropriate
activities during plant life. The design considerations that will
go into determining an acceptable, reliable design and the SSCs
that should be considered for 0-RAP activities are illustrated in
Figure 17.3-2.

-

Using the PRA or other design documents, the designer will identify
| to the COL applicant / holder the risk-significant SSCs, their
associated failure modes and consequence, and reliability and
availability assumptions, including any pertinent bases and
uncertainties considered in the PRA. The designer will also

| provide this information for the COL applicant / holder to consider
in developing an 0-RAP to help assure that the PRA results will be
achieved over the life of the plant. This information can be used

| by the COL applicant / holder for establishing appropriate
reliability and availability targets and the associated maintenance
practices for achieving them.

The COL applicant / holder shall develop, as part of the D-RAP and
O-RAP, a life-cycle management plan to aid in the design and
operation activities intended to achieve the design life
objectives. The life-cycle management plan shall be initiated
early enough in the design completion process to; 1) aid in the
application, selection, and procurement of components with optimum
design life characteristics, and 2) develop an aging management
plan capable of assuring the plant's original design basis
throughout its life.

The aging management plan shall cover (but not necessarily be
limited to) containment structures, liner plates, embedded or
buried structural components, piping, and other components. The
plan shall consider the potential causes of corrosion which
ultimately may be present at the site, including the potential
corrosion from copper ground mats. The plan should be initiated
early in the design process so that adequate provisions for
mitigation measures can be made.

In developing the life-cycle management plan, the COL
applicant / holder shall consider the design life requirements
prescribed in Section 11.3 [" Design Life") of the EPRI Utility
Requirements Document (URD) and the insights gained from the
Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program (e.g., NUREG/CR-4731 and
NUREG/CR-5314).

l
1
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17.3.8 DEFINING FAILURE MODES

The determination of dominant failure modes of risk-significant
SSCs will include historical information, analytical models and
existing requirements. Many PWR systems and components have
compiled a significant historical record, so an evaluation of that
record comprises Assessment Path A in Figure 17.3-3. Details of
Path A are shown in Figure 17.3-4.

For those SSCs for which there is not an adequate historical basis
to identify critical failure modes, an analytical approach is
necessary, shown as Assessment Path B in Figure 17.3-3. The
details of Path B are given in Figure 17.3-5. The failure modes
identified in Paths A and B are then reviewed, including the
existing maintenance activities in the industry and the maintenance
requirerents (Assessment Path C in Figure 17.3-3). Detailed steps
in Path C are outlined in Figure 17.3-6,

17.3.9 OPERATIONS RELIABILITY ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES

Once the dominant f ailure modes are determined for risk-significant
SSCs, an assessment should be used to determine suggested 0-RAP
activities that will assure acceptable performance during plant
life. Such activities may consist of periodic surveillance
inspections or tests, monitoring of SSC performance, and/or
periodic preventive maintenance (Reference 17.3-1). An example of
a decision tree that would be anplicable to these activities is
shown in Figure 17.3-7. As indicated, some SSCs may require a
combination of activities to assure that their performance is
consistent with the PRA. |

Periodic testing of SSCs may include startup of standby systems,
surveillance testing of instrument circuits to assure that they
will respond to appropriate signals, and inspection of passive SSCs
(such as tanks and pipes) to show that they are available to
perform as designed. Performance monitoring, including condition
monitoring, can consist of measurement of output (such as pump flow
rate or heat exchanger temperatures), measurement of magnitude of
an important variable (such as vibration or temperature), and
testing for abnormal conditions (such as oil degradation or local
hot spots).

Periodic preventive maintenance is an activity performed at regular
intervals to preclude problems that could occur before the next
preventative maintenance (PM) interval. This could be regular oil
changes, replacement of seals and gaskets, or refurbishment of
equipment subject to wear or age-related degradation. The designer
could provide the COL applicant with recommended reliability
activities such as providing limitations for assuring reliability,
and methods to determine service life, if known.

Planned maintenance activities should be integrated with the
regular operating plans so that they do not disrupt normal
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operation. Maintenance that will be performed more frequently than
refueling outages must be planned so as to not disrupt operation or
be likely to cause reactor scram, engineered safety feature (ESP)
actuation, or abnormal transients. Maintenance, planned for
performance during refueling outages, must be conducted in such a
way that it will have little or no impact on plant safety, on
outage length, or on other maintenance work.

As plant experience data accumulates, the failure rates and human
error rates in the O-RAP should be updated. These failure rates
were used by the designer in the PRA.

The COL applicant should provide a complete O-RAP description to be
j reviewed by the NRC (see Section 17.3.13) [ COL Item 17-3].

17.3.10 OWNER / OPERATOR'S RELIABILITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

The 0-RAP that is expected to be prepared and implemented by the
| COL applicant [ COL Item 17-3), should make use of the information
provided by the designer. This information will help the
owner / operator determine activities that should be included in the
O-RAP. Examples of elements that might be included in an O-RAP are
as follows:

Reliability Performance Monitoring Measurement of the--

performance of equipment to determine that it is accomplishing
its goals and/or that it will continue to operate with low
probability of failure and high availability. Monitoring
should preferably be predictive in nature to prevent loss of
critical functions.

Reliability Methodology -- Methods by which the plant / operator
can compare plant data to the SSC data in the PRA.

Problem Prioritization -- Identification, for each of the
risk- significant SSCs, of the importance of that item as a
contributor to its system unavailability and assignment of
priorities to problems that are detected with such equipment.

Root Cause Analysis -- Determination, for problems that occur
regarding reliability of risk-significant SSCs, of the root
causes, those causes which, after correction, will not recur
to again degrade the reliability of equipment.

Corrective Action Determination Identification of--

corrective actions needed to restore equipment to its required
functional capability and reliability, based on the results of
problem identification and root cause analysis.

Corrective Action Implementation -- Carrying out identified
corrective action on risk-significant equipment to restore
equipment to its intended function in such a way that plant
safety is not compromised during work.

Amendment W
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k Corrective Action Verification -- Post-corrective action tasks

to be followed af ter maintenance on risk-significant equipment
to assure that such equipment will perform its intended
functions.

Plant Aging -- Some of the risk-significant equipment is
expected to undergo age related degradation that will require
equipment replacement or refurbishment.

Feedback to Designer -- The plant owner / operator should
periodically compare performance of risk-significant equipment
to that specified in the PRA and D-RAP, and, at its
discretion, may send SSC performance data to plant or
equipment designers in those cases that consistently show
performance below that specified. The plant owner / operator
should consider participation in the CEOG.

Programmatic Interfaces -- Reliability assurance interfaces
related to the work of the several organizations and personnel
groups working on risk-significant SSCs.

Maintenance Rule Integration -- The plant owner / operator
should consider the integration or interface of the O-RAP and
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.65 which require the operator to
develop a maintenance program for risk significant SSCs or

(y SSCs that could produce trips or transients.

The plant owner / operator's O-RAP will address the interfaces with
construction, startup testing, operations, maintenance,
engineering, safety, licensing, quality assurance and procurement
of replacement equipment.

17.3.11 D-RAP IMPLEMENTATION

An example of implementation of the D-RAP is given for the
Component Cooling Water System (CCWS). This system was selected as
an example because it was a support system and was found in the
earlier System 80 PRA to contain risk-significant components.
Because of this finding, and through the D-RAP organization
described in Section 17.3.5, the design was changed. The design
and analytical results, as presented in this chapter, is presented
only as a D-RAP example and does not necessarily correspond to the
current System 80+ design.

17.3.11.1 CCWS Function

The Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) is a closed loop system
that provides cooling water flow to remove heat released from plant
systems, structures, and components. The CCWS functions to cool
the safety-related and non-safety-related reactor auxiliary loads.

I\
Heat transferred by these components to the CCWS is rejected by the
Station Service Water System (SSWS) via the CCWS heat exchangers.

Amendment R
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17.3.11.2 Earlier CCWS Desion

The System 80+ Design is an evolutionary plant and improvements
were included with input from the earlier System 80 PRA. The
earlier CCWS design is shown in Figure 17.3-8 and described in more
detail in section 5.3.19 of Reference 17.3-2. It consisted of two
independent, closed loop, safety trains. Each train contained one
pump that was on standby. One of the major insights of the System
80 PRA (Section 8.2 of Reference 17.3-2) was that loss of the CCWS
was a dominant cause of front-line system failure. Failure of the
CCWS pumps to start and run were one of the dominant f ailure modes.

17.3.11.3 Bystem Redesion

To more easily meet the desired CDF for the ALWR, the CCWS probably
required a redesign as represented in Figure 17.3-2. This redesign
was also helped by design review meetings where the Project Manager
for the RAP and PRA discussed with the designers the PRA results,
including failure modes and importance of support systems to front
line safety systems. An example of an improved CCWS design is
given in Figure 17.3-9 and an example of analytical results are
presented in Tables 17.3-1 and 17.3-2. Details of the actual
System 80+ CCWS design and reliability analysis is given in Section
6.3.3 of the System 80+ PRA and do not necessarily correspond to
the example presented here.

The improved CCWS design contain two trains (only one is shown in
Figure 17.3-9). Each train contains two pumps and one pump is kept
running at all times. This design climinated the important f ailure
mode of the CCWS pump failing to start which was observed in the
earlier design. Table 17.3-1 gives an example of the components
importance for internal events for an ALWR. The Fussell-Vesley
Importance is the fraction of the CDF that the component failure
contributes to. In this example, the components in the CCWS are
underlined. The first CCWS component is only ranked 59th jg

| importance based on this measure. The components in the improved
CCWS meets the criteria that they have a small impact on risk
(bottom of Figure 17.3-2) and can be considered for 0-RAP.

17.3.11.4 Failure Mode Identification

Figure 17. 3-3 gives two methods for 0-RAP evaluation, using f ailure
history or analytical methods. For this example an analytical
method as represented in Figure 17.3-5 was used. Figure 17.3-10
gives an example of the upper level fault tree to analyze failure
modes for Train 1 of an improved CCWS. Table 17.3-2 gives an
example of the ranking of the risk significant SSCs for Train 1.
There is also a second train not evaluated in this table. Because
this CCWS design is an evolutionary design using standard
components, a search of the operational data bases for component
failure rates and operations experience is also possible using
Figure 17.3-4, but was not used in this example.
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U Following the flow chart of Figure 17.3-5, the designer would
determine more details about each failure mode, including
pieceparts most likely to fail and the frequency of each failure
mode category or piecepart failure. This would result in a list of
the dominant failure modes to be considered for the 0-RAP. ASME
Section XI requirements for inspection and other mandated
inspections and tests would be identified, as indicated in

Figure 17.3-6.

Examples of the types of failure modes that could impact
reliability of these identified components are shown in
Table 17.3-3. The example is not a complete listing of the
important failure modes, but is intended to indicate the types of
failures that would be considered.

17.3.11.5 Identification of Maintenance Recuirements

For each identified f ailure mode, the appropriate maintenance tasks
will be identified to assure that the failure mode will be (1)
avoided, (2) rendered insignificant, or (3) kept to an acceptably
low probability. The type of maintenance and the maintenance
frequencies are both important aspects of assuring that the
equipment f ailure will be consistent with that assumed for the PRA.
As indicated in Figure 17. 3-7, the designer would consider periodic

[) testing, performance testing or periodic preventive maintenance as

C/ possible 0-RAP activities to keep failure rates acceptable.

For the CCWS, one pump in each train is in operation and all the
valves are in that flow path are open. An example of the possible
maintenance and testing follows and is summarized in Table 17.3-3.
Minor PM on the pumps will be performed based on the
recommendations of the vender (8000 hrs of operation for example)
and a major overhaul would be performed every 50,000 hrs of
operation. Only maintenance on one pump will be performed at a
time during Modes 1 through 4. The most frequent surveillance
requirement for the CCWS might be to verify that each CCW manual,
power-operated or automatic valve in the flow path servicing
essential equipment, that is not locked, scaled, or otherwise
secured in position, is in its correct position. This test is
performed every 31 days. Additionally, there is a surveillance
requirement that every 18 months, it must be demonstrated that each
CCW automatic valve actuates and each CCW pump starts on an actual
or simulated actuation signal. Example of maintenance activities
and frequencies are shown in Table 17.3-3 for each identified
failure mode. The D-RAP will include documentation of the basis
for each suggested 0-RAP activity.

1 p
> 8
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17.3.12 GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

ALWR Advanced Light Water Reactor
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
CCWS Component Cooling Water System
CDF Core Damage Frequency, as calculated by the

probabilistic risk assessment.
CEOG Combustion Engineering plant Owners Group.
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CL Combined License
D-RAP Design Reliability Assurance Program,

Performed by the plant designer to assure that
the plant is designed so that it can be
operated and maintained in such a way that the

'

reliability assumptions of the probabilistic
risk assessment apply throughout plant life.

EOP Emergency Operating Procedure
| EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ESF Engineered Safety Features
I&C Instruments & Controls
O-RAP Operations Reliability Assurance Program --

Performed by the plant owner / operator to o
assure that the plant is operated and
maintained safely and in such a way that the
PRA assumptions are applied throughout the
life of the plant.

Owner / Operator The utility, COL applicant, or other
organization that owns and operates the System
80+ following construction.

PM Preventative Maintenance
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment -- Performed to

identify and quantify the risk associated with
the System 80+

| PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RAP Reliability Assurance Program
RCM Reliability Centered Maintenance
Risk-Significant Those structures, systems and components which

are identified as contributing significantly
to the system unavailability.

SSC Structures, Systems, and Components
SSWS Station Service Water System

O
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17.3.13 COL INFORMATION'-

A. Policy and Implementation Procedures for D-RAP

The COL applicant will specify the policy and implementation
procedures for using D-RAP information. (See Subsection
17.3.1)

B. D-RAP Organization

The COL applicant completing its detailed design and equipment
selection during the design phase, must submit its specific
D-RAP organization for NRC review. (See Subsection 17.3.5)

C. Provision for 0-RAP

The COL applicant will provide a complete 0-RAP to be reviewed
by the NRC. (See Subsection 17.3.9)[ COL Item 17-3] |

/ h
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TABLE 17.3-4

REFERENCE LOCATIONS _WHERE D-RAP BYSTEMS
AND EQUIPMENT ARE SPECIFIED

4.YST_EH OR_ EQUI _PJiEN] R_EF_ER_ENCE
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18.0 HUMAN FACTORS _ENGINEERI_NG

18.1 INTRODUCTION

This CESSAR-DC chapter documents the application of Human Factors
Engineering (HFE) to the 11uplex 80+ Advanced Control Complex
(ACC) design process to address relevant parts of General Design
Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. This chapter demonstrates
that accepted human engineering design principles and criteria
have been applied to the design of the 11uplex 80+ ACC and the
System 80+ Human System Interface (HSI) to assure safe operation
of the System 80+ plant. The chapter has been structured to
provide documentation meeting the recommendations of Chapter la

-

of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800).

The Nuplex 80+ Advanced control Complex (ACC) is an integral part
of the System 80+ Standard Design. System 80+ is an evolutionary
upgrade of a successful, proven design. Changes in plant
function are few, and have been made to improve performance or
mitigate known problems. Many of these improvements reflect the
results of operating experience and industry studies in a variety
of disciplines, including human factors. There is no difference
between the breadth of information in System 80 and the System
80+ control rooms. The ABB/CENp response to DSER Open Item
18,8-1 (Section 18.4, Reference 11) provides a more detailed |
discussion of how human engineering systems analysis is addressed
in the System 80+/Nuplex 80+ design process. The ABB/CENP
response to Open Item 18.8.2 in Reference 11 provides a more
detailed discussion of the impact of human performance on the
breadth of information between System 80 and System 80+ control
rooms.

The Nuplex 80+ design has evolved from the Nuplex 80 ACC
reference design. Nuplex 80 was developed between 1974 and 1979
for the TVA Yellow Creek units through a joint C-E and TVA
development effort. A primary design objective of the Nuplex 80
ACC was to assure adequate operator comprehension in the control
room through incorporation of HFE principles throughout the
design process, establishing operator needs through a

Functional Task Analysis and using significant utility and
operator input to optimize information display systems. Another
design objective was to assure acceptable maintenance times and
reliability by using a systems approach to the ACC. Information
on the control panels was primarily CRT-based with backup

hardwired indicators and alarms for accident mitigation and
startup/ shutdown functions. Analog process control systems and a
digital component control system provided the required control.
The Nuplex 80 design effort resulted in a documented reference
design in 1980.

Amendment Q
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The lluplex 80+ design has evolved from the 11uplex 80 reference,
with specific modifications to incorporate current Ilf'E principles

| and meet recent regulatory requirements. IISI improvements for
fluplex 80+ include plant overview display, acceptable alarm
presentation and handling, continued plant operation with loss of
either one of two diverso information display systems,
integration of normal and accident monitoring displays, and using
information presentation methods to achieve required operator
information processing. An overview of the 11uplex 80+ ACC in
provided in Section 1.2.6. A description of the Instrumentation
and Controls saf ety aspects of 11uplex 80+ is provided in Chapter

| 7. Section 18.4 provides an overview of the ilSI design process,
with detailed methods and results being provided in Section 18.5
through 18.9.

-

9

O
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18.3 DESIGN GOALS AND DESIGN BASES

The first stop in the process of designing the llSI for the System
80+ Standard Design was to establish design goals and the
supporting design bases. These goals and bases were generated
fron the Nuplex 80+ Man-Machine Interface philosophy established |
from the factors indicated in Figure 18.4-5 (refer to Section
18.4). The Nuplex 80+ design goals are presented in Section
18.3.1. Excerpts from the Nuplex 80+ design bases are organized
into the following sections:

18.3.2 Control Room Staffing and Configuration Design
Bases

18.3.3 Control Panels Design Bases
--

18.3.4 Information Presentation and Control Design Bases

The liuplex 80+ design bases are detailed in the Nuplex 80+
Advanced Control Complex Design Bases (Section 18.4, Reference

10). These goals and bases have been refined to comply with the
life Program Review Model (Section 18.4, Reference 4 describes
them in more detail.)

18.3.1 DESIGN GOALS

The design goals for the Nuplex 80+ human-machine interface are: |

A. Build the Nuplex 80+ man-machine interface on the human
engineering principles established f or Nuplex 80 and include
specific improvements to further enhance th HSI. |

B. Accommodate anticipated operating staff requirements for
future plants.

C. Integrate NSSS and balance of plant systems into a unified
control complex design.

D. Ensure adequate reliability of the HSI through redundancy,
segmentation, and diversity.

E. Meet all current regulatory criteria relating to the HSI.

18.3.2 CONTROL ROOM STAFFING AND CONFIGURATION DESIGN DASES

The following design bases relate to the Nuplex 80+ control room
staffing and configuration:

Amendment W
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A. The Nuplex 80+ control room * provides adequate workspace for
the following operating staff during both normal and
emergency operations:

| TITLE Q_UALIFICATION

1 Shift Supervisor (SS) SRO
1 Control Room Supervisor (CRS) SRO
3 Assistant Reactor Operators (AROs) RO
1 Shift Technical Advisor (STA)
2 Nuclear Equipment Operators (NEOs)

B. The design basis control room staffing when the unit is
operating (in an operational mode other than cold shutdown
or refueling) is as follows:

- a minimum of 1 licensed operator (e.g., RO) at the
controls in the controlling workspace (per Regulatory
Guide 1.114), and

a minimum of 1 SRO with direct and prompt access to the-

controlling workspace. This SRO will be in the control
room vital area (e.g., CRS office, document room) and
within sight or audible range of the RO at the
controls, or within audible range of the control room
annunciators. This provides a minimum of 2 operators,
one of which is an SRO (e.g., CRS, SS) available to the
controlling workspace.

- 1 additional licensed operator (e.g., RO, SRO)
available within four minutes of a reactor trip or when
called upon to support emergency or other operations.
This provides an available controlling workspace
complement of 3 operators, one of which is an SRO
(e.g., CRS, SS) when needed.

C. The Nuplex 80+ controlling workspace (Figure 18.6.5-3) is
equivalent to the " Surveillance Area" of Regulatory Guide
1.114. The controlling workspace allows operation by a
single operator between hot standby and full power and
accommodates a control room supervisor and two assistant
reactor operators during normal operation if desired.

D. The Nuplex 80+ ACC configuration minimizes required access
to the controlling workspace for non-operating staf f during
both normal and emergency operation.

" Control room" refers to the entire room which contains both*

the controlling workspace (i.e. , between the control panels)
and personnel offices and other workstations outside the
controlling workspace.

Amendment W
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IABLE 18.5.4-1

(Sheet 1 of 5)

MCR MINIMUM INVENLO.RY OF FIXED POSILIE
ANNUtl[1A10RS. DISPtAYS b_ND CONTROLS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION Annunciators'" Displays Controls

Offsite Bus voltage status X

120 VAC Vital load center X X

voltage status
~

125 VDC Vital load center X X

voltage status
?4 KV Main Turbine Generator X X X

output breaker position
4.16 KV Class lE bus breaker X X

positions (supply & crossover)
4.16 KV Class lE voltage status X X

4.16 KV Diesel Generator output X X

breaker position
4.16 KV Diesel Generator start X X

control
4.16 KV Diesel Generator X X

synchroscope
4.16 KV Reserve Aux Xfmr output X

voltage status
480 VAC Class lE voltage status X X

Annulus ventilation control X X

setpoint
Annulus ventilation damper X X

position
Annulus ventilation fan on/off X X

Atmospheric dump valve position X X

CEA position X

CET temperature X"" |

CIAS actuation X X

CIAS success monitor X | X "2 ' |

O
'" Annunciators are alarms and other alerting displays designed to direct

operator attention.
(2) Reg. Guide 1.97 Category 1 instrumentation |
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TABLE 18.5.4-1

(Sheet 2 of 5)

ER MINIMUM INVENTORY OF FIXED POSJTION
ANNUNCIATORS. DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION Annunciators"' Displays Controls

CCW HX inlet valve position X X

CCW HX outlet valve position X X

CCW HX outlet flow X

CCW pumps on/off X X

CCW surge tank level X

| Containment hydrogen level X X'2'
(when analyzer is in operation)

t2X,
| Containment pressure X

t2
X| Containment radiation X

CSAS actuation X X

Containment Spray flow X

Containment Spray pump on/off X X

Containment Spray pump X X

discharge valve position
Containment temperature X X

DVI valve position X X

EFAS actuation X X

EFW flow control valve position X X

EFW header flow X

EFW motor-driven pump on/off X X

EFW pump suction pressure X

EFW steam-driven pump on/off X X

EFW-to-SG isolation valve X X

position

X)t2
| EFW Storage Tank level X

| Hot leg Injection valve X X

position

"' Annunciators are alarms and other alerting displays designed to direct
operator attention.

| (2) Reg. Guide 1.97 Category 1 instrumentation

Araendment W
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ob TABLE 18.5.4-1

(Sheet 3 of 5)

KR MINJMUM INVENTORY __0F FIXED POSIUM
ANNUNGlaIERS. DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION Annunciators"I Displays Controls

IRWST level X

Main Control Room HVAC X X

isolation dampers

Main Steam radiation (area X

monitors & line monitors)
Main Steam safety valve X

position

SG safety valve position X |
MSIS actuation X X X

Nuclear Annex building X

ventilation radiation
Primary Coolant Radiation X X"' |

A Pzr Backup Heaters on/off X X

| Pzr Level X X"' |

Pzr Pressure X X"' |

Rapid Depressurization valve X X

position

RCP on/off X X

RCS Cold leg temperature X"' |

RCS Hot leg temperature X"' |
RCS pressure X"' |
RCS subcooling margin X X"' |
Reactor Building subsphere X

ventilation radiation
Reactor Cavity Level X X"' |
Reactor Coolant gas vent valve X X

position

Reactor power (NI) X"i |
Reactor Trip (RPS) X X

Reactor Vessel level X X"' |

UI
/ Annunciators are alarms and other alerting displays designed to direct(y] operator attention.

* Reg. Guide 1.97 Category 1 Instrumentation |

Amendment W |
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LARE 18.5.4-1

(Sheet 4 of 5)

MCR MLNIMUM INVENIORY OF FIXJD POSITION
ANNUNCI ATORS. DIjiRAYS AND CONTROLS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION Annunciators " Displays Controlsi

SCS flow (while SCS is in X X
operation

SCS isolation valve position X X X

(& LTOP)
SCS HX Bypass Valve position X X

SCS HX CCW supply / isolation X X

valve position

SCS HX Bypass Inlet & Outlet X

temperature (when SCS is in
operation)

SCS HX outlet valve position X X

SCS pump on/off X X

SCS/ CSS pump suction cross- X X
connect valve position

SCS/ CSS pump discharge cross- X X

connect valve position

SlAS actuation X X

SI flow X

SI pump on/off X X

SI throttling isolation valve X X

position

Spent Fuel Pool level X

Startup Rate (NI) X

CCW HX station service water X X
inlet isolation valve position

CCW HX station service water X X
outlet isolation valve position

CCW HX station service water X

outlet flow

SSW pump on/off X X

(H Annunciators are alarms and other alerting displays designed to direct
operator attention.

Amendment V
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|

TABLE 18.5.4-1
1

(Sheet 5 of 5) I
!

liCR MINIMUM INVENTORY OF FIXED POSJJJJB
8NNUNCIATORS. DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIOJ Annunciators'" Displays Controls

SG Blowdown sample radiatios X

t2
X |SG level X

i23SG pressure X X |
Vacuum Pump Activity X

Turbine Trip X X

O

:

'",G Annunciators are alarms and other alerting displays designed to direct
,

( operator attention.

(2' Reg. Guide 1.97 Category 1 Instrumentation |

Amendment W
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) :(V The primary means used by the operator in determination of |

component status is shape coding on the displays of selected |
components. Hollow symbols indicate active components and filled
symbols indicate inactive components. Cross-hatching of either
shape indicates that the component is inoperable. The following
describes the application of shape coding to selected symbols in
Nuplex 80+.

A. Pump / Fan

A hollow pump indicates that thn pump has been activated by
the operator or automatic control signal. A solid pump
indicates that the pump has been deactivated by the operator
or automatic control signal. The same coding conventions
apply to fans.

B. Valve

A hollow valve indicates that the valve is fully open and a
filled valve indicates that the valve is fully closed. A
valve not fully open or closed has a mixed filled / hollow
shape, i.e., left side filled /right side hollow. A cross
hatched valve indicates inoperable from the CCS.

Inf ormation coding on valves is provided by these additional;

( ,/ characteristics / representations:

( 1. Valve Full Open - Red Hue / Hollow. |

2. Valve Full Closed - Green Hue / Solid. |

3. Valve Mid-Positioned / Throttled - Left side green / solid |
.

and right side red / hollow.
|

| 4. Valve Inoperable.

Cross-hatched texture (of either open or closed symbol
shape and color, as appropriate to component position)
portrays inoperable status (but not " loss of"
operability, per se.)

5. Non-Instrumented Valve

i The positions associated with these valves are entered
manually into the DPS. Valve representations are grey,
shape coding (hollow / filled) provides position.

6. Three-Way Valves

fm These valves allow flow to pass in one of two possible
i paths, whereby the active flow paths are represented on
i mimics using red / hollow coding and the inactive path is

represented by green / solid coding.

Amendment U
18.7-13 December 31, 1993
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To indicate suspect data an asterisk code (*) is used preceding
any suspect data.

To indicate alarm priorities and operator aids the following
codes are used:

A. Priority 1 Alarm - Reverse Video

B. Priority 2 Alarm - Box

C. Priority 3 Alarm - Brackets

D. Operator Aid - Underline beneath descriptor
__

To identify alarm state (unacknowledged, acknowledged, or reset)
the following codes are used:

A. High Intensity - Unacknowledged Alarm & Operator Aids

B. Medium Intensity - Acknowledged Alarms & Operator Aids
a

C. Low Intensity - Reset Alarms.

To ensure that the operator unambiguously reads multiple
superimposed alarm tile states, on/off duty cycles are used as a
functional enhancement, not a code. Unacknowledged alarms and
operator aids have a fast 50/50 on/off duty cycle where cleared
alarms have a different uneven 25/75 flash duty cycle.

| To identify touch targets the following code is used:
A. Button - Control Page Select

|
To determine the direction of process values the following codes
are used:

A. Up Arrow - increasing value

B. Down Arrow - decreasing value

C. Plus Symbol - value high "above control band"

O
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D. Minus Symbol - value low "below control band"

E. Dot - value normal

To identify if data is static or dynamic the following color
intensity codes are used:

A. Pure white - Dynamic Data

B. Grey - Static Information

Although Nupleh 80+ uses many techniques, the operators can
effectively utilize them under conditions in which their
unambiguous discrimination is required. The following is a
discussion of how operations personnel effectively utilize these
codes under various plant conditions.

Alarm and information processing by operators is context
dependent. The context specific use (e.g., reading data,
processing alarms, determining equipment status, etc.) of the
Nuplex 80+ codes reduces the number of codes that require
discrimination in a given situation (e.g. , normal operation, post
trip, etc.) to a manageable set. The Nuplex 80+ alarm and

| information codes are provided in Table 18.7.1-1 (Nuplex 80+

(3*) shape, 8 hue, 5 color intensity, 2 flash rate, and 2 switch
/ Coding Matrix). The operator is not required to process the 15'

position codes simultaneously. For example, if an alarm occurs,
the Nuplex 80+ information system performs the following: 1)
alerts operator by an audible tone, 2) directs his or her search
by flashing high intensity yellow tiles on functionally organized |
alarm tiles or CRT menu selections on CRT pages, 3) directs his
or her attention with context specific messages and directory
information on the CRT, and 4) confirms a cleared alarm by an

| audible tone and slow flash in low intensity yellow. When in the |
| alarm context, the operator is processing alarm code information,

not equipment status, data or other miscellaneous codes.
Therefore, only the codes associated with alarms are applicable.
Other examples of context dependent use of codes are: 1) the 5
direction shapes are used only to show trend parameter
information, the 2 switch position codes are uniquely used to

.

show equipment or position status on only process controllers and
I switches, and 3) the equipment / component status codes are used
| only with the equipment / component navigation aids on the CRTs and
| process controllers.
|
! Many equipment status, data, and miscellaneous codes are aids to

the operator, adding beneficial redundancy to already unambiguous
displays rather than adding an additional information processing

| O)i

%)
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burden. In addition, the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are
written to simplify operator actions to tasks that require
discrimination of only the most important information (e.g.,

]' on/off codes, dynamic data codes) and not require the operator to
process alarms, or perform detailed diagnostic activities to"

which many of the codes are applicable.

HFE has verified the adequacy of the present codes through
suitability analysis. Validation of the collective application
of the codes will be performed later in the design process to
confirm that the operator can acceptably use the coding scheme as
part of the HSI. Additional, empirical oata showing that
operators can effectively utilize the properties and parameters
encoded, all colors, and the shape / symbol cedes under normal,
hbnormal, and emergency operations and under all modes of plant
operation is not required.

The complete Nuplex 80+ Coding Matrix and notes correlating themq
, _ .a., ( to HSI devices is presented in Table 18.7.1-1.
.-

'. I 18.7.1.1.3 Laboling, Text, and Data

Labels include panel titles, display page titles, function
identifiers, equipment identifiers, process identifiers, and
parameter identifiers. The following conventions apply to all
labels, text, and data in the Nuplex 80+ design.

A. Label Size

Labeling sizes are standard for similar label types (e.g.,
Control Panel, Group, Subgroup, CRT page titles, Component
Identifiers). Labeling size is based on viewing distances
in supporting of information gathering tasks. Labels also
help establish a hierarchy for information provided on the
control panels and CRT displays. The labeling hierarchy
used in the Nuplex 80+ design is specified in Section
18.7.2.3.3.

B. Label Placement

Labels of similar types are placed in consistent locations
with respect to panels, demarcations, mimic diagram
representations, and component controls.

C. Abbreviations

A standard set of abbreviations has been established for use
on all control panel and display pages.

O
Amendment W
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A 3x4 alarm matrix block containing a box for each critical
function exists in the upper right hand corner of IPSO. The
matrix provides a single location for the continuous display of
the presence of alarms that jeopardize the specific critical
function. Above, the box is the identification of the emergency
procedure currently selected by the operator.

The 3x4 matrix representation is an overview summary of the 1st
level critical function display page information. The operator
obtains the details associated with Critical Function in the
Critical Function section of the display page hierarchy (see
Section 18.7.1.3).
18.7.1.2.3 Systems Represented on IPSO

The systems represented on IPSO are the major heat transport path
systems and systems that are required to support the major heat
transport process. These systems include those that require
availability monitoring per Regulatory Guide 1.47, and all major
success paths that support the Plant Critical Functions. -

The following systems have dynamic operating status
representations on IPSO. The identifiers for the systems used on
IPSO in Figure 18.7.1-2 are provided below.

CC - Component Cooling Water |
CD - Condensate
CI - Containment Isolation
CS - Containment Spray
CW - Circulating Water
EP - Emergency Feedwater
FW - Feedwater
IA - Instrument Air
SC - Shutdown Cooling
RC - Reactor Coolant
SI - Safety Injection
SW - Service Water
TB - Turbine Bypass
CH - Charging
LD - Letdown
DG - Diesel Generator
SD - Safety Depressurization

System information presented on IPSO includan system operational
status, change in operational status (i.e. active to inactive, or
inactive to active) and the existence of alarms associated with
the system. Alarm information on systems also helps inform an
operator about success path related Critical Function alarms.

Amendment W
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18.7.1.2.4 Alarms Presented on IPSO

IPSO displays the following types of alarms:

A. The presence of alarms that jeopardize critical functions
are displayed in the IPSO alarm matrix boxes. Each box
identifies the presence of alarms that jeopardize the
specific critical function. The display format for the box
indicates the highest priority of all related alarm
conditions;

| B. Success path availability alarms using system symbols and
descriptors;

C. Success path performance alarms using system symbols and
descriptors;

D. Key critical function process parameter alarms using IPSO
process representations.

18.7.1.3 CRT Display Pages

The Nuplex 80+ CRT display pages contain all the System 80+ plant
information that is available to the operator, in a structured
hierarchy. The CRT pages are useful for information presentation
because they allow graphical layouts of the plant and processes
in formats that are consistent with the operator's visualization
of the plant. In addition CRT formats are designed to aid
operational activities of the plant by providing trends,
categorized listings, messages, operational prompts, as well as
alert the operator to abnormal processes.

The primary method that the operator navigates on the Nuplex 80+
CRTs is through touch screen interface. Keyboards are not used
for information access on the MCC, AC, or SC panels. Manual
entry of information into the DPS is provided via controlled
access keyboards outside the controlling workspace (e.g. CRS
Console, MCR offices). Messages and supporting display page
option touch targets can be accessed on CRTs by touching other
control panel features, (see Section 18.7.1.4 and 18.7.1.5).

The Nuplex 80+ CRTs are driven by the Data Processing System
(DPS). This system is described in Section 7.7.1.7. The IPSO
display page forms the apex of the Nuplex 80+ CRT display page
hierarchy. Three levels exist below IPSO, where each level of
the hierarchy provides an information content-designed to satisfy
particular operational needs (see Figure 18.7.1-3). The
structure of the hierarchy is based on supporting the operator in
the performance of his tasks as well as providing quick and easy
access to all information displayed via the CRTs. The display
formats on the top level provide information for general
monitoring activities, while the lowest level displays contain &
information that is most useful for supporting diagnostic

Amendment U
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\ i
\d activities. Each level of the hierarchy is described in detail

in the following subsection.

18.7.1.3.1 Level 1 Displays

Level 1 display pages provide information that is most useful for
general monitoring activities associated with major plant
processes. These display pages inform the operator of major
system performance and major equipment status. The Nuplex 80+
level 1 display pages are as follows:

A. Critical Functions

B. Primary Systems

C. Secondary Systems

D. Power Conversion

E. Electrical Systems

F. Auxiliary Systems

An example of a level 1 display page is provided by Figure
/ \ 18.7.3-1.

d
18.7.1.3.2 Level 2 Displays

Level 2 display pages provide information that is useful for
controlling plant components and systems. These pages contain
information necessary to control a system's processes and
functions. Parameters which must be observed during controlling
tasks appear on the same display, even though they may be parts
of other systems. Proposed operating procedures, system and
component operating manuals, and the Functional / Task Analysis
have been used for determining which parameters to display. The
operator would normally monitor the " Primary System's" display
page to assess RCS performance. If an adjustment to an RCP is
necessary, the operator would access the RCP control display

| page. All information for that adjustment is on the control
| display to preclude unnecessary jumping between display pages.
i An example of a level 2 display page is provided by Figure
' 18.7.3-2.

( 18.7.1.3.3 Level 3 Displays
|

| Level 3 display pages provide information that is most useful for
diagnostic activities of the component and processes represented
in level 2 display pages. Level 3 display pages provide data

g useful for instrument cross-channel comparisons, detailed
[ J

information for diagnosing equipment or system malfunctions, and

| V trending information useful for determining direction of system
|

|

Amendment N
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performance changes, degradation or improvement. An example of
a level 3 display page is provided by Figure 18.7.3-3.

18.7.1.3.4 Display Page/Information Access

The operator's ability to acceptably access information and
diagnose operational concerns with a CRT based information system
is dependent on his ability to access the appropriate display
pages. Display page access in Nuplex 80+ is fast, simple,
consistent among the various display stations, and easy to use.

Nuplex 80+ display page access is accomplished primarily through
the ase of menus located at the bottom of the display pages. A
Nuplex 80+ CRT menu is shown on Figure 18.7.1-4. Each display
page in the Nuplex 80+ design contains a standard menu format
that provides: direct (i.e., single touch) access to the last
page viewed and the display page directories (Critical Functions,
Primary, Secondary, Power Conversion, Electrical Systems,
Auxiliary Systems, and Other Systems / Features for all display
pages (see Figure 18.7.1-4).

A. Display Page Access Using the Display Page Directory

There is one display directory for each hierarchy under a
1st level display page (i.e. Critical Functions, Primary,
Secondary, Power Conversion, Electrical, and Auxiliary
Monitoring). Additionally there is a directory labeled
"Other" which contains display pages or information that
does not fall into the categories of the previously
mentioned directories. The Other category includes the
.following types of display pages; Radiation Monitoring /
Control, Data Base Information, Maintenance Information, and
Historical Data Retrieval Information. Additionally each
directory provides access to the Prioritized Alarm List, and
Time Sequential Alarm List; see Section 18.7.1.5.3.

Directory Format

There are a total of seven (7) directories which exist:
Critical Functions Monitoring, Primary, Secondary, Power
Conversion, Electrical, Auxiliary, and "Other".

The Primary, Secondary, Power Conversion, Electrical and
Auxiliary Directories are laid out in a format where the
display page options are grouped with the control panel they
are associated with. For example on Figure 18.7.1.-5 there
are four groupings of display pages for pages associated
with the following four control panels; Engineered Safety
Features (ESF), Reactor Coolant System, CVCS, and Plant
Monitoring & Control. The first row of page options for a
panel grouping provide access to 2nd level pages, where the
page options below these provide access to 3rd level pages.

(
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18.7.1.6.2 Component Control Strategies

18.7.1.6.2.1 Control Location

Component controls are located in the MCR, Remote Shutdown Panel
(RSP) and/or Local Control Stations (LCS) (i.e., local to the
equipment being controlled). For the MCR and RSP only one
control station is active at a time. The NUPLEX 80+ design
provides switches near each control room exit for transfer of
control from the main control panel to the remote shutdown panel.
Actuation of the switches at either exit initiates each PPS
channel division of the ESF-CCS, and each division of the
Process-CCS to perform a soft transfer to deactivate the main
control panel as a control interface and to activate the remoto

-

shutdown panel control interface.

The Maintenance & Test Panels in the channelized Equipment Rooms
also provide a backup means for performing the transfer of
control from the main control room to the remote shutdown panel.

Alarms are generated if a component is repositioned locally or
control from the MCR or RSP is disabled. The alarm
prioritization is based on the potential system level impact
(e.g., bypassed or inoperable status positioning).

18.7.1.6.2.2 ESFAS Control Signals

ESFAS signals have priority over operator commands and most other
automatic control signals. Exceptions to this philosophy apply
to automatic control signals whose function is equipment
protection (e.g., electrical fault protection, lube oil
interlocks, overload protection). Thermal overload protection
devices are not used on MOV circuits, but provide alarms.

O
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Operator override capability for ESFAS signals is provided on all
ESF actuated components. The logic is such that the overrido may
be executed on a component basis only after the ESFAS signal has
actuated. The override is executed by activating the control
switch corresponding to the ESFAS initiated component position
(this is an acknowledge function only) and then the control
switch for the newly desired position (this rcpositions the
component). When the ESPAS signal clears, tha override logic
also clears, such that subsequent ESFAS actuations are not
bypassed.

There are no alarms or status lights required for the override l
condition at the component level. However, alarms are provided |
for improper component line ups during actuation of an ESF
system. See section 18.7.1.8 which describes ESF Actuation j
Status Monitoring as part of the Nuplex 80+ Success path '

Monitoring Feature.

ESFAS operator overrides may be executed from the MCR or from
| outside the control room at the RSP. Separate override circuits
are provided for each ESFAS signal actuating a component. In
this manner override of the first signal will not bypass or
preempt actuation of the same component by subsequent same or
different ESFAS signals.

When an ESFAS signal clears (i.e., returns to the unactuated
logic 0 state) the component will remain in its pre-cleared
position. This will be the ESFAS actuated position or if the
ESFAS signal had been overridden the new operator selected
position. Once the ESFAS signal is cleared, repositioning of the
component wil? occur only by a subsequent operator command or by
an automatic emtrol signal.

18.7.1.6.2.3 Bypassed or Inoperable Status Monitoring

Regulatory Guide 1.47 requires alarms for system level inoperable
conditions which may result from bypassed or inoperable
conditions at the component level. The intent is to identify ESF
system unavailability prior to its actual need. The monitoring
of component level inoperable and bypass conditions and
determination of impact at the system level is provided through
coordination of logic residing in the CCS and DPS. The f ollowir.g
items are monitored as conditions that may render components
bypassed or inoperable:

A. Loss of control power through opening of breakers or local
disconnects.

O
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18,7.1.7 Process Controllers
|

Process controllers are dynamic interactive graphics display I

devices used by the plant operator to monitor and manipulate !
process control functions. Process controller design is based on
programmable flat panel visual display technology with touch
sensitive screens. Each process controller display is designed
(programmed) for its specific application in accordance with a
standardized graphics template to provide design and operational
consistency. This design approach minimizes potential for
operator-induced process control errors.

The process controllers allow control of throttling or variable
position devices (such as electro-pneumatic valves) and
associated switches from a single control panel device. Process
controllers are used for closed loop control of many types of
process variables, including: pressure, temperature, level and
flow. Process controllers are designed for each specific control
loop utilizing the generic display and control f eatures described
in this section.

A. Process Controller Operation

The process controller facilitates both supervisory (master

[,s} loop) control and individual (subloop) control and
C, monitoring of process control functions. Each process

controller is dedicated to only its process control
function.

The standardized display is divided into static and dynamic
sections as shown in Figure 18.7.1-16 (Pressurizer Level
Control is used as a typical example). In the static
sections, only parameter values and text labels vary. Touch
targets in these sections remain fixed. Conversely,
graphics in the dynamic section change upon operator demand
based on touch target selection from the static sections.

| Touch targets are indicated by a rectangular box surround
(i.e., a button) to distinguish them from labels and data.

Master loop and subloop control sections include a bargraph
representation of process deviation from setpoint as

i

| applicable. Normal deviation band is also included as part
of the scale. Bargraphs are aligned with setpoint selection'

targets and controlled parameter selection / display targets
are located directly above. This information, in
conjunction with process trend information on DIAS displays
provide a concise representation of control loop performance
at a glance,

n
I(
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Loop operating mode (i.e., SEMI-AUTO, AUTO, MANUAL), demand
(i.e., OUTPUT) and subloop component selection (i.e.,
CH-XXX) are also displayed in static sections.

1. Master Loop Control Signal Selection

Figure 18.7.1-17 demonstrates operator selection of the
master loop control signal. The operator touches the
VALlD target in the master loop control section and the
target changes to reverse video. Upon removal of the
finger from the screen, menu appears in the dynamic
section. A label above the dynamic section identifies
the current display.

This control signal selection menu identifies % level
signals that can be assigned as the master loop process
variable. Possible selections are L-103N, L-110B,
L-110A, VALID or VAL-COMP (temperature compensated
valid). Also shown are selectable temperature
compen_ation signals. The currently selected % level

| signal (VALID) is highlighted by " selection" coding.

Upon completion of selection, the operator may leave
the display as is, delete the dynamic section by
selecting CLEAR which returns the display to that as
shown in Figure 18.7.1-16, or overwrite the dynamic
section directly with an alternate selection from any
static section. In any mode, the display automatically
updates variables including deviation bar graphs and
status text.

2. Subloop Control Setpoint Selection

Figure 18.7.1-18 demonstrates operator selection of a
subloop control setpoint. The operator selects the
setpoint target in the letdown section revealing the
setpoint display as shown. This display has a bargraph
which shows the current letdown flowrate. On either
side of the bargraph are arrows which show the master
setpoint and operator setpoint values for the letdown
subloop. The bargraph is directly centered below
setpoint values digitally. Setpoint arrows are
oriented such that the digital setpoint is displayed
above its respective arrow.

A label above the dynamic section identifies the
current selection (Letdown Flow Setpoint). When the
operator setpoint is selected, it is increased or
decreased by touching the UP or DN touch targets. Upon
completion of setpoint manipulation, this screen is
deleted or replaced by methods described in item 1)
above.

Amendment N
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Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and
labeling are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.

Additional desk space is provided on this panel to accommodate
laydown space for procedures or other operator paperwork. Space
provision is also made on this panel section for a handset for
operator communications with other plant operations personnel.

18.7.4.3 Feedwater and Condensate Panel

The Feedwater and Condensate Panel has those indications and
controls the operator requires to monitor and control the
feedwater and condensate systems during normal power operations.
The controls and indications are provided consistent with Nuplex
80+ standard techniques and conventions, as exemplified by the
RCS panel. The Feedwater and Condensate panel includes the
discrete indicator displays for steam generators (SG) 1 and 2
which contain instrument channels that may be utilized for
post-accident monitoring. The display of these instrument
channels on this panel is provided for operator convenience,
following the Nuplex 80+ philosophy that normally used
instruments are also used during accident conditions. Non-safety
and PAMI displays for SG 1 and 2 are also provided on the
Secondary Cycle panel of the Auxiliary Console.

The controls and indications provided on this panel are broken
clown into functional group arrangements (exemplified on Figure
18.7.4-3).

A. Steam Generator 1

This group contains indications and controls associated with
steam generator level and pressure, and feedwater system
flow.

B. Steam Generator 2

This group contains indications and controls associated with
steam generator level and pressure, and feedwater system
flow.

C. Feedwater and Condensate

This group contains those indications and controls
associated with the feedwater and condensate system
including main feedwater pumps, startup feedwater pumps,
condensate pumps and booster pumps.

Amendment N
18.7-125 April 1, 1993
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D. Feedwater/ Condensate Train

This group contains those indications and controls
associated with the condensate system, including hot well
level control, condensate cleanup and storage.

Included in the controls mounted on the panel are feedwater
process controllers and switches for each steam generator. This
includes pumps, downcomer control valves, and economizer control
valves. These are shown on Figure 18.7.4-3. These controls are
designed in a consistent manner as other process controllers
which have been covered in RCS panel description (Section
18.7.3.2.2).

The Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS) provides steam
generator level and pressure, and condensate system parameters,
along with the alarms ascociated with the systems. The Data
Processing System (DPS), through the panel mounted CRT, provides
general monitoring, system / component level and detail / diagnostic
information on the feedwater and condensate systems in the manner 1

consistent with the RCS panel displays (Section 38.7.3.2.1).

Manual controls which are required for starting, stopping and
controlling the main feed pumps, booster pumps, condensate pumps,

| and other components required to be operated during system
startup (e.g., emergency feedwater pumps), normal operations and
shutdown are located on this panel. Control identification,
symbology and hue, along with functional grouping of control and
indicat. ion, group demarcation and labeling are in accordance with
Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria (Section 18.7.2) and exemplificd.

by the RCS panel section (Section 18.7.3).

The Feedwater and Condensate System controls, which require
m

infrequent operation (e.g., condensate pump, booster pump and
main feed pump suction and discharge valves) for system startup,

and shutdown, are located on the Secondary Cycle panel of the
Auxiliary Console.

18.7.4.4 Turbine. Control Panel

The Turbine Control Panel has those systems required for control
and monitoring of the turbine system during normal operations.
The controls and indications are provided consistent with Nuplex
80+ standard techniques and conventions as exemplified by the RCS
panel. The Turbine Control panel contains no instrument channels
which are required for post-accident monitoring. Additionally,
the system itself is not required for plant safety. The Turbine
Control panel is divided into a primary functional group relating
to the turbine, and two smaller functional groups relating to

O
Amendment Q
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(mV) turbine support components and the generator. A functional
layout of the Turbine Control panel is exemplified in Figure
18.7.4-4.

Included in the Turbine Control functional group is the turbine
EHC module which is provided by the turbine vendor. This panel
insert contains those controls and indications required for
normal turbine operations. Turbine test functions are provided
on a turbine test panel insert which is located on the Auxiliary
Console Secondary Cycle panel.

Space has been allocated on the panel for inclusion of some
controls for turbine support systems (see Figure 18.7.4-4).
Selections of those controls is derived based on the turbine
vendor's EHC panel and the operator's needs for normal
operations. Other turbine support system controls are located on
the secondary cycle panel of the AC.

The Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS) provides for
monitoring generator and turbine parameters, along with providing
alarm functions for both. The Data Processing System (DPS), via
the panel mounted CRT, provides for general monitoring,
system / component level monitoring and detailed / diagnostic
information on the turbine and generator systems, in a manner
consistent with RCS panel displays (Section 18.7.3.2.1).

(Qf Controls which are mounted c. n this panel have control
j identification, symbology and hue, along with functional grouping

of control and indication, group demarcation and labeling that
are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria (Section
18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description (Section
18.7.3).

Controls and indications for turbine support systems and the
generator which require infrequent operation (e.g., turbine oil
pumps, oil lift pumps), are located on the AC Secondary Cycle
panel.

18.7.4.5 safety Monitoring Panel

The Safety Monitoring Panel is used by the operator to primarily
monitor the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It provides continuous
display of the availability of ESF systems and continuous display
of Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 1 variables. In addition, the
Safety Monitoring Panel contains backup controls for the,
Process-CCS and the ESF-Component Control System, and Diverse
Manual ESF Actuation Switches,

i %

b)

Amendment Q
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The Safety Monitoring Panel controls and indication have been
separated by channel and function. The Safety Monitoring Panel
controls and indication consist of the following:

A) Channel A, B, C, D Plant Protection System (PPS)
operators modules,

B) Channel A, B, C, D Core Protection Calculator (CPC)
operators modules,

C) Channel A, B, C, D ESF-CCS operators modules,
D) Two Discrete Indication and Alarm System, (DIAS-P)

discrete indicators,
E) Channel X, Y Process-CCS Operators Modules,
F) B and C Channelized Pushbutton Switches for manual

initiation of reactor trip and ESF actuation signals,
G) Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Switches, - - _

H) A Radiation monitoring indicator,
I) A ESF status monitoring module,
J) Alarm Tiles,
K) CRT.

A functional layout of the Saf ety Monitoring Panel is exemplified
on Figure 18.7.4-5.

The PPS operators modules provides pre-trip, trip and bypass
indication of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). Bypass error
indication and a bistable reset indicator are also provided. The
PPS operators module also provides indication of linear power and
variable setpoint resets for pressurizer pressure and steam
generator pressure.

The CPCS operators module provides CPCS Trip Logic Calculator
(TLC) and CEAC parameter indication, function enable, TLC trip
bypass, and TLC and CEAC status indicator lights.

The ESF-CCS operators modules provides access to all ESF-CCS
controls and indication. These features are used in the event of
failure of any discrete controls or process controllers located
on other control room panels. ESF selective group testing is
performed at the A, B, C, and D operators module (see Section 7.3
for details). Each module also provides system status for
equipment failure.

The DIAS-P discrete indicators provide continuous display of all
Regulatory Guide 1.97 Category 1 signals. These displays are
redundant to DIAS-N and DPS displays located at other panels.
These DIAS indicators are designed in accordance with the
standard Nuplex 80+ discrete indicators described in Section
18.7.1.4.

The Process-CCS operators modules provide access to all Process-
CCS controls and indication. These features are used in the
event of failure of any discrete controls or process controllers
located on other control room panels. (See Section 7.7 for
details).

Amendment W
18.7-128 June 17, 1994
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A
( ) B and C channelized pushbutton switches are located on the panel
() for manual initiation of reactor trip and interface with their

respective ESF actuation s3gnals. Pushbutton switches A and D
are located on the Plant Monitoring and Control Panel of the
Master Control Consule.

A single safety grade channel is provided as a backup (via
Diverse Manual ESF Actuation Switches) to ESF actuation via the
ESF-CCS and PPS. These switches provide for system level
actuation of two trains of safety injection, and one train each
of containment spray, feedwater, closure of main steam isolation
valves, closure of containment air purge valves, and closure of
a letdown isolation valve (See Section 7.3).
A radiation monitoring module is located on the panel. It is
part of the radiation monitoring system and is used to monitor
the radiation levels in and out of the plant.

An ESP status monitoring module is located on the panel. This
module displays high level indication of abnormalities in ESF
performance and ESF availability. This function is described in
Section 18.7.1.8 and the module is shown in Figure 18.7.1-12.

The alarm tiles display alarms associated with the performance of
the PPS, CPC, and CCS. In addition, the alarm tiles display the
Critical Function alarms, the radiation monitoring alarms, and
the ESP performance and inoperability alarms.

V The CRT provides direct access to the DPS.,

t

Control identification, symbology and color, along with
functional grouping of control and indication, group demarcation
and labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout
criteria (Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel
description.

18.7.4.6 Engineered Safety Features Panel

The Engineered Safety Features (ESP) Panel contains those
i controls and indications that are required for the control and

|
monitoring of the following safety related systems:

A. Shutdown Cooling

B. Emergency Feedwater/ Atmospheric Dump

C. Safety Depressurization

D. Safety Injection Tanks

E. Safety Injection

F. Containment Sprayfs
/ s

G. Cavity Flood

Amendment W l
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In addition, indications are continuously available to allow the
operator to assess the status of Containment Isolation and
Steam /Foedwater Isolation to each steam generator. The controls
and indications provided are consistent with Nuplex 80+ standard
techniques and conventions, as exemplified by the RCS panel. The
systems whose component controls are mounted on this panel, are
safety-related systems. Discrete Indication displays are
provided with each of the functional groups to monitor the
system / equipment performance associated with the group. The
safety systems on the ESF panel support Plant Safety Function
(e.g., Emergency Feedwater supports RCS heat removal via the
steam generators). The effect that a safety system has on a
plant safety function is monitored on this panel's CRT, IPSO or
the Safety Monitoring Panel, which is directly to the left of the
ESF Panel.

The controls and indications on the ESF panel are broken down
| into functional groups as follows (see Figure 18.7. 4-6) :

A. Shutdown Cooling

Each of 2 shutdown cooling trains is layed-out on the panel
using a system flow path mimic arrangement. A discrete
indicator is provided for monitoring shutdown cooling
process parameters.

B. Emergency Feedwater/ Atmospheric Dump

Each of 2 cmcrgency feedwater trains and atmospheric dump
valves is layed-out on the panel using a system flow path
mimic arrangement. A discrete indicator is provided for
monitoring emergency feedwater process and steam generator
parameters. Two process controllers are provided for
control functions associated with steam supply to the
steam-driven pumps and feedwater flow control. Switches
provide control of the atmospheric dump valves.

C. Safety Injection / Safety Injection Tanks

Each safety injection train and safety injection tank is
| arranged on the panel using a system flow path mimic layout.

Discrete Indication is provided for monitoring the
parameters associated with these systems.

D. Containment Spray

Each of the containment spray trains and associated
component controls are layed-out on the panel using a system
flow path mimic arrangement. Discrete indication is
provided for containment spray related parameters.

O
Amendment V
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E. Safety Depressurization

Safety depressurization component controls are provided for
Pressurizer and Reactor Vessel depressurization in a single
location.

F. Containment Isolation

Containment isolation valves functional group control and
indication, providing continuous display of containment
isolation status and performance, exist at one location on
the ESF panel. The controls for these valves are also
distributed throughout the control panels in their
appropriate flowpaths. The ESF panel provides a second
source of valve indication and close only control. --

G. Cavity Flood

Cavity flood component controls are provided for to
accommodate cavity flood during a severe accident.

H. In-Containment Refueling Water Tank component controls are
provided to accommodate operation of (IRWST) components.

Process controllers, which are mounted ca the ESF Panel, are
designed in a consistent manner as other Nuplex 80+ process
controllers, as discussed in RCS panel description (Section
18.7.3.2.2).

Discrete indicators provide display of those parameters
associated with each ESF system that provide overview indication
of system performance. In addition, these indicators provide
access to all information required for continued plant operation
after loss of the DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also provides the
alarms associated with the systems. The DPS panel mounted CRT
provides general monitoring, system / component level and
detail / diagnostic information on the ESF systems in a manner
consistent with RCS panel design (Section 18.7.3).

I
Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and
labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description
(Section 18.7.3).
18.7.4.7 Cooling Water Panel

The Cooling Water Panel contains those controls and indications
that are required for control and monitoring of the Ultimate Heat
Sink (UHS), Station Service Water System (SSWS) and Component
Cooling Water System (CCWS) non-safety cooling water systems. |
The CCWS has safety-related and non-safety-related subsystems.

Amendment Q
18.7-131 June 30, 1993
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The controls and indications provided are consistent with Nuplex
80+ standard techniques and conventions, as exemplified by the
RCS panel.

The component controls associated with each cooling water system
are layed out on the panel using a system flowpath mimic format.
The panel is divided into functional groups pertaining to
component Cooling Water and Station Service Water / Ultimate Heat
Sink System. The functional layout of the Cooling Water panel is
exemplified by Figure 18.7.4-7.

Process controllers, which are mounted on the Cooling Water
Panel, are designed in a consistent manner as other process
controllers which are covered in Section 18.7.1.7, Process
Controllers.

The DIAS provides display of those parameters associated with the
{Cooling Systems to provide overview indication of system

performance. In addition, these indicators provide access to all
information required for continued plant operation after loss of

| the DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also presents alarms associated
with the cooling water systems. The DPS panel mounted CRT
provides general monitoring, system / component level and
detail / diagnostic information on the systems in a manner
consistent with RCS panel design (Section 18.7.3).

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and :

labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.
18.7.4.8 Secondary Cycle Panel

The Secondary Cycle Panel has those systems required for control
and monitoring of feedwater and condensate, turbine, auxiliaries,
excitations and other miscellaneous secondary support systems.
These systems are required to be operated infrequently during
normal operation, or are required to be operated only during
plant startup, shutdown, or testing. The controls and
indications are provided consistent with Nuplex 80+ standard
techniques and conventions, as exemplified by the RCS panel. The
systems whose components are mounted on this panel are not
required for plant safety; however, the discrete indicator
displays contain instrument channels, such as for steam generator
(SG) 1 and 2 level, which may be utilized for post-accident
monitoring. The display of these instruments on this panel is
provided as operator convenience following the standard Nuplex
80+ information display philosophy that instruments used normally
are also used during accident conditions. Non-safety and PAMI
displays for SG 1 and 2 level and other parameters are also
provided on the Feedwater and Condensate Panel on the MC and
Engineered Safety Features Panel of the Safety Console.

Amendment W
' 18.7-132 June 17, 1994
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The controls and indications on the secondarv cycle panel are

(\ broken down into functional groups (exer p 31f ied on Figure
10.7.4-8):

A. Steam Bypass

Contains the individual turbine bypass valve controls and
indicatjons.

B. Turbine Test

Is a panel insert which contains turbine test functions and
is provided by the turbine vendor.

C. Turbine Auxiliaries

Contains miscellaneous component controls associated with
the turbine (e.g., oil ift pumps, turning gear, emergency
oil pumps).

D. Feedwater

Contains those controts and indications associated with the
feedwater system sucn as feedwater pump, oil pumps, low
pressure and high pressure feedwater heater controls.

I h
\g E. Condenser Vacuum

Contains controls and indications for components associated
with condenser vacuum (e.g. , vacuum pumps, vacuum breakers) .

F. Condensate

Contains those controls and indications associated with the
condensate system such as condensate storage and condensate
pump suction and discharge valves.

G , ll, Auxiliary Steam, Non-critical Main Steam and Extraction
1. Steam

Contains controls and indications for those i.en _ tion valves
associated with the steam systems.

J. Gland Seal Steam |

Contains those controls and indications associated with the
seal steam supply and exhaust for the main turbine and
various steam valve stems.

Process controllers which are mounted on the Secondary Cycle
p Panel are designed in a consistent manner as other process

i controllers, which are covered in Section 18.7.1.7, Process(h Controllers.

Arendment W
18.7-133 June 17, 1994
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The DIAS provides display of those parameters associated with the
secondary cycle that provide overview indication of system
performance. In addition, these indicators provide overview
indication of system performance. In addition, these indicators
provide access to all information required for continued plant
operation after loss of the DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also

| presents alarms associated with the Secondary Cycle systems. The
DPS panel mounted CRT provides general monitoring,
system / component level and detail / diagnostic information on the
cystems in a manner consistent with RCS panel design (Section
18.7.3).

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and
labeling, are in accordance with fluplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.

18.7.4.9 Electrical Distribution Panel

The Electrical Distribution Panel has those systems which provide )
control and monitoring of the auxiliary power distribution, the I
emergency diesel generators and alternate AC power source. The !

controls and indications on this panel require infrequent
monitoring or operation by the operator during normal plant
operation. The controls and indications are provided consistent
with !!uplex 80+ standard techniques and conventions, as
exemplified by the RCS panel. The emergency diesel generators
and the auxiliary power distribution are Class 1E systems serving
electrical trains A and B which are required for plant safety.
The Alternate AC Power Source is not a safety-related system.

The controls and indication on this panel are broken down into
functional groups (exemplified on Figure 18.7.4-9).

A. Auxiliary Power Distribution

Contains those controls and indication associated with the
onsite distribution of the major normal and emergency power.

B. Alternate AC Source

Contains those controls and indications for controlling and
monitoring the plant specific alternative AC power supply.

C. Diesel Generator 1

Contains those controls and indications for controlling
emergency diesel generator for train A electrical busses.

D. Diesel Generator 2

Same as diesel generator 1, except generator 2 serves train
B electrical buses. -

!

Amendment S
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Individual synchroscopes are mounted in the diesel generator and
the alternate AC source functional groups. This is a departure

from the Nuplex 80+ standard indication and monitoring

techniques. The approach of using standard, commercially

available synchroscopen is necessary, because the Muplex 80+
discrete indicator and CRT technology is not technically

appropriate for this application. This results from the real-
time concerns associated with developing a synchroscope utilizing
multiplexed inputs and outputs.

The DI AS provides display of those parameters associated with the
emergency power sources and site electrical distribution and
provides overview indication of system performance. In addition,
those indicators provide access to all information required for
continued plant operation after loss of the DpS CRT displays.
The DIAS also provides the alarms associated with the above
systems. The DPS panel mounted CRT provides general monitoring,
system / component level and detail / diagnostic information on the
systems in a manner consistent with RCS panel design (Section
18.7.3.2.1).

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and |
labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.

18.7.4.10 Switchyarj Panel

The Switchyard Panel has those systems required for control and
monitoring or the main generator and site power connections to
the electrical grid. These are required to be operated
infrequently during normal operation or are used only during
plant startup, shutdown, or testing. The controls and
indications are provided consistent with Nuplex 80+ standard

*techniques and conventions, an exemplified by the RCS panel. The
systems whose components are mounted on this panel are not
required for plant safety.

The controls and indications on this panel are broken down into
functional groups (exemplified on Figure 18.7.4-10):

1
A. Generator Excitation

Contains those controls and indication associated with the
electrical excitation and control of the main generator
(e.g., manual voltage regulation, generator field and
exciter breaker controls).

B. Generator Auxiliaries

Contains miscellaneous component controls associated with
the generator (e.g., main seal oil pump, stator coolant
pumps).

Amendment N
18.7-135 April 1, 1993
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C. Hydrogen Supply

Contains the controls associated with the hydrogen cooling
gas supply to the main generator.

D. Core Monitor

Is a vendor supplied insert used for monitoring various
parameters of the generator (e.g., temperatures within
various stator locations).

E. Switchyard

Contains the controls and indications for the various
breakers connecting the site and main generator to the

3electrical grid.

| An individual synchroscope is mounted in the Generator
Excitations functional group. This is a departure from the
Nuplex 80+ standard indications and monitoring techniques. This '

approach of using a standard commercially available synchroscope
is necessary, because the Nuplex 80+ discrete indicator and CRT
technology is not technically appropriate for this application.
This results from the real-time concerns associated with
developing a synchroscope utilizing multiplexed inputs and
outputs.

Space provisions are made on the panel section for a handset for
operator communications with the load dispatcher.

The DIAS provides display of those parameters associated with the
main generator and switchyard electrical that provide overview
indication of system performance. In addition, those indicators
provide access to all information required for continued plant
operation after loss of the DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also
provides the alarms associated with the switchyard systems. The
DPS panel, mounted CRT provides general monitoring, system /
system / component level and detail / diagnostic information on the
systems in a manner consistent with RCS panel design (Section
18.7.3.2.1),

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and
labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.

Healing, Ventilati m and Ai_r conditioning Paneli18.7.4.11

The Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Panel
contains those controls and indications that are required for
monitoring and control of System 80+ HVAC systems. The controls
and indications on this panel are broken into functional groups
(exemplified on Figure 18.7.4-11):

Amendment V
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A. Nuclear Annex Ventilation
I

B. Control Complex Ventilation
I

C. Fuel Building Ventilation
i

D. Diesel Building Ventilation

F, . Annulus Ventilation
|

F. Containment Cooling & Ventilation

G. Turbine Building Ventilation

II . Station Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation
-

|
1. Hadwaste Building Ventilation

|
The controls and indications provided are consistent with Nuplex
80+ standard techniques and conventions as exemplified by the RCS
panel. HVAC systems A, B, C, D, and H above as well as the
Containment Isolation Functions associated with HVAC systems E,
and F above are safety-related. The remainder of the HVAC
indications and controls are not related to safety.

Process control modules, which are mounted on the HVAC Panel, are
designed in a consistent manner, as other process control
modules, which are covered in RCS panel description (Section
18.7.3.2.2).

The DI AS provides display of those parameters associated with the
HVAC systems that provide overview indication of system
performance. In addition, these indicators provide access to all
information required for continued plant operation after loss of
the Date DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also provides the alarms
associated with the HVAC systems. The DPS panel mounted CRT
provides general monitoring, system / component level and
detail / diagnostic information on the systems in a manner
consistent with RCS panel design (Section 18.7.3.2.1).

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping control and indication, group demarcation and labeling,
are in accordance with panel layour Nuplex 80+ criteria (Section
18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.

18.7.4.12 Fire Protec_ tion Panel

The Fire Protection Panel contains those controls and indications
that are required to:

A. Alert the operator to the existence of fires.

B. Monitor the performance of fire protection equipment.

Amendment Q
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C. Provide manual back up for the automatic fire suppression
systems.

The controls and indications are provided consistent with Nuplex
804 standard techniques and convontions, as exemplified on the
RCS panel.

The controls and indications associated with the fire protection
panel are grouped into functional groups (exemplified on Figure
18.7.4-12):

A. Fire Protection water supply source, pumps, and headers.

| B. Nuclear Annex fire protection equipment.

C. Administration, Service Of fice building, and other buildings
i

and structures outside the Nuclear Island fire protection I
equipment.

D. Plant exterior area fire protection equipment.

E. Turbine area fire protection equipment.

F. Diesel area fire protection equipment.

The DI AS provides display of those parameters associated with the
Fire Protection systems that provide overview indication of
system performance. In addition, these indicators provide access
to all information required for continued plant operation after
loss of the DPS CRT displays. The DIAS also provides the alarms
associated with the fire protection systems. DIAS alarm tiles,
located on the upper panel section, are provided to notify the
operator of the existence of fires within the plant. The DPS
panel mounted CRT provides general monitoring, system / component
level and detail / diagnostic information on the systems in a
manner consistent with RCS panel design (Section 18.7.3.2.1).

Control identification, symbology and hue, along with functional
grouping of control and indication, group demarcation and
labeling, are in accordance with Nuplex 80+ panel layout criteria
(Section 18.7.2) and exemplified by the RCS panel description.
18.7.4.13 (Deleted)
18.7.4.14 Control Room Supervisors Console

The Control Room Supervisors (CRS) Console and Desk provide a
workstation from which the Control room supervir.lon can
coordinate and monitor plant operations. The SROs workstation is
made up of two sections, the CRS Console, and CRS Desk, as
exemplified in Figures 18.7.4-13 and 18.7.4-14.

Amendment W
18.7-138 June 17, 1994
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; 18.8 CONTROL & MONITORING OUTSIDE THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM
(

18.8.1 REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL

18.8.1.1 Desj_gn_Descriptio_D

The Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) is designed to provide an
alternate control station which can be used to shutdown the plant |
in the unlikely event that the main control room becomes
uninhabitable. Sufficient safety grade instrumentation and
controls are provided to perform the following operations:

A. Achieve prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, subsequently
referred to as hot standby per standard technical
specifications (reactor subcritical at operating pressure
and temperature).

B. Maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot standby.

C. Achieve and maintain cold shutdown of the reactor from the
RSP.

Damage to equipment in the control room does not preclude
operation of any required equipment at the RSP and a single
failure in an active safety train does not preclude a safe plant
shutdown from being accomplished.'

U The Nuplex 80+ design provides switches near each MCR exit for
transfer of control from the MCR to the RSR. See Section
7.4.1.1.10 for additional detail on transfer of control.

The RSP design is based on the standard Nuplex 80+ indication and
control methodologies, discussed in Section 18.7.1. It applies,
the human factor design criteria described in Section 18.7.2, in
a manner consistent with the RCS panel design (Section 18.7.3).
Although it implements many of the same features as incorporated
in the RCS panel, some specific features address the RSP's unique
function and its' qualification as a safety system.

The Nuplex 80+ remote shutdown panel includes all divisions of
safe shutdown controls (as indicated in Table 7.4-1 of Section
7. 4. 2. 5) , each isolated f rom the mail; control panels. Sufficient
information is provided for each safe shutdown system to maintain
hot standby. The' man-machine interface f or this instrumentation
is consistent with the main control room. The Nuplex 804 RSP

| also provides indication and control for the normal control
I system used for maintaining hot standby. The RSP instrumentation

provides centralized controls and indications necessary for
achieving cold shutdown. Sufficient communications and
indications exist to achieve and maintain cold shutdown using |
suitable procedures and local control stations. The indication

h and control at the Nuplex 804 RSP are physically separated and
V electrically isolated from the Nuplex 80+ main control room.

Amendment Q
18.8 1 June 30, 1993
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The RSP provides controls for plant shutdown operations using
either normal systems or safe shutdown systems. The safety grade
controls required for achieving and maintaining hot shutdown are
identical to those used in the main control room. Also, control )
of normal process control systems that provide significant l
benefit to operator convenienco in achieving and maintaining hot i

standby are identical to those in the main control room.

Control of other safety systems and normal components are
performed at the RSP using a Component Control System (CCS)
operator's module or a Plant Protection System (PPS) operator's
module. One CCS operator's modulo in provided for each safety
channel and for each normal control Jnannel. Also, one PPS
operator's module is provided for each safety channel. These CCS
and PPS operator's modules are the same as those located on the
Safety Monitoring Panel and described in Section 18.7.4.5,

Section 7.4.2.5, Table 7.4-1 lists the controls and
| instrumentation to be provided on the RSP.

18.8.1.2 Functional Group _in_g_and Panel Layo.ut

The RSP design applies the same criteria for human engineering
and for information display and control allocation as used for
the main control room. It is a sitdown panel similar to the MCC
in the main control room (see Figure 18.6.5-11) with a hierarchy
of alarms, indications and controls consistent with that used at
the master control console. The instrumentation and controls are
grouped according to their functional roles suppcrting the
operations to be performed at the RSP, with a similar left to
right orientation as the MCC.

Figure 18.8 .1 typifies the panel configuration. A central panel
is flanneo ny two wings. The left wing provides controls and
indications f or the primary systems controlling RCS inventory and
pressure and PPS operator's modules. The significant normal
controls are inboard on the panel, while the associated safaty
system controls are located farther out on the left.

The right Wing provides controls and indications for the
secondary systems controlling RCS heat removal. The normal
controls for feedwater flow and steam release are inboard on the
panel. The safety' system controls for emergency feedwater, main
steam isolation and atmospheric dump valves are located farther
out on the right.

Alarm tiles are provided in the upper section of each wing,
consistent with the master control console design. Alarm tiles
are provided for significant alarms related to operations to be
performed on the RSP. These are discussed in Section 18.8.1.4.
Other alarms are provided through the CRT using the Data
Processing System in the same manner as in the main control room.

Amendment W
18.8-2 June 17, 1994
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The central panel contains the CRT and ESF-CCS operator's modules
which are used to augment the dedicated indicati,an and controls
on each wing panel. One operator's module is provided for each
of the four ESF-CCS safety channels. They access the component
control system for safety grade controls not included in the
dedicated controls. An additional operator's module is available
for each of the two normal control channels. Reactor trip push
buttons are also provided on this panel. These provide access to
the component control system for all normal controls.

The operator's modules provide displays and system controls in
the same format as the operator's modules provided in the main
control room at the Engineered Safety Features panel. The CRT |
provides the same display system as available in the main control
room.

18.8.1.3 Ad_d_i_ti_onal. Features _ Specific to the RSP

The lower section of the center panel provides an open area for
spreading procedure documents. It also provides a phone for
communication to operators located at local component control
stations.

18.0.1.4 Dedicated Alarm Tiles on the RSP

The dedicated alarm tiles selected for the RSP are a subset of
g'j those used in the main control room. Alarms are selected only if

they are pertinent to carrying out the operations for which the
RSP is designed. Specifically, these are operations associated
with achieving and maintaining hot standby or cold shutdown, with
the assumption that a reactor trip is performed prior to control
room evacuation.

The RSP alarm requirements will be identified as part tsf the
Functional Task Analysis and detailed panel design.

O
f
\.

Amendment W
18.8-3 June 17, 1994
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> 18.9 V_ERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The verification and validation of the Nuplex 80+ human system
interf ace demonstrates operator task performance capabilities and
the capabilities to perform operator functions in the control
room. All Nuplex 80+ verification and validation activities are
performed under the conditions specified in the iluman Factors
Engineering Verification and Validation Plan (Section 18.4,

Reference 3).

The iluman Factors Engineering (HFE) Verification and Validation
Plan for Nuplex 80+ describes how the HFE verification and
validation is managed, administered, and performed.
Additionally, the verification and validation analysis critoria,
methodology, required resources (e.g. Emergency Procedure
Guidelines, normal and abnormal operating sequences, I&C design
requirements, HSI hardware, etc.), schedule for activities, and
milestones are provided. Specifically, the HFE Verification and
Validation Plan meets the design process requirements and
criteria for availability verification, suitability verification,
and validation of the ensemble as defined in Sections A-3.6,
A-3.7, and A-3.8 of the HFE Program Plan (Section 18.4,

Reference 4).

The HFE V&V Plan applies to all Human System Interface (HSI) and

/] workspace environment in the Main Control Room (MCR), Remote
Shutdown Room (RSR) and those control stations specified in the |
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG).

There are three distinct types of verification and valioation
activities: 1) Availability Verification, 2) Suitability
Verification, and 3) Validation.

18.9.1 AVAILADILITY VERIFICATION

Availability verification takes part in two phases, Phase 1
(availability analysis) and Phase 2 (availability inspection).

The purRose of Phase 1 (Availability Analysis) is to assure the
following:

1. System I&C Inventory meet the following requirements:

a. Information & Control Requirements (ICR) as specified
in the Functional Task Analysis,

b. Federally mandated indication and control requirements
and,

c. Fixed position MCR HS1 is provided for credited safety
function success path tasks identified in the.

gw)( ( Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) and EPG.
| 'w/
|

|

Amendment W
18.9-1 June 17, 1994
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2. Unresolved 11FE TOI database issues are reviewed to identify
any additional issues that should be considered during
availability analysis.

After assuring the above requirements are met in the System I&C
Inventory, a checklist (to be used during Phase 2 Inspection of
the as-designed HSI) of System I&C Requirements applicable to the
MCR, RSR, and local control stations specified in the EPG is
developed.

The purpose of Phase 2 (Availability Inspection) is to compareu

the as-designed HSI to the availability checklist produced by the
Phase 1 analysis, this includes:

1. verifying and documenting that all System I&C Inventory
identified on the Availability checklist are available in
the HSI design;

2. identifying candidate HSI indications or controls for
removal.

18.9.2 SUITADILITY VERIFICATION

| Suitability verification addresses the issue of whether the form
and arrangement of HSI indications and controls supports operator
task accomplishment. It roughly spans the gap between the
questions of "is the needed information, and only the needed
information, present?" (Availability) and "does the design, in
terms of actual operators, using the full control room, the
actual procedures, the real plant dynamics, etc. actually work
together as a whole?" (Validation). Suitability therefore
overlaps somewhat with both these areas of evaluative effort.
The suitability verification is performed in two phases, each of
which uses a dif ferent approach. Phade 1, (Suitability Analysis)
uses a top-down approach, and Phase 2 (Suitability Inspection)
uses a bottom-up approach.

Phaso 1 (Suitabjlity Analysis) attempts to evaluate the
appropriateness of the design selections in the context of the
big picture using a " top-down" approach. This view considers the
overall system design, the nature of real-world operator tasks,
and the integration of the parts of the man-machine interface
into a coherent and easily used whole.

Phase 2 (Suitability Inspection) uses the control station design
review guidelines found in the Human Factors Engineering
Standards, Guidelines, and Bases for System 80+ as a set of
accepted and established criteria. These criteria are
particularly useful for identifying individual item
discrepancies, such as inadequate letter sizes or lighting
levels.

Amendment Q
18.9-2 June 30, 1993
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( 18.9.3 VALIDATION

18.9.3.1 Desi.gn Validation |

The purpose of design validation is to ensure that the sum of the |
various HSI features afforded by the MCR, RSR, and any local
control stations specified in the EPG provides a usable HSI |
ensemble that supports the successful accomplishment of the
operator's required tasks. Design validation will be conducted
using a facility that physically represents the MCR configuration
and dynamically represents the operating characteristics and
responses of the System 80+ design. Design validation includes
operator interaction with the ensemble and EPG or operating
sequences to meet the following objectives:

A. Validate ability to execute operator tasks required by
procedure guidance.

B. Validate the MCR configuration staffing assumptions and
confirm the Task Analysis results;

C. Validate time response for credited operator actions based
on the safety analysis;

D. Validate the allocation of functions and support for

[ operating crew situational awareness;
\,

E. Validate operator communication and team interaction;

r. Validate operation with HSI and I&C equipment tailures;

G. Validate ability of the operator to use the alarm system
effectively.

i Each of the plant accident, abnormal, normal, and HSI and I&C
: equipment failure operating sequences will be performed on a
| facility that physically represents the MCR configucation and

dynamically represents the operating characteristics and
!
'

responses of the System 80+ design.

IThe design validation team will be debriefed after each scenario
to identify and define discrepancies. These discrepancies will
be documented. The design validation activities will be
conducted until the completed control complex is validated.

| 18.9.3.2 Operadnq Ensemble Validation Plan

Information concerning the site operator's operating ensemble
validation is within the site operator's scope and shall be
provided in the site-specific SAR.

A
I \
V

Amendment S
18.9-3 September 30, 1993
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An operating ensemble validation plan shall be developed to guide
validation activities that will demonstrate acceptability of the
completed operating ensemble (i.e. , man-machine interf ace, plant-
specific procedures, and operating staff). This will provide
assurance that trained operators using " final" plant-specific
procedures in the as-built control room, together form an

ieffective operating ensemble. Completion of the operating '

ensemble validation will satisfy all requirements on the main
control room and remote shutdown room validation.

The operating ensemble validation plan shall specify the scope of
procedures and validation scenarios to be used. As a minimum the
operating ensemble validation shall exercise the " final" version
of all plant-specific procedures developed to meet the
requirements of Section 13.5.1.1 (note that the procedures
validation of Section 13.5.1 may be performed in conjunction with
this activity). In addition, operating tasks for plant-specific
equipment that is different from the certified design shall be
performed using appropriate scenarios and applicable procedures.

The operating ensemble validation plan shall specify the
validation methodology including required validation team
personnel, required facilities and resources, detailed operating
scenarios which incorporate all critical tasks identified in the
Task Analysis from the PRA, performance measures, and data
collection and analysis methodology. The facilities shall
physically represent the MCR and RSR configurations and
dynamically represent the operating characteristics and responses
of the System 80+ design.

The operating ensemble validation plan shall specify the
acceptance criteria to be used during the validation. This will
include relevant acceptance criteria from the Nuplex 80+ design
validation provided through the operating Support Information
Plan and scenario-specific objective criteria.

The operating ensemble validation plan shall specify the schedule
and milestones of the validation activities.

The operating ense.mble validation plan shall require
administrative procedures to govern validation activities
including reporting and resolution of findings.

.

O
Amendment W

18.9-4 June 17, 1994
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18.10 DOCUMENTS USED IN LICENSING REVIEW

The ftllowing documents were used by NRC staff in addition to
chapter sebsection references to complete the safety evaluation
review.

1. LD-92-076, " System 80+ Shutdown Risk Report, Revision 1,"

attached " System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report"
(DCTR 10, Draft, June 15, 1992), the applicant letter dated
June 16, 1992.

2. LD-92-115, " Closure of System 80+ Draft Safety Evaluation
Report Issues," attached response to DSER Issue No. 20.2-28,
the applicant letter dated November 24, 1992.

3. LD-92-120, " Closure of System 80+ Draft Safety Evaluation
Report Issues," Attachment (untitled), Response to DSER
Issue Nos. 20.2-23 and 20.2-29, the applicant letter dated
December 18, 1992. .

4. LD-93-135, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 1, "ABB-CE Response to System 80 Operating
Experience Issues Based Upon Interviews with System 80
Operators," the applicant letter dated September 1, 1993.

5. LD-93-140, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 5, "SSAR-DC Markups for V&V and Procedures," the-

applicant letter dated September 24, 1993.

6. LD-92-102, " System 80+ Human Factors Documentation
Submittal", Attachment 1, "Nuplex 80+ Advanced Control
Complex Design Bases" (NPX80-IC-790-01, Rev. 00, January 15,
1990); " System 80+ Human Factors Documentation Submittal,"
Attachment 2, "Nuplex 80+ Compliance with NUREG-0737
Supplement 1 Requirements," the applicant letter dated
September 23, 1992.

7. LD-93-005, " Closure of System 80+ Draft Safety Evaluation
Report Issues," Attachment 5, " Chapter 18, DSER Open Item
Responses," the applicant letter dated January 18, 1993.

8. LD-93-100, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 2, Sub-Attachment 2, " Justification of ABB
Positions Requested for Closure of Task Analysis," the
applicant letter dated June 25, 1993.

9. LD-93-106, "Nuplex 80+ Design Features Review Comment s

Responses," Attachment 1, Design Features Review Comment
Responses," the applicant letter dated June 30, 1993.

Amendment W
18.10-1 June 17, 1994 4
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10. ALWR-92-203, " Review of Human l'a ctors for System 80+ and
DCRDR Audit," the applicant letter dated April 30, 1992.

11. LD-92-065, " System 80+ Supplements to RAI Responses,"
Attachment 1 (untiti.i;, attached responses to Nos.
RAI 620.2, 620.27 and 620.28, the applicant letter dated
May 8, 1992.

12. LD-93-135, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 6, Sub-Attachment 1, " Comments from Draft TER
(7/14/93) on Nuplex 80+ HSI Justification of ABB Positions
Requested for Closure of HSI Issues," the applicant letter
dated September 1, 1993.

13. LD-93-147, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 1, " Responses to Cross-Branch Chapter 18
Questions (10/4/91) ," the applicant letter dated October 18,
1993.

14. LD-93-135, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 6, Sub-Attachment 4, "ABB Responses to DSER
OI 18.8.2 TER," the applicant letter dated September 1,

1993

15. LD-93-071, " System 80+ Submittal #1 Design Descriptions and
ITAAC," the applicant letter dated April 30, 1993.

16. LD-93-140, " System 80+ Information for Issue closure;"
Attachment 2, " Justifications of ABB Positions Requested for
Closure of V&V;" and Attachment 5, "SSAR-DC Markups for V&V
and Procedures," the applicant letter dated September 24,
1993.

17. LD-94-001, " System 80+ Information for Issue Closure,"
Attachment 3, " Transmittal of Tracking of Open Issues (TOI)
Data to NRC," the applicant letter dated January 7, 1994.

I

I

O
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19.2-8 M 19.2-22 M 19.3-8 M
19.2-9 M 19.2-23 R 19.3-9 M

x 19.2-10 M 19.2-24 M 19.3-10 M

V) 19.2-11 M 19.2-25 W 19.3-11 P.,

19.2-12 M 19.2-26 M 19.3-12 V
19.2-13 V 19.2-27 M 19.3-13 V

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.3-14 M 19.4-45b V 19.4-96 M
19.3-15 M 19.4-46 M 19.4-97 V
19.3-16 M 19.4-47 M 19.4-98 P
19.4-1 M 19.4-48 V 19.4-99 M
19.4-2 P 19.4-49 P 19.4-100 M
19.4-3 M 19.4*50 M 19.4-101 P

19.4-4 W 19.4-51 P 19.4-102 P

19.4-5 P 19.4-52 P 19.4-103 P

19.4-6 P 19.4-53 V 19.4-104 M
19.4-7 P 19.4-54 P 19.4-105 M
19.4-8 M 19.4-55 W 19.4-106 M
19.4-9 P 19.4-56 P 19.4-107 M
19.4-10 W 19.4-57 T 19.4-108 M
19.4-11 W 19.4-58 P 19.4-109 V
19.4-12 W 19.4-59 M 19.4-110 P
19.4-13 M 19.4-60 M 19.4-111 V
19.4-14 P 19.4-61 M 19.4-112 M
19.4-15 W 19.4-62 V 19.4-113 P

19.4-16 P 19.4-63 P 19.4-114 P

19.4-17 P 19.4-64 P 19.4-115 M
19.4-18 P 19.4-65 P 19.4-116 M
19.4-19 W 19.4-66 P 19.4-117 M
19.4-20 V 19.4-67 P 19.4-118 M
19.4-21 M 19.4-68 V 19.4-119 V
19.4-22 M 19.4-69 M 19.4-120 P

19.4-23 M 19.4-70 P 19.4-121 M
19.4-24 M 19.4-71 M 19.4-122 P

19.4-25 M 19.4-72 M 19.4-123 P

19.4-26 V 19.4-73 M 19.4-124 P

19.4-27 M 19.4-74 M 19.4-125 M
19.4-28 M 19.4-75 W 19.4-126 M
19.4-29 R 19.4-76 M 19.4-127 M
19.4-30 P 19.4-77 M 19.4-128 M
19.4-31 P 19.4-78 P 19.4-129 V
19.4-32 P 19.4-79 P 19.4-130 P

19.4-33 V 19.4-80 M 19.4-131 V
19.4-34 P 19.4-81 M 19.4-132 P

19.4-35 W 19.4-82 M 19.4-133 P

19.4-36 P 19.4-83 S 19.4-134 P

19.4-37 P 19.4-83a S 19.4-135 M
19.4-38 a 19.4-83b S 19.4-136 M
19.4-39 M 19.4-84 M 19.4-137 M
19.4-40 U 19.4-85 V 19.4-138 M
19.4-40a M 19.4-86 P 19.4-139 V
19.4-40b U 19.4-87 V 19.4-140 P

19.4-41 M 19.4-88 P 19.4-141 V
19.4-42 U 19.4-89 P 19.4-142 M
19.4-43 V 19.4-90 P 19.4-143 P
19.4-43a M 19.4-91 M 19.4-144 P

19.4-43b M 19.4-92 h 19.4-145 M
19.4-44 T 19.4-93 M 19.4-146 M

- 19.4-45 T 19.4-94 M 19.4-147 U

| 19.4-45a T 19.4-95 S 19.4-147a U
,

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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Text (Cont'd)

Page Amendmen1 Pace bmendment Ea_qe Amendment

19.4-147b M 19.5-1 V 19.6-28 M
19.4-148 P 19.5-2 M 19.6-29 V
19.4-149 U 19.5-3 M 19.6-30 P
19.4-149a U 19.5-4 M 19.6-31 V
19.4-149b U 19.5-5 W 19.6-32 V
19.4-150 P 19.5-6 H 19.6-33 V
19.4-151 P 19.5-7 H 19.6-34 M
19.4-152 T 19.5-8 M 19.6-35 V
19.4-153 T 19.5-9 M 19.6-36 V
19.4-153a T 19.5-10 V 19.6-37 V
19.4-153b V 19.5-11 V 19.6-38 H
19.4-154 M 19.5-12 M 19.6-39 M
19.4-155 M 19.5-13 H 19.5-40 M
19.4-156 M 19.5-14 S 19.6-41 M
19.4-157 V 19.5-14a S 19.6-42 M
19.4-158 P 19.5-14b S 19.6-43 V
19.4-159 M 19.5-15 S 19.6-44 M
19.4-160 P 19.5-16 P 19.6-45 V
19.4-161 M 19.5-17 V 19.6-46 H

/n\ 19.4-162 M 19.5-18 V 19.6-47 M
\ 19.4-163 M 19.5-19 P 19.6-48 M

19.4-164 M 19.5-20 M 19.6-49 M
19.4-165 M 19.5-21 M 19.6-50 M
19.4-166 P 19.5-22 M 19.6-51 M
19.4-167 P 19.6-1 M 19.6-52 M
19.4-168 P 19.6-2 M 19.6-53 M
19.4-169 P 19.6-3 M 19.6-54 M
19.4-170 V 19.6-4 P 19.6-55 M
19.4-171 P 19.6-5 M 19.6-56 M
19.4-172 P 19.6-6 M 19.6-57 M
19.4-173 V 19.6-7 P 19.6-58 M
19.4-174 P 19.6-8 M 19.6-59 M
19.4-175 W 19.6-9 M 19.6-60 M
19.4-176 P 19.6 10 M 19.6-61 W
19.4-177 P 19.6-11 M 19.6-62 M
19.4-178 P 19.6-12 M 19.6-63 M
19.4-179 H 19.6-13 V 19.6-64 P
19.4-180 T 19.6-14 U 19.6-65 M
19.4-181 M 19.6-14a M 19.6-66 M
19.4-182 M 19.6-14b U 19.6-67 U
19.4-183 M 19.6-15 V 19.6-68 U
19.4-184 M 19.6-16 M 19.6-69 V
19.4-185 H 19.6-17 M 19.6-70 V
19.4-186 M 19.6-18 H 19.6-71 V
19.4-187 M 19.6-19 V 19.6-72 V
19.4-188 M 19.6-20 V 19.6-73 V
19.4-189 M 19.6-21 M 19.6.73a V
19.4-190 M 19.6-22 M 19.6.73b V
19.4-191 M 19.6-23 M 19.6-74 Q

(N 19.4-192 V 19.6-24 M 19.6-75 M
| 19.4-193 P 19.6-25 M 19.6-76 M(j)i

| 19.4-194 M 19.6-26 M 19.6-77 M
19.4-195 V 19.6-27 M 19.6-78 P

Amendment W

| June 17, 1994
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19.6-79 P 19.6-128 M 19.6-179 W
19.6-80 P 19.6-129 U 19.6-180 R
19.6-81 M 19.6-130 W 19.6-181 S
19.6-82 M 19.6-131 U 19.6-182 M
19.6-83 M 19.6-132 P 19.6-183 V
19.6-84 M 19.6-133 M 19.6-184 P
19.6-85 M 19.6-134 M 19.6-185 V
19.6-86 M 19.6-135 M 19.6-186 V
19.6-87 P 19.6-136 V 19.6-187 M
19.6-88 P 19.6-137 P 19.6-188 M
19.6-89 U 19.6-138 M 19.6-189 M
19.6-90 M 19.6-139 V 19.7-1 M
19.6-91 P 19.6-140 V 19.7-2 V
19.6-92 P 19.6-141 M 19.7-3 V
19.6-93 P 19.6-142 P 19.7-4 V
19.6-94 W 19.6-143 M 19.7-5 P
19.6-95 P 19.6-144 P 19.7-6 P
19.6-96 P 19.6-145 P 19.7-7 M
19.6-97 P 19.6-146 M 19.7-8 M
19.6-98 P 19.6-147 M 19.7-9 P
19.6-99 P 19.6-148 M 19.7-10 V
19.6-100 P 19.6-149 M 19.7-11 V )
19.6-101 M 19.6-150 U 19.7-12 M
19.6-102 S 19.6-151 M 19.7-13 M
19.6-102a M 19.6-152 H 19.7-14 H
19.6-102b M 19.6-153 M 19.7-15 M
19.6-103 M 19.6-154 M 19.7-16 M
19.6-104 M 19.6-155 M 19.7-17 M
19.6-105 M 19.6-156 P 19.7-18 M
19.6-106 P 19.6-157 V 19.7-19 M
19.6-107 M 19.6-158 M 19.7-20 M
19.6-108 M 19.6-159 M 19.7-21 M
19.6-109 M 19.6-160 M 19.7-22 M
19.6-110 P 19.6-161 V 19.7-23 M
19.6-111 M 19.6-162 M 19.7-24 V
19.6-112 M 19.6-163 M 19.7-25 V
19.6-113 M 19.6-164 M 19.7-26 V
19.6-114 M 19.6-165 M 19.7-27 U
19.6-115 M 19.6-166 M 19.7-28 U
19.6-116 M 19.6-167 M 19.7-28a V
19.6-117 M 19.6-168 M 19.7-28b U
19.6-118 M 19.6-169 V 19.7-28c U
19.6-119 P 19.6-170 V 19.7-28d M
19.6-120 P 19.6-171 M 19.7-29 P
19.6-121 M 19.6-172 M 19.7-30 M
19.6-122 V 19.6-173 H 19.7-31 V
19.6-123 V 19.6-174 P 19.7-32 T
19.6-123a V 19.6-175 P 19.7-33 V
19.6-123b M 19.6-176 S 19.7-34 T
19.6-124 M 19.6-177 S 19.7-35 M
19.6-125 P 19.6-177a M 19.7-36 M
19.6-126 P 19.6-178 M 19.7-37 M
19.6-127 M 19.6-178a S 19.7-38 M

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.7-39 V 19.8-11 P 19.8-56 M
19.7-40 Q 19.8-12 M 19.8-57 W
19.7-41 U 19.8-13 M 19.8-58 M
19.7-42 Q 19.8-14 M 19.8-59 M
19.7-43 U 19.8-15 V 19.8-60 M
19.7-44 V 19.8-16 H 19.8-61 M
19.7-45 Q 19.8-17 M 19. e -6? M
19.7-46 U 19.8-18 V 19.8-63 M
19.7-47 U 19.8-19 M 19.8-64 M
19.7-48 U 19.8-20 V 19.8-65 M
19.7-49 U 19.8-21 M 19.8-66 M
19.7-50 U 19.8-22 M 19.8-67 M
19.7-51 U 19.8-23 P 19.8-68 M
19.7-52 U 19.8-24 M 19.8-69 M
19.7-53 U 19.8-25 M 19.8-70 M
19.7-54 Q 19.8-26 W 19.8-71 P
19.7-55 U 19.8-27 M 19.8-72 M
19.7-56 U 19.8-28 M 19.8-73 M
19.7-57 U 19.8-29 M 19.8-74 M

/O 19.7-58 U 19.8-30 M 19.8-75 M
I I 19.7-59 U 19.8-31 M 19.8-76 M

19.7-60 U 19.8-32 H 19.8-77 M
19.7-61 U 19.8-33 S 19.8-78 S

19.7-62 V 19.8-33a S 19.8-79 V
19.7-63 V 19.8-33b M 19.8-80 M
19.7-64 U 19.8-34 5 19.8-81 P
19.7-65 V 19.8-35 M 19.8-82 V
19.7-66 Q 19.8-36 P 19.8A S

19.7-67 U 19.8-37 S 19.9-1 V
19.7-68 U 19.8-38 S 19.9-2 M
19.7-69 U 19.8-39 M 19.9-3 M
19.7-70 U 19.8-40 M 19.9-4 P

l 19.7-71 V 19.8-41 V 19.9-5 M
I 19.7-71a U 19.8-42 U 19.9-6 M
I 19.7-71b V 19.8-42a U 19.9-7 S
I 19.7-72 U 19.8-42b U 19.9-8 M
| 19.7-73 U 19.8-42c U 19.9-8a V

19.7-74 U 19.8-42d U 19.9-8b V
19.7-75 V 19.8-42e U 19.9-9 V
19.7-76 W 19.8-42f V 19.9-10 M
19.7-77 U 19.8-43 V 19.9-11 S

19.8-1 P 19.8-44 M 19.9-12 M
19.8-2 M 19.8-45 V 19.9-13 S

19.8-3 V 19.8-46 M 19.9-14 M
19.8-3a W 19.8-47 V 19.9-15 M
19.8-3b S 19.8-48 V 19.9-16 M
19.8-4 U 19.8-49 W 19.9-17 V
19.8-5 S 19.8-50 M 19.9-18 V
19.8-6 V 19.8-51 M 19.9-19 V

O 19.8-7 V 19.8-52 M 19.9-20 S

{ I 19.8-8 M 19.8-53 M 19.9-21 S
(j 19.8-9 V 19.8-54 M 19.9-22 M

19.8-10 M 19.8-55 M 19.9-23 S

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.9-24 M 19.11-7 Q 19.11-58 Q
19.9-25 S 19.11-8 V 19.11-59 Q
19.9-26 M 19.11-9 V 19.11-60 Q
19.9-27 V 19.11-10 V 19.11-61 Q
19.9-28 M 19.11-11 Q 19.11-62 N
19.9-29 5 19.11-12 U 19.11-63 V
19.9-30 M 19.11-13 V 19.11-64 V
19.9-31 M 19.11-14 V 19.11-65 V
19.9-32 M 19.11-15 U 19.11-66 V
19.9-33 V 19.11-16 N 19.11-67 Q
19.9-34 V 19.11-17 U 19.11-68 Q
19.9-35 V 19.11-18 U 19.11-69 Q
19.9-35a V 19.11-19 U 19.11-70 Q
19.9-35b U 19.11-20 U 19.11-71 N
19.9-35c w 19.11-21 V 19.11-72 Q
19.9-35d U 19.11-22 V 10.11-73 Q
19.9-35e U 19.11-23 W 19 .11- 7 d_ N
19.9-35r U 19.11-24 Q 19.11-75 Q
19.9-36 U 19.11-25 W 19.11-76 Q
19.9-37 T 19.11-26 N 19.11-77 Q
19.9-38 V 19.11-27 V 19.11-78 Q
19.9-39 T 19.11-28 Q 19.11-79 Q
19.9-40 T .L.11-29 W 19.11-80 Q
19.9-41 M 19.11-30 W 19.11-81 Q
19.9-42 T 19.11-31 U 19.11-82 V
19.9-43 T 19.11-32 V 19.11-83 V
19.9-44 T 19.11-33 V 19.11-84 V
19.9-45 V 19.11-34 N 19.11-85 Q
19.9-46 M 19.11-35 N 19.11-86 V
19.10-1 T 19.11-36 V 19.11-87 V
19.10-2 W 19.11-37 U 19.11-88 V
19.10-3 T 19 11-38 N 19.11-89 V
19.10-4 T 19.11-39 N 19.11-90 Q
19.10-5 T 19.11-40 N 19.11-91 N
19.10-6 M 19.11-41 U 19.11-92 Q
19.10-7 M 19.11-42 N 19.11-93 V
19.10-8 M 19.11-43 V 19.11-94 Q,

! 19.10-9 P 19.11-44 Q 19.11-95 V
l 19.10-10 V 19.11-45 V 19.11-96 V

19.10-11 'a 14.11-46 Q 19.11-97 V
19.10-12 V 19.11-47 V 19.11-98 V
19.10-13 T 19.11-48 Q 19.11-99 V
19.10-14 V 19.11-49 V 19.11-100 V
19.10-15 V 19.11-50 Q 19.11-101 V
19.10-16 T 1?.11-51 Q 19.11-102 V
19.11-1 U 19.11-52 'l 19.11-103 V
19.11-2 U 19.11-53 V 19.11-104 V
19.11-3 V 19.11-54 V 19.11-105 V
19.11-4 U 19.11-55 Q 19.11-106 Q
19.11-4a U 19.11-56 W 19.11-107 V
19.11-4b U 19.11-57 V 19.11-108 V

i 19.11-5 V 19.11-109 V
! 19.11-6 Q 13.11-110 V

|
I Amendment W
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19.11-111 Q 19.11-162 N 19.11-193 U
19.11-112 V 19.11-163 V 19.11-194 U
19.11-113 W 19.11-164 W 19.11-195 U

19.11-114 W 19.11-165 W 19.11-196 U
19.11-115 Q 19.11-166 U 19.11-197 U
19.11-116 V 19.11-167 W 19.11-198 U --

19.11-117 Q 19.11-168 W 19.11-199 U
19.11-118 N 19.11-169 W 19.11-200 U
19.11-119 V 19.11-170 W 19.11-201 U
19.11-120 V 19.11-171 W 19.11-202 Q
19.11-121 Q 19.11-172 V 19.11-203 Q
19.11-122 V 19.11-373 V 19.11-204 Q
19.11-123 V 19.11-174 V 19.12-1 P

19.11-124 N 19.11-175 V 19.12-2 N
19.11-125 0 19.11-176 V 19.12-3 N
19.11-126 Q 19.11-177 W 19.12-4 N
19.11-127 Q 19.11-178 W 19.12-5 N

19.11-128 N 19.11-179 W 19.12 6 N
19.11-129 Q 19.11-180 V 19.12-7 N

'f
19.11-130 N 19.11-181 V 19.12-8 N'

19.11-131 Q 19.11-182 V 19.12-9 N
19.11-132 N 19.11-182a V 19.12-10 V
19.11-133 Q 19.11-182b V 19.12-11 N
19.11-134 N 19.11-182c V 19.12-12 P

19.11-135 Q 19.11-182d W 19.12-13 T
19.11-136 V 19.11-182e V 19.12-14 V

19.11-137 Q 19.11-182f W 19.12-15 T
19.11-138 Q 19.11-182g W 19.12-16 N

19.11-139 Q 19.11-182h W 19.12-17 N
'

19.11-140 0 19.11-1821 W 19.12-18 N
19.11-141 V 19.11-182) U 19.12-19 N
19.11-142 V 19.11-182k W 19.12-20 N
19.11-143 V 19.11-1821 W 19.12-21 N
19.11-144 V 19.11-182m V 19.12-22 N
19.11-144a W 19.11-182n W 19.12-23 N
19.11-144b V 19.11-182o W 19.12-24 N
19.11-145 V 19.11-182p V 19.12-25 N
19.11-146 Q 19.11-182q U 19.12-26 N
19.11-147 N 19.11-182r W 19.12-27 V
19.11-148 N 19.11-182s W 19.12-28 N

19.11-149 V 19.11-182t W 19.12-29 V 4

19.11-150 F 19.11-182u U 19.12-30 V
19.11-151 W 19.11-182v U 19.12-31 N
19.11-152 W 19.11-183 U 19.12-32 N
19.11-153 W 19.11-184 U 19.12-33 N j'
19.11-154 W 19.11-185 U 19.12-34 N
19.11-155 W 19.11-186 U 19.12-35 S

19.11-156 W 19.11-187 U 19.12-36 V
19.11-157 W 19.11-188 U 19.12-37 s
19.11-158 W 19.11-189 U 19.12-38 y

19.11-159 W 19.11-190 U 19.12-39 N
19.11-160 N 19.11-191 U 19.12-40 S

19.11-161 W 19.11-192 U 19.12-41 N

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.12-42 W 19.12-95 N 19.14-13 U

19.12-43 P 19.12-96 N 19.14-14 U

19.12-44 V 19.12-97 T 19.14-15 U

R 19.12-45 V 19.12-98 N 19.14-16 U

19.12-46 N 19.12-99 N 19.15-1 P

19.12-47 N 19.12-100 P 19.15-2 W
19.12-48 N 19.12-101 P 19.15-2a P

19.12-49 N 19.12-102 N 19.15-2b U

19.12-50 N 19.12-103 N 19.15-3 V

19.12-51 N 19.12-104 H 19.15-4 P

19.12-52 N 19.12-105 N 19.15-5 V

g 19.12-53 N 19.12-106 N 19.15-6 U
19.12-54 N 19.12-107 W 19.15-7 U

19.12-55 N 19.12-1CS T 19.15-8 P

19.12-56 N 19.12-?O9 U 19.15-9 P

19.12-57 N 19.12-110 N 19.15-10 P

19.12-58 N 19.12-111 V 19.15-11 V
19.12-59 N 19.12-112 V 19.15-12 S

19.12-60 N 19.12-113 W 19.15-13 S

19.12-61 V 19.12-114 N 19.15-14 P

19.12-62 N 19.12-115 V 19.15-15 U

19.12-63 N 19.12-116 T 19.15-16 S

19.12-64 V 19.12-117 T 19.15-17 S

19.12-65 V 19.12-117a T 19.15-18 S

19.12-66 N 19.12-117b U 19.15-19 S

19.12-67 N 19.12-118 U 19.15-20 S

19.12-68 N 19.12-119 U 19.15-21 U

19.12-69 N 19.12-120 U 19.15-22 U

19.12-70 V 19.12-221 U 19.15-23 S

19.12-71 N 19.12-122 V 19.15-24 V

19.12-72 N 19.12-123 T 19.15-25 S

19.12-73 N 19.12-124 T 19.15-26 U

19.12-74 N 19.12-125 7 19.15-27 U

19.12-75 U 19.1*.-126 V 19.15-28 T
19.12-76 N 19.12-127 7 19.15-29 T
19.12-77 N 19.12-128 y 19.15-30 P

19.12-78 N 19.12-129 V 19.15-31 T
19.12-79 N 19.13-1 V 19.15-32 V
19.12-80 N 19.13-2 U 19.15-33 V
19.12-81 N 19.13-3 U 19.15--33a T
19.12-82 N 19.13-4 U 19.15-33b V
19.12-83 N 19.14-1 U 19.15.34 T
19.12-84 N 19.14-2 U 19.15-35 V
19.12-85 N 19.14-3 U 19.15-36 U

19.12-86 N 19.14-4 U 19.15-37 V
19.12-87 N 19.14-5 U 19.15-38 U
19.12-88 V 19.14-6 U 19.15-39 U

19.12-99 N 19.14-7 U 19.15-40 U

19.12-90 V 19.14-8 U 19.15-41 U
i

19.12-91 N 19.14-9 U 19.15-42 U &
19.12-92 V 19.14-10 V 19.15-43 U

19.12-93 N 19.14-11 V 19.15-44 U

19.12-94 N 19.14-12 U 19.15-45 U

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.15-46 U 19.15-61 S 19.16-6 M
19.15-47 V 19.15-62 V 19.16-7 M
19.15-48 U 19.15-63 V 19.16-8 M
19.15-49 U 19.15-64 V 19.16-9 U
19.15-50 S 19.15-65 V 19.16-10 M
19.15-51 V 19.15-66 V 19.16-11 M
19.15-52 U 19.15-67 V 19.16-12 M
19.15-53 U 19.15-68 P 19.16-13 Q
19.15-54 S 19.15-69 U 19.16-14 Q |
19.15-55 U 19.15-70 U 19.16-15 Q !

l19.15-56 U 19.15-71 U 19.16-16 Q
19.15-57 U 19.15-73 U 19.16-17 U
19.15-58 S 19.15-74 U 19.16-18 V
19.15-59 U 19.15-75 W 19.17-19 V
19.15-60 S 19.15-76 W
19.15-60a U 19.15-77 V
19.15-60b U 19.16-1 M

19.16-2 M
19.16-3 M

/m \ 19.16-4 V

(v) 19.16-5 M

I.gbj e.!! Amendment Iables Smendment

19.3.2-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-1 (Sheet 2) M
19.3.2-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-1 (Sheet 3) U

19.3.2-2 (Shoot 1) M 19.5-1 (Sheet 4) M
19.3.2-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-1 (Shoot 5) M
19.3.2-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 1) R
19.3.2-2 (Sheet 4) V 19.5-2 (Shoot 2) M

19.3.2-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 3) M
19.3.2-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 4) M
19.3.2-4 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 5) R
19.3.2-4 (Shout 2) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 6) S
19.3.2-5 M 19.5-2 (Sheet 7) M

| 19.3.2-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 0) M
! 19.3.2-6 (Shoot 2) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 9) M
l 19.3.2-7 (Shoot 1) M 19.5-2 (Shuet 10) M

19.3.2-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 11) M

19.3.2-7 (Sheet 3) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 12) M

19.3.2-7 (Sheet 4) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 13) M
19.3.2-7 (Sheet 5) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 14) M
19.3.2-7 (Sheet 6) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 15) M
19.3.2-7 (Sheet 7) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 16) M
19.3.2-8 (Shoot 1) M 19.5-2 (Sheet 17) M
19.3,2-8 (Fn90t 2) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 18) R

19.3.2-8 (Snoct 3) M 19.5-2 (Shoot 19) M

[] 19.3.3-1 M 19.5-2 (Sheet 20) S

i 19.3.3-2 U 19.5-2 (Sheet 21) S<
'

I \ 19.4.14-1 T 19.5-2 (Sheet 22) S

19.5-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-3 (Sheet 1) V

Amendment W
Jun3 17, 1994
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19.5-3 (Sheet 2) V 19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 3) M

19.5-3 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 4) M
19.5-4 M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 1) W
19.5-5 (Sheet 1) S 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 2) M

19.5-5 (Sheet 2) S 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 3) M
19.5-6 S 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 4) H

-

19.5-7 M 19.6.3.8-1 (Sheet 1) W
19.5-8 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.8-1 (Sheet 2) M
19.5-8 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.8-1 (Sheet 3) M
19.5-9 M 19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 1) W
19.5-10 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 2) M

,'

19.5-10 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.9-1 (Sheet 1) W
19.5-11 S 19.6.3.9-1 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.1-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.9-1 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.1-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.9-1 (Sheet 4) M

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.10-1 (Shoot 1) V

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.10-1 (Sheet 2) V

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 1) W

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 2) V

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Shcet 3) V

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.1-1 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet S) M
19.6.1-1 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.1-1 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.33-1 (Sheet 7) M

19.6.1-1 (Sheet 12) P 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 1) V 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 9) V

19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 10) M
19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 3) P 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 11) M ,

19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 4) R 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 12) M

19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 5) P 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 13) H
19.6.3.1-1 (Sheet 6) P 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet .4) M
19,6.3.1-1 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.3.1-2 M 19.6.3.13-1 (Sheet 16) M
19.6.3.6-1 P 19.6.3.14-1 (Sheet 1) W
19.6.3.6-2 (Sheet 1) W 19.6.3.14-1 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3 6-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 1) W *

19.6.3.6-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 2) V
19.6.3.6-3 W 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 3) V

19.6.3.6-4 (Shee'. 1) W 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 4) V
19.6.3.6-4 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 5) V

19.6.3.6-4 (Shoot 3) M 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 6) V

19.6.3.6-4 (Shoot 4) H 19.6.3.14-2 (Sheet 7) M
19. .3.6-5 (Sheet 1) W 19.6.3.15-1 W
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.16-1 (Sheet 1) V

19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.16-1 (Sheet 2) V
19.6.3.6-5 (Sneet 4) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 1) W

'19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 2) M

19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 1) W 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 3) H

19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 4) M
19.6,3.6-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 5) M

19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 1) W 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 7) M

19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet B) M

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 9) M 19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 15) P

19.6.4.1-1 (Sheet 1) V 19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 16) P

19.6.4.1-1 (Sheet 2) V 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 1) M
19.6.4.1-1 (Shoot 3) V 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 1) W 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Shoot 2) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 4) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Shoot 5) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Shoot 6) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 7) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 9) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 8) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 10) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Shoet 9; M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 11) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 10) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 12) M
19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 11) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 13) M
19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 1) W 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 14) M
19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 2) S 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 3) S 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 16) M

fx 19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 4) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 17) M
A i 19.6.4.5-1 (Sheet 1) W 19.7.3.1-4 (Shoot 18) M
( ,/ 19.6.4.5-1 (Sheet 2) S 19.7.3.1-4 (Shoot 19) M

19.6.4.5-1 (Sheet 3) 5 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.4.5-1 (Sheet 4) S 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 21) M
19.7.1-1 (Shoet 1) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 22) M
19.7.1-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 23) M
19.7.1-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 24) M
19.7.1-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 25) M
19.7.1-3 M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 26) M
19.7.2-1 M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 27) M
19.7.2-2 M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 28) M
19.7.2-3 M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 29) M
19.7.2-4 M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 30) M
19.7.3.1-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 31) M
19.7.3.1-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 32) H
19.7.3.1-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 33) M
19.7.3.1-1 (Sheet 4) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 34) M
19.7.3.1-1 (Sheet 5) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Shaot 35) M
19.7.3.1-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 36) M
19.7.3.1-2 (Sheet 2) P 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 37) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 1) P 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 38) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 2) P 19.7.3.1-4 (Sheet 39) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 3) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 1) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 4) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 2) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 5) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 31 M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet f) P 19,7.3.1-5 (Sheet 4) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Shoot 7) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 5) M

19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet B) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 6) M
19.7.3.1 3 (Sheet 9) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 7) M
19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 10) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 8) M

'~N
/ 19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 11) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 9) M

( ) 19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 12) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 10) M
\~ / 19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 13) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 11) M

19.7.3.1-3 (Sheet 14) P 19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet l '' . M

Amendrwe.t U
June r , 1994
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19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 13) M 19.7.5.2.6-9 U

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 14) M 19.7.5.2.6-10 U

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 15) H 19.7.5.2.6-11 U

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 16) M 19.7.5.2.6-12 U

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 17) M 19.7.5.2.6-13 U

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 18) M 19.7.5.2.6-14 V

19.7.3.1+5 (Sheet 19) M 19.7.5.2.7-1 0

19.7.3.1-5 (Sheet 20) M 19.7.5.2.7-2 U

19.7.3.1-6 R 19.7.5.2.7-3 U

19.7.3.2-1 R 19.7.5.2.7-4 U

--~~}
19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 1) U 19.7.5.2.7-5 U

19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 2) U 19.7.5.2.7-6 U

19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 3) U 19.7.5.2.7-7 U

19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 4) U 19.7.5.2.7-8 U

19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 5) U 19.7.5.2.7-9 U

19.7.5.1-1 (Sheet 6) U 19.7.5.3-1 U

19.7.5.1-2 V 19.7.5.3-2 U

19.7.5.2.3-1 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 1) U

19.7.5.2.3-2 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 2) U

19.7.5.2.3-3 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 3) U

19.7.5.2.3-4 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 4) U

19.7.5.2.4-1 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 5) U

19.7.5.2.4-2 U 19.7.5.4-1 (Sheet 6) U

19.7.5.2.4-3 U 19.7.5.4-2 (Sheet 1) V

19.7.5.2.4-4 U 19.7.5.4-2 (Sheet 2) U

19.7.5.2.4-5 U 19.7.5.4-3 U

19.7.5.2.4-6 U 19.7.5.4-4 U

19.7.5.2.4-7 U 19.7.5.4-5 U

19.7.5.2.4-8 U 19.7.5.4-6 U

19.7.5.2.4-9 U 19.7.5.4-7 U

19.7.5.2.4-10 U 19.8.1-1 M

19.7.5.2.5-1 U 19.8.1-2 M

19.7.5.2.5-2 U 19.8.1-3 U

19.7.5.2.5-3 U 19.8.1-4 U

19.7.5.2.5-4 U 19.8.2-1 M

19.7.5.2.5-5 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 1) U

19.7.5.2.5-6 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 2) U

19.7.5.2.5-7 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 3) U

19.7.5.2.5-8 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 4) U

19.7.5.2.5-9 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 5) U

19.7.5.2.5-10 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 6) U

19.7.5.2.5-11 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 7) U

19.7.5.2.5-12 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 8). M

19.7.5.2.5-13 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 9) M

19.7.5.2.5-14 U 19.8.2-2 (Sheet 10) M

19.7.5.2.6-1 U 19 8.3-1 M

19.7.5.2.6-2 U 19.8.3-2 M

19.7.5.2.6-3 U 19.8.3-3 M

19.7.5.2.6-4 U 19.8.3-4 M

19.7.5.2.6-5 U 19.8.4.3-1 M

19.7.5.2.6-6 U 19.8.4.3-2 V

19.7.5.2.6-7 U 19.8.4.3-3 M
'

19.7.5.2.6-8 U 19.8.4.5-1 U

?unendment V
April 29, 1994
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19.8.4.5-2 M 19.9.2.2-4 (Sheet 1) M ,

19.8.5.6-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.2-4 (Sheet 2) M

19.8.5.6-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.2-4 (Sheet 3) M

19.8.5.6-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 1) M

19.8.5.6-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 2) H

19.8.5.6-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 3) M

19.8.5.6-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 4) M

19.8.5.7-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 5) M -

19.8.5.7-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 6) M

19.8.5.7-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 7) M

19.8.5.8-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.2-5 (Sheet 8) M

19.8.5.8-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-1 Y

19.8.5.9-1 M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 1) M

19.8.5.10-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2,3-2 (Sheet 2) M

19.8.5.10-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 3) M

19.8.5.10-1 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 4) M

19.8.5.12-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 5) M

19.8.5.12-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 6) M

e''N 19.8.5.13-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 7) M

[ \ 19.8.5.13-1 (Snoot 2) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 8) M

(_,/ 19.8.5-1 (Sheet 1) H 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 9) M

19.8.5-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 10) M

19.8.6-1 U 19.9.2.3-2 (Sheet 11) M

19.8.6-la U 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 1) M

19.8.6-2 M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 2) M

19.8.7-1 M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 3) M

19.8.7-2 M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 4) M
19.8A-1 M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.1-1 V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.1-2 (Sheet 1) V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 7) M

19.9.1-2 (Sheet 2) V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.1-2 (Sheet 3) V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.1-3 V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.1-4 U 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 11) M
19.9.2.1-1 V 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 12) M

19.9.2.1-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 13) M

19.9.2.1-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-3 (Sheet 14) M
M

| 19.9.2.1-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.3-4
,

M
, 19.9.2.1-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 1)

19.9.2.1-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 2) M'

19.9.2.1-4 M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.2-1A M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.2-1B M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.2.2-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.2-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 7) M

19.9.2.2-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.3-5 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 3) H 19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 1) M

/'''N 19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 2) M

('N-) 19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.2-3 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 5) H

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.4-9 (Sheet 1) S

19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 7) H 19.9.2.4-9 (Sheet 2) S

19.9.2.3-6 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.4-10 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.4-10 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.4-10 (Sheet 3) M
19.9,2.3-7 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.4-11 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.4-11 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 5) H 19.9.2.4-11 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.4-11 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.4-11 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.3-7 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.4-11 (Shcet 6) M
19.9.2.4-1 V 19.9.2.5-1 (Sheet 1) V
19.9.2.4-2 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.2.5-1 (Sheet 2) S

19.9.2.4-2 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.' T-7 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.4-2 (Sheet 3) S 19.9.* ' Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.4-2 (Sheet 4) S 19.9. '.h e e t 3) M
19.9.2.4-3 (Shoot 1) S 19.9.. Meet 4) M
19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.1. ; 2eet 5) M
19.9.2.4-3 (Shoot 3) S 19.9.2.5 . 8heet 6) M3

19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 4) S 19.9.2.5-2 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 5) S 19.9.2.5-2 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 6) S 19.9.2.5-3 (Sheet 1) H
19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 7) S 19.9.2.5-3 (Sheet 2) H
19.9.2.4-3 (Sheet 8) S 19.9.2.5-3 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.4-4 S 19.9.2.5-3 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.2.5-3 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 3) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 4) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 5) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 6) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.4-5 (Sheet 7) S 19.9.2.5-4 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sheut 1) S 19.9.2.0 5 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sheut 2) S 19.9.2.5-5 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sheet 3) S 19.9.2.5-5 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sheet 4) S 19.9.2.5-5 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sneet 5) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.4-6 (Sheet 6) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.4-7 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.4-7 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 3) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.4-0 (Shoot 4) S 19.9.2.5-6 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 5) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 1) M

i 19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 6) 5 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 2) M
! 19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 7) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 3) M

19.9,2.4-3 (Sheet 8) 5 10.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 9) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 10) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 11) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 7) M

| 19.9.2.4-8 (Sheet 12) S 19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.2.4-E (Sheet 13) 5 19.9.2.5- 7 (Sheet 9) M
t
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

CLULPTER 19

IAhlel (Cont'd)
Inhing amendmeql Tables Amendment

19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.5-7 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-1 V 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2,6-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.C-7 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 9) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.6-7 (Sheet 10) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.7-1 V
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.6-3 (Shoot 1) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.6-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.6-3 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.6-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 9) Myss

( ) 19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 10) M

(~'/ 19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 11) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 12) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 13) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 14) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 15) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.7-2 (Sheet 16) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-4 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.7-3 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-5 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2 6-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.7-4 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2 6-6 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.7-5 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.T.6-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 2) M
19.9. .6-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.7-5 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 13) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 7) M

j''') 19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 14) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet B) M
/ 19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 15) M 19.9.2.7-6 (Sheet 9) M

x- / 19.9.2.6-6 (Sheet 16) M 19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.6-7 (Shoot 1) M 19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 2) M

|
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CEhPTER 11

Inble_g (Cont'd)

T3 les Ampnds,gntbT#Dlt1 Amendmeni

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 10) R

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 11) R

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 12) R
14,9.2.7-7 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 13) R

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 14) R

19.9.. 7-7 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 15) R --

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 16) R

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 17) R

19.9.2.7-7 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 18) R

19.9.2.7-8 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.2.8-7 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.7-8 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.2.8-7 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.7-8 (Sheet 3) S 19.9.2.8-7 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.7-9 S 19.9.2.8-7 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.8-1 V 19.9.2.8-8 (Sheet 1) S

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.8-8 (Sheet 2) S

19.9.2.8-2 (Shoot 2) M 19.9.2.8-8 (Sheet 3) S

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.8-8 (Sheet 4) S

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.8-8 (Sheet 5) S

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.9-1 V

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Shoet 2) M

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.0-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.2.8-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.8-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 7) M

19.9.2.8-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.2.8-3 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.2.8-4 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.2.0-4 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 11) M

19.9.2.0-4 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 12) M

19.9.2.0-4 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 13) M

19.9.2.8-4 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 14) M

19.9.2.8-4 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 15) M

19.9.2.0-4 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.9-2 (Sheet 16) M

19.9.2.8-4 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.8-4 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.8-5 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.8-5 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.8-5 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.2.8-5 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.0-5 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 7) M

19.9.2.8-5 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.2.8-S (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 1) R 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 2) R 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 11) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 3) R 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 12) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 4) R 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 13) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 5) R 19.9.2.9-3 (Sheet 14) M

19.9.2.0-6 (Sheet 6) R 19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 1) M d8Eh

19.9.2.0-6 (Sheet 7) R 19.9.2.9 " (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 8) R 19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.8-6 (Sheet 9) R 19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 4) M
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KFFECTIVE PAGE LISTIFUI (Cont'd)'-

CHAPTER 19

Iphies (Cont'd)

Tables Amendment Tables Amendment

19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 17) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 18) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 19) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 20) M
19.9.2.9-4 (SPeet 9) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 4) M
19.9.2 -4 (Sheet 13) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 14) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.9-4 (Sheet 15) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.9-5 M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 9) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 10) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 11) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 12) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.10-3 (Sheet 13) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 1) M

['''g 19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 2) M

) 19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 3) M,

\sd 19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 9| M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 1G) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 7) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 13) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 8) M
19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 14) M 19.9.2.10-4 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 15) M 19.9.2.10-5 M

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 16) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 17) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 3) M19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 18) , g
*

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 19) r? 4 '- 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 4) };

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 20) [jj \q 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 5) '4

19.9.2.9-6 (Sheet 21) 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.9-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 7) .4

19.9.2.9-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 8) h
19.9.2.9-7 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 9) M
19.9.2.10-1 V 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.10-6 (Sheet 11) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.10-7 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.1C (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.10-7 (Sheet 3) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.11-1 V

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 1) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 6) M
19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 7) M-~s

[ \ 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 13) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 8) M

( ) 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 14) M 19.9.2.11-2 (Sheet 9) M
, 19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 15) M 19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.10-2 (Sheet 16) M 19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 2) I
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I'RE9_TJXE__PAGE LIS_TJRQ (Cont'd)

Cl(APIER 1_9_

IADiel (Cont'd)
AmeA mer}i Db_ln Nn;Judmg1dhblg

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 3) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 0) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 4) M 19.9.2.12-3 ($heet 9) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 10) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 11) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 7) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 12) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 8) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 13) M __

19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 14) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 10) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Shoot 11) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 2) M

19.9.2.11-3 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 3) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 1) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 4) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Sheet 5) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 3) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Sheet 6) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 4) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Sheet 7) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 5) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 8) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 6) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 9) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Shoot 7) M 19.9.2.12-4 (Shoot 10) M

19.9.2.11-4 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.2.12-5 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.11-5 (Shoot 1) M 19.9.2.12-5 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.11-5 (Shoot 2) M 19.9.2.12-5 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.12-5 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 1) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 4) H

19.9.2.11-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 5) M

19.9.2.11-6 (Shoot 7) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 6) H

19.9.2.11-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 7) M
19,9.2.11-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 8) M

19.9.2.12-1 V 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 9) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 1) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 1Gi H

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.2.12+6 (Shoot 11) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 3) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 12) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 4) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 13) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 14) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 6) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Shoot 15) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shcot 7) H 19.e 2.12-6 (Sheet 16) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 8) M 19.9.2.12-6 (Sheet 17) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.2.12-7 (Shoot 1) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 10) M 19.9.2.12-7 (Shoot 2) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Shoot 11) M 19.9.2.12-7 (Shoot 3) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 12) M 19.9.2.12-7 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 13) M 19.9.2.12-7 (Shoot 5) M

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 14) M 19.9.2.13-1 (Sheet 1) V

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 15) M 19.9.2.13-1 (Sheet 2) V

19.9.2.12-2 (Sheet 16) M 19.9.2.13-1 (Shoot 3) V

19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.2.13-2 (Shoot 1) M

19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 2) M 19.9.2.13-2 (Shoot 2) M

19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 3) M 19.9.2.13-2 (Shoot 3) M

19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.2.13-2 (Shoot 4) H

19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 5) M 19.9.2.13-3 (Shoot 1) M

19.9.2.12-3 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.12-3 (Shoot 7) M 19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 3) M

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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EFFECTIVE PAGE_ LISTING (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 19

IAh111 (Cont'd)

Tahlga Amendment I, ables Amendment

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 9) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 5) M 19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 10) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 6) M 19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 11) M
19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 7) M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 8) M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 9) M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 10) M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.13-3 (Sheet 11) M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 5) M
19.9.2.13-4 M 19.9.3.1-5 (Sheet 6) v
19.9.2.13-5 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.3.1-6 M

19.9.2.13-5 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.3.1-7 M

19.9.2.13-5 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.3.1-8 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.13-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.3.1-8 (Sheet 2) M

19.9.2.13-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.3.1-8 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.13-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.9.3.1-8 (Sheet 4) M

19.9.2.13-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.9.3.1-9 (Sheet 1) M

19.9.2.13-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.9.3.1-9 (Sheet 2) M
19.9.2.13-8 s 19.9.3.1-9 (Sheet 3) M

19.9.2.13-9 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.4-1 T ,

19.9.2.13-9 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 1) W

19.9.2.13-10 (Sheet 1) S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 2) U

19.9.2.13-10 (Sheet 2) S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 3) U
19.9.2.13-11 S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 4) T
19.9.2.13-12 S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 5) T
19.9.2.13-13 S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 6) T
19.9.2.13-14 S 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 7) T
19.9.2.13-15 5 19.9.4-2 (Sheet 8) T
19.9.2.13-16 S 19.10-1 (Sheet 1) T
19.9.2.13-17 S 19.10-1 (Sheet 2) T
19.9.3.1-1 V 19.10-2 (Sheet 1) T

19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.10-2 (Sheet 2) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.10-2 (Sheet 3) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 3) H 19.10-2 (Sheet 4) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.10-2 (Sheet 5) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 1) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 2) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 3) T

19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 4) T

19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 5) T
19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 10) M 19.10-3 ( S'aeet 6) T

19.9.3.1-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.10-3 (Sheet 7) T
19.9.3.1-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 1) T
19.9.3.1-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 2) T
19.9.3.1-3 (Sheet 3) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 3) T
19.9.3.1-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 4) T

19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 1) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 5) T
19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 2) M 19.10-4 (Sheet 6) T
19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 3; M 19.10-5 (Sheet 1) T
19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 4) M 19.10-5 (Sheet 2) T

19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 5) M 19.10-5 (Sheet 3) T

19.9.3.1-4 (Sheet 6) M 19.10-5 (Sheet 4) T
19.9.3./- (Shoot 7) M 19.10-5 (Sheet 5)
19.9.3.1- (Sheet 8) M 19.10-6 M

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 20 of 33)
CESSAR DESIGNCECITIFICATION:

I

EI'JECTIVE_fAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

CHAP _T ER,,,11

IAbles (Cont'd)

Tables Amendment Tables Amendment

19.10-7 T 19.11.5.4.1.1-1 Q
19.11.3.1-1 Q 19.11.5.4.1.1-2 Q
19.11.4.1.1-1 Q 19.11.5.4.1.1-3 Q
19.11.4.1.1-2 Q 19.11.5.4.1.2-1 Q

19.11.4.1.1-3a(Sheet 1) N 19.11.5.4.1.2-2 Q

19.11.4.1.1-3a(Sheet 2) N 19.11.5.4.1.2-3 Q __

19.11.4.1.1-3b N 19.11.5.4.1.3-1 Q
19.11.4.1.1-4 W 19.11.5.4.1.3-2 Q
19.11.4.1.1-5 N 19.11.5.4.1.3-3 Q

19.11.4.1.1-6 Q 19.11.5.4.2.1-1 Q
19.11.4.1.2-1 N 19.11.5.4.2.1-2 Q
19.11.4.1.2-2 N 19.11.5.4.2.1-3 Q
19.11.4.1.2-3A N 19.]}.5.4.2.2-1 Q
19.11.4.1.2-3B N 19.11.5.4.2.2-2 Q
19.11.4.1.2-4 N 19.11.5.4.2.2-3 Q

19.11.4.1.3-1 Q
19.11.4.1.3-2 Q 19.11.5.4.3.1-2 Q
19.11.4.1.3-3 N 19.11.5.4.3.1-3 Q
19.11.4.1.3-4 Q 19.11.5.4.3.2-1 Q
1r.11.4.1.3-5 Q 19.11.5.4.3.2-2 Qt

19.11.4.1.3-6 V 19.11.5.4.3.2-3 Q
19.11.4.1.4-1 N 19.11.5.4.4.1-1 Q
19.11.4.2.1-1 W 19.11.5.4.4.1-2 Q
19.11.4.2.1-2 N 19.11.5.4.4.1-3 Q
19.11.4.2.1-3 N 19.11.5.4.4.2-1 Q
19.11.4.2.1-4 W 19.11.5.4.4.2-2 Q
19.11.4.2.2-1 Q 19.11.5.4.4.2-3 Q
19.11.4.2.2-2 Q 19.11.5.4.5.1-1 Q
19.11.4.2.2-3 N 19.11.5.4.5.1-2 Q
19.11.4.2.2-4 N 19.11.5.4.5.1-3 Q
19.11.4.2.4-1 V 19.11.F.4.6-1 Q
19.11.4.3.2-1 N 19.11.5.4.6-2 Q
19.11.4.3.2-2 Q 19.11.5.4.6-3 Q
19.11.4.3.2-3 Q 19.12.1-1 (Sheet 1) N

19.11.4.3.2-4 Q 19.12.1-1 (Sheet 2) N

19.11.4.3-5 Q 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 1) N

19.11.4.3-6 N 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 2) N

19.11.4.4-1 U 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 3) N

19.11.4.4-2 V 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 4) N

19.11.4.4-3 V 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 5) N

19.11.4.4-4 V 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 6) N

19.11.4.4-5A U 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 7) N

19.11.4.4-5B (Sheet 1) V 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 8) N

19.11.4.4-5B (Sheet 2) U 19.12.1-2 (Sheet 9) N

19.11.4.4-5C (Sheet 1) V 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 1) N

19.11.4.4-5C (Sheet 2) W 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 2) N

19.11.4.4-5D (Sheet 1) V 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 3) N

19.11.4.4-50 (Sheet 2) V 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 4) N

19.11.4.4-5E U 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 5) N

19.11.4.4-5F (Sheet 1) W 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 6) N

19.11.4.4-5F (Sheet 2) U 19.12.1-3 (Sheet 7) N

19.11.4.4-6 (Sheet 1) V 19.12.1-4 N

19.11.4.4-6 (Sheet 2) V 19.12.1-5 (Sheet 1) N

lanendment W
June 17, 1994
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(- EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

EHAPTER 19

Iables (Cont'd)

Iables Amendment Tables Amendment

19.12.1-5 (Sheet 2) T 19.12.2.3-5A (Sheet 3) T
19.12.1-5 (Sheet 3) T 19.12.2.3-6 (Sheet 1) S

19.12.1-5 (Sheet 4) T 19.12.2.3-6 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.1-5 (Sheet 5) T 19.12.2.3-6 (Sheet 3) N

19.12.1-5 (Sheet 6) T 19.12.2.3-6A (Sheet 1) T
19.12.1-5 (Sheet 7) N 19.12.2.3-6A (Sheet 2) T
19.12.1-6 (Sheet 1) V 19.12.2.3-6A (Sheet 3) T
19.12.1-6 (Sheet 2) T 19.12.2.3-7 (Sheet 1) N

19.12.1-6 (Sheet 3) T 19.12.2.3-7 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.1-6 (Sheet 4) T 19.12.2.3-7 (Sheet 3) N
19.12.1-7 (Sheet 1) T 19.12.2.3-8 (Sheet 1) N

19.12.1-7 (Sheet 2) V 19.12.2.3-8 (Sheet 2) N

19.12.1-7 (Sheet 3) T 19.12.2.3-9 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.3-1 N 19.12.2.3-9 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 1) N 19.12.2.3-9 (Sheet 3) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 2) N 19.12.2.3-10 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 3) N 19.12.2.3-10 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 4) N 19.12.2.3-10 (Sheet 3) T

f 's 19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 5) N 19.12.2.3-11 (Sheet 1) T
\

! 19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 6) N 19.12.2.3-11 (Sheet 2) T

('~ 19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 7) S 19.12.2.3-11 (Sheet 3) T
l 19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 8) N 19.12.2.3-12 (Sheet 1) T

| 19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 9) N 19.12.2.3-12 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 10) S 19.12.2.3-12A (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 11) N 19.12.2.3-12A (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.4-1 (Sheet 12) S 19.12.2.3-13 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.4-2 N 19.12.2.3-13 (Sheet 2) N
19.12.2.2.6-1 N 19.12.2.3-14 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.6-2 N 19.12.2.3-14 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.6-3 N 19.12.2.3-15 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.6-4 N 19.12.2.3-15 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.7-1 N 19.12.2.3-16 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.2.7-2 N 19.12.2.3-16 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.2.2.10-1 N 19.12.2.3-16A (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.3-1 (Sheet 1) S 19.12.2.3-16A (Sheet 2) T

i 19.12.2.3-1 (Sheet 2) S 19.12.2.3-17 (Sheet 1) T
| 19.12.2.3-1 (Sheet 3) S 19.12.2.3-17 (Sheet 2) T

19.12.2.3-1 (Sheet 4) S 19.12.2.3-17A T
19.12.2.3-1 (Sheet 5) S 19.12.2.3-18 (Sheet 1) T

| 19.12.2.3-2 (Sheet 1) N 19.12.2.3-18 (Sheet 2) T
| 19.12.2.3-2 (Sheet 2) N 19.12.2.3-18A T
| 19.12.2.3-2 (Sheet 3) N 19.12.2.3-19 T
'

19.12.2.3-3 (Sheet 1) S 19.12.2.3-20 T
19.12.2.3-3 (Sheet 2) T 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 1) W

19.12.2.3-3 (Sheet 3) N 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 2) W

14.12.2.3-4 (Sheet 1) N 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 3) W

19.12.2.3-4 (Sheet 2) N 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 4) W
! 19.12.2.3-4 (Sheet 3) N 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 5) W

i 19.12.2.3-5 (Sheet 1) N 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 6) W

[~')N
19.12.2.3-5 (Sheet 2) T 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 7) W;

'

19.12.2.3-5 (Sheet 3) T 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 8) W(
\- - 19.12.2.3-5A (Sheet 1) T 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 9) W

19.12.2.3-5A (Sheet 2) T 19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 10) W

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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EEEECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 19

lableg (Cont'd)

Ta bhg hmandmeDi lableg Amendment

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 11) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 8) U

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 12) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 9) V

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 13) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 10) V
19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 14) W 19.15-1 ( S'ieet 11) U.

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 15) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 12) V
19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 16) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 13) V ;

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 17) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 14) W j

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 18) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 15) W l

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 19) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 16) V |
19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 20) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 17) V i

19.12.2.3-21 (Sheet 21) W 19.15-1 (Sheet 18) V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 1) W 19.15.1-1 V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 2) W 19.15.2-1 U

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 3) W 19.15.2-2 (Sheet 1) V
19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 4) W 19.15.2-2 (Sheet 2) V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 5) W 19.15.2-2 (Sheet 3) V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 6) W 19.15.2-3 (Sheet 1) V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 7) W 19.15.2-3 (Sheet 2) V

19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 8) W 19.15.2-4 T
19.12.2.3-22 (Shoet 9) W 19.15.2-4,1 T
19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 10) W 19.15.2-5 T
19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 11) W 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 1) T
19.12.2.3-22 (Sheet 12) W 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 2) T
19.12.3-1 (Sheet 1) T 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 3) T
19.12.3-1 (Sheet 2) V 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 4) T
19.12.3-2 (Sheet 1) T 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 5) T

19.12.3-2 (Sheet 2) T 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 6) T
19.12.3-3 (Shoot 1) N 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 7) T
19.12.3-3 (Sheet 2) N 19.15.2-6 (Sheet 8) T
19.12.3-3 (Sheet 3) W 19.15.2-7 U

19.12.3-4 (Sheet 1) W 19.15.2-8 U

19.12.3-4 (Sheet 2) W 19.15.2-9 U

19.13-1 (Sheet 1) P 19.15.2-10 (Sheet 1) U

19.13-1 (Sheet 2) P 19.15.2-10 (Sheet 2) U

19.13-1 (?heet 3) U 19.15.2-11 (Sheet 1) U

19.13-1 (Sheet 4) U 19.15.2-11 (Sheet 2) U

19.13-1 (Sheet 5) U 19.15.2-12 (Sheet 1) U

19.13-2 (Sheet 1) P 19.15.2-12 (Sheet 2) U

19.13-2 (Sheet 2) P 19.15.2-13 U

19.13-2 (Sheet 3) U 19.15.3-1 S

19.13-2 (Sheet 4) U 19.15.3-2 R

19.13-2 (Sheet 5) U 19.15.4-1 P

19.13-3 U 19.15.4-2 U

19.14.1-1 (Sheet 1) U 19.15.4-3 P

19.14.1-1 (Sheet 2) V 19.15.4-4 P

19.14.2-1 U 19.15.5-1 (Sheet 1) U

19.15-1 (Sheet 1) W 19.15.5-1 (Shoot 2) U

19.15-1 (Sheet 2) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 1) V

19.15-1 (Sheet 3) W 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 2) V

19.15-1 (Sheet 4) W 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 3) V

19.15-1 (Sheet 5) W 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 4) V

19.15-1 (Sheet 6) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 5) V

19.15-1 (Sheet 7) W 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 6) V

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 1P

I)bles (Cont'd)

Ta.ble s Amendment Tables Amendment

19.15.6-1 (Sheet 7) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 15) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 8) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 16) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 9) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 17) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 10) V 19.15.6-1 (Sheet 18) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 11) V 19.15.6-2 (Sheet 1) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 12) V 19.15.6-2 (Sheet 2) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 13) V 19.15.6-2 (Sheet 3) V
19.15.6-1 (Sheet 14) V

[igureg Amendment Eigures Amendment

19.2.0-1 M 19.4.14-2 M
19.3.1-1 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-1 S

19.3.1-1 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-2 M
19.3.3-1 M 19.5-3 S

19.3.3-2 M 19.5-4 S

19.3.3-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.5-5 S

19.3.5-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.5-6 S
19.4.1-1 M 19.5-7 Sy'~Ng

| ) 19.4.1-2 M 19.5-8 S
\ _,/ 19.4.2-1 M 19.5-9 S%

19.4.2-2 M 19.6.3.1-?.a M
| 19.4.2-3 M 19.6.3.1-Ib M

19.4.2-4 M 19.6.3.1-2 M
19.4.3-1 M 19.6.3.1-3 M
19.4.3-2 4 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 1) M
19.1.3-3 W 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 2) M
19.4.3-4 W 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 3) M
19.4.3-5 M 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 4) M
19.4.3-6 M 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 5) M

; 19.4.4-1 5 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 6) M
19.4.4-2 M 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 7) M'

i
19.4.4-3 M 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 8) M

i 19.4.4-4 S 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 9) M
'

19.4.4-5 S 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 10) M
19.4.4-6 5 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 11) M
19.4.4-7 S 19.6.3.1-4 (Sheet 12) M
19.4.4-8 5 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 1) W
19.4.4-9 s 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 2) W
19.4.4-10 S 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 3) W

| 19.4.4-11 S 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 4) W
I 19.4.5-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 5) W

19.4.6-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 6) W
19.4.7-1 S 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 7) W
19.4.8-1 S 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 8) W
19.4.8-2 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 9) W
19.4.9-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 10) W
19.4.10-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 11) W
19.4.11-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 12) W

[''} 19.4.12-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 13) W

( j 19.4.13-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 14) W
'- 19.4.13-2 S 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 15) W

19.4.14-1 M 19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 16) W

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

CHAPTER 19

Elgures (Cont'd)

Eigures Amendmeni E_iqures Amendment

19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 17) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 18) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 19) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 9) M I
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 20) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 10) M I

19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 21) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 11) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 22) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 12) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 23) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 13) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 24) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 14) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 25) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 26) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 16) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 27) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 17) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 28) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 18) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 29) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 19) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 30) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.3.1-5 (Sheet 31) W 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 21) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 22) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Shoot 2) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 23) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 24) H
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 25) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 26) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 27) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 28) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 29) M
19.6.3.1-6 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 30) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 31) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 32) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 33) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 34) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Shoot 5) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 35) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 36) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 37) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 38) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 39) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 40) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 41) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 42) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 43) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 44) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 1) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 16) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 3) M
19.C.3.1-7 (Sheet 18) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 19) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 20) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 21) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 22) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.1-7 (Sheet 23) M 19.6.3.2-1 (Sheet 9) M
19.6.3.1-0 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 1) M
19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 5; M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.1-8 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 6) M

Amendment W
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19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 18) M
19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 19) M
19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.3.3-1 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 21) M
19.6.3.3-2 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 22) H
19.6.3.3-3 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 23) M
19.6.3.3-4 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 24) M
19.6.3.3-5 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 25) M
19.6.3.3-6 M 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 26) M
19.6.3.3-7 M 19.6.3.4-1 M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 1) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 3) M

19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 4) M

19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 8) M

| 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 9) Mgs) 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 10) M! r
\ _,/ 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 11) Ms

| 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 12) M
I 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 13) M

19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 14) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Shoot 16) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 16) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 17) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 18) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 18) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 19) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 19) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 20) M 19.6.3.4-2 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 21) M 19.6.3.6-1 M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 22) M 19.6.3.6-2 M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 23) H 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 1) M

| 19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 24) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 25) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.3.3-8 (Sheet 26) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 4) H
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 9) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 10) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.6-3 (Sheet 11) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.6-4 M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 1; M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 5) M

/' \ 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 6) M

( ) 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 7) M
'-- 19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 16) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 8) M

19.6.3.3-9 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 9) M

Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet.10) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 16) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 9) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 18) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 10) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 19) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 11) M |

19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 20) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 12) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 21) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 13) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 22) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 14) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 23) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 24) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 16) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 25) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 17) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 26) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 18) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 27) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 19) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 28) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 29) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 21) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 30) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 22) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 31) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 23) M

19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 32) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 24) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 33) M 19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 25) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 34) M 19.6.3.7-1 M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 35) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 1) M
19.6.3.6-5 (Sheet 36) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 2) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 3) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 4) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 5) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 4) H 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 6) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 7) H
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 8) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 9) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 10) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 11) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 12) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 13) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 14) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 15) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 16) H
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 17) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 16) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 18) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 19) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 18) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 20) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 19) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 21) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 20) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 22) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 21) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 23) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 22) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 24) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 23) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 25) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 24) 't 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 26) M
19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 25) H 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 27) M
19.6.3.6-7 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 28) M

Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 29) M 19.6.3.11-1 M

19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 30) M 19.6.3.12-1 M

19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 31) M 19.6.3.12-2 M

19.6.3.0-1 P 19.6.3.12-3 M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.12-4 M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.12-5 M -

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.12-6 M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.12-7 M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.12-8 M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.12-9 M

19.6.3.0-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.12-10 M

19.6.3.E-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.12-11 M

19.6.3.2-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.13-1 M

19.6.3.E- (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 1) M

19.6.3.e-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 2) M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Shoot 3) M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 4) M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 5) M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 6) M

19.6.3.8-2 (Sheet 16) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 7) M

19.6.3.9-1 M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 8) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 9) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 10) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Shoet 3) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 11) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 12) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 13) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 14) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 15) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 16) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 17) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 18) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 19) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 20) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 21) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.3.13-2 (Sheet 22) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.3.14-1 M

19.6.3.9-2 (Shoot 16) M 19.6.3.14-2 M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 17) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 1) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 18) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 2) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 19) H 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 3) H

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 20) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 4) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 21) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 5) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 22) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 6) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 23) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 7) M
'

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 24) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 8) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 25) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 9) M

19.6.3.9-2 (Sheet 26) M 19.6.3. w-3 (Sheet 10) M

19.6.3.10-1 M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 11) M

19.6.3.10-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 12) M

19.6.3.10-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 13) M

19.6.3.10-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.3.14-3 (Sheet 14) M

19.6.3.10-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 1) M

19.6.3.10-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 2) M

Amendment P
June 15, 1993
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19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 11) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 12) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 13) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 14) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 15) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 16) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 17) M --

19. 14-4 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 18) M

19 . .. . s .14 - 4 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 19) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 20) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 21) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 22) M

19.6.3.14-4 (Sheet 15) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 23) M
19.6.3.15-1 M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 24) M

19.6.3.15-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 25) M

19.6.3.15-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 26) M

19.6.3.15-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 27) M
19.6.3.16-1 M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 28) M
19.6.3.16-2 M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 29) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 30) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 31) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 32) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.4.2-1 M

19.6.3.16-3 (She t 5) M 19.6.4.2-2 M

19.6.3.16-3 (Shest 6) M 19.6.4.2-3 M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.4.2-4 M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 1) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 9) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 2) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 10) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 3) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 11) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 4) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 12) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 5) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 13) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 6) M

19.6.3.16-3 (Sheet 14) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 7) M
19.6.3.17-1 M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 8) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 9) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 10) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 11) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 12) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 13) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 14) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 15) M

19.6.3.17-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 16) M
19.6.4.1-1 M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 17) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 1) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 18) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 2) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 19) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 20) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 21) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 5) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 22) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 6) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 23) M
19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 7) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 24) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 8) M 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 25) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 9' H 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 26) M

19.6.4.1-2 (Sheet 1. . K 19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 27) M

I
I
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19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 28) M 19.8.4.2-2 M

19.6.4.2-5 (Sheet 29) M 19.8.4.2-3 M

19.6.4.4-1 M 19.8.4.2-4 M

19.6.4.4-2 (Sheet 1) S 19.8.4.3-1 M

19.6.4.4-2 (Sheet 2) S 19.8.4.3-2 M

19.6.4.4-2 (Sheet 3) M 19.8.4.3-3 M
_

19.6.4.4-2 (Sheet 4) M 19.8.4.3-4 M
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l V probability that a system will not respond when demanded. This
value is used when the system accident sequence element represents
a system function or action which is performed quickly, such as the
rescating of a previously opened safety valve, or if the element
represents a particular condition, such as offsite power
unavailable at turbine trip. The unreliability is the probability
that a system will fail (at least once) during a given required
operating period. This value is typically used when the system
accident sequence element specifies a required operating period for
a system, such as auxiliary feedwater system fails to deliver
feedwater for four hours. The unreliability is usually added to
the unavailability when the system accident sequence element
represents the failure of a standby system to actuate and then run
for a specified period of time.

| Two types of human failures are typically included in fault tree
i

| analyses. They are " pre-existing maintenance errors" and failures
| of the operator to respond to various demands. Pre-existing |

maintenance errors are undetected errors committed since the last '

periodic test of a standby system. An example of this type of
error is the failure to reopen a mini-flow valve which was closed
for maintenance. A f ailure of the operator to respond includes the
f ailure of the operator to perform a required function at all or to
perform it correctly. An example of this type of error is the

l fT failure of the operator to back-up the automatic actuation of a ,

Q safety system. |

? |

| For this PPA, the small event tree /large fault tree approach was j
selected. The event trees developed for this PRA address the I
response of the front line systems, that is, those systems directly )
involved in mitigating the various initiating events. The support
systems, basically the electrical distribution and component
cooling water systems, were fully modelled within each of the front
line system models. As discussed in Section 19.2.2, f ailure of the
support systems have the potential for initiating a transient and,
simultaneously, disabling a portion of one or more front-line
safety systems. Flags representing the occurrence of specific
support system faults were incorporated in the support system f ault

! tree models. (Note: The support system fault tree models represent
failure of a single train or division or bus.) When a given flag,
such as " loss of CCW train A initiating event", is set "true" to

i indicate that the specified initiating event has occurred, the
I affected support system models are set to " failed". In turn, the

portions of the frontline system models containing the " failed"
support system are pruned immediately prior to quantification of
the frontline system model.

I 19.2.4 DATA ASSESSMENT

p)Reliabilitydata
is needed for the quantification of the system

( fault trees and the system accident sequences which result in
y
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severo core damage. The data needed for this quantification
includes:
A. Initiating event frequencies.

B. Component failure rates (demand and time-dependent).

C. Component repair times and maintenance frequencies.

D. Common cause failure rates.

E. Human failure probabilities.

F. Special event probabilities (e.g., restoration of offsite
power).

G. Error factors for the items above.

Generic reliability data was used in this analysis per the guidance
in the PSA Procedures Guide'". The primary source of data used in
this PRA was the "PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules" (KAG)
document (Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the FPRI ALWR requirements
document ") . Other industry-accepted generic data sources wereF

used as needed to supplement the data in the KAG.

The basic initiating event frequencies were extracted from the PSA
Procedure Gu ide "" , EPRI NP-2230 and the NREP Generic Data42 "

Base (2'" . The initiating event frequencies presented in the Zion
PRA"", the Oconee PRA("' and the Calvert Clif fs IREP Report"" were
also used as guidelines. The appropriate basic initiating event
frequencies were used to calculate the needed initiating event
class frequencies.

The basic component failure rate data and associated error factors
was extracted from the KAG, which contains a compilation of generic
failure rate data from other nuclear sources. This data was
supplemented with data from WASH 1400'*, the NREP Data Baset2o ,

IEEE Std. 500 " and the NPRDS data base"" as needed. Componentt

maintenance frequencies and repair times were calculated using the
procedures outlined in the PSA Procedure Guide'" .

Common cause failures of components were explicitly modeled in the
system f ault trees. The common cause failure rates were calculated
using the Beta Factor method or the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL)
method depending upon the degree of redundancy of the modeled
components. The factors for calculating the appropriate common
cause failure rates were taken directly from the KAG or were
quantified using a process equivalent to that outlined in the KAG
with data extracted from other data sources (n . 32. n. 34. 3t 3" as
appropriate.

O
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V) implication for core safety, some have implications for investment
i

protection with respect to equipment damage. Others can
potentially lead to a return to normal cperation. The procedures
in use today try to mitighte the accident and to do so in a way

|
that will preserve the plant for a return to normal operation, if '

possible, and also to retain certain of the safety systems
undamaged by the accident.

Screening is a very important part of the HRA process in that it
allows the analysts to reduce the number of human interactions that
are analyzed to those that potentially affect the safety of the
plant. Screening allows the analysts to concentrate their efforts
on the analysis of the key interactions.

The technique that has been chosen is called Judgmental Screening.
This f acilitates the introduction of expert judgement of operations
staff early into the HRA process. Expert judgement is used to
identify the actions taken by the operators that will ultimately
lead to, or directly mitigate, core damage. The introduction of
expert judgement and operator experience at this level of the
analysis, while under the direction of the HR analysts, brings a
level of validity to the screening process that would otherwise be
absent if one of the more quantitative methods was employed. That |
is, the mathematical methods may achieve the same or similar
results. However, judgmental screening allows operations staff

t'y experience to evaluate which action would actually be the most
s

important, and reflect the kinds of trade-of fs that actually happen
in a real-life accident situation.

For each of the actions identified in step 2, steps 3 and 4 will be
performed together and provide its own feed-back loop to ensure
that every possible task within that action is addressed.

19.2.5.3.3 HRA Step 3

Once the appropriate human interactions have been identif'ied, the
break down of these interactions into tasks, and subtasks, affords
the analyst more insight into the contributors of error. Each of
the human interactions is probably, prior to this step, described
in high level terms. For example, the operators will initiate

i safety injection at the ESF panel. This interaction contains a
myriad of smaller tasks and subtasks, associated with verifying the
line up of the safety injection valves, verifying that available
inventory exists, manually actuating the momentary actuation switch
that switch on the pumps and verifying that, after all of this is
done, safety injection is actually working the way it should be.
In the System 80+ plant control room, most of this may be taken
care of by intelligent symbol representations. That is the
intelligence designed into the data processing system will be able
to display an aggregate symbol that will represent the operation of

(3
,

safety injection within alarm limits. But procedures willV)
Amendment V
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probably require the operator to back up these indications by
verifying everything with the discrete indicators.

Once the breakdown has been completed, performance shaping factors
can be identified. These are factors that influence the
performance of a human interaction with respect to error. These
factors can be quantified and provide a means to modify the Human
Error Probability (HEP) to produce a number more appropriate for
the particular situation. The performance shaping factors that are
used for this methodology are:

A. Availability of necessary indication |

|
B. Accuracy of indication

|

C. Training

D. Workload i

i

E. Annunciated '

F. Stress / Arousal

G. Level of Experience

H. Quality / availability of procedures

I. Ergonomic design of display / control

19.2.5.3.4 HRA Step 4

The objective of this step is to select and construct the most
appropriate representation for the tasks and subtasks that were the
output o f' step 3. Of the various options available to the
analysts, it was decided to use a combination of Operator Actions
Trees (OATS) and Human Reliability Analysis trees (HRA trees) . The
representations should reflect a qualitative logic structure within
which the analysts could identify potentially important successes
and failures. These can be analyzed and quantified for their
impact on the system logic.

Typically it has been difficult to evaluate errors of commission.
It is easy to postulate many possible different actions that could
be performed instead of the correct act but these need to be
justified given the indications and the motivation that the
operator may have at a particular time. A by-product of the
representations is the ability to identify this class of human
errors known as " acts of commission". These are the alternative
actions that could be performed given the stimuli and information
available at the decision-making stage. These can potentially be
the cause of more errors and have their own class of omission
errors.

Amendment M
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V A technique that has been employed, when appropriate, is the
" confusion matrix". This method allows the diagnosis portion of
any task to be represented as a matrix. If the available
indications can lead the operator to diagnose the state of the
system as being one state when it is actually another can lead to |
a whole group of actions which may aggravate the situation. For
example a small LOCA, under some conditions, can be mistaken for a
steam line break. The confusion matrix gives a rationale for
representing operator actions jch stem from the response to the
wrong accident.

19.2.5.3.5 HRA Step 5

The identification of the human interactions may have new
implications for the system's analysis. At this point in the
procedure, these new impacts are assessed with respect to the
systems analysis. The representations of the previous steps,
especially the OAT, may describe alternate operator actions that
could impact the frequency of core -damage based on the systems
response to the operator actions.

Type 1 human interactions, associated with test and maintenance
errors, are incorporated into the event trees by the PRA engineers.
These errors affect the availability of systems that are either
automatic, and used in the accident mitigation, or manual andp) utilized by the operator. Therefore, they are part of the original(

V systems analysis,

i The output of this step is a revised set of system event m d fault
I trees. These should incorporate the operator actions and possible

acts of commission that lead alternatively to success and failure.
These may incorporate changes in the assessment of dependencies,
system reliabilities or sequence quantification.

19.2.5.3.6 HRA Step 6

One of the main goals of PRA/HRA is to quantify the probability
that the operators will fail to perform the critical actions (i.e.
to determine the human error probability). Literature on the|
subject (Reference 38) suggests that the best source of human error'

frequency data comes from simulator studies on a plant specific
simulator. This is not feasible for design certification for
System 80+, Therefore generic industry data was used. The data
sources used include "The Handbook of Human Reliability
Analysis""", The NUCLARR database" and existing PRAs.

Since the control room is an evolutionary design, i.e.
fundamentally the operating characteristics should be the same as

| existing control rooms but the hardware and the "look and feel"
have been updated and improved, the types of errors should be the

(A)
same. If the types of error are the same then, assuming that this
error has certain components to it, the components should be same

v
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but their magnitude may be different. For example, if the
probability of reading a display incorrectly is 104, some portion
of this may be attributed to the assumed visual acuity of the
operator, another portion to the ergonomic design of the display
and the rest to the type of data being monitored. For a redesigned
meter, the components will be the same but the magnitude will be

| different. Therefore, a correctional factor would be used to make
this number appropriate for use with the new display.

This is the argument used to justify the use of correctional
factors to take into account the ergonomic design of the control

| room. It is just this approach which was used for the
quantification of human error for Nuplex 80+ and System 80+.

I
Each of the branches in the trees that have been developed at Step
4 has an error associated with it. These are modified by the
Performance Shaping Factors that have been identified in step 3,

including those for the improved control room ergonomics. The
various failure paths can then be evaluated and these are then
added to evaluate a total probability of failure (or success).

19.2.6 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION

The basic objective of accident sequence quantification is to
generate the core damage cutsets and calculate the cora damage
frequency due to internal events for the System 80+ plant. The
total core damage frequency, due to internal events, is the sum of
the frequencies of the system level accident sequence frequencies
for those accident sequences which result in core damage. As
described in Section 19.2.2, the system level accident sequences
leading to core damage were identified using event tree analysis.
Each system level accident sequence consists of an initiating event
and one or more additional elements, each representing ejthor a
front line system failure or a special event, such as failure to
restore of f site power within a given time or the most reactive rod
sticking out of the core following a reactor trip.

The core damage frequencies for the system level accident sequences
were determined using a six step process. The first step was to
develop the accident sequence failure and success logic from the
accident sequence event trees. This was accomplished by converting
the event tree for each initiating event into a set of fault trees,
one for each core damage sequence, and a set of success trees,
again, one for each core damage sequence. The second step was to
calculate the frequencies for the initiating events and the special
events and to load these frequencies into the CAFTA data Base.
(CAFTA " is the computer code used to develop and solve the fault
trees and event trees for this analysis.)

The third step in the process was to integrate the accident
sequence logic developed in the first step with the top logic
models and system fault tree models representing the elements in
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the accident sequences. This step included developing the control
file for performing the quantification runs, developing the file
which identifies mutually exclusive events, and developing the flag
file which controls the initiating event specific evaluation of
appropriate portions of several system fault tree models.

The next step was the generation and quantification of the initial
core damage cutsets for each sequence leading to core damage. This
was done by using CAFTA'"' to perform full fault tree linking to j

solve the front-line system models with the support system models
and to generate the accident sequence core damage cutsets according
to the accident sequence logic model. CAFTA also performed the
delete-term operation to account for the success logic for each
sequence. This process also yielded an initial point estimate of --

the core damage frequency attributable to each core damage
sequence.

The fifth step in the accident sequence quantification was the
recovery analysis. Recovery analysis was performed for each core
damage sequence with a core damage frequency contribution point
estimate of greater than 1.0E-12. Initial recovery analysis was
performed for core damage cutsets with a core damage frequency
contribution within 3 orders of magnitude of the total point
estimate core damage frequency for the sequence. First, each
appropriate core damage cutset in the sequence was evaluated to
determine if there were any appropriate recovery actions. The
types of recovery actions that were considered included:

A. Recovery of offsite power.

B. Aligning the standby AC source to a vital 4.16KV bus.

C. Operator actions to realign a system in order to bypass a
failed component.

D. Operator actions to align an alternate system to perform a
safety function.

E. Operator actions to start a system that failed to start
automatically as required.

|F. Operator actions to open manual isolation valves in a
discharge path or to close manual diversion (bypass) valves.

G. Repair of failed components where deemed appropriate.

The evaluation of the recovery actions included an assessment of
the time needed to perform the recovery action and the time
available to perform the recovery action. When one or more
recovery actions were deemed appropriate and effective for the
fault represented by the cutset and it was determined uhat there
was sufficient time to identify the need for and to perform the
recovery action (s), a recovery action element for each appropriate
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recovery action was added to the cutset. Each recovery action
element represented failure to perform the indicated recovery
action.

When the initial recovery analysis was completed for a given
sequence, the sequence was requantified. The requantified sequence
cutsets werc then examined to determine if the previously
unrecovered cutsets were now dominant. If any previously
unrecovered cutsets were now dominant and the core damage frequency
estimate for the sequence was still relatively high, a second
recovery analysis was performed for the cutsets not covered by the
first recovery analysis. After requantification of the recovered
sequence, an uncertainty analysis was performed. When the recovery
analyses for all sequences for a given initiating event were
completed, all of the cutsets for all of the sequences were
combined into a single cutset file with all duplicate and non-
minimal cutsets removed. This " initiating event sequence" was
quantified and an uncertainty analysis performed. The result was
the mean core damage frequency contribution for the initiating
event and the associated uncertainty measures.

When the recovery analysis and reguantification was completed for
all sequences, all core damage cutsets for all sequences for all
initiating events were combined in a single cutset file which was
then requantified as a single model and an uncertainty analysis was
performed. This unified model was used to identify the dominant
core damage cutsets regardless of initiating event and to evaluate
component importance measures taking all initiating events into
account.

19.2.7 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In the performance of the level I analyses, modeling and data
analysis assumptions are made. After the final quantification of
the core damage sequences, a set of sensitivity analyses was

| performed to assess the sensitivity of the results to the
assumptions that were made. For sensitivity analyses related to
data assumptions, a temporary data base was created from the
baseline data base and the appropriate data item values were
modified. The recovered core damage sequence cutsets were then
requantified and the uncertainty analyses were rerun. The results
were then compared to the baseline core damage frequency. For
sensitivity analyses related to modelling assumptions, the logic
models for the sequences affected by the modelling assumption of
concern were modified as appropriate. The cutsets were then
regenerated for the affected sequences and a recovery analysis was
performed. The core damage frequency estimates for the affected
sequences were then combined with the core damage frequency
estimates for the unaffected sequences to generate a new overall
estimate for the total core damage frequency, and the new estimate
was then compared to the baseline core damage frequency.

O
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( Q 19.2.8 EXTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

External events are typically defined as those events that result
in a plant perturbation / transient, but are not initiated by the
plant systems. The definition of external events has evolved over
time. Many external events, such as earthquakes and severe storms
are truly external to the plant. Other events typically included
in the external event class, such as a fire in electrical cabling
or flooding from a ruptured pipe, actually occur inside the plant.
Some of these external events not only initiate a plant transient,
they also introduce complications which may negate mitigation
features and/or cause additional common cause failures.
Past PRAs which have addressed external eventss a.2 a2' identified
potential plant vulnerabilities to these events which were found to
make significant contributions to overall public risk. Therefore,
external events were addressed as part of the System 80+ PRA. The
external events evaluation was performed in two stages. The first
stage was a qualitative evaluation of the external events to
determine which events would require detailed quantitative
evaluation. The second stage was the quantitative evaluation for
those events identified in the first stage.

The external events qualitative evaluation involved the following
four steps:

(O m a.2ea2 >V) 1. External events were identified by reviewing past PRAs
| and PRA guidance documents such as the PRA Procedures guide *
| and the PRA: Fundamentals document"3' prepared by BNL.

2. Events with similar plant effects and consequences were
grouped together.

3. Criteria were established to determine which external events
were insignificant risk contributors and thus could be
excluded from detailed quantitative evaluation. The screening
criteria were based on design requirements set forth in the
EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements document * , generally accepted
regulatory practices as documented in the NRC Standard Review
Plan (SRP) * considerations, siting considerations and
frequency of occurrence.

4. Each external event identified in step 2 above was then
| evaluated against the screening criteria established in step
i 3 to determine whether detailed quantitative analysis was

needed. This evaluation also considered the insights gained
l from a review of PRAs for present generation power

plantsc a,u. c a2' . Based on the qualitative screening, only two
external events, tornado strikes and earthquakes, were

|

C
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selected for detailed quantitative analysis. Internal firo.s
and floods were also selected for additional more detailed
qualitative analysis as a precurnor to quantitative analysis
in later phase of the plant life cycle. The primary impact of
a tornado strike is an extended, non-recoverable loss of
offsite power. Therefore, the tornado strike analysis used
the standard event tree / fault tree analysis methodology
described in Sections 19.2.2, 19.2.3, and 19.2.5. Evaluation
of the impact of earthquakes on public risk requires special
methodology. The seismic evaluation methodology and results
are described in detail in Section 19.7. The more detailed
qualitative analysis of the internal fire risk was based on
the FIVE methodology"" developed by EPRI. The analysis
performed at this point is equivalent to the screening
analysis portion of the FIVE"" analyses. A sim lar screening
analysis approach was also used for the qualitative flood
hazards assessment.

19.2.9 SHUTDOWN RISK ASSESSMENT

Until recently, emphasis has been on the safety of power plants
during power operation. This is because the plant is in this
configuration most of the time and the core power, decay heat rate
and fission product inventory are highest at this time. Recently,
people have been investigating the risk of plants during shutdown
and refueling. While the plant has lower decay heat rates and
fission product inventories during these modes of operation, the

|

plant configuration is not as well defined as during power |
operation because of the maintenance and testing that is performed
while the plant is shut down. The awareness of risks of plant {
operation during refueling and maintenance outages has developed !

slowly. Most of the emphasis in the SARs is on power operation and
operational events, and most operator training and emergency
response procedures focus on events occurring during power
operation.

In response to the concerns about the risks during shutdown
conditions, a probabilistic shutdown risk assessment was performed.
This was part of c1 overall shutdown risk analysis"" which included
probabilistic and deterministic elements.

The first step in the analysis was the identification of the
initiating events of potential interest. This was done by first
defining the plant conditions (in terms of physical parameters such
as temperature, pressure and inventory for the RCS) that will exist
for different plant evolutions. For each of these operating
conditions, general categories of initiating events were then
defined. These initiating events were small LOCAs, Loss of Decay
Heat Removal (DHR), Loss of AC, and Boron Dilution. The
frequencies of these initiating events were determined from
operating history.

For each plant condition and initiating event, the plant and
operator response was estimated based on advanced instrumentation,
procedures, technical specifications and safety systems employed in
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( the System 80+ Standard Design. The plant states and operator

responses were modeled and quantified using simplified event trees.
The unavailability of each system was estimated using simplified
assessments and adaptations of the models developed for power
operation. The human reliability analyses were performed using the
methods outlined in Section 19.2.6.

Section 19.8 contains a more complete description of the shutdown
risk assessment methodology and presents the models developed for
this analysis and the results of the analysis.

19.2.10 CONTAINMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The objective of the containment response analysis is to ascertain
the likelihood, magnitude, and timing of radiological releases to
the environment following a severe accident. The analysis includes
evaluation of the physical processes and phenomena involved in the
release of radiological material from the fuel during a severe
accident, assessment or the transport and deposition of this
material inside containment, determination of the potential
containment failure modes, and identification of the phenomena
contributing to the various f ailure modes. The methodology used in
this analysis is consistent with the PRA Procedures Guide *,
NUREG/CR-1335";, and NUREG-1150*.

The containment response analysis for the System 80+ StandardO)f Design consisted of five main tasks:'

V;

!
A. Assessment of the severe accident phenomena.

B. Definition and quantification of the Plant Damage States
(PDSs).

C. Development of the Containment Event Tree (CET).

D. Quantification of the CET.

E. Definition of the Release Classes.

The first step in the containment response analysis was to review
the industry literature on severe accidents to identify the severe
accident issues and phenomena of concern to System 80+. A

l qualitative assessment was made of the impact of the various
phenomena on the System 80+ Standard design. This information was
used for estimating split fractions in step 4 of the containment
response analysis.

The core-damage accident sequences and their associated cutsets,
the primary output f rom the Level 1 accident sequence analyses, are

; input to the containment response analyses. To reduce the number
;

of sequences that must be analyzed, the accident sequences are
grouped based on similarity of accident processes which af fect the

Q
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release of radiological materials from the fuel and primary system
and the transport and deposition of the material within
containment. These groups are called the Plant Damage States
(PDSs). The first step in defining the PDSs is to identify a set
of parameters which are sufficient to represent the processes of
interest and which are related to plant system conditions. Next,

a range of possible values is determined for each PDS parameter.
All combinations of PDS parameter values were formed and each
combination was evaluated to see if it represented a physically
achievable plant status. If it did, it was retained. The result of
this process was the initial set of PDSs. A Containment Safeguards
Event Tree was developed to represent the containment safeguards
states. The containment safeguards states were quantified using
fault tree models of the containment safeguards systems. Next,

each core damage sequence with a mean probability greater than or
equal to 1.0E-11 was linked to the set of containment safeguards
states to generate a set of Plant Accident Sequences (PASS) with
their associated cutsets. The PASS were then mapped into the PDSs
and the probability for each PDS was calculated as the sum of the
associated PAS probabilities.

The third step in the containment response analysis was the
development of the Containment Event Tree (CET). The top elements
on the CET included the various containment failure modes which
were defined such that they were mutually exclusive and a set of
major phenomena which affected the characteristics of the source
term. Certain of the elements on the CET needed additional detail
to facilitate evaluation of the probability of the associated
phenomena occurring. For these elements, supporting logic models
were developed to represent potential combinations of conditions
and phenomena of interest. The Containment Event Sequences defined
by the paths through the CET enumerated the potential release
classes based on the containment failure mode and the phenomenon
affecting the source term characteristics.

The fourth step in the containment response analysis was the
quantification of the CET. The CET was quantified by propagating
each PDS through the CET. At each branch point on the CET, a
branch probability was determined f or the PDS, either directly from
the data associated with the PDS or via quantification of the
appropriate CET supporting logic model based the plant conditions
described by the PDS.

The result of propagating a PDS through the CET was a column vector
whose elements represented the conditional probability of a given
release class given the specific PDS. The conditional
probabilities were then multiplied by the previously determined PDS
probability to calculate the probability of the release class
occurring, given the specific PDS. The total probability of the
release class was calculated by summing the probability of the
release class occurring for each of the PDSs.

O
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The fifth step in the containment response analysis was defining
each of the release classes in terms of its isotopic content and
magnitude and the time, duration, location, and energy of the
release. To do this, the row vector of PDS contributions for each
release class whose frequency of occurrence was greater than or
equal to 1.0E-10/ reactor-year was reviewed to identify the dominant
PDS for each release class. The plant conditions as described by
the PDS selected for a given release class was used to set up a
MAAP* * case to determine the containment response and to
calculate the source term information to be used for that release
class in the consequence analysis.

19.2.11 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSI8
__

The large-offsite-release goal adopted by Combustion Engineering
for the System 80+ Standard Design is:

"In the event of a severe accident, the dose beyond a
one-half mile radius from the reactor shall not exceed 25
rem. The mean f requency of occurrence for higher of fsite
doses shall be less than once per million reactor-years,
considering both internal and external events." * .

This goal is consistent with the ALWR large-offsite-release goal
established by EPRI in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document *.

The release classes determined via the containment response
analyses are the primary inputs to the consequence analyses
(calculation of the offsite releases). Each release class is
defined in terms of its isotopic content; its magnitude and energy;
the time, duration and location of the release; and the occurrence
frequency for the release. For each release class with a mean
occurrence frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-10 per reactor-
year, the MACCS computer code"" " was used to calculate the
Cotaplementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) for whole
body dose at a radius of 0.5 miles from the reactor. This CCDF
curve represents the frequency with which a given whole body dose
would be exceeded at a radius of 0.5 miles from the reactor. The
CCDF is generated by a series of dose calculations performed by
MACCS for the specific release class. In each calculation, a

of meteorological |meteorological scenario is selected from a set
a distance of 0.5scenarios, and the downwind whole body dose at

miles is calculated for a period of 24 hours following the rclease.
The frequency of obtaining the dose thus determined is calculated
by multiplying the conditional probability of the meteorological
scenario by the occurrence frequency of the release class being
evaluated. The [ dose, frequency) couplet is saved, and after a
large number of equivalent sampled dose calculations are performed
for the release class of concern, the resulting set of [ dose,
frequency] couplets are used to generate the CCDP for the specific
release class.
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In performing its dose calculations, MACCS uses 4 data files; the
dose conversion file, the site reference file, the meteorological
reference file, and the input data file. The standard dose
conversion file as described in the MACCS users manual was used in
this analysis. The site reference file basically contains land use
profiles and population distribution data for the plant site. This
file was not used in the dose calculations because only dose at a
fixed distance was calculated. The meteorological reference file
contains hourly weather condition data for the plant site.
Meteorological data for a conservative ALWR site was provided in
the EPRI PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules document, Appendix A
to Volume 2, Chapter 1 of the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements
Document'. The input data file contains a number of input
parameters used to define the analysis conditions. The source term
data for the release classes, as generated by MAAP, were input to
the analysis via this file. The ORIGEN code * was used to
calculate the core inventory of radioisotopes contained in this
file. The calculation was based on a core with a discharge burnup
of 32,600 MWD /MTU. (The same core inventory data was used in the
MAAP base deck.) The standard values in the MACCS users manual
were used for most other input parameters in this file.

After the CCDFs were generated for all release classes with an
occurrence frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-09 events per
reactor year, the CCDFs were numerically summed to generate a total
CCDF. This CCDF presents the total frequency of exceeding a given
whole body dose at a radiua of 0.5 miles from the reactor for all
accident sequences.

19.2.12 ANALYSIS GROUNDRULES

Appendix A to chapter 1 of the EPRI Advanced Light Water Beactor
Utility Requirements Document * contains a set of key assumptions
and groundrules for performing a Probabilistic Risk Assessment for
an advanced light water reactor. The groundrules used for the
System 80+ PRA are:

A. Only eventt with potential for core damage were addressed.

B. Where needed, realistic, best-estimate assumptions were used
when evaluating plant responses to an initiating event.

C. Core damage was assumed to have occurred if the collapsed
level in the reactor had decreased such that the active fuel
in the core was uncovered and a temperature of 2200*F or
higher was reached in any node of the core as defined in a
best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculation

D. The analysis mission time for all sequences was 24 hours, and
the success criteria were:

1. the plant was in cold shutdown with the residual heat
removal system in operation, or
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l(V 2. the plant was in stable hot shutdown with decay heat

removal via the secondary side, or

3. the plant was stable with hot and cold leg recirculation
and recirculation cooling established (LOCAs), or

4. the plant was stable with feed and bleed cooling in
progress and IRWST cooling established.

E. Generic failure rates and initiating event frequencies were
used for quantification.

F. Preliminary analyses indicated that sequences involving
failure of secondary side heat removal due to failure to
remove steam did not contribute significantly to core damage
frequency so steam removal was not explicitly modeled.

G. Of f-site consequences were calculated using meteorological and
demographic data for a reference site.

H. Recovery actions were credited only for prevention of core
damage. Recovery actions to arrest the progression of a
severe accident after the onset of core damage are feasible.
These include actions such as recovery of 4.16 KV power af ter
the onset of core damage but before vessel failure. This type

O of recovery action was not credited in this analysis. The
only type of severe accident recovery action credited in this
analysis was the initiation of a severe accident mitigation
system such as the Cavity Flood System.

19.2.13 DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CODES

19.2.13.1 CAFTA

The Computer-Aided Fault Tree Analysis (CAFTA) package Version
2 . 2 '* " is an integrated PRA sof tware package that provides the user
with the ability to create and evaluate fault trees and event trees
using a personal computer. Graphical fault tree constructions and
editing is performed by the CAFTA code. The fault tree cutset
generation and quantification is performed by the CQUANT code
contained in the CAFTA package. The fault tree uncertainty
analysis and f ault tree importance analysis is performed by UNCERT,
which is also part of the CAFTA package. The CAPTA package alsoi

! provides tools for event tree analysis (via ETA-II) including
| accident sequence definition, accident sequence cutset generation

via f ault tree linking, quantification of accident sequence cutsets
and uncertainty analysis for the accident sequences.

19.2.13.2 CESAM

CESAM " , C-E's version of the SAMPLE code used in the Reactor |
Safety Study"*', is designed to perform uncertainty analysis on any/m\-
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generalized function equation. The required input consists of a
FORTRAN function subroutine to describe the function of interest,
specification of the type of distributions to be used in modeling
the variables of the function and the parameters used to define the
distributions for each variable. Monte Carlo simulation is
performed by sampling the variable distributions and evaluating the
function numerous times. These trials define the distribution of
the function. CESAM provides various descriptions of this
distribution.

In this analysis, CESAM was used to calculate initiating event
f requencies, special event f requencies and modular / lumped component
failure rates.

CESAM is written in FORTRAN IV and runs on an IBM PC or equivalent.

19.2.13.3 CENTS

Combustion Engineering's Nuclear Transient Simulator (CENTS) code"
is an interactive computer code for simulation of the Nuclear Steam
Supply System and related systems. It calculates the transient
behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal conditions including
accidents. It is an adaptation of design codes to provide. PWR
simulation capabilities. It is based on detailed first principles
models for single and two-phase fluids. The use of nonequilibrium,
nonhomogeneous models allows representation of a full range of
fluid conditions, including f orced circulation, natural circulation
and coolant voiding. The code provides a comprehensive set of
interactions between the analyst, the reactor control systems and
the reactor. This allows simulation of multiple failures and the
effects of operator actions, including mistakes.

CENTS models most of the nuclear steam supply system and related
systems. Core power is computed using point kinetics. Boiling
curves for convection and pool boiling are used in the multi-node
core heat transfer mcdel. Primary and secondary thermal-hydraulic
behavior is calculated with detailed multi-node and flowpath
models. The main control systems for reactivity, level, pressure,
and steam flow are simulated. Related balance of plant systems for
single-phase fluid are represented.

The CENTS simulation models uso detailed design and performance
data to simulate plant responses to transients. Plant-specific
design and performance data is provided via a plant parameter
database for each specific plant modeled. The data for these
parameter databases are extracted from the plant specific input
data decks for C-E's design and safety analysis codes.

For this analysis, CENTS was used to estimate the response of
system 80+ to ATWS transients.

O
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19.3.2 SELECTION OF INITIATING EVENTS

The master logic diagram (Figure 19.3.1-1) was used to identify a
set of conceptual core damage general initiators. The next step in
selecting the_ initiating events for event tree analysis was to
identify specific detailed initiating events for each of these
general initiator classes.

First, sets of detailed initiating events were extracted from
several reference documents. Table 19. 3. 2-1 presents the f orty-one
(41) PWR initiating events formulated in EPRI NP-2230 " and |
contained in the PSA Procedures Guide" . Table 19.3.2-2 presents
the initial list of initiating events presented in the Zion PRA * ,
Table 19.3.2-3 presents the initial list of initiating events from
the Oconee PRA ', and Table 19.3.2-4 presents the list of
initiating events from the Calvert Cliffs IREP Study"". Table
19.3.2-5 contains the initial set of initiating events and their
nominal occurrence frequenc
ALWR requirements document'y recommended for ALWR PRAs in the EPRI

. Finally, Table 19.3.2-6 presents a
list of initiating events analyzed in Chapters 6 and 15 of
CESSAR-DC. The lists of initiating events presented in Tables
19.3.2-1 through 19.3.2-6 were compared and combined into a single
comprehensive list, grouped by the eight general initiator
categories on the master logic diagram (Figure 19.3.1-1). This
list, as presented in Table 19. 3.2-7, represents the initial set of
initiating events for this analysis.

The initial list of initiating events in Table 19.3.2-7 then went
through an iterative process of review and evaluation to reduce
this list to the final set of initiating events for event tree
analysis. First, the events were reviewed to identify events which
could be excluded because they were outside of the scope of
analysis or were precluded because of system design features and to
determine if any events needed to be added because of unique design
features. Events were considered to be outside the scope of
analysis if they would be handled by normally operating systems
without the need for a reactor trip or the actuation of one or more
safety systems. The base scope of analysis was also restricted to
events occurring at or near 100% power. External events were also
excluded in this review because the external events analysis was
performed separately. (See Section 19.2.8 and Section 19.7 of this
report.)

Based on this review, " Fire Within Plant" (Item 14.1) was
eliminated because it is normally grouped with external events.
"Startup of Inactive RCP" (Item 13.4) was eliminated because C-E |
plants operate with all four RCPs running except at very low power
levels. Likewise, " Cold water Addition" (Item 15.5) was eliminated
because there is no credible way to get significant amounts of cold
water into the RCS at operating temperatures and pressures. " Slow
Negative Reactivity Insertion", (Item 10.2), and " Decrease in RCS
Inventory (Non-LOCA)", (Item 10.7), were climinated because these
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T events would be adequately handled by normally operating systems'

he+ without the need for reactor trip or safety system actuation.

The next step in the condensation process was to evaluate the
remaining events with respect to the physical process perturbations
involved and the anticipated response of the front line systems.
The objective wes to group the events according to similarities in
the process perturbations and the responses of the front line
systems. First, a preliminary event tree was developed for each
remaining main initiating event, (events labeled x.0) , in Table
19.3.2-7 based on the accident and transient analysos in CESSAR-DC
and preliminary success / failure criteria were defined for each
event tree element.

The event trees for the various initiating events were then
compared and where the event trees were the same and all elements
had the same success criteria, the initiating events were combined
into one group with a single event tree. Whenever initiating
events were combined, resulting event tree was reviewed against -

- the subevents for each of the initiators included in the group to
,

ensure that the responses needed to mitigate each subevent were in
f act covered by the new event tree. If not, a new initiating event
(or events) containing the appropriate subevent (or subevents) was
formed and an event tree was developed.

Next, the initiating events were evaluated to determine if they had
any unique impact on the safety systems needed for mitigation.
Thlu review was of particular importance for events initiated by
failures in the support systems because they are required for
successful operation of the safety systems. The process
perturbations for this type of event are equivalent to those of
other transient initiators and the success criteria for the safety
systems are the same. However, the ability of the safety systems
to respond is compromised. Thus, separate system fault trees and
event trees were needed for transients caused by faults in the
normally operating support systems which also provide support to
the safety systems. Transients caused by faults in normally
operating support systems which did not also provide support to
safety systems were addressed by the event trees for other
initiating evetats.

Ac stated in Section 19.2.0, the System 80+ design evolved from the
System 80 design over a period of time. There were three major
design evolution ste --

A. Incorporation of front line system design enhancements,

B. Incorporation of equipment cooling system design enhancements,
and

C. Incorporation of electrical distribution system design changes
and enhancements.

O
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At each major design evolution, the set of initiating events and
their associated event trees were re-evaluated to ensure that they
completely and accurately reficcted the current state of the
design. First, the list of initiating events was reviewed to
determine if any events could be eliminated or combined with other
events, or if any now events had to be cr6ated. !Jext, the design
changes were reviewed to determine their impact on plant response
and transient progression to see if the event trees needed to be j
modified. Then, as the system models were updated to reflect the
design changes, the impact of the support sy. stems was assessed to
determine if any new special event tree models were needed or if |
existing ones needed to be modified or deleted. These re-
evaluations also included quantification of the event sequences.
Event tree elements whicl, only appeared in sequences with very low

_#_probabilities were tagced for possible truncation. During
preparation of the final set of event trees, the tagged elements
were reviewed to see it they reflected any unique aspect of the
plant or its response to transients. If not, and if the element
only appeared in low probability sequencen (<1.0E-15) , the element
was dropped from the event trees.

The final set of initiating event groups and their constituent
initiating events are presented in Table 19.3.2-8. The following |
paragraphs briefly discuss the rationale for the individual
grouping.

The primary system LOCA class break sizes were established based on
design requirements, the needed injection system capacity, the need
for secondary side heat removal, and the need for hot leg injection
to prevent boron precipitation. The lower end of the Large LOCA
class was defined by the design requirement that a guillotine break
of a direct vessel injection (DVI) line could be mitigated even
with a simultaneous loss of offsite power and the failure of one
diesel generator. This in essence establishes the requirement that
LOCAs with an area less than or equal to that of the DV1 lino
(0,50 f t") can be mitigated with only one injection pump. This
defines the lower end of the large LOCA class. (110te : the DVI line
is a 12 inch pipe, but the nozzle 1.D. In limited so the effective

2

break size for a DVI line is limited to 0.50 f t . ) Vessel failure
was removed f rom the large LOCA class and established as a separate
initiator defined to be "any loss of coolant accident in excess of
the ECCS capacity". Small LOCAs are defined to be LOCAs for which
the break is not large enough to remove the decay heat and
secondary side heat removal is therefore needed. Best Estimate
analysis has shown that for break sizes down to about 0.03 f t" ,
secondary side heat removal is not needed. Therefore, for this
analysis, small LOCAs are defined to be LOCAs with a break sizes of
0.03 ft and less, Medium LOCAs are defined to be LOCAs with break2

sizes between 0.50 f t; and 0.03 f t' . To facilitate the level 2
analyses, medium LOCAs were divided into two classes based on
whether in-vessel pressure at the time of core melt was greater
than or less than about 250 psia. The dividing point corresponded
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3to a break size of about 0.2 ft. so Medium LOCA 1 is defined to be
a LOCA with a break size between 0.50 ft and 0.2 f t;, and Medium2

LOCA 2 is defined to be a LOCA with a break size between 0.2 f t'
#and 0.03 ft . CEA ejections were included in the small LOCA class.

C-E plants typically operate with all rods out (ARO) or with a few
CEA's slightly inserted when at power, thus, power perturbations,
if any, would be minimal, and the major impact would be the breach
of the primary pressure boundary. Failure of one primary safety
valve (PSV) to rescat following a PSV opening as a consequence of
a transient or the spurious opening of one PSV were included in the

| Medium LOCA 2 class because of the energy relief capability of the
valves given their location. (Note: based on size, one PSV would
fall in the small LOCA class.)

Loss of of f aite power / station blackout was removed from the turbine
trip category and established as a separate initiator category
because of the impact of these events on the front line systems.
" Station Blackout" is addressed within the " Loss of Ofisite Power"
Event tree via the treatmer<t of in plant power supply systems in
the system fault tree models. " Total loss of RCS flow" is also
considered to be covered by this category because loss of offsite
power is the most likely means of losing all RCS flow and the
response to a loss of offsite power is bounding with respect to
systems avaitable for mitigation. Loss of RCS flow in one loop was
included in the transient category.

Large steam 1ine breaks, inside or outside of containment, and
large feedwater line breaks downstream of the main feedwater
isolation valves (MFIVs), result in a rapid blowdown of the
secondary system with the attendant rapid cooldown of the primary
system. The response of the front line systems is equivalent for
all of the breaks. Therefore, a single event initiator category,
large secondary side breaks, was established. This category
includes large steam line breaks inside or outside of containment,
main feedwnter line breaks downstream of the MFIVs, and spurious
openings of multiple turbine bypass valves, atmospheric dump valves
or main steam safety valves. Smcl1 steam losecs which do not
result in a significant blowdown of the secondary system were
included in the trancient category.

An evaluation of the process perturbations and the front line
system responses for transient initiators with the exception of
loss of offsite power and large steam and feedwater line breaks
indicated that the process perturbations and the needed safety
system responses were similar for all of the transient events.
These events produce process perturbations which result in a
reactor and turbine trip. Main feedwater flow cuts back to 5% and
startup feedwater is initiated if available, If main feedwater
flow and startup feedwater flow is lost on the ramp back or the

| transient was a loss of main feedwater, the emergency feedwater
,

system actuates. Steam removal following the trip is via the
turbine bypass valves, the atmospheric dump valves or the main

9
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steam safety valves. Long-term decay heat removal is accomplished
using the SCS system or, if the SCS system is unavailable, by
maintaining secondary side heat removal. The primary differences
between the various initiators is their impact on the availability
and capability of the responding safety systems. For example, it
is very unlikely that startup feedwater will be available to
respond to a transient resulting from a loss of main feedwater
because the two systems share components and water supply sources.
Therefore, emergency feedwater will have to be provided. On the
other hand, startup feedwater is available to respond to other
transients, and if successful will preclude actuation of the
emergency feodwater system.

Therefore, based on their impact on the responding safety systems,
transients were divided into two general transient classes, " Loss
of Feedwater Transients", and "Other Transients", and four special
initiator classes, " Loss of Component Cooling Water Transients",
" Loss of a 4.16 KV Dus Transients", " Loss of a 125VDC Vital Bus
Transients" and " Loss of One Division of HVAC". The " Loss of
Feedwater Transients" class includes all events initiated by a
total lors of main feedwater flow. Startup feedwater is presumed
to be unavailable for these events, but the other safety systems
are not directly affected by the initiator. The "Other Transients" |
class basically includes all transients except those initiated by
a total loss of main feedwater or by the failure of a suppcrt

O system which also af fects the availability of the safety syste:ns.
Startup feedwater is assumed to be available to respond to thase
events and the availability of the other safety systems is net
directly affected by the initiator. The four special initiator
event classes involve failure of support systems which induce a
plant transient and also affect the ability of the responding
safety systems. For example, failure of one division of component
cooling water will result in an equipment protection reactor trip
due to loss of cooling to the RCP seals. This fault also results
the loss of one half of all safety equipment due to the loss of
cooling for one motor-driven emergency feedwater pump, two |injection pumps, one SCS pump, one containment spray pump and one
diesel generator. The impact of the other three special initiators
is similar. These events are discussed in more detail in Section
19.4. j

Strictly speaking, " Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)" is
not an initiating event, but rather is a faulted response to an
event requiring CEA insertion for reactivity control. However,
because of the significant impact that an ATWS has on plant
responses, it is included as a separate initiating event class.
The initiating event is defined to be the occurrence of a transient
requiring reactor trip for reactivity control coupled with failure
of a trip to occur due either to mechanical failure of the CEAs to
insert or the failure of both the Reactor Protection System (RPS)
and the Alternate Protection System (APS) to generate a trip
signal. Because ATWS is included as a separate event, failure to

%J
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trip was not addressed in the event trees for the other Transient
initiating event classes.

-

O
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k- LA_BIE 19.3.2-8

(Sheet 1 of 3) |

FINAL LIST OF INITIATING EVENTS

Event 1

Number Eventiglements !

1 LARGE LOCA 1

2PIPE BREAKS >0.50 ft |

2 MEDIUM LOCA 1
z 2PIPE BREAKS $0.50ft , >0.20 f t

MULTIPLE SAFETY VALVE OPENINGS

3 MEDIUM LOCA 2
2 ?PIPE BREAKS 50.20 f t , >0.03 ft

SINGLE SAFETY VALVE OPEN

CONSEQUENTIAL SAFETY VALVE FAILURE

n SPURIOUS OPENING OF ONE SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATION LINF.

4 SMALL LOCA
2PIPE BREAKS <0.03 ft

RCP HOUSING SEAL LEAK

S STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE LEAKAGE >l44 GPM

6 LARGE SECONDARY SIDE BREAKS

STEAM LINE BREAK INSIDE CONTAINMENT

STEAM LINE BREAK OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

FEE 0 WATER LINE BREAK DOWNSTREAM 0F MFIVS

SPURIOUS OPENING OF MULTIPLE MSSVS

SPURIOUS OPENING OF MULTIPLE TBVS

SPURIOUS OPENING OF MULTIPLE ADVS

STEAM GENERATOR SHELL BREACH

O
i V
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TABLE 19.3.2-8 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 3)

fjNAL LIST OF IE E{ATING EVENTS l

l

Event
flumb_el [ym)1111ements

7 LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER TRANSIENTS
l

TOTAL LOSS OF FEEDWATER FLOW (ALL LOOPS)

LOSS OF CONDENSATE PUMPS (ALL LOOPS)
LOSS OF CONDENSER VACUUM

LOSS OF CIRCULATING WATER

FEEDWATER LINE BREAK OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

8 OTHER TRANSIENTS

LOSS OR REDUCTION IN FEEDWATER FLOW (1 LOOP)

REDUCED FEEDWATER FLOW (ALL LOOPS)

LOSS OF CONDENSATE PUMP (1 LOOP)
FEEDWATER INSTABILITY - OPERATOR ERROR

FEEDWATER INSTABillTY - MECHANICAL CAUSES

If1 CREASE IN FEEDWATER FLOW (1 LOOP)

INCREASE IN FEEDWATER FLOW (ALL LOOPS)
TURBINE TRIP, lHROTTLE VALVE CLOSURE, EHC PROBLEMS

1URBINE TRIP, EQUIPMENT PROTECTION

GENERATOR TRIPS OR GENERATOR CAUSED FAULTS

FULL OR PARTIAL CLOSURE OF MSIV (1 LOOP)
CLOSURE OF ALL MSIV

CONDENSER LEAKAGE

MISCELLANEOUS SECONDARY SIDE LEAKAGE

SPURIOUS OPENING OF 1 MSSV

SPURIOUS OPENING OF 1 TBV

SPURIOUS OPENING OF 1 ADV

CEA/ GROUP DROP

O
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event. The IRWST is a largo dish-like steel tank utilizing the
lower section of the spherical containment as its outer boundary
and has a cylindrical inner boundary. The IRWST contains
sufficient borated water to meet all post-accident safety injection
(SI) and containment spray (CS) pump operation requirements. The
IRWST has four suction lines that supply flow to four SI pumps.
Two of the lines also supply to the CS pumps and Shutdown Cooling
(SCS) pumps.

19.4.1.1.4 Containment Spray Cooling

I'ollowing a large LOCA, the decay heat in the core heats up the
IRWST inventory being delivered to the core by the injection pumps.
This heated inventory flows out of the RCS and into the containment
via the break, thus transferring the core energy to containment.
tiormally, the decay heat energy is removed from containment by the
containment spray system. The spray condenses the steam in
containment. The hot condensate flows to the Holdup volume tank
and then, when the Holdup volume tank fills, to the IRWST. Thus,
the core decay heat energy has been transferred to the IRWST. The
Containment spray pump takes suction from the IRWST and discharges
to containment through the containment spray heat exchanger. The
containment spray flow is cooled by the component cooling water
flow through the containment spray heat exchanger, thus

p transferring the core decay heat energy to the component cooling
water system. This energy is finally rejected to the Ultimate Heat
Sink via the Service Water System.

If containment heat removal via the Containment Spray System is
lost, the core decay heat is retained inside the containment, and
the containment pressure begins to increase. Eventually, the
containment pressure will increase to the point at which the
containment will f all due to overpressure. MAAP analyses show that
for a large LOCA with no containment heat removal from time 0, the
containment will f ail at about 41 hours. At this point, the steam
that was inside containment will be discharged to atmosphere via
the containment breach. Approximately 33% of the total water
inventory inside containment will be discharged to atmosphere at
this point. Core heat removal is still being successfully
accomplished via safety injection from the IRWST to the core.
However, as the core decay heat energy heats up the IRWST
inventory, this inventory, in the form of steam, will be lost

i directly to the atmospherc. If an alternate supply of borated
water to the IRWST is not established, core heat removal will
eventually be lost due to the loss of IRWST inventory. At that
point, core damage will occur.

| The CVCS can provide borated water to the IRWST from the Ho] dup
i tank (HUT) and the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) using the Holdup

pumps (HUPs) or the Boric Acid Makeup pumps (BAMPs) respectively.
The BAST has a maximum capacity of 180,000 gallons and the HUT has

| Q a maximum capacity of 435,000 gallons. The holdup pumps have a
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normal flow of 50 gpm cach. The BAMP have a normal flow of 165 gpm
each. The boiloff rate from the core due to decay heat at 48
hours is approximately 137 gpm.

| Figure 19.4.1-2 presents the top logic for long term containment I
heat removal using the containment spray system. |

19.4.1.2 Raior Dependencies
I

The following functional dependencies are important for Event Tree
1:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, safety injection and containment
spray cooling would f ail because there is no source of cooling
water.

B. If SIAS f ails, there is no actuation signal for SIS equipment.
Hence, safety injection would fail.

C. If CSAS f ails, there is no actuation signal for CSS equipment.
Hence, containment spray cooling would fail.

19.4.1.3 Op_crator Actions and Interfaces

19.4.1.3.1 Standard Operator Actions

Since the larne LOCA event will incur an automatic reactor trip on
either thermal margin or Low Pressurizer Pressure, the Standard
Post Trip Actions will be implemented by the operators. These
actions requira the operator to check the safety functions and
implement standard remedial actions that have been devised to
attempt to regain control of these safety functions. The safety
functions that would be challenged are RCS inventory control, RCS
pressure control, and core heat removal. Containment isolation,
containment temperature and pressure control would also be
challenged witn less severity.

The challenge to these safety functions would be indicated by
alarms on the critical function monitoring section of the
information system hierarchy and the annunciators on the plant
monitoring and control panel, and IPSO (Integrated Process Status
Overview). Since the operators would also be required to check the
specific unambiguous acceptance criteria they would be required to
confirm the system annunciators with the following indications:

RCS Inventory control Pressurizer level not within 261 to
60%

(Pressurizer level - Discrete
Indication and Alarm System, DIAS, in
the control room)

l Amendment W
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Since the conditions for re-start of the RCPs are not met, the
operators would be monitoring for natural circulation conditions in
the RCS, In order to verify that natural circulation was occurring
the operator would be monitoring:

A. Loop AT(T -Tyoia) less than full power AT. |no

B. Hot and Cold leg temperatures; RCS subcooling is at least 20'F |
based on average Core Exit Temperature.

C. No abnormal dif ferences between Tg,, RTDs and average Core Exit
Temperature.

The operators will necessarily be making use of two phase natural
circulation and flow through the break. In order for this to
maintain heat removal, the following must be verified by the
operator:

A. The SIS system is operating within specified limits. |

B. Steam generator steaming and feeding are being properly
controlled.

C. Average Core Exit Temperature is maintained less than
[ superheated. A superheated condition indicates core uncovery.
t
L

The next step that the operators would take would be to initiate
simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection. This is achieved
by manually opening the hot leg injection valves. This ensures
that there is no boric acid crystallization at the openings in and
out of the core and maintains a constant flow through the core.

At this ooint the core is now in long term cooling and the LOCA
optimal recovery procedure is exited.

19.4.1.3.2 Modeled Operator Actions

Based on the description above, the following actions were modeled
in the Large LOCA event trees and associated fault tree models:

A. Failure to verify that the SIAS was generated, and to manually
initiate the SIAS signal at the ESF panel if the signal was
not automatically generated.

B. Failure to verify that the CSAS was generated, and to manually
initiate the CSAS signal at the ESF panel if the signal was
not automatically generated.

O
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C. Failure to initiate simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel
injection. This is achieved at the ESF panel by manipulation
of the valves associated with the line ups and the pumps.

D. Failure to align the CVCS to the IRWST and refill the IRWST
following containment failure due to failure of long term
containment heat removal.

E. Pre-existing maintenance errors were included in the system
fault tree models as appropriate.

19.4.1.4 }iador Recovery Actions

The f ollowing major recovery actions were addressed in the recovery
analysis for the Large LOCA Event Sequences:

A. In early stages of the postulated Large LOCA, no recovery
actions are possible because of rapid event progression.
However, for the sequences wherein the power to the SIS pumps
has been lost due to loss of offsite power and subsequent
operating failure of the diesel generators, power to these
pumps may be restored by either aligning the standby alternate
power source or restoring the of f site power. This is possible
in the later stages of the postulated accident because
sufficient time is available to take the actions.
Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps was restored in the hot
leg injection phase and CSS pump in the later stages of the
accident. SCS pump can be used f or containment cooling if the
containment spray pump is unavailable. This requires starting
the SCS pump and aligning valves such that the SCS pump

| discharge flows to the containment spray heat exchanger.

B. For sequences in which there was sufficient time available,
manually opening valves for which the valve operators had
failed was credited.

O
l
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19.4.2 MEDIUM LOCA

The Medium LOCA event tree, Event Tree 2 (Figure 19.4.2-1), applies
to all Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ruptures inside containment
which have an ef f ective break area f rom approximately 0.50 f t' down
to approximately 0.03 f t; .

The Medium LOCA category encompasses a spectrum of break sizes
sufficient for decay heat removal via the break so that secondary
side heat removal is not required for mitigating the temperature
transient, and the RCS inventory control is provided by the safety
injection pumps such that tne safety injection tanks are not
required. The systems required for response to a Medium LOCA
include the Safety Injection System (SIS), the Containment Spray
System (CSS), and the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS). The safety injection pumps are required for initial
injection of borated water and hot leg injection during the long
term cooling phase. After the core is re-covered, long term
cooling is initiated. For this analysis, it was assumed that
shutdown cooling conditions cannot be established f or Medium LOCAs.
Therefore, large break LOCA procedures are used and simultaneous
hot leg and direct vessel injection is used to cool the core and |
control boric acid concentration in the system. Long term removal
of the decay heat from within containment is provided by the
Containment Spray System and Component Cooling Water System.
Reactor coolant discharged through the break will drain to the
holdup sump and then into the IRWST. The containment spray pumps
pump coolant from the IRWST through the containment spray heat |
exchangers where it is cooled by the Component Cooling Water System
and then back to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank.
Core inventory is replenished by the safety injection pumps.

To facilitate the definition and evaluation of the Plant Damage
States (PDS) for the containment response analysis (Level 2

analysis), the Medium LOCA event tree was split into two separate
event trees based on the estimated in-vessel pressure at the time
of onset of core damage. In-vessel pressure is a parameter used
for estimating the potential for Direct Containment Heating (DCH)
in the Level 2 analysis. The MLOCA1 category includes Medium LOCAs
for which the in-vessel pressure is estimated to be less than 250
psia at the time of onset of core damage. The MLOCA2 category
includes those Medium LOCAs for which the in-vessel pressure is
greater than or equal to 250 psia but less than about 1200 psia at
the onset of core damage.

The event trees for the dedium LOCAs are presented in Figures
19.4.2-1 and 19.4.2-2. The following paragraphs describe the
individual elements of this event tree.
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19.4.2.1 Event Tree _2 Elements

19.4.2.1.1 Medium LOCA Initiators

The Medium LOCA event tree is initiated by a random RCS break with
2an effective break area in the range of approximately 0.50 ft to

approximately 0.03 ft. The medium LOCA2 category also includes2

the inadvertent opening of one SDS train. Medium LOCAs which
create a direct path outsido containment are treated as a separate
type of event (Interfacing System LOCA).

19.4.2.1.2 Safety Injection System Injection

The primary function of Safety Injection System (SIS) is to inject
borated water into the RCS to provide core inventory control. The
SIS is actuated by a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) on
low pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure.

There are four SIS trains and success is defined as one safety
injection pump injecting water into the reactor vessel via its
train f rom the IRWST. A best estimate analysis was performed using
the MAAP " code to evaluate the need for SIT injection. This
analysis demonstrated, as shown on Figures 19.4.2-3 and 19.4.2-4,
that for an 0.5 ft LOCA with one HPSI pump injecting and no
secondary side heat removal, the reactor core remained covered and
cooled without SIT injection.

Following a period of direct vessel injection after a Medium LOCA,
simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection must be
established to provide a circulation flow through the core to
prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on the Post-LOCA long
term cooling analysis presented in Section 6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC, it
is estimated that hot leg injection should be initiated within 2-4
hours to prevent boric acid crystallization. There are two hot leg
injection paths.

Hot leg injection is established by manually opening the hot leg
injection valves from the control room. For this analysis, it is
conservatively assumed that hot leg injection is required for both
cold and hot leg breaks.

The success criterion for hot leg injection is that the hot leg
injection valves in 1 of the 2 hot leg injection paths be opened
and sufficient flow be delivered from the associated safety
injection pump to an intact RCS hot leg.

The safety injection failure is, therefore, defined to be 4 of the
4 SIS trains not being available during the initial phase of safety
injection or both hot leg injection paths being unavailable during
hot leg injection phane.

O
i
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In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) supplies

borated water to the SIS.

19.4.2.1.3 Containment Spray Cooling

rollowing a medium LOCA, the decay heat in the core heats up the
IRWST inventory being delivered to the core by the injection pumps.
This heated inventory flows out of the RCS and into the containment
via the break, thus transferring the core energy to containment.
Normally, the decay heat energy is removed from containment by the
containment spray system. The spray condenses the steam in
containment. The hot condensate flows to the Holdup volume tank
and then, when the Holdup volume tank fills, to the IRWST. Thus,

the core decay heat energy has been transferred to the 1RWST. The
Containment spray pump takes suction f rom the IRWST and discharges
to containment through the containment spray heat exchanger. The
containment spray flow is cooled by the component cooling water
flow through the containment spray heat exchanger, thus
transferring the core decay heat energy to the component cooling
water system. This energy is finally rejected to the Ultimate Heat
Sink via the Service Water System.

If containment heat removal via the Containment Spray System is
lost, the core decay heat is retained inside the containment, and
the containment pressure begins to increase. Eventually, the
containment prensure will increase to the point at which the
containment will f ail due to overpressure. MAAP analyses show that
for a large LOCA with no containment heat removal irom time 0, the

containment will f ail at about 41 hours. At this point, the steam
that was inside containment will be discharged to atmosphere via
the containment breach. Approximately 33% of the total water
inventory inside containment will be discharged to atmosphere at
this point. core heat removal is still being successfully
accomplished via safety injection from the IRWST to the core.
However, as the core decay heat energy heats up the IRWST
inventory, this inventory, in the form of steam, will be lost
directly to the atmosphere. If an alternate supply of borated
water to the IRWST is not established, core heat removal will
eventually be lost due to the loss of IRWST inventory. At that
point, core damage will occur.

The CVCS can provide borated water to the IRWST from the Holdup
tank (HUT) and the Doric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) using the Holdup
pumps (HUPs) or the Boric Acid Makeup pumps (BAMPs) respectively.
The BAST has a maximum capacity of 180,000 gallons and the HUT has
a maximum capacity of 435,000 gallons. The holdup pumps have a
normal flow of 50 gpm each. The BAMp have a normal flow of 16S gpm
each. The boilof f rete f rom the core due to decay heat at 48 hours
is approximately 137 gpm.

Figure 19.4.1-2 presents the top logic for long term containment
heat removal using the containment spray system.
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19.4.2.2 Major Dep_qndentie_s

The following functional dependencies are important for Event Tree
2:

A. If the IRUST ic unavailable, safety injection and containment
spray cooling would f ail because there is no source of cooling
water.

B. If SIAS f ails, there is no actuation signal for SIS equipment.
Hence, safety injection would fail.

C. If CSAS f ails, there is no actuation signal for CSS equipment.
Hence, containment spray cooling would fail.

19.4.2.3 Operator Interfaces and Ac_1,i_o_r}g

19.4.2.3.1 Standard Operator Actions

Since the Medium LOCA event will incur an automatic reactor trip on
either thermal margin or Low Pressurizer Pressure, the Standard
Post Trip Actions will be implemented by the operators. These
actions require the operator to check the safety functions and
implement standard remedial actions that have been devised to try
to regain control of these functions. The safety functions that
would be challenged are RCS inventory control, RCS pressure
control, and core heat removal. Containment isolation, containment
temperature and pressure control would also be challenged with less
severity.

The challenge to these safety functions would be indicated by
alarms on the critical function monitoring section of the
information system hierarchy and the annunciators on the plant
monitoring and control panel and IPSO. Since the operators would
also be required to check the specific unambiguous acceptance
criteria they would be requirerl to confirm the system annunciators
with the following indications:

RCS Inventory control Pressurizer level not within 26% to 60%
(Pressurizer level - DIAS in the control
room)

RCS Pressure Control Pressurizer pressure not between 1905 to
2375 psia and not trending to 2225 to
2300 psia
(Pressurizer pressure -DIAS in the control
room)

Containment Environment Containment Pressure less than 0 1.4
psig, no containment area radiation
monitors are alarming, no steam plant
radiation monitors are alarming.

:
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\d (Containment pressure - DIAS in the

control room)

Containment Temperature Verify containment temperature is less
and Pressure than 120* and pressure is less than j

0 .4 psig.
,

(Containment temperature - DIAS in the ;

control room)

These indications would be found either on discrete indicators for
that parameter, i.e. Pressurizer pressure or in the message
associated with the critical function alarm.

RCS inventory loss would be great but does not require passive
safety injection tank injection. Initiation of the safety
injection is enough to keep the core covered.

RCS pressure control is initially lost as the RCS depressurizes
because of the loss of inventory out of the break. The RCS would
depressurize to typically below 300 psia. The operator would never
regain RCS pressure control and the RCS would remain depressurized.
Significant voiding would occur in the vessel. The operator would
be directed to ensure that SIAS is initiated. Also, because of the
magnitude of the depressurization, the operator would be required

/ 9 to trip two of the RCPs in opposite loops.

Once the Standard Post Trip Actions have been accomplished the
operators would be directed to the diagnostic aid which would aid
the operator in determining whether an optimal recovery procedure
were appropriate or not. With the information gathered from the
Standard Post Trip Actions the operator would be led to the LOCA
recovery procedure.

There are six major recovery actions that the operators are
required to perform in the LOCA procedure, in order to bring the
plant to cold shutdown following the accident. The first major
action consists of maximizing the Safety Injection flow into the
RCS and attempting to isolate the source of the leak. This step
reduces the risk of core uncovery and f acilitates the recovery from
the LOCA. The second and third major actions do not apply to the
medium LOCA as these are done when the leak is isolable. Since a
medium LOCA is assumed to be un-isolable, only the fourth through
the sixth major actions are applicable. The fourth major action
involves a rapid plant cooldown using the Steam generators.
Although this is of little help in a medium LOCA situation, no
distinction of the size of the break is made in the operating j
procedure and thus this method is still employed. The fifth major i

Irecovery action is the commencement of post-LOCA Long Term Cooling
(LTC). Safety Injection flow is switched, by manually aligning

fm pumps 3 and 4, to simultaneous hot leg /DVI injection. The sixth
( major action is to determine whether simultaneous hot leg / direct |
b vessel injection in a recirculation modo should continue.

,

I

i
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The operator actions, as stipulated in the procedures, take placa
in the following fashion:

Since LOCAs have very nimilar characteristics to other events,
Excess of Steam Demand tvent (ESDE) and Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR), the operator would be directed to the Break
Identification Chart for confirmation of the diagnosis of the
event. With the medium LOCA, the decision process would probably
progress as following:

Pressurizer Level Changing and Pressurizer pressure

| rapidly decreasing?
~

YES

Subcooling increasing or one, or both, Steam Generators

| indicate pressure LOW?

NO (indicates a primary side break)

| Containment Pressure Increasing?

YES (indicates a LOCA inside Containmcnt).
With the successful diagnosis of a LOCA inside containment, the
operator would then move on to check whether the safety injection
system has actuated. This is done by checking that the pressurizer
pressure has decreased to or below the SIAS setpoint of 1825 psia.
If SIAS has f ailed, then the operator is directed to initiate SIAS

| manually. This is a safety check since this is one of the
contingency actions in the standard post trip actions.

The next action required by the procedure, to maximize safety
injectira flow, would be verified by the operator. Safety
injoation flow rate will follow pressurizer pressure according to
plant specific SIS delivery curves. In the case of the medium
break LOCA safety injection tanks have not released and the
pressurizer pressure would have decreased so much that safety
injection system output will already be at a maximum. If any
safety injection pumps have not actuated, the operator is

| instructed to manually start them.

The next two steps of the LOCA procedure ref er to the RCP operating
strategy. The operators would already have tripped two of the
RCPs, at this point. They would be required to verify that
pressurizer pressure had decreased to less than 1300 psia following

j an SI AS, before tripping the rest of the RCPs. Analyses have shown
that continued operation of the RCPs can decreases core cooling
capability, in the case of a break of this size, because of lost
inventory being flushed out the break.
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The next stage of the procedure requires the operator to isolate
potential sources of other leaks of inventory as a precaution. The
f ollowing st;ps are done in order to achieve this goal: check that
the safety depressurization valves are closed, check the head
vents, check that the isolation of the letdown system on SIAS
haprened correctly, and check that all RCS sampling lines were
is., lated on SIAS. In the case of the systems that should have
4solated automatically on SIAS, the only indication that these
systems may not have isolated properly will be inherent in the
switch position of the isolation valve.

The operators would now be concerned with verifying that the LOCA
is not outnjde of containment. A LOCA outside of containment would
not chal29hgu any of the containment safety functions and the
operator sould be directed to skip all of the procedural actions
associated with the containment cafety functions. The indications
that a LOCA has occurred outside of containment are auxiliary
building radiation alarms and unexplained increases in the
auxiliary building sumps levels. The assumption, for this
scenario, is that the medium LOCA is occurring inside containment.

The next set of actions, that the operat ors would be required to do
by the LOCA procedure, is associated with the containment safety
functions. First, the operator would check that CI AS had actuated

[^)s
on high containment pressure, typically 2.7 psig. If CIAS had not
actuated correctly, then the operators' task would be to manually(' ' position the containment isolation valves to their accident
positions. |

The next step would be to ensure that, since containment pressure
is above 10 psig, containment spray actuation has occurred, and at
least one spray is working.

The next issue that the operators are required to address, is
associated with the containment combustible gas control safety
function. The evaluation associated with this situation is solely
the responsibility of the Plant Technical Support Center. Various
options are available to the PTSC. Decisions and actions taken are
not to be evaluated in this analysis.

The procedure, at this point in the progression of the accident
recovery directs the operators to take one of two paths depending
on whether the break has been isolated or not. This analysis
portains to a medium un-isolable LOCA.

The actions that the operator would take for the next,
approximately 20 steps, are associated with regaining RCS inventory
control, while maintaining RCS heat removal. The goal of the
operator is to establish shutdown cooling, if possible, as the
means of core heat removal. In the case of a medium LOCA, Long-w

\ Term cooling is all that is achievable. The technique that the
procedure requires makes use of a rapid cooldown via the steam
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generators. An aggressive cooldown, while holding the cooldown
rate within Technical Specifications Limitations, improves RCS heat
removal by enhancing natural circulation and reflux boiling. The
RCS is assumed to have depressurized to an equilibrium pressure
with the containment. In this condition, the RCS fluid is at a
lower temperature than that of the steam generators. The steam
generators, therefore, act as a heat source, superheating any steam
in the RCS which may be flowing through the SG to the break. By
cooling down the steam generators, heat input to the RCS is
reduced. For this analysis, the condenser and the turbine bvpass
system is available.

In order to achieve this " aggressive cooldown", the operator must
maintain steam generator levels in the normal band (indications and
controllers found on the condensate and feed water panel). The
operators must also ensure that adequate condensate inventory is
available by monitoring the condensate storage tank, and
replenished from the available sources as necessary to continually

fprovide c secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of
condensate are non-seismic tanks, fire mains, lake water etc.
Plant specific sources should be available and this will be
credited in the analysis.

Since the RCS pressure is at equilibrium with containment pressure,
there would be no need to depressurize the system, which is the
next step indicated by the procedure. Since the RCPs are not
operating, it may be necessary to evaluate restarting the RCPs.
This is unlikely, however, due to the severity of the break.
Since the conditions for re-start of the RCPs are not met, the
operators would be monitoring for natural circulation conditions in
the RCS. In order to verif y that natural circulation was occurring
the operator would be monitoring:

-Teold) less than full power AT.| A. Loop AT (Thot

and T DIAS indicators)B. Hot and Cold leg temperatures (Thot. cold

C. RCS subcooling is at least 20' based on average Core Exit
Temperature.

D. No abnormal differences between T RTDs and average Core
hot

Exit Temperature.

O
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U The operators will necessarily be making use of two phase natural

circulation and flow through the break. In crder to for this to
maintain heat removal, the following must be verified by the
operator:

A. All available charging pumps are operating and the SIS system
is operating within spncified limits. j

B. Steam generator steaming and feeding are being properly 1

contrclled.

C. Average Core Exit Temperature is maintained less than
superheated, a superheated condition indicates core uncovery.

The next step that the operators would take would be to indtiste
simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection. This is ac';ieved
by manually opening the hot leg injection valves. This ensuren
that there is no boric acid crystallization at the openings in and
out of the core and maintains a constant flow through the core.

At this point the core is now in long term cooling and the LOCA
optimal recovery procedure is exited.

19.4.2.3.2 Modeled Operator Actions

Based on the description above, the following actions were modeled
in the Medium LOCA event trees and associated fault tree models:

A. Failure to verify that the SIAS was generated, and to
manually initiate the SIAS signal at the ESF panel if the
signal was not automatically generated.

B. Failure to verify that the CSAS was generated, and to manually
initiate the CSAS signal at the ESF panel if the signal was
not automatically generated.

C. Failure to initiate simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel
injection. This is achieved at the ESF panel by manipulation
of the valves associated with the line ups and the pumps.

D. Failure to align the CVCS to the IRWST and refill the IRWST
following containment failure due to failure of long term
containment heat removal.

E. Pre-existing maintenance errors were included in the sysicm
fault tree models as appropriate.

OV
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A. Pressurizer Sprays

B. Control of Charging and Letdown

Throughout the cooldown, the operator will be monitoring
pressurizer pressure to make sure that it is being maintained
within the Post Accident P-T limits or that the cooldown is less
than 100'F/hr. If at any point these are violated, the operator
must perform one of the following actions as appropriate:

A. Stop the Cooldown

B. Operate t hi. main or auxiliary spray as necessary 4 o

depressurire the pressu: tzer pressure to the P-T limits.

C. If everpressurizatioh still exists and is caused by charging
flow, then throttle or stop the pumps and manually control
letdown to restore and maintain pressure limits within the
Post Accident P-T limits.

The operators would be maintaining steam generator levels in the
normal band by using main or emergency feedwater. They would also |
be monitoring the available condensato and replenishing it from
other available sources.

The next ntep, the operator would perform, is boration of the plant
to maintain shutdown margin within Technical Specifications. The
operators would try to borate the whole RCS including the mass in
the pressurizer. If the letdown system were not available, the
operator would borate the RCS to the minimum shutdown margin
corresponding to T . Then during the controlled cooldown phase, asc

RCS shrinkage occurs, the operators would borate until the cold
shutdown margin were reached.

The next actions the operators would take would be to perform the
controlled cooldown within Technical Specifications. The preferred
method of cooling would be to use the turbine bypass system and the
condenser. This is done by maintaining steam generator levels and
making use of the natural circulation, driven by the density
dif ference between the steam generator and the r< actor vessel. The
operators would monitor single phase natural - rculation by the
following conditions:

A. Loop .1T(T -Twa) less than full power .1T.t

B. Hot and Cold leg temperatures ( T,c and T u DIAS indicators)c

C. RCS subcooling is at least 20 F based on average Core Exit
Temperature.

D. No abnormal di f ferences between Te RTDs and average Core Exit
Temperature.

1
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During this phase of the recovery the automatic operation of
certain safeguard systema is undesirable. Therefore the operators
would be directe:) to manually reset the CIAS, SIAS, CSAS and MSIS
setpoints to lcwer than the originals, to ensure that these
engineered safeguards remain available until the RCS is cooled and
depressurized.

Entry to shutdown cooling conditions would be evaluated by the
operators, at this point. This evaluation would continue
throughout the depressurization and cooldown until they are met;

A. Pressurir er level s'ontrol should be established (cleared or
clearing >CS pressu;re control alarns) and verified by a level

| greater than 30) rnd constant or increasing.

B. RCS subcooling should be at least 20'T

C. RCS pressure should be at or below the shutdown cooling entry
| pressure of 300 psia.

D. RCS hot leg temperature should be at or below the shutdown
| cooling system entry temperature of 300'F.

The activity level of the RCS inventory must be determined, in
order to evaluate the dangers associated with routing the fluid

| outside containment.
If these criteria are met, then the operator would align the Safety

| Injection system for Direct vessel injection and initiate shutdown
cooling.

The operator must continually monitor for voids in the RCS. This
is done by monitoring the following parameters:

| A. Letdown flow greater than Charging flow.

B. Pressurizer level increasing significantly more than expected

| while operating pressurizer spray.

C. ?/LMS indicating voiding in the Reactor Vessel.

D. Unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated
conditions in the reactor vcesel head.

Assuming voids do not occur, at this point the core is now in
shutdown cooling and the LOCA optinal recovery procedure is exited.

In the case of an un-isolab3e small LOCA the following actions
would be taken:

The actions that the operator would take for the next,

approximately, 20 nteps are associated with regaining RCS inventory
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control while maintaining RCS heat removal. The goal of the
operator is to establish shutdown cooling, if possible, as the
means of core heat removal, in the case of a small LOCA. The
technique that the procedure requires makes use of a rapid cooldown ]

via the steam generators. An aggressive cooldown, while holding
the cooldown rate within Technical Specifications Limitations,
improves RCS heat removal by enhancing natural circulation and
reflux boiling. The RCS is assumed to have depressurized to an
equilibrium pressure through use of the steam generators. The |
aggressive cooldown hastens depressurization and allows for higher
safety injection flow which aids in RCS inventory control. For

this analysis the condenser and the turbine bypass system are not
available, and the atmospheric dump valves are utilized instead.

_

In order to achieve this " aggressive cooldown", the operators must
maintain steam generator levels in the normal band. The operators
must also ensure that adequate condensate inventory is available by
monitoring the condensate storage tank, and that it is replenished |
from the available sources as necessary to continually provide a

secondary heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate
are non-seismic tanks, fire mains, lake water etc. Plant specific
sources should be available and this will be credited in the
analysis.

The next set of actions the operators would be required to perform
involve the controlled cooldown and depressurization of the RCS to
shutdown cooling entry conditions. The operators would achieve
this by using one of the following methods:

A. Pressurizer Sprays

B. Control of Charging and Letdown

C. Throttling Safety Injection

Thrcughout the cooldown, the operator will be monitoring
prensurizer pressure to make sure that it is being maintained
wit hin the IPost Accident P-T limits or that the cooldown is less
than 100 F/hr. If at any point these are violated, the operator
must perform one of the following actions as appropriate:

A. Stop the Cooldown a

B. Operate the main or auxiliary spray as necessary to
depressurize the pressurizer pressure to the P-T limits.

C. If overpressurization still exists and is caused by SI flow or
charging flow, then throttle or stop the SI pumps and manually
control letdown to restore and maintain pressure limits within
the Post Accident P-T limits.

Amendment W
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Assuming the conditions for re-start of the RCPs are not met, the
operators would be monitoring for natural circulation conditions in
the RCS. In order to verify that natural circulation was occurring
the operator would be monitoring:

| A. Loop .1T (Tn,. -Tou) less than full power AT.

B. Hot and Cold leg temperatures (Tnx and T DIAS indicators)wu

C. RCS subcooling is at least 20 F based on average Core Exit
Temperature.

D. No abnormal dif ferences between T RTDs and average Core Exitnx
Temperature.

Since RCS inventory and pressure are being controlled, the
operators will be able to make use of single phase natural
circulation. The operators will be using the same heat transport
path as used in forced circulation cooling, with the liquid density
between the steam generators and the reactor vessel providing the
driving flow.

At this point, within one hour af ter the start of the accident, the
operators would be realigning the charging pumps from the
concentrated boron source to the IRWST, in order to help limit

| bui.d up of excessive boric acid in the core.

The operators would now begin evaluating the possibility of
entering shutdown cooling conditions. The criteria that need to
met are:

A. Pressuriner level control should be established (cleared or
clearing RCS pressure control alarms) and verified by a level

| greater then 26% and constant or increasing.

B. RCS subcooling should be at least 20'F

C. RCS pressure should be at or below the shutdown cooling entry
| pressure of 400 poia.

D. RCS hot leg temperature should be at or below the shutdown
j cooling system entry temperature of E0vF.

The activity level of the RCS inventory must be determined, in
order to evaluate the dangers associated with routing the fluid

| outside containment.
If these criteria are met, then the operator would align the Safety
Injection System for direct vessel injection and initiate shutdown
cooling.

O
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parallel with the location and isolation of the affected steam
generator.

Steam generator levels are maintained within the normal band, by
the operators, by using main or emergency feedwater. This is done j

to ensure an adequate heat sink for removing heat from the RCS.

The damsged steam generator is located by performing the following
actions:

A. Sampling the steam generators for activity,

B. Monitoring the main steam piping for activity, and

C. Monitoring the steam generator levels.

The steam generator with higher activity, higher radiation levels
or increasing water levels would be isolated. This is an attempt
to re-establish the containment isolation safety function.
However, should the pressure in an isolated steam generator
approach the lift setpoint for the MSSVs it is desirable from the
perspective of positive operator control that the ADV open first.
The operator would accomplish this by raising the ADV manually at
950 psia.

The operators would isolate the affected steam generator in the
following manner:

A. Close the main steam isolation valve.

B. Close or verify that closed, the main steam isolation bypass
valve.

C. Close the main feedwater isolation valve.

D. Isolate the steam generator blowdown.

E. Isolate the vents, drains, exhausts, and bleedoffs for the ,

steam system.

Once this is done, the operators would verify that the correct
steam generator has been isolated by checking radiation
indications, sampling for activity and noting any possible increase
in the isolated steam generator level.

The next concern for the operators would be to regain RCS pressure
controi. This will provide subcooling to support the core heat
removal processes. Additionally it will minimize the pressure
differential between the steam generator and the RCS which will
minimize the leakage. The depressurization is achieved by using

c
- the main pressurizer spray or the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System.

The associated cooldown is achieved by using the unaffected steam

!
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generator and the turbine bypass system. If the turbine bypass
system is unavailable the atmospheric dump valves may be utilized.

The potential exists for flow of the reactor coolant via the tube
rupture into the isolated steam generator, as long as the pressure

j in the RCS is above that in the steam generator. The . steam
generator steam space may fill, and the main steam piping to the
MSIV may fill. Draining the steam generator via the blowdown
system or steaming the generator to the condenser via the turbine
bypass system will solve this problem.

Throughout the cooldown, the operators will be monitoring,

j pressurizer pressure to make sure that it is being maintained
within the Post Accident P-T limits or that the cooldown is less
than 100"F/hr. If at any point these are violated, the operator
must perform one of the following actions as appropriate:

A. Stop the Cooldown

B. Operate the main or auxiliary spray as necessary to
| depressurize the pressurizer pressure to the P-T limits.

C. If overpressurization still exists and is caused by charging
flow, then throttle or stop the pumps and manually control
letdown to restore and maintain pressure limits within the

| Post Accident P-T limits.

The operators would be constantly evaluating, as the ccoldown and
depressurization progresses, whether they should stop cr throttle
the safety injection pumps. The safety injection system could be
stopped if the all of the following were true;

A. RCS subcooling at least 20*F based in average Core Exit
Temperature Pressurizer Level is greater than 10% (i.e.
covering the heaters) and not decreasing

B. At least one steam generator is available for removing heat
f rom the RCS RVLMS indicates a minimum level at the top of the
hot leg nozzles.

At this point in the accident, the RCS would be sampled for
activity and boron concentration. The operators would determine
the need to borate the RCS in order to achieve the required
shutdown margin, including the mass in the pressurizer, for entry
to shutdown cooling conditions per Technical Specifications. The
operators would try to borate the whole RCS including the mass in
the pressurizer. If the letdown system were not available, the
operator would borate the RCS to the minimum shutdown margin
corresponding to T . Then, during the controlled cooldown phase,c

as FCS shrinkage occurs, the operators would borate until the cold
shutdown margin was reached.
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s. The available condensate inventory would be monitored by the
operators and replenished, as necessary, from the available
sources. Examples of alternate sources of condensate inventory are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, portable tanks,
etc.

The procedures would now require the operators to consider the
cool lr.g and depressurization of the affected steam generator.
Although heat from the RCS is being removed by the other steam
generator, the affected steam generator will remain at high
tenperature and pressure. This is because of thermal
stratification of the recondary water because without boiling and
recirculation, the fluid is not well mixed. Since the goal of
depressurization of the RCS is to reach the pressure of the steam
generator, the pressure cannot then continue to shutdown cooling
entry conditions until the affected steam generator pressure is
reduced. This is achieved by one of the following methods:

A. Feed and Bleed of the steam generator using main or emergency
feedwater and the blowdown system. This is, however, slow,
and if the leak rate is comparable to or greater than the
blowdown system's flow capacity, this method would not be
effective.

,

B. Short dutat-ion steaming of the isolated steam pnerator will
rapidly depressurize it. If the ADVs are und this will
result in radiological release, however this ein be minimized
by steaming to the condenser, while maintaining the SG level
above the U-tubes.

At this point in the accident the operators would be required to
carry-out some activity surveys for the secondarf side to access
the amount of contamination that has occurred. Area that would be
sampled are condensate, and all connecting systems, turbine
building sumps, the turbine building ventilation system, auxiliary
building ventilation system and other applicable radiation
monitors.

During this phase of the recovery the automatic operation of
certain safeguard systems is undesirable. The operators would be
directed to manually reset the ClAS, SIAS, CSAS and MSIS setpoints
to . lower than the originals, to ensure that these engineered
safeguards remain available until the RCS is cooled and
depressurized.

Entry to shutdown cooling conditions would be evaluated by the
operators, at this point. This evaluation would continue
throughout the depressurization and cooldown process until the
following conditions are obtained:

.
.
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A. Pressurizer level control should be established (cleared or
clearing RCS pressure control alarms) and verified by a level

| greater then 30% and constant or increasing RCS subcooling
should be at least 20 F.

B. RCS pressure should be at or below the shutdown cooling entry
| pressure of 400 psia.

C. RCS hot leg temperature should be at or below the shutdown
| cooling system entry temperature of 350 F.

The activity level of the RCS inventory must be determined, in
order to evaluate the dangers associated with routing the fluid

| outside containment.
If these criteria are met, then the operator would align the Safety |

Injection system for direct vessel injection (ESF panel) and '

initiate shutdown cooling.

The operator must continually monitor for voids in the RCS. This
is done by monitoring the following parameters:

} A. Letdown flow greater than Charging flow.

B. Pressurizer level increasing significantly more than expected
| while operating pressurizer spray.

C. RVLMS indicating voiding in the Reactor Vessel

D. Unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated
conditions in the reactor vessel head.

Assuming voids do not occur, at this point the core is now in
shutdown cooling and the SGTR optimal recovery procedure is exited.

19.4.4.5.2 Modeled Operator Actions

Based on the description above, the following actions were modeled
in the Steam Cenerator Tube Rupture event tree and associated f ault
tree models:

A. Failure to verify that the SIAS was generated, and to manually

| initiate the SIAS signal at the ESF panel if ths signal was
not automatically generated.

| B. Failure to initiate an aggressive secondary cooldown to
depressurize the RCS so that the SCS pumps could be used for

! injection.
[

| C. Failure to align the SCS system for injection operation.

D. Failure to throttle SI pumps for RCS pressure control
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Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in conjunction
with one SIS pump.

19.4.6.1.5 Bafety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal f ails via either the SCS System
or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS, decay heat removal
can still be provided by the safety injection and safety
depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection (or Feed)
provides cooling water to remove decay heat. |

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core integrity.
Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that one SIS

~

pump must be available in conjunction with one Safety
Depressurization valve path and water supply from the IRWST must be
available to that SIS pump.

19.4.6.1.6 Containment Heat Removal Via IRWST Cooling

During the plant cooldown following a transient, the core decay
heat is normally transferred to the secondary side inventory via
the steam generator. If main or emergency feedwater flow is lost,
core heat removal can still be accomplished via " Feed and Bleed"
cooling. For this mode of core heat removal, the safety
depressurization valves are opened to depressurize the RCS. The
safety injection pumps are then used to supply inventory from the
IRWST to the core. The core heats up the IRWST inventory being
delivered to the core by the injection pumps. This heated
inventory is then discharged to the IRWST via the safety
depressurization valves, thus transferring the core decay heat
energy to the IRWST. Normally, the Containment Spray System (CSS)
is used to transfer the decay heat energy from the IRWST to the
Ultimate Heat Sink. The CSS pumps take suction from the IRWST and
discharge back to the IRWST through the CSS heat exchangers. The
containment spray flow is cooled by the component cooling water
flow through the containment spray heat exchanger, thus
transferring the core decay heat energy to the component cooling
water system. This energy is finally rejected to the Ultimate Heat
Sink via the Service Water System. In the event of a failure in
the CSS, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps and/or heat
exchangers can be aligned to provide IRWST cooling.

If containment heat removal via IRWST Cooling is lost, the core
decay heat is retained incide the containment, and the containment
pressure begins to increase. Eventually, the containment pressure
will increase to the point at which the contofnment will fail due \

to overpressure. MAAP analyses show that for a Loss of Feedwater
(LOFW) transient with a loss of emergency feedwater and successful,

feed and bleed cooling with no containment heat removal from time
0, the containment will f ail at about 41 hours. At this point, the
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steam that was inside containment will be discharged to atmosphere
-ia the containment breach. Because the SDS valves discharge
di ectly to the IRWST, the contents of the IRWST will be in a hot
saturated equilibrium condition at about 170 psia. When the
containment fails, it is postulated that there will be momentary
flashing in the IRWST as equilibrium is reestablished at

atmospheric pressure. (This will be true if the containment fails
catastrophically. It is slightly conservative if the containment
does not fail catastrophically.) It is assumed that the injection
pumps will cavitate and trip at this point. Once equilibrium has
been reestablished, the operators will have to dispatch an
equipment operator to bleed the injection pumps so that they can be
restarted. Approximately 33% of the total water inventory inside
containment will be discharged to atmosphere when the containment
fails. With restart of the injection pumps, core heat removal can
still be successfully accomplished using the safety injection flow
f rom the IRWST to the core. However, as the core decay heat energy
heats up the IRWST inventory, this inventory, in the form of steam,
will be lost directly to the atmosphere. If an alternate supply of
borated water to the IRWST is not established, core heat remova;
will eventually be lost due to the loss of IRWST inventory. At
that point, core damage will occur.

The CVCS can provide borated water to the IRWST from the Holdup
tank (HUT) and the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) using the Holdup
pumps (HUPs)or the Boric Acid Makeup pumps (BAMPs) respectively.
The BAST has a maximum capacity of 180,000 gallons and the HUT has
a maximum capacity of 435,000 gallons. The holdup pumps have a
normal flow of 50 gpm each. The BAMP have a normal flow of 165 gpm
each. The boilof f rate f rom the core due to decay heat at 48 hours
is approximately 137 gpm.

The top logic for failure to provide long term containment heat
removal by cooling the IRWST is presented in Figure 4.3-3. Core
damage results if containment fails due to failure to cool the
IRWST inventory and core cooling is not maintained after
containment failure. The success criteria for IRWST cooling are
that at least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its
containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header
and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. If the CS header is not available, the CSS
can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump
in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with that
train may be used as a backup. The System 80+ design includes a
standov containment spray connection. This consists of a flanged
connection to the Containment spray line just outside containment
and a standpipe that can be connected to a pumping device such as
a skid mounted pump of a fire pump. The standpipe would be
connected to the CS line using a spool piece. If the CSS and SCS
pumps are not available, this backup system could be aligned to
provide spray flow. Heat removal would be via adding large amounts
of cold water. This was treated as a recovery action in this
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B. Operate the main or auxiliary spray as necessary to
depressurize the pressurizer pressure to the P-T limits. |

C. If overpressurization still exists and is caused by charging
flow, then throttle or stop the pumps and manually control
letdown to restore and maintain pressure limits within the
Post Accident P-T limits. |

The available condensate inventory would be monitored by the
operators and replenished, as necessary, from the available
sources. Examples of alternate sources of condensate inventory are
nonseismic tanks, fire mains, lake water supplies, portable tanks,
etc.

During this phase of the recovery, the automatic operation of
certain safeguard systems is undesirable. The operators would be
directed to manually reset the CIAS, SIAS, CSAC and MSlS setpoints
to lower than the originals, to ensure tnat. these engineered
safeguards remain available until the RCS is cooled and
depressurized.

Entry to shutdown cooling conditions would be evaluated by the
operators, at this point. Thic valuation would continue
throughout the depressurization and cooldown until they are met;

A. Pressurizer level control should be established (cleared or
clearing RCS pressure control alarms) and verified by a level
greater than 26% and constant or increasing. |

B. RCS subcooling should be at least 20"F

C. RCS pressure should be at or below the shutdown cooling entry
pressure of 400 psia. |

D. RCS hot leg temperature should be at or below the shutdown
cooling system entry temperature of 350 F. |

The activity level of the RCS inventory must be determined, in
order to evaluate the dangers associated with routing the fluid
outside containment. |

If these criteria are met, then the operator would align the Safety
Injection system for direct vescel injection and initiate shutdown |
cooling.

The operator must continually monitor for voias in the RCS. This
is done by monitoring the following parameters:

A. Letdown flow greater than charging flow. |

l
I
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B. Pressurizer level increasing significantly more than expected
| while operating pressurizer spray.

C. RVLMS indicating voiding in the Reactor Vessel

D. Unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated
conditions in the reactor vessel head.

Assuming voids do not occur, at this point the core is now in
shutdown cooling.

If long-term decay heat removal fails either by the shutdown
cooling system failing or emergency feedwater, "once thorough
cooling" can be achieved. This is an RCS heat removal success path )
that, when deemed necessary, can allow inventory in through the
safety injection system and out thorough the top of the pressurizer |
using the safety depressurization valves. This will cause the
containment spray system to actuate with the increase in
containment temperature and pressure. !

l

The operators would establish this method of heat removal by
performing the following actions:

A. Open the steam dump and bypass valves and the atmospheric dump
valves. This is done to utilize any remaining inventory in
the steam generators to lower RCS pressure to as low as
possible to initiate once through cooling.

B. Trip all RCPs. This is done because with the safety
depressurization valves open the RCS may be in a saturated
condition and this is not desirable for RCP operation.

C. Safety injection pumps aligned for direct vessel injection.

D. Switch on all available charging and safety injection pumps.

The operators must also check that the containment spray has
actuated in high containment pressure. If this is not so then do
it manually. At this point the containment spray pumps will be
circulating the IRWST inventory thorough the CS heat exchangers.
This recirculation would be monitored for any failure in heat
removal from the IRWST, as failure could potentially lead to a
break in containment.

19.4.7.3.2 Modeled Operator Actions

Based on the description above, the following operator actions were
modeled in the Other Transients event tree and associated fault
tree models:

O
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each. The boilof f rate f rom the core due to decay heat at 48 hours
is approximately 137 gpm.

The top logic for failure to provide long term containment heat
removal by cooling the IRWST is presented in Figure 19. 4. 3-3. Core
damage results if containment fails due to failure to cool the
IRWST inventory and core cooling is not maintained after
containment failure. The success criteria for IRWST cooling are
that at least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its
containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header
and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. If the CS header is not available, the CSS
can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump
in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with that |

- - - -

train may be used as a backup. The System 80+ design includes a
standby containment spray connection. This consists of a flanged
connection to the Containment spray line just outside containment
and a standpipe that can be connected to a pumping device such as
a skid mounted pump of a fire pump. The standpipe would be
connected to the CS line using a spool piece. If the CSS and SCS
pumps are not available, this backup system could be aligned to
provide spray flow. Heat removal would be via adding large amounts
of cold water. This was treated as a recovery action in this
analysis. In addition. though not credited in this analysis, the
containment purge valves could be opened to provide a controlled
depressurization of containment prior to failure.

19.4.9.3 Ma-ior Dependencies
,

The following functional dependencies are important for Event Tree
9:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam
removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization
(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Sa f ety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to prevent
containment damage.

19 4.9.4 OAerator Actions and Interfaces

19.4.9.4.1 Standard Operator Actions
4,

Since the transient, as defined, causes a reactor trip, the
operators will perform Standard Post Trip Actions. The ramping
down of main feedwater will cause the downward trend of steam
generator level till startup feedwater provides a low pressure
source of feed on low steam generator level.

No safety functions, that are checked by the Standard Post Trip
Actions, should be challenged. This would lead the operators to
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implement the uncomplicated reactor trip optimal recovery
procedure. The first actions are to verify that an uncomplicated
reactor trip has occurred.

First the operators check that pressurizer level has not decrease
below 10% nor increased above 70%. The pressurizer level control
system should be controlling the pressurizer level and trending up
to 26% to 60%. If this is not the cause then the operator would be
instructed to take control of charging and letdown to control the
pressurizer level to this range.

The next issue, for the operators, would be to verify that the
pressurizer heaters and sprays were controlling the pressurizer
pressure within 1905 to 2375 psia. The availability of the heaters -

would be dependent on the pressurizer level being above the heater
cutoff point of 26%. If there are no other complications then
pressurizer pressure will be trending to 2225 to 2300 psia.
Satisfying the post accident pressure temperature limits will
ensure that brittle fracture limits are not exceeded, RCP NPSH and
RCS subcooling requirements are not exceeded and the RCS cooldown
rate or upper subcooling limit are not exceeded.

RCS T will be controlled at 525 F to 535*F by the turbine bypassm

system. If condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is
not available, or the MSIVs have closed then the atmospheric dump
valves must be used to control RCS temperature. This allows the
operators to verify adequate decay heat removal.

If startup feedwater is lost, emergency feedwater would be actuated
by ESFAS. Therefore steam generator levels should be restored and
be maintained in the normal band. Adequate heat removal will be
maintained if at least one steam generator is available for
removing heat.

At this point in the recovery the operators would decide if a
cooldown to shutdown cooling entry conditions is necessary. One of
the factors to be considered is existing plant status. If the
continued availability of any systems required fer maintenance of
hot standby is in doubt, a cooldown will be performed before the
ability to cooldown is lost.

The RCS would be sampled for activity and boron concentration. The
operators would determine the need to borate the RCS in order to
achieve the required shutdown margin, including the mass in the
pressurizer, for entry to shutdown cooling conditions per Technical
Specifications. The operators would try to borate the whole RCS
including the mass in the pressurizer. If the letdown system were
not available, the operators would borate the RCS to the minimum
shutdown margin corresponding to T . Then, during the controlledc

cooldown phase, as RCS shrinkage occurs, the operators would borate
until the cold shutdown margin was reached.

I
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"he cooldown and depressurization to shutdown cooling entry
conditions would begin at this point. Throughout the cooldown, the
operators will be monitoring pressurizer pressure to make sure that |
It is being maintained within the Post Accident P-T limits or that
the cooldown is less than 100*F/hr. If at any point these are
violated, the operatoc must perf orm one of the following actions as
appropriate:

A. Stop the Cooldown

B. Operate the main or auxiliary spray as necessary to
depressurize the pressurizer pressure to the P-T limits. |

C. If overpressurization still exists and is caused by charging
flow, then throttle or stop the pumps and manually control
letdown to restore and maintain pressure limits within the
Post Accident P-T limits. |

The available condensate inventory would be monitored by the
operators and replenished, as necessary, from the available
sources. Examples of alternate sources of condensate inventory are
nonseismic tanks, fi: :> mains , lake water supplies, portable tanks,
etc.

During this phase of the recovery, the automatic operation of
certain safeguard systems is undesirable. The operators would be
directed to manually reset the CIAS, SIAS, CSAS and MSIS setpoints
to lower than the originals, to ensure that these engineered
safeguards remain available until the RCS is cooled and
depressurized.

Entry to shutdown cooling conditions would be evaluated by the
operators, at this point. This evaluation would continue
throughout the depressurization and cooldown until they are met;

A. Pressurizer level control should be established (cleared or
clearing RCS pressure control alarms) and verified by a level
greater then 26% and constant or increasing. |

B. RCS subcooling should be at least 20 F.

C. RCS pressure should be at or below the shutdown cooling entry
pressure of 400 psia. |

D. RCS hot leg temperature should be at or below the shutdown
cooling system entry temperature of 350*F. |

The activity level of the RCS inventory must be determined, in
order to evaluate the dangers associated with routing the fluid
outside containment. |
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If these criteria are met, then the operator would align the Safety
} Injection system for direct vessel injection and initiate shutdown
cooling.

The operator must continually monitor for voids in the RCS. This
is done by monitoring the following parameters:

| A. Letdown flow greater than charging flow.

B. Pressurizer level increasing significantly more than expected

| while operating pressurizer spray.

C. RVLMS indicating voiding in the Reactor Vessel

D. Unheated thermocouple temperature indicates saturated
conditions in the reactor vessel head.

Assuming voids do not occur, at this point the core is now in
] shutdown cooling.

If long-term decay heat removal fails either by the shutdown
cooling system failing or emergency feedwater, "once thorough
cooling" can be achieved. This is an RCS heat removal success path
that, when deemed necessary, can allow inventory in through the
safety injection system and out through the top of the pressurizer
using the safety depressurization valves. This will cause the
containment spray system to actuate with the increase in
containment temperature and pressure.

The operators would establish this method of heat removal by
performing the following actions:

A. Open the steam dump and bypass valves and the atmospheric dump
valves. This is done to utilize any remaining inventory in
the steam generators to lower RCS pressure to as low as
possible to initiate once through cooling.

B. Trip all RCPs. This is done because with the safety
depressurization valves open the RCS may be in a saturated
condition and this is not desirable for RCP operation.

C. Safety injection pumps aligned for direct vessel injection.

D. Switch on all available charging and safety injection pumps.

O
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each. The boilof f rate f rom the core due to decay heat at 48 hours
is approximately 137 gpm.

The top logic for failure to provide long term containment heat
removal by cooling the IRWST is presented in Figure 19.4.3-3. Core
damage results if containment fails due to failure to cool the
IRWST inventory and core cooling is not maintained after
containment failure. The success criteria for IRWST cooling are
that at least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its
containment spray heat exchanger to the containment opray header
and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. If the CS header is not available, the CSS
can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump
in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with that j -

train may be used as a backup. The System 80+ design includes a
standby containment spray connection. This consists of a flanged
connection to the Containment spray line just outside containment
and a standpipe that can be connected to a pumping device such as
a skid mounted pump of a fire pump. The standpipe would be
connected to the CS line using a spool piece. If the CSS and SCS
pumps are not available, this backup system could be aligned to
provide spray flow. Heat removal would be via adding large amounts
of cold water. This was treated as a recovery action in this
analysis. In addition, though not credited in this analysis, the
containment purge valves could be opened to provide a controlled
depressurization of containment prior to failure.

19.4.12.2 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event Tree
12:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam
removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization
(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to prevent
containment damage.

C. It was assumed that once the controls had failed due to
thermal overstress, the could not be restored. Manual control
of the affected equipment was not credited, nor was transfer
of control to the Emergency Control Panel.
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19.4.12.3 Operator Actions _andJnterfaces

19.4.12.3.1 Standard Operator Actions

Since the transient, as defined, causes a reactor trip, the
operators will perform Standard Post Trip Actions. The ramping l

down of main feedwater will cause the downward trend of steam
generator level until startup feedwater provides a low pressure
source of feed on low steam generator level.

No safety functions, that are checked by the Standard Post Trip
Actions, should be challenged. This would lead the operators to
implement the uncomplicated reactor trip optimal recovery
procedure. The first actions are to verify that an uncomplicated
reactor trip has occurred.

First the operators check that pressurizer level has not decrease
below 101, nor increased above 70%. The pressurizer level control
system should be controlling the pressurizer level and trending up
to 26% to 60%. If this is not the case then the operator would be
instructed to take control of charging and letdown to control the
pressurizer level to this range.

The next issue, for the operators, would be to verify that the
pressurizer heaters and sprays were controlling the pressurizer
pressure within 1905 to 2375 psia. The availability of the heaters
would be dependent on the pressurizer level being above the heater
cutoff point of 26%. If there are no other complications then
pressurizer pressure will be trending to 2225 to 2300 psia.
Satisfying the post accident pressure temperature limits will
ensure that brittle fracture limits are not exceeded, RCP NPSH and
RCS subcooling requirements are not exceeded and the RCS cooldown
rate or upper subcooling limit are not exceeded.

RCS T , will be controlled at 525 F to 535*F by the turbine bypass
system. If condenser vacuum is lost, the turbine bypass system is
not available, or the MSIVs have closed then the atmospheric dump
valves must be used to control RCS temperature. This allows the
operators to verify adequate decay heat removal.

If startup f eedwater is lost, emergency feedwater would be actuated
by TSFAS. Therefore steam generator levels should be restored and
be maintained in the normal band. Adequate heat removal will be
maintained if at least one steam generator is available for
removing heat. Since the HVAC failure has caused the loss of one
division of all safety systems, one of the two pumps in the
unaffected train must be verified to be operable.

At this point in the recovery the operators would decide if a
cooldown to shutdown cooling entry conditions is necessary. One of
the factors to be considered is existing plant status. If the
continued availability of any systems required for maintenance of
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Medium LOCA (due to failure of the Primary Saf ety Valves to roueat)

There are six major recovery actions that the operators are
required to perform in the LOCA procedure, in order to bring the
plant to cold shutdown following the accident. The first major
action consists of maximizing the Safety Injection flow into the
RCS and attempting to isolate the source of the leak. This step
reduces the risk of core uncovery and f acilitates the recovery from
the LOCA. The second and third major actions do not apply to the
medium LOCA as these are done when the leak is isolable. Since a
medium LOCA thr ough the Primary Saf ety Valves is un-isolable, only
the fourth through the sixth major actions are applicable. The
fourth major action involves a rapid plant cooldown using the steam
generators. Although this is of little help in a medium 10CA --

situation, no distinction of the size of the break is Fade in the
operating procedure and thus this method is still employed. The
fifth major recovery action is the commencement of post-LOC Long
Term Cooling (LTC). Safety Injection flow is switched, by < maally
aligning pumps 3 and 4, to simultaneous hot leg / Dr injection.
The sixth major action is to determine whether simt lta nc eus hot
leg / direct vessel injection in a recirculation mode should i

continue.

The operator actions, as stipulated in the procedures, take place
in the following fashion:

Since LOCAs have very similar characteristics to other events,
Excess of Steam Demand Event (ESDE) and Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR), the operator would be directed to the Break
Identification Chart for confirmation of the diagnosis of the
event. With the medium LOCA, the decision process would probably
progress as following:

Pressurizer Level Changing and Pressurizer pressure
rapidly decreasing?

YES

Subcooling increasing or one, or both, Steam Generators
indicate pressure LOW?

NO (indicates a primary side break)

Containment Pressure Increasing?

YES (indicates a LOCA inside Containment).
With the successful diagnosis of a LOCA inside containment, the
operator would then move on to check whether the safety injection
system has actuated. Safety injection now serves two purposes, to
replenish the rapidly depleting RCS inventory and to add the boron
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| Ql to achieve the required shutdown margin for a core with no control
rods inserted.

The next action required by the procedure, to maximize safety
injection flow, would be verified by the operator. Safety
injection flow rate will follow pressurizer pressure according to
plant specific SIS delivery curves. In the case of the medium
break LOCA safety injection tanks have not released. If any safety
injection pumps have not actuated, the operator is instructed to

| manually start the pumps.

The next two steps of the LOCA procedure refer to the RCp operating
strategy. The operators would already have tripped two of the
RCPs, at this point. They would be required to verify that
pressurizer pressure had decreased to less than 1300 psia following

| an SIAS, bef ore tripping the rest of the RCPs. Analyses have shown
that continued operation of the RCPs can decreases core cooling
capability, in the case of a break of this size, because of lost
inventory being flushed out the break.

next stage of the procedure requires the operator to isolatem

potential sources of other leaks of inventory as a precaution. The
following steps are done in order to achieve this goal: check that
the safety depressurization valves are closed, check the head
vents, check that the isolation of the letdown system on SIAS
happened correctly and check that all RCS sampling lines were
isolated on SIAS. In the case of the systems that should have
isolated automatically on SIAS, the only indication that these
systems may not have isolated properly will be inherent in the
switch position of the isolation valve.

The operators would now be concerned with verifying that the LOCA
is not outside of containment. A LOCA outside of containment would
not challenge any of the containment safety functions and the
operator would be directed to skip all of the procedural actionn
associated with the containment safety functions. The indications
that a LOCA has occurred outside of containment are auxiliary
building radiation alarms and unexplained increases in the
auxiliary building sumps levels. The assumptions, for this
scenario, is that the medium LOCA is occurring inside containment.

The next set of actions, that the operators would be required to do
by the LOCA procedure, is associated with the containment safety
functions. First, the operator would check that CIAS had actuated
on high containment pressure, typically 2.7 psig. If CIAS had not
actuated correctly, then the operators' task would be to manually
position the containment isolation valves to their accident

| positions.

The next step would be to ensure that, since containment pressure
is above 10 psig, containment spray actuation has occurred, and at
least one spray is working.

,
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U The next itwue that the operators are required to address, is i
lassociated with the containment combustible gas control safety

function. The evaluation associated with this situation is solely
the responsibility of the Plant Technical Support Center. Various
options are available to the PTSC. Decisions and actions taken are
not to be evaluated in this analysis.

The procedure, at this point in the progression of the accident
recovery directs the operators to take one of two paths depending
on whether the break has been isolated or not. This analysis
pertains to a medium un-isolable LOCA.

The actions that the operator would take for the next,
approximately 20 steps, are associated with regaining RCS inventory
control, while maintaining RCS heat removal. The goal of the
operator is to establish shutdown cooling, if possible, as the
means of core heat removal. In the case of a medium LOCA, Long-
Term cooling is all that is achievable. The technique that the
procedure requires makes use of a rapid cooldown via the steam
generators. An aggressive cooldown, while holding the cooldown
rate within Technical Specifications Limitations and maintaining
reactivity control, improves RCS heat removal by enhancing natural
circulation and reflux boiling. The RCS is assumed to have
depressurized to an equilibrium pressure with the containment. In

O this condition, the RCS fluid is at a lower temperature than that
( of the steam generators. The steam generators, therefore, act as

| a heat source, superheating any steam in the RCS which may be'

| flowing through the S/G to the break. By cooling down the steam
generators, heat input to the RCS is reduced. For this analysis,
the condenser and the turbine bypass system is available.

In order to achieve this " aggressive cooldown", the operator must
maintain steam generator levels in the normal band. The operators |
must also ensure that adequate condensate inventory is available by

|
monitoring the condensate storage tank, and replenished from the'

available sources as necessary to continually provide a secondary
heat sink. Examples of alternate sources of condensate are
non-seismic tanks, firemains, lake water etc. Plant specific
sources should be available and this will be credited in the
analysis.

Since the RCS pressure is at equilibrium with containment pressure,
there would be no need to depressurize the system, which is the
next step indicated by the procedure. Since the RCPs are not
operating, it may be necessary to evaluate restarting the RCPs.
This is unlikely, however, due to the severity of the break.

Since the conditions for re-start of the RCPs are not met, the
operators would be monitoring for natural circulation conditions in
the RCS. In order to verify that natural circulation was occurring

,

l the operator would be monitoring:

v

Amendment P
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| A. Loop AT(Ts;t - T g 3) less than full power AT.

| B. Hot and Cold leg temperatures.

C. RCS subcooling is at least 200 based on average Core Exit
Temperature.

D. No abnormal dif ferences between Tm RTDs and average Core Exit
Temperature.

The operators will necessarily be making use of two phase natural
circulation and flow through the break. In order for this to
maintain heat removal, the following must be verified by the
operator:

O

(

O
Amendment P
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b gen - location. Even though different components in the same
locat may fail due to a common cause, their redundant partners 4

woulo se located elsewhere and would not be subject to same f ailure
mode. Therefore, this type of common cause failure is not
considered in the study.

There are several methods " which can be used to estimate common
cause failure rates. For this study two methods are used, beta-
factor and multiple greek letter. The beta-factor and multiple
greek letter methods are discussed in Subsections 19.5.3.1 and
19.5.3.2, respectively. Probabilities of common cause events that
are included in the fault tree models are presented in Subsection
19.5.3.3.

19.5.3.1 Beta-factor Method

The beta-factor method is the most widely used single parameter
method for estimating common cause failure rates. This approach
assumes that whenever a common cause event occurs all components
within the common cause component group fail. The method provides
reasonable accurate results for components with up to four levels
of redundancy. Since operating data shows that a common cause
event does not always fail all redundant components within the
common cause group, it may be desirable to determine the specific

j contributions from all levels of redundancy especially the third or

(/ higher. When specific contributions are desired, a method other
than the beta-factor will provide better results for estimating
common cause failure rates. The beta-factor method was used when
two levels of redundancy exist while the multiple greek letter
method was used for higher (three or more) levels of redundancy.

The expression for estimating common cause failure rates using the
beta-factor method is:

SQ [19.5-1]Q =
c

where,
the common cause failure probabilityQ =

the beta-factor |. S =

! Q the overall component failure probability=

For time-based failure rates, the failure probability is replaced
with the operating failure rate.

In equation (19.5-1], the beta-factor represents the fraction of
| total failures due to common cause and therefore, its value lies
| between 0 and 1.

Generic beta-factors and component hardware failures were used in
this study to estimate common cause f ailure rates. Generic sources

, p}! for hardware failure rates or demand probabilities are outlined in;

V Section 19. 5.1. The EPRI PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules (KAG)

|
'
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(Appendix A to Chapter 1 of Volume 2 of Reference 7) was the
primary source for common cause failure factors, including the
beta-factors. References 33, 34, 35, 36, and 68 were used to
supplement the data in the KAG on an as needed basis.

Two steps are involved in estimating common cause failure rates
using the beta-factor approach. The first step is to select the
appropriate beta-factor from the generic data sources. As
previously mentioned, the KAG is the preferred source. If the KAG
does not contain an value for the component type of concern, the
other data sources (References 33, 34, 35, 36, and 68) are used.
If no value can be found in these sources, the general beta factor
presented in the KAG is used. The second step is to substitute the
beta-factor and the component independent failure rate or failure
probability into equation 19.5-1 to calculate the common cause
failure rate or demand probability. Due to lack of distributional
information for the beta-factors, the error factor for the
resultant common cause failure rate or demand failure probability
is assumed to be the same as for the component independent failure
rate or demand failure probability.

The following is an example that illustrates the two steps involvad
in estimating common cause failure rate using the beta-factor
approach. The emergency feedwater system has two motor-driven
pumps and two turbine driven pumps. At least one of the four pumps
must start to perform the intended safety function. Common cause
failure of the motor driven pumps and common cause failure of the
turbine driven pumps are included in the emergency feedwater f ault
tree models. For the motor-drive emergency feedwater pumps, the
mean probability of failure to start, as presented in the KAG, is
3.3E-03/ demand. The common cause beta-f actor for f ailure of motor-
driven pumps to start, as presented in the KAG, is 7.9E-02. Thus,

the common cause demand failure probability for failure of the
motor-driven emergency feedwater pumps to start is:

dup * Q%ap [19.5-2]Q.%apm =

(7. 9E-02) * (3. 3E-03 /d)=

2.61E-04=

The error factor for failure of motor-driven pumps to start is
16.1. Therefore, the error f actor for Quem is assumed to be 16.1
also. [ Note; This common cause failure is APAXDEFWP102-104 in the
fault tree models.)

19.5.3.2 Multiple Greek Letter Method
_

In addition to basic events, certain fault tree models included
common cause events of components with three or more levels of
redundancy. Failure rates for these events are also needed in
order to quantify the model. Since the beta-f actor method provides
results much too conservative for such high levels of redundancy,
the multiple greek letter (MGL) method is used to estimate failure

Amendment M
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'd BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY

CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Dr%,?!?O/92

Pyp ._of 2

Basic Event ID: BBA M. a on: 0

Basic Event Description: 125 VDC CIRCUlT BREAKER @@@@@@@@O'Gi.i -) OPEN |

Plant / Study: System 80+ PRA Tag Number: Generic Component

Model(s): N/A ,

Event Type (check ones:
Random - operating Random-demand . X.:_,

CCF - operating CCF - demand_, ,_.

Developed Event - operating _; Developed Event - demand ,_;

Developed Event - operating-CCF Developed Event - demand-CCF_, _,

Human Error initiating Event_, _,

Test / Maintenance Unavailability Special Event _;._,

Other (describe below) __,

QODES
System-
Component Type: BB , 125 VDC CIRCUlT BREAKER
Failure Mode: _6_ , FAILS TO OPEN
Location: _ _ ,

PROBABILITY CALCULATION SUMMARY

Mean 1.0E-3 /D
Median:
5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:
Error Factor: 7.74

REFERENCES

1) EPRI At WR Utility Reauirements Document, Volume 11. ALWR Evolutionary Plant. Chapter 1.

Accendix A. "PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules" Rev 3.11/91.

2) NURE_Q./CR4639. " Nuclear Comouterized Library for Assessina Reactor Reliability". Vol. 5. Rev.
3. " Data Manual. Part 3: Hardware Component Failure Data (HCFD)" December,1990.

3) IEEE Std 500-1984
4) EGG-EA-5887. JUNE.1982 (NREP Database)
5) NUREGlCR-4550 " Analysis of Core Damane Freauency: Internal Events Methodoloav" Vol.1,

m\ Rev.1 January.1990.[Y'
'

l
Amendment W
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BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION
i

Date: 3/30/92
Page 2 of 2

Basic Event ID: BBA Revision:_ 0_ ,
,_

Plant / Study Svetern),0 + PRA _.

CAACULATIDN (use additional sheets if needed):
!

The mean f ailure rate (per hour or per demand) .vas take.1 directly from the EPRI Key Assumptioris and
Groundrules Document (K AG), Rcterence 1. Tho K AG tioes not provide errer f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presentuj in the summary taolo in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf = (Upper Bond)/(Mediani leqn 1.1

where,

Upper Bound = 5.3E-04/D
Medmn = 4.1 E-03/D

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Erf = (4.1 E 03)/|S,3E 04) = 7.74

O
Amendment M

19.5A-4 March 15, 1993
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CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Date:.J!30/92

Voge_1_of_2

Basic Event 10: 000 _____ Revision: 0

Basic Event Descriptiori: 125 VDC_ Gl.0.C.Ull_pREAKER @@@@@@@@H@@ FAILS TO CLOSE |

Plant / Study: Sntem 80 + PRA Tag Number: Q.tn eric_ Comp.p.n,.pnt

Model(s): N/A __, ,

Event Type (check one):
Random operating Random demand l_;, _ ,

CCF - operating _; CCF demand ,_;
Developed Event operating Developed Event - demand_., . . . .
Developed Event operating CCF Developed Event demand CCF _.:_,

Human Error initiat:ng Event _;_ . _ ,

Test / Maintenance Unavoi!cbility _: Special Event _:
Other (describe below) ,_:

CRDES
System: N/A__ , , _

Component Type: 3D,, llQ.YRC_CJRCUlT !!BMiiER
Failure Mode: 3_, EattfilO_C1QSE
Location: , _ , , __,

EBQUAl}!LIIY cat CyM110fLSILMMARY !

Mean , 1,0E-Q3/D
Median:
Sth Percentile:
SStn Percentile:

_ __

| Error Factor: 130
1

BEFEREN_C[S

| 1) EPHI ALWR Utility _Bigvirements Doqument, Volume 11, ALWR Evolutiona_Iy Plant, Chquigt 1.
ODRCEdix Au".EBA KtY31sgrpniiontpnA.Q!puridadgGHev 3,11/91

2) NJREG/CR-4019 "Nup!ggr_QpmpMerited Lihtory 1pr Asteta.in2Ree.t1913t!!ahi!!1y" Vol. 5Jgy,
3 * Data M_.Anyal, Part 3;fordware Component Failurg Data.J!iQfDL Decemb3!,1990,

3) iEEESid_.D99dP14_
4) EqG:EA-5887. JUNEJ82jNREP Databatel

| 5) NUREG/CR 453Q, " Analysis of Core Dpmaae Frenutngv: Interpol Events Methodoloay" Vol .1.
| Ett.1)DEVAryEQa

(3 i
\.s/

Amendment W
19.5A-5 June 17, 1994
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BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET 1

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30!02
Page_ j2,_of 2

i

Basic Event ID: DBB Revision: 0 i

Plant / Study Sypjem 80 + PRA
_

C.ALGUL.ATION (use additional sheets if needed):

The mean f ailure rate Iper hour or per demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (K AG), Reference 1. The K AG does not provide error factois. The'efore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presented in the summmy table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf (Upper Bond)/(Median) leqn 1.1e

where, data for "cercuit breaker, power = f ails to close*

Upper Bound = 2.1 E 03/d
Median = 1.5E-03/d

Dy substituting in Equation 1, the error factor becomes:

Er1 (1.5003)/(2.10 03) = 1.40c

0
Amendment M

19.5A-6 March 15, 1993
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BASIC EVENT PROSABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Date: 3/30/92

Page 1 of L

Basic Event ID: DBQ Revision: 0

Basic Event Description! 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER @@@@@@@@@@@ OPENSSPURIOUS1X |

Plant / Study: SY11tm3R+ PRA Tag Number: Qtntdn Component
_

Modells): N/A , ,

Event Type (check onel:
Random operating .X. Random-demand _:
CCF operating _: CCF demand __;
Developed Event operating

_
Developed Event demand _:

Developed Event - operating CCF _: Developed Event demand CCF _:
Human Error _

initiating Event _:
Test / Maintenance Unavailability _; Special Event _:
Other (describe below) ;

i .

! COD'iS
! System: N/A_,

| Component Type: 30__. 125 VDC CIRCUlT BREAKER
Failure Mode: _Q_, SPURIOUS OPEN i

location: .

| PROBABILITY QALQ.yLATION SUMMAR_Y.

1

Mean : 5,0E-73/hr

Median:
5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:
Error Factor: 1.42

REFERENQEJ '
|

|

1) EPRI ALWR Utility Eggyirtesnis Document. Volume 11. ALWR Evolutionary Plant. Chaoter 1.
1 Apps.ndh "PRA Key Assumotions and Groundrules". Rev 3.11/91.

| 2) b'Mt.fG/CR-4639 " Nuclear Computerized Library for Asjsssino Reactor Reliability". Vol. 5. Rev.
3. " Data Manual. Part 3: Hardware Cqmoonent Failure Data (HCFD)". December.1990.

3) IEEE Sid 500-1984_.
4) LQG-EA3887. JUNE 1982 (NREP Database)
5) NUREGICR-4550,_ " Analysis nLCpro Damooe Frg.quency: Internal Events Methodoloav". V_pt 1,

Rev.1Janyptyd RDjh_r
g

N.

Amendment W
19.5A-7 June 17, 1994
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BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30/92
Page___2__ of__ 2

flesic Event ID: DBO Revision:_0 _
Plant / Study S_ysteryJg;+ PRA

- - --

QALCULATlQhf (use additional sheets if needed):

The mean f adoro rate (per hour or per de(nand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (KAG), Reference 1. The KAG does not provide error f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

e .r f = (Upper Bond)/(Modian) leqn 1.1

where, . lata f or " circuit breaker - control" - spunnus (transierlopen

3.1E 07/hrUpper Ocana e

4.4E 07/hrMedian =

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Erf = (3.1E 07)/t4.4E.07) = 1.42

s

O
Amendment M

19.5A-B March 15, 1993
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BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET ,

SUMMARY
Date:,_2/30/92

Page 1 of,,,_2.
.

Revision:_J_Basic Event ID: DCA _

Basic fivent Description: 4j0 V CIRCUlT ORE AKER @@(f@@@@@@@@ FAILS TO OPEN |'

Plant / Study: System 80 + PRA Tag Number: GggfjtgompongnJ__

Modells): N/A .,

Event Type (check one):
Random + operating _: Random-demand _2L:

CCF operating _1 CCF demand _;

Developed Event operatinD _; Developed Event demand _;

Developed Event - operating-CCF _; Developed Event demand-CCF ,,_, ;

Human Error _; initiating Event ,__ :

Test / Maintenance Unaval16bility _: Special Cuent __.:

Other (dest. ribe below) _;,

CODES
System: N/A_,

Componerit type: SQ__, 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKER
Failure Mode: ., A ., LAILS TO OfjN
Location: _ , _ , _ _

Pf 0BABillTY CAL _QU_LATION SUMM ARY

Mean : 1_.00E-Q3 /d
-

Median:
5th Percentile:
95th Parcentile:
Error Factor: 7.74

i
REFERE-NEE _S

: 1) EPRI ALWR Utility.Bqquirements Document, Volume li ALWJLEyoA@ngr_y._@snL_,CArv.pjef,_,_Ln

| eppendix A_. "PRA Key Assumplions and GEundrules". Rev 3.11/91
2) NUREGICR-4639._*Nyclear Computerited Mbrary for AssessingRggpjgt (tollabitity" Vol.1Aoy,i

2. " Data Manual, Part 3: Hardwpre CompgrLent Failure Data (HCFP)", December,1290
3) IEEE Std 500 1984
4) {,GJG_-f A 5807, JUNE,1982 (NREP Database)
5) NMREGICR-4550, " Analysis of Core Dame.qeAe,gsency: _ Internal Events Methodology * Vol.1,o ,

Rev.1 Januar.yc 1990c

1

Amendment W
19.5A-9 June 17, 1994
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_

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date:_2/30/92
Page_g_of_J_

Desic twent ID: SCA ____ _. Revision:A
Plant / Study S.ygem 80 4_PJ3A-

C AL.Q.U.L ATION tuse additional sheets if needed):

The snean forture reto (per hour or per demand) was taken directly from the LPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrales Document iK AG) Reference 1. The K AG does not ptovide error f actors. Therefore, the error
fector was calculoted using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equaison used it.:

orf = (Upper Bondt/(Medran) leqn 1.1

where, data f or " circuit breaker power, f ails to open"

Upper Bound 4.1E 03!de

Morjian = 6.3E 04td

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

(5. 3 E- 041/14.1 E -03)Di 7.74= r

O
Amendment M

19.5A-10 March 15, 1993

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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b

C E S S A R M iricuiu

r i(,

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET ,

l
i

SUMMARY |
Date: 3/30/92

Page 1 of 1

Basic Event 10: DCB Havision:,S.,

Danic Event Description: 4.lQ1CIRCUlT BREAKER ED@@@@@@@@@@ FAILS TO CLOSE | ,

1

Plant / Study: Sy11gm SQ + PRA Tag Number: Gtnede Comoonent |
i

Model(s): [.4/A , , _ _ _

-

Event Type (check one):
Hondom operating _: Random dembnd ,K :
CCF - operating _: CCF demend : |

Developed Event operating _: Developed Event demand _;
Developed Event operating-CCF _,: Developed Event demand CCF _:
Human Errot .,_ ; initiating Event :

Test / Maintenance Unavailability _: Special f. vent _;
Other (describe below) _:

~.

EQDl3
System: N/A_ _ ,

Component Type: SQ.. 43,0 V CIRC.VILSfgAKER l
Failure Mode: J_, FMA$lQ_Q10SE .
Location: _. _

PEQ3ABillTY_QAlgQtAllDR SUMMAfE

Mean: 1&OE 03/d
Media 6:
5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:
Error Factor: 1 40

REFERENCES

11 - EPHI ALWR Utility Rt.quirements Document. Volume 11. A(Wfi EvolufgDr.Lv Plant. Chapter 1.
Appendix A. "PRA Kev Assumniigns pnd Dippadat!rs" Rev 3.11/91.

2) NUREGICR-4639. * Nuclear CompEttdI2dlibJfrv for Assessino Reactor Relial2.ility". Vol. 5. Rey,
3. " Data Manual. Part 3: Hardw. ate _,QAf3ppngnt Failure Dpta (HCFD)". December,1990.

3) IEEE Std 500-1984
4) EGG-EA-5837 JUNE 1982 (NREP Database)

g 5) f1VEEQlCR 4550. "An_plvsis of Cort _Damaae Freauency: Intemal Events Methodoloav" Vol.1.
'

flev.1 JanuarvJ990. .(
Amendment W

19.5A-11 June 17, 1994

'

..-.;..-.-..-. _ - . . - . - - .
. ..-. -. .. - .... _-._.-.. =. . . . ,



CESSAR 8|nhuou
-

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30/92
Page 2 o f __2_

Basic Event ID: BCD Revision: O
_S y,tirn 80_+ PR APlant / Study - J __

CA19ULAT10N (use additional sheets if needed):

The mean f ailure rate (per houf or per demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (K AG), Reference 1. The KAG does not provide error f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf = (Upper Bond)/(Median) tegn 1.]

where, dala for *citcuit breaker - power. fads to close"

Upper Bound < 1.5E-03/d
Median - 2.1 E-03!d

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Ett = (2,1 E-03)/(1.5E-03) = 1.40

:

'

O
Amendment M )

19.5A-12 March 15, 1993 '

. _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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|

CESSAR anfiricamu i
l

|
:

|'
|

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY |

CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Date:_3/30/92

Page_ 1 of_L

Basic Event ID:BCO Revision: 0

Basic Event Description: 480 V CIRCUlT BREAQR @@@@@@@@@@@ TRIPS SPURIOUSLY |

Plant / Study: Sy11gni 80 + _ PRA Tag Number: Generic Comoonent

Modells): N/A , . ,,

Event Type (check one):
Random - operating 1: Handom demand _;
CCF operating _: CCF demand _:
Developed Event - operating _: Developed Event - demand _;
Developed Event operating-CCF _: Developed Event demand-CCF _;

Human Error _: Initiating Event _:
Test / Maintenance Unavailability _,: Special Event _;

Other (describe below) _,

( >

QODES
System: N/A _ ___ , _ ,

Component Type: JQ. 400 V CIRCUIT BRQA11ERS
'

Failure Mode: ,jl, QPE_SS SPURIOUSLY
Location: __,

PROBABillTY CALCULATION SUMMARY

Mean : 5.0E-07/hr
Median:
5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:,

Error Factor:
.

REFERENCES

1) EPRI ALWR Utility Rf_quirgments Document. Volumjt.11. ALWR fyptqtonary Plant. Chppjf,r 1i r 2

Spoendix A. "f3A Kty_A_1Lutrnpiiantand Groundrules" 3.ty,3.11/912
2) MUREGlCDM3.Su"Nuclejr Comoutgfjnd Library for A sessi_no Repctor Reliability" Vol. 5. Rev.t ,

| 1 "Q3.tp Manu;L Part 3: Hpfftware Cornponent Failure Data (HCFDl" December 1990.
__

3) J1EEJjsL500_19H4_-
| 4) [Gfn[&SBjl_dyNMSS_2 (NREP Database)

5) NifRE_QLQ8 4550. " Analysis of Core Damaae Frequency: Initrnal Events Metho;loloov" Vol.1.
Rev.1 Jany_pfL_1010.

.

Amendment W
19,5A-13 June 17, 1994

|.
1

- . - . . . .. -... . . - . .. - . - . _ _ ._ ..



. . .

CESSAREnMcma

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

1

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30'92
Page_ 2 of 2

Basic Event ID: BCO Revision: O
Plant / Study : System 80 4 PRA

CALCUJ_A_IlON_ (use additional sheets if needed):

The mean f ailure rate (per hour or per demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Docurnent tKAG), Reference 1. The K AG does not provide error f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presonted in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation unr5d is:

erf (Upper Bond}/< Median) icqn 1.)=

where, data f or " circuit - breaker - control spurious (transferlopen

Upper Bound 4.4E-07w

Median = 3.1 E G7

By substituting in Equation 1, the coor f actor becomes:

Erf = (3.1 E-07)/(4.4 E 07) = 1.42

O
Amencinient M

19.SA-14 March 15, 1993



__ ... .. _ __ _ _ . .. . ._ ._. _ _ . _ _

CESSARUnam. !

1

1 '

' BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET :

SUMMARY
Date: 3/301_92

Page 1 of_2.

Basic Event ID: DDA Revision:_L

Basic Event Description: 4.16 KV CIR_CUl_T BREAKEFLQ@@@@@@@@@@ FAILS TO OPEN |

Plant / Study: Syatem 80+ PF]A
___

Tag Number: . Generic Comqqo. tnt ,

Model(s): N/A __ , _ . _,

Event Type (check one):
Random operating _; Random demand ,)L:
CCF operating _ . - CCF demand _:
Developed Event operating _: Developed Event demand _;
Developed Event operating CCF _; Developed Event demand CCF _;
Human Error _: Initiating Event _;
Test / Maintenance Unavailability ; Special Event _;
Other (describe below) _;

QQQIS
System: N/A_ _ ,

Component Type: ,jp_, 4.16 Ky QlBQ.t)1LDREAKER !

Failure Mode: _A_, LA. ILS TO_ Off N
Location: ._,

PROBABILITY C_A1QULATION SUMMARY

Mean : 3.0E 04/d
Median:
5th Percentile:

'

95th Percentile: ,

Error Factor: 77_4_3 _

[1ffERENCES

1) EPRI ALWR Utility Reauirements Document. Volume 11. ALWR Evolutionary Plant. Chapter 1. <

i Accendix A. "PRA Key AssymJtions and_Groundrui s". Rev 3.11/91.t
'

2) NUREGICR-4639. "Nys!tpr Computerized Librarv for Antssino _ Reactor Reliability". Vol. 5. Rev.
3. " Data Manual. Part 3: Hardware Component Failure Data (HCFD)". December,1991

3) IEEE Std 500-1984
4) EGG-EA-5887. JUNE 1982 (NREP Databasel.
5) NUREGICR-4550 " Analysis of Core Damaae Freauency: Intemal Evfnts MethedQ oov"i Vol.1.l-

Rev.1 Jp_nyarv.1990.

Amendment W
19.5A-15 June 17, 1994

;

l.______._._________. . . _ . _ . - . . - _ _ _, . . . . . . . . .--..,m......-
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CESSAR naineuion

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30/9L
Page _ L of 1

Dasic Event ID: DDA Revision: .0
System 80 4 PRA - - -

Plant / Study -

QALL. ULATION (use additional sheets if needed):Q

The mean f ailure rate (per hour or por demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (KAG), Reference 1. The K AG does not provide error factors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf = (Upper Bond)/(Median) lean 1.)

where, data for " circuit breakers, power: f ails to open"

4.1 E-03!dUpper Bound e

5.3E 04/dMedian =

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Erf = (S.3E-04)/(4.1 E-03) = 7.74

O
Amendment M

19.5A-16 March 15, 1993

. _ _ . - _____-__- _ _ _ -
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CESSAR nanncmo

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Date: 3/30/9]

Page 1 .. ofl

Basic Event ID: BDB Revision:,,1.,

Basic Event Description: 4.16 KV CIRCUIT BREA!;LFLQG@2@@@@@@@ FAILS TQ1LQSL., |

Plant / Study: Sntem 80 + PRA Tag Number: QgnJrjg_Qp_rnap,nitnt

Model(s): N/A , .

Event Type (check one):
Random operating Random-demand J._;_,

CCF operating CCF - demand _:_,

Developed Event operating Developed Event demand _.,:_,

Developed Event operating CCF Developed Event demand CCF ,,_:_,

Human Error _; initiating Event _;
Test / Maintenance Unavailability Special Event _:_,

Other (describe below) _:

C_QELS
System: N/A_,

Component Type: _B , 4.16 KV CIRCUlT BREAK [R
Failure Mode: _ B_.. EAll.S TO Ct.O_SJ_.
Location: _,

PROBABILITYJALQULATIQN SUMMARY

Mean 3AQE 04
Median:
5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:
Error Factor: L40

REFERENC($

1) EP, RI ALWR Utility Reauirements Document. Volume 11. ALWR Eyalgli_qnary Plant. CJ1apitr_L
Appendix A. "PRA Key Astymotions and_Qroundrules" Rev 3,11/91.

21 M)REGICR-4639, " Nuclear Comogigrited Library f or Assn}ino Reactor Rt!iability". Vol. 5, Rev.
3Jalg_WnSpl. Part 3;_llardware Comnqnent Fa]!prg_QJ11st (HCFD)" December.1990.

3) If1E S.idjp0-19Q.4_
_

4) LQG EA3887. JUNE 19821NREP DJtabJts_gL
_

5) NUREGICB.4550 " Analysis of Core Damane Frecuenev: Internal Even1331el!19d 19ny" Vol. 1._ 3
Biv,1 January,1990,

s

Amendraent W
19.5A-17 June 17, 1994

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CESSAR Enfincamu

91|

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY l

CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date: 3/30/92
Pag e_2_of_2_

Desic Event ID: RDB Revision: O
Plant /Stutfy Sygtem 8)+ PRA

CALC _ULATION (use additional sheets if needed):

The mean f ailure rate (per hour or per demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (K AG), Reference 1. The KAG does not provide error f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was calculated using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf = (Upper Bond)/tMedian) leqn 1,1

where. data for " circuit breakers, power: f ails to open"

Upper Bound = 2.1 E-03/d
Median = 1.5E-03/d

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Erf = (1.SE-03)/(2.1 E-03) = 1.40

O
|

| Amendment M
19.SA-18 March 15, 1993

_ . _ _ _ - - _ . ____ _ _ _ ___



_ .__ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . ._ _.

CESSAR SiniAum. I

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

SUMMARY
Date: 3/30/92

Page 1 of_2.

Basic Event ID: [10 0 Revision: 0

Basic Event Description: 4.16 KV CIRCUlT BREAKER @@@@@@@@@@@ TRIPS SPURIOUSLY | ,

'
Plant / Study: System 80+ PRA Tag Number: Generic Qomponent

Model(s): N/A . ,

Event Type Icheck one):
Random operating _)L: Random-demand _;
CCF operating _: CCF - demand _:
Developed Event - operating _: Developed Event demand _;
Developed Fver.t operating CCF _: Developed Event demand CCF _;
Human Error _; Initiating Event , ,;
Test / Maintenance Unovallability _: Special Event _;

( Other (describe below) ,_,,;

CQDf1
System: N/A_ _ ,

Component Type: JD__, 4.16 Ky_ClJ1GE_DEEAKER
Failure Mode: O, OPENS SPURIOUSLY
location *

PROBABILITY CALCULATION SUMMARY

Mean : LQE-07/hr
Median: .

5th Percentile:
95th Percentile:
Error factor: 1.42

REFERENCES

1) EPRI ALWR UtilitYAQuirements Document Volume 11. ALWR Evolutionary Plant. Chaoter 1.
Aooendix A. "PRA Kev Assumotions and Groundrules" Rev 3.11/91.

|. 2) NUREG/CR-4639. "Nyclear Comouterited Library for Assessino Reactor Reliability". Vol. 5. Rev.
3. " Data Marw.al Part 3: Hardware Component Failure Data IHCFD)" December.1DR

3) IEEE Std 500-1984
| 4) EGG EA 5887. ejM.1982 (NREP Databug}_ .

| 5) NUREGICR4150 " Analysis of Core Damagg_Frecuency: Intemal Events Methodoloav" Vol.1.
'

/ Bev.1 January 1990.

Amendment W
19.5A-19 June 17, 1994

. - - _ _ _. . _ _ . . _ . . . _ . . ____. _ - . __
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CESSARESLbTiw

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

1

Date: 3/30/92
Page_ 2 of 2

Basic Event ID: B00 Revision: O
Plant / Study : System 80+ PRA

CALCULATION (uso additional sheets if needed):

The mean f ailurr, rate (por hour or per demand) was taken directly from the EPRI Key Assumptions and
Groundrules Document (K AG), Reference 1. The KAG does not provide error f actors. Therefore, the error
f actor was ralculated using the data presented in the summary table in Appendix A of Reference 2. The
equation used is:

erf = (Upper Bond)/(Median) (eqn 1.]

where, data f or " circuit breakers, power: spurious (transfer) open"

Upper Bound = 4.4E-07/hr -

Median = 3.1 E 07/hr

By substituting in Equation 1, the error f actor becomes:

Erf = (3.1 E-07)/(4.4E-07) = 1,42

O
Amendment M

19.5A-20 March 15, 1993
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(** ' )CESSAR GE" ice 1

EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING-~

I
V APPENDIX 19.5E

Ice

Page Amendment Page Amendment P_ age Amendmeg

19.5E-1 M 19.5E-57 M 19.5E-106 M
19.5E-2 M 19.5E-58 M 19.5E-107 M
19.EE-3 M 19.SE-59 M 19.SE-108 M
19.5E-4 M 19.5E-60 M 19.5E-109 M
19.5E-5 M 19.5E-60a S 19.5E-110 M
19.5E-6 M 19.5E-60b S 19.5E-111 M
19.5E-7 M 19.5E-60c 5 19.5E-112 M
19.5E-8 M 19.5E-60d S 19.5E-113 M
19.5E-9 M 19.5E-61 M 19.5E-114 M
19.5E-10 M 19.5E-62 M 19.5E-115 M
19.5E-11 M 19.5E-63 M 19.5E-116 M
19.5E-12 M 19.5E-64 M 19.5E-117 M
19.5E-13 M 19.5E-65 H 19.5E-118 M
19.5E-14 M 19.5E-66 M 19.5E-119 M
19.5E-15 M 19.5E-67 M 19.5E-120 M
19.5E-16 M 19.5E-6B M 19.5E-121 M
19.5E-17 T 19.5E-69 M 19.5E-122 M
19.5E-18 T 19.5E-70 M 19.5E-123 M
19.5E-19 M 19.5E-71 M 19.5E-124 M
19.5E-20 M 19.5E-72 M 19.5E-125 M
19.5E-21 M 19.5E-73 M 19.5E-126 M
19.5E-22 T 19.5E-74 M 19.5E-127 M

( 19.5E-23 T 19.5E-75 M 19.5E-128 M

( 19.5E-24 M 19.5E-76 M 19.5E-129 M
19.5E-25 M 19.5E-77 M 19.5E-130 M
19.5E-26 M 19.5E-78 M 19.5E-131 M
19.5E-27 M 19.5E-79 M 19.5E-132 M
19.SE-28 M 19.5E-80 M 19.5E-133 M
19.5E-29 M 19.5E-81 M 19.5E-134 M
19.5E-30 M 19.5E-82 M 19.5E-135 M
19.5E-31 M 19.5E-83 M 19.5E-136 M
19.5E-32 M 19.5E-84 M 19.5E-137 M
19.5E-33 M 19.5E-85 M 19.5E-138 M
19.5E-34 M 19.5E-86 M 19.5E-139 M
19.5E-35 M 19.5E-87 M 19.5E-140 M
19.5E-36 M 19.5E-88 M 19.5E-141 M
19.5E-37 M 19.5E-89 M 19.5E-142 M
19.5E-38 M 19.5E-90 M 19.5E-143 M
19.5E-39 W 19.5E-91 M 19.5E-144 M
19.5E-40 M 19.5E-92 M 19.5E-145 M
19.5E-41 M 19.5E-92a S 19.5E-146 M
19.5E-42 M 19.5E-92b S 19.5E-147 M
19.5E-43 M 19.5E-92c S 19.5E-148 M
19.5E-44 M 19.5E-93 M 19.5E-149 M
19.5E-45 M 19.5E-94 M 19.5E-150 M
19.5E-46 M 19.5E-95 M 19.5E-151 M
19.5E-47 M 19.5E-96 M 19.5E-152 M
19.5E-48 M 19.5E-97 M 19.5E-153 M
19.5E-49 M 19.5E-98 S 19.5E-154 M
19.5E-50 M 19.58-99 S 19.5E-155 M
19.5E-51 M 19.5E-100 S 19.5E-156 M
19.5E-52 M 19.5E-101 S 19.5E-157 M

f% 19.5E-53 M 19.5E-102 S 19.5E-158 M
i d 19.5E-54 M 19.5E-103 M 19.5E-159 MYM 19.5E-55 M 19.5E-104 M 19.5E-160 M

19.5E-56 M 19.5E-105 M 19.5E-161 M

Amendment W
June 17, 1994



. . .

(Sheet 2 of 2)
CESSAR DESIGNCERTIFICATION

EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

APPENDIX 19.5E,

!

Text (Cont'd)
Page Amendment Eage Amendment Page Amendment

_

19.5E-162 M 19.5E-214 M 19.5E-264 M
19.5E-163 M 19.SE-215 M 19.SE-265 M
19.5E-164 M 19.5E-216 M 19.5E-266 M
19.5E-105 M 19.5E-217 M 19.5E-267 M
19.5E-166 M 19.5E-218 M 19.5E-268 M __

19.5E-167 M 19.5E-219 M 19.5E-269 M
19.5E-168 M 19.5E-220 M 19.5E-270 M
19.5E-169 M 19.5E-221 M 19.5E-271 M
19.5E-170 M 19.5E-222 M 19.5E-272 M
19.5E-171 M 19.5E-223 M 19.5E-273 M
19.5E-172 M 19.5E-224 M 19.5E-274 M
19.5E-173 M 19.5E-225 M 19.5E-275 M
19.5E-174 M 19.5E-226 M 19.5E-276 M
19.5E-175 M 19.5E-227 M 19.5E-277 M
19.5E-176 M 19.5E-228 M 19.5E-278 M
19.5E-177 M 19.5E-229 M 19.5E-279 M
19.5E-178 M 19.5E-230 M 19.5E-280 M
19.bE-179 M 19.5E-231 M 19.5E-281 M
19.5E-180 M 19.5E-232 M 19.5E-282 M
19.5E-181 M 19.5E-233 M 19.5E-283 M
19.5E-182 M 19.5E-234 M 19.5E-284 M
19.5E-183 M 19.5E.234a S 19.5E-285 M
19.5E-184 M 19.5E-234b S 19.5E-286 M
19.5E-185 M 19.5E-?35 M 19.5E-287 M
19.5E 186 M 19. 'a E- 2 3 6 M 19.5E-288 M
19.5E-187 M 19.5E-237 M 19.5E-289 M
19.5E-188 M 33.5E-238 M 19.5E-290 M
19.5E-189 M 19.5E-239 M 19.5E-291 M
19.5E-190 M 19.5E-240 M 19.5E-292 M
19.5E-191 M 19.5E-241 M 19.5E-293 M
19.5E-192 M 19.5E-242 M 19.5E-294 M
19.5E-193 M 19.5E-243 M 19.5E-295 M
19.5E-194 M 19.5E-244 M 19.5E-296 M
19.5E-195 M 19.5E-245 M 19.5E-297 M
19.5E-196 M 19.5E-246 M 19.5E-298 M
19.5E-197 M 19.5E-247 M 19.5E-299 M
19.5E-198 M 19.5E-248 M 19.5E-300 M
19.5E-199 M 19.5E-249 M 19.5E-301 M
19.5E-200 M 19.5E-250 M 19.5E-302 M
19.5E-201 M 19.5E-251 M 19.5E-303 M
19.5E-202 M 19.5E-252 M 19.5E-304 M
19.5E-203 M 19.5E-253 M 19.5E-305 M
19.5E-204 M 19.5E-254 M 19.5E-306 M
19.5E-205 M 19.5E-255 M 19.5E-307 M
19.5E-206 M 19.5E-256 M 19.5E-308 M
19.5E-207 M 19.5E-257 M 19.5E-309 M
19.5E-208 M 19.5E-258 M 19.5E-310 M
19.5E-209 M 19.5E-259 M 19.5E-311 M
19.bE-210 M 19.5E-260 M
19.5E-211 M 19.5E-261 M
19.5E-212 M 19.5E-262 M
19.5E-213 M 19.5E-263 M

Amendment M
March 15, 1993

_ ___
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CESSAR E!L"icamn

BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

DATE:MGUST 27. 1992-

PAGE: 3 0F 5

BASIC EVENT ID:AHFLP102V REVISION: 0
BASIC EVENT
DESCRIPTION :EfMP-102 REClRCULATION VALVES MISPOSITIONED AFTER

TEST / MAINTENANCE

PLANT / STUDY : SYSTEM 80+

CALCULATION

__, q
'

TASK BHEP PSF HEP SOURCE

A 0.01 0.01 20-6 ITEM 1

B (1+19(0.1))/20 LOW DEPENDENCE 0.22 20-22 ITEM (1) )
20-17 (10-15) ;

C 0.01 0.01 20-6 ITEM 1

D ((1+0.00111)/2 HIGH DEPENDENCE .5 20-17 (10-17)

0.01 X 0.22 = 0.0022
CORRECTION WITHIN ONE MONTH

2.2E-3*0.01 = 2.2E-5
(2.2E-3 +2.2E-5)/2 = 1.11E-3

1.11E-3 * 0.5 = 5.55E-4 |

|

O
Amendment W

19.5E-39 June 17, 1994
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BASIC EVENT PROBABILITY
CALCULATION WORKSHEET

CALCULATION

Date:_0/27/92
Page 4 of 5

,

Basic Event ID: AHFLP102V Revision: 0 i

Plant / Study : System 80 + PRA |

CALCULATION (use additional sheets if needed):

1

EFWP-102 Recirculation Valves Mispositioned After Test /Molntainence

/

Operator closes voNes EF-226 Operator fot to cbse
onor test procedure vuNe EF-226

offer test exocedure

* /.
OC personnel identiSes OC personnel inconectty

vake open vertfies volve closed

. '.

Operator checks the Operator falls to verhy
conect post' ion conect positon
every thirty days every thirty days

e >

Operator and others performs
some folture withOperator closes volves EF-2M

volve EF-2Mofter test procedure offer test procedure
e s

O
Amendment M

19.5E-40 March 15, 1993
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a EDOJDGO 16 1 EMMMLCD101 17 1 EWFKDGOS2 19 1 PEON 010105 17 5

h EDOKDGA 5 1 EMMMLCB101 20 1 EWFXDDGGM 9 1 PEBN018170 17 2

a EDDKDGB 16 1 EMMMLCC101 6 3 EWFXADGAM 9 2 PEBN01B175 17 4

EDDVDGA 2 6 EMMMLCC101 11 1 EXLXESF 9 1 PEON 010100 17 5
~

I EDDVDGB 15 6 EMMMLCD101 17 3 PC3N01BX 2 1 PEBN010100 20 1

U) c'5
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Gate / Event Name Pm h Gate / Event Name P_agt Zone Gate / Event Name 'Pm t Zone Gate / Event Name PEL ZDng
PEBN018185 17 6
PEBN018185 .21 1

PEBN01C1 24 2
PEBN01CiO5 24 2
PEBN01C110 24 1

% PEBN01C130 24 3
PEBN01Di 27 2
PEBN010105 27 3
PEBN010110 27 2

g PEBrJ010130 27 4
PEBN01X1 1 3
PEBN01X1 24 3
PEBN01Y1 14 5
PEBN01Y1 27 4
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a. During modes 1 and 2, and modes 3 and 4 with the pressurizer
pressure 2 900 psia, all four SITS are required to be
operable. The following combinations of SIT inoperability are
considered.

If one SIT is inoperable due to boron concentration*

not within limits, 72 hours are allowed to restore
the boron concentration.
If one SIT is inoperable due to reasons other than*

boron concentration, only 1 hour is allowed to
restore the SIT to operable status.

* If these required actions are not satisfied, the
plant must be placed in mode 3 and pressurizer |
pressure must be reduced to less than 900 psia
within 6 hours and 12 hours, respectively. |
If more than ene SIT is inoperable, action must be*

initiated immediately to place the plant in mode 5
within 37 hours,

b. During modes 1, 2 and 3, all four SIS trains are required to
be operable. The following combinations of SIS inoperability
are considered.

.

* If one SIS train is inoperable, 72 hours are( ])/
allowed to restore the SIS train to operable

'# status.
If this required action is not satisfied, the plant*

must be placed in mode 3 and then in mode 4 within
6 hours and 12 hours, respectively.

c. During modes 4, 5 and 6 when RCS level < [120'-0"), two SIS
trains, one in each division, are required to be operable.
The following combinations of SIS inoperability are
considered.

If the required SIS train is inoperable, 1 hour is*

allowed to restore the required train to operable
status.
If this required action is not satisfied, the RCS*

level must be restored to > [120'-0"] and reduce
RCS temperature to < 135'F within 24 hours.

Periodic surveillance is performed to demonstrate that the SIS
components are operable. The more frequent surveillance
requirements are as follows:

a. The following surveillances on the SIT are considered.

Every 12 hours verify that each SIT isolation valve*

[m} is fully open and that borated water volume and
'w / nitrogen cover-pressure in each SIT are within

their respective limits.

Amendment W
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Every 31 days verify that boron concentration in*

each SIT is within its limit and that power is
removed from each SIT isolation valve operator,

b. The following surveillances on the SIS are considered.

Every 12 hours verify that hot leg injection valves*

are in closed position and that power is removed
from each valve operator.
Every 31 days verify that each SIS manual, power*

operated, or automatic valve in the flow path is in
its correct position and that SIS piping is full of
water.
Every 18 months verify that each SIS train*

automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its
correct position and that each SI pump starts
automatically on an actuation signal.

19.6.3.6.2 System Logie Models

The small event tree /large fault tree approach is used in this
study to quantify event sequences. By choosing the large fault
tree approach, all support systems are developed and then
integrated with the front-line or mitigating systems as
appropriate. The SIS is one of the front-line systems addressed in
this study. The success criteria defined in Section 19.6.3.6.1.5
are used to develop the fault tree models for the SIS with the
various boundary conditions of concern in this study.

This section presents the assumptions used to develop the SIS fault
tree models. The event trees that the SIS interfaces with are also
identified in this section.

19.6.3.6.2.1 Analysis Assumptions

In developing the fault tree model for the SIS, the following
assumptions were made:

1. The SI pumps are tested each time after pump maintenance to
determine operability of the pump. Therefore, the mini-flow
valves are assumed to be open and mispositioning of these
valves are not included in the model.

2. Safety injection valves, SI-646 and SI-626 only, are.each
provided with a bypass valve (SI-603 and SI-602,
respectively). The bypass valves are normally closed and are
not designed to deliver the required flow to the reactor
vessel; therefore, they are not included in the model.

3. The technical specifications do not allow more than one SI
pump to be in maintenance at the same time. Therefore, the SI

Amendment M
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DNINANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE' OF SAFETY INJECTION TANKS TO INJECT FOR LARGE LOCA

FAULT TREE - PLA!Olax

8.E. M00./ CS.
MODUtE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PROB.

1) PLA!01BX FA! LURE OF S!Ts FOR LARGE LOCA 6.84E-05 |

1) HVCxD-SETl COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE S CHECK VALVES TO OPEN 3.42E-05 3.42E-05 3.42E-05
2) LVCXD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVES TO OP 3.42E-05 3.42E-05 3.42E-05
3) HVCASI-247 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

LVCAsi-215 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S1-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E - 34

4) HVCASI-217 St LINE 4 CHECK VALVE SI-217 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04 8.00E-12
HVCAS!-247 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

5) HVCASI-237 St LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E- 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
LVCAS!-215 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LvCAs!-245 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E - 04

6) HVCASI-237 SI LINE 3 CHECK VALVE S!-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
HVCAS!-247 SI LINE 1 CHr " VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-215 S!T DISCHARGE .sECK VALVE $1-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

7) HVCASI-217 St LINE 4 CHECK VALVE SI-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
HVCASI-237 St LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04
HVCASI-247 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

8) HVCAS!-217 St LINE 4 CHECK VALVE SI-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

HVCASI-227 51 LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
HVCASI-237 $1 L!kE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E 04

9) LVCASI-215 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
LVCASI-225 SIT D!SCHARGE CHECK VALVE St-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

10) HVCASI-227 St LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
LVCASI-215 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04
LVCASI-235 Sif DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE St-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

11) HVCASI-217 St LINE 4 CHECK VALVE S!-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8.000-12
LVCASI-225 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

12) HVCASI-217 SI LINE 4 CHECK VALVE St-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
HVCASI-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

13) HVCAS!-237 St LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
LVCASI-215 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-225 S:T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

14) HVCASI-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
HVCAS!-237 SI LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-215 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

15) HVCASI-217 SI LINE 4 CHECK VALVE S!-217 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
HVCASI-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
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TABLE 19.6.3.6-2 (Sheet 2 of 3)

DO41NANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE OF SAFETY INJECTICW TANKS TO INJECT FOR L.ARGE LOCA

FAULT TREE : PLAIO1BX

B.E. M00./CS.
RATE EXPOSURE PRO 9. PROB.

H0XJtE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION

2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04
HVCASI-247 St LINE 1 CHECK VALVE S!-247 FAILS TO OPEN

1

2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.0CE-12
16) HVCASI-217 SI LINE 4 CHECK VALVE SI-217 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

hvCASI-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE S1-227 F AILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 & 2.00E 04
LVCAsi-245 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.0CE-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

17) LVCAS!-225 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.0CE-04 1 2.00E-04
tvCAS!-235 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCAS!-245 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04 8.00E-12

18) HVCAS!-247 S! LINE 1 CHECK VALVE S1-247 FAILS To OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-225 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE St-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCAS!-235 SIT OISCHARCE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

10) HVCASt-237 SI LINE 3 CHECK VALVE S!-237 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASJ-225 Sif DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-225 FAILS 70 CPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-245 SIT DISCHARCE CHECK VALVE S!-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

20) HVCASI 237 St LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04
HVCASI-247 St LihE 1 CHECK VAa_VE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-225 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

21) HVCAst 227 $1 LINE 2 CHECK VALVE S!-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASt-235 SIT O!SCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.0CE 04
LVCASI-245 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

22) HVCASI-227 Si LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04
HVCAS!-24 7 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 F AILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-235 SIT DISCHARCE CHECK VALVE SI-235 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8. 00E - 12

23) HVCAS!-227 51 LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 F AILS TO CPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
HVCAS!-237 SI LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO CPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-245 51T O!SCHARGE CHECK VALVE S1-245 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04 8.00E-12

l 24) HVCASI-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE S!-227 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
HVCASI-237 SI LINE 3 CHECK VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO CPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
HVCAS!-247 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE S!-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E -12

I
25) LVCAS!-215 StT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04

LVCASI-225 S!T DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-225 F AILS TO OPEN f2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-245 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE St-245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E -04 8.00E-12 j

26) HVCASI-247 St LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEh 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 |
LVCASI-215 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 J
LVCASI-225 S!T DISCHARCE CHECK VALVE St-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E 04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

27) HVCASI-217 SI LINE 4 CHECK VALVE S!-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 ;

LVCASI-225 S!T DISCHARCE CHECK VALVE SI ??5 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 j

LVCASI-245 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-245 FA!LS TO OPEN I

2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12
28) HVCAS!-217 SI LINE 4 CHECK VALVE SI-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 i

HVCAS!-247 SI LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPEN 2 00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LvCAS1-225 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE St-225 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-12

29) HVCAS!-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-215 SIT DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-215 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
LVCASI-245 S!T DISCHARCE CHECK VALVE SI-245 FAILS TO OPEN
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TABLE 19.6.3.6-3

TKW14 ANT CUTSETS FOR F AlltRE OF SAFEIT IWJEil104 TAuts 10 INJECT FCW AGGRESS!VE_ SECtucA.R? CDottuG
FAULT TREE : PLAT 01CX

S.E . MOD./CS.

RAT $ E_M N- N-

MCDULE/EV1Mt MAME M SCRIPTION

1.60E 03 f
1) PLA101Cx FAILt;EE OF SITS FOR AGORESS!vr SECC*CARY C00LC9A

/,00(-Q4 7 2,QQ{-04 2.00E-04
1) LVCASI-235 SIT DISCNARG{ (M{{(' VALV{ $ { 23$ F A {($ TQ CP[ W 2. '.CE - % 1 2.00E-04 2.00E 04
2) LVCASI-225 S!T DIS:' MARGE CHECK VALVE SI-225 F AILS TO OPEN 2.')CE-04 1 2.00E-04 2.00E 04
3) NVCAst-237 51 LINE 3 CHECE VALVE SI-237 FAILS TO OPE 4 2.00E-04 1 2.00c 04 2.00E-04
4) NVCASI-217 51 LINE 4 CFECK VALVE $1-217 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2. 00E - % 2.00E-04
5) HvCAS!-227 SI LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-227 FAILS TO OPE 4 2.00E-04 1 2.00E- % 2.0CT-C4
6) LVCASI-245 Sti DISCMARGE CHECK VALVE St-245 FAILS TO CPE4 2.00E-04 1 2.0CE-04 2.00E-0
7) HVCASI-247 51 LIhE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-247 FAILS TO OPE 4 2.00E 04 1 2.00E -04 2.00E 04
5) LVCASI-215 Sti DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S1-215 FAILS TO CPEN 1.40E -07 1 1.40E-0 7 t.40E-07
9) LV"DSI-614 SIT M 0 150ALTIC4 VALVE St-674 FAILS TO #EatA!N OPfe 1.40E-07 1 1.40E-07 1.40E-07

10) LVMOSI-634 S!T M-O ISOLATI04 VALVE $1-634 FAILS TO #E"414 OPEh 1.4 0E -07 1 1.40E 07 1.40E- 0 7
11) LV*CSI-624 SIT M-O !$0LATION VA VE $1-624 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEu_ 1.40E - 07 1 1.40E 07 f.40E-07
12) LV"DSI-644 S!T "-O ISOLATIO4 VALVE SI-644 FAILS TO RE8A!w OPEm

l
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TABLE 19.6.3.6-4 (Sheet 1 of 4)
i

tXRINANT E1JTSETS FOR FAlttFE OF SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM TD Deliver FLGJ FOR LARE LOCA
|

| FAULT TREE : PEAN 01Ex [
l

8.E . MW./CS.;

JRA DLSOSURE PROB. PRGB.MCOULE/ EVENT NA E DESCRIPfl0h

1) PHAH01BX FAILURE OF SIS 70 DELIVER FLOW 70R LARGE LOCA 2.20E-03 |

1) HVMxo-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOT LEG M 0 150 VALVES 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 8.00E-M
2) HvCXD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE St LIhE CHECK VALVES TO CPEN 6.10E-04 6.10E-04 6.10E-04

;
3) HVWXD-SET 1 C0"*0N CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE St M-0 VALVES TO OPEN 1.89E-04 1.89E-04 1.8?E-04
4) HVCKD-SET 4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF HOT LEG CHECK VALVES 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04
5) HMFFHOTLEG OPERATOR FAILS TO INITI ATE #0T LEG INJECTION 1.38E-04 1.385-04 1.3SE-04
6) HPSNR-SETT COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE S1 PUMPS To RUN 7.31E-05 7.3 t E -05 1.31E-05
7) HPSxD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 02 MORE St PUMPS TO START 6.46E-05 6.46E-05 *>.46E-05
8) HVCXD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE SI CHECK VALVES TO OPEN 3.42E-05 3.42E-05 3.42E-05
9) HVCXD-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE St PUMP DISCHARGE LEG CHECK VALV 3.42E-05 3.42E-05 3.42E-05

10) HVMASI-321 HOT LEG 1 M-0 VALVE S1-321 F AILS TO OPEN 4.OCE-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
HVMAS!-331 HOT LEG 2 M-O ISO VALVE S1-331 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-93 1 4.00E-03

11) HVMASI-321 HOT LEG 1 M-O VALVE St-321 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E -G 3 1 4.00E 03 1.60E-05 i

HVMASI-609 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-609 FAILS TO CFEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
12) HVMASI-604 HOT LEG 1 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-604 FAILS TO OPEE 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

HvEASI-609 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALVE S1-609 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
j 13) HVMAS!-331 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALVE St-331 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 f.60E-05
'

HVMASI-604 HOT LEG 1 M-0 !$0 VALVE SI-604 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 !

14) HSDXD-SET 1 CopMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR MORE St PUMP BREAKERS TO CLOSE 1.55E-05 1.55E-05 1.55E-05
i 15) FHFFSIAS OPERATOR FAILS TO CENERATE SAFETT INJECTION ACTUATION $1ChAL 4.6E-03 4.60E-03 1.37E-05

FSSXSIAS C P MON CAUSE FAILURE OF SAFETY INJECTION ACTUATION S!GNALS 3.02E-03 3.02E-03
15) E808TT GRID COLLAPSE ON TUR9INE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06 .

EDCXROGA-B COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF OGs 4.20E-03 4.20E-03
17) E8GPTT GR!D COLLAPSE ON TLFBINE TRIP 8.DCE-04 8.00E-04 2.65E-06

EDOKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDG8 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FA!LS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-C2

18) HVCASI-522 HOT LEG 1 CHECK VALVE SI-522 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
HVMAS!-609 HOT LEG 2 M-d ISO VALVE SI-609 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

19) HVCASI-523 HOT LEG 1 CHECK VALVE SI-523 FAILS To OPEN 2.00E-04 T 2.00E-04 B.00E-UT
HVMASI-609 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALYE SI-609 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

20) HVCASI-533 HOT LEG 2 CHECK VALVE SI-533 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
HVMASI-604 HOT LEG 1 M-0 ISO VALVE S1-604 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

21) HVCASt-533 NOT LEG 2 CHECK VALVE S1-533 FAILS TO OPEN 2.0GE-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
HVMASI-321 MOT LEG 1 M-0 VALVE S1-321 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

22) KVCASI-532 HOT LEG 2 CHECK VALVE SI-532 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E 04 8.00E-07
HVMASt-321 HOT LEG 1 M-0 VALVE SI-321 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 v

23) HVCASt-532 HOT LEG 2 CHECK VA3.VE S1-532 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
HVMASI-604 HOT LEG 1 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-604 FAILS TO CPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.0CE -03 ,

24) HVCAs!-522 HOT LEG 1 CHECK VALVE S1-522 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
HVMASI-331 HOT LEG 2 M 0150 VALVE S1-331 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-C3

25) HVCAst-523 HOT LEG 1 CHECK VALVE SI-323 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 S.00E 07
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TABLE 19.6.3.6-4 (Sheet 2 of 4)

DNINANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE OF SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM TO DElf vER TLGt FCR EARGE LECA

FAULT TREE : FMANOTEX

B.E. PG ./CS.
RATE E Nfv35tRE PRN . PRN .

pKIMJLE/ EVENT MAME DESCRIPTION

4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
HVMASI-331 HOT LEG 2 M 0 ISO VALVE S!-331 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E -C 7

26) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDDJDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL *ihERATOR DG 9 FAILS TO ST ART & LOAD
EDDKDGA EgrRGENC' DIESEt GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E - 07
27) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE A TUaB NE Tit!P 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02

EDDJDGA EMERGENCY D'cSEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO START & LOAD 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDCG8 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 3. 78E -07 3.78E w 7 3. 78E -0 7

28) EXLXESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF .50 V LC ESF TR ANSFORMERS 8.00E-C4 8.00E-04 2. 76E -07
29) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5. 76E -02

EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B F AILS TO RUN 6.00E-03 6.00E-03
EDDVDGA DG A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.76E -0 7

30) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.4CE-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 6.00E 03 6.00E-03
EDDVDG3 DG B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.24E-07

31) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.80E-04 2.80E-04
EDDXDDGA-B COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF DGs 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.04E -0 7

32) EBGPTT CRID CotLAPSE ON TUR31NE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02 ,

EDDGG8 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN I1.23E-05 1 4.43E -03
ESXRDGA DG A LOAD SEDUENCER FAILS TO OPERATE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.04E -0 7 I

33) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP !2.40E-03 24 5. 76E -02
EDDGGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN T.23E-05 1 4.43E -03 i

ESXRDGB DG B LOAD SEQUENCER F AILS TO OPERATE !
8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E-07

34) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL CENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 ;

HVMASI-604 MOT LEG 1 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-604 FAILS TO OPEN '

8.00E-04 8.00E-06 1.84E 07
35) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
MvMASI-609 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-609 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E-07

36) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A F A!LS TO RUN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
HVMASI-331 HOT LEG 2 M-0 ISO VALVE St-331 FAILS TO ODEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E-07

37) E80PTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
HVMASI-616 St LINE 4 M-0 ISO VALVE St-6'6 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E-07

38) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG 8 F AILS TO RUN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
HVMASI-646 SI LINE 1 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-646 F AILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E - 07

39) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-021

f EDDKDGA EMERt,ENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN
4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

HVMASI-626 SI LINE 2 M-0 ISO VALVE SI-626 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.84E -07
40) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

EDDGGS EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B F AILS TO RUN

Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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TABLE 19.6.3.6-5 (Shett 1 of 5)

DOMINANT CtJTSETS TOR FAltuRE OF SAFETY INJECTION SMTEM TO DELIVER FLOW FOR SMALL LOCA

FALUT TREE : , 3G01BX

8.E . RD./C5.
M@ULE/ EVENT NAE DESCRIPTION RJA EX N FTOB. PRGI.

1) PHSG01BX FAILURE OF SIS TO DEL 1VER FLOW FOR A SMALL LOCA 8.87E-04 |

|
1) MVCXD-SET 6 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF St LINE CHECK VALVES (St-113/143, 51-540/5 5.62E-04 5.62E-04 5.62E-04
2) MV"XD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF S1 LIhE M-0 ISO VALVES ($1-616/51-646) TO 1.38E-04 T.38E-04 1.38E-04 j

3) HPSXR-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILL9E OF ALL 4 St PUMPS TO RUN 5.80E-05 5.80E-05 5.80E-05 '

4) HPSXD* SET 2 CCNMON CAUSE F AILURE 08 ALL 4 S1 PUMPS TO START 3.49E-05 3.49E-05 3.49E-05
5) HVCAD-SETS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF St LINE CHECK v4LVES (S!-404/5, 51-434, St 2.80E-05 2.80E-05 2.80E-05

I
6) HVCXD-SET 7 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL 4 DVI CHECK VALVES (St-217/SI-247) TO 2.80E-05 2.80E-05 2.80E-05
7) FHFFSIAS OPERATOR FA!LS TO GENERATE SAFETY INJECTIUN ACTUATION SIGNAL 4.6E-03 4.60E-03 1.39E-05 i

FSSX$IAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE 08 SAFETY INJECTION ACTUATION SIGNALS 3.02E-03 3.02E-03 l

8) HBOXD-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE Ot ALL 4 St PUMP BREAKERS TO CLOSE 1.35E-05 1.35E-05 1.35E-05 ;

9) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06 j

EDDXRDGA-B COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF DGs 4.20E-03 4.20E-03 '

10) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E 04 8.00E-04 2.65E-06
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGB E*ERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS To RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02 !

11) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E - 0 7 |

EDDJDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO START & LOAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02 I

EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FA!LS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02 j

12) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E- 0 7 i

EDDJDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO START & LCAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATCR DG B FA!LS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

13) EXLXESF COMMON CAUSE FAILUPE OF 480 V LC ESF TRANSFORMERS 3. 78E -07 3. 7BE -07 3.78E 07
14) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.76E-07

EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
3

i EDDVDGB DG B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 6.00E-03 6.00E-03
15) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.76E-07 j

EDDKDGB E"ERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02 ;

EDDVDGA DG A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 6.00E-03 6.00E-03
16) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 5.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.2iE-0 7 ,

EDDXDDGA-B COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF DGs 2.80E-04 2.80E-04 i

17) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE 04 TURBINE TRIP 3.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.04E-0 7 )
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GEkERATOR DG A FA!LS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
ESXRDGB DG S LOAD SEQUENCER FAILS TO CPERATE 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03

18) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.04E-07
'

EDDKDGB E"ERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
ESXRDGA CG A LOAD SEQUENCER FAILS TO OPERATE 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03

'19) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.80E-07
ESXXSEQ COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG LOAD SEQUENCERS 2.25E-04 2.25E-04

20) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.57E-07
EDDJDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO START & LOAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02 !
EDDJDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO START & LOAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02 |

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABIE 19.6.3.6-6 (Sheet 1 of 4)

10MINANT DJTSETS FOR FAILURE OF SAFETY INJECT!Of SYSTEM FOR FEED OPERATipt

FAULT TREE : PMB802BX

8.E . Mtm./CS.
RATE EXPUSURE PRGt. PRag.

MtI)ULE/ EVENT KAME _ DESCR!PTICM

8.73E-04 |
FAILURE TO DELIVIR SUFF St FLOW TO 4 OF 4 LOOPS FOR FEED OPERATION1) PNBB02BE

5.62E-04 5.62E-04 5.62E-04COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF St LINE CHECK VALVES (St-113/143, 51-540/5
1) MVCXD-SET 6 TO 1.38E-04 1.38E-04 1.38E-04
2) HVMXD-SET 3 COM40N CAUSE FAILURE OF St LINE M-O ISO VALVES (St-616/SI-646) 5.80E-05 5.80E-05 5.80E-05

,

3.49E-05 3.49E-05 3.4 0 05 )3) MPSxR-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL 4 St PUMPS TO RUN

4) NPSXD-SET 2 COMuoN CAUSE F AILURE OF ALL 4 $1 PL8tPS TO START

5) HVCxD-SETS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF St LINE CuECK VALVES (S1-404/S, SI-434, S1 2.80E-05 2.80E-05 2.80E-05
'

6) HVCXD-SET 7 CEP' MON CAUSE F AILURE OF ALL 4 DVI CHECK VALVES (SI-217/SI-247) TO
2.80E-05 2.80E-05 2.80E-05
1.35E-05 1.35E-05 1.35E 05

7) NBDXD-SET 2 Coa 40N CAUSE F AILURE OF ALL 4 St PUMP BREAKERS TO CLOSE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06
8) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE 04 TURBINE TRIP 4.20E-03 4.20E-03

ECDxRDGA-B COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF DGs 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.65E-G6
9) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TR!P 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

EDDC GA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E-0T

10) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDDJDGB E"ERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS to START & TOAD 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E - 0 7

11) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDDJDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO START & LOAD 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDOKDGB EMERGEkCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 3.7BE-0 7 3. 78E-07 3. 78E -07

12) ExLxESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V LC ESF TRANSFORMERS 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2. 76E -0 7
13) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5. 76E -02

EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIE *sEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 6.00E-03 6.00E-LT
EDDVDGA DG A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 E.76E-0 7

14) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDCGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A F AILS TO RUN 6.00E-03 6.00E-03
EDDVDGB DG B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.24E -07

15) ESGPTT GRID Cot. LAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.80E-04 2.80E-04
EDDXDCGA-B COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF DGs 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.04E-07

16) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY O!ESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03
ESxRDGB DG B LOAD SEQUENCER FAILS TO OPERATE 8.0CE-04 8.00E-04 2.04E-0 7

17) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDCDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03
ESWRDGA DG A LOAD SEQUENCER FAILS TO OPERATE 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.80E -0 7

18) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.25E-04 2.25E-04
ESXXSEQ COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG LOAD SEQUENCERS 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1.5 7E-07

19) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 7.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A F AILS TO START & LOADEDDJDGA 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02

EDDJDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B F AILS TO START & LOAD 8.00E-04 8.00E- 04 1.10E-CT
20) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP T .37E-04 1.37E-04

EJE XDGRM COMMON CAUSE FA1 LURE OF DG ROEM DAMPERS

AI:tendI: tent W
June 17, 1994
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19.6.3.7 Fmor_gency Feedwater Syst_em

19.6.3.7.1 System Description

19.6.3.7.1.1 System Function

The Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) provides an independent
saf ety-related means of supplying f eedwater to the steam generators
for heat removal from the reactor coolant system (RCS) during
emergency conditions. These conditions include any event that
results in loss of normal feedwater and requires heat removal
through the steam generators (SGs) . In addition, the EFWS provides
decay heat removal for small Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) that
requires heat removal through the SGs when normal feedwater flow is
not available. Decay Heat removal is accomplished by using the
EFWS to deliver emergency feedwater from the Emergency Feedwater
Storage Tanks to the SGs. The EFWS is used to remove decay heat
until the shutdown cooling entry conditions are met.

10.6.3.7.1.2 Bystem Configuration

A simplified schematic for the EFWS is shown in Figure 19.6.3.7-1.
For this analysis, the system consists of two redundant trains, |
cach train aligned to feed its respective steam generator. Each
train consists of one Emergency Foodwater Storage Tank (EFWST), one
100% capacity motor-driven pump subtrain, one 100% capacity
turbine-driven pump subtrain, valves, and instrumentation. Each
pump subtrain takes suction from its respective EFWST and delivers
the flow through its respective discharge header. Each subtrain
discharge header contains a pump discharge check valve, flow
regulating valvo, steam generator isolation valve and steam
generator isolation check valve. The motor-driven subtrain and
turbine-driven subtrain are joined together inside containment to
feed their respective steam generator through a common EFW header
which connects to the steam generator downcomer feedwater line.

I
A line connected to a non-safety source of condensato, namely
Condensate Storage Tank (CST), is also provided with local manual
isolation valve so that it can be manually aligned for gravity feed
to either of the EFWSTs, should the EFWSTs reach low level before
shutdown cooling entry conditions are reached. A check valve and
a normally locked closed, local manually operated isolation valvo
are provided for separation of the CST from the safety-related
sources.

Each turbine-driven pump is supplied steam from the Main Steam
System upstream of the main steam isolation valves. Each supply
line to the turbine-driven pump contains a normally closed, fail- |
open air operated steam isolation valve. A bypass is provided
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around each of these isolation valves with a flow restricting
| orifice and a normally closed, fail-open air operated bypass
valve.

Pump discharge crossover piping is provided to enhance system
versatility such that a pump in one train can feed the steam
generator in other train. This crossover is credited only for the
case where one steam generator is unavailable. Two normally locked
closed, local manually operated isolation valves are provided for
subtrain separation.

19.6.3.7.1.3 Bupport and Interfacing Systems

To perform its functions, the EFWS depends on various support
systems. These systems are Main Steam System, Electrical Power
Distribution Systems, component Cooling Water System (CCWS), and
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESPAS) and Alternate
Protection System (APS).

The Electrical power for the EFWS is supplied by the 4.16 KV Class
I E, 125VDC Class 1E, and 480 VAC Class 1E power systems. The CCWS
provides cooling water to the motor-driven pumps to cool the pumps.
The Main Steam System supplies steam to drive the turbine-driven
pumps. Turbine-driven pumps are self-cooled. The ESFAS or APS
provides the signal to actuate the EFWS.

The 4.16 KV class 1E power system provides the motive power to
operate the EFWS motor-driven pumps. The 480 VAC MCC system
provides the motive power to operate the AC motor-operated valves.

| The 125 VDC class 1E power system provides motive power for DC
' motor-operated valves, and control power for the pump and valve

circuitries which close and trip the breakers when required. For
this study, assignment of power are as follows:

System Component 4.16 KV bus 125 VDC bus 480 VAC MCC

EFW Pumps:
EFP-102 (Motor 1) SCS201 SC0801

i EPP-104 (Motor 2) SDS201 SD0801
EFP-101 (Turbine 1) SA0801
EFP-103 (Turbine 2) SB0801

EFW Isolation Valves:
1 EF-100 SA0801
| EF-101 SB0801
'

EF-102 SCM304
EF-103 SDM304

EFW Steam Supply Valves:
EF-108 SA0801
EF-109 SB0801
EF-112 SA0801
EF-113 SB0801
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TABLC 19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 1 of 4)

DotturJti DJTSETS FOR FAILURE OF EKPGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM TO DELIVER FLOW TO EITMER SG

FAULT TREE : PA0G01EX

8.E. MtD./CS.

RA T.E EXPOSURE PROB. PROB.

Mir0LE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTICH

5.EE-05 |
1) PA0G01BX FAILURE TO DELIVER SUFFICIENT EFW TO EITHER SG

2.81E 05 2.81E-05 2.81E-05
1) AVCXDIST COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DISTRIBUTION LINE CHECK VALVES 2.81E-05 2.81E-05 2.81E-05

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW PUMP DISCHARGE CHECK VALVES 4.6E-03 4.60E-03 3.34E - 072) AVCXEFWP
3) FHFFEFWS OPERATOR FAILS TO ACTUATE EFWS COMPONENTS 2.60E-02 2.60E-02

No EFAS ACTUATION SIGNAL FROM ALTERNATE PROTECTION SYSTEM 2.79E-03 2.79E -03FSERAPS
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EMERGENCY FEEDWATER ACTUATION SIGkAL 2.37E-04 2.3 7E-04 2.82E-07FSEX-EFAS

4) APAXDETWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUN S 1.19E-03 1.19E-03
APTxDP101-103 Co* 0N CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TURBINE PUMPS 1.19E-03 1.19E-03 2.38E-0 7

5) APTXDP101-103 COMMON CAUSE DEMAhD FAILUPE OF EFW TURBINE PLMPS 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.08E -07 1.08E-07 1.08E-07

6) ELCX125C1E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 125 VDC CLASS 1E BUS 6.12E-05 6.12E 05 7.28E-08
7) APAXRETWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUuPS 1.19E-03 1.19E-03

APTxDP101-103 COMMUN CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TUR81NE PLFPS 2.37E -04 2.3 7E -04 6.16E-OS
8) APAXDEFWP102-104 CCMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.60E-04 2.60E-04

AVDXEF108-109 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY VALVES EF-108 & EF-109 2.37E -04 2.37E -04 6.16E-08
9) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PtMPS 2.60E-04 2.60E-04

AVDXEF112-113 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM EQ. VALVES EF-1T2 & EF-113 2.37E -04 2.37E - 04 5.33E-08
10) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
APTJEFWP-103 EFW TUR31NE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO STARY 2.60E-0!. 2.60E-04 5.20E-08

11) AVDXEF112-113 CCMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF STEAM Ec. VALVES EF-112 & EF-113 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 2.60E-04 2.60E-04 5.20E-08

12) AVDxEF108-109 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY VALVES EF-108 & EF-109 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-1031.50E-02 1 1.50E-02 4.50E-08

13) APTJEFVP-101 EFW TUR9tNE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.5DE-02
APTJEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 2.37E - 04 2.37E - 04 3.87E -08

14) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TUR9tNE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-105 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-105 TRANSFERS CLOSED 2.37E - 04 2.37E-04 3.87E 08

15) APAxDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
APTJEFWP-103 EFW TURBikE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 3.57E 08

16) ABDXEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW PUMP BREAKERS 1.19E 03 1.19E-03
APTxDP101-103 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TURBINE PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02 3.27E OS

17) APTJEFWP-101 EFW TUR8INE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMxEF102-103 COMMON CAUS2 FAILURE OF EFW O!ST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-105 DC MOTOR VtivE EF-105 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02 3.27E-03

18) APTJEFWo-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS LNED
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TABLE 19.6.3.7-1 (Sheet 2 of 4)

DOMINANT CUTSETS FCR FAILURE OF EMERGENCY FEEDuATER SYSTEM TO DEttVf R FLOW TO EITNER SG

FAULT TREE - PA0G018A
8.E. M[D./CS.

RM EXP09)RE P90R. P908.
M[DULE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION

2.3 7E -04 2. 37E -04 2.89E-03
19) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMA C FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.22E-04 1.22E-04

APTXRP101-103 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW TURB!kE PUMPS 2.3 7E -04 2.3 7E -04 2.81E-C8
20) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-105 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-105 TRANSFERS CLOSED 2.3 7E - 04 2.3 7E -04 2.56E-05

21) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.5CE-02
APTJETWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
APTKEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO CPERATE

22) APAXDEFWP102-504 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS
2.37E-04 2.37E -04 2.56E-08

1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
APTJEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 3.0CE-04 24 7.20E-03
APTKETWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWp-101 FAILS TO OPERATE T.22E-04 1.22E-04 2.44E-08

23) APTXRP101-103 COMMON CAUSE OPEPATING FAILURE OF EFW TURBINE PUMPS 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMAEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.3 7E -08

24) AVMXEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-105 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-105 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02 2.16E-08

25) APTJEFWP-103 EFW TURB!bE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
APTKETWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO OPERATE 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMMEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAllORE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02 2.16E-08

26) APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
ADTKEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 F AILS TO OPERATE 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
AVMxEF102-103 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW DIST. AC VALVES EF-102 & EF-103 1.19E-03 1.19E-03 1.90E - 08

27) APTXDP101-103 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TURBINE PUMPS 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
AVMAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
AVMAEF-103 MOV EF-103 FAILS TO OPEN 2.37E 04 2.37E -04 1.86E-08

28) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMOW CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
APTKEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO OPERATE 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 2.3 7E-04 2.3 7E-04 1.86E-08

29) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
APTKEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO OPERATE 1.68E 06 18 1.09E-02
AVSDEF-105 CC MOTOR VALVE EF-105 TRANSFERS CLOSED 2.3 7E-04 2.3 7E -04 1.78E-08

30) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START

1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
5.00E -03 5.00E-03

APTVEFWP-103 SUBTRAIN 2A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 2.37E 04 2.37E -04 1.78E-08
31) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND F AILURE OF EFW MOT 08t PUMPS 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

APTJEFWP-103 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-103 FAILS TO START 5.00E-03 5.00E-03
APTVEFWP-101 SUBTRAIN 1A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03 1.71E-08

32) APAKEFWP-102 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWP-102 FAILS TO RUN 1.19E-03 1.19E-03
APTXDP101-103 C W MON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TURBINE PUMPS 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
AVMAEF-103 MOV EF-103 FAILS TO OPEN 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03 1.71E-08

33) APAKEFWP-104 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWP-104 FAILS TO RUN 1.19E-03 1.19E-03
APTXOP101-103 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW TURB!hE PUMPS 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
AVMAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS TO OPEN
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TABLE 19.6.3.7-2 ESheet 1 of 4)

DmINANT CUTSETS FOR F AltuRE OF EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM TO DELI %TR FLtw TO THE INTACT SG

FAULT TREE : PA!B01BX

a.E. MG)./CS.

_MTULE/ EVENT NAE DE SCRIPTION K JA EXP09JRE PROR. PRN .

1) PAtB018X FAILURE TO DELIW R SUFFICIENT EFW TO THE INTACT SG 1.34E-04 |

1) AVMAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAIL $ TO CPEN 4.00E 03 1 4.00E-03 4.36E-05
AVSCEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.095-02

2) AVCXEFWP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ETW PUMP CISCNARGE CHECK VALVES 2.81E-05 2.81E-05 2.81E-05
3) AVCXDIST COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DISTRIBUTION LINE CHECK VAlbES 2.81E-05 2.81E 05 2.81E-05
4) AVMCEF-106 MOV EF-106 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E -07 18 9.07E-04 9.88E-06

AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 15 1.09E-02

5) APAXDEFWP102-104 CCNMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.37E -04 2.37E -04 3.55E-06
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-C2

6) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND F AILURE OF EFW MOTOR npPS 2.37E-04 2.37E-04 2.58E-06
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

7) AVCAEF-202 CHECK VALVE EF-202 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 2.18E-06
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

8) APAXDEFWP102104 CPuoM CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.37E -04 2.37E -04 1. 71E -06

APTKEFVP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS 10 OPERATE 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03

9) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.37E-04 2.37E-04 1.18E-06
APTVETWP-101 SUBTRAIN 1A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 5.00{-03 5.00E-03

10) APAXREFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 9.18E-07
APT.fEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

11) AVCAEF-200 CHECK VALVE EF-200 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E -07
AWAE F-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

12) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MGTOR PUMPS 2.37E-04 2.37E -C4 7.02E-07
AVDAEF-108 PEEUM. D!APHRAGM OPERATED VALVE EF-108 FAILS TO O'E4 2.96E-03 1 2.96E-03

13) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.37E-04 2.37E -04 7.02E-07
AVDAEF-112 PNEUM. DI APHRAGM OPERATED WALVE EF-112 FAILS TO JPEN 2.%E-03 1 2.96E-03

14) APAXREFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 6.66E-07
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

15) AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02 5.02E-07
EBGPTT CRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE 1 RIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL CENERATOR CG A FA!LS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

16) ABDxEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EIV PUMP BREAKERS 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 4.50E-07
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBikE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

17) APAXREFWP102-104 COMuoN CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW M0iOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 4.41E-07
APTKEFWP-101 EFW TUPBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03

18) AHFOXVLV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CROSS-CCNNECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 3.90E-07
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE ORIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
AVuAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

19) AdFDXVLV OPERATem FAILS TO OPEN CROSS-CONNECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 3.51E -07
APAKEFWP-102 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWP-102 FAILS to RUN 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03
APTJEFWp-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

20) FMFFEFWS OPERATOR FAILS TO ACTUATE EFUS COMPONENTS 4.6E-03 4.60E-03 3.34E-07
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T A3tE 19.6.3.7-2 (Sheet 2 of 4)

Dm!NANT CUTSETS FOR FAILUPE OF EMERGENCY TEEDWATER SYSTEM TO DELIWR FLOW 70 INE INTACT SG

FAULT TREE : PAIB01BX

B.E. MLD./CS.
MGMJLE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PROB.

FSERAPS NO EFAS ACTUATION SIGNAL FROM ALTERNATE PROTECTION SYSTE" 2.60E-02 2.6CE-02
FSEX EFAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EMERGENCY FEEDWATER ACTUATION $104AL 2.79E-03 2.79E-03

21) ABDXEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW PUMP BREAKERS 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 3.27E -07
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

22) APAXREFWP102 104 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE CF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 3.06E-07
APTVEFWP-101 SUBTRAIN 141AAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 5.00E-03 5.00E-03

23) AMFDXVLV OPERATCR FAILS 70 OPEN CROSS-CE%NECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.5CE-03 2.93E -0 7
APAJEFWP-102 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWr-102 F AILS TO ST ART 3.00E-03 1 3.00E-03
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TUR81NE CRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

24) AMFDXVLY OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CROSS-CONbECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 2.55E -07
APAKEFWP-102 MOTOR-0 RIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWP-102 FAILS TO RLM 1.50E-04 24 3.60E -03
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

25) APAKEFWP-104 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERCENCY PUMP EFWP-104 FAILS TO RUM 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03 2.16E -07
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02
AVMAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS To OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

26) A8DXEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE FAILUEE OF EFW PU"P BREAKERS 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 2.16E-07
APTKEFWP-101 EFW TURSINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.00E-04 24 T.20E-03

27) ANFDXVLV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CROSS-CONNECT WALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 2.12E-07
APAJEFWP-102 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY 8' UMP EFWF-102 FAILS TO START 3.00E-03 1 3.00E-03
AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERF CLP',ED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02

28) AHFLEF-338 EFWP-101 MANUAL DISCHAACE "" /E G-338 MISPOSITIONED 8.73E-04 8. 73E -04 2.0 7E -07
APANDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILF r" Fru MOTOR PUMPS 2.37E - 04 2.37E -04

29) ANFDXVLV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CROSPCONNECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 1.95E-07
APAVEFWP-102 SUBTRAIN 1B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTEbAACE 2.00E-03 2.00E-03
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBikE DRIVEN PU"P EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E-02 1 1.50E-02

30) APAKEFWP-102 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFWP-102 FAILS TO RUN 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03 1.94E - 0 7
APAKEFWP-104 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PU"D EFWP-104 FAILS TO RUN 1.50E-04 24 3.60E-03
APTJEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO START 1.50E - 02 1 1.50E-02

31) APAXDEFWP102-104 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 2.3 7E- 04 2.37E-04 1.92E - 0 7
AVNDEF-338 MANUAL VALVE EF-338 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.2SE-07 18 8.10E-04

32) AMFDXVLV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CROSS-CONNECT VALVES 6.5E-03 6.50E-03 1.87E - 0 7
APTKEFWP-101 EFW TURBINE ORIVEN PUMP EFWP-101 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.00E-04 24 7.20E-03
AVMAEF-102 MOV EF-102 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

33) AVSDEF-104 DC MOTOR VALVE EF-104 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 18 1.09E-02 1.83E-07
EXLPSCT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSFORMER SCT201 FAILS TO PROVIDE OUTPUT 7.00E-07 24 1.68E-05

34) AVCAEF-200 CHECK VALVE EF-200 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 1.81E-07
AVMDEF-106 MOV EF-106 FAILS 10 REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E -04

35) APANREFWo102-104 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 1.81E -07
AVDAEF-108 PNEUM. DIAPHRAGM OPERATED VALVE EF-108 FAILS TO OPEN 2.96E-03 1 2.96E-03

36) APAXREFWP102-104 COM*04 CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF EFW MOTOR PUMPS 6.12E-05 6.12E-05 1.81E-07
AVDAEF-112 PNEUM. 01APHRAGM OPERATED VALVE EF-112 FAILS TO OPEN 2.96E-03 1 2.96E-03

37) ADAJEFPW-104 MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERGENCY PUMP EFPW-104 FAILS TO START 3.00E-03 1 3.00E-03 1.80E- 07

Amendment M9 9 March 15, 1993
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TABLE 19.6.3.8-1 (Sheet 1 of 3)

DGeINANT CJTSETS FOR FAILURE OF STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTD4 TO DELIVER FLOW TO EITHER SG

FAULT TREE : PMSA01BX

5.E . MCIL/CS.

MODULE / EVENT MAK DESCRIPTION RAT _E EXPU50RE % PROB.
_

1) PMSA01Bx FAILURE TO Dell %TR SUFFICIENT STARTUP FEEDWATER TO EITNER SG 1.25E-02 |

13 MWAS8-005 MOV SF-005 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E 03 1 4.00E-03 4.00E-03
2) MVwASF-002 MOV SF-002 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 4.00E-03
3) 4PMJSFP-101 START-UP FEEDWATER PUMP SFP-101 FAILS TO START 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 2.00E-03
4) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
5) MPMKSFP-101 START-UP FEEDWATER PUMP SFP-101 FAILS To Ruw 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04 6.00E-04
6) MSMRSFWS ACTUATION SYSTEM FAILS TO INITIATE SFWS 3.29E-04 3.29E-04 3.29E-04
7) MVCASF-004 CHECK VALVE SF-004 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
8) MVMxFWO20-021 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 5% BYPASS VALES 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.0CE-05
9) FSMQMSIS SPURIOUS MAIN STEAM ISCLATION SIGNAL (MSIS) 1.64E-04 1.64E-04 1.64E-04

10) MVCxDCCKV CCPMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DOWNCOMER CHECK VALVES 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04
11) EXLPPxT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSFORMER PxT201 FAILS To PROVIDE OUTPUT 7.00E -07 24 1.68E-05 1.68E-05
12) MVCDSF-004 CHECK VAL'A SF-004 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 6.84E -07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-05

+

13) MVMAur-020 MOV MF-020 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
MVMAM :-021 MOV MF-021 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

,

r 14) MSxRSFPBKR START-UP FEEDWATER PUMP BREAKER INTERLOCK FAILS TO OPERATE 1.23E-05 1 1.23E-05 1.23E-05
! 15) EBCOPXT2015 480 V LC PxL301 TRANSFORMER SUPPLY BREAKER PXT201$ TRIPS SPUR 10USL 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-05

| 16) EBCCPXM302 480 V MCC PXM302 SUPPLY BREAKER PxM302 TRIPS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E -0 7 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-05
i 17) EBCQPxT201F 480 V LC Pxt301 TRANSFORMER FEED BREAKER PxT201F TRIPS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-05

18) ELBPPx5201 BUS FAULT ON 4.16 Kw SWGR Pxs201. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E -06 4.80E-06
19) ELLPPxt301 BUS FAULT ON 480 V BUS Pxt301. 2.00E -07 24 4.80E-05 4.8CE-06

'
20) ELMPPXM302 BUS FAULT 04 480 V MCC MCC PxM302 2.00E -07 24 4.80E-06 4.80E-06

>

21) MVMDSF-002 MOV SF-002 FAILS To REMAIN OPEN 1.40E -07 24 3.36E-06 3.36E-06
- 22) MVMDSF-005 MOV SF-005 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 24 3.36E 06 3.36E-06
| 23) MVCAFW-018 CHECK VALVE FW-018 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00r.04 1 2.00E-04 8.0CE-07

| MVMAMF-021 MOV MF-021 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
' 24) MVCAFW-019 CHECK VALVE FW-019 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

MVMAMF-020 MOV MF-020 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
25) MVCAFW-017 CHECK VALVE FW-017 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

MVMAMF-020 MOV MF-020 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
i

1 26) MVCAFW-016 CHECK VALVE FW-016 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00C-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
MVMAMF -- 021 MOV MF-021 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

27) ExtXNESF COMMON CAGE FAILURE OF 480 V LC NON-ESF TRANSFORMERS 3.78E -0 7 3.78E-07 3. 78E-07

28) MVNASF-001 MANUAL VALVE SF-001 FAILS TO OPEN 3.88E-04 1 3.88E-04 3.14E-07
MVWDSF-003 MANUAL VALVE $7-003 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

,

; 29) EBGPB2-B1 LOSS OF OFFSITE PWR FROM BUS 2 GIVEN LOSS OF OFFSITE PVR FROM BUS 0.36 3.60E-01 2.61E -07
'

EBGPLOOP1 LOSS OF 0FFSITT. POWER FROM PREFERRED BUS 1 1.51E-04 1.51E-04
EDTPT/G TURBINE GENER4f0R T/G FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQ. OUTPUT 2.0CE-04 24 4.80E-03

30) EBGPB1-82 LOSS OF OFFS 7TE PWR FROM BUS 1 GIVEN LOSS OF OFFSITE PWR FROM BUS 0.36 3.60E-01 2.61E-07
*

EBGPLOOP2 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER FROM PREFERRED BUS 2 1.51E-04 1.51E-04
;

| EDTPT/G TURBINE GENERATOR T/G FAILS 10 PROVIDE ADEQ. OUTPUT 2.0CE-04 24 4.80E-03

I
I
,

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TAELE 19.6.3.5-2 (Sheet 2 of 2)

Dm!NANT CLfiSETS FOR F AllOPE OF STARTUP FEEDuATER SYSTEM TO DEllVER FLCW TO THE INT ACT SG

F AUL T TRE E : N IO1sx

B.E. MtD./C5.
g gm m, g,

MIEULE/ EVENT KAME DESCRIPTION

EDTPT/G TURB!kE GENERATOR T/G FAILS TO PROVICE ADEQ. DUTPUT
2.00E-04 24 4.80E 03

0.36 3.60E-01 2.61E - 07
38) EBGPB2-B1 LOSS OF CFFSITE PWR FROM BUS 2 GIVEN LOSS OF OFFSITE PWR FRW BUS ?.51E-04 1.51E-04

EBGPLOOP1 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER FROM PREFERRED BUS 1

EDTPT/G TUDBINE GENERATOR T/G FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQ. DUTPUT 2.07E-04 24 4.80E-03

39) MM DCST OPERATOR FAILS TO ALIGN START-UP FEEDWATER PUNP TO CONDENSATE STOR
3.1E-04 3.10E-04 2.51E-07

1. 2iE -07 18 8.10E -04
MVNDSF-003 MANUAL VALVE SF-003 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 2.40E -0 7 2.4CE-07 2.40E - 07

40) ELBx416PNS COMuCN CAUSE FAILURE OF 4.16 KV FNS BUSES 2.40E -0 7 2.40E -07 2.40E-07
41) ELCX125CNIE COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 125 VDC 60N-CLASS 1E BUS 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 1. 62E-07
42) MVCANS-025 CNECK VALVE NS-025 FAILS TO OPEN 1.25E -07 18 8.10E-04

MVNDNS-021 MANUAL VALVE NS-021 F AILS To REMAIN OPEN 1.08E 07 1.08E-07 1.08E-07
43) ELMXMCCN1E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 483 V NON-ESF MCCs 1.08E-07 1.0$E -07 1.08E -07
44) ELLXNESF COMuGN CAUSE FA! LURE OF 4 E V NON-ESF LOAD CENTERS 3.00E-04 7 3.00E-04 9.00E -08
45) MBOBSFPPx5201 4.16 Kw CIRCUIT BREAKER SFM x5201 FAILS TO CLCSE 3.00E-04 1 3.00E-04

MBDBSFPPYS201 4.16 Kv CIRCUIT BREAKER SFPPYS201 FAILS TO CLOSE 2.50E-03 1 2.50E-03 4.10E-03
46) MGPRNS 022 PRESSURE SWITCH 4S-022 FAILS ON DEMAND 6.84E- 0 7 24 1.64E-05

MVCONS-025 CHECK VALVE WS-025 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 6.54E -0 7 24 1.64E-05 1.33E 08
47) MVCONS-025 CNECK VALVE ES-025 F AILS 70 REMAIN OPEN 1.25E -07 18 8.10E 04

MVNDNS-021 MANUAL VALVE NS-021 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN

Amendment M
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DWf RANT EUTSETS FOR F AILLFE OF SHUTDOWN CDOLING SYSTEM FER INJECT!0N

FAULT TREE : PJA301RX

B.E. PED./CS.
RATE EXPOSLRE PRW. PROB.

MODULE / EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION

4.06E-03 |
FAILURE OF SCS INJECTION FOLLOWING AGGRESSIVE SECONDARY COOLDOWN1) PJAB01BX

3.30E-03 3.30E-03 3.30E-03
OPERATOR TAILS TO ALIGN SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM FOR INJECTION OPER1) JMFDRNRI

2) JVMXD-SET 1 CO W ON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS MX FLOW CONTROL VALVES TO ($1-310/51-3
2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

3) JVMXD-SET 2 CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS DISCHARGE ISO VALVES TO (SI-601/SI-600 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04
4) JVCXD-SET 2 70M*0N CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 St CHECK VALVES (St-143,St-543,SI 123.51

3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
5) JVCXD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAltuRE OF SCS DISCHARGE CHECK VALVES (SI-178/tt-168) 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
6) JVCXD-SET 3 COM"04 CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 CVI CHECK VALVES (St-247/SI-227) Tt. NEN 3.60E-05 3.6CE-05 3.60E-05
7) GVCXSI-157/1FS CDMMON CAUSE DEMAND F AILURE OF CHECK VALVES SI-157/158 4.90E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
8) JVMAS!-311 SCS HX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-311 F AILS TO OPEN 4.L Y-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-601 SCS TRAIN 1 DISCMARGE ISO VALVE S!-601 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00,-03 1 4.00E-03 1.6CE-05
9) JVMASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FA!LS TO OPEN 4.00E 03 1 4.00E-03 ;

JVuASI-600 SCS TRAIN 2 DISCHARGE ISO VALVE SI-500 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-33 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
'

10) JVMASI-600 SCS TRAIN 2 ctSCNARGE ISO VALVE SI-600 FAILS TO OPEN 4.0CE-03 1 4.00E-03
JVMASI-601 SCS TRAIN 1 DISCHARGE ISO VALVE SI-601 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E -05

11) JVMAS!-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE St-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E -03
JVMASI-311 SCS HX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-311 FAILS TO OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E -04 3.63E-06

12) HVMDSI-305 St LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE S1-305 FAILS TO REMAlm OPEN
JVMASI-601 SCS TRAIN 1 DISCNARGE ISO VALVE SI-601 FAILS TO OPEN

4.00E-03 1 4.00F-03
1.40E -07 18 9.0 7E -04 3.63E-06

13) HVMDSI-304 SI LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE S!-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
JVMASI-600 SCS TRAIN 2 OISCHARGE ISO VALVE St-600 FAILS 10 CPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E -04 3.63E-06

14) HVMDSI-304 SI LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
JVMASI-311 SOS MX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE S!-311 FAILS TO OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04 3.63E-06

15) HVNOSI-305 St LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE St-305 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E -0 3
l JVMASI-310 SCS MX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06

16) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 4.20E-03 4.20E-03
EDDXRDGA-3 COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF cgs,

8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.65E-06| GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP' 17) EBGPTT 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY OfESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 1.20E-06 1.20E 06 1.20E-06

COMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF SCS HEAT EXCHANGERS TO OPERATE (PLUGGED)1.40E -07 18 9.07E-04 8.23E-0718) JHRXRSCSHX
19) HVMDSI-304 St LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE $1-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E -04

HVMDSt-305 SI LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-305 FAILS To REMAIN OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E -0 7
20) HVCASt-541 St LINE 2 CHECK VALVE SI-541 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE S1-310 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
21) JVCASI-168 SCS TRAIN 2 DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE SI-168 F AILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-601 SCS TRAIN 1 DISCHARGE ISO VALVE SI-601 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E -0 7
22) HVCASI-247 51 LINE 1 CHECK VALVE S1-247 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-311 SCS MX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-311 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E -0 7
23) JVCASI-163 SCS TRAIN 2 DISCHARGE CHECK VALVE S!-168 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 2.OCE-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-0T
24) HVCASI-543 St LINE 1 CHECK VALVE SI-543 F AILS TO OPEN

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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2. Each RCGVS valve is powered from the 125 VDC class 1E power
system via its own dedicated inverter.

In developing the fault tree model for the Rapid Depressurization
function of the SDS, the following assumptions were made:

1. Failure of the system is defined as the loss of both vent flow
paths from the pressurizer to the IRWST; i.e., the failure of
one of two bleed valves in path A and the failure of one of
two bleed valves in path B.

2. Each bleed valve is also powered from the 125 VDC class 1E
power system via its own dedicated inverter.

The fault tree model for the Bleed System is presented in Figure
19.6.3.10-2.

19.6.3.10.2.2 Interface with Event Trees

The SDS interfaces with the following Event Trees:

Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA)*

Steam Generator Tube Rupture*

Large Secondary Side Break*

g-wb * Loss of Feedwateri\~ / Other transients (Non-accident /Non-Loss of Feedwater Flow*

and Non-Large Secondary Side Break)
Loss of one Component Cooling Water division*

Loss of one 4.16 KV vital bus*

Loss of one 125 VDC vital bus*

* Loss of Offsite Power
Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS)*

19.6.3.10.3 System Quantification

The quantification for the RCGVS is a part of quantification for
the special function, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure
Control, presented in Section 19. 6.4. 4. The quanrification for the
Rapid Depressurization System or Bleed System is presented below.

In order to estimate the frequency of core damage for those
sequences which include f ailure of the Bleed System, the f ault tree
model presented in Figure 19.6.3.10-2 was quantified. The CAFTA""
computer code was used to perform the quantification. The data
used in the quantification is discussed in Section 19.5. |

This section presents the results of the Bleed System
quantification in terms of the system failure probability or
unavailability and the dominant ways in which the system may fail.

Amendment P
19.6-93 June 15, 1993
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19.6.3.10.3.1 System Unavailability

The fault tree model presented in Figure 19.6.3.10-2 was used to
determine the unavailability of the Bleed System. The result of
the unavailability quantification is presented in Table
19.6.3.10-1. The dominant cutsets and their relative contribution
to system unavailability are given in the table, along with the
point estimate for system unavailability.

The mean value for the Bleed System unavailability is 1.59E-02,
with an error factor of 2.93.

19.6.3.10.3.2 Dominant Contributors to System Unavailability

A list of the dominant cutsets for the Bleed System is provided in
Table 19.6.3.10-1. The cutset that contributes the most to system
unavailability is listed first followed by the next dominant and so
forth.

The total system unavailability presented in Table 19.6.3.10-1 is
referred to as the "Mincut Upper Bound". This value is regarded as
a point estimate. The point estimate value is used to determine
the percent contribution of the individual cutsets. In addition to
the system unavailability, the information presented in the table
for each cutset includes the probability of the cutset, and the
element or elements of the cutset.

The results of the analysis indicate that the most dominant
contributor to overall Bleed System unavailability is human error
(operator fails to initiate bleed). This cutset contributes 55.8%
of the total system unavailability.

The next most dominant cutset is the common cause failure of the
bleed valves. This cutset contributes 29.3% of the total system
unavailability. The third most dominant category of cutsets
includes failure of bleed valves in both flow paths to open. The
cutsets within this category contribute 14.1% of the total system
unavailability.

i

i
I

O
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TABLE 19.6.3.10-1 ,
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(Sheet 1 of 2)

DCMINANT OUTSETS FOR FAILURE OF THE SAFETY DEPRESSURIZAf t04 (BLEED) STSTEM

FAULT TREE: PVB8018X

8.E. MCD./CS.
MEDULE/ EVENT MAME DESCRIPTION RATE ERPOSURE Prat. PROS.

1) PVSB01BX FAILURE OF SAFETY DEPRESSURIZATIO4 BLEED SYSTEM 1.64E-02
1) VHFFFEEDBLEED OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE FEED & BLEED SYSTEM 9.15E-03 9.15E-03 9.15E-03
2) VVMxBLDV COMMON CAuSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES 4.8CE-03 4.80E-03 4.80E-03
3) VVMARC-406 Mov RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 5.76E-04

VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 F AILS TO CDEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
4) VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 5.76E-04

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
5) VvMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 5.76E-04

VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02'

6) VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 5.76E-044

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FA!LS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
7) VCIxBLDV COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVE INVERTERS 9.60E-05 9.60E-05 9.60E-05
8) VCIPRC-406 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-406 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
9) VCIPRC-406 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-406 FAILS TO PROVIDE A0 EQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05

VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
10) VCIPRC-407 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-407 FAILS TO PROVICE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.8CE-04 1.15E-05

VWARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 1

11) VCIPRC-407 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-407 FAILS TO PROVIDE A0 EQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05
VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO CPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 [

12) VCtPRC-408 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-408 FA!LS TO PROVIOE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.8CE-04 1.15E-05
VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

'
13) VCIPRC-408 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-408 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUA1E OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 1

14) VCIPRC-409 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-409 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05
VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

15) VCIPRO-409 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-409 FAILS TO PROVICE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 1.15E-05
,

VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 l

16) ESBOSA08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SA08015 OPENS SPURICUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E 05 2.88E-07
VWARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO CPEN 2.4CE-02 2.40E-02

17) EBBQSA08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SA0801S OPENS SPUR 10USLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E 07
vvMARC-406 Mov RC-4% FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

18) EBBQSB08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SB0801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E-07
VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

19) EBBQSB08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER 5808015 OPENS SDURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E-07
VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

20) EBBosC08015 125 VDC CIRCuti BREAKER SC08015 OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E -07
VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

21) EBBQSC08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SC08015 OPENS SPUR!auSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E -07
VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

22) EBBQSD08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SD08015 OPENS SPURlufSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.88E-07 !

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS To OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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CESSAR Ma%uion

surface. The spray nozzles and headers are oriented to ensure
maximum effective coverage of the containment volume. The spray
nozzles are of the non-clogging type, designed to pass 5/6 inch
particles. Each spray header is arranged to provide 90% area
coverage at the operating level for the region defined as sprayed.
The header height is made as high as practical to provide maximum
fall height and drop residence time.

The IRWST in the water source f or the CSS pumps. The CSS pumps are
vertical, single-stage centrifugal pumps driven by induction
motors. Minimum flow orifices are installed in lines running from
the pump discharge and returning back to the pump suction. These
paths include a miniflow heat exchanger and ensure that the pumps _

are not deadheaded if they are inadvertently run against a closed
system. The pressure containing parts of the CSS pumps are
fabr cated from stainless steel. The material for all other partsi

is Iuviewed with respect to its compatibility to its intended
service and approved prior to release for manufacture.

19.6.3.13.1.3 Support and Interfacing Systems

The CSS depends on various support systems to operate. These
support systems include:

4.16 KV class 1E power system*

125 VDC class 1E power system*

480 VAC class IE power system*

Engineering Safety Features Actuation System*

Component Cooling Water System*

The 4.16 KV class 1E power system provides motive power to operate
the CSS pumps. The 125 VDC class 1E power system provides control
power for the CSS pump control circuitries which close and trip the
pump breakers when required. The 480 VAC class 1E power system
provides motive and control power to the CSS motor-operated valves.

The engineering safety features actuation system sends a
containment spray actuation signal (CSAS) signal to start the CSS
pumps and to open the containment spray header valves. The
Component Cooling Water System provides the coolant for removing
heat from the pumps and heat exchangers of the CSS.

Specific power assignments to the CSS pumps and valves that are
used in this analysis are provided below.

System Component 4.16 KV bus 125 VDC bus 480 V MCC

CSS Pumps:
Pump 1 SCS201 SC0801
Pump 2 SDS201 SD0801

Amendment M
19.6-115 March 15, 1993
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CESSAREEMem

System Compsonent; 4.16 KV bus 125 VDC bus 480 V MCC

CSS Spray Valves:
SI-672 SCM301
SI-671 SDM301

SI Pump Suction Containment
Isolation Valves:

SI-304 SAM 301
SI-305 SBM301
SI-308 SCM301 ;

SI-309 SDM301 '

19.6.3.13.1.4 System Operation

The primary function of the CSS is to reduce the temperature and
pressure in the containment. During normal plant operation, the I

CSS is in the standby mode of operation and is aligned for post-
accident operation.

During abnormal events such as a large or medium LOCA and a large
secondary side break, the CSS is automatically started by the CSAS.
The CSAS is initiated by a coincident two-out-of-four high-high
containment pressure condition. The CSAS may also be initiated
manually in the control room. The signal starts the CSS pumps and
opens the spray header isolation valves to the containment
atmosphere. The safeguard loads, including the containment spray
pumps, are divided between the two emergency diesel generators of
the plant. If offsite power is not available, the safeguard loads
are shed and are sequentially started after the diesel generators
are running. The minimum flow lines just downstream of each spray
pump prevent deadheaded operation. Water which passes through the
minimum flow lines is returned to the CSS pump suction through the
heat exchanger.

Once the CSS pumps are started and the valves are opened, borated
water from the IRWST is delivered to the containment spray headers.
These headers contain spray nozzles which break the flow into small
droplets, thus enhancing the water's cooling effect on the
containment atmosphere. As these droplets f all to the containment
floor they absorb heat until they approach thermal equilibrium with
the containment. When the water reaches the containment floor it
drains to the holdup volume and subsequently back to the IRWST.

In the event that one or both of the containment spray pumps are
unable to perform their function, one or both of the shutdown
cooling pumps can be used to accomplish the function of the CSS,
which in to reduce the temperature and pressure of the containment
atmosphere following a large secondary side break, a large LOCA, or
a medium LOCA.

Amendment M
19.6-116 March 15, 1993
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DOMINANT (1JTSETS FOR FAILURE OF CDNTAlwTui SPRAY SYSTEM

FAULT TREE: PGOB01BX

B.E. MG)./Cs.
; MODULE / EVENT NM4E DESCRIPTION RATE EXPOSURE PROS. PROS.

1) PG0001BX FAILURE OF CONTAINwENT SPRAY SYSTEM 6.86E-04 |

1) CVMXCC-114/214 COMm0N CAUSE LPtAND FAILURE OF CSS HM OUTLET CCW MOVs 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.0CE-04
2) GVMXSt-672/671 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF CTMT ISOL. MOVs St-672/671 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
3) GVCXS!-157/158 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILUPE OF CNECK VALVES St-157/158 3.60E-C5 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
4) GvCXSI-164/165 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF CHECK VALVES SI-164/165 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
5) GBDXD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE TAILURE OF CSS PUMD BREAKERS TO CLOSE 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 3.00E-05
6) GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

'

GVuASI-671 MOV SI-671 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
7) GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

! GVMACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
5) GVMACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.6CE-05

GVMASt-672 MOV St-672 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
9) GVMASI-671 MOV SI-671 FAILS TO UPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

GVMASI-672 MOV St-672 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
10) FMFFCSAS ODERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE CONTAINMENT SPRAY ACTUATICN $1GNAL 4.6E-03 4.6CE-03 1.39E-05

FSAXCSAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CONTAIN*ENT SPRAY ACTUATION SIGNAL 3.02E-03 3.02E-03
11) GPCVCSSP1 CONTAINwENT SPRAY PUNP CSSP1 UNAVA!LABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1.75E-03 1.75E-03 7.00E-06

GVMASt-671 MOV SI-671 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
12) GPCVCSSP1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CSSP1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1.75 E -03 1. 75 E - 03 7.00E-06

GVMACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
13) GPCVCSSP2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CSSP2 UNAVAILABLE Duc TO MA!NTENANCE 1.75E-03 1. 75 E -03 7.00E-06

GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
14) GPCVCSSP2 CONTAlhMENT SPRAT PUMP CSSP2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1. 75E -03 1.75E-03 7.00E-06

GWASt -672 MOV SI-672 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
15) GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 4.00E-03 3.63E-06*

HVMDSI-305 SI LINE 2 1RWST ISO VALVE St-305 FAILS TO REMAIN CPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04
16) GVMACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.63E-06

NVMDSI-304 S' LINE 1 tR W ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 - 9.07E - 04
17) GWAs! 671 MOV C-671 FAILS to OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.63E-06

MWDSI -304 SI LINE 1 IRWST '',0 VALVE St-304 FAILS TO REMAlp OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04
18) GWASI-672 MOV SI-672 FAILS o OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.63E-06

HVMDSI-305 51 LINE 2 IRWST I U VALVE SI-305 FAILS TO REMAtu OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04
19) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TutBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06

EDOXROGA-B CO* MOW CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF DGs 4.20E 03 4.20E-03
20) GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E-06

GVNDSI-104 MANUAL VALVE S!-104 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04
21) GVuACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAftS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E 06

GVNDSt-105 MANUAL VALVE SI-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04
22) GVMASI-671 MOV SI-671 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E 06

GVNOSI-105 MANUAL VALVE SI-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 2 of 16)

D04IMANT CUTSETS FOR F AILtRE OF CONT AIMMF NT SPRAT SYSTEM

F AUL T TREE : PGORO1BX

B .E . MCD./CS.
RATE F 908. PROR.

MrixAE1EVTNT NAME DESCRIPTION

4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E-06
23) GVMASI-672 MOV SI-672 FAILS TO OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

GVNDS!-104 MANUAL VAltE SI-104 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.65E-06
| 24) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 2.40E-03 24 5. 76E -02

| EDOKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A F AILS TO RUN

EDOKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN
2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

'

5. 71E -04 5.71E-04 2.28E-06
25) GHSVCSSHx1 CSS HX 1 UhAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMASI-671 MOV St-671 FAILS TO OPEN 5. 71E -04 5.71E-04 2.28E-06
26) GHSVCSSHX1 CSS HX 1 UNAVAILABLE DOE 10 faAINTENANCE 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN
5. 7? E - 04 5. 71E -04 2.28E-06

27) GHSVCSSHX2 CSS HX 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 4.00E-03 1 4 00E-03
GVMAst-672 MOV SI-672 FAILS TO OPEN

5. 71E -% 5. 71E -04 2.28E -06
28) GHSVCSSHX2 CSS HX 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAthTENANCE 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN
T . 75E -03 1. 75E - 0 3 f.59E 06

29) GPCVCSSP1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CSSP1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE
HVMDSI-305 S! LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-305 FAILS TO REMAIN CPEN 1.40E -07 18 9.0 7E-04

1. 75E- 03 1.75E-03 1.59E-06
30) GPCVCSSP2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CSSP2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MA!NTENANCE

HVMDSI-304 St LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E 04
1.20E-06 1.20E-06 1.20E-06

31) CHSFRCSS COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF CSS HEAT EXCHANGERS 5.71E 04 5.71E-04 9.99E - 0 7
32) GHSVCSSHx1 CSS HX 1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE

GPCVCSSP2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CS$P2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE
1.75E-03 1.75E-03
5.71E 04 5. 71E -04 9.99E-07

33) GHSVCSSHx2 CSS Hx 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 1.75E-03 1.75E-03
GPCVCSSP1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP CSSP1 UNAVAILAPLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE

34) HVMDSt-304 St L!hE 1 IRVST ISO VALVE S1-304 FAILS TO REMA!N OPEN 1.40E -07 18 9.07E-04 8.23E-07

HVMDSI-305 St LINE 2 IRwST ISO VALVE S!-305 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E -0 7 18 9.0 7E -04
2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

35) GVCASt-157 CHECK VALVE S!-157 FAILS TO ODEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
GVNACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN

36) GVCAs!-157 CHECK VALVE St-157 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E - 0 7
4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMASI-671 MOV SI-671 F AILS TO OPEN 2.0CE-04 1 2.0GE-04 8.00E - 0 7
37) GVCASI-158 CHECK VALVE SI-158 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN
38) GVCAST-158 CHECK VALVE SI-158 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

4.OCE-03 1 4.00E-03
GVMASt-672 MOV SI-672 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E - 07

39) GVCASI-164 CHECK VALVE St-164 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E -03
GVNACC-214 MOV CC-214 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

40) GVCASt-164 CHECK VALVE S1-164 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
GVMASI-671 MOV SI-671 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07

41) GVCASt-165 CHECK VALVE SI-165 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
GVMASt-672 MOV St-672 FAILS TO OPEN

42) GVCASI-165 CHECK VALVE S1-165 FAILS TG OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMACC-114 MOV CC-114 FAILS TO OPEN

9 9 Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TAatE 19.6.3.14-1 (Sheet 1 of 2)

DO4!NANT OJTSETS FOR F AILLRE TO BCNATE RCS VI A CHARGING FWP

F AUL T TRT'E: PU0A01BX

B .E . PKD./CS.
RATE EXPE URE PROS. Pem .

MCDutE/EVTNT NAME DESCRIPT ICM

3. 39E -02 |
1) PUOA01BX FAIL TO DELIVER BORON TO RCS VIA CHG PUMP 3.25E-02 3.25E-02 3.25E-02

OPERATOR FAILS TO INIT! ATE BORON DELIVERY TO RCS VIA CHARGING PUFP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 8.00E-041) UHFFBORONRCS
2) EBGPTT GRID CCLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP

3) UVMxCH-501/504 COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE OF VCT OJTLET MOVs CH-501/CH-504 TO CLOSE
2.21E-04 2.21E-04 2.21E-04
5.04E-05 8.04E-05 8.04E-05

4) UPMxRCHGP COM*0N CAUSE OPERATING FA!'.URE OF CHARGING PUMPS 1.68E-06 24 4.03E-05 4.03E-05
5) UVSDCH-208 SOLENOID VALVE CH-208 TRANSFERS CLOSED 1.68E-06 24 4.03E-05 4.03E-05
6) UYSDCH-205 SOLENOID VALVE CH-205 TRANSFERS OPEN 1.60E-06 24 3.84E-05 3.84E-05
7) UVDOCH-591 PNEUM. DIAPHRAGM VALVE CH-591 OPERATES SPURIOUSLY 1.00E-06 24 2.40E-05 2.40E 05
8) UMXTRGHX REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGER PLUGGED 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.95E-05

4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 (9) UVMSCH-501 MOV CH-501 FAILS TO CLOSE

7.00E-07 24 1.68E-05 1.68E-05 |UVuBCH-504 MOV CH-504 FAILS TO CLOSE

10) ExtPPXT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSF00MER Pxf201 FAILS TO PROVIDE OUTDUT 7.0CE-07 24 1.68E-05 1.68E-05
11) ExtPPYT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSFORMER PYT201 FAILS TO PROVICE OUTPUT 6.84E-07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-05
12) UVCDCH-639 CNECK VALVE CH-639 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE) 6. 84E -07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-05

|13) WC0CH-448 CHECK VALVE CH-448 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE) 6.84E-07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-05
14) UVCDCH 747 CHECK VALVE CH-747 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE) 6.84E-07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-05
15) UVCDCH-433 CHECK VALVE CH-433 F AILS TO REMAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE) 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-05
16) EBCCPXM305 480 V MCC PxM305 SUPPLY BREAKER PxM305 TRIPS SPURICUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E -05 1.2CE-05

480 V LC PYL301 TRANSFORMER FEED BREAKER 9xT201F TRIPS SPUR 10USLY5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-0517) EBCcPYT201F
18) EBCQPYM305 480 V PYM305 SUPPLY BREAKER PYM305 TRIPS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E 07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E-05

480 V LC Pxt301 TRANSFORMER SUPPLY BREAKER PXT201S TRIPS SPURIOUSL5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.20E -0519) EBCQPXT201S
480 V LC PYL301 TRANSFORMER SUPPLY BREAKER PXT201S TRIPS SPURIOUSL5.00E -0 7 24 1.2CE-05 1.20E-0520) EBCCPf 72015
480 V LC PXL301 TRANSFOR*ER FEE 0 BREAKER PXT201F TRIPS SPUR 10USLY2. 00E -0 7 24 4.80E-06 4.50E-0621) EBCCPXT201F

22) ELMPPYM305 BUS FAULT ON 480 V MCC PYM305. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E-06 4.80E-06
23) ELMPPXM305 BUS FAULT ON 480 V MCC PXM305. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E-06 4.80E 06
24) ELLPPYL301 BUS FAULT ON 480 V BUS PYL301. 2.00E-07 24 4.8CE-06 4.80E-06
25) ELLPPXL301 BUS FAULT ON 480 V BUS PxL301. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E-06 4.80E-06
26) ELBPPAS201 BUS FAULT ON 4.16 Kw SWGR FxS201. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E-06 4.80E-06
27) ELBPPYS201 BUS FAULT ON 4.16 Ky SWGR PYS201. 1.40E -07 24 3.36E-06 3.36E-06
28) UVMDCH-524 Mov CH-524 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E- %
29) UVkDCH-751 MANUAL VALVE CH-751 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
30) UVNOCH-766 MANUAL VALVE CH-766 FAILS TO REMA!N OPEN 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
31) UVNDCH-764 MANUAL VALVE CH-764 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.00E-07 24 2.40E-06 2.40E-06

BORIC ACID STORAGE TANK UNAVAILABLE (EXTERNAL LEAKAGE) 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 1.20E-0632) UTXEBAST
33) UPMJCHP2 CHARGING PUMP 2 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPMKCHP1 CHARGING PUMP 1 FAILS N dun (ALL TYPES) 4.00E-03 1 4.0CE-03 8.00E -0 7
34) UVMACH-514 MOV CH-514 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

UVMXCH-534/536 COMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF GRAVITY FEED MOVs CH-534/CH-536 TO OPEN3. 7BE -07 3.78E-07 3.78E-07
35) EXLXNESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V LC NON-ESF TRANSFORMERS 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04 3.60E -0 7
36) UPMKCHP1 CHARGING PUMP 1 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES) 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPMKCNP2 CHARGING PUMP 2 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES)

Amendinent W
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TABLE 19.6.3.14-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)

DOMINAMT CUTSEYS FOR FAILLRE T0 BCRATE RCS VT A CKARCf NG FUF

F AOLT TREE: MICA 01BX

8.E. MUD./CS.
RATE EXPOSURE PROM. PROS.

WJLE/ EVENT KAME DE SCRIPT ICM

37) EBCPB1-82 LOSS OF OFFSITE FWR FROM BUS 1 GIV!h LOSS OF OFFSITE PWt FROM BUS
0.36 3.60E-01 2.61E-07
1.51E-04 1.51E-04

ESGPLOOp2 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER FROM PREFERRED BUS 2

EDTPT/G TURBINE GENERATOG T/G FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQ. OUTPUT
2.00E-04 24 4.80E-03

0.36 3.60E-01 2.61E 07
38) EBGPS2-B1 LOSS OF OFFS!TE Pwlt FROM BUS 2 GIVEN LOSS OF OFFSITE PWR FROM BUS

ESGPLOOP1 LOSS CF OFF$1TE POWER FROM PREFERRED BUS 1
1.51E-04 1.51E 04

EDTPT/G TURB1NE GENERATOR Y/G FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEO. OuipUT 2.00E-04 24 4.80E-03

39) ELCX125CN1E COMwCW CAUSE F AILURE OF 125 VDC NON-CLASS 1E BUS
2.40E - 07 2.40E-C7 2.40E-07
2.40E-07 2.40E-07 2. 60E - 0 7

40) ELBx416PNS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4.16 KV PNS BUSES 3.00E-04 1 3.00E-04 1.80E-07
41) UBOBCHP2 CHARG!kG PUMP 2 4.16 Kv CIRCUIT BREAKER FAltS TO CLOSE 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPMKCNP1 CMARGIhG PUMP 1 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES) 1.60E-06 24 3.84E 05 1.54.E - 0 7
42) Uv00CH 532 PNEUM. DIAPHRAGM VALVE CH-532 CPERATES SPUR 10VSLY 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

UVMACH-534 MOV CH-534 FAILS TO OPEN
43) UVCxCH-190/191 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF GRAVlTY FEED CNECK VALVES CH-190/CN-191 TO

3.60E-05 3.60E-05 1.44E-07
4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

UWACH-514 MOV CH-514 FAILS To OPEN
44) UPMKCMP1 CHARGING PLadP 1 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES)

2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04 1. 20E -0 7

2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04
UVCACH-705 CHECK VALVE C& 705 FAILS TO CPEN 1.08E-07 1.03E 07 1.08E-07

45) EtMxMCCN1E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V NON-ESF MCCs 1.08E-07 1.08E-07 1.0$E -07
46) ELLxhESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V NOCESF LOAD CENTERS 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 6.40E-08
47) UVMACH-514 MOV CH-514 FAILS TO CPEN 4.0CE-03 1 4.00E-03

UWACH-534 MOV CH-534 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4. 00E -03
UWACH-536 MOV CH-536 FAILS TO OPEN 1.00E-05 24 2.40E-04 4.80E-08

48) UFLTBAFliTER BORIC ACID FILTER PLUGGED 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
UVuxCH-534/536 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF GRAVITY FEED MOVs CH-534/CH-536 TO CPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 4.00E-08

49) UVCACH-177 CHECK VALVE CH-177 F AILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
UWxCH-534/536 CCNuGN CAUSE FAILURE OF GRAVITY FEED MOVs CH-534/CH-536 TO OPEN 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 3.2SE-08 I

50) UPMJCHP2 CHARGtNG PUMP 2 FAILS TO START (ALL. TYPES) 6.84E-07 24 1.64E-05
UVCDCH-719 CHECK VALVE CH-719 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE)

51) UB00CHP1 CHARGING PUMP 1 4.16 KV CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIPS SPURIOUSLY
6.00E-07 24 1.44E-05 2.88E-0$
2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03

UPMJCMP2 CHARGING PUMP 2 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 1.30E 04 1.30E-04 2.60E-08
52) UDMx0BAMP COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILL*RE OF BORlC ACID MAKEUP PUMPS

UWxCH-534/536 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF GRAVITY FEED MOVs CH-534/CH-536 TO OPEN
2.00E-04 2.00E-04

5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 2.40E-08
53) EBBoPx08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER PX0801S ODENS SPURIOUSLY 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03

UrMJChP2 CHARGING PUMP 2 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 8.04E-05 8.04E-05 1.61E-08
54) UPMxRBAMD COMwoN CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMPS 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

UWxCH-534/536 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF GRAVITY FEED MOVs CH-534/CH-536 TO OPEN 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.49E-08
55) UVuBCH-504 MOV CH-504 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.40E-07 24 3.36E-06

UVMOCH-501 MOV CH-501 FAILS TO REMAIN CLOSED 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.49E-08
56) UWBCH-501 MOV CH-501 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.40E-07 24 3.36E-06

UVMDCH-504 MOV CH-504 FAILS TO KEMAIN CLOSED

Amendment M
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TA8-LE 19.6.3.14-2

(Sheet 1 of 7)

DOM!dtANT CUTSETS FOR F AlllRE TO REPLENIEN 1RVST VI A CVCS

FAULT TREE: MfrA01sX

B.E. MOD./05.

RA,TE EXPO'1JRE PRO *. MW.

MODULE / EVENT KAME DESCRIPTION

2.95E-03 |

1) PUIA01BX CVCS UNABLE TO REPLENISH IRWST INVENTORY 5.00E-04 5.00E-04 S.00E-04
1) ESGPTT GRID COLLAPSE 0% TURatNE TRIP 3. 88E -04 1 3.88E-04 3.88E-04
2) UVNACH-649 MANUAL VALVE CH-649 FAILS TO OPEN 3.88E-04 1 3.88E-04 3.88E 04
3) Uv4ACH-126 MANUAL VALVE CH-126 F AILS TO OPEN 1.00E 05 24 2.40E-04 2.40E-04
4) UFLTBAFILTER BOR!C ACID FILTER PLUG 0E0 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 2.0CE-04

CRECK VALVE CH-668 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-Os5) UVCACH-668
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 1RWST RETURN MOVs SI-300/30T TO OPEN 1.30E-04 1.30E-04 1.30E-046) GV4xSi-300/301
CO**04 CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF BORIC ACID @fEUP PUwPS 5.30E-06 24 1.27E-04 1.2 7E -047) UPW DBAMP
COMPUTATION MODULE MAKEUP CONTROLLER ACTUATES SPURIOUSLY 8.04E-05 8.04E 05 S.04E-058) UICOMKUPCONTROL
COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF BORIC ACID MAKEUP P W PS 3.88E-05 3.SSE-05 3.88E-059) UPMxRBAVP

10) Uv4xs!-588/589 CCF OF IRWST RETURN LINE MANUAL VALVES TO OPEN 1.60E-06 24 3.84E-05 3.84E-05
FNEUM. DIAPHRAGM VALVE CH-510 OPERATES SPURIOUSLY 1.60E-06 24 3.84E 05 3.84E-0511) UVDCCH-510
PNELH. DIAPHRAGM VALVE CM 512 OPERATES SPUR 10USLY 1.60E -06 24 3.84E-05 3.84E-0512) UVDDCH-512
PNEU". DIAPHRACM VALVE CH-532 CPERATES SPUR 100 SLY 1.60E-06 24 3.84E-05 3.84E-0513) UvDOCH-532
PNEUM. DIAPHRAGM VALVE CH-210Y OPERATES SPUR 10USLY 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-0514) UVDDCH-210Y
CCF OF IRWST RETURN CHECK VALVES SI-100/101 TO OPEN 3.6CE-05 3.6CE-05 3.60E-0515) GVCXSI-100/101
CmMCH CAUSE F AILURE OF BAMP DISCHARGE CHECK VALVES TO OPEN 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 3.00E-0516) UVCXCH-iS4/155
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BREAKERS TO CLOSE6.84E-07 24 1.64E-05 1.64E-0517) USDXD-SET 1
CMECK VALVE CH 668 FAILS TO REuAIN OPEN (SPUR. CLOSURE) 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-0518) UVCOCH-668

19) GvMAS!-300 MOV S!-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
CV"AS!-301 MOV SI-301 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 4.00E-06

BOR!C ACID MAKEUP PU"P SAMP1 FA!LS TO START (ALL TYPES) 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-0320) UPMJBAMP1
BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FAILS TO START ( ALL TYPES) 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 3.50E-06UDMJBAMP2
SORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP1 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 1. 75 E- 03 1. 75 E - 0321) UPMJBAMP1
BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 UNAVAIL ABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 3.50E-06UPMV9 AMP 2
BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAHP2 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 1.75E-03 1.75E-0322) UPMJBAMP2
BORIC ACID WAKEUP PU"P 1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST /MA!NTENANCEUPMVBAMP1 1.40E-07 24 3.36E-06 3.36E-06

23) UVMOCH-536 MOV CH 536 FAILS TO REMA!N CLOSED 1.40E -07 24 3.36E-06 3.36E-06
24) UVwCON 534 MOV CH-534 FAILS TO REMAIN CLOSED 1.40E-07 24 3.36E-06 3.36E-06
25) UVN9CN-514 MOV CH-514 FAILS TO REMAIN CLOSED 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
26) UV4DCH-124 MANUAL VALVE CH-124 FAILS TO REMAIN CLOSED 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
27) UVC CH-166 MANUAL VALVE CH-166 FA!LS TO REMA!N OPEN 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
28) UVNDCH-161 MANUAL VALVE CH-161 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN T.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
29) UVNDCH-174 MANUAL VALVE CH-174 FA!LS TO REMAIN CLOSED 1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
30) UVNDCH-653 MANUAL VALVE CH-653 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 24 LOOE 06 3.00E-06
31) UVNDC9172 MANUAL VALVE CH-172 FAILS TO RE=AIN OPEN 1. 25E -07 24 SE-06 3.00E-06
32) UVNOCH-649 MANUAL VALVE CH-649 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN

Amendment W
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TABtE 19.6.3.14-2

(Sheet 2 of 7)

DMIRANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE TO REPIENISH 1RVST Wl A CVCS

FAULT TREE: PUIA01BX

B.E. MED./CS.

MGM3LE/ EVENT NAME. DESCRIPT I(M _
EXPOSU_RE E08.

PROR,
RATE

1.25E-07 24 3.00E-06 3.00E-06
33) UVNDCH-126 MANUAL VALVE CH-126 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.00E 07 24 2.40E-06 2.40E-06
34) UTxEBAST BORIC ACID STOPAGE TANK UNAVAILABLE (EXTERNAL LEAKAGE) 8.73E-04 8.73E-04 1. 75E -06
35) UHFiCH-153 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-153 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO

UPMJBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUD PUMD BAMP1 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES)
2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03

8.73E-04 8.73E-04 1.75E-06
36) UHFLCH-152 BORIC ACID MAKEUP Pt,HP 1 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-152 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO

2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03
UPMJBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP Pt,HP BAMP2 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES)

4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.55E-06
37) GVMASI-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 3.88E-04 1 3. 88E -04

UVNASI-589 MANUAL VALVE S!-589 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.55E-06
38) GVMASI-301 MOV SI-301 FAILS TO OPEN 3.88E-04 1 3.88E-04

Uv4AS!-588 MANUAL VALVE SI-588 FAILS TO OPEN 8.73E-04 8. 73E - 04 1.53E-06
30) UHFLCM-153 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 DISCHARCE VALVE CH 153 UhAVA!LABLE DUE TO 1.75E-03 1. 75E - 03

UPMVBAMP1 BOR!C ACID MAKEUP PUMP 1 UkAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST /MATNTENANCE 8. 73E - 04 8.73E-04 1.53E-06
40) UHFLCH-152 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 1 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-152 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO 1.75E-03 1.75E-03

UPMVBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 1.20E-06
41) UPMJBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP1 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPMtBAwP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES) 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03 1.20E-06
42) UPMJBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FAILS TO START (Att TYPES) 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPMKBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP1 F AILS TO RUN ( ALL TYPES) 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04 1.05E-06
43) UPM(BAMD1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP Pt.HP BAMP1 FAILS TO RUN ( Att TYPES) 1.75E-03 1.75E-03

UPMVBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04 1.05E-06
44) UPMKBA=P2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FAILS TO PUN (ALL TYPES) 1.75E-03 1.75E-03

UPMVBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP Pt.MP 1 UNAVAILABLE OUE TO TEST / MAINTENANCE 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
45) GVCASI-101 CHECK VALVE SI-101 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMASI-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
46) GVCAS!-100 CHECK VALVE SI-100 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

GVMAs!-301 MOV St-301 FAILS TO OPEN 8.73E-04 8.73E-04 7.62E-07
47) UHFLCH-152 BOR1C ACID MAKEUP PUMP 1 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-152 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO 8.73E-04 8.73E-04

UHFLCH-153 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-153 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO3.00E-04 1 3.00E-04 6.00E-07
| 48) UBDBBAMP1 CIRCUIT BREAKER BAMP 1 FAILS TO CLOSE 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03

UPMJBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FA!LS TO START (ALL TYPES) 3.00E-04 1 3.00E-04 6.00E-07
| 49) UBCEBAMP2 CIRCUIT BREAKER BAMP 2 FAILS TO CLOSE 2.00E-03 1 2.00E-03

UPMJBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP1 FAILS TO START (ALL TYPES) 3.00E 04 1 3.00E-04 5.25E 07
| 50) eBDBBAMP2 CIRCUIT BREAKER BAMP 2 FAILS TO Ct.CSE 1.75E-03 1.75E-03

UPNVBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 1 UNAVAIL/.8LE DUE TO TEST /MAINTEkANCE 3.00E-04 1 3.00E-04 5.25E-07
| 51) UBOBBAMP1 CIRCUI! BREAKER BAMP 1 FAILS TO CLOSE T.75E-03 1.75E-03

UPMVBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 8. 73E-04 8. 73E -04 5.24E-07 :

52) UHFLCH-152 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 1 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-152 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO
UPMKBAMP2 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP2 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES)

2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04
I

8.73E-04 8.73E-04 5.24E-07
53) UHFLCH-153 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP 2 DISCHARGE VALVE CH-153 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO2.50E-05 24 6.00E-04

UPkKBAMP1 BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMP BAMP1 FAILS TO RUN (ALL TYPES)

Amendment V

9 9 April 29, 1994
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19.6.3.15 Em e_r_ge n cy Containment Spray Backup System

19.6.3.15.1 System Description

19.6.3.15.1.1 System Function

The function of the Emergency Containment Spray Backup System as
used in this study, is to provide an independent self-contained
means of supplying water to the containment spray header for heat
removal from the containment atmosphere during emergency conditions
when the main Containment Spray System (CSS) or the backup Shutdown
Cooling System (SCS) pumps is not available.

19.6.3.15.1.2 System Configuration

The following description of the Emergency Containment Spray Backup
System is conceptual in nature. The Emergency Containment Spray
Backup System is shown in Figure 19.6.3.15-1. It is visualized to
consist of a cooling pond as the water source, a water hose, a
pumping device, a standpipe with blind flanges at both ends and a |
manual isolation valvo, a spool piece, and a T-section with a

,

manual isolation valve attached to the CSS piping down stream of
I the motor-operated containment spray header isolation valve. The
' CSS motor-operated containment spray header isolation valve is

A) located outside the containment. There is a check valve located,f

\d inside the containment before the containment spray header. The
standpipe and T-section manual isolation valves are normally
closed. The pumping device is assumed to be powered by its own
independent power source.

! 19.6.3.15.1.3 Support and Interfacing Systems
!

| The Emergency Containment Spray Backup System is assumed to be
I supplied with its own power cource to run the pump and it does not

interface with any of the frontline or support systems considered
in the PRA analysis.

19.6.3.15.1.4 System Operation

Following a large or medium Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA), the
main CSS in conjunction with the Component Cooling Water System
(CCWS) provides long-term heat removal from within the containment.
Reactor coolant discharged through the break will eventually drain

|

! into the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).
j Also, following a transient, the plant is normally brought to
| shutdown entry conditions and, then, long-term decay heat removal
'

is provided by the SCS. If the SCS is not available, feed and
bleed process would be used to remove decay heat. Bleed process
discharges reactor coolant into the IRWST. In both these

O)
scenarios, if the energy is not removed from the IRWST and/or the
containment atmosphere, the containment temperature and pressure\c

will increase and, therefore, there is a potential for a breach of' "

Amendment U
19.6-129 December 31, 1993
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the containment integrity. The main CSS is used to transfer the
energy from the containment to the ultimate heat sink. The main
CSS also provides scrubbing capability. Thus, in the event the
main CSS or the backup SCS pumps are not available to perform the
containment heat removal function, the Emergency Containment Spray
Backup System will be required to provide water to the containment
spray header in order to perform containment heat removal.

I
The Emergency Containment Spray Backup System is manually actuated
and the following typical operator actions would be performed to
connect the Emergency Containment Spray Backup System to the
containment spray header:

a. dispatch a crew to the subsphere region
b. remove the spool piece from the T-section downstream of the

CSS pump discharge leg
c. connect the bottom part of the stand pipe to the T-section
d. dispatch a crew to bring the pumping device to the location
c. connect the pumping device to the upper part of the stand pipe
f. run a hose to the cooling pond
g. open the stand pipe manual isolation valve
h. open the manual isolation valve in the T-section
1. start pumping the water to the containment spray header

19.6.3.15.1.5 System Success Criteria

The success criterion for the Emergency Containment Spray Backup
System is that the operator must recognize the need for this system
and successfully perform the tasks outlined in the above section.

19.6.3.15.1.6 Technical Specifications

There are no technical specifications that are applicable to the
Emergency Containment Spray Backup System.

19.6.3.15.2 System Logic Models

The small event tree large fault tree approach is used in this
study to quantif y event sequences. The Emergency Containment Spray
Backup System is the mitigating system for the LOCAs and transient
events in which the main Containment Spray System is unavailable
for containment heat removal.

A

1
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TABLE 19.6.3.15-1

DOUNANT QJTSETS FOR FAlltJRE Of EMERGENCY CDNTAINysENT SPRAY BACnP SYSTEM

FAULT TREE : PGOA018x

B.E. MG)./CS.

M EXP09)RE PROS, PROG.

MGXJLE/ EVENT MAME_ DESCRIPTION

1.00E-Of |
1) PGOA01BW

4.80E-02 4.80E-02 4.80E-02
1) GPXKECSBS PUMP 1NG DEVICE PuuP FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
2) CHFFRECOGN!ZE OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOGNI2E THE NEED FOR THE ECSBS 2.00E-02 2.00E-02 2.00E-02
3) GPXJECSBS PUMPING DEVICE PUMP FAILS TO START 6.00E-03 6.00E 03 6.00E-03

OPERATOR FAILS TO CONNECT ECSBS TO CONTAINwENT SPRAY HEADER 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 4.42E-034) GHFFECSBS
5) GVM951-672 CONTAINMENT HEACER ISOLATION VALVE S!-672 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.80E-04 4.80E-04 4.80E-04
6) G3HTCSHOR CONTAINWENT SPRAY HEADER PIPE /N022LE PLUGGED 3.88E-04 1 3.88E-04 3.88E-04
7) GVNAECSBSV1 STANDPIPE MANUAL ISCLATION VALVE ECSBSVT FA!LS TO OPEN 3.88E-04 1 3.88E-04 3.88E-04
8) GVNAECSBSV2 T-SECTION MANUAL ISO. VALVE ECSBSV2 FAILS 70 OPEN 1.40E-07 48 6.72E-06 6. 72E -06
9) GVMDSI-672 CONT AINmENT HEADER 150. VALVE SI-672 FAILS TO REMAIN CLOSED 1.25E-07 48 6.00E-06 6.00E-06

10) GVNDECSBSV2 T-SECTION MANUAL ISO. VALVE ECSSSV2 FAILS TO REMAIN CPEN 1.25E-07 48 6.00E-06 6.00E-06
11) GVNDECSBSV1 STAkOPIPE MANUAL 150. VALVE ECSBSV1 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN

Amendment W
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1Ast_E 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 1 of 9)

DOMINANT EUTSETS FOR FAILURE OF THE AmuutOS VENTILATION SYSTEM

FAULT TREE: PCHB01BX

8.E . MOD./CS.

M W utE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTir/a RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PROG.

6.66E-04 |1) PGHB01BX
1) GJPXVDAMPERS COMMON CAUSE DEHAND FAILURE OF AVS UNIT VENT DAMPERS TO OPEN 3.05E-04 3.05E-04 3.05E-04
2) GBCxFANSREAKERS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF AVS FAN 480 V BREAKERS TO CLOSE 1.00E-04 1.00E 04 1.00E-04
3) GWFXDFANS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FANS TO START 6.00E-05 6.00E-05 6.00E-05
4) GWFXRFANS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FANS TO OPERATE 4.00E-05 4.00E-05 4.00E-05
5) GJPXSDAMPERS COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF AVS BALANCING DAMPERS TO OPERATE 2.95E-05 2.95E 05 2.95E-05
6) FHFFCSAS OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE CONTAINMENT SPRAY ACTUATION $!GNAL 4.6E 03 4. 60E -03 1.39E -05

FSAXCSAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY ACTUATION SIGNAL 3.02E-03 3.02E-03
7) CJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.13E-05

GWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENilt.ATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN DUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E-03 3. 72E -03

8) GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.13E-05
GWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MA!NTENANCE 3. 72E - 03 3. 72E- 03

9) GJPAVD AMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 0.30E-06
GJPAVD AMPE R2 AVS TRAIN 2 UN!T VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

10) GFAXFILTERS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FILTERS TO OPE 3.85E-06 3.85E-06 3.85E-06
11) GBCBFAN1 AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E 03 1 1.00E-03 3.72E-06

CWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN OUT FOR HAINTENANCE 3. 72E -03 3.72E-03
12) GBCBFAN2 AVS TRAIN 2 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E 03 1 1.00E-03 3.72E-06

GWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3. 72E-03 3. 72E -03

13) GBCBFAN1 AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V CIRCU1T BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 3.05E-06
GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

14) GBCBFAN2 AVS TRAIN 2 FAN 480 V circuli BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 3.05E-06
GJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

15) GWFKFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04 2.9 7E - 06
GWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E-03 3. 72E -03

16) GWFKFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04 2.97E-06
GWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENT!LATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E-03 3. 72E-03

17) GJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E 03 2.44E-06
GWFKFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04

18) GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 2.44E-06
GWFKFAN1 ANNULUS VENilLATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04

19) CWFJFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO START 6.00E-04 1 6.00E-04 2.23E-06
|

CWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E 03 3. 72E -03
j

20) GWFJFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO STARY 6.00E-04 1 6.00E-04 2.23E-06
CWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3. 72E -03 3.12E-03

21) GJPCBDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 BALANCING DAMPER FAILS TO OPERATE 8.20E-06 72 5.90E-04 2.19E-06
GWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILAY10N SYSTEM TRAIN 2 F AN DUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E-03 3.72E-03

22) GJPCBDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 BALANCING DAMPER FAILS TO OPERATE 8.20E-06 72 5.90E-04 2.19E-06
CWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAL DUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.72E-03 3. 72E -03

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 19.6.3.17-1 (Sheet 2 of 9)

DOMINANT WTSETS FOR FAltuRE OF THE AuMULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM

FAULT TREE: PGHB01SX

8.E. MOD./CS.
RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PRW .

PEEULE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION

5.55E-04 5.55E-04 2.06E-06
23) CHFMSDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 BALANCING DAMPER HISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO 3. 72E-03 3. 72E-03

CWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 5.55E-04 5.55E-04 2.06E-06
24) CRFMSDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 BALANCING DAMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO NAINTENANCE ERRO 3. 72E- 03 3. 72E -03

GWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTIL ATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 5.55E-04 5.55E-04 2.06E-06
25) GHFMVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT D AMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO 3. 72E -03 3. 72E -03

GWFVFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 2 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 5.55E-04 5.55E-04 2.06E-06
26) GHFMVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER MISPOSIT!DNED DUE TO MAINTEN ANCE ERRO 3. 72E- 03 3. 72E -03

GWFVFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM TRAIN 1 FAN OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.83E-06
27) GJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 6.00E-04 1 6.00E - 04

GWFJFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO START 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.83E-06
28) GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT V*NT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 6.00E-04 1 6.00E-04

GWFJFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO START 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.80E-06
29) GJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 8.20E-06 72 5. 90E- 04

GJPCSDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 BALANCING DAMPER FAILS TO OPERATE 3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03 1.80E-06
30) GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRA!N 2 UNIT VENT C AMPER FAILS TO OPEN 8.20E-06 72 5.90E-04

GJPCBDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 BALANCING DAMPER FA!LS TO OPERATE 1.73E-06 1. 73E-06 1. 73E-06
31) GIPKPTRANSMITTER COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF AVS PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS5.55E-04 5.55E-04 1.69E-06
32) GHFNBDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 BALANCING DAMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

GJPAVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPE1 FAILS TO OPEN 5.55E-04 5.55 E - 04 1.69E-06
33) GHFM30AMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 BALAkCING DAMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

CJPAVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 5.55E-04 5.55E-04 1.69E-06
34) GMFMVDAMPER1 AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

GJPAVD AMPE R2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 5.55E-04 5.55E-04 1.69E-06
35) GHFMVDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 UNIT VENT DAMPER MISPOSITIONED DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERRO3.05E-03 1 3.05E-03

GJPAVDAMPERT AVS TRAIN 1 UNIT VENT DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 1.00E-06
36) GBCBFAN1 AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03

CSCBFAN2 AVS TRAIN 2 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 7.99E -07
37) GBCBFAN1 AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V circuli BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04

CWFKFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 7.99E -07
38) GBCBFAN2 AVS TRAIN 2 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT BREAKEP FAILS TO CLOSE

GWFKFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN)
1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04
1.11E-05 72 7.99E-04 6. 3SE - 07

39) CWFKFAN1 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.11E-05 72 7.99E - 04
GWFKFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 2 F AILS TO OPERATE (RUN) * 00E-03 1 1.00E-03 6.00E 07

40) GBCBFAN1 AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V CIRCUlf BREAKER FAILS TO CLDEU
..

CWFJFAN2 ANNULUS VENTILATIO*: SYSTEM FAN 2 FAILS TO START
6.00E-04 1 6.00E-04
1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 6.00E-07

41) GBCBFAN2 AVS TRAIN 2 FAN 480 V CIRCUIT EREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 6.00E-04 1 6.00E-04
GWFJFAN1 ANNUtDS VENTILATION SYSTEM FAN 1 FAILS TO START 1.00E-03 1 1.00E-03 5.90E-07

42) GBCBFANI AVS TRAIN 1 FAN 480 V circuli BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE 8.20E-06 72 5.90E-04
GJPCBDAMPER2 AVS TRAIN 2 BALANCING DAMPER FAILS TO OPERATE

i Amendment M

9 9 March 15, 1993
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TABLE 19.6.4.1-1

(Sheet 1 of 3)

DO4!NANT CUTSETS FOR FAlttBE OF SHUTDOWN C[XXING SYSTEM FOR 10NG-TERM DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

FAULT 1REE: PJOB01BX

B.E. Mtm./CS. j

RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PROR. J
MODOLE/ EVENT MAME DESCRIPTION !

|2.54E-03
1) PJ0801BX FAILURE OF $CS FOR LONG-TERM DECAY HEAT REMOVAL 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 8.00E 04 ;

1) JVMXSI-651/654 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL 4 SUCTION VALVES FROM RCS (SI-651/SI-6 1

2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E 04
2) JVMXCC-111/211 COHMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS/CCW VALVES CC-111/CC-211 TO OPEN
3) JVMXD-SET) COMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF SCS HX FLOW CONTROL VALVES TO (SI-310/SI-3

2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

4) JWXD-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILL,RE OF SCS DISCHARGE ISO VALVES TO ($1-601/SI-600 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
5) JVMXSI-655/656 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF St-655/St-656 MOVs TO OPEN 1.44E-04 1.44E-04 1.44E-04
6) JVCXD-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SI CHECK VALVES (Sf-143,SI-543,SI-123,S! 1.10E-04 1.10E-04 1.10E-04

OPERATOR FAILS TO ALIGN SHU100WN COOLING SYSTEM FOR LONG-TERM COOL7) JNFOSCSLTC 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
8) JVCX3-SET) COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS DISCHARGE CSECK VALVES (S!-178/SI-168)
9) JVCXD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE OF 2 DVI CHECK VA.VES (SI-247/SI-227) 10 OPEN

3.60E-05 3.60E 05 3.60E 05
4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

10) JWACC-111 CCW/SCSHX1 M O VALVE CC-111 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
JVMACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M-0 VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

11) JVMACC-111 CCW/SCSHX1 M 0 VALVE CC-111 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
JVMASI-656 SCS SUCTION M 0 ISO VALVE SI-656 FAlis TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E 05

12) JVMACC-111 CCV/SCSHX1 M-0 VALVE CC-111 FAILS TO OPEN
JVMAS!-311 SCS HX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE S!-311 t' AILS TO OPEN 4.00E 03 1 4.00E-03

4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E 05
13) JVMACC-111 CCW/SCSHX1 M-0 VALVE CC-111 F AILS 10 CPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAst-600 SCS TRAIN 2 O!SCHARGE ISO VALVE SI 600 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
14) JVMACC-111 CCW/SCSHX1 M-O VALVE CC-111 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAS!-654 SCS SUCTION M-0 150 VALVE SI-654 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4. 00E -03 1.60E-05
15) JVNACC-111 CCW/SCSHX1 M-0 VALVE CC-111 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JV*AS!-652 SCS SUCTION M-O 150 VALVE S!-652 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
16) J WACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M-O VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAS!-651 SCS SUCTION M-0 ISO VALVE SI-651 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
17) JVMACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M-0 VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAS!-655 SCS SUCTION M-O ISO VALVE S!-655 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
18) JVMACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M 0 VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVNASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
19) JVMACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M-0 VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAS!*601 SCS TRAIN 1 O!SCHARGE ISO VALVE St-601 FA!LS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
20) JVMACC-211 CCW/SCSHX2 M-0 VALVE CC-211 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-653 SCS SUCTION M 0 150 VALVE St-653 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
21) JVMASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE S!-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-600 SCS TRAIN 2 DISCHARGE ISO VALVE SI-600 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
22) JVWAS!-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMAS!-311 SCS HX2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-311 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
23) JVMAS!-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-652 SCS SUCTION M-0 ISO VALVE SI-652 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
24) JVNASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-654 SCS SUCTION M-0 ISO VAL %E SI-654 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05
25) JVMASI-310 SCS HX1 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SI-310 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

JVMASI-656 SCS SUCTION M-0 ISO VALVE SI-656 FAILS TO OPEN

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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TABLE 19.6.4.2-f (Sheet 1 of 11)

DOtINANT DJTSETS FOR FAILURE TO SUCCESSFULLY COOL THE IRVST

FAULT TREE: PGIG01BX

B.E. MCD./CS.

MCOULE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTIGI RATE EXPOSURE PROB. PROB.

|1) PGIG01BX FAILURE To SUCCESSFULLY COOL tRWST 3.26E-04
1) GVMx51-300/301 CO *ON CAUSE FAILURE OF IRWST RETURN MOVs $1-300/301 TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
2) GvCx51-100/101 CCF OF IRWST RETURN CHECK VALVES S!-100/101 TO OPFN 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
3) GVCxSI-157/158 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF CHECK VALVES S1-157158 3.60E-05 3.60E-05 3.60E-05
4) GVMAS!-300 Mov S1-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 1.60E-05

GVMASI-301 MOV St-301 FA!LS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03
5) GVMAS!-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.63E-06

HvMOSI-305 St LINE 2 IRWST !$0 VALVE SI-305 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E - 04

6) GVMASI-301 MOV SI-301 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.63E-06
HVMOSI-304 S! LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE S1-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E -04

7) ESGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURS!NE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 3.36E-06
ED0xRDGA-B COMMON CAUSE OPERATING FAILURE OF DGs 4.20E-03 4.20E-03

8) CVMASI-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E-06
GVNDSI-104 MANUAL VALVE S!-104 FAILS TO REMAIN CPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

9) GVMASI-301 .MOV SI-301 FA!LS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03 3.24E-06
GVNDSI-105 MANUAL VALVE S!-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

10) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TUR81NE TPIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.65E-06
E00KDCA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
EDDKDG8 EMERGENCY DIESEt. GENERATOR DG B F AILS To RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

11) HVMDSI-304 SI LINE 1 1RWST ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04 8.23E-07
WVMDSI-305 SI LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE S!-305 FA!LS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04

12) GVCASI-100 CHECK VALVE SI-100 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
GVMASI-30T MOV St-301 FA!LS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

13) GVCASI-101 CHECK VALVE SI-101 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
GVMASI-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

14) GVCAS!-157 CHECK VALVE SI-157 FAILS To OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E 07
GVMAs!-301 MOV St-301 FAILS TO CPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

15) GVCAS!-158 CHECK VALVE SI-158 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 8.00E-07
GVMASI-300 MOV SI-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

16) GVNOSI-104 MANUAL VALVE S!-104 FAILS TO REMA!N OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04 7.35E-07
HVMost-304 St LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E- 04

17) GVNDSI-105 MANUAL VALVE SI-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04 7.35E-07
HYMDS!-305 St LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-305 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04

18) GVNDSI-104 MANUAL VALVE SI-104 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04 6.56E-07
GVkDSt-105 MANUAL VALVE SI-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04

19) EBGPTT CRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E-07
EDDJDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR CG B FAILS TO START & LOAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDOKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

20) EBCPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 6.45E-07
EDDJDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO START & LOAD 1.40E-02 1 1.40E-02
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY O!ESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

21) ExLxESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V LC ESF TRANSFORMERS 3.78E-07 3.78E-07 3. 78E -07

Amendment W
June 17, 1994



TABLE 19.6.4.2-1 (Sheet 2 of 11)

DCMINANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE TO SUCCESSFULLY CU]l THE 1RVST

FAULT TREE: PGIG01BX

B.E . M00./CS.
MTULE/ EVENT NAME DESCRIPTION RA1E E XPOSIRE PROB. PROS.

22) GVHXCC-114/214 COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FA! LURE OF CSS HX OUTLET CCW Movs 2.00E - 04 2.00E-04 3.10E-07
JVNXXCONN CCF OF CSS-70-SCS CROSS-CONNECT MANUAL VALVES TO OPEN 1.55E-03 1.55E-03

23) EBGPTT GRIO COLLAPSE 04 TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2. 76E -07
EDD KD GA EMERGENCY O!ESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5. 76E - 02
EDDVDGB DG B UNAVAILABLE DUE To MAINTEkANCE 6.00E-03 6.00E-03

24) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRI? 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.76E 07
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E 02
EDDVD CA DG A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 6.00E-03 6.00E-03

?5) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE 04 TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 2.24E-07
EDCXDDGA-B COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF DGs 2.80E-04 2.80E-04

26) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TUR31NE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E 04 2. 04E - 0 7
EDD KD GA EMERCENCY DIESEL CENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
ESXRDGB DG B LOAD SEQUENCER FA!LS TO OPERATE 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03

27) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TP!P 8.00E-04 8.00E - 04 2. 04 E - 07
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS To RUN 2.40E 03 24 5.76E 02
ESXRDGA DG A LOAD SEQUENCER FAILS TO CPERATE 1.23E-05 1 4.43E-03

28) CPCXDCSS COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE CF CSS PUMPS 1.30E-04 1.30E- 04 2.02E-07
JVNXXCONN CCF OF CSS-TO-SCS CROSS-CONNECT MANUAL VALVES TO OPEN 1.55E-03 1.550-03

29) EBGPff GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBlNE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1. 84E - 07
EDOKDGB EMERGENCY D!ESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS To RUN 2.40E-03 24 5. 76E -02
GVMASI-300 ROV S!-300 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

30) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 1. 64E -07
E00KDGA EMERGENCY D!ESEL GEkERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
GVMASI-301 MOV SI-301 FAILS TO OPEN 4.00E-03 1 4.00E-03

| 31) GVCAS!-100 CHECK VALVE S!-100 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2. 00E - 04 1.81E-07'

HvMDSt-305 St LINE 2 IRWST ISO VALVE SI-305 FAILS To REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.0 7E -04
32) GVCAS!-101 CHECK VALVE S!-101 FAILS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E-04 1.81E-07

HVMOSI-304 SI LINE 1 !RWST ISO VALVE SI-304 FAILS To REMAIN OPEN 1.40E 07 18 9. 07E -04
331 GVCAS!-157 CHECK VALVE S!-157 FA!LS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E-04 1.81E-07

I HVMDSI-305 St LINE 2 1RWST ISO VALVE S1-305 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.0 7E - 04
| 34) GVCASI-158 CHECK VALVE SI-158 FAILS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E - 04 1.81E-07

HVMDSI -304 SI LINE 1 IRWST ISO VALVE S!-304 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.40E-07 18 9.07E-04
35) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8. 00E - 04 1.80E-07

ESXxSEC COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG LDAD SEDUENCERS 2.25E-04 2.25E-04
36) GvCAS!-100 CHECK VALVE S1-100 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 1.62E-07

GVNDS!-104 MANUAL VALVE SI-104 FAILS TO fi'AIN OPEN 1.25E 07 18 8.10E-04
37) GVCAS!-101 CMECK VALVE SI-101 FAILS TO OPEN 2. 00E - 04 1 2.00E-04 1.62E - 0 7

GVNDS!-105 MANUAL VALVE SI-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04
38) GVCAS!-157 CHECK VALVE SI-157 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 1.62E-07

GVNDSI-104 MANUAL VALVE S!-104 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E -07 18 8.10E-04
l 39) GVCASI-158 CHECK VALVE $1-158 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 1 2.00E-04 1.62E-07
! GVNDSt-105 MANUAL VALVE S!-105 FAILS TO REMAIN OPEN 1.25E-07 18 8.10E-04
i

i

|
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TABLE 19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 1 of 3)

DCMINANT CUTSETS FOR FAILURE TO PROVIDE RCS PRESSURE EDNTROL

FAULT TREE : PPAXO1BX

B.E. MOD./CS.

RATE EXPOSURE PROR. Pem .

MW ULE/ EVENT MAME DESCRIPTION
4.69E-03 |

1) PPAX01BX FAILURE TO PROVICE RCS PRESSURE CONTROL 4.69E-03 4.69E -03 4.69E - 03
OPERATOR FAILS ESTABLISH RCS PRESSURE CONTROL 9.15E-03 9.15E-03 1.83E 061) PHFFRCSP

2) VHFFFEEDBLEED OPERATOR FAILS TO IN!TIATE FEED & BLEED SYSTEM 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC 418/RC-419 TO OPEN 4.80E-03 4.80E 03 9.60E-07VVSXD-SET 1

3) VVMXBLDV COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES 2.00E-04 2.00E 04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 70 OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E 02 1.15E-07VVSXD-SET 1

4) VVMARC-406 MOV RC-4D6 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/EC-419 TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 1.15E-07VVSXD-SET 1

5) VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCCVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO DPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 1.15E-07VVSXD-SET 1

6) VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEW 2.40E-02 2.40E 02
VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 1.15E-07VVSXD-SET 1

7) VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-409 Mov RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCCVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN 1.0BE-07 1.08E -0 7 1.08E 07VVSXD-SET 1

8) ELCX125C1E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 125 VOC CLASS 1E SUS 9.60E-05 9.60E-05 1.92E-08
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVE INVERTERS 2.00E-04 2.00E-049) VCIXBLDV
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN 9.15E-03 9.15E-03 5.86E-09VVSXD-SET 1

10) VHFFFEEDSLEED OPERATCR FAILS TO !NITI ATE FEED & BLEED SYSTEM 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-410/RC-413 TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E- 04VVSXD-SET 2
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN 4.80E-03 4.80E-03 3.0 7E - 09VVSXD-SET 3

11) VVMXSLDV COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-410/RC-413 TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04VVSXD-SET 2
COMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09VVSXD-SET 3
BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-408 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.40E-02 2.40E-0212) VCIPRC-408

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09VVSXD-SET)
BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-407 FA!LS TO PROVIDE ADEDUATE OUTPUT 2.40E-02 2.40E-0213) VCIPRC-407

VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN2.00E-05 24' 4.80E-04 2.30E-09VVSXD-SET 1
BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-406 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEcuATE OUTPUT 2.40E-02 2.40E-0214) VCIPRC-406

VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09VVSXD-SET 1
BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-407 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEDUATE DUTPUT 2.40E-02 2.40E-0215) VCIPRC-407

:

VVNARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPENVVSXD-SET 1
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TABLE 19.6.4.4-1 (Sheet 2 of 3)

DOtf uANT DJTSETS FOR FAILURE TO PRCVIDE RCS PRESSURE CONTROL

FAULT TREE : PPAx01BX

B.E. M00./CS.
RATE EXPOSURE PROS. PROB.

MWULE/ EVENT MAME DESCRIPTION

16) VCIPRC-409 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-409 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT 2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09
2.40E-02 2.40E-02

VvwARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
WSxD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN

17) VCIPRC-408 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-408 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT
2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09

2,40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC 407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
WSxD-SE T 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN

18) VCIPRC-406 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-406 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT
2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09

2.40E-02 2.40E-02
WMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
WSXD-SET 1 CDPuoN CAUSE FAILUPE OF RCGVS VALVES RC 418/RC 419 TO OPEN

19) VCIPRC 409 BLEED VALVE INVERTER RC-409 FAILS TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE OUTPUT
2.00E-05 24 4.80E-04 2.30E-09

2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 F A!LS TO OPEN 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
VVSXD-SET 1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-418/RC-419 TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04 7.92E-10

20) EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURSINE TRIP 9.90E -0 7 9.90E-07
ECBX125CIE COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CLASS 1E BATTERIES 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 3.69E-10

21) VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
WMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-O'+
WSXD-SE T 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-410/RC-413 TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
WSXD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02 3.69E-10

22) VVMARC-408 MOV RC-408 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
WSxD-SET 2 C WMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-410/RC-413 TO OPEN
VVSXD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN

8.00E-04 8.00E-04
2.40E-02 2.40E-02 3.69E-10

23) VVMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-407 MOV RC-407 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
WSXD-SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-410/RC-413 To OPEN
WSXD-SET 3 COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN

8.00E-04 8.00E-04
2.40E-02 2.40E-02 3.69E-10

24) WMARC-406 MOV RC-406 FAILS TO OPEN 2.40E-02 2.40E-02
VVMARC-409 MOV RC-409 FAILS TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
WSXD-SE T2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC 410/RC-413 TO OPEN 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
WSXD-SE T3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN

25) EBBQS80801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SB0801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.44E-10

EBBQSC08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SC0801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05

26) EBBQSA0801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SA08015 OPENS SPURICUSLY f.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.44E-10

EBBQS908015 125 VDC CIRCUlf BREAKER 580801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 !.20E-05

27) EB8Q5A0801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAttER SA0801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.44E-10

EBBQSD08015 125 VDC CIRCULI BREAKER S00801$ OPENS SPUR 100 SLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05

28) EB305C0801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SCOS01$ OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05 1.44E-10

EBBQSD08015 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SD08015 OPENS SPUR 10USLY
5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05

9.60E-05 9.60E-05 6.14E-11
29) VCIXBLOV COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVE INVERTERS

WSXD SET 2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC 410/RC-413 TO OPEN
8.00E-04 8.00E-04
8.00E-04 8.00E-04

WSXD-SE T 3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF RCGVS VALVES RC-414/RC-417 TO OPEN
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O System Component 125 VDC bus

Containment Isolation
Valves:
UV-006 SB0801
UV-008 SD0801

SG Blowdown Valves:
HV-010 PY0801
HV-012 PYO801

19.6.4.5.1.2.4 System Operation

The Steam Generator Blowdown System operates continuously. The
SGBS processes water from the tube bundle of the steam generators. |
The blowdown water is filtered and purified to remove any
impurities. Then, if meeting appropriate specifications, it is
returned to the condensate system for reuse.

Each steam generator is equipped with its own blowdown processing
line with the capability of blowing down either the primary inlet
or primary outlet regions of the steam generator shell side. Each
blowdown line leaves the containment through its own penetration

O
and discharges into the steam generator blowdown flash tank. The
liquid portion flows through the blowdown heat exchanger to the
blowdown filter where the major portion of suspended particles are
removed. After filtration, the blowdown fluid is processed by the
blowdown demineralizer.

The containment isolation valves are normally open and can be
remotely operated from the main control room. These valves are
isolated and automatically close upon receipt of a Main Steam
Isolation Signal (MSIS), an Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal
(EFAS), Containment Isolation Signal (CIS), or Alternate Feedwater
Actuation Signal (AFAS). Any of these signals will close the
valves. The valves fail closed on loss of instrument air.
The blowdown is measured for radioactivity in order to detect
primary to secondary leakage. If significant steam generator tube
leaks exist, blowdown flow from the demineralizer is routed to the
Blowdown High Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) sump and to the chemical
waste neutralizer tank. From there, the liquid is processed by the
Liquid Radwaste System (LRS) via the high TDS holdup tank.

19.6.4.5.1.2.5 System Success Criterin

The success criterion for the Steam Generator Blowdown System is
the availability of the blowdown system from the ruptured steam
generator.

O
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19.6.4.5.1.2.6 Technical Specifications

There are no technical specifications that are applicable to the
Isolate the Ruptured Steam Generator function.

19.6.4.5.2 Function Logic Models

The small event tree /large fault tree approach is used in this
study to quantify event sequences. By choosing the large fault
tree approach, all support systems are developed and then
integrated with the front-line or mitigating systems as
appropriate. The failure to isolate the ruptured steam generator
is one of the front-line systems addressed in this study. The -

unavailability of the Steam Generator Blowdown System is one
possible way of failing to isolate the ruptured steam generator.

Figure 19.6.4.5-1 provides the simplified schematic for the SGBS.
The fault tree model for the Failure to Isolate the Ruptured Steam
Generator may be found in Figure 19.6.4.5-2.

19.6.4.5.2.1 Analysis Assumptions

In developing the fault tree model for the SGBS, the following
assumption was made:

1. Failure of the SGBS is defined as the loss of flow to the
blowdown flash tank from the ruptured steam generator, the
unavailability of the containment isolation valves, and the
unavailability of the instrument air supply.

2. The Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) instruct the
operator to isolate the ruptured or most affected steam
generator, once it is determined that a steam generator tube
rupture event has occurred. The EPGs also instruct the
operator, on a continuous basis, to maintain the level of the
isolated steam generator within a certain range. Therefore,
the probability that the operator falls to isolate the
ruptured steam generator is considered to be negligible and
hence this operator action is not explicitly modeled.

3. Feedwater flow to the ruptured or most affected steam
generator can be terminated by closing any of the following
type of valves:

a) Feedwater containment isolation valves,

b) Feedwater regulating valves,

c) Feedwater stop or block valves.

Both the downcomer and the economizer lines of the main
Feedwater Systems contain the above types of valves. The

Amendment R
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TABLE 19.6.4.5-1 (Sheet 1 of 4)

DOMINANT CtfiSETS FOR UNISDLABtE LEAK IN THE RUPTURfD SG ,
'

,

FAULT TREE : PDLXG1BX

B.E. Pu1D./CS.

MnDULUEVENT NAME DESCRIPTION RA_TE EXPOSURE PROB. PROR.

1) PDLX01BX UNISOLABLE LEAK IN THE RUPTURED STEAM GENERATOR 9.35E-04 |
1) DVMXD-RECLOSEADV COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ATMOSPHERIC DUMP / BLOCK VALVES TO RECLOSE 4.42E-04 4.42E-04 4.42E-04 ;

2) DVCSSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 1.55E-04
KHFFTBVS OFERATOR FAILS TO RECLOSE TURBINE BYPASS VALVES 1.00E-01 1.00E-01

!

3) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 1.55E-04
KHFFTBVS -OPERATOR FAILS To RECLOSE TURBINE BYPASS VALVES 1.00E-01 1.00E-01

4) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 4.48E-05 4

KVDXD-TBVS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL 8 TURBINE BYPASS VALVES TO OPEN 1.60E-03 1.60E-03
5) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPEN!N 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 2.24E-05

EBGPTT GRio COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
6) AVMBGOV2 EFW PUMP TURBINE 2 GOVENOR VALVE GOV 2 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.95E-05

AVMBTT2 EFW PUMP TURBINE 2 TRIP & THROTTLE VALVE TT2 FAILS To CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 ,

7) DVMBSG-107 BLOCK VALVE SG-107 FOR ADV SG-185 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.95E-05
'

DVwSSG-185 ADV SG-185 FA!LS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03
8) DWBSG-108 BLOCK VALVE SG-105 FOR ADV SG-179 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 1.95E-05

DVMBSG-179 ADV SG-179 FAILS TC CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03

' 9) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 5.57E-06
ISXRIAS IA CONTROLS FAIL TO OPERATE PROPERLY 1.99E-04 1.99E-04

10) DHFFRECLOSEADV OPERATOR FAILS TO RECLOSE ADVs ON THE RUPTURED SG-2 8.85E-06 8.85E-06 8.85E-06
11) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 2.03E-06

KIEPTBCS FAILURE OF TURBihE BYPASS CONTROL SYSTEM TO OPERATE 7.25E-05 7.25E-05
12) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06

KVDBSG-1005 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1005 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

13) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLAfl0N VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1001 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1001 FA!LS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

14) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1002 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1002 FAILS 70 CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

15) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM !$0LAT10N VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1003 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1003 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 [

16) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1004 TURB]NE BYPASS VALVE SG-1004 FAILS To CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

17) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1008 TUR8INE BYPASS VALVE SG-1008 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

18) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1007 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1007 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

19) DVDBSG-141 MAIN STEAM !sotATION VALVE SG-141 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KvDBSG-1006 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-10% FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

20) DVDBSG 151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1007 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1007 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

21) DVDBSG-151 MA!N STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E 06
KVDBSG-1006 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1006 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

22) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06 ,

KVDBSG-1004 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1004 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03
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DOMINANT CUTSETS FOR UNISOLABtE LEAK IN THE PUPTURED SG
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23) DVDBiG-151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1002 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1002 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

24) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM !SOLAfl0N VALVE SG-151 FA!LS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1005 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1005 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

25) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1001 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1001 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

26) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM ISotAftDN VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG- 1003 TURBINE BYPASS VALVE SG-1003 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

27) DVDBSG-151 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE SG-151 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03 2.40E-06
KVDBSG-1008 TURBINE BTPASS VALVE SG-1008 FAILS TO CLOSE 1.55E-03 1 1.55E-03

28) DVREMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 4.23E-07
KGPPSWCD CONDENSER PRESSURE SWITCH SWCD FAILS TO OPERATE 6.30E-07 24 1.51E-05

29) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.BOE-02 3.36E -07
EBBOPx0801S 125 VDC CIRCulT BREAKER PXO8015 OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05

30) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS 70 RESEAT AFTER EARLY OPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 1.34E-07
ELCPPXO801 BUS FAULT ON 125 VDC BUS PXO801. 2.00E-07 24 4.80E-06

31) DVRBMSSV-L MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSikG WATER 1.00 1.00E+00 2.16E-07
EEGPTT CRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.COE-04 8.00E-04
EDDKDGB EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG B FAILS To RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02
PHFFRCSP DPERATOR FAILS ESTABLISH RCS PRESSURE CONTROL 4.69E -03 4.69E-03

32) DVMBSG-179 ADV SG-179 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 2.04E-07
EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
EDDKDGA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS 70 RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

33) DVMBSG-185 ADV SG-185 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 2.04E-07
EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04
EDOKD GA EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DG A FAILS TO RUN 2.40E-03 24 5.76E-02

34) DVRBMSSV S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARL 7 CPEk!k 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 8.90E-08
IADXAIRORYS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF INSTRUMENT AIR DRYERS 3.18E-06 3.18E-06

35) DVRBMSSV-S MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSV) FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER EARLY GPENIN 2.80E-02 2.80E-02 6. 72E- 08
IWCKC-1A AIR COMPRESSOR C-1A FAILS TO OPERATE (RUN) 1.00E-04 24 2.40E-03
IWCXDCOMP COMMON CAUSE DEMAND FAILURE OF AIR COMPRESSORS 1.00E-03 1.00E-03

36) DVDXUV006-008 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLOWDOWN CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES TO C 1.36E-04 1.36E-04 1.09E-07
EBGPTT GRID COLLAPSE ON TURBINE TRIP 8.00E-04 8.00E-04

37) DVMBSG-179 ADV SG-179 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 7.43E-08
EXLPSAT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSFORMER SAT 201 FAILS TO PROVIDE OUTPUT 7.00E-0 7 24 1.68E-05

38) DVMBSG-185 ADV SG-185 FAILS To CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 7.43E-08
EXLPSCT201 LOAD CENTER TRANSFORMER SCT201 FAILS TO PROVIDE OUTPUT 7.00E-07 24 1.68E-05

39) DVMBSG-107 6 LOCK VALVE SG-107 FOR ADV SG-185 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 5.30E-08
EBBOS00801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SD08015 OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5. 00E-07 24 1.20E-05

40) DVMBSG-108 BLOCK VALVE SG-108 FOR ADV SG-179 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 5.30E-08
EBBQSB0801S 125 VDC CIRCUIT BREAKER SB0801S OPENS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05

41) DVNBSG-179 ADV SG-179 FAILS TO CLOSE 4.42E-03 1 4.42E-03 5.30E*08
EBCQSAT201F 480 V LC SAL 301 TRANSFORMER FEED BREAKER SAT 201F TRIPS SPURIOUSLY 5.00E-07 24 1.20E-05
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\ / A Tornado Strike event will result in a loss of forced reactor

coolant flow due to simultaneous loss of electrical power to all
four reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), a loss of condenser vacuum and
loss of main feedwater due to the loss of power to the circulating
water pumps, a turbine trip with fast closure of the turbine stop
valves due to loss of load, and a start signal to the emergency
diesel generators due to low voltage on the 4.16 KV vital buses.
Due to the loss of condenser vacuum, the Steam Bypass Control
System (SBCS) and the turbine bypass valves are also unavailable.

The loss of forced coolant flow following loss of power to the RCPs
leads to a reactor trip on low DllBR. The loss of secondary heat
sink due to the loss of main feedwater in conjunction with the
unavailability of the SBCS soon results in a reduction in RCS heat
removal. Both primary and secondary pressure will increase. The
primary and secondary safety valves will lift to control primary
and secondary pressure respectively. Concurrently, steam generator
level will be decreasing due to void collapse, and emergency
feedwater will be actuated on a low steam generator level.
Secondary heat removal via the emergency feedwater and the
secondary safety valves is thus re-established and primary pressure
and temperature will begin to decrease. At this time the
Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) can be opened to continue cooling
and depressurizing the RCS to the shutdown cooling entry
conditions.

) When offsite power is lost, the diesel generators will receive a
start signal. The diesel generators will start and load the
Engineered Safety Features (ESP) buses. The ESF buses provide
power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps and motor-operated
valves, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps and motor-operated
valves, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System motor-driven pumps and
motor-operated valves, the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS)
and Station Service Water System (SSWS) pumps, and associated
motor-operated valves. With the diesel generators available, the
SIS pumps can be started and used to provide RCS inventory makeup
and for boron addition to provide core reactivity control. Once
the plant has been steamed down to the shutdown cooling conditions,

using the EFW System and ADVs, Long-Term Decay Heat Removal (usingl

the SCS) can be initiated to bring the plant down to cold shutdown
conditions.

I Failure of a Primary Safety Valve (PSV) to reseat following the
initial pressure spike would result in a small LOCA and the
required system responses are equivalent to those discussed in
Section 19.4.3 (with offsite power unavailable) . Failure of the
emergency feedwater would result in failure of secondary heat
removal and, thus, the RCS heat removal because no other secondary
heat sink is available. Therefore, some other means of heat
removal must be established in order to prevent core damage. The
emergency or on-site power sources can be used to power the Safety,%

h Injection System and Safety Depressurization System (SDS) to{d'

1
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provide the Feed and Bleed process for RCS heat removal in event
the emergency feodwater is unavailable.

As discussed earlier, the SSWS intake structure is subject to
blockage by tornado generated debris. If this should happen,
component cooling for the diesel generators and all motor-driven
pumps would be lost, as would the HVAC system. This would result
in the failure of the diesels and all motor-driven pumps. The
turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps would still be available
and 125 VDC control power would be available from the station
batteries for 8 hours. However, upon battery depletion, control
power and indication would be lost. Therefore, for this analysis,
it was assumed that sequences involving blockage of the SSWS intake
structure would proceed to core damage. SSWS intake structure
blockage due to tornado generated debris is addressed in the SSWS
models included within the front-line system models.

19.7.2.3.2 Tornado Strike Event Tree Elements

19.7.2.3.2.1 Tornado Strike Initiators

Tornado Strike events include all events initiated by a tornado
strike within the plant boundaries. It is assumed that this event
will result in an extended loss of offsite power requiring long-
term use of the emergency power sources.

19.7.2.3.2.2 Primary Safety Valve Reseat

The initial loss of secondary heat sink following the tornado
strike and loss of offsite power will result in the primary system
pressure increase. The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) will most
probably open. Failure of a PSV to reseat after the primary side
pressure decreases will result in a small Lors-Of-Coolant-Accident
(LOCA) with offsite power unavailable. This is considered to be a
small LOCA initiator for quantification of Small LOCA frequencies.

The success criterion for this element is that all four PSVs must
rescat.

19.7.2.3.2.3 Safety Injection System (Injection)

Following the reactor trip after the tornado strike and attendant
loss of of fsite power, RCS pressure will increase and the PSVs will
lift. If any of the PSVs fail to reseat, coolant will be lost
through the stuck-open PSV. Consequently, the reactor coolant will
rapidly cool and contract (resulting in a pressure decrease). The
Safety Injection System (SIS) will be automatically actuated on low
pressurizer pressure and will inject borated water to provide
additional negative reactivity in the short term. When offsite
power is lost, the preferred source of power is lost. The safety
equipment loads on the 4.16 KV buses will be shed and the diesel
generators will receive a start signal. After the diesel

,

i Amendment M
19.7-20 March 15, 1993
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capability sequence. The results of these sensitivity analyses
are summarized in Table 19.7.5.3-2. This table defines the
component or component group for which the HCLPF is being
changed, presents the base component HCLPF and the changed i

component HCLPF, and presents the new " Min Sequence" HCLPF and
the new plant HCLPF. These sensitivity analyses basically |
confirmed the intuitive importance of the component HCLPFs. That
is, if the HCLPF for a component that appears as a dominant
contributor to a sequence HCLPF is decreased below the plant or
" Min Sequence" HCLPF values, the plant and/or " Min Sequence"
HCLPF value will decrease to the lower value. On the other hand,
if the HCLPF for that component or group of components is
increased, the plant and " Min Sequence" HCLPF values do not
change.

None of the seismic core damage sequences had a HCLPF less than
two times the design basis earthquake. In addition, the dominant
sequence is a seismically induced failure of the containment
vessel which leads to core damage and containment failure.
Therefore, no additional containment isolation failure analyses
were performed.

The COL applicant will be required to verify that key assumptions
for structures, systems and components considered in the SMA are
valid for the as-built plant conditions [ COL Item 19-9). This,

\v will include evaluation of HCLPF values for structures which
house non-safety related equipment relied upon in the SMA
evaluations such as the combustion gas turbine. The verification
process will include a seismic walkdown, including development
of detailed procedures, [ COL Item 19-8] to ensure that as-built
conditions conform to the assumptions used in the SMA and to
assure that proper anchorage for equipment has been provided and
that the potential for seismic spatial system interaction does
not exist. Deviations from assumptions will be evaluated to
determine if vulnerabilities have been introduced. Also, if

equipment is qualified for site-specific requirements (Appendix
3.9A, Section 1.4.3.2.1.2, Option 4), the impact on the SMA HCLPF
will be evaluated.

The details for verifying that key assumptions for structures,
systems, and components considered in the SMA are valid for as-
built plant conditions should be modeled after approved NRC SMA
procedures and should incorporate insights from SMAs conducted at
operating plants. The verification process is expected to
consist of the following steps:

1. Preparation for Plant Walkdown
f

2. Plant Seismic Logic Model Walkdown
n

[Gl 3. Assessment of As-Built SMA HCLPF Values

Amendment V
19.7-75 April 29, 1994
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4. Seismic Plant Walkdown

5. Validation of Plant Level HCLPF Calculations

These steps will ensure that as-built plant design
characteristics are evaluated; critical component, structural,
and sequence HCLPF values are reviewed; and deviations from
design assumptions and vulnerabilities which could reduce the
plant level HCLPF value below 0.5g are exposed.

In Section 19.1.2.2.3 (page 19-149) of the Draft Safety
Evaluation Report for CESSAR-DC, it stated:

"As the seismic analysis is being redone, there is a need to
augment the internal events model to the extent possible, by
explicit inclusion of structural and other passive failures
that were excluded from the internal events model."

| This is COL action Item 19-2. As part of the model development
for the Seismic Margins Analysis, the internal events model was
updated to include structural and passive failures. This
completes COL action item 19-2.

The Oraft Safety Analysis Report for CESSAR-DC contained an
| additional COL Item, 19.1.2.2.6-1, (Item 19-6 in Table 1.10-1)
which stated that the COL Applicant should factor site-specific
spectra into the analysis and verify the layout and anchorage of
critical components. This COL Item is covered by the SMA and the
seismic walkdown to be performed by the COL applicant as
discussed above.

O
Amendment W

19.7-76 June 17, 1994
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C/
D. The concept of defense in depth applies to shutdown modes as

well as Mode 1. The more ways that the operator can maintain
coolant inventory and remove decay heat, the lower the risk.
The presence of SIS capability in shutdown is an example of
added defense in depth.

E. The ability of the operator to be able to align the SCS train
for makeup of inventory or to use for a feed and bleed
operation is important for defense in depth.

F. There are two trains of SCS and it is important that the COL
applicant maintain a configuration management system for
maintenance activities on the SCS and its support systems.
Configuration control is important because all plant risks,
all accidents and incidents, and all accident precursors arise
because of critical configurations which have occurred. If
configurations were managed so that critical, high-risk
configurations did not occur, then the risks would be small
and accidents or incidents would occur rarely. Table 19.8.1-4
(developed from the more extended dependency Table 19.6.1-1)
is an example of the systems that support each SCS train. The
COL applicant should identify the systems, structures and
components (SSCs) that support DHR (as well as other safety

[_\ functions). The COL applicant should consider the overall
(, effect of removing SSCs identified above from service on the

DHR safety function. The COL applicant should limit normal
maintenance on combinations of equipment so that an additional
single or common cause failure would not cause total loss of
DHR. A configuration management system should help to insure
the availability of the standby SCS.

G. If one train is lost because of fire, flood, or random
component failure, it is important that the other train have
the highest possible availability. The COL applicant should
develop procedures and a configuration management strategy to
handle the period of time when one of the two DHR paths is
unavailable. In this case (a technical specification
violation) the operator should suspend the maintenance and
testing activities on equipment that support the operating SCS
train. Given failure of one train, the operator should
restore any systems that support the other train and are out
for maintenance.

H. During plant shutdown, risk can be minimized by appropriate
outage management, administrative controls, procedures and
operator knowledge of plant configuration. The COL applicant
should develop the appropriate administrative controls,
procedures and operator training for shutdown operations.

p (See also insights F and G above.) [ COL Item 19-17]
t <

V
i

,

Amendment V
19.8-3 April 29, 1994
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I. During plant shutdown operation, the integrity of fire and

flood barriers between areas in the same division, such as
quadrants, where systems comprising the alternate shutdown are
located should be maintained. The COL applicant should
incorporate in its configuration control program a requirement
that, during Modes 4, 5, and 6, the water tight flood doors
and fire doors will be maintained closed on at least one
quadrant within the subsphere (containing either an SCS or CSS
pump) to help prevent common-mode failures from internal
floods or fires. The SCS or CSS pump in this quadrant shall
be operable. If the flood or fire doors to this quadrant must
be opened for reasons other than to permit normal access, a
fire watch will be established for the affected door.
(COL Item 19-19] |

Lo_ss of DHR Insichts
1

A. Reduced inventory is the most critical operation. The
operator should be aware of this and plant activities should I
be scheduled accordingly. Use of nozzle dams is encouraged as
a method of limiting the time spent in this mode.

O

O
Amendment W

19.8-3a June 17, 1994
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B. The operator must have procedures and training to align the
SCS train to the IRWST and use it to makeup inventory or do a
feed and bleed operation.

C. Failure of the standby SCS train for either DHR or feed
operation is dominated by failure of control valves and MOVs.
An aggressive valve testing and maintenance program on the SCS
and CSS would reduce shutdown risk.

D. The use of the CVCS system to makeup inventory is an important
recovery action in reduced inventory operation. It also acts
as a temporary (about 12 hours) cooling technique. The
operator should have procedures and training on its use.

E. Safety injection for feed and bleed is an important DHR method
in shutdown modes. Having two of the four SIS trains
available during most shutdown modes is an important new
technical specification.

F. The CSS pumps are designed as an installed spare to the SCS.
The operator must have procedures and training on its
alignment and operation. Again, valve maintenance and testing
is important for shutdown risk reduction.

LOCA Insichts

A. SCS feed is an important makeup method for a LOCA. Training
and procedures are required.

B. The dominant failure mode for SCS feed is failure of control
valves and MOVs. A valve maintenance program is important.

C. Safety injection using the SIS is important for LOCAs. Since
manual actuation is required, training and procedures are
required.

D. The CVCS system is another important makeup method that should
be available with training and procedures.

E. For LOCAs located in the containment, the IRWST acts as a sump
and makes the coolant available for injection. Procedures are
needed to ensure that flow paths are maintained during the
outage.

,

Amendment S
19.8-3b September 30, 1993
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LOOP Insichts

A. The new technical specification for having two of the three
standby and emergency generators available reduces the CDP.

B. The reliability of the two switchyards is important to risk
reduction from LOOP. The Combined License (COL) Applicant
should consider procedures to control maintenance in both
these areas at the same time.

C. The COL Applicant should ensure that the utility dispatchers
are informed about LOOP events and the importance of
restoration of AC in a nuclear facility.

Fire Risk Insights

A. The frequency of fires in outages is high because of the
maintenance activities and can be reduced by training.

B. The COL Applicant must maintain a well trained and prepared
fire brigade.

C. Availability of mitigating equipment following fires can be
maximized if separation is maintained between equipment within
a quadrant. This will increase the number of success paths
available for responding to the event and result in a decrease
in risk.

D. The COL Applicant must take extra care to limit activities and
fire sources in th operating switchyard when the second
switchyard is unava iable.

Flooding Risk Insights

A. Availability of mitigating equipment following floods can be
| maximized if separation is maintained between equipment within

a quadrant. This will increase the number of success paths
available for responding to the event and result in a decrease
in risk.

O
i

|

Amendment U
19.8-4 December 31, 1993
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is the probability that the LOCA is in this train. No credit was
given for the operator to use the CSS pump in this train to restore
DilR .

OSI: Operator Starts Standb3 SCS_ Train
QS1 = 3.08E-2/d

llaving failed to restore the operating SCS train, the operator now
will try to start the standby SCS train. This train contains an
CSS pump which can be aligned for DliR if the SCS pump fails to
start.

SIS-F: Safety Iniection System Feed

S_IS-P = 3.94E-3

The operator can start one of two SIS trains to feed coolant into
the core. This would be used if the LOCA is not isolated or if DHR
was not restored. The IRWST is available as a source and a bleed
path must be developed (SDS-B or LTOP-B).

SpS-D: Onerator Initiates Bleed usina SDS
SDS-B = 1.04E-2

llaving started a feed and bleed operation with SIS-F, the operator
A) must now go to establish a bleed path. We conservatively assume(d that the primary system is still suf ficiently closed that a path is'

needed. The operator should open the SDS valves (either 1 of 2
trains). If this branch point f ails, he can still go to try a feed
operation and the LTOP valves will act as a bleed path.

SCS-P: Operator Initiatina Teod Usino Standby SCS Train

S.QS-F = 1.38E-21c]

Given that the operator has failed to isolate the leak and failed
to start the SIS train, he can align the standby SCS train to the
IRWST and use that for feeding the system. This path is only
available for OI failure because it is conservatively assumed (and
the fault trees were not linked) that none of the four SCS and CSS
pumps are available if SCS was not restored (the upper part of the
tree). lie has both the SCS pump and the CSS pump as an alternative
pump. The IRWST is available as a source.

EQC: Doi 1-Off usina CVCS
DOC = 1.05E-2

llaving failed to feed using the SIS, the operator can use the
charging pump or boric acid makeup pump in the CVCS to keep the
core covered. The source of water is the BAST and the operator
must restore an SCS train during the approximately 12 hours (branch
RLC-L).p/tv

Amendment M
19.8-25 March 15, 1993
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LTDE_D: LTop Valves open for Bleed
LTDP-D = h4E-6/d
If one of the SDS valves has not been opored, and the operator
starts a feed operation with the SIS or CVCS system, the LTOP
spring loaded safety valves will lift.

ILEC-L: Operator Recovers DHR in 12 Hours vitrLliakeup
REC-It= 01
Given that the operator has successfully started a feed operation
system using the CVCS system, the operator must now restore one of
the SCS trains before he runs out of coolant in the BAST. Failure
to restore an SCS trail is assumed to lead to core damage.

REC-S: Or>erator Recovers DHR in Two Hour _p with no Makeup
RTS-S = 0. 5 U61_d

If there is no makeup or heat removal but the LOCA has been
isolated, the operator has from 2 to 5 hours to restore the DHR or
other equipment depending on when in the refueling or outage that
the loss of DHR occurs.

Figure 19.8.4.2-1 gives the event tree for a LOCA in Modes 4, 5,

and 6F with the branch failure rates discussed above. The total
CDF for this event is 1.43E-9/y, or 0.31, of the internal CDP.

19.8.4.2.2 LOCA, Mode SR, Reduced Inventory

Reduced inventory is defined as having the primary coolant level 3
feet below the reactor flange or lower and includes mid-loop
operation. The System 80+ has extensive instrumentation for
reduced inventory operation.

For Mode SR, with reduced inventory, Termination Points 4, 5, and
6 describe the plant configuration, T/Ss, alternate equipment and
recovery actions. There are some plant configurations as noted in
Termination Point 4, and 5, where the manways are not necessarily
open. Therefore, it is conservative to assume that the bleed
action is still required in Mode SR. In Termination Points 5 and

| 6 the SGs are available for heat removal but in this analysis this
path has been neglected.

For this event, the operator has from 0.4 to 0.7 hours or more to
restore DHR and/or inventory before core damage depending on the
size of the LOCA and if isolation is successful. Because of thic
short time interval, the Human Error Probabilities (HEPs) were
reevaluated for a higher stress and the branch point values reflect
this effect. Also, there is no operator recovery if cooling can't
be established (no REC-S).
Figure 19.8.4.2-2 gives the event tree for LOCA in Mode SR
operation when the coolant level is reduced. The operator would

Amendment W
19.8-26 June 17, 1994
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C- Op3rator shuts.gontainment isolation valveis): This action is i

judged to follow successful diagnosis in B with high -

dependency; however, the step was quantified conservatively as !

another well-practiced response, with a nominal BHEP for
iomission error, and a small credit for training.
i

D- Operators verify successful leak isolation: This is a
'

recovery action, not itself necessary for success. Again, the
step was calculated conservatively as another well-practiced
response; a nominal BHEP for an error of omission was applied,
along with a small credit for the assumed training emphasis. ;

CALCULATION: Operator Isolates LOCA at Containment ,
'

Interface

TASK BHEP SOURCE' PSF ** SOURCE' p(F) ,

*
- . . - . - - . _

_

A .0001 20-23(a-1) .0001

B .003' 20-7(3) * 5/3 20-16(6a) .005
3-8(5)

.

C .003 20-7(3) * 5/3 20-16(6a)- .005
3-8(5)

D .003 20-7(3) * 5/3 20-16(6a) .005 |. '

3-8(5)
.

HEP = p(A) + p(B) + {p(C) * p(D)] q

.0001 + .005 + [.005 * .005)=

.005125=

HEP = 5.1 * 10') i

EP = 5 [ Source: 20-20(9))
|

The source refers to-the Table number-and item number -(in'

brackets) in NUREG/CR-1278. -

PSF = Performance Shaping Factors"

:

i

d

$

i
-

! ,

1

|-
.

Amendment W
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DESCRIPTION: Operator Initiates Feed (Makeup) Using SCS

(REDUCED INVENTORY)
_

TASK BilEP SOURCE PSF SOURCE p(F)

--- - - ._ _ _ _ - - -

* 2/3 20-16(4a) .002A .003 20-7(3)
3-8(5)

B .003 20-7(3) * 2/3 20-16(4a) .002
3-8(5)

C .003 20-7(3) * 2/3 20-16(4a) .002

3-8(5)
D .003 20-7(3) * 2/3 20-16(4a) .002

3-8(5)

E .003 20-7(3) * 2/3 2 0-16 ( 4 a ) .002
3-8(5)

IIEP = p(A) + [p(B) + p(C) + p(D)] * p(E)
.002 + [.002 + .002 + .002] * .002=

.002012=

k llEP = 2.0 * 10-3
EF = 5 [ Source: 20-20(9))

Figure 19.8.5.6-2 gives the fault tree for SCS-F and Table
19.8.5.6-1 gives the dominant cut sets. The dominant reason for
SCS-F is failure of any one of two 140Vs that must be aligned to
have SCS feed. the total failure of SCS-F 1.38E-2/d. For=

reduced inventory, the llEP increases to 8.0E-3 and SCS-F = 1. 98E-2.
In a LOCA, after isolation, both SCS trains are availabic and

8.77E-3. Table 19.8.5.6-2 gives the cutsets for this |SCS-F2 =

configuration and Figure 19.8.5.6-3 gives the fault tree. In this
case, most of the failure is caused by human error.

O
;
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APPENDIX 19.8A

SYSTEM 80+
SHUTDOWN RISK EVALUATION t
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SYSTEM 80+
SHUTDOWN RISK EVALUATION

_

ABSTRACT

In engineering the System 80+ Standard Plant Design, ABB-
Combustion Engineering recognized the significance of
addressing safety during shutdown operations. System 80+
is engineered with features that enhance shutdown safety:
1) by deliberate system engineering, equipment
specification and plant arrangements for shutdown

| operation, 2) by mode-dependent control logic that assists
and limits operations, 3) by instrumentation, displays and
alarms that clearly portray plant status in each mode and
4) by thorough procedural guidance and Technical
Specifications that address important shutdown evolutions.

| This appendix presents these features and evaluates them
in the context of the specific shutdown issues identified

| by the 11RC . This fulfills the commitment to provide
shutdown information in support of the System 80+ Design

| Certification, and to provide responses to specific RAIs
on shutdown operations.
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\~ / DEFINITIONS

I
AVAILABLE (AVAILABILITY): The status of a system, structure or
component that is in service or can be placed in service in a
FUNCTIONAL or OPERABLE state by immediate manual or automatic
actuation.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The action to secure primary (PWR) or
secondary (BWR) containment and its associated structures,
systems, and components as a FUNCTIONAL barrier to fission
product release under existing plant conditions.

CONTINGENCY PLAN: An approved plan of compensatory actions:

To maintain DEFENSE IN DEPTH by alternate means when pre- |*

outage planning reveals that specified systems, structures
or components will be unavailable;

To restore DEFENSE IN DEPTH when system AVAILABILITY drops |*

below the planned DEFENSE IN DEPTH during the outage;

l To minimize likelihood of a loss of KEY SAFETY FUNCTIONS |*

during HIGHER RISK EVOLUTIONS.
[_si( ,) DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CAPABILITY: The ability to maintain reactor

coolant system (RCS) temperature and pressure, and spent fuel
pool (SFP) temperature below specified limits following a
shutdown.

DEFENSE IN DEPTH: For the purpose of managing risk during
shutdown, defense in depth is the concept of:

Providing systems, structures and components to ensure |*

backup of KEY SAFETY FUNCTIONS using redundant, alternate,

I or diverse methods;
;

Planning and scheduling outage activities in a manner that |*

optimizes safety system AVAILABILITY;

Providing administrative controls that support and/or |*

supplement the above elements.

DEFUELED: All fuel assemblies have been removed from the
reactor vessel and placed in the spent fuel pool or other
storage facility.

DIVISION: One or more trains that share a common component,
e.g. AC power. Divisions are the highest level of separation

en and independence.

-,.

i
|
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ESTIMATED CRITICAL POSITION (ECP): A calculated set of reactor
conditions and/or parameters that define a critical reactor
state. (Keff = 1.0)

FUNCTIONAL (FUNCTIONALITY): The ability of a system or
component to perform its intended service with considerations
that applicable technical specification requirements or
licensing / design basis assumptions may not be maintained.

HIGHER RISK EVOLUTIONS: Outage activities, plant
configurations or conditions during shutdown where the plant is
more susceptible to an event causing the loss of a key safety
function.

INVENTORY CONTROL: Measures established to ensure that
irradiated fuel remains covered with coolant to maintain heat
transfer and shielding requirements.

KEY SAFETY FUNCTIONS: During shutdown, they are decay heat
removal, inventory control, power availability, reactivity
control, and containment.

MID-LOOP: PWR condition with fuel in the reactor vessel and
level below the top of the hot legs at their junction to the
reactor vessel.

MODE: The reactor operating state defined by reactivity, power
level and coolant temperature, as follows:

MODES

MODE REACTIVITY % RATED COOLANT
CONDITION, K,r r THERMAL POWER TEMPERATURE, *F

1 2 0.99 >5 2 350

2 2 0.99 $5 2 350

3 < 0.99 NA 2 350

4 < 0.99 NA 350 > Tm., > 210

5 < 0.99 NA 5 210

6* $ 0.95 NA s 135

* ruel in the reactor vessel with one or more of the
vessel head closure studs less than fully tensioned or
with the head removed.

Amendment M
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\> OPERABLE: The ability of a system to perform its specified

function with all applicable technical specifications
requirements satisfied.

REACTIVITY CONTROL: Measures established to precluded
inadvertent dilutions, criticalities, power excursions or
losses of shutdown margin, and to predict and monitor core
behavior.

REDUCED INVENTORY: PWR condition with fuel in the reactor
vessel and level lower than three feet below the reactor vessel
flange.

RISK MANAGEMENT: Integrated process of assessing and reducing
the likelihood and/or consequences of an adverse event.

SHUTDOWN: Plant status when the reactor core is subcritical
and a startup is not in progress.

STARTUP: Plant status commencing with activities to heatup the
RCS above 200 degrees F and to bring the reactor core to a
critical condition and up to 5% of rated thermal power.

TRAIN: A set of safety related components that perform a
/~_ \ safety function. Trains performing redundant functions are( ,) physically, electrically, and mechanically separated to the

extent necessary to insure independent performance of its
safety function.

(m
(g,/

I
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| LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACC - Advanced Control Complex
ACC - Advanced Control Complex
ADV - Atmosphere Dump Valve
ALWR - Advanced Light Water Reactor
ARO - All Rods Out

| ASI - Axial Shape Index
BAST - Boric Acid Storage Tank

Component CoolingCC -

CCW - Component Cooling Water System
CD - Condensate
CDP - Core Damage Frequency
CEA - Control Element Assembly _

| CENP - Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
Core Exit ThermocoupleCET -

CI - Containment Isolation
Core Protection CalculatorCPC -

Control Room OperatorCRO -

Containment SprayCS -

Containment Spray Actuation SignalCSAS -

CSS - Containment Spray System
Chemical and Volume Control SystemCVCS -

Circulating WaterCW -

Diesel GeneratorDG -

DBA - Design Basis Accident
DBE - Design Basis Event
DEHLS - Double Ended Hot Leg Slot

Double Ended Suction Leg SlotDESLS -

DF - Decontainment Factor
DHR - Decay Heat Removal
DIAS - Discrete Indication Alarm System
DLS - Diesel Load Sequence
dP - Pressure Differential
DVI - Direct Vessel Injection

Exclusion Area BoundaryEAB -

ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EDS - Electrical Distribution System

Emergency FeedwaterEF -

EFAS - Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal
EFW - Emergency Feedwater
EPRI - Electric Power Research Institute
FW - Feed Water
GIS - Generated Iodine Spike
HACT - Head Area Cable Tray Assembly
HCR - Human Cognitive Reliability
HJTC - Heated Junction Thermocouple
HPSI - High Pressure Safety Injection
HVT - Holdup Volume Tank
I&C - Instrumentation & Control
IA - Instrument Air
IBD - Inadvertent Boron dilution

| ICCI - Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation
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LIST OF ACRONYMB (Cont'd)

ICI - In-Core Instrument
INPO - Institute for Nuclear Power Operations
IPSO - Integrated Process Etatus Overview
IRWST - In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation
LER - Licensee Event Report
LOAC - Loss of AC |
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accidents
LOCV - Loss of Condenser Vacuum
LOP - Loss of Offsite Power

Low Temperature Overpressure ProtectionLTOP -

MFW - Main Feedwater --

MMI - Man-Machine Interface
Maximum Permissible ConcentrationMPC -

MSIV - Main Steam Isolation Valve
NPSH - Net Positive Suction Head
NPSHA - Net Positive Suction Head Available
NSSS - Nuclear Steam Supply System |
OSI - Operational Support Information
P&ID - Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
PCT - Peak Clad Temperature
PNS-Bus - Normal Permanent Non-Safety Bus
RAI - Requests for Additional Information
RC - Reactor Coolant
RCP - Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS - Reactor Coolant System

Realistic Evaluation ModelREM -

Residual Heat RemovalRHR -

RMWST - Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank
RTCB - Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker

.

RTD - Hot Leg Resistance Temperature Detector
SCS - Shutdown Cooling System
SD - Safety Depressurization
SDC - Shutdown Cooling |
SDS - Safety Depressurization System

Spent Fuel Handling Machine |SFHM -

SG - Steam Generator
SGTR - Steam Generator Tube Rupture
S1 - Safety Injection
SIS - Safety Injection System
SIT - Safety Injection Tank
SRP - Standard Review Plan
SUFW - Start Up Feedwater
SW - Service Water
TB - Turbine Bypass
TS - Technical Specification
URD - Utility Requirements Document
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V 1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This Appendix presents features of the System 80+ design which |
address the issues of shutdown risk. It further evaluates these
features with respect to their ability to reduce and/or mitigate the
consequences of this risk. It fulfills the commitment made to the
NRC by ABB-CE in Reference 1 (see Section 9.0 of this appendix) to |
submit shutdown risk information in support of the System 80+ Design
Certi ication.
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'd 1.2 BCOPE'

Sections 2.1 through 2.13 present detailed discussions on specific
shutdown issues. PRA results for shutdown are presented in Section
19.8. Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 of this appendix present an
evaluation of the applicability of the analyses in Chapters 6 and 15
to LOCA and accident events that are initiated from shutdown modes.
Section 7.0 evaluates the features of System 80+ that simplify
shutdown operations and thereby reduce the potential for initiating
shutdown events. Conclusions of this appendix are provided in |
Section 8.0.

Appendix 19.8A also addresses the RAI's from the NRC staff on
CESSAR-DC that pertain to shutdown risk. Appendix A to Appendix
19.8A lists the RAIs and provides either the response or a referral
to sections of this appendix which encompass the response to each
RAI.

(~\
%

(
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1
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1.3 BACKGROUND

In Generic Letter No. 88-17 (Reference 4) the NRC issued
recommendations to all holders of licenses for PWR's to implement
certain " expeditious actions" before operating their plants in a
reduced inventory condition and to implement, as soon as practical,
" program enhancements" concerning operations during shutdown cooling.
The objective was to prevent the reoccurrence of events that had the |
potential for core damage and/or release of radiation. In NUREG-1449
(Reference 3), NRC staff evaluations of shutdown operations indicate
that recommendations have been implemented and/or are underway at
operating plants.

__
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'd 1.4 BYSTEM 80+ FEATURES

In this section, a comparison is made between the characteristics of
past events and the System 80+ design features. The categories
of shutdown events at operating plants are those used by the NRC in
Chapter 2 of NUREG-1449 with little modification. These categories
are mostly the same as the issues identified by SECY-91-283 and
presented by ABB-CE at the December 18, 1991 meeting with the NRC
(Reference 2). Each category encompasses a group of similar events
that have in common the type of event initiator. Ultimately, if left
unmitigated by automatic or manual actions, all events might
eventually lead to over heating and/or physical damage to fuel with
consequent radiation release, but each scenario sequence may differ.
Depending upon the importance placed on each step in a sequence, the
same events could be grouped differently. For example, the NUREG-
1449 category, " Loss of Shutdown Cooling", includes the issues listed
in Reference 2 as 1) Mid-Loop Operation, 2) Loss of Decay Heat
Removal Capability and 3) Effect of PWR Upper Internals.

The categories employed in this section to group past events
encompass (and for some categories are identical to) the issues which
are listed by Reference 2 and which are presented in detail in
Appendix 19.8A with a few exceptions. The exceptions apply to
postulated LOCA events initiated at high pressure and other

[,} significant events initiated at high pressure for which we do not!

V have actual experience because they have not occurred in operating!

plants. They exist only as analyses for use as guidance to avoid the
physical event and therefore are not included in the categories of
past events.

Past events are grouped into the following ten categories:

- Loss of shutdown cooling
- Loss of electrical power

| - Loss of reactor coolant
|

- Containment integrity
; - Overpressurization

- Flooding and spills
! Boron and reactivity events-

- Fire protection
- Heavy loads and fuel handling
- Mode change events

For each past event placed into a category an initiator is
identified. The plant design objective is to prevent the occurrence
of the event initiator, but realistically, absolute prevention is
impracticable and may be impossible. A combination of prevention and
mitigation is employed in the System 80+ design.

,

[d}
'
'
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| Table 1.4-1 provides an overview of the System 80+ features that
avoid core damage during shutdown operating modes. It lists the ten
shutdown event categories and for each category it lists event
initiators for past events. These initiators are presented in a
generic fashion; each initiator representing many specific events
that have occurred. For each initiator, the features of the System
80+ design that are available to prevent occurrence of an initiator
and/or to mitigate the consequences of an initiator are listed.

| Table 1.4-2 provides a list of specific past events initiated from
shutdown modes. Events were selected to include all ten event
categories and all types of event initiators, but not all similar
significant events that have occurred. Several information sources
were utilized to compile this list. They include events listed in
NUREG-1449 which were taken from the 1990 AEOD report (Reference 5)
and which occurred mostly between January 1988 and July 1990 with
some additional events. For events since July 1990, ABB-CE searched
the INPO database for LER's using a selection of keywords pertinent
to the ten event categories and to shutdown operation. Various other
IllPO and 11 SAC documents were also reviewed for significant event
reports dating from 1976 to 1990.

| Events in Table 1.4-2 are grouped into the ten categories given
above. For each specific event, the features of the System 80+
design that apply to prevent and mitigate the event are indicated.
A review of this table serves as a design review of the System 80+
capabilities to avoid core damage and/or significant radiation
release during shutdown modes. The design features are discussed in

| more detail in the following Sections of this appendix.

O
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(Sheet 1 af 5)
|

SHUTDOWN EVENT CATEGOo!ES AND SYSTEM 80+ FEATURES FOR PRE %EWTION. DETECTION AND MITICATION

SYSTEM 80+ FEATURES FOR PREVENTION. OETECT104 AM9 u!TIGATION f
EVENT CATEGORY EVENT tWITIATOR

1.) Loss of Shutdown Cooling SCS flow loss by ptry suction vortex. A) Mid-loop level nazimited by locating SCS suction piping at
|the bottom of the hot teg.

8) An irproved SCS purp suction piping layout attows self
venting. Entrained air travets buk up to the hot leg
without the possibility of being trapped anywhere in the SCS
suction line. There are no toop seals in the suction line.

C) One SCS suction line from each hot leg provides SCS
redundancy with separatien of pep suction sources.

D) Containment spray prps interchangeable with SCS pups
provide redundant capacity and may take suction from IRWST to
refill RCS and to mitigate gas binding.

Inaccurate mid-loop levet leading to E) With head on, reactor vessel level monitoring system tevel
indicatione from vesset head to a tevel below that required

suction vortex. for SCS operation. Level indication is accurate for intervM
use.

F) Core exit thermocouples monitor coolant tecperature down to
100*F prior to withdrawal of CETs prior to fuel shuffling.
The RTDs and SCS tenperatures are accurate during SCS
operation.

With head off, tevel indication near hot leg elevation isG)
provided by high resolution instrwents.

H) SCS performance monitored on each of 2 SCS pwps by pwp
motor current, flow rate, discharge pressure and suction

Possible SCS flow variance with decay heat topressure.
| minimize potential for vortexing during mid-toop.
'

Loss of flow while head off, urper I)
Internals design limits coolant flow from cavity to core,

internals in vessel and cavity however, high avaltability of SCS system and/or backups
assures forced convection.flooded leads to core heatup.

Non-shared SCS system allows SCS maintenance and testing
Various low levet and toss of RNR J)

during Modes 1-4 prior to cold shutdown, increasing
events. availability in Modes 5 and 6.

K) All SCS valves are motor operated, preventing failures on
toss of air if electro-pnewistic operators were used.
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(Sheet 2 of 5)

SHUT 00WW ESTNT CATECORIES AND SYSTEM 80+ FE ATUDES FOR FREVENTION. OETECTION AND MIT! CATION

SYSTEM 80+ FE ATUGES FOR PREVENTION. DETECTION Aho MITIGATION
EtTNT CATECORY EVENT INITIATOR

Shutdown specific control room displays, tech specs, andL)
1.) Loss of Shutdown Cooting procedural guidance reduces likelihood of persomet errors.

(Continued)
Inadvertent errors are reduced and early operator evaluationM)
of f ailures is f rnproved by 1.) 1950 overview display with
critical function and system status specific to shutdown
modes, 2.) CRT displays with system lineups and cwponent
status and 3.) alarms that are dependent on plant mode and
equipment status.

Prevention of inappropriate automatic actions from personnelN)
errors by shutdown specific control logic se.g., remove
autoctosure interlocks from SCS suction valves.)

CCW availability is increased by 2 redundant Divisions, each0)
with two emps and heat exchangers.

P) Service water avaitsbility is increased by 2 Re h snt
Divisions, each with two pteps.

for
c) Each SCS Division has four potential sources of AC power

increased availability.

2.) Loss of Electric Power Equipment failure and/or inadvertent A) Alternate AC gas turbine provides third on-site power

persomet error leading to loss of source.
power and shutdown cooling

B) Two switchyard interfaces provide flexibility.

C) Shutdown specific tech specs and procedural guidance reduce
likelihood of personnet errors.

A reserve transformer provides an alternate supply to theD)
safety bus if the normat source (unit auxiliary transformer)
is de-energized.

E) Each safety division has a dedicated diesel generator.

F) No equipment is shared between diesets.

G) No equipment is shared with another unit.

Amendment W
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SHUTDOW EVENT CATEGORIES AND SYSTEM 20+ FEATtiRES FOR reEVENTION. DETECTION AND MITIGATION

SYSTEM 80+ FEATURES FOR PeEVENTION. DETECTION AND MIT! Gaff 04
EVENT CATECORY EVENT INITIATOR

Inadvertent errors are reduced and early operator evaluationFrom shutdown mode, equirnent failure A) of failures is ieproved by 1.) 1P50 overview display with3.) Loss of Reactor Coolant and/or personnel error leads to toss critical function and system status specific to shutdownof coolant, usually through systems modes 2.) CRf displays with system tineups and corponent
comected to RCS. status and 3.) alarms that Sre dependent on plant mode artf

equipwnt status.

Removal of pressurizer menway will not allow significant RVInadvertent RPV pressurization while B)
connected systems are open causing head pressurization. Thus, instruments are not affected,
coolant level drop in vessel.

In-core instruent seat table evolutions are prohibited byc)
procedural guidance while vessel head is on and mid-loop
evolutions are in progress, preventing seal leaks.

D) Coolant loss via RCP during seal maintenance reduced by purp
inpeller weight creating seat.

Cavity draining exposes fuel being El Cavity draining limited by reinforced pool seat between
vesset flange and cavity floor.

transferred.
Contairment layout prevents total draining if seat fails.f)

Tech spec requires hatch and att penetrations closed during
4.) Containment Integrity Loss of shutdown cooling and/or loss A)

of reactor coolant resutts in core
mid-loop evolutions. Containment configuration and size
allow more outage activities within contairnent, resultingboiling requiring rapid containment in less time without contairnent integrity.closure to prevent radiological

release.
B) Redundancy in SCS system, electric power supply and support

systems together with increased instrumentation reduce
likelihood of an initiating event progressing to boiling.

Shutdown specific control room displays, tech specs, andPersonnel errors result in opening C)
procedural guidance reduce likelihood of persomet errors.pathways from containment to

atmosphere during shutdown
evolutions.

SCS system relief valves sized for mamirma safety injection
5.) Overpressurization Inadvertent high pressure safety A)

injection actuation at low tiquid flow.
i

'

temperature pressurires RCS and SCS
system.

8) RCS is vented through the pressurizer manway.

Ring forged reactor vessel bettiine arvi vessel materlatC)
provide additional margin to pressurized thermat shock.
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|

(Sheet 4 of 5)

SNUTDOWN EVENT CATECORIES AhD SYSTEM 80+ FEATURES FOR PPEVENTION. DETECTION AND w!TICAf f 0N

SYSTEw 80+ FE ATURES FOR PPEVENTION. DETECTION A%D MIT! CATION
EVENT CATECORY EVENT IN!Tf ATOR

6.) f looding anj Spi s t s tJncontrolled coolant flow f rom opened A) Inadvertent errors are reduced and early operator evaluation
systems, typicatty combined with of failure' is inproved by 1.) IPSD overview display with
other inadvertent and/or poorly critical unction and syst s status specific to shutdown
planned evolutions, floods essential modes 2 , SRT displays with system tineups and comonent

statu< erd 3.) alarms that are dependent on plant mode andequipment.
equ % evet status.

B) SMoown specific control room displays, tech specs, erud
orxeducat guidance reduce likelihood of personnet errors.

C) c' ant layout, including separation of redundant divisions,
timits Jamage that may occur to affected division. No
corrunication between divisions, including piping,
electrical, MVAC, floor drains, etc.

7.) Boron and Reactivity Events various CVCS misope ations and A) Shutdown specific controt rocen displays, tech specs, and
uncalibrated source range neutron procedural guidance reduce likelihood of improper operation.
monitors cause epproach to

' criticality.

CVCS misoperation causes boron B) Precipitation prevented by design that livrits boron
concentration to below cold precipitation concentration indilution or potential boron

precipitation.
most borated coolant lines, eliminating need for most heat
tracing.

C) Boron dilution alarm provides advanced warning.

8.) Fire Protection During shutdown evolutions, use of A) Plant layout and fire barriers separate redundant divisions
corb.rstible materials plus ignition and systems to limit potential fire damage.
sources such as tenporary power lines
increases potential for fire damage
to essential systems.

8) Conbustible materiets are litrited in specific fire controt
areas.

9.) Neavy Loads and Fuel Handling inadaquate design and/or surveillance A) Shutdown specific guidance limits pathways for heavy lif ts.
of lifting devices causes potential
damage to fuel or essential
equipnent.

8) Plant arrangement minimizes potential for damaging drops.

C) Proven design for fuel, core arrangement and fuel handling
machine minimizes potential fuel drop.

O Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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|TABLE 1.4-1 (Contirued)

(Sheet 5 of 5)

DETECTION AW9 MITICAften
SHUTDO.N EVEhT CATEGORIES AAD SYSTEM 80+ FEATURES FOR PREVENT 104

SYSTEM PO+ FE ATUDES FC87 PREVENTION. DETECTION AND MITICATICM
EVENT CATECO*Y E VE4 T IN!TfATOR

10.) Mode Change Events Operator and/or procedural errors A) Shutdown specific control room displays, tech specs, and
atlow mode changes without satisfying procedural guidance reduce likelihood of personnel errors.
entry requirements.

Inadvertent errors are reduced and early operator evaluaticeB) of failures is i mroved by 1.) IPSO overview display with
critical function and system status Specific to shutdown
modes 2.) CRT displays with systm linetgs and cet
status and 3.) alarms that are dependent on plant ex$e and
equipnent status.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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!

2.0 SHUTDOWN RISK ISSUES

Sections 2.1 through 2.13 present detailed evaluations of specific
shutdown issues that were identified at the December 18, 1991 meeting
with the liRC and that are listed in Reference 2. Each section is
subdivided into four subsections. The first subsection states the
issue consistent with the interpretation and evaluation in 11UREG-1449
and the appropriate RAIs. The second subsection lists the acceptance
criteria that are employed to evaluate the System 80+ design to
prevent and/or mitigate unacceptable consequences related to each
shutdown issue. The third subsection discusses the postulated plant
scenarios, the analyses and the evaluations considered by to assure
that the shutdown issue is adequately addressed. Finally, the fourth
subsection states how the issue is resolved by the System 80+ design.
Depending upon each issue and its significance in evaluating System
80+, the content of these subsections varies. Where appropriate,
reference is made to RAI's on the issue, both outstanding and
previously submitted. Appendix A contains the responses to all the
RAI's.

Amendment W
(19.8A) 2.0-1 June 17, 1994
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2.1 PROCEDURES

2.1.1 ISSUE

The operational guidance provided by the plant designer to the
owner / operator might not be sufficient to ensure that procedures to |
avoid, detect, mitigate, and/or recover from abnormal events
initiated from shutdown operations can be developed by the plant
owner / operator.

2.1.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The operational guidance provided by the plant designer to the
owner / operator shall be aufficient to properly utilize design --

fcatures that are available to detect, mitigate and assist recovery
from abnormal events initiated during shutdown operations.

2.1.3 DISCUSSION

The System 80+ design incorporates advanced features which promote
safer and simpler plant operation. The features include redundancy
and diversity of components and systems, dedicated and/or permanently
aligned systems, and an advanced information system which better
informs the operations staff of plant status, potential adverse
system interactions, and available recovery paths if an abnormal
event occurs. These f eatures also contribute to improved operability
and maintainability that should significantly reduce the initiating
situations that have contributed to increased shutdown risk.

The plant owner / operator is responsibic for preparing dctailed
procedures for normal, abnormal, and emergency operations using
guidance developed by the plant designer and plant site specific
information. The plant designer's guidance generally is in the form
of suggested operational sequences that preserve the safety bases of
the design. Since shutdown operations must be intimately connected
to an outage strategy, specific procedures cannot be imposed by the
plant designer to cover the array of possible shutdown events,
lloweve r , the plant designer can provide guides which instruct the
plant owner / operator in the use of design features which can detect,
mitigate, and assist recovery-from abnormal events that can occur
during shutdown operations.

The operational guidance contained in this appendix will be provided |
to the plant owner / operator through the plant designer's Operational
Support Information (OSI) program. The intent of the OSI program is
to insure that features of the System 80+ design are effectively
utilized in the operation of the plant as specified in the plant
owner / operator's operations program. The OSI program also provides
a formal means to transfer design related bases for operations,
regulatory operational commitments and related information that is
typically provided to and required by a plant license applicant. The
OSI program is staged to develop more detailed information as the
plant design matures and is expected to be completed during the

Amendment W
(19.8A) 2.1-1 June 17, 1994
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construction and pre-operational phases of a plant project. The OSI
program integrates information f rom various interrelated areas, e.g. ,
the Maintenance Plan, the Reliability Assurance Program and as-
procured equipment characteristics, to insure the owner / operator can
efficiently operate the plant within the design bases.

A summary of general operational guidance related to shutdown
operations is provided in Table 2.1-1. Specific details are

| contained in the appropriate sections of this appendix.
An outline of the operational guidance developed to support RCS
reduced inventory operations is provided in Appendix B. This

| guidance together with supporting information from this appendix is
sufficient for a plant owner / operator to develop an operational
guideline for reduced RCS inventory operations. The development of
a detailed procedure by the plant owner / operator would require
specific equipment characteristics of procured components and results

| of the pre-operational testing (Chapter 14) to determine system
performance values. As an example to support mid-loop operation, the
shutdown coolant system flows, suction line vortexing
characteristics, level instrumentation calibration, among others,
would be measured during plant startup. This data would be used to
verify performance as well as to provide operational data. Specific
testing requirements for shutdown oriented instrumentation are given

| in Chapter 14,

2.1.4 RESOLUTION

The issue of procedures for shutdown operation is resolved for System
80+ by providing operational guidance to address use of advanced
design features to detect, mitigate, and assist recovery from
abnormal events initiated from shutdown operations.

O
Amendment W

(19.8A) 2.1-2 June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.1-1

(Sheet 1 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTIONPROCEDURAL GUIDANCETOPIC

Unplanned Draining of the Prevention 2.12.1, 2.12.2.1(3), 2.12.3,
2.12.3.2.1, 2.12.4

Reactor Coolant Administrative 1y control
Major Potential Draindown
Paths Identified for Shutdown
Modes
Identification .1

Monitor Instrumentation for 2.3.3.1, 2.12.4, 2.8

RCS Level, Inventory and Table 2.8-1
Temperature Controls

a. Refueling pool level.
b. Containment and

subsphere sump IcVels.
Level indicators andc.
alarms: EDT, RDT,
IRWST, HVT, VCT.

d. RCS operational leakage,

| (Tech. Spec.
Surveillance).
RCS level indicators ande.
alarms.
1) Pressurizer level

instrumentation
2) Wide range, dP

based refueling
water level
instrumentation

Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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TABLE 2.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTIONPROCEDURAL GUIDANCETOPIC

3) Narrow range, dP
based refueling
water level
instrumentation

4) Heated junction
therr.occuple probes
(provided as inadeq
uate core cooling
instrunentation)

5) Heated junction
thermocouple probes
(clustered
thermocouples
provided for
reduced inventory
measurement)

f. Pressurizer Pressure
g. RCS temperature

1) Core Exit
Thermocouples

2) Resistance
Temperature
Detectors (when SC5
flow is lost, the
RTDs are used for
trending only)

3) Shutdown Cooling

a) SG Parameters
b) Shutdown

Cooling System

Amendment M
March 15, 1993'



TABLE _2.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTIONPROCEDURAL GUIDANCETOPIC

MITIGATION (Immediate 2.3.3.4, 2.12.3, 2.12.4,

Operator Action) 2.12.2.3(2) Appendix B
l

|
Identify leakage path.
Isolate leakage path.
Make up losses.

Safety Injectiona.
b. SCS via IRWST
c. Containment spray from

IRWST via SCS lines
d. Charging pumps
e. BAST
f. Safety Injection Tanks

Restrictions specified for: 2.11.3
Heavy Loads

a. Lift Height
1) Drop of transported

equipment. b. Travel Directions
2) Drop of fuel bundle c. Systems Lineup

|
3) Refueling pool seal (Specified in, Chapter 9

integrity. and Plant Designer's

4) Loads over ICI table. " Heavy Load Guides")

Amendment W
June 17, 1994



TABLE 2.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

TOPIC PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTION

Outace Maintenance Strategy for Shutdown 2.4.3.2.2
Operations

| a. Define operating and Appendix B
operational divisions.

b. Limit maintenance
activities to components
and systems not included
in a).

Fire Protection Administratively require fire 2.7.3.2, and 2.7.3.3
protection systems to remain
operable in shutdown modes.

Procedurally Control:
a. Combustible materials
b. Housekeepingi

( c. Hot work
,

Pre-Fire Plan 2.7.3.2
a. Outline fire fighting

'
strategies

b. Monitor status of fire
barriers

,

|

9 9 Amendment Q
June 30, 1993
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TABLE 2.1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
!

REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTIONPROCEDURAL GUIDANCETOPIC

RCS Cooling Using Feed and RCS pressurized

Bleed (other systems not 2.4.3.1.3.1.1
1. Start SI pump.

available)
2. Reduce pressure through 2.4.3.1.3.2.1

Safety Depressurization
System (SDS) venting to
IRWST. (Maintain
subcooled temperatures
in RCS).

3. Secure operating RCPs
(if applicable)

4. Cycle SI feed and SDS
bleed to reduce RCS
pressure and
temperature.

5. When depressurized, open
SDS and Run SI
continuously.

6. Align SDC heat exchanger
for IRWST cooling.

7. Restore Normal SDC
systems.

Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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. TABLE 2.1-1 (Cont'd)
l
:

(Sheet 6 of 6)

SUMMARY OF PiOCEDURAL GUIDANCE RELATED TO SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

TOPIC PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE REFERENCE TO REPORT SECTION
'

RCS Depressurized

i 1. Start SI
| 2. Open SDS
| 3. Secure RCP's (if RCS not
'

vented)
4. Align SDC heat exchanger

for IRWST Cooling.
5. Restore normal SDC

Systems

SG Tube Rupture Include in Emergency Table 2.6-1 Section C(a)
Procedure Guides a
requirement to maintain a
positive primary to secondary
pressure differential.

Lockout of main feedwater Administratively lockout main 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
pumps in shutdown modes feedwater pumps if

'

with RTCBs closed. subcritical.

1

G G Amendment M
March 15, 1993
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2.2 TEC}}N_ICAL_8PECIFICATION IMPROVEMENTS

2.2.1 ISSUE

When a plant is operated within the limiting conditiens for operation
provided by the technical specifications, the consequences of design
basis events should be bounded by the results of the safety analyses.
However, limiting conditions for operation developed for power
operation might not be sufficient to ensure that the consequences of |
events initiated from shutdown modes are bounded by the analyses.
Technical Specification should include the necessary limiting
conditions for operation that are applicable to shutdown modes.

2.2.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Technical specification shall insure that when the plant is operated
within the limiting conditions for operation applicable to the mode
of operation, consequences of design basis events shall be bounded by
the results of safety analyses for that mode.

2.2.3 DISCUSSION

The System 80+ design incorporates advanced features which promote
safer operation and greater margins to operating limits. The

[''h features include redundancy and diversity of components and systems
( ,/ and an advanced information system which better informs the

operations staff of plant status, potential adverse system
interactions, and the recovery paths if an abnormal event occurs.
These features also contribute to improved operability and
maintainability that should significantly reduce the initiating
situations that have contributed to increased shutdown risk.
One objective of the plant designer is to reduce the operational
constraints that limit the plant owner's flexibility to operate the
plar.t as efficiently as possible. Another objective is to formally
impose the operational constraints required to insure the plant
remains within analyzed bounds for operation through the initial set
of technical specifications. Overly restrictive technical
specifications especially for shutdown modes may unnecessarily
complicate operations and may increase risks by prolonging the
shutdown period and adding to staff stress. The objective of this!

assessment of shutdown risk for the System 80+ relative to technical
specifications is to modify existing technical specifications to the
extent necessary to address event initiators not fully covered by
analysis of the traditional design basis events.

A summary of the proposed technical specification modifications is
provided in Table 2.2-1. The technical specification modifications
and additions reflect:

A
i\
\-s/
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a. the added redundancy and diversity of the System 80+ design that
allows these modifications without affecting operational
flexibility;

b. analysis of events initiated during shutdown operations;

c. assessment of the risk of operating in these plant
configurations for extended periods, e.g. , refueling, unplanned
maintenance.

The rationale for the technical specification modifications is
contained in the appropriate sections of Appendix 19.8A.

2.2.4 RESOLUTION

The issue of shutdown specific technical specifications is resolved
for System 80+ by modifications and additions to the Technical
Specifications based upon safety analyses performed for Modes 2
through 6. These modifications and additions provide additional
assurance that the consequences of transients and accidents which
might occur during shutdown modes of operation are less limiting than
those given in Chapters 6 and 15.

O

O
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TABLE 2.2-1 |'

| (Sheet 1 of 5) (
i

SYSTEM 80+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MODIFICATIONS ,

RELATED TO IMPROVED SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS
!

|Tech Spec Type of
Item Number Title Chance LCO Bases ;

1

1. 3.1.1 Shutdown Revision Change mode Extended applicability.

Margin (SDM) applicability. Add Provide protection for ejected
Kn-1 and EC CEA and CEA group withdrawal in

i
requirements. shutdown modes

! 2. 3.1.2 Deleted

| 3. 3.1.11 SDM Test New Allow EDMs Testing in Provide exceptions to Test |

Exemption Modes 4 and 5 Operability of CEDMs. Movement
'

for CEDMs of only one CEA at a time is
Testing allowed.

4. 3.3.2 RPS Revision Specify the modes of Provide Reactor Trip function |i
i

Instrument- applicability in Table for Steam Line Break (SLB) in
ation - 3.3.1-1. Extend SG Shutdown Modes.
Shutdown Pressure-Low to Mode 3

and RC Flow-Low to ;

Modes 3, 4, and 5 when
the CEAs can be moved.

5. 3.3.2 RPS Revision Extend Operability to Provides Reactor Trip Function

Instrument- Modes 3, 4, and 5 when for unplanned CEA Group
ation - CEAs can be moved. withdrawal.
Shutdown

!

|
'
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Cont'd) |

(Sheet 2 of 5)

1SYSTEM 80+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MODIFICATIONS

RELATED TO IMPROVED SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

Tech Spec Type of
Item Number Title- Change LCO Bases

| 6. 3.3.5 ESFAS Instru- Revision Add Mode 4 to CSAS Insures availability of
mentation- Mode applicability in automatic CSAS for mitigation
Automatic Table 3.3.12-1 of LOCA event in Shutdown Mode
Actuation 4.

7. 3.4.3 RCS P/T Revision Add minimum Pressure Provide a SIAS for SLB and
Limits Restriction RCS other increased heat removal

Temperatures between events initiated in this
483*F and 543*F. temperature regime.

8. 3.5.3 SIS-Shutdown Revision Change restriction on Two SI divisions required
number of SI pumps operable in applicable modes.
operable to 2.

9. 3.5.3 Safety Revision Extend requirements Required for RCS inventory
Injection for 2 SI divisions to makeup for LOCA events in
System all of Modes 4, 5, and lower operating modes.

6.

10. 3.5.4 IRWST Revision a. Extend a. For compatibility with
operability 3.5.3.
requirements to
Modes 5 and 6.

b. Presently stated in
b. Specify maximum Bases.

water temperature
at 110*F.

G G Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 5)

SYSTEM 80+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MODIFICATION _S

RELATED TO IMPROVED SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

Tech spec Type of DasesLCO
Item Number Title C_Ila n c e

11. 3.8.2 AC Sources Revision Require 1 circuit Provide additional backup AC

between the offsite power source.
(Shutdown) transmission network

to each onsite Class
1E distribution system
in Modes 5 and 6.

12. 3.1.12 Boron New Both boron dilution Provide additional p otection |

Dilution alarms shall be for prevention of an

Alarm operable in Modes 3, inadvertent boron dilution of
4, 5, and 6. the RCS.

13. 3.3.10 Containment New Require Radiation Required for SG tube rupture
detection in shutdown modes.MonitoringBypass Instrumentation forInstrument-

ation a. SG Liquid
Blowdown(SG Tube

b. Steam LineRupture)
Clarify applicability and |

14. 3.1.6 Shutdown CEA Revision Special test

Insertion exceptions and STEs.

applicability to onlyLimits critical conditions
|

included in 3.1.10.

Amendment W
| June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Cont'd)

ISheet 4 of 5)

SYSTEM 80+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MODIFICATIONS

_RELATED TO IMPROVED SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

Tech Spec Type of
Item Number Title Chance LCO Dases

15. 3.1.7 Regulating Revision Special test Same as Item 14.

CEA Insertion exceptions and
Limits applicability included

in 3.1.9 and 3.1.10.

| 16. 3.3.6 ESFAS Revision Add Mode 4 to CSAS Insures availability of manual

Instrumentati Mode Applicability in CSAS for mitigation of LOCA

| on Manual Table 3.3.6-1 event in shutdown mode 4.
Actuation

17. 3.4.11 LTOP Revision Delete requirement for 2 required for Shutdown, see
SI pumps. LCO 3.5.3. LTOP sizing

increased and temperature
lowered to avoid PTS.

18. 3.8.5 DC Sources Revision Clarify LCO to provide Prevents loss of operable D/G

(Shutdown) most reliable line up. due to maintenance.

| 19. 3.8.10 Distribution Revision Clarify LCO to provide Prevents loss of operable D/G

systems most reliable line up. due to maintenance.

(Shutdown)

| 20. 3.9.5 Shutdown Revision Require Additional SDC Allows increased reliability

Cooling division to be for decay heat removal.

(Refueling operable.
Operations)

9 9 Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5 of 5)
t

SYSTEM 80+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS MODIFICATIONS

RELATED TO IMPROVED SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS

Tech Spec Type of
Item Number Title Chance LCO Bases :

21. 3.1.2 Reduced RCS New & RTCB's open, level Assure safe status during!

_

3.3.14 Inventory Revision instrumentation, vent reduced inventory operations.
! 3.4.8 Operations path, shutdown t

3.4.19 cooling, containment.

3.6.11 integrity and power
3.8.2 sources
3.8.5

i

r

t

!

!
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2.3 BEDUCED INVENTORY OPERATION AND GL 88-17 FIXE 8

2.3.1 ISSUE

The NRC has voiced increasing concern over the safety of operations
during plant shutdowns. Plant events which have occurred in the
industry have highlighted the need for a close examination of
operations during reduced inventory conditions in the reactor
coolant system. Following the Diablo Canyon incident, the NRC
published Generic Letter 88-17, which required that holders of
operating licenses or construction permits address a number of
deficiencies in order to enhance the safety of shutdown operations
and reduce the risk to the public. Specific areas of concern
include:

.

1. instrumentation which would greatly improve the operator's
monitoring capability during reduced inventory operations,

2. the availability of existing equipment for use in mitigating
a loss of SCS or loss of RCS inventory,

3. nozzle dam installation procedures which would ensure a vent
pathway is available so that RCS pressurization can be
minimized if shutdown cooling is lost.

4. alternate ways to add inventory to keep the core covered
should SCS be lost,

5. administrative procedures that would avoid RCS perturbations
during reduced inventory operations, and

6. containment closure issues.

The NRC has specified that programmed enhancements should
accomplish a comprehensive improvement in the plant's ability to
cope with shutdown operations. The NRC asserted that plants are
not well designed for reduced inventory operations, that procedures
are incomplete for shutdown cooling recovery or alternate actions
and that mitigating features may not be available under shutdown
conditions. Therefore, the NRC has recommended that licensees
implement means to prevent accident initiation, to monitor a
progression that may lead to core damage and to evaluate
consequences and, where needed, to provide mitigation.

2.3.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The System 80+ design shall reflect a comprehensive consideration
of shutdown and lower power risk, by adequately addressing all GL
88-17 recommendations and other issues relevant to reduced
inventory, especially in the areas of instrumentation, technical
cpecifications, procedures, equipment availability and analyses.

Amendment M
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2.3.3 DISCUSSION

During plant shutdowns, certain maintenance and testing activities
require a draindown of the RCS to a partially filled condition.
Normal maintenance activities include the replacement of RCP seals
and journal bearings. A testing activity requiring RCS draindown
is the Technical Specification for inservice inspection of the
steam generator tubes. The use of nozzle dams during maintenance
and testing activities minimizes the time during which the RCS must
be operated in a partially filled condition. To minimize operating

i

time at mid-loop level, nozzle dams are installed on the steam j
generators and the RCS is reflooded to continue maintenance and '

testing.

While the RCS coolant level is lowered to within the hot leg, the
risk of loosing shutdown cooling is increased due to the
possibility of vortexing at the SCS suction line interf ace with the
hot leg. In the worst scenario, subsequent to vortexing in the SCS |
suction line, a large percentage of air is entrained into the SCS j
suction piping and the SCS pump performance is degraded or '

interrupted. If SCS operation is not reestablished, core boiling
and pressurization can produce very rapid core uncovery, sometimes
in as little as 15 to 20 minutes. This phenomenon, and the high
probability of it occurring, prompted the NRC to issue the
recommendations of GL 88-17.

System 80+ design features result in practical and significant
benefits during reduced inventory operations. These design
features are outlined in Sections 2.3.3.1 through 2.3.3.5 which
follow. Details of the capabilities of these System 80+ design
f eatures to enhance safety during reduced inventory conditions and
of the analytical bases for changes to Technical Specifications and
procedure guidance to the owner / operator are presented in other
sections of Appendix 19.8A.

2.3.3.1 Instr _umentation for Shutdown Operations

Diverse, accurate, and redundant instrumentation (including control
room CRT displays) give continuous system status and provide the
operations staff with precise information to monitor reduced
inventory operations and to respond to loss of shutdown cooling
events, should they occur. Detailed information on reduced
inventory instrumentation is included in Section 2.8 of Appendix
19.8A.

Analyses form the basis for instrument design and calibration so as
to assure correct instrument operability during reduced inventory
states. Phenomena which can affect instrumentation operation are
considered in the recommended use of instrument types for various
scenarios. Instrumentation availability during reduced inventory is
assured via modifications to the plant Technical Specifications
that are identified in Section 2.2 of Appendix 19.0A.

Amendment W
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A general description of the types of instrumentation which are
used for reduced inventory is outlined below.

1. Redundant and independent wide and narrow range level sensors
are provided for continuous monitoring of RCS level during
draindown operations. The level indicators provide monitoring
capability from the pre-drain down normal level in the
pressurizer to a point lower than that required for SCS
operation. The level indicators are calibrated for low
temperature operation and they provide a high degree of
accuracy. Indication of levels and low-low, low, high and
high-high level alarms are provided in the main control room.
The wide range level instruments cover draining from the

__

pressurizer to below the bottom of the hot leg and are
available with the head on and off the vessel. The narrow
range level instruments cover reduced inventory operations,
and are also available with head on and off the vessel. The
narrow range instruments are accurate for measuring level
within the hot leg. During a draindovn, IcVel monitoring
would be transitioned f rom the wide range level instruments to
the narrow range instruments when the greatest degree of
accuracy is required during operations w;th level within the
hot leg region,

2. Several independent diverse temperature measurements
representative of core exit temperature are provided during
reduced inventory operations. Temperature indication is
available when the head is located both on and of f the vessel.
Since temperature is valuable in guiding SCS restoration
actions and in monitoring the success of recovery actions,
alarm setpoints are based on integrated response times
necessary to support SCS recovery, event mitigation, time to
boil, and containment closure.

3. SCS operation monitoring instrumentation is provided that
assures precise knowledge of the status of the operating SCS
loop; including pressure, temperature, flow and pump
performance indicators.

2.3.3.2 SC_S Design

The functional design of the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) is

substantially complete for System 80+. Design features that
improve SCS performance during shutdown operation are detailed
below.

1. The System 80+ SCS suction lines do not contain any loop
seals. An improved suction piping layout allows self venting.

Amendment W
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Entrained air travels back up to the hot leg without the
possibility of being trapped anywhere in the SCS suction line.
This feature allows the SCS pumps to be restarted without
requiring complicated venting procedures, assuring an
expedited reflood of the shutdown cooling pump suction.

2. The twa SCS suction lines are independent and redundant to
each other. Problems associated with a specific suction line
would not limit the other shutdown cooling train from being
operated, after level recovery (if necessary), for continued
decay heat removal.

3. The two containment spray system pumps are interchangeable
with the SCS pumps and are designed to back up the SCS pumps -

in the event of a non-electrical pump failure. Thus, there
are four pumps available for shutdown cooling, provided
support systems are available. Plant Technical Specifications
will assure pump availability during shutdown operations.

4. There are no interlocks on the shutdown cooling suction piping
which have the potential for disturbing shutdown cooling.
Although previous designs (e.g., System 80) included
interlocks to isolate the SCS in the event of an unanticipated
RCS pressurization during shutdown cooling, this interlock has
been deleted from the System 80+ design per the EPRI ALWR
Utility Requirements Document. This reasonably reduces the
likelihood of losses of SCS.

2.3.3.3 Steam Generator Nozzle Dam Integrity

The System 80+ design addresses the NRC concern for preventing
significant pressurization in the upper plenum of the reactor
vessel during core boiling scenarios. System 80+ procedural
guidance recommends, a nozzle dam installation and removal sequence
by which the nozzle dams are installed in the cold legs first.
After the cold leg nozzle dams are installed, the hot leg nozzle
dams can be installed. Likewise, when removing the nozzle dams,
the hot leg nozzle dams are removed first, subsequently cold leg
nozzle dams can be removed. This installation and removal
procedure will maximize the t.i me that the steam generators are
available for reflux boiling in the case of a loss of decay heat
removal, and minimize the time that both hot legs are
simultaneously blocked by nozzle dams. This installation procedure
requires that the pressurizer manway is opened so that a hot side
vent pathway exists prior to blocking both RCS hot legs with nozzle
dams.

In the System 80+ design, the ability of the RCS to withstand
pressurization during reduced inventory operations with the nozzle
dams installed is limited by the design pressure of the steam
generator hot and cold leg nozzle dams. Based on field hydrostatic

#
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tests performed on nozzle dams, a conservative value of 40 psia is
assumed for this pressure limit. In order to assure that the
nozzle dam design pressure is not exceeded during reduced inventory
operations with boiling conditions in the reactor vessel, the
System 80+ design includes a requirement that will be imposed to
establish a mid loop vent pathway via the pressurizer manway before
operating in reduced inventory. When the manway is opened to the
containment atmosphere, the surge line provides sufficient venting
capacity to prevent RCS pressurization and subsequent nozzle dam
failure. The pressurizer surge line vent pathway is also of
sufficient capacity to prevent core uncovery due solely to

pressurization of the hot side resulting from boiling in the core
coolant.

The pressurizer manway will be closed except during normal RCS
draindown activities (see Section 2.1). During a normal draindown
to reduced inventory operations, when pressurizer level decreases
to a preestablished setpoint, the RCS vent pathway will be aligned
by opening the pressurizer manway. Following refueling operations,
RCS integrity will not be reestablished until the RCS coolant level
reaches the pressurizer. Only at that point will the manway be
reinstalled. This mid loop vent alignment allows sufficient
venting of the RCS to the pressurizer cubicle should SCS be lost,
resulting in onset of core boiling.

Analyses have indicated that the pressurizer manway (i .e. surge
line) opened and relieving to the pressurizer cubicle will be
sufficient for venting the RCS during RCS boiling and preventing
steam generator nozzle dam failure. An acceptable, conservative
RCS equilibrium pressure which is below the assumed steam generator
nozzle dam design pressure has been calculated to occur 4 days post
shutdown. Therefore, the earliest time after shutdown (from full
power) for operating at mid loop level is recommended as 4 days.
Based on industry operational data, a reasonable minimum RCS
cooldown f rom Mode 1, followed by a draindown from normal RCS level
to mid loop, can be performed in approximately 4.5 days.
Therefore, the 4 day requirement does not impact the achievable
start time for nozzle dam installation. Additionally, it provides
the necessary degree of protection required for loss of decay heat
removal scenarios. This data is to be incorporated into guidance
for the owner / operator to employ when planning outage evolutions.
Additionally, procedural guidance regarding the earliest time af ter
shutdown for entry to reduced inventory operations is provided in
Appendix B of Appendix 19.8A. Such restrictions are implemented to
minimize the consequences of a loss of shutdown cooling event
during reduced inventory operations.

The specified time after shutdown is based on the following
analytical results:

Amendment Q
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- decay heat vs. time after shutdown
the resultant RCS heat up rate assuming a total loss of-

decay heat removal
- the consequential maximum RCS steam pressure for Mode 5,

~

reached by boiling RCS inventory.~

Power history (unit specific, cycle specific) decay heat loads vs.
time plots could be used to calculate lower decay heat loads at 4
days, thus allowing entry into mid loop operation and nozzle dam
installation earlier during shutdown. In fact, the use of the
pressurizer manway (surge line) as the vent pathway yields an
acceptable equilibrium pressure (below steam generator nozzle dam
design pressure) at 2 days post shutdown. This capability would be
further supported by higher nozzle dam pressure limits than assumed -

in the analysis. Although this meets EPRI ALWR requirements for
refueling scheduling, it is not recommended that the plant enter
mid loop level operations before 4 days. Complying with
procedural guidance which requires mid loop operation no earlier
than 4 days adds margin to the relationship between RCS pressure_

and nozzle dam design pressure. Furthermore, the entry time for~

mid loop level reasonably limits the makeup flow required to match
boil-off to within several makeup schemes available in the System
80+ design (see Section 2.3.3.4). It fixes the time to boil
(assuming an initial RCS temperature of 150 dog F) to greater than
15 minutes, which lengthens the time available for loss of shutdown
cooling system (SCS) mitigation actions.

2.3.3.4 A_lternate Inventory Additions and DHR Methods

The effective management of time and efforts is crucial to coping
with a loss of shutdown cooling. Awareness of time constraints
provides information that is useful in deciding how to allocate
effort. If shutdown cooling cannot be restored within the time to
core uncovery, getting a source of water lined up to keep the core
covered becomes a first priority. Inventory makeup directly
extends the margin of safety prior to uncovering the core.

Successful coping with a loss of shutdown cooling would include
performing the steps outlined in Section 2.4 of Appendix 19.8A.
One of the last measures specified in that section includes adding
makeup to the RCS to replenish boil off. This is thought of as a
last resort measure in the System 80+ design due to the multiple
success paths available to restore decay heat removal, and the time
available to take corrective actions.

However, as required by Generic Letter 88-17, sufficient existing
equipment should be maintained in an operable or available status
so as to mitigate a loss of RCS inventory should core boiling or an
uncontrolled and significant inventory loss occur, Generic Letter
88-17 also recommends that the water addition rate capable of being
provided by each of the means should be at least sufficient to keep
the core covered. Finally, Generic Letter 88-17 states that the
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path of water addition must assure that makeup flow does not bypass
the reactor vessel before exiting any opening in RCS.

For the System 80+ design, at least 2 available means of adding
inventory to the RCS will be available whenever the RCS is in a
reduced inventory condition. Operating guidance is provided to
specify the source of makeup water, the means of providing makeup
to the RCS, and the recommended implementation strategy. The
guidance will designate makeup pathways that ensure that makeup
water does not bypass the reactor vessel.

The water addition rate capable of being provided should be at
least sufficient to makeup for the boil off rate. This keeps the
core covered and provides an adequate degree of protection for loss -

of decay heat removal scenarios. With the earliest nozzle dam
installation occurring at 4 days post trip, the decay heat present
would require approximately 135 gpm of makeup flow to compensate
for boil off. This value is based on the pressurizer manway being
opened, venting steam to the pressurizer cubicle. The steaming
rate, and therefore, the required makeup rate, will reduce beyond
4 days post trip. The exact makeup rate may require adjustment
based or. actual, as-built conditions.

For Moda 5, reduced inventory operations, a shutdown cooling pump,
the containment spray pumps, or safety injection pumps will be
utilized as described in Section 2.4 to provide pumped makeup (for

boil off) should SCS be lost. Procedural guidance will caution
operators on using a containment spray pump in the same loop as the
af fected shutdown cooling pump, especially if the shutdown cooling
pump has been lost due to air entrainment/ pump cavitation. The
makeup pump (shutdown cooling, containment spray or safety
injection) will be aligned to the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) as the preferred source for makeup. An
alternate source for borated water is the Boric Acid Storage Tank

(BAST).

For Modes ~ and 6 the charging system via a charging pump (or
alternatively, a boric ccid makeup pump) will be utilized to
provide pumped makeup should all methods of decay heat and
inventory replenishment delineated above be lost. The pump chosen
will be aligned to the BAST.

If no method of pumped inventory addition is available, a source
for gravity feed inventory addition is via the Safety Injection ,

Tanks (SITS). This is applicable in Modes 5 and 6, and is
considered only as a last resort. This method of gravity feed will
only be implemented if SCS is lost along with all other means of
supplying water to the RCS, and RCS boiling is occurring. If at
least 2 tanks available provides assurance that over 20,000 gallons
of water are available for discharge. Inventory addition from 2
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SITS would assure approximately a 5 1/2 ft. rise in RCS water level
and would make up for approximately 3 hours of core boil off.

Use of the shutdown cooling pumps, containment spray pumps, or
saf ety injection pumps ensures that makeup flow will not bypass the
core regardless of postulated openings in the RCS. Flow delivery
will be through the direct vessel injection (DVI) nozzles. Even in
the case of a DVI line break, suf ficient inventory will be added to
make up for core boil off. Use of the charging pump or boric acid
makeup pump also ensures that makeup flow will not bypass the core,
since it will be injected via the cold leg and enter the core via
the normal charging path.

2.3.3.5 Operations

Procedures and Technical Specifications necessary to support the
program are identified and will be implemented into the plant
design. Procedural guidance f or the conduct of mid-loop draindowns
is provided to assure that no testing or maintenance activity
adversely affects the NSSS during mid-loop operationc. Guidance
will be provided that assures that testing and maintenance x

activities performed during reduced inventory avoid operations that
deliberately lead to perturbations in the RCS and all supporting
systems necessary to maintain the RCS in a stable condition. These
operations include (but are not limited to):

RCS drain operations-

- shutdown cooling testing and maintenance activities
reactor coolant gas vent system testing and maintenance-

- component cooling water testing and maintenance
withdrawal of the incore instrumentation for refueling-

safety injection system testing and maintenance-

- personnel communications system perturbations
- in-core instrument seal table evolutions while the reactor

vessel head is on and mid loop operations are in progress.

Avoiding RCS and support system perturbations assures that adequate
operating, operable, and/or available equipment of high reliability
is provided for cooling the RCS and for avoiding a loss of RCS
cooling. These actions also maintain suf ficient existing equipment
in an operable or available status so as to mitigate a loss of SCS
or a loss of RCS inventory, should either occur. Adequate
communications are essential to activities related to the RCS or
systems necessary to maintain the RCS in a stable, controlled
condition.

Due to the Diablo Canyon incident and other industry events, the
requirements for evacuating personnel from the containment
building, closing of the containment building equipment hatch and
containment air lock doors, and isolation of penetrations leading
outside containment were evaluated based on time to boil and time

O
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to core uncovery criteria. A description of the containment
closure conditions referred to, along with a description of
containment closure design features, is contained in Section 6.0 of
this appendix. |

2.3.4 RESOLUTION

The resolution of the reduced inventory issue on System 80+ is
complete. Resolution is comprised of the results of the analyses
outlined above, related evaluations in Section 2.4 on availability
of decay heat removal, Technical Specifications modifications in |
Section 2.2 and procedural guidance in Section 2.1.

The System 80+ design reflects a comprehensive consideration of
shutdown and low power risk by adequately addressing all Generic --

Letter 88-17 recommendations and other issues relevant to reduced
inventory.
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2.4 LOSS OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CAPABILITY

2.4.1 ISSUE

Events that have occurred at operating plants demonstrate the
vulnerability during shutdown Modes to loss of decay heat removal.
The variety of maintenance activities taking place at shutdown
combined with the possible system and equipment interactions that
may occur lead to many conceivable scenarios for experiencing a
loss of decay heat removal. Three dominant design objectives have
evolved from the emphasis placed on prevention of shutdown events:

1. Provide redundant Shutdown Cooling System capacity and
identify alternate decay heat removal capability.

2. Provide instrumentation to effectively monitor shutdown
operations, including critical plant configurations such as
mid-loop.

3. Provide flexible redundancy in AC power.

The System 80+ features that address these issues are presented
below in the context of demonstrating an integrated design capable
of avoiding unacceptable consequences from the entire spectrum of
potential event scenarios.

2.4.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Al1 event scenarios may be characterized by initiation, detection,
mitigation and consequence. To measure the success of the
integrated response of System 80+ to events initiated from Modes 2
through 6, two criteria related to the potential for radiological
release are adopted here. Significant release can only occur from
fuel cladding rupture resulting f rom heatup af ter the coolant level
drops below the top of the active core. Therefore, the first
acceptance criterion is that there shall be no fuel cladding
f ailure resulting f rom postulated events, excluding LOCA, initiated
from Modes 2 through 6. The second criterion is that the
radiological exposure of the public to events resulting in the loss
of decay heat removal shall be limited to a fraction of the
10CFR100 limits that is specified in applicable sections of this
appendix.

2.4.3 DISCUSSION

In this section, an evaluation is presented of the System 804
teatures that are designed to prevent violation of the above
criterion. Section 2.4.3.1 examines events and event initiators
which potentially result in the loss of shutdown cooling leading to
boiling. Causes of past events considered include mid-loop
operation, power f ailure and operator error. Appropriate Technical
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Specification limitations and procedural guidance are identified by
the analyses and are provided in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Section 2.4.3.2 presents the features of System 80+ which help
prevent a loss of decay heat removal due to the loss of AC power.
This is one of the specific concerns identified in NUREG-1410. The
discussion in this section is directly related to the means of
coping with a loss of decay heat removal. This concern is also
identified in NUREG-1410 and evaluated in Section 2.4.3.1.

Section 2.4.3.3 presents the features of System 80+ that help
assure the availability of the diesel generator. This issue was
also identified in NUREG-1410. Availability of the diesel
generat or has been a significant f actor in numerous past events.

__

Taken together, these sections demonstrate the integrated
capability of the System 80+ to prevent and mitigate a loss of
decay heat removal to ensure that the acceptance criteria are not
violated.

2.4.3.1 Shutdown Event Initiation and Analyses

2.4.3.1.1 Introduction

This section examines events which could result in a loss of the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) due to various initiators (events
which challenge the SCS, such as a loss of power, inadvertent
closure of a valve in the pump suction line and air ingestion in
the pump suction) under various plant configurations and modes of
operation and the ways these events can be prevented, detected and
mitigated.

The discussion is structured into three parts. The first part
focuses on design features which improve the SCS's resistance to
initiators. The emphasis here is on hardware design. The second
part assumes a loss of the SCS, regardless of the initiator, and
discusses the ability of System 80+ to recover from the event.
Here too, the emphasis is primarily on hardware design. The third
part recognizes the limitations of hardware design as a response to
initiators and the need to demonstrate that adequate redundancy is
provided to cover all possible plant configurations. This will
include the plant's ability to cope with a loss of DHR. The
emphasis here is on operator actions, operating procedures and
technical specifications in the context of the various plant
configurations which can exist in Modes 4, 5 and 6.
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(3) 2.4.3.1.2 Resistance to Initiators
(

Design improvements have been made to the System 80+ SCS that
reduce the likelihood for a loss of DHR. This is, in part, the
result of applying a "beyond single failure criteria" design
philosophy to improve the SCS's ability to withstand a wide range
of initiators, including a loss of power, equipment failure,
control system failure and operator error. The major design
features attributed to the SCS's increased resistance are
summarized in Table 2.4-1. The SCS Piping and Instrumentation
Diagrams are shown in Figures 6.3.2-1A, -1B and -1C of Chapter 6. |

TABLE 2.4-1

SUMMARY OF BYSTEM 80+ BCS DESIGN FEATURES
THAT INCREASE RESISTANCE AGAINST INITIATORS

SCS Nozzle at bottom of hot leg.
Dedicated DHR function.
Independent suction lines for each train.
Elimination of auto-closure interlocks in suction valves.
Elimination of cross train communication.

f-'s)
Increased system design pressure.
Improved flow control.(

'- / Improved protection against pump excessive flow conditions.
Flexibility to reduce flowrates to maximize NPSHA.
Improved RCS level instrumentation at mid-loop.
Instrumentation to indicate incipient pump cavitation.
Elimination of loop seals in suction lines.
Improved AC power reliability.

The most important feature that was added for the System 80+ SCS is
its dedication to the DHR function. No portions of the SCS are
included in the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) as has been
done with past designs. This means that SCS components are not
required to be aligned for automatic initiation of safety injection
in Modes 1, 2, and 3. This single design change allows various SCS
improvements and simplifications, including the ability to take an
SCS division out of service for maintenance for an extended period
during normal plant operation in Modes 1, 2, and 3.

The system is comprised of two identical, redundant, and totally
separate trains each capable of performing the required DHR
function. Dedicated heat exchangers have been provided in each SCS
train. Previcus designs used a single heat exchanger for both the
SCS and the containment spray system (CSS), and as a result this
required system realignment as the plant moved through Modes 4 to
5. However, the System 80+ design eliminates these manual actionss

\~J
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which decrease the potential for operator error during Modes 5 and
6.

-~7 Each SCS train has independent suction lines from the RCS hot-legs.
J There are no cross-connections between SCS trains. Direct vessel

injection (DVI) introduced for System 80+ and the dedicated DHR
function of the SCS have enabled each train to be separate. This
allowed simplifications in the arrangements resulting in greater
protection for each pump from suction line failures due to air
ingestion and discharge line failures resulting from pump to pump
interaction.

- Interlocks are provided on the SCS suction isolation valves to
prevent these valves from being opened when RCS pressure is above

_

the SCS entry pressure. These interlocks are enabled when RCS
pressure is slightly above the shutdown cooling initiation
pressure. All interlocks to close these valves, such as closure on
high pressure, have been eliminated. During an overpressurization
transient, the SCS can no longer be automatically isolated from the
RCS. The SCS is designed to mitigate these events with low
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) using spring-loaded
relief valves and by an increased SCS design pressure.

System flow control and protection from pump overspeed has been
improved. System flow control is accomplished using valving and
fixed resistance orifices in each train (orifices are not shown in
Figure 2.4-1). The orifices are sized to limit the maximum
flowrate from the SCS pumps and adjustments to shutdown cooling
flowrate to match decay heat levels is accomplished by modulating
valves. This design philosophy not only minimizes seat wear due to
high fluid velocities resulting from throttling, but also prevents
pump excessive flow conditions.

Operating procedures for the SCS during reduced inventory operation
provide minimum flowrates necessary to perform DHR as a function of
time after shutdown and to provide adequate boron mixing. SCS
flowrate will be decreased as the cooling requirements decrease
from lower decay heat levels. The lower shutdown cooling flowrate
increases the not positive suction head available (NPSHA) to the
SCS pumps. This provides greater operational margin for the RCS
during midloop when SCS NPSHA is at a minimum and the potential for
cavitation is at a maximum.

The inability to accurately measure and provide the RCS fluid
levels has been the cause of many incidents resulting in the loss
of DHR. System 80+ has made many improvements in the
instrumentation for measuring the liquid level in the RCS and data
display to the operator in the control room. Further discussion on

| this topic appears in sections 2.3 and 2.8 of this appendix.

Improvements have been made in the instrumentation of the SCS to
provide the operator with more information about critical points in &
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the system. The intent is to provide the operator with detailed
system parameters so appropriate actions can be taken before the
loss of DHR occurs. If a loss of the SCS does occur these
parameters will aid in the correct and timely evaluation of the
initiator thus decreasing SCS recovery time. Major new instruments
which have been included in the System a^+ design are suction and
discharge pressure indicators and :S pump motor current
indication. These instruments are a. . indicated in the main
control room.

Suction piping arrangements have been simplified and improved.
Several incidents have been attributed to the presence of loop
seals in the suction lines that allow air to collect and lead to
the reduction of 11PSHA and air binding. System 80+ arrangements
for the suction lines do not have loop seals and thereby enhance
the ability of the pumps to survive low liPSHA conditions.

'Improvements in AC power reliability are discussed in sub-section
2.4.3.2.

The System 80+ SCS design features presented above, and summarized
in Table 2. 4-1, provide a way to minimize a loss of the SCS. These
design features also address initiators which are known to have
defeated DHR systems in currently operating plants. A summary of
these initiators and corresponding SCS design features are provided
in Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

2.4.3.1.3 Recovery from Initiators

Recognizing that some initiators may defeat the SCS, the System 80+
design will require that both SCS trains and one division of AC
power be operable during Modes 5 and 6. This allows safety
injection and containment spray equipment in the redundant division
to undergo maintenance activities as necessary.

Table 1-2 provides a detailed listing of events that have resulted
in the loss of shutdown cooling. Table 1-1 summarizes design
features incorporated into System 80+ to prevent, detect and
mitigate the effects of the events listed in Table 1-2.
Consequently, a detailed listing of all potential initiators will
not be provided in this section. Instead, initiators that result
in the loss of DHR are categorized into four groups. This
categorization is structured primarily to simplify the discussion
but may also aid in constructing diagnostic loss of SCS procedures.
These groups relate the initiator to a location in the system with
respect to the SC pump. The instrumentation provided for
monitoring the pump's performance identify whether the failure is
in the suction line, discharge line, the pump itself, or a power
failure. With proper diagnostic information f rom these groups, the
operator can perform appropriate recovery actions to restore DHR.
Table 2. 4-2 identifies the groups, some representative initiators
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in each group, a brief description of the event and the

instrumentation available to detect the event. The discussion that
follows examines how DHR can be recovered using this information

] assuming a loss of a SCS train.

2.4.3.1.3.1 Group I Initiators

Group I initiators include a failure in the suction side of the SC
pump. Suction line initiators are the most common during the
midloop operation. These would include air ingestion, inadvertent
closure of a valve in the suction line, failure of a relief valve

'l to close, leakage from the system and procedural errors. The
result of any of these initiators is to reduce the NPSHA for the SC--"

pump.

Information provided to the operator in the control room for
detecting and diagnosing these events include various alarms and
indicators. The SCS includes an alarm for a low flow condition

] during shutdown cooling. This will be the initial indication of a
possible suction line initiator since its set point is above the
onset of cavitation. The typical alarm used for SCS flow is set to
indicate a drop in flow from the design value of 5000 gpm to
approximately 3000 gpm. This, in conjunction with a low suction
pressure, fluctuating motor current and near normal discharge
pressure (during the onset of cavitation), will confirm a Group I
initiator (SC pump suction) .

2.4.3.1.3.1.1 Recovery During Mode 5

The equipment available to recover from this initiator depends on
the mode of operation and includes the redundant SCS train, one of
two containment spray (CS) and two of four safety injection (SI)
pumps. (Technical Specifications will require that two AC sources
will be available to each division of class 1E AC power during
reduced inventory operations in Modes 5 and 6. See section 2.2 of
Appendix 19. 8 A. ) The CS pumps are identical to the SC pumps and
provide a redundant source for DHR flow during Modes 5 and 6. The
SI pumps provide a viable source of DHR flow in Mode 5 as their
capacity will match the reduced decay heat generation rate.
If the redundant SCS train cannot be used to recover from a Group
I initiator during Mode 5, the CS pumps can be used to re-establish
inventory control and DHR. The CS pumps can be aligned to take
suction from either the RCS hot-legs or the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). During a Group I initiator,
however, the CS pumps, which are normally aligned to the IRWST, can
be used to-re-establish inventory control by injecting IRWST water
into the reactor vessel through the DVI nozzles (see Figure 2.4-1) .
This alignment can also provide DHR using the SCS heat exchanger.

| This response requires operator action to open an SDS valve tof
allow water to circulate through the RCS to ef fect DHR (by opening

O
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(_,) a Safety Depressurization System (SDS) valve), the manual opening

of one (normally locked closed) cross-connect valve and the
actuation of the CS pump from the control room. Once the event is
terminated, either the original SCS train or the redundant train
can be activated to resume DHR. If a group I initiator produces a
loss of coolant accident outside of containment, the operator has
over 24 hours to identify and mitigate the event based on CS pump
flow to match boiloff rate assuming the source of water is the
IRWST.

If the CS pump is not functional, the SI pumps can be used to re-
establish inventory control by injecting IRWST water into the
reactor vessel. DHR would then be performed by either the
redundant SCS train after RCS level is recovered, by " break" flow,
if the initiator provided an opening in the system, or by feed-and-
bleed by opening a SDS valve. In the extreme, a single SI pump can
provide sufficient flow to match boil-off thereby extending
operator response time to identify the initiator and terminate the
event.

2.4.3.1.3.1.2 Recovery During Mode 6

The equipment available to recover from this initiator during Mode
6 iracludes the redundant SCS train and possibly the opposite
division's CS pump.

,

k'' In this mode, the primary recovery system will be the redundant SCS
train. However, if it is not available, then a CS pump may be
aligned to take suction from the RCS hot-leg and discharge into the
DVI nozzles. The success of this action is dependent on the
particular Group I initiator since the operable CS pump must use
the same RCS suction as the defeated SCS train (see Figure 2.4-1)
and the opposite division's CS pump may be inoperable due to
maintenance.

2.4.3.1.3.2 Group II Initiators

Group II initiators include a failure in the discharge side of the
SC pump. Discharge line initiators include inadvertent closure or
opening of a valve and the inadvertent actuation or leakage from a
relief valve. The result of Group II initiators is to change the
SCS system resistance curve. The pump will respond in accordance
with its characteristic curve. Specifically, for the closure of a
valve in the discharge line, the system resistance will increase
resulting in a decrease in DHR flow and power consumption with a
concurrent increase in discharge head. pump minimum flow
recirculation lines prevent pump operation at shutoff. For the
inadvertent opening of a valve, there will be a reduction in system
resistance which will produce an increase in flow and a decrease in
power consumption at a lower pump head.

O
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information provided to the operator in the control room to detect
! and diagnose these events include the same alarms and indicators

discussed in connection with Group I initiators (sub-section
2.4.3.1.3.1). The instrumer.tation critical to identifying a Group
II initiator includes the SC pump discharge pressure, flowrate and
motor current indication (see Table 2.4-2).

2.4.3.1.3.2.3 Recovery During Mode 5

The equipment available to recover f rom this initiator during Mode
5 include the redundant SCS train, one CS pump and two SI pumps.

In this mode, the primary recovery system will be the redundant SCS
train as the potential to lose the other SCS pump is unlikely. For
the low probability case where the redundant SCS train cannot be
used, the CS pump may be used to re-establish inventory control and
DHR. If the CS pump is not functional, the SI pumps can be used to
re-establish inventory control. DHR then would be performed by
either the redundant SCS train after RCS level has been recovered,
by break flow or by feed-and-bleed.

2.4.3.1.3.2.2 Recovery During Mode 6

The equipment available to recover from this initiator during Mode
6 include the redundar.t SCS train and possibly the CS pump. The
success of using the CS pump is dependent on the specific Group II
initiator since the CS pump shares injection lines with the
defeated SCS train.

2.4.3.1.3.3 Group III Initiators

Group III initiators include a mechanical failure of the SC pump.
Table 2.4-2 shows some examples. Recovery from Group III
initiators include activating the redundant SCS train or aligning
the CS pump.

2.4.3.1.3.4 Group IV Initiators

Group IV initiators are due to a loss of AC power. Recovery from
Group IV initiators include automatic actuation of battery power,
actuation of the combustion turbine or, if the loss of power is
local to the train, activating the redundant SCS train or CS pump.
System 80+ AC power availability is discussed in section 2.4.3.2.

2.4.3.1.4 Recovery Dased on Plant Configuration

Section 2.4.3.1.3 provided a general discussion regarding the
recovery from initiators. This section examines the recovery from
initiators for several specific plant configurations and modes.
This analysis illustrates the capability of System 804 to recover
from losses of DHR and identifies new procedural requirements and
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technical specifications to minimize such losses and facilitate
mitigative actions.

Figure 2.4-1 facilitates the identification of several major plant
configurations of interest for shutdown risk. The termination
points shown in the figure relate to Table 2.4-3 which provides an
analysis of the configuration identifying possible initiators,
current applicable technical specifications, new technical
specifications, additional procedural requirements, alternative
support equipment and systems available to mitigate losses of DHR
and recovery actions from initiators.

2.4.3.1.5 Conclusions
~

The System 80+ SCS design features provide the necessary
redundancy, flexibility, and diversity to reduce the likelihood of
losing decay heat removal due to a less of the SCS. The features
of the design, the Technical Specifications, and the procedure
guidance allow shutdown activities within certain limits and
provide operational guidance for system flexibility and assurance
that a loss of decay heat removal is unlikely.

O
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TARtE 2.4-2

(Sheet 1 of 3)

SCS INSTRUMENT AT!fM

INotCATwSLAt ARMSrTrM PrSUt T
.rN TtAToR

! - FAltORE IN THE SUCTION LIN1 FI-302 & Ff-305
INA0VERTENT SIGNAL St-651, 653, 655 LCSS OF COOLING FLOW LOW FLOW ALARM

FLUCTUATING DISCHARCE PRESSURE
CLOSES NOTOR OR

CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS
OPERATED VALVE St-652, 654, 666

LOV SUCTION PRESSURE
POS!!!ON IkDICATION ON VALVE OPERATORS

F1-302 & F1-305
OPERATOR ERROR IN SI-106 & SI-107 LOSS OF COOLING FLOW LOW FLOW ALARM P-302 & P-305

FLUCTUATING O!SCNARGE PRESSURE 1-306 & I-307CLOSING SCS SUCTION CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS P-300 & P-301ISOLATION VALVE LOW SUCTION PRESSURE
POSITION INDICATION ON VALVE OPERATORS

Pt.PPS WILL CAVITATE LOW FLOW ALARMt
LOW RCS LEVEL RESUtilNG IN LOSS OF FLUCittATING DISCHARGE PRESSURE
RESULTING IN VORTEX CURRENT FLUCTUATIONSCUOLING FLOWFORMATION AND AIR LOW SUCTION PRESSURE
ENTRAIN 8*ENT RCS LEVEL

II - FAllLRE IN THE DISCHARGE LINE FI-302 & Ft-305
INADVERTENT SIGNAL SI-310 & 312, 601 SYSTEM RESISTANCE LOW FLOW ALAFM P-302 & P-305
CLOSES POTOR OR INCREASES CAUSING THE FLUCTUATING DISCHARCE PRESSURE P-300 & P-301
OPERATED VALVE St-311 & 313, 600 PUMP TO OPERATE NEAR CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS l-306 & I-307

SHUT 0FF LOW SUCTION PRESSURE
RCS LEVEL

F1-302 & F1-305
OPERATOR ERROR IN SI-579, 578 SYSTEM RESISTANCE Low FLOW ALARM P-302 & P-305

INCREASES CAL 5!NG THE FLUCTUATING DISCHARGE PRESSURE P-300 & P-301
| CLOSING $CS

PUMP To OPERATE NEAR CURRENT TLUCTUATIONS l-306 & 1-307
i O!SCHARGE ISOLATION LOW SUCTION PRESSURESHUT 0FF
| VALVE RCS LEVEL

|
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(Sheet 2 of 3)

SCS INSTPt>F NT AT tm

iN I T !.A_ TOR ! TF.M PESUt T ,1NDICATORS/AJ AE9tS

II - FAtttRE IN THE DISCHARCE LINE (CDNT)

INADVERTENT SICNAL St-690, 691 SYSTEM RESISTANCE HIGH FLOW INDICATION F1-302 & FI-305
OPENS MOTOR OPERATED DECREASES CAUSING LOW DISCHARGE PRESSURE P-302 & P-305
VALVE INCREASE IN PUMP f LOW. SUCT!ON PRESSURE DECREASES P-300 & P-301

ALSO, FLCV SPLIT MAY INCRE ASED POWER C0%StPPTION !-306 & I-307
CAUSE PCS TO HEAT UP AS POSITION INDICATION 04 VALVE OPER ATORS
LESS FLOW WILL BE
DELIVERED.-

VALVES IN THE IRWST SI-315,693 & 301 PUMPS WILL DRAIN THE LIQUID LEVEL INSTR FOR MIDLOOP OPERATION SEE SECTION 2.3
TEST PATH NOT CLOSED OR RCS INVENTORY INTO THE RAPID DECREASE IN RCS PRESSURE
FotLOWING COMPLET!DN SI-304,686 & 300 IRWST THROUCH THE TEST RAPID DECREASE IN RCS LEVEL
OF SC FULL FLCV TEST PATH THEN LOSE SUCTION LIQUID LEVEL ALARMS IN THE !RWST L-350 L-351

AS THE FLUID IN THE HOT TEMP !NDICATION IN THE IRWST T-350, T-351
LEG DROPS

AFTER LEVEL DfCREASES BE10W MIDtOOP
LOW FLOW ALARM F1-302 & FI-305
NORMAL DISCHARGE PRESSURE P-302 & P-305
CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS 1-306 & I-307
LOW SUCTION PRESSUPE P-300 & P-301

SCS ACTIVE TRAIN IS SI-450 & 458 THE SCS NAS SEEN NO DETECTION UNill RCS INVENTDRY DECREASES
USED TO FILL SI-454 & 455 DESICNED TO SUPPORT DECREASES BELOW THE MIDLOOP.
REFUELING POOL EFR! REQUIREMENT'

4.3.1.2 FOR REFUELING LOW FLOW ALARM F1-302 & F1-305
POOL (RTP) FILL. IF THE NORMAL DISCHARf,E PRESSURE P-302 & P-305
RFP IS FILLED USING THE CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS P-300 & P-301
TRAIN PERFORNING SC, LOW SUCTION PRESSURE I-306 & 1-307
THEN THE RCS INVENTORT
COULD BE TRANSFERRED TO
THE RFP.

INADVERTENT CROSS S1-341, 343 LOSS OF COOLANT FLOW LOW RCS LEVEL
CONNECT TO THE
CONTAINMENT SPRAY
SYSTFM
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TABLE 2.4-2 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 3)

Scs twSTRtmENTATION

IN J T T A[N IIF3 PfyT !WDICATOPS/AtARfrS

I!! - FAftFD PtMP

SHAFT FAILL,itE LOSS OF COOLANT FLOW LOW FLOW ARM FI-302 & FI-305
40 DISCHARGE PRESSURE P-305 & P-306
40 SUCTION PRESSURE P-300 & P-301
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TABLE 2.4-3

| (Sheet 1 of 10)

TERMINATION POINT 1

Plant
Configuration Modes 4, 5 or 6

Initiators Loss of power

Current Applicable
-

Technical
Specifications LCO 3.8.1 - 3.8.10

New Technical
specification
Requirements See Section 2.2

New Procedural
Requirements See Section 2.1

Recovery
From Initiators See Sections 2.4.3.2 and 2.4.3.3.

TERMINATION POINT 2

(DELETED]
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T A Bl E___2 . 4 - 3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 10) |

TERMINATION POINT 3

Plant Mode 4.
Configuration IRWST full.

1
Initiators Group I - III (for RCS pressure less then

~

[450] psia)
Group IV
RCS line break. I

Current Applicable |

Technical
Specifications LCO 3.4.6

7%'o RCS loops or two SCS trains or any
combination of these to be operable. One
RCS loop or SCS train to be in operation.

LCO 3.5.1
Four SIT's operable when pressurizer
pressure is greater than (900 psia).

LCO 3.S.3
Two SIS trains operable.

LCO 3.S.4
IRWST operable.

LCO 3.6.6
Two CSS trains operable.

New Technical
Specification
Requirements None

New Procedural
Requirements None

Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems None required.

Recovery
From Initiators DHR wi11 be provided by sources other than the

SCS when the RCS pressure is above (450) psia.
During these conditions, the ECCS will be
operable. The SIS will be available by
automatic actuation down to RCS pressures of
400 psia (SIAS cutout pressure) and manual
actuation at any time. The CSS is operable
throughout Mode 4. Below [450) psia Group I -

IV initiators can be mitigated per Section
2.4.3.I.

O
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)

| (Sheet 3 of 10)
TERMINATION POINT 4

Plant
Configuration Mode 5

RCS in reduced inventory.
Nozzle dams installed.
IRWST full.

Initiators Group I-IV.
RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.4.8

.

operable. One SCS trainTwo SCS trains
operating.

LCO 3.4.11
LTOP operable.

LCO 3.8.2 AC Power (Shutdown)
New Technical
Specification
Requirements One CS pump operable.

Two SI pumps operable.
Midloop vent operable.

New Procedural
Requirements Maintain shutdown cooling (SC) flow rate near

the minimum required for DHR.
Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Pumps...

Charging pump.
Boric Acid Make-up pump.

Tanks...
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Recovery
From Initiators Regain inventory control...

SC, CS or SI pumps can be used to inject
IRWST water into the RCS to regain water
level. If these pumps are not functional
inventory control can be established
using a charging pump or boric acid make-
up pump by injecting BAST water into the
RCS.

Regain DHR capability...
DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train once level is
recovered. If the redundant SC pump is
not functional DHR can be established
using the CS pump. If the CS pump is not
functional, DHR .can be established by
feed and bleed using SI pumps and opening
the SDS valves.

Time To Boil Approximately 10-15 minutes.
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TABLE _2.4-3 (Cont'd)
(Bheet 4 of 10) |

TERMINATION POINT 5

Plant
Configuration Mode 5.

RCS in reduced inventory.
Nozzle dams not installed.
RCS closed (mid loop vent or RCP seals).
IRWST full.

Initiators Group I-IV.
RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical
specifications LCO 3.4.8

Two SCS trains operable. One SCS train
operating.

LCO 3.4.11
LTOP operable.

New Technical
specification
Requirements One CS pump operable.

Two SI pumps operable.
Midloop vent operable.

New Procedural
Requirements Maintain shutdown cooling (SC) flow rate near

the minimum required for DHR.
Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Pumps...

Charging pump.
Boric Acid Make-up pump.

Tanks...
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Steam Generators
Recovery
From Initiators Regain inventory control...

SC, CS or SI pumps can be used to inject
IRWST water into the RCS to regain water
level. If these pumps are not functional
inventory control can be established
using charging pump or boric acid make-up
pump by injecting BAST water into the
RCS.

Regain DHR capability...
DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the redundant SC
pump is not operable DHR can be regained
using the CS pump. If the CS pump is not
functional DHR can be established
initially by reflux boiling, then by feed
and bleed using SI pumps and opening the
SDS valves.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)
| (8heet 5 of 10)

TERMINATION POINT 6

Plant
Configuration Mode 5.

RCS in reduced inventory.
Nozzle dams not installed.
RCS open (manway)
IRWST full.

Initiators Group I-IV.
RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical

-

Specifications LCO 3.4.8
Two SCS trains operable. One SCS
train operating.

LCO 3.4.11
LTOP operable.

LCO 3.8.2 AC Power (Shutdown)
New Technical
specification
Requirements One CS pump operable.

Two SI pumps operable.
Midloop vent operable.

G New Procedural
Requirements Maintain shutdown cooling (SC) flow rate

near the minimum required for DHR.
Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Pumps...

Charging pump.
Boric Acid Make-up pump.

Tanks...
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Steam Generators
Recovery
From Initiators Regain inventory control...

SC, CS, SC or SI pumps can be used
to inject IRWST water into the RCS
to regain water level. If these
pumps are not functional inventory
control can be established using
charging pump or boric acid make-up
pump by injecting BAST water into
the RCS. SITS can also be used.

Regain DHR capability...
DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the
redundant SC pump is not operable
DHR can be regained using the CS
pump. IF the CS pump is not
functional, DHR can be established
by reflux boiling, or feed and bleedG using CS or SI pumps and utilizing
the open pressurizer manway.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 6 of 10) |

TERMINATION POINT 7

Plant Mode 5.
Configuration RCS not in reduced inventory.

Nozzle dams installed.
IRWST full.

Initiators Group I-IV.
RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.4.8

Two SCS trains operable. One SCS train
operating.

LCO 3.4.11
LTOP operable.

New Technical
Specification
Requirements Two SI pumps operable.

New Procedural
Requirements One CS pump available.

Midloop vent operable.

Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Pumps...

CS pump.
SI pump.
Charging pump.
Boric Acid Make-up pump.

Tanks...
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Recovery
From Initiators Regain DHR capability...

DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the redundant SC
pump is not functional DHR can be
regained using the CS pump. If the CS
pump is not functional, DHR can be
established by feed and bleed using SI
pumps or utilizing the open pressurizer
manway.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)

| (Sheet 7 of 10)

TERMINATION POINT 8

Plant
Configuration Mode 5.

RCS water level above reduced inventory.
tiozzle dams not installed.
IRWST full.

Initiators Group I-IV.
RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.4.8

Two SCS trains operable. One SCS train
operating.

LCO 3.4.11
LTOP operable.

New Technical
Specification
Requirements Two SI Pumps operable.

New Procedural
Requirements One CS pump available.

Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Pumps...

CS pump.
SI pump.
Charging pump.
Boric Acid Make-up pump.

Tanks...
Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)
Steam Generators

Recovery
'

From Initiators Regain DilR capability...
DilR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the redundant SC
pump is not functional, DlIR can be
regained using the CS pump. If the CS
pump is not functional, DHR can be
established by reflux boiling, or feed
and bleed using SI pumps and opening the
SDS valves.

.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 8 of 10) |

TJ;RMINATION POINT 9

Plant Mode 6
Configuration Refueling pool empty

IRWST Full

Initiators Group I-IV
LOCA

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.9.5

Two SCS trains operable. One SCS train
operating.

New Technical
Specification Two SI pumps operable.
Requirements

New PrScodural
Requirements None.

Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems One CS pump available.

Recovery
From Initiators Regain DHR capability...

DHR can be regained using the redundant
SCS train. If the SCS pump is not
functional, DHR can be regained using the
CS pump and SCS heat exchanger. If the
CS pump is not functional, DHR can be
established using feed and bleed since
the IRWST is not fully drained.

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)
| (Bheet 9 of 10)

TERMINATION POINT 10

Plant Mode 6.
Configuration Refueling pool filled.

Reactor vessel head off.
Upper internals in place.
IRWST empty.

Initiators Group I-IV

RCS line break.

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.9.4

For high water level, one SCS train
operable and in operation.

LCO 3.9.5
For low water level, two SCS trains
operable and one in operation.

New Technical
specification
Requirements Two 3CS pumps operable.

New Procedural
Requirements One CS pump a'alieble.

Alternative support
Equipment / Systems Instrumentation...

Refueling Pool water level indication in
addition to high and low level alarm.

Pumps...
Charging pumps.
Boric acid make-up pumps.

Tanks...
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Recovery
From Initiators Regain DHR capability...

DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the redundant
SCS pump is not functional, DHR can be
established by either passive or active
means as described in section 2.10.3.

If DHR has been defeated due to an inter-
system LOCA, DHR can be regained by
matching boil-off using the charging
pumps or boric acid make-up pumps
injecting BAST water.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TADLE 2.4-3 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 10 of 10) |

TERMINATION POINT 11

Plant Mode 6.
Configuration Refueling pool filled.

Reactor vessel head off.
Upper internals removed.
IRWST empty.

Initiators Group I-IV

RCS line break. -

Current Applicable
Technical
Specifications LCO 3.9.4

For high water level, one SCS train
operable and in operation.

LCO 3.9.5
For low water level, two SCS trains
operable and one in operation.

New Technical
Specification
Requirements Two SCS pumps operable.

New Procedural
Requirements One CS pump available.

Alternative Support
Equipment / Systems Instrumentation...

Refueling Pool water level indication in
addition to high and low level alarm.

Pumps...
Charging pumps.
Boric acid make-up pumps.

Tanks...
Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

Recovery
From Initiators Regain DHR capability...

DHR can be regained by using the
redundant SCS train. If the redundant
SCS pump is not functional, DHR can be
established by feed and bleed.

If DHR has been defeated due to an inter-
system LOCA, DHR can be regained by
matching boil-off using the charging
pumps or boric acid make-up pumps
injecting BAST water.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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2.4.3.2 flystem 80+ AC Power Reliabili_tl

2.4.3.2.1 Introduction

This section presents the System 80+ features that increase the
availability of electrical power to supply the Class 1E buses and
the capability to restore power if the electrical source is
interrupted. The electrical distribution system provides redundant
and diverse sources of power to the Class 1E buses during shutdown
modes and reduced inventory in the reactor coolant system and
provides redundancy and flexibility to insure re-energizing the
Class 1E buses is possible if power is interrupted.

2.4.3.2.2 Discussion

Electrical power sources need to be carefully managed during
shutdown operations to maintain a desired level of safety. This is
especially true during reduced inventory operations. Reduced
inventory requires heightened awareness to manage the risks of
maintaining an electrical source to the Class 1E buses and of
insuring an alternate source is available. The potential for a
complete loss of decay heat removal due to the loss of electrical
power is lowered when the electrical supply requirements for
shutdown modes and reduced inventory are managed properly.

The management and operation of these electrical sources will be
guided by Technical Specifications for shutdown operations and
reduced inventory. Technical Specifications will be written to
identify the minimum acceptable electrical distribution system
alignments for operating in shutdown modes and reduced inventory.
The operation of the electrical distribution system during shutdown
modes and reduced inventory can be guided by procedures for normal
alignments and for aligning alternate electrical cources if normal
sources are interrupted.

The electrical distribution system design will provide flexibility
and redundancy to allow for the management of competing priorities
during shutdown. These competing priorities include the need to
perform maintenance on electrical system equipment versus the need
to have electrical sources available to provide power to the Class
1E buses.

The System 80+ electrical system design (see Figure 2.4-5) provides
the redundancy and flexibility to insure the risks associated with
shutdown modes and reduced inventory operations are lowered to
acceptable levels. This is accomplished by providing two
independent divisions of AC Electrical Power. Each division has
two 4.16 KV Safety Buses with three sources of electrical power.

Amendment U
(19.8A) 2.4-11 June 17, 1994
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These three sources are:

1. llormal-Permanent lion-Saf ety Bus (PNS-Bus),
2. Alternate-Reserve Transformer and
3. Emergency-Diesel Generator.

The normal source (PilS-Bus) of power to the Safety Bus has three
sources of electrical power. The three sources aret (1) 11ormal -
The division related Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) being powered
from Switchyard Interface I through the Unit 14ain Transformer
(Ul4T) , (2) Alternate - The division related Reserve Transformer
being served from Switchyard Interface II, and (3)- Backup - the
Combustion Turbine.

Therefore, the Class 1E Safety Buses have the potential to be fed
from four different ultimate sources during shutdown modes and
reduced inventory operations. These sources are:

1. Switchyard Interface I,
2. Switchyard. Interface II,
3. Diesel Generator, and
4. Combustion Turbine.

This distribution system provides the shutdown management team with
the flexibility to perform shutdown activities on one source of
power to a division 4.16 KV Safety Bus and still maintain other
diverse sources of reliable electrical power to the 4.16 KV Safety
Bus.

Along with the electrical system design features, the System 80+
Technical Specifications include shutdown modes and reduced
inventory operation Limiting conditions for Operations (LCOs) . The
LCOs provide minimum acceptable electrical distribution alignments.
Guidance is also provided by procedure to the operation staff to
insure available source alignments are identified whenever shutdown
activities are in progress. Additional procedural guidance is
provided for aligning any available source (s) to the Safety Bus (es)
if power to the bus (es) is interrupted. The procedure guidance and
Technical Specifications are provided in sections 2.1 and 2.2 of

| this appendix.

2.4.3.2.3 Conclusion

The System 80+ electrical distribution system design features
provide the necessary redundancy, flexibility, and diversity to
reduce the likelihood of losing decay heat removal due to a loss of
electrical power. The features of the design, the Technical
Specifications, and the procedure guidance allow shutdown
activities within certain limits and provide operational guidance
for system flexibility and assurance that a loss of the decay heat
removal is extremely unlikely.

<

Amendment W
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''- 2.4.3.3 #1 stem 80+ Diesel _ Generator Availab.;Li),ity

2.4.3.3.1 Introduction

The availability of the Diesel Generator and the Diesel Loading
Sequencer to automatically start and load during shutdown modes of
operation is one of the issues identified in NUREG-1410. The
availability of the Diesel Generator instrumentation and control
system to provide reliable indications and automatic trip signals
for Diesel Generator protection during emergency operation (e.g.
automatic start while in shutdown modes); and the availability of
adequate information and indications to identify, diagnose, and
correct Diesel Concrator operational problems are significant to
the overall maintenance of decay heat removal as presented in
Section 2.4.3.1.

The Diesel Generator (DG) and Diesel Load Sequencer (DLS) provide
emergency power to the Class 1E buses during shutdown modes of
operation with the same methods used during power modes of
operation. The Instrumentation and Control (I&C) system for the DG
provides signals to start the diesel for emergency operation,
applicable protective trips to prevent or limit damage to the DG at
all times and DG status to the Control Room and to the local
control panel. This status includes trip signals (alarms,
indications and recordings), parameter indications, and alarms for

| \
.

abnormal parameters. Also, controls for starting, stopping,
synchronizing, and loading the DG are provided in the Control Room
and at the local control panel.

2.4.3.3.2 Discussion

The Diesel Generator (DG) and Diesel Load Sequencer (DLS) need to
maintain a consistent means of operation independent of the plant
operation condition. This ensures the operating staff is not
required to learn different operating schemes and therefore reduces
potential human error.

The System 80+ DG and DLS provides this simplicity of operation.
The DG is the emergency source of power to the Class 1E bus. The
DG and the DLS are available for operation during shutdown
conditions unless undergoing maintenance. The Class IE buses are
monitored for undervoltage and degraded voltage conditions. If
either condition is sensed, the DG is started and the DLS is
initiated (see Figure 2.4-6 copied from Figure 7.3-5). For a loss |

| of power to the Class 1E bus, the response of the DG and DLS is not
dependent on plant operational modes. Therefore, the response of
the System 80+ equipment provides the operator with the same
parameters and indication to be monitored whether shutdown or
operated at power. This design characteristic provides a basis for
consistency in operating procedures and operator training. ThisA) eliminates the necessity of two sets of procedures dependent on| .( ,

v

|
| Amendment W

| (19.8A) 2.4-13 June 17, 1994
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plant operating conditions. It also climinates extra required
training for the operation staff. (Detail on the Emergency Diesel

| Generators can be found in Section 8.3.1.1.4.)
The DG I&C system needs to ensure the diesel is protected during
all modes of operation. However, certain protective trips need to
be bypassed during emergency operation.

The System 80+ Diesel Generator protection system provides
automatic trips to prevent or limit damage to the DG. The
protection trips provided during emergency operation are:

1. Engine Overspeed,
__

2. Generator Differential Protection,
3. Low-Low Lube Oil Pressure, and
4. Generator Voltage - Controlled Overcurrent.

These trips are provided in accordance with Reg. Guide 1.9 Position
7. All other trips are bypassed during emergency operation. (See
Section 8.3.1.1.4.4 for a complete description of trips bypassed
during emergency operation. ) The protection circuitry is dependent
on the initiating signal and not dependent on plant operational
modes. The sensing of an undervoltage or degraded voltage
condition during shutdown causes an automatic DG start, activates
the protective circuitry, and bypasses all non-emergency trips.
This circuitry allows for consistency in the operational response
to an emergency start of the DG independent of plant operating
mode.

The I&C system needs to ensure the coerator is informed of the DG's
operational status. This status includes parameter indications and
alarms. The I&C systems need to provide controls to allow the
operator to start and load the diesel to provide power to the Class
IE buses. This status and control scheme needs to be provided
locally and in the control room.

The System 80+ control room is designated as the Nuplex 80+
Advanced Control Complex (ACC). The Nuplex 80+ ACC presents the
operator with the information and controls necessary to complete
any tasks identified in a task analysis process. The task analysis
for DG operation identifies the parameters, alarms, and controls
required to operate the DG from the Nuplex 80+ ACC. This
identified status and control scheme is presented to the Control
Room Operator on the Electrical Distribution Auxiliary Console.
The presentation of this information is accomplished in accordance

| with a structural and hierarchial format discussed in Section
18.7.1. This formatting provides the operator with parameter
displays, alarm status, alarm categorization, and alarm priority.
This method of information presentation provides the Control Room
Operator (CRO) with the tools necessary to monitor and/or diagnose
DG status.

1

Amendment W
(19.8A) 2,4-14 June 17, 1994
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The System 80+ local control panels for the DG provides the Plant
Equipment Operator with the same information and controls as is
available to the CRO. The DG status information and control scheme
on the local control panel utilizes the same Man-liachine Interf ace
(!4!4I) f eatures used in the Nuplex 80+ ACC. These f eatures meet the
System 80+ human factors standards and guidelines.

2.4.3.3.3 Conclusion

The System 80+ Diesel Generator instrum6ntation and control systems
design features provide starting signals for the DG and DLS
initiation and protective trip signals for DG emergency operation
and provide DG status information to the control room and local _

control panel which allows the operator to operate, monitor, and
diagnose DG and DLS operation. These features of the System 80+
design enhance the operator's interface with the emergency
equipment and reduces the potential of human error.

2.4.4 RESOLUTION

The issue ragarding vulnerability during shutdown modes to a loss
of decay heat removal ( DilR) is resolved for System 80+ by the
design features for the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS),
instrumentation and controls, electrical power distribution system,
new technical specifications and procedure guidance described in
this appendix. These features demonstrate the reduced potential |
for significant radiological releases from fuel cladding failure
due to postulated events and radiological releases from a loss of
DilR due to loss of SCS ovents. In particular, features of the SCS
and electrical distribution system provide the necessary
redundancy, flexibility and diversity to significantly reduce the
likelihood of losing DllR.

Amendment W
(19.8A) 2.4-15 June 15, 1994
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Figure 2.4-2

Figure 2.4-3

Figure 2.4-4

Safety Injection Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams

| (For these Figures, sco Chapter 6, Figures 6.3.2-1A, 6.3.2-1B and
6.3.2-1C.)

,

;

|
|

O
Amendment W
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\' '} PRIMARY /_ SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CAPABILITY AND SOURCE TERM2.5

2.5.1 ISSUE

This section addresses the ability of the containment to protect
the public from the consequences of a release of radiation during
the time the containment is open.

This issue is related to events initiated in Mode 5 or 6 which have
the potential for radiological release. The events which will be
considered are the loss of decay heat removal capability initiated
by either a loss of shutdown cooling or by a loss of coolant caused
by either operator error or a pipe break.

Following a loss of decay heat removal not the result of a pipe
break, a radiological release from an open containment can occur
when the time for the core to reach saturation is less than the
time to restore RCS cooling and, failing this, the additional time
to evacuate, close and isolate the containment. The time for the
coolant to reach saturation is a function of plant conditions at
the time the event is initiated.

Time to restore includes the time to detect that decay heat removal
has been lost plus the time to restore either shutdown cooling or,s

[ initiate alternate means of cooling. Time to detect depends on the
\m, instrumentation available to detect that Primary System cooling has

been lost. The time to restore decay heat removal dcpends on the
available systems and procedures.

Once Primary System cooling has been lost measures must be taken to
evacuate and seal the containment before the system begins to boil.
The time to close and isolate the containment depends on:

Design, operation, condition and status of equipment to close
penetrations, equipment hatches and personnel air-locks,

Procedures for routing material and lines through these
openings,

|
Training of personnel

i

conditions of pressure, temperature and radiation within the
containment as the core uncovers.

|

~

k

Amendment M
(19.8A) 2.5-1 March 15, 1993
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2.5.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The following acceptance criteria apply to the issue addressed in
this section:

1. Radiological exposure of the public to any event resulting in
a loss of decay heat removal shall be limited to a small
fraction of the 1imits stated in 10CFR100.

2. Radiological exposure to the public to any event resulting in
a pipe break shall be limited to the limit stated in 10CFR100.

2.5.3 DISCUSSION

2.5.3.1 Problem Formulation

At innue is the radiological exposure of the public,for events
leading to a release of radiation, while the containment is open.
The release will depend on the events considered, the containment
integrity; e.g. access areas open, and technical specifications and
procedures for closing the containment.

Conservative assumptions are made in the analysis that leads to the
time in which the containment must be closed such that radiation
levels for personnel inside the containment and at the site
boundaries are within limits of applicable acceptance criteria.
Containment closure depends on conditions of pressure and
temperature within the containment following the start of the
event. These will influence the time to achieve containment
closure: pressure through the dose release rate outside
containment, and temperature through the limits on work time within '

the containment.

The results are used to support recommended changes to technical
specifications and/or procedures.

2.5.3.2 Containment Intead_t2

The integrity of the containment vessel is to ensure that the
release of any radioactivity does not exceed the limits established
in 10CFR100. Containment integrity is maintained in accordance
with Technical Specifications (TS) in Modes 1, 2 3, 4 and 5, with,

reduced inventory, and Mode 6, with reduced inventory or core
alt <;retions.

In Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4 the containment is required to be operable
| per Technical Specifications. Integrity exists when the items
defined in the Definitions Section of the Technical Specification
are satisfied. Additional Technical Specifications for containment
personnel locks and containment isolation valves provide specific

Amendment Q
(19.8A) 2.5-2 June 30, 1993
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actions and surveillance requirements to ensure containment
integrity is not compromised.

In Mode 5, with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) in reduced
inventory, and Mode 6 during core alteration, or reduced inventory,
containment integrity is maintained in accordance with Technical
Specifications.

2.5.3.2.1 Integrity Requirements

2.5.3.2.1.1 Modes 1-4

Maintaining containment integrity in Modes 1-4 is accomplished by
ensuring compliance with Technical Specifications. Prior to entry
into Mode 4 from Mode 5, all surveillance requirements are verified
complete, in accordance with the applicable procedures.

2.5.3.2.1.2 Mode 5

Mode 5 is divided into two operational conditions:

1. RCS Level above reduced inventory

2. RCS Level below reduced inventory

Entry into or out of these operational conditions is controlled by
procedures and Technical Specifications and require verification by
the Senior Reactor Operator.

2.5.3.2.1.2.1 RCB Level Above Reduced Inventory

There are no Technical Specification requirements on containment
integrity in Mode 5 when not in reduced inventory. Therefore
proceeding from Mode 4 to Mode 5 does not require compliante with
Technical Specifications dealing with containment integrity. It is
during this mode of operation that equipment for maintenance and
refueling outages, and support personnel, are moved into and out
of containment through the one equipment hatch and two personne!
locks. Also during this mode the surveillance testing of
containment penetrations is completed and verified in accordance
with site specific procedures.

2.5.3.2.1.2.2 RCS Level Below Reduced Inventory

In Mode 5 the RCS may be drained to facilitate installation of the
steam generator nozzle dams as well as other maintenance items. |
Draining the RCS to a reduced inventory level (>3 feet below the
reactor flange) requires (through the Containment Penetrations
Technical Specifications) monitoring for any leakage of radiation

Amendment W
(19.8A) 2.5-3 June 17, 1994
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through the penetrations. To maintain containment integrity, the
equipment hatch and one of the two doors on cach of the personnel
1ccks must be closed during core alterations.

2.5.3.2.1.3 Mode 6

The potential for fuel handling accidents in Mode 6 establish the
requirement that containment integrity be maintained. Thus the
equipment hatch and one of the two doors on each of the personnel
locks must be closed during core alterations.

Entry from Mode 5 to Mode 6 may require verification of containment
penetration status. Since Mode 5 has two possible operational
states, containment configuration musi. be satisfied and verified by
the Senior Reactor Operator. Entry inw Mode 6 f rom Mode 5 reduced
inventory operation requires monitoring of containment penetrations
for radiation leakage. Entry into Mode 6 from Mode 5, not at g
reduced inventory, requires verification of penetration status.

2.5.3.2.2 System 80+ Containment Features

2.5.3.2.2.1 Building Arrangement and Ventilation

The containment openings are surrounded by the Nuclear Annex g
Building. Therefore, there are no direct openings to the outside
environment, and all leakage and air flow f rom containment openings
(personnel locks, equipment hatch, open penetrations) is exhausted
into the Nuclear Annex.

The Nuclear Annex Ventilation System (a non-safety grade system)
draws air from various points in the Nuclear Annex and exhausts to
the unit vent. If high ra diation levels are detected by the system
radiation monitor, the exhaust flow automatically aligns to a
filter train. The filter train consists of particulate filters and
carbon absorbers to remove radioactive material prior to exhausting
into the unit vent.

2.5.3.2.2.2 Personnel Locks

The personnel locks allow passage of the work force into and out of
the containment during all modes of operation. System 80+ has two
personnel locks; one at elevation 115+6 (Figure 2.5-1A), one at
elevation 146.

Each personnel lock is a right circular cylinder approximately 10
fcct in diameter with a door at both ends. The locks form part of
the containment pressure boundary. Therefore, closure and scaling
of the locks prevents leakage of radioactive material.

The design and testing of the personnel locks ensures its ability
to withstand pressures in excess of the maximum pressure following

Amendment M
(19.8A) 2.5-4 March 15, 1993
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a containment DBA. Closure of a single door assures containment
integrity.

Each of the doors contains double seals and local leakage rate
testing capability to provide pressure integrity. To effect a leak
tight seal, the personnel lock design uses pressure seated doors.
Any leakage passes into the fluclear Annex.

Each personnel lock is provided with limit switches on both doors
that provide control room indication of door position. The doors
are interlocked, to prevent simultaneous opening thus compromising
containment integrity during Modes 1-4.

The normal alignment of the personnel locks during the various
-

modes of operation is listed in Tabic 2.5-1.

In Mode 5 with inventory greater than the reduced level (<3 feet
below the flange) both personnel locks can be only opened during an
outage when it is necessary to transier equipment into and out of
containment. Closure can be initiated by dispatching personnel
from the control room if containment integrity needs to be
restored. Closure of both doors can be accomplished within 10
minutes.

2.5.3.2.2.3 Equipment Hatch

The containment equipment hatch provides a means for moving large
equipment and components into and out of containment. On System
80+ the hatch is 22 feet in diameter and located on the 146
elevation (Figure 2.5-1B) . 11ormal alignment of the equipment hatch
during the modes of operation is listed in Table 2.5-1.

The hatch, when closed, is part of the containment pressure
boundary. Scaling is by means of a double scal which is Type B
leak rate tested in accordance with 10CFR50, Appendix J, prior to
entry into Mode 4.

The equipment hatch is removed following cleanup of containment
atmosphere and entry into Mode 5, at full inventory. The hatch
moves horizontally on a rail system. This design allows the hatch
to be moved, allowing equipment to be transferred in and out of
containment without interference. The rail system is designed to
minimize hatch movement thus reduce closure time.

The rail system utilizes a AC powered trolley. This AC power is
f rom a IE bus which is normally supplied f rom of fsite power through
the Unit Auxiliary Transformers. On loss of offsite power, power
can be supplied from the Reserve Transformer, Emergency Diesel
Generator, or the Combustion Turbine. In the event of the failure
of all power sources the trolley system is designed to be operated
manually.
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Before proceeding to Mode 5, at reduced inventory, or Mode 6,

reduced inventory, or core alterations, the equipment hatch must be
closed. With or without AC power closure time is less than one
hour.

After being set in place, the hatch is bolted. Technical
Specifications require that in Modes 1-4 all bolts be in place and
tightened. In Mode 5, W.ith reduced inventory, and Mode 6, Tech
Specs require that (four) bolts be in place and tightened. This
minimum number of bolts is sufficient to secure the hatch so
that no visible gap can be seen between the seals and sealing
surface.

The hatch is designed to be pressure seated. Thus any increase in
pressure inside the containment will act to seal the hatch. In
addition any radiation leakage will be into the Nuclear Annex.

2.5.3.2.2.4 Penetrations

| Table 6.2.4-1 identifies the fluid system penetrations in the
containment vessel. Each penetration is provided with a means of
isolation by the Containment Isolation System (Section 6.2.4).

Procedures, to meet Technical Specification surveillance
requirements, are provided for maintaining proper valve alignment
to ensure containment integrity, prior to entry into Mode 4, Mode
5 (at reduced inventory) or Mode 6, reduced inventory of core
alterations. In Mode 5, with the RCS level greater than reduced
inventory, these penetrations are leak tested in accordance with
10CFR50, Appendix J. Mis-alignment of the valves can result in
leakage paths limited by size of those normally small diameter
(<.75 inches) valves.
2.5.3.3 Events Analyzed

The radiological release is a function of the mass of coolant
entering the containment either as subcooled liquid or steam. In
mode 5 this release can be the result of either a loss of shutdown
cooling (Section 2.4) or a LOCA (Section 5.0).

The release of radiation in Mode 5, at reduced inventory, can be
the result of the events discussed in Section 2.4 leading to a loss
of shutdowtt cooling. The most conservative assumption is events in
which the system is in a reduced inventory condition resulting in
the minimum time for the coolant to reach saturation. Per EPRI
ALWR outage guidelines, the earliest a plant will enter Mode 5, at
reduced inventory, is 50 hours after shutdown. For events leading
to loss of shutdown cooling the minimum time to reach saturation
was 10.5 minutes. Core uncovery was reached 55 minutes after
saturation. The mass-energy releases for this event are listed in
Table 2.5-2.
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For the LOCAs initiated from full inventory, discussed in Section
25.3.5.1, a break in the DVI line of 0.4 ft or less results in a

time to reach saturation of 1.7 minutes, a time to the initiate
core uncovery of 7.17 minutes and an additional time of 16 minutes
for the peak clad temperature to reach 2200'F. The mass-energy
releases are listed in Table 2.5-3.

Mode 6 ovents are all assumed to result from loss of shutdown
cooling and subsequent heating of the coolant to saturation. Per
the EPRI guidelines for ALWR outages the earliest a plant will
start refueling is 86 hours after shutdown. Decay heat consistent
with this time was assumed in calculating mass-energy releases in
Mode 6 (Table 2.5-4). The time to reach saturation, assuming an
initial temperature of 135*F, with this decay heat rate is 14.6
minutes with an additional 125 minutes to core uncovery.

2.5.3.4 Acceptance Criteria

Per Section 2.5.2 Acceptance Critoria are based on limits to
radiological exposure to the public stated in 10CFR100. However,
radiation exposure and containment temperature will affect the
ability of utility personnel to close containment within an
acceptable time. Acceptance criteria are stated to meet site
boundary limits of 10CFR100 and for utility personnel, based on
utility guidelines.a
2.5.3.4.1 Radiation Limits

Two limits on radiation levels will be considered; limits on
exposure to utility personnel working in the containment and site
boundary limits for release from the containment. These limits are
used to establish the time at which the containment must be closed
to prevent exceeding either the off-site or in-containment
acceptance limits.

2.5.3.4.1.1 Loss of Bhutdown Cooling; Bite Doundary Limits

The acceptance criteria in Section 2.5.2 for Loss of Shutdown
| Cooling refer to limits based on a fraction of the whole body dose

(25 rem) and thyroid dose (300 rem) mandated in 10CFR100. The
fraction selected is related to the event probability per reactor
year, or the event frequency.

,

| The fraction is taken ha 10% of the integrated whole body and
thyroid doses stated in 10CFR100 for two hour exposure;

Whole Body dose < .10 (25 rem) = 2.5 rem

Thyroid dose < .10 (300 rem ) = 30 rem

I k
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2.5.3.4.1.2 Loss of Coolant Accidents; Site Boundary Limits

Per the acceptance criteria in Section 2.5.2 exposure to the public
to any event resulting in a pipe break are the limits stated in
10CFR100;

Whole Body dose < 25 rom

Thyroid done < 300 rem

2.5.3.4.1.3 Limits on Utility Personnel

1< o.n i re containment closure does not require special precautions
outside of routine radiation work permits which provides workers --

with instructions on clothing required and the radiation exposure
of the work areas. In addition the atmosphere both inside and
outside containment is continually monitored f or radiation levels.
Maximum levels are established to limit exposure to workers both
inside and outside containment and yet permit work to continue to
mitigate the effects of any accident and close the containment.

2.5.3.4.1.3.1 Air Borne Radiation

Equipment hatch installation during an accident situation requires
added precautions to protect workers from both internal and
external exposure while work is being perf ormed and the containment
is being closed. Workers are protected f rom external contamination
by being required to wear anti-contamination clothing. If airborne
radiation levels in the work area reach or exceed .25 MPC workers
are required to don one of the following types of breathing
apparatus; forced flow respirator supplied from a breathing air
system, self-contained breathing apparatus, full face cartridge
respirator.

Work times f or workers varies, depending on prior exposure history.
Quarterly exposure of 520 MPCs have been established as the limit
at which a worker will be required to exit containment. Each type
of self contained breathing unit has acsociated with it a
protection factor which reduces internal exposure, per the
following relationship;

Received MPC * 11our = (Measured MPC+ time)/ Protection Factor

Protection 1 actors and the equivalent measured MPCs used for
determining the maximum time for utility personnel in containment
are listed in Table 2.5-5.

Radiation Icvels are measured locally. Thus timen at which
exposure reaches unacceptable limits will vary with location within
containment. The acceptance limit serves as an indication of the
time limits based on radiation exposure.

|
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2.5.3.4.1.3.2 Whole Dody Radiation

Areas outside and inside containment are continually monitored for
radiation. Maximum whole body dose of 2.5 rems, 10% of the |
10CFR100 limits, is permitted to allow work to continue to mitigate
consequences of the accident.

2.5.3.4.2 Temperature Limits

A combination of environmental (temperature, relative humidity),
and work related (type of clothing, type of work) factors influence
the work time duration within containment, in addition to radiation
exposure. The temperature, as radiation exposure, varies with
location in containment. Thus, work times based on temperature
limits will also vary. The acceptance criteria is not absolute but
serves as an indicator of the work time based on average
containment conditions.

Work times will also be influenced by the type of protective
clothing. NUREG-1449 notes an upper limit on temperature of 160*F
to avoid burning the lungs. However, a self contained breathing
pack will provide air at a breathable temperature for a longer
period of time.

Guidelines for tne limits on the time in which work can be
perf ormed in high temperature humid environments are established in
EPRI-NP4453 LRI. These " Stay Times" are based on an average, or
global, wet bulb temperature, adjusted for type of clothing (work
clothing without or with vapor barrier) and type of work
(light, moderate or heavy). At the containment initial conditions
of 100af and 50% relative humidity, assuming no protective
clothing, maximum work times for moderate work is longer than two
hours. Whereas with protective clothing the time is reduced to
about 60 minutes.

Acceptar.cc limits on temperature will be assumed based on the
maximum times needed to closed containment in each of the modes and
events considered;

For Mode S loss of shutdown cooling at reduced inventory, and Mode
6 with loss of inventory due to boil-off, a minimum time needed to
close the personnel hatches of 10 minutes of moderate work is
assumed.

For Mode 5 LOCA, a ninimum time of 60 minutes of moderate work is
assumed.

I
|
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2.5.3.5 Analysis

Calculations were done to predict pressure, temperature and
activity within the containment for the Mode 5 and 6 events
discussed above. These calculations were done in two steps.

2.5.3.5.1 Tharmodynamic Conditions

A lumped parameter nodal model is used to predict pressure,
temperature versus time for a given rate of mass and energy flow
into the containment. The model includes provisions for varying,
as a function of time, flow areas open to the ambient.

Mass and energy are conserved in the vapor space for both
condensible and non-condensibles components. The vapor space model
assumes:

1. Complete and instantaneous mixing of the flows,
2. Quasi-static equilibrium for temperature,
3. All constituents are uniformly distributed,
4. Dalton's law applicable to find total pressure; containment

pressures is the sum of the partial pressures of the
non-condensibles and vapor pressure of the steam,

5. Ideal Gas law applicable for determining partial pressures of
the non-condensibles (air),

6. Steam partial pressures determined from steam tables, for both
saturated and superheated conditions.

The code models a sump for the accumulation of condensed water,
allowing for flashing of the water based on the temperature of the
water exceeding the saturation temperature, based on containment
pressure.

Heat losses to passive (walls) and active (fan-coolers) heat sinks
are included as options.

The method has been validated by comparison with the more detailed,
multi-node code, CONTRANS used for the detailed contain' lent

| analysis shown in Chapter 6. The main limitation, as compare'. to
CONTRANS, is in the representation of passive heat sinks by a slab
geometry, rather than the more representative, multi-node mcdel.
This results in an over-prediction of heat removal resulting in
lower containment temperatures. However, the present analysis
assumes no passive or active heat sinks, resulting in the maximum
values and rates of change of temperature and pressure with time
inside the containment.

O
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\- ' The following nominal initial conditions are assumed in the

calculations;

2Containment volume = 3,377,000 ft
Pressure = 14.7 psia
Temperature = 100*F
Relative humidity = 50%

Based on values for the open areas, the analysis predicts
thermodynamic conditions inside the containment versus time for the
mass flow rate and enthalpy release for the Modes 5 and 6 events
(Section 2. 5. 3. 3 ) . The calculation starts (calculation time =0) at
the time at which the coolant reaches saturation.

2.5.3.5.2 Radiation Release

The amounts of activity inside and leaving the containment as a
function of time are computed using results of the analysis for the
thermodynamic variables in the containment; e.g. , containment steam
mass, pressure, temperature, integrated mass flow into the
containment and integrated steam and air flow leaving the
containment. The procedure calculates, for a given RCS activity:

1. Curies present in the containment,_s
[ ) 2. Curies input to the containment,
( ,/ 3. Integrated Curies into the containment,

4. Curies discharged out of the containment,
5. Integrated Curies discharged out of the containment.

The model assumes perf ect mixing in the containment of the incoming
RCS activity without assuming any benefit from decontamination
factors (DF=1). The amount of exiting activity is based on the
volumetric discharge of the air-steam mixture.

The assumption of no heat removal in the thermodynamic calculation
results in high values of pressure versus time, resulting in a
conservatively high mass rate of flow though the open areas.

In determining atmospheric concentrations, a two hour EAB
dispersion factor of 1.0 x it ' was used for System 80+.

| Atmospheric releases were calculr< a assuming no mitigating effect
of the filters in the Annex buile2ng surrounding the containment.

A maximum control room atmospheric dispersion factor of 1.8 x 10''
was used in calculating radiation limits for utility personnel.

RCS specific activity for the events analyzed were taken as the
j Technical Specification limits of a gross activity of (100 / E)

i
i / \

|
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|

| microcurie / gram and a dose equivalent I-131 specific activity of 1

| microcurie / gram.

2.5.3.5.3 Results

The calculation for activity, pressure and temperature starts at
the time the coolant reaches saturation and continues, assuming no
recovery, through core uncovery.

The time limit of when containment must be closed is a function of
when acceptance criteria for radiation exposure to the public are
met.

The time available f or closing the containment (closure window ) is
~

the difference between the acceptance criteria time limit and the
time when the event is detected.

The earliest time for detection (see Section 2.8 for detection
methods), resulting in the maximum closure window, is at the
initiation of the event (Figure 2.5-2). The latest time the event
will be detected is assumed to be when the coolant reaches
saturation. This results in the minimum closure window for closing
the containment. Closure times herein are conservatively based on
the minimum closure window.

The dose rates and containment temperature are functions of the
open area of the equip 7nent and personnel penetrations and how long
they are open. Per Section 2.5.3.2, in Mode 5, with a full
inventory, both equipment and personnel penetrations are open,
while in Mode 5, with reduced inventory, and for Mode 6 reduced
inventory or core alterations, one door in each of the two
personnel locks must be closed but not sealed.

For Mode 5 analysis for the LOCA, assumes full inventory,thus
2 2equipment hatches (380 f t ) and personnel locks (60 f t ) are assumed

open, to maximize release to ambient.

Mode 5, Loss of Shutdown Cooling, at reduced inventory fluid level
is at the mid-plane of the hot legs. For Mode 6 the fluid level is
assumed at the level of the upper flange. This analysis
conservatively assumes that both personnel locks (60 f t ) are open.

The thermodynamic and radiation analyses were done assuming that
the equipment hatch and personnel lock areas remain open throughout
the calculation.

Times at which the open areas must be closed, based on the exposure
limits in Sections 2.5.3.4.1.1 and 2.5.3.4.1.2, are shown
schematically in Figure 2.5-3:

O
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1. For LOCA, limiting site boundary doses to; < 25 rem whole boily,
< 300 rem thyroid f or a two hour period f ollo ing start of the
release.

2. For loss shutdown cooling, limiting site boundary doses to; <
2.5 rem whole body, < 30 rem thyroid for a two hour period
following the release.

The time available for utility personnel to complete containment
closure are based on the limits in Sections 2.5.3.4.1.3 and
2.5.3.4.2;

1. Limiting dose to utility personnel within containment of 520
MPCs,

2. Limiting utility personnel to a whole body dose < 2.5 rems,

3. Temperature limits inside containment based on minimum work
time of 10 minutes of moderate work for Loss of Shutdown
Cooling events and 60 minutes of moderate work for LOCA,

2.5.3.5.3.1 Mode 5t Loss-of-Bhutdown Cooling at Reduced
Inventory

The mass-energy release for this case is listed in Table 2.5-2
(Mode 5, Loss of Shutdown Cooling). Results are shown in Figure
2.5-4.

2.5.3.5.3.1.1 Site Boundaries

The integrated two hour dosen for both whole body and tyroid
exposures are below the acceptance levels;

Whole Body (rem) = 0.43 < 2.5 Thyroid (rem) = 9.1 < 30 |
.

Thus the minimum closure window based on protection to the public
is over two hours.

2.5.3.5.3.1.2 Utility Personnel

The MPC level at which breathing protection must be used is reached
almost immediately. The minimum closure window, based on the time
equivalent MPC level for full face cartridge protection, is about
89 minutes. With the next level of protection (forced air) the MPC
level aftur two hours is, Maximum MPC after two hours =15.85 < 520

The whole body rem levels after two hours,for utility personnel,
are below the acceptance levels.

Whole Body Dose (rems) = 0.78 < 2.5 |
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Containment temperature after about two hours is about 180*F.
However at the ten minute limit needed to close the personnel locks
the temperature is 109'F. This temperature is lower than the EPRI
temperature and humidity (120'F, 501, RH) limit needed for 10

,

minutes of moderate work, providing work time of about 30 minutes 1

in which to close the personnel hatches.
|

2.5.3.5.3.2 Mode 51 LOCA

The mass-energy release for this case is listed in Table 2.5-3 )
(Mode 5, LOCA). Results are shown in Figure 2.5-5. |

!

2.5.3.5.3.2.1 Site Doundaries

The whole body and tyroid integrated doses af ter two hours are both
below the acceptance limits for a LOCA;

} Whole Body (rem) = 2.7 <25 Thyroid (rem) = 197 < 300

The minimum closure window, based on site boundary limits is
greater than two hours.

2.5.3.5.3.2.2 Utility Personnel

The lower equivalent MPC level for full face cartridge is reached
almost immediately. However the maximum MPC levels with either air
supplied or self-contained unit are not attained during the two
hour period. Thus the minimum closure time window is greater than
two hours.

Maximum MPC after 2 hours = 173.5 < 520

The rem levels for utility personnel are:

Maximum whole Body Dose after 2 hours = 4.97 > 2.5 rems,
indicating hatch closure in less than one hour is desirable.
Containment temperature within the first 10 minutes of the LOCA
risen to about 170*F and then, due to the decrease in mass flow
from the break and increased flow out of containment, decreases to

| an equilibrium value of 130'F. Based on the EPRI guidelines
i minimum closure time window to close the containment would be less

than the time of one hour to close the equipment hatch.

2.5.3.5.3.3 Mode 6: Refueling; Imventory Boil-Off

The mass-energy releases for this case is listed in and Table 2.5-4
(Mode 6, Boll Off of Inventory). Rasults are shown in Figure
2.5-6.

O
|
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b 2.5.3.5.3.3.1 Site Boundary Limits |

1

The two hour integrated release is below the acceptance limits for i

both whole body and thyroid exposures.

Whole Body (rem) = 0.46 < 2.5 Thyroid (rem) = 9.7 < 30 |

Thus the minimum closure window based on exposure to the public is
in excess of two hours.

2.5.3.5.3.3.2 Utility Personnel

The MPC level at which breathing protection must be used is reached
almost immediately. The minimum closure window, based on the
lowest level of protection (f ace cartridge), is reached in about 86
minutes. The exposure limit with the next level of protection
(Forced Flow) is, after two hours,

Maximum MPC after two hours = 16.3 < 520

The whole body levels for utility personnel are below the
acceptance level.

Maximum whole body dose after two hours = 0.82 < 2.5 rems |,

\ At the 10 minute point, the time set to close the personnel
hatches, containment temperature is about 110*F. The EPRI
guidelines allows for 30 minutes of moderate work at this
temperature.

2.5.4 RESOLUTION

At issue is release of radiation to the public during the time the
containment is open in Modes 5 and 6.

Events in Mode 5 or 6 considered in which radiation may be released
include loss of shutdown cooling or loss of coolant.

The time in which the containment closure must be completed is
based on dose limits set by 10CFR100 and the rate of release for
the events considered.

The time to close the containment depends on: design, operation,
condition and status of equipment; procedures and training of
personnel in closing the containment. Conditions of pressure,
temperature and radiation within the containment influence the time
available for utility personnel to close the containment.

t
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2.5.4.1 Mode 5; Reduced Inventory (Loss of Shutdown Coolino).

Results of the analysis show that the integrated two hour whole
body and thyroid doses are below the acceptance limits of 2.5 rem
(whole body) and 30 rem (thyroid).

Radiation and temperature within the containment are within limits
to provide a 10 minute closure window needed by utility personnel
to close the containment.

2.5.4.2 Mode 5; Ful LInventory (LOCA)

The analysis indicates that the integrated two hour whole body and
thyroid doses are below the acceptance limits of 25 rem (whole
body) and 300 rem (thyroid).

Internal radiation levels for utility personnel are within
acceptable limits provided either air supplied or self-contained
breathing units are used. Khole body dose is also within
acceptance limits.

Temperature within the containment are at levels that could limit
the time available for utility personnel to close the containment
within one hour. The use of multiple crews would help but the
temperature levels could permit only short work intervals per crew.

The following should be considered to either decrease the time
needed to close and seal the equipment hatch and/or lengthen the
work time within containment:

1. The use of fan coolers to decrease the maximum temperatures
thus permitting longer work periods,

2. Improved design of the equipment hatch to reduce the time
needed to close the containment,

3. A review of procedures and training with the objective of
reducing the time needed to close the containment following a
LOCA.

.

2.5.4.3 M_ ode 6: Refueling Confi_gur_ation (Inventory Boil Off)

Results of the analysis show that the integrated two hour whole
body and thyroid doses are below the acceptance limits of 2.5 rem
(whole body) and 30 rem (thyroid).

Radiation and temperature within the containment are within the
limits necessary for the 10 minutes needed by utility personnel to
close the personnel hatches in the containment.

O
4
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\ /''' TABLE 2.5-1

CONTAINMENT OPENINGS

iOpeA n_g Area Normal Status
2ft Modes 1-4 Mode 5 Mode S Mode 6

> Reduced < Reduced
Inventory Inventory

Equipment 380 Closed Open Closed Closed i

Hatch |

l
personnel 30/ Lock Closed Open i door 1 door '

Locks (2) closed closed
per lock per lock

i

1

l
DD_LE 2.5-2

MASS-ENERGY RELEASE FOR MODE 5 LOSS OF SHUTDOWN COOLING

(j Time Mass Flow Enthalpy
Jse_c1 11b_m/soci (Dtu/lbm_t

0 0 0

.025 13.8 1162.8

1000 13.8 1162.8

3000 13.8 1162.8

3300 Time to reach core uncovery

10,000 13.8 1162.8

,s

(
'

V)
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TABLE 2.5-3

MASS-ENERGY RELEASE FOR MODE 5 LOG
Timo Mass Flow Enthalpy

1secl 11br/ soc) .[B tu / lbm)
0 0 0

6.2 2128.8 267.9

100.1 1896.8 278.5

200.1 1383.5 292.3

300.1 1284.3 294.4
,

1

400.1 841.3 308.9

430 Time to reach core uncovery
|

500.1 151.2 551.6 I

600.1 119.9 639.6

700.1 96.5 707.8 i

1100.2 98.4 430.4

1190 Time for Fuel to Exceed 2200*F
1500.2 129.3 380.5

1900 134 383.4

2300 133.9 385.6

2500 133.4 386.2

3000 132 386,1

3500 131 384.1

4000 130.5 381

10,000 130.5 381

O
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TADLE 2.5-4

MA_SS-EILER_GY RELEASE FOR MODE __6 INVENTORY DOIL-OFF

Time Mass Flow Enthalpy
1seM, Libmjsec) 1Dtu/lbm)_

0 0 0

1000 14.39 1150.5

4000 14.39 1150.5

6000 14.39 1150.5

7500 Time to reach core uncovery

10,000 14.39 1150.5

TABLE 2.5^'5

PROTECTION FACTORS AND_ EQUIVALENT MPC
_

Type of Dreathino Unit Protection Factor Equiv. MPC*

Full Face Cartridge 50 2.6 x 10^4

Air Supplied Forced Flow 2000 1.04 x 10^6

Self-Contained Breathing 10,000 5.2 x 10^6

Based exposure limit of 520 MPC*

Amendment W
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2.6 RAPID _ BORON DILUTION

2.6.1 ISSUE

The issues of the rapid boron dilution can be broken down into
three categories as follows:

1. The introduction of deborated water into the RCS via Shutdown
Cooling System (SCS), which flows into the RCS through the
Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) lines, during maintenance of
inline components.

2. Introduction of a water slug into the RCS during startup or
~

refueling operations, including a specific example from NUREG-
1449 (Reference 3). In that example, a loss of offsite power
has occurred and the charging pumps are returned on line,
powered by the Emergency Diesel Generators. If the plant were
in startup mode - i.e., deboration in progress - the charging
pumps could continue to operate causing a " slug" of unborated
water to collect in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel.
If it is then assumed that offsite power is restored and the
RCP's are restarted, then a water slug of deborated water can
be injected into the core.

3. A potential boron dilution resulting from inleakage from the
secondary side of a steam generator during a SGTR event.

These issues are addressed in the discussion and resolution
sections that follow.

2.6.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the rapid boron dilution event should
be consistent with the acceptance criteria that are necessary to
meet the relevant requirements of GDC 10, 15 and 26. Specifically,
these criteria are as follows:

1. Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should
be maintained below the RCS P/T limits (see Figure 3.4.3-1 of
Technical Specification 3.4.3) or below 110% of the design
value, whichever is less.

2. Fuel cladding integrity shall be maintained by ensuring that
the minimum DNBR remains above the 95/95 DNBR limit for PWRs
and CPR remains above the MCPR safety limit for BWRs based on
acceptable correlations (see SRP Section 4.4).

3. An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more
serious plant condition without other faults occurring
independently.

1
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Two cases were analyzed. The first case assumed the plant to be in
Mode 5 reduced inventory with a boron concentration resulting in a
K-effective of 0.99 with all rods out (ARO) of the core. This
configuration results in the least amount of water with the highest
boron concentration prior to the injection of the water slug. The
second cane likewise assumed reduced inventory, and a boron
cot. centration associated with ARO conditions. However, Mode 3
conditions were used. This resulted in a reduced fluid density and
increased boron concentration. The purpose of. the second case was
to bound conditions in Mode 3, 4 and 6 (without reduced inventory)
by maximizing the change in reactivity resulting from a larger
differential in temperaturc and boron levels between the DVI
injection water and the RCS water. The change in the boron
concentration, and RCS temperature, resulting from an unborated
cold water slug being injected into ARO boron conditions was
quantified in terms of reactivity units and compared with the
margin to criticality available. In Modes 3, 4, and 5 this value
will be equivalent to the required snutdown margin, since the
reactor trip breakers will be open. This is required per the
technical specification associated with the low flow trip, which
requires at least two reactor coolant pumps be in operation if the
reactor trip brea'- s are closed.

The above t.wo cases bound the consequences in Modes 3 through 5,

9 since reduced inventory conditions were assumed, boron
concentrations much higher than would be expected to occur with
6.5% Ak/k shutdown margin were used to conservatively calculate
changes in boron concentration; in addition, saturated RCS
conditions were also used, thus resulting in the minimum initial
kCS fluid masc. Although the Mode 6 boron concentrations would be
larger than thone utilized in the analyses, the slug which reaches
the core will have a Ligher boron concentration than that which
resulted from the mode 3 analysis due to the higher initial RCS
boron concentration. Since the minimum value of the boron
concentration for the Mode 3 case was considerably higher than the
critica. boron concentration with all rods out in Mode 6, the
result of the Mode 3 analysis verifien the acceptability of the
Mode 6 case.

2.6.3.3 Mathematical Model

The above scenarios weie modeled utilizing a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) software package utilizing a 2-D model.

2.6.3.f R e s u.I '_s

The results of the above analysis demonstrated that with a rapid
injection of an unborated water slug of 120 f t' into the reactor |
coolant system, in conjunction with the operational constraints as
stated in the 'Iechnical Specification identified in section 2.6.3.2

/.mendment Q
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that the maximum positive reactivity addition for both cases 1 cnd
2 in Icss than 3%. This is significantly less than the available
shutdown margin of greater than or equal to 6.5%. For Mode 6 the
maximum positive reactivity insertion will result in a K-ef f ective

{ below criticality.

2.6.3.5 ,Q_onclusion

The analysis confirmed that the Acceptance Criteria, as stated in
Section 2.6.2 has been met. The core remained substantially
subcritical, thus RCS pressure and DNBR Limits were not violated.

2.6.4 RESOLUTION

The design of the System 80+ plant minimizes the pc>ssibility of a
Rapid Boron Dilution event. Analyses have shown that the core
remains subcritical when the maximum credible water slug is

" flushed" through the RCS. The concern of a slug being produced by
the charging pumps following a loss of offsite power is not
credible in the System 80+ design. In order, nevertheless, to
caution the operator whenever the RCPs are restarted following a
period with loss of offsite power during which charging flow is
maintained by emergency power or the Alternate AC, procedural
guidance wi11 be provided to the COL applicant via the OSI program
described in Section 2.1.3 and, in particular, will be included in
the Appendix on Shutdown in the Emergency Operations Guidelines for
the System 80+ design. The issue of a slug forming as a result of
a SGTR event will be prohibited by the Emergency Procedure Guides.

In summary, the lasue of a rapid baron dilution event for System
80+ can be considered resolved.

O
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TABLE 2.6-1

(Sheet 1 of_D

5"D'iS!BIE FLN PATMS OF NON 40RATfD UATER

RE S0t ifTIONFt0W PATHSYSTEM

A. SAFETY INJECTIC* SYSTEM
RESULTS IN A D! LUTED SLUG OF WATER

T. STAkOBY a. RCS LEA (ACE THROUG*f Tat ISciAT104 3.

CHECK val,VE (S t -217,-227,-237 -247) ( ASStMD 0 rpm BORON) WITM A VOLU9C OF 30
CU FT. PER DVI LINE (120 CU. FT. TOTAi)REF: PFS-91-044

b. LEAKAGE THROUGH $15 POT tEG INRCTICW b. RESULTS IN A DILUTED SLUG OF WATER. NCY
fEOLATION VAiVE (51-522,-$32) DILUTES LEG INJECTION IS ONLY USED 2 TO 4 t*0URS

POST LOCA, WHEN SHUIDOWN MARGIN IS LARGE.
SIS NOT LEG INJECT 10m LINE

SLUG WILL MIX WITH MIGHLY BORATED WATER
BEFORE ENTERING CORE.

OWNER /0PERATOR PROCEDURES MUST REOUIREINADVERTENT REFILL OF SIS SECTIONS c.
c.

THAT NO h04-BORATED SOURCES OF WATER AREWITH 40N-BORATED WATER POST-
USED TO REFILL THE SIS...(NO PRACTICALPAINTENAACE
SOURCES EXIST IN THE SYS 80+ DESIGN)

SIS PUMPS TAKE SUCTION FROM BORATED IRWST
2. SIS OPERATION NONE

B. SHUTDOWN COULING SYSTEM

LEAKAGE OF RCS FLUID THROUCH 1st a. - LEAKAGE IS INTO A BORATED SCS,
WILL NOT RESULT IN A SLUG OF PU2E1. STAkDSY a.

ISOLATION VALVE (SI-651,-652)
(ISOLATED) WATER

- OPERATOR IS REQUIRED TO WARM UP
SCS AND CHECK BORON CONC. BEFORE
INJECTING INTO RCS PER
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

b. LEAKAGE OF COMP 0hENT COOLING WATER b. - LEAKAGE IS INTO A BORATED SCS

'THROUGH A RUPTURED SCHX TUBE
- D1LUTION WOULD BE BOUNDED BY

CHECK bALVES AND NORMALLY CLOSED
GATE AND CLOBE VALVES

- MAXIMUM dP IS 150 PSIG, PRESSURE
WOULD QUICKLY STABILIIE BEFORE
$1GNIFICANT DILUTION RESULTS

- APPROXIMATE DILUTION OF 1 GALLON
- OPERATOR CHECKS BORON

CONCENTRATION UPON SCS NEATUP,

WILL DETECT DILUTION AND CORRECT
BEFORE IN RCTION

Amendment Q
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Y A9LC c.6-1 (Contirami)

(9 e c4 2 of 3)

PtFE!Ptf FtCW PATHS OF kOMOiATCO WATER

RES0t UTIONFt.0W PATH
SYSTEM

OWNER /CPERATOR P90CEDURES MUST REQUIREIkADVERTENT REFILL OF SCS SECTIONS c.
c.

THAT NO NON-BORATED SOURCES OF WATER ARE
WITH NON-BORATED WATER POST-

USED 10 REFILL THE SCS...(NO PRACTICAL
MAINTENANCE

SOURCES Ex!ST IN THE SYS. 80+ DESIGN)

2. SCS OPERATION a. LEAKAGE OF CCW THROUGH RUPTURED SCMX a. - IF CCWS PRESSURE > SCS PRESSURE,

CCW INFLOW WILL MIX WITH FLOW
TUBE(NON-ISCLATED) FROM HOT LEG, BORON CONC. >0 ppn

- PRESSURE FROM OPERATING SCS PUMP
IS LIRELY TO CREATE A dP SUCH
THAT CCW IMFLOW IS PRECLUDED

- LOSS OF CCW INVE% TORT INTO SCS
WILL EVENTUALLY et DETECTED BY
CCW SURCE TANK LOW LEVEL ALARMS

- POSSIBtE VOLUME OF LEAKAGE AND
RESULTING BORON CONC. IS SMALL
COMPARED TO THE CHAPTER 15
ANALYSIS, INADVERTENT BORON
DILUTION EVENT

- THIS EVENT IS NOT COINCIDENT WITH
THE CHARGING PUMP EVENT OF
CNAPTER 15, SECilow 15.4.6

|
b. INJECTION OF PURE WATER THROUGM CVCS b. ONLY SOURCE OF NON-BORATED WATER IN CVCS

IS THE RMWST... DESIGN OF CVCS PREVENTSPURIFICATION LINE !NTO SCS THIS SITUAT!ON (I.E., MULTIPLE FAILURES
ARE NECESSARY FOR THIS TO OCCUR)

C. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
PROCEDURES WILL REQUIRE THAT A POSITIVESTEAH CENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE a.

STEAM GEGRATORS a.
RESULTIKf,IN SECONDARY FLOW TO RCS dP Ex!ST BETWEEN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

5:CES OF S.G.
RLF: RAI 440.109

b. LEAKAGE OF SECONDARY FLUID THROUGH b. OPERATOR WILL DETECT PRESSURE CHANGE AND

RUPiURED TUBE DURING HYDROSTATIC TEST CORRECT BEFORE STARTING RCPs

WITH FUEL IN CORE, dP OF 800 PSIG VERY UNLIKELY THAT FUEL WILL BE IN CORE

(AFTER MAJOR STEAM GENERATOR
DURING THIS TEST

MAINT EN ANCE )

Amendment W
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TABL E 2.6-1 (Coritirard)

(sheet 3 of 3)

POSSIBLE FLOW PATHS OF NOW-BORATED tiATER

PFMUTIN
SYSTFM FLOW FA_ij

CHARG!kG PUNPS ARE PCVERED OFF AAC SOLutCE
D. CNEu! CAL AND VCtL*E CONTROL SYSTEM a. UPON STARTUP FROM MODE 6, PC%TR IS 82

LOST.. RCPs AND CHARGlWG FtwPS Sput (CAS TURSt hE), P64PS RJST SE WAtiUALLY
ALIGNED TO AAC SL*S Bf OPERATOR,(CVCS) OFF, DIESELS POWER UP AND CHARGING

PUMPS CCWTINUE TO PROVIDE FLOW To PROCEOURES CICTATE OPER. TOR ACT104A

VESAEL (PURE WATER). RCPs START ONCE
OFFSITE POL 1% IS RESTORID AkD PLkP
SLUG OF DILUTED WATER IMT0 CCCE
REF: GRC IkFC. NOT:CE 91-54

b. UNABLE TO BORATE VCT L'UE TO NITROCEN b. CASTS ARE h0T PRESSURIZED BY ANY GAS,
VENTED TO GWS..PRECLLCES gas BINDING OF

sAS BikDINC OF BAMPs
EAMPs

INJECTION OF PUGE 'vATIR INTO RCS TROM c. DESIGN CF CVCS PREVEwis IMIS SITUAllON
c. (f.E., MULTIPLE FAILURE $ ARE MECESSART

tee CFVST FOR THIS TO OCCUR) HOWEVER, CONSIDERED

IN THE CHAPTER 15 A% LYSIS |
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TABLE 2,6-2

RAPID,J3ORON DILUTIONS ANALYSIS-ABSUMPTIONS AND INITIAL
CONDITIONS

Farametern Conditions
Case 1 Carne 2

1. RCS Liquid Volume Mode 5, Reduced Mode 3, Reduced
Inventory Inventory
(mid-loop) (mid-loop)

_.

2. RCS Temperature 210*F 572 F

3. RCS Pressure atmospheric 1250 psia

4. CEA Configuration N-1 N-1

5. RCS Boron 1% subcritical 1% subcritical
Concentration assuming ARO assuming ARO

6. Available Shutdown 7/6.5% AK/K 7/6.5% AK/K
Margin

7. Water Slug Volume, 120 FT , 0 ppm 120 FT', O ppm3

Boron Concentration

8. Water Slug Injectic 4 HPSI Pumps, 4 HPSI Pumps,
Method Maximum Flow Maximum Flow

9. Water Slug 40*F 40*F
Temperature

10. Single Failure * *

*No single failure will impact the event consequences.

,

1 ..

'
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2.7 FIRE PROTECTION

2.7.1 ISSUE

The risk of fire during shutdown operations is higher than when the
plant is in power operation. This increase in risk is due to the
presence of transient combustibles and ignition sources such as
welding, grinding, and cutting operations necessary to support
shutdown maintenance activities. Another risk is the reduced level
of fire protection for systems such as the shutdown cooling and
fuel pool cooling systems when the plant is in a shutdown mode,
resulting in a higher susceptibility of failure due to fire.

2.7.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

A defense in depth philosophy shall be employed in the design of
the fire protection system in order to reduce the overall shutdown
risk due to fire. The elements in this defense in depth philosophy
are:

1. Prevent a fire from occurring, .

2. Promptly detect and suppress a fire,

3. Mitigate the consequences of a fire.

The fire protection features shall be independent from other
features or systems which are routinely taken out of service during
shutdown modes of operation.

2.7.3 DISCUSSION

For clarity the three elements of the defense in depth philosophy
outlined above will be discussed in reverse order. Only Division
1 of a system is discussed; Division 2 is identical to Division 1.

2.7.3.1 Mitigation of Fire Consequences

DIVISIONAL SEPARATION

Shutdown Cooling System components for each division are completely
separated from each other with 3-hour rated fire barriers with no

|communicating openings (see Figure 9.5.1-2 reproduced here as
Figure 2.7-1). All penetrations within these barriers are sealed
with assemblies that are qualified to maintain the integrity of the
3-hour rating. This assures that a fire involving one division of
Shutdown Cooling System components will not affect the redundant
division.

..
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INTERDIVISIONAL BEPARATION

Within each division, the containment spray pump and the shutdown
cooling pump can be interchanged with each other. These pumps can
be used interchangeably with valve manipulations guided by approved
procedures. For each division, the shutdown cooling pump is
separated from the containment spray pump with 3-hour rated fire
barriers and 3-hour rated fire doors for openings. The valve which
allows switchover from one pump to the other is located in a
separate fire area. This will enable operators to make the
switchover without being exposed to a fire involving either the
Containment spray or Shutdown Cooling Systems. Finally, the
containment spray pump is powered from a safety bus separate from
the shutdown cooling pump. The safety buses are separated from

-

each other with 3-hour rated fire walls. For example, the Division
1 Safety Bus A is located in Fire Area 65 and the Division 1 Safety

| Bus C is located in Fire Area 70 (see Figure 9.5.1-3 reproduced as
Figure 2.7-2).

This interdivisional mechanical and electrical separation assures
the operating of cautdown cooling can be maintained if a fire
occurs concurrent with the redundant division being out of service.

CONTROL ROOM FIRE

Controls for the Shutdem Cooling System components are provided at
the Remote Shutdown Panel. This panel is available during reduced
inventory and refueling conditions The Remote Shutdown Panel is
physically and electrically isolated from the control room.
Therefore, the Shutdown Cooling System can be operated and
controlled f rom the Remote Shutdown Panel should there be a fire in
the control room during reduced inventory or refueling conditions.

2.7.3.2 Detection and Suppr_ession of Fires

DETECTION

Fire Area 38 contains the Division 1 containment spray pump and
heat exchanger and Fire Area 41 contains the shutdown cooling pump
and heat exchanger. These areas were evaluated during the recently
completed System 80+ Fire liazards Assessment. This assessment
considered the fixed and transient combustible loads in these areas
and the importance of the components to plant shutdown. Both areas
will be equipped with f ull area coverage ceiling mounted ionization
smoke detectors. These detectors provide an early warning alarm at
the central fire alarm console in the event of a fire. Detector
location and spacing is based on engineering analysis to optimize
detector offectiveness. This analysis will be referenced in the
System 80+ Fire llazards Analysis to be completed later in the
design process.

The detection system is highly reliable and will be kept in service
at all times, even during shutcown modes of operation.

Amendment W
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P
SUPPRESSION

The System 80+ fire Hazards Assessment concludes that a fixed
automatic suppression in the form of automatic sprinklers is not
warranted. This is due to the minimal combustible loadings in
those areas. This will be verified later by engineering analysis,
which is similar to the analysis for detector layout and lc.ation,
and will be referenced in the System 80+ Fire Hazards Analysis to
be completed by the plant designer before operations.

Portable fire extinguishers and fixed manual fire hose stations
provide manual fire fighting capability. The fire hoses are
supplied f rom a dedicated fire protection water supply. Because of
the fire barrier arrangement discussed previously, manual fire --

fighting activities can be accomplished without exposing either the
redundant division equipment or interdivisional equipment to the
offccts of smoke or hot gases from a fire.

MANUAL FIRE FIGHTING

/- f"1ly trained and equipped on-site fire brigade would provide
f 'ighting activities for the System 80+. (See Section |
' 3.) The brigade would be thoroughly familiar with the
p) jout and will conduct sufficient fire drills and fire pre-

to effectively control and suppress any credible fire. Aplanr 3

documented pre-tire plan which outlines the necessary fire fighting
strategies, will be prepared prior to plant start-up.

MAINTAINED LEVEL OF FIRE PROTECTION

The System 80+ fire protection system is not degraded or reduced
during plant shutdown. There will be no reason to breach the fire
boundaries, interrupt the detection system, or impair the fire hose
(standpipe) system. All of these features are provided
specifically for fire protection and are not shared with or
dependent on any other systems or features. Fire protection
systems shall remain operable for all modes of operation including
reduced inventory and refueling.

2.7.3.3 Prevention of Fires

Prevention is the most important element in the defense in dept 1
philosophy. When this element is successful there is no need to
employ the other elements. To Iacilitate the implementation of
this element, work place procedures and guidelines will ce
established by the owner-operator based on guidance provided by the
plant designer. Procedural guidance would include control of
combustibles, housekeepi_.q, and control of hotwork. The
preparation of these procedures will consider those areas in which
a fire during shutdown modes of operation could pose a risk. Areas
which have increased combustible loading are listed in Table 2.7-1.
The procedures will include requirements to reduce the risk of fire

Amendment W
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ignition dui.ing shutdown. For example, the control of combustibles
procedure m a', establish a maximum amount and configuration of
combustibic materials that may be left unattended in any of these
areas. This will not be based solely on an arbitrary " good
engineering practico" approach, but will consider the amount of
combustibles necessary to result in a fire that could cause
unacceptable damage. The control of hotwork and housekeeping
proceduros will be developed by the owner-oper ".or and inplemented
so an to not place unnecessary restrictions on uutdown maintenance
activities, yet will provide a high level of fire prevention.

2.7.4 RESOLUTION

The fire protection features provided by the System 80+ desigr are
consistent with the acceptance criteria outlined in Section 1.7.2.
These features will significantly reduce the risk due to fire
during shutdown operation to an acceptable level. The combination
of fire protection features resulting f rom employing the def ense in
depth philosophy will minimize the potential for fire damage to
systems required for shutdown operations.

This issue has been resolved by the design features of System 80+.

O

9
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TABLE 2.7-1

.

AREAS OF INCREASED OUTAGE RELATED COMBUSTIBLE MATERIA _LS

FINE ARJA OCCUPANCJ

38 DIVISION 1, SUBSPHERE

39 DIVISION 2, SUBSPHERE

40 DIVISION I, SUBSPHERE __

41 DIVISION 2, SUBSPHERE

42 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR 2

43 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR 1

75 VALVE MAINTENANCE SilOP

77 DIVISION II FUEL POOL COOLING AREA

78 DIVISION II VALVE GALLERY

79 DIVISION I VALVE GALLERY

80 DIVISION I FUEL POOL COOLING AREA

106 TRUCK BAY

113 HOT MACHINE SHOP

131 PERSONNEL CHANGE AREA

136 PERSONNEL IIATCH ACCESS AREA

158 TRUCK BAY

159 PERSONNEL HATCH ACCESS AREA

O
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2.8 UlSTRUliENTATION

2.8.1 ISSUE

Over the past several years, industry and regulatory concern with
a loss of shutdown cooling has increased. Despite an emphasis on
improved shutdown procedures, the frequency of some incidents has
not been reduced, particularly for losses of shutdown cooling
during mid-loop operations. Furthermore, the effects of a loss of
shutdown cooling are more serious than originally realized. The
!!uclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has requested responses to
several design issues related to fluclear Steam Supply Systems
(NSSS) operations while on shutdown cooling; specifically during
reduced inventory operations.

Operators have, in many cases, had difficulty in determining plant
parameters and equipment status during depressurized, shutdown
conditions. This is due to the amount and quality of information
available being marginally adequate or inadequate for prevention,
recognition and mitigation of abnormal conditions in a timely
manner. In particular, this information includes the reactor
coolant system water level, reactor core exit temperature, and
performance of decay heat removal systems.

Losses of shutdown cooling can be partially attributed to
misleading, inaccurate, or erroneous vessel level indication,

particularly when vessel coolant level is lowered to within the hot
leg between the level required for steam generator nozzle dam
installation and the level required to prevent vortexing in the
shutdown cooling suction line. Refer to Figure 2.8-1. Vortex
formation in the SCS suction lines is a function of SCS flowrate
and hot leg level. Providing an adequate fluid level in the hot
leg above the level at which vortexing occurs will ensure that the
shutdown cooling fluid will not entrain air. ABB/CE does not
recommend midloop operations at RCS levels lower than 21 inches in
the hot legs at any SCS flowrate. Thus, during midloop operations
with the RCS level maintained at 21 inches or above in the hot leg,
vortex formation and air entrainment into the SCS is avoided when
SCS flowrates are maintained within Technical Specification limits.

The NRC has recommended that advanced reactor designs include an
enhan-ed instrumentation package which assures:

1. that reduced inventory operations can be accurately and
continuously measured. For example, accurate
instrumentation can establish reactor coolant level
anytime during the draindown process. Accurate level
measurement can assist in differentiating between the
anticipated dynamic ef f ects of the draindown process and
additional, unintended inventory losses; and

Amendment M
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2. that a loss of decay heat removal event during reduced
inventory operations can be readily detected. This
ensures a timely response to a loss of shutdown cooling
event. The instrumentation should " provide reliable
indication of parameters that describe the state of the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the performance of
systems normally used to cool the RCS for both normal and
accident conditions" (Reference 4).

The 11RC has specified that instrumentation for reduced inventory
conditions should provide both visible and audible indications of
abnormal conditions in reactor vessel temperature and level, and
decay heat removal system performance.

2.8.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The instrumentation provided for reduced inventory operations in
the System 80+ design will reduce the safety risks associated with
shutdown modes of operation. Instrumentation will be provided to
avoid causing or contributing to a loss of shutdown cooling at
reduced inventory conditions, and to aid in correctly interpreting
a losn of shutdown cooling, should one occur.

The following recommendations are taken from Enclosure 2 to

Reference 4:

"At a minimum, provide the following in the Control Room (CR) :

f 1. two independent RCS level indications when the reactor
vessel (RV) head is on the vesselgj

2. at least two independent temperature measurements
representative of the core exit whenever the RV head is
located on the top of the RV (we {llRC) suggest that
tempei a i.u r. e 10Gications be provided at all times)

3. the capability of continuously monitoring decay heat
removal (DHR) system perf ormance whenever a DHR system is
being used for cooling the RCS

4. visible and audible indications of abnormal conditions in
temperature, level and DHR system performance."

Also, Enclosure 2 of Reference 4 inc.ludes NRC concerns and
suggestions on meeting these recommendations. These include, for

e xan.ple :

"1. We suggest that licensees investigate ways to provide
[ accurate) temperature (measurements) even if the head is
removed, particularly if a lowered RCS inventory

condition exists.

|
|

Amendment M
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2. We expect sufficient information (be provided) to the
operators that an approaching (DliR system] malfunction is
clearly indicated.

3. We expect both audible alarms and a panel indication when
conditions exist which jeopardize continued operation of
a DifR system, as well as when DHR is lost.

4. The low limit of level indication must be below the level
necessary for operation of the DHR system. Level
information is necessary under loss of DHR conditions
since it provides an indication of core coverage and ...
of the time to core uncovery. It is also useful in
mitigating the loss of DHR accident."

-

Section 2.8.3.2 of this appendix contains a description of the |
System 80+ instrunentation package for reduced inventory
operations, including:

the monitored parameters,-

instrumentation ranges and accuracles,-

alarm setpoints,-

instrument availability,-

display and monitoring capability, and-

- quality assurance.

A summary of the System 80+ design features which meet each of the
above mentioned NRC recommendations for instrumentation are
provided in the following.

2.0.3 DISCUSSION

2.8.3.1 InstIumentation. Design Basis

To ef fectively monitor the draindown process to mid-loop via System
80+ enhanced instrumentation, information obtained from plant
analyses forms the basis for the instrument's design requirements.

Instrumentation specified for reduced inventory operations is based
on analyses in the following areas:

- operations from a solid plant to mid-loop conditions
(which define dynamic draindown characteristics);

- instrumentation features which will reduce the likelihood
of operator error during shutdown operation;

Amendment W
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V, In addition to the dP-based instruments described above, two
.

heated-junction thermocouple (HJTC) systems will also be available
for reactor vessel level measurement during Mode 5 reduced
inventory operations. The first system disu:ays the output from
the two inadequate core cooling probes which are located inside the
reactor vessel . The range of these probes extends from the reactor
vessel head to the fuel alignment plate (See Figure 2.8-3). The
measurement of RCS water level via these probes is limited onl'/ to
those periods when the reactor vessel head is installed.

A second HJTC system provides narrow-range level indication for
mid-loop operations via measurement of reactor vessel water level
in the hot leg region. This system displays the output from two
HJTC probes specifically designed with thermocouples clustered in
the hot leg region (see Figure 2.8-4). The benefit of this design
is that it permits very accurate measurement when the reactor
vessel water level is in the hot legs. |

The HJTC systems compensate for the flow gradient across the core
asrociated with the operation of only one SCS suction line. The
HJ1C instruments are located in areas of the core which minimize
the effect of the core outlet noz~1es. The HJTC sensors have an
accuracy and response time consi; P with the maximum draindown
rate of the RCS. The HJTCs are desi - d so that instrument signal

h and power are transmitted on individual electrical conductors.
Failure of one HJTC sensor will not result in a loss of signal from
the remaining sensors. The measurement of PCS water level via
these probes is limited to those periods when the reactor vessel
head is installed.

The use of both wide-range and narrow-range dP instruments, and two
pairs of HJTC probes for refueling vater level monitoring provides
highly reliable, redundant, and independent indication of reactor
vessel water level. Overlapping instrument ranges provide
continuous draindown measurement from the pressurizer to a level
below that necessary for SCS operation. Since this level
instrumentation is independent, common mode misoperation, or
failures due to dynamic effects, will not be masked.

Each independent level instrument provides a suitable measurement,
and is accurate, for its intended range of use. For mid-loop
operations, the narrow-range HJTC probes provide accurate level
measurement to within one inch of vessel level. This is critical
since there is a very narrow margin between the RCS water level
necessary for nozzle dam installation, and that required to prevent
SCS pump cavitation. The refueling water level indication is
displayed and alarmed in the control room because of its importance
to plant safety.

Ot

| \w
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unsteady pump current (as indicated oy SCS/ containment spray system
(CSS) pump motor current), loss or reduction in shutdown cooling
flow (as indicated by the shutdown cooling system flowrate),
insufficient pump NPSH (as indicated by the pump suction pressure
sensor), or indication of rising RCS level (as water is displaced
by the air and vapor in the shutdown cooling system) . If a pump
gives indications of air ingestion or cavitation, alarms will
prompt the operator to stop the pump immediately. As detailed in
Section 2.8.3.2.5, shutdown cooling panel displays will include
valve lineup information for critical shutdown cooling flowpaths.

2.8.3.2.4 Quality Assurance

The following instruments are designated as safety related and
therefore within the scope of environmental qualification and
quality assurance.

- core exit thermocouples

- hot leg resistance temperature detectors

- ICCI heated junction thermocouple probe assembly (heated
and unheated thermocouples)

- shutdown cooling flowmeter

- shutdown cooling heat exchanger inlet and return line
temperature sensors

shutdown cooling valve position indicators-

The safety related designation of these instruments is a
consequence of their required functions in other plant modes of
operation, including for some, inadequate core cooling. The CENP
Quality Assurance Program designates items which are safety-related
as Quality Class 1 equipment, and therefore, are subject to the
highest level of quality activity.

Enclosure 2 to Ref erence 4 states: . . .we will accept the following"

for resolving the items identified in the letter: (2).....

reliable equipment i ts lieu of the comparable safety grade
classification ...." The CENP Quality Assurance Program designates
items which are not safety-related but nevertheless require a high
level of quality activity, as Quality Class 2 equipment. In this
case, where reliable and accurate instrumentation is required for
reduced RCS inventory conditions, designating the instrument as
Quality Class 2 requires that a quality program be implemented that

'

assures that quality is commensurate with intended use. In the

|
|
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2.8 INSTRUMENTATION

- 2.8.1 ISBUE

Over the past several years, industry and regulatory concern with
_.

a loss of shutdown cooling has increased. Despite an emphasis on
improved shutdown procedures, the frequency of some incidents has
not been reduced, particularly for losses of shutdown cooling
during mid-loop operations. Furthermore, the offects of a loss of
shutdown cooling are more serious than originally realized. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has requested responses tog several design issues related to Nuclear Steam Supply Systems
(NSSS) operations while on shutdown cooling; specifically during
reduced inventory operations.

=

operators have, in many cases, had dif ficulty in determining plant
parameters and equipment status during depres t u'.-i zed , shutdown
conditions. This is due to the amount and quality of information
available being marginally adequate or inadequate for prevention,
recognition and mitigation of abnormal conditions in a timely
manner. In particular, this information includes the reactor
coolant system water level, reactor core exit temperature, and
performance of decay heat removal systems.

O misleading,
Losses of shutdown cooling can be partially attributed to *

inaccurate, or erroneous vessel level indication,

particularly when vessel coolant level is lowered to within the hot
leg between the level required for steam generator nozzle dam
installation and the level required to prevent vortexing in the
shutdown cooling suction line. Refer to Figure 2.8-1. Vortex

formation in the SCS suction lines is a function of SCS flowrate
and hot leg level. Providing an adequate fluid level in the hot
leg above the level at which vortexing occurs will ensure that the
shutdown cooling fluid will not entrain air. ABB/CE does not
recommend midloop operations at RCS levels lower than 21 inches in
the hot legs at any SCS flowrate. Thus, during midloop operations
with the RCS level maintained at 21 inches or above in the hot leg,
vortex formation and air entrainment into the SCS is avoided when
SCS flowrates are maintained within Technical Specification limits.

The NRC has recommended that advanced reactor designs include an
enhanced instrumentation package which assures:

1. that reduced inventory operations can be accurately and
continuously measured. For example, accurate
instrumentation can establish reactor coolant level
anytime during the draindown process. Accurate level
measurement can assist in differentiating between the
anticipated dynamic cf fects of the draindown process and
additional, unintended inventory losses; and

Amendment M
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I 2. that a loss of decay heat removal event during reduced
| inventory operations can be readily detected. This

ensures a timely response to a loss of shutdown cooling
event. The instrumentation should " provide reliablei

| indication of parameters that describe the state of the
| Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the performance of
! systems normally used to cool the RCS for both normal and

accident conditions" (Reference 4).

| The NRC han specified that instrumentation for reduced inventory
| conditions should provide both visible and audible indications of

| abnormal conditions in reactor vessel temperature and level, and
j decay heat removal system performance.

2.8.2 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
l

| The instrumentation provided for reduced inventory operations in |

| the System 80+ design will reduce the safety risks associated with |
l shutdown modes of operation. Instrumentation will be provided to I
! avoid causing or contributing to a loss of shutdown cooling at |

'

| reduced inventori conditions, and to aid in correctly interpreting

|
a loss of shutdown cooling, should one occur.

!

| The following recommendations are taken from Enclosure 2 to

| Reference 4:

"At a minimum, provide the following in the Control Room (CR):

| 1. two independent RCS level indications when the reactor
vessel (RV) head is on the vessel

2. at least two independent temperature measurements
|

representative of the core exit whenever the RV head ist

located on the top of the RV (we [NRC) suggest that
temperature indications be provided at all times)'

i

f

i 3. the capability of continuously monitoring decay heat
i removal (DHR) system performance whenever a DHR system is
| being used for cooling the RCS
:
|

| 4. visible and audible indications of abnormal conditions in
( temperature, level and DHR system performance."
(

Also, Enclosure 2 of Reference 4 includes NRC concerns and
| suggestions on meeting these recommendations. These include, for

| example:
|

| "1. We suggest that licensees investigate ways to provide
(accurate) temperature [ measurements) even if the head is
removed, particularly if a lowered RCS inventory
condition exists.

i

I
l
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2. We expect sufficient information [be provided) to the
operators that an approaching (DHR system) malfunction is
clearly indicated.

3. We expect both audible alarms and a panel indication when
conditions exist which jeopardize continued operation of
a DHR system, as well as when DHR is lost.

4. The low limit of level indication must be below the level
necessary for operation of the DHR system. Level
information is necessary under loss of DHR conditions
since it provides an indication of core coverage and ...
of the time to core uncovery. It is also useful in
mitigating the loss of DHR accident."

-

Section 2.8.3.2 of this appendix contains a description of the |
System 80+ instrumentation package for reduced inventory
operations, including:

the monitored parameters,-

instrumentation ranges and accuracies,-

alarm setpoints,-

- instrument availability,

- display and monitoring capability, and

quality assurance.-

A summary of the System 80+ design features which meet each of the
above mentioned NRC recommendations for instrumentation are
provided in the following.

2.8.3 DISCUSSION

2.8.3.1 Instrumentation Design Basis

To ef f ectively monitor the draindown process to mid-loop via Systen
80+ enhanced instrumentation, information obtained from plant
analyses forms the basis for the instrument's design requirements.

Instrumentation specified for reduced inventory operations is based
on analyses in the following areas:

- operations from a solid plant to mid-loop conditions
(which define dynamic draindown cnaracteristics) ;

- instrumentation features which will reduce the likelihood
of operator error during shutdown opercation;

Amendment W
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possible ways in which shutdown cooling can be lost while-

the plant is in a reduced inventory condition;

flow dynamics of the shutdown cooling system (SCS),-

including those which contribute to vortexing;

- the plant response to losses of shutdown cooling, due to
various initiators, including RCS thermal hydraulic
effects and manometric effects; and

mitigation planning aimed at the reinitiation of shutdown-

cooling, delaying the onset of boiling, and delaying core
uncovery.

The design goals of the instrumentation package are to provide:

prevention - enhanced monitoring capabilities for
prevention of a complete loss of SCS
operation, and

mitigation - the timely response to a loss of SCS.

These goals have been achieved with the design features of the
System 80+ instrumentation described in the following.

2.8.3.2 IJsstrumentation Description

Table 2.8-1 describes the instrumentation package for reduced
inventory operations included in the System 80+ design. Additional
details are provided below.

2.8.3.2.1 Level

Four unique sets of instruments are provided for the measurement of
level during RCS draindown and reduced inventory operations. These
instrumente make up the refueling water level indication system.

The first set of instruments is a pair of wide-range, dP-based
level sensors. These sensors are provided to measure level between
the pressurizer and the junction of each SCS suction line with the
RCS during draindown operations. Another pair of dP-based level
sensors is utilized to determine RCS water level once it is within
the reactor vessel. These narrow-range level sensors function to
measure level between the direct vessel injection (DVI) nozzle and
the junction of the SCS suction lines with the RCS.

_

One wide-range and one narrow-range dP instrument are connected to
each SCS suction line. Separate lower level taps are provided for
each instrument. See rigure 2.8-2. Because of the location of the
upper level tapa, eaca of these dP instruments will operate with,
or without, the reactor vessel head in place.

I
1
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In addition to the dP-based instruments described above, two
heated-junction thermocouple (llJTC) systems will also be available
for reactor vessel level measurement during Mode 5 reduced
inventory operations. The first system displays the output from
the two inadequate core cooling probes which are located inside the
reactor vessel. The range of these probes extends from the reactor
vessel head to the fuel alignment plate (See Figure 2.8-3). The
measurement of RCS water level via these probes is limited only to
those periods when the reactor vessel head is installed.

A second IIJTC system provides narrow-range level indication for
mid-loop operations via measurement of reactor vessel water level
in the hot leg region. This system displays the output from two
IIJTC probes specifically designed with thermocouples clustered in

'

the hot leg region (see Figure 2.8-4). The benefit of this design
is that it permits very accurate measurement when the reactor
vessel water level is in the hot legs. |

The llJTC systems compensate for the flow gradient across the core
associated with the operation of only one SCS suction line. The
IIJTC instruments are located in areas of the core which minimizc.
the offect of the core outlet nozzles. The HJTC sensors have an
accuracy and response time consistent with the maximum draindown
rate of the RCS. The HJTCs are designed so that instrument signal
and power are transmitted on individual electrical conductors.
Failure of one IIJTC sensor will not result in a loss of signal from
the remaining sensors. The measurement of RCS water level via

_

these probes is limited to those periods when the reactor vessel
head is installed.

The use of both wide-range and narrow-range dP instruments, and two
pairs of li3TC probes for refueling water level monitoring provides
highly reliable, redundant, and independent indication of reactor
vessel water level. Overlapping instrument ranges provide
continuous draindown measurement from the pressurizer to a level
below that necessary for SCS operation. Since this level
instrumentation is independent, common mode misoperation, or
failures due to dynamic effects, will not be masked.

Each independent level instrument provides a suitable measurement,
and is accurate, for its intended range of use. For mid-loop
operations, the narrow-range IIJTC probes provide accurate level
measurement to within one inch of vessel level. This is critical
since there is a very narrow margin between the RCS water level
necessary for nozzle dam installation, and that required to prevent
SCS pump cavitation. The refueling water level indication is
displayed and alarmed in the control room because of its importance
to plant safety.

Amdnemtn Q
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2.8.3.2.2 Temperature

Several instruments are available for continuous temperature
measurements during reduced inventory operations with the reactor
vessel head on. These include:

- core exit thermocouples (CETs),

shutdown cooling heat exchanger inlet and return line-

temperature sensors,

- hot leg resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), and

refueling water level instruments temperature sensor-

(HJTC probe only).

All provide representative indications of the core exit temperi ..G

when the shutdown cooling system is operational. If the shutdown
cooling system is lost, the CETs, hot leg RTDs, and refueling water
level instruments temperature sensors (HJTC) input are available to
track the response to the loss of shutdown cooling or the approach
to boiling.

Por Enclosure 2 to Ref erence 4, temperature measurement is provided
with the reactor vessel head off. The temperature instruments
operable during this mode are the hot leg resistance temperature
detectors and, prior to fuel shuffle, the CETs. Core exit fluid
temperature can be measured through the use of hot leg RTDs as long
as the SCS is operabla. Each RCS hot leg has a total of five RTDs
which are located in the hot leg at the junction of the SCS suction
nozzle. In relation to the hot leg horizontal centerline, two RTDs
are located above the centerline, one is at the centerline, and two
are below the centerline. Only the lowermost two in each hot leg
will provide input to the temperature reading for mid-loop

operations, since they will be the only ones in full contact with
reactor coolant. The lowest probes penetrate the internal diameter
of the hot leg pipe at approximately 10" below the midloop fluid
level, thus assuring accurate readings are provided.

All temperature sensors will have associated alarms in the control
room to be used as aids in determining the response to a loss of
shutdown cooling and tracking the approach to boiling. Awareness
of time constraints via training provides information that is
useful to the operator for deciding how to allocate effort.

2.8.3.2.3 Shutdown Cooling System Performance

As stated in Enclosure 2 to Reference 4, sufficient information
will be available to the control room operator to indicate an
approaching shutdown cooling system malfunction. Indications of
sufficient pump suction pressure and possible vortexing include

Amendment W
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'% unsteady pump current (as indicated by SCS/ containment spray system

(CSS) pump motor current) , loss or reduction in shutdown cooling
flow (as indicated by the shutdown cooling system flowrate),
insufficient pump NPSH (as indicated by the pump suction pressure
sensor), or indication of rising RCS level (as water is displaced
by the air and vapor in the shutdown cooling system) . If a pump
gives indications of air ingestion or cavitation, alarms will
prompt the operator to stop the pump immediately. As detailed in
Section 2.8.3.2.5, shutdown cooling panel displays will include
valve lineup information for critical shutdown cooling flowpaths.

2.0.3.2.4 Quality Assurance

The following instruments are designated as safety related and
therefore within the scope of environmental qualification and
quality assurance.

- core exit thermocouples

- hot leg resistance temperature detectors

- ICCI heated junction thermocouple probe assembly (heated
and unheated thermocouples)

,
- shutaown cooling flowmoter

L.J
- shutdown cooling heat exchanger inlet and return line

temperature sensors

- shutdown cooling valve position indicators

The safety related designation of these instruments is a
consequence of their required functions in other plant modes of
operation, including for some, inadequate core cooling. The CENP,

| Quality Assurance Program designates items which are safety-related
; as Quality Class 1 equipment, and therefore, are subject to the

highest level of quality activity.

. . .we will accept the followingEnclosure 2 to Reference 4 states: "
for resolving the items identified in the letter: (2).....

reliable equipment in lieu of the comparable safety grade
classification ...." The CENP Quality Assurance Program designates
items which are not safety-related but nevertheless require a high
level of quality activity, as Quality Class 2 equipment. In this
case, where reliable and accurate instrumentation is required for

i reduced RCS inventory conditions, designating the instrument as
Quality Class 2 requires that a quality program be implemented that,

assures that quality is commensurate with intended use. In the|
|

tO
%
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procurement of the instrumentation, appropriate technical
requirements and quality requirements are specified in the purchase
order to this end. The following list of Quality Class 2
instruments identified on Table 2.8-1 are classified as non safety-
related:

- refueling water level indicator (wide and narrow range dP
design),

- refueling water level indicator (clustered HJTC design) ,

- shutdown cooling pump suction and discharge pressure
sensors, and

__

- SCS pump /CS pump current sensor.

2.8.3.2.5 Display and Monitoring Capability

Details of the NUPLEX 80+ Advanced Control Complex Information
| presentation and panel layout evaluation are described in Section

18.7. In addition to the following summary, refer to Section 18.7
for detailed or supplementary explanation of control room
information presentation.

The operator obtains plant information from a number of sources in
the NUPLEX 80+ control room, which include:

1. A large plant overview status board known as the Integrated
Process Status Overview (IPSO),

2. Alarm tiles and associated alarm messages,

3. Discrete indicators which provide frequently used and
important information,

4. CRT display formats containing essentially all power plant
information, and

S. Component and process control indicators.

There are a number of NUPLEX 80+ design features in 1 through 5
above that specifically implement indications, alarms, and displays
applicable to depressurized, shutdown conditions. They are
described in the following sections.

2.8.3.2.5.1 Integrated Process Status Overview (IPSO)

IPSO is used for quickly assessing overall plant status, organizing
operational concerns, and establishing priorities for operator
action. Information provided on the IPSO display includes:

Amendment W
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The-FCONC parameter distribution was applied only for sequences where
-containment. failure occurs within'24 hours of the initiation of core
damace. Since the CCI release is of limited duration (several hours)
at late times only a very small fraction of these fission products are
expected to -remain in- the containment atmosphere at the time of
containment failure (CF).
MAAP calculations suggest that for System 80+ containment failure due
to CCI related phenomena will occur only in the 40 to 60 hour time
frame. This fraction was estimated internally to be in the order of
1 x 10~4 for all nuclides except the noble gases. This implies that
for this condition all-CCI releases are removed from the containment
atmosphere prior to containment failure. Intact containment fission
product releases are based on an FCONC of 10-4 (This value is in
. general agreement.with MAAP and two orders of magnitude greater than
the ZISOR expert judgement).

This value is used to characterize the release if an above ground
failure occurs. For basement melt-through conditions the above ground
failure is established by assuming penetration of the basemat shell
will result in a fission product release rate equal to twice the
design basis leakage rate.

FCONC is applied to the low volatile radionuclides (strontium,
g lanthanum, cerium and barium) and tellurium.
\
b -3.1.11 DFL

DFL is the (Decontamination Factor) for late releases. For System 80+
DFL can be due to either the containment sprays, or a pool of watar
over the core debris during'CCI.

The variable for the late spray DF is DFSPC, and the variable for the
pool scrubbing DF is VPS. For non-bypass accidents, DFL is the larger
value of DFSPC and-VPS. -As with DFE, DFL-is set equal to VDF when
used for a V Sequence.

3.1.11.1. DFSPC

DFSPC'is the DF for the sprays for late releases. There is a single
distribution used for DFSPC, which is based on the Zion PRA and scaled
to reflect System 80+ geometry and spray _ flows. The distribution
applies to.all species except the noble: gases.

3.1.11.2' VPS

VPS is ' the poc1 scrubbing DF and is obtained from a correlation
-developed by Powers (Reference J8).

%./
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3.1.12 FLATE

FLATE accounts for the release of radionuclides from the RCS late in
the accident. Like DST, it is a fraction of the original core
inventory.

Fission products deposited in the RCS before VB may revert to a
volatile form after the vessel fails and make their way to

environment. This term considers only revolatilization from the RCS.
Revolatilization from the containment is considered to be significant
only for iodine, and is included in the LATEI variable. The expert
panel provided distributions for the fraction of the radionuclides
remaining in the RCS that are revolatilized. The amount remaining in
the RCS is a function of FCOR, FVES. The experts concluded that -

whether there was ef fective natural circulation through the vessel was
important in determining the amount of revolatilization. Thus, there
are two cases: one large hole in the RCS, and two large holes in the
RCS. The experts provided separate distributions only for iodine,
cesium, and tellurium.

Revolatilization is not possible for the inert gases as they would not
deposit, and the expert elicitation concluded that it is negligible
for radionuclide classes 5 through 9.

FLATE is computed in the following manner: the value from the
aggregate experts' distribution is applied to the fraction of the
radionuclide remaining in the RCS to obtain the fraction of the core
inventory released to the containment by this mechanism. This is

| multiplied by the appropriate FCONC value to determine the fraction
that is potentially available to escape to the environment.

The NUREG-1150 studies concluded that tellurium value for FCONC is
considered to be appropriate for revolatilized material.

3.1.13 LATEI

LATEI accounts for iodine in the containment that may assume a
| volatile form, such as elemental iodine or methyl iodide (organic),
and be released late in the accident. The primary cource of this

| iodine is radiolysis of iodine within the water in the reactor cavity
and the IRWST. This term is added to the late distribution for the
fraction of iodine in the containment that is converted to volatile
forms.

The method of calculating the amount of iodine remaining in the
containment depends upon FCOR, FVES, FCCI, and other variables.

| Depending on IRWST pH control, late iodine releases can represent up
to 5% of the iodine inventory released to the containment. Late
releaces are assumed to occur in the forms of elemental iodine and
organic iodides. These forms of iodine are gaseous and, therefore,
Nill not settle within the containment.

Amendment W
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U FLATEI for non-spray conditions was conservatively established from j

the initial expert elicitation. This results in a median re-evolution
of iodine of 0.05 of the initial inventory.

3.1.14 LATECS

LATECS has been added to S80SOR to account for late revaporization of
cesium hydroxide (CsOH) into the containment atmosphere as the
atmosphere and surrounding surf aces heats up. This value was assessed
via a re. view of late overpressure failure MAAP predictions for
System 80+, These analyses indicated a revolatilization fraction of
.1 % of the cesium inventory. This large fraction reflects the large
System 80+ volume, high temperatures in the System 80+ containment at
failure (due to an assumed high level of RCS insulation) and the low | ,

vapor pressure of CsOH. j

3.1.15 FILTP

FILTP represents additional scrubbing afforded via the annulus
ventilation system following a core damage sequence when the
containment remains intact. This parameter is not sampled and is
applied to all releases from the intact containment for sequences
where power is available to operate the annulus ventilation system.

[ The features of the System 80+ annulus ventilation system include:
N-

1. Charcoal bed filters for removal of elemental iodine and
organic iodides.

2. HEPA Filters

The removal capability for all releases with the exception of noble
gases is a minimum of 0.95. Noble gases are unfiltered and #

approximately 10% of the leakage is expected to bypass the filter
units. Therefore, the overall efficiency of the filter is

0.9 x 0.95 = 0.855, or a DF= 6.9.

3.2 CONSIDERATION OF BASEMAT MELT-THROUGH (BMT) |

Basemat melt-through transients that proceed into the containment
extended foundation are considered to be benign events. First, the
time to penetrate into the subsoil is about 1 week. Once the
foundation is penetrated, the soil wall significantly decontaminate
the release as the gases slowly pass through the wet soil with a
typically low driving pressure.

The BMT release class is approximately quantified by taking the
release to be four times the design basis leakage.

\v)
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3.3 COMMENTS REGARDING BYPASS SEQUENCES

The "V" sequence and SGTR with an open secondary valve represent
releases that bypass containment and associated settling and scrubbing

| processes. Category V sequences pass through considerable lengths of
piping and many V sequences are expected to be submerged underneath at
least 5 feet of saturated water.

A review of V sequence modeling was conducted by SWEC. These studies
indicate that the release of radionuclides via the V sequence is
considerably lower than that predicted by the NUREG-1150 expert
clicitation. For Surry, retention in the V sequence lines was found
to have an ef fective DF of about 12 (Reference J9). This is supported
by LACE test observations which apparently found the V sequence
release to be a more like a viscous liquid, than an aerosol. The
System 80+ v sequence is expected to also be scrubbed via an overlying
water pool. The effect of scrubbing was assessed as an additional
equivalent DF of 6 (see Reference J9).

O
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' 4.0 DISTRIBUTION BAMPLING METHODOLOGY

When evaluated as part of the integrated risk analysis, S80SOR is run
in the " Sampling mode". That is, most of the variables in the release
fraction equations are determined by sampling from distributions for
that variable, and the value for each variable varies from observation
to observation. Most of these distributions are based on judgement
for the Zion expert panel (Reference J4).

For each variable in Equations J1 and J2, a distribution is usually
provided for the nine radionuclide release classes defined in Table J,
although release classes are sometimes grouped together. For example,
for FCOR, the experts provided separate distributions for all nine
classes; whereas for other variables, they stated that classes 5
through 9 should be considered together as an aerosol class. The |
distributions for the nine radionuclide classes are assumed to be
completely correlated. That is, a single Latin Hypercube Sample (LHS)
variable applies to each variable in the release fraction equation, |

and it applies to the distributions for all nine radionuclide classes.
For example, if the random variable provided by the LHS for FCOR is
0.777, the 77.7th percentile value is chosen from the iodine
distribution, the cesium distribution, the tellurium distribution -

etc. , f or FCOR. Sampling distributions are provided independently for
each distribution sampled. Each distribution is sampled 200 times.

b For the source term analysis, the LHS provided only a random number
between 0.0 and 1.0 for each variable to be sampled. The actual
distributions are in a data file read by S80SOR bef ore execution. The
variables provided by the LHS are used to define quantiles in the
variable distributions; the values associated with these quantiles are
used as variable values in S80SOR.

All fission product groups within a variable are completely
correlated, while there exists no correlation between variables. That
is, selection of a quantile within a variable is assumed applicable to
all fission product groups within that variable. On the other hand,
sampling between variables, say for example, FCOR and FVES are
completely uncorrelated.

ho
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5.0 ENERGETICS AND DURATION OF RELEASES

Information regarding the energetics of the fission product release
was established with MAAP calculations for various release classes.
Containment failure at high pressures were very energetic whereas
failure of containment due to loss of isolation would result in low
energy releases.

Release durations were based on a review of MAAP analyses along with
details of the release class. In the PRA release classes that fail
containment where tracked for 24 hrs after containment failure. If
the containment is anticipated to remain intact releases were tracked
for a period corresponding to 24 hours after VB.

_.
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'/ TABLE 19.11J-1 |

ISOTOPES IN EACH RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE CLASS I

- - . .

ILelease Cla_ss Isotopes Included I

1. Inert Gases Kr-85, Kr-85M, Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-135 l

2. Iodine I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, I-135

3. Cesium Rb-86, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137

4. Tellurium Sb-127, Sb-129, Te-127, T3-127M, Te-129,
Te-129M, Te-131M, Te-132

5. Strontium Sr-89, Sr-90, Sr-91, Sr-92

6. Ruthenium Co-58, Co-60, Mo-99, Tc-99M, Ru-103,
Ru-105, Ru-106, Rh-105

7. Lanthanum Y-90, Y-91, Y-92, Y-93, Zr-95, Zr-97,
Nb-95, La-140, La-141, La-142, Pr-143,
Nd-147, Am-241, Cm-242, Cm-244

8. Cerium Ce-141, Ce-143, Co-144, Np-239, Pu-238,7g
l i Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241
~ _)%

9. Barium Ba-139, Ba-140

l'D
bV
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TABLE 19.11J-2

COMPARISON OF SYSTEM 80+ AND ZION SPRAY SYSTEM FEATURES

gystem 80+ Zion

6 3 6Volume 3.34x10 ft 2.6 x10 ft3 |

Spray Flow 5000 gpm 2600 gpm

Droplet " fall height" 85 ft* 100 ft |

NOTE: That noble gases cannot be scrubbed via sprays. However,
sprays were considered a factor in the delayed evolution of
elemental and organic cutaneous from the containment sump.

* See Section 6.5.3 |

9
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The appendix describes the purpose, deugn, implementation and capabilities of the System 80+
llydrogen Mitigatio't System OlMS) in responding to a severe accident. Addit;onal detail on the
HMS can also be found in Section 6.2.5. '

2,0 IMfliGROUND

; The accident at TMI-2 revealed that severe accidents can release large quantities of hydrogen to
containment. This hydrogen can accumulate and undergo combustion potentially threatening both
the survivability of safety equipment and contamment integrity. As a consequence of these
observations the NRC identified beyond-design-basis hydrogen control as an Unresolved Safety Issue
(USI A-48). This issue covers hydrogen control measures for recoverable degraded core accidents
for all Mark I,11 and ill boiling water reactors and pressurized water reactors with an ice condenser
containment. At that time, PWRs with large dry containments were excluded from USI A-48 and
the issue for large dry PWRs was investigated as Generic issue 121 (GI-12h, USI A.48 was
resolved by an amendment to the 10 CFR 50.44'h, " Hydrogen Control Systems," which required the
subject restor to implement a hydrogen control system cepable of " accommodating an amount of
hydrogen equivalent to that generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding with water,
without loss of containment integrity.' Further, the NRC reaffirmed its policy that the " prevention
of excusive radiation doses to the public can best be assured by maintaining a h'ak tight containment
and that this, in turn, can be provided by assuring that there is structural integrity with " margin" and

p that sufficiem equipment will be available to establish and maintain safe shutdown. The regulation

V) was based on a hydrogen concentration of 13% by volume as the lower limit for a hydrogenf
detonation to initiate. No active system was required to prevent detonation if t could be
demonstrated that the hydrogen concentration for this level of oxidation remained below 139 by
vo.lume. For future plants, this issue was folded into the Containment Performance improvcment
(CPI) Program and was defined in SECY-88-147*, SECY-90-016* and SECY-93-087"" These
features were incorporated into the Code of Federal Regulations as Post-TMI rule 10 CFR 50.34(fP
in promulgating this regulation for advanced LWRs, the hydrogen control requirement was further
tightened such that the plants would be able to accommodate the amount of hydrogen equivalent to
that generated from the reaction of 1(XF4 of the fuel active cladding with water and maintain the
hydrogen concentration in containment to below 10?i by volume hydrogen.

3.0 IlYDROGEN CONCENTRATION

The System 80+ containment s.ructure was sized to accommodate the hydr , gen requirements of the
EPRI Utility Requirements Document * These requirements were consistent with the guidance in
10 CFR 50.44. Consequently, the System 80 + containment volume was designed to contain greater
than 3 million cubic feet. Scoping calculations of the hydrogen concentration resulting from a 75%
oxidation of the fuel cladding resulted in a containment volumetric hydrogen concentration of 10.2 %.
In the context of the earlier regulation, System 80+, by design, passively eliminated the hydrogen
detonation threat. Several years later the hydrogen detonation threat was redefined. The upper limit
of oxidation to be acconunodated by the containment increased from 75 to 100% of active cladding
while simultaneously, the minimum detonation limit for hydrogen was decreased from 13% to 10%
by volume. As a result of this redefinition of the hydrogen source, the System 80+ containment
hydrogen concentration increased to 13.6% by volume. Thus, in order to meet the requirements set

O;
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forth in 10 GR 50.34(f), an active means of hydrogen contral by the addition of a hydrogen igniter
system was implemented for the System 80+ design.i

4,0 EXPERIMENTAIJJ2LEARCl( RELATED TO IIYDROGEN CDA1JilEI'IfM

This section provides an overview summary of the key experimental resulis used to guide the
development of a hydrogen igniter system for System 80+ . Since the existing Syr, tem 80+
containment design is sufficiently robust to withstand containment threats associated with deflagrations
(see Section 19.11), the primary goal of the deliberate ignition system required by 10 CFR 50.34(0
is to preclude the potential for a detonation. Therefore, this review has concentrated on experiments
that provided information on: 1) limits on detonability and the likelihood of detonation,2) hydrogen
mixing ani distribution, and 3) effectiveness and performance of deliberate ignition systems in
by dmpc n control.

This information was used to define design criteria and perfotmance goals for the System 80+
hydrogen igniter system.

4.1 FLAMMAHILITY LIMIT FOR DETONATION

The System 80+ hydrogen igniter sptem provides a means of hydrogen control 30 that a hydrogen
detonation within containment is averted even following a very low probability severe core damage
event. For perspective, the following brieny reviews the current state of understanding of hydrogen
detonation limits.

Studies regarding the estimation of the lower detonability limit for hydrogen-air and hydrogen-air-
steam mixtures have not as yet completely defined this event. There are two ways in which a
detonation can occur in a detonable mixturn one is direc: ignition and the other is flame acceleration.
Based on estimates of the energy needed to ignite a detonable mixture at 13% by volume hydrogen,
the National Academy of Sciences (N AS) noted that direct ignition detonation within the containment
is unlikely'"" The second means of detonation, flame initiation and acceleration, can occur due to
turbulence, changes in geometry, obstacles and wall roughness. This process is termed Deflagration-
to-Detonation Transition (DDT).

As late as the 1950's the lower detonability limit of a hydrogen air mixture was estimated to be 18%
by volume hydrogen. Ilowever, much of the experimentation used to support this value were small
scale and employed relatively uncomplicated geometries (i.e., spheres, circular tubes, etc.). As
larger facilities were used for experimentation and a wider range of geometries were tested, evidence
suggested that the actual detonability limit was lower than the 18% by volume previously reported

mby Lewis and others. Further, the importance of geometric features (size, obstacles, vents etc )
on detonation began to become more apparent.

In the mid-1980's, DDT tests were conducted by Sandia National Laboratory in the FLAME 31 and
MINIFLAME 32 facilities to investigate the role of flame acceleration on producing detonations in
reactor geometries. The FLAME facility consists of a 1:2 scale model of the upper plenum volume
of a PWR ice condenser containment. These tests investigated DDT for hydrogen concentrations
between 12% and 30% by volume and included several parametric studies regarding the importance
of obstacles and transverse venting on DDT. For all geometries tested no significant flame

O
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flame acceleration was noted at hydrogen concentrations of 12%. DDT was first observed at 15%
hydrogen for tests whh obstacles present and no transverse venting. At the 25 to 30% hydrogen
concentration, DDT was obsetved without the presence of obstacles. Smaller scale experiments were
performed at the MINIFLAME facility. Because of the smaller size, DDT was not observed at
hydrogen concentrations of 209.

0hRecently, with a carefully configured geometry Dorofeev succeeded in achieving a DDT at a
hydrogen concentration of only 12.5% by volume.

Much of this experimental esidence has been reviewed and evaluated. An independent review of the j

hydrogen detonation issue by the National Academy of Sciences"N concluded that a hydrogen '

concentration of 13% by volume is a reasonable lower limit for expected hydrogen detonability in
a PWR containment atmosphere with small quantities of steam. More recently, Shepard *, |

concluded that a conservative lower bound for the hydrogen concentration would be 10% by volume. j

As these experiments indicate, the lower limit for detonation appears to be conservatively bounded )
by about 10% by volume hydrogen. This lower limit then replaced the previous 13% by volume
considered in evaluating existing igniter systems for operating plants.

From its inception, the System 80+ design philosophy has been to overwhelm a potential problem
by design. An early goal of the System 80+ design was to demonstrate that significant core damage
(equivalent to 75% zircaloy oxidation) would not result in a detonable hydrogen concentration. In

n this effort a lower bound global hydrogen concentration of 10% by volume was achieved. This led,
( \ in part, to the large 3.4 million cubic feet System 80+ containment design. Thus, for all accident() scenarios with a core melt probability above 10 , detonation was precluded by design. The purpose4

of the ignition system is to meet regulatory guidance which requires that active systems preclude a
hydrogen detonation in an unrecoverable core melt sequence. These events have a cumulative
occurrence frequency of less than 10" per year.

Application to PWRs

One important outcome of the Sandia FLAME experiments was the development of the
Sherman'Berman* * qualitative detonability likelihood criteria. In this system, the authors rated
the detonation potential on a 5 point scale, with I being most detonable and 5 being virtually
undetonable. The mixture detonability was based on two parameters: the detonation cell width
(which is directly related to hydrogen concentration), and the physical plant geometry. A review of
all internal compartments and mixture reactivities for System 80+ suggests that System 80+ is a |
Class 4 containment. This rating implies containment conditions are not conducive to DDT and that
the potential for a detonation is unlikely to impossible. For completeness a summary of the
Sherman/Berman geometrical ratings for System 80+ is presented in Table 19.1IK-1.

4.2 IlYDROGEN MINING AND DISTRIBUTION EXPERIMENTS

The ability of hydrogen to mix throughout the containment is important to ensure that locally high
concentrations will not develop. Overall results of hydrogen mixing expernnenis suggest a propensity
for good mixing within various containment volumes. However, mixing was found to be dependent

,

! on the relative location of the source hydrogen to the volume under concern. On microscopic levels,
p mixing at the point of the source is expected to produce very localized large concentration gradients.
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The primary processes which govern the mixing of gaseous mixtures are forced and natural
convection. The release of hydrogen and steam from the reactor system in the form of a jet flow
would cause forced convective mixing. Buoyancy forces will induce natural convecting flows.
During an accident it is expected that mixing will be promoted by a combination of forced and natural
convection. The degree of mixing is dependent upon the hydrogen / steam release rate, fluid
movement and turbulence introduced due to the flow.

Ilanford Engineering Development Laboratory (IIEDL) Mixing Tests"*

Tests were performed to establish the hydrogen steam / helium-steam mixing capability within the
lower compartment of an ice condenser containment. The test facility consisted of a 20 m high,
7.6 m diameter vessel. While results of these tests are not directly applicable to large dry PWR
containments. some level of commonality does exist. Key observations from the HEDL program

( include:

1. The compartment was well mixed during the source release period with the maximum helium
or hydrogen concentration differences of about 3% by volume between points in the test
compartment. This results in a peak concentration to average concentration ratio of less than
1.15.

2. Gas entrainment due to the high velocity jet was the dominant mixing process during the
release period. Mixing levels were independent of the orientation of the source jet.

I 3. After termination of the source, the containment mixing was supported by the natural
circulation process.

Nesada Test Site (NTS) Continuous Injection Tests"*

The Nevada Test Site facility was used to study hydrogen combustion and mixing phenomena in a
3 3large scale (2100 m ,75,000 ft ) spherical shell. As part of this test program continuous injection

experiments were included to study the hydrogen mixing process in the presence and absence of
combustion.

A. flydrogen Mixing in the Absence. of Combustion

At low injection rates of pure hydrogen (about 0.4 kg/ minute) and a quiescent atmosphere, the
NTS facility was observed to fill with hydrogen from the top down. The location of the
souice was important to the gross hydrogen mixing process. In the absence of mixing fans,

| the volume loca:ed above the hydrogen source was observed to have a hydrogen concentration

| twice that of the volume below the source. The mixing process was markedly improved by
the operation of wa'er sprays and uniform vessel conditions were established "immediately"

l Additional NTS experiments demonstrated that even in initially quiescent atmospheres, the
injection of large quantities of steam along with the hydrogen (even at low hydrogen injection
rates) would rapidly produce a well-mixed mixture within the facility.

O
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' B. Ilydrogen Mixing buring Continuous Combustion

In this experiment, hydrogen and steam injection rates were 19 kg/ min and 30 Kg/ min, i

respectively, and the atmosphere was initially quiescent with a steam concentration of 30%. |
The injection process caused a rapid dispersion of hydrogen into the containment upper dome. !

Ignition occurred at the top of the facility. Shortly thereafter, the Dame became attached to |
the hydrogen source. At that point incoming hydrogen was efficiently consumed and global '

hydrogen concentrations were reduced.

CEA-SACLAY lIydrogen Simulant Mixing Experiment""

A series of light gas mixing experiments were performed by the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
in Saclay, France. The purpose of this investigation was to estimate the potential for hydrogen
stratification within the containment following a severe accident. These experiments were conducted

3on a small scale test apparatus with a volume of 240 ft and a height of 7.5 ft. IIelium was selected
as a simulant mixing gas. The test conditions and facility were scaled according to prototype Froude
and Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds number for the injected flow varied from 300 to 10,000 and
bounded typical System 80+ hydrogen release rates.

All experiments were conducted with the helium source located at the floor of the facility. The
facility was instrumented to monitor the gas concentration axially throughout the scaled containment.
The transitory mixing process was then measured as a function of several driving parameters

O including the source injection Reynolds number. These results suggest that the hydrogen mixing
\j process is very effective over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Asymptotic concentration gradients

resulted in maximum-to-average concentration ratios of typically less than 1.07. Transitory mixing
was also shown to quickly approach equilibrium, with maximum-to-average concentration ratios of
approximately 1.15 ten minutes after the cessation of the injection.

IIDR"3h Ilydrogen Mixing Experiments

The llDR i.s a decommissioned reactor facility in Germany. Over the past decade this facility has
been used for a wide variety of large scale reactor experiments. Recently, the llDR has been utilized
to investigate hydrogen mixing phenomena. Unlike the experiments described above which were
single volume tests, the llDR containment is a complex building with 72 sub-compartments and over
300 interconnecting flowpaths. Consequently, this facility was intended to provide experimental data
on the long term gas transport behavior in a large scale, multi-compartment facility in the presence

3of steam under natural convection conditions. The total volume of IIDR is 11.300 m with a height
of 60 m. Several llDR experiments were performed. For safety, hydrogen gas injection was
simulated by a 85!!5 helium / hydrogen mix,ure. While all IIDR experiments are not readily available
for review, several findings from the experiments are worthy of note.

A. Importance of Injection Location

llDR rests El1.2 and El1.4 illustrated the importance of injection location on hydrogen
mixing and stratification. Both experiments consisted of small break L.OCAs with a delayed
hydrogen release. In test El1.2 the hydrogen and steam sources were located at the 23 m

ImT
\ /v
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elevation, while for test Ell.4 the sources were located much lower in the containment at the
+ 2 m elevation. Results of test El1.2 indicated that the hydrogen distributed itself into two
regions. Below the gas source the hydrogen simulant (" gas") concentration remained very low
(below 59 by volume) while above the source " gas" concentrations exceeded 20% by volume.
Once this stratification occurred, the llDR atmosphere could not be homogenized by
operational measures. In test El1.4, the low position of the gas release resulted in good
mixing of the hydrogen (See Figure 4.2-3) with typical local concentration gradients of the
hydrogen indicating a maximum-to-average concentration ratio of less than 1.2. A similar
conclusion is reached even when the concentration gradient in the region above the 23 m
source elevation is considered.

The impact of a simulated large LOCA with gas injection at the 13 m elevation was studied
in Test T31.5. This experiment indicated the potential for an initially stratified mixture to
develop in llDR with higher hydrogen concentrations in the dome. Ilowever, the difference
in hydrogen concentration was small. After about 3 hours the dome and source elevations had
hydrogen concentrations within approximately 40% of one another, with a ratio of maximum i

to containment average of about 1.2. After 10 hours the initially stratified mixture reached |
near uniformity.

B. Effect of Spray on flydrogen Concentration

Test Ell.2 indicated the effect of spraying into a stratified mixture can cause a significant
increase in the local hydrogen concentration in the gas rich region at the expense of a depletion
of the gas in the low concentration region. In essence, spraying could in that limited situation
make a bad situation worse. This behavior was a result of a quiescent steam condensation
driven flow to the upper compartment which due to the poor natural convective patterns in the
llDR and initial stratified behavior could not readily re-mix with the rest of the contairunent.
Similar testing performed for an initially well mixed situation is designated test El1.4. For
this test the condensation process resulted in a uniform gradual rise in the gas concentration
throughout the containment.

NUPEC llydrogen Distribution Test"*

A hydrogen distribution test facility has been developed by the Nuclear Power Engineering
Corporation (NUPEC) to study hydrogen distribution in prototypical containments. The test facility
is a 1/4 linearly-scaled steel containment with 25 compartments, with each compartment representing

3a room in the actual containment. The NUPEC containment vessel has a volume of 1600 m , a
diameter of 10 m and a height of 20 m. flydrogen gas was simulated by helium. Thirty five
experiments, including steam injection tests, were conducted through March of 1992. llelium
concentration was measured in every compartment and in several places within the upper dome.
Details of these tests are currently unavailable. Ilowever, based on preliminary information and
sununary reports from the experimenters the following conclusions were drawn:

1. Several mixing loops were formed by natural convection. These flows were sufficient to
7

prevent local " gas" concentration hot spots providtJ the source of injection was the lower
- compartment.

O'
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2. llelium pas s mpling in the dome, whose volume is 70% of the total facility volume, showed

almost complete uniformity.

3. Containment spray operation enhances natural convection processes.

4,3 IIYDROGEN CONTROL. VIA DELIBERATE IGNITION SYSTEMS

Considerable experimentation has been performed to investigate the efficacy of using igniter.s to
control the hydrogen concentration in hydrogen-air-steam mixtures. The overall goal of these tests
was to validate the hydrogen igniter system design selected for use in the ice condenser PWR and
General Electric M: irk 111 BWR containments. These tests were conducted at varying scales with
various degrees of simulation. Most tests focused on the GMAC-7G glow plugs. Table 19.1IK-2
summarizes the most significant of the igniter tests performed in the United States. Additional
supportive tests were also performed in Europe and Japan.

The test program provided valuable insights into the mechanisms associated with hydrogen burning
meluding information associated with hydrogen placement and combustion efficiency. From these
experiments it was concluded that igniters can limit hydrogen concentrations to the range of 4% to
7% by volume. Further, several general guidelines were developed for igniter placement which were
adopted in the System 80+ Hydrogen Mitigation System design (See Section 5 of this Appendix).

SNI, FITS"* TESTS

These tests consisted of a series of 239 hydrogen-air-steam experiments performed at Sandia National
3Laboratory's (SN1/s) 5.6 m Fully Instrumented Test Site (FITS). These experiments addressed the

Dammability limits of combustible atmospheres that might occur inside containment during severe
accidents. Tests investigated mixture responses for hydrogen-steam-air mixtures with volume
concentrations up to 70% by volume hydrogen and about 56% by volume steam.

These tests were highly successful in defining the hydrogen-air-steam flammability triangle. In
addition to the limit criteria, tests also investigated combustion completeness issues, effects of mixture
temperature and the resultant burn pressure rise. Pertinent conclusions from this program include:

1) llydrogen-air-steam mixtures are inert to combustion provided the steam concentration exceeds
52 % .

2) Pressures predicted using assumptions of Adiabatic Isochotic Complete Combustion (AICC)
bound experimental predictions.

3) Combustion of high % by volume hydrogen mixtures (up to 30% by volume) was consistently
observed to result in a de9agration. No detonations were observed in 70 experiments
performed at hydrogen concentrations greater than 13% by volume.

- {A(_-)
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SNL VGES"'' TESTS

The Variable Geometry Experimental System (VGES) combustion chamber is used extensively at
SNL for studies of closed-volume deflagrations of hydrogen-air mixtures. The purpose of these
experiments was to establish igniter performance and to determine the effect of diluents and water
sprays on hydrogen deflagration. Igniter designs studied included: exposed 300 W photolamp
filament, a 30-J raised spark gap, the GMAC 7G standare glow plug, and the TAYCO Model
193-3442-4 helical igniter. This later device is currently used for existing deliberate ignition systems.

Approximately 100 tests were performed. Primary observations with regard to igniter performance
include:

1) Peak combustion pressures were observed to rise rapidly as the hydrogen concentration
reached 5 to 8%. Predictions of these burns via AICC methods, suggest the combustion
pressures are bounded by AICC.

2) Igniter performance was found to have a significant influence on all hydrogen concentrations
below 8% by volume.

3) Ideal pas inerting s ia nitrogen and carbon dioxide were considered in various mixtures. Based
on these studies the diluent mixture for CO sufficient to inert the mixture was 54%.2

4) Tests of igniter performance in the presence of a water spray and high velocity mixture
2flowrates suggest that direct spray impingement greater than 531/m min can defeat the glow

plug.

NTS"* TESTS

A series of tests to investigate hydrogen combustion in a large scale facility were conducted by
EG&G at the Nevada Tcst Site (NTS). These tests investigated hydrogen mixing and survivability
of safety related equipment in postulated degraded core accident hydrogen burn environments. Tests
included burns in pre-mixed mixtures and continuous injection hydrogen sources. Approximately 40
experiments were performed. For pre-mixed tests, the mixture composition was varied over a range
of 5 to 13% hydrogen and 4 to 40% steam. Ignition for these tests was initiated by a GMAC 7G
glow plug, located at various positions within the vessel. The NTS vessel was 15.85 m in diameter,
with a volume of 2048 m3

,

|

Test results provided considerable practical information on igniter performance and placement. Tests
clearly indicated that combustion completeness is directly correlated with igniter placement. Location
of igniters towards the top of the vessel limited upward burning and shifted the flammability limit
to that of downward burning which requires higher hydrogen concentrations. It was also noted that

! the glow plug could effectively ignite hydrogen mixtures as low as 5.2% by volume provided steam
concentrations are low. Ignition above 8% by volume hydrogen consistently resulted in complete
combustion.

O
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8.1.1 CONTAINMENT DETONATION LOADING | !

During a severe accident, the RCS will release hydrogen at a relatively low point in the containment.
All releases to the IRWST and late hydrogen releases via the reactor cavity will enter the bulk
containment at or slightly above the 91'-9" elevation. For direct containment releases via the RCS
hydrogen will typically enter the containment below the 115 foot elevation. These elevations are
sufficiently low so as to promote a well mixed containment atmosphere throughout the event.
Consequently, concentration gradients are only expected in the vicinity of the source.

Sources of hydrogen are typically limited to RCS piping including pressurizer surgeline, and IRWST
vents. These sources are located within the crane wall. Consequently, the potential for locally
detonable mixtures will be in the vicinity of the lower crane wall, pressurizer compartment and the
lower portion of the steam generator compartments. An assessment of local detonation loadings for
these structures have been performed using the approximate TNT equivalent methodology defined
in References 32 and 33. In this analysis, the potential energy release associated with the detonation
of a cloud of hydrogen is related to an equivalent TNT point charge and the TNT detonation
characteristics are scaled for consideration of the properties of the propagating medium (compared
to dry air) and distance of the structure in question from the point source. In this evaluation the
hydrogen gas cloud is assumed to be 50 ft in diameter. The loadings were evaluated 25 feet from
the point source. Local hydrogen cor.centrations from 10 to 157c by volume were considered.
Estimated peak pressures, pulse durations and integrated impulse are presented in Table 19.1IK-7.

/9 The net impulse lording associated with localized detonations, while sufficient to cause damage to
C the walls of the internal structures, are not expected to compromise the structural integrity of the

massive supports residing within the IRWST. Since all potential detonations are anticipated within
the crane wall, the generated shock loadings will not directly impinge upon the containment shell.
Therefore, no threat to containment integrity is anticipated. Further, the lower mode response
frequencies of the containment shell are more than an order of magnitude lower than that associated
with the impulse. Thus, dynamic damping of any imposed loading is expected.

ConGrmation of the above conclusion is provided by dynamic structural analyses for steel
containments performed by Ames Laboratory * These analyses included investigations of spherical
containments of similar design to System 80+. Specifically, the analyses indicated that containment
integrity is maintained for dynamic impulses as high as 0.69g psi-sec. This value is higher than the
bounding detonation loads presented in Table 19.1IK-7.

8.2 CONDENSATION INDUCED DETONATION

One serious concern with regard to the operation of igniters, is the [ .atial system response
following a rapid spray induced condensation of steam late in a severe accident scenario. This
situation may arise as a consequence of spray recovery in a sequence where the steam inerting
prevented proper operation of the igniters. Thus, high hydrogen: air concentrations, will develop
along with low steam concentration. Ignition of this mixture is virtually assured via the HMS.

(O)v

!
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Experimental evidence to date does not justify condensation induced detonation. Ilydrogen
combustion experiments performed in the presence of a condensing environment indwate that igniters
will initiate combustion in the form of a dcDagration as the mixture passes through the mixture
flanunability limit. While these experiments are not prototypical of System 80+, it is believed to
be genert.lly applicable to reactors provided the condensation process is over a several minute, as
opposed to several second, time interval. Intervals of several minutes are nearly quasi-steady from
the viewpoint of combustion initiation. Analyses performed for System 804 confirm that for the
" worst case" limiting assumptions of a localized condensation from a minimum inserted steam state,
to a potentially detonable state indicate the system will take over 3.5 minutes prior to becoming
minimally detonable. Consequently, deflagrations have sufficient time to precede detonations.

The issue of condensation induced detonation has been investigated by Nourbakhsh et al* This
investigation concluded that if an initially steam inerted hydrogen-air-steam environment is slowly
(on the order of several minutes) brought into a Hammable range by spray condensation of steam and
if ignition sources are present, the inerted region passes through a weakly Gammable mixture prior
to entering the detonation region. Consequently, it was concluded that a detonation is highly unlikely
under these conditions.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS

| A large number of hydrogen igniters are installed within the System 80+ containment based on
specific igniter placement guidelines. M AAP 4 analyses have determined that operation of these
igniters helps to maintain the hydrogen concentrations below detonable levels throughout the
containment during limiting severe accident scenarios. Potential detona: ion issues have also been
addressed. The results of taatuations indtiated that (a) condensation induced detonation is highly
unlikely, and (b) in the unlikely event of a detonation, the bounding System 80+ hydrogen detonation
loads are lower than the detonation loads that would threaten the containment integrity. Therefore,
it is concluded that the System 80+ containment deshn would accommodate limiting severe accident
scenarios involving significant hydrogen generation without creating conditions that would threaten
its integrity.
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( )) elemental iodine which evolves from the pool as an iodine vapor.
Elemental iodine production within the sump water can be prevented
provided the sump water ph can be controlled at a level of 7 or
greater ""' .

The supporting logic model in Figure 19.12.2-11 was used to
evaluate the phenomena contributing to fission product retention in
the RCS and containment water pools.

19.12.2.1.1.9 Additional Fission Product Scrubbing

The remaining four top events in the containment event tree relate
to various modes of fission product scrubbing. These top events

-

are described below.

19.12.2.1.1.9.1 "Are Revaporization Releases Scrubbed?"

Revaporization releases result in evolved gases from the RCS or
sump water pools. This event determines whethar there are
mechanisms other than natural plateout or gravitational settling
available for removing fission products from the c;onta inmer.t
atmosphere. The primary mechanism for fission product scrubbing
from the containment atmosphere involves spraying into the
containment. Revaporization releases are considered scrubbed if

Q the spray pumps are injecting into the containment (See Figure

Q 19.12.2-12).

19.12.2.1.1.9.2 "Are Vaporization Releases Scrubbed?"

Vaporization releases arise as a consequence of core-concrete
interaction. Given that CCI occurs, fission products including Te,
Ru, Rh, and various rare carths can be liberated (or sparged) from
the corium melt. The supporting logic model for this top event is
presented in Figure 19.12.2-13. The ability of these releases to
be scrubbed within the containment consider the following:

A. Retention of fission products in the water overlying the
debris bed in the reactor cavity. While water pools will be
unavailable for dry cavity attack sequences, they will play a
major role in scrubbing fission products released from a
" wetted" corium debris bed. Deep saturated water debris
typically exhibit decontamination f actors (DFs) of about 50 to
8 0 "") .

B. Containment sprays are a very effective mechanism for removal
of particulate fission products from the containment
atmosphere. Since 98% of the iodine released to the
containment atmosphere is particulate (notable CsI) ""), sprays
will effectively and quickly remove the airborne iodine.

p Typical decontamination factors associated with spray
(
C
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operation during vaporization sequences are on the order of -

3 0 "* .
l

Availability of either of the above situations will result in the l
required scrubbing.

|

It should be noted that scrubbing cannot remove all airborne
radioactivity equally well for all radioactive elements. This is

| particularly true of the noble gases which are considered
unaffected by either pools or sprays.

19.12.2.1.1.9.3 "Are the Radionuclides Released ThrourJh the
Auxiliary Building?"

This element determines whether the radionuclide releases pass
through the auxiliary building. This top event is activated for
loss of isolation sequences only. Because of the low containment
pressures associated with loss of containment isolation severe
accidents, there is a reasonable potential for additional depletion
of fission products within the auxiliary building. The potential
for additional deposition of fission products is considered only if
(1) the release point is considered to be well within the auxiliary
building or (2) the release point of the auxiliary building is
below the water pool, such that there is a long path to the
external environment and the driving pressure is low.

19.12.2.1.1.9.4 " Secondary Containment Filter Operating"

This top event considers scrubbing of fission products leaked from
the containment shell into the annular gap separating the primary
and secondary containments. For sequences where power is
available, the annular gap atmosphere can be directly scrubbed via
routing the air in the annular gap through the annulus ventilation
filtration system. This system is designed to remove 95% of the
elemental iodine, 99% of particulate, and 95% of the organic
iodides leaked into the annulus gap. These filters are designed
primarily for design basis operation, however they will be
effective in providing considerable scrubbing of iodine releases.

| In the PRA, the annulus filter system is assumed to be capable of
j scrubbing fission products for severe accident sequences with
i intact containment structures only.

!
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O\~4P= Pipe break x check valve fails to close x (1 MOV transfers
open)

P= 2.93E-5 x 1.0E-3 x (1.40E-7/hr x 24 hrs.) = 9.84E-14
CALCULATION TYPE 24

,

|

Probability = 0. This is applicable to instrument tubing which is (
not postulated to fail. The tubing is seismically qualified and i
designed for higher pressure than the containment design pressure. |

|
CALCULATION TYPE 25 I

I
Barrier: 1 check valve in parallel with 1 MOV (normally open)

inside CTMT; 1 MOV (normally open) outside CTMT

Assumed valves are open during severe accidents. Therefore,

P= Pipe break x [(check valve fails to close + 1 MOV fails to
close) x (1 MOV fails to close) (CCF MOVs fail to close)]+

P= 2.93E-5 x [(1.0E-3 + 4.42E-3) x 4.42E-3 + 2.0E-4] = 6.56E-9
CALCULATION TYPE 26

V Barrier: blind flange inside CTMT; 1 manual valve (normally
closed) outside CTMT

Assume valve is closed during severe accident conditions.
Therefore,

P= Pipe break x ranual valve transfers open x seal failure

P= 2.93E-5 x 1.25E-7/hr x 24 hrs x 6.48E-3 = 5.70E-13

CALCULATION TYPE 27

Equipment hatch detailed containment penetration design not yet
available for assessment. The most likely failure of this
penetration is caused by double failure of the equipment hatch
sealant material. Hence, the failure probability of the equipment
hatch penetration is . css than 10".

CALCULATION TYPE 28

Personnel airlocks detailed ccntainment penetration design not yet
available for assessment. Tbo most 1ikely failure of this
penetration is caused by doublo failure of the equipment h!1tch
sealant material. Hence, the failuro probnbility of the equipment
hatch penetration is less than 10'.

d
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CALCULATION TYPE 29

Barrier: 1 check valve in parallel with 1 pneumatic valve
(normally open) inside CTMT; 1 pneumatic valve (normally
open) and relief valve outside CTMT

Needs to be closed following severe accident.

P= (Pipe break) x [(1 check valve fails to close + 1 pneumatic
valve fails to close) x (1 pneumatic valve fails to close) +
(CCF pneumatic valves fail to close) + (CIAS fails))

|P= 2.93E-05 x [ (1. 0E-3 + 1. 55E- 3 ) x 1.55E-3 + 1.36E-4 + 2.78E-5)
= 4.92E-09

|

CALCULATION TYPE 30 |

Barrier: 1 check valve in parallel with 1 MOV (normally open)
inside CTMT; 1 MOV (normally open) and relief valve
outside CTMT

Need to be closed following severe accident. |

P= (Pipe break) x [(1 check valve fails to close + 1 MOV fails to
close) x (1 MOV fails to close) + (CCF.MOVs fail to close) +
(CIAS fails))

|P= 2.93E-05 x [ (1. 0E-3 + 4. 4 2 E-3 ) x 4. 4 2 E-3 + 2. 0E-4 + 2. 78E-5]
= 7.38E-09

.

l

CALCULATION TYPE 31

Barrier: 1 check valve inside CTMT; 1 manual valve (normally
closed) outside CTMT

Given Steam Generator Tube Rupture has occurred, therefore, pipe
break is a given. Therefore,

P 1 check valve fails to close A 1 manual valve transfers open I

| P= 1.0E-3 x 1.25E-7/hr x 24 hrs. = 3.00E-9

,

I
i

|

|
i

O
I
!
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k CALCULATION TYPE 32

Number of electrical penetrations not available at this time. The
electrical penetrations are solid cartridges. Failure of these
penetrations includes mechanical failure of the weld or the
cartridge material. Hence, the failure probability of the
electrical penetrations is much less than 10 3

CALCULATION TYPE 33

Barrier: 1 check valve in parallel with 1 MOV (normally oper.)
inside CTMT; 1 MOV (normally open) outside CTMT

Needs to be closed during severe accident conditions. Therefore,

P= Pipe break x [ (check valve fails to close + 1 MOV fails to
close) x 1 MOV fails to close) + CIAS fails + CCF MOV fails to
close

P= 2.93E-5 x [(1.0E-3 + 4.42E-3) x 4.42E-3 + 2.78E-5 + 2.0E-4] |
= 7.38E-9

CALCULATION TYPE 34

(O) Barrier: 1 check valve inside CTMT; 1 check valve outside CTMT

~'
Personal airlock equalization line would be closed during severe
accident conditions.

P= Pipe break x [(1 check valve fails to close x 1 check valve
fails to close) + (CC1 check valves fail to close))

P= 2.93E-05 x [(1.0E-3 x 1.0E-3) + (1.8E-4)j = 5.30E-09

CALCULATION TYPE 35

Barrier: 1 check valve in parallel with 1 MOV (normally open)
inside CTMT; 1 MOV (normally open) outside CTMT -no CIAS
signal

Assume valves are open during severe accident conditions (CCW).
Therefore,

P= Pipe break x [(CCF MOVs to close) + (MOV fails to close x
check valve fails to close) + (MOV fails to close x MOV fails
to close))

P= 2.93E-5 x [1.8E-4 + (4.42E-3 x 1.0E-3) + (4. 4 2 E-3 x 4. 4 2 E-3 ) ]
P= 5.27E-09

\
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CALCULATION TYPE 36

Barrier: 1 pneumatic valve inside CTMT (normally closed); I

pneumatic valve outside CTMT (normally closed). Direct
connection to containment atmosphere.

Assume valves are closed during severe accident conditions (RDT
flow to RDPs):

P= Pipe Break x 1 pneumatic valve transfers open x 1 pneumatic
valve transfers open

P= 2.93E-5 x (1.6E-6/hr x 24 hrs) x (1.6E-6/hr x 24 hrs)
= 4.32E-14

Table 19.12.2.2.4-1 presents the results of this analysis. Each
penetration is listed with its description, isolation barrier type,
expected status following severe accident conditions, calculation
type, and failure probability.

The probability for failure to isolate the containment for the
piping containment penetrations only is 1.22E-05 for non-SGTR ,

events. For SGTR events, a containment isolation failure |
probability of 1.0 was used. |

19.12.2.2.4.2 Estimated Value for Failure of Containment
Isolation

Because the detailed designs for the electrical penetrations,
personnel airlocks, equipment hatch and fuel transfer tube quick
closure hatch containment penetrations were not available for
evaluation at the time of the analysis, an estimated value for the
failure of the containment to isolate was developed based on a
review of prior PRAs and historical data. It is reasonable to use
an estimated value based on prior PRAs and historical data for two
reasons:

A. The failure probability for containment isolation based on
piping penetrations alone is so low that it will not be a
dominant contributor to the total failure probability.

B. Electrical penetrations, personnel airlocks, equipment hatch
and fuel transfer tube containment penetrations will be
equivalent to or better than designs found in existing plants.

| Table 19.12.2.2.4-2 presents the probabilities of failure to
achieve containment isolation for prior PRAs. The information
contained in this table was extracted from the "Probabilistic
Assessment of the EPRI Requirements for Evolutionary Pressurized
Water Reactors, Supplement .1 - Containment Analysis Task 4.3.4"
(Reference 105).

Amendment S
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The generic containment isolation failure probability used in the
PRA analysis is based on an average of the values presented in the
PRAs listed below and assumes that valve motive power is available.

Based on these values, the generic failure probability used in the
PRA analysis f or f ailure of the containment to isolate is 2.10E-3.

For Steam Generator Tube Rupture initiating events with an
unisolable leak, a containment isolation f ailure probability of 1.0
was used. For other Steam Generator Tube Rupture events, an
isolation failure probability of 4.0E-02 was used

P(containmentP(no containment isolation failure) 1.0= -

isolation failure)
for all PDSs.

It was assumed that if an isolation failure occurred that it would
be equivalent to a hole with a diameter of 6 inches. This size
isolation f ailure is suf ficient to prevent a subsequent containment
overpressure failure. Isolation failures of this size provide
little holdup time inside containment so that the natural
radionuclide removal mechanisms will not significantly reduce the
releases. Isolation f ailures larger than this do not significantly
affect the release rate or content.

V

i
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\/ 19.12.2.3 Quantification of the Containment Eveqt Tree

The CETs in Figures 19.12.2-1 through 19.12.2-6 and the associated
Supporting Logic Models (Suis) were quantified using the CAPTA
GTPROB module. The six CETs were converted to three master CET
fault trees, one for each core melt timing class (Early, Mid and
Late). The top event on each of these trees was simply defined as
" Release Occurs". This event was defined as an OR gate with the
proper release classes (CET endpoints) as the first level inputs to
this event. The logic for each release point element was defined
based on the path through the appropriate CET for that release
class. The supporting logic fault tree models were linked via this
logic. These models were sequentially solved for all of the PDSs
using GTPROB and the PDS dependent basic event probabilities
defined in Section 19.12.2.2. A batch file was used to ensure that
each PDS was input to the proper CET model for solution. Table
19.12.2.3-1 lists the all the basic events in the CET fault tree
model. These basic events include all the basic events from the
SLMs and the CETs themselves. Tables 19.12.2.3-2 through
19.12.2.3-7 present the basic event values by PDS. These values
were selected using the rules defined in Section 19.12.2.2.

The output from GTPROB for each PDS includes the release class (CET
Endpoint) probabilities plus the conditional probabilities for the
intermediate gates. Table 19.12.2.3-8 lists and defines the major
intermediate gates for which conditional probabilities will be( presented in following tables. Tables 19.12.2.3-9 through
19.12.2.3-12A summarize the Release Class Probabilities by PDS for
the early core melt PDSs. Table 19.12.2.3-12A also presents the
total Release Class probabilities for the early core melt release
classes. Only those release classes which had non-zero total
frequency are presented in these tables. Tables 19.12.2.3-13
through 19.12.2.3-16 summarize the conditional probabilities for
some of the major intermediate gates for the early core melt PDSs.
Tables 19.12.2.3-17 and 19.12.2.3-17A summarize the Release Class
Probabilities by PDS for the mid core melt PDSs and presents the
total Release Class probabilities for the mid core melt PDSs. As
above, only those release classes with a non-zero total frequency
are presented. Table 19.12.2.3-18 summarizes the conditional
probcbilities for some of the major intermediate gates for the mid
core melt PDSs. Table 19.12.2.3-19 summarizes the Release Class
Probabilities by PDS for the late core melt PDSs and presents the
total Release Class probabilities for the late core melt PDSs.
Table 19.12.2.3-20 summarizes the conditional probabilities for
some of the major intermediate gates for the late core melt PDSs.
Table 19.12.2.3-21 presents a listing of the master CET model file
and Table 19.12.2.3-22 lists the " BAT" file used to control the.

solution of the CET models for the PDSs.

The containment remained intact 89.6% of the time for the early
core damage sequences. The containment failed 10.4% of the timeg-~

(

,
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for these sequences. This is equivalent to a conditional
containment failure probability of 10.4% for early core damage
sequences. Late containment failures accounted for 79.6% of the
containment failures for early core melt sequences. Early

| containment failures accounted for 11.0% of the containment
failures for early core melt sequences, and isolation failures
accounted for 9.1% of the containment failures for early core
damage sequences. The remaining 0.3% of the containment f ailure is
attributable to Interfacing System LOCAs. Rapid steam generation,
including steam explosions, accounted for 88% of the early
containment failures, the alpha modo accounted for 8.8% of the

! early containment failures and hydrogen burns accounted for 3.0% of
the early containment failures. The remaining early containment ;

failure modes, including DCH, accounted for only 0.2% of the early '

containment failures. Over 98.5% of the late containment failures
were due to basemat meltthrough with the remaining 1.5% of the late
containment failures primarily attributable to late overpressure

| failures due to steam overpressurization. Ninety-five percent of
the basemat meltthroughs were into the subsoil region directly
below containment. This type of meltthroughs tend to lead to low
level below ground releases.

| The containment remained intact 91.6% of the time for the mid core
damage sequences. The containment failed 8.4% of the time for
these sequences. This is equivalent to a conditional containment
failure probability of 8.4% for mid core damage sequences. Late

| containment failures accounted for 85.6% of the containment
failures for mid core melt sequences. Early containment failures

| accounted for 11.9% of the containment failures for mid core melt
sequences, and isolation failures accounted for 2.5% of the
containment failures for mid core damage sequences. Rapid steam

| generation, including steam explosions, accounted for 86.6% of the
early containment failures, the alpha mode accounted for 10.2% of
the early containment failures and hydrogen burns accounted for
2.8% of the early containment failures. The remaining early

| containment failure modos, including DCH, accounted for only 0.4%
of the early containment failures. The dominant contributor to
late containment failure is basemat meltthrough. All dry cavity
cases result in containment failure and 1% of the wet cavity cases
are assumed to result in containment meltthrough. Exclusive of
containment melt through, a late containment failures due to late
overpressure failures resulting primarily from steam

| overpressurization would occur in 16.8% of the late containment
failure cases. (Note: The sum of the relative contributions to
late containment failures exceeds 100% because conditions that
would lead to containment melt through and conditions that can lead
to other late containment f ailure modes can co-exist. ) Ninety-five
percent of the basemat meltthroughs were into the subsoil region
directly below containment. This type of meltthrough tend to lead
to low level below ground releases.

O
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(Sheet 1 of 21)

LISTING 0F THE CET MASTER MODEL FILE

Tree list:

CET0001 OR CET1100 CE11200 CET1300 .

CET1400 R5.lE
CET1100 OR Rl.lE RI.2E
CETi200 OR CET1205 Cell 210
CE11205 OR R2.lE R2.2E R2.3E

R2.4E R2.5E R2.6E
R2,70 R2.8E R2.9E

CE11210 OR R2.10E R2.llE R2.12E
R2.13E R2.14E R2.15E
R2.16E R2.17E R2.18E .

Cell 300 OR Cell 305 CET1310
CET1305 OR R3.lE R3.2E R3.3E

R3.4E R3.5E R3.6E
R3.7E R3,8E R3.9E

CET1310 OR R3.10E R3.llE R3.12E
R3.13E R3.14E R3.15E

O Cell 400
R3.16E R3.17E R3.18E

OR CET1405 CET1410 CET1415
CET1420

CE11405 OR R4.lE R4.2E R4.3E
R4.4E R4.5E R4.6E

CET1410 OR R4.7E R4.8E R4.9E
R4.10E P.4. l l E R4.12E
R4.13E R4.14E R4.15E
R4.16E R4. l'/f. R4.18E

CET1415 OR R4.19E R4.20E R4.21E
R4.22E R4.23E R4.24E

CET1420 OR R4.25E R4.26E R4.27E
R4.20E R4.29E R4.30E
R4.31E R4.32E R4.33E
R4.34E R4.35E R4.36E

RI lE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCFP SCFOP

NDYPASS NOT BYPASS
NISOL NOT ISOL
ECFP NOT ECF
LCFP NOT LCF
SCf0P NOT SCF0
RI.2E AND PDS NBYPASS HISOL

ECFP LCFP SCF0P

l

i i
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| 1ABLE_ll,12,2,3-21

(Sheet 2 'of 21)

LISENG 0F TIIE CET MASlER MODE 1 ELE-

R2.lE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRPP RRPP

IFPSP NOT IFPS
VRPP NOT VRP

RRPP NOT RRP !

R2.2E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL i
ECFP LCF IFPS |

VRPP RRP RVRS J
RVRSP NOT RVRS
R2,3E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL j

ECFP LCF IFPS !
VRPP RRP RVRSP J

R2.4E AND PDS NBVPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRP RRPP VRS

VRSP NOT VRS |

R2.5E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL |
ECFP LCF IFPS 1

'
VRP RRPP VRSP

R2.6E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS

R2.7E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP

R2.8E AND PDS NBYPASS NIS01
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS

R2.9E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP '

'

R2.10E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRPP RRPP

R2.llE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRS

9,

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 19.12.2.3-21 |

(Sheet 3 of 21)

LIJTL@ OF TtLE CET MASTER MODEL FI1E

R2.12E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRSP

R2.13E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRS

R2.14E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRSP

R2.15E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS

VRS

R2.16E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP

R2.17E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL -

Ot
ECFP LCF IFPSP'

VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS

R2.18E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECFP LCF IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP

R3.lE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRPP

RRPP

R3.2E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
'

ECF IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRS

R3.3E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R3.4E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF ! FPS VRP

RRPP VRS

R3.SE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRP

RRPP VRSP

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 4 of 21)

. LISTING 0F THE_CET MASTER MODEL FILE

R3.hE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRS

R3.7E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRSP

R3.8E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRSP VRS i

R3.9E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL i

ECF IFPS VRP i
'

RRP RVRSP VRSP
R3.10E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL

ECF IFPSP VRPP
RRPP i

R3.llE AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRS

R3.12E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R3.13E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRS

R3.14E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRSP

R3.15E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRS VRS

R3.16E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRS VRSP

R3.17E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRSP VRS

R3.18E AND PDS NBYPASS NISOL
ECF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRSP VRSP

R4.lE AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRPP RRPP
RTAB

RTABP NOT RTAB

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 19.12.2.3-21 |

(Sheet 5 of 21)

1.lS lRG OF THE CET MASTER MODEL FILEl

R4.2E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRPP RRPP
RTABP

R4.3E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRPP RRP

RVRS RTAB
R4.4E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL _

IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRS RTABP

'
R4.5E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRSP RTAB

R4.6E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRSP RTABP

R4.7E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRS RlAB

(''T R4.8E AND l'DS NBYPASS ISOL
;/ IFPS VRP RRPP

*

'"'
VRS RTABP

R4.9E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRSP RTAB

R4.10E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRSP RTABP

R4.llt AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
1 FPS VRP RRP
RVRS VRS RTAB

R4.12E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRP
RVRS VRS RTABP

R4.13E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRP
RVRS VRSP RTAB

R4.14E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRP
RVRS VRSP RTAUP

R4.15E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL.

IFPS VRP RRP
RVRSP VRS RTAB

's_/

Amendment W
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| IABLE 19.12.2.3-11

(Sheet 6 of 21)

1lSTING_OF THE CET MASTfR MODE 1 FILE

R4.16E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPS VRP RRP

RVRSP VRS RIABP
R4.17E AND PDS kBYPASS ISOL

IFPS VRP RRP

RVRSP VRSP RTAB
R4.18E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPS VRP RRP

RVRSP VRSP RTABP
R4.19E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRPP RRPP

RTAB
R4.20E PDS NBfPASS ISOL I

IFPSP VRPP RRPP l

RTABP l

R4.21E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRPP RRP

RVRS RTAB
R4.22E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRPP RRP

RVRS RIABP
R4.23E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRPP RRP

RVRSP RTAB
R4.24E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRPP RRP

RVRSP RTABP
R4.2SE AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRPP

VRS RTAB
R4.26E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRPP
VRS RTABP

R4.27E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRP RRPP

VRSP RTAB
R4.28E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRPP
VRSP RTABP

R4.29E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRS VRS RlAB

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 7 of 21)

LISTING OF THE CET MA$TER MODEL FILE

R4.30E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRS VRS RTABP
R4.3]E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRS VRSP RTAB
R4.32E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRS VRSP RTABP

R4.33E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRSP VRS RTAB
R4.34E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRSP VRS RTABP

R4.35E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL
IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRSP VRSP RTAB
A R4.36E AND PDS NBYPASS ISOL

Q IFPSP VRP RRP

RVRSP VRSP RTABP
R5.lE AND PDS BYPASS
CET0002 OR CET2100 CET2200 CET2300

CET2400
CET2100 OR RI.lM RI.2M
CET2200 OR CET2205 CET2210
CE12205 OR R2.lM R2.2M R2.3M

R2.4M R2.5M R2.6M
R2.7M R2.8M R2.9M

CET2210 OR R2.10M R2.llM R2.12M
R2.13M R2.14M R2.15M
R2.16M R2.17M R2.18M

CET2300 OR CET2305 CET2310
CET2305 OR R3.lM R3.2M R3.3M

R3.4M R3.5M R3.6M
R3.7M R3.8M R3.9M

CET2310 OR R3.10M R3.llM R3.12M
R3.13M R3.14M R3.15M
R3.16M R3.17M R3.18M

CE12400 OR CET2405 CET2410 CET2415
CET2420

CET2405 OR R4.lM R4.2M R4.3M
R4.4M R4.5M R4.6M

m

|
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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Lisl1NG Of THE [ET MASTER MODEL FILE

CL12410 OR R4.7M R4.8M R4.9M
R4.10M R4.llM R4.12M l
R4.13M R4.14M R4.15M |
R4.16M R4.17M R4.18M

CET2415 OR R4.19M R4.20M R4.21M
R4.22M R4.23M R4.24M

CE12420 OR R4.25M R4.26M R4.27M
R4.28M R4.29M R4.30M '

R4.3]M R4.32M R4.33M
R4.34M R4.35M R4.36M

Rl.lM AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCFP SCf0P

Rl.2M AND PDS NISOL ECfP
LCFP SCFO

R2.lM AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCf lfPS VRPP
RRPP

R2.2M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCf IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRS

R2.3M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R2.4M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP

RRPP VRS

R2.5M AND PDS NISOL ECfP
LCf IFPS VRP
RRPP VRSP

R2.6M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCf IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRS

R2.7M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCf IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRSP

R2.8M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCf IFPS VRP

RRP RVRSP VRS
R2.9M AND PDS NISOL ECFP

| LCf IFPS VRP
RRP RVRSP VRSP

I

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 9 of 21)

LISTING OF THE CET MASTER M00.El_f1LI

R2.10M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRPP

R2.llM AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRS

R2.12M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R2.13M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRS

R2.14M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRSP

R2.15M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRS VRS

R2.16M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
i LCF IFPSP VRP

RRP RVRS VRSP
R2.17M AND PDS NISOL ECFP

LCF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRSP VRS

R2.18M AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRSP VRSP

R3.lM AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRPP RRPP

R3.2M AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRS

R3.3M AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRSP

R3.4M AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRS

R3.5M AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRSP

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 11 of 21)

LISTING OF THE CLT MASTER MQDEL FILE

R4.3M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRS
RTAB

R4.4M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRS

RTABP
R4.5M AND PDS ISOL IFPS

VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTAB

R4.6M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTABP

R4.7M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRS
RTAB

R4.BM AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRS

RTABP

/~ R4.9M AND PDS ISOL IFPS

(,_3,) {R
RRPP VRSP

B

R4.10M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRSP
RTABP

R4.llM AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTAB

R4.12M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTABP

R4.13M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RTAB

R4.14M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RTABP

R4.15M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS RTAB

R4.16M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS RTABP

Ol

L]
t

|
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(Sheet 12 of 21)

LISLING OF THE CET MASTER MODEL FILE

R4.17M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP RTAB

R4.18M AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP RTABP

R4.19M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRPP RTAB

R4.20M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRPP RTABP

R4.21M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRS
RTAB

R4.22M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRS
RTABP

R4.23M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTAB

R4.24M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RIABP

R4.25M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRS
RTAB

R4.26M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRS
RTABP

R4.27M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRSP
RTAB

R4.28M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRSP
RIABP

R4.29M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTAB

R4.30M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTABP

R4.31M AND TD3 ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RTAB

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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(Sheet 13 of 21) |

LJSTING Of THE CET MASTER MODEL FILI

R4.32M AND PDS ISOL IfPSP
VRP RRP RVRS

VRSP RTABP l
R4.33M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP :

VRP RRP RVRSP

VRS RTAB

R4.34M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRS RTABP

R4.35M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRSP RTAB

R4.36M AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRSP RTABP

CET0003 OR CET3100 CET3200 CET3300
CET3400

CET3100 OR Rl.ll RI.2L
(I''T CET3200 OR CET3205 CET3210
' _,/ CET3205 OR R2.ll R2.2L R2.3L\s

R2.4L R2.5L R2.6L
R2,7L R2.8L R2.9L

CET3210 OR R2.10L R2.llL R2.12L
R2.13L R2.14L R2.15L
R2.16L R2.17L R2.18L

CET3300 OR CET3305 CET3310
CET3305 OR R3.ll R3.2L R3.3L

R3.4L R3.5L R3.6L
R3.7L R3.8L R3.9L

CET3310 OR R3.10L R3.11L R3.12L
R3.13L R3.14L R3.15L
R3.16L R3.17L R3.18L

CE13400 OR CET3405 CET3410 CET3415
CET3420

CET3405 OR R4.ll R4.2L R4.3L
R4.4L R4.5L R4.6L

CET3410 OR R4.7L R4.8L R4.9L
R4.10L R4.llL R4.12L
R4.13L R4.14L R4.15L
R4.16L R4.17L R4.18L

'

CET3415 OR R4.19L R4.20L R4.21L
R4.22L R4.23L R4.24L

f
i
G

|

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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LISIJNG OF THE CET MASLER MODEL FILE

CET3420 OR R4.25L R4.26L R4.27L
R4.28L R4.29L R4.30L |

R4.31L R4.32L R4.33L
R4.34L R4.35L R4.36L ,

Rl.ll AND PDS NISOL ECFP |

LCFP SCF0P
Rl.2L AND PDS NISOL ECFP

LCFP SCF0
R2.ll AND PDS NISOL ECFP

LCF IFPS VRPP
RRPP

R2,2L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRS

R2.3L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R2.4L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP
RRPP VRS

R2.5L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP
RRPP VRSP

R2.6L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRS

R2,7L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRS VRSP

R2.8L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP

RRP RVRSP VRS

R2.9L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPS VRP
RRP RVRSP VRSP

R2.10L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRPP

R2.lll AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRS

O
|

|

i Amendment W
| June 17, 1994
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LLSU.!{G OF THE CET MASTER MODEL Fill

R2.12L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRPP
RRP RVRSP

R2.13L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRS

R2.14L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP
RRPP VRSP

R2.15L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRP

RRP RVRS VRS
R2.16L AND PDS NISOL ECFP

LCF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRS VRSP

R2.17L AND PDS NISOL ECFP
LCF IFPSP VRD
RRP RVRSP VRS

/'~'h R2.18L AND PDS NISOL ECFP

Q LCF IFPSP VRP
RRP RVRSP VRSP

R3.ll AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRPP RRPP

R3.2L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRS

R3.3L AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPS VRPP RRP
RVRSP

R3.4L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRS

R3.5L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRPP
VRSP

R3.6L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRP

RVRS VRS
R3.7L AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPS VRP RRP

RVRS VRSP

,-,

V

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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R3.8L AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPS VRP RRP
RVRSP VRS

R3.9L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPS VRP RRP

RVRSP VRSP
R3.10L AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPSP VRPP RRPP
R3,llt AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPSP VRPP RRP
RVRS

R3.12L AND PDS NISOL ECF

IFPSP VRPP RRP
RVRSP

R3.13L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPSP VRP RRPP
VRS

R3.14L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IfPSP VRP RRPP
VRSP

R3.1SL AND PDS fil50L ECF

IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRS VRS

R3.16L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRS VRSP

R3.17L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRSP VRS

R3.18L AND PDS NISOL ECF
IFPSP VRP RRP
RVRSP VRSP

R4.lt AND PDS ISOL IFPS,

'

VRPP RRPP RTAB
R4.2L AND PDS ISOL IFPS

VRPP RRPP RTABP
C4.3L AND PDS ISDL IFPS

VRPP RRP RVRS
RIAB

R4.4L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRS

'

RIABP

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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R4.5L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTAB

R4.6L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTABP

R4.7L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRS

RTAB
R4.8L AND PDS ISOL IFPS

VRP RRPP VRS
RTABP

R4.9L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRSP
RTAB

R4.10L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRPP VRSP
RTABP'"'

/ AND PDS ISOL IFPS

L'~')'R4.11L VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTAB

R4.12L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS

VRS RTABP
R4.13L AND PDS ISOL IFPS

VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RTAB

R4.14L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RTABP

R4.lSL AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS RTAB

R4.16L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRS RTABP
R4.17i AND PDS ISOL IFPS

VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP RIAB

R4.18L AND PDS ISOL JfPS
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRSP RTABP

^

/ \
| \

'%_)
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R4.19L AND PDS ISOL IFPS
VRPP RRPP RIABP

R4.20L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRPP R1ABP

R4.21L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRS
RTAB |

R4.22L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
'

VRPP RRP RVRS
RTABP

R4.23L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTAB

R4.2it AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRPP RRP RVRSP
RTABP

R4.25L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRS
RTAB

R4.26L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRS
RTABP

R4.27L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRPP VRhp
RTAB

R4.28L AND PDS ISOL IfPSP
VRP RRPP VRSP
RTABP

R4.29L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTAB

R4.30t AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRS RTABP

R4.31L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP PRP RVRS
VRSP RIAB

R4.32L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRS
VRSP RIABP

R4.33L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS RTAB

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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LISTING OF THE CET MASTER MODEL FILE

R4.34L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP
VRS RTABP

R4.35L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRSP RTAB

R4.36L AND PDS ISOL IFPSP
VRP RRP RVRSP

VRSP RTABP

ECF OR RSGFAll DCHFAll EH2BFAll
ALPHA RVRFAll HPMEFAll

DCH0CCUR AND CAVTGE0M CAVTDRY RCSHIGH

CAVTDRY NOI WETCAVITY
DCHFAll OR DCHEH2 DCHNEH2

DCHEH2 AND DCH0CCUR EH2DEF1 DCHSTR1

DCHNEH2 AND DCH0CCUR NEK'DLF 1 DCHSTR2

NEH20EFl NOT EH2DEF1
RCSHIGH AND HIGHPSEQ RCSINTACT RCPSEALOK

(O
NOSDSDP

'') RCSINTACT AND SGTINTACT HSINTACT
-

N0DEPRES OR SDSFAll SDSNOGO
SDSN0GO AND SDSWORK SDSFAIL-AVAll
SDSFAll-AVAll OR OPDELAY REPRES

SDSWORK NOT SDSFAll
ALPHA OR ALPHA-LP ALPHA-HP
ALPHA-LP AND RCSLOW ALPHAFLOW
ALPHA-HP AND RCSHIGH ALPHAFHIGH
LOWSTEAM OR STMREMVL RLSIRWST
RCSLOW NOT RCSHIGH
STMREMVL AND RLSINCONT CSSPRAY
EH2BFAll OR DEFFAIL1 DE1 Fall DEFFAIL2
DEFFAIL1 AND EH20EFSTREN1 EH2DEF1
DETFAll AND EH2DET EH2DETSTREN
BURNCOND1 AND IGNITFL LOWSTEAM ICSEQ
BURNCOND2 AND ICSEQ CSSPRAY NEDEFH2

NEDEFH2 AND NODCH0CCUR IGNITFL NERIGNIT
NERIGNIT NOT IGNITPVB ;

N0DCHOCCUR NOT DCH0CCUR
DEFFAIL2 AND EH2DEF2 EH2DEFSTREN2
EH2DEF1 AND ESPARK BURNCOND1 IGNITPVB
EH2DEF2 AND ESPARK BURNCOND2 ,

-lGNITFL OR N0lGNITPWR OPIGNIT0FF IGFAll !

EH2DET OR DDT0CCUR DIDETOCCUR

/D.
w.)

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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DDT0CCUR AND DDTOK H2HIGH CSSPRAY
EH2DEF2

EH2DEF OR EH2DEF1 EH2DEF2
RSGFAll OR RSGFAIL-QS EVSEFAll
EVSEFAIL AND EVSE0CCUR DYNAMICFAll
RSGFAll-QS AND RSG0CCUR RSGSTREN CSFAll
CSFAIL NOT CSSPRAY
EVSE0CCUR AND WLTCAVITY SE0CCUR RVLH-Fall
RSG0CCUR AND WETCAVITY RHEATRAN RVLH-Fall
RHEATRAN NOT SE0CCUR
LCF OR LCPFAIL LCTFAIL CVMFAIL
LCPFAll OR LCPFAIL1 LCPFAIL3 (CPFAIL2
LCPFAlL1 AND NOLCHREM C00LWET
NOLCHREM AND ECHRFL NCHREC0V
C00LWET AND NNOC00LG WETCAVITY
NNOC00LG NOT NOC00LG
ECHRFL NOT LCHREM
LCPFAIL3 AND LCPFAlL3A LCPFAIL3B LCPFAIL3C
LCPFAlL38 AND LH2BURNB LH2BSTRENB
LH28URNB AND LSPARKX LHIH2CONB C00LWET

SDINERT
LCPFAIL3A AND LH2BURNA LH2BSTRENA
LH2BURNA AND LSPARKX LHIH2CONA SDINERT
LHIH2CONA AND H2CCI LHIH200NB
LCPFAlL3C AND LH2BURNC LH7BSTRENC
LH2BURNC AND ESPARK H2RI EH2 BURN

NOINERT
EH2 BURN OR EH2DEF DCH0CCUR
LHlH2CONB AND IGNITFL 1CSEQ NLOW5 TEAM

N00CH0CCUR
NLOWSTEAM NOT LOWSTEAM
NOEH2 BURN NOT EH2 BURN
LCPFAlL2 AND NOLCHREM LCPFAlL2-GEN STM-NC-STREN

! ICPFAIL2-GEN AND H2CCI NODISPERS
| CVMFAlL OR BM-ERODE BM-RADFAlL
| BM-ERODE AND BM-AGCCA NODISPERS AX-ERODE
| BM-AGGCA OR BM-AGGCAWTR LDRYCAV
| BM-AGGCAWTR AND WETCAV11Y LOWHTXFER
| BM-RADFAIl OR BM-SUBSPHLRE BM-COLLAPSE

BM-SUBSPHERE AND BM-AGGCA NODISPERS BM-RADIAL
FSUB

BM-RADIAL NOT AX-ER0DE
BM-COLLAPSE AND BM-AGGCA NODISPERS BM-RADIAL

l-FSUB

O
<

Amend:Nnt W
June 17, 1994
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LLSIING OF TliE CET MASlER MODEL FILE f
1-FSUB NOT FSUB
LSPARKX AND N0 SPARK LSPARK
N0 SPARK NOT ESPARK
LSPARK OR RESPARK AUT0 SPARK
H2CCI EQU NOC00L
NOC00L OR LDRYCAV NOC00LWET
LDRYCAV NOT WETCAVITY
NOC00LWET AND WETCAVITY NOC00LG
NOINERT OR SDINERT CSSPRAY
SDINERT AND N0ECSP RCSL
N0ECSP NOT CSSPRAY
LCTFAll AND NOLCHREM LDRYCAV RVLH-Fall

PSEALF
IFPS OR SPRY-SCRUB IRWST-SCRUB SGTR-SCRUB
SPRY-SCRUB AND CSSPRAY ICSEQ-FP
IRWST-SCRUB AND SEQ-IRWST 1RWST-0P
SGTR-SCRUB AND SGTR FP-SEC
FP-SEC OR CONDEN-SCRUB SG-SCRUBB
VRP EQU NOC00L

y) RVRS OR CSSPRAY RVRS-IRWST
RVRS-IRWST AND RLSIRWST IRWST-0P
RRP OR REVAP-IV REVAP-EV
REVAP-IV AND DEPOSIT REVAP
REVAP AND RCSFLOW RCSTEMP
RCSTEMP OR NOSSHR HTLOSS
RCSFLOW OR INITLOCA RCSRUPTUR
RCSRUPTUR NOT RSCINTACT
REVAP-EV AND ICSEQ ACIDSTATE
VRS OR P00LSCRUB CSSPRAY

e'N

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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BAT FILE FOR SO@G CETs FOR ALL PDSst

CE T SOL VE . B AT

REM
OECHO OFF
REM CETSOLVE.BA1 Batch file to ut(tate (*.6E) ftte and to calculate CET
REN probabilit using G1 PROB #6' rach plant damage state
REM
REM hote: This batch file et be invok ed f ra' ' i*CAffA sub directory.

REM
REM GENERAL FORMAT
REM CAF386 CODES \PARMS.Txi /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC %1 %2 13 %4 %5
REM
REM Options: %1 = Data base nace [* BE)
REM %2 = bame of file to be uploaded

REM %3 = home of MASTER CET caf file (* CAF)
REM %4 = hame of logic gate to be quantified
REM %5 = File name of new top event
REM
REM
REM GTPROB %$ %1 %6 %7
REM
REM Options: %6 = Option to update data base (Y/N)
REM %7 = Cutoff Probability
CLS
REM

['__
REM INVOKE FORTRAN PRG 10 GENERATE lhPUT DATA FILE

) REM
\ ) CD\
\s_/ CD CAFTA

CLS

ECHO | MDRE | f!ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FlhD "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS1 >> CE1PR08. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BIRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >hUL
CAF3B6 CODES \PARWS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS1.MD0 CE1MTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\DAT A\CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
COPY .\1REES\CE1.G10 .\ REPORTS \PDS1.G10
CLR

if ExlST .\ REPORTS \PDS1.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS1 IS COMPLETLD. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | NORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FihD "C" CETTCMP. LOG >>CETPROS.L.0G
ECHO =========================r============================= EhD PDS1 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPRoa. LOG
ECHO STARY PDS3 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECNO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 *NUL
CAF3S6 CDDES\PARMS.TXT /B:.\MACRUS\UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS3.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
REM CLR
CAtt GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
CDPV .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS3.G10
CLR

iF (1157 .\REPORit\POK3.CfD LCHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS3 IS COMPLETED. $> CEIPROB. LOG
Rik (CHC. >= CEiPROB. LOG
ECW) | MD9E jf!ME > CEfTEMP. LOG
FlhD "C" CEtiEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ================r====================================== END PDS3 >> Cl1 PROB. LOG

,,

)\ws,

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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BAT FIL E FOR SOLVlWG CETs Ftm At t FTSs
ClisoiVE. BAT

ECHO | MORE | 11ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CE1 PROB. LOG
ECHO ST ART PDS17 >> CE1 PROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CE1 PROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:10?4/B;4 >NUL
CAF3B6 CODESVAt*4.Txi /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMtp.BE B10517.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\"iEES\CET .\DAT A\CETMit.BE Y 1.00E 16
COPY .\TRifl\it T.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS17.GTO
CLR

IF ExtS1.\REPOR15\PDS17 GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILifY CALCULAi!ON FOR PDS17 15 COMPLETED. >> CEtPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE |T!ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CET1[MP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ======================================================= END PDS17 >> CE1 PROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS18 >> CETPROB. LOG

iECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BIRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL |
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.Txi /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CE7MTR.BE B:PDS18.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET |

CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS18.G10
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS18.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILiff CALCULATIDN FOR PDS18 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE ! TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
E C HO = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = E N D PD S 18 > > C E T P R OB . L OG

ECHO j MORE ! TIME > CE11EMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS20 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CE1 PROB. LOG
BIRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF356 CODES \PARMS.TXT fB:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS20.M00 CETMTR.CAF CE10001 CET
CLR

CALL G1 PROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS20.G10
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS20.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCU'.Ai!ON FOR PDS20 IS COMPLETED >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE ! TIME > CE1 TEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CE11EMP. LOG >>CEfrROB. LOG
ECHO ==========================6============================ END PDS20 >> CE1 PROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDSS3 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDSS3.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROS .\1REES\CET .\DA1A\CETMik.6E Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.G10 .\REPORTSiPDSS3.G10
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS83.G10 ECHO THE CET PRCBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDSB3 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE jilME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPRDB,L OC

E C H O = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = " = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * * * = = = = E N D PD 5 83 > > C E T P R OB . L OG

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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dAT F ILE F OR SOL ViltG ti t t f1R ALL PDSS
CE T SC( %T . B A T I

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CEffEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS85 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF366 CODES \PARMS,TXT /Br.\ MACROS \bPLDOB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PD$85.M3D CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CA' GTPROB .\ TREES \CE1.\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
C <Y . \T R E E S\CE T . GT O . \R E POR T S \PC S85. GT O
CLR

If fF:ST .\ REPORTS \PDS85.G=0 ECHO THE CET PROBABILiff CALCULATION FOR PDS85 15 COMPLETED >> CETPR08. LOG
REM E dO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECM0 | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
E C HO = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = E N D PD S 8 5 > > C E T P R OB . L OG
ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "Cd CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS115 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.f XT /Br.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDSit5. MOD CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\tATA\CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
COPY . \T R E E S \CE T . GTO . \R E POR T S\PD S 115. GTOgsy

('
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS115.GTO ECHO THE CEt PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS115 15 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ===================,=================================== END PDS115 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | f!ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG s> CETPROB, LOG
ECHO START PDS118 >> CEfPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CE TPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CDDES\PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE 8:PDS118.M30 CETMTE.fAF CET0001 CET
CLR
CALL Gir .\f REES\CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\i. \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS118.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST h r POR TS\PDS118.GTO ECHO THE CEt PROBABILITY CALCutATION FOR PDS118 IS COMPLETED. >> CEiPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. > > CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
E C HO = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = E N D PD S 118 > > C E T P R OB . L OG
ECFO j MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS134 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRl!VE /M:12/P:1024/6:4 >NUL
CAF336 CODES \PARMS,TXT /B:.\MACROSiUPLDGB.MAC CETMIR.BE B:PDS134.M00 CEf MTR.CAF CET0002 CL f
CLR
(O E GTPROB .\ FREES \CET ,\ DATA \CEIMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
CDvY ,\TRif S\CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PD$134.GTO
CLR

.

t i
V
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JAT FILE FOR SolVLMC CETs FOR ALL PDss
E W 4 VE. BAT

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS134.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBA81LITY CALCULAi!ON FOR 60$134 15 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE (TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
Fik) "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO +s===================================================== EhD PDS134 >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
IIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO STARY PDS135 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >SUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS txi /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS135.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .iTREES\CET .\DAT A\tE1MTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\fREEStCET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS135.GfD
CLR

IF EXIST .\4EPORTS\PDS135.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULAtlD% f0R FDS135 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
Rf M ECHO. ? > CE T PROB . L OG
E!"1 ] MOFE jflME > CETTEMP. LOG
ftwo "C" CEffEMP. LOG >>CETPROB.LOL
ttso ==========r==r========================================= END PDS135 >> CE1 PROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE j TIMf > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CEf f EMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS136 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BIRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.Txt /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS136. MOD CETMTR.CAF CET0002 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS136.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS136.GTO ECHO THE CEI PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS136 IS COMPLETED. 25 Ci t PR DS .10G
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ===================================================>*== the PDS136 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPR03. LOG
ECHO START PDS145 >> CETPR06. LOG
ECHO. >> CE1 PROG. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 *NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.Txi /L.:.\ MACROS \JPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS145.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0002 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETwiR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS145.GTO
CLR
IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS145.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULAi!DN FOR PDS145 IS COMPLETED >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE |11ME * CETTEAP. LOG
FidD "C" CETiiXP. LOG >>CtTPROS. LOG
ECHO ======2================s=========================*===== END POS145 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j BORE j TIMF > CETTEMP. LOG
FlkD "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS146 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CE IPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS146.M00 CETMTR.CAF CETD001 CET
CLR

CALL G1 PROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTD .\ REPORTS \POS146.GTO
CLR

|
l.
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CE T SOL VE ,BA T

IF ExtST .\ REPORTS \PDS146.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS146 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ! MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB.t0G
ECND ======================================================= END PDS146 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
F IND "C" CE TTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO $ TART PDS148 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO >> CETIROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 DNUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B: \ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS148.MD0 CETMTR.CAF CET0002 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\DAT A\CETMTR.3E Y 1.00E 16
COPY \ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS148.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS148 GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS148 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ======================================================= END PDS148 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START POS165 >> CETPROB. LOG

g-%g ECHO. >> CETPROB t0G
/ \ BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
\ / CAF386 CODES \PARHS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS165.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
x_/ CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
COP) .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS165.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS165.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS165 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROO. LOG
ECHO ======================================================= END PDS165 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHu ST AR T PDS167 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ST;! EVE /M:12/P 1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.P.E B;PDS167.MD0 CETMTR.CAF CETD001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES)CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE T 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS167.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS167.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR POS167 IS CDMPl.ETED. >> CETPR08. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C' CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ======================================================s END DOS 167 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CE1 TEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS178 >> CETPROS. LOG
ECFO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLODB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS178.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
COPY \ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS178.GTO

[h CLR

'O

!
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IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS178.G10 ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCUL ATION FOR PDS178 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | HORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG ,

'

E C HO = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = E ND PD S 178 > > CE T P R OB . L OG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS181 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG ,

BTRIEVE /M:12/P 1024/B:4 >NUL i

CAF386 CODES \PARMS YXT /B .\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS181.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS181.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS181.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS181 IS COMPLETED >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
E C HO = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = E ND PD S 181 > > C E T P R OB . L OG

ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS181A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS181A.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMfR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS181 A.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS181 A.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBASILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS181A IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTfMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ========================================n============== END PDS181A >> CETPROB, LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS184 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS184.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CE TMTR.BE Y 1.0CE- 16
COPY .\1REES\CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS184.GTO
CLR

IF EX757 .\PEPORTS\PDS184.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATIDk FOR POSi84 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

| ECMJ | MORE | TIME > CETTfMP. LOG
l f lNO "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETFFOB. LOG

ECHO =====================*t================================ END PDS184 >> CETDROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME * CETTEMP. LOG

( FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS184A >> CETPROB. LOGi

I ECHO. >> CETPRO9. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/R:4 >NUL

I CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B: \ MACROS \UPLDOB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS184A.M00 CETMTR CAF CET0001 CET
l CLR

( CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
| COPY .\ TREE S\CET .G10 .\REPOR T S\pDS184 A.GTO

CLR

|
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CE T SOL VF .B AT

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS184A.GTO ECHO THE CET PRCBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS184A IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP, LOG >>CETPROB. LOG

ECHO ==*** szassasssazrenza=sassenzzsamasertezzza:ssrazz==== END PDS184A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND *C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS193 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG -

BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS193.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\REPCRTS\PDS193.GTO .

CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS193.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS193 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ======================================================= END PDS193 >> CETPROB.LCG
ECHO | MORE j TlEE > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS193A >> CETPROB. LOG '

,f ~x ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
/ \ BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL

('~ ') CAF386 CUDES\PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS193A.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CETCLR

CALL GTPROB \ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\TPEES\CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS193A.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PC5195A.GTO ECP0 ThE CET PRCBASILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS193A IS COMPLE TED. >> CE TPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ! MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPPOB. LOG
ECHO ============*========================================== END PDS193A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG*

\
ECHO START PDS194 >> CETPROG. LOG

>
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS194.H00 CETMTR.CAF CETC003 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROS .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.DCE-16
COPY . \ T R E E S \CE T . GT O . \R E POR T S \PD S 194.GT O
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS194.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULAtl0N FOR PDS194 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPR08. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO } MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO =============v=u======================================= END POS194 >> CETPROB. LOG
EC)H) | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIA3 "C" CETTEMP, LOG >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO START PDS196 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TxT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS196.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR
CALL GTPROB ,\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00(-16
C00Y .\ TREES \CET STO .\ REPORTS \PDS196.GTO

C 'N rtR
/ i

N.)
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CtiSOLVL BAT

IF EXIST .\REPDATS\POS??6.GTO ECHO TNE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS196 IS COMPLETFD. >> CE1PR08. LOG |

REM ECHO. >> CETPR0b.10G
ECHO | MORE jT!ME > CEfifMD. LOG
FIND "C" CET17eP. LOG >>CCIPP08.t0G 1

ECHO ======= ========a43====v====^=====r===s================ END P05196 >> CE1PR03. LOG
ECHO j MORE | tlMC > CETTEMP. LOG
FlWD "C" CETTEMD.t0G >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS196A >> CETVROB. LOG

.

ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG j
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL !

CAF386 CODES \PARMS.1XT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDO.wAC CETM=R.SE B:PDS196A.MD0 CE1MTR.CAF CE10001 CET i
'

CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTM.EE Y t.00E-16
COPY .\1REES\CE T.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS196A.G10
CLR

!F LVIST .\ REPORTS \POS196A.CYO ECHO THE CET PA03481LITY CA' CULATION FOR PDS196A 15 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG.

REM ECMO. >> CETPROB.LOS

ECHO i MORE | TIME > CETTERP4 0G
FIND ''C" CET TEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ==========r=============*=avu=='s====================== END PDS1V6A *< CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROS. LOG
ECHO START P05199 >> CETFROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CET440,GE B:P05199.M00 CETMTR.CAF LET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS199.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \P05199.GTO ECHO thE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS199 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM E CHO. >> CE1 PROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE iTIME = CETTEMP.t0G
Flk0 "C" CETTENP.10G >>CETPROB. LOG
(Cyg =====en=$e===t======== ===========a===u================ END PDS199 >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE i 11ME > CETTEMP. LOG
Fl40 "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START P05201 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDOB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS201.MG9 CE1MTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CtR
Call GTPRCB .\ TREES \CET .\0AT A\CETMTR.BE Y 1,00E 16
COPY . \T REE3\CE T , GTO . \REPOR TS\PD S201.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDG201cG10 ECHO TMd C!! PR08 ABILITY CALCULATICH (CR PDS201 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM CVNO. >> CETPROO. LOG

ECMC | HORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIA0 8C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROS. LOG
ECHU t<==.s==ss============================e===========a==== END POS201 >> CfiPROB. LOG

ECHO | MCAF | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START POS202 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETFROB.iOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:102' /B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLCDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:POS202.M00 CETMTW.CAF CEf0002 CET
CLR

CALL G: PROS .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.8E Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CE T.GTO .\REPOR TS\POS202.GTO
CLR

Amendment W
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CFTSOLVT. EA1

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS202.GTO Eth0 THE CET PROBA0!LITY CALCULATION FOR PDS202 15 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
FtM ECHO. >> CETPROS. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIE0 "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
Ecee =x====r===============================av==s=======t==== END PDS202 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECPC | MCSE ! T[ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CEVTE(P. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ST AR7 PDS212 >> CETPROB. LOG
Ecbo. >> CETPROS. LOG
STRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CA1386 CDDES\FERMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDD.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS212.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CL R

CALL ATPROS .\ TREE 5\CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E 16
CDPY (TREES \CET. Gip .\ REPORTS \PDS212.GTO
CLR

(F EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS212 GTO ECHO THE CET DROBABilITY CALCULATION FOR PDS212 !S COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

LCHO | MORE |T!kE > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CF' TEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ====' e===============================.'=============== EhD PDS212 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO j MS ' | 'tME > CETTEMP. LOG |
FIND "C" Ct TEMP. LOG *> CETPROB. LOG
E CHO ST ART PDS218 >> Cf TFRCS. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPuoB. LOG

,

""s[ BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 +4UL

(U/ CAF386 CODES \PARMS.Thi /B:.\ MACROS \UPLODS.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS218.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CETCLR

CALL GTPR09 .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETNTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS218.GTO
CLR

IF EX1ET .\REPCRIS\PDS218.GTO ECHO THE CET PRobiBILITY CALCULATION FOR PDS218 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHe. >> LETPROB. LOG
ECHO | M0kE ji!ME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIhD "C" CET: CMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO =========================x============================v Eko PDS218 4r CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS218A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROS. LOG
BTRIEVC /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >1UL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /6:.\wACROS\UPLCCC MAC CETMTR.BE B:POS218A.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET000'l CET
CLR

CALL GTFR08 .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CET1TR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS218A.GTO
CLR

!F EXICT .\ REPORTS \PDS218A.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR POS218A IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROE. LOG
REM ECHO. >> TE' PROB. LOG
ECHO j MORE il!NE > CETTEKD. LOG
FINO "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO t============**v===========r**:=======*================ END PDS218A >> CETPROBmLOG
ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOU
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START POS220 >> CETPROB. LOG

. ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
I BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >hUL

CAF336 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS220.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0002 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\TRSES\CET.GTO .\RIPORTS\P05220.GTO

[ CLR

;
x
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,JAT FILE. M LSOLVlWG CITs FOR ALL PDSs
CE T SOL VE .R AT

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS220.GTO ECFO JHE CET PDOEAB!LITY CALCULATION FOR PDS22015 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
PEM E C60. > > C7TPR08. LOG
ECNO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CET 'MP. LOG >>CETFROB. LOG
ECHO ===============*====*a=c=============c==========***'=== END PDS220 >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
F.IND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >< CETPROP, LOG

ECHO START PDS220A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /W:12/P:1024/B:4 shul
CAF3S6 CODES \PANMS.TXT /0: \ MACROS \UPLDDB. mat CETMTR BE B:PDT220A.M00 CETNTR.CAF CEY0002 CE T
CLR
CALL GTP908 \Tkif s\CET .\ DATA \CETNTR.SE y 1.00E 16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\Rt#0RTS\PDS220A.GTO
CLR

IF ExlST \ REPORTS \PDS220A.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR P05220A 15 COMPLETED. >> CETrROB. LOG
RE M ECHO. >> CE TPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEbP. LOG
FIND "td CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROR.LCG
EC96 ===================================================='== ENO PDS220A >> CETPROB. LOG
ECM0 | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CEfPROB.t0G
EChu START PDS233 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
STR! EVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF380 CODES \ FARMS.TXT /S:.\ MACR 05\UPLDD3.MAC CETMTR.BE B:PDS233.M00 CETMTR.CAF tET0001 CET
CLR
CALL GTPROB \ TREES \CET .\ DATA \CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TRETS \CET.GTO \ REPORTS \PDS233.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PDS233.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCUL ATION FOR PDS233 15 COMPLE TED. >> CETPR08. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

i ECHO | MORE | TIME > CE TTEMP. LOG
! FihD "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
i ECHO ========c==========================r=================== END POS233 => CETPR08. LOG
! ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG

FINO "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECN0 START PDS235 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/t:4 >Nui
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B: \ MACROS'UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.FE B:PDS235.MJD CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET

l CLR
l CALL GTPR09 .\f 2Ef S\CE T .\ DATA \CETNTR.S! y 1.00E-16
j COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS235.GTO
| CLR

IF EX!ST .\REPOR!S\Pos235.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILIT) CALCULATION FOR PDS235 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPRac. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPRob. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ============*===================a====================== END POS235 >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MokE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FINO "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO START PDS236 >> CETPROB. LOG

| ECHO. >> CETPRPB. LOG
| BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL

CAF336 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B: \ MACROS \UPtDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE 8:PDS236.MnD CETMTR.CAF CE70902 CET
CLR
Call GTPROB .\ TREES \CET .\DAT A\CE TMTR .BE Y 1.00E -16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\REPOR15\PDS236.GTO

i CI R

l'
i
l
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RAT File FOR fML,yJWG CE Ts FOR Att PDSst

CE T SOL YE . BAT

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \POS236.GTO ECH3 THE CET PROBABILIT7 CALCULATION FOR 005236 15 COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
'

REM ECHO. >> CETPROS. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "CF CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPRDB. LOG
ECHO ======s===========r==========r==============een======== END PDS214 >> CETPROB,t0G
ECHO | MORE j TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FlhD "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROS. LOG
ECHO START PDS241 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CE1 PROB.LDG -

STRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 COCES\PARMS,Txt /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.BE B:POS241.M00 CETMTk.CAf CET0001 CET
CLR

'
CALL GTPR0S .\ TREES \CET \0ATA\tETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
CODI .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS241.GTO
CLR

SF EXIST .\RFPORTS\PDS245.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULAT!Ok FOR PDS241 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPPOB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CITPROB. LOG
ECHO | HORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
ECHO ===r===z============='===================v=r=========== (ND PDS241 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTERP.LDG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPROS. LOG
ECHO START P05242 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO >> CETPRDS. LOC~

#
/ BTRIEVE /M:12/P:iO24/B 4 >kUL
g CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B:.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CETMTR.PE B:PDS242. MOD CETMTR.CAF CET0002 CET
%~- ' CLR

CAL L GTPR08 .\ TREES \CET .\ DATA \tETMTR.BE i 1.00E 16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \PDS?42.OTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \P05242.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCULATION FOR POS242 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CEfftMP. LOG
FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPROB. LOG
CCHO ============================================+======s=== END POS242 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE } TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
FIND "C** CE TTEMP. LOG >> CETPROB. TOG
ECHO START PDS243 >> CETPROB. LOG
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG
BTRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 >NUL
CAF386 CODES \PARMS,TXT /0:.\ MACROS \UPLCOB.MAC CETHTR.EE 8:PCS243.M00 CETMTR.CAF CET0001 CET
CLR

CALL GTPROB .\ TREE S\CET .\DAT A\CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\1EPORTS\POS243.GTO
CLR

IF EXIST .\ REPORTS \PCS243.GTO ECHO THE CET PROBASIL11Y CALCULATION FOR PDS243 IS CDMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
'EM ECHO, >> P.ETPROB.LDG

FCHO | MORE ! TIME 9 CETTEMP. LOG
F7ND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>tETFR08. LOG
ECnDc==========n====*=====rc===='====================*c==== END POS243 >> CETPRCB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME -> CET TEMD.t0G

~

FIND "C" CETTEMP. LOG >> CETPRCO. LOG
ECHO START PDS244 >> CETPROS.LOL
ECRO. >> CETPROB. LOG
ETRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/G:4 shul
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TRT /Bt.\ MACROS \UPLDDB.MAC CEiMiR.BE B:PDS244.M00 CETMTR.tAF CFT0002 CET
CLR

CALL GTPRD3 .\ TREES \tET .\DAT A\CETMTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CE T.GTO .\MIPOR TS\PDS244.GTO

5 s'~N CLRs

\ l )
U
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AAT fitt FOR _ SolVlWG Clis FOR Alt M)Ss
CEf50L L RAT

IF EX1ST .\ REPORTS \P05244.GTO ECHO 1HE CET FROBASILITY CALCULATION FOR POS244 IS COMPLETED. >> CETrROS.t0G
REM ECHO. >> CETPR06.t0G
ECNO ; MORT | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
flND "C"'ChTTEMP. LOG >>CETPit08.t0G
ECHO ===*vn*====*====================**======*====***=2en== END PDS244 >s CETPROB. LOG

ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEND.t0G
710 at" CETTEMP t0G >> CETFROB.t0G
ECHO START P05245 >> CETPROS. tog
ECHO. >> CETPROB. LOG

---

ETRIEVE /M:12/P:1024/B:4 Shul
CAF386 CODES \PARMS.TXT /B: .\ MACROS \UPLDOB.MAC (.ETMTR.BE B:PDS245. MOD CE TMTR.CAF CET0001 CE T
ClR
CALL GTPROB ,\1REES\CET .\D AT A\CETNTR.BE Y 1.00E-16
COPY .\ TREES \CET.GTO .\ REPORTS \FDS245.GTO
CLR

17 ExlST .\ REPORTS \'90S245.GTQ ECHO THE CET PROBABILITY CALCUL ATION FOR P05245 IS COMPLETED. >> CETPROB. LOG
REM ECHO. n CETPROB. LOG
ECHO | MORE | TIME > CETTEMP. LOG
flh3 "C" CETTEMP. LOG >>CETPR00, LOG

(CHO =============**======================================== END PDS245 >> CETPROB. LOG

O

.

O
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\ The timing of basemat melt-through was based on the minimum time

required for the corium to erode a dry reactor cavity basemat into
the free space of the subsphere. Penetration of melt into the
subsphere requires lateral erosion of approximately 6 feet of
concrete. In actuality, rapid lateral erosion into the basemat is
unlikely. However, because the lateral erosion scenario was
considered to be dominant from the viewpoint of above ground
fission product releases, this time was used to characterize the
release. Alternate definitions of release time considered were the
time to penetrate the lower steel shell and the time for full
penetration of the basemat. The releases associated with shell
penetration were not considered to result in significant fission
product releases and thus were lumped into the 6 foot penetration

-

time used to represent the subsphere. The time to penetrate the
full basemat was estimated to be about 8 days and therefore is not
considered radjologically significant.

Containment overtemperature failures were not considered
radiologically nignificant. The System 80+ design requires leak
resistant penetration designs and utilization of scalants with high
temperature stability. Analyses suggest the limiting containment
temperatures to be in the range of 350 to 450*F. A review of
containmere penetrations (see Section 19.11.4.4) indicates that
under t'nse conditions typical containment penetrations

O to be used in System 80+) will

Q m(represe:.tative of those expectedaintair leak tightness for several days or more following the
severe accident.

Representative release energies were selected by evaluating the
output from a number of representative MAAP cases and deriving
rounded average release energies for high energy and low energy
releases.

The following sections present a brief description for each release
class with a frequency greater than or equal to 1.0E-10. The source,

term data for each release class is summarized in Tables 19.12.3-1
a nd 19.12. 3-2. Table 19.12. 3-4 presents the S80SOR input character |

| strings for each release class sequence and Table 19.12.3-3
presents the definition for character position in the S80SOR input
string and the potential values for each position.

/'h

(v)

Amendment W
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The releases for this release class were assumed to start at the !
time of containment failure at 17 hours and lasts for 200 seconds
(0,056 hours). The release to environment was assumed to occur at
an olevation of 16.6 meters above grade.

I'9.12.3.2.3.6 Release Class RC3.6M

Release class RC3.6M covers the releases associated with an early
containment failure with both vaporization releases and
revaporization releases for sequences in which core damage occurs
within the 8 hour to 24 hour time frame. In-vessel fission product
scrubbing was successful and scrubbing of the vaporization and
revaporization releases is successful. The cumulative release '

frequency for this release class is 1.83Ew09. |

The dominant PDSs for this release class are PDS148 and PDS136.
For this release class, the releases for PDS136 would bound those
for PDS148 because of a higher release energy. (PDS136 would cause
a containment overpressure failure due to a hydrogen burn whereas
f or PDS14 8, the containment would fail as the result of a steam
explosion.) However, PDS136 is an order of magnitude less probable
than PDS148. Thus, this releases class is characterized by PDS148.
PDS148 is characterized as a transient with successful initial
operation of emergency feedwater, but failure of long term cooling

h after 8 hours. Bleed for feed and bleed cooling was successful,
C/ but safety injection (feed) failed. Core damage was assumed to

occur at 16 hours with vessel failure at 17 hours. The containment
spray system is unavailable, and the cavity is flooded. The
containment f ails due to a steam explosion immediately after vessel
breach.

The releases for this release class were assumed to start at the
time of containment failure at 17 hours and lasts for 200 seconds
(0.056 hours). The release to environment was assumed to occur at
an elevation of 16.6 meters above grade.

19.12.3.2.4 Containment Isolation Failures
|

19.12.3.2.4.1 Release Class R04.8E

Release class RC4.8E covers the releases associated with a
containment isolation failure with vaporization releas - and
revaporization releases for sequences in which core damage occurs
within the first 8 hours. In-vessel fission product scrubbing is
successful as is scrubbing of the vaporization releases. Scrubbing
of the revaporization releases is not successful. The cumulative
release frequency for this release class is 1.03E-09. Release |
class RC4.8M, which has a frequency of 3 .1'2 E- 11, was merged with
this release class. Thus, the total frequency used for release

rT class RC4.8E is 1.06E-09. |[ !

The dominant PDSs for this release class are PDS235, PDS20, PDS3,
and PDS85. The releases for PDS3 would bound the releases for

Amendment T
19.12-125 November 15, 1993
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PDS85 and PDS20. Thus, this release class can be characterized _by ..

PDS235 and PDS3. PDS235 is a transient such loss of feedwater with
failure of emergency feedwater and failure of bleed for feed and
bleed cooling. Core damage is assumed to occur at 4 hours with >

vessel failure at 5 hours. The containment spray system is
available and the cavity is flooded. Releases are via the assumed

20.1 ft isolation failure.

PDS3 is a large LOCA with failure of safety injection. Coro damage
is assumed to occur at 4 hours with vessel f ailure at 5 hours. The
containment spray system is available and the cavity is flooded.
Releases are via the assumed 0.1 f t; isolation failure.

The releases for this release class were assumed to start at the
time of core damage at 4 tours and last for 24 hours. The release
to environment was assumec to occur at an elevation of 16.6 meters
above grade.

19.12.3.2.4.2 Relt -se Class RC4.22E

Release Class RC4.22E covers releases associated with a containment
isolation f ailure with vaporization releases but no revaporization
releases for sequences in which core damage occurs within the first
8 hours. In-vessel fission product scrubbing is not successful,
but scrubbing of the vaporization releases is successful. The
cumulative release frequency for this release class is 2.60E-09.
The dominant PDS for this release class is PDS184A. PDS184A is an
SGTR with failure of safety injection and failure of aggressive
secondary cooldown. For this release class, it is assumed that the
ruptured steam generator is not successfully isolated. Core damage
is assumed to occur at 4 hours with vessel f ailure at 5 hours. The
containment spray system is available and the cavity is flooded.
The releases for this release class are assumed to start at the
time of core damage at 4 hours and last for 24 hours. The release
to the environment is assumed to occur at an elevation of 19.7
meters above grade.

Release class RCS4.4E covers releases associated with a containment
isolation failure with vaporization releases but no revaporization
releases for which core damage occurs within the first 8 hours.
In-vessel fission product scrubbing is successful for release class
RC4.4E, and is also PDS 184A. For release class RC4.4E, scrubbing
of the in-vessel fission product releases via the inventory in the
SG is credited. S80SOR, a modified version of ZISOR, is used to
calculate release fractions for the various release classes.
S80SOR does not credit in-yessel fission product scrubbing via SG
inventory. Thus, the releases calculated for RC4.4E are the same
as those for RC4.22E. Therefore RC4.4E is combined with RC4.22E.

| Release class RC4.4M is also combined with release class RC4.22E.
The release frequency for RC4.4E is 3 . 01 E--0 9 , and the release
frequency for release class RC4.4M is 3.83E-10. Therefore, the
total release frequency for release class RC4.22E is 5.99E-09.

19.12.3.2.4.3 Release Class RC4.30E

Release class RC4.30E covers the releases associated with a
j containment isolation failure with vaporization releases and

revaporization releases for sequences in which core damage occurs
!

| Amendment V
19.12-126 April 29, 1994
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TABLE 19.12.3-3 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 3) |

S8050R INPUT STRI_NG YALUE DEFINITION

Input Item
Number Yalue Input Value Definition

9 A HIGH HPME (75TH PERCENTILE)

HIGH B MODERATE HPME (50TH PERCENTILE)
PRF ' IRE _C LOW HPME (25TH PERCENTILEL

EJECTION D NO HPME

10 A CATASTROPHIC FAILURE, GROSS STRUCTURAL FAILURE

5 CONTAINMENT B RUPTURE, NOMINALLY 7 SQ. FT.

FAILURE
C LEAK, NOMINALLY 0.1 SQ. FT.

D NO FAILURE

E

ch BASEMAT MELTTHROUGH, TWICE INTACT ,

/)\ 11 A ONE LARGE HOLE
" HOLES IN

RCS B TWO LARGE HOLES

12 A FLOW THROUGH THE IRWST WITH AN IRWST WATER
DEPTH OF 200cm

'
B FLOW THROUGH THE IRWST (SCRUBBING BASED ON

GRAND GULF 00WNCOMER VENT + MODEL)

C OPTION NOT AVAILABLE |
D

_ _ _
NO FLOW THROUGH IRWST

FOTOTESTOR 5PRA~Y OPERATION)
(E = Early, up to vessel breach)
(I = Intermediate, VB to VB+45 min)
(L = Late, VB+45 min to end of CCI)
(V = Very late, after CCI)
(- = Non-operation)

*

Approximation conservatively models System 80+ IRWST sparger design |

b
: v

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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TABLE 19,12.3-4 |

(Sheet 1 of 2)

LISTING OF RELEASE CLASS INPUT DATA FOR 5B0508

INPUT RELEASE
STRING CLASS PDS *

GDCCBCDGBDAB RCl.lE PDS235
GDCOBCDADDBD RCl.lE PDS3
GDCCBCDADDBD RCl.lE PDS201
GFDCBCABDDAB RCl.lM PDS148

~

GDCCBCDBDDAB RCl.lM PDS136
EDCDBCDADBBD RC2.lE PDS3
EDCCBCDBDBAB RC2.lE PDS235
EDCCBCDBDBBD RC2.2E PDS201
EDCCBCDBDBBB RC2.2E PDS235
FDACBCABDEAB RC2.4E PDS233 A

FDACBCABDBAB RC2.4E PDS233 B

FDADBCAADEBD RC2.4E PDS1 A
FDADBCAADBBB RC2.4E PDS1 B

FGACBCABDEAB RC2.5E PDS241 A

(' FGACBCABDBAB RC2.5E PDS241 B

FDACBCABDEBD RC2.6E PDS199 A

FDACBrABDBBD RC2.6E PDS199 B

FDACBCABDEBB RC2.6E PDS233 A

FDACBCABDBBB RC2.6E PDS233 8
FGACBCABDEBB RC2.7E PDS241 A

FGACBCABDBBB RC2.7E PDS241 B

DDCCACOBBBAB RC3.lE PDS235
DDCDBCDADBBD RC3.lE PDS3
DDCCBCDBDBBD RC3.2E PDS184
DDCAACDBBBBB RC3.2E PDS235
DDDCACABBBAB RC3.4E PDS235
DDDDBCAADBBD RC3.4E PDS3
DDDCBCABDBBD RC3.6E PDS184
DDOCBCABDBBB RC3.6E PDS235
HDCCBBDBDCBD RC4.22E PDS184A |
HDDCBCABDCAB RC4.8E PDS235
HD00BCAADCBD RC4.8E PDS3
HDDCBBABDCBD RC4.30E PDS184A
HDACBBABDCBD RC4.30E PDS181A
FHCCBCDBDBBB RC2.2M PDS148
FHACBCABDBAB RC2.5M PDS242
FDACBCABDEBB RC2.6M PDS134 A

FDACBCABDBBB RC2.6M PDS134 B

| FHDCBCABDBGB RC2.6M PDS148

) FHACBCABDEBB RC2.7M PDS242-

V
1
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| TABLE 19.12.3-4

(Sheet 2 of 2)

LISTING OF_ RELEASE CLASS INPUT DATA FOR S8050R

INPUT RELEASE
*

STRING . CLASS PDS

DHCCBCDBDBBB RC3.2M PDS148
DHDCBCABDBBB RC3.6M PDS148
HHACBBABDCBD RC4.36L PDS194

BHADBCAADDAD RCG.lE PDS17 A

AHADBCAADDAD RC5.lE PDS17 B

Some PDSs had two potential input strings for a given release class. They*

were designated A and B.

O

O
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\ 19.15 SUMMARY OF PRA-BASED DESIGN INSIGHTS

This section of the report summarizes the PRA-based insights for
the System 80+ design. The System 80+ PRA was performed to
satisfy the objectives required for the Advanced Light Water
Reactor design certification PRA. These objectives, as they
relate to the System 80+ design, are:

A. To assess, as realistic as possible, the risk profile of the
proposed design in terms of the frequency of severe core
damage accidents and their consequences.

B. To develop better understanding and insights about the
design strengths and relative weaknesses beyond those
identified through deterministic analyses.

C. To support pre- and post-certification regulatory activities
which include Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC); Inspection,
Testing, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC);
Reliability Assurance Program (RAP); and technical
specifications.

Since the System 80+ PRA is being used to support the pre- and
post-certification activities, the insights gained regarding the

h risk contributors are very useful. Therefore, the following
(/ useful information and insights are summarized in this section of

the report:

A. How PRA insights influenced the design,

B. What design features were added to or deleted from the
design as a result of PRA insights,

C. How it was determined if there were any vulnerabilities in
the plant design from internal or external events,

D. How the PRA was used to develop an appropriate balance of
prevention and mitigation in the design,

E. How to use the models, information, and results of the
design for verifying some of the key assumptions of the PRA,

F. How to use insights from the uncertainty, importance, and
sensitivity analyses to support various activities such DAC,
RAP, ITAAC, and technical specifications,

G. How to use insights from the external events analyses,
shutdown and low power risk analyses to support pre- and
post-certification activities.

A
I The special features that are incorporated into the System 80+

,

design to prevent and mitigate accidents are summarized in

Amendment P
19.15-1 June 15, 1993
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Section 19.15.1. Insights about the System 80+ design gained
from the internal events risk profile and the external events
risk profile are summarized in Sections 19.15.2 and 19.15.3,

respectively. Shutdown and low-power operation are included as
part of the System 80+ PRA, and the insights gained from the risk
associated with these modes of operation are summarized in
Section 19.15.4. The use of PRA in the design process is
summarized in Section 19.15.5. The use of PRA results and
insights to support certification and followup activities is
summarized in Section 19.15.7. Significant PRA-based safety
insights f or the System 80+ design are provided in Table 19.15-1.

During the detailed design phase for System 80+, site specific
~

information and system design details will become available. The
COL applicant should update the PRA using the final design
information and site specific information. As deemed necessary,
the update should include the shutdown risk evaluation and the
internal fire and flood evaluation. Based on site specific
information, the COL applicant should also re-evaluate the
qualitative screening of external events. If any site specific
vulnerabilities are found, the applicable external event (s)

| should be included in the updated PRA. [ COL Item 19-6]

In updating the internal fire evaluation, the COL applicant
should verify the details and layout of critical components and
the fire suppression systems. [ COL Item 19-5] The applicant
should also evaluate the potential effect of the fire suppression

| systems on the behavior of other systems. [ COL Item 19-3]

In updating the internal flood evaluation, the COL should
evaluate the interaction of the potential internal flood sources
and the details of the layout of the critical components. [ COL

| Item 19-3]

O
Amendment W

19.15-2 June 17, 1994
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INSIGilT DISPOSITION

1. The COL applicant should petform a seismic walkdown te ensure that the COL ltem 19-4 |
as-built plant conforms to the assumptions in the System 80 + PRA -based Section 19.7.5.3
seismic margins analysis and to assure that seismic spatial systems
interactions do not exist.

Details of the seismic walkdown will be developed by the COL applicant.

2. ABB-CE will maintain a list of the SSC HCLPF values used in the System COL ltem 19-4 |
80+ Seismic Margins Assessment in the D-RAP. Section 19.7.5.3

The COL Applicant should compare the as-built SSC HCLPFs to those

[ \ assumed in the System 80+ seismic margins analysis (SM A). Deviations( ) from the llCLPF values or assumptions m the SMA should be evaluated
by the COL Applicant to determine if any vulnerabilities hase been
introduced.

3. ABB-CE will maintain a list of risk significant SSCs in the D-RAP D-RAP

4. The COL will maintain an 0 RAP based on the system reliability COL ltem 17-3 |
information derived from the PR A and other sources. Section 17.3.1

The COL Applicant should incorporate the list of risk important systems, COL Item 19-7 |
structures and components (SSCs) as presented in Table 19.15.61 in its Section 19.15.6
D-R AP and 0-RAP.

5. Integrity of divisional separation between redundant safety-related Addressed in all
equipment is a key assumption in the System 80+ fire and flood risk safety related
analyses. This divisional separation, which is extended also in the service structures and
water and component cooling water structures, prevents fires and floods systems.
from propagating from one division to the o:hcr.

There are no doors or passageways connecting the divisions of safety- Certified Design
related equipment up to elevation 70+0. Material

6. The control room has its own dedicated ventilation system. This eliminates Certified Design
the poss;bility of smoke, hot gases, and fire suppressants, originated in Material
areas outside the main control room, to migrate via the ventilation system
to the control room..f.

(Q)

!
1

Amendnent W |
June 17, 1994 '
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INSIGIIT DISPOSITION

7. Separate ventilation systems for each division eliminates the possibility of Certified Design ___

smoke, hot gases, and fire suppressants migrating from one division to Material

another.

8. There are no sources of " unlimited" external floodmg in the reactor Certified Design

building. The interface between the CCWS and the ultimate heat sink Material
(through the Service Water Sy stem) is located in a separate structure
outside the reactor building.

The seals for the underground pipe chase (contains CCW piping) between Certified Design
the nuclear annex and the CCW building will be capable of withstanding Material

an internal flood from a pipe break in the CCWSISSWS building (e.g.,
service water).

9. Consequential flooding of safety related plant structures from Turbine Sections 3.4 &

Building sources is prevented by the following design features: (a) plant 10.4.1.3

grade below openings to safety related structures; (b) openings to safety
related structures above the maximum flood level for the Turbine Building;
and (e) site grade such that water would flow away from structures where
safety related equipment is located.

10. Electrical separation between the two safety-related divisions is maintained. Addressed in all
safety-related systems

11. All drains are divisionally s;parated. Certified Design
Material

Drains within a division, drain to the lowest level which has adequate
volume to collect water from a break in any division. The drains are sized Sections 3.4 & 9.3.3
to handle the potential discharge of fixed fire suppression systems and fire
hoses.

O
Amenciment V
April 29, 1994
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12. During plant shutdown operation, the integrity of fire and flood barriers COL ltem 19-9 |
between areas in same division, such as quadrants, where systems Section 19.8.1.2
comprising the alternate shutdown success paths are located, should be
maintained. This will require configuration control of fire / flood barriers
for shutdown operation by the COL applicant.

The COL applicant should incorporate in its configuration control program COL ltem 19-9 |
a requirement that, during modes 4,5, and 6, the water tight flood doors Section 19.8.1.2
and fire doors will be maintained closed on at least one quadrant within the
subsphere (containing either an SCS or CSS pump) to help present
common-mode failures from internal floods or fires. The SCS or CSS

O} pump in this quadrant shall be operable. If the flood or fire doors to this
fy quadrant must be opened for reasons other than to permit normal access, a
'd fire watch will be established for the affected door.

~13. The grid system for System 80+ will include at least two preferred power Certified Design
circuits, each having sufficient capacity. They will be continuously Material
energized and available to provide power to safety related loads. The two
designated offsite power transmission lines shall be designed and routed to
minimite, to the extent practicable, the likelihood of their simultaneous
failure. These circuits shall be routed to ensure no single event, such as a
tower falling or a line breaking can simultaneously affect both circuits in a
way such that neither can be returned to service. The two offsite power j
circuits shall terminate at two switchyards that are physically separate and ,

electrically independent to the extent practicable. I

14. During plant shutdown, risk can be minimized by appropriate outage COL Item 19-9 |
management, administrative controls, procedures, and operator knowledge Section 19.8.1.2
of plant configuration. This will be an important COL applicant activity.

15. Divisional separation exists also between redundant chargmg pumps and Figure 1.2 4
their power supplies and redundant trains of instrument air. Sections 8.3.1.1.2.1 i

& 9.3.1.2.1 1

O
i iV

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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| 16. The COL applicant will develop procedures for manually aligning the COL ltem 19 8 __

alternate AC power supply (combustion turbine) when one of the two
diesel generators is unavailable during a loss of offsite power event.

Breairts between the Permanent Non Safety (PNS) and the class IE buses Certified Design
will be interlocked so that a PNS bus cannot be aligned to a class IE bus Material

that is being powered by an EDG.

17. To provide sufficient diversity and defense in depth to mitigate all Cenified Design

postulated accidents even assuming a common cause failure within the Material

Plant Protection System, The System 80+ Instrumentation and Control
Systems provides the Manual liardwired ESFAS Actuation System for the
controls and for display there are liardwired Key Indications of Critical
Function Status for post accident monitoring.

1

O
Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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18. One function of the Rapid Depressurization System (RDS)(or bleed
system) is to provide a safety-grade means of rapidly depressurizing the
RCS manually from the control room so that the Safety injection System
(SIS) can be actuated, when the long term decay heat removal fails. This is
an 'mportant feature added to the System 80 + design that helps reduce
the failure probability of long-term decay heat removal and plant risk with
respect to operating reactoc designs.

The following are some important aspects of the RDS as represented in tbc
PRA:

Certified Design

p The RDS valves are motor-operated and will not reclose on high Material

, j)I containment pressure.
\ Certified Design

The RDS valves fail as-is and therefore they are not subject to Material
automatic reclosing upon battery depletion.

The functions of the RDS are to provide a " feed and bleed" cooling
capability in conjunction with the SlS, nd to provide the capability to
depressurize the RCS during a severe accident to minimize the
potential for liigh Pressure Melt Ejection (IIPME).

Emergency
ABB CE will provide EPG guidance for use of the RDS for Operations Guidelines
* feed and biced" cooling. (EOGs)

7 .c..
Procedures will be provided for use of the RDS for
depressurization of the RCS during a severe accident.

Section 3.2
The SDS valves are qualified for design bcsis accident conditions.

Section 16.3/3 A.18 |
The reliability of the RDS is important. .ne COL will ensure the
reliability of the RDS.

/m

v]

Aluendment W
June 17- 1994
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19. The following are some important aspects of the Shutdown Cooling System I

(SCS) as represented in the PRA: |

The SCS has two separate and redundant divisions, each with the heat Certified Design
|

removal capacity to cool the RCS to cold shutdown conditions. Material ;

!

| The SCS and Containment Spray System (CSS) pumps are designed Certified Design
to be independent but identical and functionally interchangeable. Material
Either pump in a division can provide Dow to eithei the CSS header
or the SCS heat exchanger.

Section 5.4.7.3
With the SCS heat exchanger bypass throttle valves failed open, there
is adequate flow (1000gpm) through the SCS heat exchanger to
+ hieve cooldown over an extended time period.

Certified Design
During plant shutdown operation, the SCS can be allgred to the Material
IRWST to provide RCS inventory makeup or to perlorm a " feed and
bleed" operanon,

Certified Design
Instrumentation and controls are provided in the Remote Shutdown Material
Panel to ensure that the SCS functions can be performed esen when
the main control room cannot be used due to a fire.

Certified Design
The SCS discharge valves are capable of opening with a delta p equal Material
to the SCS pump shutoff head. This capability is needed for SCS
injecnon from the IRWST to the RCS following an Aggressive
Secondary Cooldown (ASC). Ceaified Design

Material
The SCS piping outside of containment has an ultimate strength in
excess of the normal RCS pressure of 2250 psi. Certified Design

Material
The SCS pumps can be aligned to take suction from the In-
Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWSTL The SCS
pumps can also be aligned to discharge to the IRWST via the SCS Certified Design
heat exchangers. Material

The SCS can be aligned to provide IRWST cooling. This backs up the Certified Design
CSS capability for providing IRWST cooling. Material

!

! Amendment V
| April 29, 1994
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19. (Continued)

The valve isolating the SCS pump suction frcm the IRWST is capable Certified Design
;

of passing flow in either direction. This is required so that the SCS Material
pump can draw suction from the IRWST to back up the appropriate
CSS pump and the CSS pump can draw suction from the RCS to back
up the SCS pump.

With the SCS pumps aligned to the IRWST, the pumps' NPSil is Certified Design
adequate to prevent pump cavitation and failure if the IRWST Material
inventory is saturated.

A
( ) The SCS pump motor in each division is not powered from the same Certified Design
\d Class 1-E 4.16Kv bus as the CSS pump motor in the same division. Material

20. The following are some i.nportant aspects of the Safety Injection System
(SIS) as represented in the PRA:

Four redundant trains are arranged in two divisions so the two SIS Certified Design
divisions are completely physically separated frou cach other. Material

Each SIS pump train has an independent suction line connection to the Certified Design
IRWST, Material

The two SIS divisions are completely physically separated from each CertiGed Design
other outside containment. Material

Safety injection for " feed and bleed" is an important backup decay Section 16.3/3.5.3 |
heat removal method during shutdown operation. A new technical
specification was added requiring two of the four SIS trains to be j

available during most shutdown modes, i

!

Instrumentation and controls for trains 3 and 4 are provided in the Certified Design i
Remote Shutdown Panel to ensure that the SIS functions can be Material
performed even when the main control room cannot be used due to a
fire.

I%,) 1;
31

1

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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21. The following is one important aspect of the CSS as represented in the Certified Design
PRA: In addition to its design basis capabilities, the CSS provides the Material
capability to cool the IRWST during accidents requiring " feed and bleed"
operation.

The CSS pumps' NPSH is adequate to present pump cavitation and failure Certified Design
if the IRWST inventory is saturated. Material

O

O
Amendment U
December 31, 1993
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29. A control room fire will not impact the instrumentation and controls -H
located at the Remote Shutdown Panel, or the equipment which is required
to place the plant in cold shuttw"., due to the following features of the
System 80+ design:

The main control room and the remote shutdown room are located at Certified Design
different elevations and in different fire areas. Material

The main control room ventilation system is different from the Certified Design
ventilation system for the remote shutdown room. Material

The stairwells connecting the main control room and the remote Section 9.4, Figures
shutdown room are pressurized, thus not allowing s_moke, hot gases 1,2-5.A through 1,2-9
and fire suppressants to migrate from one room to the other.

Certified Design
The main control room is continuously pressurized to prevent the Material
entry of smoke, hot gases, dirt and fire suppressants from other areas.

30. All fire harriers which provide separation between the two divisions are Certified Design
rated for h least 3 hours. Material

,

- it was assumed that all fire doors and penetrations within the fire barriers D-RAP
are maintained with high reliability during power operation to prevent the
propagation of fire from one area to the next.

31.J The possible so irces of internal flooding within the Nuclear Annex and- Certified Design
Reactor Building are located below elevation 70+0. Material

32. Solid state switching devices and electro-mechanical relays resistant to Sections 7.1.1.7,
relay chatter will be used in the Nuplex 80+ protection and control 7.2.1.1 & 7.3.1.1 -
systems. Use of these devices and relays either eliminates or minimizes the COL ltem 19-20 |-
mechanical discontinuities associates with similar devices at operating (Relay Chatter -
reactors. Resistance)

33. The Startup Feedwater System (SFWS), a non-safety related system can Sections 10.4.7.2.3 & ;
be used to deliver feedwater to the SGs following a reactor trip. The 10.4.7.2.4 j
SFWS pump is powered from the Permanent Non-Safety (PNS) bus and

.

Figure 8.3.1-1 '

can be powered by the AAC. The SFWS pump can be aligned to the CST
.|or the deaerator storage tank. With alignment to either storage facility, the

NPSil for the pump is adequate to prevent pump cavitation and failure.

i

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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34. There will be a diverse RCP seal injection capability using a positive Certified Design

displacement pump that is diverse from the CVCS and can be powered Material

from either the EDG or the AAC.

The alternative positive displacement seal injection pump is k>cated in such Figure 1.2-5A

a manner as to minimize its vulnerability to internal floods and fires that
could also affect ?he primary means of providing RCP seal cochng or RCP
seal injection. -

35. An emergency containment spray backup function provides a means of Certified Design

supplying water to the containment spray header from a station AC Material

independent external source.

The final design of the ECSBS is not completed. The design of the ECSBS Sections 6.5.5 and

is envisioned to include the following design features: (1) an 8-inch 19.11.3.8

diameter " tee" connection to the containment spray recirculation line (2)
an extension of 8. inch diameter Class 2 piping from the " tee" connection
from the containment spray recirculation line to the exterior of the Nuclear
Annet (3) external connections for temporary hook"9 of an external
source of water that are located at or near grade, w a ponable pumping
source (e.g., fire truck) that is independent of site AC power buses. This
pumping device will be capable of supplying sufficient flow to the
containment spray header at 24 hours after a severe accident to provide
sufficient heat removal capability via the spray droplets te prevent the
containment pressure from exceeding the service level C pressure.
Preliminary calculations indicate a flow rate of 750 gpm would be
sufficient, and (5) all necessary hoses, fittings and spool pieces would be
stored with the pumping device or at or near the " tee" connections.

| The detailed system design and location of all associated valves and COL ltem 19-5
cottnections should take into account expected radiation levels and shielding Section 19.11.3.8

requirements for any required local operator actions.

| The specific flow rate for the pumping device will be determined as part of COL liem 19-5

the detailed design. Section 19.11.3.8

| Detailed procedures for use of the system will be developed by the COL COL ltem 19 8
Section 19.15.6applicant.

Amendment W
June 17, 1994
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36. There is a liydrogen hiitigation System (Ilh15) utilizing ignitors to control Certified Design
hydrogen during a severe accident. hiaterial

The accident management procedures will address use of the lih1S. COL ltem 19 8 |
Section 19.15.6

37. The liydrogen purge Vent to the annulus is not credited in the PRA. EOGs
flowever, the use of this vent could decrease the late containment failure
probability.

38. Each half of the subsphere is compartmentalized to separate redundant safe Certified Design
shutdown components, to the extent practicable while maintaining hlaterial

~] ac essibility requirements. The subsphere, which houses the front line
| satety systems is compartmentalized into quadrants, with two quadrants on3

k# cither side of the divisional structural wall. Flood barriers provide
separation between quadrants, while maintaining equipment removal
capability. Emergency feedwater pumps are located in separate
compartments within the quadrants with each compartment protected by
flood barriers. Flood barriers also provide separation between electrical
equipment and fluid mechanical systems at the lowest elevation within the
Nuclear Annex.

Elevated equipment pads prevent equipment from being inundated in the Section 3.4.4.1
event of flooding.

There are three-hour fire barriers as well as flood barriers between Certified Design
quadrants in the subsphere. hiaterial

Within each division, there are two Class IE 4160 KV switchgears. These Section 9.5.1.14
are separated by three-hour fire barriers and are arranged to be associated
with one of the subsphere quadrants. Power cables from the diesel
generator mom in a given division to their associated switchgear are fully
separated, and the cables from the switchgear to their associated pumps are
fully separated.

,/~\
l \

U

Amendment W j
June 17, 1994
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39. Flood protection is integrated into the floot drainage systems. The floor Certified Design
drainage systems are separated by division and Safety Class 3, Seismic Material
Category I vahes which prevent backfkw of water to are.ts contaiaing
safety related equipment 1.ach subsphere quadrant contaim its own
Leparate su up equipped with redunt.nt Safety Class 3, Seismic Category I
sump pumps and associated instrumentation. These putt.y are iso
powered from the diesel generators in the esent of loss of of fsite power
The Nuclear Annet also has its own divisionally separated floor drainage
system, having no common drain lines between divisiont

Moors are gently sloped to allow good dramage to the divisional sumps. Section 9.3.3
IFloor drains are routed to the lowest elevation to present flooding of the

upper elevations. The lowest elevation in ca6 division has adequate
solume io collect water from a break in any system without flooding the
other division. In addition, potential discharge of foted firr suppression
sy stcms and lire hoses is considered m the sizing of floor drains to
preclude flooding of areas should the fire protection systems be initiated

_

40. The COI, should maintam a wc!! trained and prepared fire bri; ade. COL ltem 19-13
Section 19.15.3.2

41. The Sprem 80 + low preuure systems which inte. tace with the RCS are Certified Design
protected agam<,i ISLOCA by a combination of increases in the piping Material
pressure limits and autoisolation capability based on pressure sensors.

42. The COL app;icant should consider the information on risk important COL ltem 19-15
operator utions from the PRA, as presented in Table 19.15.6-2, in Section 19.15.6
devdeping and implementim; procedures, training and other human
rehaN'ity related programs.

41 During deu. led design phase, the COL applicant should update the PRA COL kent 19-12
usmg the fhial design information and site specific information As Sectie's 19.15.1
deemed necessary, the COL applicant should update the PRA, including
the shutdown itsk evaluation, and the internal fire and flood evaluation.
Based on site specific information, the COL appheant should also re-
evaluve the qualitative screening of external events. If any site specific
suscepticilities are found, the applicab!c cuernal event shotdd be included
in the updard PR A.

, _ . _ _

Amendment V
April 29, 1994
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(mV) 19.15.6 RISK SIGNIFICANT SSC.9 FOR CONSIDERATION IN THE
RAP AND OTHER ACTIVITIES j

Table 19.15.6-1 presents a list of risk significant Systems
Structures and Components (SSCs) that should be included in the
D-RAP as described in Section 17.3. The COL applicant should
consider inclusion of these SSCs in their D-RAP and 0-RAP (COL |Item 19-14). These SSCs were selected based on their risk
1mportance as determined in the Level 1 analyses, the Level 2
analyses, the Level 3 analyses, the shutdown risk evaluation, the
internal fire and flood evaluation, and the seismic margins
evaluation. For the Level 1 analysoa and the shutdown risk
analyses, systems and components were included as risk
significant if their Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) was greater
than or equal to 5.0 er their Risk Reduction Worth (RRW) was 1.10
or greater. SSCu with a RAW between 2.0 and 5.0 were selected if
their RRW was greater than 1.05. For the Seismic Margins j,

Assessment, a SSC was included if it was a dominant contributor
to the Plant HCLFF. For the Level 2, Level 3, and internal fire
and flood analysen, items were included based on engineering
judgement. SSCG were also included in the list if specific
engineering commitments were made by the system designers. Table
19.15.6-1 contains three columns. The first column identifies

n the system, structure or component. The second column presents

[d\ the rationale (basis) for including the SSC in the D-RAP (i.e.,
RAW > 5.0, Level 2 considerations, engineering judgement,
engineering commitment, etc.). The third column briefly
describes the item and any associated insights. The third column
also identifles any test interval or maintenance assumptions that
were used in the PRA. This table does not include any failure
rate or unavailability information. All component failure rates
are documented in Section 19.5 and its associated appendices.
The random failuro rates for the individual components for the
specific f ailure modes of concern are summarited in Table 19.5-2.
The common cause failure rateu are summarized in Table 19.5-3.
The maintenance unavailabilities are t>ummarized in Table 19.5-4.
The component and structure HCLPF values are summarized in Tables
19. 7. 5.1-1 and 19. 7. 5.1-2. Table 3. 9-15 summariz es the In-Service
Testing program for all safety related pumps and valves and
presents the applicable test inter nin.

Table 19.15.6-2 presents a list of Important Operator Actions
selected from the PRA. These operator actions were selected
based on their risk importance as determined in the Level 1
analyses, the Level 2 analyses, the Level 3 analyses, the
shutdown risk evaluation, the internal Iire and flood evaluation,
and the seismic margins evaluation. For the Level 1 analyses and
the shutdown risk analyses, operator actions were included as

,

important if their Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) was greater than I

Q( or equal to 5.0 or their Risk Reduction Worth (RRW) was 1.10 or '

| greater. Operator actions with a RAW between 2.0 and ,5 . 0 were
' selected if their RRW was greater than 1.05. For the Seismic

Margins Assessment, an operator action was included if failure to
i

l
Amendment W

19.15-75 June 17, 1994
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perform that action could result in a lower overall plant HCLPF
value. For Level 2, Level 3, and internal fire and flood
analyses, items were included based on engineering judgement.

The COL applicant is responsible for developing all plant
procedures. These procedures include, but are not limited to,
the normal operating procedures, system operating procedures,
maintenance procedures, emergency operating procedures and severe
accident procedures. The Emergency Operating Gufdelines (EOGs)
provide guidance to the COL applicant for developing the detailed
Emergency Operating Procedures. Appendices to the ECGS provide
guidance on severe accident procedures and emergency operating'

considerations during shutdown operations. In developing and
implementing procedures, training and other human reliability

7

related programs, the COL applicant should consider the
information on risk important operator actions presented in
Table 19.15.6-2. [ COL Item 19-15)

In the severe accident management procedures, the COL applicant
should include procedures for the use of the Cavity Flood System,
the Hydrogen Mitigation System, and the Emergency Containment

j Spray Backup function of the CSS. (COL Item 19-8)

The COL should develop procedures for manually aligning the
Alternate AC power supply when one of the two emergency diesel
generators is unavailabic during a loss of offsite power. [ COL

| Item 19-8]

,

T

O
Amendment W

|
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'JM]n Amendmtal Inbhs AmrtuimtD1

19A.2-1 (Sheet 1) V 19A.5-16 V

19A.21 (Sheet 2) V 19A.5-17 V
19 A.3-1 U 19A.5-18 V
19A.4-1 (Sheet 1) U 19A.5-19 V

19A.4-1 (Sheet 2) V 19 A.5-20 V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 1) V 19 A.5-21 V

19A 4-2 (Sheet 2) V 19A.5-22 V

19A.4-2 (5heet 3) V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 4) V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 5) V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 6) V -

19A.4 2 (Sheet 7) V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 8) V

19A.4-2 (Sheet 4) V .

19A.4-2 (Sheet 10) V

19A 4-3 V

19A.4-4 (Sheet 1) V

19A.4-4 (Sheet 2) V

19A.5-1 (Sheet 1) U
19A.5-1 (Sheet 2) U

19A.5-1 (Sheet 3) U

19A.5-1 (Sheet 4) U

19A.5-2 (Sheet 1) U

19A.5-2 (Sheet 2) U
19A.5 3 V

i 19 A.5-4 Y

| 19A.5 5 V
'

19 A.5-6 V
19 A.5-7 V

19 A.5-8 V
19 A.5-9 Y
19 A ,5-10 V

|
19 A.5- 11 V

|
19 A.5- 12 V

19 A.5-13 V

19A.5-14 V

19A.5 15 V
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AGONDIS

AC Alternating Current
ADV Atmospheric Dump Valves
AIMR Advanced Light Water Reactor
ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram

'

11WR Iloiling Water Reactor
cal Calories
CCW Component Cooling Water
CDI Core Damage Frequency
CET Containment Event Tree
CilRS Containunnt flydrogen Recombiner System
CSS Containment Spray System
DA Design Alternative
DC Direct Current
DCil Direct Containment lleating
DG Diesel Generator
DilR Decay lleat Removal
lil:WS limergency 1:eedwater System
EFWST Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank |;

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
112 Ilydrogen
ilMS Ilydrogen hiitigation System(p) IIPSI liigh Pressure Safety injection

v lits llours
llVAC lleating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
IRWST In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
KAG Key Assumptions and Groundrules
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LOIW Loss Of l'eedwater
LOOP Loss of Offsite Power
LSS11 Large Secondary Side 11reak
LTDilR Long Term Decay lleat Removal
M Millionse

MAAP hiodular Accident Analysis Program
MACCS MELCOR Accident Consequence CoJe Sysum
MORV Motor Operated Relief Valve
MSLil Main Steam Line llreak |
MSSV Main Steam Safety Valve
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PARS Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners
PDS Plant Damage State
PPS Plant Protection System
PRA Piobabilistic Risk Assessment
RC Release Class

A
r i .V
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M'RONDIS (Cont'd)

RCP Reactor Coolant Pump

|RCPil Reactor Coolant Pressure floundary
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RllR Residual lleat Removal
SAMDA Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternative
S13F Station 111ackout Sequence Name
S!!OllD Station lilackout with !!attery Depletion
SCS Shutdown Cooling System
see Second
SG Steain Generator
SGTR Steam Generatos Tube Rupture
SI Safety injection

| SIR Safe Intcyral Reactor>

SIS Safety injection Systan
SIT Safety injection Tan).s
SLOCA Small Loss of Coolant Accident
TOTil Transients-Other
TRND Tornado Strike
URD Utility Requirements Document
y year

,

!
i

i
,

|

,
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Inspection of 100% of the tubes in a steam generator is not trally a Design Alternative but is a
maintenance practice, it was selected because it has reasonable costs, afvJ can be executed with a
management decision. This DA was introduced to specifically address Steam Generatar Tube
Rupture (SGTR) which is the initiating event for the largest thtee RCs. The analysis assuows that
all SGTRs are eliminated. 'lhis reduces the risk of SGTR in the System 80+ design has for six RCs
(see Table 19A.5 3). Using a 51.000 per averted person-rem and a levelized cost rate of 16.651,
such a system would be cost beneficial if it cost less than $941. |

The increased cost of performing eddy current testing on 100% of the steam generator tubes
compared to a 20% random inspection of the steam generator tubes is $1.5 million per refueling
outape. Assuming an eighteen month refueling, this would cost $1.0M/y or be equivalent to a capital
cost of $5.59M. *

A3 EIMOlllill.!N
The N 16 monitors have been added to the System 80+ design. Its purpose is to assist the operators
in identifying SGTR events. It also helps prevent SGTR by offering an alternative method on
detecting a leaking tube before rupture occms. This DA was not quantified since it has been included
in the design.

A4 11 GEM.E SECONIMRY SIDE PRESSURE

% Upgrading the design pressure of the secondary system including the MSSVs to 1500 psia from the
current 1200 psia was considered early in the System 80+ design process. It was determined that
an increased design pressure would not significantly reduce the probability of contaimnent bypass and
release to the environment during a SGTR event.

During a SGTR with loss of offsite power, the condenser is not available for plant couldown. The
& cay heat of the core and the stored energy in components are released to the atmosphere via ihe
MSSVs. then via the ADVs. The steaming will continue until reaching Shutdown Cooling System |
entry conditions. The total heat to be remoted (or the total steam release) is only slightly reduced
by increasing the secondary design pressure and MSSV setpoints. Hence, using conservative safety
analysis assumptions and methods, the overall radiation release would be essentially unchanged.

During a SGTR with offsite power available, the operator will act to mitigate this event according
to the Emergency Procedures Guidelines, using both control grade and safety grade equipment, if
required. Therefow, for a "real-world" scenario, an increased design pressure would not
significantly decrease the likehhood of lifting the MSSVs.

There are several technical disadvantages of increasing the secondary system design pressure to 1500
psia:

p
(
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1. Steam generator would increase by up to 100 tons each. The added weight would increase
containment heat sinks, and increase thermal stresses on the steam generator shell and main
steam piping. These factors would likely impact the volume and arrangement of the
containment The additional weight would also increase the handling difficulties during
fabricatmn.

2. The RCS support system would need to be redesigned and/or reevaluated to accommodate the
increased loads. Any contribution to containment sizing must also be assessed.

3. For decreased heat removal events RCS temperature and pressure would rise to a higher value
than in current plants. Pressurizer safety vahe actuation would be more likely.

4. Unless the entire steam systen) and tmhine are upgraded to 1500 psia, a second set of ,

seumdary side relief valves would be requhed downstream of the Main Steam isolation Valves
(MSIVsi to protect the low pressure portion of the steam system,

5. licedwaver systems would have to be compatible with the higher design pressure. Increasing
secondary design pressure would require a major redesign effort and increase design
complexity which are not consistent with the evolutionary ALWR goals.

In summary, the issue of including an upgrade to the secondary side design pressure was considered
f rom design considerations. Ilased on this review, this DA poses serious design drawbacks with
lunited benefits. A cost benefit analysis was not perfortned for this DA because very limited benefits
were expected for extensive costs.

AS PASSIVE SECONilAlW Sil]lLCOOLERS

Secondary heat rejection for System 80+ has been considered at the conceptual level. Passive,

{ r.econdary heat rejection was included in the conceptual design for the Safe Integral Reactor (SIR),'

a much smaller plant.

The passive secondary heat rejection concept that is often promoted consists of an elevated condenser
designed to full secondary side pressures. The heat sink for this condenser can be either water or
air. If it is water, then in addition to the elevated condenser, there is an elevated water tank that
gravity feeds into the condenser and is allowed to boil to atmosphere _ Use of air in natural,

j circulation results in a large increase of the surface area of the condenser but it has the potential of
continuous long term operation without support. The water tank concept requires a periodic refill.

The base sysinn is relatively simple. Ilowever, several supporting functions are required to initiate
the system. Isolation of the affected steam generator will be required, otherwise one must assume
the entire cooling loop will go water solid with pressures equal to RCS pressure. An alternative is
to have a centinuous drain system that maintains a suitable free surface in the steam generator. This
requires coordination with the RCS makeup system. If the design basis is isolation, will that require

| redundant systems on each steam generator. Control of cooldown rates is expected to be required,

| adding additional complexity. lleat rejection capacity sufficient to avoid early releases is expected
to result in excessive couldown rates later.

O
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20.0-1 V 20 2-19 V 20.2-39 V
20.I-1 V 20.2-20 V 20.2-40 V
20.2-1 V 20.2-21 W 20.2-41 V
20.2-2 V 20.2-22 V 20.2 42 y
20.2-3 V 20.2-23 V 20.2 43 V
20.2 4 V 20.2 24 V 20.2-44 V
20.2-5 V 20.2 25 V 20.245 V
20.2-6 Y 20.2-26 V 20.2-46 V
20 2-7 V 20,2-27 V 20.2-47 V
20.2-8 V 20.2-28 V 20.2-48 V
20.2-9 Y 20.2-29 V 20.2 49 Y
20 2-10 V 20.2-30 V 20.2-50 V
20.2-11 V 20.2-31 Y 20.2-$ 1 V
20,2.12 V 20.2 32 V 20.2-52 V
20.2-13 V 20.2-33 V 20.2-53 V
20.2-14 V 20.2-34 V 20.2-54 V
20 2-15 V 20.2-35 V 20.2-55 V
20.2-16 V 20.2-36 V 20.2-56 V
20.2-17 Y 20.2 37 V 20257 V

| /] 20.2-18 V 20.2 38 V 20.2-58 V
l- V
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Ci_l lfi'ER 20lJ

In1

l' age Arntndment Pagt imendment l'agg hinendment

20.2-59 Y 20297 Y 20.2-135 V

20.2-60 V 20.2-98 Y 20.2-136 V
20.2-61 V 20.2-99 Y 20.2-137 Y

20.2-62 V 20.2-100 V 20.2-138 V
20.2-63 V 20.2 101 V 20.2 139 V

20.2-64 V 20.2 102 V 20.2-140 V

20265 V 20,2-103 V 20.2-141 V

20.2 66 V 20.2-104 V 20.2-142 V

20.2-67 Y 20.2-105 V 20.2-143 V
20.2-68 Y 20.2-106 V 20.2-144 V
20.2-69 Y 20.2-107 V 20.2 145 V

20.2-70 V 20.2-108 Y 20.2-146 V

20.2-71 V 20.2-109 Y 20.2 147 V

20.2-72 V 20.2-110 V 20.2.148 Y
20.2-73 V 20.2-111 Y 20.2-149 V
20.2-74 V 20.2-112 V 20.2-150 Y e

20.2-75 W 20 2-113 V 20.2-151 V
20.2-76 V 20.2-114 V 20.2-152 V

20.2-77 Y 20.2-115 V 20.2-153 V
20.2-78 Y 20.2 116 V 20.2-154 V

20.2-79 W 20.2-117 Y 20.2-155 V
20.2-80 V 20.2-118 V 20.2-156 V
20.2-81 V 20.2.I19 Y 20.2-157 Y

20.2-82 V 20.2-120 V 20 2 158 Y

20.2 83 V 20.2-121 V 20.2-159 V
20.2-84 V 20.2-122 V 20.2< 160 y

20.2-85 V 20.2-123 Y 20.2,161 V
20,2-86 V 20.2-124 V 20.2-162 V
20.2-87 V 20.2-125 V 20.2-163 V
20.2 88 y 20.2-126 V 20.2-| 64 V
20.2-89 V 20.2-127 Y 20.0 165 V
20.2-90 V 20.2 128 Y 20,2-166 V
20.2-91 V 20.2~129 V 20.2-167 V

20.2-92 Y 20.2-130 V 20.2-168 V
20.2-93 V 20.2-13i V 20.2-169 V

20.2-94 V 20.2-132 V 20.2-170 V
20.2-95 V 20 2-133 V 20.2-171 V
'O 2-96 V 20.2 134 V 20.2 172 Y

,
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11. Sites at which ice formation of the ultimate heat sink could occur are to be analyzed to show'

that the function of the uhimate heat sink will not be impaired during winter months. Where
repired, the intake structures must be provided with a means of de-icing, such as warm water
recirculation, to prevent flow blockage of the SSWS pump inlets (see Section 9.2.5.1.3).

As described above, the System 80 + Standard Design SSWS and CCWS include many design features
which minimize the problems that certain plants have experienced with open cycle service water system
fouling or flow blockage due to mud, silt, ice, corrosion products or aquatic bivalves. Therefore, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

The COL applicant will make site-specific aspects of the resolution of this issue available for NRC staff
review (see Sections 9.2.1.4 and 9.2.5.4). |

20.2.14 EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS ACTUATION ON
SAFETY.RELATED EQUIP.\ LENT

lES.E

Genetic Safety issue 057 addresses the potential for safety-related equipment to become inoperable
because of water spray from the fire protection system. IE Information Notice 83 41 (Reference 1)
identified experiences in which actuation of fire suppression systems caused damage to safety-related
equipment.

/9
Q AfD.:l'.lMNCE CHITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 057, is that the fire protection system be designed to
preclude damaging safety related equipment and rendering the equipment inoperable. In addition, the
fire protection system shall be designed to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC 3)(Reference 2); which
states in part: " Fire detection and fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capability shall be
provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects of fires on structures, systems, and components
important to safety. Fire fighting systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture or inadvertent
operation does not significantly impair the safety capability of those structures, systems, and
components."

RESOEQILQN t

The System 80+ Standard Design is designed to preclude water spray from the fire protection system
onto safety-related equipment. The sprinkler systems protecting the safety-related equipment is of the
automatic sprinkler type. Actuation of these sprinkler systems requires the opening of the fusible link
sprinkler heads and detection by combustible-products and/or heat detectors in addition, the operator
has the capability of isolating flow from the control room by isolating the Sub-sphere Building headers
or, lo; ally by manual isolation valves.

v
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9in order to prevent damage due to flooding upon actuation of sprinkler spteny., floor drains are
| provided and equipment is located to preclude the flooding of the equipment. To further reduce

potentialdamage to salcty-related equipment upon actuation of sprinkler systems, equipment is shielded
and condui.t ends are scaled where required based on interaction reviews during detailed design and as
built walk-downs.

Since the Fire Pretection systems are designed to preclude inadvertent actuation and thus minimize
damage to safety-related equipment and because these sptems are designed in accordance with
10 Cl R 50 Appendix A (GDC 3), this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. IE Information Notice 83-41; " Actuation of Fire Suppression System Causing inoperability of
Safety-related Equipment"

2. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A. " General Design Criteria''

| 20.2.15 IDENTIFICATION OF l'ROTECTION SYSTE.%f INSTRUMENT SENSING LINES

ISSl'E

| Generic Safety issue 064 addresses the establishment of guidance for the identification of the
mechanical sensing lines which mterface with safety related instrumentation and controls systems.

Sensing lines are an integral part of the safety-related (protection) sptems, and are essential to their
reliable operation. Therefore, identification of these tines facilitates verification that these lines are
appropriately separated and protected

Industry has also developed a standard for safety-related instrument sensing lines, ISA-S67.02
(Reference 1), which includes identification criteria. As part of establishing its guidance for safety-
related instrument sensing lines, the NRC endorsed ISA-S67.02 in Regulatory Guide 1.151
(Reference 2).

ACCEI'TANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GS1064 are that sensing lines that interface with safety-
related instrumentation and controls shall be identified in accordance with ISA-S67.02 and meet the
intent of the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.151. Specifically, the instrumentation sensing
lines shall meet Section 5.3 of the ISA Standard. Section 5.3, in part, states that the instrument sensing
lines related to safety-related instrumentation will be identified and color coded.

O
|
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Dynamic loads, and the provision of sents and drains where appropriate, are also addressed in the
design of the Shutdown Cooling, Safety injection, Containment Spray, Component Cooling Water, and
Station Service Water Systems. These systems are described in Sections 5.4.7, 6.3.1, 6.5.1, 9.2.2,
and 9.2.1.

Plant pre-operational test, operating, and maintenance procedures are prepared in accordance with
guidelines established by C-li, and require paper precautions to minimize the potential for water
hammer. The guidelines provided to t e COL Applicant for systems in which water hammer can occurh

include applicable guidance on:

- prevention of rapid valve motion.
- introduction of voids into water-Giled lines and components,
- proper filling and venting of water-filled lines and components.
- Introduction of steam or heated water that can Dash into water-filled lines and components,
- Proper warmup and drainage of steam-filled lines, and
- The effects of valve alignments on line conditions.

Specific guidelines for prevention of steam generator and feedwater system water hammer include:

- maintaining SG water level above the feed ring,
- venting the feedwater lines prior to imtiating Dow,

(m
- maintaining the feedwater lines full at all times,
- starting feedwater pumps before opening the feedwater control valves, and'
- using continuous, rather than intermittent, feed Dow at hot standby or low power operation.

Section 10.4.9.1.2 includes a COL Applicant commitment to provide information on the avoidance of
water hammer in the emergency feedwater system, and Section 10.4.9.5.2 includes a COL Applicant
commitment to provide information on the avoidance of steam binding of the fiFWS pumps.

A Technical Specification for the safety injection system, Section 16.3, Surveillance Requirement |
3.5.2.3, requires the COL applicant to check that the Si lines are full. The shutdown cooling system
uses two of the four SIS direct injection nozzles on the reactor vessel.

Pre-operational test guidelines are also established for hot functional tests to be performed in
accordance with BTP ASG 10-2. These tests are to verify that unacceptable feedwater system water
hammer does not occur when (a) using normal plant operating procedures for normal and emergency
restoration of SG water level following loss of main feedwater, and (b) transferring main feedwater
during normal operation from the SG downcomer feedwater inlet nozzles to the economizer inlet
noules. (See Sections 14.2.12.1.63 and 14.2.12.4.13).

Since the design and testing of the safety systems potentially subject to water hammer meets the intent
of the acceptance criteria above, this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

: m
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|1. NUREG-0927, Resision I, " Evaluation of Water llammer Occurrences in Nuclear Power
Plants" U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cotnmission March 1984.

2. 10 Cl R 50 Appendix A. '' General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" Code of Federal
i<egulations Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Administration.

3. NUREG-0800 Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants - LWR Edition', Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

l

| 20,2,51 ASYMMETillC HLOWDOWN 1,OADS ON REACTOR
PitIMAllY COOLANT SYSTEMS

lhSt'E

| Unresolved Safety issue A-02 addresses asymmetric blowdown loads imposed on the reactor vessel
(RV) as a result of a design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The resultant forces from these
loads could affect reactor vessel support integrity, thus jeopardizing plant safety.

A break in a large teactor coolant pipe could cause several rapidly occurring internal and external
transient loads to act upon the reactor vessel. In the event of a postulated LOCA at the vessel nonle,
asymmetric LOCA loading could result from forces induced on the reactor internals by transient
differential pressures across the core barrel and by forces on the vessel due to transient differential
pressures in the reactor cavity. Differential pressures, although of short duration, could place
significant loads on the reactor vessel supports, thereby affecting their integrity.

The NRC reviewed these predicted asymmetric loadings and developed acceptance criteria and
| puidelines, which have been documented in NUREG-0609, (Reference 1). In 1987, a " broad scope"

revision of General Design Criterion 4 allowed the Leak-13cfore-Break (LUB) methodology
| documented by the NRC in NUREG-1061, Volume 3 (Reference 2), to be applied to all high energy

piping.

ACCEPTANCE CRITElil \.1

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USl A-02 (documented in NUREG-0609) is that the
design of the reactor primary coolant system shall demonstrate that the asymmetric loads on the reactor
sessel, internals, primary coolant loop, and components shall not exceed the limits imposed by the
applicable codes and standards.

O
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The System 80+ Standard Design includes design features, technical specifications and operating
guidelines which facilitate the operational reconunendations in GL 85-02, and further enhance the
integrity of the steam generator tubes, as follows:

* Prevention and Detection of Loose Parts: !

The steam generators have two 8-inch handholes in the lower secondary shell just above the
top of the tube sheet and two 18-inch manways in the upper secondary shell above the
separator support deck, to permit visual inspection of the tube bundle and personnel access for
inspection or repair. The separator support deck has an 18-inch hole with a belted cover, for
access to the top of the tube bundle. The diameter of the handholes has been increased by 2
inches over the handhole diameter for the System 80 steam generators (see Section 5.4.2).
Nitrogen is supplied to displace water and oxygen and maintain a overpressure of 5 psi when
the secondary side of a steam generator is drained but not open for maintenance, in order tr
protect the tube bundle from corrosion (see Section 9.5.10.3).

Work control procedures to minimize the probability of leaving a foreign object in a steam
generator after inspection, maintenance or repair are the responsibility of the owner-operator.

In addition to the steam generator provisions for inspection access, the System 80+ Standard^

Design has a Loose Parts Monitoring System (see Section 7.7.1.6.3) with sensors on the steam
'

generator secondary shells, as an aid to the operator in detecting the presence of a foreign
object.

Steam Generator Tube In-service inspection:e

The design of the steam generator tubes permits full-length inspection of the tubes from the
point of entry on the hot leg side to the tube end on the cold leg side, and vice versa. To
make personnel and equipment access for in-service inspection casier and quicker, the diameter
of the two primary head manways has been increased to 21 inches from the 16-inch diameter
of the System 80 steam generator primary head manways (see Section 5.4.2). The design
permits expeditious removal and attachment of the manway covers using multiple stud
tensioning equipment.

The COI. applicant will establish a surveillance program for regular inspection of steam
generator tubes (see Section 5.4.2.5 and Chapter 16, Surveillance Requirement 3.4.12.2).

* Secondary Water Chemistry and impurity Controh

Secondary water chemistry guidelines are given in Section 10.3.5, and incorporate the
guidelines contained in Steam Generator Owners' Group Special Report EPRI-NP-6239
(Reference 4) which supersedes Reference 3. Section 10.3.5 provides operating chemistry
limits for secondary steam generator water, feedwater and condensate. The secondary water
limits are divided into three groups: normal, abnormal and immediate shutdown. The normal

, o

l
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limits can be maintained when operating with little or no condenser leakage. The abnormal
limits permit operation at reduced power with minor system fault conditions until the affected
component can be isolated and/or repaired. The immediate shutdown limits represent
chemistry conditions at which continued operation could result in severe steam generator
corrosion damage. Guidelines for operator action on reaching each of these limits are
provided.

| The main condenser is described in Section 10.4.1. The condenser is non-safety-related, and
no specific guidelines are provided for an in-service inspection program since maintenance of

| the secondary chemistry limits given in Section 10.3.5 is considered adequate protection for
the steam generators. If condenser leakage at a specific plant site makes this difficult, the
owner-operator has an economic incentive to implement a condenser inspection / preventive
maintenance program appropriate to the site conditions.

Primary-to-Secondary Coolant Leakage Limit:*

| A technical specification (see Chapter 16) is provided for allowable primary-to-secondary
leakage rate. Detection of leakage is enhanced through the use of Nitrogen-16 and area
radiation monitors.

Primary Coolant lodine Activity Limit:*

A technical specification is provided for the suncillance of and allowable limit for primary
coolant iodine activity. The System 80+ Standard Design has high head high pressure safety
injection, so that additional requirements are not necessary.

Safety injection Signal Reset Logic:*

The NRC recommended action is not applicable to the System 80+ Standard Design. The
recommendation arose from a problem noted during a SGTR event at the R E. Ginna Plant in
1982 involving the automatic changeover of safety injection pump suction from the boric acid
storage tanks to the external refueling water storage tank, in relation to the status of the safety
injection signal. The System 804 Standard Design has an in-containment refueling water
storage tank which also serves as the containment sump, and from which the safety injection
pumps always draw water when operating. No suction changeover is necessary at any time
during an event in which safety injection is required.

in addition to the provisions described above which facilitate adoption of the operational measures
recommended in GL 85-02. the System 80+ Standard Design has many other design features which
enhance the maintenance of steam generator tube integrity, such as:

* steam generator tubes made of thermally treated inconel 640, which has favorable corrosion

| resistance properties including superior resistance to primary and secondary cracking (see
Section 5.4.2),

O
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